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Abstract—Security for Serverless Systems is looked at from
two perspectives, the server-level security managed by the infras-
tructure company and the Application level Security managed
by the tenants.The Trusted computing base for cloud systems is
enormous as it encompasses all the functions running on a system.
Authentication for systems is mostly done using ACL. Most
Serverless Systems share data and thus, ACL isn’t sufficient. IFC
using appropriate label design can enforce continuously through-
out the application. IFC can be used to increase confidence
between functions with other functions and cloud provider and
also mitigate security vulnerabilities making the system safer. A
survey of the present IFC implementations for Serverless Systems
is presented and system designs which are relevant to Serverless
Systems and could be added to Serverless Systems Architecture
and, an idea of an IFC model that could be effectively applied
in a decentralised model like serverless systems.

Keywords—Information flow control; serverless systems; lan-
guage based security; cloud computing

I. INTRODUCTION

Serverless Systems are systems where functions owned
by tenants are executed when the functions are triggered, on
platforms managed by the cloud provider. The infrastructure,
security and updates of these systems along with the hardware
are managed by the cloud provider and the tenant only
manages their function and it’s security. Security is looked
at from two perspectives, the server-level security managed by
the infrastructure company and the Application level Security
managed by the tenants. The reasons for the boom of serverless
computing are elastic scalability, ease of deployment, and
flexible pay-per-use pricing. Trusted computing base(TCB)
consists of all the parts of the system (like hardware, software,
libraries, firmware), all the components which could leave the
system vulnerable and jeopardize the security of the whole
system. The TCB for cloud systems is enormous.

A. Server-Level Security

Serverless Systems are cost-effective resource sharing plat-
forms where the tenants only pay for the time their func-
tion/service is executing/working on the machines and thus, the
machine setup time for a function i.e the microVM/container
creation and startup time has to be minimal, as that time is paid
for by the cloud provider, which does not leave a lot of scope
for setting up security measures specific for functions by the
cloud provider. The cloud provider’s platform manages func-
tion placement and scheduling, automatically spawning new
function instances on demand. This also means that multiple
functions are run on the same server, the functions owned
by different teams/companies with no security guarantees to
each other, which leaves the possibility for side-channel at-
tacks, and attacks specific to those applications/services which

might leave the host machine vulnerable. Traditional security
practices are unable to achieve the flexibility, generality and
efficiency expected by cloud providers and tenants [1].

B. Application Level Security

Users express their applications as collections of func-
tions triggered in response to user requests or calls by other
functions. With serverless systems the use of third party
services has increased which in turn increases the risk of data
vulnerability during communication, the security of the third
party services, the storage of keys used for communication
with the services. [2] Applications need to consider security
from the perspective that they are vulnerable to exploits
of the third party apps, infrastructure, other tenants sharing
the system, among others. Serverless Systems removes the
burden of managing Server Level Security for the Application
Development Teams as most tenants believe the cloud provider
they are using, though measures could be taken to increase this
confidence.

C. Paper Outline

Section 2 describes the Background on some of the dif-
ferent parts used in serverless architecture and basic idea of
attacks specific to serverless systems. Sections 3,4,5 are the
motivation to use IFC on serverless systems and explain the
need for IFC and the advantages it could bring. Section 6
explains some IFC ideas which could be applied to different
parts of the serverless architecture. Section 7 describes some
serverless, cloud and general IFC implementations. The cloud
and general implementations are on system parts which are
part of the serverless architecture and could be modified to
work on serverless architecture. Sections 8 and 9 explain the
advantages and remaining questions after adding DIFC to
serverless architecture. Section 10 is my idea of how all the
mentioned ideas and implementations could be implemented
together to setup a serverless DIFC system. Section 11 explains
some Future Research ideas/direction.

II. BACKGROUND

Many functions are run on a single bare-metal machine
in Serverless systems, to improve security a virtual machine
or container is used to execute the function, so two functions
are basically running on virtualized environments rather than
on the bare-metal machine itself and thus, separated by an
extra layer of abstraction and thus, increasing security and
making it harder for the functions to affect or read each
other’s information. We explain some exploits and mitigation
techniques used in serverless systems.

www.ijacsa.thesai.org 1 | P a g e
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A. Containers

Functions are hosted inside containers as containers encap-
sulate all the underlying software required for the application
to run and are useful when applications need to run on different
environments/machines. Containers fall short as they use the
host operating system kernel, which means that there is a
fundamental trade-off between security and code compatibility
as, Container implementors can choose to improve security by
limiting syscalls, at the cost of breaking codes which require
the restricted calls [3].

B. MicroVM

MicroVM are minimilistic virtual machines. The idea
behind microVM’s were to protect against privilege escala-
tion, information disclosure, covert channels and others. With
microVMs which take less than a second to boot up, the
security measures are enhanced. Adding advanced security
features affects the performance of the system and might
not be implemented by tenants in lesser security demanding
environments [3]. To give an idea, Firecracker checks that
the host kernel has mitigation enabled for Kernel Page-Table
Isolation, Indirect Branch Prediction Barriers, Indirect Branch
Restricted Speculation and cache flush mitigation against L1
Terminal Fault among others. [3]

C. Scheduling or Warm Containers

Each function invocation should ideally take place in a
fresh environment, such as a container that is immediately
destroyed after it’s execution but to reduce the cost of setting
up an entire runtime environment for each function execution,
warm containers are cached and reused for future invocations
of the same function within a pre-configured timeout window
[4]. Opaque platform policies and scheduling algorithm de-
tails obscure this practice, making it difficult for customers
to account for such issues during application development.
Attackers can get their function on the same machine if enough
functions are deployed [5].

1) Device Drivers: VM’s use paravirtualised device drivers
which interact directly with the VM host via an agreed channel.
The alternative to this is a way slower virtual hardware using
the native device drivers. Cloudburst describes the vulnerability
in VM display functions of VMware Workstation that could
be exploited by a video file to take over the operating system
[6].

D. Hypervisors

Hypervisors are used to create virtual machines on bare-
metal machines. KVM is a virtualization module for linux and
is a type 1 hypervisor. It is used in Firecracker. Virtunoid is a
privilege escalation exploit on KVM made in 2011 because
of a missing check on the KVM emulation of PCI device
hotplugging, which is used for devices which don’t support
being unplugged but when unplugged left a corrupt state and
dangling pointers [7]. These kind of vulnerabilities are being
mitigated by Hypervisor verification [8].

E. Attacks on Serverless Systems

Serverless systems contain functions which generally last
seconds, thus, it is harder to attack them but there are exploits
made for this kind of system. Rapidly ex-filtrate stolen data
[9], cross-tenant side-channels [5] are some attacks for this
type of system. Persistent function compromise is possible
by malware in an in-memory partition of the system, is
another example of an attack for this system. Attackers can
also take advantage of the cloud providers warm container
reuse policy to cache a compromised copy of the function
that persists across invocations [9]. Logging and debugging
support in serverless platforms lacks the ability to monitor a
serverless application as a whole and therefore struggles to
trace sophisticated attacks, for example an attack that depends
on two executions of the function. [10]

III. PRESENT SECURITY SOLUTIONS FOR SERVERLESS
SYSTEMS

Present security solutions include language run-time li-
braries which are used to secure a single function according
to developer defined policies as part of the source code. Static
analysis of function source code could be used to detect
violations of the principle of least privilege [11] and checking
function dependencies against vulnerability databases [12].
Function developers rarely consider and secure interactions
between functions, giving rise to emergent attack vectors such
as API-based data exfiltration. There are products that model
function behavior using machine learning to detect anomalous
behaviors or wrap function event handler wrappers to inspect
specific activities [13]. There are also run-time protections
which include machine learning based detection of anomalous
function behaviors [13] to prevent event-data injection pre-
vention by inspecting incoming function invocation requests
using existing penetration testing techniques like sqlmap. Run-
time semi-automated troubleshooting based on log data, to ease
reasoning about function behavior is present to make auditing
easier [14].

IV. LACK IN PRESENT SECURITY SOLUTIONS FOR
SERVERLESS SYSTEMS

A lot of pre-compiled third-party objects and proprietary
closed-source functions don’t provide source code access
which is required by many of the present security techniques.
The present security solutions are largely function-centric and
their efficacy depends on the correctness of policies writ-
ten by the function developers, complete access to source
code and configuration files, and the compatibility of the
tool with the functions specific language runtime, platforms,
and event sources. Existing monitoring techniques offer lim-
ited observability into the interactions between functions and
most of these monitoring services are limited to strict spec-
ified/available conditions. [13] Static check tools aren’t able
to detect implicit flows. Cross invocation attacks [13] aren’t
considered by present security solutions which occur between
containers and also among reuse of containers (warm starts). A
major and serverless specific problem is lack of proper function
isolation [10]. Event injection attacks may target the function
source code which might also leak other secrets stored in the
container [15]. Azure Functions had an exploitable placement
vulnerability, which led to the exploit to run arbitrary binary
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code in containers making them vulnerable to many kinds of
side-channel attacks [5].

V. NEED FOR DISCRETIONARY ACCESS CONTROL

Major authentication check in today’s world is done using
Access Control List(ACL), also called Role-Based Access
Control(RBAC). ACL has some limitations and vulnerabilities
which can be fixed using IFC. It may be possible to bypass
ACL checks, especially in web-based systems [16]. ACL does
not implement any further control once the data has been
authorized at entry point or discrete check point by checking
the users allowed permissions. The application is trusted not to
leak the data after the check. As there is a lot of data sharing
among applications there is a need for controlling data flows
between applications which may also send data ahead and
these checks can be done using IFC [17]. Data can propagate
or influence system behaviour indirectly in ways that aren’t
disclosed, which access control barriers at discrete points in
code do not detect, while IFC using appropriate label design
can enforce continuously throughout the application [18] IFC
[19] could be used to add security policies to data and use
these policies at run-time to control where user data flows.
Since IFC security is linked to the data that it protects, both
tenants and cloud providers can agree on the security policy,
in a manner that does not require them to depend and rely on
the particulars of the cloud software stack or application stack
in order to effect enforcement [1]. IFC [20] provides a means
to control and monitor data flow continuously, according to
policy which could restrict that the data be restricted to a
certain location in favour of laws [1]. IFC mechanisms can
help enforce non-interference policies mitigating the fact that
another system running on the same machine may observe
the public outputs. IFC supports isolation of individual users
data, and inter-tenant isolation [1]. IFC protects information
by a global security policy that cannot be overridden by a
misconfigured application. The policy explicitly and concisely
captures constraints on end-to-end information flow through
the system, majorly protecting the system by system calls
and restricting the data flowing outside the network. The
IFC system enforces the policy even for buggy or malicious
applications, thus removing application code and configuration
from the TCB of the cloud [21]. This case is valid when the
right policy check parameters are set inside the application as
used in the cloud infrastructure. A generic model to detect
type could be made which could make this model stronger.
Specifying an effective security policy is a difficult problem,
failure to adequately restrict flows violates the principle of least
privilege and leaves the system vulnerable but defining overly-
restrictive rules prevents the correct operation of the system,
thus increasing the development and testing time and requires
checking all expected flows [22].

VI. IFC SYSTEM DESIGN WITH SERVERLESS

This section contains general ideas which people have
mentioned in regards to Cloud Computing/Serverless Systems
and given a general idea of how IFC could be useful in solving
them.

A. Warm Starts

Container creation accounts for a major chunk of time in
the response time for a function after it was called/triggered

and cost for container creation time is not paid by the tenant
and is covered by the cloud provider and thus, cloud providers
use warm starts which is reusing the container which was
recently used to run the function, so that on another function
call of that same function in a certain time limit, the container
is reused rather than creating another container, so that the
response time for the function is reduced and the cost for the
container creation doesn’t need to be paid. The cloud provider
kills a function after a certain time limit as the tenant only
pays for the time when the function is being used and not
when it is idle and waiting for a request. It is expected that
a serverless function activation handles a single request on
behalf of a specific user and only accesses secrets related to this
request. Each invocation starts from a clean state and does not
get contaminated with sensitive data from previous invocations.
Any state shared across invocations must be kept in a global
data store. Warm startup is done using the method that after
the initial invocation is complete, but before the actual function
process starts, the process is forked and the function is run
on a child process of the same process and purged after it’s
completed and this process is repeated again when the function
is called again and thus, another child process runs it. This way
the address space is in the child space and will not affect other
processes that are run on or from it [21]. This way could be
vulnerable when two child processes are running at the same
time, as there isn’t a lot of separation in that case, but in
serverless system this isn’t done. The child process would have
to strictly be limited to it’s address space as a this could be
used for cross invocation attacks. Another way is tainting the
sensitive data which is used for file access, and deleting all the
tainted data after the function execution ends before the next
function is executed on the same container [13]. We could also
taint all the changes made to the filesystem during the function
execution and revert them using something like a git svn or
snapshot but that would have a higher overhead, so one could
use tracking on all the changes on the filesystem which uses
more processing power and could increase the execution time
of the function, the time could be reduced by using even more
processing power. One of these two methods could be used
based on the trade-off of the time it takes after the execution of
the function compared to the other one taking extra processing
during function execution.

B. Termination

A container is created everytime a function is
called/triggered and thus, for serverless systems the
termination of a function can be as many times the function
is called which is generally a lot. IFC Systems which leak
information through the termination channel, where one bit
of information can be observed by observing the termination
or non-termination of the program. The parallel nature of
the serverless environment amplifies this weakness, allowing
the attacker to construct a high-bandwidth information
channel, effectively defeating the purpose of IFC [21]. The
termination channel present in most existing IFC systems
can be arbitrarily amplified via multiple concurrent requests,
requiring a stronger termination-sensitive non-interference
guarantee, which can be achieved using a combination of
static labeling of serverless processes and dynamic faceted
labeling of persistent data [21]. We can use the security
property termination-sensitive non-interference (TNSI) to
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eliminate this channel [23]. SLam Calculus is used in the
TNSI security property to achieve termination insensitive IFC
model [24]. A way of achieving this in serverless systems
is a combination of static program labeling with dynamic
labeling of the data store, based on a faceted store semantics.
Static program labeling restricts the sensitivity of data a
serverless function can observe ahead of time, and is used
to eliminate the termination channel. Dynamic data labeling
is important to secure unmodified applications that do not
statically partition the data store into security compartments,
while the faceted store semantics eliminates implicit storage
channels also [21].

C. Sticky Policies

In serverless systems functions are short lasting and can
be run on any machine at any time, and a lot of them could
be running at the same time triggered by different users. Data
could be required for these functions to run which they get
from databases or filestores (S3 and dynamo for AWS). At
a higher level, sticky policies could be used to achieve end-
to-end control over data. In sticky policy systems, data is
encrypted along with the policy on that data. To obtain the
decryption key from a Trusted Authority (TA)(In this case the
database of filestore), a process must agree to enforce the
policy. This agreement may be considered part of forming
a contractual link between the data owner and the process
decrypting the data [25]. A logging system of the decryption
could represent a starting point of data flows and can be used
for tracking.

D. Continuous Checks

Serverless systems applications are made using a combi-
nation of functions where the data flows from one function to
another, and may also flow to third party functions for various
reasons like verification and so on. In a system like this where
data flow continues and the limitations of the data flow inside
the intranet or outside isn’t known, Continuous data checks
could be used to check that data is only used at authorized
places. This is done by storing the data with its label and any
time the data needs to be accessed its label is checked with
the process label and only if permitted, read/write operations
on the data are permitted. This system could be implemented
by the function sending the data, by checking that the function
receiving has enough access, the storage location would also
check the same. The function receiving could use the label
of the function they got the data from for confidence label
on that data. Thus, having security perspective by the one
sending and also, the one receiving the data. A function call is
given the label of the caller and actions allowed to the caller
are only permitted to that execution. Similarly any data store
being modified also stores the label with which it was modified
and stores allowed to a particular label are read or written by
that label. If any operations need to be done outside of the
permitted value of the caller, declassification [26] is used.

E. Implicit Storage Channel

A serverless function always runs on behalf of a specific
user and can be assigned a corresponding security label. The
function’s label determines its view of the data which it reads
or writes in databases or filestores, the function can only

observe the existence of data whose label does not exceed the
function’s label. In a situation where multiple functions with
incomparable labels write to the same store location(database
or filestore). We avoid information leaks in this situation
by employing faceted store semantics, where each record
can contain several values with different security labels [27].
Implicit storage channels is when the attacker infers secrets
by observing the labeled values exist within particular store
locations without observing the actual values [28]. An attacker
could check that a location contains sensitive data by writing
to a particular location and reading from there. One could
block writing to that location but that would also leak that
it contains sensitive data. One alternative would be to have
extra data copies for different labels. This is shown by data
store semantics where each record can contain multiple values.
Though this has a high runtime cost [29].

F. Audit Logs

If an IFC system is made at the cloud level, including the
network, OS and continuing to the application/function level,
all this data flow can be used as a logging system. Enforcement
of IFC can provide the opportunity for recording flow decisions
to build a provenance like audit graph. This can be analysed
to understand where, how, why and by whom the data was
manipulated within the system. This audit data, captured
during IFC enforcement, can help to demonstrate compliance
with regulations by providing tangible traces, showing how
the data was handled [30]. Under a conservative assumption
that all secrets obtained during function execution propagate
to all its outputs, we can track the global flow of information
in the system by monitoring inputs and outputs of all functions
in the system [21]. Audit Logs are made by tracking all
information flow using tainting. An important detail is to get
all the information before logging which would be necessary
for analysing, thus, the point where the logs are stored needs
to be as late as possible to get the most logs and we also
need to consider the high performance penalty cost for it and
minimize it. Major challenges with this system is being able
to track all information flows and the logs being enough to
recreate the situation or analyse the situation completely [31].

VII. IFC IMPLEMENTATIONS FOR SERVERLESS SYSTEMS

A. Hardware Level - General Implementation

RIFLE [32] translates normal binary code to run on hard-
ware with IFC tracking. Dynamic information flow tracking
can be used at this level for checking the use of spurious
values being used as instructions or pointers [33]. In serverless
systems this method any attacks on the underlying hardware
where the calls are sent to using the virtual machine can be
checked.

B. Kernel Level - Cloud Implementation

Information flows in a system are only generated through
system calls and shared memory between processes. If shared
memory is restricted then information flows could only be
generated using system calls. The entities defined in this model
are processes, files, pipes and sockets. Privileges are only
associated with processes(active entities). All labelled entities
are allocated their labels when they are created. For a process
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creating some entity the sub-rules associated with the flow are
that the created entity inherits the labels. Certain processes
have privileges, allowing them to change their labels that is,
those processes are able to change their security context using
declassification. The labels of passive entities (files, pipes and
sockets) can’t be changed. Processes are further associated
with privileges over their tags. System calls creating flows
are intercepted and IFC constraints are applied, enforcing
IFC according to the labelling, other system calls are left
unintercepted. The cloud tenant decides the labels and tags
for processes and calls [34]. This case is valid in serverless
systems as we run only one function inside a microVM and
if there is any information flow between functions or third
party services it has to go outside the function/microVM using
system calls, as nothing else is running on the microVM thus,
no shared memory among usage. This system can be used to
restrict any malicious code injected from sending data outside
the microVM and thus, restricting the outflow. The access to
the microVM is protected and restricted by the cloud provider.

C. VM Level - General Implementation

Argos [35] modifies the QEMU(type-2 hypervisor which
can be combined with KVM to make a type-1 hypervisor)
virtualisation framework to extend the target code so that it
defines isolation regions and checks information flow meta-
data. It uses dynamic taint analysis to detect exploits and
protects unmodified operating system processes. It checks the
network data throughout execution to identify their invalid use
as jump targets, function addresses, instructions. It has a very
high overhead but could be used to find signatures which can
be used with almost no overhead to find exploits during run-
time [35]. This system is used to protect the VM itself so that
the VM runs and terminates smoothly. This system could be
used to confirm that the VM is restricted to the allowed and
approved capabilities. Running this system on actual machines
doesn’t seem feasible because of the overhead but a system like
this is very useful to actually analyse the new attacks that are
being created and get their signatures to block them on actual
running machines.

D. OS Level - General Implementation

If IFC is enforced at OS level, the applications running
above the OS, run under the policy constraints expressed by
the IFC labels tags. They do not need to be trusted not to leak
data through the monitored labels in the processes [36]. This
system has DIFC implemented at the granularity of processes,
and integrates DIFC controls with standard communication
abstractions such as pipes, sockets, and file descriptors via a
application level reference monitor. This interface helps pro-
grammers secure existing applications. This system enforces
the DIFC policy during runtime. The application consists of
two types of processes. Untrusted processes are generally used
for most of the work. They are constrained by, and maybe
unaware of the DIFC controls. Trusted processes are aware of
DIFC and setup the privacy and integrity controls that constrain
untrusted processes. Trusted processes also have the privilege
to selectively violate information flow control for example,
by declassifying private data, or by endorsing data as high
integrity. The system represents each resource a process uses
to communicate as an endpoint, including pipes, sockets, files,

and network connections. A process can specify what subset
of its privileges should be exercised when communicating
through each endpoint. Uncontrolled channels are modeled as
endpoints that exit the DIFC system. This can be used as a
security policy for end-to-end integrity protection. It can pull
third-party plugins into its address space, but with end-to-end
integrity protection, users can enforce that selected plugins
never interact and potentially corrupt sensitive data, either on
input or output [36]. This system can also be used by the
cloud provider to restrict the usage of the functions as the
microVM, the OS and underlying hardware is managed by the
cloud provider. The cloud provider can have different levels
setup and the functions can decide the amount of freedom
they require and the cloud provider could isolate categories of
functions in their own DMZ (Demilitarized Zone).

E. Network Level - Serverless Implementation

This system has agents residing in function containers to
monitor storage and network behaviors. These agents dynam-
ically generate taint labels that describe each function’s file
accesses and network requests. These labels are reported to
a centralized controller. The controller then aggregates this
information to discover the flow paths of the application.
The information flow monitored by the controller can be
restricted based on the security policy. Function calls are
monitored with taint labels that and called/triggered using
REST based APIs in this system. The system works with
deploying a transparent forward proxy in each container that
begins proxying network requests when the container starts.
The network proxy performs network level tainting. The proxy
inspects the REST call to determine appropriate labels with
which to taint the current flow, which are mostly mentioned
in the Rest call itself, and are compared with the policy file.
Each invocation request is a unit of work in FaaS, functions
are short-lived and taint labels are assigned per request. The
“taint explosion” problem occurs because of this. The network
taints can be summarized when a function makes multiple
calls to the same domain, thus compressing the taint labels.
Function level operations are checked across workflows to
capture inter-function security violations. There can be Data
leak through the network as Static network policies are by-
passed by passing data to downstream functions with network
access. This can be mitigated with Network level taint tracking.
Another type of attack could be the Cross invocation side
channel where residual data in warm containers is leaked
across invocations and this can be mitigated using File access
taint tracking and function garbage collection [13]. A similar
design is mentioned in [37] where labels are used on data
and communication between libraries is done using messages
and based on the level of the process any data in the message
above that label level is removed. Continuing on the previous
system, the agent contains a system call tracing mechanism
for monitoring function file I/O, allowing the system to detect
cross-invocation flows resulting from container reuse. After
the function finishes execution, all data on disk that was
modified by the function is erased from the container. As
current attacks require an explicit data flow from one function
execution to another this procedure is sufficient to deny cross-
invocation capabilities to the attacker. Commercial platforms
provide only a small writable partition using an in-memory
filesystem, the approach is significantly more efficient than
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Fig. 1. Network Layer Design Architecture Presented in [13].

destroying and re-provisioning the entire container. The agents
also check taint labels on file accesses and file access behaviors
as they may violate security constraints of the application.
Garbage collection is performed after each function invocation,
the set of modified files are not tainted by previous function
executions [13] (Fig. 1).

F. Service Level - Cloud Implementation

The system’s Model generator component is responsible for
building a model that semantically simulates the lifecycle or
runtime execution of the candidate application. Then, the IFC
engine performs information flow analysis on the unmodified
application’s bytecode with the help of the generated model.
The vulnerability detector pinpoints insecure flow paths that
violate data integrity and confidentiality. The result publisher
component refines and reports the analysis results to the
cloud provider and tenant. Based on the results, it decides
if a security certificate should be granted to the candidate
application, which is sent to both the cloud provider and
tenant [38] (Fig. 2). The system uses IFC based on System
Dependence Graph (SDG) and program slicing techniques for
security inspection. The SDG has the advantage to model the
information flow through a program by capturing both data and
control dependencies [39]. Even with this model, the system
is prone to stealth type attacks. This system can be added to
serverless systems as a separate utility which could be used
when any abnormality is detected to check the request, because
this system has a very high overhead.

G. Application Level Implementation on Hadoop using In-
lined Reference Monitor (IRM) - Cloud Implementation

IRM [40] implementation carefully leverages object en-
capsulation, control-flow safety, and type-safety properties of
the binary language in which the function code is expressed,
to guarantee that the surrounding untrusted code into which
the IRM is in-lined cannot corrupt or circumvent the IRM’s
security programming at runtime. IRM whose programming
is in-lined into untrusted binary jobs as they arrive at the
cloud edge. After in-lining, the modified jobs self-enforce the

security policy. The in-lined enforcement code maintains and
consults an information flow graph (IFG) implemented as a
distributed data resource within the cloud. The IFG tracks
information flows between the various principals, and the
IRM prohibits job operations that introduce explicit flows that
violate any defined policy. This makes it easy to implement and
adapt to real world clouds, since the cloud and the enforcement
can be maintained completely orthogonally. It achieves this by
enforcing an IRM that is in-lined into untrusted binary jobs at
the cloud’s edge. The resulting jobs self-monitor their accesses
and collectively maintain a distributed information flow graph
within the cloud, which tracks the history of flows and pro-
hibits policy-violating operations. Well-established IRM design
methodology is applied to secure the IRM against attacks from
the code into which it is in-lined, protecting it even from threats
that know all the IRM’s implementation details. This system
is limited by enforcement of mandatory access controls of
explicit information flows between principals [41]. A system
like this is hard to implement in serverless systems as the
functions last under a second and aren’t running all the time,
so IRM would have a heavy startup overhead and wouldn’t
be very useful as it isn’t running all the time, else it’ll have
to converted to a system which stores its state in a database
and retrieves it everytime it starts up. I think that the cost
and performance overhead would outweigh it’s benefits. A
system like this could be implemented at the cloud infras-
tructure level where the cloud enforces some principals and
based on environments which need more security could have
more/stricter enforcement which would increase the processing
and runtime of the function and thus, the cost. This system will
be useful at a cloud level for applications deemed dangerous
by the cloud and yet requiring a lot of privileges. This system
could be used to limit these applications from a moral and
legal perspective. The idea of this system is to enforce a
system that does not believe the cloud infrastructure. We could
consider an implementation of a web-based application, where
the front page is always running on a low system with an
IRM system enabled and every other process is done using
serverless systems, and thus, the scaling and running of all the
serverless systems will be managed by the cloud infrastructure
itself and these functions, would connect and interact with the
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Fig. 2. Service Layer Design Architecture Presented in [38].

IRM system, thus, creating their own IFC system and enforcing
security in this untrusted cloud infrastructure. This kind of
system can be very useful for banks or similar institutions.

H. Chinese Wall - General Implementation

Chinese Wall Security Policy [42] makes use of subjects
and objects to prevent information flows which cause conflict-
of-interests between tenants. Data is divided into conflict
categories (conflict-of-interest class) and subdivided into sub-
divisions based on their profile. When data from a sub-division
is accessed, all data from that sub-division can be accessed but
data from the broad conflict class can’t be accessed anymore
but data from other broad conflict classes can be. Access
to data is constrained by what data the subject has already
accessed. All subjects are allowed to access at most one data-
set which belongs to a same conflict-of-interest class. A subject
can freely access any object in the sanitized security group,
which is a conflict category.(data which doesn’t need restric-
tion). [43] For scaling purposes we could use a decentralised
Chinese wall mechanism mentioned by Minky. [44] The decen-
tralised mechanism uses Law Governed Interaction mechanism
where authorization is required before accessing any resource.
Chinese-Wall Process Confinement (CWPC) could be used for
practical application-level distributed coalitions that provide
fine-grained access controls for resources and that emphasize
minimizing the impact on the usability [45]. The centralized
system can be applied to serverless systems by classifying the
functions using conflict categories and using that strategy to
allocate VM’s. Thus, there is lesser conflict of functions on
the same VM. The CWPC way can be used to check for
data request access on the functions from the service provider
and the validation method which can be used based on the
Minky Law Governed Interaction way where functions have to

authorize the usage of data by the other functions if there is an
conflict. This is an idea of to increase trust between functions
and their working together with conflicts. This system requires
a lot of trust by the functions to the cloud provider and the
cloud provider needs to maintain strict security policies so that
no information gets leaked as the cloud provider will have a
lot of sensitive information with this method.

VIII. ADVANTAGES

DIFC [46] will be useful on serverless systems for manag-
ing and securing information flows both within and between
virtual machines and, the overall flow within the cloud. Con-
tinuous check of data at every usage point will prevent data
leakage and unauthorized use. It would also allow the appli-
cations to define their own independent security terminology
dynamically [1]. IFC tracks all data flows in order to detect
policy violations, it can be used to provide detailed logs for
audit purposes [1]. The IRM system makes it possible for
systems like banks to switch to public cloud, still having
and enforcing their own high level of security. The warm
container method increases confidence and decreases security
vulnerability with an IFC implementation.

IX. TRADE-OFF

• Data sharing between virtual machines could be done
through the intranet having IFC enabled on the net-
work level of the cloud system or have the data
sourced through a secure system where it gets autho-
rized. Using a secure system for authorization would
reduce the burden on the developer but will only leave
a generic check mechanism on IFC and possibly a
higher overhead.
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• There is a higher development and design time for
DIFC integration which can help reduce the security
vulnerabilities for the systems integrating themselves
with the security policy.

• Implementing a DIFC model at different levels in the
cloud system where it is integrated with the other
levels and set by the cloud provider, one of the
main advantages could be the network analysis which
restricts the flow of sensitive data outside the cloud
intranet. We can also restrict the flow of data between
functions with labelling but the problem here would
be that on a real world scale which have billions of
functions and a very vast and diverse infrastructure,
a lot of labels would be required for some part of
data from a label to pass to another and restrict to
others/some specific ones.

• Flow of data received by a function can be blocked by
blocking transitivity, but it might break the functional-
ity if it is required, so transitivity is also a parameter
that would have to be considered with labels. With
a vast network, the checking of this data at every
point would be a heavy overhead apart from managing
the data and where it could flow. This would in
turn increase the development time and one would
have to continue checking till it reaches the end
point, checking all allowed use cases, adding extra
labels which are allowed to use its data and adding
restrictions based on when that data flow is supposed
to stop.

• Updating the infrastructure or functions would affect
each other and has a very high chance of breaking
functionalities, thus, upgrading would have to be in
phases where both phases are working at a time till
everyone moves to the new model. So the effort for
updating is increased as there can’t be fast updates and
any update would force every function that it depends
on and those functions that depend on it to be updated
and tested.

• Onboarding of new personal would take a lot of time
to this system.

• Taint tracking systems would not work if the developer
tried to evade them. Using channels outside of the
policy are known as covert channels [47].

• Setting up a system like this for a cloud provider
would take a lot of effort and money, which wouldn’t
necessarily result in an increase in revenue but would
lead to more confidence by the tenants in the cloud
system. Tenants setting up their security from a cloud
provider they don’t trust would require very heavy
security and is almost impossible without set models
and to only setup for one particular application. Thus,
the feasibility of this system is forced on people
making a generic model which is adapted and updated
by the tenants and cloud providers like other services.

• The cloud provider will have a lot more sensitive and
analyzed data because of this system, thus, the cloud
provider keeping this data secure and not exploiting
this data would require legal implications so as to

keep the cloud provider in check and regular audits
by a central authority which regularly audits the cloud
system and the data used for the cloud auditing and
confidence that it hasn’t been tampered with can be
gotten by this(DIFC) system itself.

X. IMPLEMENTATION

A nontermination sensitive DIFC can be setup on the
cloud which is integrated into the network level, OS level,
only allowing authorized system calls checked by the cloud
provider and the specific tenant receiving the request based
on their request policies. Using the VM level implementation
mentioned above securing itself from the bare-metal machine
attacks. A general norm of label-set which are configured in
the cloud system and could be extended by the application,
along with an intranet DMZ set which blocks the flow of
data outside the DMZ unless it contains authorized labels.
DIFC having library extensions(eg boto3 by amazon for AWS
for python language) which be imported and extended to the
applications. A system like this could have checks from the
starting point i.e the REST call till the end of point where
the data will flow and could also have legal limitations which
check the data based on location among others. All third-party
plugins into each function are used with end-to-end integrity
protection and the functions can define policies so that selected
plugins never interact and, potentially corrupt sensitive data or
only certain plugins interact with sensitive data. A Chinese
wall setup could be used to present and restrict any functions
being run on the same machine which have conflicts with each
other. There could be a service level implementation where any
suspected activity could be checked before sending it to the
actual function, as this would have a high overhead but the
payment of this system would have to be figured out. Any
function which wants extra security could have sticky policies
which could be used to log all data decryption, thus always
having a log of everybody getting the data at this source and
the data is only present here and only gets decrypted through
the sticky policy. The overall flow of data is monitored using
the IFC system and logged and thus, these detailed logs can be
used for verification and checking of the cloud infrastructure,
tenants and other functions. The logging level shown will only
be for their data and the other data will be obliqued. The
system will have multiple data copies for different labels to
stop implicit storage channels and with function owner will
be notified if any activity which does not follow the policy
defined for the storage channels. Warm Startup is present
with all sensitive data being removed which was identified
by tainting. This system would improve security confidence
between functions and also with the cloud provider. Blockchain
methodology could be added to the Audit log to show that it
hasn’t been modified and present confidence in the Audit Log.

XI. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION

• A Dynamic IFC Model for serverless systems is made
by [21] in which the main points are described above
in the Network Level Section. The model has inherent
assumptions where almost all of the TCB is considered
safe and data integrity isn’t considered. Reuse of
containers and warm starts or multiple invocations to
the same function aren’t considered. The system could
be extended to include all these points.
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• With serverless systems a lot of the services required
are outsourced, for example the authentication service
for AWS i.e AWS Cognito is used in a lot of serverless
functions rather than using their own. What kind of
extra risk does outsourcing things bring and how does
IFC mitigate it is another field where more information
with some data for proof is needed, the ideas are
expressed in this paper.

• The monitoring of function requests moves the state-
less architecture to a stateful architecture. How could
we implement IFC while keeping a stateless architec-
ture.

• A computation layer based on label, isolated in a
DMZ where only the public output is allowed to
leave the overall virtual DMZ network, so all private
computation is done inside.

• An cloud implementation which presents the model
with an norm based label structure and doesn’t have
a heavy overhead on performance and time compared
to the present system. A prototype proof of concept
for the real world.

• An implementation of a model described above could
be a starting point with all the system design features
mentioned considered. The implementation shouldn’t
consider TCB to be safe.

XII. CONCLUSION

A survey of the present IFC implementations is presented
and system designs which are relevant to Serverless Systems
that could be added to Serverless Systems Architecture and,
an idea of an IFC model that could be effectively applied in a
decentralised model like serverless systems. The overall idea
of this paper assumes that all of the TCB is vulnerable and
gives implementations/ideas which could be used to increase
confidence between functions with other functions and cloud
provider and also mitigate security vulnerabilities making the
system safer.
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Abstract—Monitoring indoor activities of daily living (ADLs) 

of a person is subjected to dependency on sensor type, power 

supply stability, and connectivity stability without mentioning 

artifacts introduced by the person himself. Multiple challenges 

have to be overcome in this field, such as; detecting the precise 

spatial location of the person, and estimating vital signs like an 

individual’s average temperature. Privacy is another domain of 

the problem to be thought of with care. Identifying the person’s 

posture without a camera is another challenge. Posture 

identification is a key in assisting detection of a person’s fall. 

Thermal imaging could be a proper solution for most of the 

mentioned challenges. It provides monitoring both the person’s 

average temperature and spatial location while maintaining 

privacy. In this research, an IoT system for monitoring an indoor 

ADL using thermal sensor array (TSA) is proposed. Three 

classes of ADLs are introduced, which are daily activity, sleeping 

activity and no-activity respectively. Estimating person average 

temperature using TSAs is introduced as well in this paper. 

Results have shown that the three activity classes can be 

identified as well as the person’s average temperature during day 

and night. The person’s spatial location can be determined while 

his/her privacy is maintained as well. 

Keywords—Activity monitoring; activities of daily living 

(ADLs); thermal imaging; indoor monitoring; thermal sensor array 

(TSA) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Monitoring indoor activities of daily living (ADLs) can be 
achieved with different methods [1]–[5]. As a first step, 
building occupancy and estimating the number of occupying 
individuals should be performed. A full review for detection of 
building occupancy and estimating number of individuals 
inside a building is presented by Chen et al. [1]. In this 
research, a review for different systems utilizing sensor fusion 
for building occupancy detection is presented. A comparison 
between the sensors utilized is conducted as well. Another 
complete review for different approaches used in detecting 
occupancy of the buildings, counting number of individuals 
and tracking those individuals is introduced by Saha et al. [2]. 
The authors in that review, focused on two aspects, the 
mathematical point of view and the corresponding metrics for 
evaluating these approaches. They focused on the prediction 
and performance metrics in order to establish a benchmark 
system for indoor occupancy estimation. A third systematic 
review concerned about the ambient assisted living 
technologies and focusing on their impact on individuals’ 
health is presented by Choukou et al. [6]. 

Inertial sensors are utilized in Voung et al. [3] to monitor 
the indoor wandering patterns to detect behavior disorder for 
people with dementia. Their preliminary experimental results 
have shown that their proposed solution has outperformed the 
existing classification algorithms based on time-series analysis 
with respect to accuracy and time performance. Another 
research in the scope of dementia is conducted by Das et al. 
[4], where a one-class machine learning classification approach 
for detecting real-time indoor elderly individual daily activity 
errors is proposed. Machine learning techniques with the aid of 
computer vision approaches are used to monitor the daily 
activities of elderly people in another study Chen et al. [5]. 
Deep convolution neural network approach is used for 
recognition of daily activities such as; eating, bathroom entries, 
sleeping and housekeeping by the work presented by Gochoo 
et al. [7]. The proposed deep convolution neural network is 
found to outperform the existing models by F1 score of 0.951. 
Utilizing motion sensors is one of them [8]–[10]. As in 
Aloulou et al. [8], an adaptive approach for plug-and-play 
mechanisms of motion sensors used for ambient assistive 
living of elderly people is proposed. The real-life deployment 
for the system proposed in the previous study using motion 
sensors is presented in Aloulou et al. [9], where the authors 
deployed the system in three nursing room and monitored the 
daily activity for elderly people for a 14 months period. The 
study included eight dementia patients. A pilot study for IoT 
deployment of a continuous real-time monitoring of elderly 
people using unobtrusive technology and utilizing door sensors 
and motion sensors as a core sensor is conducted by the same 
team Aloulou et al. [10]. The aim of that pilot study is to 
identify the health-related problems for elderly people. A 
complete unsupervised approach is used to detect and model 
the behavioral change for elderly people by the use of passive-
sensing technology; such as PIR and motion sensors is 
presented and deployed by Hu et al. [11]. Their experimental 
results have shown the ability of the system to detect the 
following individuals’ activities; namely, sleeping, outing and 
visiting activities in addition to individuals’ health status. A 
recent project focusing towards assisted living for elderly 
people to support aging in place is presented by Choukou et al. 
[12]. A case study for investigating the claim of smart flooring 
system to detect elderly people falling is presented by Chintanu 
et al. [13]. 

Motion sensors can be used to detect if there is any motion 
taking place in front of the sensor. On the one hand, these 
sensors are effective for detecting the movement of one person, 
and their effectiveness increases when sensor fusion is 
deployed. However, they impose several limitations that can be 
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summarized as follows: a) they cannot detect the exact spatial 
location of the monitored person or even an estimate for its 
spatial location, b) they cannot differentiate between the steady 
sitting state and the no-motion state, c) they cannot be used for 
fall detection as they cannot obtain depth and 2D data about the 
person’s location, and d) they do not inform about the number 
of individuals inside the room. Moreover, this type of sensor 
has another limitation is that it does not give any vital data 
about the person during the monitoring period. 

Another option of detecting ADLs is using another physical 
quantity i.e., the temperature of the person [14]–[17]. Every 
human being can be considered as a heat source that can be 
detected using Thermal Sensor Array (TSA). Thus, the 
problem can be reduced to being only the detection of the heat 
distribution of the person inside the room. In other words, it is 
possible to track the estimated spatial location of the person 
inside the room by tracking his/her thermal distribution. (Fig. 1 
shows the thermal 2D distribution of two heat sources as 
measured by a thermal sensor array). 

Given the various advantages of thermal imaging, the 
contribution of this paper is to assess the effectiveness of a 
thermal sensor array for tracking a subject’s indoor activities. 

The paper is organized as follows: section II discusses the 
advantages of thermal imaging over the mentioned limitations. 
Section III methodology used in conducting the experiment. 
Results of the experiment and related discussion are introduced 
in Section IV. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section V. 

II. THERMAL IMAGING TECHNOLOGY 

A thermal sensor array can be used to pick up a complete 
capture for the thermal distribution of the room every minute 
and store its readings for subsequent processing [18], [19] [20]. 
This method has many advantages. 

 First, it maintains the privacy of participating persons. 

 Second, it tracks the precise spatial location of the 
person, giving rise to a better understanding of behavior 
patterns extracted from activity per spatial location. 

 Third, it monitors the average temperature of the person 
per unit timestamp allowing for better assessment of the 
person’s health status (e.g., if he/she is suffering from 
fever or relevant diseases). 

 Fourth, it can track whether the person is in an 
upstanding posture or has lain down, using advanced 
algorithms that can differentiate between the thermal 
distribution in both cases. Upstanding posture gives 
more concise (confined) thermal distribution for the 
person, alike the horizontal or lying down position 
where relevant thermal distribution is much wider and 
scattered. This feature can also be helpful in fall 
detection [21]. 

Several researches have concluded the possibility of indoor 
occupancy estimation using TSA [18], [19]. They all placed 
TSA in a specific spatial location in the room. The person IR 
emission is triangulated to estimate his location as in [20]. An 
experimental evaluation for two low resolution thermal sensor 
arrays for occupancy detection is conducted by Rinta-Homi et 

al. [22]. Another systematic study investigated the performance 
of three low resolution thermal sensor arrays in detecting the 
indoor occupancy with the aid of machine learning algorithms 
[23]. In this study, the authors conquered the challenge of 
detecting two individuals with low proximity to each other by 
the use of iterative blob filtering technique to split the blob 
which is larger than that of a single human being. The privacy 
issue is respected in [24] by using a low resolution thermal 
sensors to detect the occupancy and to track the individuals 
indoors. A study is performed to detect the presence of people 
indoors by means of identifying their directions with respect to 
a room doorway using a low resolution thermal sensor array is 
conducted by Perra et al. [25]. The use of thermal array sensors 
for detecting individuals’ fall is investigated practically by the 
study conducted in [21]. 

All these presented work focused on occupancy detection 
and estimation only without giving attention to the person’s 
ADL indoors. In our work the focus is on monitoring a 
person’s ADL to deduce his behavior. Following, the 
methodology used in our proof-of-concept IoT experiment is 
discussed. 

 

Fig. 1. Thermal Distribution of Two Heat Sources as Picked up by an Array 

Sensor after Interpolation. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A male person is monitored over time using a thermal 
sensor array to track his activity. A single person as a proof-of-
concept and for feasibility is monitored. An IoT system 
consisting of a thermal sensor array and a processing unit to 
analyze the acquired data is implemented. The person’s activity 
is monitored by tracking specific thermal image pixels related 
to the activity spatial locations inside the room. The 
temperature of the corresponding pixels in the temporal 
domain to construct different activity vectors/arrays for the 
person is tracked. Then these vectors are sent to a cloud server 
annotated with their relevant timestamp, where they can be 
stored and analyzed. 

The system is deployed to monitor a single person living 
inside a room. The person’s activity is monitored on a 24-hour 
basis and is classified (for this work) as three classes: the 
sleeping activity, the daily activity and the no-activity classes. 
The corresponding spatial locations at which these three 
activities are most likely to happen are marked on the room 
schematic. The bed represents the sleeping activity of the 
person. The working table and dining table represents the daily 
activity of the subject. The room schematic is presented in 
Fig. 2 along with the sensor located inside the room and its 
location with respect to the person. The activities’ spatial 
locations are presented in Fig. 3. 
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The IoT system consists of MLX90641 (16x12/110°x 
75°/~7m axial range) [26] which is a thermal sensor array for 
acquiring thermal activity and a Raspberry Pi 3B+ is used as a 
node. The acquired thermal frame is transmitted as a 1D-array 
(element-by-element) along with a corresponding timestamp 
via CoAP transmission protocol from the Pi to a server for 
subsequent data processing and analysis. Another copy from 
the transmitted data is stored locally on the Pi for retrieval and 
substitution in case of transmission failure situations. The IoT 
system block diagram is presented in Fig. 4. The complete 
process of the system is presented in Fig. 5. The experimental 
hardware setup is shown in Fig. 6. The next section explains 
the temporal thermal activity tracking algorithm. 

 

Fig. 2. Room Schematic along with its Real Photo, describing the Spatial 

Location of the Sensor W.R.T the Person Body. 

 

Fig. 3. Regions of Interest along with its Corresponding Activity. 

 
Fig. 4. Block Diagram of the Complete System. 

 

Fig. 5. Complete System Process. 

  

Fig. 6. Complete Hardware Setup during Runtime. 

A. The Temporal Thermal Activity Tracking Algorithm 

This algorithm is used to track the spatial thermal activity 
in the acquired image from the sensor array. It starts with 
tagging the corresponding pixels that are relevant to the spatial 
locations where the three activity classes are most likely to 
happen. The tagging is performed by relating specific image 
pixels to a location where each class of the three classes 
happen, i.e. for the sleeping activity class, the person is asked 
to lie down on the bed and a reference image is captured to 
identify the location of the bed and so on for the other two 
classes. Then the related pixels to these locations are tracked 
over time. This process is shown in Fig. 7. 

 
Fig. 7. Visualization of Temporal Thermal Activity Tracking Algorithm. 

Each thermal activity corresponding to one of the three 
classes can be formulated mathematically as a 1D-array by the 
following formula (1): 

𝐴𝐾 = [𝑎𝑡
𝐾 , 𝑎𝑡

𝐾 , 𝑎𝑡
𝐾¸ … … , 𝑎𝑇

𝐾], ∀ 𝑡 =
{0, 1, 2, … , 𝑇} 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐾 𝜖 {1, 2, 3}            (1) 

Where A is the thermal activity array, t is the temporal 
resolution, T is the final timestamp of the monitoring period, 
and K is the activity class (1: Sleeping, 2: Daily and 3: No-
activity). 

The computational algorithm is implemented on the server 
side due to the limited computational resources used on the 
monitoring site side. The aim of this algorithm is to identify the 
timestamps at which each activity has started and ended as 
accurate as possible. 

The used algorithm starts firstly by collecting the relative 
pixel values into 1D arrays, where each value in the activity 1D 
array represents the temperature value at specific timestamp in 
the real spatial location in the room. Each constructed 1D array 
(AK) is then differentiated to its first derivative array, this will 
help identify the timestamps at which there were changes along 
the array. If the value of the array is falling from a high 
temperature value to a lower temperature value, then there has 
been an activity at this spatial place and is now ended. This is 
reflected in the first derivative array as a sharp impulse in the 
negative direction, i.e., having a negative value. It is at this 
value where we identify the ending timestamp of one of the 
three activities done by the individual. On the contrary, if the 
1D array is experiencing a sudden increase in its values from a 
relatively low value to a higher value, then its first derivative 
output should have positive impulse values indicating the start 
of the activity at this spatial location. 
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This process is ruled by a try and error threshold of >3C 
degrees between the no activity state and the activity state. The 
complete No-activity inside the room is identified when there 
is no activity status detected on all of the three arrays 
representing the thermal activity of the person on the three 
spatial locations tagged previously. 

The computational algorithm is illustrated in the following 
Algorithm1. 

ALGORITHM1: IDENTIFY ACTIVITY START AND END TIME-

STAMPS 

 Input: activity1_arr[time_stamp][Temperature], 

 activity2_arr[time_stamp][Temperature] 

Output: activity1_duration_arr[time_stamp][status], status ∈ {Start, 

End} 

 activity2_duration_arr[time_stamp][status], status ∈ {Start, End} 

1 Initialization of variables:  

Set act1[][] ← activity1_arr[time_stamp][Temperature], 

Set act2[][] ← activity2_arr[time_stamp][Temperature] 

Set derivative1_arr [][] ← empty 

Set derivative2_arr [][] ← empty 

Set threshold ← 3C 

2 if (length(act1) == length(act2)) 

3  for each entry in length(activity1_arr): 

4   if index(entry) <= (length(activity1_arr) – 1) 
5    derivative1_arr[time_stamp1][]← 

act1[time_stamp1][entry+1] – act1[time_stamp][entry] 

derivative2_arr[time_stamp2][]← 

act2[time_stamp2][entry+1] – act2[time_stamp][entry] 
6   End 

7  End 

8  for each entry in length(derivative1_arr): 
9   if (derivative1_arr[entry] >= threshold ) 

1

0 

   activity1_duration_arr[time_stamp][Start]←derivative1_a

rr[time_stamp][-] 

1

1 

  end  

1

2 

  if (derivative1_arr1[entry] <= -( threshold) ) 

1

3 

   activity1_duration_arr[time_stamp][End]←derivative1_ar

r[time_stamp][-] 
1

4 

  end 

1

5 

 end 

1

6 

 for each entry in length(derivative2_arr): 

1

7 

  if (derivative2_arr1[entry] >= threshold ) 

1

8 

   activity2_duration_arr[time_stamp][Start]←derivative2_a

rr[time_stamp][-] 
1

9 

  end  

2

0 

  if (derivative2_arr1[entry] <=-( threshold )) 

2

1 

   Activity2_duration_arr[time_stamp][End]←derivative2_ar

r[time_stamp][-] 
2

2 

  end 

2

3 

 end 

2

4 

else: 

2

5 

 Terminate with error message (“The duration of time-stamps and 

activity does not match”) 

2

6 

end 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The non-interpolated image (16x12) as captured from the 
sensor, its corresponding interpolated image (128x176) and no-
activity image are presented in Fig. 8(a), (b) and (c) 
respectively. The person’s location inside the image is labeled 
by the red dot. Two different ways of sleeping activities are 
presented in Fig. 9. 

The person’s behavior for 10 consecutive days in April 
2021 is monitored. Every monitored day is presented in a 
separate curve starting from 00:00 o’clock till 11:59 of the 
same day on the X-axis and the temperature on the Y-axis, 
except for the last day where the monitoring ended at 16:30. 
The orange curve represents sleeping activity and the blue 
curve represents daily activity for the monitored person. The 
first three days of monitoring are shown in Fig. 10, namely 7th, 
8th and 9th April. The three consecutive days which are 10th, 
11th and 12th April are shown in Fig. 11. Fig. 12 shows the 
person’s behavior during 13th, 14th and 15th April. Finally, the 
last two days are shown in Fig. 13. 

Sleeping activity periods, daily activity periods, no-activity 
periods, and missing data periods for each day are listed in 
Table I and are shown as a bar chart in Fig. 14. Behavior 
statistics such as mean value and percentage value for each 
activity type along the whole monitoring period are listed in 
Table II. 

   
(a)             (b)              (c) 

Fig. 8. (a) Non-Interpolated Image showing the Person doing his Daily 

Activity, (b) The Corresponding Interpolated Image, and (c) Interpolated 
Image showing no Activity Inside the Room. 

 
(a)   (b) 

Fig. 9. Two different Sleeping Activities of the Person. 

 

Fig. 10. Monitoring Person’s behavior during 7th, 8th and 9th April. 
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Fig. 11. Monitoring Person’s behavior during 10th, 11th and 12th April. 

 

Fig. 12. Monitoring Person’s behavior during 13th, 14th and 15th April. 

 

Fig. 13. Monitoring Person’s behavior during 16th and 17th April. 

 

Fig. 14. Different Activity Periods for the Person’s behavior during the 

Whole Monitoring Period. 

On each day of the monitoring period, the sleeping activity 
and the daily activity are observed to be contrary to each other. 
Both activities have a temperature difference of about 3℃ 
degrees each day. The person’s average temperature is 
observed to be 32℃ degrees on average during the whole 
monitoring period. 

TABLE I. BEHAVIOR MONITORING PERIODS 

  Activity Period (Hours) 

M
o
n

it
o
ri

n
g
 D

a
y
 

  Daily Sleeping No-Activity Missing Data 

7th 11.5 11.5 1 0 

8th 6.5 2 6.5 9 

9th 4 10 10 0 

10th 5 12 2 5 

11th 6 5 5 8 

12th 6 7.5 2 8.5 

13th 4 10 7 3 

14th 10.5 13 0.5 0 

15th 7 9.5 7.5 0 

16th 8 11.5 4.5 0 

17th 9.5 8 1 5.5 

TABLE II. BEHAVIOR STATISTICS FOR THE WHOLE MONITORING PERIOD 

Activity Type Mean (Hours) Percentage 

Daily Activity 7.090909 0.295454545 

Sleeping Activity 9.090909 0.378787879 

No Activity 4.272727 0.178030303 

Missing Data 3.545455 0.147727273 

The most dominant activity of the person during the 
monitoring period is the sleeping activity as concluded from 
the behavior statistics in Table II with an average of 9 hours 
per day. Daily activity happens to be the second place with 7 
hours per day, and the no activity comes in third place with 
about 4.2 hours per day. 

Small periods of no-activity happening inside the room are 
inferred as a bathroom entry due to its small duration and its 
location between two long durations of either sleeping activity 
or daily activity or both of them. The person is most likely 
considered visiting the bathroom just after wake up. The 
person’s concluded bathroom visits are listed in Table III. 

It is concluded from Table III that the person’s bathroom 
visit takes on average between 30 minutes to 60 minutes. 

During the long no-activity durations exceeding one hour 
the person is considered out of the room, i.e., these durations 
are considered outing periods. On 9th, 13th, 15th and 16th long 
durations of no-activity at the same normal working hours are 
observed, hence it is concluded that the person was out for 
work at these periods. 

TABLE III. THE PERSON’S BATHROOM VISITS 

M
o

n
it

o
ri

n
g
 D

a
y
 

Bathroom Visit (Start / Duration [minutes]) 

7th 14:00 / 60     

8th 01:00 / 30     

9th 01:30 / 30     

10th 07:00 / 30 13:00 / 30 21:30 / 60 

11th 17:30 / 30 22:00 / 30 22:30 / 90 

12th 01:30 / 30 18:30 / 30 21:00 / 60 

13th 09:30 / 30     

14th 14:15 / 30     

15th 03:00 / 30     

17th 12:30 / 30     

0

5

10

15

7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 12th 13th 14th 15th 16th 17th

Monitoring Day

A
ct

iv
it

y 
P

e
ri

o
d

 (
H

o
u

rs
)

Daily Activity Sleeping Activity No Activity Missing Data
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It is also noticed that the person often goes to sleep after 
midnight and before 03:00 except for 8th, 15th and 17th April, 
where the person went to bed after 03:00. It is concluded here 
that the person is a night owl. 

It is noticed that the person spends about 29% of its day as 
daily activity, 37% as sleeping activity, and 17% as no-activity 
or bathroom visits and outings. Missing data is about 14%. 

In terms of monitoring the person’s temperature, a 
significant decrease in the person’s body temperature is 
observed during 12th April around 20:00 and during 17th April 
from 00:00 till around 05:00. 

V. CONCLUSION 

 In this paper a monitoring system based on thermal sensor 
array that can capture a person's activities of daily living 
(ADLs) is proposed and implemented. The monitored ADLs 
are classified as sleeping, daily, and no-activity at all. The 
experiment proves that the system enables detection of a 
person's spatial location indoor precisely. In addition, the 
experiment enables prediction for the bathroom visits and the 
outing and estimates the person's temperature during the whole 
monitoring period along with maintaining the person's privacy 
as well. As a future development of this experiment, there are 
different directions to be investigated. A first direction is the 
hardware experimental setup; where for covering wider field of 
view (FOV) an approach of TSA gird should be utilized. 
Another direction is, in the direction of automatic recognition 
of the individuals’ presence inside the room, where machine 
learning approaches should be utilized. This is considered to 
automate the presence recognition and to reveal more daily 
activities’ types. Also, machine learning techniques can help 
differentiate between multiple heat sources not only other than 
multiple human beings’ presence in the room but also 
differentiating between different heat sources such as; the 
heater-on and the heater-off states in the room. 
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Abstract—e-Commerce, as a hot industry, plays an important 

role in people's lives. People visit e-commerce websites, check 

what they want, then click buy, and finally complete the 

transaction. The developments taking place at the level of 

electronic services at the global level and the intensification of 

competition and the increase in the experiences of electronic 

shoppers, the awareness and understanding of companies of the 

distinctive characteristics of the population in the region and 

their purchasing habits has become the most important for 

companies of e-commerce and services, where it is imperative 

Companies should keep pace with these developments and 

provide electronic services via the internet of high quality and 

efficiency, by focusing on the most important requirements for 

customer satisfaction, especially in light of the information and 

technological revolution. However, customers will have an awful 

experience if they visit crudely made e-commerce websites. Kunst 

A. (2019, Dec 20) claimed that around a total of 37.4% of 

customers complained that they had an awful shopping 

experience. The reason is that the service quality of e-commerce 

websites is not up to standard. This research aims to improve the 

quality of e-commerce service by using the Comprehensive and 

Referential Combination Model by implementing a Step-by-Step, 

Bottom-Up approach. Finally, we will recommend improving the 

quality of e-commerce service in construct and revision ways 
within parts of this model. 

Keywords—E-commerce; website; framework; criteria; model; 

approach; service; quality 

I. INTRODUCTION 

E-commerce is also called electronic commerce or internet 
commerce. In general, it represents people using the internet to 
buy and sell commodities or provide clearly priced services in 
funds and data flows. [6, 23] A computer network is a 
fundamental tool to make e-commerce achieve its value. More 
and more people can use the internet to browse the website, 
which provides the possibility for the promotion of e-
commerce websites. From this point of view, e-commerce has 
great development potential and broad prospects.[15, 16] An 
E-commerce website enables people to order the goods they 
want without leaving home, and they can receive the goods 
delivered by logistics at home. Thus, more people begin to 
choose e-commerce to choose and purchase their desired 
products. [17, 18] However, some informal e-commerce 

websites attract consumers to browse and view through false 
advertisements or other attractive ways (such as promotion). 

As a result, consumers' shopping experience will be very 
poor, and their precious time will be wasted. Even some formal 
e-commerce websites will make consumers have a bad 
shopping experience. The former is due to fraud, extortion, and 
other bad means. At the same time, the latter is due to rough, 
lack of consideration of the user interface, inefficient 
navigation bar, lack of basic description of goods and payment 
methods without security guarantee, and other adverse factors. 
These will cause consumers to give up buying products, so 
there is a high probability that they will not come for a second 
time. It is very important to establish a basic framework and 
evaluation scheme for an e-commerce website. [19, 20, 21] 
The evaluation scheme consists of a series of criteria. 
Predecessors have not given up this kind of research and put 
forward their evaluation scheme. 

The team of Van Der Merwe (2003) started to begin this 
type of research in 2003. They proposed to build a new 
framework and method to evaluate e-commerce websites. In 
other words, they want to re-establish a credible business 
principle. [13] They designed three phases to build the 
framework and method named Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3. 
They focus on customers, especially the customer buying cycle 
[13], consisting of recognition, information gathering, 
evaluation, and purchase completion. They put forward general 
direction criteria: user interface, navigation bar, content, and 
degree of website's credibility, technical development. [13] 
They set 4 criteria groups in each general criteria group. And 
each criteria group consists of 5 fundamental rules. They use 
these 100 rules to evaluate famous e-commerce websites (e.g., 
Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Exclusive Book, etc.) with the help 
of correspondence analysis developed by themselves. [13] This 
has greatly contributed to developing e-commerce websites for 
systematic evaluation. In addition, the evaluation methods 
provided by the later research also change due to the changes 
of the times and different concerns. 

In 2016, the group of Watrobski developed a framework for 
evaluating e-commerce websites called PEQUAL [14]. The 
author improved the traditional equal method by combining the 
appropriate model and multi criteria decision analysis (MCDA) 
which consists of usability, site design, information quality, 
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trust, and empathy. [14] They established the framework of the 
PEQUAL [14] method. First and foremost, they choose the 
classical EQUAL method and choose one of the website 
evaluation methods other researchers develop. And then, they 
use relevant criteria evaluation and other parameters to grade e-
commerce websites. It's based on a survey that users 
contribute. And then, they deal with collecting data by using 
PROMETHEE [14] method to conform group ranking and 
individual ranking of e-commerce websites in order to reduce 
the uncertainty of users filling in the questionnaire. Compared 
to the previous research, they use different criteria by using 
different analysis methods. Apart from academic evaluation of 
e-commerce. [22] Some credible sources also provided some 
benchmarks and some sets of criteria that are easy to 
understand to evaluate e-commerce websites for the public 
who don't know how to use professional analysis methods to 
evaluate e-commerce websites. 

Kogan D. [7] suggested that we can pay attention to 
content, functionality, authority, and marketing advantages 
which are elements from e-commerce websites to grade 
individual e-commerce websites. Also, some websites also 
gave us several steps to evaluate e-commerce websites in a 
scientific way. In addition, Burke D.[1], as a famous user 
experience strategy master, provided 5 criteria for judge 
whether this e-commerce website is successful or not. 
Successful e-commerce websites will know how to avoid users 
register themselves in a complex way. They also consider 
demonstrating powerful ads and promotions, including a 
special offer. They also focus on building a strong search 
engine to ensure that customers will be beneficial to find 
desirable goods. In a nutshell, the e-commerce industry serves 
customers to make them have a wonderful shopping 
experience. 

II. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

How to build an effective model to improve the service 
quality of an e-commerce website? Can researchers get any 
inspiration from consumers visiting e-commerce websites and 
completing a series of transactions? Furthermore, how can 
researchers use an example to prove the necessity of building 
this model? How can researchers use the data to demonstrate 
the effectiveness of our model? Which specific e-commerce 
website do researchers need to study? What will researchers 
focus on a specific e-commerce website? What type of tools 
will researchers use to gather data? The following are some 
minor problems arising from the main research problems, but 
these problems basically need to be solved and clearly defined. 
What makes customers feel like an e-commerce website is 
good or bad? Is it based on the perceptual visual impact or 
content reality that researchers can be left behind to complete 
the process of browsing the website or completing the buying 
circle [13]? The entrepreneur needs to create an e-commerce 
website, but how can the entrepreneur create a practical 
website? What is the definition of utility? Or how can an 
entrepreneur scientifically create a qualified e-commerce 
website that can perform its own functions? What is the scope 
of an e-commerce website? Or the exact duty? Do researchers 
need to include technology in the evaluation of e-commerce 

websites? What about including language, culture, other 
intangible factors into evaluating the e-commerce websites? In 
addition, how does this research benefit human beings, 
specifically customers? 

The above questions, the main questions need theoretical 
support, which refers to establish a framework and criteria, and 
then we compare this model with some former research. The 
following main questions, which are about the effectiveness of 
our models, can be answered in the part of research methods. 
And some of the questions can be answered in a short time. We 
decide to study the Taobao website, which is a famous e-
commerce website in China. And we study how they can 
improve the quality of this service because we can probably 
find the link between their strategy and our model. Some of the 
secondary questions need to be judged by experience, and 
some can be done by consulting data. For example, we can 
consult some relevant information by identifying keywords to 
answer the first question because it’s a common background 
problem. Finally, we can get the answer by presenting some 
relevant data which is referred from searching websites. 

These studies effectively studied how to establish e-
commerce websites through a series of criteria, and then at the 
same time, through clear steps, detailed data of relevant 
variables to make their established criteria very powerful 
persuasive. There are other studies that cover not only the 
establishment of guidelines but also the primary demographic 
of business sites, namely customers. They take some of the 
important common behaviors and psychology of customers and 
make them into core principles, and then combine them with 
building websites to make them more approachable. Other 
researchers, however, have looked to the source of the problem 
and devised designs designed to help companies coordinate 
their organizational structures and optimize their workforce for 
market readiness. These results are convincing, but they fail to 
connect the two most important elements of e-commerce: the 
company and the customer. And customers can connect 
through e-commerce sites. Therefore, our research aims to 
achieve a joint model to solve problems from beginning to end 
through a series of scientific and organized methods so as to 
optimize the company's sales situation and customers' shopping 
environment. 

III. OBJECT DETERMINATION 

Based on this research background, previous studies are to 
study how to establish a reasonable and complete evaluation 
mechanism and then use their own data processing methods to 
evaluate a selected group of e-commerce websites and then 
process the data. Then the relevant charts are established, and 
the evaluated websites are compared with each other to get the 
results. Finally, they give constructive suggestions. Although 
this will enable some people to obtain references through these 
studies, which is about getting the evaluation results of popular 
websites, We should focus on improving the service quality of 
e-commerce rather than just staying in the evaluation stage. 
However, an e-commerce website is the facade of the e-
commerce industry, so we are committed to solving how to 
improve the service level of an e-commerce website. 
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IV. METHODOLOGY 

A. Overview 

First and foremost, our main goal is to improve the quality 
of the e-commerce website's service. According to the Oxford 
dictionary definition, service is a system supplying a public 
need such as transport, communications, or utilities such as 
electricity and water. The quality of e-commerce service 
mainly depends on whether consumers think the experience is 
good or bad after they visit the website, view the content of the 
website, select goods on the website, and complete the 
transaction. Therefore, consumers' evaluation after visiting a 
website is an important index to measure an e-commerce 
website. How can an e-commerce website's provider improve 
the quality of the service? We have come up with a solution for 
this problem. The research is based on that in order to make 
consumers have a better shopping experience; we need to think 
about how to improve the serviceability of e-commerce 
websites and solve the problem from the source. Evaluation 
can only detect the problem but cannot solve the problem. 
Therefore, we need to solve this problem with the model 
composed of framework and criteria for e-commerce websites. 
We need to modify or design a required e-commerce website 
based on our established model. This is due to the fact that we 
need to improve our e-commerce serviceability. So we can 
focus on how to help owners improve or design their e-
commerce websites. An E-commerce website is an owner, a 
company's facade, and a business card. We have three main 
phases to construct this solution: building-up, validation, and 
application for the phase of building-up. We pay attention to 
and study the consumer's shopping behavior. 

The consumer's shopping behavior has five main steps: 
visit the website, query the goods, view the content of the 
goods, buy the goods, and pay attention to the logistics trends. 
Our framework of this model is based on the behavior of 
customers and established criteria for each part. We can also 
help build a part of the model by combining an example of a 
successful e-commerce website. The framework of this model 
consists of the user interface, searchability, content readability, 
service safety, website accessibility, future value. We will 
subdivide each part, namely, criteria. Then we need to prove 
that our model is practical and reasonable. I will visit the 
databases of Google Scholar and Kean Library (e.g., ProQuest 
Central, ProQuest: business) to access some research papers 
about e-commerce by observing their frameworks and criteria 
and the data processing methods used. 

We even assess the China database (e.g., CNICC) to 
recently analyze the condition of e-commerce in China. So we 
can be more informed about this field. We will compare with 
previous studies to show that evaluation alone is not enough. 
We need to put this model into action: improve the service 
level of an e-commerce website. Then, we may distribute the 
questionnaire and set up questions about consumers. For 
example, what they want most, what websites they tend to like, 
and so on. Then we will make suggestions to the owners on 
how to use our model to modify or design their e-commerce 
website to improve their service level. 

B. Method of Constructing Combination ModelProposed 

Solution 

1) General working plan: Fig. 1 consists of two main 

phases: Building-Up and Application. For Building-Up, it has 

problem identification that states in the introduction part, the 

construct combination model in Step-By-Step, Bottom-Up 

Approach with the help of validation, and refine the details 

about constructing the criteria in each part. For confirmation, 

it has to find support from customers by using a questionnaire, 

getting data support from previous scholarly journals, some 

relevant data to make statements persuasive. The application 

phase has two ways: redesign and revise by using the 

combination model we established. Finally, we will give 

recommendations for each condition. 

 

Fig. 1. General Working Plan. 

2) Specify method in hierarchy approach: Now we want 

to construct an efficient method to construct method. The 

main method we use is called step-by-step, bottom-up, as 

shown in Fig. 2. We use this method to propose solutions to 

our research topic. This method is a hybrid method, which is 

composed of seven sub-methods. Each sub-method carries on 

the results generated by the previous method. Finally, a 

complete solution is developed. 

 

Fig. 2. The Structure of Step-By-Step, Bottom-Up Approach. 
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In the below explanation about the structure of the step-by-
step, bottom-up approach: 

a) Observation - The Behavior of Customers: The 

customer's shopping behavior has five main steps: visit the 

website, query the goods, view the content of the goods, buy 

the goods, and pay attention to the logistics trends. Let's 

model the behavior of customers who is about to visit a 

specific website. First and foremost, people initially enter 

keywords into Google search engine or Baidu search engine to 

find the website they want to visit. The domain name of some 

websites is easy to remember, and some people will directly 

enter the corresponding URL to find it. Usually, popular 

websites are located on the front page of search results, and 
they start to click on the website to visit it. Next, they will 

wait a moment to see the user interface of the e-commerce 

website. Customers usually visit e-commerce websites to buy 

what they want. So they will find what they want for the first 

time, they may seek to use classification screening or the 

search engine provided by the website to search. Then they 

will get the details of the product and click buy product to 

enter the purchase interface. Finally, through secure payment 

to complete the transaction and after-sales logistics services, 

finally get the desired goods. The Van's team in 2003 also 

provided the criteria model of constructing e-commerce 
websites based on customer behavior shown in Fig. 3 (they 

called it "buying circle"). This proves that our starting point is 

correct and consistent with other academic papers establishing 

e-commerce websites' criteria. 

b) Combination - Combine two models with customers' 

feelings and structure of e-commerce website: The framework 

and criteria for establishing an e-commerce website are 

specific because an e-commerce website is a particular thing; 

customers can see and touch and have visual, intuitive 

feelings. However, the quality of service is abstract, invisible, 

and can only be perceived. It is not enough for us to build a 

good e-commerce website to improve the service quality of e-

commerce. Therefore, we need to refer to other studies on the 

criteria of e-commerce service quality. We are going to 

combine our model with theirs to produce a new model. 

We reference the framework of e-commerce service quality 
which was worked by Ishak et al. (2021). They used Delphi 
Method by using questionnaires and giving them to experts to 
hear their responses, which will be excellent support for 
constructing criteria in the e-commerce service. Here is the 
result from Ishak's team, as shown in Fig. 4. They provide what 
the e-commerce industry can do for customers and what kind 
of experience customers need: reliability, responsiveness, 
assurance, empathy, and tangible ways. However, they 
established a model based on the view of customers. So we 
want to refine this model and create another model based on 
the structure of e-commerce websites and combine them from 
different perspectives. We want to make more details in each 
part associated with customer behavior. We also refined some 
subcriteria and category them into more complex parts, which 
will list in the result section. 

 

Fig. 3. Customer behavior [13]. 

 

Fig. 4. The Framework of e-commerce Service Quality [5]. 

c) Questionnaire – prepare for building criteria of e-

commerce website model: The questionnaire can get the 

public's view of e-commerce and help modify the model. And 

through the response of the people, we can see whether our 

research is on the right track. We use a questionnaire to verify 

whether our model has a mass basis and is widely accepted by 

the public. The questionnaire was designed for adults over 18 
years old who are potential customers. Forty-three people 

were invited to fill in the questionnaire, of which three were 

not completed, which was invalid. So there are 40 valid 

questionnaires. Among them, there are 20 males and 20 

females, and college students account for the most, accounting 

for 75%. The remaining 23-30 years old, 31-40 years old, and 

51-60 years old accounted for 12.5%, 2.5%, 5%, and 5%. Here 

are Table I shows the results from the questionnaire. 
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TABLE I. RESULT FROM QUESTIONNAIRE 

Reaction Total 

Disagree 
Disagree 

non-

agree or 

disagree 

agree 
total 

agree 
Total 

Problem 

1 0 1 8 10 21 40 

2 0 4 9 9 18 40 

3 0 3 9 14 14 40 

4 0 0 13 12 15 40 

5 0 1 9 15 15 40 

6 0 2 6 14 18 40 

7 0 1 8 8 23 40 

8 0 0 9 6 25 40 

d) Structure of Questionnaire 

1) You want to find the website you want to visit through 

keywords quickly. 

2) If the website you visit doesn't respond quickly, you 

will feel impatient. 

3) You want to see an attractive user interface (the first 

page you see on the site). 

4) You tend to visit a creative website that gives you a 

visual experience. 

5) If you can't find what you want through the website's 

search engine, you will feel distressed. 

6) You want the site to provide classification options to 

help you search for the items you want. 

7) You tend to visit websites with secure payment 

methods (Alipay, WeChat). 

8) You tend to visit a website that provides after-sales 

service. 

e) Data Visualization: The data in Fig. 5 obtained 
shows that 77.5% of the respondents hope to get the website 

they want quickly through keywords. 67.5% said they would 

be impatient with websites that can't respond quickly, while 

70% wanted to see attractive user interfaces. 67.5% of people 

want to have a visual experience website. Nearly 75% of the 

people feel distressed. If they can't find the products they want 

by using the website's search engine, 80% of the people also 
hope that the e-commerce website can provide classification 

options to help them view the products. Nearly 80% (77.5%) 

love Alipay and WeChat's payment sites, and the percentage 

of people also hope that e-commerce can provide customer 

service. 

f) Hypothesis Foundation – build a hypothesis model of 

criteria of e-commerce website: Based on the results obtained 

by the previous face method and our experience of browsing 

popular e-commerce websites (such as Taobao and Jingdong) 

and shopping experience, we provide a hypothesis model to 

combine with the previous research abstract model 

(combination process). 

The framework of an e-commerce website, as shown in 
Fig. 6, consists of the user interface, readability, searchability, 
service safety, website accessibility, future value. This is based 
on the behavior of customers. The user interface is the 
consumer's first impression of an e-commerce website, which 

affects their actions. For readability, it represents the degree of 
customers understanding the product's basic information on an 
e-commerce website. For searchability, it represents the search 
capability of an e-commerce website. For service safety, it 
reflects the security level of the e-commerce website. For 
website accessibility, it reflects the technology level of this e-
commerce website. Finally, for future value, this represents the 
degree to which the site has plans and goals for the 
organization. Table III demonstrates the visual of this 
framework. Here is the framework of the e-commerce website 
in a concise version. 

The criteria of the e-commerce website model, as shown in 
Fig. 7, demonstrate the subcriteria of these six main parts in 
construct an effective e-commerce website. It's another version 
of the framework of an e-commerce website in a more complex 
way. 

Then we combine our established model with the 
framework of e-commerce service quality, as shown in Fig. 4, 
by connecting with two perspectives: customers' individual 
emotions and the structure of e-commerce website to construct 
the combination model. This can provide a good blueprint for 
e-commerce enterprises after they make a foundation for 
themselves. They connected with each other by using the 
problem domain approach, which means that they will map 
(dash line) with each other if both blocks discuss the same field 
in the framework. 

 

Fig. 5. Result from Questionnaire in Histogram. 

 

Fig. 6. Framework of E-commerce Website. 
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Fig. 7. Criteria of E-commerce Website. 

g) Verification of Combination of Model of E-

commerce: Based on the above, we start from the consumer 

behavior, improve a research model, establish their model, and 

then combine, and finally get a more comprehensive and 

valuable model. We have also adopted a series of scientific 

and practical methods. The framework of criteria of the e-

commerce website model consists of the user interface, 

searchability, content readability, service safety and reliability, 

website accessibility, and future value. We find that we are 

supported by Sharma and Aggarwal (2019) 's work because 
they built the model of successful e-commerce based on the 

hypothesis as shown in Fig. 8, which consist of five main parts 

to determine the success of e-commerce service with the help 

of Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) method. They also 

verify it by using Partial Least Square –Structural Equation 

Modeling(PLS-SEM) [11] by providing loadings, Cronbach's 

α. And we consider the value of Cronbach's α for each 

variable in Table II. This value can be regarded as good if they 

fall between 0.8 and 0.9. From Table II, we can find that each 

variable can be considered a credible measurement of e-

commerce success. All these variables discussed similar topics 
and included some functions that we used in our hypothesis 

model of e-commerce website criteria. So our model is greatly 

supported by this credible data. 

h) Analysis of One Special Case - Study interviews from 
Alibaba: Leavy, B. (2019, Match 18) interviewed Zengming, 

who is a famous Alibaba strategist. He asked about Alibaba's 

milestones, a series of turning points, the impact on China's 

industry, the application of intelligent commerce, the model of 

mutual cooperation in the network, and the final strategic 

positioning. Zengming answered these questions in detail. 

From this interview, we mainly focus on Alibaba's business 

scope and strategic positioning. The business scope of Alibaba 

is core business, cloud computing, logistics services, micro-

financial services [9] mainly. 

They also have other initiative actions such as 
entertainment on the internet. From this, we can think that 
Taobao, tmall, financial services, and rookie are all based on 
these kinds of business scope. From this professional 
interview, we can find that Alibaba initially set up a goal for 
small and micro enterprises to have their own position and 
influence. It is a B2B business platform for all other franchised 

enterprises. Alibaba has been doing this business for a period 
of time, accumulated some capital, and gained particular 
strength. Then, in order to prevent other enterprises from 
seizing market share, they made some adjustments to their 
goals, such as creating a Taobao website which is a business 
platform for major e-businesses to join in and allow them to 
carry out legal business activities on their own platform and 
making tmall [9] separate and independent, in order to speed 
up the penetration of China's market. 

 

Fig. 8. Model of Successful E-commerce [11]. 

TABLE II. FIVE BIG VARIABLES TO DETERMINE THE SUCCESS OF E-
COMMERCE [11] 

Variable hems Loadings Cronbach's a CR 

Website service quality 

(WSQ) 
WSQ1 0.66 0.805 0.80 

 WSQ2 0.756 0.799  

 WSQ3 0.493 0.802  

 WSQ4 0.496 0.808  

 WSQ5 0.598 0.802  

 WSQ6 0.604 0.802  

 WSQ7 0.433 0.804  

 WSQ8 0.465 0.802  

 WSQ9 0.418 0.808  

 WSQ10 0.349 0.806  

Customer support 

system (CSS) 
CSSI 0.502 0.803 0.72 

 CSS3 0.334 0.807  

 CSS3 0.506 0.801  

 CSS1 0.709 0.806  

 CSS5 0.559 0.812  

 CSS6 0.497 0.803  

Personalization (PER) PER1 0.798 0.822 0.76 

 PER2 0.787 0.820  

 PER3 0.859 0.815  

Electronic word-of-

month (EWOM) 
EWON11 0.820 0.810 0.85 

 EWOM2 0.798   0.808  

ecommerce system 

success (ISS) 
ESS1 0.624 0.806 0.78 

 ESS2 0.791 0.809  

 ESS3 0.709 0.803  
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As time goes on, Alibaba hopes to achieve something in 
other fields, such as finance and technology. They created two 
companies: Alipay and cloud computing. Among them, Alipay 
has a profound impact on China's payment system. Among 
them, Alipay had a profound effect on China's payment 
system. People use Alipay to pay for goods, make commercial 
loans, and transfer accounts. Alipay even contracted for various 
platforms' two-dimensional code scanning services, such as 
providing health codes to provide passage and implementing 
epidemic prevention policies. Or use two-dimensional code to 
go shopping, daily behavior. Taobao is an e-commerce website 
whose essential function is to provide customers with online 
shopping services. Among them, he innovated away: at that 
time, it was very advanced. Taobao provided leasing services 
for businesses, that is, let businesses open shops online. 
Companies can rent a physical store in the urban area to sell 
goods without high rent. They only need to use the platform 
provided by Alibaba to complete their business online. From 
this point of view, they are mutually beneficial and win-win on 
the premise that there is no relationship between exploitation 
and exploitation. At the same time, Zengming also said in the 
dialogue that they have an intelligent business expansion. 
Through the internet and big data, customer companies are 
combined to operate together. To find the corresponding laws 
and survive in this cruel market. 

Most importantly, Alibaba is very clear about its position. 
They know what they want to do and the significance of doing 
it. They put forward the theory of point, line, and surface [9], 
and they take on the role of the line as the provider of 
infrastructure. And they are bigger and stronger, which shows 
that they have done an excellent job in the part of the line. So 
they can succeed and have the energy to do other business 
sectors. They also mentioned the importance of intelligence 
data combined with the internet to provide better service for 
customers. They focus on making customers have better e-
commerce service and provide a smooth communication 
approach between customers and business. Therefore, ant 
financial services are born to help provide loans to promote the 
sustainable development of the economy. As shown in 
Table III, Alibaba's strategies demonstrate their theory in detail 
from four main aspects: feature, point, line, and plane. 

i) Construct solutions for e-commerce enterprise: First 
and foremost, e-commerce enterprises should determine what 

industry they belong to. The distribution of the e-commerce 

industry in China, as shown in Fig. 9, demonstrated Chinese e-

commerce industry distribution. We can find that clothing, 

shoes, and hats, textile and chemical fiber, agriculture, forestry 

and animal husbandry, digital home appliances, mechanical 

equipment, chemical plastics, food, sugar and wine, building 

materials, hardware tools, medical and pharmaceutical 

products account for a high proportion to a low balance. These 

are shown in Fig. 9 clockwise, which started from clothing 

and shores. And others industry occupies about 31.90 %. It's 

not difficult to find that many industries are related to e-
commerce. What kind of products do enterprises need to 

provide depends on the company's technology type and 

development direction? Companies need to pay attention to 

which industries have good development potential and the 

broad market. To pay attention to these industries and prepare 

for the transformation of these industries. 

TABLE III. THE THREE STRATEGIC POSITIONS IN A BUSINESS ECOSYSTEM 

[9] 

Strategic Position 

Feature Point Line Plane 

Value 

proposition 

or service 

Selling a function or 

capability 

Creating a 

product 

Connecting related 

parties  

Competitive 

advantage  
Expertise 

Value, cost, 

and efficiency 

Matching 

efficiency 

Organization

al capabilities  

Simple; no complex 

operations 

Streaming 

and 

optimizing 

workflows 

Designing systems 

and institutions to 

mediate 

relationships  

Core strategy 

Advance into the 

next rising plane and 

find one’s niche in a 

fast-growing line 

Use the 

resources of 

robust planes 

to incorporate 

strong points 

Enable the growth 

of points and lines 

Web-celeb 

analogy 

Factories, clothing 

designers 
Ruhan Taobao, Weibo 

 

Fig. 9. Chinese E-commerce Industry Distribution [3]. 
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Fig. 10. Scale and Utilization Rate of Mobile Online Shopping users from 

2016.12 to 2020.12 [2]. 

Furthermore, China's e-commerce sector is still showing a 
good development trend in China. From the condition of users 
using electronic devices as shown in Fig. 10, we find that the 
Internet-scale is increasing year by year. By 2020, the ranking 
will reach 780.58 million people, and about 80% of users will 
use online shopping. Internet in China is still in progress, 
promotion. The market scale is gradually expanding. As shown 
in internet listed companies as shown in Fig. 11, 12.6% of the 
listed enterprises are e-commerce enterprises. It shows that 
many enterprises still choose the field of e-commerce. From 
this, we can see that e-commerce in China has a good 
development prospect and is still creating a new high. 

Next, Enterprises need to know what kind of customers 
they serve, so they are roughly divided into four categories 
according to customer types. They are B2C (business to 
customer), B2B (Business-to-Business), C2C (Consumer To 
Consumer), B2G (business-to-government), respectively. And 
B2C and B2B are the main forms of e-commerce enterprises in 
China. Companies need to choose partners according to their 
products or services to determine the type of e-commerce 
company. The group of Tan also used the Perceived 
eReadiness Model, as shown in Fig. 12, which will help them 
analyze the situation of the e-commerce industry in 

China. [12] Based on this model, they have made 
corresponding improvements and put forward the factors that 
affect the development of e-commerce in China. They also 
used the nine most essential variables (factors) they considered 
to measure their degrees of reliability by using cronenbach 
alpha, as shown in Table IV, which measures the reliability. 
The nine variables are awareness (A), Business Resources 
(BR), Commitment (C), Governance (G), Government 
eReadiness (GVeR), Human Resources (HR), Market forces 
eReadniess (MFeR), Supporting industries eReadiness (SIeR), 
and Technological resources (TR). [12] The variable of 
cronenbach alpha will be higher, which shows that it tends to 
be more favorable for e-commerce development. However, 
human resources may not be considered as a negative part in 
China of 2020. In addition, Fig. 10 shows that about 78058 
million people have electronic devices to surf on internet in 
2020. This may be much helpful to improve the development 
of human resources. Tan (2007) also proved that this model is 
appliable in China, as shown in Fig. 8. This model provides an 
excellent structure even for business starters who want to build 
a company with other people. This is because this model 
demonstrates some essential elements in building a perceived 
or hardworking organization. This model gave the standard to 
e-commerce enterprises about the quality of employees, 
executors, strategies, external forces, practical enterprise's 
managing structure. In concrete, this model puts forward the 
following requirements for the company: the level of 
employees and the reserve of professional knowledge need to 
meet the standards to be competent for their work. Companies 
need a real-time view of current events, external industry 
information, and their field and e-commerce field to predict 
future development. Prepare for transformation and revision. 
At the same time, this model also puts forward requirements 
for employees' work experience and the application of 
electronic aids. Especially for strategic planning, employees at 
the forefront of the field are essential. At the same time, it also 
puts forward a series of essential requirements for decision-
makers, requiring them to have a clear strategic plan, which 
can be related to previous interviews, because Alibaba is the 
leader of B2B in China. This model can be combined with 
Alibaba's strategy for reference. At the same time, this model 
also requires to be aware of external forces. For example, 
government policies, administrative decrees, preferential 
policies, market changes (changes in demand), and cooperation 
between financial and trust institutions. Enterprises can use this 
model to initially form the company structure, thinking 
direction, and employee type. And then, they can move to the 
production of the website as the company's facade, portal, the 
first step of customer and enterprise communication. Then we 
use this model to combine this model, which is about applying 
this model into the hypothesis model combined e-commerce 
service quality's model, strategy in one particular case into a 
more comprehensive and referential combination model as 
shown in Fig. 12. 
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Fig. 11. Distribution of Internet Listed Companies (China Internet Network 

Information Center) [2]. 

 

Fig. 12. Perceived eReadiness Model Framework [12] 

TABLE I.  MEASURE OF RELIABILITY IN EACH TERM OF PERCEIVED 

EREADINESS MODEL [12] 

Instrument reliability  

 Cronebach alpha 

A 0.91 

BR 0.70 

C 0.91 

G 0.92 

GveR 0.78 

HR 0.59 

MfeR 0.86 

SieR 0.83 

TR 0.82 

 

Fig. 13. Comprehensive and Referential Combination Model. 

V. RESULT 

The Comprehensive and Referential Combination Model as 
shown in Fig. 13, in the last part, which consists of the 
Perceived eReadiness Model as shown in Fig. 12, applied 
strategy as shown in Table III, Combination Processed 
Hypothesis as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 7, which are mapped in 
the domain). This model has been proved to be reasonable, 
supported by data, and comes from scholarly journals. Next are 
the detailed versions of the e-commerce website criteria model. 

1) Part of Combination of Hypothesis Model - Details of 

criteria of e-commerce website. 

a) User Interface 

 Customers understand the user interface quickly When 
browsing the website. a. Website has tutorial guidance. 
b. The user interface is simple and easy to understand. 

 Customers feel comfortable in the decoration of the user 
interface a. font size b. shape c. font color d. the 
suitability of background color, typesetting. 

 The content of the user interface is detailed. a. Related 
to the theme of the website b. The contents are arranged 
in an orderly and regular way. c. There exist pictures to 
help explain the contents and other auxiliary materials 
d. There is enough information to enable customers to 
have a complete understanding of the product. 

 The contents are interesting, a. cartoon elements or 
video provided or any other visual dynamic aids b. List 
recommended items shown in the user interface. c. 
Provide Popular current products. 

 Support multiple languages and accept the local culture. 

b) Search Ability 

 There is a corresponding navigation bar on the e-
commerce website. a. it's conspicuous so that users can 
easily find it. b. There is a classification or a 
subdivision of the classification. c. There is a special 
effect to display the column subdivided under the 
classification. 

 Provides a powerful search engine. a. Users can find the 
goods they want by entering keywords. b. accurate 2. 
valid links (user can access these links). 

 Auxiliary function a. When inputting text into the 
search box, there is help content display. b. The speed 
of search result. 

c) Content Readability 

 Provide the product's basic information: pictures, size, 
type, price, inventory surplus, shipper and address, 
price of each piece (unit). 

 Provide the popularity information: monthly sales 
volume, the number of people who view and buy, 
comment information. 

 Provide the service: seven days no reason to return the 
goods, customer service consultation, 
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 Timeless of the product information a. Update 
regularly. b. No grammatical errors, typos. 

 Graded content: ensured that minors could not search 
for adult contents. 

d) Service Safety and Reliability 

 The trust level of the website, a. the last line of the user 
interface, has key information: company information, 
address, telephone, zip code, and copyright. b. There is 
a certificate of business granted by the state and a series 
of trust licenses. 

 The user's order payment approach is safe or even 
multiple, including Apple Pay, WeChat, Alipay. 

 The logistics are precise. a. the transparency of the 
delivery mode of goods b. Easy to grasp the direction 
(e.g., using GPS and graph). 

 Promise to protect customers' personal information 
from leakage. a. protects the customers' filling orders. b. 
Protect the process of the transaction. 

 Perform product after-sales service. a. Support 
comments from buyers. b. 24 hours or most of the time, 
customer service consultation is available. c. Provide 
suggestion channels: telephone contact information 
provided, email feedback. d. Provides real-name 
registration. 

 The security level of the website (HTTPS). 

e) Website accessibility 

 Users can easily find the site from various search 
engines. 

 Intime maintenance log a. Update records. b. Update 
relevant personnel. 

 New technology is used in the website. a. The speed of 
opening the website: network response, display 
interface speed. b. A working database: record the 
relevant information of various commodities, which 
information can change in real-time. 

 The availably of computers and mobile phones a. 
Succeed in displaying in other electronic products 
display screen (compatibility). 

 Design intelligent robot feedback to help answer 
questions. 

f) Future Value: An E-commerce website has regular 

activities, advertisements, sponsor support, organized and 

effective strategy, and management. 

2) Validation for Established Model 

a) Find Support from Customers: According to 

questionnaire data, we find that nearly 75% of them agree 

with our perspective of establishing the framework and criteria 

on average. This means that our starting point is correct, and 
we are suitable to analyze the customer's behavior and what 

they want. 

b) Theoretical Support from Previous Research: Apart 

from we mentioned Data support in the previous, here is the 

theoretical backing of prior research. Van Der Merwe's team 

(2003, Dec 1) quoted other people's opinions about the 

evaluation website; they think that the framework and criteria 

should be established from the customer's buying circle. Next, 

Lu J. (2003) provided a way of building a company 

assessment framework, website capabilities, and customer 

assessment. [10] They set 8 groups to establish criteria for 

each part. In a way, part of his research is similar to our study 

because they also consider the factors of customers. 

What's more, Hasan et al. (2013) got assistance from three 
other research which is to use framework and criteria to 
evaluate e-commerce websites. [4] They even observed a series 
of actions generated by users using e-commerce websites, 
which they recorded in real-time. In short, they kept their 
behavior by having the subjects perform the same task. This is 
similar to our study of customer behavior. These studies 
provide great theoretical help for our research. 

VI. RECOMMENDATION 

Enterprises need to go through the first step in the 
Comprehensive and Referential Combination Model. Then 
they can go through the next step, which is about designing e-
commerce websites that are parts of a combination of 
hypothesis models. Companies that want to build an e-
commerce website and carry out online shopping business use 
this model to design user interface, search engine, commodity 
content interface, and payment interface. The content of each 
criterion can be used as a reference to remind the creator to 
consider joining or make corresponding fine-tuning as needed. 
After the design, they invite some volunteers or experts to put 
forward suggestions and opinions on this website. Then release 
and open users to enter the website for testing and make 
corresponding adjustments according to the feedback. If the 
company has completed the production of the website, the 
evaluation is given by testers after testing the website is not 
ideal. Then you can refer to the model for comparison and add 
or modify the missing part. To improve the service level. Also, 
the company can refer to Alibaba's operation mode and 
connect the company's information with customers and 
partners to ensure the timely transmission, delivery, and 
exchange of information. At the same time, according to 
current events and market changes, we should make 
corresponding adjustments to the strategic plan and clarify our 
role in the whole business field, that is, what we can provide, 
what we want to do, and the purpose of doing these things so 
that these can increase the level of future value. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The significance of our results is to solve the problem of 
improving the service quality of e-commerce websites by using 
the Comprehensive and Referential Combination Model by 
implementing a Step-By-Step, Bottom-Up approach that 
constructed efficiently. In the result, we also suggest how to 
use this model, which is in the recommendation section. 

Although this study proposes solutions and processes to 
improve the service quality of e-commerce websites and has 
specific theoretical and public support, it lacks experts to verify 
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the design in person. We provide what we need to pay attention 
to and what kind of functions. However, we are lack of detailed 
quantitative and detailed description of each criterion. For 
example, under what circumstances and how many large fonts 
are used. This requires a lot of work and some professionals to 
investigate and analyze e-commerce websites in various fields. 

Moreover, we need to make an overall analysis of this joint 
model. For example, we need to find out the related problems 
for this model and then distribute the questionnaire to experts. 
Because this model involves many aspects and many questions 
need to be prepared, it is inappropriate to distribute this 
questionnaire to the internet. The public does not have 
professional knowledge in this field. Therefore, the right 
person to fill in the questionnaire is someone familiar with the 
field of e-commerce. We may move towards this in the future. 
These will take a lot of time. If there is time support, the 
instrument and the corresponding helpers will provide support. 
This research may continue in the future or even develop in 
other directions, for example, using this model to evaluate 
popular websites for e-commerce research. We can also keep 
the original order and optimize the combination model's 
design, which contains several models, by implementing more 
relevant variables. 
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Abstract—The premises made in this paper put the future of 

personalisation in epilepsy into focus, a focus that shifts from a 

one-size fits all to a focus on the core of the epilepsy patients’ 

individual characteristics. The emerging approach of 

personalised healthcare is known to be facilitated by the Internet 

of Things (IoT) and sensor-based IoT devices are in popular 

demand for healthcare providers due to the constant need for 

patient monitoring. In epilepsy, the most common and complex 

patients to deal with correspond to those with multiple strands of 

epilepsy. These extremely varied kind of patients should be 

monitored precisely according to their identified key symptoms 

and specific characteristics then treatment tailored accordingly. 

Consequently, paradigms are needed to personalise this 

information. By focusing upon personalised parameters that 

make epilepsy patients distinct this paper proposes an IoT based 

Epilepsy monitoring model endorsing a more accurate and 
refined way of remotely monitoring the ‘individual’ patient. 

Keywords—IoT; healthcare systems; smart healthcare; 

personalisation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

By integrating IoT sensor-based devices deployed remotely 
and personalised patient data into a combined monitoring 
framework a vision of personalisation is realised. This study 
revealed some irrefutable evidence derived from patient profile 
analysis and experimental data that seizure detection using 
sensors positioned on different parts of a patents body 
ultimately makes an impact on the monitoring of epilepsy, 
endorsing that modern computer science is providing a timely 
chance for a more personalised approach to the monitoring and 
management of epilepsy. 

The chances of capturing seizure data can be greatly 
increased if a correctly assigned sensor is placed on the correct 
part of the patient’s body and ultimately, such a concept could 
‘enhance the overall monitoring scheme of a patient usually 
performed by caring persons, who might occasionally miss an 
epileptic event’ [1]. 

This paper is organised as follows. In section II and section 
III the state of the art is analysed; the complexity of epilepsy 
together with smart healthcare monitoring approaches are 
highlighted. There is also a focus upon the sensors available for 
epilepsy following on with an emphasis on the limitations for a 
personalised approach. Section IV presents the driving 
questions in this study and describes the experiment and 
findings from capturing seizure data. Section V introduces the 
proposed IoT based Epilepsy monitoring model and reveals the 

PMP (Personalised Monitoring Plan) framework whereby the 
patient can be matched with the correct device, while Section 
VI presents how this was evaluated and Section VII outlines 
long term use. Concluding remarks are drawn in Section VIII. 

II. MOTIVATION 

Epileptic seizure monitoring and management is 
challenging. Most current studies of epileptic seizure detection 
disclose drug resistant epilepsy still lacks an ultimate solution, 
despite the increase in anti-epileptic drugs [2]. 

Epilepsy is not a single disease, but a family of syndromes 
that share the feature of recurring seizures. In some instances, it 
may be related to a genetic aetiology, or it can occur in 
association with metabolic disorders, structural abnormalities, 
infection or brain injury [3]. 

In the United Kingdom epilepsy affects 3 million people 
and in the United States it is the 4th most common neurologic 
disorder, only migraine, stroke, and Alzheimer’s disease occurs 
more frequently [4]. There are around 60 different types of 
seizure and a person may have more than one type. Seizures 
vary depending on where in the brain they are happening. 
Some people remain aware throughout, while others can lose 
consciousness [5]. 

Aside from their unpredictability, the worst part of having 
seizures is their utter complexity. The complex nature of 
epilepsy is noticeable in the variation of seizures types and 
symptoms between one patient and another. Distinguishing or 
classifying an individual epilepsy patient makes it difficult to 
manage and monitor. The negative impact of uncontrolled 
seizures spreads beyond the individual to affect their family, 
friends, and society. Chronic anxiety is experienced by the 
families and friends of people with epilepsy and many lives are 
adjusted to ensure the safety of their loved one. Novel 
approaches to epilepsy treatment are still greatly needed [6] 
novel therapies that better manage and monitor seizures as well 
as technology can help to handle the consequences of seizures. 

Insufficient knowledge about epilepsy, which is a very 
common disorder, has a great and negative impact on people 
with epilepsy, their families and communities, and the 
healthcare systems. There is need for a better understanding of 
the disease to make way for new approaches to monitor it. 

In the modern day of personalised medicine and rapid 
advancements in IoT a question that needs addressing is 
whether epilepsy monitoring can benefit from personalised 
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approach. Can the IoT have the potential to significantly 
improve the ‘patients’ daily lives whose seizures cannot be 
controlled by either drugs or surgery [7]? 

A. Smart Healthcare Monitoring Approaches 

In the history of time it is only relatively recently that 
computers began to assist healthcare monitoring, in 1950s’ 
patients began to be continuously monitored by computerised 
machines [8] and clinical monitoring was first envisaged in the 
home [9]. For computer assistance to epilepsy it was not until 
1972 in the field of imaging, when computerized tomography 
(CT) was invented by the British engineer Godfrey Hounsfield 
[10] and only in recent decades where specific epilepsy 
healthcare ‘monitoring systems’ have been proposed. 

Much of this recent growth being due to the advent of 
current IoT technology whereby the rise of ‘smart 
environment’ approaches to healthcare monitoring is 
witnessed. There are many IoT approaches for the monitoring 
and management of epilepsy many of which encompass a 
network of connected smart devices which are equipped with 
sensors either embedded in clothing or smart phones, to either 
detect, predict or manage epilepsy. Discoveries disclose how 
IoT is utilised to support the ever-growing trend of 
personalised healthcare. These recent ‘smart’ approaches in 
healthcare demonstrate the trend toward ‘sensor use’ and 
‘remote monitoring’. 

III. RELATED WORK 

Researchers are bounding toward the new generation of 
smart technology and IoT (Internet of Things). Novel devices 
such as smart watches, smart bands & smart clothing are all 
competing for the ultimate solution. Yet it is found there is 
limited research which focuses upon the concept of a more 
holistic, personalised approach to help manage epilepsy. 

One study deemed the significance of attention on smart 
technologies and its potential to identify early indicators of 
cognitive and physical illness [11] and observed that 
researchers have argued and predicted that assessing 
individuals in their ‘everyday environment’ will provide the 
most ‘valid’ information about everyday functional status [12]. 

Indeed, there is evidence recently of this indication as 
several IoT platforms to manage & monitor healthcare 
remotely, are observed. For example, one IoT paradigm 
comprising of Wireless Health Sensors (WHS) permits the 
continuous monitoring of biometric parameters such as pulse 
rate, pulmonary functional quality, blood pressure and body 
temperature [13]. This IoT paradigm is being used to assist 
predictive analysis via smart healthcare systems by a medical 
practitioner. Using sensors connected to Arduino patient status 
is tracked, and by a Wi-fi connection data is collected and 
transmitted and can receive user requests. This data is shared 
with doctors through a website where the doctor can analyse 
the condition of the patient and provide further details online 
and intimate patient about future severity well in time [13]. 

A. Sensors for Epilepsy 

EEG, an electroencephalogram is a recording of brain 
activity. This is the chief gold standard method used within 
hospitals to detect and monitor seizures. Several approaches 

have been reported with the aim to embed this method in other 
settings and platforms. Developments in some topics have been 
published, such as modelling the recorded signals [14] [15] or 
the design of portable EEG devices to deploy such models. 

As an alternative and sometimes supplement to EEG there 
exist many sensors embedded in clothing or worn on the body 
to obtain bio-signals such as gyroscopes, accelerometers, pulse 
rate, temperature sensors, magnetometers, galvanic skin 
response sensors (GSR), implanted advisory system, 
electromyography, video detection systems, mattress sensor, 
and audio systems [16]. 

A large amount of apps have been published more recently 
especially in the commercial sector for the detection and 
management of seizures using either the Smartphone sensors or 
external sensors, for example Epdetec [17] and Myepipal [18] 
and web logging which facilitates the way a patient records 
daily information concerning her/his epileptic events, 
medication, and news, My Epilepsy Diary [19] and Epidiary 
[20] . Another app attracting attention and recently reviewed in 
the press is the Alert App by Empatica. This app sends 
caregivers an automated SMS and phone call when it detects 
unusual patterns that may be associated to a convulsive seizure 
[21] yet it is only designed to work with the Embrace 
Smartband by Empatica and can prove expensive for the user 
[22]. 

Regrettably, there are few specific sensor detection options 
for each specific seizure type, this is an imminent requirement 
for patients and their carers. Ideally when choosing a seizure 
detection device, the patient-specific seizure semiology’s 
should be considered [16]. Thus, highlighting the need for a 
type of monitoring that distinguishes one patient from another 
and depicting the need for devices to pinpoint the patient-
specific signs and symptoms. 

B. Addressing the Gaps 

Despite the focus in literature on smart healthcare 
monitoring approaches there is limited emphasis on the 
embracing of a truly personalised approach for epilepsy as 
previously described. Even though the ‘diversity’ of epilepsy is 
acknowledged and has been identified in other studies, i.e. by 
highlighting the importance of distinguishing each ‘seizure 
type’, there is still a gap to address such parameters. The 
‘seizure type’ is just one of many parameters that can 
distinguish one seizure patient from another. Therefore, these 
very individual characteristics can be further identified to 
address the challenge to achieve a truly personalised approach 
to managing epilepsy. 

More so recently it is recognised that devices should 
specially take into account the user’s seizure types and 
personal preferences [23], focus should be shifting not only on 
the desires of the users but seizure detection devices should be 
able to ‘adapt’ to the patient’s characteristics and seizures [23]. 

It is already becoming known that wearing sensors on the 
body is starting to be popular, as observed recently in a 2018 
study where a great interest was highlighted in the use of 
wearable technology for epilepsy carers, this being 
independent of demographic and clinical factors and 
remarkably outpacing data security and technology usability 
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concerns thus demonstrating the vital factor of comfortability 
[24]. Yet as discovered during a review to select the best sensor 
for each individual patient there was limited data on which was 
the best sensor for each seizure type, this was unfortunate 
despite an internationally active research effort, signifying the 
gap in knowledge, again, for understanding the individual 
epilepsy patient [16]. 

IV. EXPERIEMNT AND FINDINGS 

This section discusses the experiment that was performed 
to capture seizure data, obtained from sensors, which are 
positioned on different parts of the patient’s body. This was 
done to test the assumption that it is ‘the individual profile’ that 
makes the difference in which device to choose. The results 
from this experiment are used to inform a typical model or a 
PMP (Personalised Monitoring Plan) discussed in the next 
section. 

The actual ‘sensor’, and their ‘position’ (worn by the 
patient) are significant for epilepsy and the focus in the 
experiment was on how patients exhibit behaviour, rather than 
any actual testing of devices. It was therefore important to 
choose the most accurate sensors for monitoring epilepsy; 
those were found to be the accelerometer and heart-rate 
sensors, although latest studies suggest making use of other 
sensors too such as peripheral temperature, photo 
plethysmography (blood circulation), respiratory sensors [25], 
and galvanic (changes in sweat gland activity) among others 
[26]. 

A. Preliminary Investigations 

Numerous studies have been previously been conducted 
with sensors and use for epilepsy [27] [28]. Since the ‘gold 
standard’ for epilepsy monitoring is video-EEG monitoring 
(which takes place within hospitals) [29] the driving questions 
addressed here were: 

1) Can the patient be just as accurately monitored at home 

with an inexpensive, easily obtainable accelerometer and 

heart-rate sensor-based device? 

2) Can the individual requirements of the patient be 

pinpointed? If so, is it possible that these sensors can be worn 

at home (a personalised approach) and be just as effective as 

using EEG monitoring in the hospital setting? 

From the analysis of the patient data it is clear that a patient 
profile based on particular characteristics can indicate which 
position the sensor is best placed on the patient’s body. 

Sample patient profiles where selected based upon criteria 
informed from discussions with clinicians. For example, 
Patient Profile 1 seizures begins with the right arm suddenly 
raising, therefore can the sensor be placed upon the right 
shoulder? Patient Profile 4 has a lot of shaking during their 
Focal Onset Seizures with shaking starting on the left arm so 
therefore can the sensor be useful attached to the left wrist? 
Whereas Patient Profile 5 begins their seizures with severe 
tremors on the right leg, can the sensors detect movement and 
heart-rate changes with sensor in this position? 

During the investigation practicable devices to use in the 
experiment to monitor epilepsy were analysed. The ‘Fitbit 

Ionic’ was chosen as the best option since both the heart-rate 
and accelerometer can be extracted. The commercial activity 
device has been used in other studies, most notably recently 
whereby it used data from more than 47,000 Fitbit users in five 
U.S. states and data revealed that with Fitbit use the state-wide 
predictions of flu outbreaks were enhanced and accelerated 
[30]. This use demonstrates the viability and potential 
suitability of Fitbit as a healthcare device. 

B. Experimental Description 

The objectives of the experiment were to assess the 
movement from the accelerometer sensor and the pulse from 
the heart-rate sensor in the detection of epileptic seizures. 
Participants with confirmed epilepsy are recruited. The non-
invasive wrist, leg, knee or arm-worn sensors are used to 
acquire heart-rate activity and movements. The study evaluated 
the movement from the accelerometer sensor and the pulse 
from the heart-rate sensor in the detection of an epileptic 
seizure. Over a period of 5 days the patients were asked to 
wear the device and continue recording seizures in their seizure 
diary. The study also evaluated any differences in result due to 
the ‘position’ of the sensor on the body together with the 
patients’ acceptability & comfort. 

The instructions contained daily forms for the patient to 
complete, hence, keeping a diary of the times of seizure, if they 
did not use this method an EEG recording was obtained. This 
way the actual time stamp of the patients recorded seizure can 
be checked against the server time stamp observations of the 
seizure, so for example if the patient records their seizure at 
10.20am and the server readings reveal heart-rate peaks and 
rapid movement from the accelerometer also at 10.20am, then 
this confirms the server readings match the patients (or EEG) 
known seizure occurrence, see Fig. 1, Seizure Time Stamps. 

C. Experimental Results 

The heart-rate and accelerometer sensors used to detect 
characteristics of seizure events can successfully record seizure 
data, without need for participant cooperation beyond wearing 
the sensor-based device, even recharging the battery (battery 
life is 5 days when fully charged) was not required by the 
participants. Both the sensors detected the ‘shaking’ seizures 
correctly as can be seen in observation d HP4, in Fig. 2, 
Observations, set 1. 

The effectiveness was also verified by “Non-seizure times” 
which are more easily recognised in sleep due to inactivity 
demonstrating that the sensors worked properly: see the above 
random time periods, in Fig. 2 whereby seizures did not occur 
for HP4 in Observation ‘k’ and ‘i’. 

 

Fig. 1. Seizure Time Stamps. 
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Fig. 2. Observations, Set 1. 

Both accelerometer and heart-rate sensors have been used 
to detect seizures in numerous previous studies [25] but in this 
study it was found that when used together in one device they 
did not always work in sync “together”. This is because when 
the sensors were worn on the non-dominant side and a seizure 
occurs only the heart-rate change was indicated: the 
accelerometer showed no change. Yet when in correct position 

on the body they work in union as an excellent detection 
method. Therefore, demonstrating that body placement or 
position is paramount. For example, one patient’s dominant 
side was the right arm. This means seizures are known to occur 
on the right. The results from “Observation c HP4” (Fig.2), can 
be seen. During shaking from the right wrist at the recorded 
time: 00.23am during a GTCS seizure all 3 measurements on 
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axis X, Y and Z showed sudden movements and the heart-rate 
increased to its highest peak at 128. Before the seizure the 
heart-rate was much lower at 80, then rising rapidly to 90 and 
up to 128. This suggests both the sensors detected the seizure 
correctly. 

Yet the results from “Observation a HP4”, seen below in 
Fig. 3, Observation Set 2 indicate that during a GTCS at the 
recorded time ‘12.44pm’ the 3 measurements on axis X, Y and 
Z did not show any sudden movement, in fact barely any 
movement at all, yet the heart-rate increased to its highest peak 
at 124, in keeping with typical heart-rate increase measurement 
during a GTCS for HP4. Since the accelerometer was 
positioned on the left wrist this reveals the sensor did not detect 
movement therefore demonstrating the sensor was positioned 
in the wrong position. 

Knowing the individual characteristics of the patient profile 
prior to sensor-based device recommendation is key, for 
example the HP1 with FAS (Focal Aware Seizures) and FSIA. 

(Focal Seizures with Impaired Awareness): the question 
here was “did the 2 sensors work in union to detect the Focal 
seizures?” Some heart-rate increase was detected but the 
accelerometer was primarily redundant, for example in 
‘Observation 10’ (Fig.3.) a seizure occurs with sensor 
positioned on right wrist at the observed time: 09.44am, in this 
observation the heart-rate sensor detects some change over a 2 
minute period i.e. The heart-rate begins at 87 increases to 90 
then back to 87 then declines to 86 then steadily back to 90. At 
09.45am the heart-rate does show increase to 95 and goes back 
down to 85. Heart-rate range is 87 -95, with some sudden 
movement from accelerometer at time of increased heart-rate. 

Yet, during ‘Observation 11’, seen in Fig. 3 for HP1 with 
the seizure observed at 20.36pm the heart-rate range is 81-84 
with little sudden movement. Likewise, in ‘Observation 12’ 
(Fig. 4, Observations set 3) seen above: the seizure occurrence 
at 21.06pm demonstrates the heart-rate range: 81-86 and little 
sudden movement. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Observations, Set 2. 
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A pattern emerges for HP1 in other observations whereby 
the heart-rate decreases, for example in ‘Observation a HP1’ 
(in Fig. 4.) above at the time of the seizure ‘09.55am’ the heart-
rate decreases from 90 to 84, and likewise in ‘Observation f 
HP1’ (Fig.4) with heart-rate decrease from 104 to 79 during the 
observed time of seizure at 11.01am and in ‘Observation g 
HP1’ (Fig.4) with heart-rate decrease from 100 to 84 during the 
observed time of seizure at 20.44pm. 

In ‘Observation g HP1’ the accelerometer indicates 
movement from all 3 X, Y and Z axis on the accelerometer at 
the time of the seizure. This is further observed in ‘Observation 
e HP1’ (Fig. 5, Observations, set 4) whereby there is sudden 
change in the accelerometer, but this is ‘21.01pm’ ‘after’ the 
time of seizure at ‘21.00’ where in fact again the heart-rate 
shows decrease. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Observations, Set 3. 
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Fig. 5. Observations, Set 4. 

Only 1/14 seizures observed for HP1 demonstrate 
significant movement for the accelerometer during seizures. 
Therefore, the accelerometer sensor is not useful for detecting 
these non-shaking seizures, although some patients’ profiles 
(found earlier in the collection of the ‘anonymous patient 
profiles’) reveal absence seizures can evolve to convulsive 
generalized tonic clonic movements. Therefore, it is endorsed 
that Focal seizures alone, go undetected without HR changes 
[31]. 

Predominantly during non-seizure time periods for HP1 
there is no significant variance in accelerometer measurements 
when compared to ‘seizure occurrence’ time periods. For 
example, “Observation 16” (Fig. 5) shows a 4-minute snap-
shot when HP1 has no seizure: the 3 axis X, Y and Z move 
similarly in “Observation 12” (Fig. 5). 

Ultimately there is some evidence demonstrated here that 
heart-rate ‘change’ occurs during the seizures for HP1 
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(increase and decrease). Yet since the seizures for HP1 occur 
for such a short time (20 seconds) heart-rate fluctuations can be 
missed or miss-interpreted as ‘false alarms’ perhaps due to 
agitation before or after the seizure. 

The key and common signs and symptoms are ‘LOC’ (Loss 
of Consciousness) and ‘Automatisms’ for a patient such as 
HP1. Automatisms reveal themselves in a multitude of forms 
including repetitive movements, such as, lip smacking, 
chewing or swallowing, picking at clothes or skin or even 
staring [32] and these are difficult to detect with any sensor. 

Hence, these repetitive movements deemed as other 
behavioural components of seizures which include non-motor 
components and post-ictal phenomena cannot be detected by 
the accelerometer [33] in line with the theory that seizures that 
are typical to the dominant body area not wearing the sensor-
based device will not be detected. 

Some patients exhibit automatisms such as sudden 
sweating events [34] and since sweating is associated with 
Focal Seizures a more appropriate sensor for a patient with 
FAS and FSIA seizure types would be Galvanic Skin Response 
Sensor (GSR), which refers to changes in sweat gland activity 
[35] as evidenced in other studies performed to detect seizures 
this galvanic skin response (GSR) sensor has been used in 
multi-modal platforms [34]. 

Empaticas’ ‘Embrace Plus’ smart watch [35] can be useful 
for Focal seizures as it has other sensors in addition to 
Galvanic Skin Response (GSR), for example EDA sensor and 
peripheral temperature, are just one of many sensors available 
in this device for researchers [36]. The Electro Dermal Activity 
(EDA )  represents the electrical changes on the surface of the 
skin (not just for sweat). Although witnessed in some studies 
finding that EDA increases during GTCS were greater than 
during CPS (Complex Partial Seizure, now: focal seizure with 
loss of consciousness) nonetheless it is a useful sensor for this 
type of seizure [36]. 

The peripheral temperature sensor also has evidence for use 
in detection in non-convulsive seizure’s (CPS) (focal) [36]. 

Although the Fitbit Ionic used in this study is not a 
conventional device for monitoring epilepsy, it can be adapted 
to detect seizures as demonstrated. It is a less expensive 
everyday ‘patient friendly’ option as opposed to EEG 
monitoring whereby the patient wears electrodes that are not 
comfortable: this is because the EEG-electrodes must be 
attached to the scalp which hampers the patient's movement 
making long-term home monitoring not feasible. 

In this sense this less expensive, comfortable alternative to 
EEG monitoring can be especially useful for patients with non-
epileptic events. During early analysis in this experiment many 
patient profiles (found in the collected ‘anonymous patient 
profiles’) where identified as having non-epileptic events and 
were categorised under “Non-Classified”. Although no 
confirmed ‘epilepsy’ these patients are still suffering with 
seizure signs and symptoms: as observed below in ‘HP5. 
Observation 1’ (Fig. 5). This patient has a non-epileptic 
shaking event at 23:03pm, the observation indicates heart-rate 
increase from 80 up to 109, the accelerometer also indicates 
rapid activity at the time of the shaking event. 

One of the challenges in using sensor-based IoT devices to 
achieve a personalised approach is the barriers found in the use 
of them in hospital settings. Although EEG monitoring is the 
chief gold standard method used within hospitals to detect and 
monitor seizures, there is limited evidence found how sensor-
based IoT devices and experiments are used in hospital 
settings. 

There are very few experiments with sensor-based IoT 
devices that have been endorsed by the hospitals and a large 
problem is poor information when caring for people with 
epilepsy or doing epilepsy clinical trials [37] yet there is great 
potential to vastly increase the efficacy of epilepsy 
management using biomedical devices that can improve the 
quality of information. As available devices and sensors grow, 
if clinicians could be provided with more guidance in 
understanding and choosing which sensor suits which situation 
then a personalised approach can be achieved. 

D. Calibration 

Prior to this experiment upon hospital patients, this study 
was conducted with 2 non-epileptic volunteers who were asked 
to undergo the testing and perform ‘simulated seizures’ in a 
controlled environment with the sensor-based device 
positioned on different parts of the body at different times of 
the day. This was to calibrate the main hospital patient 
experiments. The findings are discussed below, with evidence 
of some of the Volunteer Observations together with the 
simulated individual profile characteristics and criteria used for 
observations. 

As can be seen from ‘V1.Observation 1’ in Fig.5. 
Volunteer Observations, set 1, below, the first volunteer, with 
seizures occurring on the dominant right side of the body 
simulated a GTCS shaking from the right arm at the recorded 
time: 20.38pm. The sensor-based device was worn on the right 
wrist. The 3 measurements on axis X, Y and Z showed sudden 
movement and the heart-rate increased to its highest peak at 
100. Before the seizure the heart-rate was steadier at 78-81, 
then after the seizure the heart-rate decreased to 80. This 
suggested the sensors detected the simulated seizure correctly. 

When V1 simulated a seizure again from the right arm they 
placed the sensor-based device on the left wrist at the event 
time: 10.10am. As identified in ‘V1. Observation 3’ (Fig. 6) 
the heart-rate shows an increase (78 to 123) yet the 
accelerometer axis is smooth. Similarly, in ‘V1. Observation 4’ 
(Fig.6.) the volunteer placed the device on the ‘non-dominant’ 
left leg and again the heart-rate increased dramatically but the 
acceleration generally smooth, although some movement on all 
3 axis at the time: 09.47am of the event. Since ‘some 
movement’ was detected here a further test was performed with 
the device on the dominant right leg and here the difference is 
apparent, seen in V1. Observation 5 in Fig.7. This confirms the 
theory identified in earlier hospital patient observations that the 
sensor-based device position is paramount. 

For V2 the dominant side is left. It is evident when V2 
placed the sensor-based device on the left leg during a 
simulated seizure at 22.14pm both the heart-rate and 
accelerometer sensors are reacting vigorously, seen in 
‘V2.Observation 1’ in Fig. 7. 
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Similar to V1 when V2 places the sensor-based device on 
the ‘non-dominant’ side (right leg) during a simulated seizure 
only the heart-rate sensor reacts, seen below in 
‘V2.Observation 1a’ (Fig. 7) again fueling the theory that 
‘position’ of the sensor-based device is paramount. 

E. Known Characteristics 

Detection of seizures using an everyday sensor-based 
device and data transfer to online database was successful. This 
presented evidence that remote monitoring of specific epilepsy 
patients’ profiles with known characteristics can be improved. 
The comfortable sensor-based device with heart-rate and 
accelerometer provided accurate data and is a more dependable 
method than a patient’s paper diary. 

Difference was observed due to ‘position’ on the body of 
the sensor-based device, demonstrating that because of the 

known patient specific characteristics a personalised approach 
is achieved. Furthermore, it was discovered that the ‘type’ of 
sensor used is principal in its correspondence with a patients’ 
particular ‘seizure type’ together with the particular associated 
signs or symptoms. 

The sensors and techniques used in this experiment enable 
some assurance in long term remote monitoring. The use of 
such sensor-based device used in this experiment can reduce 
the frequency of visits to hospitals and improve daily 
management of epilepsy thus, these sensing techniques have 
shown that results can be achieved in the measurement of 
specific epileptic seizures based on observations. 

As established through these experiments’ timely detection 
along with known patient characteristics is one of the keys to 
monitoring epilepsy. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Volunteer Observations, Set 1. 
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Fig. 7. Volunteer Observations, Set 2. 
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V. IOT BASED EPILEPSY MONITORING MODEL 

The purpose of the IoT based Epilepsy monitoring model 
[38] is to support a ‘Personalised Monitoring Plan’ framework 
in collecting data from a variety of potential epilepsy device 
sensors and also provide optimal analysis tools to utilise the 
sensor data thus supporting clinicians to monitor epilepsy 
patients. 

A. PMP Framework 

This section proposes a Personalised Monitoring Plan 
(PMP) framework. In the previous section experiments were 
performed to capture seizure data, obtained from sensors, 
which are positioned on different parts of the patient’s body. 
The results from this experiment are used to inform a PMP 
(Personalised Monitoring Plan), seen below in Fig. 8 which 
recommends which sensor-based device to use based on those 
very individual, personal characteristics of a given patient. 

The proposed ‘Personalised Monitoring Plan’ (PMP) 
framework is a model for which doctors and healthcare 
professionals (HCPs) can use to assist in identifying which 
device they should recommend to the individual patient for 
remote monitoring. 

The PMP framework integrates two types of 
‘personalisation: 

 The patient as the individual (derived from an ontology 
language). 

 Use Patients in a category (using the K-means 
Clustering method). 

Both these personalisation elements are described below in 
in the next sections. The third tool of the PMP framework 
supports the decisions surrounding recommending the correct 
IoT sensor-based devices. The main purpose is to help HCPs 

decide which IoT Sensors to recommend for monitoring and 
which position on the patient’s body. 

The PMP framework ultimately allows users to provide a 
description of the ‘seizure condition’ of a single patient or a 
patient type, and to automatically obtain a PMP adjusted to the 
patient requirements. 

The proposed framework consists of two features: the first 
being ‘Personalisation’ (based on this study) and the second is 
the anticipated ‘Remote Monitoring’, shown in pink and blue 
respectively in Fig. 8, PMP Framework. 

B. Personalisation Elements 

The personalisation contributions are part of the preceding 
findings in this study. The ontology language was created to 
support the need of the healthcare process to transmit, re-use 
and share individual patient profile data related to their 
seizures. 

The ontology was achieved by the initial examination of 
100 anonymous epilepsy patient medical records. The data was 
analysed to discover if values for each of the attributes are 
different for each patient, together with the investigation of 
epilepsy ‘terminology’ and existing seizure type 
classifications/categories were analysed so that an ‘individual’ 
seizure type patient profile could be formed. A close 
collaboration with clinicians helped to build a data model fit 
for real-world adoption inside hospital settings and thus an 
ontology was developed to model the concept of the epilepsy 
patient profile, namely ESO ‘Epilepsy Seizure Ontology’. This 
was a driving force for the PMP Framework and a critical 
aspect for this concept. In order to make ESO useable for 
HCPs (Health Care Professionals) the ontology was 
transformed into a language that is understandable by humans 
and machines, this was accomplished by XML and the 
outcome was PPDL (Patient Profile Description Language). 

 

Fig. 8. PMP Framework. 
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The second personalisation element was achieved by using 
K-means Clustering analysis. Different clustering techniques 
were initially analysed to find the most appropriate approach 
for the acquired epilepsy data and an in-depth focus upon 
‘clustering considerations’ was undertaken to confirm validity. 

The outcome was a set of 6 distinct ‘clustering’ groups, 
shown in Table I. These 6 cluster groups revealed six 
completely different categories of patients each with their 
distinct seizure related information. 

The results revealed the distinct groups of epilepsy patients 
that share similar characteristics using Clustering Analysis. 
This will enable the health carers to define a ‘type’ of epilepsy 
patient. 

C. PMP Framework Loop and Maintenance 

With this PMP framework, the PPDL (Patient Profile 
Description Language) can be directly maintained (and 
extended) by HCP’s. The framework has the flexibility, (as the 
ontology grows with new seizure related concepts), to deal 
with the mounting diversity of seizure type patients. Therefore, 
the PMP framework is somewhat reliant on the integration of 
new knowledge in the PPDL. As the HCP of the PMP 
Framework approves the recommendations, the information 
about the patient and the advice may change and this new 
information can cause the PMP Framework to continue 
providing new suggestions to the HCP. 

This loop will stop either when the framework is not able to 
provide new recommendations or when the HCP considers that 
the current condition of the patient is correctly represented by 
the recommendation. At any time, the PMP for the patient is 
fundamentally controlled by the HCP who is using the 
framework. 

Consequently both the personalised ‘seizure related data’ 
and the ‘cluster classifier data’ of a patient may evolve as the 
patient disorder changes, for example when the information 
about the patient changes in the patient record of that patient or 
as a result of the application of the PMP Framework to find out 
new ‘seizure type’ knowledge about the current patient. The 
datasets are expected to evolve and are continuously stored as 
part of the record of that patient. 

D. IoT based Epilepsy Monitoring Model 

To achieve the type of monitoring described in the PMP 
framework, several IoT components can be deployed to 
retrieve sensor data from the epilepsy patient to be accessed 
remotely. These components include the integration of the 
personalisation components described in the PMP framework, 
those of an internet connection and protocols which form the 
‘network layer’, a cloud platform to manage the data analysis 
and fundamentally the sensor-based devices forming the sensor 
layer. These components make the ingredients of an IoT 
solution, proposed in the IoT based Epilepsy monitoring model 
shown in Fig. 9. 

The sensor layer, (discussed in section F) has the task of 
acquiring and sending the data from the different epilepsy 
devices involved in capturing seizure data, to the proposed 
cloud platform. 

The ‘IoT based Epilepsy monitoring model’ proposal in 
Fig.9 shows areas on the body where parameters are measured, 
each area is indicated with a colour matching the parameter. 

E. Cloud Platform 

The proposed cloud platform provides all the necessary 
services for the clinician to manage, process and visualise the 
seizure data. All the processes that involve the interaction 
between the personalisation layer and the sensor layer are 
carried out through the following modules: PMP data 
management, machine learning module and data analysis & 
visualisation. All these services are hosted in the cloud and 
clinicians are able to access them remotely from any location. 

The data analysis and visualisation module utilises the 
sensor data while the ‘PMP data management’ module pulls all 
the patient records from the personalisation modules and here 
the sensor data results are updated. Visualisation is a 
requirement for any such system as it is important for clinicians 
to be provided with user friendly GUIs so they can study the 
seizure data from the epilepsy sensor devices. The machine 
learning module is also proposed, this is a key aspect for future 
development and the idea is that by using algorithms the 
module will ‘learn’ when a patient is about to have seizure and 
warn them in advance. 

TABLE I. CLUSTER GROUPS 

Attribute Cluster      

 Cluster 0 Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 

Seizure Type NMA Un-classified FAS Gelastic GTCS  

Key Sign / 

Symptoms 
LOC LOC Sensations None 

Myoclonus 

Bilateral 

Clonus 

Bilateral 

Clonus 

 
Urinary / In-

continence 
None   LOC LOC 

Common Sign / 

Symptoms 
Automatism 

Cognitive 

Automatism 
Automatism Automatism Sensory Cognitive Automatism 

Arm / Leg Either Leg Either Either Leg Either 

Nocturnal / Diurnal 
Nocturnal and 

Diurnal 

Nocturnal and 

Diurnal 
Diurnal Diurnal 

Nocturnal and 

Diurnal 
Diurnal 
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Fig. 9. IoT based Epilepsy Monitoring Model. 

A pre-processing hardware and a platform are needed to 
communicate and transmit the sensor data which is collected 
using wearable sensors positioned on a patient’s body. The 
Microsoft Azure IoT platform [39] is proposed, since this 
cloud computing server is trusted and safe [40]. 

F. Sensor Layer 

The sensor layer has the task of acquiring and sending the 
data from the different epilepsy devices involved in capturing 
seizure data, to the proposed cloud platform. 

The sensors previously used in the experiment, the heart-
rate and accelerometer sensors were demonstrated within the 
PMP framework discussed in this paper. Yet there are other 
sensors too that can work within the context of this research. 
These potential sensors found in other devices are explored and 
proposed below. 

Despite the expense, multi-modal sensor based devices are 
the ultimate desire to monitor an epilepsy patients seizures 
since multiple sensors are embedded in one device and make 
comfortability for the patient and all-in-one solutions for the 
manager of the device, furthermore epilepsy patients have 
revealed their preference for devices capable of monitoring 
several parameters [24]. Section III in this paper uncovered 
some of the epilepsy detection devices and monitoring systems, 
whilst section IV demonstrated the use of an inexpensive 
device with heart-rate and accelerometer sensor (justified for 
experimental purposes), and simultaneously identified other 
useful sensors for epilepsy. These other sensors which exist in 
devices, those that go beyond heart and movement sensing, and 
beyond fitness devices, are amongst a vast amount. 
Consequently, many studies have analysed the performance 
and limitations of each sensor based device, one critical 
evaluation by Peake [41] found many devices where not yet 
fully validated or tested for reliability, therefore this 
examination will aim only to propose validated devices for use 
in the IoT based Epilepsy monitoring model. 

Recently in 2020, Abreu, Fred et al [42] did a significant 
exploration on, wearables and related devices, that can be 
utilised for epilepsy prediction, the findings presents devices, 
some with multiple sensors, characterised with respect to their 
applicability to research, validation status, form factor or body 
positioning, battery duration, method to access the data, 
measured signals and, their applicability to epilepsy prediction 
(EP) [42]. This is a vital study since the devices have already 
been validated, and connectivity options identified, and since 
they are beneficial for epilepsy they can be proposed in the IoT 
based Epilepsy monitoring model. 

These devices and their sensors, identified as applicable for 
epilepsy prediction contain some of the sensors that were 
highlighted during the experiments i.e. accelerometer, heart-
rate and GSR, but the audio and bladder sensors were not 
previously included. In this case the audio and bladder are 
added to the IoT based Epilepsy monitoring model in Fig.9 
above and the connectivity options and battery life can be 
referred to in Table II. 

The IoT based Epilepsy monitoring model proposal in 
Fig.9 shows areas on the body where parameters are measured, 
each area is indicated with a colour matching the parameter. 
The chosen devices have been proposed based upon the factors 
in the study by Abreu, Fred et al [42] for the best battery life, 
validity, and connectivity options selected for ease of 
connection to the cloud platform in the IoT based Epilepsy 
monitoring model. Since Embrace2 device uses its own 
onboard processing it is not adaptable for the model proposed 
in this study. Furthermore some of the device based sensors 
depicted in 

Table II. ‘Selected Sensors’ are multi-modal so their use 
can sometimes be proposed in more than one activity area, for 
example the device EQ02 has both the heart-rate and 
temperature sensor. 
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TABLE II. SELECTED SENSORS 

Body Area Validated Device Sensor Connectivity Option Battery Life 

Breathing HexoSkin RESP Cloud Storage or BLE transmission 12h 

Electrodermal Empatica E4 EDA or GVS Cloud Storage 48h 

Blood Volume Empatica E4 PPG Cloud Storage 48h 

Movement Bioharness3 ACC BLE transmission 12-24h 

Heart-Rate EQ02 ECG Bluetooth transmission 48h 

Temperature EQ02 Temp Bluetooth transmission 48h 

Audio Alert-it Sound Sensor Ethernet connection 12-16h 

Bladder/ Incontinence DFree Ultra- sound Bluetooth transmission 24h 

G. Network Layer 

There are several ways the sensors can connect and send 
data to the cloud platform and since most of the sensor devices 
connect to a mobile phone they are served by Bluetooth or 
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) and use very little power. 
Nevertheless, each sensor-based device is provided with its 
own protocol and connectivity options, hence the type of IoT 
connectivity is determined generally by the distance that the 
data must travel, either short-range or long-range [43]. IoT 
platforms such as Azure use gateways to connect IoT devices 
to the cloud. The data collected from the devices moves 
through this gateway, gets pre-processed using in build 
modules (Edge) and then gets sent to the cloud. Data is 
protected by an additional layer of security provided by the 
Azure Application gateway and in addition connection security 
is enabled as each connected IoT device is given a unique 
identity key [39]. 

VI. EVALUATION 

An evaluation was performed by taking two different 
epilepsy patients through the steps in the PMP framework. 
Two different ‘use case’ scenarios each with different patient 
profiles were tested by revealing their respective inputs and 
outputs. The aim was to provide the Personalised Monitoring 
Plan (PMP) described in this study and only the ‘seizure 
related’ information of the patient was considered. This input 
data is primarily composed of the patients’ seizure types, signs 
and symptoms. Therefore, given the condition of an epilepsy 
patient, the PMP is used to personalise the medical knowledge 
available for that patient, all other unrelated medical 
knowledge to the patient is discarded. The input data was 
processed using the framework features: in summary the 
framework produced new datasets that were passed to the 
‘Generate PMP’ component, these were: seizure profiler data, 
cluster classifier data and sensor position information. The 
evaluation results helped determine the effectiveness of the 
PMP framework and how it can be used as a tool for 
recommending the IoT device to an epilepsy individual patient. 

VII. LONG TERM USES AND APPLICABILITY IN OTHER 

DOMAINS 

The methods used in this study for ontology development 
and clustering analysis can be applied to any disease whereby 
recognised symptoms per patient can be individualised and be 
further put into sub-groups or categories. However, to fully 
utilise this personalised approach the application of the PMP 

framework can be particularly applied to patients whom have 
symptoms that can be monitored with different IoT sensor-
based devices and personalised further by wearing the device 
on different body positions. In the future the following types of 
patients can be handled by the proposed PMP framework: 
(shown below together with latest progressive recommended 
sensor-based devices). 

 Diabetes: i.e. One such recommended device could be 
use of ‘flash glucose sensing’: A device which checks 
blood glucose levels by scanning a sensor worn on their 
arm will be (available on the NHS for people with type 
1 diabetes) [44]. 

 Sick Infants: i.e. A recommended device could be use 
of a miniaturised, wireless oxygen sensor wearable 
device the size of a Band-Aid which would allow 
babies to be monitored from home and able to leave the 
hospital [45]. 

 Rehabilitation: i.e. the recommended device for 
rehabilitation could be a Force-based sensor which can 
be integrated with footwear to measure the interaction 
of the body with the ground during walking [36]. Due 
to the possibility of detecting not only physiological but 
also movement data wearable sensors have also 
acquired increasing importance in the field of 
rehabilitation [46]. 

A. Machine Learning 

Another significant future direction for long-term remote 
monitoring of epilepsy is seizure detection via ‘machine 
learning’. By accumulating large datasets, computers can learn 
by recognising patterns in data. 

This automated approach (without human intervention) has 
been proposed as a ‘machine learning module’ within the PMP 
framework and IoT based Epilepsy monitoring model to 
determine seizure detection or not based on the patient specific 
profile, the idea being that by using algorithms the module will 
‘learn’ when a patient is about to have seizure and warn them 
in advance. Due to limitations in this study this module has not 
been built but instead is proposed at the next stage and 
recommended for the next level. Largely there is further work 
to take the PMP conceptual model and the IoT based Epilepsy 
monitoring model into full operation. 

Recent advances in machine learning and deep learning 
technique inventions have shown noteworthy advantage in the 
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automatic learning of robust features that outperformed the 
human oriented features in many domains such as self-driving 
cars, natural language processing, and computer vision also 
medical diagnosis [47] [48]. 

Yet as identified in a review of epileptic seizure detection 
using machine learning classifiers a major challenge is to 
detect seizures correctly from a large volume of data [49], and 
it is highlighted that the selection of suitable classifiers and 
features are crucial [49]. 

Ultimately, along with the challenges associated with the 
increasing dataset sizes (hence growing epilepsy cases), and 
evolving date science hitches, as well as obtaining sensitive 
data it could be argued that the greatest challenge of all to help 
solve these problems is the enabling collaboration between 
people with differences in expertise [50]. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The principal contribution in this study was that with the 
prior ‘knowledge’ of individual patient characteristics drawn 
from the PPDL repository and ‘Cluster Groups’ together with 
the supplementary ‘proof of concept’ knowledge obtained in 
the experiments each epilepsy patient can be treated distinctly 
and recommended an appropriate sensor-based device thus 
forming a patient specific unique PMP (Personalised 
Monitoring Plan). Hence personalisation can be achieved. 

The sensors and techniques used in the experiment enables 
some assurance in long term remote monitoring. The use of 
such sensor-based device used in the experiment can reduce the 
frequency of visits to hospitals and improve daily management 
of epilepsy thus, these sensing techniques have shown that 
results can be achieved in the measurement of specific epileptic 
seizures based on observations. 

As established through these experiments’ timely detection 
along with known patient characteristics is one of the keys to 
monitoring epilepsy. 

The integration of the components and technologies in the 
framework depicted in Fig.8 PMP Framework aims at 
providing HCP’s dealing with epilepsy patients with an 
integrated tool that helps them in recommending the correct 
IoT sensor and position on the patient’s body. 

These decisions are made at the initial consultation and act 
as an ‘aid’ in personalising the condition of new incoming 
patients, and thus refine the predefined ‘patient record’ in order 
to obtain and validate a ‘Personalised Monitoring Plan’ which 
is in addition adapted to include the seizure monitoring of the 
patient during appointments. 

The PMP Framework is designed to provide a patient-
empowering support in a way that the available knowledge is 
continuously personalised to the condition of the seizure type 
patient. The IoT based Epilepsy monitoring model has been 
proposed and can be adopted by the PMP framework in future 
developments. 
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Abstract—Accidents, wars, or different diseases can affect 

upper limbs in such a manner so their amputation is required, 

with dramatic effects on people’s ability to perform tasks such as 

grabbing, holding objects, or moving them. In this context, it is 

necessary to develop solutions to support upper limb amputees to 

perform daily routine activities. BCI (brain-computer interface) 

offer the ability to use the neural activity of the brain to 

communicate or control robots, artificial limbs, or machines 

without physical movement. This article proposing an 

electroencephalography (EEG) mind-controlled prosthetic arm. 

It eliminates the drawbacks like the high price, heaviness, and 

dependency on the intact nerves related to the myoelectric and 

other types of prostheses currently in use. The developed 

prototype is a low-cost 3D-printed prosthetic arm controllable 

via brain commands using EEG-based BCI technology. It 

includes a stepper motor controlled by Raspberry Pi 4 to 

perform actions like open/close movement and holding objects. 

The project has successfully implemented and achieve the aim to 

create a prototype of a mind-controlled prosthetic arm system in 

addition to the necessary experimental tests and calculations 

regarding torque, force, and the weight that the hand can carry. 

The paper proves the feasibility of the approach and opens the 

route for improving the design of the prototype to attach it to the 
upper-limb amputation stump. 

Keywords—Prosthetic; brain computer interface (BCI); 

electroencephalography (EEG); raspberry pi 4; EMOTIV 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A lot of current prosthetic arms like myoelectric are still 
expensive, heavyweight, and difficult to use. This paper is an 
attempt to overcome such drawbacks using EEG-based BCI 
technology. BCI is an interesting field of research and 
applications [1] that can help in creating a new way of 
communication for persons with severe disabilities [2]. The 
field of BCI has witnessed a great interest especially 
concerning robotic devices control, with particular focus on 

health applications, where the utilization of BCI to control 
prosthesis devices is increasing the quality of life for the 
patients suffering from diseases causing permanent/temporary 
paralysis or suffering from the loss of the limb [3]. In such 
medical cases, the use of BCI gives great independence to 
patients with severe motor disabilities, providing them with 
the ability to control external devices such as prosthetic arms 
[4]. 

A BCI system, consisting of hardware devices and 
artificial intelligence software [5], uses several signal sources 
or techniques to record brain activity. Among these, the 
electroencephalography (EEG) method offers an appropriate 
signal along with stability and non-clinical risks [4]. EEG is a 
non-invasive technique for monitoring the activity of the 
brain. It uses electrodes placed on the scalp to measures the 
voltage variation of the brain neurons caused by the ionic 
current. An EEG device, generally in the form of a headset, 
records the brain waves of a person when he/she is thinking of 
a particular action or implementing a muscle movement. 
These waves are converted into commands to control an 
external device in real-time. The EEG method is costly 
effective, accurate, and gives the patient complete control [3]. 
It also offers the user the possibility of taking off the EEG 
device when feeling inconvenience [6]. EEG-based BCI plays 
an essential role in the area of prosthesis control [7], managing 
the interaction between the patient and the device without 
requiring an invasive surgical procedure to reconnect nerves 
and allow amputees to control their prosthesis [6]. 

Many upper-limb amputees depend on prosthetic hand/arm 
to restore some of the functionality needed to perform their 
daily activities. These prostheses still provide less than 50% of 
the ability of an intact limb despite the increasing 
enhancements and sophistication. Therefore, frequently 
rejected due to fatigue and frustration of using them [8]. 
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In this context, the primary goal of this research is to 
operate and control a 3D-printed prosthesis hand using EEG 
signals detected from the brain. This would help in developing 
the next generation of prostheses [9] as new materials are 
appearing and being used [10]. 3D printing is commonly used 
in many medical applications like prosthesis, implants, 
surgical, etc. [9,11,12], orthotics field also benefitting the 
advantages of this technology customization to patient need 
and anatomy. 

The use of brainwave signals for controlling prosthetic 
upper limbs is reported in the literature for different 
applications. Elstob et al. [12] presented a solution for 
controlling a five-degree freedom 3D printed prosthesis hand 
based on the use of EMOTIV EPOC+ EEG headset for 
detecting brain activity and Arduino Uno as a microcontroller. 
They also proposed two different software frameworks to 
control the prosthesis hand. 

Beyrouthy et al. [13] have introduced a smart 3D printed 
prosthesis arm controlled via brain EEG signals obtained by 
using an EMOTIV EPOC headset. Smart sensors and 
actuators have been equipped to the arm to give the arm 
amputee smart feedback regarding the surrounding 
environment. Raspberry Pi III and Arduino Mega were used to 
control the prosthesis arm. 

Bright et al [14] have developed a low-cost EEG brain-
controlled prosthesis arm using a Neurosky Mindwave 
headset. The prosthetic arm has two main fingers’ movements: 
flexion and extension. Arduino Uno has been used as a 
microcontroller to control several servo motors to carry out 
commands. 

Chinbat et al. [15] have used Arduino Uno as a 
microcontroller and EMOTIV EPOC as an EEG headset to 
control the prosthesis arm via brain commands. The prosthesis 
arm is a low-cost 3D printed arm that contains smart sensors 
and actuators to give the arm amputee feedback to the 
surrounding environment. The prosthetic arm has six 
movements which are the movement of each finger 
individually and close all the fingers. 

Mariacarla Staffa et al. [3] have proposed a novel approach 
to control open and close actions of a prosthesis hand. They 
used an Arduino Uno as a microcontroller, and EMOTIV 
EPOC+ headset to record brainwaves. They also proposed a 
“Weightless Neural Network-based classifier” for supervised 
classification. The experimental results showed that it is 
proper to use “WiSARD-Classifier” as a referring model for 
EEG signal classification. 

More recently, Parth Limbani et al. [16] have developed a 
prosthesis arm controlled by brainwaves. They used a 
NeuroSky mind wave mobile sensor to obtain the EEG 
signals. An open-vibe software platform has been used for 
signal processing and classification. Python script has been 
used to send data from open-vibe to the Arduino 
microcontroller to control the prosthesis arm. They used a 3D 
printed arm made of PLA material with an overall weight of 
about 300 gm without motors. 

Literature survey showed that the integration between BCI 
and prosthesis is a new and promising direction of study. It 

was also observed that improvements are needed to increase 
the control efficiency while reducing the complexity of the 
system. In this context, this research proposes a solution that 
eliminates the external wireless modules and uses Raspberry 
Pi 4 only without an Arduino board. Several degrees of force 
for the finger movements were considered, and force and 
torque were calculated to determine the maximum gripping 
force and the maximum weight that the prosthetic hand can 
take. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In this research, EEG was selected for prosthesis arm 
control as it provides a dynamic continuous neural activity 
with high temporal resolution [17]. The schematic 
representation of the “BCI-controlled prosthesis arm” is 
presented in Fig. 1. 

A. EEG-based BCI Headset 

The BCI tool used in the system is the “EMOTIV™ 
Insight headset” (Emotiv, USA). The “5-channel EMOTIV™ 
Insight headset” with semi-dry polymer sensors has an internal 
sampling rate of 128 samples per second per channel was used 
for experiments. This tool was specially built to allow the use 
of BCI and research, filtering the signals and wirelessly 
sending the data to the computer, which offers portability [17]. 
This mobile EEG headset offers whole-brain sensing and 
advanced electronics to produce clean, strong signals. The 
headset can be connected to computers, tablets, and phones. It 
uses “Bluetooth Low Energy” or “2.4 GHz wireless” (with 
dongle) to connect. Also, its “LiPo battery 450 mAh” is 
designed to last for eight hours of functioning. The electrodes 
of the headset must be placed on the scalp (see Fig. 2) to read 
the brain activity from the head. The raw gathered information 
is passed to the Processing Unit over a Bluetooth connection. 

B. Stepper Motor 

The motor used in this system is the KH42JM2 stepper 
motor (see Fig. 2). It is a Uni-polar stepper motor with high 
torque, low vibration, and low noise [18]. It is connected to 
the L298n stepper motor driver since 12V is required to 
operate the motor. 

C. Processing Unit 

The Processing Unit is a computer. The main function of 
the Processing Unit is to processes the EEG signals. Signal 
processing techniques are needed to eliminate the noise and 
artefacts from the raw EEG signals. This is done by applying 
digital filters. Feature extraction is where the system is 
responsible for the transformation of the pre-processed brain 
signals into feature values matching the underlying 
neurological mechanism. These characteristics are used by 
BCI to command output devices of the prosthesis arm [17]. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic Representation of the Prosthetic Arm System. 
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D. Raspberry Pi 4 

“Raspberry Pi 4 Model B” is a fast, and powerful 
microcomputer that provides high-level performance that 
makes it an excellent choice for different control projects. 

E. L298N Motor Driver 

“L298N” is a high-power engine driver module. It is used 
to drive stepper motors as well as DC motors. It is composed 
of an “L298” motor driver IC and a “78M05” 5V regulator 
(see Fig. 2). This motor driver module can command up to 4 
DC motors, or 2 DC motors with directional and speed control 
[19]. It is connected to the 12V stepper motor used in this 
system. 

F. Prosthetic Hand 

The prosthetic hand used in this system is a low-cost 3D 
printed prosthesis hand made of Polylactic Acid (PLA) - a 
biodegradable, strong, and durable lightweight material. The 
prosthesis has been developed in a project [20]. 

The prosthesis hand can perform actions like hand-shaking 
and picking up objects due to its hand close and hand opening 
movements (see Fig. 3). This is a prototype of the prosthesis 
hand that is intended to be developed in the future. 

 

Fig. 2. Hardware Components. 

 

Fig. 3. Prototype of the Prosthetic Hand. 

III. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

This system consists of four important parts. The first one 
is the brainwave headset provided by EMOTIV™, the second 
one is the signal processing part which is carried out on the 
computer using EMOTIV™ cortex API, and Python for 
programming, the third part is the Raspberry Pi 4, and the last 
part is the prosthetic hand. 

First, the computer is connected to the Raspberry Pi 4 
through a wireless connection for commands transmission and 
to control the GPIO pins of the Raspberry Pi 4. Fig. 4 shows 
the circuit diagram of the connection between the stepper 
motor and Raspberry Pi 4. The stepper motor operated as a 
bipolar since one coil of the motor connected to the OUT1 and 
OUT2 of the motor driver, and the other coil connected the 
OUT3 and OUT4 of the motor driver. 

The inputs of the L298N motor driver module IN1, IN2, 
IN3, and IN4 are connected to the Raspberry Pi 4 pins GPIO 
18, GPIO 17, GPIO 27, and GPIO 22. A 12V power supply 
connected to 12V and ground pins of the L298N motor driver 
module. The ground pin of the Raspberry Pi 4 is connected in 
common to the ground pin of the L298N. An external 5V 
source is connected to the USB-C power port of the Raspberry 
Pi 4. 

 

Fig. 4. Circuit Diagram of the System. 

Sampled “EMOTIV™ EEG” signals are sent using a 
wireless connection to the computer that handles the 
processing part. Signal processing techniques are applied for 
noise and artefacts reduction on the raw “EMOTIV™ EEG” 
signals utilizing digital filters (Data acquisition and digital 
filtering module in Fig. 1). Feature extraction (module with 
the same name in Fig. 1) is where the system is responsible for 
transforming the pre-processed brain signals into feature 
values that match the underlying neurological mechanism. The 
features extracted from the headset are dispatched to the 
Raspberry Pi 4. Two commands were trained to control the 
open and close movements of the prosthesis hand. The 
problems encountered to control GPIO pins of the Raspberry 
Pi 4, especially with RPi.GPIO module were solved by using 
Secure Shell Protocol (SSH) to create and provide a 
connection channel between the computer and the Raspberry 
Pi 4. Python scripts are used on both computer and Raspberry 
Pi 4. Two Python scripts (one for hand open and the other for 
hand close) have been written for the Raspberry Pi 4 to control 
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the GPIO pins thus controlling the stepper motor. The Python 
code running on RPI (in Raspberry Pi 4) shown in Fig. 5 
illustrates how to define the Raspberry Pi 4 GPIO pins where 
the stepper motor is connected, control the speed and the 
sequence of the motor where half step sequence has been 
used. When a user thinks to close or open the prosthetic hand 
(see Fig. 6), the control signal transmits via a wireless 
connection through SSH from the computer to the Raspberry 
Pi 4 to run the required Python script. 

 

Fig. 5. Python Code for Hand Close Movement. 

 

Fig. 6. Control of the Prosthetic 3D Printed Hand. 

IV. FORCES AND TRANSFER OF TORQUE 

To calculate the necessary force and torque applied by the 
motor to move the fingers, and the maximum weight that the 
hand can carry, a force calculation, and laboratory test was 
conducted by making the prototype hold different weights. At 
a mass of 0.2 kg, each finger required approximately 1.962N 
to close, and about 9.81N in total (all fingers). However, to 
grip and hold objects, the force would need to be increased, 
about 20N (by experiment). As mentioned in the motor 
datasheet, the torque of the motor is 0.26Nm which is not 
large enough to apply appropriate gripping force; therefore, it 
was necessary to add a gear with a 2:1 ratio. 

The KH42JM2 stepper motor used in this system is the 
most appropriate one due to its high torque, low vibration, and 
low noise. The relationship between speed and torque is 

inversely proportional. To gain higher torque, 
𝑍1

𝑍2
 gear ratio has 

been used to calculate the speed of gear since using 
𝑍2

𝑍1
 will 

give higher speed and thus lower torque. 

Torque and force calculations: 

To find the power: 

𝑝 =  
𝑇1 ∗ 2𝜋 ∗ 𝑁1

60
 

=  
0.26 ∗ 2𝜋 ∗ 48

60
 

= 1.307 𝑤 

Where 𝑁1 = 48 rpm 

Calculating 𝑁2: 

𝑁2 = 𝑁1 ∗
𝑍1

𝑍2
 

= 48 ∗
20

40
 

= 24 𝑟𝑝𝑚 

The torque transferred by the gear is: 

𝑇1 =  
60 ∗ 𝑃

2𝜃 ∗  𝑁2

 

=  
60 ∗ 1.307

2𝜃 ∗  24
 

= 0.52 𝑁. 𝑚 

at mass (m) = 0.2 kg 

as one finger required 0.2 at gravity to close, f is: 

𝐹 = 𝑚𝑔 

= 0.2 ∗ 9.81 

= 1.962 𝑁 

Where 𝑔 is the Gravitational acceleration. 

Force for five fingers: 

𝐹 = 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 ∗ 5 

= 1.962 ∗ 5 

= 9.81 𝑁 

One newton of force was added for gripping: 

𝐹 = (1.962 + 1) ∗ 5 

= 14.81 𝑁 

𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 ≅ 20 𝑁 

The same procedure is applied using different mass values 
as shown in the Table I. 

As shown in Fig. 7, when mass increases, the gripping 
force increases (linear). 

According to the stepper motor specifications, the 
maximum torque meets 150N. If mass increases, this may 
damage the stepper motor or crash the prototype. 
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TABLE I. GRIPPING FORCE FOR DIFFERENT MASSES 

Motor 

torque 

(N.m) 

Torque with gear 

(N.m) (from 

calculations) 

Mass 

(kg) 

Force for 

one finger 

(N) 

Force for 

five fingers 

(gripping 

force N) 

≅ 

0.26 0.52 0.2 1.962 9.81 15 

0.26 0.52 0.5 4.905 24.52 30 

0.26 0.52 0.9 8.829 44.145 50 

0.26 0.52 1.5 13.734 68.67 75 

0.26 0.52 2 19.62 98.1 100 

0.26 0.52 2.5 24.525 122.62 125 

0.26 0.52 3 29.43 147.15 150 

 

Fig. 7. Maximum Gripping Force and Weight. 

The human hand can take a load of 2-3 kg easily. The 
force which can be applied by human hand will be: 

𝐹 = 𝑚. 𝑔 

= 3 ∗ 9.81 → 27.24 𝑁 

Gripping forces: 

= (27.24 + 1) ∗ 5 → 141.5 𝑁 

In conclusion, the current prototype can hold 330 g (see 
Fig. 8) because the plastic wires used to move the fingers have 
lost their elasticity by time and usage. To make it handle some 
weight like a human hand, micro stainless-steel wires should 
be used. This will give the prototype the necessary elasticity 
and gripping force as calculated above, similar to the one of a 
human hand. Comparing to related works, most articles 
focusing on building a functional EEG-based BCI prosthetic 
arm without calculating or giving detail regarding torque, 
force, and the weight that the hand can carry. This paper has 
successfully achieved the aim of implement a mind-control 
prosthetic arm giving details and calculations regarding force 
and the maximum weight that the current prototype can carry 
to mimic the natural human hand. Additional experimental 
tests are intended to be achieved regarding measuring the 
gripping force of the hand using a hand-held dynamometer 
which is necessary to determine the required gripping force to 
grasp objects. This is the subject of further work. 

 

Fig. 8. Prototype Grips a Bottle of Water. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

EEG-based BCI systems are still quite a new trend, 
especially in medical fields. In this paper, a structure and 
implementation of a mind-controlled prosthesis hand system 
have been presented. The prosthesis hand is made of strong 
and lightweight materials. The prototype contains one stepper 
motor controlled by Raspberry Pi 4 to perform open hand and 
close hand actions. Furthermore, significant experimental tests 
have been done on the prototype to determine and calculate 
the torque, force, and maximum weight that the hand can hold. 
As a result, this implementation has successfully achieved all 
the aims to create the prototype system of the project. 

As future work, the prosthetic arm should be built with 
more movements involving movement of each finger 
individually and wrist movement using servo motors. The 3D 
printed hand design could be improved, so that the Raspberry 
Pi 4 board, servo motors, and the battery can be placed inside 
the arm. The entire system structure will be improved to 
eliminate the computer and to use Raspberry Pi 4 instead as 
processing and controlling unit. Moreover, the hand-held 
dynamometer should be used to test and calculate the griping 
force for the current prototype. All these tests and results will 
be used to design the next version of the 3D printed prosthetic 
hand with more improvements. Based on the prototype and 
considering the user’s requirements, the goal is to develop a 
mind-controlled prosthesis upper limb using non-invasive 
EEG-based BCI, which is accurate, inexpensive, user-friendly, 
and smart. This prosthesis design will be optimized for 
reducing its weight and for allowing an easy, rapid, and stable 
fixation on the amputee stump. 
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Abstract—This paper proposed the Keyword Movement 

Disclose System (KMDS), which allows a facilitator of discussion 

to watch a record of the moving keywords in a Discussion Board 

System (DBS). In the DBS, the discussion participants place each 

keyword in a box made for each item to be discussed. The 

keywords in the box were expected to show each participant’s 

opinion and intention, because the participant’s individual 

display was not disclosed to the other participants. Therefore, if 

the facilitator of the discussion can see the true opinions and 

intentions of all participants via the keywords in the boxes 

through the KMDS, the facilitator will be more appropriately 

advance the discussions and be able to draw conclusions based on 

diverse opinions. Moreover, the KMDS may contribute to the 

development of an artificial intelligence facilitator. In this paper, 

we conducted an experiment in which ten facilitators were asked 

to listen to a recorded discussion held by nine participants using 

the DBS. Five of the facilitators used the KMDS while listening 

the recorded discussion. It was suggested that KMDS may allow 

the facilitators to build a consensus from various viewpoints of 

the participants, although the results of the experiment did not 

show much difference depending on the conditions with/without 

KMDS. 

Keywords—Keyword movement disclose system; discussion 

board system; facilitator; putting keywords in box 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Although diverse perspectives shared by employees 
enhance corporate competitiveness, the discussions that 
concentrate diverse values can easily become confused [1]. The 
team members who differ on information diversity must 
engage in high quality communication to reconcile differing 
approaches to task completion [2]. Team members with diverse 
information perform better when they exchange information 
effectively. In contrast, their performances become poor when 
they rely on their own limited perspective [3]. In such a case, a 
facilitator [4] can appropriately advance discussions based on 
various viewpoints [1]. 

There are several studies that have automated the role of 
facilitators by generating a facilitator’s questioning based on 
pattern-matching rules [5], analyzing the words written on a 
bulletin board and automatically facilitating the discussion [6, 
7]. Although there are many discussion support systems [8, 9], 
few automatically facilitate during discussions. Since the 
facilitator role is different from those of a secretary or 
moderator, it is not enough to recognize the utterances of the 

discussion participants by voice recognition and to collect the 
hot opinions. 

The role of facilitators includes designing the process, 
controlling the process, organizing and inspiring discussions, 
and forming an agreement [1, 4]. In this paper, we specifically 
focus on the fourth role. Sasaki [1] defines the fourth role as 
follows: 

The facilitator elicits opinions from all participants as much 
as possible and gives a sense of conviction that the discussion 
was properly and adequately conducted. Identifying the right 
time, the facilitator encourages participants to reach 
conclusions and encourage consensus building. 

We aim to develop an artificial intelligence (AI) facilitator 
that can autonomously facilitate discussions. The discussion 
addressed in this study calls for participants to form a 
collective consensus on a given set of problems and draw 
conclusions after considering various opinions [1, 10]. A 
competent facilitator reduces the peer pressure among 
participants and appropriately facilitates discussions based on 
different perspectives [1]. 

There are a lot of decision support systems that assist 
people by presenting information, knowledge, and analytical 
results: a system determines the best teacher using the C4.5 
decision tree algorithm method [11], a system that suggests 
new fish that should be added to the aquarium tank based on 
the current environmental conditions of the aquarium [12], an 
automatic expert system that helps head of university 
department to choose lecturers and assign better course for 
them [13]. However, these systems do not help to make 
decision of the discussion. 

“Wordy,” which creates a word cloud based on lecture 
video content, allows a user to find the points they want to see 
in the video [14]. “Discussion Mining” generates structured 
data on discussion content semi-automatically and displays a 
graph structuralized with the pertinent information and 
keyword [15]. “Discussion Map” is a system, which supports 
consensus-building on multi-party conversations. Discussion 
participants themselves extract keywords during discussion and 
place them on the discussion map as nodes. The discussion is 
structured as a graph [16]. These systems allow the discussion 
participants to know the status of the discussion. 
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The Discussion Board System (DBS), ver.1.0, ver. 2.0 [1], 
and ver. 2.1 [10] has been developed to realize the role of a 
human facilitator. Before starting the discussion, items to be 
decided during the discussion are displayed at the top of each 
“box” in the DBS display. The DBS extracts nouns (called 
“keywords”) from the participants’ utterances and displays 
them. Each participant can put the keywords into a box 
according to their opinion and intention. Each participant's 
screen is invisible to other participants (a psychological safety 
zone [1] is one of the DBS’s features); therefore, the true 
intentions of each participant will be expressed in the keywords 
they place in the boxes [1, 10]. 

The final decision made by the facilitator may change once 
they examine the keywords in each participant's box. How 
should the AI facilitator use the keywords in each participant’s 
boxes to make a final decision? In this paper, ten facilitators 
listened to a discussion using the DBS, with/without watching 
a record of the keywords that showed when and who put each 
keyword into each box. Then, the final decisions the facilitators 
made while watching the record are compared with those made 
without watching the decisions. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

A. Overview 

Fig. 1 shows an overview of the experiment. Ten male 
university students (Facilitators A–J) participated. They were 
paid a small reward to compensate them for their time. They 
were asked to listen to a recorded discussion in which nine 
other students (Participants O–W) discussed a fictional 
scenario. The participants belong to the same laboratory as 
Facilitators A–J. During the discussion, each participant used 
DBS ver. 2.1 (see Section IIB) on his own personal computer. 
Half of the facilitators, while listening to the discussion, were 
also watching the Keyword Movement Disclose System 
(KMDS) (see Section IIC), alerting them to when and who put 
each keyword in the box. After listening to the discussion, the 
facilitators answered questions. 

B. Discussion Board System ver. 2.1 

Fig. 2 indicates the display on DBS ver. 2.1 [2] that The 
participants used during the discussion. The boxes for each 
item to be discussed are displayed in a category area. Each 
participant puts the keywords extracted from their utterances 
into the box, based on their opinion and intention. The 
participants cannot see each other’s category areas. If all 
participants in the discussion put the same word in the same 
box, the word’s color changes to green. A participant can put 
any word in the parking area while debating whether or not to 
put it in the box. The comment area presents users with 
comments, in particular, ones that encourage those who have 
not spoken or moved any words on the screen for a certain 
period of time to join in the discussion. 

C. Keyword Movement Disclose System 

Half of the facilitators in this paper used KMDS to watch as 
keywords were moved, and they had access to data showing 
when and who, among the nine participants, put each keyword 
into a box. Fig. 3 shows the KMDS display. The top left of the 
screen shows the remaining time until the discussion will end, 
because this research assumes that company meetings feature 

discussion times that are set in advance. The top right area of 
the screen shows a timeline of the keywords’ movement, and 
indicates when and who moved what keyword to which box. 
For example, one of the participants added the keyword “3 
hours” to the item “performance time” when 48 minutes and 27 
seconds remained for the discussion. The lower half of the 
window, in the category area, shows what kind of keyword 
each word is and how many participants moved it to each box. 
Although the DBS does not allow the discussion participants to 
see each other’s category areas, the KMDS discloses the 
movements of the keywords of all participants to the facilitator.  

KMDS usually displays these keyword movements in real 
time; however, in the experiment detailed in this paper, a pre-
recorded discussion and a pre-prepared record of keyword 
movements in KMDS were used. 

 

Fig. 1. Overview of the Experiment. 

 

Fig. 2. Discussion Board System ver. 2.1 [1]. 

 

Fig. 3. Keyword Movement Disclose System. 
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D. Method 

Each facilitator was asked to listen to a prepared one-hour 
discussion. The instructions for the facilitators were as follows: 

From now on, you will listen to the recording of a 
discussion by nine people. They are discussing a "social event" 
to be held this year to build the relationships among the 
members of the laboratory. In the one-hour discussion, there 
are four items to decide. 

Item 1: Frequency of holding the event 

Item 2: Length of time per event 

Item 3: Elect one leader and one sub-leader to put on the social 
event. 

Item 4: Select two or three keywords that represent the social 
event from the following: 

training camp / travel / welcome party / exchange party / 
game / sports / movie / birthday party / tournament / meal / 
drinking party / BBQ / festival / camping / online / other (write 
down here). 

You are allowed to take notes on your smartphone and/or 
paper. The family names of the nine members are as follows: 

Participants O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, and W (real names were 
indicated). 

You are assumed to be a senior employee, compared to 
these nine discussion participants, and you have the authority 
to make final decisions on these four items. Listen to the 
discussion and come to the conclusion that you think is best for 
the laboratory. You are not someone who simply concludes an 
agreement or a secretary taking notes. Think about what the 
best conclusion is based on the discussion. 

The KMDS was always displayed on half of the 
facilitators’ computer screens, along with the following 
instructions for Facilitators F–J: 

A record of the nine participants' moved words in a 
discussion support system appears on the KMDS screen in 
chronological order. Press the start button at the same time as 
the start button for the recording. Watch this screen while 
listening to the audio recording. 

The facilitators were informed in advance that they would 
be asked what conclusion they consider to be the best for the 
laboratory concerning each of the four items after listening to 
the discussion. 

After listening to the discussion, we will use a 
questionnaire to ask what conclusion you consider to be the 
best for the laboratory for each item, the reasons for your 
conclusions, and your degree of certainty that the conclusions 
are good ones. 

In the recording, Participants O–W had discussed “a social 
event to be held this year to build the relationships among the 
members of the laboratory.” The participants were asked to 
decide the same items as above four items during the 
discussion. 

E. Questionaire 

The questionnaire asked the following: 

Question 1-1: Please draw the conclusion that you think is the 
best for the laboratory about “Item 1: Frequency of holding the 
event.” 

Question 1-2: Please explain why you drew this conclusion. 

Question 1-3: Please indicate how confident you are of the 
suitability of the conclusion you made (5: very confident – 1: 
not sure at all). 

Question 2-1: Please draw the conclusion that you think is the 
best for the laboratory about “Item 2: Length of time per 
event.” 

Question 2-2: Please explain why you drew this conclusion. 

Question 2-3: Please indicate how confident you are of the 
suitability of the conclusion you made (5: very confident – 1: 
not sure at all). 

Question 3-1: Please draw the conclusion that you think is the 
best for the laboratory about “Item 3: Elect one leader and one 
sub-leader to put on the social event.” 

Question 3-2: Please explain why you drew this conclusion. 

Question 3-3: Please indicate how confident you are of the 
suitability of the conclusion you made (5: very confident – 1: 
not sure at all). 

Question 4-1: Please draw the conclusion that you think is the 
best for the laboratory about “Item 4: Select two or three 
keywords that represent the social event from the following.” 

Question 4-2: Please explain why you drew this conclusion. 

Question 4-3: Please indicate how confident you are of the 
suitability of the conclusion you made (5: very confident – 1: 
not sure at all). 

Question 5: Please tell me as much as you can about what kind 
of situation, intention/opinion you think Participant U had in 
the discussion. 

III. RESULTS 

A. Conclusions by the Participants and Facilitators 

Fig. 4 to 7 show the rates of conclusions that the 
participants considered and which ones remained in each box; 
they also indicate whether the facilitators were working 
with/without KMDS on each item. Each x-axis of the figures 
indicates the answers. Each y-axis of the figures shows the 
ratio of the number of responses to the number of the 
participants/facilitators. 

Fig. 4 shows the results of the conclusion on Item 1 
(Question 1-1), “Frequency of holding the event.” Although 
one of the facilitators without KMDS considered “once every 
one or two weeks” to be the best conclusion for the laboratory, 
the other answers and remaining keywords in the box for Item 
1 were “once every three months.” 
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Fig. 4. Results of the Conclusion on Item 1. 

Fig. 5 shows the results of the conclusion on Item 2 
(Question 2-1), “Length of time per event.” Although “two or 
three hours” and “three hours” were the most considered 
conclusion by the participants, “One day” was the most-often 
remaining among the keywords in the box for Item 2 and 
considered to be the best conclusion by the facilitators without 
KMDS. 

Fig. 6 shows the results of the conclusion on Item 3 
(Question 3-1), “Elect one leader and one sub-leader to put on 
the social event.” All participants considered “Participant T is 
the best for the leader of this event” to be the conclusion of this 
discussion. In contrast, opinions on appropriate sub-leaders 
were divided among participants P, Q, and R. About half of the 
participants selected Participants Q or R, while most 
facilitators without KMDS concluded in favor of Participant R. 
Furthermore, the facilitators with KMDS, instead of giving the 
participants’ names, based their conclusions on personal 
opinions, such as “participants who live near the university” 
(Facilitator F), “the sub-leader is expected to be a different year 
from the leader” (Facilitator F), and “everyone should take 
turns” (Facilitator H). 

Fig. 7 shows the results of the conclusion on Item 4 
(Question 4-1), “Select two or three keywords that represent 
the social event from the following.” Most participants and 
facilitators concluded “game (online).” However, the keywords 
left in each participant's box varied. 

B. Reasons for the Conclusions 

This section focus on reasons for the conclusions. We 
classified the reasons (answers for Questions 1-2, 2-2, 3-2, and 
4-2) into six types: 

1) Drew the same conclusions and reasons as the majority 

of the participants. 

2) Although they drew the same conclusions as the 

majority of discussion participants, the reasons given for the 

conclusions were different from the reasons the participants 

gave. 

3) Drew the same conclusions and reasons as a minority of 

discussion participants. 

4) Although they drew the same conclusions as a minority 

of discussion participants, the reasons for these conclusions 

were different from those given by the participants. 

5) Although the conclusion was not based on the 

participants’ comments during the discussion, the reason for 

the conclusion was same as what someone said. 

6) The conclusions and reasons did not come from what 

anyone had said. 

Table I shows the results after classifying the reasons for 
the conclusions, according to the above six types, and the 
results of the facilitators’ confidence in their conclusions. 
There were no significant differences between the results of the 
conditions, without and with KMDS. However, in the reasons 
for Question 3 (answering Question 3-2), Participants F and H 
described why each of them did not write down the specific 
names of the participants (see Fig. 7) as follows: 

 

Fig. 5. Results of the Conclusion on Item 2. 

 

Fig. 6. Results of the Conclusion on Item 3. 

 

Fig. 7. Results of the Conclusion on Item 4. 
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Facilitator F: I did not write the specific name because I felt 
the discussion was a little forced. But it seems that this 
(Participant F's conclusion) was the direction of the 
participants' discussion. Moreover, I considered that it is this 
method (a participant who lives near the university, the years 
of leader and the sub-leader are different) that the decision on 
the event’s content and communication among the participants 
proceeded smoothly (when they will hold the laboratory's 
event). 

Facilitator H: The conclusions of the participants were 
basically a majority vote, but I felt that the consent of the 
participants was not so much obtained, and that some imposed 
their views on others. Some participants were concerned about 
the time for research presentations, classes, and job hunting. So, 
I think it is best for the participants with plenty of time to take 
charge in turn, according to the situation of each participant, 
rather than having one person takes charge. 

C. Guessing Participant U’s Opinions and Intentions 

The results of Question 5, where the facilitators without 
KMDS were asked about Participant U were as follows: 

Facilitator A: She (Participant U) wanted to match the 
faced and named of the laboratory members. 

Facilitator B: Since she was just assigned to the laboratory, 
she thought they should have an opportunity to interact as 
much as possible. 

Facilitator C: She wants to match the names with the faces 
of everyone in the laboratory. 

Facilitator D: She was trying to make the meeting go 
smoothly by giving affirmative opinions. 

Facilitator E: She was difficult to get into the discussion, 
because the story of the discussion changed a lot in the second 
half of the discussion. 

The results of Question 5 where the facilitators had access 
to KMDS were as follows: 

 Facilitator F: She would like to try to match the names and 
faces of the laboratory members. 

Facilitator G: I do not know who Participant U was. 

Facilitator H: Basically, she made statements as prompted, 
and she did not have a positive opinion. Although she had 
enough opportunities to speak, she was a bystander. She was 
not interested in the conclusions of this discussion. 

Facilitator I: She was not very enthusiastic about the event 
itself. 

Facilitator J: Since she said that she could not match the 
laboratory members’ names and faces, I think it was difficult 
for her to speak in this discussion where there were many 
senior members. 

In fact, Participant U said that she wanted to match the 
names and faces of the laboratory’s staff members. She spoke 
very little. She left the keywords in the box for Item 4, BBQ, 
sports, game, and online. 

TABLE I. RESULTS OF REASONS AND CONFIDENCE 

  
Question 1 Question 2 

  
Reason 

(six types) 

Confidence 

(1–5) 

Reason 

(six types) 

Confidence 

(1–5) 

Without 

KMDS 

A 1 4 4 3 

B 5 5 2 4 

C 2 4 4 3 

D 2 4 4 4 

E 1 5 2 4 

Avg. - 4.4  -  3.6  

With 

KMDS 

F 1 4 4 4 

G 1 5 2 5 

H 2 4 2 4 

I 1 4 1 4 

J 1 5 2 4 

Avg. -  4.4  -  4.2  

  
Question 3 Question 4 

  

Reason 

(six types) 

Confidence 

(1–5) 

Reason 

(six types) 

Confidence 

(1–5) 

Without 

KMDS 

A 2 4 2 5 

B 2 4 2 5 

C 2 4 1 4 

D 2 4 2 4 

E 4 4 2 4 

Avg. - 4.0  - 4.4  

With 

KMDS 

F 6 5 2 3 

G 2 5 2 4 

H 6 3 6 4 

I 2 3 1 4 

J 2 4 2 3 

Ave. -  4.0  - 3.6  

IV. DISCUSSION 

More innovation will occur if the minority has a high level 
dissent and is highly involved in team decision making [17]. 
However, words spoken by multiple participants and/or at the 
end of a discussion often become a final conclusion if it is not 
possible to examine various opinions among the participants. A 
facilitator is responsible for avoiding such situations. If an AI 
facilitator only statistically analyzes and acquires the words 
that are spoken many times and adopts the opinions of the 
majority as a conclusion, it can result in abandoning various 
opinions. 

Participants in the experiment’s discussions believed that 
they had reached a conclusion on the items to be decided; 
however, and especially related to the items concerning the 
election of a sub-leader and the events themselves, no single 
conclusion was drawn. Most facilitators in the experiment 
listened to the discussion and drew their conclusions based on 
the opinion of the majority. However, two of the facilitators 
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who listened to the discussion while also using KMDS did not 
name a specific participant as sub-leader. One of the facilitators 
presented the ideal characteristics of leaders and sub-leaders, 
such as “people who live near the university” and “leaders and 
sub-leaders who are in different years.” An examination of the 
keywords in the box makes it clear that the participants' 
opinions were not unified; moreover, Facilitator F must have 
noticed that the leader and sub-leader candidates were in 
different years. That fact may have led to the idea that leaders 
from different years are better for staging a successful event. 
Another facilitator concluded that “everyone takes turns at each 
event.” He did not think that the participants’ consent was 
much obtained about the leader and the sub-leader, unlike other 
facilitators. 

The keywords that Participant U left in the box were not 
significantly different from that of other participants. However, 
she simply put each keyword in the box in the direction of the 
discussion of the entire participant, and did not seem to 
actively express her own opinions in the keywords. By 
comparing the timing at which a participant puts each keyword 
in a box with other participants, it may be possible to estimate 
the participant's degree of participation and agreement in the 
discussion. 

In this way, the facilitators using KMDS could confirm the 
true opinions of all the participants based on the keywords they 
placed in the boxes. The facilitators could also know that the 
participants did not reach an agreement. Hence, it was 
suggested that the facilitators may be able to draw conclusions 
in a different direction from those available to the participants. 

Although the results of the experiment did not show much 
difference based on the conditions (with/without KMDS), if the 
participants have more diverse ideas and a firmer hierarchical 
relationship, the usefulness of KMDS may have been further 
demonstrated. It is also undeniable that there were some 
differences in the qualities of individual facilitators. 

Currently, the AI facilitator of our research may simply 
draw conclusions based on the majority keywords. In the future, 
the AI facilitators should also consider the lack of consensus, 
the presence of minority keywords, and the keywords that were 
mentioned only at the beginning of the discussion [18]. In 
some cases, the AI facilitator may need to present some new 
keywords that encourage a change in thinking. For example, 
when the sub-leader was not easily decided, the idea of 
“Everyone takes turns being in charge” was given by 
Facilitator H. In this way, skillful facilitators can also lead the 
participants to a desired conclusion [19, 20]. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposed a Keyword Movement Disclose 
System (KMDS) that displays when and who puts a keyword 
into which box in a discussion support system (DBS). Ten 
facilitators listened to a discussion with/without KMDS. In 
some results, there were subjective differences in the 
conclusions drawn by the discussion participants and the 
facilitators, and between the facilitators with/without access to 
KMDS. The facilitators using KMDS could see the true 
opinions of all participants being expressed as they moved 
keywords into the boxes. 

In the future, we will develop an AI facilitator which is able 
to appropriately advance the discussions based on various 
viewpoints and encourage consensus building, not just show 
the results of a majority vote. 
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Abstract—Online learning education at higher learning 

institutions has changed over the years as technology evolves. 

The main purpose of this study was to propose a new Flipped 

Learning Engagement (FLE) model. User testing to measure 

students’ achievement was carried out in four separate groups 

namely Control Technology (CT) group, Experimental 

Technology (ET) group, Control Engineering (CE) group and 

Experimental Engineering (EE) group by using t-Test. The 

findings yielded that the experimental group (ET and EE) that 

underwent learning and teaching process by using the proposed 

FLE model obtained higher results or level of achievements as 

compared to the control groups (CT and CE) undergoing the 

conventional approach of teaching and learning. The study 

contributes mainly to the design and development of FLE model. 

FLE model proposed in this study can be beneficial to guide not 

only programming related educators but also for all educators 

that use flipped learning approach in their learning and teaching 

process. Future study should examine the proposed model in 

depth to improve it by adding new entities, hence, enabling its 
application in any related courses at various levels. 

Keywords—Flipped learning engagement model; online 

programming course; student achievement; blended learning; 

technical based higher learning institutions 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The integration of new mobile technologies and online 
learning provides highly effective ways to help universities 
meet the expectations of the 21st century learners while 
addressing the challenges of limited resources and special 
needs of many students. One of the methods for mobile and 
online learning used is flipped learning (FL) [1]. 

In FL, the content of the subject matter is given to students 
in advance of school hours [2]. Through the traditional lecture 
method approach, lecturers usually go into the hall or 
classroom and present the lecture content by using teaching 
aids such as PowerPoint slides, projector screen and notes that 
have been printed in advance or use whiteboard and marker 
pen. Students will listen and understand the contents of the 
topics and copy the contents of the lectures or read the notes 
of the lectures after the sessions [3]. The method is known as 
teaching and learning approach. By FL method, however, the 
approach is different where lecturers have teaching materials 
in advance and ask students to first read and try to understand 
the content before entering the classroom [4]. This method is 
called learning and teaching approach. The learning process 
will take place before the face-to-face (F2F) meeting. 

The most significant change in this new method is the 
initial exposure of students to lecture topics or course content. 
Students who enter the classroom or training room already 
have the basic knowledge of the course to be learned. The 
instructors have more time to work with the students in the 
classroom. In addition, instructors can focus on specific topics 
and assess the extent to which learners understand the topics 
involved [5]. By doing so, instructors have ample time to 
examine the effectiveness of the FL approach and compare 
students’ performance for any subject matter. 

During the class session, students will then take part in a 
variety of assignments and activities that are deemed 
appropriate for them in a given time. Doing these activities 
with peers will lead to team spirit. In groups, they will help 
each other to better understand the issues or topics, and are 
free to share and discuss ideas with their peers and lecturers. 
This approach is not new in the educational system. However, 
the approach is not yet fully applied in Malaysia, especially at 
higher level of education. There are few techniques for 
encouraging students and how they can be involved in FL. 

In order to create an effective approach of FL in the 
classroom, this study has been undertaken to propose an 
appropriate model for building student engagement through 
FL. This study examined the elements for the development of 
a student engagement model in FL-based learning in 
programming course. The researchers suggested a new model 
to be used when implementing the FL approach for 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and 
engineering students at the Universiti Teknikal Malaysia 
Melaka (UTeM), Malaysia. 

In addition, it is essential to develop the learning 
experience by providing a new model that can be used to 
prepare students for an active and collaborative learning style. 
This requires an appropriate model to guide educators and 
students through a blended learning approach when 
implementing FL. Student engagement is one of the key 
elements in FL approach [6]. This study applied FL through a 
blended learning approach by using online programming 
course. Later, the test was conducted to enhance the 
engagement model. Some background studies with few 
preliminary analyses have been conducted to propose the new 
model. 

The findings of this study are to provide input to designers, 
educators and developers in their learning and teaching 
process using FL approach. The proposed Flipped Learning 
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Engagement (FLE) model can be used not only for 
programming related courses but for all courses implementing 
the FL approach. All the course contents such as lecture notes, 
instructions, assignments, and activities are provided online in 
FL. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

There are many researchers studying the flipped approach 
to learning with positive results. In a study [7], all respondents 
agreed that learning has become more active after the class is 
being exposed to FL. Besides, over 90% stated that positive 
interaction with their students increases; students have greater 
access to course materials and instruction, students could work 
at their own pace; students are more likely to engage in critical 
thinking; and instruction becomes more differentiated and 
personalised. Almost 80% reported that positive interaction 
among students increases; that students are more likely to 
engage in collaborative decision-making; and that students are 
more likely to have choices on the ways to demonstrate their 
understanding on the subject matter. Over 50% agreed that 
students are more likely to have a choice about which learning 
tasks to undertake. 

Students’ engagement in the online programming course 
occurs when the students are able to browse self-study videos 
and activities on a weekly basis [8]. Students' behaviour, 
responsibilities and integrity are very important elements to 
ensure that the learning process takes place. Students’ 
involvement consists of individual attitudes, thoughts, and 
behaviours and communication with others [9]. 

According to the UNESCO report in 2013, e-learning 
practices have evolved significantly with the increasing use of 
ICT in education as well as the development of network 
technologies [10]. The convergence of technology and 
educational development has led to e-learning innovation in 
higher education which is highlighted in the 21st century. 
Teaching and learning through online learning is deemed 
effective, as it is one way of optimising the effectiveness of 
teaching and learning processes. 

In order to provide quality e-learning content as stated in 
the higher institutes’ blueprint in Malaysia, there is a need to 
provide useful inputs to the implementers. The National 
Education Policy or known as Dasar e-Pembelajaran Negara 
(DePAN) is one of the initiatives aimed at providing a suitable 
framework for quality higher education learning. DePAN has 
targeted more than 30% of online learning after the year of 
2021 [11]. The demand is even more necessary with the 
Covid-19 pandemic situation where teaching and learning 
processes are mostly conducted online [12]. In recent years, 
the concept of online and blended learning has been used to 
include an increasing number of online learning opportunities. 

A. Research Gap 

The study aimed to determine whether a FL approach 
using the FLE model could improve the overall student 
achievement. Other researchers have come up with a few 
models of student engagement through mixed learning 
[6][13][14]. However, thus far, no study has proposed a FL 
engagement model to improve student engagement and 

enhance student achievement especially in programming 
course. 

In the initial inquiry, two courses namely mathematics and 
programming were identified as having the lowest student 
achievement in the ICT related field. Based on the results of 
the preliminary analysis, programming is considered to be the 
worst of these two courses. This is unacceptable indicator for 
the ICT and engineering faculties and the problem has to be 
addressed as programming is a basic course for students in 
both fields [15]. The result from the inquiry also indicated that 
there are several factors leading to this problem, such as; (i) 
students have difficulties in understanding the programming 
content that they consider too complex for them, (ii) students 
cannot link the concept of programming to the real-world 
problems and they have difficulty in finding solutions by 
using the programming technique. 

Flipped learning approach is claimed to be a better 
approach in some other fields of study, but there is no specific 
study measuring the engagement of students in programing 
related courses using FL approach in programming course. 

III. STUDY DESCRIPTION 

This research applies online flipped classroom technique 
with a blended learning approach that involves the application 
of both F2F and online learning. Students must also undergo a 
personalized learning environment approach to learning in a 
flexible environment during the course of their studies. 
Students apply mobile learning, which means that they can 
learn at anytime, anywhere and using any device [16] [17]. 
Although many studies have mentioned the use of a FL 
approach, previous studies do not include FL with student 
involvement, especially in the programming course. Online 
programming course has been executed where students with 
internet access can learn on their own. 

This online course has been developed using multimedia 
materials such as videos, animations, images and audio 
materials used by students in their learning process [18]. This 
research used a FL approach with the help of the lecturers who 
taught the course. In addition, social media communication 
channels were also used outside the classroom where the 
lecturers played their role as guides. Throughout the learning 
process, students used laptops, tablets and smartphone devices 
outside the classroom. As stated, this research has 
implemented a blended learning approach with F2F and online 
learning. Blended courses consist of between 30% and 79% of 
online activities F2F courses can include up to 29% of online 
activities, and full online courses include 80% to 100% of 
online activities [19]. 

This online programming course uses the WhatsApp 
application and other social media platforms, which connect 
lecturers and students to ensure student engagement. Lecturers 
will build the WhatsApp group for all students who take part 
in the online course. Then, the lecturers will guide the students 
through the group before, during and after a FL approach. This 
study uses a commitment model for student learning that has 
three phases, i.e. before class, during class and after class for 
the online programming course. 
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This study also contributes to student improved learning. 
The study also has an impact on the teaching method for 
educators. With ease of accessibility, students are likely to 
prefer to communicate through social media channels rather 
than F2F communication, reflecting their learning styles as 
well [20]. Rather than traditional lecture-presentations, they 
prefer a learning experience from the comfort of their time 
using online materials provided. 

In addition, the results of this study are expected to assist 
higher education educators in how to implement blended 
learning which is a combination of F2F learning and online 
learning. A flipped model of learning is to guide educators. 
Blended learning is the combination of teaching and learning 
methods from both F2F, mobile and online learning which 
includes elements of both synchronous and asynchronous 
online learning options. Integrating new mobile technologies 
and online media provides highly effective ways to help 
universities meet 21st century learners’ expectations while 
addressing the challenges of limited resources and many 
students’ special needs. Hence, FL approach is one of the 
methods used in blended learning for mobile and online 
learning. 

A. Research Objectives 

The main objectives of this study are to develop a FLE 
model, measure the effectiveness use of this model to teach 
programming course. The study aims to develop a FLE model 
that can be used by ICT and engineering students. These 
include the following aspects: 

 Develop an online programming course. 

 Identifying and designing the FL approach for the 
programming course. 

 Develop a new FLE model. 

 Enhance student engagement on the basis of the FLE 
model for the programming course. 

However, this paper only elaborate on the development of 
the new FLE model and the result of applying the proposed 
model to ICT and engineering students at UTeM. 

B. Problem Statement 

Computer programming is one of the most important 
courses offered to ICT and engineering students. At faculty of 
ICT, this course is a core program and for other engineering 
faculties at UTeM, this programming course which uses C++ 
language is also a compulsory course for the students [2]. 
Since C++ computer language is essential for both technical 
and non-technical studies, this programming course is deemed 
suitable for this study. In addition, from the pilot test which 
has been conducted earlier, the results of students in 
programming course using C++ language are among the 
lowest compared to other courses in the field of computer 
science. 

Researchers believe that this problem could be reduced by 
applying the FLE model to teach programming course. 
Theoretically, this FL method through the proposed FLE 
model is feasible, but few problems would arise, such as how 
to ensure that students study those learning materials before 

the classroom schedule and how to enhance student 
engagement [21]. In order to overcome the issues of teaching 
and learning of programming course, this study is to design 
the FLE model programming course using C++ language for 
both ICT and engineering students. 

C. Research Questions 

In order to achieve the objectives of the study, two 
research questions were developed as follows: 

RQ1: Can the proposed FLE model approach improve 
students’ achievement in programming courses? 

RQ2: Can student achievement for problem-solving skills 
in programming course be improved using FLE 
model approach compared to the traditional F2F 
learning? 

IV. DEVELOPMENT OF FLE MODEL 

The FLE model was a new model designed and developed 
to improve student engagement through a FL approach. Both 
the new model of engagement that was modified from the 
model of engaging online students organised around Self-
Determination Theory (SDT) [22] and the flipped learning 
procedures were combined in this new FLE model. 

The online programming course included an e-content 
such as videos, teaching materials, activities, links to materials 
and discussion forums for learning enrichment. All elements 
of programming were included in the online programing 
course for students of the Faculty of Information and 
Communication Technology (FTMK) and the Faculty of 
Electrical Engineering (FKE) at UTeM. In addition, this study 
also carried out a case study on user testing of online 
programming course among ICT and engineering students at 
UTeM. 

A. Research Methodology 

The study included two aspects: (i) design and 
development of the FLE model and online programming 
course with a FL approach that apply the FLE model for ICT 
and engineering students, and (ii) a case study on online 
programming course user testing with flipped classroom 
approach. 

The discussion on the methodology of the study focuses on 
the design and development of the FLE model, the 
development of online programming course and the user test 
methodology based on the case study. 

The engagement model was added to the elements of 
educational theory, instructional design (ID) elements, and 
interaction between lecturers and students. Each menu in the 
FLE model had a stated goal to improve the effectiveness of 
FL. The menus available in the models designed for this 
project included course information, course resources, 
interaction, active learning, frequent learning monitoring and 
making meaningful connections. 

1) Course information: Course information was described 

as the objective of the course, the course period, and the total 

workload of the course. 
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2) Course resources: Course resources offered a video 

describing each subject weekly in just 5 to 10 minutes. These 

videos covered all important materials. They are the student 

resource; hence, the students should enjoy watching those 

videos. 

3) Interaction: This is the interactive part between the 

lecturer-student-faculty. Any interaction that occurred was 

considered very important in the development and success of 

FL. Interaction occurred by means of student-to-student 

interaction, student-to-lecturer interaction, and student-to-

faculty interaction. 

4) Active learning: Active learning adapted few strategies 

such as small projects, online activities and self-assessment 

activities. 

5) Frequent monitoring of learning: Frequent monitoring 

of learning was used to evaluate grades on a weekly basis and 

provide training on weekly topics. 

6) Making meaningful connection: Making meaningful 

connection provided illustrative examples or case studies. All 

the assignments to the students need to be related with what 

the students’ had learned. 

The engagement model developed for this research 
involved several elements such as (i) behavioural involvement 
where students participated in learning activities such as 
completing assignments, attending classes, or contributing to 
the discussion, (ii) affective involvement which involved 
student emotional response or feelings (positive or negative) 
towards teachers, peers, learning, and school, and 
(iii) cognitive involvement which catered to the specific 
thought of students while participating in activities [23]. FL 
approach used a hybrid concept which was a combination of 
F2F and online learning. In addition, FL approach used active 
learning techniques and online technology to attract students. 
Using this flipped approach to learning and engagement with 
students, this study proposed a new model namely FLE. 

The FLE model consisted of four phases: (i) instructional 
content, (ii) in-class non-technology activities, (iii) in-class 
technology activities, and (iv) evaluation and wrapping-up 
activities. All the suggested activities to be carried out were 
listed in the proposed model within each phase. The model 
offered an opportunity for in-class activities so that educators 
could use a digital approach if classrooms were equipped with 
technology and students could access the internet, otherwise 
educators could switch to a traditional approach and F2F 
activities with students without internet connections or digital 
tools. 

The questionnaire was distributed to the experts in the 
field of online content and e-learning, comprising of 
professors and senior lecturers from various higher education 
institutions in Malaysia. A total of 13 experts participated in 
the validation process. Among the feedbacks received from 
the experts were as follows: (i) the need to clearly define 
between each category within the proposed FLE model; 
(ii) the need to properly define the criteria for FL; (iii) the 
need to clearly define the systematic approach of the model to 

student engagement; and (iv) the proposed model flow was 
useful in practice. All the relevant feedbacks obtained from 
the experts were taken into account for the improvement of the 
proposed FLE model. 

The FL approach had three defining components: (i) 
moving lectures outside the classroom; (ii) delivering online 
courses including doing online assignments; and (iii) 
enhancing learning with classroom activities [24]. The format 
of the lectures in the suggested online course varied and 
evolved from slides to videos that included animations, 
infographics and other multimedia content. The online 
programming course was used to test this FLE model, 
allowing two-way communication between lecturers and 
students. Students learned independently through the online 
course prior to the lecture session. Online C++ programming 
course engaged students with assignments or quizzes that were 
resolved after learning from videos. Students should be more 
responsible for their learning through this approach where 
they could learn this online programming course at any time 
or anywhere. 

The approach was expected to bring enjoyment to students 
and that they would not be bored to learn via the videos in the 
online C++ programming course because each video lesson 
was short, between 5 and 10 minutes. Furthermore, the videos 
also included animation and multimedia elements for learning 
programming comprehension. The new FLE model is 
presented in Fig. 1. 

The new FLE model included a number of elements 
covering three main phases: (i) before the class phase 
involving instructional content; (ii) during the class phase 
involving in-class activities; and (iii) after the class phase 
involving evaluation and wrap-up. The components for each 
phase are as follows: 

1) Before class phase 

 Communication via the social media discussion 
channel. 

 Lecturer prepares the development of online courses 
including learning materials (images, videos, teaching 
slides, modules, activities, links and references). 

 Students gain and learn all the materials of online 
course. 

 Students participate in interaction (either with lecturers 
or peers). 

All of the elements in this phase are categorised as student-
centered learning. 

2) During class phase: As mentioned earlier, the class 

phase is divided into two with or without technology. In 

classrooms equipped with technology and internet access, the 

lecturer can use digital in-class activities. On the other hand, 

for the classroom without the technology, lecturers may use 

activities that do not require any digital tools or internet 

connection. 
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Fig. 1. The New Proposed FLE Model. 

In-class activity (with technology): 

 Conduct interactive classroom activities. 

 Students work together on problem-solving method. 

 Students undergo related lab exercises. 

 Students respond to the feedback questionnaire. 

 Lecturer conduct an online quiz or other type of digital 
assessment. 

 Collaborative student learning. 

The whole element in this phase is categorized as 
collaborative learning. 

In-class activity (without technology): 

 Lecturer creates activities related to particular topics. 

 Lecturer asks questions to check understanding level. 

 Lecturer’s approach to specific student/s who need 
more attention. 

 Lecturer-centered learning & cooperative learning. 

 Open discussion and peers’ feedback. 

 Access to the area of success and improvement. 

The whole element in this phase is categorised as a lecturer 
centred learning and cooperative learning. 

3) After the class activity 

 Students/lecturers continue to communicate via the 
social media discussion channel. 

 Lecturer check students’ enhancement on subject 
matter. 

 Students continue to engage in interaction with 
lecturers, peers or online activities. 

 Students check online evaluation and assessment. 

All the element in this phase is categorized as student 
centered learning the whole element in this phase is 
categorised as student-centred learning. 

V. TEST RESULTS FOR THE PROPOSED FLE MODEL 

The test results of user testing for online programming 
course as a whole were based on a case study conducted 
through quasi-experiments at UTeM. The students of the 
Faculty of Information and Communication Technology 
(FTMK) and the Faculty of Electrical Engineering (FKE) were 
chosen as respondents. 

The distribution of the samples concerned is shown in 
Table I. For the sample list, a control group comprised 36 
students (CT for FTMK samples and CE for FKE samples) 
and an experimental group 36 students (ET for FTMK 
samples and EE for FKE samples). Both the experimental and 
control groups were of the same class and at the same level. 
Students were selected equally from both groups based on 
their mid-term outcome. The analysis was carried out using 
simple percentage and average of student achievements. 
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TABLE I. SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION 

Faculty Group Number of Samples 

FTMK 
Experiment Technology (ET) 

Control Technology (CT) 

12 

12 

FKE 
Experiment Engineering (EE) 

Control Engineering (CE) 

24 

24 

 Total samples 72 

Pre-test and post-test questions were developed to assess 
the student achievement. These measurements were used to 
test the effectiveness of the online programming course 
construct developed in comparison to the conventional 
teaching method used by the lecturers. 

The questionnaire comprised three parts; Part A with 10 
True or False types of questions of 20 marks. Part B with 10 
multiple choice types of questions of 20 marks and part C with 
two structured questions of 60 marks, accumulating a total of 
100 marks for the test. Part A and Part B measured the student 
overall cognitive level. 

A combination of low cognitive level covering fact-related 
questions and high cognitive level category of questions 
covering applications, analysis, and synthesis question was 
utilized. Additionally, Part C also measured student higher 
order thinking comprising measurement type application, 
analysis and synthesis. 

The C++ programming course was a three-credit course, 
with two- hour lecture per week and two-hour lab practical 
session per week. This course ran for a total of 14 weeks. Our 
quasi-experiment took four weeks starting from the 11th week 
until the 14th week of the semester. The e-content, and e-
activities setup for the quasi-experiment comprised slides, six 
videos, seven e-activities, one quiz, and one tutorial. 

The quasi -experiment involved the following stages: 
(i) Stage I (week 11): Before conducting any treatment, all 
students took a pre-test by using a set of questions to test their 
existing knowledge patterns for the control and experimental 
groups, (ii) Stage II (week 12 and week 13): Experimental 
groups went through self-directed learning process by using 
online programming course with the guide of instructors 

through social media channels. During this stage, students 
were required to communicate with instructors and peers. On 
the other hand, the control groups were taught using F2F 
conventional teaching and learning methods for two weeks, 
and (iii) Stage III (week 14): After the completion of each 
treatment process, all students underwent class activities with 
the same instructors to enhance their under-standing. 

The class activities were conducted by using the F2F 
approach. At the end of week 14, all students were to do post-
test questions on the same topic. Fig. 2 shows a summary of 
the three quasi-experimental stages that use the pedagogical 
approaches implemented during each stage for the quasi-
experiment. To examine the level of change in terms of the 
variables measured in the quasi-experimental conditions, 
student achievement was measured by using the total marks in 
the pre-tests and post-tests. The total mark was standardized 
on a 0 to100 point scale, summing the scores from parts A, B 
and C. The results of these were used to answer RQ1 of the 
study. To answer RQ2, analysis of student achievement on the 
two programming questions in Part B, and the two structured 
(programming) questions in Part C of the pre-tests and post-
tests were used to measure problem-solving skills of the 
students before and after the experiment. 

SPSS 19.0 was used in analysing the quantitative data 
collected from the pre-tests and post-tests. Initially, 
descriptive statistics were produced to explore the frequency, 
mean, and standard deviation. Later, independent t-Tests were 
applied to analyse the differences in the two groups for overall 
student achievement. The F2F classes were recorded to 
observe students’ experience. 

Two types of data were collected: (i) student achievement 
data collected via pre-tests and post-tests taken by the control 
and experimental groups, (ii) student achievements in problem 
solving skills via pre-tests and post-tests. RQ1 was to find out 
whether the proposed FLE model approach improved student 
achievement in computer programming courses. To answer 
this question, the overall pre-tests and post-tests marks for 
both control and experimental groups were analysed by using 
the independent t-Tests. The results of the pre-tests are shown 
in Table II. 

 

Fig. 2. Quasi-Experiment Stages for Experiment and Control Groups. 

Flipped Learning (instructor guide for engagement) 

F2F (instructor conduct conventional T&L process) 

Stage II (week 12 &13) 

Stage II (week 12 &13) Stage I (week 11) Stage III (week 14) 

Stage III (week 14) Stage I (week 11) 
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TABLE II. INDEPENDENT T-TEST RESULTS OF PRE-TESTS FOR EXPERIMENT AND CONTROL GROUPS 

Group Statistics 

 Test Group N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error  Mean 

PRE TEST 
experiment 37 30.9189 11.06139 1.81848 

control 35 31.3143 12.00924 2.02993 

Independent Samples Test 

 
Levene's Test for Equality of Variances t-Test for Equality of Means 

 F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) 

PRE TEST 

 Equal 

 variances 

 assumed 

.121 .728  -.145 70 .885 

 Equal 

 variances not 

 assumed 

  -.145 68.688 .885 

TABLE III. INDEPENDENT T-TEST RESULTS OF POST-TESTS FOR EXPERIMENT AND CONTROL GROUPS 

Group Statistics 

 Test Group N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

POST TEST 
experiment 37 51.0811 12.13438 1.99488 

control 35 42.2286 11.94617 2.01927 

Independent Samples Test 

 

Levene's Test for Equality of Variances t-Test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t df 
Sig.  

(2-tailed) 

POST TEST 
Equal variances assumed .041 .841 3.117 70 .003 

Equal variances not assumed   3.119 69.884 .003 

The results were not significant (t=-.145,df=70, p > 0.05 = 
0.885). The control group had a mean score of 31.31 whereas 
the mean score for the experimental group was 30.92. An 
independent t-Test showed that students in the two groups had 
no significant difference in their pre-test scores (t=-
.145,df=70, p > 0.05 = 0.885). This result suggested that the 
students’ prior knowledge of the Pointer topic were quite 
similar before the experiment. In other words, there was no 
significant difference between the experimental group 
(M=30.91; SD= 11.66) and the control group (M=31.31; SD= 
12.00) for the pre-test scores. 

The results of the independent t-Test were significant 
(t=3.117, df=70, p < 0.05 = 0.003). Table III shows the post-
test results. The results showed there was a significant 
difference between the experimental group (M=51.08; SD= 
12.13) and the control group (M=42.22; SD= 11.94) for the 
post-test scores. 

The experimental group that used the FLE model and 
followed the process of online FL for the programming course 
achieved a better result compared to the control group that 
followed the conventional teaching and learning process. 
There was a significant difference in terms of student 
achievement between students using the FLE model approach 
as compared with students using conventional, F2F teaching 
method. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

The results of this study indicate that students that study 
programming course by using the FLE model approach 
demonstrate better achievement as compared to those in the 
conventional learning group. This finding is consistent with 
other findings [25][26]. This is probably related to the 
engagement in the online programming course and e-activities 
before the F2F classroom. The course design enables students 
to do self-paced learning outside of class to process the 
information introduced in the online content. Students benefit 
from the lecture videos that they watch before the F2F class, 
hence, highlighting supports for micro-lecture videos usage 
which are valid means for achieving desired learning goals 
[27]. In addition, e-activities provided in the online 
programming course allow students to consolidate their 
knowledge after watching the lecture videos in a timely 
manner. 

Moreover, this study has an added advantage since the 
online programming course is built in-house and the F2F FL 
activities are personalized and adapted to the students’ needs. 
The finding is consistent with other studies that claim students 
perform better and have a better understanding of the concepts 
when classes are personalized and adapted to individual needs 
[6][14][15][28]. Observation from the F2F classroom videos 
reveals that the FL method leads to increased student 
preparedness for the classes. This finding is consistent to 
claims by other researchers [26][29]. To ensure that a flipped 
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classroom is effective, this study follows guidelines and 
recommendation made for instructors suggested by a study 
[30] which consist of: (i) very organized pre-class 
assignments, (ii) tools for responsibility to guarantee that 
students will complete the pre-and post-class assignments, 
(iii) well planned and attractive activities for students to 
engage during lecture time, and (iv) all correspondence lines 
should be open for students to communicate with their 
instructors. 

To indicate the importance of this study, the FLE model 
proposed is a new model intended to improve student 
engagement and enhance student achievement especially for 
technical based students at any higher learning institutions. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, the online programming course that was 
planned and developed on the basis of the FLE model user test 
is carried out using quasi-experiment. The study has 
successfully answered the research questions of this study. 
Based on the case studies, the samples are divided into two 
groups namely experimental (E) and control (C) groups. The 
findings are summarised as follows: 

1) There is a significant difference in student achievement 

between students using the FLE model approach as compared 

to students who learn using the conventional F2F teaching 

method. 

2) Assessment of online programming course by students 

provides a positive view on online programming course for 

learning and teaching using FL approach. 

The second aspect of this study is user testing for the 
online programming course, being carried out on the basis of 
the effectiveness construct. The finding demonstrates that the 
use of online programming course based on this construct can 
improve the problem-solving skills of the experimental group 
compared to the control group. The overall achievement for 
the experimental group using the online programming course 
with FL approach is higher than the control group. 

The results of this study also show that the FLE model has 
been successfully implemented to address problem-solving 
skills, hence, improving the overall performance. The findings 
of a learning construct based on learnability show that online 
programming course with FL approach succeeds in helping 
students gain confidence and problem-solving skills in 
handling C++ programming which has been identified as one 
of the most difficult courses for ICT and engineering students. 
The results of the study also support the ease construct usage 
where students do not have much trouble learning 
programming course through online realm. The results also 
demonstrate that online programming course that follows the 
FLE model can help students adapt learning and complete 
assignments based on student achievement capabilities 
through built-in modules. Finally, in general, the students are 
positive about the application used in learning online C++ 
programming course using FL approach. The overall result 
shows that the proposed FLE model used to design and 
develop the online programming course will enhance student 
performance for both ICT and engineering students in terms 

via improved results and programming problem-solving 
capabilities. This new proposed FLE model can be used by 
other programming related courses to help students understand 
and engage. 

VIII. FUTURE WORK 

Based on the findings of this research, a number of 
recommendations for future related studies are suggested as 
follows: 

 Researchers should study this new FLE model in depth 
and make improvements by adding new entities that 
will allow this model to be used in the development of 
the prototype for other programming- based courses. 

 The new proposed FLE model should be exploited 
fully in terms of its ability to provide a more 
comprehensive platform of performance reports 
through this online course usage for the purpose of 
monitoring the performance and progress of each user 
at university level in terms of student access to 
coursework. 

 Researchers should study the adoption of a more 
flexible FLE model which can be changed by users 
especially educators to enhance activity-based 
assessments and web link additions to increase 
students' understanding of course sub-topics so 
developers can create data banks based on the 
Taxonomy Bloom. 
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Abstract—Familial hypercholesterolaemia is the most 

common and serious form of inherited hyperlipidaemia. It has an 

autosomal dominant mode of inheritance, and is characterised by 

severely elevated low-density lipoprotein cholesterol levels. 

Familial hypercholesterolaemia is an important cause of 

premature coronary heart disease, but is potentially treatable. 

However, the majority of familial hypercholesterolaemia 

individuals are under-diagnosed and under-treated, resulting in 

lost opportunities for premature coronary heart disease 

prevention. This study aims to assess performance of machine 

learning algorithms for enhancing familial 

hypercholesterolaemia detection within the Malaysian 

population. We applied three machine learning algorithms 

(random forest, gradient boosting and decision tree) to classify 

familial hypercholesterolaemia among Malaysian patients and to 

identify relevant features from four well-known diagnostic 

instruments: Simon Broome, Dutch Lipid Clinic Criteria, US 

Make Early Diagnosis to Prevent Early Deaths and Japanese FH 

Management Criteria. The performance of these classifiers was 

compared using various measurements for accuracy, precision, 

sensitivity and specificity. Our results indicated that the decision 

tree classifier had the best performance, with an accuracy of 

99.72%, followed by the gradient boosting and random forest 

classifiers, with accuracies of 99.54% and 99.52%, respectively. 

The three classifiers with Recursive Feature Elimination method 

selected six common features of familial hypercholesterolaemia 

diagnostic criteria (family history of coronary heart disease, low-

density lipoprotein cholesterol levels, presence of tendon 

xanthomata and/or corneal arcus, family hypercholesterolaemia, 

and family history of familial hypercholesterolaemia) that 

generate the highest accuracy in predicting familial 

hypercholesterolaemia. We anticipate machine learning 

algorithms will enhance rapid diagnosis of familial 

hypercholesterolaemia by providing the tools to develop a virtual 

screening test for familial hypercholesterolaemia. 

Keywords—Familial hypercholesterolaemia; predicting FH; 

machine learning algorithms; tree-based classifier 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Familial hypercholesterolaemia (FH) is the most common 
and serious form of inherited hyperlipidaemia, and is 
characterised by severely elevated low-density lipoprotein 
cholesterol (LDL-C) levels. It is an important cause of 
premature atherosclerosis and coronary heart disease (CHD), 
but is potentially treatable [1], [2]. Globally, the prevalence of 

heterozygous FH has been estimated at 1:200–1:500 [3]. 
However, the majority of FH individuals remain under-
diagnosed and under-treated, resulting in lost opportunities for 
preventing premature CHD (pCHD). 

In Malaysia, the prevalence of hypercholesterolaemia and 
severe hypercholesterolaemia is approximately 60% and 3%, 
respectively, and we have recently reported a high community 
prevalence of clinically diagnosed FH of 1:100 [4]. Further, 
FH was detected in about 35% of patients with pCHD [5]. 
With an estimated Malaysian population of 32 million, it is 
projected that at least 64,000–160,000 individuals are affected, 
the majority of whom are likely to be undiagnosed or 
inadequately treated. However, the prevalence of confirmed 
FH is not well established in Malaysia because DNA testing is 
costly and not commonly available in primary care clinics. 
Screening based on the lipid profile and LDL-C related 
measures is a reasonable alternative approach to assess the 
risk present, but contends with problems [6]. 

FH is usually diagnosed using four well-known diagnostic 
instruments: Simon Broome (SB;[7]), Dutch Lipid Clinic 
Criteria (DLCC; [8]), US Make Early Diagnosis to Prevent 
Early Deaths (US MEDPED;[9]) and Japanese FH 
Management Criteria (JFHMC; [10]). In Malaysia, the reports 
of FH are highly varied in terms of diagnostic method [11], 
due to lack of consensus in usage FH diagnostic criteria for 
screening of FH. Additionally, the input variables and the 
outcome of each diagnostic criteria are different, therefore, 
any attempt to combine multiple diagnostic criteria into one 
diagnostic criteria is not possible. According to the national 
standard guideline for management of dyslipidaemia, 
clinicians may use the DLCC, SB and US-MEDPED tools to 
diagnose patients [12]. A handful of Malaysian FH study 
groups [13], [14] already reported their research findings 
based on these diagnostic criteria [15], [16]. 

The above-mentioned FH diagnostic instruments are 
traditionally paper-based, and the diagnostic outcomes are 
manually scored by healthcare providers. This practice, 
however, has various well-known shortcomings that are 
typical of paper-based data collection systems, such as the 
expense of paper and space constraints for printing and 
storage. In addition, as diagnostic criteria specifically 
designed for Malaysians are still not available, the need to 
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choose among multiple instruments of diagnostic criteria 
means that diagnosing FH has become time-consuming and 
laborious. 

Machine learning techniques have been widely applied in 
the field of medical diagnostic applications because they can 
perform large-scale data analysis and predict a potential 
outcome efficiently [17], [18] [19], [20]. These techniques 
incorporate the use of artificial intelligence, which learns the 
dataset’s patterns, and subsequently designs and trains a 
predictive model. The model seeks to make predictions on 
new data and is commonly used for classification, decision-
making and rule-mining. Using these techniques can help 
predict and identify FH individuals who are at risk of 
developing pCHD, which in turn opens a major opportunity in 
healthcare. 

Therefore, the goal of our research is to determine the 
most relevant features of the above-mentioned four diagnostic 
instruments that are useful in the diagnosis of FH in Malaysian 
patients, using machine learning models. We apply three 
classification models (random forest, gradient boosting and 
decision tree classifiers) with a recursive feature elimination 
(RFE) algorithm to perform feature selection by iteratively 
training a model, ranking features, and then removing the 
lowest ranking features. We anticipate that the pertinent 
features selected by the three classifiers will assist Malaysian 
FH study groups to construct a set of population-based 
diagnostic criteria for FH screening in upcoming studies. 

The contributions of this paper are: 

 We present a range of different tree-based machine 
learning approach with Recursive Feature Elimination 
method for detection of FH in Malaysian population. 

 We use the largest number of primary health care 
records that contain a diagnosis of FH according to 
four well-known diagnostic instruments (DLCC, SB, 
JFHMC and US MEDPED) conducted in Malaysia. 

 We determine the novel predictive features that are 
useful in the diagnosis of FH in Malaysian patients, 
using machine learning models. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In this section, we start with related work that discuss 
studies on the prediction and classifications of FH using 
machine learning techniques. Then, we discuss recent studies 
that predict the presence of FH-causing genetic mutations. 
Finally, we discuss the importance of tree-based machine 
learning techniques that provides important insights to this 
research. 

Several studies on the prediction and classifications of FH 
using machine learning techniques have been conducted by 
various researchers. For example, Shi et al. (2014) used 
logistic regression [21] to estimate the prevalence of FH and 
its treatment for adults in a random Chinese population and to 
assess the associated risk factors. They found that there was a 

high prevalence of phenotypic FH among those aged ≥50 

years, which suggests that FH is common and remains under-
detected among Chinese population. Their findings were 

consistent with other researchers showing under-detection and 
under-treatment of FH in other countries [22], [23]. 

A group of researchers used random forest as a machine 
learning approach, with electronic health record data from 
Stanford Health Care and random forest classification for 
identification of potential FH patients [19], [24]. Their aims 
were to promote early diagnosis and timely intervention for 
high-risk pCHD patients with undiagnosed FH by using 
random forest for performing features of FH score. 

Weng et al. (2015) used a stepwise logistic regression 
method [25] to predict FH, involving nine variables. The 
stepwise logistic regression was used to improve the 
identification of individuals in primary care settings who 
could be prioritised for further clinical assessment. The study 
also removed one of the variables, family history, which 
eventually resulted in significant improvement in 
discrimination. 

Later, the same group of researchers published a new study 
of identifying and managing possible FH using SB criteria in 
primary care setting [26]. The study used six variables 
(demographic data, family medical history, physical signs, 
lipid characteristics and statin used in medication habits) and 
two methods (descriptive analysis and Wald’s method). Their 
results showed 118 of 831 patients who were at least 18 years 
of age had blood total cholesterol levels >7.5 mmol/L, and 32 
of them were without previous diagnosis of FH. 

Pina et al. (2020) used three machine learning algorithms 
to predict the presence of FH-causing genetic mutations in two 
independent FH cohorts: a classification tree (CT), a gradient 
boosting machine (GBM) and a neural network (NN) [27]. 
They found that the three machine learning algorithms 
performed better than the clinical DLCC in predicting carriers 
of FH-causative mutations by evaluating the area under 
receiver operating curve (AUROC) parameter. This indicates 
that machine learning techniques may help the confirmation of 
FH, especially in the context of primary care or specialist 
clinics such as specialist lipid, cardiology or endocrinology 
clinics, which may prompt family cascade screening for 
detection of more FH among family members. 

Although several techniques have been proposed to 
resolve the challenges associated with the prediction and 
classification of FH, we found that there is still a lack of 
research in predicting and classifying FH patients with 
machine learning techniques to determine important features 
of FH diagnostic criteria to diagnose FH. As mentioned 
earlier, only a few groups of researchers have apparently used 
random forest to predict FH, and none appear to have utilised 
other tree-based machine learning techniques such as decision 
tree and gradient boosting, which generally involve human-
like algorithms that are compatible with all four diagnostic 
instruments. Moreover, there is a scarcity of reports on the use 
of different machine learning models in predicting FH in the 
local Malaysian population. 

The tree-based machine learning techniques were widely 
used for solving classification problem in prediction of disease 
due to ability to deal with many clinical predictors of disease. 
Decision tree model is the most fundamental of the tree-based 
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approach that able to generate human-understable rules 
without requiring much computational effort. Random forest 
model is an ensemble of decision trees, which utilise bagging 
aggregation approach to gain many trees and average over 
multiple trees for reducing the possibility of overfitting. 
Gradient boosting model is another variation of an ensemble 
method, which uses subsets of the original data to generate a 
series of average performing models and then "boosts" their 
performance by merging them using a specific cost function. 
Hence, the decision tree, gradient boosting and random forest 
models were explored in this study to detect FH. We expect 
that the outcome from the best classification model can be 
used to identify the relevant features that generate the highest 
accuracy in predicting FH, which potentially facilitate the 
development of Malaysian-based FH diagnostic criteria in 
future. 

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Study Design and Population 

In this study, we used a secondary dataset containing 5248 
individuals from all states in Malaysia, who were recruited 
from community health screening programmes and specialist 
lipid clinics in Malaysia, such as the Universiti Teknologi 
MARA (UiTM) Specialist Lipid Clinic, UiTM Cardiology 
Clinic and National Heart Institute (IJN), from 2011 to 2019. 
Individuals with secondary causes of hypercholesterolaemia, 
such as nephrotic syndrome, hypothyroidism, chronic kidney 
disease and cholelithiasis, were excluded from the study. 

The dataset consists of 24 raw features, with 54.05% of the 
dataset having complete fields. Because of the low percentage 
of complete fields, we applied univariate and multiple 
imputation methods to replace the quantitative missing values 
to overcome the limitation of missing values in the dataset. 
After the missing data were successfully imputed, the dataset 
was further processed to reduce the number of features with 
weak relations with the target feature. 

The cleaned dataset comprised 16 features describing the 
patients’ demographic data and clinical characteristics: age; 
gender; smoking habit; patient history of pCHD, 
cerebrovascular accident (CVA) or peripheral vascular disease 
(PVD), and diabetes; lipid profile including high-density 
lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C), low-density lipoprotein 
cholesterol (LDL-C), total cholesterol (TC) and triglycerides 
(TG); family history of FH, hypercholesterolaemia and pCHD; 
patient’s physical symptoms of corneal arcus and tendon 
xanthomata; and whether the patient was on lipid-lowering 
therapy. Table I shows the demographic and clinical 
characteristics of the study population. 

B. Decision Tree Approach and Algorithm 

The experiments were conducted using SPSS Modeler 18 
and Python. Three classification models were used to train and 
test the dataset: random forest, gradient boost and decision 
tree. The cleaned dataset was partitioned into 70:30 ratios for 
training and testing; 70% (3674 instances) of the overall 
dataset were labelled X_train and used to train the 
classification model, and 30% (1574 instances) of the dataset 
were labelled X_test and used to test the model. 

TABLE I. DEMOGRAPHIC AND CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 

STUDY POPULATION (N = 5248) 

Feature Total 

Age, mean (SD) 41.41±15.404 

Gender  

 Male (2009) 38.3% 

 Female (3238) 61.7% 

High-density lipoprotein cholesterol, mean (SD) 1.29±0.40 

Baseline low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, mean (SD) 3.27±1.14 

Triglycerides cholesterol, mean (SD) 1.69±1.17 

Total cholesterol, mean (SD) 5.32±1.43 

Tendon xanthomata (22) 0.4% 

Corneal arcus (263) 5.0% 

Lipid-lowering therapy (383) 7.3% 

Smoking  (630) 12.0% 

Diabetes (342) 6.5% 

History of coronary heart disease (104) 2.0% 

History of cerebrovascular accident or peripheral 
vascular disease 

(64) 1.2% 

Family history of familial hypercholesterolaemia (84) 1.6% 

Family history of hypercholesterolaemia (728) 13.9% 

Family history of coronary heart disease (682) 13.0% 

In this study, we used multi-class classification for the 
DLCC and SB because these diagnostic instruments involve 
classifying into one of more than two classes. We used binary 
classification for the JFHMC and US MEDPED diagnostic 
criteria because these diagnostic instruments classify into one 
of two classes. We applied an RFE algorithm with the three 
classification models to select a subset of the most relevant 
features for the dataset and to eliminate weak features 
identified as noises, which might affect the performance of the 
models. The RFE approach consisted of three steps: (a) 
training the classification model to determine initial 
importance scores, (b) removing the bottom features with the 
lowest importance scores from the dataset, and (c) assigning 
ranks to remove features according to the sequence of their 
most recent importance scores. These steps were executed 
iteratively until the specified number of remaining features 
rounded to zero. 

We evaluated the performance of each classification model 
according to accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and precision 
values. The accuracy values were calculated using Eq. (1). 

         
     

(           )
            (1) 

where TP is true positive, TN is true negative, FP is false 
positive and FN is false negative based on a confusion matrix. 
We used sensitivity, specificity and precision values to 
support the accuracy values. The sensitivity and specificity 
methods are described in Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), respectively. 

             
  

(     )
             (2) 
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where TP is true positive, TN is true negative and FP is 
false positive based on a confusion matrix. 

             
  

(     )
             (3) 

where TN is true negative and FP is false positive based on 
a confusion matrix. 

           
  

(     )
             (4) 

where TP is true positive and FP is false positive based on 
a confusion matrix. 

IV. RESULTS 

The best model was based on the highest accuracy value 
supported by sensitivity, specificity and precision values. 
Table II shows the results for predictive accuracy values for 
each diagnostic instrument and model. 

Overall, results show that all the models can be used for 
classifying the FH dataset. However, in overall performance, 
the decision tree model produced the highest accuracy value. 
The model recorded an impressive average accuracy value of 
99.72% compared with the other models (random forest, 
99.54%, and gradient boosting, 99.52%). Of note, the 
accuracy values obtained by the decision tree model for the 
DLCC and JFHMC diagnostic instruments were the main 
contributors to its overall performance. The model obtained 
perfect accuracy values of 100% for the DLCC diagnostic 
instrument, in which it outperformed the other models because 
of some advantages of the decision tree model, such as 
splitting criteria and the pruning method. The multi-way 
splitting tree of the decision tree model was advantageous 
when dealing with multi-classification involving more than 
two classes. 

Table III shows the results for sensitivity, specificity and 
precision values for each model across the four diagnostic 
instruments. Overall, results show that all the models can be 
used to classify FH patients correctly according to the DLCC, 
US MEDPED and JFHMC diagnostic tools. However, for SB 
diagnostic criteria, the models encountered a problem caused 
by two factors: (1) multi-classification involving three classes 
and (2) high similarity of data. 

According to the sensitivity results for the DLCC, the 
decision tree model demonstrated the perfect value (100%). 
The gradient boosting model was fairly close, with a value of 
75%, while the random forest model was rated 43.75%. For 
the JFHMC, all the models demonstrated the perfect value 
(100%) for sensitivity. For the US MEDPED, the random 
forest model achieved the highest sensitivity value with 
99.81% compared with the gradient boosting model (99.48%) 
and random forest model (99.55%). 

TABLE II. CLASSIFICATION OF ACCURACY VALUES FOR MACHINE 

LEARNING MODELS ACROSS THE FOUR DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENTS 

Accuracy (%) 

Diagnostic 
instrument 

Decision 
tree 

Random 
forest 

Gradient boosting 

DLCC 100.00 99.36 99.49 

SB 99.75 99.81 99.74 

JFHMC 100.00 99.94 100.00 

US MEDPED 99.11 99.05 98.86 

Average 99.72 99.54 99.52 

SB: Simon Broome diagnostic criteria; DLCC: Dutch Lipid Clinic Criteria; JFHMC: Japanese FH 

Management Criteria; US MEDPED: US Make Early Diagnosis to Prevent Early Deaths. 

TABLE III. CLASSIFICATION OF SENSITIVITY, SPECIFICITY AND PRECISION VALUES FOR MACHINE LEARNING MODELS ACROSS FOUR WELL-KNOWN 

DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENTS 

Machine learning model Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Precision No. of features 

DLCC      

Random forest  99.36% 43.75% 99.94% 87.50% 7 

Gradient boosting  99.49% 75.00% 99.74% 75.00% 9 

Decision tree  100% 100% 100% 100% 7 

SB      

Random forest  99.81% 25.00% 100% 100% 12 

Gradient boosting  99.74% 100% 99.74% 50.00% 9 

Decision tree  99.75% 0% 100% 0% 7 

JFHMC      

Random forest  99.94% 100% 98.63% 99.93% 7 

Gradient boosting  100% 100% 100% 100% 4 

Decision tree  100% 100% 100% 100% 4 

US MEDPED      

Random forest  99.05% 99.81% 65.71% 99.23% 7 

Gradient boosting  98.86% 99.48% 71.43% 99.35% 9 

Decision tree  99.11% 99.55% 80.00% 99.55% 10 
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Specificity values ranged from 65% for random forest to 
80% for decision tree for the US MEDPED. Decision tree had 
perfect specificity values (100%) for the DLCC, SB and 
JFHMC, and gradient boosting had perfect specificity for the 
JFHMC. A precision value of 100% was obtained by decision 
tree for the DLCC and JFHMC, random forest for the SB, and 
gradient boosting for the JFHMC. 

Based on accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and precision 
values, decision tree is the best model for classifying the FH 
dataset according to the diagnostic criteria of the DLCC, 

JFHMC and US MEDPED instruments. For further 
verification, Fig. 1 shows the clinical feature ranking by 
feature importance using RFE for the four diagnostic tools 
(DLCC, SB, JFHMC and US MEDPED) across the three 
classification models. Each classification model was run on 
RFE, which was initiated with one clinical feature and 
increased the number of clinical features until it reached the 
maximum number. The best model was mainly based on the 
highest accuracy value and the minimum number of clinical 
features for the specific tree-based model. 

 
(a) DLCC. 

 
(b) SB. 

 
(c) JFHMC. 

 
(d) US MEDPED. 

Fig. 1. Feature Ranking by Feature Importance for Four Diagnostic Instruments across Three Classification Models. 
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In Fig. 1(a), the DLCC shows perfect accuracy (100%) 
reached by the decision tree classifier with seven clinical 
features (history of CHD, history of CVA or PVD, family 
history of hypercholesterolaemia, family history of CHD, 
presence of tendon xanthomata, and presence of corneal arcus, 
LDL-C level) included in the model. Fig. 1(b) shows that the 
maximum accuracy for the SB reached by the random forest 
classifier is 99.81%, with 12 clinical features (age, total 
cholesterol, triglycerides cholesterol level, LDL-C level, lipid-
lowering therapy, smoking habit, HDL-C level, family history 
of hypercholesterolaemia, family history of CHD, family 
history of FH, presence of tendon xanthomata, and presence of 
corneal arcus) included in the model. 

In Fig. 1(c), the JFHMC shows the maximum accuracy 
reached by the decision tree classifier and gradient boosting is 
100%, with four clinical features (family history of CHD, 
family history of FH, LDL-C level, presence of tendon 
xanthomata) included in the model. In Fig. 1(d), the US 
MEDPED shows the maximum accuracy reached by the 
random forest classifier is 99.11%, with seven features (age, 
lipid-lowering therapy, total cholesterol, HDL-C level, family 
history of CHD, family history of FH, LDL-C level) included 
in the model. Overall results show that the decision tree 
classifier (Fig. 1) outperformed the other classifiers in terms of 
accuracy and minimum numbers of clinical features selected. 

In terms of number of features in the dataset, the random 
forest classifier showed the most selected features (12) for SB 
criteria compared with the other models, which mostly had 
seven features selected across the four diagnostic instruments. 
An increase in features is indicative of a longer period taken 
for the model to process. Therefore, fewer features are 
preferable for significant improvement of accuracy 
performance, comprising the strongest features identified by 
RFE. The three classification models with RFE selected six 
common features: family history of CHD, LDL-C level, 
presence of tendon xanthomata and/or corneal arcus, family 
hypercholesterolaemia, and family history of FH. Overall, we 
found that the decision tree classifier is the best model for 
classification as it demonstrated the highest accuracy and 
selected the minimum number of features among the 
classification models. Based on our results, the best diagnostic 
instrument is the one that includes the maximum number of 
the six relevant features that can help to accurately classify FH 
patients. Table IV shows the presence or absence of the 
selected six features across each diagnostic instrument. 

TABLE IV. PRESENCE OF SELECTED FEATURES IN EACH DIAGNOSTIC 

INSTRUMENT 

Selected features SB DLCC US MEDPED JFHMC 

Family history of CHD √ √ X √ 

LDL-C level √ √ X √ 

Family history of 
hypercholesterolaemia 

X √ X X 

Family history of FH X X √ √ 

Presence of tendon 
xanthomata 

√ √ X √ 

Presence of corneal arcus X √ X X 

From Table IV, the DLCC instrument includes five of the 
six selected features (except family history of FH), and the 
JFHMC instrument includes four of the features (except 
corneal arcus and family history of hypercholesterolaemia). 
None of the features were present in the US MEDPED 
criteria, except family history of FH. This indicates that the 
DLCC instrument is the most suitable for Malaysian patients 
on the basis of the relevant features selected by the best 
classification model. 

V. DISCUSSION 

This study is the first to report on detection of FH by 
applying machine learning models (random forest, gradient 
boosting and decision tree) with RFE to over 5000 primary 
health care records that contain a clinically diagnosis of FH 
according to four well-known diagnostic instruments (DLCC, 
SB, JFHMC and US MEDPED). Machine learning models 
provide an additional effective way of screening patients and 
do not replace the clinical evaluation using diagnostic criteria. 

In our study, results showed that the three machine 
learning models had similar high predictive accuracy in 
classifying FH patients (accuracy > 99.00%). This is 
consistent with prior findings using a random forest algorithm 
in health data [19] and other prior findings using random 
forest, gradient boosting, deep learning and ensemble learning 
algorithms in primary care data [28]. The decision tree model 
outperformed the other machine learning models, with the 
highest accuracy to determine the likelihood of FH. 

Despite the similar accuracy, this study found minimal 
differences for other performance values between machine 
learning models. Our analysis highlights specificity values 
were consistently high across all machine learning models for 
DLCC, SB and JFHMC that indicate the proportion of patients 
without actual FH were correctly classified. However, results 
for sensitivity and precision values varied between machine 
learning models. For example, random forest model for DLCC 
identified small proportion of patients with actual FH due to 
the low sensitivity value (43.75%), but the model would be 
efficient in having a higher detection rate of FH (high 
precision value 87.5%). 

This study further highlights variations in the selected 
clinical features identified by the different machine learning 
models used. For example, decision tree for the DLCC 
identified seven clinical features (history of CHD, history of 
CVA or PVD, LDL-C level, family history of 
hypercholesterolaemia, family history of CHD, presence of 
tendon xanthomata, presence of and corneal arcus), which is 
in line with the SB and DLCC diagnostic criteria to 
systematically identify those who are likely to have FH. 
Gradient boosting and decision tree for the JFHMC identified 
four clinical features (family history of CHD, family history of 
FH, LDL-C level and presence of tendon xanthomata), and 
random forest for the US MEDPED identified seven features 
(age, lipid-lowering therapy, total cholesterol, HDL-C level, 
family history of CHD, family history of FH and LDL-C 
level). Taken together, these results suggest six relevant 
clinical features across four diagnostic instruments that can 
predict FH in Malaysian population: family history of CHD, 
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LDL-C level, presence of tendon xanthomata, presence of 
corneal arcus, family history of hypercholesterolaemia and 
family history of FH. 

The findings of this study have important implications for 
developing FH diagnostic criterion specific for Malaysian 
population. Our study suggest that machine learning models 
allow the identification of novel predictive features for 
detecting FH in Malaysian population. For instance, five out 
of the six relevant features are well-established criteria in the 
DLCC diagnostic instrument [8] which previous studies on FH 
in Malaysia applied DLCC as the main reference diagnostic 
criteria and it is widely recommended globally [4], [15]. 
Future studies, which take these novel predictive features into 
account, will be undertaken. 

This study recommends several strengths. We evaluate a 
range of different tree-based machine learning approach with 
Recursive Feature Elimination method for detection of FH in 
Malaysian population. We used the largest number of primary 
health care records that contain a diagnosis of FH according to 
four well-known diagnostic instruments (DLCC, SB, JFHMC 
and US MEDPED), compared to other previous FH studies 
conducted in Malaysia. This study also assessed the clinical 
features of the abovementioned four diagnostic instruments to 
identify the novel predictive features that are useful in the 
diagnosis of FH in Malaysian patients, using machine learning 
models. 

Compared with relying on multiple FH diagnostic criteria, 
as being practised currently, the use of machine learning 
techniques allows healthcare providers to conduct early testing 
for the presence of FH in patients. It simplifies the current 
labour-intensive and time-consuming process in the diagnosis 
of FH in Malaysia by streamlining and focusing on important 
features of diagnostic criteria that are relevant and pertinent to 
the procedure. The machine learning techniques offer major 
opportunities to increase diagnosis of FH and to prevent 
pCHD and early death. 

However, we acknowledge several study limitations, 
which are common in other research using healthcare data. 
The limitations include the potential for information bias due 
to missing data. Missing data may introduce bias in the 
performance of prediction models. However, we used mean or 
mode imputation methods to replace quantitative missing 
values with the mean of the attribute or qualitative missing 
values with the mode of the attribute to overcome these 
effects. Another potential information bias in the dataset is 
that some patients could potentially be misclassified because 
of inaccurate reporting of family history. Future studies should 
validate and replicate our machine learning models with the 
implementation of RFE in other populations to confirm the 
findings of this study. Further, additional evaluation of the 
feasibility of machine learning applications in clinical practice 
is required to support the computational capacity of healthcare 
systems. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The decision tree classifier performs best in identifying the 
relevant features for the DLCC, SB, US MEDPED and 
JFHMC. Family history of CHD, family history of 

hypercholesterolemia, family history of FH, LDL-C level, 
presence of tendon xanthomata and presence of corneal arcus, 
are the relevant features for diagnosing FH among DLCC, SB, 
US MEDPED and JFHMC diagnostic criteria that give the 
highest accuracy in the classification model. Future research 
should include these six relevant features, which have 
potential to be developed into an efficient FH prediction 
model to assist clinicians in identifying FH patients. 

Overall, this study highly suggests that machine learning 
algorithms may help the diagnosis of FH in classifying FH 
among patients, leading to effective identification of high-risk 
patients with FH. The three classifiers used in this study 
embody the most important features in predicting patients with 
FH. These features also contribute to unify the population-
based diagnostic criteria, constituting a first step towards 
development of more relevant, locally adjusted and tested 
Malaysian FH diagnostic criteria for early diagnosis of FH in 
the local community. This is also particularly important in 
family contact tracing for indexed cases. Efficient, locally 
adjusted diagnostic criteria will improve early and overall 
detection, hence anticipating early treatment and prevention of 
pCHD. 
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Abstract—In this study, the researchers developed a 

multidimensional data model to investigate the activities of 

lecturers in universities in carrying out research activities as part 

of the Three Pillars of Higher Education. Information about 

lecturers' research activities has been managed using spreadsheet 

(excel) documents. Thus, access and analysis of the information 

were limited. Data warehouse development was carried out 

through several stages, namely requirement analysis, data source 

analysis, multidimensional modeling, ETL process, and 

reporting. The information generated in this data warehouse 

(DW) can be used as one of the business intelligence (BI) models 

in universities. In this study, the star-schema model was used in 

designing dimension tables and fact tables to facilitate and speed 

up the query process. The information generated in this study 

can be used by management in universities to make decisions and 

strategic planning. The results of this study can also be used as 

one of the important information in the preparation of 

institutional accreditation data and study program accreditation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Lecturers as one of the intellectual assets in higher 
education have one of the activities that are part of the Three 
Pillars of Higher Education, namely carrying out research and 
community service. Every year there is a lot of funding to carry 
out research and community service activities. This funding 
source comes from the ministries of education, culture, 
research, and technology, as well as from local governments, 
and internal universities. 

This research and community service information is used as 
one of the assessment criteria in the preparation of study 
program accreditation instruments and university accreditation. 
Currently, at Politeknik Negeri Sriwijaya, research data and 
community service are documented at the Research and 
Community Service Center (Pusat Penelitian dan Pengabdian 
kepada Masyarakat abbreviated as P3M) Politeknik Negeri 
Sriwijaya, in the form of spreadsheet (excel) file data, without 
being further managed into useful information for upper 
management in the decision-making process. 

Referring to the research and community service handbook 
published by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Research, and 
Technology in 2020, there are 13 types of research funding 
schemes, and 10 community service funding schemes [8]. With 
this large funding opportunity, it is appropriate for universities 
to carry out adequate data management in managing research 
information and community service. 

Currently, universities have quite large data and are spread 
across several sub-units within it. These data will continue to 
grow over time. Upper management needs tools to generate 
information and to assist the decision-making process [1]. Data 
Warehouse (DW) technology can be used to extract important 
information from data scattered across information system 
management units into centralized integrated storage, to 
provide management information needs, view data from 
various perspectives, detailed information, and historical data. 

A Data Warehouse is an integrated repository of 
information, making it possible to query and analyze the data. 
The basic idea is to carry out the process of extracting, 
filtering, and integrating relevant data. The development of 
data warehouses in universities is still rarely carried out, even 
though universities are very rich in the information contained 
in them. One of the factors is that business transactions in 
universities are non-commercial [2]. This is also reinforced by 
Yu [3] which states that the implementation of a data 
warehouse is underestimated in a university environment. 
Because many people think that universities are non-profits 
organizations. Whereas with the increasing number of study 
programs, lecturers, employees, and students in the future, a 
university must consider the integration of a data warehouse-
based decision support system to make better decisions. 

In this study, the researchers developed a multidimensional 
data model to investigate various perspectives and points of 
view related to research activities carried out by lecturers in 
universities. This research is important to do in order to 
provide relevant information for top management at the 
Politeknik Negeri Sriwijaya in decision making and strategic 
management. 

This research is organized as follows. Section 2 describes 
some of the theoretical concepts that underlie this research, 
such as the concept of a data warehouse and multidimensional 
data modeling. Section 3 describes the methodology and stages 
in model development. Section 4 describes the experimental 
setup, research results, and discussion. Section 5 contains 
conclusions. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Implementation of Data Warehouse in Higher Education 

Based on research conducted by Bassil [4] it is mentioned 
that data warehouse development in universities can be 
implemented by transforming operational databases into data 
warehouses that can be used in the decision-making process 
and perform data analysis, prediction, and forecasting. The 
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development of this data warehouse can be done through 
several stages, namely data extraction, data cleansing, data 
transforming, and data indexing and loading. An operational 
database is a regular database that is intended to run a business 
on a database and support daily transactions [5]. 

Bogdanova [6] developed a model known as CaMeLOT as 
an Educational Framework for Conceptual Data Modelling. By 
using Bloom’s taxonomy modeling is carried out as a part of 
software engineering. This study proposes that the model can 
be used in the preparation of a curriculum that can adapt the 
use of technology in the implementation of learning in 
universities. 

A previous study conducted by Santoso [1] mentions that 
the development of data warehouses in universities can be 
categorized into 2 groups, namely traditional and modern. A 
modern data warehouse is characterized by the use of big data 
technology in its implementation. This data can be taken from 
various information spreads on the internet such as social 
media, sensors, blogs, videos, and audio as data sources. 
Meanwhile, the traditional data warehouse sources are only 
limited to the transaction and operational data that exist in the 
university environment. 

Yulianto [7] has developed a multidimensional data 
warehouse model for the Integrated Academic Fee (IAF) in 
universities. This research follows 4 stages in the development 
of Business Intelligence (BI), namely preparation, integration, 
analysis, and visualization. The results of the study can be used 
as part of the admission DSS. 

Asroni et.al [16] investigated the implementation of data 
warehouses in universities to manage alumni data through data 
tracer studies. The output of this research is to produce a 
reporting system using the SQL Server Analysis Service 
(SSAS) tool to view various dimensions such as alumni profile, 
department, faculties, and salaries. This information is 
presented in the form of graphs, tables, and diagrams. 

B. Data Warehouse Concept 

A data warehouse is a collection of integrated databases 
which is subject-oriented and designed to support decision-
making functions [9]. The data flow in the data warehouse 
comes from the operational level which is transformed into the 
data warehouse [10]. According to Thakur [13] mentions that 
data warehouses have data needs that change from time to 
time. Thus, this will cause dynamic changes in data storage. A 
data warehouse is a database designed to perform analysis of 
decision making, where data and information are generated 
from the ETL (Extract, transform, Load) [14]. 

Seen from the infrastructure aspect, the data warehouse 
consists of several technical components that can be grouped 
into two categories, namely operation infrastructure and 
physical infrastructure, such as server hardware, operating 
system, network software, database software, LAN, WAN, 
vendor resources, persons, procedure and training [15]. 

C. Multidimensional Data Modeling 

A multidimensional data can be implemented into a star-
schema model and can use join operations to relate the tables 
that exist in it during the query process. The star-schema model 
consists of a fact table in the middle, then surrounded by a 
dimension table [11]. A good multidimensional data in data 
warehouse development should have a simple database 
structure. It aims to speed up the query process which will be 
carried out in the analytical stage. The fact table contains facts 
or measures that are used as business parameters, while the 
dimension table contains descriptions for query processing. 

Several advantages are obtained when implementing a star-
schema in data warehouse development, including simplifying 
query, simplifying reporting logic, improving query, 
performance, and accelerating data aggregation [17]. 

In the star-schema model, the fact table and dimension 
table are connected by a key known as a surrogate key which 
acts as the primary key of the dimension table and becomes a 
foreign key in the fact table [18]. This relation occurs logically 
and can be used to perform the JOIN process in the Query 
command. 

III. METHOD 

This study involved data on the activities of lecturers in 
research at the Politeknik Negeri Sriwijaya within a span of 3 
years, from 2018 to 2020. The activity data comes from 
research activities organized by the Ministry of Education, 
Culture, Research, and Technology, and activities organized by 
the university internally. 

Meanwhile, the software used in building the system in this 
research is the framework Codeigniter, with MariaDB/MySQL 
as the database engine, PHP as the scripting engine, and 
Apache as the webserver. 

Fig. 1 is a stage in the development of a multidimensional 
database. The stages of system development in this study refer 
to what was conveyed by Zea [12] who built a data warehouse 
system in several stages as follows: 

 Requirement analysis, in this stage some information is 
formulated which will later be presented in the data 
warehouse. 

 Data source analysis, the data source is taken from the 
existing database in the university's internal 
environment. 

 Multidimensional modeling, this stage is carried out to 
formulate a data warehouse design to describe the 
relationship between fact table data and dimension 
tables. 

 ETL process, this stage is used to carry out the data 
retrieval process, transformation process, and data 
storage into the data warehouse. 

 Reporting, this stage presents data in the form of 
summary information and other important information 
that acts as output in system design. 
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Fig. 1. Step of Design System. 

IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

A. Requirement Analysis 

This study aims to determine for the availability of data and 
information as shown in Table I. The information presented in 
the dashboard as an application on the end-user side can be 
displayed in the form of tables and graphs. A data table is used 
to display data in tabular form in which there are facilities for 
sorting, searching, and paging. Meanwhile, the information in 
the form of graphs is presented to display a summary of the 
research data that makes it easier to understand the 
information. 

B. Data Source Analysis 

Fig. 2 is an architectural model developed in this study. The 
data source comes from data sources originating from the 
academic information system (Sistem Informasi Akademik, 
abbreviated as SISAK) to retrieve lecturer and department data 
information. Meanwhile, data on lecturers' research activities 
come from research information system data (SIMP3M) to 
obtain data on research schemes, research contracts, and 
research funding. 

Furthermore, at the data warehouse stage, the staging 
process is carried out to store the extracted data from the data 
source which has been modified successively to finally be 
loaded into the multidimensional database in the data 
warehouse (DW). Then, through the web browser application, 
there is a dashboard to process reporting, query, visualization, 
and analysis of the previously formed multidimensional data. 

Data derived from the data source can be taken from tables, 
or with data in the form of csv files. This csv file type is used 
to facilitate the ETL process which will later be implemented 
in the system. 

C. Multidimensional Modeling 

Researchers logically designed a multidimensional data 
model using a star schema as can be seen in Fig. 3. This star-
schema model is used logically to facilitate the query process 
later. This star-schema consists of a number of dimension 
tables and fact tables. 

In Fig. 3, there is surrogate_key (SK) in each table, both 
fact table, and dimension table as a unique record marker in the 
table and facilitates the data query process. Based on the need 
for data source analysis that has been defined in the previous 
stage, there are several dimension tables and fact tables as 
follows: 

1) lecturer_dim: The lecturer_dim table is used to store 

information on the lecturer who acts as a researcher in research 

activities. 

2) department_dim: The department_dim table is used to 

store information on departments that are part of research 

activities and the home base of lecturers or researchers. 

3) contract_dim: The contract_dim table is used to store 

research contract information in every research activity carried 

out by lecturers. 

4) schema_dim: The schema_dim table is used to store 

research scheme data that can be followed by a lecturer in 

conducting research activities. 

5) date_dim: The date_dim table is used in the system to 

store date information and hierarchical information such as 

month name, month number, quarter, and year. 

6) funding_fact: The funding_fact table is used to store 

information on research conducted by lecturers. This table is a 

fact table that contains the research history. 

In each table, both dimension table and fact table, there are 
effective_date and expiry_date columns to indicate whether a 
record is active or not used in the system for query and data 
retrieval processes. 

SISAK

SIMP3M

Staging DW

Extrract
Clean

Transform
Load

Refresh

Data Source

Data Warehouse

Dahsboard

Output

Reporting

Query

Visualization

Analysis

 

Fig. 2. Architecture of System. 

TABLE I. INFORMATION REQUIREMENT 

No. 
Requirement 

Information Format Timeframe 

1 All Lecturer/ Researcher Table All Period 

2 All Research Funding Table All Period 

3 All Research Contract Table All Period 

4 All Research Scheme Table All Period 

5 All Departement  Table All Period 

6 Top 5 Lecturer/ Researcher Chart All Period 

7 Top 5 Department Research Chart All Period 

8 Top 5 Research Scheme Chart All Period 

9 Research By All Department Chart All Period 

10 Research By Department and Year Chart Custome Filter 

11 Trend Research Funding Chart Custome Filter 

12 Funding Amount Chart Custome Filter 
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lecturer_dim
 lecturer_sk
 lecturer_id
 lecturer_name
 sex
 pob
 dob
 religion
 Address
 email
 telephone
 handphone
 front_title
 back_title
 effective_date
 expiry_date

date_dim
 date_sk
 date
 month
 month_no
 quarter
 year
 effective_date
 expiry_date

contract_dim
 contract_sk
 contract_number
 contract_date
 effective_date
 expiry_date

schema_dim
 schema_sk
 schema_id
 schema_abbreviation 
 schema_name
 schema_category
 schema_management
 effective_date
 expiry_date

funding_fact
 funding_sk
 contract_sk
 lecturer_sk
 schema_sk
 department_sk
 date_sk
 funding_title
 funding_person
 funding_amount

department_dim
 department_sk
 department_id
 department_name
 department_eng
 department_level
 effective_date
 expiry_date

 

Fig. 3. Star-Schema Model. 

D. ETL Process 

In the development of this data warehouse, the activity that 
is quite time-consuming is the ETL (Extraction, 
Transformation, and Loading). This activity includes the 
source extraction and performing data population. This activity 
is to ensure that the data taken from the data source Table I is                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
guaranteed its integrity and validity. Table I is a matrix that 
describes the ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) process 
mechanism in the system design. The extract is a step to get 
data from a data source which is then stored in the data 
warehouse, while the transform process is a process to prepare 
data, and load is a process to store data into the data 
warehouse. In practice, this ETL stage is not a separate stage, 
but sometimes it is a stage that is an integrated series of 
processes. 

Referring to Table II, there are two mechanisms for the data 
extraction process from a data source, namely, push and pull. 
Pull mode is a process to pull data from the data source which 
is carried out by the data warehouse system. In the design of 
this system, all data retrieval processes use pull mode. 
Meanwhile, push mode is a data extraction process carried out 
by the data source to send data to the data warehouse. 

Judging from the data, whether to be sent or withdrawn into 
the data warehouse, there are two approaches [11], namely, 

whole part and change data capture (CDC). The whole part is a 
process to retrieve overall data from data sources when filling 
out the data warehouse. These data are master data or reference 
data, such as lecturer data, department data, and schemas 
which in the timeline review rarely add or update data. 
Meanwhile, data on contract and funding is processed by the 
CDC because they are transaction data and there is often be a 
process of adding and updating data. Pulling data with pull 
mode is done with the last data change made from the previous 
pull mode stage. 

TABLE II. SOURCE EXTRACTION MATRIX 

Data Source 

Source Extraction 

Data Warehouse 

Table 

Extraction 

Mode 
Loading Type 

lecturer lecturer_dim Whole, Pull SCD 

department department_dim Whole, Pull SCD 

schema schema_dim Whole, Pull SCD 

contract contract_dim CDC, Pull 
unique contract 

number 

funding funding_fact CDC, Pull 
unique contract 
number 

n/a date_dim n/a pre-population 
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The process of loading data for the lecturer_dim, 
department_dim, and schema_dim tables is carried out with 
SCD (Slowly Changing Dimension) type 1 by replacing the 
data in certain columns where the data is updated. Meanwhile, 
the contract_dim and funding_fact tables are carried out with 
the CDC when the data update process occurs based on the 
unique contract number. Meanwhile, the date_dim table is not 
contained in the data source but is generated in the data 
warehouse system with pre-loading population mode by 
retrieving and extracting the date parameters during the ETL 
process. 

As an additional feature in the development of this project, 
part of the data is taken from data sources that come from 
RESTful web services. This allows two heterogeneous data 
sources to communicate through a web services interface. The 
data taken from these web services is used to display summary 
information in the form of graphic visualizations, making it 
easier to understand the information presented. 

E. Reporting  

At this reporting stage, a dashboard is provided in the form 
of a web application that can present data in the form of tables 
and graphs. The information presented in the dashboard is 
generated from the existing SQL commands in the system. The 
use of star-schema was chosen in this study to facilitate and 
speed up the query process. 

Fig. 4 provides information on the dashboard display that is 
run on the end-user, side, at the top, there are main menu 
options consisting of the dashboard, academic, research, 
human resource, and student. Meanwhile, at the bottom, there 
is summary information about the number of lecturers, the 
number of students, the number of departments, the number of 
research schemes, the number of research funding, and the 
number of contract funding. In the next section, there is 
ranking information in the form of top 5 for department, 
researcher, and funding scheme from lecturer research 
activities carried out. The following is an example of a query 
command that is used to produce output in the form of a top 5 
research (lecturer) graph as shown in Fig. 4. 

elect `b`.`lecturer_name` AS 

`lecturer_name`,`c`.`department_level` AS 

`department_level`,`c`.`department_eng` AS 

`department_eng`,count(0) AS `qtyresearch` from 

(((((`funding_fact` `a` join `lecturer_dim` `b`) join 

`department_dim` `c`) join `schema_dim` `d`) join 

`contract_dim` `e`) join `date_dim` `f`) where `a`.`lecturer_sk` 

= `b`.`lecturer_sk` and `a`.`department_sk` = 

`c`.`department_sk` and `a`.`schema_sk` = `d`.`schema_sk` 

and `a`.`contract_sk` = `e`.`contract_sk` and `a`.`date_sk` = 

`f`.`date_sk` group by `b`.`lecturer_name` order by count(0) 

desc limit 5 

Meanwhile, in Fig. 5 there is information in the form of 
graphs that describe the distribution of research activities of 
lecturers spread across several departments within Politeknik 
Negeri Sriwijaya. This information is generated in the all-
period time range according to the number of data records in 
the database. Information is presented in a bar chart where the 
x-axis is the department's data, while the y-axis is the number 
of studies conducted by lecturers as researchers in the 
department. 

F. Performance Evaluation 

To see the extent of the performance generated from the 
developed model, a performance evaluation is carried out by 
looking at the payloads (bytes) and response time (milli 
second) of the system. By using network monitoring, a snippet 
of data is obtained from a web page which is displayed as 
shown in Table III. It can be seen in Table III that regardless of 
the number of payloads or data transferred from the server to 
the client, judging from the response time, the execution time is 
not much different. As discussed in the ETL Process section, 
the data source used in this model comes from an internal 
domain and a RESTful Web Services from a different web 
domain (cross domain). 

 

Fig. 4. Dashboard of System. 
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Fig. 5. Information of Research by all Departments. 

TABLE III. PERFORMANCE OF APPLICATION MODEL 

Services 

Number 

Evaluation Performance 

Domain Payload (Bytes) Time (ms) 

1. Cross Domain 1670 62 

2. Cross Domain 972 46 

3. Internal Domain 983 61 

4. Internal Domain 814 73 

5. Internal Domain 645 71 

6. Internal Domain 710 61 

7. Internal Domain 743 65 

8. Cross Domain 652 61 

9. Cross Domain 654 60 

10. Cross Domain 651 63 

11. Internal Domain 527 63 

12. Internal Domain 528 64 

13. Internal Domain 526 62 

14. Internal Domain 573 60 

15. Cross Domain 748 54 

16. Cross Domain 719 63 

17. Cross Domain 711 63 

18. Cross Domain 1060 62 

By looking at Fig. 6 provides an overview of the 
distribution of payloads and response times executed by web 
browsers. By looking at the fast and relatively stable response 
time for any amount of payloads, the model of this system 
development can be utilized in developing business 
intelligence applications by using star schemes and RESTful 
web services in the application architecture. 

 

Fig. 6. Payloads and Response Time of System. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Through this research, a multidimensional data model has 
been built that contains information about the research 
activities of lecturers in the Politeknik Negeri Sriwijaya. This 
study includes 446 lecturer data records, 34 department data 
records, 483 record research data records spread over the 
period of the study 2018, 2019, and 2020. The information 
generated from the developed model can help higher education 
management carry out strategic planning. and decision-making. 
In addition, the resulting information can be used in the 
preparation of data in accreditation instruments, both for 
university or institutional accreditation and study program 
accreditation. The star-schema model was chosen in this study 
to facilitate the multidimensional database modeling process 
and to speed up the query process carried out in the reporting 
and presentation stages of data in a graphical form that can be 
displayed in a web browser application. Further research from 
this research is optimizing the data analysis process, and 
developing data mining applications from data that has been 
successfully processed. 
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Abstract—Recently, space research advancements have 

widened the scope of many vision-based techniques. Computer 

vision techniques with manifold objectives require that valuable 

features are extracted from input data. This paper attempts to 

analyze known feature extraction techniques empirically; Scale 

Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), Speeded up robust features 

(SURF), Oriented fast and Rotated Brief (ORB), and 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). A methodology for 

autonomously extracting features using CNN is analyzed in more 

detail. The autonomous process demonstrates the use of 

convolutional neural networks for feature extraction. Those 

techniques are studied and evaluated empirically on lunar 

satellite images. For analysis, a dataset containing different affine 

transformations of a video frame is generated from a sample 

lunar descent video. The nearest neighbor algorithm is then 

applied for feature matching. For an unbiased evaluation, a 

similar process of feature matching is repeated for all the models. 

Well-known metrics like repeatability and matching scores are 

employed to validate the studied techniques. The results show 

that the CNN features showed much better computational 

efficiency and stable performance concerning matching accuracy 

for lunar images than other studied algorithms. 

Keywords—Artificial intelligence; convolutional neural 

network; computer vision; feature extraction; machine learning; 

satellite images; space research 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recent advances in space exploration have opened doors 
for many research challenges. Processing real-time videos and 
images captured through spacecraft cameras is one of such 
challenging tasks. Extracting features useful for further space 
exploration and navigation tasks is at the primary stage. A 
spacecraft, once injected into a planet's orbit, keeps on 
orbiting around the planet. While in orbit, it keeps on 
capturing videos and images through its onboard cameras. 
Such kinds of motion result in spatially transformed images of 
the same scene majority of times. Detecting points of interest 
from such images or videos in real-time is of paramount 
importance and a challenging task indeed. 

Many proven systems exist which work as image pre-
processing techniques for computer vision tasks. There are 
few areas like image retrieval, medical imaging, object 
detection, and recognition where these techniques are 
extensively used. But in this era of automation and artificial 
intelligence, manual pre-processing of images needs to be 
avoided. Hence many new systems have been developed with 

automated feature detection procedures in these domains using 
deep CNNs. Still, the area of space research has a scope to 
enter into this automation. This paper intends to analyze a few 
feature extraction techniques concerning their suitability and 
sustainability in space applications. 

II. RELATED WORK 

There are many state-of-the-art algorithms available in the 
literature as feature detectors & descriptors. Still, their 
computational complexity does not allow them to be used for 
real-time tasks. Few comparisons amongst them are available 
in the reviews [1]–[8]. Many of these algorithms are proposed 
for detecting and describing points of interest from an image. 
Initial emphasis was only detecting points of interest or edges 
from raw images for object detection tasks. Later the focus 
was shifted to object recognition tasks by taking care of spatial 
transformations. For keypoint extraction, remarkable work is 
brought in by the Harris Corner detector [9] and Scale 
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [10]. Harris Corner 
detector can extract key points valid for feature tracking 
algorithms, while SIFT addresses invariance's challenge to 
affine transformations. But these algorithms were 
computationally intensive, and hence the next challenge was 
to speed up the feature detection process. Researchers 
eventually discovered the new developments like Speeded up 
robust features (SURF) [11], [12], Features from accelerated 
segment test (FAST) [13], [14], Binary robust independent 
elementary features (BRIEF) [15], and Oriented FAST and 
rotated BRIEF (ORB) [16]. Through the literature, SURF is 
found to deliver quality features and is computationally 
efficient as well. ORB, which is a combination of FAST & 
BRIEF, is computationally speedy than SURF, but the features 
it extracts are not suitable for image matching tasks. 
Moreover, these algorithms are standalone versions, and their 
real-time applicability is questionable. Few works 
demonstrated the use of feature extraction techniques specific 
to application domains like medical imaging [17], image 
retrieval systems [18], and gesture recognition [19], [20]. 

In the last decades, few deep learning techniques and 
convolutional neural network techniques[21], [22], [2] are also 
developed with an abundance in data availability and 
computationally powerful resources in recent years. The 
ultimate target of these techniques is image recognition and 
computer vision task. Many of these techniques rely on 
already built and tested deep neural network models like 
Inception [23], VGG [24], XCeption [25], ResNet [26]. Many 
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researchers have used transfer learning by finetuning ready 
models for reaching their goals. Two things must be clear in 
transfer learning before using a particular base model; the first 
is the dataset on which the model is trained, and the second is 
the intended application domain. Most of these well-known 
models are trained on a generalized IMAGENET 
(http://www.image-net.org) dataset. Hence the knowledge 
gained through its training is adapted in current research, 
aiming to deal with data consisting of satellite images and 
videos. 

The real-time requirements to address space research 
challenges and the existing methods discussed so far motivate 
us to empirically analyze a few feature extraction techniques 
like SIFT, SURF, ORB, and CNN. An automated feature 
extraction process using a convolutional neural network 
(CNN) is also designed and implemented for experimental 
analysis. Hence, this work's primary purpose is to study these 
techniques empirically and analyze their performance 
concerning time-critical space applications. For this purpose, a 
dataset consisting of lunar images is constructed from videos 
captured by a spacecraft's onboard cameras. Each image is 
spatially transformed with the known transformation matrix. 
Features are extracted from each image and its transformed 
versions using all the studied techniques. Image matching 
using the nearest neighbor algorithm is performed for each 
image tuple (reference image, transformed image). Ideally, 
when an image is spatially transformed, its transformed 
versions show many similarities in detected features as long as 
a downward-looking camera captures the video with minimal 
frame delay. One can efficiently compute the ground truth 
feature vector with known transformations by applying the 
same transformations to the reference image's features. 
Finally, their results are validated with available performance 
metrics and compared with each other. 

The details of state-of-the-art techniques like SIFT, SURF, 
ORB are prevalently available in the literature. Past few years, 
the scope of CNN is widened due to the automation in the 
feature extraction process. Still, for few domains like space 
research, some more analysis is needed for testing its 
reliability. This paper is intended to perform a comparative 
analysis of these techniques for space research applicability. 
For testing the validity of the analysis, CNN features are 
compared with the SIFT, SURF, and ORB features. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses an 
automated feature extraction process using a CNN 
architecture. Section 3 elaborates on experimental setup and 
dataset generation. The performance metrics are discussed in 
Section 4. Section 5 discusses results and comparisons in 
classical algorithms, and finally, Section 6 concludes the 
paper. 

III. AN AUTOMATED FEATURE EXTRACTION PROCESS 

USING CNN 

A. Selecting a ResNet Architecture for CNN Features 

Transfer learning is used to generate features. The CNN 
architecture consists of a ResNet as a base model without a 
classification layer, as shown in Fig. 1. It is then cascaded 
with one flatten layer, 2 fully connected (FC) layers at the end. 

The output of convolutional layers is 3-dimensional maps-
(      ) . The first two dimensions are the size of a 
feature map, and the last dimension is the number of maps 
generated at each layer. The number of feature maps 
corresponds to the number of filters. After the last 
convolutional layer, a flattened layer is introduced to flatten a 
3-dimensional tensor into a single dimension. FC layers at the 
end serve as an output layer for the Model. The number of 
computational units in this layer will decide the dimensions of 
the feature vector. A general deep learning network model 
expects softmax or other nonlinear functions at the output 
layer for targeting classification or another more vital task. 
The goal is to extract features, so the nonlinear function 
interface at the output layer is removed from the ResNet 
block. 

 

Fig. 1. CNN Model with ResNet base Architecture. Only 64 Features are 

Shown for Simplicity. 

It is assumed that each CNN layer consists of an f-number 
of     sized high-level convolutional filters. Each input 

image  (   )
  is padded to preserve the size of the original 

image. Then the padded image is passed into the convolution 
layer to get an output image as, 

 (   )
  =   (       )

 
 ∗   (   )            (1) 

In (1),  (       )
 

 does zero-padding form a padded image 

to an input image  (   )
  with pad size, p. Rectifier Linear Unit 

(ReLU) is used as an activation function for both layers. Max 
pooling is applied to this successive output after padding. A 
detailed procedure for extracting features through the CNN 
model is given in a pseudo-code described by algorithm 1. 

Using Algorithm 1, CNN features are extracted. The 
transformed dataset contains both the reference image and its 
transformed versions. Training is done by applying an 8:2 
train-test cross-validation split on the dataset. The details of 
data collection and creation are described in section 3. The 

features are extracted from the reference image      first and 

then from its transformed versions:       = (  
   

   
   

   
   

). 
These features represent the points of interest from each 
image. Training starts with transfer weights from trained 
ResNet model. Training is done to minimize the average loss 

function given by (2).   
      

 are the ground truth feature 

vectors and these are computed using the known 
transformation parameters.   

      are the features extracted 

from the CNN (Fig. 1(a)). Weights W of the network is 
adjusted during each epoch to minimize       using (2). 

      =  
∑     ‖  

      
   

     ‖      

|      |
           (2) 
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After training the network, it is evaluated on the rest of the 
test images. The working of the first algorithm is as follows. 
Initially, images were extracted from a lunar video to generate 
a raw image dataset     . Then, the following affine 
transformations were applied to produce a transformed image 
dataset       . 

      = [

𝑠 0 0

0 𝑠 0

0 0 1

] 

          = [

1 0 𝑡 

0 1 𝑡 

0 0 1

] 

       = [

cos 𝜃 −sin 𝜃 0

sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃 0

0 0 1

]           (3) 

A translation factor of (𝑡  𝑡 ) pixels, a rotational angle of 

𝜃 and a scale factor of (𝑠  𝑠 ) were used as described by (3). 

Each image from this new dataset is fed to CNN. Image 
dimensions are  40  3 0. Each image is padded to preserve 
the dimensions and then convolved with   filters of size 3  3. 
Rectifier Linear Unit (ReLU) is the nonlinear activation 
function applied to the convolved output. It generates feature 
maps of size  40  3 0    . It is downsampled by using a 
max-pooling operation. The process is repeated for each next 
layer with 2 ∗   filters of size 3  3 till the last layer. In the 
end, the 3-dimensional feature maps are converted into a 1-
dimensional tensor using a flatten layer. These flattened 
feature maps were used as feature vectors of the CNN model. 

Algorithm 2 is implemented to track similar feature points 
from the reference image and transformed image for 
evaluating the feature similarity. Initially, for each image in 
the dataset, the features are extracted from all four known 
techniques, SIFT, SURF, ORB, and CNN, to extract feature 

vectors   
   

       
     . Then these feature vectors are 

passed on to the similarity matching using the nearest 
neighbor algorithm. Scores of matchings between the two 
image features are used to evaluate different techniques under 
consideration. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DATASET GENERATION  

The CNN model was implemented on a 2.4 GHz Intel 
Core i7 processor with 16 GB DDR4 RAM. Code scripts were 
written in Python 3.7 with tensor flow framework as backend. 

For this research, a python script was written for 
generating images from a spacecraft landing video. The video 
is publicly available on the website, https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/. 
This video is an animated view of the landing site of Apollo 
17 - Lee Lincoln scarp. The sources created this visualization 
from Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) photographs and 
elevation mapping. The video's frame rate is found to be 25 
fps, and hence each 25th image frame was captured and stored 
as an image. In all, 915 grayscale images were generated, 
which forms the raw image dataset. In the raw image dataset, 
200 images were selected at random, and geometric 

𝐼(𝑀 𝑝 𝑁 𝑝)
𝑝

∶= 𝑃𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐼(𝑀 𝑁)
𝑖   

𝐼𝑗(𝑀 𝑁)
𝑜 ∶=  𝐼(𝑀 𝑝 𝑁 𝑝)

𝑝
 ∗  𝑓(𝑚 𝑛)

𝑗
 

𝐼𝑗(𝑀 𝑁)
𝑅 ∶= 𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑈 𝐼𝑗(𝑀 𝑁)

𝑜   

𝐼𝑗(𝑀 𝑝 𝑁 𝑝)
𝑃𝑅 ∶= 𝑃𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐼𝑗(𝑀 𝑁)

𝑅   

 𝑉(𝑀𝑥𝑁𝑥𝑓 1)
𝑖 ∶= 𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛  𝐼𝑗(𝑀 𝑁)

𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙   

𝐾(256 1)
𝑖 ∶= 𝐹𝐶  𝑉(𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑁𝑥𝑓 1)

𝑖   

Algorithm 1: Procedure for extracting features through a CNN 

Model.  

START 

INPUT: Video V  

OUTPUT: Features K (1024 x 1) 

PROGRAM CNNModel 

1. 𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑤 := Call: Function VideoToImage to generate 

images from video 

2. Apply geometric transformations on raw images to 

generate transformed image dataset, 

 𝐷𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 ∶=  𝑇rotate(𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑤) ∪ 𝑇scale(𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑤) ∪ 𝑇translate(𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑤)  

 

3. For each image 𝐼(𝑀 𝑁)
𝑖  in 𝐷𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 REPEAT: 

For all filters in a Layer REPEAT: 

 

  

 

   𝐼𝑗(𝑀 𝑁)
𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙 ∶= 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙 𝐼𝑗(𝑀 𝑝 𝑁 𝑝)

𝑃𝑅   

  END REPEAT 

1. REPEAT step 3 for next CNN Layer 

2. Flatten each image into a single-dimensional vector, 

3. Pass this vector through FC layer, 

END REPEAT 

END 

𝐾𝑝
𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐 𝑒𝑑 ∶= 𝑁𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑁𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑟 𝐾𝑝

𝑟𝑒𝑓
 𝐾𝑝

𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠  

Algorithm 2: Extracting Similar Feature Points from Reference 
Image and Transformed Image 

START 

INPUT: Images: Reference 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓  and transformed image 𝐼𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 

OUTPUT: Matched keypoints 𝐾𝑝
𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐 𝑒𝑑  

PROGRAM TRACKeypoints 

For each image pair (𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝐼𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠) in 𝐷𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 DO: 

1. Apply any of the feature detectors like SIFT, SURF, 
ORB, and CNNModel to get extract keypoints 𝐾𝑝

𝑟𝑒𝑓
 

and 𝐾𝑝
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 

2. Apply image matching technique to find matched key 
points,  

3. Pass vector 𝐾𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐 𝑒𝑑 to further compute repeatability 
and matching scores between two images. 

END 

https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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transformations are applied to create the transformed image 
dataset containing 800 images. The size of each image in the 
dataset is 640x360 pixels. Out of the whole dataset, 640 
images were used for training, and the remaining 160 are used 
for testing. Sample images from the dataset are shown in 
Fig. 2. The complete procedure for dataset generation and 
description can be found in our prior work [22]. 

 

Fig. 2. Montage of Sample Images from the Raw Image Dataset. 

The performance of the implemented CNN is evaluated 
using the metrics repeatability score and matching score [3], 
[6], [27]–[29], which are widely used for the evaluation of 
feature detectors. For validating the results of CNN, known 
feature detectors like SIFT, SURF, and ORB are implemented 
in the python and Opencv environments. SIFT Lowe's 
implementation [10] was directly used with few modifications. 
The ORB algorithm is implemented with two different 
variations corresponding to the number of feature points 
extracted equally to 1000 and 500. 

The following procedure is followed for computing these 
metrics to perform an unbiased evaluation of studied feature 
detectors. Initially, features are extracted from the reference 
image and then from its transformed version. The descriptors 
of both images were passed to a Fast Library for Approximate 
Nearest Neighbours (FLANN) matching algorithm to find a 
matched point from a transformed image similar to the 
reference image. This algorithm tends to see the overlapped 
region from both the images and then returns all the points 
that match the points in the reference image using a known 
homography. All the key points in this common region are 
called correspondences between the two images. After 
computing the maximum correspondences, the algorithm tries 
to find the correct matches using some threshold. These 
interim computations help to calculate the scores of 
performance parameters. 

V. PERFORMANCE METRICS 

For evaluating and comparing the performances of the 
feature detectors, performance metrics, namely repeatability, 
matching score, and time taken for feature extraction, are 
employed. 

Image correspondences are key points in common regions 
between two images using known homography. Repeatability 
is the measure of the robustness of a feature detector to the 
external image transformations. The repeatability score is 
calculated by using (4). 

Repeatability =  
  

    
             (4) 

In (4),    is maximum image correspondences,      is the 

number of features of the reference image. 

A matching score measures accuracy while matching the 
descriptors of logically the same key points from two different 
images. The matching score is calculated by the formula given 
by (5). 

  𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖 𝑔 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =  
     ∗

    
            (5) 

As in (4),  ∗ is a number of correct matches. 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Performance Evaluation using Repeatability 

The automated feature extraction process results using 
CNN are compared with conventional methods like SIFT, 
SURF, and ORB. The distribution of repeatability scores on a 
percentage scale for all the studied algorithms is shown in 
Fig. 3. Both versions of SIFT are having almost similar 
distributions of repeatability ranging between an interval 
[40,100]. SURF values are found to lie within a range of 
[55,100], while the range for ORB is [40,100]. ORB features 
seem to be more minor variants to the transformations, while 
SIFT & SURF features are highly variant to the input 
transformations. Graphs show that the CNN model for all the 
test samples has retained the constant repeatability score of 
100%. It means that CNN features are more efficient in 
finding repeated regions of interest. In the transformations like 
rotation and scaling, most image regions are repeated. But 
during a translational shift, few new image regions are added 
while few regions are subtracted from the original image. An 
ideal feature detector must take such changes into account. 
But CNN has neglected the translational shift. The extracted 
descriptors for a common region of the transformed image 
always find a proper match for reference descriptors with 
minimum losses. Most of the features are matched between 
the two images. As the same procedure is followed for finding 
key point matches between the two images, it can be 
concluded that the CNN features are more robust to external 
transformations than the other classic methods. As it shows no 
variation in the repeatability scores, it is one of the stable 
feature detectors. When tuned to generate a more significant 
number of features (ORB1000), it results in more variations in 
repeatability than ORB500 and hence can generalize better. 

Fig. 4 shows the average repeatability score obtained by all 
the studied techniques. The score is high for ORB-500 and 
CNN64. For ORB-1000 also is comparable. But for SURF and 
SIFT, it is less than 90%. Overall, ORB and CNN are found 
more robust and hence showed stable performance in terms of 
repeatability of features. SIFT and SURF are quite unstable as 
far as this dataset is concerned. CNN features that showed the 
highest average repeatability show that it is invariant to the 
external factors such as camera position, angle, motion while 
extracting the image features. Such transformations are 
widespread in real-time captured data and hence need a stable 
feature detector. Thus, CNN model can generalize better if 
tuned for a more significant number of output features and 
trained on more data samples. 
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Fig. 3. Distribution of Repeatability Score obtained from Studied 

Techniques. 

 

Fig. 4. Average Repeatability Score obtained from Various Algorithms. 

B. Performance Evaluation using Matching Score 

In addition to repeatability, a matching score is yet another 
evaluation parameter employed to quantify the performance of 
the studied techniques. Fig. 5 shows a box plot for matching 
scores from the features obtained through CNN and 
conventional algorithms. SIFT and ORB-generated features 
show skewness in the results, which does not seem stable and 
reliable data for image recognition or classification tasks. The 
skewness in the data might bias the model for the following 
tasks. SURF seems reasonably reliable but has introduced 
greater variance to changing inputs. CNN boxplot is 
concentrated near the mean value, and it does not show any 
skewness in the results. Hence CNN based model seems 
unbiased, and hence more stable. 

 

Fig. 5. Statistical Analysis of Matching Score for different Algorithms. 

Table I shows the values of computed statistics. The 
average matching score obtained through ORB is the least of 
all. The highest score is obtained through CNN. Although the 
average matching score obtained through SIFT is not far less 
than that obtained through CNN, SIFT generated score shows 
the more significant variance in computation. Ideally, the 
matching score should be on a higher side with minor variance 
as the images are part of a shorter duration video, mainly 
capturing the same ground scene. 

TABLE I. PRIMARY STATISTICS OF MATCHING SCORE OBTAINED FROM 

DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS 

Algorith

ms/Stats 
SIFT-cv 

SIFT-

Lowe 
SURF 

ORB-

1000 

ORB-

500 
CNN 

Mean 0.6917 0.6893 0.5495 0.2655 0.2696 0.7107 

Median 0.8090 0.8101 0.6079 0.1713 0.1826 0.7187 

Variance 0.0367 0.0369 0.0716 0.0290 0.0294 0.0037 

On the other hand, SURF and ORB have shown 
significantly lesser matching scores than the CNN model. 
ORB shows consistency in the matching score computation 
with minor variation compared to SIFT and SURF, but it is 
more significant than CNN. Once again, the CNN model has 
shown invariance against the transformations. Overall, 
concerning matching scores, the CNN features have shown 
better performance than others. 

To measure consistent and robust performance, we run a 
one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test to prove our 
hypothesis for matching scores computed through the 
application of all the algorithms. For testing the hypothesis, 
we selected 100 random samples out of the whole dataset with 
replacement. We run the ANOVA test for 10 such samples. 
We assumed that a stable and robust detector would always 
show negligible between-group variance, and hence its sample 
means are more equivalent to the grand mean of the 
population. We rigorously tested each sample mean against its 
grand mean for each algorithm listed in Table I. We run the 
test with a 95% of a confidence interval. For CNN, we found 
our assumption held throughout all samples. The assumption 
did not hold in the case of other algorithms. Few sample 
means were far away from the grand mean as in Table I. It 
proved the robustness and consistent behavior of the CNN 
compared to other feature detectors. 
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C. Performance Evaluation using Computational Time 

The most critical evaluation parameter that needs to take 
care of for real-time data is the computation time required to 
detect and extract points of interest. Fig. 6 shows the joint bar 
graph, which describes the time needed for processing each 
image by the proposed CNN model and its companion 
algorithms. The red bar indicates the number of descriptors 
detected by an algorithm, and the blue bar shows the time 
required to perform that task. 

 

Fig. 6. Algorithmic Analysis of Average (Per Image) Processing Time. 

The bar graph of Fig. 6 shows the number of descriptors 
extracted by each algorithm along with computation time. 
CNN shows the shortest average processing time amongst all. 
Both ORB versions show the following smallest time 
requirement. Then comes SURF, SIFT(cv), and at last 
SIFT(Lowe). SIFT Lowe's version consumes the highest time 
compared to others because it processes 2-dimensional data 
without pre-processing it to any time-efficient form. SIFT and 
SURF attempt to extract all possible key points from an image 
and lag in time performance. During tensor flow 
implementation of CNN, each image is converted into the 
most efficient tensor representation and then processed 
further; hence the time required for feature extraction gets 
drastically reduced. Overall, the evaluation of the CNN is 
better than the listed algorithms for generated lunar image 
data. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, state-of-the-art algorithms for feature 
extraction are implemented and analyzed on lunar descent 
image data in detail. A similar process is followed for 
unbiased evaluation, and known metrics of repeatability, 
matching score accuracy, and extraction time are used to 
compare implemented algorithms. 

From the detailed analysis of results, it is observed that the 
CNN model has outperformed the studied conventional 
algorithms based on suggested performance metrics. The CNN 
model is capable of handling real-time data with less time 
requirement. Once a few network parameters are decided, 
CNN does its job automatically using the input data. No hand-
crafted tasks such as image pre-processing, image localization, 
segmentation are needed as in conventional algorithms. 

In effect, the overall performance of the CNN architecture, 
when compared to existing algorithms, showed much better 
computational efficiency and stability. The analysis shows that 
CNN's more profound architecture with transfer learning can 

be used to meet the real-time demands of space research. But, 
vigorous training and validation using extensive data are 
necessary to generalize the model to a greater extent. 
Extension to work is validating the model by using generated 
features for object detection tasks. 
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Abstract—Smart traffic management is being proposed for 

better management of traffic infrastructure and regulate traffic 

in smart cities. With surge of traffic density in many cities, smart 

traffic management becomes utmost necessity. Vehicle 

categorization, traffic density estimation and vehicle tracking are 

some of the important functionalities in smart traffic 

management. Vehicles must be categorized based on multiple 

levels like type, speed, direction of travel and vehicle attributes 

like color etc. for efficient tracking and traffic density estimation. 

Vehicle categorization becomes very challenging due to 

occlusions, cluttered backgrounds and traffic density variations. 

In this work, a traffic adaptive multi-level vehicle categorization 

using deep learning is proposed. The solution is designed to solve 

the problems in vehicle categorization in terms of occlusions, 

cluttered backgrounds. 

Keywords—Vehicle categorization; deep learning; traffic 

density estimation; clutter 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Smart traffic management based on video feeds from traffic 
surveillance cameras is being proposed as a means for efficient 
traffic regulation at a lower cost compared to sensors based 
traffic management. 

Smart traffic management aims to regulate the traffic 
conditions in peak hours, manage congestions, transport of 
emergency vehicles, detect and handle accidents/incidents in 
the road. Vehicle categorization is an important functionality in 
smart traffic management. Segmenting the vehicles and 
categorization of them based on multiple levels like vehicle 
type, speed, direction of travel, meta attributes like color, make 
etc. is important for localization and tracking of vehicles in 
smart traffic management. 

Vehicle categorization becomes very challenging in 
presence of noisy cluttered background, environmental 
conditions (fog, rain, lighting and haze), shadow and 
occlusions etc. The problem becomes even more difficult in 
case of need for fine grained multi-level categorization like 
learning speed, direction and meta attributes of the vehicles 
from the video stream. But the applications of this multilevel 
categorization are innumerous in terms of regulation, 
description, indexing and tracking. 

This work deals with this need and proposes a traffic 
adaptive deep learning multi-level vehicle categorization which 
can work in conditions of cluttered background and occlusions 
in the video. The approach is an integration of two different 

mechanisms – one designed for low density traffic and another 
for high density traffic. A deep learning optimized topological 
active net segmentation is done to segment the vehicles in case 
of low density traffic. For high density traffic, convolutional 
neural network segmentation is done. After segmentation, 
features are extracted and mapping is done to learn various 
meta-attributes of the segmented vehicles. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Authors in [1] proposed an architecture called TPSVedet 
for categorization of vehicle to small, medium and large size. 
From the video, background model is constructed by averaging 
the frames over time. Background is subtracted from each 
frames and over the ROI region geometry based features are 
extracted. PCA is used for dimensionality reduction and the 
dimension reduced features are classified using machine 
learning methods like ANN, SVM and AdaBoost. The problem 
in this approach is that it can detect only one vehicle in the ROI 
region. Deep convolutional neural network along with joint 
fine tuning is used for vehicle classification in [2]. Deep 
residual network (ResNet) model is used for convolutional 
neural network. Drop out method is used for preventing the 
over fitting. The network is trained with images and their 
ground truth vehicle location marked as boxes. The trained 
model is able to localize the vehicle in the image and classify it 
one of 11 different types of vehicles. The method cannot work 
for multiple vehicles in the same image. Authors in [3] 
reviewed and compared the various methods for feature 
extraction, global representation and classification for 
automated vehicle classification. Most of the approaches were 
found to work for relatively static background and cannot work 
in presence of occlusions or changing lighting conditions. 
Geometrical feature based approaches were found to have 
higher misclassification rate. Texture-based approaches have 
high sensitivity and computational costs. Authors in [4] 
proposed a vehicle categorization approach based on geometric 
feature extraction. Geometric features like shape and size is 
extracted and passed to trained random forest model to classify 
the vehicle. This approach assumes fixed vehicle placement 
and it does not work for multiple vehicles in the image. 
Authors in [5] experimented with vehicle identification for cars 
with images taken in different viewpoint of “front (F)”, “rear 
(R)”, “side (S)”, “front-side (FS)”, “rear side (RS)”, and “All-
View”. From their experiment, the convolutional neural 
network trained with Front side and Rear images were found to 
have higher accuracy compared to others. Front and Rear 
image had the information to detect the make for almost all the 
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cars. Deep learning based vehicle classification is proposed in 
[6]. A two layer convolution based CNN is trained with car 
images as input and vehicle type/color as output. The method 
can classify only a single image and time complexity for 
classification is also high. Also the approach has only 70% 
accuracy for color classification. Authors in [7] used texture 
characteristics in the headlight and grill area to classify the 
vehicle. Headlight and grill area is segmented from the vehicle 
falling in the ROI area and the GLCM texture features are 
extracted from it. Vehicles were then classified based on the 
similarity of GLCM features. Authors in [8] proposed a vehicle 
classification system based on side view profile of the vehicles. 
Side view images of vehicle are skeletonized and features such 
as joints and endpoints are extracted from it. The features are 
looked up for similarity against training image features to 
classify the vehicle. The accuracy of the proposed solution is 
very sensitive to occlusions. Authors in [9] used YOLOv3 deep 
learning network for vehicle detection in the images. Road 
surface area is split to two categories of remote area and 
proximal area. The vehicle object in the road area is segmented 
and classified using YOLOv3 to three vehicle category of bus, 
car and motorcycle. Though the solution can work for multiple 
vehicles in the image, it does not work for high density traffic. 
The solution assumes a larger gap between the vehicles. 
Author in [10] recognized vehicle logo using enhanced scale-
invariant feature transform (SIFT)-based feature-matching 
scheme. Logo is segmented from the vehicle image applying 
phase congruency calculation. From the logo segment, SIFT 
features are extracted and matched against trained patterns to 
recognize the logo. Authors in [11] solved the problem of 
vehicle color recognition using BoW model. The ROI for 
identifying the dominant color is implicitly selected in this 
method. From the ROI region, local color features are extracted 
and classified using a multi-class SVM to recognize the color. 
Authors in [12] proposed a robust system for car make 
recognition from car front images even in presence of low 
contrast and compression based distortions. Car brand region is 
segmented and SIFT features are extracted from the brand 
region. The SIFT features are then matched to training images 
to recognize the car make. An unsupervised convolutional 
neural network is used for classification of vehicle type in [13] 
based on the vehicle frontal images. Sparse Laplacian filter 
learning is used to capture rich and discriminative information 
from the vehicle image. The output of the convolutional neural 
network is the probability of each type the vehicle belongs to. 
But the method can recognize only one vehicle in the image 
with no distortion in the frontal view. A simple convolutional 
neural network model is proposed in [14] for classifying six 
different vehicle types. Convolutional features are learnt from 
the low resolution input images. The convolutional features are 
classified with a fully connected standard network to 
probability of each class of vehicle. A two stage classification 
method for vehicle recognition is proposed in [15]. The 
classification uses both global and local features. An improved 
canny edge detection with smooth filtering is proposed to 
extract global features. Local features are extracted using 
Gabor wavelet. The vehicle is classified to small or large at 
first stage of classification using the global features and vehicle 
type is found in second stage classification using local features. 
Authors in [16] proposed a deformable model integrating both 

detection and classification into one stage. A deformable part 
based model is trained using annotated vehicle image for 
classifying the vehicle. Vehicles are extracted from the traffic 
image and model alignment is done on extracted image crop. 
SVM classifier is trained to classify the model to the vehicle 
type. Regression analysis was used for vehicle classification in 
[17]. Foreground segments having vehicles are detected first 
using a wrapping method. Low level features are extracted 
from the foreground segments and cascaded regression 
approach is used to classify the vehicles. A stochastic multi 
class vehicle classification system based on Bayesian model is 
proposed in [18]. Low dimensional features of vehicle tail light 
are classified using a Bayesian network to four different 
vehicle types. Author in [19] used statistical random pixel 
distribution features acquired from low dimensional images to 
recognize the logo of the vehicle. Multiscale scanning 
algorithm is used to jointly detect and classify logos. Author in 
[20] used speeded up robust features (SURF) to recognize 
vehicle. SURF features are extracted from front and rear view 
of the vehicles. The features are then classified by multi class 
SVM to the type of the vehicle. Author in [21] have presented 
a detailed review on vehicle detection, recognition and 
tracking. Multi view methods for vehicle detection are also 
discussed. 

III. FINE GRAINED TRAFFIC ADAPTIVE VEHICLE 

CATEGORIZATION 

Most of existing solutions are based on drawing the 
bounding box around the foreground objects and classifying 
the vehicle type of them. But in case of dense traffic, occlusion 
makes the drawing of bounding box difficult and the accuracy 
of vehicle detection difficult. Cluttered background in terms of 
pedestrian movement, shadows etc. causes error in boundary 
box localization and due to this vehicle classification becomes 
erroneous. In this work, the vehicle classification is handled as 
a three stage process. In first stage, images in the video are pre-
processed by removing the background, shadows and 
illumination artefacts. In the second stage, the image is split to 
two categories – Type 1 category where bounding box 
estimation would be easy and a Type 2 category where 
bounding box estimation is difficult due to clutters in the 
image. In third stage, for type 1 category images, deep learning 
convolutional neural network is used to generate bounding box 
for foreground vehicles and features extracted from the 
bounding box segment are used for fine grained vehicle 
classification. For type 2 category images, integration of deep 
learning with topological active net deformable model is used 
for efficient segmentation of the vehicles. The clutters are 
filtered out in this step and the features collected from the mesh 
are used for fine grained vehicle classification. The architecture 
of the proposed solution is given in Fig. 1. Each stage of the 
proposed solution is detailed below. 

A. Preprocessing 

In this stage, a background model is constructed based on 
analysis of the frames in the video. The goal of background 
modeling is to find a best estimate of background so that 
impact of shadows and sudden illumination changes on the 
foreground model is minimized. 
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Fig. 1. Proposed Architecture. 

This work proposes an adaptive background modeling 
where the background is first initialized by analysis of few 
frames and then it is continuously updated for every time 
foreground is extracted from subsequent frames. This is 
different from previous approaches of creating a fixed 
background model by analyzing all the frames. The advantage 
in this type of adaptive modeling is that unimportant 
backgrounds do not appear for long period of time and they 
disappear in subsequent background models. 

The initial background model is initialized by taking the 
pixel values of the first frame and then the model is 
subsequently updated by calculating the pixel value for each 
pixel in the background model as 
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Where,    is the pixel value observed at the k
th

frame. 

Where N is the number of frames so far considered. 

The value of  ̃  is calculated as 
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Where N is the number of frames so far considered. 

  is the gain parameter which control the learning rate of 
background modeling. The prior information slowly disappears 
and new information is learnt slowly by increasing the 
  value. The model learning can be made fast by decreasing 
the    value.   is made adaptive using sigmoid function so 
that learning is fast initially and slow later on and finally settles 
to constant after processing many frames. 
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The values of        controls the inflection point of the 
sinusoid function and gradient is controlled by    cnt is the 
continuously increasing value proportional to the frames. 
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For every new frame, background model is updated and 
then foreground is extracted by subtraction. After obtaining the 
foreground, shadow and sudden illumination changes are 
removed and made suitable for further processing. Shadows are 
detected in HSV color space since it has the information of 
hue, saturation and brightness. The presence of shadow for a 
pixel   is calculated as 

 ( )  {

        
  
 ( )

  
 ( )

     
 ( )   

 ( )  

    (  
 ( )    

 ( ))    
           

           (4) 

  
 is the brightness value of current frame and   

  is the 

brightness value of the background frame.  
 is the saturation 

value of current frame and   
  is the saturation value of the 

background frame.  
 is the hue value of the current frame and 

  
  is the hue value of the background frame.   and   are the 

thresholds of hue and saturation. The parameters of   and   
are usually between 0 and 1.  is related to the brightness and   
is related to light intensity. After the shadow mask is 
constructed, the pixel value for the places where 1 is set in the 
mask is brightened. By this way shadows are removed. 

For sudden brightness or darkness, fast adaptation is needed 
in the background model. This is done by initializing the     
value as below. 
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Where T is the threshold to initialize    . 

B. Image Categorization 

The preprocessed image must be categorized to two types 
based on the complexity in arriving at boundary box for 
foreground vehicles. 

Type 1 - bounding box estimation would be easy. 

Type 2 - bounding box estimation is difficult. 

A convolution neural network is trained with traffic images 
[23] of various vehicle densities and their labels (type 1 or type 
2). The five layer convolutional neural network is trained with 
configuration detailed in Table I. 

The trained convolutional neural network is used to classify 
the preprocessed image to type 1 or type 2. 

TABLE I. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK 

Input 200 * 200 resized image 

Convolution layers 1st and 2nd layers 

Pooling layers 2 

Activation function ReLU 

Dropout 1 dropout 

Output 2 

After resizing the image to 200*200 pixels, the resized 
image is passed to first convolutional layer. The output from 
the convolutional layer is passed to max pooling layer to 
reduce the dimension of features. This process is repeated for 
all convolutional layers. Over fitting is avoided by adding a 
dropout in the 4th layer. Classification is done at last layer 
using Softmax function. The output layer has two neurons each 
corresponding to one class – one for type 1 and one for type 2. 
The network will finally output the coordinates, confidence, 
and category of the object. 

C. Vehicle Segmentation 

This work proposes two segmentation methods. For type 1 
image segmentation, YOLO deep learning network is used for 
segmenting the vehicles. For type 2 image segmentation, 
extended topological active mesh net is applied. 

Type 1 Segmentation 

YOLO v3 network is used for segmentation of type 1 
images. YOLOv3 algorithm uses convolutional neural network 
adopting Darknet-53 network structure to extract features. The 
input image is split to equal size grids. Presence of object is 
detected at each grid by YOLOv3. Final bounding around the 
object is drawn by connecting the neighborhood grids 
containing the object. A novel part of YOLOv3 is that due to 
use of direct learning of residuals, training is simplified and 
detection accuracy increases. 

The segmentation flow using YOLOv3 algorithm is shown 
in Fig. 2. 

The final output of the YOLOv3 algorithm is the 
coordinates of the detected vehicles and the vehicle category in 
terms of car, bus, truck and motorcycle. From the coordinates 
bounding box is drawn on the input image and segmentation is 
done on the bounding boxes to give the vehicle images and 
their classified type. The vehicle image is passed to fine 
grained classification to extract further features like color and 
make. 

Type 2 Segmentation 

YOLOv3 algorithm alone cannot work for the case of 
higher density of vehicles and occlusions in the Type 2 images. 
This work augments YOLOv3 with deformable model based 
solution using extended topological active net segmentation for 
type 2 images. 

The image is segmented using YOLOv3 as type1 and 
vehicle bounding box is obtained. 

 

Fig. 2. Type 1 Segmentation. 
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A mesh is placed over the entire preprocessed image. The 
mesh portions lying only with the vehicle bounding box found 
by YOLOv3 is kept and rest of the mesh is removed. Over this 
image, extended topological active net segmentation is done to 
arrive at accurate vehicle boundaries. To achieve this, the links 
in the mesh can be categorized to one of following. 

1) Links completely within the object. 

2) Links at boundary of object and background. 

3) Links at the background. 

The links at the boundary must be removed, so that the 
remaining links represents the object. To speed the process of 
removing of the links, the links must be first classified. To 
speed up this classification a Naïve Bayesian classifier is built. 

For a link following five features are extracted and they is 
classified to one of three labels defined above using a trained 
Naïve Bayes classifier. Following are the features extracted 
from each link. 

1) Local minima of a link (f1). 

2) Thickness of a probable edge (f2). 

3)    value around the starting node (f3). 

4)    value around the ending node (f4). 

5) Difference in dominant color around the two endpoint 

of the link (f5). 

Local minima of the link (AB) are calculated using link 
features shown in Fig. 3 as follows. 

With D as the middle of AB, the horizontal direction HH’ 
is split to equal spaced points along the span of the next 
neighbor link. If the intensity distribution along S0,S1,S2… are 
monotonically increasing , the difference between the initial 
and final sampling point is taken as candidate feature for the 
direction of DH’. In case S0, S1, S2… are not monotonically 
increasing, the candidate feature value for the direction of DH’ 
is taken as 0. Similarly the feature values along DH, DV, DH’ 
is taken and the maximum of these values is taken as local 
minima of the link. 

Thickness of a probable edge is calculated as follows: 

For each of axis(DH’, DH, DV, DV’) the maximum range 
of monotonically increasing or decreasing value of the sampled 
points is taken and the minimum of these four values is the 
indication of thickness of probable edge at the boundary.  

   is calculated with Laplacian of a Gaussian filter of size 
5𝘟5 around the starting node A and the ending node B. It 
indicates the presence of edges near the nodes A and B. It is 
calculated as 
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For all links in the mesh obtained after YOLOv3, link are 
categorized using Naïve Bayes classifier and all the links at the 
boundary are removed. 

Each mesh obtained after link refinement is processed for 
occlusion and clutter removal as follows. Following geometric 
features are extracted from the mesh. 

 Length (l) 

 Width (w) 

 Area (a) 

The extracted features are compared against the known 
clutters like humans trespassing for similarity matching. In 
case of similarity, the mesh is not passed to next step for 
vehicle classification. If not similar, an image with mesh part 
alone is created and passed to YOLOv3 to arrive at the vehicle 
category to one of following types- car, bus, truck and 
motorcycle. The flow of this procedure is given in Fig. 4. Due 
to this refinement of object boundaries using ETAN 
segmentation, the clutters affecting the accuracy of vehicle 
classification are removed in the images. 

 

Fig. 3. Link Features. 

YOLOV3 Segmentaiton

Preprocessed Image

Refinement using ETAN Segmentation 

Boundary boxes

YOLOV3 Classification

Multiple image with one vehicle in each image

Vehicle bounding box and Classified type

 

Fig. 4. Type 2 Segmentation Flow. 
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D. Fine Grained Vehicle Classification 

From the individual vehicle detected in earlier process, 
features are extracted for fine grained classification like color, 
make of the vehicle. From the vehicle image, following color 
features are extracted 

1) RGB color histogram. 

2) Hue histogram. 

3) Color moment. 

A linear SVM is trained with color features as the input and 
the vehicle color as the output. The color features extracted 
from the vehicle is passed as input to the linear SVM as in 
Fig. 5 to classify the color of the vehicle. 

 

Fig. 5. Vehicle Color Classification. 

Bag of SURF feature based make and model recognition 
approach proposed in [20] is executed on the vehicular image 
to classify the make and model. 

IV. CONTRIBUTION OF THE PROPOSED SOLUTION 

The proposed solution has following contributions. 

1) A novel adaptive background model proposed in this 

work with variable gain control is able to remove occlusions 

like shadows, illuminations from foreground. 

2) The vehicle segmentation model to be applied for 

better segmentation of vehicles is decided based on the density 

of vehicle distribution in the image. Compared to previous 

works of applying one particular segmentation model for all 

density, the proposed work uses different segmentation model 

based on density distribution. 

3) Novel deformation model based segmentation is 

proposed to mitigate the effects of clutters and occlusion due 

to colliding vehicle. 

V. RESULT 

The performance of the proposed traffic adaptive fine 
grained vehicular classification is tested against MIO-TCD 
dataset [22]. The dataset has about 6 lakh images in 11 
categories. The image of varying vehicle densities and 
occlusions are selected for testing. The performance of the 
proposed solution is compared against YOLO based 
classification method proposed in [9] and CNN based 
classification method proposed in [14]. 

The performance is compared for vehicular classification in 
terms of following parameters. 

1) Precision 

2) Recall 

3) Accuracy 

The performance is measured for a total of 1000 images 
from the dataset for four different categories of car, bus, truck 
and motorcycle. 

Vehicle categorization accuracy for Bus in the proposed 
solution is 7.4% higher compared to [9] and 4.3% higher 
compared to [14]. The comparison of vehicle categorization for 
bus is shown in Fig. 6. The result of vehicle categorization 
performance for bus is given in Table II. 

TABLE II. VEHICLE CATEGORIZATION PERFORMANCE FOR BUS 

 [9]  [14] Proposed 

Accuracy 87 90 94 

Precision 88 91 96 

Recall 89 88 93 

 

Fig. 6. Comparison of Vehicle Categorization for Bus. 

Vehicle categorization accuracy for Truck in the proposed 
solution is 7.3% higher compared to [9] and 4.2% higher 
compared to [14] and is given Table III. The comparison of 
vehicle categorization for truck is shown in Fig. 7. 

TABLE III. VEHICLE CATEGORIZATION PERFORMANCE FOR TRUCK 

  [9]  [14] Proposed 

Accuracy  88 91 95 

Precision  89 92 97 

Recall  89 89 94 

 

Fig. 7. Comparison of Vehicle Categorization for Truck. 
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Vehicle categorization accuracy for Car in the proposed 
solution is 10.63% higher compared to [9] and 9.57% higher 
compared to [14] and is given Table IV. The comparison of 
vehicle categorization for car is shown in Fig. 8. 

TABLE IV. VEHICLE CATEGORIZATION PERFORMANCE FOR CAR 

 [9]  [14] Proposed 

Accuracy 84 85 94 

Precision 83 86 96 

Recall 84 85 94 

 

Fig. 8. Comparison of Vehicle Categorization for Car. 

Vehicle categorization accuracy for Motorcycle in the 
proposed solution is 14.13% higher compared to [9] and 
11.95% higher compared to [14] and is given Table V. The 
comparison of vehicle categorization for car is shown in Fig. 9. 

TABLE V. VEHICLE CATEGORIZATION PERFORMANCE FOR MOTORCYCLE 

 [9]  [14] Proposed 

Accuracy 79 81 92 

Precision 79 81 95 

Recall 78 78 91 

 

Fig. 9. Comparison of Vehicle Categorization for Motorcycle. 

The vehicle categorization accuracy is higher in the 
proposed solution due to better segmentation of vehicles even 
in presence of occlusions and clutters. ETAN segmentation is 
able to accurately detect vehicle boundaries. Due to accurate 
segmentation of vehicles, the accuracy of deep learning 

classification has also increased. Due to this reason, the 
proposed solution performed better than other deep learning 
classification methods. The results also prove a consistent 
performance of proposed solution for all types of vehicles. 
Even for small vehicles, the classification accuracy is higher in 
proposed solution due to accurate segmentation with ETAN. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

A traffic adaptive fine grained vehicular classification using 
deep learning is proposed in this work. The proposed solution 
is able to solve the problems of shadow, clutter etc. Adaptive 
background modeling with shadow elimination and dynamic 
contrast elimination is done as preprocessing. The 
preprocessed image is classified into two types based on the 
complexity in arriving at bounding boxes around the vehicles. 
YOLOV3 deep learning model and its integration with 
extended topological active net segmentation is followed for 
vehicle segmentation and vehicle classification. The proposed 
solution has on average 7.5% more accuracy compared to 
existing solutions in terms of vehicle classification. Tracking 
the classified vehicles in successive frames in the video can be 
considered as the part of future work. 
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Abstract—In a large-scale interconnected power system 

network, few challenges exist in evaluating and maintaining the 

overall system stability. The power system’s ability to supply all 

types of loads during natural disasters or faults has yet to be 

addressed. This work focuses on developing a wide-area 

measurement system to manage and control the power system 

under all operating conditions. The IEEE-14 bus system was 

modeled in PSCAD software for simulating nineteen types of 

fault based on multi-objective shortest path algorithm. To 

manage the wide area measurement, the research must 

comprehend the working principle of the multi-objective shortest 

path algorithm, whereby the proposed method will determine the 

new path for the IEEE-14 bus system. To evaluate the 

performance of the multi-objective shortest path algorithm, all 

sections of the IEEE-14 bus system were simulated with faults. 

The distances of the normal path (without simulated fault) and 

the new path (with simulated fault) were recorded. Based on the 

recorded data, it was found that the location of the fault has 

significant influence on the shortest path of the buses connected 
to each other. 

Keywords—IEEE-14 bus system; wide area measurement; 

multi-objective shortest path algorithm; fault location; PMU 

I. INTRODUCTION 

SCADA system used for real-time monitoring of a power 
system network is not alone sufficient to provide data related 
to dynamic performance of the overall system in steady state 
condition. The actual performance of the system can be 
predicted by utilising any power system simulation tools, 
which normally have few limitations in term of parameters 
exactness and generalized estimation. Therefore, the system 
operator must be ensuring of consistent and detailed dynamic 
information in order to decide on how to deal with the system 
during specific conditions and energy security. 

The technique is based on close observation on the angle 
and phasors with respect to time duration in dynamic state by 
using phasor measurement unit (PMU). PMU will show the 
dynamic information of individual buses in the system for the 
system operator. This information will be useful in 
determining how to respond to the system's condition in a 

timely manner. The PMU can also be used as an investigator 
apparatus to monitor performance of hardware in the system, 
such as generator controller. Additionally, the system operator 
needs to utilize the PMU in managing a wide area monitoring 
system as the one of the approaches in smart grid operation to 
provide the required data. 

The operator must also understand the overall system 
behavior during dynamic phenomena based on the data 
obtained from the wide area monitoring system. The PMU, 
which is part of the wide area monitoring system, normally 
consists of standard components such as communication 
system, data analyst and information display. Placement of the 
PMU in the power system is dependent on a preliminary study 
of the system’s constraints and stability problems that might 
possibly occur in the wide area monitoring system. 

In [1], the system operator also supervises any event in the 
system for the purpose of monitoring and analyzing the 
dynamic behavior of the power system during different 
scenarios. The system protection, dependability and stability 
will be considered as well in the development process of the 
wide area monitoring system for the power grid. This 
demonstrates the significance of the wide area monitoring 
system in ensuring reliable operation of the power grid and 
improved system security. In return, this approach can help to 
improve the overall technical aspects by optimising the 
stability of the overall system and reducing the operational 
cost. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Monitoring System 

An electric power system is made up of a number of 
interconnected components that serve a purpose of delivering 
reliable power supply at a low cost. The majority of the 
world's population is already reliant on electrical energy for a 
better quality of life and economic growth. However, the 
power system is always vulnerable to internal and external 
disturbances that can disrupt the system operational capability, 
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such as lightning, electromagnetic interference, and equipment 
malfunctions. 

However, in a very large, interconnected power system, 
several challenges exist in assessing and maintaining the 
stability of the entire system as mention in [2]. Another issue 
in the power system related to large penetration of renewable 
energy sources has recently aroused, contributing to additional 
risk on the stability which requires extensive monitoring on 
the system operation. However, the development of renewable 
energy sources is critical for energy security. Consequently, 
power system monitoring should be a key aspect in 
accomplishing adaptable tasks to maintain system 
dependability and reliability of electricity supply. 

In recent years, advancements in information and 
communication technology have enabled greater adaptability 
in wide-area power system monitoring in terms of rapid and 
massive data transmission. As one of the smart grid 
innovations in the power grid, the wide-area monitoring 
system with phasor measurement units is a promising solution 
towards the improvement of overall system operation, as 
mention in [3]. 

B. Optimal Placement of PMU using Integer Linear 

Programming 

Power engineers are becoming interested in phasor 
measurement units (PMU) since they can provide 
synchronized estimates of real-time phasors of voltage and 
current. Furthermore, the use of PMUs has also changed the 
way state estimation is being performed. A state estimator 
plays a vital role in the security of power system operations as 
it is used for online monitoring, analysis and control. 

According to [4], an ideal PMU placement algorithm was 
developed to recover the bad data processing capability of 
state estimation by taking advantage of the PMU technology. 
Techniques for identifying placement sites for phasor 
measurement units in a power system based on incomplete 
observability are presented in [5], where simulated annealing 
method was used to solve the pragmatic communication-
constrained in PMU placement problem. The authors in [6]-
[10] developed an optimal placement algorithm for PMUs by 
using integer programming. However, the proposed integer 
programming becomes a nonlinear integer programming under 
the existence of conventional power flow or power injection 
measurements. Besides, a similar formulation of optimal PMU 
placement problem is proposed by integer linear 
programming. According to [11]-[12], there is two proposed 
formulation which is without conventional measurements and 
with conventional measurements. Referring to [11], simulation 
results show that the proposed algorithm demonstrates 
computational efficiency and can be used in actual practical 
system. However, the simulation was only performed on the 
IEEE-14 bus system due to computational limitations. 

C. Dynamic Shortest Path Algorithm 

Wide area monitoring system normally consists of three 
main elements, namely management, measurement, and 
communication. It is critical to plan these elements carefully 
for a power system to function well. According to [13]-[15], 

measurement and communication elements in a wide area 
network are planned flexibly from an administrative 
standpoint to achieve a suitable degree of system monitoring. 

The optimal placement of phasor measurement units is 
determined using an integer linear programming (ILP) layout 
technique that takes zero-injection bus effects into 
consideration. The PMU location problem is solved using the 
integer linear programming (ILP) technique with and without 
conventional estimations, as well as maximum estimation 
redundancy across all buses. According to [16]-[19], a new 
decision on discernibleness limitations was proposed to 
address the optimal positioning issue, which in turn might 
reduce the number of required PMUs. 

According to publications [20]-[21], a new decision 
method based on identifiable limits that could reduce the 
number of PMUs has been addressed to solve the optimal 
PMU position problem. 

 

Fig. 1. Optimal Design of Wide Area Monitoring System for the IEEE 14 

Bus System [22]. 

In [22], the PMU placement was designed as illustrated in 
Fig. 1. For the optimal structure of the communication 
framework, a dynamic multi-objective shortest path (MOSP) 
routing technique was implemented. As a result, the proposed 
technique optimizes PMU location initially, then enhances 
communication methods that connect all phasor measurement 
units. In the MOSP steering algorithm, which is used for 
optimal communication interface layout, the shortest path 
exploration algorithm is used to select the shortest pathways 
from phasor measurement units’ buses to the central control 
bus. As a result, all the evaluated PMU nodes in set S carried 
by author in [22] may be measured as original nodes. It was 
also discovered that, of all the possible routes, the nearest 
phasor measurement units’ bus has consistently the shortest 
route to the central control bus. 

There are two ways of acquiring transmission path 
information from the phasor measurement units’ bus to central 
control bus, according to [22]; single objective shortest path 
and multi objective shortest path. The shortest path from each 
single objective shortest path bus to the central control bus can 
be obtained directly using a shortest path algorithm. 
Meanwhile, in a multi objective shortest path algorithm direct 
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calculation, overlapped ways are used to obtain transmission 
path information for all phasor measurement units' buses. 
Therefore, all phasor measurement units’ buses, except for the 
closest one to the CB, can be determined using the multi 
objective shortest path algorithm, owing to the overlapped 
ways that can be used as a method for information 
transmission with reduced optical fiber ground wire coverage. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Typically, a wide area monitoring system is made up of 
three components: management, measurement, and 
communication. It is necessary to build these infrastructures 
adequately for the optimal operation of the power system. To 
achieve a satisfactory level of system observability, the 
measurement and communication infrastructures in a wide 
area network are planned independently from a management 
perspective. There have been numerous procedures taken in 
order to develop the 14-bus test system for this study. In the 
first step, integer linear programming was chosen to determine 
the optimal configuration of measuring mechanisms [22]. The 
dynamic multi-objective shortest path was used in the next 
step to come up with the best communication infrastructure 
option. The fault cases were assigned to monitor the 
performance of the multi-objective shortest path, in which 19 
fault cases were simulated. For each case, the distance 
calculated using the multi-objective shortest route technique 
was measured and compared. 

The flow chart involved in implementing the proposed 
technique is depicted in Fig. 2. The initial work involves 
modelling in PSCAD software to develop the IEEE 14-bus 
network as the test system. The PMU's position was then 
determined using integer linear programming (ILP). 
According to [11], the placement of PMUs is solved using 
binary integer programming in MATLAB. However, due to 
research limitations, this study did not develop the algorithm 
for PMU placement and instead relied on [22] for PMU 
placement using ILP on the IEEE-14 bus system. 

To solve the optimum phasor measurement unit location 
problem, three PMU will be installed in buses 2, 6, and 9. In 
order to observe the performance of the multiobjective 
shortest path algorithm, all of the section was assigned by 
fault. The location of fault is listed in Table I as follows. 

The following step is to assign different 19 fault cases at 
IEEE-14 bus system. To test the performance of the multi-
objective shortest route method, each fault was allocated to 
various places. Fig. 3 shows the location of every fault case 
that was allocated in the IEEE-14 bus system. Each fault case 
was simulated using MATLAB software. For each fault 
condition, the algorithm was modified to evaluate and choose 
the shortest path. The result will show the distance between 
each fault condition and other buses. Every distance recorded 
by each fault case to connect to the other bus using the 
shortest path was then determined. Data from the 19 failure 
cases were recorded, and the graphs were plotted to acquire 
more information regarding the multi-objective shortest route 
algorithm's performance. 

 

Fig. 2. Flowchart. 

TABLE I. LIST OF FAULT LOCATION 

No. Fault location Fault Location 

1 Bus 9 to 10 11 Bus 7 to 9 

2 Bus 10 to 11 12 Bus 4 to 9 

3 Bus 6 to 11 13 Bus 5 to 6 

4 Bus 6 to 13 14 Bus 1 to 5 

5 Bus 6 to 12 15 Bus 1 to 2 

6 Bus 12 to 13 16 Bus 5 to 2 

7 Bus 13 to 14 17 Bus 2 to 4 

8 Bus 9 to 10 18 Bus 2 to 3 

9 Bus 4 to 9 19 Bus 3 to 4 

10 Bus 4 to 7 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

In the IEEE-14 bus system, 19 faults were assigned at 
different locations and tested for data collection based on the 
utilisation of multi objective shortest route algorithm. Each 
fault was then simulated using a multi-objective shortest path 
method in MATLAB to determine the shortest path length. All 
of the data in this section was collected by simulation, and was 
evaluated by plotting graphs for further discussion. 
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A. Fault Simulation on Section 

The IEEE-14 bus system was used to simulate 19 fault 
scenarios. Each type of fault was simulated between buses and 
different locations. Table II shows the details of the fault 
simulation point. Based on the table, the fault point was 
simulated in each section (between bus to bus). For example, 
fault 1 was simulated between buses 9 and 10, with a distance 
of 18.9 kilometers between them. All the fault points were 
simulated in the middle of the section. 

B. Path Analysis 

Path analysis is discussed in this section with different 
fault simulation points considered. Every fault point will be 
analyzed, with detailed results and explanations. For each fault 
case, the result will be compared to the normal path and the 
new path. Before the fault occurs, the multi-objective shortest 
path algorithm calculates the normal path distance. 
Meanwhile, during the fault, the multi-objective shortest path 
algorithm calculates the new path distance. There were six 
paths that connect the buses for each fault case. 

Table III shows the route taken to connect to other buses, 
as well as the distance used to calculate fault 1. The first fault 
occurs in the middle of the section between buses 9 and 10. If 
the fault occurs at the path connecting the phasor 
measurement unit and the buses, the path should be changed. 
The path distance is referred to as the main route in normal 
conditions (without fault), as shown in Table III. 

TABLE II. FAULT POINT 

No. Fault Location 
Distance between 

bus (Km) 

Distance of Fault 

(Km) 

1 Bus 9 to 10 18.9 9.45 

2 Bus 10 to 11 42.9 21.45 

3 Bus 6 to 11 44.4 22.2 

4 Bus 6 to 13 29.1 14.55 

5 Bus 6 to 12 57.1 28.55 

6 Bus 12 to 13 44.7 22.35 

7 Bus 13 to 14 77.8 38.9 

8 Bus 9 to 14 60.4 30.2 

9 Bus 4 to 9 124 62 

10 Bus 4 to 7 46.7 23.35 

11 Bus 7 to 9 24.6 12.3 

12 Bus 4 to 5 9.4 4.7 

13 Bus 5 to 6 56.3 28.15 

14 Bus 1 to 5 24.9 24.9 

15 Bus 1 to 2 13.2 6.6 

16 Bus 2 to 5 38.9 19.45 

17 Bus 2 to 4 39.4 19.7 

18 Bus 2 to 3 44.2 22.1 

19 Bus 3 to 4 38.2 19.1 

TABLE III. PATH DISTANCE FOR FAULT 1 

Route Main route 
Normal path 

(Km) 

Route after 

fault 

New 

path 

(Km) 

1 5 to 2  38.9 5 to 2 38.9 

2 5 to 6 56.3 5 to 6 56.3 

3 5 to 4 to 7 to 9 80.7 5 to 4 to 7 to 9 80.7 

4 6 to 5 to 2 95.2 6 to 5 to 2 95.2 

5 6 to 11 to 10 to 9 160.2 
6 to 5 to 4 to 7 

to 9 
137 

6 2 to 4 to 7 to 9 110.7 2 to 4 to 7 to 9 110.7 

Table III is made up of five columns. The number of the 
route appears first, followed by the main route (normal 
condition of the route). The distance for the normal path is 
represented in the third column. The fourth column represents 
the route after a fault, and the last column represents the new 
path's distance. According to Table III, the distance between 
bus 5 and bus 2 for route 1 is 39.8 kilometers. When fault 1 
occurred, no change was observed in the route condition and 
distance. Change in route number 5, which is the main route 
path, can be seen starting from bus 6, continuing to bus 11, 
bus 10, and bus 9. The simulated result for the main path was 
106.2 kilometers. Based on the observation, the new path 
distance was recorded at 137 kilometers. This value differs 
from the normal path by 30.8 kilometers. It means that the 
multi-objective method for determining the new path of the 
distance has a big impact on path distance effectiveness. Route 
5 demonstrated a different distance between the main route 
and the route after the fault occurs, as shown in Fig. 3. The 
normal distance for Route 5 was 106.2 kilometers, but after 
the fault, the distance increased to 137 kilometers. This is due 
to the fact that the fault 1 occurs between buses 10 and 11. 
The algorithm must calculate the shortest path to connect 
buses 6 and 9 since the main route used is between bus 10 and 
11. The algorithm looked at every possible path and chose the 
shortest one. The path for route 5 was made up of buses 6, 5, 
4, 7, and 9. Since the fault does not interrupt the path, the 
other route is unaffected. 
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Fig. 3. Distance against Route for Fault 1. 
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C. Distance Comparison between every Fault for each Route 

Distance comparison is discussed in this section for each 
fault case on each route. An example of a distance comparison 
between each route's faults is presented in Table IV. The 
condition of the phasor measurement unit at bus 2 and the 
center at bus 5 is represented by Route 1.  

When fault 1 occurs between buses 9 and 10, it resulted in 
a path distance of 38.9 kilometers. Except for the distance for 
fault case 16, all of the distances for route 1 are the same. 
Since the fault occurs between bus 2 to bus 5, the distance for 
fault case 16 is 48.8 kilometers. As a result, the path from bus 
5 to bus 2 cannot be used, and the multi-objective shortest 
path algorithm must find a new shortest path. Other faults 
were unaffected because the path that connects bus 5 and bus 
2 was not interrupted. 

TABLE IV. DISTANCE FOR ROUTE 1 

No. of fault Distance No. of fault Distance 

1 38.9 Km 11 38.9 Km 

2 38.9 Km 12 38.9 Km 

3 38.9 Km 13 38.9 Km 

4 38.9 Km 14 38.9 Km 

5 38.9 Km 15 38.9 Km 

6 38.9 Km 16 48.8 Km 

7 38.9 Km 17 38.9 Km 

8 38.9 Km 18 38.9 Km 

9 38.9 Km 19 38.9 Km 

10 38.9 Km 
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Fig. 4. Distance against Fault for Route 1. 

Fig. 4 depicts the distance between bus 5 and bus 2 during 
a fault occurrence. On the IEEE-14 bus system, 19 different 
faults were assigned. Except for fault number 16, every fault 
case takes the same path to connect bus 5 to bus 2 and the path 
distance recorded is 38.9 kilometers. As the fault happens 
between buses 5 and 2, the algorithm calculates various paths 
for fault 16. Although bus 2 is another available option of 

path, the algorithm needs to choose different path since the 
path between bus 5 and 2 cannot be used. Therefore, the 
algorithm then assigns another path, which is between bus 5 to 
4. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This work presents a new method based on multi-objective 
shortest path algorithm for determining a new path distance of 
connected buses when faults occur at various locations within 
a test system. The IEEE-14 bus system was tested with 
nineteen different types of faults to investigate the 
performance of the proposed algorithm during the fault events. 
The path distances were measured and the shortest path for 
every fault case was then determined. Based on the results, it 
was found that the shortest path of the buses connected to each 
other is significantly influenced by the location of the fault. In 
the event of a fault, the proposed algorithm will choose a new 
path based on the shortest distance, excluding the old route, 
which is already affected by the fault. Based on the obtained 
results, the fault occurrences have significantly affected the 
main route consisting of routes 6, 11, 10 and 9. It can be 
concluded that the multiobjective shortest path algorithm is 
capable of estimating the possibility of new path distance 
during a fault in the IEEE 14-bus system. 
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Abstract—Due to the continuous and rapid growth of social 

media, opinionated contents are actively created by users in 

different languages about various products, services, events, and 

political parties. The automated classification of these contents 

prompted the need for multilingual sentiment analysis 

researches. However, the majority of research efforts are devoted 

to English and Arabic, English and German, English and French 

languages, while a great share of information is available in other 

languages such as Hausa. This paper proposes multilingual 

sentiment analysis of English and Hausa tweets using an 

Enhanced Feature Acquisition Method (EFAM). The method 

uses machine learning approach to integrate two newly defined 

Hausa features (Hausa Lexical Feature and Hausa Sentiment 

Intensifiers) and English feature to measure classification 

performance and to synthesize a more accurate sentiment 

classification procedure. The approach has been evaluated using 

several experiments with different classifiers in both monolingual 

and multilingual datasets. The experimental results reveal the 

effectiveness of the approach in enhancing feature integration for 

multilingual sentiment analysis. Similarly, by using features 

drawn from multiple languages, we can construct machine 

learning classifiers with an average precision of over 65%. 

Keywords—Multilingual sentiment analysis; sentiment 

analysis; social media; machine learning 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Social media have turned the web into a vast source of 
information that is generated by users about all kinds of 
topics. Twitter is considered one of the most popular and 
commonly used social media platform [1] where users 
communicate with each other, share their opinions and express 
their emotions (sentiments) in the form of convenient short 
blogs using limited words [2]. Due to the large volume of 
information, automated approaches that allow users to 
effectively interact with opinionated content [3] on the internet 
have been developed [4]. Such approaches form the field of 
sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis represents the process 
of automatically extracting the sentiment orientation or 
polarity of an opinion on a specific object [5]. 

The majority of current sentiment analysis systems address 
a single language, usually English [4] [6]-[13] and analyzing 
sentiment in a single language increases the risks of missing 
essential information in texts written in other languages. 
However, Twitter users express their opinions in different 
languages such as Arabic, Spanish, German, French, and 
Hausa. This prompted the need for sentiment analysis systems 
that discover sentiment from a Twitter document made up of 
English and one other language. Such systems are called 

multilingual sentiment analysis systems. These systems are 
motivated in building sentiment analysis approaches for 
different languages [14]. While research on multilingual 
sentiment analysis has been done in several languages e.g 
English and Arabic [2], English, German, French and 
Portuguese [15], Italian, Spanish, French and German [16], 
Hindi, Telgu, and Tamil [17], none has been extended to 
Hausa language despite the popularity of the language as one

 

of the most spoken language in Africa [18] and therefore, 
receive little attention in Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
task. Similarly, lack of NLP application for a language can 
deny its speakers the potential benefits of NLP technology and 
information access. 

 In this paper, multilingual sentiment analysis of English 
and Hausa tweets using an Enhanced Feature Acquisition 
Method (EFAM) is proposed. The method uses machine 
learning approach to integrate English feature and Hausa 
features to measure classification performance and to 
synthesize a more accurate sentiment classification procedure. 

 The main contribution of this study is the development of 
two newly defined Hausa features; Hausa Lexical Feature 
(HLF) and Hausa Sentiment Intensifiers (HSI). These features 
will determine if the frequency of Hausa words and Hausa 
intensifiers has any effect on a particular sentiment in a 
multilingual context. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the 
related works, Section 3 discusses the proposed methodology 
for multilingual sentiment analysis, Section 4 describes the 
experiment, results and discussion, and Section 5 gives the 
conclusion and future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Much research have been put into developing approaches 
for multilingual sentiment analysis of Tweets. These 
approaches are aimed at creating Twitter sentiment 
classification models using multiple languages. 

The author in [19] proposed the use of emotion tokens for 
multilingual Twitter messages for English and non-English 
languages. The polarities of the tokens are labelled 
automatically based on their popular co-occurrences of 
emotions. Using a graph propagation algorithm, they construct 
a graph whose vertices are regular words and emotion tokens 
while the weight of edges gives a measure of co-occurrence. 
The comparative evaluations indicate that the emotion tokens 
are independent of the tweet for both English and non-English 
Twitter messages and achieve a better performance than the 
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traditional semantic-based approach [20]. However, the 
propagation process assigns large positive scores for the 
majority of the tokens, and that negative scores do not contain 
many emotion tokens, resulting in a low recall rate on 
negative scores, especially for the English language. 

The author in [15] examined the characteristics and 
feasibility of a language-independent, semi-supervised 
sentiment classification approach for tweets and use emoticons 
as noisy labels to generate training data from a completely raw 
set of tweets. Class probabilities for the polarities are 
calculated using logarithmic probabilities. The approach was 
evaluated in four different languages (English, German, 
French and Portuguese) that were manually annotated. They 
used a method similar to [21] to assign noisy polarity class 
labels to tweets based on the existence of positive or negative 
emotions. The evaluation performance for each of the 4 
languages shows that the approach is less fit to classify some 
languages because of their structural differences. Therefore, 
unique impacts of different languages are needed for a proper 
classification approach. 

The author in [16] presented a method to create a 
sentiment analysis system for tweets in English using tweets 
from SemEval 2013 [22] as a training and testing dataset. 
Using the Google machine translation system, the tweets were 
translated to four other languages; Italian, Spanish, French and 
German and are manually corrected to create gold standards 
for each target language. The result shows that the use of all 
the languages together improves the overall sentiment 
classification of sentiment in the data. While their system is 
found effective in the multilingual classification aspect, it, 
however, cannot eliminate the problem of translation errors 
due to differences in a language context. 

The author in [14] analyzed a large set of manually 
labelled tweets to train sentiment classifiers in 13 European 
languages. The performance of these classifiers and the 
quality of human labelling are performed with the construction 
of automated classification models. The classification models 
depend much more on the quality and size of training data 
than on the type of model trained. While the performance of 
these models indicates that humans perceived the sentiment 
classes as ordered, it is, however, limited by the quality of the 
labelled data used. 

The author in [17] proposed a sentiment analysis system of 
a very famous Indian movie Baahubali2 using Twitter 
comments and posts. The authors use Hindi, Telgu, and Tamil 
languages which are converted to English language using 
Google translator. A classification algorithm was implemented 
for all the language datasets and processes each word in a 
tweet and store the score (positive, very positive, negative, 
very negative, and neutral) into Hadoop distributed file 
system. The proposed method effectively demonstrates the 
relation of positive, very positive, and neutral tweets which 
are strongly correlated with each other. However, the positive 
and very positive parts of the tweets are heavily influenced by 
the noises present in the dataset. 

The author in [2] proposed a Vector Space Model (VSM) 
approach in handling tweets in both Arabic and English 
languages with different processing techniques applied. This 

approach is based on using the Term Frequency Inverse 
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) to generate the feature vector 
for the classification process. Experiments were performed on 
five datasets; two in Arabic and three in English and the 
performance of seven classification algorithms were analyzed. 
The experimental results reveal the effectiveness of the 
approach with a higher classification accuracy when applied to 
the English dataset than Arabic. However, extracting Arabic 
feature vectors from Arabic WordNet will have served as an 
additional feature for the Arabic dataset and thus, add 
classification performance. 

Thoughtfully learning the literature, there is no existing 
work on multilingual sentiment analysis of Hausa language. 
This study is the first contribution on NLP for Hausa 
language. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD FOR MULTILINGUAL SENTIMENT 

ANALYSIS 

This section describes the research workflow illustrated in 
Fig. 1 which comprises the dataset used (Twitter multilingual 
corpus and HWN), pre-processing methods, feature 
engineering, classification methods, and evaluation. The 
components are elucidated as follows. 

A. Dataset Description 

This study makes use of two resources for multilingual 
sentiment classification: Hausa WordNet lexical resource and 
Twitter multilingual corpus. 

1) Hausa wordnet lexical resource: Hausa is a language 

spoken by more than 25 million people representing the 

original Hausa population [23]. The language stretches across 

the northern states of Nigeria, southern Niger and Hausa 

communities in Sudan. It is also spoken as a first language by 

scattered settlements throughout West Africa and as a second 

language by millions of non-Hausas in northern Nigeria and 

the northern parts of Benin, Togo, and Ghana [24]. However, 

despite the popularity of the language, there are no sufficient 

tools and resources for various NLP applications, hence, the 

development of Hausa WordNet (HWN). HWN [25] is a 

lexical resource for the Hausa language which extracts 

knowledge from a conventional Hausa dictionary and adopts a 

substructure of English and Hindi WordNets. It groups words 

based on different categories, introduces pronunciation, and 

uses close class categories to address the problem of missing 

pronunciation and coverage from existing WordNets. 

2) Twitter multilingual corpus: The corpus for the study 

comprises Twitter pre-election data collected from a 

multilingual community (Nigeria). The dataset was collected 

using tweepy streaming API, preprocessed, and manually 

annotated by selected human annotators via a web-based 

interface. The corpus consists of 12,334 tweets which are both 

monolingual and multilingual. The monolingual tweets 

comprises: pure English language tweets and pure Hausa 

language tweets while the multilingual tweets comprise of the 

combination of English and Hausa tweets as shown in Table I. 
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Fig. 1. Multilingual Sentiment Classification Workflow. 

TABLE I. EXAMPLE OF MONOLINGUAL AND MULTILINGUAL TWEETS 

Tweets 
Language 

Classification 

 

Pure English 

(monolingual) 

 

Pure Hausa 

(monolingual) 

 

English and Hausa 
(multilingual) 

B. Pre-Processing 

The pre-processing task is an important step in sentiment 
classification. It is used to remove irrelevant parts from the 
data, as well as to transform the text to facilitate its analysis. 
The pre-processing step consists of four steps: noise removal, 
tokenization, stop word removal and stemming. 

1) Noise removal: Removing noise in the text is one of the 

most essential pre-processing steps though it is highly domain-

dependent. For example, Twitter contains a lot of noisy text 

such as a username (@username), retweets (RT), hashtags 

(#tag), mentions (@mentions), URL (web pages, web sites), 

emoticons (icons for smileys) and special characters ($^&*~ 

etc.). However, the streaming algorithm collected only the 

tweets without usernames, similarly, the dataset has no 

emoticons present. As a result, the noise removal process 

consists of removing all URLs, hashtags, retweets, and special 

characters from both pure English, pure Hausa, and 

Multilingual dataset. However, due to the user‟s constant 

informal practice of using social media, the only Hausa special 

character present is “ „ ” such as in “ta‟adda”, “ „yanci” and 

“jama‟a”. Therefore, this character together with English 

special characters is removed. 

2) Tokenization: Tokenization is the process of breaking a 

stream of text up into words, phrases, symbols or other 

meaningful elements called tokens. The list of tokens becomes 

an input for further processing such as sentiment 

classification. This process is very important in sentiment 

analysis of social media text because sentiment information 

can be sparsely and unusually represented [26]. The study 

implements word-level tokenization for all the three datasets. 

Each tweet will now be tokenized and split into words where 

each word needs to be captured and subjected to further pre-

processing like stop word removal and stemming. 

3) Stop-word removal: The removal of stop words in 

sentiment classification is necessary as the general idea of a 

text is retained in the absence of these words and also adds 

quality to the model. For the pure English dataset, NLTK was 

used in removing all English language stop-words, frequent 

words such as the, and, of, a and is that are present in almost 
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all tweets were removed. Whereas, in the pure Hausa dataset, 

stop words such as “amma”, “ wannan”, “yi”, “za”, “wata”, 

“kuma”, “ cikin”…, etc. were removed and this was done by 

searching for words in a pre-existing list of Hausa stop-

words
1

. Similarly, for the multilingual dataset, the 

combination of pre-existing English and Hausa stop-words are 

filtered out from the dataset as they carry less discriminative 

power in analyzing sentiment in a multilingual context. 

4) Stemming: Stemming is important in NLP as 

compound words are replaced by their morphological root. 

Hausa language stemmer [27] from the NLTK python library 

was used to perform the Hausa stemming process, for 

example, the word „yan-maza and mazaje share the same root 

word as maza. While for the English dataset, the porter 

English stemmer from NLTK python library was used to 

perform the word stemming process, for example, the words 

“tester”, “testing”, and “tested” all share the same root-word 

“test”. At the end of this preprocessing phase, we obtain a set 

of a stemmed bag of words that represents the original feature 

vector. 

C. Feature Engineering Approach 

The study adopts two approaches for multilingual 
sentiment classification; the first approach is building a 
baseline method using the corpus to generate n-gram features. 
Whereas the second approach is improving the baseline 
approach using Term Frequency to generate the Hausa feature 
vectors for the classification process. The main objective in 
this approach is to determine whether the features introduced 
from Hausa language can improve sentiment classification 
accuracy. 

1) The baseline approach: This approach uses Twitter's 

multilingual corpus to develop the English feature i.e. n-gram 

features as the baseline approach for sentiment classification. 

a) N-gram Feature: An n-gram is a contiguous 

sequence of n words from a given piece of text. Typically, n-

grams are the basic features used in supervised sentiment 

classification. The n-gram features used in the study are 

weighted unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams. The study did not 

explore higher-order n-grams to try and minimize the negative 

effect of high dimensionality. 

Weighted n-gram features are generated from our datasets 
so as to assign weights to each gram in the feature vector to 
indicate their importance. Term Frequency-Inverse Document 
Frequency (TF-IDF) technique was implemented to generate 
weighted features. This technique is a statistical measure used 
to evaluate how important a word is to a document or corpus. 
The importance increases proportionally to the number of 
times a word appears in a document but is offset by the 
frequency of the word in the corpus [2]. 

TF-IDF is composed of two terms: Term Frequency (TF) 
and Inverse Document Frequency (IDF). TF measures how 
frequently a term (t) occurs in a document. 

                                                           
1 https://github.com/stopwords-iso/stopwords-ha 

   ( )=
               ( )         

    (                             )
           (1) 

IDF measures how important a term is. 

   ( )   
                      

                           ( )
            (2) 

Finally, the TF-IDF measure the product of TF and IDF, as 

follows 

       ( )     ( )      ( )             (3) 

This means that larger weights are assigned to terms that 
appear relatively infrequent throughout the corpus, but very 
frequently in individual documents/tweets. 

2) Developing hausa features: Developing newly defined 

features is an important task in sentiment classification and 

more generally in text classification. Thus, researchers along 

this line argue that selecting the right feature determines the 

overall performance of sentiment classification. To this end, 

the study developed the following Hausa features. 

a) Hausa Lexical Feature (HLF): These are Hausa 

features generated from the co-occurrence of common words 

from both Hausa lexical resource (HWN) and multilingual 

twitter corpus. Therefore any word that occurs in both HWN 

and the corpus is now term as Hausa word. These common 

words will help us identify Hausa words from the multilingual 

tweets. Therefore, the feature vector is generated by finding 

the term frequency (TF) of Hausa words (hw) in a tweet and 

can be represented as follows: 

  (  )   
                     

    (                          )
           (4) 

      (  )              (5) 

This approach will normalize the distribution of Hausa 
words in the corpus. Some users express themselves in Hausa 
and English when they are sad, angry or frustrated and some 
otherwise as shown in the following examples. 

Example 1: To hell with this government babu komai sai 
zalunci. 

Example 2: PMB is purely direct, bai iya manufunci ba, 
part of the reason why I support him. 

Example 1 has a frequency of 4 Hausa words (babu, 
komai, sai, and zalunci), similarly, example 2 has 4 Hausa 
words (bai, iya, manufunci, ba). Therefore, this feature will 
determine if the frequency of Hausa words has any effect on a 
particular sentiment in a multilingual context. 

b) Hausa Sentiment Intensifiers (HSI): These are Hausa 

words that emphasize or intensify sentiment. The study makes 

use of a dictionary of Hausa intensifiers developed purposely 

for this study. These intensifiers are generated from Hausa 

words and then manually annotated (as either positive, 

negative or neutral intensifiers) with a substantial inter-

annotator agreement (Kappa= 0.8). The annotation exercise 

was conducted by 3 experts in the field of sentiment analysis, 

Hausa language, and Linguistics who were also proficient 

speakers of both English and Hausa languages and also able to 
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comprehend social media contents. The resulted annotated 

words are then compared with their existing meaning from 

HWN to further verify their intensity. Therefore, this feature 

vector is generated by finding the term frequency of Hausa 

Positive Intensifiers TF (hpi), term frequency of Hausa 

Negative intensifiers TF (hngi), and term frequency of Hausa 

Neutral Intensifiers TF (hni) and normalise by their maximum 

occurrences in the document (tweets). This approach can be 

represented as follows: 

  (   )   
                      

    (                           )
           (6) 

  (    )   
                       

    (                            )
           (7) 

  (   )   
                      

    (                           )
           (8) 

Table II shows some examples of Hausa words and their 
sentiment intensification. 

TABLE II. SOME HAUSA SENTIMENT INTENSIFIERS 

s/n Hausa Words Sentiment Intensity 

1 Da kyau Positive 

2 Dodar Positive 

3 MashaAllah Positive 

4 Tayani Neutral 

5 Kajifa Neutral 

6 Anya Negative 

7 Tabdijam Negative 

8 Tirkashi Negative 

These words are clear indicators of sentiment when 
express in a context as shown in the following examples: 

Example 3: PMB for the second tenure, anya kuwa? 

Example 4: MashaAllah, the Kano rally was conducted, da 

kyau. 

Example 3 has a frequency of only 1 negative intensifier 
(anya) while example 4 has a frequency of 2 positive 
intensifiers (mashaAllah, da kyau). Therefore, HSI feature was 
implemented to determine whether Hausa intensifiers have 
any effect on a particular sentiment in a multilingual context. 

D. Machine Learning Methods: The Classification Algorithm 

The pre-processed datasets were split into training (70%) 
and testing (30%) data. The training data are processed by the 
classification algorithms in Scikit-learn machine learning in 
Python [28]. A Tfidf Vectorizer is implemented on the 
datasets using sublinear_tf to reduce the bias generated by 
words that appear frequently. Extracted features from HLF 
were then appended with the baseline features (N-gram) to the 
training and validation data. Similarly, extracted features from 
HSI were appended with HLF and the baseline feature to the 
training and validation data using Numpy. 

The vectors were trained on Naive Bayes 
(MultinomialNB), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and 
Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) classifiers. The SVM 
regularization parameter (C) is set to 1e5 or 100000 (the larger 

the C the better the validation). MaxEnt regularization 
parameter (C) is set to 128 (smaller values specify stronger 
regularization) and then a prediction was generated, the 
accuracy of the prediction was then tested using 
accuracy_score. 

These classification algorithms were used due to their 
simplicity, effectiveness and accurateness in a supervised 
learning classification process. As for the test data, the 
classification algorithms corresponding to the built model is 
applied, and thus classification results are obtained. A brief 
background about these classifiers is presented. 

1) Naïve bayes classifier: Naïve Bayes (NB) is a 

probabilistic classifier that operates by building statistical 

models of classes from the training dataset. The study make 

use of a Naive Bayes model class c to represent a class and x 

for features calculated individually as shown in the formula. 

  (   )   
  (   )  ( )

  ( )
             (9) 

2) Support vector machine: Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) is highly effective and generally outperforms other 

classifiers at sentiment classification [26]. SVMs utilize 

hyperplanes to separate classes and seek a decision hyperplane 

represented by a support vector that separates the positive and 

negative training vectors of documents with maximum 

margin. 

3) Maximum entropy: Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) is a 

feature-based classifier that work on the idea that the most 

uniform model that satisfies a given constraint should be 

preferred [28]. In a two-class scenario, it is the same as using 

logistic regression to find a distribution over the classes. The 

model is represented by the following. 

  (
 

 
  )  

   (        (   ))

       (        (   ))
          (10) 

The above classification algorithms were used to evaluate 
the feature set. 

N-gram: Classifiers that evaluates only n-gram features.  

N-gram + HLF: Classifiers that evaluates n-gram and HLF 

features. 

N-gram + HLF + HSI: Classifier that evaluates n-gram, HLF 

and HSI features. 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

In this section, dataset characteristics, system setup, 
evaluation criteria and the results for evaluating the 
performance of the proposed approach is discussed. 

1) Dataset characteristics: Several experiments were 

conducted on the Twitter multilingual corpus. The corpus 

comprises 12,405 tweets and each tweet has sentiment 

annotations on tweet level by 2 human annotators using 

sentiment classes positive, negative and neutral. The 

annotators‟ classes were aggregated to assign a sentiment to 

tweet, where tweet t has sentiment S if 2 annotators marked 
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the tweet with S; otherwise, the sentiment of t is conflicted. 

Similarly, if the sentiment of t is conflicted then t will be 

discarded. 

t=S if S1=S2 else t=conflicted          (11) 

If t=conflicted then t=discard          (12) 

Therefore, after removing all discarded tweets, the corpus 
now comprises 12,334 tweets; 4,623 of them considered as 
positive tweets, 6,531 as negative tweets, and the other 1,180 
as neutral opinions. Similarly, the tweets are both monolingual 
and multilingual; the monolingual tweets comprise 1- Pure 
English language which comprises 10,900 tweets 2- Pure 
Hausa language with 244 tweets while the multilingual tweets 
comprise of the combination of English and Hausa language 
tweets with 1,190 tweets as shown in Table III. 

2) System setup: The experimental setup was 

implemented with the following tools and environment: 

 Windows 10 operating system. 

 System specification of 30GB Hard disk space, 6GB 
RAM, and Intel ® core ™ processor @ 2.40GHz. 

 Python programming language using Jupyter notebook 
is deployed which provides an easy and fast modelling 
workspace for the experiment. 

3) Evaluation criteria: To evaluate the quality and 

usefulness of the classifiers and to efficiently integrate the 

feature set to synthesize a more accurate classification 

procedure, experimental results were sorted into the following: 

accuracy, precision, recall and F1. The contingency table 

below illustrates the arrangement of actual and predicted 

classification in a three-class problem (positive, negative, and 

neutral). 

Table IV reports the counts of True Positives (TP), False 
Positives (FP), True Negative (TN), and False Negatives (FN) 
which are defined as follows:  

 TP (A): TP is the number of positive tweets correctly 
classified as positive. 

 FP (D + G): FP is the number of negative tweets falsely 
classified as positive. 

 TN (E + I): TN is the number of negative tweets 
correctly classified as negative. 

 FN (B + C): FN is the number of positive tweets falsely 
classified as negative. 

Precision (P) for the three classes, positive, negative, and 
neutral is determined as follows: 

P(Positive)=A/(A+D+G)           (13) 

P(Negative)=E/(B+E+H)            (14) 

P(Neutral)=I/(C+F+I)            (15) 

Recall (R) for the three classes, positive, negative, and 
neutral is determined as follows: 

R(Positive)=A/(A+B+C)           (16) 

R(Negative)=E/(D+E+F)            (17) 

R(Neutral)=I/(G+H+I)           (18) 

The F1 for a class is given by the harmonic mean of the 
class precision and recall as follows: 

F1=2TP/ (2TP+FP+FN)           (19) 

Similarly, accuracy is the number of correct predictions 
from all predictions made. 

           
(     )

(           )
          (20) 

         
  (   )

  (   ) (   ) (   )
          (21) 

4) Experimental result and discussion: The performance 

of the classification algorithms using the feature set is 

analyzed. The Tables below represent the performance of the 

classification algorithms for the three classes evaluated by the 

metrics: accuracy, precision, recall and F1-score. The results 

were also classified based on datasets and each dataset was 

categorized based on the feature set used. However, the pure 

English dataset was evaluated using only the N-gram feature 

as there are no Hausa words in the dataset, and instantiating. 

Hausa features in a non-Hausa dataset will yield an 
erroneous classification. 

From Tables V, VI and VII above, bold font indicates the 
best performance on a dataset, and asterisk, *, indicates 
significant difference from the baseline, Ngram. The pure 
English dataset uses only the baseline features (Ngram) and 
achieves a little accuracy of 56% with SVM classifier. For the 
pure Hausa dataset, the best result is obtained using SVM 
classifier with an accuracy of 71% and for multilingual dataset 
the best result is obtained with Naïve Bayes classifier with an 
accuracy of 68%. 

TABLE III. NUMBER OF CLASSES PER LANGUAGE 

Classes English Hausa Multilingual Total 

Positive 4,134 143 346 4,623 

Negative 5,794 73 664 6,531 

Neutral 972 28 180 1,180 

Total 10,900 244 1,190 12,334 

TABLE IV. CONTINGENCY TABLE 

Classification Positive Negative Neutral 

Positive A B C 

Negative D E F 

Neutral G H I 
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TABLE V. RESULTS FROM THE PURE ENGLISH TEST DATASET 

Algorithm Accuracy (%) Positive (%) P R F1 Negative (%) P R F1 Neutral (%) P R F1 

Naïve Bayes 

Ngram 
55 49 82 61 66 59 62 29 02 04 

SVM 

Ngram 
56 52 77 62 63 62 63 43 12 19 

MaxEnt 

Ngram 
55 52 77 62 62 63 62 31 06 10 

TABLE VI. RESULTS FROM THE PURE HAUSA TEST DATASET 

Algorithm Accuracy (%) Positive (%) P R F1 Negative (%) P R F1 Neutral (%) P R F1 

Naïve Bayes 

Ngram 
50 45 80 58 64 24 35 52 50 51 

Ngram+HLF 53 56 68 61 39 61 48 75 38 50 

Ngram+HLF+HSI 64* 58 70 64 73 73 73 65 50 57 

SVM 

Ngram 
57 59 64 62 60 52 56 54 58 56 

Ngram+HLF 60 62 64 63 44 67 53 77 53 63 

Ngram+HLF+HSI 71 * 74 67 70 65 77 71 72 69 71 

MaxEnt 

Ngram 
59 57 64 60 65 52 58 56 62 59 

Ngram+HLF 60 58 64 61 48 67 56 77 53 63 

Ngram+HLF+HSI 68* 69 67 68 64 73 68 71 65 68 

TABLE VII. RESULTS FROM THE MULTILINGUAL TEST DATASET 

Algorithm Accuracy (%) Positive (%) P R F1 Negative (%) P R F1 Neutral (%) P R F1 

Naïve Bayes 

Ngram 
64 69 56 62 65 62 64 60 77 67 

Ngram+HLF 68* 63 71 66 69 68 69 75 67 71 

Ngram+HLF+HSI 61 61 63 62 64 50 56 61 72 66 

SVM 

Ngram 
65 72 54 62 60 70 65 66 72 69 

Ngram+HLF 66 62 67 64 68 64 66 69 68 68 

Ngram+HLF+HIS  66 66 63 65 62 62 62 66 68 67 

MaxEnt 

Ngram 
64 71 55 62 63 66 64 61 74 67 

Ngram+HLF 66 66 61 63 70 63 66 63 73 68 

Ngram+HLF+HSI 65 69 63 66 65 60 63 62 73 67 

The use of all feature set (Ngram+HLF+HSI) provides the 
best classification accuracy on pure Hausa dataset as shown in 
Fig. 2 while achieves little to no improvement on the 
multilingual dataset, this can be due to the higher frequency of 
Hausa words and Hausa intensifiers in Hausa dataset 
compared to the multilingual dataset. Similarly, the feature set 
(Ngram+HLF) provides the best classification accuracy and 
on the multilingual dataset. 

The developed Hausa features from the two datasets 
(Hausa dataset and multilingual dataset) improve the accuracy 
of the baseline (with the exception of naïve Bayes classifier on 
multilingual dataset) using the 3 classifiers. Similarly, SVM is 
the best classification algorithm for all the datasets with 71% 
as shown in Fig. 3. 

Furthermore, since there is no any existing work in Hausa 
language for direct comparison, the obtained Hausa dataset 
result is compared with result from Arabic dataset [2] using 
Arabic Sentiment Tweet Dataset (ASTD), we find the 2 results 
having equal accuracy of 68% when apply to Maximum 
Entropy (Logistic regression) while ASTD has a higher 
accuracy when apply on Naïve as shown in Table VIII. 
However, the SVM classifier in the proposed approach 
improves the accuracy to 71% and this can be due to its 
optimal margin gap between separating hyperplanes, thus, it is 
more robust in classification approaches. 
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Fig. 2. Feature Set Accuracy Performance on Dataset. 

 

Fig. 3. Dataset Accuracy Performance on Classifiers. 

TABLE VIII. ACCURACY COMPARISON USING HAUSA AND ARABIC 

DATASET 

Dataset Classifier Accuracy 

Proposed Approach 

Hausa Naïve Bayes 64 

 SVM 71 

 MaxEnt 68 

Elhadad et al., 2019 

Arabic [2] Naïve Bayes 67 

 SVM NA 

 Logistic Regression 68 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The study proposed multilingual sentiment analysis of 
English and Hausa tweets using an Enhanced Feature 
Acquisition Method (EFAM). The method uses feature 
integration originating from two languages (English and 
Hausa) into a machine learning approach to multilingual 
sentiment analysis. We show that an enriched feature set 
provides effective modelling for sentiment classification of 
social media text. We achieved better classification 
performance using an SVM classifier and the use of all feature 
set (Ngram+HLF+HSI) provides the best classification 
accuracy on pure Hausa dataset while feature set 
(Ngram+HLF) provides the best classification accuracy on the 
multilingual dataset. Similarly, the results demonstrated that 
each of the newly defined feature set improves sentiment 
classification performance. 

The pitfall of this study is that Term Frequency and Term 
frequency/Inverse document Frequency serve as a lexical level 
feature and thus tend to ignores the syntax and semantic of 
text. For future work, there are many avenues to pursue, 
including: 1- The use of statistical significant test such as T-
test or ANOVA as supplementary technique. 2- Extending the 
proposed system against various languages other than Hausa 
or English. 3- Performance can be improve using a deep 
learning approach to automatically learn high-level features 
from the dataset by encoding sentiment information using 
Hausa and English word embedding methods. 
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Abstract—This paper presents the solution to the problem of 

summarizing Kazakh texts. The problem of Kazakh text 

summarization is considered as a sequence of two tasks: 

extracting the most important sentences of the text and 

simplifying the received sentences. The task of extracting the 

most important sentences of the text is solved using the TF-IDF 

method and the task of simplifying sentences is solved using the 

neural network technology “Seq2Seq”. Problem of using NMT 

method for simplification of Kazakh was in absence of Kazakh 

dataset for training. To solve this problem in this work propose 

use transfer learning method. The use of transfer learning made 

it possible to use a ready-made model that was trained on a 

parallel corpus of Simple English Wikipedia and not create a 

simplification corpus in Kazakh from scratch. For this, a transfer 

learning technology for simplifying sentences of the Kazakh 

language has been developed, based on training a neural model 

for simplifying sentences in the English language. Main scientific 

contribution of this work is transfer learning technology for the 

simplification of Kazakh sentences using the parallel corpus of 

the English language simplification. 

Keywords—Summarization; text simplification; low-resource 

language; seq2seq; transfer learning 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Automatic text summarization is the process of shortening 
text without losing meaning. It can be the text of one or several 
documents. Summarization has become widespread in recent 
years in many application areas. Practical applications - data 
analytics, automatic creation of headlines or short descriptions, 
news sites, information aggregators. In these tasks, there is a 
need for automatic annotation of a huge amount of text data, 
which is inefficient to perform manually; by automating these 
actions, you can achieve significant time savings. 

There are two types of annotation - abstractive and 
extractive. Extractive summarization - highlights the most 
important sentences in a text that most fully describe this text. 
Abstractive summarization is the reduction of a text by 
paraphrasing the text into a short form. In this case, the final 
summarization may contain phrases or sentences that did not 
occur in the original text. 

Text simplification is an area of study in computational 
linguistics that studies methods and techniques for simplifying 
textual content [1]. In Natural Language Processing it is used 
as one of the steps in summarization, text parsing [2], text 
translation, question-answer systems. Simplification is 
performed by shortening sentences, combining sentences, 

transforming sentences, paraphrasing. In this work, annotation 
is considered for the Kazakh language. 

To implement transfer learning, we use the second parallel 
corpus Kazakh - English. A model trained on a large parent 
corpus of the English language should give a relatively high-
quality result of simplification and be based on the quality of 
the model and not on the knowledge of the language. The 
relevance of the study is due to the fact that at present, research 
in the field of annotating the Kazakh language is focused on 
extractive summarization and little attention is paid to the 
abstractive method. The main reason of this situation is the 
absence of the Kazakh corpora for abstractive summarization 
and the difficulty of creating it. Applying transfer learning in 
this work, we use sequentially extractive and abstractive 
summations to obtain a short version of the text. 

The scientific contribution of this work is: 1) in the 
development of a TF-IDF [3] model for texts of the Kazakh 
language, using the Kazakh language corpus, processing it to 
obtain frequencies for TF-IDF; 2) in the development of 
transfer learning technology for the simplification of Kazakh 
sentences using the parallel corpus of the English language 
simplification. 

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section II contains an overview of existing papers on 
summarization, the use of neural networks for simplification. 
Section III contains the application of the neural network 
technology “Seq2Seq” to simplify text. The machine 
translation of the neural network technology “Seq2Seq” is 
based on the use of parallel data corpuses. After training, the 
model is able to generate the simplification of new sentences. 
Section IV describes the implementation of abstractive 
summarization and sentence extraction using the TF-IDF 
method. Section V contains a description of training the model 
and the results in the form of a table. Section VI concludes the 
overall study. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Consider research on abstractive summation. At the 
moment, to implement this type of summarization, the most 
common method is using neural networks with “sequence to 
sequence” architectures. Initially, sequence to sequence neural 
networks were used in neural machine translation. The 
architecture of a neural network describes the number, types of 
layers, the number of neurons in them and how the layers are 
connected to each other. Seq2seq neural networks are used 
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together with the element of attention [4]. This type of neural 
networks consists of a decoder and an encoder, which are 
recurrent neural networks [5]. The use of sequence to sequence 
architecture for machine translation has been described in 
many works [6, 7]. 

Currently, the most used architecture in the summarization 
of text is the transformer [8]. The difference between the 
transformer architecture and seq2seq is parallel, not sequential 
processing of input sentences. Transformer is the so-called 
attention-based architecture. Simplification model training is 
distinguished primarily by the training corpus. A parallel 
corpus for simplification problems is a corpus, the source part 
of which is the ordinary language sentences, and the target 
part is the corresponding simplified language sentences. Thus, 
simplification is a monolingual task for neural machine 
translation. 

The main corpus for simplification is the Simple English 
Wikipedia corpus [9]. Training on this corpus forms the basis 
of most of the papers on text simplification. So in [10] this 
simplification corpus was used to train the seq2seq 
simplification model. 

The model was trained in the OpenNMT system [11]. It is 
one of the most popular tools for neural machine translation. 
There are several implementations – original OpenNMT, 
OpenNMT-Python, OpenNMT-Tensorflow. Similar papers in 
the field of simplification are [12,13] where a neural 
transformer model is also used. 

There are many works available on the summarization of 
texts in low-resource languages. Transfer learning is also 
increasingly used for low-resource languages. For example, in 
[14, 15], the use of neural networks for abstractive summation 
together with the transfer of learning is considered. 

In [16], the authors describe the creation of a synthetic set 
of complete sentences for simplification using a pretrained 
model. Neural networks are also used for extractive 
summation. In [17], a summarization corpus is used, where 
source is a set of ordinary sentences, and the target part of the 
corpus is the summation of the corresponding set of sentences. 

In the [18], the authors used centroids and Word’s mover 
distance for extraction summarization in Kazakh language. 
Many summarization studies look at TF-IDF and data 
clustering. Also TF-IDF is used in information extraction [19]. 

When defining sentences for extractive summarization, it is 
need to get those sentences that together describe the text as 
much as possible (and there should be no unnecessary, 
redundant sentences in summarization) [20]. Work [21] 
describes a similar implementation of summarization using TF-
IDF. 

Transfer learning methods find application in the case of 
low resource languages, such as in [22], where the authors used 
the general parent model and the child model to translate the 
Tibetan language. Transfer learning is an area of NLP research 
that focuses on the problem of retaining knowledge that was 
obtained by training one model and transferring knowledge to 
another, similar problem [23, 24]. 

III. METHODOLOGY OF SUMMARIZATION OF KAZAKH TEXT 

The proposed methodology of summarization of Kazakh 
text includes two steps: 

 Extraction of summarize sentences, 

 Simplification of extracted sentences. 

Below these two parts detailed are considered. 

A. Extraction of Sentences 

The TF-IDF metric is used to implement extractive 
summarization. 

There are several options for using TF-IDF: 1) Ranking 
sentences by the value of TF-IDF or sentence centroids to find 
the most important sentences in the corpus; 2) search for the 
most similar sentences by semantic proximity; 3) clustering of 
sentences by the values of TF-IDF or centroids [25]. 

In our work, we use the centroid ranking method and 
clustering. 

Below is a step-by-step implementation algorithm: 

1) We perform preprocessing, which includes removing 

punctuation marks, apostrophes, dashes and other 

uninformative elements, tokenizing the text using the 

sent_tokenize function in order to get an array of text, where 

each element is a separate sentence. 

2) We get term frequency - it is defined as the ratio of the 

number of times each unique word appears in the sentence to 

the number of words in the sentence. 

3) We get inverse document frequency - a value that 

shows the significance or informativeness of a word in a 

sentence, allowing you to ignore words that appear in most 

sentences, such as prepositions. It is the logarithm of the ratio 

of the number of sentences to the number of occurrences of a 

word. 

4) The centroid of each sentence is calculated as the ratio 

of the sum of TF-IDF values to the total number of unique 

words in the sentence. 

5) We combine all the centroids of the sentences into one 

array, which contains the sentence number and the centroid 

value. Then we select several sentences with the largest 

centroid values. 

In Fig. 1 shows a graph of the distribution of centroid 
values for a text in the Kazakh language, which was obtained 
as a result of text simplification. On the chart, the X-axis is the 
ordinal number of the sentence, the Y-axis is the values of the 
centroids of the corresponding sentence. Centroid - a value 
from zero to 1. On the diagram, we see how the centroid values 
of sentences are distributed in the corpus and in which part of 
the corpus the largest centroid values are. 
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Fig. 1. Distribution of Centroid Values by Sentences of the Kazakh Corpus. 

The next step is to analyze the resulting simplified corpus 
by distributing words into clusters for topic analysis. Table I 
shows the result of the distribution of the corpus into 6 clusters. 
For clustering, we use the k-means algorithm [26]. This 
algorithm allows you to group a set of vectors according to the 
degree of similarity. In this case, we use centroids as a criterion 
for the similarity of words. For simplicity, the number of 
clusters was chosen arbitrarily. As we can see, each cluster 
contains a set of words that are close in meaning. 

TABLE I. WORD CLUSTERING 

cluster sentence 

1 
эскиздер,байқауына,эскиздерді,жобалау,көзқарас,президент,

қызығушылық,қазақстан,иран,бұл 

2 
республикасының,қазақстан,президенті,президентіне,сауд,се

нім,грамоталарын,тапсырды,бар,заңы 

3 
барлық,қазақстанның,мәселелері,қажет,өсім,ақпарат,салалар

ында,бар,және,диалог 

4 
бар,кездесу,жиналыспен,көршілес,қоғамдық,немесе,көптеген
,қазақстанда,маңызы,қалада 

5 
премьер,министр,министрдің,кездесуінде,бұл,министрі,астан

а,шетелдіктердің,кеңестегі,қала 

B. Simplification of Extracted Sentences 

In this subsection, we will describe the algorithm for 
creating a simplification model of the Kazakh text using a 
method that relates to the transfer learning. The Kazakh 
language is a language with a small number of parallel 
corpuses, which makes learning a neural model very difficult. 
A model for working with the Kazakh language should be 
trained on a parallel corpus of the Kazakh text. For the 
simplification of texts in the Kazakh language, there are 
currently no ready-made simplification parallel corpus. 
Therefore, to obtain such a corpus, we use the Google translate 
application with manually edition to translate English parallel 
simplification corpus to Kazakh parallel simplification corpus. 

The proposed methodology of simplification of Kazakh 
text includes two stages (Fig. 2). 

At the first stage, the parent model is trained: 

1) First, we define the architecture of the parent model. 

Before creating the model, it was necessary to choose the 

architecture of the neural network model that would show the 

highest score values in the original English corpus. To do this, 

we train seq2seq and a transformer model on a general corpus 

(Simple English Wikipedia) and see which architecture has 

bigger BLEU. 

2) The English part of the kaz-eng corpus [27] is translated 

by the trained model. As a result, we got a simplified text of 

the English part of the kaz-eng corpus. 

Second stage of transfer learning is the training of the child 
model: 

1) The resulting simplified part of the kaz-eng corpus was 

translated into the Kazakh language, using the public web 

service of machine translation with the recording of the result 

in a text file. 

2) As a result, a synthetic Kazakh parallel simplification 

corpus is obtained. The source part of Kazakh parallel 

simplification corpus is the Kazakh part of the source kaz-eng 

corpus and the target part is the simplified text of the source 

English part translated on Kazakh. 

3) After that, the training a new neural model on the 

Kazakh parallel simplification corpus is made. 

 

Fig. 2. Transfer Learning Technology for the Simplification of Kazakh 

Sentences. 
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The considered method of using the results of model 
translation to create a simplified part of the corpus belongs to 
transfer learning methods. These are learning transfer methods 
that use the generated synthetic data at runtime [28]. A corpus 
that was created based on the data generated by the model is 
called synthetic. Also, the creation of a synthetic corpus 
underlies the method of back-translation [29]. So, in [30] the 
author uses back-translation to increase the size of the training 
corpus. In our work, it is possible to use this method to increase 
the train corpus. 

Nevertheless, synthetic data is worse than real data, and 
when a significant part of the train corpus is synthetic data, the 
model usually shows worse BLEU results compared to real 
data [31]. 

Further, the simplified text in the Kazakh language, allows 
to define the sentences that convey the essence of the text. 

IV. NMT EXPERIMENT AND RESULT 

This section discusses training the model, obtaining results, 
and assessing the quality of summarization. Quality assessment 
is needed to determine how well the model performs, including 
with text that is very different from the training corpus. To 
assess the quality of the model, we use the BLEU and SARI 
metrics. 

The BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy) metric is an 
assessment of the quality of machine translation from one 
language to another. The BLEU algorithm compares the 
number of common words or phrases in predicted sentences 
with reference sentences. Comparison is performed by 
counting N-gram matches. The final score for a corpus is the 
average quality score for all sentences in the corpus [32]. The 
metric has certain drawbacks in the case of text simplification, 
since was originally developed for machine translation rather 
than text simplification [33]. 

In [34], the SARI (System Output Against References and 
Input Sentences) metric was presented. This metric can 
assesses the quality of text simplification based on source, 
predictions and reference data, correctly taking into account the 
operations to change the sentence. 

When training a model, one of the most important 
parameters is the number of training epochs and dropout. The 
Epoch - full cycle through the hull during training, it takes 
more than one epoch to train the model. Dropout is a technique 
used in training, which consists in shutting off the outputs of 
some neurons with a certain probability [35], which avoids 
overfitting the model. The model works on the basis of a 
vocabulary that was created during training. The size of the 
vocabulary affects the performance of the model. Vocabulary 
size we have set 50 000 words. 

The parallel corpus of Simple English Wikipedia contains 
284677 lines for training. The model was trained for 20 
epochs, until the values of the loss function ceased to decrease 
significantly. The kaz-eng corpus contains 109 thousand lines, 
from where 5000 lines are allocated for testing. 

To determine the most optimal option, we also applied the 
model fine-tuning method [36], which refers to inductive 

transfer learning. It differs from the previous method in the 
following steps: 1) it is necessary that the model that has been 
trained on the general corpus is retrained on the domain-
specific corpus. To do this, OpenNMT connects the existing 
model vocabulary to the Kazakh corpus vocabulary; 2) a new 
savepoint is created in OpenNMT, which uses the new 
dictionary. The training of the model continues from a new 
point. Thus, the model trained in English is retrained taking 
into account the Kazakh language. 

Table II shows the scores of BLEU and SARI of neural 
models depending on the parallel data corpus. These grades are 
obtained during testing after training the models. 

TABLE II. BLEU AND SARI SCORES FOR SEQ2SEQ AND TRANSFORMER 

MODEL 

№ Model 

Simple English 

Wikipedia  

BLEU/SARI 

Kaz-eng 

BLEU/SARI 

Kaz-skaz 

BLEU/SARI 

1 Seq2seq 58.01/52 53/66.18 Not trained 

2 Transformer 66.70/66 55/60 7/36 

3 
Transformer 

Finetuned 
66.70/66 55/60 8/36 

Column “Simple English Wikipedia BLEU/SARI” contains 
the BLEU scores after training the model on the Simple 
English Wikipedia. 

Column “Kaz-eng BLEU/SARI” - BLEU assessment at the 
stage of translating the English part of the kaz-eng corpus. 

Column “Kaz-skaz BLEU/SARI” - BLEU score after 
training the Kazakh simplication model. 

As we can see from the data in Table II for the seq2seq 
model, the BLEU score has changed from 58 on the Simple 
English Wikipedia corpus, to 53 on the kaz-eng corpus. The 
test set is the selected lines from the Simple English Wikipedia 
train corpus, that is, it is data of a similar subject.The kaz-eng 
corpus test set for the model was not used for training the model 
and this corpus was not originally for text simplification. 

On the transformer model, the BLEU score is also reduced 
from 66 to 55. According to the parent data, the model with the 
transformer architecture has a slight advantage over the 
seq2seq attention model on the same data. This model is also 
the parent for fine-tuned Transformer model. 

Therefore, the transformer architecture was chosen to 
create the Kazakh model. 

The BLEU score on the resulting Kazakh child model is 7. 
As we can see from the assessment of the “Transformer 
Finetuned” model, the assessment increased by 1 and this 
method of creating the Kazakh model is better. 

When translating, the model works with many unfamiliar 
words, and the meaning of words, depending on the context, 
may differ. This problem is called domain shift [37]. In other 
words, a model trained on news data does not work well with 
data from medicine or another field of science. This is one of 
the reasons for the low BLEU score on the Kazakh model. 
Another reason may be an error in training the transformer 
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model, which affected the quality of the translating, which we 
will try to fix in the future. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, the method for summarizing Kazakh text was 
considered. Proposed Kazakh text summariszing method based 
on consequent using of TF-IDF method for extracting 
summarize sentences and NMT method for simplification of 
received summarize sentences. Problem of using NMT method 
for simplification of Kazakh was in absence of Kazakh dataset 
for training. To solve this problem in our method to propose 
use transfer learning method. The use of transfer learning made 
it possible to use a ready-made model that was trained on a 
parallel corpus of Simple English Wikipedia and not create a 
simplification corpus in Kazakh from scratch. 

In future works, we plane to further improve the model, by 
increase the volume of the training dataset of the Kazakh 
corpus. Also we plane investigate using of post-editing NMT 
technology for increase of Kazakh parallel simplification 
corpus volume and quality. One of the directions for further 
research on this area is a method of clustering similar sentences 
in the train dataset and training a new seq2seq model based on 
it, as in [38]. Which should improve the performance of the 
model. 
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Abstract—The Internet of Things (IoT) has eventually evolved 

into a more promising service provisioning paradigm, namely, 

Social Internet of Things (SIoT). Social Internet of Vehicles 

(SIoV) symbolizes a multitude of components from the existing 

Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs) such as OBUs, RSUs, 

and cloud devices that necessitate energy for proper functioning. 

It is speculated that the connected devices will surpass the 40 

billion mark in the year 2022 in which the devices related to ITS 

will constitute a significant part. Therefore, the ever-increasing 

number of components increases the communication hopping 

that results in the immense escalation of energy consumption. 

However, the energy consumption at the object level increases 

due to individual communication, storage, and processing 

capabilities. The existing research in SIoV is focused on 

providing state-of-the-art services and applications; however, a 

significant goal of energy efficiency is largely ignored. Therefore, 

extensive research needs to be performed to come up with an 

energy-efficient framework for a scalable SIoV system to meet 

the future requirements of ITS. Consequently, this study 

proposed, simulated, and evaluated an energy-aware efficient 

deployment of RSUs scheme. The proposed scheme is based on 

network energy, data acquisition energy, and data processing 

energy. To achieve efficiency in terms of energy, traveling 

salesman problem with ant colony optimization algorithm are 

utilized. The experiments are performed in an urban scenario 

with different numbers of RSUs. The outcomes of the 

experiments exhibited promising results in energy gain and 

energy consumption having implications for society and 

consumers at large. 

Keywords—Social Internet of Vehicles (SIoV); energy 

optimization; Travel Sales Person (TSP) problem; Ant Colony 

Optimization (ACO) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

VANETs [1] deploy vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and vehicle 
to infrastructure (V2I) communication to facilitate a wide range 
of applications Such as safety, navigation, routing, emergency 
healthcare, and infotainment. These applications are developed 
using VANETs due to the ability of VANETs to handle 
different topologies and management of continuously changing 
network densities. The effective utilization of VANETs is 
essential due to encouraging possible applications that includes 
both V2I and V2V communications. Both V2I and V2V 
communications are established in urban, suburban and 
highway environments with a wide range of specific 
topological features [2]. However, the advancements in 
network technology and the use of the internet allows the 
researchers to conceptualize the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) to 

develop applications that were not possible in traditional 
VANETs due to lack of all-time connectivity and 
unavailability of the internet [3]. IoV allows each network 
object to connect to the internet; hence, making it possible for 
potentially all OBUs, RSUs, and network users (passenger and 
drivers etc.) to share information resulting in a saleable 
communication environment. 

Over time, IOV evolved in Social Internet of Vehicles 
(SIoV) in which the network objects can share information 
about common interests such as road conditions, traffic 
information, available parking spaces and resource sharing [4]. 
The network objects in SIoV are not limited to RSUs and 
OBUs, as the network may include users pedestrians, drivers, 
and passengers. Therefore, the vehicles in SIoV maintain social 
relations among them and other network objects depending 
upon the mutual interests such as real-time traffic conditions on 
a particular road segment. Due to highly dynamic nature of 
SIoV, the network objects join and leave the networks very fast 
and the connections are based on the same travel route and 
similar configurations etc. Therefore, the objects in the SIoV 
are equipped with communication, storage and processing 
capabilities, hence, making them smart objects. 

The dynamic nature of the network, real-time information 
sharing, and the smart nature of the network objects in SIoV 
causes an immense generation of data that needs to be 
communicated, processed and stored [5]. Therefore, the energy 
consumption by individual network objects increases due to 
individual communication, storage, and processing capabilities 
[6]. Furthermore, the decentralized nature of the network does 
not impose any restriction on redundant data generation, 
dissemination, and storage that eventually results in wastage of 
energy and resources [7]. The existing research in the SIoV 
does not focus on energy-efficiency framework for SIoV 
systems considerably. 

The technological advancements in recent years have led to 
increased carbon dioxide emissions. In the domain of IoT, 
efficient utilization of energy is needed to enable a greener IoT 
environment. The major focus for a greener IoT environment is 
on the efficient deployment of the fixed network objects to 
reduce the energy cost [18]. Although, the enabling 
technologies for greener IoT environment such as green 
sensing networks and green tags exists, however, there is a lack 
of a framework that considers all the possibilities to optimally 
utilize power, especially in SIoV domain. The green IoT itself 
is considered as the enabling technology for scalable and 
sustainable development and has multiple benefits such as 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/energy-consumption
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/scalable-system
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environmental protection and customer satisfaction [19]. Power 
consumption in IoT systems is modeled at multiple levels such 
as measuring network energy, estimating data acquisition 
energy and modeling data processing energy [20]. 
Furthermore, multiple wireless energy harvesting techniques 
are available for empowering the self-sustained network with 
potentially an unlimited supply of power [21]. Therefore, the 
ground is all set to propose a novel energy-efficient framework 
for SIoV with the help of enabling technologies, energy 
prediction, and measurement models. 

Therefore, the aim of this work is to propose an energy-
efficient framework to efficiently utilize the fixed network 
objects to reduce the energy cost for SIoV. To achieve the aim 
of the study, the following research objectives are proposed: 

Objective 1: To study state-of-the-art in energy efficiency 
and SIoV. 

Objective 2: To propose an energy efficiency framework 
suitable for SIoV systems. 

Objective 3: To evaluate the proposed framework in terms 
of optimal utilization of energy. 

Objective 4: To compare the proposed framework with 
existing solution(s). 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
presents state-of-the-art studies related to SIoV and energy 
efficiency. This is then followed by Section 3, which proposes 
an energy-efficient framework for SIoV. The experimental 
setup and results are presented in Section 3 and 4, respectively. 
The last section concludes the study, discusses future 
directions, and limitations of the study. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Traditional IoV frameworks provide safety, infotainment 
and traffic efficiency related information that is shared among 
other vehicles and infrastructure [8]. Some of the existing 
studies also deal with social networks [7, 9]. Firstly, a few 
studies related to vehicular communication and SIoV are 
presented to show the immense amount of data that is 
generated and disseminated using the applications and services. 
Secondly, the major work related to energy efficiency in the 
domain of IoV and SIoV is described in this section. The 
current focus of energy efficiency is in three dimensions, 
which are, Internet, tags, and sensors. Fig. 1 shows the 
enabling technologies for green IoT. 

The traffic congestion and road accidents are caused by the 
number of ever-increasing vehicles on the road. SIoV has the 
potential to resolve these issues by providing services and 
applications ranging from infotainment to security. According 
to authors in [9], SIoV consists of six components: tNote 
message, OBUs, RSUs, Home Base Units (HBU), tNote cloud 
and User Interface. A framework for social information sharing 
among vehicles is provided, however, redundant data 
generation is not handled which is the main cause of excessive 
energy consumption in the SIoV domain. An attempt [17] was 
made to reduce the overall power consumption of IoT system 
by deploying unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) that serve as 
base stations. The UAVs were used to collect data from IoT 

devices for reliable uplink communications. The study also 
presents a framework for the optimal placement of UAVs. 
However, this framework is not suitable for SIoV 
implementation because the nature of the vehicular 
environment varies significantly in terms of vehicular speed 
and road topology. 

 

Fig. 1. Enabling Technologies for Green IoT [18]. 

Another model for VANETs exists in the literature which is 
referred to as VANET-cloud [10] that provides multiple 
services, applications and digital platforms to users at a 
relatively low cost [11]. Further, this model claims to improve 
safety by exchanging traffic data to vehicles and other network 
objects for the appropriate action in multiple traffic situations. 
Moreover, this model offers revenues to the drivers by sharing 
their onboard computing resources with other network objects. 
Modern autonomous vehicles may become the future of urban 
transportation for a relatively safer experience [12]. These 
autonomous vehicles are equipped with sensors that generate 
large amounts of data. The road is instrumented with 
components, RFID tags, and embedded microcontrollers. 
Vehicular cloud provides a communication and computing 
environment in order to provide services for autonomous 
vehicles. Hence the amount of data is constantly generated and 
processed. 

Social vehicular network (SVN) technique consists of 
Vehicular Cloud (VC), RSU, and Internet Cloud (IC) 
components [8, 13]. Vehicular cloud establishes a connection 
with RSU. VC communicates with IC via RSU. However, no 
attention is given to minimizing the number of messages 
exchanged among the network objects. A Smart-Eye technique 
for a safer driving experience is presented in [14]. The 
information is shared in multiple formats ranging from text, 
video and coordinates. However, this technique lacks security 
and privacy along with the redundant data generation and 
dissemination causing the wastage of energy. Further, the 
existing studies advocate the use of fog computing to overcome 
the deficiency of central data processing related to traditional 
cloud computing by offloading the selected tasks on the edge 
of the network [15, 16]. Hence, it reduces the communication 
cost; thereby resulting in the consequent reduction in the 
communication energy usage. However, in the IoV domain, the 
decentralized nature of fog computing may cause redundant 
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data to be generated and processed eventually. Therefore, 
without a framework for energy efficiency, the mere use of fog 
computing cannot guarantee the optimal use of power and 
energy in communication and processing. 

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

An energy-aware facilitation framework for SIoV is 
proposed in the current study to efficiently utilize the fixed 
network objects to reduce the energy cost. Specifically, the 
proposed framework offers energy-aware efficient deployment 
of RSUs based upon three energy consumption types: (i) 
network energy, (ii) data acquisition energy, and (iii) data 
processing energy. The proposed framework is depicted in 
Fig. 2. The input to the system is the network traffic and the 
output is energy-aware deployment of RSUs. In the 
framework, the resource request is received to RSUs from 
network traffic. After that, network energy is measured. 
Subsequently, data acquisition energy is estimated and data 
processing energy is modeled. Based on these three types of 
energies, intelligent energy-aware deployment of RSUs is 
proposed resulting in lower energy consumption, thus dropping 
the overall energy cost. 

Network Traffic Resource Request Received by RSU

Measuring Network 

Energy

Estimating Data 

Acquisition Energy 

Modelling Data 

Processing Energy

Intelligent Energy Awareness 

Energy Aware Deployment of RSUs 

 

Fig. 2. Proposed Energy Facilitation Framework for SIoV. 

The intelligent energy awareness in this framework can be 
obtained by using state-of-the-art artificial intelligence and 
machine learning techniques. One of the candidates in this 
regard is the solution of the classical traveling salesperson 
(TSP) problem based on the ant colony optimization algorithm 
(ACO) [22-25]. In the first step, a path with optimal energy 
consumption is calculated using the shortest Hamiltonian 
cycle. The second step consists of the ant colony optimization 
application. The two steps are explained below: 

Given a collection of RSUs, the objective is to find the 
shortest Hamiltonian cycle connecting all the RSUs in a given 
set. So that, the acknowledgment should also be received. This 
is because the required resource might be present at any node 
which is connected to a particular RSU. This can be mapped as 
the classic traveling saleperson problem. The collection of the 
RSUs can be mapped onto a collection of cities in TSP. The 

path between RSUs having optimal energy consumption can be 
regarded as the shortest Hamiltonian cycle. The mathematical 
model of TSP in terms of SIoV is presented below: 

Consider a weighted graph G=(R, C) where R is the set of n 
RSUs and C represents the connection linking the RSUs. 

Each connection (i,j)   C is associated with Eij that 
represents the energy cost between RSUs i,j. 

However, SIoV is a highly dynamic environment, 
therefore, the energy cost Eijis bound to be changed. So, 

E(T)={ Eij (T)}n*n 

Here, E() is the energy cost and T is the period in which 
there is no change in the energy cost. 

T=t/f , here t is the time and f encodes the frequency of the 
occurrence of the change. 

In the current study, the famous ant colony optimization 
algorithm is used for optimization purpose. In the field of 
computer science, this algorithm is used to find the optimal 
path through a graph by using the probabilistic technique. The 
ACO can be applied to optimization problems to find the best 
path on a weighted graph. In SIOV terms, RSUs can be 
regarded as the nodes of a weighted graph whereas the edges 
between the nodes encode the energy consumption. Initially, 
ants are placed at RSUs randomly; the probability with which 
an ant “k” chases the next RSUs is given by the following 
Equation: 

    
 ( )   

     ( ) 
         

 

∑      ( ) 
         

 
    

 
 

In the above equation τij is the pheromone value deposited 
for a transition from one state to another, and ηij is the 
reciprocal of Eij (T) depicting the visibility, the parameter α is 
related with pheromone and β is associated with visibility 
information. 

The pheromone value τij is updated using the following 
equation: 

     (    )      ∑     
 

 

 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Simulation of urban mobility (SUMO) tool is utilized in the 
work for traffic simulation as it is widely used for traffic traces 
generation and simulating road conditions in different 
scenarios. The focus of the study is urban scenario instead of 
highway scenario. A 9 Km2 area is selected for modeling 
urban traffic as shown in Fig. 3. Energy consumption values 
are randomly assigned to each RSU dynamically in the selected 
area based on their processing requirements. The Ant Colony 
optimization is implemented using Python 3.9. The 
experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 4. For the experimental 
purpose, the number of RSUs varies in the selected area, that 
is, five RSUs are incremented in every experiment, and 
therefore, the experimental results are attained with 5, 10, 20 
and 25 RSUs. 
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Fig. 3. Urban Scenario as Represented in SUMO. 
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Fig. 4. Experimental Setup. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

This section presents the results of the experiments 
conducted by using the proposed framework. The energy 
consumption is calculated for different numbers of RSUS. 
Specifically, the energy consumed is measured with 5, 10, 15, 
20, and 25 RSUs as depicted in Fig. 5. The experimental 
results support that the proposed framework saves energy in all 
experiments with different number of RSUs. The energy 
consumption with 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 RSUs is less with ant 
colony optimization as seen in Fig. 5. Therefore, it is 
concluded that optimization techniques can results in less 
energy consumption, thus, minimizing the overall cost. 

With the increased number of RSUs (and hence 
communicating vehicles), the relative energy consumption is 
reduced. However, other optimization techniques may also be 
used to further validate the results of this study. 

Fig. 6 exhibited the energy gain by conducting the 
experiments with energy-aware facilitation framework for 
SIoV. The considerable energy gain is accomplished with 
different numbers of RSUs. The highest energy gain with a 
value of 7 is achieved with 25 RSUs which is remarkable. 
Therefore, it can be inferred that the energy gain can be 
increased by adding more RSUs. However, it is also interesting 

to note that the second highest gain in energy (a value of 5) is a 
result of five RSUs. Therefore, we can say that the best energy 
gain is achieved with the deployment of minimum and 
maximum RSUs. On the other hand, a considerable energy 
gain of 3, 4, and 4 values is observed with 10, 15, and 20 
RSUs, respectively. Therefore, the results of the study 
confirmed the energy saving by deploying the proposed 
energy-aware framework. 

 

Fig. 5. Energy Consumed with different Number of RSUs. 

 

Fig. 6. Energy Gain. 

VI. RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS 

The expected outcomes of the study have implications for 
the scientific community, society and consumers. The 
implications of expected results in scientific community 
perceptive are many folds. First, the expected results can be 
utilized for the scientific community to design and develop 
new applications, standards and protocols based upon the 
recommendations of the proposed energy-efficient framework. 
Second, the new applications, standards and protocols in SIoV 
domains will be evaluated in terms of the amount of energy 
they consume. Third, the decision of whether to adopt a new 
application for commercial use may depend upon the 
evaluation from the proposed framework causing only energy-
efficient applications to be available commercially resulting in 
less energy consumed in SIoV. Fourthly, redundant 
information generation, dissemination, and storage will be 
reduced, thus, saving cost as well as energy. In commercial 
use, energy saving and cost reduction play an important role in 
escalating the revenue of an organization. The main focus of 
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any business organization is to maximize revenue. Therefore, 
the proposed framework may have a huge impact on business 
organizations that want to accelerate their profit by reducing 
cost and energy consumption. Lastly, due to global energy 
crises, many countries, like Saudi Arabia will not rely on fossil 
fuel and currently looking for energy-efficient solutions. 
Therefore, the energy-efficiency is required as it has a huge 
impact on general public as well as the corporate section. In 
short, the greener technological advancements can be 
advantageous for both consumers and corporate and 
participating in the betterment of society at large. 

VII. CONCLUSION, FUTURE WORK AND LIMITATIONS 

The innovation in network technology and IoV resulted in 
the conceptualization of SIoV. There are multiple objects 
including, RSUs, OBUS, vehicles, drivers, and passengers that 
have a social connection with each other for sharing 
information related to traffic condition and density, parking 
spaces and other resources in SIoV. These objects have 
communication, storage, and processing competencies to 
maintain social connections. The smart nature of network 
objects, real-time information sharing, and dynamic nature of 
network, redundant data generation resulted in the production 
of enormous data that require energy and resources for 
processing, storage, and communication. Therefore, the current 
work provides an energy-efficient framework to reduce the 
energy cost in SIoV. The proposed framework is based on 
network energy, data acquisition energy, and data modeling 
energy. The classical travel salesperson problem and ant 
colony optimization algorithm are applied for calculation of 
path requiring less energy from source to destination. The 
proposed framework is simulated in the urban setting within a 
9 KM2 area. The experiments conducted with 5, 10, 15, 20, 
and 25 RSUs supporting significantly the energy gain achieved 
through the proposed method. Further, the total energy 
consumption is less by applying the proposed framework as 
highlighted by the experimental results. The study has some 
limitations. First, the proposed solution is evaluated on small 
scale by developing a real-world testbed application. Second, 
only simulation results will be presented. Future directions of 
this study include real-world evaluation of the framework with 
a higher number of RSUs. 
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Abstract—The size of learning content continually challenges 

education and training providers. A recent advanced technology 

called Virtual Reality (VR) has emerged as a promising choice to 

facilitate knowledge acquisition and skill transfer in a variety of 

sectors. The main challenge in this technology is the increasing 

costs, time, effort, and resources needed for designing Virtual 

Reality based Training (VRT) applications as educational 

content. To fill such gaps, ontology approach was introduced to 

support VR development. Therefore, this review has the 

objective of investigating on how ontologies have been applied 

throughout the life cycle of a VR development process. 

Accordingly, articles from the year 2015 onwards have been 

explored. Findings show that VR developers do not incorporate 

ontology in all phases of the lifecycle of VR methodology, but 

only cover some phases like creation and implementation. 

Creating novel solutions without a complete methodology results 

in a long development process and an ineffective product. This 

could consequently raise high dangers in real life, especially when 

VRT is for fields containing trivial details that are vital for 

saving lives such as healthcare. This research thus presents a 

proposal of methodological guidance on designing VR 

applications with the use of an ontology approach throughout all 

the life cycles of VR construction. 

Keywords—Virtual reality; ontology; methodology; training 

and learning 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In today's world, people have been surrounded by 
sophisticated technology that forces them to live on the edge of 
a technological revolution. Consequently, it will fundamentally 
change their life in terms of the way they live, study, and 
communicate with one another. This revolution has created 
new services and products in order to make their life easy. 
Nowadays many services can be remotely provided including 
ordering food, grab car, booking a flight, and training. 

The VR, for example, is one of important enabling 
technologies for 4IR. It has increasingly attracted many 
researchers in several application domains such as social 
media, education, culture heritage, entertainment, training and 
healthcare. This technology “provides an immersive 
multimedia 3D simulation of real life, supports interactivity 
with the created environment and enables sensorial 
experiences” [1]. The immersive environment can be similar to 
the real world or it can be fantastical, creating an experience 
not possible in ordinary physical reality. VR has become a 

prevalent application in a variety of domains such as 
entertainment, tourism, e-commerce, education, and training. 
Recently it is most commonly used for the training and 
learning environment. VR offers important benefits by 
providing flexible and efficient training processes, which 
notably result in cost reduction and the removing of any risk 
associated with training in real environments. 

Even though VR applications is not truly a new technology, 
its development is still in the earlier stages. The successful rate 
of its adoption in education for example, is not well reported in 
the literature [2]. Some reasons for that may be the cost [3], 
[4]; lack of understanding and capturing training scenarios and 
learning contents in an explicit manner, and so on [4], [5]. 
Besides that, VR is very knowledge-intensive. For example, 
capturing knowledge on the “know-how” among domain 
experts, conducting different training scenarios, where the 
absence of any details can lead to serious problems. 
Additionally, [3] the development process for the training and 
learning discipline is a tedious task and needs a long 
development life cycle, due to the much knowledge-intensive 
task and complex area required to be dealt with. To simplify a 
VR implementation, there is a requirement to have a modelling 
tool. 

Ontology, in this context, is introduced to design a 
standardized conceptualization model at a high level of abstract 
and expressiveness with the purpose of offering a shared and 
common understanding of the domain. This tool can capture 
and represent training scenarios and the activities taking place 
in a Virtual Environment (VE) in an expressive manner. 
Unfortunately, in spite of the fact that ontology is developed 
for VRT in a variant of domains such as healthcare as reviewed 
in [6], presently, the existing VRT development methodologies 
do not pay much attention to having knowledge-based models 
explicitly, throughout the VR development life cycle. 
Designing ontology-based Unified Foundation Ontology 
(UFO), for example, is a significant step which models a large 
domain world that consequently makes it highly reusable 
across different domains. The underlying logic for adopting 
and generating foundation ontology, according to [7], is mainly 
to have a minimal collection of particular and generic concepts 
including key terms, proprieties, potential axioms and 
relationships. These concepts play a role as common 
knowledge, describing the real world, which significantly 
facilitates the extending and reusing of tasks that essentially 
promise the adoption across all domains. For example, 
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ophthalmology domain consists of many diseases such as 
cataract, glaucoma and so on. Let us assume that the ontology 
for cataract surgery has already been designed. If any ontology 
engineer wishes to design an ontology for glaucoma disease, 
they need to only use the existing one and extend it with the 
process of glaucoma surgery, because the domain knowledge is 
already there. Hence, as it is obvious that designing ontology 
for cataract domain provides many possibilities to reuse it 
several times in order to make a huge ontology that can cover 
the whole ophthalmology domain. Therefore, selecting the 
right upper ontology and its language is highly recommended. 
This would help promote the effectiveness of reusing an 
existing ontology, which would assist in drastically avoiding 
any redundant efforts and time spent for building up new 
virtual training scenarios. 

Heaving in hand, guideline and user-friendly tools for 
ontological engineers, VR developers and domain experts 
throughout all phases of the VR development life cycle, this 
becomes critical to benefit the reduction of the needed time, 
costs, and efforts. The consequently leads to promoting VR 
adoption. This guideline is proposed to guarantee the 
systematic rigor in the designing and evaluation of VR 
application. Therefore, this paper attempts to answer the 
following question: 

Q1. How is ontology used through the lifecycle of a VR 
development methodology? 

The remnant of this paper is arranged as follows: Section II 
provides a brief definition of the ontology and describes the 
significant roles of ontologies for VRT. In Section III, research 
methods for selecting the primer studies are discussed. The 
results of this review are presented in Section IV. In Section V, 
a critical discussion on the findings is presented, Finally, 
Section VI presents the paper’s conclusion and the new 
proposed guidance methodology. 

II. LITERATURE 

A classic definition of ontology is “an explicit specification 
of a conceptualization” [8]. The conceptualization is an 
abstract simplified view of some selected part of the world 
(portion of a reality), containing concepts and their 
relationships between them. It exists on a community’s mind as 
shared knowledge. The community members in this case are 
doctors, youths, VR experts and other stakeholders. An explicit 
specification of a conceptualization is an ontology, which is a 
conceptual model (knowledge-based model) and has been 
identified as a prominent tool to represent shared knowledge 
explicitly [9] [10]. Feilmayr & Wöß [11] recently defined 
ontology as “A formal, explicit specification of a shared 
conceptualization that is characterized by high semantic 
expressiveness required for increased complexity”. This means 
that ontology is an abstract of a selected part of the world, 
which is unambiguously represented using a formal language. 
This representation should have high semantic expressiveness, 
should be shared among a variant of the stakeholders, and 
restricted to a definite domain of interest. 

The training scenario and the learning content are the core 
part in any VRT application. The knowledge for this comes 
from domain experts in a particular area. Capturing high 

semantic and expressive training scenarios, on know-what and 
know-how, are crucial for an ideal VRT domain. Thus, in order 
to capture and represent this knowledge in sequence and in a 
coherent manner, ontologies were applied to a number of 
projects of VRT in a variety of fields. For example, in the 
Smart Home Simulator (SHS) project by Baldassini et al. [12], 
ontology was used to provide elder people a system, enabling 
them to follow a healthy lifestyle. It was applied to manage all 
heterogeneous data (e.g., devices, users, and environments). In 
order to ensure that users were following the suitable activities 
at home, a reasoning process was also enabled to query the 
desired data. BKOnto [13] was developed to support a virtual 
exhibition system, which was built based on biographical 
history. The aim of ontology here was to assist virtual 
presentation by offering structure descriptions and definitions 
that explicitly present the historical materials, places, and 
events. This ontology behaved as a storyline that enabled users 
to easily navigate a semantic web with the help of VR 
technology. Walczak and his colleagues [14] proposed a new 
approach in developing a VR training scenario for electrical 
operators with a help of ontology. They utilized two 
technologies including semantic web technology and VR 
Scenario Editor (VRSEd) application in order to facilitate 
knowledge representation. Finally, Liang and his team [15] 
attempted to develop a semantic framework to design 
collaborative animation for project art as shadow puppetry. 
This approach helped to minimize the intensive efforts and a 
long process for designing VRT application. It also assists to 
enhance the reusability of animation properties. 

III. METHOD 

In order to reach the objective of this research, an inclusive 
review method of published papers up to the year 2021 was 
conducted. Some key features of the SLR methodology were 
applied to support this study. The main objective of this review 
is to investigate how the proposed ontologies for VRT in 
general areas have been utilized to support the phases of VRT 
development methodology. At the first stage, therefore, a set of 
keywords were firstly applied in electronic bases in order to 
retrieve the first collection of papers. Accordingly, a variety of 
electronic databases were used including Science Direct, 
Springer, ACM, Web of Science, Emerald, Taylor & Francis, 
IEEE Xplore Digital Library, Wiley Online, and Google 
Scholar. As a result, the first set of papers were retrieved based 
on titles. During the Step 2, duplicated studies were removed 
using either Mendeley software or manually. In Step 3, 
keywords and abstracts were reviewed and papers were 
excluded when the inclusion criteria were not met. Abstracts 
with insufficient data were left to the next step. The complete 
text of extracted studies were analyzed in Step 4 using 
inclusion and exclusion criteria. These criteria were applied to 
extract the most relevant papers. Thus, the criteria were 
reviewed to include: 

 Published studies between January 2015 and July 2021 
were included. 

 The articles included were related to ontology using VR 
for training and learning. 
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 Studies were excluded if they had been written in a 
language other than English, OR. 

 Their designed ontology was focused in representing 
3D content such as appearance, and geometry logic. 

IV. RESULT 

After the premier studies were selected, the articles were 
ready for the analysis and synthesis task. The next sections 

give summary descriptions of the proposed ontologies and their 
roles in the VR development process. 

A. The Designed Ontologies in different Domains 

In the following sections, a short description of each 
ontology in various sectors is provided along with an indication 
of the most significant design components such as 
methodology for developing ontology, tools, language, and so 
on (see Table I). 

TABLE I. THE DESIGN COMPONENT OF ONTOLOGY AND ITS NATURE OF IMPLEMENTATION 

Reference  Ontology Name  Area 
Design Component 

Evaluation 
Type of ontology Language Tool Methodology 

Walczak et al. 

[14] 

Ontology for 

VRSEd project 
Industry Domain ontology RDF, RDFS and OWL NM NM Yes 

Tielman et al. 

[16] 

Ontology for 

virtual coach 
Healhacre  Domain ontology Class diagram NM NM Yes 

Heyse et al. 

[17] 

Ontology for VR 
Exposure Therapy 

(VRET) 

Healhacre  
Upper and domain 

ontology 
Use case diagram, DL NM Co-design method NM 

Antoniou et al. 

[18] 
ENTICE ontology Healhacre  Domain ontology RDF NM NM NM 

Dris et al. [19] IVE ontology Industry Domain ontology OWL Protégé Noy & McGuinness Yes 

Vincent et al. 

[21] 
Inoovas ontology Industry Domain ontology UML NM NeOn Methodology Yes 

Filho et al. 
[22] 

Ontology for 

operator 
training simula-tor 

scenarios 

Industry Domain ontology OWL-DL Protégé MCCA Yes 

Elenius et al. 
[23] 

SAVE Industry Domain ontology Flora2 Sunflower NM Yes 

Liang et al. 

[15] 

Ontology for 
virtual shadow 

play performance 

Art Domain ontology OWL SWRL Protégé NM Yes 

Yeh and 

Huang [13] 
BKOnto Art Domain Ontology OWL NM NM NM 

Dragoni et al. 

[25] 
PRESTO Ontology Healthcare Upper ontology OWL NM NM Yes 

Baldassini et 
al. [29] 

Ontology for SHS 
project 

Healthcare  Domain Ontology RDF, OWL NM NM Yes 

*NM: Not Mentioned 

1) Ontology for VRSEd project: Walczak et al. [14], in 

their work proposed a new method in designing a VR training 

scenario for electrical operators with the help of semantic web 

technology. The latter technology enables knowledge 

representation. Both semantic modeling approach and the 

user-friendly VRSEd application were implemented as an 

expansion to Microsoft Excel. Domain experts were enabled 

to build training scenarios utilizing domain concepts defined 

by ontologies. RDF, RDFS and OWL standards were used to 

implement the scenario ontology. However, the tool and 

methodology are not mentioned in this paper. The new method 

was implemented and demonstrated as a desktop application 

for developing VR scenarios, which was further evaluated by 

domain experts. 

2) Ontology for virtual coach: In Tielman et al. [16]'s 

work, an ontology-based question system was built in order to 

support a virtual coach. The latter technology was used to 

provide self-therapy for post- traumatic stress disorder 

patients, which enables patients to follow therapy at their own 

home. The vital side of this therapy is on how to assist patients 

in recollecting their traumatic memories. Ontology, therefore, 

was applied to support a dialogue system in virtual coach, 

where it was utilized to capture and represent knowledge and 

meaning of the real domain (see Fig. 1). In this paper, the 

ontology is presented using a class diagram, whereas 

methodology and tool are not mentioned. The ontology based 

system was evaluated using a within-subject experiment in 

order to confirm the performance of the ontology in helping 

patients to recollect their lost memories. 
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Fig. 1. Ontology of Holiday Moment Locations [16]. 

3) Ontology for VR exposure therapy (VRET): In this 

project [17], semantic ontology was designed with the purpose 

to model the necessary knowledge (e.g., concepts and relation) 

in a way to represent the domain of anxiety therapy in VE. 

The aim of the designed ontology was also to provide 

semantic reasoning in order to deduce essential knowledge 

from low-level data in VRET. This can be archived by using 

Description logic (DL) language, which permits to formulate 

such rules. The use case diagram was utilized to represent the 

proposed ontology which contains three layers of ontologies 

including foundation, domain, and application ontologies. The 

co-design method was applied to design the project’s 

ontology, while a tool was missed in this study. The 

integration of the ontology inside VE and its evaluation was 

left to further work. 

4) ENTICE ontology: The aim of immersive educational 

technology including Augmented, Virtual and Mixed Reality 

(VR/AR/MR communally XR), is to facilities skills 

acquisition and knowledge retention in the healthcare field. 

Designing XR immersive educational content is considered as 

the core challenge in terms of cost, effort, time, and resources 

required for developing. Therefore, Antoniou et al. [18] 

proposed an approach including the ENTICE ontology to 

enhance the content development and to facilitate the XR 

development process such as digital asset discoverability and 

reusability through visual authoring tools. The medical 

ontology terms were represented by using RDF. The 

integration of ontology into the XR environment and 

evaluation were planned as further research. The tool and 

methodology were not indicated in this project. 

5) Interactive virtual environment ontology: Dris and his 

colleagues [19] in their work tried to propose an ontology that 

can help improve the use of Building Information Modeling 

(BIM) models as a Virtual Interactive Environment (VIE) 

generator. BIM is considered an approach that helps minimize 

the time spent in designing VE as a model for providing 

realistic 3D VE in the construction sector. In order to design 

this ontology, authors reused IFC (Industry Foundation 

Classes) ontologies [20] as the first step. The role of IFC 

ontology is to discover any possible incident of each fault that 

can be performed by modifying, adding, or removing objects 

inside the VE. Noy & McGuinness’s methodology, Protégé 

software, and OWL were the ontology engineering 

components used to build this ontology (see Fig. 2). Three 

sheets of questionnaires were designed to evaluate the 

ontology’s effectiveness. The first was conducted prior to 

training so as to classify the trainees in terms of knowledge 

and technology. The second was done after training to 

evaluate knowledge acquisition. Lastly, a month later, the 

same questionnaire was provided to them again. 

6) Inoovas ontology: The Inoovas ontology was designed 

by Vincent et al. [21]. Its aim is to solve the problem of how 

all resources including people (mechanical or electrical 

designer, IT maintenance), heterogeneous software, and tools 

(VR, AR) can work together, when they remotely join in the 

procedure with an effective data exchange method in an 

Augmented and Virtual Reality (AVR) environment. Inoovas 

ontology represents the knowledge base of the company which 

contains three important parts. Fig. 3 presents the Real Thing 

that describes the physical parts of the system, data exchange 

with the system, and other classes of managing requirements 

on the system. Twin Thing represents the 3D model of the 

system. Lastly, Real and Twin Thing ontologies concerns with 

defining AR classes. Vincent et al. [21] used UML to 

represent the classes involved in the ontology. This paper used 

NeOn methodology, where the editor tool was missed in this 

paper. Inoovas was evaluated by developing an application 

named MProd. This application is grounded on the Inoovas 

ontology concepts and properties. 

 

Fig. 2. Ontology OpenBIM based IVE Ontology- Extraction from Protégé 

[19]. 

 

Fig. 3. Inoovas Ontology [21]. 
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7) Ontology for operator training simulator scenarios 

project: This ontology is about designing error and training 

scenarios for electrical power system operators. The scenarios 

were developed according to accident reports (consisting of 

human error scenarios). According to this study, the 

construction of simulator training scenarios had posed various 

challenges. Dealing with multidisciplinary team of experts 

could cause several obstacles including producing implicit 

training scenarios and sharing a lack of knowledge among 

team members. Filho et al. [22] attempted to build an ontology 

that facilitates the development process of training scenarios 

and enhances common language sharing among stakeholders. 

The OWL-DL language was used to design ontologies, with 

the help of the Protégé tool. Incident Scenario Conceptual 

Model (MCCA) was the applied method to develop the 

ontology of this study. The designed ontology consists of two 

ontologies: training and error scenario ontology. A case study 

was the validation pathway to evaluate the ontology-based 

correctness and completeness of the terms. 

8) SAVE ontology: Elenius et al. [23] designed a 

framework called Semantically Enabled Automated 

Assessment in Virtual Environments (SAVE). This ontology 

tries to provide an automated approach by using the semantic 

method. This helps describe or facilitate the action, event and 

rules including disassembling and assembling a Rifle. SAVE 

ontology reused Sunflower, which is an integrated 

development environment for ontologies and rules. Sunflower 

has a set of libraries and tools based on the Flora 2 language, 

which is a fully expressive language. Its root is based on OWL 

in descriptive languages. SAVE uses four components, 

namely, an ontology of components (physical objects), rules 

for creating components (and their sub-components), an 

ontology of actions, and rules for performing actions on 

components. However, the adoption methodology in this 

project again was not declared. In the evaluation part, all 

ontology models were tested by Subject Matter Experts 

(SMEs). 

9) Ontology for virtual shadow play performance: In the 

VR domain, designing interactive animation is still a 

challenge and is labour-intensive. The reason for this is that 

during the development process many functional requirements 

need to be handled including massive data assets management, 

graphics, physics, etc. The purpose of Liang and his team 

[15]’s work was to design a semantic framework to develop 

collaborative animation for classical shadow play art (shadow 

puppetry). In the same way, it enables prompting reusability 

of animation properties. As a result, the development process 

was facilitated and extended. Two specific ontologies were 

built. The first one is Hand- and Gesture-Based Interaction 

Ontology (HGBIO) (see Fig. 4), and the second one is Digital 

Chinese Shadow Puppetry Assets Ontology (DCSPAO). 

Having OWL enables integration of SWRL rules, which 
can be represented by utilizing SPARQL queries. The 
feasibility verification of ontology was performed using user 
experience tests of the ontology. At first, more descriptions of 

the operation of the system and 15 minutes of training were 
delivered to seven users. Then they were separated into two 
groups in order to conduct a qualitative test. The first three 
users tested ontology-based assets retrieval, while the other 
four users who were young children, examined the interaction 
comfort. As a result, both groups provided positive feedback 
regarding retrieval of material from animation resources, 
freedom of movement, ease of use, and naturalness. 

 

Fig. 4. Hand- and Gesture-based Interaction Ontology [15]. 

10) BKOnto ontology: Yeh and Huang [13] developed a 

virtual exhibition system based ontology knowledge. This 

ontology was designed based on biographical history, which is 

called BKOnto. The ontology's aim is to provide basic 

knowledge to assist virtual presentation. This ontology 

behaves as a storyline while assisting to provide structure 

definitions that systematically present the historical materials 

and events. BkOnto used the OWL mark-up language to 

describe cognitive knowledge bias for biographical historical 

material. This was further transformed into a VR exhibition 

space, which enabled users to easily navigate semantic 

structure in the form of a 3D space. This form can be reused in 

museums as a virtual exhibition that facilitates to manage 

several historical materials of semantic structure through the 

internet and provides visual experiences of a temporal event 

for internet users. The tool, methodology, and validated design 

of BkOnto were not indicated in this study. 

11) PRESTO ontology: The PRESTO ontology was 

designed by Dragoni et al. [24] for the PRESTO (Plausible 

Representation of Emergency Scenarios for Training 

Operations) project. This project tried to describe the 

behaviour of an artificial agent into VE. Thus, the purpose of 

this ontology is to facilitate the development of a VR scenario 

and a character behavioral model. It enhances the source 

code’s reusability, whereas the VR developers are plugged to 

a variety of source coding and underlying 3D-libraries. OWL 

language and lightweight ontologies were used to enhance 

semantics and provide explicit descriptions of existing 
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scenarios in a VR environment. DOLCE, as top level 

ontology, was applied to select the entities of a VR scenario. 

However, tools and methodology were not clarified in this 

study. For validation purposes, modellers, and developers 

were interviewed to evaluate the effectiveness and usefulness 

of the designed ontology-based system. 

12) Ontology for smart home simulator project: Baldassini 

and his colleagues [12] presented an ontology for the Smart 

Home Simulator project (SHS). The main challenge was the 

ability to provide elder people a system that could enable them 

to follow an active and healthy lifestyle. Basically, the 

ontology was used to manage all heterogeneous data regarding 

users, surrounding devices, and environments. The reasoning 

tools in this conceptual model enable a query process that 

provides the desired data to ensure that users follow the proper 

activities. The designed ontology relies on three ontologies 

that are based on several languages. These languages are RDF 

and OWL. The ontology components, just like tools and 

methodology, were not clarified. Task-based evaluation was 

applied to check the usability and ergonomics of the system. A 

number of healthy subjects (from 25 to 30 years old) were 

used. The aim of this kind of evaluation is to test whether the 

intended tasks have been achieved or not. 

13) VEULMoR ontology: Designing VR applications for 

upper limb motor rehabilitation is a difficult task. Designers 

are required to master various aspects including stroke-

survivor, characteristic motor rehabilitation, interaction 

devices, and so on. Therefore, Ramírez-Fernández et al. [25] 

designed the VEULMoR ontology. The proposed ontology 

helped capture domain expert knowledge and presented it into 

the ontology. This approach shortened the time and facilitated 

the development of VR applications. The VEULMoR 

ontology was designed with the help of the Protégé editor, 

Methontology methodology and the use of the OWL language. 

The evaluation was implemented with therapists and patients 

in terms of patient safety and the administration of therapy. 

B. Role of Ontology through the Life cycle of VRT 

TABLE II shows how ontology is applied in each phase of 
the life cycle of a VR development methodology. The phases 
are adopted from the work reported in Polcar et al. [26]. This 
methodology is only chosen because it covers all the phases of 
the life cycle of developing VR; as such, this entirely enables 
an illustration of the role of ontology. The description related 
to each phase is provided as follows: 

 Assignment Phase: In this phase, the domain experts 
and ontology engineers work together in order to design 
Ontology Requirement Specifications Documents 
(ORSD) that include defining the goal and the scope of 
designing the ontology, the intended end-users, and 
develop competency questions. The answering of 
competency questions and other requirements in ORSD 
assists in extracting the overall concepts of the VR 
application in terms of requirements and wishes, which 

helps to design a robust training scenario with high 
fidelity. 

 Analysis Phase: This phase cares about the output of the 
previous phase, including the extracted concepts and 
other collected knowledge form relevant documents and 
observations. This knowledge should be analyzed to get 
the foundation upon which the overall concepts of the 
VR application are built. In the same way, all objects 
with similar or same functions and appearance should 
be classified. The result of this phase can include 
common and shared knowledge, glossaries of terms, list 
of actions and objects, and a story board of the detailed 
scenario. 

 Creation Phase: In this stage, the ontology model is 
completely designed to be used through the rest of the 
VR's phases. Ontology becomes the major guiding 
force which assists the VR developer in selecting the 
right objects, properties, and level of detail. This phase 
is mainly concerned about constructing the assets of VE 
including scripts, texts, graphics, animations, sounds, 
and hardware. Some assets can be created according to 
the ontology model as well. 

 Testing Phase: Coordinated validation and verification 
are conducted by SME and IT experts to check the 
connection between the first prototype of VR to the 
ontology model in terms of 3D graphical objects, tasks, 
terms, concepts and so on. 

 Implementation Phases: The transformation of the 
ontology from a visual model (e.g., conceptual model) 
to implementation mode (e.g., OWL, Java) helps VR 
development in terms of providing decision making, 
exchanging of data, retrieving information and so on. 
The finished product (the integration of ontology within 
VR) will be verified by domain experts. 

 Operation Phase: This is the end point where the 
ontology model is used as a reference to compare the 
intended objectives with the observed results. In this 
stage, VR designers and SMEs make a systematic 
verification of the ontology and 3D by inviting end 
users to evaluate the utility of the artefact, for 
maintenance purposes, in order to suggest future 
extending and verification. 

It is obvious that the role of ontology is messed or misused 
throughout the phases of the lifecycle of the VR development 
methodology. A majority of the ontology engineers focus only 
in some phases like analysis, creation, and implementation. To 
conclude from above table, VR methodology does not 
incorporate ontology in all phases of its lifecycle. 

Regarding the misuse of ontology, there should be a call for 
more attention to address this matter and give further guidance 
on how designers should apply ontology throughout all phases 
of VRT development. In the next section we will try to address 
these challenges and fill the gaps. 
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TABLE II. THE ROLE OF ONTOLOGY THROUGHOUT THE LIFECYCLE OF A VR DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY 

Authors 

Phases of VR 

Assignment Analysis Creation Testing Implementation Operation 

Antoniou et 
al. [18] 

Create a 

brainstorming 

deliverable 

-To describe the 
related terms 

- To use Knowledge 

Organization System 
(SKOS)  

- Using RDF to design 

ontology 
- Using ontology as a reference 

to develop some assets for VR  

NM NM NM  

Walczak et 

al. [14] 
NM NM 

Using RDF, RDFS, and OWL 

to design ontology 
NM 

- Integrating ontology 

inside VR application 

Verified by domain 

experts 

Hyse et al. 
[17] 

- To collect the 
essential 

knowledge  

- To define the 
scope of ontology  

- To create a list of 

competency 
questions 

- To determine the 
most relevant 

knowledge by 

conducting 
workshops  

  
- Integrating ontology 
inside VR application 

NM 

Teilman et 

al [16] 
NM NM 

- Using class diagram to design 

ontology 
NM  

- Implemented in VR 

system  

Ontology based system 

was evaluated by 24 
healthy participants 

Dris et al. 

[19] 

To determine the 
domain and the 

scope of the 

ontology  

Conducting 

acquisition of 

knowledge to select 
the main terms from 

documents, 

standards and the 
existing risk hunting 

courses  

- Using OWL to design 
ontology  

- Using ontology as a reference 

to develop some assets for VR  

NM 

- Integrating ontology 

inside VR to improve 
interoperability  

The utility of VR with 

ontology was evaluated 
by trainees 

Vincent et 

al. [21]  
NM 

Getting concepts 

from experts and 
guidance procedures  

- Using UML to design 
ontology  

- Using ontology to create 

some assets for VR 

NM 

- Integrating ontology 
inside VR to exchange 

data, in an 

interoperable way 

Application based 
evaluation was conducted 

to evaluate the ontology 

effectiveness 

Filho et al. 

[22] 
NM 

Building terms from 

literature  

- Using OWL to design 

ontology  

- Using ontology to create 
some assets for VR  

NM 

- Integrating ontology 

inside VR to exchange 

data, in an 
interoperable way 

Ontology within VR 
system was evaluated 

through a case study 

Elenius et 

al. [23]  
NM 

Selecting terms and 
concepts from 

articles 

- Using Flora code to design 

ontology  

- Using ontology as a reference 
to develop some assets for VR  

NM 
- Integrating ontology 
inside VR to provide 

reasoning  

All ontology models were 

tested by SMEs 

Liang et al. 

[15]  
NM 

Selecting terms and 
concepts from 

traditional Chinese 

shadow 

- Using OWL to design 
ontology  

- Using ontology as a reference 

to develop some assets for VR 

NM 

- Integrating ontology 

inside VR to support 
ontology-based 

retrieval, which 

improves searching 
performance  

The feasibility verification 
of ontology was 

performed using user 

experiences test  

Yeh et al. 

[13] 
NM NM 

- Using OWL to design 

ontology  

- Using ontology as a reference 
to develop some assets for VR 

NM 
- Integrating ontology 
to support VR 

presentations  

NM 

Dragoni et 

al. [24]   
NM 

Defining terms and 
concepts by using 

expert help  

- Using OWL to design 

ontology  

- Using ontology as a reference 
to develop some assets for VR 

NM 

- Using ontology to 

describe the agent 
behavioral script 

- Testing the utility of 

VR with ontology 

Modelers, and developers 

were interviewed to 
evaluate the effectiveness 

of the designed ontology-

based system. 

Baldassini 

et al. [12] 
NM 

Using use cases to 

select terms and 
concepts  

- Using RDF and OWL to 
design ontology  

- Using ontology as a reference 

to develop some assets for VR 

NM 

- Implementing 
ontology to retrieve 

desired data about the 

domain  

A number of healthy 

subjects (from 25 to 30 

years old) were used to 
test the ontology-based 

system  

Ramírez-

Fernández 

et al. [25] 

NM 

Selecting terms and 

concepts from a 
contextual study and 

SLR  

- Using classes and OWL to 

design ontology  
- Using ontology as a reference 

to develop some assets for VR 

NM 

- To use ontology for 

facilitating VE 

development  

The evaluation was 

implemented with 

therapists and patients 

*NM: Not Mentioned 

*NM: Not Mentioned 
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V. DISCUSSION 

The main objective of the study is to explore how ontology 
has been used to support VR development. Several ontologies 
have been proposed in the way to help the VR designing 
process. However, this review indicates that there is a general 
misuse on how to use ontology throughout all the stages of the 
methodology for VRT development. According to TABLE II, 
it is clear that most of the ontology engineers did not pay more 
attention to the assignment phase. Only a few studies had 
discussed about the scope and the objectives of ontology. 
However, they missed out on the inclusion of the ontology 
requirement specifications, which is as an agreement between 
the ontology engineer and the domain expert [27]. This 
approach enables the ontology engineer to include and exclude 
the most important concepts. Additionally, the involvement of 
domain experts is an essential part for knowledge acquisition; 
any lack of key experts can highly result in a partial model 
[11]. Domain experts should therefore be consulted in the 
earlier stages in order to avoid generating poor models which 
lack expressiveness, truthfulness, and details. 

In the creation phase, most of the designed ontologies were 
represented using a tag or code. This approach breaks the 
Gruber’s design criteria for ontology that suggests that the 
conceptualization should be represented at the knowledge 
level, which is free from any specific symbol-level encoding 
[8]. This kind of approach provides a good interaction among 
domain experts, the ontology team, and VR developers. This 
consequently conducts a better verification and validation 
process, since the ontology graphical model is frequently used 
to test the comprehensiveness of designed assets including 3D 
objects, scenarios, scripts and so on. 

On the other hand, according to TABLE II, the test phase is 
totally missed. This evaluation is considered as an ex ant 
evaluation, which refers to evaluation of the prototype before 
the implementation stage. This is to avoid any kind of risk and 
effort before the design goes through construction [28]. Here 
the domain experts and VR developers verify whether the 3D 
graphical including scripts, scenarios and text, expressively 
reflect what is presented in ontology model. Thus, ignoring this 
phase can definitely lead to negative consequences such as 
conducting unnecessary redesigning or remodeling. 

It can be seen from the above literature that ontology can 
play a significant role throughout all the stages of the 

methodology for VR development. It is, however, important to 
note the limitations of clearness on how ontology can go 
through all the stages. It may occur because, on one hand there 
is obvious missing or usage of immature methodology for 
designing ontology. On the other hand, it is the result of the 
lack of specific methodology of designing 3D modeling and 
VRT [29], [30], [31]. 

Over and above the latter shortages, it is difficult to 
guarantee the explicitness and truthfulness of training scenarios 
provided by VRT in the mentioned fields, because the ontology 
was missed or misused to be incorporated in all design phases 
of VR methodology. This could consequently raise high 
dangers in real life, especially when VRT is for areas involving 
trivial details that are important for saving lives. These sectors 
may include emergency response, healthcare, industry, army 
and so on. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Despite the great decision on selecting ontology as a tool to 
support VR development solutions, based on the review, there 
is still a problem of implementing this tool throughout all the 
phases of life cycle of VR development process in various 
domains. The major barrier preventing VRT from being fully 
adopted is that most solutions are immediate, designed only for 
the current perspective purpose, without applying an effective 
methodology that could facilitate the construction process to be 
faster, cost effective, and create expressive training scenarios 
with minimal mistakes. 

As mentioned above, it is not clear how ontology plays a 
role throughout the life cycle of VRT design. TABLE III 
briefly shows the connection between phases of VR and stages 
of ontology development methodology. It provides an idea 
about how ontology can play a significant role to facilitate VR 
construction. Therefore, further research can be conducted in 
this way to systematically define the right methodology of 
designing VRT that can easily cooperate with the role of 
ontology. 

This paper proposes a novel guideline to design VRT 
applications. This approach, provided in this research, aids on 
making VR implementations faster, enables reduction of the 
required time, and effectively creates semantic learning content 
and tarring scenario for safe VRT. Consequently, it 
significantly improves user outcomes and promotes the use of 
VR in training. 
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TABLE III. CONNECTION BETWEEN METHODOLOGY FOR VR DEVELOPMENT AND ROLE OF ONTOLOGY 

Phases of VR Methodology The Role of Ontology  

Assignment  

1) The SMEs and ontology engineers work together in this phase. They make what is called ontology requirements specification 

that serves as an agreement between SME and ontology engineering. These ontology requirements include: 
- Define the goal and scope of designing ontology to be used in VR development. 

- Define the intended end-users.  

- Competency questions. 

Analysis  

2) The answers to competency questions from SME and other relevant knowledge from (e.g., documents, observation) are 
analyzed to get the foundation upon which the overall concept of the VR application is based in terms of requirements and wishes. 

Actions include: 

- Glossaries of terms  
- List actions and objects derived from the extracted knowledge. 

3) The identified terms are not completely valuable as they exist in the current domain. Thus, they should be adjusted and 

reengineered. Some actions comprise: 
- Check and compare terms  

- Identify shared knowledge  

- Classify all objects – objects with similar or same functions and appearance. 
- List all activities and interactions in another list. 

- Define the states of objects. 

- Assign actions to the objects. 
- Draft the story board of the detailed scenario 

Creation  

4) Designing the ontology becomes compulsory to guide designers through the rest of the VR’s phases.  

- Construct ontology model using visual modeling languages such as UFO and OntoUML 

5) This artifact serves as the major guidance to assist the VR developer to select the right objects, properties and level of detail 
that he or she needs to represent by using multimedia modeling. 

Testing 

6) Ontology is used as a tool to facilitate communication among team members 

 - Coordinated validation and verification are conducted by SME and IT experts to check the designed VR. 

- Verify the level of connection between the designed VR to ontology model in terms of 3D graphical object, tasks, terms, 
concepts and so on.  

Implementation 

7) Transforming ontology from visual model to implementation helps VR development. Actions include: 

- Provide reasoning process (e.g., decision making, student evaluation, retrieve information). 

- Enhance interoperability. 
8) Conducting a test on the finished product.  

Operation 

9) Use the artifact as a reference to compare the intended objectives with the observed result:  

- The end users evaluate the utility of the artefact, for maintenance purposes, in order check any problems or difficulties. 

- A meeting between VR designers and SMEs is held to discuss experiences learned from this project and to determine future 
expansions of the ontology.  
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Abstract—The objective of this research was to study the 

components and indicators of problem-solving skills in robot 

programming activities for high school students. This is done by 

analyzing the second order of confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) 

based on data from the behavioral assessment with regard to the 

robot programming activities of 320 students from specialized 

science schools. The results of the research revealed that the 

problem-solving skills in robot programming activities had five 

components and 15 indicators. All the components were tested 

for consistency using CFA statistics with the support of R-Studio 

program. The model analysis results were found to be consistent 

with empirical data with Chi-Square = 98.273, df = 80.000, p-

value = 0.081, GFI = 0.961, NFI (TLI) = 0.924, CFI = 0.985, 

RMSEA = 0.027, RMR = 0.007. This indicates that all the 

identified components and indicators are involved in problem-

solving skills in the robot programming activities of high school 

students.  

Keywords—Components; indicators; problem solving; robot 

programming 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) [1] has published the OECD Future of 
Education and Skills 2030 report, indicating that robotics 
engineering is the number one task that the world will need. 
Consequently, inspiring students and encouraging learning 
with regard to robotics engineering should go along with the 
critical thinking and problem-solving skills [2] that are 
components of learning and innovation within the 21st Century 
Skills [3]. These are widely known in education, and are in line 
with the views of the World Economic Forum (2016) [4] which 
has defined critical thinking and problem-solving skills as the 
core competencies for students in 21st Century. In addition, 
both of these higher-order thinking skills are essential aspects 
of fostering skills across all learning and innovation skills 
groups [5]. 

In this research we focus on problem-solving skills. By this 
we mean the capability to use thinking methods based on 
knowledge and experience, in order to achieve the expected 
goals. This is done in a step-by-step fashion, by gathering and 
linking factors and facts [6 - 8]. These skills are considered to 
be the most important and fundamental skills for learners in the 
21st Century [3,4]. Therefore, at present, the education 
profession is making great efforts to devise a learning 
management approach that can be used to improve problem-

solving skills. Since 2018, the Ministry of Education of 
Thailand [9] has set the standard for developing thinking skills, 
calculation skills, analytical thinking skills and systematic 
problem-solving skills at the high school level. Moreover, the 
Ministry of Science of Thailand [10] has encouraged the 
organization of robot programming activities for high school 
students in order to support high school educational standards 
throughout the country. 

Robot programming is an activity used as part of the 
learning process for the development of many important 21st 
Century skills [11 - 14], especially problem-solving, which are 
proven to respond well to programming [15 – 18]. At the 
present time, Thailand has no clear standards for assessing 
problem-solving skills in terms of robotics programming 
activities for high school students [19]. In addition, the 
researchers found that the search term "problem solving skill 
component and indicator on robot programming" does not 
appear in any Google Scholar databases from 2010 to 2020, 
nor are there any concrete elements and indicators. Therefore, 
this research studied the components and indicators of 
problem-solving skills in programming activities for high 
school students in Thailand to model prototype guidelines that 
can be used for student activity design and skill measurement 
in the future. 

II. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 

1) To study the components and indicators of problem-

solving skills in robot programming activities for high school 

students. 

2) To design the model hypothesis of components and 

indicators of problem-solving skills in robot programming 

activities for high school students. 

3) To evaluate the validity of the model hypothesis of 

components and indicators of problem-solving skills in robot 

programming activities for high school students by analyzing 

the second order of confirmatory factor analysis. 

III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

In conducting this research, the researcher reviewed the 
literature to synthesize the components and indicators of 
problem-solving skills in robot programming activities for high 
school students. This aspect is divided into two main parts: Part 
I, problem solving skills; Part II, robot programming 
procedures. The details are as follows: 
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A. Part I: Problem-solving Skills 

Problem-solving skills refer to a capability to use thinking 
methods based on knowledge and experience to achieve an 
expected goal. This is done step-by-step, by gathering and 
linking factors and facts [6 - 8]. Consequently, many scholars 
have detailed the components of problem-solving skills 
including Bransford and Stein [20] who defined the problem-
solving skill component as “IDEAL” which consists of 1) 
identify 2) define 3) explore 4) act and 5) look back. This 
conforms with the work of Foshay and Kirkley [21] who 
defining the solution components in terms of principles for 
teaching problem solving to be consistent with 1) identifying 
the problem 2) defining the problem through thinking about it 
and sorting out the relevant information 3) exploring solutions 
through looking at alternatives, brainstorming, and checking 
out different points of view 4) acting on the strategies 5) 
looking back and evaluating the effects of the activity. In 
addition, there are Polya's problem solving techniques [23] that 
is a generally-accepted problem-solving process in 
mathematics which consists of four steps to solve a problem. 
These are as follows: 1) understand the problem 2) devise a 
plan (translate) 3) carry out the plan (solve) 4) look back 
(check and interpret). The details with regard to the 
components of problem-solving skills from many other sources 
can be synthesized as shown in Table I. 

From Table I, which is the result of the synthesis of the 
components of problem-solving skills gleaned from theories 
and academic articles, the researcher can conclude that the 
components of problem-solving skills consist of five elements: 

1) Identifying the problem. This refers to explaining the 

details and the boundaries of the problem, and determining 

what needs to be solved. 

2) Goal setting. This refers to sorting out related 

information which leads to things which need to be done for 

the problem to be resolved. 

3) Creating a solution. This refers to looking for 

alternative ways to resolve a particular problem through 

brainstorming and reviewing to create a problem solution. 

4) Acting on the solution. This refers to the 

implementation of the created solution. 

5) Returning to check the results. This refers to the 

assessment of the results, and evaluating the success in order 

to ensure the problem has been solved. 

B. Part II: Robot Programming Procedures 

Robot programming refers to the control of a robot by 
writing computer programs which can be used to create and 
instruct the mechanical device using electronic systems to 
perform a desired task [26 - 29]. Nowadays, many scholars 
have detailed the procedures of programming. For example, 
Sharma [30] described the Software Development Life Cycle 
(SDLC) as a process that programmers use to create 
productivity outcomes. These consist of 1) requirement 
analysis 2) planning 3) software design 4) software 
development 5) testing and 6) deployment. These conform to 
the five-step programming process outlined in Wikibooks [32]: 
1) clarifying / defining the problem 2) designing the program, 
3) coding the program, 4) testing the program, and 5) 
documenting and maintaining. In addition, the School of 
Computer Science at the University of Birmingham [36] 
provides a simple four step programming procedure: 1) 
identify the problem 2) design a solution 3) write the program 
and 4) check the solution. The detail of the programming 
procedures from many other sources can be synthesized as 
shown in Table II. 

TABLE I. SYNTHESIZATION OF PROBLEM-SOLVING SKILLS 

Problem-solving’s 

Components 

IDEAL 
Aspects 

[20] 

PLATO 
Learning 

Aspects [21] 

Jonassen [8] 
Great Schools 
Partnership Aspects 

[22] 

POLYA 

Aspects [23] 

Astuti, Suranto & 

Masykuris [24] 

Franestian, 
Suyanta 

&Wiyono [25] 

Identifying the problem ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Goal setting ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Creating a solution ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Acting on solution ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Returning to check results ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

TABLE II. SYNTHESIZATION OF ROBOT PROGRAMMING PROCEDURES 

Robot programing 

Procedure 
Sharma [30] Valenzuela [31] Wikibooks [32] Amjo [33] Person [34] 

Department of Computer 

Science and Statistics 

The University of Rhode 
Island [35] 

School of 

Computer Science 

University of 
Birmingham [36] 

Identify the Problem ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Design a Solution ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Code the Program ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Test the Program ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Implement the 
Program  

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
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From Table II, the researcher can conclude that 
synthesizing the robot programming procedures consists of five 
steps: 

1) Identifying the problem. This refers to analyzing the 

problem and determining the Input and Output processes that 

need to be incorporated in order to solve the problem. 

2) Designing a Solution. This refers to arranging the order 

of the algorithms used by drawing flowcharts or writing 

pseudo code. 

3) Coding the program. This refers to converting the 

instructions and sequence of methods from the flowchart to 

computer language. 

4) Testing the program. This refers to the validation of the 

grammar of the computer language and the interpretation of 

the results for computer operation purposes. In addition, it 

involves testing for compatibility with hardware, including the 

Input and Output Processes. 

5) Implementing the program. This refers to the results 

based on the program used. This should be followed up with 

further improvements. 

From studying the problem-solving skill components and 
the robot programming procedures as shown above, the 
researcher can create a conceptual framework with regard to 
problem-solving skill components, and the indicators in robot 
programming activities. This framework is as shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Conceptual Framework with Regard to Problem-Solving Skill 

Components and the Indicators in Robot Programming Activities (Model 
Hypothesis). 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGGY 

A. Population 

In this research, the population consisted of students in a 
group of the Princess Chulabhorn's Science High Schools (one 
of the Thai governments specialized scientific schools) who 
had completed a course in "robot programming" in the 
academic year 2020. This involved three schools in the 
northern province, three schools in the central province, three 
schools in the northeastern province, and three schools in the 
southern province; a total are 12 schools: each of which had 40 
students in grade 10, and 40 students in grade 11, a total are 80 
students per school. Consequently, the population was 960. 

B. Samples 

The researcher performed multi-stage sampling, starting 
with a sampling unit of three schools which was randomized to 
two schools per province, for a total of eight schools and 640 
students. Then, stratified random sampling was used to select 
30 students in grade 10 and 30 students in grade 11. As a 
result, the sample group was 60 students per school, totaling 
480 students. The final step was taking a random sample of 40 
students per school, and a total net sample of 320 students. 
This number conformed to the sampling size suggested by 
Yamane [37] and related to the appropriate sample size for 
structural equation model (SEM) statistics [38]. 

C. Research Instrument 

In this research, the researcher used behavioral frequency 
self-assessment in terms of robot programming activities which 
was validated by seven experts. The assessment design was 
based on the Likert 5-point Scale to divide the behavior 
frequency (Level 5 = Always, 4 = Usually, 3 = About half the 
time, 2 = Seldom and 1 = Never). 

D. Research Experts 

To validate the research instrument in the form of a 
behavioral frequency self-assessment instrument in terms of 
robot programming activities, the researcher worked with 
seven experts from various fields, whose qualifications were as 
follows: 

1) Two Lecturers in educational evaluation. 

2) Two Lecturers in Computer engineering. 

3) One Lecturer in Educational technology. 

4) One Lecturer in Psychology. 

5) One Psychiatrist with at least 5 years of adolescent 

behavior research experience. 
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V. PROCEDURES 

The research was conducted in five steps as follows: 

1) Study of the theories and research related to “Problem-

solving skills” and “Robot programming” to identify the 

components and indicators of problem-solving skills with 

regard to robotics programming activities to obtain model 

hypotheses. 

2) Creation of behavioral assessment in order to identify 

problem-solving skills in terms of the robot programming 

activities. This was based on the components and indicators of 

problem-solving skills in robot programming activities that 

followed the researcher’s model hypotheses. 

3) Evaluation of the validity of the behavior assessment 

instrument by using the Index of Item-Objective Congruence 

(IOC) involving seven experts. 

4) Collection of behavior assessment data (Sum of the 

sample made up of 320 students in eight schools.). 

5) Analyzing the data using confirmatory factor analysis 

(CFA) with the support of R-Studio software to examine the 

construct validity of the problem-solving skill components and 

indicators with regard to robot programming activities. 

VI. RESEARCH RESULTS 

1) To create and evaluate the validity of the behavioral 

frequency assessment instrument, seven experts determined 

the validity of the questionnaire in robot programming 

activities for high school students using the Index of Item-

Objective Congruence (IOC). The results had been shown in 

the Table III conclude that the statements in the model 

hypothesis are acceptable.[39]. 

2) From Table IV, it can be seen that the 5 components 

have a standardized factor loading (β) greater than 0.4, and 

consequently passed the standard statistically criteria [40]. In 

addition, by examining the goodness of it statistical indicator, 

the Chi-Square value was 98.27 at 80.00 degrees of freedom 

(df), with a probability (p-value) of 0.08. In addition, 

Goodness of Fit Index (GFI), Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index 

(AGFI), Normed Fit Index (NFI) and Comparative Fit Index 

(CFI) were 0.96, 0.94, 0.92 and 0.99, respectively. The 

Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR) was 0.04 

and the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) 

was 0.03. It can be concluded that all 15 components and 5 

indicators with regard to problem-solving skills in the robot 

programming activities fit the empirical data, and correspond 

to the researcher’s hypothesis [41]. 

3) From Table V and Fig. 2, it can be seen that 15 

indicators have a standardized factor loading (β) greater than 

0.4. Consequently, they achieved the standard statistically 

criteria [40]. As a result, these 15 indicators could be 

appropriate for use as element of all five components. 

TABLE III. SYNTHETIZATION OF PROBLEM-SOLVING SKILLS EVALUATION OF THE VALIDITY OF THE QUESTIONS IN THE BEHAVIORAL FREQUENCY ASSESSMENT 

Robot 

programming 

procedure 

Problem – solving skills 
IOC Meaning 

Component Indicator 

Identify the 

problem 

P1. Identifying the 

problem 

P1.1 Students study the problems deeply and in detail 1.00 Accept 

P1.2 Students compare the current problem with other problems that they might have 

encountered 
1.00 Accept 

P1.3 Students find the key issues relating to the problem  1.00 Accept 

P2. Goals setting 

P2.1 Students group the problem details individually 1.00 Accept 

P2.2 Students specify the input process and output part of the problem-solving program. 1.00 Accept 

P2.3 Students set goals from the details of the problem. 1.00 Accept 

Design a solution 
P3. Creating a 
solution  

P3.1 Students design algorithm sequences and write pseudo-code in the flowchart of their 

program. 
1.00 Accept 

P3.2 Students study, compare and evaluate all team members flowcharts. 1.00 Accept 

P3.3 Students select appropriate team member ideas and modify the flowchart to ensure 

the goal is achieved. 
1.00 Accept 

Code the 

program 

P4. Acting on 

solution 

P4.1 Students write the program conforming to the flowchart by using the algorithm 

sequence. 
1.00 Accept 

P4.2 Students use variable names to write programs and program commands that 

correspond to the pseudo code in the flowchart. 
1.00 Accept 

P4.3 Students execute the program command corresponding to the input and output parts 

that have been defined. 
1.00 Accept 

Test the program 

/ Program 

implementation 

P5. Returning  
to check results  

P5.1 Students check off the program command and structure with the designed 
flowchart. 

1.00 Accept 

P5.2 Students run the program in order to test in a real environment. 1.00 Accept 

P5.3 Students modify the flowchart and program commands to ensure goal completion. 1.00 Accept 
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TABLE IV. FACTOR LOADING OF THE INDICATORS FOR EACH COMPONENT 

Components βi bi S.E. R2 

P1 0.88 1.00 - 0.77 

P2 0.86 0.94 0.13 0.75 

P3 0.94 0.82 0.12 0.88 

P4 0.56 0.52 0.08 0.32 

P5 0.61 0.46 0.08 0.38 

Chi-Square = 98.27, df = 80.00, p-value = 0.08, GFI = 0.96, AGFI = 0.94, NFI = 0.92, CFI = 0.99, SRMR =0.04, RMSEA = 0.03 

TABLE V. FACTOR LOADING OF PROBLEM-SOLVING SKILL COMPONENTS IN ROBOT PROGRAMMING ACTIVITIES 

Com. P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 R2 

Ind. βi bi S.E. βi bi S.E. βi bi S.E. βi bi S.E. βi bi S.E.  

P1.1 0.67 1.00 -             0.45 

P1.2 0.63 0.92 0.10             0.36 

P1.3 0.67 0.99 0.11             0.44 

P2.1  `  0.65 1.00 -          0.41 

P2.2    0.57 0.86 0.11          0.33 

P2.3    0.49 0.79 0.12          0.24 

P3.1       0.51 1.00 -       0.26 

P3.2       0.59 1.13 0.17       0.35 

P3.3       0.65 1.23 0.15       0.42 

P4.1          0.71 1.00 -    0.50 

P4.2          0.61 1.00 0.10    0.38 

 

Fig. 2. Factor Loading Diagram of Components and Indicators of Problem-solving Skill in Robot Programming Activities on the Part of High School Students.
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VII. CONCLUSION 

From the results, the researcher can summarize that the 
components and indicators with regard to problem-solving 
skills in robot programming activities for high school students, 
are composed of five components and fifteen indicators. The 
details of the supporting information are as follows: 

1) Component P3 (Creating a solution) had the highest 

factor loading at 0.94, followed by component P1 (Identifying 

the problem) which had a loading factor of 0.88. The third 

component was P2 (Goals setting) which had a loading factor 

of 0.86. In addition, the factor loading of the 3 components 

was more than 0.7, implying to these 3 components have 

sufficiency variance effected on problem-solving skill [42]. 

Moreover, the conclusion confirms to the meaning of the 

phrase "Problem-solving-approach" as defined by the APA 

Dictionary of Psychology [43]. That is, it is “The process 

whereby difficulties, obstacles, or stressful events are 

addressed through the use of coping strategies.” Accordance 

to Jonassen [8], programming activities could be classified as 

one solution for design problem-solving that focuses on 

analysis and planning. This also corresponds to 

Chandrasekaran [44], who states that the key to problem-

solving is the critical thinking step, in order for the student to 

understand the problem, and determine the structure and 

sequence of work to fit the problem. 

2) The factor loading of component P4 (Acting on the 

solution) and component P5 (Returning to check results) were 

0.56 and 0.61, respectively. This means that both of these 

components are important when it comes to problem-solving 

skills and is statistically acceptable [40]. Similarly, McFadden 

[45] demonstrated that programming must follow the plan 

strictly in order to achieve its goals. In addition, the 

continuous review and development of the results can increase 

problem-solving fluency. In line with Taheri, Sasaki and 

Ngetha [46], we can conclude that problem-solving skills can 

be built from the programming process, while repeating trials 

are also a part of the development of problem-solving ability. 

Moreover, Glenda and Westhuizen [47], also suggest that 

programming can demonstrate logical reasoning, numerical 

reasoning and language reasoning, all of which are essential 

components of problem-solving skills. 

3) Indicator P1.1 (Study the problems deeply and in 

detail), P1.2 (Compare the current problem with other 

problems that they might have encountered), and P1.3 (Find 

the key issues relating to the problem) have factor loadings of 

0.67, 0.63 and 0.67, respectively. These three indicators are 

statistically acceptable, which means that all the indicators 

under component P1 (Identifying the problem) are elementary 

problem-solving skills [40]. According to Kember [48], 

identifying the problem means the perception of the problem, 

and the development of a clear problem framework from 

digesting information. This leads to effective and accurate 

problem identification. This in line with Staniewicz [49] who 

said that problem identification is the first step in coming up 

with an engineering solution by gathering previously used 

similar concepts to those of the present problem, then 

identifying what should be improved. 

4) Indicator P2.1 (Group the problem details 

individually), P2.2 (Specifying the input process and the 

output of the problem-solving program), and P2.3 (Set goals 

from the details of the problem) have factor loadings of 0.65, 

0.67 and 0.49, respectively. These three indictors are 

statistically acceptable, which means that all the indicators 

under component P2 (Goals setting) are elementary problem-

solving skills [40]. This conforms with Wharton Executive 

Education [50], which indicates that a good solution should 

not stick by a lot of problem information, but should be man-

age with factor-and-effect relationships to set a new definitive 

scope for the problem. Moreover, Markman [51] explained 

that problem resolution targeting involves classifying a large 

number of existing problems and looking for a correlation in 

terms of the information to achieve inventive and precise 

solutions. 

5) Indicator P3.1 (Designing algorithm sequences and 

write pseudo-code in the flowchart of their program), P3.2 

(Study, compare and evaluate all team members’ flowcharts), 

and P3.3 (Select appropriate team members’ ideas and modify 

the flowchart to achieve the goal.) have factor loadings of 

0.51, 0.59 and 0.65, respectively. The fact that these three 

indictors are statistically acceptable, means that all the 

indicators under component P3 (Creating a solution) are 

elementary problem-solving skills [40]. According to Crews & 

Ziegler [52], writing flowcharts with regard to algorithmic 

sequencing and pseudo-coding was a process of great 

importance with regard to engineering solutions. Additionally, 

Bryant [53] encouraged the use of the Critique, Explore, 

Compare, and Adapt framework in the process of designing, 

in that it can give results that are both comprehensive and 

well-informed. 

6) Indicator P4.1 (Write the program conforming to the 

flowchart by using the algorithm sequence), P4.2 (Use 

variable names to write programs and program commands that 

correspond to the pseudo code in the flowchart.), and P4.3 

(Execute the program command corresponding to the input 

and output parts that have been defined) have factor loadings 

of 0.71, 0.61 and 0.90, respectively. That these three indictors 

are statistically acceptable means that all the indicators under 

component P4 (Acting on a solution) are elementary of 

problem-solving skills [40]. According to Whipp, Tenkanen 

and Heikinheimo [54], computer programming is a step-by-

step aspect of the problem-solving process. Naming each 

variable and choosing the correct command will support the 

solution of the problem more easily. It also conforms with 

Bilotta and Pantano [55], who explained that programming 

must consider the number and type of sensors which are part 

of the input, as well as the number and size of motors that are 

part of the output, to achieve the robot mission satisfactorily. 

7) Indicator P5.1 (Check off the program command and 

structure with the designed flowchart), P5.2 (Run the program 

by testing in a real environment), and P5.3 (Modify the 
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flowchart and program commands to achieve the goal 

completely) have factor loadings of 0.54, 0.73 and 0.64, 

respectively. That these three indictors are statistically 

acceptable means that all the indicators under component P5 

(Returning to check results) are elementary of problem-

solving skills [40]. This conforms with Young, Sharlin and 

Igarashi [56], who explained that robot control programming 

needs validation results in terms of the robot's performance in 

a real environment. The program developer will systematically 

collect data with regard to the robot’s performance in order to 

improve the robot operation in order to complete the mission. 

In addition, when solving a robot foot walking problem, 

Maicon, Aramizo, Houman and Mohammad [57] found that 

using a robot errors recovery programming technique 

involving equation generation could reduce the errors in the 

next operation, and solve the problem more quickly. 

VIII. DISCUSSION 

A. Integration of the Emerging Model with the Literature 

The components and indicators of problem-solving skills 
were evaluated by confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). It was 
related to the result of synthesization of problem-solving skills 
by literature review [20-25]. Based on theoretical studies and 
research articles related to problem-solving skills and robot 
programming, the researchers were able to summarize the five 
components of problem-solving skills: 1) identifying the 
problem, 2) setting goals, 3) creating a solution, 4) acting on 
the solution and 5) checking the results. In addition, the 
researchers concluded that the robot programming procedure 
consists of five steps: 1) identifying the problem, 2) designing 
a solution, 3) coding the program, 4) testing the program, and 
5) implementing the program. 

B. Reflection on Methodology and Limitations 

Because problem solving skills are explicitly a latent 
variable, the researchers had to transform latent variables into 
observable variables by using the behavioral statement in the 
problem-solving process. In addition, the researchers apply the 
statement with samples only found in science/research 
institutions. This point is because data for accurate CFA 
processing in this research is required only from those expected 
to have the required skills in robot programming. 

C. Suggestions for Future Research 

1) This research uses the confirmatory factor analysis 

(CFA) technique to study the structural validity of the 

components and indicators. In the next step, creating a 

standardized skill measurement instrument means that 

information can be tested for content validity and the accuracy 

of the questions checked before applying them to each 

context. 

2) In the case of constructivism learning theory, which is 

popular in education systems dealing with such aspects as 

problem-based learning (PBL), project-based learning (PjBL) 

or challenge-based learning (CBL) [58], all the focus is on 

developing higher order thinking skills. Therefore, the 

researcher suggests that the five components and fifteen 

indicators identified in this study could be used in the design 

of learning and evaluation processes in modern education. 
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Abstract—Contextual text feature extraction and 

classification play a vital role in the multi-document 

summarization process. Natural language processing (NLP) is 

one of the essential text mining tools which is used to preprocess 

and analyze the large document sets. Most of the conventional 

single document feature extraction measures are independent of 

contextual relationships among the different contextual feature 

sets for the document categorization process. Also, these 

conventional word embedding models such as TF-ID, ITF-ID and 

Glove are difficult to integrate into the multi-domain feature 

extraction and classification process due to a high 

misclassification rate and large candidate sets. To address these 

concerns, an advanced multi-document summarization 

framework was developed and tested on number of large training 

datasets. In this work, a hybrid multi-domain glove word 

embedding model, multi-document clustering and classification 

model were implemented to improve the multi-document 

summarization process for multi-domain document sets. 

Experimental results prove that the proposed multi-document 

summarization approach has improved efficiency in terms of 

accuracy, precision, recall, F-score and run time (ms) than the 

existing models. 

Keywords—Word embedding models; text classification; multi-

document summarization; contextual feature similarity; natural 

language processing 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Machine learning (ML) has become a key approach to 
problem solving and data predictions. Machine learning 
allows a classifier to learn a set of rules, or the criterion of 
decision, from a set of labelled data that an expert has 
annotated. This approach enables better scaling and reduced 
time when classifying topic domain data as compared to a 
system that relies only on manual input. Most of the research 
was done on binary classifiers in the field of machine learning 
based on the classification of multi-domain document data. In 
many fields, the purpose of using machine learning for pattern 
mining has an important role in decision-making systems. A 
set of input documents is split into two or more classes in the 
text classification (TC) process [1], with each document 
belonging to one or more classes depending on its contents. 
Document clustering [2] is the method of categorizing text 

documents into a hierarchical cluster or category, so that the 
documents are identical in the same cluster, whereas the 
documents in the other clusters are different. It is one of the 
vitals of text mining processes. In particular, text mining has 
gained significant significance and involves various tasks, 
such as the development of granular taxonomies, document 
summarization, etc., to produce knowledge of higher quality 
from text. The supervised strategy is utilized to solve the 
problem if we have a predetermined class or classes. A 
prediction-based model is a decision tree. It is distinguished 
by a tree-like system of rules and is mostly used to solve 
classification problems. The decision tree is built using data 
from training. With this strategy, a tree is built to represent the 
categorization problem. The majority of previous works [3] 
used single-document summarization. Approaches based on 
sentence extraction from documents are used in single-
document summarization. Most single-document 
summarization systems employ a simple method for summary 
generation, which consists of extracting the first sentence from 
each paragraph and placing them in the same order as they 
were written. Later on, the presence of multiple sources 
delivering the same information causes problems for news 
providers' end users, who must read the same material 
repeatedly. As a result, recent work [4] has centred on multi-
document summarization. To combine information held in 
distinct documents for multi-document summarization, 
valuable procedures are necessary. This usually means that 
some operations, such as key matches, matching terms, 
sentence position, and sentence length, must be performed 
below the sentence level. As a summary [5], multi-document 
summarization may successfully handle the concerns by 
generating shorter summaries including the important points 
of the original documents using criteria for decreasing 
redundancy and maximising variety in the selected articles. 
Before reordering the phrases into the document's original 
sequence, most extractive summary optimisation algorithms 
score them based on their value. Without access to the real 
summary analysis mechanism, it is not always possible to 
build partial rank lists of sentences using only the original 
document and the summary. The two major types of text 
summarization are abstraction and extraction [6]. The sentence 
with the highest score among the other sentences is chosen 
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during the document extraction process. Whereas, abstraction 
entails employing linguistic techniques to create something 
new, which may or may not be present in the source, and 
substituting it for the summary without altering its original 
meaning. The entire collection is searched for important 
objects in the extractive summarization task, with no changes 
to the objects themselves. Conciseness, accuracy, and 
objectivity are three qualities of a good summarizer. The goal 
of this paper's proposed methodology [7] is to create an 
extractive text summarizer that can generate variable-length 
summaries. According to [8], the summary frequently includes 
sentences that are not closely related to one another. This can 
be handled by generating the sentence set with a sufficient 
threshold. As a result, one of our issues is deciding on a 
sufficient threshold. The order of the sentences in the 
summary is the next problem. Another challenge with news 
summarization systems is how to handle huge feature sets, as 
the complexity of weight adjustment increases exponentially 
as the number of features increases. As a result, higher-
performance systems with more useful features are required. 
Among the three types of summarization systems, extractive 
summarization is perhaps the most investigated. Although the 
phrase is most commonly used to refer to sentence extraction 
and reordering, numerous extractive approaches also focus on 
sub-sentence extraction. An extractive system can be topic-
based, centrality-based, or a combination of the two. The 
relevance of particular words or phrases is prioritized in topic-
based systems.  Although specialized machine learning 
techniques such as neural networks (NN) and support vector 
machines (SVM) are used in many fields to classify data into 
one or more classes, traditional models must be improved on 
large datasets with high dimensionality. Some demonstrations 
of supervised learning include Linear Regression, Logistic 
Regressions, Decision Trees, and SVM. These are some 
demonstrations of supervised learning. Classification [9] can 
be defined as the procedure of classifying objects of interest 
into different previously defined categories or classes. 

Recently, extractive single document summaries have been 
generated using machine learning methods. Nave-bayes, 
Hidden Markov Model (HMM), and log-linear models are 
some of the methodologies that fall within machine learning 
approaches. Automatic text summarization using artificial 
intelligence and neural networks has been the subject of a few 
studies. Given a set of features, the Hidden Markov model 
[HMM] estimates [10] the posterior probability that each 
phrase is a summary sentence or not. This model has fewer 
assumptions of independence than the naive Bayesian 
approach. The number of terms in the sentence, as well as the 
likelihood of the terms given the baseline of terms (Baseline 
term probability) [11] and the document terms (Document 
term probability). 

Wrapper techniques use a black box for a single learner to 
evaluate the function subsets on the basis of their predictive 
effectiveness. The embedded techniques select the features in 
the integrated phase and are generally particular to one 
individual instance. PSO and neural action provide a possible 
optimization solution [12]. Each particle accelerates during 
each iteration towards the best global location discovered by 
the representative points. Scalability is inefficient at 

identifying the globally optimal solution. Dynamic goals and 
connectivity are taken as tasks rather than restrictions. The 
Multi-Objective Data Relations (MODP) approach is used to 
resolve all existing problems in order to improve anomaly 
relations. Further work can be undertaken in the future in 
order to significantly reduce the normalized root-mean-square 
error. Recently, ensemble learning models have become 
popular and widely accepted for high-dimensional and 
imbalanced datasets. Most of the traditional ensemble 
classification models are processed with limited feature space 
and small data size. As the size of the feature space increases, 
traditional ensemble classifiers select a predefined number of 
features for classification. The main objective of the ensemble 
learning models based on feature selection is to classify high-
dimensional features on high-dimensional datasets with high 
computational efficiency and a high true positive rate [13]. 
Severe problems such as performance and scalability may 
result from learning classification models with all their high-
dimensional features. Many textual content classifiers [14] 
have been proposed in the literature, including those that use 
machine learning techniques, probabilistic models, and so on. 
Decision trees, nave-bayes, rule induction, neural networks, 
nearest [15-17], and, most recently, guide vector machines are 
some of the techniques used. 

The main contributions in this paper are: 

1) Proposed a hybrid multi-domain glove optimization 

model on the large document sets. 

2) Proposed a multi-document clustering method for the 

document summarization process. 

3) Implemented a hybrid multi-document Bayesian 

approach based document summarization process on large 

document sets. 

The main sections presented in this paper are: 

Section II describes the overall literature work of the word 
embedding models and multi-document summarization. In the 
section III, a hybrid word embedding measures are proposed 
in order to classify the multi-domain features for the multi-
document summarization process. Also, a hybrid multi-
document cluster based classification model is proposed in the 
section 3. In the section IV, experimental results and its 
discussion are discussed. Finally, in the section V, conclusion 
of the work is presented. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Wu et.al, proposed key extraction by combining 
multidimensional information, and they named their proposed 
system MIKE. They used two datasets from the ACM world 
wide web to form the ACM knowledge discovery and data 
mining. They compared their results to the TF-IDF and 
TextRank algorithms to assess their performance [18]. LAKE 
is a key phrase based summarizer system that extracts relevant 
key phrases from documents using statistical analysis.  In 
terms of text summarization methods, neural networks 
outperform other traditional methods in terms of extractive 
methods for handling semantics and redundancy, but fall short 
in terms of coherence when compared to abstractive methods. 
There are various approaches to abstractive summarization, 
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including linguistic-based approaches, semantic graph-based 
approaches, and hybrid extractive/abstractive approaches [19]. 
Syntactic representations and tree structures are used in 
linguistic-based approaches, but semantic meanings are not 
abstracted. As discussed in a previous study, semantic graph-
based approaches focus on semantic role labelling to 
determine the abstraction of input to core meaning to form 
graphs to filter out redundancy, followed by a text generator to 
build summaries. Extractive methods are used in hybrid 
approaches to obtain an output summary that is fed into a text 
generator to build non-key words and phrases to improve 
sentence coherence and readability. 

SUMMARIST [20] is a key phrase summarizer used to 
find the boundaries of extraction using a rank-based 
abstraction approach. The FEMsum summarizer is used to 
create summaries using a graph-representation and to identify 
the relationships between the candidate sentences, as well as a 
syntactic and semantic representation of the phrases. The data 
structure required for recognizingtopics in document sets and 
creating various forms of summaries is built by using a fuzzy 
co-reference cluster graph technique [21]. The intra- and inter-
document co-reference chain families generated by a co-
reference method under various (fuzzy) clustering criteria are 
given as input to this algorithm. In other words, each cluster 
assigns a topic to each document: some themes appear in all 
documents (common topic), while others appear in only a 
subset or a single document (contrastive/distinctive topic). In 
[22], a set of distance functions for assessing structural 
similarity between online documents is analyzed. They 
analysed different Tag Frequency Distribution Analysis 
(TFDA), parametric functions, and edit distance between 
documents as three distinct ways of defining similarity. [23] 
proposed a label discovery technique that uses a hierarchical 
structure to express the relationship between text data in 
online documents collected from the web. Their programme 
correctly classifies web pages by discovering similar labels 
that describe the same type of content. [24] utilised a model 
that combined documents from various taxonomies. For the 
classification challenge, their model used the Nave Bayes 
algorithm. Content-based classifiers are clearly used by some 
research tools, such as NewsDude, to select valuable articles 
and to remove articles that appear to be excessively repetitious 
of previously read articles. [25] proposed employing a support 
vector machine (SVM) classifier to identify web pages based 
on both text and context features. They tested their online 
classification methods using the WebKB dataset, and the 
results demonstrate that using context features, particularly 
hyperlinks, can greatly enhance classification performance. 

Conventional statistical methods have been included in 
many models. The main drawback of conventional statistical 
methods is the rigidity of dynamic situations and therefore the 
difficulty of optimal modelling. Most of the traditional 
ensemble classification models are processed with limited 
feature space and small data size. As the size of the feature 
space increases, traditional ensemble classifiers select a 
predefined number of features for classification. [26] proposed 
a novel discretization approach to continuous attributes for 
decision tree learning. The main issue with traditional decision 
tree models is that each attribute is assumed to be either 

nominal or categorical. To overcome this issue, a dynamic 
discretization model on the continuous label is applied to each 
attribute during the tree construction process. Traditional 
decision tree models such as CART and C4.5 use 
discretization methods in the preprocessing phase along with 
noise removal methods. But, the main limitation of this model 
is that the data should be of a continuous type and it doesn't 
support mixed types. 

Feature selection is a process that selects an optimal 
feature sub-set based on a particular requirement. The 
measuring feature subsets are specified in the criterion. The 
criterion will be selected according to the purposes for which 
the feature is selected. For example, an optimal subset can be 
a minimum subset. It can provide the best predictive accuracy 
estimate in a sub-set. In some circumstances [27], a subset 
with the specified number that meets the criterion can be 
found in view of the number of features. Rough Sets Attribute 
Reduction (RSAR) is a filter-based tool for feature reduction 
used to extract data and maintain information while reducing 
the amount of knowledge involved. Analysis of Rough Sets is 
performed on the basis only of the data provided, and no 
external parameters are required to operate [28]. This makes 
use of the data granularity structure. It does, however, 
continue to assume the model that there is some information 
available with every item in the discourse universe that truly 
and accurately reflects the real world. The ideal criterion for 
the selection of Rough Sets is to find the shortest or minimum 
reductions while obtaining high grades for the selected 
features. The redundancy of a feature or feature subset is 
determined. A feature is declared relevant if the decision 
feature is predictive, otherwise it is irrelevant. A Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) approach to a reduction in 
dimension is achieved by building main components that are 
linear combinations of the original predictor or the explaining 
variables. The PCA approach is based on the supposition that 
large variance in characteristics provides useful information, 
and, in contrast, small variance is considered less useful. 
Ortholy-linear combinations have been designed to maximize 
features in the linear combination of explicative variables. 
There are two basic stages of Fuzzy ELM (F-ELM), [29] 
called preparation and prediction. P. Verma and H. Om [30] 
proposed the Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS) 
method. The correlation between the attribute and the class is 
calculated by this approach, with the hypothesis that an 
optimal collection of features should be strongly correlated 
with the class but not correlated with other features. This is to 
ensure that redundancies and feature numbers [31-34] 
(explaining the pattern with as few features as possible but 
still maintaining high performance) are reduced. Artificial 
intelligence is a notion that today has a lot of excitement 
around it. They trained the decision tree using a rotated feature 
space. Hence, they proposed the rotation forest algorithm. In 
this method,[35-37]samples from the main datasets are 
obtained. These samples form a new subset which is fed into a 
new feature space. 

III. PROPOSED MODEL 

Initially, document sets are taken as input for text pre-
processing. In the preprocessing phase, each document is 
preprocessing using the Stanford NLP library. This library is 
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used to perform various operations such as document 
tokenization, stemming and stop word removal on different 
domain fields. After performing the data pre-processing 
operations on the large document sets, word embedding model 
is used to optimize the document to word vectors. In this 
work, a hybrid multi-domain word embedding model is 
proposed in order to optimize the word embedding key words 
on large document-sets. 

Proposed multi-domain glove optimization model is 
designed to find the main and its contextual key features on 
large document sets. Multi-document contextual features are 
extracted using the main words of the glove model. A 
boosting contextual similarity is computed based of the main 
words, contextual words, string hash similarity and multi-
document contextual similarity features to filter essential top k 
voted features in the document sets.   In the next step, a multi-
document clustering approach is developed on the filtered top 
k-contextual voted features for the multi-document 
summarization process.  In the multi-document clustering 
process, an efficient KNN distance measure is used to 
compute the nearest clusters by using the structural similarity 
between the main and contextual scores. Each document and 
its key features are labelled with the cluster class for the multi-
document summarization process. In the proposed multi-
document summarization, a hybrid Bayesian probability based 
classification approach is developed to find the multi-
document summarization process as shown in Fig.1. 

A. Multi-Document Glove Optimization Word Embedding 

Model 

In the multi-document glove optimization model, each pre-
processed document is given as input to compute word co-
occurrence matric. Let Xij represents the word occurrence 
matrix in order to compute main word and contextual word on 
large document set. Wi and   Wj represent main and contextual 
word vectors of Wc. 

𝑏𝑖 , 𝑏𝑗 : 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛  word bias vector  and context word bias vector 
𝜃=Min{𝑏𝑖 , 𝑏𝑗 }. 𝐷( (𝑤𝑖 . 𝑏𝑖), (𝑤𝑗 , 𝑏𝑗 ))  

1) Defining multi-document summarization cost function 

and its constraints using the word, main vectors and its biases: 
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3) The Proposed Multi-document word embedding model 

is optimized by using the partial derivative w.r.t main words 

and contextual words as shown below. 

  

   

               
   𝜃  𝑏 𝑤 

 𝑤  𝑏 𝑤 
 𝑤  

     𝜃      𝑏  𝑏            √||𝑤 ||  ||𝑤 ||
 

 

  

   

               
   𝜃  𝑏 𝑤 

 𝑤  𝑏 𝑤 
 𝑤  

     𝜃      𝑏  𝑏            √||𝑤 ||  ||𝑤 ||
 

 

update wi and wj using learning theta. 

 In the above optimized multi-domain glove 
optimization model, the cost function and its constraints are 
improved in order to find the essential key contextual features 
among the multiple domain document sets. Here, the 
multiweight factor is used to find the weighted document 
features among the main and contextual feature vectors. 
Finally, the multi-document cost function is based on multi-
weights, main and contextual feature vectors on large 
contextual co-occurrence matrix. 

B. Boosting Voting based Word Embedding Contextual 

Similarity 

In this phase, a voted boosting method is used to compute 
the best similarity measure based on the multi-document glove 
main and contextual key vectors. In this phase, hash based 
similarity, string similarity and proposed multi-document 
main and contextual similarity measure are used to choose the 
majority voted similarity on the glove main and contextual 
feature vectors. The proposed main and contextual similarity 
measure is computed by using the following formula. 

𝑙𝑒    𝑖                                                     

  𝑗  𝑒𝑝 𝑒 𝑒𝑛                                  
                      

  
𝑐𝑜    𝑖    𝑗   ∑ (  𝑖    𝑖 ) 

   

√∑ |  𝑖    𝑖 | 
    ∑ |  𝑗    𝑗 | 

   

 

  𝑙 𝑖  𝑑𝑜𝑐 𝑚𝑒𝑛                      

  𝑓 𝑖  𝑙𝑜𝑔   𝑚𝑎  |  𝑖 | |  𝑗 |  

  𝑙 𝑖  𝑑𝑜𝑐 𝑚𝑒𝑛                            

 𝑙 𝑜𝑔     𝑚𝑖𝑛 |  𝑖 | |  𝑗 |  
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Fig. 1. Proposed Multi-Domain Multi-Document Summarization Framework. 

C. Multi-Document Clustering based on KNN Approach 

In this phase, a hybrid multi-document clustering based 
KNN approach is developed on the main and contextual key 
similarity features. This approach is used to group the multi-
documents based on the domain main and contextual 
similarity vectors. Let k defines the user defined number of k-
nearest objects for grouping. 

    MD                                      

O       C                                               

Procedure: 

1) Read input data  MDt 

2) Initialize k clusters for KNN and perform traditional k-

means document clustering algorithm. 

3) In the proposed document clustering approach, instead 

of using the conventional distance measures, a hybrid weighted 

distance measure is proposed between the main and contextual 

word vectors. 
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4) The weighted multi-document pair distance between the 

main and contextual word vectors is given as 
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Finally, the contextual similarity between the main word 
vectors and contextual word vectors are clustered using the 
following similarity score measure as 

n n
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5) The kscore is used to find the document classification 

score in each domain filed for the class label prediction on the 

new test data. The kscore measure is computed using the 

following formula. 

t i jk j i j

d DK

i

i j

i j

) )

 

KScore (D ,C )  S (MW(d ,CW(d ) P(D ,C )

1 Cj
P(D ,C )

0

D

D C



 


 





 

D. Multi-Document Conditional Bayesian Estimation based 

Classification 

In the multi-document summarization phase, the clustered 
training data which is generated in the previous section are 
taken as input to the multi-document base multi-domain 
classification process. Proposed Bayesian classification model 
is used to classify the key phrases for the multi-document 
summarization process. In this phase, two optimizations are 
performed on the traditional Bayesian text classification 
model. In the first optimization, a hybrid prior multi-document 
probability is developed to predict the multi-domain phase on 
the large textual document sets. In the second optimization, a 
hybrid posterior probability is proposed on the main and 

contextual word vectors in each class category. The main steps 
used in the proposed multi-document summarization are 

1) Read contextual and main words clustered labelled 

document sets as input. 

2) Compute prior multi-document classification 

probability as: 

      𝑑      𝑑   

   𝑙 𝑖  𝐷𝑜𝑐     𝑑      𝑑     𝑘  

      𝑑     𝑘  
 𝑚𝑎             𝑘   |   𝑑  
    𝑑  | 

3) Predict the posterior multi-document estimation using 

the maximization of the class labels as: 

 𝑙𝑎    𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐     𝑑      𝑑   

 𝑎 𝑔𝑚𝑎      𝑘  

  ∏            𝑘   || 𝐷 |

     𝑑      𝑑   | 

4) To each document in the training documents sets,Merge 

the phrase with high posterior probability and contextual-main 

word similarity scores for summarization process. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The performance has been evaluated using the multi-
document summarization datasets provided by Document 
Understanding Conferences (DUC) 2002, Document 
Understanding Conferences (DUC) 2004[38], multi-news 
[39], multi-biomedical datasets [40]. It is an open benchmark 
from the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) for the evaluation of generic automatic summarization. 
The experiments have been carried out in amazon AWS server 
with 96 GB RAM. 

In the experimental study, word embedding features, 
classification metrics and multi-document summarization 
rouge metrics are used to evaluate the performance of the 
proposed model to the conventional models. 

Table 1, illustrates the performance evaluation of the 
proposed multi-domain glove optimization model to the 
conventional approaches for contextual similarity computation 
on DUC 2002 dataset. As represented in the table, the 
proposed approach has improved evaluation than the previous 
models in terms of contextual similarity between the main and 
contextual word vectors. 

Figure 2, illustrates the performance evaluation of the 
proposed multi-domain glove optimization model to the 
conventional approaches for contextual similarity computation 
on DUC 2004 dataset. As represented in the table, the 
proposed approach has improved evaluation than the previous 
models in terms of contextual similarity between the main and 
contextual word vectors. 
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TABLE I. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED MODEL TO CONVENTIONAL MODELS FOR OVERALL CONTEXTUAL SIMILARITY MEASURE (DUC:2002) 

TestDoc MI Entropy TextRank Glove Proposed Glove 

TestCat1-1 0.86 0.89 0.92 0.93 0.96 

TestCat1-2 0.88 0.9 0.91 0.93 0.95 

TestCat1-3 0.87 0.89 0.92 0.94 0.95 

TestCat1-4 0.86 0.89 0.9 0.93 0.96 

TestCat1-5 0.87 0.89 0.92 0.93 0.95 

TestCat1-6 0.87 0.89 0.92 0.94 0.95 

TestCat1-7 0.88 0.9 0.91 0.92 0.95 

TestCat1-8 0.86 0.91 0.91 0.93 0.95 

TestCat1-9 0.89 0.89 0.92 0.93 0.95 

TestCat1-10 0.85 0.88 0.92 0.93 0.95 

TestCat1-11 0.86 0.88 0.91 0.92 0.95 

TestCat1-12 0.86 0.9 0.91 0.93 0.95 

TestCat1-13 0.85 0.88 0.91 0.92 0.97 

TestCat1-14 0.86 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.97 

TestCat1-15 0.85 0.9 0.92 0.93 0.96 

TestCat1-16 0.88 0.89 0.91 0.94 0.95 

TestCat1-17 0.86 0.88 0.92 0.94 0.96 

TestCat1-18 0.85 0.88 0.91 0.94 0.96 

TestCat1-19 0.88 0.89 0.9 0.94 0.96 

TestCat1-20 0.87 0.89 0.91 0.93 0.95 

 

Fig. 2. Comparative Analysis of Proposed Model to Conventional Models for Overall Contextual Similarity Measure (DUC:2004). 

Table 2, illustrates the performance evaluation of the 
proposed multi-domain glove optimization model to the 
conventional approaches for contextual similarity computation 
on multi-news dataset. As represented in the table, the 
proposed approach has improved evaluation than the previous 
models in terms of contextual similarity between the main and 
contextual word vectors. 

Table 3, illustrates the performance evaluation of the 
proposed multi-domain glove optimization model to the 
conventional approaches for contextual similarity computation 
on multi-biomedical dataset. As represented in the table, the 

proposed approach has improved evaluation than the previous 
models in terms of contextual similarity between the main and 
contextual word vectors. 

Figure 3, illustrates the performance evaluation of the 
proposed multi-domain glove optimization model to the 
conventional approaches for filtering optimal key features 
count for document clustering process on DUC 2002 dataset. 
As represented in the table, the proposed approach has 
improved evaluation than the previous models in terms of 
contextual keywords filtering among the large number of 
candidate key features space. 
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TABLE II. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED MODEL TO 

CONVENTIONAL MODELS FOR OVERALL CONTEXTUAL SIMILARITY MEASURE 

(MULTI-NEWS) 

TestDoc MI Entropy TextRank Glove ProposedGlove 

TestCat3-1 0.86 0.88 0.91 0.92 0.95 

TestCat3-2 0.88 0.91 0.92 0.94 0.95 

TestCat3-3 0.87 0.89 0.9 0.94 0.95 

TestCat3-4 0.86 0.88 0.91 0.93 0.95 

TestCat3-5 0.85 0.89 0.9 0.93 0.96 

TestCat3-6 0.88 0.88 0.92 0.94 0.95 

TestCat3-7 0.89 0.9 0.92 0.92 0.95 

TestCat3-8 0.88 0.88 0.92 0.94 0.96 

TestCat3-9 0.89 0.9 0.92 0.93 0.95 

TestCat3-10 0.87 0.9 0.9 0.93 0.95 

TestCat3-11 0.88 0.89 0.91 0.94 0.96 

TestCat3-12 0.87 0.9 0.92 0.93 0.95 

TestCat3-13 0.87 0.9 0.9 0.94 0.95 

TestCat3-14 0.88 0.91 0.91 0.92 0.96 

TestCat3-15 0.85 0.89 0.9 0.94 0.97 

TestCat3-16 0.87 0.9 0.9 0.94 0.95 

TestCat3-17 0.89 0.89 0.9 0.94 0.96 

TestCat3-18 0.88 0.89 0.91 0.94 0.95 

TestCat3-19 0.87 0.9 0.91 0.93 0.97 

TestCat3-20 0.88 0.88 0.92 0.94 0.95 

TABLE III. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED MODEL TO 

CONVENTIONAL MODELS FOR OVERALL CONTEXTUAL SIMILARITY MEASURE 

(BIOMEDICAL DOCS) 

TestDoc MI Entropy TextRank Glove ProposedGlove 

TestCat4-1 0.87 0.89 0.91 0.92 0.95 

TestCat4-2 0.86 0.88 0.91 0.94 0.96 

TestCat4-3 0.86 0.89 0.92 0.92 0.95 

TestCat4-4 0.85 0.89 0.92 0.93 0.95 

TestCat4-5 0.85 0.9 0.92 0.93 0.95 

TestCat4-6 0.89 0.88 0.92 0.92 0.95 

TestCat4-7 0.88 0.9 0.92 0.93 0.96 

TestCat4-8 0.85 0.9 0.91 0.94 0.95 

TestCat4-9 0.89 0.89 0.91 0.92 0.96 

TestCat4-10 0.85 0.9 0.92 0.94 0.95 

TestCat4-11 0.88 0.91 0.92 0.94 0.96 

TestCat4-12 0.88 0.88 0.92 0.93 0.95 

TestCat4-13 0.85 0.89 0.91 0.93 0.97 

TestCat4-14 0.89 0.89 0.92 0.92 0.96 

TestCat4-15 0.86 0.9 0.9 0.93 0.95 

TestCat4-16 0.89 0.89 0.91 0.92 0.95 

TestCat4-17 0.89 0.89 0.92 0.94 0.95 

TestCat4-18 0.86 0.89 0.9 0.93 0.97 

TestCat4-19 0.85 0.88 0.91 0.94 0.96 

TestCat4-20 0.88 0.89 0.92 0.93 0.95 

 

Fig. 3. Comparative Analysis of Proposed Model to Conventional Models for Overall Contextual Keywords Filtering (DUC 2002). 
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Fig. 4. Comparative Analysis of Proposed Model to Conventional Models for Overall Contextual Keywords Filtering (DUC 2004). 

Figure 4, illustrates the performance evaluation of the 
proposed multi-domain glove optimization model to the 
conventional approaches for filtering optimal key features 
count for document clustering process on DUC 2004 dataset. 
From the figure, it is observed that the proposed approach has 
improved evaluation than the previous models in terms of 
contextual keywords filtering among the large number of 
candidate key features space. 

Table 4, illustrates the performance evaluation of the 
proposed multi-domain glove optimization model to the 
conventional approaches for filtering optimal key features 
count for document clustering process on multi-news dataset. 
As represented in the table, the proposed approach has 
improved evaluation than the previous models in terms of 
contextual keywords filtering among the large number of 
candidate key features space. 

Table 5, illustrates the performance evaluation of the 
proposed multi-domain glove optimization model to the 
conventional approaches for filtering optimal key features 
count for document clustering process on biomedical 
document sets. As represented in the table, the proposed 
approach has improved evaluation than the previous models in 
terms of contextual keywords filtering among the large 
number of candidate key features space. 

Table 6, represents the performance evaluation of the 
proposed multi-document based Bayesian summarization 

model to the conventional models for classification precision 

on various domain databases. From the table, it is noted that the 

proposed multi-document based Bayesian summarization 

approach has improved precision than the previous approaches 

on different domain document sets. 

Figure 5, represents the performance evaluation of the 
proposed multi-document based Bayesian summarization 
model to the conventional models for classification accuracy 
on various domain databases. From the figure, it is noted that 
the proposed multi-document based Bayesian summarization 
approach has improved accuracy than the previous approaches 
on different domain document sets. 

Figure 6, represents the performance evaluation of the 
proposed multi-document based Bayesian summarization 
model to the conventional models for classification recall on 
various domain databases. From the figure, it is noted that the 
proposed multi-document based Bayesian summarization 
approach has improved recall than the previous approaches on 
different domain document sets. 

TABLE IV. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED MODEL TO 

CONVENTIONAL MODELS FOR OVERALL CONTEXTUAL KEYWORDS FILTERING 

(MULTI-NEWS) 

TestDoc MI Entropy TextRank Glove ProposedGlove 

Test-1 73 73 70 77 61 

Test-2 67 70 68 69 53 

Test-3 65 66 76 68 57 

Test-4 77 76 71 68 45 

Test-5 74 67 70 77 54 

Test-6 78 69 73 76 59 

Test-7 73 73 68 71 57 

Test-8 74 73 68 73 50 

Test-9 67 71 68 76 62 

Test-10 67 65 74 71 53 

Test-11 72 71 74 70 51 

Test-12 77 77 73 70 49 

Test-13 68 65 66 65 54 

Test-14 69 71 76 67 53 

Test-15 70 72 71 76 57 

Test-16 66 77 72 74 57 

Test-17 71 75 71 77 57 

Test-18 74 69 70 69 50 

Test-19 67 75 77 70 62 

Test-20 77 65 74 65 55 
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TABLE V. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED MODEL TO 

CONVENTIONAL MODELS FOR OVERALL CONTEXTUAL KEYWORDS FILTERING 

(BIOMEDICAL DOCS) 

TestDoc MI Entropy TextRank Glove ProposedGlove 

Test-1 72 75 66 76 60 

Test-2 69 78 71 77 57 

Test-3 72 69 68 69 55 

Test-4 77 67 76 69 57 

Test-5 76 77 66 72 55 

Test-6 73 73 72 75 52 

Test-7 67 66 72 73 56 

Test-8 70 73 67 71 54 

Test-9 68 74 71 70 61 

Test-10 72 65 77 73 56 

Test-11 69 69 69 65 48 

Test-12 72 67 75 66 62 

Test-13 71 75 72 73 52 

Test-14 66 73 65 66 54 

Test-15 75 68 73 69 52 

Test-16 68 73 72 75 46 

Test-17 71 71 67 77 48 

Test-18 66 75 68 76 50 

Test-19 69 67 72 70 52 

Test-20 72 73 67 72 53 

TABLE VI. COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED MULTI-
DOCUMENT BASED BAYESIAN SUMMARIZATION MODEL TO THE 

CONVENTIONAL MODELS FOR CLASSIFICATION PRECISION ON VARIOUS 

DOMAIN DATABASES 

MultiDoc 

Test 

CSTSu

mm 

GistSu

mm 

MultiLa

yer 

ProposedMDBayesian

Summ 

DUC2002 0.86 0.89 0.9 0.97 

DUC2004 0.87 0.89 0.91 0.96 

Multi-News 0.86 0.9 0.9 0.95 

Multi-
Biomedical 

0.85 0.89 0.9 0.95 

 

Fig. 5. Comparative Evaluation of Proposed Multi-Document based 

Bayesian Summarization Model to the Conventional Models for Classification 

Accuracy on Various Domain Databases. 

 

Fig. 6. Comparative Evaluation of Proposed Multi-Document based 

Bayesian Summarization Model to the Conventional Models for Classification 
Recall on Various Domain Databases. 

For experimental evaluation, we use ROUGE (Recall-
Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation) in order to find 
the performance of the proposed multi-doc summarization 
process on various traditional models. 

Table 7, represents the performance evaluation of the 
proposed multi-document based Bayesian summarization 
model to the conventional models for average rouge metrics 
on DUC 2002 domain database. From the table, it is noted that 
the proposed multi-document based Bayesian summarization 
approach has improved average rouge metrics than the 
previous approaches on different DUC 2002 document 
sets.Table 8, represents the performance evaluation of 
theproposed multi-document based Bayesian summarization 
model to the conventional models for average rouge metrics 
on multi-news domain database. From the table, it is noted 
that the proposed multi-document based Bayesian 
summarization approach has improved average rouge metrics 
than the previous approaches on different domain multi-news 
data. 

TABLE VII. COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED MULTI-
DOCUMENT BASED BAYESIAN SUMMARIZATION MODEL TO THE 

CONVENTIONAL MODELS FOR AVERAGE ROUGE METRICS ON VARIOUS DUC 

2002 DATABASE 

Avg 

Rouge 
Gensim OPINOSIS PyTextRank 

Proposed 

BayesianSumm 

Recall 0.05 0.065 0.087 0.17 

Precision 0.04 0.075 0.075 0.14 

F-measure 0.054 0.065 0.0734 0.12 

TABLE VIII. COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED MULTI-
DOCUMENT BASED BAYESIAN SUMMARIZATION MODEL TO THE 

CONVENTIONAL MODELS FOR AVERAGE ROUGE METRICS ON MULTI-NEWS 

DOMAIN DATABASE 

Avg 

Rouge 

Gensi

m 

OPINOSI

S 

PyTextRan

k 

ProposedBayesianSu

mm 

Recall 0.034 0.046 0.085 0.14 

Precision 0.023 0.048 0.078 0.094 

F-measure 0.036 0.05 0.09 0.12 
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Fig. 7. Comparative Evaluation of Proposed Multi-Document based 

Bayesian Summarization Model to the Conventional Models for Average 
Rouge Metrics on Multi-Biomedical Domain Database. 

Figure 7, represents the performance evaluation of the 
proposed multi-document based Bayesian summarization 
model to the conventional models for average rouge metrics 
on multi-biomedical domain database. From the table, it is 
noted that the proposed multi-document based Bayesian 
summarization approach has improved average rouge metrics 
than the previous approaches on biomedical document sets. 

TABLE IX. COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED MULTI-
DOCUMENT BASED BAYESIAN SUMMARIZATION MODEL TO THE 

CONVENTIONAL MODELS FOR AVERAGE ROUGE METRICS ON VARIOUS DUC 

2004 DATABASE 

Avg 

Rouge 
Gensim OPINOSIS PyTextRank 

ProposedBayesi

anSumm 

Recall 0.035 0.084 0.095 0.16 

Precision 0.043 0.078 0.11 0.154 

F-measure 0.049 0.069 0.12 0.158 

Table 9, represents the performance evaluation of the 
proposed multi-document based Bayesian summarization 
model to the conventional models for average rouge metrics 
on DUC 2004 domain database. From the table, it is noted that 
the proposed multi-document based Bayesian summarization 
approach has improved average rouge metrics than the 
previous approaches on different DUC 2004 document sets. 

A. Results Interpretation 

In this work, different multi-document features and its 
correlated main and contextual words are used to analyze the 
multiple documents for summarization. From the experimental 
results it is noted that the average accuracy, recall and 
precision of the proposed multi-document summarization is 
better than the conventional models with nearly 1% 
improvement. Also, the contextual features of the proposed 
glove model has better optimization for the word to vector 
generation process. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Multi-document summarization plays a vital role in the 
multi-domain document sets due to variation in the feature 
space and inter and intra document cluster variations. Since, 
most of the conventional multi-document summarization 

models have large number of candidate feature sets for 
document clustering and classification process. In this work, a 
hybrid multi-document based glove optimization model is 
proposed in order to filter the key features on multi-domain 
document sets. Also, a hybrid document clustering and multi-
document Bayesian classification model for multi-domain 
document summarization process is proposed on large 
document sets. Experimental evaluation represent the 
performance of the proposed Bayesian multi-document 
summarization approach has improved rouge evaluation 
metrics than the previous models with nearly 2-3% 
improvement on large multi-domain document sets. In the 
future scope, this work can be extended to improve the multi-
level based dynamic multi-domain feature extraction and 
summarization process using the parallel processing 
framework. 
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Abstract—The e-learning platform is a technology used in 

most academic institutions. The e-learning platform provides 

services as an alternative to conventional methods. Previous 

studies have primarily focused on using and accepting e-learning 

among consumers and developing tangible attributes on the 

platform. Platform attributes should be available to engage with 

all users, leading to innovative ideas and improvement in the 

value offerings to users if well used. Therefore, this study 

explores the service science perspective in terms of co-creation 

for an e-learning platform. The concept of Service-Dominant 

Logic and value co-creation is adopted to explore and extract the 

elements and factors that are collectively applied to the model. 

The concepts illustrate how user value is co-created through the 

value propositions on the platform and value drivers for the 

users. The findings help identify the components for value 

proposition on the platform: enrichment, interaction, 

personalization, and environment. Meanwhile, the components of 

value drivers for actors are engagement, resources, experience, 

and goals. Then, the proposed components are used to develop an 

e-learning conceptual model. A service-driven model of e-

learning will be a significant input to develop an effective 

platform that provides co-creation opportunities to its users. 

Future research is to identify the critical features available on the 

e-learning platform from the users’ view. 

Keywords—e-Learning; co-creation; S-D Logic; value 

propositions; value drivers; actors 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, e-learning technology has been in high demand 
since the Covid pandemic hit the world. It is widespread 
recognition that E-learning plays a decisive role in supporting 
and engaging teaching and learning among its users. Students 
and teachers initially perceived face-to-face learning as the 
ultimate way of teaching and learning, but they have to find 
alternatives since the restriction order is applied. The objective 
of e-learning systems is to improve the educational system, 
enhance students‘ and teachers‘ learning, boost the education 
system, and improve students‘ performance. Teachers and 
students, as primary users of the education system, need to 
adapt to survive in the ever-changing technology environment. 
They need to be agile to adjust, respond, and be resourceful in 
working together and find practical learning for the 
institutions. By collaborating to develop information, users 
promote to transform information into knowledge and 
eventually get values. 

Since its introduction, e-learning has gone through various 
adaptation processes to strengthen the implementation process 
and technology evolving from time to time. Users can access 

learning materials, search for information, collaboration, and 
experience irrespective of physical location limitations to 
deliver knowledge. Besides, technology and computing help 
educators prepare students for 21st-century life lessons. 

Most developers focus on tangible items to develop e-
learning platforms or websites, such as technology [1] and 
internationalization [2], while value to the user and institutions 
is less considered [3]. Although online platforms are vastly 
rising, yet insufficient active contributors and continuous input 
of material or information [4]. A different perspective of the e-
learning model from the value view can be considered so that 
e-learning feature development meets the implied value. It is 
reported that students stated e-learning did not have the 
desired features and was also harder to use compared to 
Facebook [5]. Thus, services are only valuable if used and not 
based on what is offered, and hence user involvement in 
system development may accomplish a successful system. The 
value of the system exists in the stakeholders‘ cognitive space. 
Values are unique among individuals but can influence the 
user‘s behaviour in using e-learning. 

In Service-Dominant Logic (S-D Logic), creating value 
co-creation (VCC) together is key to generating value by 
integrating their value with others and developing a new one 
[6].  With VCC, all users are part of the creators of value 
when using the system. According to [7], the concept of value 
co-creation in academic virtual learning environments has 
been discussed less frequently. To convert the traditional 
teacher-student models, in which teachers determine the 
learning resources, they can participate in VCC‘s educational 
processes into a flexible structure and an active learning 
environment. Thus, to find the platform that caters based on 
user‘s active participation, value co-creation focusing on user 
value strategy is proposed. Positive values instilled in the 
user‘s mind will guide them towards a proper attitude. The e-
learning platform services need to be used to deliver value [8]. 
A service has to have value to fulfill the user‘s needs. Further, 
studies linking education by using the concept of S-D Logic 
are still poorly implemented [9]. 

This paper will describe the factors of VCC in value 
proposition on the platform and value drivers from the users in 
using e-learning, which would lead to creating values for 
themselves and would benefit the institutions eventually. As 
[10] pointed out, service providers do not just make value 
proposition but also involves the actors who are users or 
contributors to produce values for themselves. It is needed to 
get feedback from the user to make them feel close, and there 
is a need to use the services on the platform. 
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This paper is structured as follows: Section 2, ―Literature 
Review‖ outlines the topics on e-learning, service-dominant 
Logic, and value co-creation. Section 3, ―Methodology‖ 
describes the methodology employed to develop the 
conceptual model. Next, Section 4, ―Result and Discussion‖ 
draws the outcome and discussion about the e-learning 
conceptual model. Lastly, Section 5, ―Conclusion‖ points 
toward the overall conclusion and following plot for the 
research. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. E-learning 

E-learning is a web-based technology and application to 
enable learning and teaching [11] delivered through 
technology such as the internet, intranets, audio, video and 
conferencing, virtual classrooms, and digital collaboration. 
Web-based or mobile-based learning has become common in 
education. It can take many platforms, from massive open 
online courses (MOOCs) to a virtual learning environment 
(VLE) and learning management system (LMS), and many 
others [12]. 

In learning, teachers determine the learning resources into 
a flexible structure and an active learning environment to 
participate in the educational processes in virtual academic 
learning environments [7]. Collaborative and virtual learning 
environments provide a dynamic platform of interaction and 
conversation for students and teachers. For a successful 
system, e-learning should provide a platform that enables 
qualitative two-way communication between students and 
teachers and amongst students themselves. Thus, teachers‘ 
perceptions as providers must change, allowing students to be 
active contributors and enabling collaboration to occur 
effortlessly. 

B. Service-Dominant Logic (S-D Logic) 

The traditional view in marketing was Goods-dominant 
Logic; consumers are provided with their value [10]. The 
latter S-D Logic claims that value is always co-created with 
the partnership with users. [13] added the value-in-use in 
Goods-dominant Logic lacks the firm-customer interactions. 
The customer must participate by utilizing a product or service 
in the value exchange process to create value. 

Based on S-D Logic, the main component is ‗the customer 
is always the co-creator of value, which means creating value 
is an interactional process requiring active participation of 
both the customer and the supplier. In this study, the 
researched relationship is between teacher and student, student 
and student, and teacher and teacher. They are the primary 
users of the e-learning platform and are called actors. Users 
are categorized as operant resources in S-D Logic, integrating 
skills and knowledge into the co-creation process into the e-
learning platform‘s activities. Teachers‘ roles are not as 
providers and directors of the whole process, but they also 
become participants. Students‘ and teachers‘ perceptions and 
involvement as value co-creators can be linked to some 
foundational premises (FP). It is considered service value co-
creators in S-D Logic based on ten FPs [14]. For example, 
FP1 is ―Service is the fundamental basis of exchange,‖ is a 
relevant premise for e-learning because e-learning provides 

services to all matters involving skills and knowledge. Also, 
FP10: ―value if always uniquely and phenomenologically 
determined by the beneficiary‖ shows each user of e-learning 
platform are different, and their respective experience will add 
value to the platform. 

C. Value co-creation (VCC) 

In the value construct, there is a relationship with the co-
creation element. Co-creation is needed, as various platforms 
provide space for virtual communities, yet many still lack 
sufficient active contributors and a continuous supply of 
knowledge content. Based on the value concept in the new 
marketing logic, value is not created solely by the firm but 
built with the customers during their usage of products and 
interactions with different actors. The value is produced in the 
customer sphere during consumption in response to the service 
provider‘s proposition value. Therefore, these value attributes 
are directly related to customer feelings and attitudes 
developed towards the service offered. [15] mentions VCC 
and the tools facilitating VCC activities have increased 
interest from information systems (IS) scholars and business 
practitioners. Researchers have been studying co-creation in 
various studies of information technology, such as in e-
learning [16], [17], Internet of Things [18], information 
systems [15], and social media [19]. 

Showing co-created material is a real need with a real 
impact, so the student and teachers can see that working 
together is worthwhile. This active participation means 
incorporating engagement, experience, resources, and goals 
into the activities; they guide the co-creation process 
themselves and take more responsibility for the activities to be 
co-created with the other participants. Virtual communities‘ 
studies identify two co-creation behaviours: searching for 
information through the community and, secondly, by 
participating in the community by generating and sharing 
content with other members [8]. Thus, it is vital to identify the 
features that would enable users to use e-learning to have 
closeness and create a sensory and emotional connection while 
using e-learning. The firm can develop only a value 
proposition, but the user determines the value of the offering 
through its usage. 

Users are more informed, connected, and empowered than 
before; due to Internet technologies, they have access to new 
tools that enable them to co-create with others. The level of 
user participation in co-creation varies depending on the user‘s 
experience, engagement, resources, and goals. Further, it will 
influence them whether to continue using the platform for 
good or not. 

This study derived VCC for the e-learning platform from 
interaction, enrichment, environment, and personalization for 
its primary users: teachers and students. Every user is unique; 
they tend to have their minds and ideas, contributing to their 
desires, experience, and future expectations. When various 
users work together with their different backgrounds and 
create new knowledge, it would develop users‘ values. 
Students have individual opinions about learning; thus, they 
need a platform that enables them to share and contribute to 
education by participating, improving their learning, thinking 
skills, understanding concepts, and creating knowledge [7]. In 
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detail, the researchers‘ model illustrates how user value is co-
created through the value propositions on the platform and 
value drivers for the users. Besides, a study by [20] identified 
the need for co-creation in the e-learning environment. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The process of developing the conceptual model was 
organized into three phases: input, activity, and output, as in 
Table I. The flow of the model development is shown in 
Fig. 1. 

TABLE I. PHASES OF DEVELOPING A CONCEPTUAL MODEL 

Input Activity Output 

 Selection of 
primary 

source studies 

 Identify 

theory and 

models 

 Inspect and identify 

the relevant studies 
and models based on 

keywords. 

 Identify suitable 

constructs and 

components 

 e-learning 

conceptual model 

based S-D Logic 

and VCC 

 

Fig. 1. The Flow of Model Development. 

In selecting primary source studies, research databases, 
available search engines, and reliable websites were identified. 
This included the articles published by Sage Journals, Web of 
Science, Science Direct, Springer Link, Taylor and Francis, 
Emerald and Wiley. Next, academic papers, books, thesis, and 
related English and Malay language reports were selected. 
Keywords used were: service science, service-dominant 
Logic, e-learning, and education. All of the papers were 
available in electronic format, thus could be easily discovered 
using the keywords. Content analysis of all the items was 
handled to identify the elements and factors from the 
perspective of service science that could contribute to the 
value proposition on the e-learning platform and could lead 
value drivers to actors to contribute. Factors are examined in 

such can be used to develop the e-learning conceptual model 
embedding the concepts of service-dominant Logic and value 
co-creation. 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

S-D Logic and VCC have been proposed as the vital factor 
to develop a successful service or product. Since e-learning is 
a service platform, it may benefit from involving users‘ input 
in the development stage. Users need to play an important role 
and create value with others. Therefore, the views of students 
and educators as stakeholders are needed in building an e-
learning model. The joint contribution of ideas from students 
and instructors can build an e-learning model by determining 
users‘ values while using e-learning. 

Therefore, a new approach needs to be considered in the e-
learning platform by studying the value element of co-creation 
through students‘ and instructors‘ value element approaches. 
The conceptual model‘s elaboration will be discussed in Sub-
section A. Value Proposition and B. Value Drivers. 

A. Value Proposition 

Platforms play a significant role in involving users, 
gathering them in the co-creation process, for sharing 
knowledge related to product or service usage. Platform with 
virtual environments for co-creation offers new opportunities 
by providing access to social media, i.e., content and 
interactions created via highly accessible web-based 
technologies. A platform can also create content that appeals 
to other users to use products or services while meaningfully 
enhancing the co-creation process. The technology on the 
platform must be taken advantage of to stimulate user‘s 
participation. 

A value proposition is an opportunity for value-creating 
benefits delivered by an organization to its customers [21]. 
Value propositions facilitate the VCC process and do not have 
value by themselves. Once users accept a value proposition, 
they are an integrator of the value proposition (offered by the 
service provider) with their other resources to create value. In 
this study, four value propositions proposed are enrichment, 
interaction, personalization, and environment. 

1) Enrichment: Enrichment on the e-learning platform 

refers to the information and features offered to generate 

knowledge to be more attractive, interactive, and suitable for 

learning. The content presentation provides easy management 

to users while using the e-learning platform. Information 

conveyed to users includes content management, how learning 

content is delivered, and enrichment of learning through more 

media towards users who aim to achieve goals [22]. 

Enrichment of information can shape individuals‘ 

development in conducting an independent collection of 

resources for current results and future planning [23]—

mastery of information relating to users and systems, thus 

publishing value elements. Good learning management can 

help stimulate information delivery and create learning 

materials involving all users [24]. Enrichment on the platform 

can be presented on updated content, user information, an 

organized file system, achievement space, notification space, 
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reminders, and security. From the S-D Logic perspective, 

enrichment on the platform is a service offered involving 

skills and knowledge and enrichment of attributes/features, 

also known as operant resources. Information enrichment on 

platform can be represented through FP1 of S-D Logic, where 

the services offered on the platform involve skills and 

knowledge. As well as FP4, which states that operant 

resources are fundamental to the competitive advantage. 

2) Interaction: Interaction through active user 

communication is a vital process of creating shared values, 

and the quality of interaction is fundamental to the creation of 

shared values of users. Online platforms such as e-learning 

enable interaction and collaboration between actors in co-

creation [25]. From the point of view of S-D Logic, the users 

are co-creator of values and sources of integration, and they 

can share based on their level of experience, knowledge, and 

exposure [26]. Nowadays, students can access multiple 

resources to develop their understanding and further enhance 

sharing in the learning process [7]. Moreover, students are 

prone to search for information and no longer depend on just 

receiving end; they want their voices to be heard. In an e-

learning platform, interaction creates an interactive learning 

environment for developing material content or learning 

material based on tacit knowledge about the subject matter, 

allowing VCC communication between teachers and students. 

Meaningful interaction between teachers and students, 

students and students, and teachers and teachers significantly 

strengthens students‘ sense of membership and influence. 

There are various opportunities for users to communicate 
with available technology, such as comment sections, 
notification, gaming, frequently asked questions, and others 
[27]. It could promote using the e-learning platform for a more 
extended period. Interactions between users in the community 
are essential for value creation; therefore, it is structured to 
find opportunities to co-create with users. [8] recommended 
having maximum interactivity so that users feel crucial, their 
response is taken into consideration, and they play an essential 
role within the community. From the S-D Logic perspective, 
FP6 states that the client is a co-creator of values and through 
this interaction, VCC can be achieved and supported. 
Meanwhile, FP9 says that everyone involved in the activity is 
a source of integration. FP11 states the value of co-creation is 
the result of coordination between actors and organizational 
creation. 

3) Personalization: Personalization in web-based 

interactive environments has been considered a key element in 

enabling effective and efficient user engagement and applied 

to learning content, learning resources, and development 

activities [28]. Personalization is a process that allows users to 

access and store information based on various personal 

characteristics of the user and provide unique value and 

benefits to users based on needs and backgrounds. 

Personalization of e-learning will enable users to experience 

and, in turn, also contribute to the learning process. The 

merging of the personalization concept to e-learning 

technology empowers the learner to have a learning process 

that can be adapted to their needs [29]. The attribute that can 

be represented by personalization on platforms such as 

customize the interface, personalized recommendation, 

progress bar, online personalized feedback, and a sticky note, 

to name a few. Therefore, e-learning equipped with 

personalization must meet a wide range of individual needs 

and preferences to enable VCC. 

From the S-D Logic perspective, service orientation 
through user personalization achieves its benefits by making 
the user‘s own choices. E-Learning allows selecting learning 
materials that meet their level of knowledge, interest, and 
what they need to know to perform more effectively in an 
activity. E-Learning is more focused on the learner, and it is 
more interesting for the learner because it is information that 
they want to learn. From the S-D Logic perspective, FP10 
states that values are unique, and phenomena depend on the 
user‘s benefits, while FP8 states the service is customer-
centric. Its relationships and personalization enable users to 
achieve benefits by making their own choices. 

4) Environment: A conducive e-learning platform 

environment is essential because it allows users to access 

information, resources, and services. From the S-D Logic 

point, an e-learning platform is a medium of service 

dissemination, and operant resource is the fundamental 

resource in inter-organizational and community. The 

environment on a quality e-learning platform plays a vital role 

in determining the use of e-learning [30]. The environment 

must give users a pleasant and acceptable environment to 

influence users regarding the platform‘s quality. The e-

learning platform‘s environment refers to the medium or 

system developed to enable user operant and operand 

resources involving operational features that can create the 

process of integrating resources independently through value 

creation. Thus, the environment should consist of service 

quality elements, information quality and system, and 

technology quality. Well-designed e-learning may provide an 

environment that supports users‘ motivations, such as 

attractiveness, so users can choose to develop VCC based on 

their experience, resources, engagement, and goals [8]. FP3 

can be associated with the e-learning platform as a service 

dissemination mechanism from the S-D Logic perspective, 

and FP4 states that operant resources are vital for competitive 

advantage. 

B. Value Drivers 

Actors as users are the person who uses services or 
products and their role in contributing on e-learning platform 
by using the services provided. Besides, actors derive value 
from their use of products or services, and therefore value 
delivery still represents a value creation type. Service 
exchanges can involve the co-creation or the self-creation of 
value, depending on the level of contribution provided by each 
actor in the service exchange [31]. Value-in-use means that 
value for the user is created or appears during participation 
[32] which indicates that the user is involved in the value 
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creation process [13]. Thus, as users use the platform, they 
together create co-creation value while benefiting through 
value-in-use. Actors have a role in contributing to the e-
learning platform through value factors such as involvement, 
resources (skills and knowledge), experience, and goals. 

1) Engagement: Engagement involves a commitment of 

time, energy, and the ability to configure operand and operant 

resources and an essential co-creation element. Actors‘ 

engagement on platforms includes posting comments and 

reviews, giving a rating, watching videos, and attending online 

classes. When users get engaged, it builds and strengthens the 

relationship and influences user faithfulness, and is expected 

to impact users‘ intentions toward future co-creation in other 

ways. Subsequently, they may gain knowledge related to the 

cognitive benefits of information acquisition. Students‘ 

participation in their learning process has been recognized as 

enhancing the educational process‘s quality and results [33]. 

Co-creators engagement in co-creation activities depends 

largely on their expectations and perceived motivations [34]. 

Further, actors would be motivated by rewards such as 
gifts, points, or social benefits from the title, status, and social 
esteem they may receive. They may desire to enhance their 
sense of self-improvement and enjoyment. Co-creation 
between actors can increase actor‘s engagement with the 
platform and further engage them to use it longer. A positive 
attitude builds good encouragement towards the institution 
[35]. Student engagement is considered crucial in optimizing 
the student experience, enhancing learning, and linking with 
high-quality learning outcomes and shared value creation. 

2) Experience: Experience can be defined as an essential 

element in creating shared values, and the basis for working 

together is consumers‘ experience when using the products or 

services provided [16]. There is no value created in S-D Logic 

until product/services are used; thus, the experience is 

essential for value determination. Further, value comes from 

the knowledge shared, and continuous usage builds a 

collection of experiences. With experience, prepare users 

mentally to learn and apply personal learning to successfully 

perform current jobs and tasks. The user experience is affected 

when the user has had a direct or indirect relationship with a 

product/service and relates new behaviours to past experiences 

[36]. According to [37], participation in an online platform 

such as brand communities includes posting reviews and 

comments, give a rating, sharing experience, and others. 

Researchers acknowledge that positive experiences may 

benefit the organization while using the platform and increase 

user co-creation experiences [15]. Besides, when users have 

experience with a service, they would likely seek other 

activities on their next visit and enhance usage [38]. 

3) Resources: An actor who uses anything to establish 

value creation is called a resource [10] and anything an actor 

can draw on for support [39]. Resources comprise tangible, 

natural, and static resources and intangible and dynamic 

human ingenuity and appraisal functions. There are two types 

of S-D Logic resources: operand and operant resources [40]. 

From an e-learning perspective, operand resources are the 

tangible items that actors use to utilize, such as devices, 

internet connection, facilities provided, and users. Meanwhile, 

operant resources are resources that actors use to produce 

mental or physical skills and knowledge in increasing 

organizational competitiveness. Shortly, the user uses any 

operant resources to act on operand resources to get values. 

In S-D Logic, two FPs, which are FP4 and FP9, are linked 
to resources. FP4 states, ―operand resources are the 
fundamental source of strategic benefit, and FP9 states, ―all 
social and economic actors are resource integrators [41].‖ In e-
learning usage, users may invite other users to share their 
resources, cultivate resource sharing, and enable innovation to 
learn the material and extract value [42]. Tangible resources 
include lending equipment and intangible resources such as 
clicking like sharing, commenting, sharing ideas, and 
receiving opinions and statements. Shared learning material on 
the platform will allow users to retrieve and transfer material 
anytime and anywhere, enabling content to be more reusable 
and customizable. 

The co-creation of the learning process and material can 
help produce improved material in line with other teachers‘ 
and students‘ actual requirements towards innovating the 
platform‘s services. 

4) Goals: Goals refer to the desire to fulfil and motivate 

individuals to obtain knowledge. With a goal in mind, the user 

wants to learn and adapt to changes. [43] Studies indicate that 

students‘ achievement goals (performance or learning goals) 

are critical determinants of their attitude (e.g., satisfaction, 

perception, happiness), cognitive (e.g., critical thinking, 

information literacy), and affective goals (e.g., personal well-

being, pleasure). When users‘ performance goals value 

highlighted and believed they had the high ability, they 

responded to overcoming the obstacles. 

Interestingly, students‘ beliefs about their abilities, 
whether high or low, were irrelevant. Students sought to 
increase competence and opted for more challenging tasks to 
gain a learning goal‘s value. Motivation can influence 
learning, and the user tends to use products/services that they 
consider valuable. When users actively participate in learning 
activities, they prepare themselves for future academic 
pursuits and add exposure. Different users may have various 
underlying goals to use the VCC platform and engage in VCC 
[44]. Thus, the writer aims to find out the VCC in e-learning 
among vocational school teachers and students. 

C. The E-learning Conceptual Model 

Fig. 2 shows the e-learning conceptual model 
compromising the value proposition on the platform and value 
drivers for actors and their relationship. By adapting VCC as 
theoretical foundations, the model is divided into the value 
proposition and value drivers. The upper section shows the 
platform‘s value proposition elements, while the bottom 
section shows the value drivers for the platform‘s users. The 
model is developed to systematically illuminate how identified 
value drivers have the intention to use e-learning. The roles of 
users as main actors are to contribute to the e-learning 
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platform through engagement, share resources, experience, 
and goals. The concept of VCC prioritizes the value created 
when users use the service. At the same time, providers can 
enhance value-in-use by providing value proposition in 
platform features and supporting users to contribute 
continuously. Indirectly, a learning cycle exists to the user 
while using e-learning, and correspondingly, they together 
create VCC while benefiting through value-in-use. 

 

Fig. 2. E-learning Conceptual Model based on S-D Logic and VCC. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PLAN 

The Covid-19 pandemic has changed the lifestyle of many, 
including in the education system. Moving into online 
learning took some time for everyone since everyone is forced 
to use it. Most of the method used to develop e-learning 
platforms was focused on tangible items on e-learning 
platforms while value to the user and institutions is less 
considered. As mentioned, the concept of S-D Logic is still 
poorly implemented, especially with education. Thus, as this 
paper explored e-learning a platform that offers services in 
education, it would provide a new perspective in S-D Logic 
and VCC. The emergence of the area of S-D Logic and value 
co-creation, has thrived in imploring the research community 
to handle research the concepts, theory and methodologies of 
co-creation. This motivation has led us to analyze the idea of 
user‘s value in using e-learning services and search for a 
suitable value proposition on platform and value drivers for 
and from users that contribute the essence of value. This paper 
aims to identify value propositions components on the 
platform and value drivers for and by actors. When designing 
an e-learning platform, gathering VCC must be beneficial to 
the user‘s potential of value. However, the e-learning 
conceptual model does not cover all the other users, such as 
developers or system admin, due to the need to know the 
platform‘s primary users‘ values, teachers and students. Both 
the actors could contribute as participants and providers to the 
platform by being engaged, sharing experience and resources, 
and fulfilling their goals. Therefore, a new approach needs to 
be considered in the e-learning platform by studying the value 
element of co-creation through students‘ and teachers‘ value 
element approaches. 

The next step is to identify the attribute on the e-learning 
platform that is crucial that can be implemented on the 
platform as a value proposition and lead actors to value. 
Further, the attribute of e-learning is matched to the dimension 
of the value proposition factors. Considering this research 
outcome would guide the developers of the critical features of 
the e-learning platform. Future research is to identify the 
critical features available on the e-learning platform from the 
users‘ view by using the means-end chain theory and 
laddering technique. Identifying the attributes with users will 
further motivate users to anticipate it is worthwhile using the 
service. The findings can help system developers to build a 
platform for institutes to manage the learning platform and 
understand how to create values for users. 
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Abstract—Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA) is treated 

to be a challenging task in the domain of speech, as it needs the 

fusion of acoustic features and Linguistic features for 

information retrieval and decision making. The existing studies 

in speech are limited to speech and emotion recognition. The 

main objective of this work is to combine acoustic features in 

speech with linguistic features in text for ABSA. A deep learning 

and language model is implemented for acoustic feature 

extraction in speech. Different variants of text feature extraction 

techniques are used for aspect extraction in text. Trained 

Lexicons, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model, Rule based 

approach and Efficient Named Entity Recognition (E-NER) 

guided dependency parsing approach has been used for aspect 

extraction. Sentiment with respect to the extracted aspect is 

analyzed using Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques. 

The experimental results of the proposed model proved the 

effectiveness of hybrid level fusion by yielding improved results 

of 5.7% WER and 3% CER when compared with the traditional 

baseline individual linguistic and acoustic feature models. 

Keywords—Acoustic; aspect-based sentiment analysis; decision 

making; emotion; extraction; hybrid; lexicon; linguistic; natural 

language processing; speech 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Sentiment analysis or opinion mining is the area of study in 
NLP where it helps to analyze the polarity with respect to the 
given context. Sentiment analysis depicts the state-of-art-of-
mind to automate the process of analyzing the opinion, 
emotion, polarity, appraisal, interest, ideology, attitude, 
feelings towards an entity. Sentiment analysis plays an 
important role in our daily lives for analysis and decision 
making. In most of the existing studies, sentiment analysis is 
been carried out on text and the performance is been 
differentiated by varying the type of linguistic features 
extracted from text. The features on text are generally called as 
linguistic features and play a very crucial role in sentiment 
analysis. Due to the tremendous growth of data in World Wide 
Web, now-a-days traditional and web-based surveys are been 
replaced by sentiment analysis [1]. As WWW is a combination 
of text, audio and video, there is a need for analysis of 
sentiment on multimodal data. Feature extraction for sentiment 
analysis will be differed for different types of input like text, 
audio and video. The field of sentiment analysis in NLP had 
gained its popularity by implementing on text. By the evolution 

of massive data, research is been expanded and now it‟s 
confined not only to text but also had gained its popularity in 
different modalities. When sentimental analysis came into 
picture, it‟s been carried out only on text using NLP and 
machine learning techniques, where the polarity of the given 
document or sentence is classified as either positive, negative 
or neutral [1]. Next era of sentiment analysis is aspect-based 
sentiment analysis (ABSA) and had gained its popularity in 
recommender systems. Most of the recommender systems that 
used ABSA have identified the sentiment with respect to the 
aspect in the given text. Parts-of-Speech (POS) tagging was 
one of the widely used aspect identification technique for 
ABSA [4]. In this paper, aspect-based sentiment analysis was 
been carried out by combining both audio and text features. 

Most of the research so far carried out on audio data is 
confined to speech analysis and emotion recognition. In the 
existing studies [6], various acoustic features are analyzed and 
are classified for speech emotion recognition. Identifying 
sentiment in speech is a challenging task because of following 
reasons. 

 Even though both the terms emotion and sentiment 
express feelings with respect to the context but the way 
they are analyzed is different. 

 Emotion is the one that can be analyzed in speech by 
means of various acoustic features and prosodic 
features like pitch, intensity, energy, loudness etc. 
Whereas in text the sentiment is defined as an adjective 
that qualifies the respective noun. 

 There is a difficulty to map emotion in speech with 
parts-of-speech in text for analyzing the sentiment. 
Even though there are many existing studies carried out 
on speech for sentiment analysis, the work is limited in 
analyzing only the emotion in speech like happy, sad, 
angry, fear and etc.; but not the positivity and negativity 
in the given context. 

As speech and text features are different, so there is a need 
to bridge the gap between them to perform sentiment analysis. 
Speech in call-centers and text in recommender systems has 
gained its popularity in the field of sentimental analysis [15]. 
Fig. 1 depicts the sentiment analysis model by considering bi-
modal speech and text features. 
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Fig. 1. Speech and Text based Bi-modal Sentiment Analysis. 

The main contributions of the proposed work are: 

 The importance of linguistic and acoustic features for 
ABSA is analyzed. 

 A hybrid level fusion of acoustic and linguistic features 
for ABSA is evaluated using Word Error Rate (WER) 
metric and machine learning algorithms. 

 The obtained results from proposed combined model 
are validated with the individual implementations of 
speech and text-based sentiment analysis. 

II. MOTIVATION 

The field of sentiment analysis is catching everyone‟s 
attention in marketing, corporate and academia by executing 
the tasks in an easy and efficient manner. But most of the 
traditional frameworks are confined to work only either on text 
or audio or video. There is very limited study carried out on 
multimodal data. Now-a-days, sentiment is been analyzed as 
aspect-based sentiment analysis and major limitations are been 
identified in feature extraction and sentiment related aspect 
category identification. So, this made my work to drive 
towards implementing aspect-based sentiment analysis on 
multimodal speech and text data. Identification of sentiment 
with respect to the aspect helps to improve quality of service 
when compared with document and sentence level sentiment 
classification. 

Now-a-days, tremendous growth of data available in social 
media and online commercial websites made everyone to 
provide online reviews demonstrated as a video in YouTube. 
Previously, consumers used take their decision for any 
purchase by analyzing the text reviews given by the customers 
[16]. In some cases, like where there is no customer who had 
already bought the product, there will be no rating and review 
provided for that product. In such cases consumer is not in a 
state to make a decision whether to go for it or not. So, this 
made me to develop an aspect-based sentiment analysis model 
on YouTube review data for improving the quality of service to 
consumers. 

III. RELATED WORK 

The main objective of the proposed model is to analyze 
Aspect based sentiment analysis by combining both linguistic 
and acoustic features. Acoustic feature extraction techniques 
and Linguistic feature extraction techniques are applied for 

feature extraction [14] on YouTube product review dataset. 
The base line models are implemented by considering 
individual linguistic and acoustic features, validated using 
machine learning algorithms. A hybrid level fusion of acoustic 
and linguistic features for ABSA yields improved results when 
measured in terms of accuracy, precision, recall and F-score. 

Existing methodology in sentiment analysis had used bag 
of words, parts-of-speech tagging as feature extraction 
techniques on text [2]. The work is limited to classify domain 
specific sentiment and resulted in document level sentiment 
classification with poor efficiency. Evolved topic modelling 
and by the use of LDA, it is made possible to classify 
sentiments by grouping into topics. But this approach is limited 
to automate the process of assigning labels by grouped topics, 
where manual assignment is needed. The literature in this 
paper is carried out to analyze the impact of aspect-based 
sentiment analysis by considering linguistic and acoustic 
features. 

A. Linguistic Features: Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis on 

Text Data 

Sentiment analysis had a wide variety of applications 
experimented on textual data. The evolution of sentiment 
analysis made the job of many real time applications easy in 
commercial markets for analyzing the customer, employee 
feedback in a working organization, recommending a product 
in ecommerce, decision making in any kind of purchase, 
political opinion, movie reviews, etc. Many studies have been 
carried to identify sentiments on text at various levels like 
document level, sentence level, aspect level, context level [1]. 

Md. E. Mowlaei et al; proposed adaptive lexicon-based 
ABSA [2] using three different types of lexicons like opinion 
lexicon, Sent-WordNet, Subjective to implement dynamic 
aspect-based sentiment analysis. The proposed methodology 
overcomes the limitations of existing domain dependent static 
lexicon approaches. The model lacks to identify implicit 
aspects even though it draws the attention to identify context 
dependent aspects in a dynamic way. 

O. Alqaryouti et al; to improve the efficiency of sentiment 
classification proposed an integrated lexicon and rule-based 
approach [3] for aspect-based sentiment analysis to identify 
both implicit and explicit aspects. But the Lexicons used for 
generating the aspects are manually assigned to achieve higher 
efficiency in identifying the implicit and explicit aspects. A 
rule-based approach is used to integrate the extracted aspects 
and sentiments for classification. The model is implemented on 
government review data where general public post their 
opinions and it was suggested that it can be useful in mobile 
apps to analyze the feedback from public or customers. 

V.S. Anoop et al; proposed an aspect-based sentiment 
analysis model on text using a topic modelling technique called 
LDA [4]. The input text by the use of LDA algorithm is 
segmented into topics, which then mapped manually to a 
relevant aspect. In case where there is a need to process huge 
data for sentiment analysis, it will be very difficult. 

M. Shams et al; proposed a language independent aspect-
based sentiment analysis model which undergoes through three 
phases of fine-grained operations [5]. The aspects are extracted 
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by having prior knowledge on dataset been used and used 
aspect word sets for mapping the polarity to the aspect. And 
finally used an expectation-maximization algorithm for 
calculating weightage of each word with respect to its aspect 
and assigned sentiment. 

M. Syamala et al; to overcome the limitation of manual 
topic label assignment to the topics extracted from LDA 
proposed a deep fusion mechanism [19]. The extracted topics 
from LDA are converted into word embeddings and trained 
over a one-layer neural network to determine topic label for 
each set of extracted topics. The proposed sentiment 
classification model was compared against the models 
implemented with LDA and without LDA. 

B. Acoustic Features: Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis on 

Audio Data 

Most of the research carried out on speech for analysis is on 
either speech recognition or emotion recognition. Emotion 
recognition in speech differs from sentiment identification in 
text. Recognition of emotion in speech depends on various 
factors like pitch, volume, frequency, time, intensity, jitter, 
noise, and etc. But in case of text, identification of sentiment is 
independent of all the external environmental factors. So, there 
is a need to know the fusion mechanism between speech and 
text features for performing sentiment analysis. In this section, 
some of the existing works carried out on speech data for 
sentiment analysis is presented. 

D. Griol et al; proposed a fusion mechanism between 
speech and text features [6]. The features extracted from both 
these modalities are trained for emotion classification in speech 
and sentiment classification in text. Acoustic and contextual 
features are been extracted from speech for emotion 
classification and semantic features are been extracted from 
transcriptions for sentiment identification. The proposed fusion 
model takes the account of peculiar context related errors in the 
transcriptions derived from speech. 

Zhiyun Lu et al; proposed an end-to-end automatic speech 
emotion recognition model using pre-trained speech and text 
features from IEMOCAP dataset [7]. Build a speech sentiment 
database to enhance the sentiment in speech and also which is 
been considered as one of the current challenges in this field of 
research. The trained features are classified using a self-
attention Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to differentiate 
sentiment with respect to language model. 

Bryan Li et al; combined acoustic and lexical features to 
develop a sentiment analysis model in order to analyse 
customer call services [8]. The acoustic low-level descriptors 
like MFCC, Intensity, pitch, loudness features are extracted 
using open SMILE. Lexical features are been extracted by 
considering n-grams. The Lexical classifier model was built on 
IEMOCAP dataset to make a comparison between the speech 
transcriptions and to choose the perfect speech recognition 
model. Implemented a decision-level fusion mechanism also 
known to be a late fusion to train the two modalities input to a 
classifier for decision making or classification. 

Dong Zhang et al; proposed a REINFORCED approach 
which differs from self-attention model by concentrating on the 
word-level features in both speech, text and avoided the low 

level weighted and noisy features [9]. In this paper, the title of 
the paper is to depict sentiment on speech and text but actually 
emotions are been classified by training the extracted features 
into a deep learning model using SoftMax layer. 

Maghilnan S et al; proposed speech sentiment analysis on 
speaker specific data [10].  In the proposed model, 
conversation between two entities is taken as input but can‟t 
able to handle if both the entities speak simultaneously. Two 
independent tasks are carried out to perform speaker 
identification and speech transcribes generation. Later both 
these outputs are used to map the transcribed text with respect 
to its speaker ID. Finally, the output text dialogue is classified 
into sentiment based on its polarity. 

IV. DEEP FUSION OF LINGUISTIC AND ACOUSTIC FEATURES 

As the proposed model in this paper analyses ABSA by 
considering both speech and text data, it‟s important to know 
the different ways of fusing linguistic and acoustic features. In 
general, the research that is been carried out in this area, 
defines three basic variants of fusing mechanisms like feature-
level fusion, decision-level fusion, hybrid-level fusion. 

A. Feature-Level Fusion 

Feature-level fusion is also known as early-fusion where 
features from various modalities are extracted separately and a 
deep classification analysis was performed by fusing the 
models to enhance the performance. The main advantage with 
this type of fusion is, in the early stage it helps to derive or 
extract modality dependent features making the models to 
achieve more improvement. The main drawback with feature 
level fusion is that the aspects with respect to the modality may 
differ and accurate analysis can‟t be achieved when combined 
analysis is performed. For example, in speech the features are 
acoustic and in text features are linguistic. Poria S et al; in his 
paper multimodal emotion recognition and sentiment analysis 
[11], used feature-level fusion to fuse three modalities of 
YouTube data. A deep convolutional neural network was used 
to extract speech and visual features and word-embeddings, 
parts-of-speech tagging was used to extract textual features. A 
multiple kernel learning classifier is used to fuse and analyze 
the sentiment. 

B. Decision-Level Fusion 

In decision-level fusion, the features from different 
modalities are extracted separately and classified separately. 
The results obtained from each classification are merged into a 
feature vector for final decision making. The advantage of this 
approach is that the final feature vector obtained from decision 
fusion of individual modalities will be in same format so that 
no conversion is required. The drawback of this fusion is to 
perform classification on different modalities involves different 
types of classifiers. 

Wӧllmer M et al; used decision level fusion mechanism in 
his paper [12] to fuse audio, visual and text features of 
YouTube input data. The extracted acoustic, visual features are 
trained by a LSTM for sentiment score evaluation and Support 
Vector Machine (SVM) is used to train and derive the 
sentiment score of textual features. Final decision level late 
fusion was performed for final sentiment prediction by 
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calculating the weighted sum on the sentiment score obtained 
by assigning a weightage of about 1.2 to linguistic and 0.8 for 
audio and visual score. 

C. Hybrid-Level Fusion 

Hybrid-level fusion includes the model to use both feature 
and decision-level fusion mechanism in order to overcome the 
drawbacks in individual fusions. 

Yue Gu et al, proposed an attention-based hybrid 
multimodal network for spoken language classification using 
hybrid fusion approach [13]. Word2Vec and Mel-frequency 
spectral coefficients (MFSCs) of text and audio features are 
been extracted. The extracted features are individually trained 
over a LSTM to obtain informative context related words and 
frames undergoing a feature level fusion. And finally, modality 
level fusion i.e., a decision-level fusion is performed by 
passing the extracted individual test and audio features through 
an attention layer to extract informative modality level 
features. 

V. PROPOSED MODEL 

In this paper, a novel Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis 
model was implemented on speech and text data. The dataset 
used for implementing the model is drawn from YouTube 
social platform. In order to evaluate the experimental results 
for sentiment modality comparison, both the speech and text 
models are been tested on the same dataset. The domain chosen 
for carrying out our experimental analysis is real-time product 
review data. In the initial phase, the raw audio format of the 
product review YouTube Video is trained over a speech 
analysis model. The speech analysis model maps the acoustic 
spectrogram features of the speech signal into the respective 
word utterances using a deep learning and language model. 
The word utterances from the speech analysis model are 
trained over different variants of text feature extraction 
techniques for deriving related and relevant aspects. The 
sentiment with respect to the derived aspect is analyzed for 
performing Aspect-based sentiment analysis. The components 
(features) in speech and text data are processed individually 
and are then fused. So, the whole process uses a hybrid fusion 
mechanism for mapping speech and text features for 
performing ABSA. Fig. 2 explains the work flow of the 
proposed speech and text analysis model for efficient Aspect 
based Sentiment Analysis. 

A. YouTube Product Review Data Collection and Processing 

In this phase, YouTube product reviews of Samsung 
M31mobile were downloaded as dataset. YouTube, a social 
platform where people share their live experience in the form 
of reviews have a natural, spontaneous speaking style. As the 
way the speaker speaks have a direct impact on describing the 
accuracy of the model, made me to motivate and download the 
dataset from YouTube for performing Aspect-based sentiment 
analysis on speech data. In total 40 YouTube reviews of size 
90 KB on the Samsung M31 product having strong presence of 
subjectivity, positivity and negativity are randomly collected 
and converted to .wav files, are used for ABSSA. 

 

Fig. 2. Work flow of Proposed Speech and Text Analysis Model for Efficient 

Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis. 

B. Speech Analysis Model 

Emotion in speech is treated to be a kind of sentiment, 
which expresses an individual feeling in terms of happy, sad, 
fear, disgust, angry and etc. Sentiment in text differs from 
emotion in speech and there is a need to perform speech 
analysis in the form of automatic speech recognition to 
enhance sentiment from audio data. There are many ASR 
models and online speech - text conversion API's. 

To enhance the performance of traditional ASR models and 
to overcome the limitations in online speech-text API's, in our 
proposed model used a deep learning framework for analyzing 
the acoustic features and   a bi-gram language model to map 
the word utterances. As sentiment analysis is independent on 
the speech features like pitch, intensity, volume and etc. 
Initially, the spectrogram features are extracted from the input 
Wav audio file and are trained over a Convolutional Neural 
Network and a Bi-directional Recurrent Neural Network (Bi-
RNN). The acoustic features when trained over these deep 
neural networks produces a character sequence of spoken 
utterances. A bi-gram language model by the use of chain rule 
retrieves the maximum occurrence of character sequences and 
the same are mapped into word utterances. Fig. 3 shows the 
text transcripts extracted from the proposed speech analysis 
model. 
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Fig. 3. Extracted Text Transcripts from the Proposed Speech Analysis Model. 

1) Creation of Spectrogram 

Input: Audio signal 

Output: One-Time frame vector 

Step 1: Dividing the input audio signal into time frames of 

frame size 1024, with a sampling rate of 16 kHz.  

Step 2: Each frame signal is then split into its frequency 

components with a hop size of 512 samples between each 

successive Fast Fourier Transform window. 

Step 3: Finally, each time frame is then represented as a one-

time frame vector with a vector of amplitudes at each 

frequency. 

Step 4: The one-time frame vectors obtained when lined up in 

time series order gives us the visual representation of input 

audio signal as a spectrogram. 

2) Language model: The word sequences obtained from 

the above acoustic model need to be refined as the acoustic 

model finds the probability of character utterances based on 

sound and there are cases where two words can utter same 

sound. The use of language modelling followed by acoustic 

modelling helps to rectify this problem and increases the 

likelihood score of a particular sequence of word utterances. 

Equation (1) formulates the representation of a sequence of 

word utterances using N-gram language model. In this 

proposed speech analysis model, used a bi-gram language 

model by a chain of rule mechanism to find the respective 

sequence probability. 

 (                   )  
    (                           )           (1) 

3) Text analysis model: For improving the efficiency of 

Aspect-based sentiment analysis, in this paper three variants 

of text feature extraction techniques are applied for aspect 

level feature extraction. Sentiment was analyzed with respect 

to the extracted aspect at decision level. The way the decision 

level aspects are extracted and analyzed for sentiment are 

presented in detail in the below section. 

a) Lexicon based semi-supervised pattern generation 

technique (Model 1): The opinion words representing the 

sentiment called as aspect terms are extracted by generating 

patterns from bi and tri grams. As defined, it is a Lexicon 

based approach, the similar aspect words related to the input 

dataset are assigned statistically. In addition to statistically 

stuffed aspect words, the hypernyms of aspect terms extracted 

from patterns are generated by using wordnet. The final aspect 

terms are obtained by considering statistically assigned words 

and its similar words generated from the patterns. 

Consider a set of word sequences 

     
                                   (2) 

Bigram approximation is represented as 

 (     
 )  ∏  (            ⁄ ) 

              (3) 

N-gram approximation is represented as 

 (     
 )  ∏  (              

   ⁄ 
   )           (4) 

The final aspect terms obtained are mapped with the 
patterns generated to extract the sentiment terms. Sentiment 
score was computed on the trained aspect and sentiment terms 
by importing „testimonial. sentiment. polarity‟ library. 

b) Topic Modelling Technique LDA (Latent Dirichlet 

Allocation) (Model 2): Text features are been extracted from 

the pe-processed input using LDA. Python libraries like 

gensim and ldamallet are used for extracting the dominant 

topics (aspect terms). Extraction is done by calculating the 

term document frequency on pre-processed lemmatized data 

by considering NOUN, ADJ, ADV and VERB from n-gram 

data. Dominant topic words termed to be as aspects with 

respect to the input qualifying the sentiment are extracted. 

Some of the examples of aspect terms in the context of 

electronic gadgets are battery, display, power etc. 

Probability based topic extraction using LDA is formulated 
in (5). 

 (    ⁄ ) (      ⁄ )
     ⁄

     
 ⁄
            (5) 

Aspect category groups a list of aspect terms into its 
relevant category. For example, the aspect terms like battery, 
display, power can be categorized under the category mobiles 
and similarly taste, flavor, ambience can be categorized under 
the category restaurant. Aspect category is detected by training 
the extracted dominant/aspect terms into a Convolutional 
Neural Network (CNN). Using polarity as a measure, 
respective sentiment terms are extracted from the extracted 
aspect category terms. 

c) Efficient Named Entity Recognition (E-NER) 

(Model 3): The aspect terms in this approach are extracted by 

a dependency parsing mechanism using POS tagging, an NLP 

technique. 

A convolutional neural network was used to map the 
extracted aspect as relevant aspect categories. Word 
embeddings mechanism (6), (7) is used to train the input aspect 
terms as vectors to CNN (8). Filtering aspect related sentiment 
words and aspect sentiment classification uses the same 
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methodology as followed for aspect category detection for 
aspect term polarity extraction and sentiment classification. 

   ∑ (      )
 
                    (6) 

     
   (     (     ))

∑    (     (     ))
 
    

             (7) 

     (     )    
     (  [     ])           (8) 

4) Hybrid level fusion: In text analysis model, by the three 

variants of aspect extraction techniques we performed 

decision level fusion for analyzing the sentiment. The 

extracted aspects with respect to their sentiment have 

undergone a feature level fusion for enhancing the 

performance. By means of this decision level fusion followed 

by feature level fusion, helps to overcome the problems of 

dimensionality and filters the weighted aspects by deriving 

improved performance. In hybrid level fusion phase, 

employed a Normalized Weighted Aspect Extraction (NWAE) 

mechanism (10) in which the aspects extracted from each 

technique are filtered based on their weights. A decision rule 

was applied for classifying the polarity class of the derived 

weighted aspects (11). 

      (     )  
     (     )

∑      (    
 )

     

    
 

|{    
      }|

          (9) 

NWAE=
 

| j|
∑        

           (10) 

            ∑ (      (     )) (       
   )        (11) 

Input: Extracted Aspect terms      in    ,   ,   . 

Output: Weighted Aspects   and its polarity. 

file_path <- file.path(“ d_ , d_2, d_3”)  

docs <- Corpus (DirSource (file_path))   

docs <- Corpus (VectorSource(docs)) #This tells R to treat 

your preprocessed documents as text documents. 

dtm <- DocumentTermMatrix(docs)     

tdm <- TermDocumentMatrix(docs) 

dtms <- removeSparseTerms(dtm, 0.1) #  Start by removing 

sparse terms 

tf.idf<- weightTfIdf(dtm,normalize=TRUE) 

x <- apply (tf.idf, 1, sum) #computing sum of the rows in tf-

idf matrix 

d <- NULL 

for (i in seq(docs)) #NWAE 

    d[i]<-x[i]/2 

#Sum of the squares of the NWAE 

df <- NULL, df1 <- NULL, df1 <-0 

for (i in seq(docs)) 

    df[i] <- (d[i]) ^2 

    df1<- df1+df[i] 

#Sum of the squares of the documents 

n <- ncol(dtm), n1 <- nrow(dtm), sf <- NULL, s <-NULL, w 

<- NULL 

for (z in seq(docs)) 

   sf[z] <- 0 

   for (i in seq(n)) 

      w[i]<- inspect (tf.idf[z [1], i]) 

      w[i] 

      s[i] <- (w[i]) ^2 

      sf[z] <- sf[z]+s[i] 

#Similarity function for dimensionality reduction 

sim <- NULL 

for (i in seq(docs)) 

    sim[i] <- (x[i]*d[i])/((sqrt(sf[i])) * (sqrt(df1))) 

#Projected documents values sum of the squares 

p <- NULL, pro <- NULL, p <- 0 

for (i in seq(docs)) 

    pro[i] <- (sim[i]) ^2 

    p <- p+pro[i] 

#Normalize the projected document vectors 

v <- NULL 

for (i in seq(n1-1)) 

    v[i] <- (sim[i]*sim[n1])/((sqrt(p)) * (sqrt((sim[n1]) ^2))) 

#Compute Euclidean distance 

m <- NULL 

for (i in seq(n1-1)) 

   m[i]<-dist(v[i], sim[n1]) 

#Apply decision rule 

y <- NULL  

for (I in seq(n1-1)) 

   y[i] <- (1-m[i])  

   max(y) 

for (i in seq(n1-1)) 

   if(y[i]==max(y)) 

      print ("The aspect term is classified as:") 

      print(i) 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Experimental results in this paper are been evaluated on 
product review content drawn from YouTube videos. The data 
set in its initial video format is processed into Wav files for 
performing speech recognition using deep learning and 
language models.  Word Error Rate (WER) and Character 
Error Rate (CER) are the two-evaluation metrics used for 
recognizing the performance of the speech recognition model. 
The proposed speech recognition model proved to improve the 
efficiency of the model by achieving 5.7% WER and 3% CER. 
The results proved to improve the performance of the proposed 
model when compared with the traditional state of art methods. 
The aim to perform aspect-based sentiment analysis on speech 
data made us to carry out the analysis on the derived text 
transcripts by using three different feature extraction 
techniques. 

The application of feature extraction techniques improved 
the efficiency of the proposed model. The fusion of aspects at 
decision-level after undergoing individual feature-level fusion 
improvises the feature selection process and overcomes the 
problem of dimensionality. 
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Experimental results obtained from the three different text 
analysis models, discussed in Section 5 are made a comparison. 
Accuracy, precision, recall and f-score are the metrics used to 
measure the performance of the proposed model. 

Fig. 4 lists the different aspects extracted from the patterns 
generated by means of bi-gram and tri-grams in text analysis 
model1. 

 

Fig. 4. List of Aspects Extracted from Model 1. 

Model 1, uses a semi-supervised pattern generation 
technique for aspect extraction, where it needs a list of 
statistically assigned aspects (Lexicon) relevant to the taken 
input context. So, Fig. 5 shows the list of statistically assigned 
aspects used in Model 1. 

 

Fig. 5. Statistically Assigned Aspects in Model 1. 

For effective aspect extraction in model 1, hypernyms are 
generated for the statistically assigned aspects. Extracted 
hypernyms for the statistically stuffed aspects are shown in the 
below Fig. 6. 

 

Fig. 6. Extracted Hypernyms for the Statistically Stuffed Aspects in Model1. 

Table I and Fig. 7 shows the performance analysis 
comparison of model 1 when validated using machine learning 
algorithms in terms of accuracy, precision, recall and f1-score. 
From the analysis it shows that decision tree algorithm derived 
better accuracy of 73% among all the other compared machine 
learning algorithms. 

TABLE I. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF MODEL 1 USING MACHINE 

LEARNING ALGORITHMS 

Machine Learning 

Algorithm 

Accuracy 

(%) 

Precision 

(%) 

Recall 

(%) 
F1-Score (%) 

Support Vector 

Machine  
65 65 65  65  

Naïve Bayes  65 56  65  55  

Logistic 

Regression  
65 63 65  75  

Decision Tree  73  72 73  71  

K-Nearest 

Neighbor  
67 44  67  53  

Random Forest  69 68  69  68  

 

Fig. 7. Performance Analysis of Model 1 using Machine Learning 

Algorithms. 

Fig. 8 presents the list of aspects extracted in model 2 based 
on probability using python libraries like gensim and ldamallet. 

Fig. 9 presents the extracted aspect sentiment classification 
and plot in Fig. 10 presents the top most salient features 
extracted using model 2. 

 

Fig. 8. List of Aspects Extracted based on Probability from Model 2. 
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Fig. 9. Aspect based Sentiment Classification in Model 2.

 

Fig. 10. Most Salient Aspects Extracted from Model 2. 

Table II and Fig. 11 shows the performance analysis 
comparison of model 2 when validated using machine learning 
algorithms in terms of accuracy, precision, recall and f1-score. 
From the analysis it shows that Random Forest algorithm 
derived better accuracy of 89% among all the other compared 
machine learning algorithms. 

TABLE II. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF MODEL 2 USING MACHINE 

LEARNING ALGORITHMS 

Machine Learning 

Algorithm 

Accuracy 

(%) 

Precision 

(%) 

Recall 

(%) 

F1-Score 

(%) 

Support Vector 

Machine  
74 69 67 64 

Naïve Bayes  50 83 50 50 

Logistic 

Regression  
74 72 67 65 

Decision Tree  75 88 75 77 

K-Nearest 

Neighbor  
75 56 75 64 

Random Forest  89 87 85 85 

 

Fig. 11. Performance Analysis of Model 2 using Machine Learning 

Algorithms. 

The Fig. 12 presents the way the aspects are extracted using 
POS tagging by dependency parsing mechanism and Fig. 13 
presents the aspect-based sentiment analysis on the derived 
aspects using model 3. 

Table III and Fig. 14 shows the performance analysis 
comparison of model 3 when validated using machine learning 
algorithms in terms of accuracy, precision, recall and f1-score. 
From the analysis it shows that Random Forest algorithm 
derived better accuracy of 95% among all the other compared 
machine learning algorithms. 

 

Fig. 12. Aspects Extracted from Model3. 
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Fig. 13. Final Output of Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis. 

TABLE III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF MODEL 2 USING MACHINE 

LEARNING ALGORITHMS 

Machine Learning 

Algorithm 

Accurac

y (%) 

Precision 

(%) 

Recall 

(%) 

F1-Score 

(%) 

Support Vector 

Machine  
75 72 69 65 

Naïve Bayes  50 83 67 64 

Logistic Regression  74 74 72 72 

Decision Tree  50 77 65 72 

K-Nearest Neighbor  72 64 62 60 

Random Forest  95 92 90 90 

 

Fig. 14. Performance Analysis of Model 3 using Machine Learning 

Algorithms. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The motivation to achieve fine-grained aspect-based 
sentiment analysis made us to propose an efficient hybrid 
aspect-based sentiment analysis model by the fusion of speech 
and text aspects. To enhance the performance of traditional 
ASR models, a deep learning framework and a bi-gram 
language model is employed for deriving the speech-to-text 
aspects. The results are made a comparison with the traditional 
ASR models and the proposed model achieved 5.7% WER and 
3% CER [17]. Three variants of text feature extraction 
techniques were employed for improving the efficiency of 
ABSA. A decision level fusion was performed on the aspects 
extracted to enhance the sentiment in an efficient way. Feature 
level fusion was applied by proposing a NWAE mechanism as 
a feature selection measure to overcome the problem of 
dimensionality. The obtained results obtained from speech and 
three variants of text analysis models are compared with the 
individual text feature extraction techniques [18] [19] [20] and 
proved that the proposed hybrid level fusion mechanism 
improves the user readability by faster access and there by 
improves the performance. 
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Abstract—China has recently become the largest market for 

e-commerce at the global level. After the technological revolution 

and its widespread, As of December 2020, about 782.41 million 

people deal with this e-commerce through modern and advanced 

electronic devices, which are smartphones, computers, and 

others. The study of e-commerce is one of the branches of 

business administration established electronically through the 

use of Internet networks, which aim to carry out buying and 

selling operations. This article applied the Analytic hierarchy 

process (AHP) to evaluate three potential Chinese e-Commerce 

websites: JD, TAOBAO, and SUNING. We divided our model 

into three primary levels: Goal level, Strategical level, and 

criteria level. We take two main factors into account at the 

Strategical level: website (A1) and user (A2). Meanwhile, in the 

criteria level, we consider the total of six aspects: Visiting speed 

(B1), website stability (B2), page ranking (B3), average person 

visits (B4), period of average person visits (B5), and users' 

comments (B6). We also make all scores normalized; all scores 

are mapped into 0-1 to compare each website's performance. Our 

results show the TAOBAO is the best E-commerce website with a 

score of 0.8233 based on our algorithm, and JD is the second one 

with a score of 0.7895, while SUNING is the worst with a score of 

0.5955. 

Keywords—Analytic hierarchy process (AHP); e-commerce; 

chinese e-commerce websites; JD (JING DONG); taobao; suning 

I. INTRODUCTION 

E-commerce is indubitably a growing up industry around 
the world. Nowadays, E-commerce is regarded as a necessary 
part, and a cutting-edge shopping mode around the world [1]. 
with the development of the surge of E-commerce, modern 
society is undergoing a considerable change. From the 
Perspective of the e-commerce platform, there are mainly 
several business models: B2B, B2C, B2E, B2G, B2M, C2B, 
C2C, G2B, G2C, G2E, G2G, and P2P [2]. Meanwhile, various 
E-commerce platforms and related websites are showing up. 
The competition among all E-commerce is so radical that some 
websites will be eliminated through selection or competition. 
In China, the number of Internet users and the logistics and 
express industry is overgrowing, e-commerce enterprises are in 
fierce competition, and the platform situation is taking shape. 
In the C2C field, with the entry of search engine giant Baidu, 
online shopping users have more choices, and the industry 
competition is more intense. In this period, the pace of survival 
of the fittest in the e-commerce industry was accelerated, and 
the innovation of mode, product, and service appeared 
constantly [3]. 

With the growing maturity of online shopping, shopping 
demand has become diversified. In addition to continuously 
expanding categories, optimizing logistics, and after-sales 
service, manufacturers are increasingly developing their 
platform webpages. To compare and pick up high-level E-
commerce, a good and robust evaluation Model should be 
applied. There are different types of evaluation models based 
on different algorithms. This study employs the Analytic 
hierarchy process(AHP) to evaluate three potential Chinese E-
commerce websites: JD, TAOBAO, and SUNING. AHP has 
been bored out excellent performance in a wide range of 
research fields. It completely relies on subjective evaluation to 
prioritize the scheme, needs less data, and takes a short time to 
make a decision. On the whole, AHP introduces quantitative 
analysis into the complex decision-making process and makes 
full use of the preference information given by decision-
makers in pairwise comparison for analysis and decision 
support. It not only effectively absorbs the results of qualitative 
analysis but also gives full play to the advantages of 
quantitative analysis, so that the decision-making process is 
highly organized and scientific, it is especially suitable for 
decision analysis of social, economic system [4], [5], [6], [7], 
[8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14] utilized the AHP on project 
management. In other related fields, [15] 's research shows the 
APH could play an essential role in vendor selection of a 
telecommunications system. They found that AHP can be used 
to improve the group decision-making of selecting suppliers to 
meet customer requirements. AHP was applied to maritime 
transportation [16], Earth dam site selection [17], agricultural 
land suitability evaluation with the GIS platform [18] as well. 

This paper’s structures are as follows: first, the related 
work regarding the application of AHP on E-commerce will be 
introduced and discussed; next, a certain AHP model and its 
matrix are built for this scenario, and corresponding criteria 
and their definitions are selected; meanwhile, their 
measurements are quantified by scores. Finally, the results are 
compared and discussed. 

II. RELATED WORK 

There are already existed abundant researches regarding the 
application of AHP on E-commerce platform evaluations. [19] 
proposed a new evaluation model based on Analytical 
Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Dempster Shafer (DS) theory 
and applied it to study E-commerce websites with 27 variables. 
AHP is used to analyze the ranking problem's structure and 
determine the weights of the criteria for ranking B2C E-
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commerce websites [20]. Fuzzy AHP is employed as a product 
selection service in e-commerce [21]. System Quality, Content 
Quality, Usages, Table I: values of B1 and B2 at each time, the 
figure without () means average visiting time(s) of page, while 
the figure in () means ping time(ms) at each time. 

Trust, Customer Support, Online Customer Feedback, and 
Personalization were considered when using ME-OWA and 
Fuzzy AHP to evaluationB2C E-commerce Websites. [22] 
proposed DSS based on an AHP method tcomprising three 
structured multi-criteria and sub-criteria for selecting the best 
possible choice from a set of alternatives. [23] evaluated the 
quality of e-commerce services using Fuzzy AHP and TOPSIS. 
[24] established a complete shipping efficiency evaluation 
system for cross-border e-commerce logistics and applies it to 
the Qingdao Port of China for solid evidence Based on the 
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP).[25] evaluated performance 
measurement indicators in the E-commerce logistics system 
based on the extent fuzzy analytic hierarchy process 
(AHP).[26] 

Applied entropy method to establish a model to determine 
the objective weight of each index, and calculated the distance 
and close-degree between the e-commerce website and the 
ideal point. In addition, [27] was conducted to evaluate and 
select the quality of e-commerce services using Fuzzy AHP. 
[28] established B2C e-commerce site evaluation system, 
whose Perspective starts from consumer based on AHP. 

This paper's contributions are mainly introducing some new 
related variables, especially the periodical variables like the 
Period of Average Person Visits which may be an essential 
index when studying the performance of customers. The 
wavelet technique is also employed in this study, which can 
filter periodical patterns [29]. 

TABLE I. ANALYZE THE STRUCTURE OF RANKING PROBLEM 

Try times TaoBao JD Suning 

1 
0.243 

(16.502) 

0.461 

(3.699) 

0.231 

(282.537) 

2 
0.222 

(15.689) 

0.348 

(3.802) 

0.145 

(321.117) 

3 
0.226 

(14.696) 

0.204 

(4.523) 

0.246 

(373.535) 

4 
1.169 

(15.880) 

0.213 

(5.132) 

0.387 

(307.473) 

5 
0.215 

(16.782) 

0.167 

(4.412) 

0.195 

(350.582) 

6 
0.246 

(16.333) 

0.193 

(4.742) 

0.131 

(289.817) 

7 
0.488 

(15.563) 

0.188 

(6.170) 

0.197 

(328.913) 

8 
0.678 

(14.967) 

0.278 

(5.044) 

0.232 

(368.091) 

9 
0.207 

(16.511) 

0.161 

(4.792) 

0.277 

(307.994) 

10 
0.266 

(16.176) 

0.159 

(5.174) 

0.275 

(346.720) 

III. MODULE 

We follow the judging criteria proposed by [15]. The basic 
idea of AHP is a multi-criteria decision-making and evaluation 
method combining qualitative and quantitative analysis. The 
elements of decision-making are decomposed into different 
levels, and the advantages and disadvantages of the decision-
making schemes are sorted through some judgments. On this 
basis, qualitative and quantitative analysis is carried out. It 
makes people's thinking process hierarchical and quantitative 
and uses mathematics to provide a quantitative basis for 
analysis, decision-making, evaluation, prediction, and control. 
Let {A1, A2..., Am} is the set of evaluating elements in each 
level. The pairwise comparison matrix is defined as. 

  [

          

          

    
          

]             (1) 

The interpretations of each element and importance grading 
criteria are shown in Table IV. The process of computing 
weight may be divided into three main steps: 

multiply all elements in each row of judge matrix T noted by 

Mim. 

The interpretations of each element and importance grading 
criteria are shown in Table IV. The process of computing 
weight may be divided into three main steps: 

multiply all elements in each row of judge matrix T noted 
by Mi. 

   ∏    
 
                           (2) 

compute the value of m
th

 root of Mi: 

  
̅̅ ̅   √                           (3) 

the weight Wi can be acquired by normalizing the 
vector             , which can be finished by: 

   
  

∑   
 
   

               (4) 

We select two elements: Website (A1) and User(A2) as 
strategical level (Level2) while Six elements: Visiting speed 
(B1), website stability(B2), page ranking (B3), average person 
visit (B4), period of average person visit (B5) and users' 
comments (B6) are taken into account at criteria (Level3). The 
main outflow is shown in Fig. 1. After constructing a pairwise 
comparison judgment matrix. A necessary step is to perform an 
inconsistency test for each comparison judgment matrix. We 
follow the spirit of the Consistency Index (CI) proposed [28]. 
CI is defined as follows: 

   
      

   
              (5) 

where λmax is the maximum eigenvalue of matrix T. 
Furthermore, consistency ratio (CR) can be computed by 
employing the following equation: 

   
  

  
               (6) 
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Fig. 1. Main Structure for AHP. 

The RI is an index related to the dimension of matrix T. 
The value of RI is shown as follows: 

Dimension 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

(7) RI 0 0 0.52 0.89 1.12 1.26 1.36 1.41 1.46 1.49 

After getting the value of CR, one may conclude that the 
pairwise comparison judgment matrix is desirable when CR < 
0.1; otherwise, the pairwise comparison judgment matrix is 
unacceptable. 

A. Visiting Speed (B1) 

we use the same browser: Chrome: Mozilla/5.0. We 
employed the data from 
http://www.webkaka.com/WebCheck.aspx, where we set 10 
times connected to a certain website and computed the average 
page-open time. Given that the faster visiting speed is, the 
higher grades should be acquired. Meanwhile, data 
normalization is necessary to eliminate the effect of different 
attributes' dimensions. Therefore, we set the final grade is 
calculated via the following formula: 

        
 
       

           {  }

          {  }           {  }
            (8) 

where xmedia is the median of each website's data. The result 
is shown in Table I. 

B. Website Stability (B2) 

we use Ping to make sure the network server is available 
because Ping IP is much faster than trying to connect to it 
through any number of protocols. This is also a good way to 
test Internet connection latency. Similarly, we try 10 times and 
record each response time. The data is normalized to [0,1] by 
applying Eq.1. The results are shown in Table I. 

C. Page Ranking (B3) 

It is referred to as PR (PageRank), from 0 to 10; the more 
significant the value, the more popular or important the page. 
In this study, we employ the google page rank 
algorithm(https://www.prchecker.info/checkpagerank.php). 
The data is mapped into [0,1] by di-viding10. 

D. Average Person Visits (B4) 

It is known person's visit could represent the popularity of a 
website. Therefore, we use the average page view (PV) from 
1/10/2021-5/9/2021 to quantify the popularity, and the data is 
normalized to [0,1] by applying: 

      
             {  }

          {  }           {  }
             (9) 

Where xa is the average of each website's data. 

E. Period of Average Person Visits (B5) 

We use page view(PV) to represent the average person's 
visit. A page view is the number of page views; Every time a 
user visits each page in the website, it is recorded once. Users 
visit the same page many times, and the number of visits is 
accumulated. The PV data is available at 
https://www.prchecker.info/checkpagerank.phpInthisstudyweal
sotak as grade to represent the frequency. So as to precisely 
reveal the potential period of PV, we utilize the Morlet wavelet 
as a method. The Morlet wavelet is a continuous plane wave 
[30] modulated by Gauss function based on the following 
mother function: 

         (  
  

  √   
  

     )           (10) 

The formula of discrete wavelet transform is 

            
 

 ∑   
           (

     

 
)          (11) 

where * denotes complex conjugate, a is the scale factor 
(related to period and frequency), b is translation factor (time 
position), i is the time position label of data series, f(t) is 

variable time series, Wf(a,b) is wavelet coefficient; δt is the 
difference of time series. The wavelet power spectrum is 
defined as: 

                
            (12) 

The total wavelet power spectrum Ea represents the energy 
density corresponding to different scales a, which is defined as 

   
 

 
∑   

  |       |
 
            (13) 

Fig. 2 shows the results of Morlet wavelet analysis. There 
are two parts; the first is the contour of the real part of the 
wavelet coefficient, which has been mapped to color 
distribution, while the curve at the right region indicates the 
power spectrum of the wavelet coefficient as discussed in 
Eq.13. The power spectrum may help determine the main 
period in a certain time series; the peak in the wavelet power 
spectrum is regarded as the first/ main period discussed in this 
paper. In addition, the main period and its power have been 
marks as Y and X correspondingly. In general, all of (a), (b), 
(c) shows that cycle oscillations of a period of average person 
visit are very significant through the whole time domain. 

F. Users' Comments (B6) 

The users' comments are also a vital index to evaluate an e-
commerce website [31]. We choose the newest iPhone 12 
product as our target, and then we search for this same 
iphone12 product on each website. 200 comments were 
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crawled from each website. Then we use the python package 
snownlp to grade each comment. The grade ranges from 0 to 1; 
if the grades are closer to 0, the comments are more negative 
and vice versa. The final grade is the average of those figures. 
The outflow of comments' sentimental analysis is shown in 
Fig. 3. The basic statistics of sentimental scores are shown in 
Table II. 

TABLE II. BASIC STATISTICS OF SENTIMENTS MARKS FOR EACH 

WEBSITE 

 SUNING TAOBAO JD 

Mean 0.890912 0.896379 0.691769 

Median 0.976914 0.986995 0.858268 

Maximum 1 1 1 

Minimum 0.011091 0.011038 0 

Std. Dev. 0.187958 0.206043 0.352829 

Skewness -2.483815 -2.731886 -0.896659 

Kurtosis 9.190327 10.16932 2.284826 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 2. (a) Wavelet Analysis for the Period of Average Person visit JD (b) 

Wavelet Analysis for the Period of Average Person Visit TAOBAO (c) 

Wavelet Analysis for the Period of Average Person visit SUNING. 

Fig. 4 shows the results of comments' sentimental analysis; 
firstly, the users' favorable rate is 72%. (b) and (c) are words 
cloud which may provide the potential reasons for the 

favorable rate. On the one hand, the majority of positive 
aspects concentrates on the following properties: High speed, 
nice appearance, high-quality photo; on the other hand, 
however, the positive comments mainly focus on the following 
aspects: the weak signal, the temperature of the phone is too 
hot, bad after-sale service, slow express. 

 

Fig. 3. Outflow of Comments' Sentimental Analysis. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 4. (a) JD's Comments Sentiments Distribution (b) Positive Comments 

Words cloud of JD (c) Negative Comments Words cloud of JD. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 5. (a) TAOBAO's Comments Sentiments Distribution (b) Positive 

Comments Words cloud of TAOBAO (c) Negative Comments Words cloud 

of TAOBAO. 

Fig. 5 shows the results of comments' sentimental analysis 
for TAOBAO; firstly, the users' favorable rate is 94% which is 
better than JD's. (b) and (c) are words cloud which may 
provide the potential reasons for the favorable rate. On the one 
hand, the majority of positive aspects concentrate on the 
following properties: long-endurance, good brand, high-quality 
photo; on the other hand, however, the positive comments 
mainly focus on the following aspects: bad texture, ugly 
appearance color. 

Fig. 6 shows the results of comments' sentimental analysis 
for SUNING; firstly, the users' favorable rate is 93% which is 
better than JD's but worse than TAOBAO's. (b) and (c) are 
words cloud which may provide the potential reasons for the 
favorable rate. On the one hand, most positive aspects 
concentrate on the following properties: long endurance, high 
efficiency, good battery; on the other hand, however, the 
positive comments mainly focus on the following aspects: bad 
appearance, ugly appearance color, slow expression. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 6. (a) SUNING's Comments Sentiments Distribution (b) Positive 

Comments Words cloud of SUNING (c) Negative Comments Words cloud of 
SUNING. 

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We constructed the pairwise comparison judgment matrix 
after the consultation and survey based on related fields. We 
assume that the website(A1) and user(A2) are equally 
important; visiting speed(B1) is of equal importance compared 
with website stability(B2); visiting speed(B1) is moderately 
important over page ranking(B3); Visiting speed(B1) is slightly 
important than Page ranking(B3). On the other hand, average 
person visits(B4) is slightly important than the period of 
average person visit(B5); users' comments(B6) is moderately 
critical compared to average person visit(B5); users' 
comments(B6) is critical than the period of average person 
visit(B5). Grounded on these assumptions, the pair-wise 
comparison judgment matrix is built as follows: 
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The corresponding weight vectors: WA1 = 
[0.4434,0.3874,0.1692], WA2 = [0.2385,0.1365,0.6250]. 

The maximum eigenvalue is    
           

   
                          0.0158 = CRA2. Notice 

that both CR are less than 0.1, which shows the consistency of 
each pairwise comparison judgment matrix. The Overall 
weight of each index can be easily calculated by multiplication: 
WBi   WAj,i = 1..3,j = 1..2. Table III shows the specific results. 
The total score of each e-commerce website is available in 
Table V. It is shown that TAOBAO is the best e-commerce 
website with a total score of 0.8233/1, while JD is the second 
one with a total score of 0.7895/1, and SUNING is the worst 
one compared with the TAOBAO and JD with a total score of 
0.5955/1. Based on the results, some suggestions are proposed 
for SUNING: first, the website stability should be improved 
largely. Second, Advertising on other websites is an important 
way to attract visitors to the website. Advertising will enhance 
the brand awareness of the website. Compared with traditional 
advertising, online advertising has many advantages. First of 
all, online advertising is not limited by time and space; the use 
of the Internet can send ads to every corner, as long as there is 
a network that can also browse advertising information at any 
time. In the past, the traditional form of advertising is single, 
and it has strict requirements and constraints on the content and 
form of communication. The form of online advertising is 
diversified, and advertising can appear in many forms. Users 
can interact with each other by playing with advertising rather 
than just seeing it so that users can see more public information 
and experience more product services. 

TABLE III. OVERALL JUDGMENT WEIGHT OF EACH INDEX 

Evaluation of 

E-commerce 

websites 

Strategical 

Level 
Criteria 

Overall 

Weight 

A1 website 
(0.5) 

B1 Visiting speed 

(0.4434) 
0.2217 

B2 Website stability 
(0.3874) 

0.1937 

B3 Page ranking 

(0.1692) 
0.0846 

A2 User 

(0.5) 

B4 Average person visit 

(0.2385) 
0.1193 

B5 period of average 
person visit 

(0.1365) 

0.0683 

B6 Users’ comments 
(0.6250) 

0.3125 

TABLE IV. THE CRITERION TABLE 

The value of aij Interpretation 

1 equal importance 

3 moderate importance of ai over aj 

5 strong importance of ai over aj 

7 very importance of ai over aj  

9 extreme importance of ai over aj 

2, 4, 6, 8 Intermediate values of 1,3,5,7 

reciprocal 
has reciprocal relations with respect to diagonally 
symmetric element : aij · aji = 1 

TABLE V. THE TOTAL SCORE OF EACH E-COMMERCE WEBSITE 

 TAOBAO JD SUNING 

B1 0.8907 0.9350 0.9032 

B2 0.9667 0.9971 0.1312 

B3 0.7000 0.7000 0.7000 

B4 0.6670 0.8361 0.2163 

B5 0.2878 0.2035 0.0855 

B6 0.8964 0.6918 0.8929 

Total Score 0.8233 0.7895 0.5955 

V. DISCUSSION 

This work studied Chinese potential E-commerce Websites 
by applying AHP model. Three potential and competitive E-
commerce websites platforms are compared. Our results reveal 
that TAOBAO is the most competitive with the highest score: 
0.8233, JD with 07895 and SUNING with the lowest 
score:0.5955. 

In the future, these works will be extended by following 
two aspects: First, other modern and effective evaluating 
models will be included and compared with current APH’s 
results; Next, more related variables and hierarchies will be 
considered to develop a more completed E-commerce 
evaluating model. 
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Abstract—Wireless networking is a main part of our daily life 

during these days, each one wants to be connected. Nevertheless, 

the massive progress in the Wi-Fi trends and technologies leads 

most people to give no attention to the security issues. Also 

detecting a fake access point is a hard security issue over the 

wireless network. All the currently used methods are either in 

need of hardware installation, changing the protocol or needs 

analyzing frames. Moreover, these solutions mainly focus on a 

single digital attack identification. In this paper, we proposed an 

admin side way of detection of a not real access point. That 

works on multiple cyber-attacks especially the phishing attack. 

We shed the light on detecting WI-phishing or Evil Twin, DE 

authentication attack, KARMA attack, advanced WI-phishing 

attack and differentiate them from the normal packets. By 

performing the frame type analysis in real time and analyzing 

different static and dynamic parameters as any change in the 

static features will be considered as an evil twin attack. Also, 

providing that the value of the dynamic parameters surpasses the 

threshold, it reflects Evil Twin. The detector has been tested 

experimentally and it reflects average accuracy of 94.40%, 

87.08% average precision and an average specificity of 96.39% 

for the five types of attack. 

Keywords—Rogue access point; phishing attacks; KARMA 

attack; social engineering; hacking 

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

Currently, the wireless techniques help users who are 
using terminals, phones, and tablets to use the internet 
services, in addition to being integrated in many interfaces and 
used implementation over the field of (IOT) Internet of 
Things. [1] Despite the growth of wi-fi technologies, users 
still do not care for security issues. As clients used to be 
online most of the time, this gives a higher availability of 
being victimized with many of the cyber security attacks. All 
these communications are done over the channel used for 
sending or receiving wireless waves in-between the access 
point (AP) and the user. Because of that, the attacker is in no 
need to physically access the victim’s network. He can easily 
sniff, eavesdrop, resend frames using off the shelf tools [2]. 
While getting benefits from this technology, these vast 
numbers of non-smart connected cyber-physical devices have 
several properties that led to critical security issues, such as 
nodes mobility, wireless communications, lack of local 

security features, scale, and diversity. IoT botnets attack is 
considered a critical attack that affects IoT network 
infrastructure that launches a distributed denial of service 
(DDoS) [3]. 

Phishing is the attempt to acquire sensitive data or to 
inspire somebody to react in a desired method by simulating 
as a trusted one in the electronic atmosphere. As demanding a 
user to tap on a connection in an email or to give his 
Mastercard numbers or enter definite data as first, last name, 
address, age, and city. At that point, the hacker can access and 
use the data. Phishing assaults can be performed over different 
specialized strategies [2]. 

A. Impact on the Community and Motivation 

Damage from cybercrime is expected to cost the world $6 
trillion annually by 2021, raised from $3 trillion in 2015 
according to Cybersecurity Ventures [3]. Phishing attacks are 
the most common type of cybersecurity breaches as stated by 
the official statistics from the cybersecurity breaches survey 
2020 in the United Kingdom [4]. 

As Phishing attacks merge social psychology, technical 
systems, and security subjects. These attacks affect 
organizations and individuals alike, the loss for the 
organizations is significant as it includes the recovery cost, 
reputation loss, and productivity reduction [5]. 

According to a study named Proofpoint 2020, [6] around 
90% of organizations suffered targeted phishing attacks during 
2019. From which 88% experienced spear-phishing attacks, 
83% faced voice phishing (Vishing), 86% dealt with social 
media attacks, 84% reported SMS/text phishing (SMishing), 
and 81% reported malicious USB drops. 

According to the Phishing Activity Trends Report 1st 
Quarter 2021 [7] from the Anti-Phishing Working Group , 
APWG’s records, with an unprecedented 245,771 attacks in 
one month which confirms that phishing attacks are on the 
rise. 

This proofs that phishing attacks are in continuous raise in 
recent years and have become more sophisticated and gained 
more attention from cyber researchers. So that, this paper aims 
to contribute to solving a type of phishing attack which serves 
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in solving the phishing problem and mitigate its impact over 
the community. 

Therefore, the research problem is to address the limitation 
of the previous studies and security scheme that may offer 
attack detection but fails to offer it in real time over the 
network. The problem’s solution arises whereas there is an 
increasing evolution of network devices as well as smart 
appliance for WI-FI services. Hence, this acts as motivating 
factor towards working for improving the security of networks 
and connections as addressed in this research. 

The aim of this study is to improve the detection of the 
attack and contribute to solving the problem of the phishing 
attack by present a solution that is not costly and in real-time 
in addition to achieving the best performance with high 
accuracy and the decreasing the cost. The main aim is to 
reduce the spread of this attack, improving the detection rate, 
improving accuracy, decreasing the false alarms, and 
decreasing the cost of the proposed method. 

Therefore, this study addresses the following research 
questions: 

 Research Question 1 (RQ1) How to enable 
administrators to detect WI phishing in real time 
without using a special or expensive hardware? 

 Research Question 2 (RQ2) How to find a reliable 
forensic way that visualize the different attacks 
underway? 

It is worth noting that in this research WI-phishing is 
referred to as Evil Twin (ET) or Rouge Access Point (RAP). 
As WI-phishing [2] or Evil Twin, DE authentication attack [8] 
, and KARMA attack [9] are considered types of phishing, we 
focus on detecting these types. WI-phishing [2] or ET is a 
procedure of phishing that uses a wireless network where the 
phisher is in between the client and illegitimate wireless AP, 
using a Rouge access point as in Fig. 1. 

WI phishing is one of the most dangerous and severing 
attacks [10] that deceives the user to join a rogue access point 
(RAP) instead of Legitimate Access Point (LAP), while RAP 
is a malicious device used by an adversary as if it is a real AP. 

In which the intruder always copies the same 
configurations of one or more nearby LAPs to broadcast the 
same Service Set Identifier (SSID) and always with even 
stronger transmitting power. 

The DE authentication attack is when the attacker tries to 
sniff or break the connection between the victim and an AP by 
flooding the network with DE authentication frames to force 
the client to reauthenticate. Then, the attacker can save traffic 
during the authentication process and this step is the base of 
attack’s phase one. The attacker decrypts the pre-shared secret 
to have the secret key and bypass security encryption. The 
second step of the DE authentication attack is to force the 
client to connect to a RAP to sniff the whole communication 
which needs special tools to be detected. While RAP based on 
DE authentication is perhaps the most well-known assaults in 
Wi-Fi networks [11] as shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 1. Wi-phishing / Evil Twin Attack Detection. 

 

Fig. 2. De Authentication Attack Detection. 

Karma attack depends on actively scanning the WLAN 
[12] to collect the probe frames requests from users’ devices 
and then generate a corresponding probe response as if the 
required WLAN network is nearby. As the enormous growth 
of digital era more and more, many humans keep their own 
Wi-Fi settings in their device as it is for the device to 
automatically be connected to their known network if the 
network is in the nearby, devices send probe requests in probe 
frames to verify the existence of a network as the device does 
not know physically whether the network is in range or not. 
Resulting the targeted device is connected to the RAP which is 
made as a trap by the adversary. 

Karma attacks can in any case influence customers that are 
utilizing active probing authentication. Also to perform it, the 
intruder can utilize a Pineapple AP 5 [13] that makes the 
assault a lot less difficult to achieve [9]. As shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3. KARMA Attack Detection. 
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B. Detecting Evil Twin Solutions 

Detecting RAP solutions are categorized into two sets. The 
administrator-based set is a preliminary one that is based on 
observing the radio signals, and needs to be utilized on 
switches, servers, routers, or special devices. It may rely on 
the technique of whitelisting. From its name, it is deployed by 
the administrator of the network. But it has its downsides as 
most of it does not work in real time, needs protocol 
modification, or depends on a single point of failure as a 
server. 

The second set of solutions is the client-based one. It is 
used by the user. Using the connection of TCP, Clock Skew, 
route option, IP packet header and data frame statistics are its 
main ways. But it has its con as it may needs a predefined data 
about the network [14]. 

For these reasons, such a study became more needed as it 
presents the following: Diverse detection logic to distinguish 
different kinds of attack signature. An empirical 
implementation of the proposed scheme for detecting WI-
phishing [2]or ET, DE authentication attack , KARMA attack 
[9], advanced WI-phishing attack and the normal packets are 
prototyped under real attack. Recommending a better 
detection method by providing a real time admin side 
detection via specific parameters in the beacon frames as a 
signature of being under attack and then giving an alert. 
Furthermore, to send all beacon frames to a database for 
further processing and giving alert in case of any anomaly in 
the features of the previous packets. The final implementation 
is realized in the Python language using a Scapy [15] library 
to detect and classify frames. 

Many studies have been published to address the problem 
of detecting phishing or WI Phishing attacks over the network, 
such as ―Detecting fake access point or Evil Twin‖ as a 
relevant approach presented in [16] by Lovinger et al. , it 
depends on the network probing using Raspberry Pi 4. 
Capability, the author creates a logging system. Analyzing the 
wireless networks and scanning it, then filtering captured 
frames to create signatures and store it into the database. Upon 
the result, the alert is created after comparison. As for the 
challenges in this approach, it depends on a Raspberry Pi 4 as 
a device for detection which is a higher cost and limitations, 
while we developed a cross platform code with less cost. It 
depends on creating a unique fingerprint, he depends on a 
256-bit hash function, which reflects more time, and he uses 
only static parameters while we depend on static and dynamic 
parameters for detecting the ET. 

He depends on a log file which is not stable and harder to 
retrieve data rather than the visualized database used by our 
side. As a competitive advantage, we use all data from the 
database for further forensic purposes as it can store data for 
months which reflects stability and durability. Both of us work 
in real time detection. The other parts of the research are 
organized as follows: the related work is in Section 2; 
Section 3 describes the proposed method and the prototype. In 
Section 4, we present the experimental results. Then Section 5 
contains the conclusion and the future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Currently used Strategies for Detecting Evil Twin Attack 

are categorized in Five Groups as follows 

1) Monitoring Wi-Fi traffic approach and limitation: 

Most wi-fi solutions attempt to spread sniffers over the 

network to accumulate fundamental data measurements such 

as MAC, SSID, working channel, RSS ID etc. The 

information accumulated deploying these sniffers enable the 

administrator to perceive the ET. 

Kao et al. [17] detect the existence of ET by keeping a 
whitelist of the trusted MAC of Laps. Sniffers screen the 
remote traffic consistently, when an AP is discovered, whose 
MAC is not indexed in the whitelist, it is alerted as Evil Twin 
with accuracy of 96.4% average. As for the limitations of this 
approach, if the attacker sniffs the MAC address of the LAP, 
the approach has nothing to do in this case in addition of 
whitelisting only the MAC address disregarding other 
attributes that we have mentioned in our work. 

Sachin et al. presented a way of identifying the malicious 
access point by setting up a whitelist of authentic APs' MAC 
address and IP. At that point send a broadcast packet over a 
central service to uncover the evil twin over the WLAN by 
receiving all replies from all access points and contrast them 
against the pre prepared whitelist. Yet, its downside is that it 
works over wireless networks when all terminals are in a 
similar range. It does not support the detection in real time as 
well as relying upon the whitelisting techniques [18] [19]. 

Sriram et al. [20]. and Chirumamilla et al [21] presented an 
agent-based intrusion detection system (IDS) to reveal RAP 
by screening the networks for the existence of new Aps and if 
these access points are not recorded in the pre-approved 
records, they will be flagged as RAP. As a downside in these 
methods, if an evil twin AP has a similar SSID and MAC, 
both these procedures are not as powerful as an insidious 
twin's MAC similar to the MAC of the approved AP. It 
depends on a server which is a single point of failure, and this 
method is useful only if the RAP is connected directly to the 
LAN and if the attacker has its own internet, the approach has 
nothing to do with it. 

2) Timing based methods and feature extraction approach 

and limitation: In the frame analysis mechanism, the system 

aggregates all the frames using the mirror port of a core switch 

or by analyzing the frames obtained from the remote sensors 

distributed over the network. Utilizing the data from the 

gathered frames, many features are extracted to gain vital 

information regarding the existence of evil twin. The evil twin 

access point structures a scaffold between the real one and the 

customer to give Internet features. Due to crossing over an 

extra bounce, timing is put together and works with respect to 

the additional deferral happening because of the extra hop. 

This additional deferral gives proof to discovery of the evil 

twin. 
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Diogo M´onica et al. introduced an approach to distinguish 
a multi-hop evil twin via a real time detection device utilized 
by the client. It is not exposed to idleness or bandwidth with 
no need for a pre-prepared list. Using this way, channels are 
being scanned in less than 500ms. But it has constraints as a 
real access point can be distinguished as a fake one.it 
distinguishes evil twin in 30 seconds which is a major 
issue.[22]. 

Burns et al. in his paper [23] founded out the method of 
traceroute bidirectionally . To make a traceroute between a 
terminal and a remote server from terminal-to-server and then 
from server-back-to-terminal then to compare former both 
sides traceroute results. By comparing the number of hops 
both ways, if deference is found between the number of hops 
both ways that would be considered as an indicator of Evil 
Twin attack. The drawback of this method is that it has a 
single point of failure as it depends on an external server and 
this method is completely useless if the intruder uses his/her 
own internet connection like 4G. 

Han et al. [24] have presented a technique that calculate 
the Round Trip Time (RTT) of a DNS query, while Mano et 
al. [25] utilizes a local RTT metric in addition to a frame 
payload slicing method to detect RAP too. As for the 
limitations of these solutions is that the RTT is affected by the 
congestion of the network. If there is a repeater in the 
network, this method is useless. In addition of depending on a 
server as it is an extra cost and considered as a single point of 
failure. 

Yimin et al. [26] used the inter arrival time (IAT) to figure 
out the extra delay resulted by ET. Yet, the mentioned 
schemes fail when ET gives its own private connection 
causing the delay resulted because of the extra hop. It depends 
on training data to run the main algorithm of the detector and 
it is not easy for each admin to extract. 

Fingerprinting a physical device remotely and passively in 
[27] is presented by F.Lanze et al. to mitigate the RAP but, it 
required a white listing with user interaction and a protocol 
modification for a spatial timestamp are utilized to mark 
beacon frames, resulting, the increase of false positive alarms 
probability as a result of the time synchronization problems, 
using only 50 observations for training, it detects RAP in 90% 
of all cases but it still depends on training data. 

Based on the work of Kohno et al. in [27], Jana et al. [28] 
have presented the clock skew method to distinguish 
unapproved APs existence over the network. By calculating 
the clock skews of different APs using the IEEE 802.11-time 
synchronization function (TSF), as timestamps is a part of 
beacon frames. If the clock skew for a device does not equal 
the one kept previously, it is flagged as evil twin AP. 

These solutions have many limitations as: 

 It causes a higher load on the core switch because of 
the additional burden of feature processing. 

 In case, an intruder uses his own Internet connectivity, 
the traffic doesn't arrive at the Centre switch, leaving 
the assault not detected. 

 a spoofed response can be sent to the user to keep away 
from the time difference that may result from the extra 
hop. 

 The approach results in a lot of false positives in case 
the frames are queued by a busy router which causes an 
additional delay. 

 

3) Proprietary hardware approach and limitation: Pradip 

et al. [29] used a probing device that sends a pre-detection 

message to all connected users advising them to ignore the 

probe request. Afterwards, it sends another probe request and 

mark all responding APs as ET. 

Eman et al. [30] used a chipset to detect the evil twin 
deauthentication attack depending on analyzing the packet 
frames especially the management frame named DE 
authentication frames. 

These solutions have many limitations as: 

 Ignoring the 802.11 probe request is a violation of the 
802.11 standards [31]. 

 If attacker ignores reacting to the probe request to stay 
covered up and make, the method not useful. 

 Special hardware means higher cost. 

4) Signature-based and anomaly-based IDS’s approach 

and limitation: It means using a database that contains the 

known intrusion patterns or signatures to be used for detection 

but in case of a new pattern or signature, it will never be 

detected. While an anomaly-based IDS creates profile for a 

host or network in the normal situation depending on statistics. 

It can recognize both known and unknown attacks. Both 

mentioned types lead to a large number of false positives. A 

survey of many anomaly based IDSs is mentioned in [32], It 

uses honeypot and anomaly analysis for making an IDS [2], it 

consists of filtering, IDS, and honeypot as the traffic after 

passing filtering and IDS. They rerouted all attacks to a 

honeypot for in-depth investigation, with False positive rate 

using anomaly detection system with Specificity of 0,62 and 

False Positive rate of 38% and it is a limitation. 

5) RAP-based DE authentication/disassociation attack’s 

approaches and limitations: No single method recognizes all 

ET types. The practical technique is the one that identifies a 

wide range of RAP, needs no adjustment in protocol nor a 

determined equipment. All current methods have at least one 

of these highlights, yet none of them has all the features. As it 

is quite hard to detect Evil Twin, S. Jadhav et al. in [33] have 

modified the transmission protocol by additional timestamps, 

which are being observed for detection but protocol 

modification in itself is a limitation. 

A. M. Alsahlany et al. in [34] have presented a good 
discussion and analysis for the security threats of RAP and its 
results shows that the RAP always comes in conjunction with 
DoS and MitM attacks in an experimental way but the author 
didn’t provide any mitigation mechanism. 
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İ.F.KILINÇER et al. in [35] have presented a RAP 
mitigation method, an IoT-based approach depending on. A 
single board computer and a wireless antenna make a RAP 
detection system by detecting their media access control 
address (MAC) of the RAP which is assigned to an 
unauthorized (VLAN) Virtual Local Area Network. The 
detection mechanism depends on making a comparison 
between MAC and Basic Service Set Identifiers (BSSID) with 
identical SSID lists. 

These solutions have many limitations as: 

 The attacker can overcome the mitigation using an 
open-source tool (like mac changer) to obtain the LAP 
BSSID. Benefiting from the propagation of 
smartphones they used a simple approach to locate the 
RAP. 

 The detection is based on simple comparison of BSSID 
for networks with identical SSID parameters. An 
attacker can easily obtain the BSSID and change it for 
the fake AP (tool mac changer). 

B. Existing Solutions Summary and Limitations 

So, the current techniques have many downsides: (1) 
Deployment is with high cost. (2) Protocol adjustment is 
needed. (3) In need of specified equipment or mainly works 
on a server or a special hardware. (4) Patching customer 
software. (5) Based on whitelisting, Result in a large number 
of false positives. These mentioned points are the reasons for 
choosing the proposed method which forms a need for 
addressing such kind of problems. 

Therefore, this paper proposes an admin-side solution that 
defeats the issues related with the current strategies and 
distinguishes the RAP with higher accuracy and detection rate. 
It detects WI-phishing [2]or Evil Twin, DE authentication 
attack, KARMA attack [9], advanced WI-phishing attack and 
differentiate them from the normal packets. As a kind of 
phishing attack, based on performing the frame type analysis. 
In contrast with the previously mentioned solutions, our 
method of detection has many pros: (a) It needs no 
whitelisting technique of access points. (b) It provides real-
time detection. (c) It does not need any training data of the 
targeted wireless network. (d) It does not depend on a remote 
server nor any hardware (e) No need for protocol 
modification. (f) Determine the attacker’s MAC. (g) It needs 
no prior connection with any AP for detection. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

This section clarifies the utilized indicators for the 
proposed module via analyzing beacon frames and extracting 
features that are considered as a sign of attack. It helps in 
detecting WI-phishing [2] or Evil Twin, DE authentication 
attack , KARMA attack [9], advanced WI-phishing attack and 
differentiate them from the normal packets in real time and 
making a long-timed database that is used for forensics for 
detecting more sophisticated beacon-based attacks via a 
python language and SCAPY library. The research has a 
significant impact on the community of network system 
administrators as it will ease the process of detection in real 
time and forensics of the evil twin attack. 

We have previously mentioned that there is a drawback in 
IEEE 802.11 protocol as the beacon is sent unencrypted, it 
helps in the occurrence of many attacks such as RAP. While 
methods given by researchers as some assisted in securing 
from the evil twin attack however had their own downsides. 
These methods range from the installation of special hardware 
[1],protocol modification [33] and measuring frame 
characteristics [34], [36], etc. 

Limitations in the available Intrusion Detection/Prevention 
Systems such as Suricata [37] which works only on LAN, and 
Kismet [38] which has no sophisticated logging method as its 
pcap file cannot be analyzed in real-time in addition to its 
massive size. 

In our approach, the proposed method countered these 
drawbacks as it does not need any change protocol, does not 
depend on learning data or expensive monitoring devices. It 
depends on a native, better, and real time detection method, 
depending on analyzing, storing, and visualizing sub types 
under beacon frames in real-time to figure out the anomaly 
which reflects the existence of RAP. As well as the long-term 
real time logging database analysis and visualization which 
gives more capability and elasticity for further forensics and 
threat analysis. This database based on Elasticsearch [39] and 
MongoDB [40], it provides a real time chart, detects anomalies, 
and generate an alert. It can even send it to the administrator 
by email. Our method implementation is realized using the 
language of Python -which enables cross platform 
implementation- that allows affordability and portability. 

A. Detecting Beacon Frames 

In the initial step, Scapy library is used for packet 
capturing phase. So, we can divide our detection algorithm 
into two different sub algorithms. 

B. Real Time Detection Algorithm 

1) Depends on IEEE 802.11 management frame -static 

parameters- that the attacker can sniff, any change in one or 

more static parameter would be considered as Evil Twin; 

These static parameters include BSSID, SSID, Channel, 

Encryption type, Country code, Supported channels and First 

Channel. We assume that the administrator knows all 

attributes of his network which should be assigned by the 

administrator at the first time. 

a) Our algorithm can defend one or more Wi-Fi 

networks as the administrator can provide one or more 

network properties. These attributes are always being 

compared against all properties which are being captured in 

real time from all surrounding networks. 

2) Also, there are dynamic Wi-Fi network’s parameters, 

which are very hard for the attacker to imitate as the 

timestamp and signal strength of the network. 

a) The algorithm depends on the fact that the timestamp 

increases regularly over time in the Wi-Fi access points that 

we are defending. This means, if we find another access point 

with the same static attributes but differ in timestamp as if it is 

less than or equals the last received timestamp from the access 

point, which means that the last access point is an evil twin. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elasticsearch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MongoDB
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b) Also for signal strength (RSSIs), we depend on the 

paper in [41] which is presented by Vanjale et al. as they 

stated that if the signal differs by 10 dB greater or less, that 

indicates an evil twin coexistence. Because the attacker may 

place his RAP nearby the LAP with stronger signal strength or 

closer to the target to lure them to use his access point. We 

considered 10 dB< or > it is considered as evil twin. 

3) If there is a coexistence of two BSSIDs, in case of a 

DE authentication attack that exceeds the threshold, it reflects 

DE authentication attack which in this case considered as an 

indicator of evil twin. We have set our threshold in this phase 

as 10 DE authentication packets as mentioned in [42] by 

Chibiao Liu et al. 

4) For detecting KARMA attack, which is only can be 

pursued in open WIFI networks. So, in case of new open WI-

FI networks existence in the surrounding, it is considered as a 

KARMA Attack. Nevertheless, it will lead to high false 

positive rate, but it achieves higher recall. 

C. Long-time Database for Logging and Forensics 

1) We used a strong database that depends on MongoDB 

[40] Elasticsearch [39] to overcome the weakness in Kismet , 

like pcap. captured file analysis. As capturing a large file for 

many days will be extremely hard to be analyzed by using a 

normal computer. 

2) By using this combination of MongoDB with 

Elasticsearch, we analyze and visualize the captured data for 

weeks; and in case of anomaly an alert is generated. 

3) This database has many advantages for the 

administrator as knowing if the network is always receiving 

DE authentication attack from a particular MAC address, or if 

there is someone probing the users by using a famous Wi-Fi 

name which is open like the names for airports or cafes to lure 

the user to use it which is of course a KARMA attack. It 

enables the administrator to know about his physical location 

and if this open Wi-Fi is in the surroundings or not. 

4) Using the mentioned database, the administrator can 

know how long the Wi phishing attack was underway. 

Whether the network targeted by a script kiddie, with a 

raspberry-pi, who floods the network with DE authentication 

frames and whether the DE authentication frames was 

targeting specific device or department. 

D. Classes of the Proposed Algorithm 

The proposed algorithm has seven correlated classes as 
follows: 

1) Wireless interface management - enabling the 

monitoring mode in the wireless card and starting channel 

hopping over frequencies. 

2) Scanning wireless networks - capturing transmitted 

frames of all the surrounding networks. 

3) Frame Analysis and filtering - captured frames to find 

data frames out of the beacon ones, and to separate beacon 

frames into DE authentication frames beacons, to be compared 

against the threshold value, and other types of beacons. 

4) Compare other types of beacon frames against the 

predefined parameters - IF difference found between real time 

captured frame attributes and the predefined attributes, an alert 

is generated. These attributes are BSSID, SSID, Channel, 

Encryption Type, Country Code, Supported Channels, First 

Channel. 

5) Compare beacon frames’ timestamp and signal 

strength- generate alert if the timestamp is not incremental or 

the difference in signal strength is > or < 10 dB than the 

previously recorded ones. 

6) Listing all surrounding open WI-FI, if any, in case of 

new open Wi-Fi loomed, it is considered as a KARMA attack. 

7) Store in database and start visualization - send all 

frames to a long-time database for forensics purposes and 

visualize it for further analysis. In case of anomaly, an alert is 

generated and then returned to the network scanning step. 

For final implementation, Python 3.8 programming 
language was chosen, Fig. 4 figures out the seven phases of 
the algorithm of detection as follows. 

 

Fig. 4. Phases of the Detection Algorithm. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MongoDB
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elasticsearch
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E. Detector’s Pseudo Code 

This section shows the proposed algorithm module. As 
shown in Fig. 5, we start the detection by setting the interface 
into monitoring mode, then start a continuous channel hopping 
that goes to each channel and scan it from channel 1 to 
channel 11. And define static parameters and calculate the 
dynamic parameters to detect attack in case of a difference 
occurrence. It also detects De authentication and KARMA 
attack. 

 

Fig. 5. Pseudo Code of the Proposed Method. 

F. Flow Chart of the Proposed Method All Captured Beacon 

In the following flow chart, Fig. 6, the program starts by 
putting interface in monitoring mode to scan all the nearby 
networks by making a channel hopping between channel 1 and 
14. Then monitoring scanning and analyzing all beacon 
frames properties which captured by our network in 
promiscuous/monitoring mode; Firstly send all captured 
beacon frames and make a real time comparison between all 
features that is hard coded from the admin for the needed to be 
a defended network or networks against the fetched properties 
from captured beacon frames and in case of matched it 
generates an alert in real time. Furthermore, the long-term 
database which can handle, analyze, and visualize features of 
captured beacon frames to generate valuable statistics to 
forecast attacks. 

 

Fig. 6. The Flowchart of the Proposed Method. 

IV. RESULTS 

This section is determined for the proposed technique’s 
evaluation. In which we describe the laboratory, the design of 
the detector, the efficiency of the detector, evaluation 
measures and lastly the results are mapped over a confusion 
matrix as a predictive analysis method. 

A. Laboratory Description 

The experiment has been implemented over a network 
named ―MR. Linux‖ for evaluating the proposed 
methodology. Python 3.8 programming language, Scapy 
library and an ALFA model AWUS036H [43] in the 
promiscuous mode have been used for monitoring and 
analyzing the packets sent and received. We used airgeddon 
[44] and Wi-Fi pumpkin [45] to launch the attack, using a 
Lenovo G4080 Core I5 , 4th generation with 4 gigabyte RAM 
laptop loaded by Wifislax 2.4 64 bits [46] which is a 
distribution GNU / Linux. The attacker is launched using a 
wireless interface card ALFA model AWUS036H. [43] The 
device that is used for detection is hp EliteBook 745 G3 with 
AMD64 A10, 8 gigabyte RAM loaded with a Ubuntu 20.4 OS 
[46] having a Pre-installed Python 3.8, We also use 
Elasticsearch [39] and MongoDB [40]. 

  

 Start. 

 Put interface into monitoring mode. 

 Channel hop and scan wireless networks. 

 Parse all captured beacon frames and send to logging database 

for further analysis. 

 Start real time analyses. 

 Define the static attributes for network includes MACd, SSIDd, 

Channeld, Encryption Typed, Country Coded, Supported 

Channelsd and First Channeld. 

 Define dynamic attributes for network Timestampt, Signal-

strengtht. 

 Define all surrounding open Wi-Fi. 

 Start Frame analyses. 

 IF more than {SSID [coexists] AND DE authentication packets 

threshold detected}. 

 [Generate alert] ―Warning.… Evil Twin detected.‖ 

 Else IF deference found between real time captured frame 

attributes and the pre-defined attributes ({ MACd !=MAC} OR 

{SSIDd != SSID} OR {Channeld != Channel} OR {Encryption 

Typed != Encryption Type} OR {Country Coded != Country 

Code} OR {Supported Channelsd != Supported Channels} OR 

{First Channeld != First Channel}) 

 [Generate alert] ―Warning.… Evil Twin detected.‖ 

 Else IF difference found in timestamp ({Timestampt <= 

Timestampnow} OR {Signal-Strengtht [difference >10 dB] 

Signal-StrengthNOW }. 

 [Generate alert] ―Warning.… Advanced Evil Twin detected. 

 Else IF found new Open Wi-Fi network. 

 [Generate alert] ―Warning.… KARMA attack detected. 

 AND start database visualization. 

 If found anomaly 

 [Generate alert] ―Warning.… Evil Twin detected.‖. 

 Else return to network scanning 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elasticsearch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MongoDB
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B. Proposed Detector’s Design 

Our proposed algorithm overcomes admin side 
vulnerabilities in solutions as mentioned in section II as the 
efficiency of the algorithm does not depend on protocol 
modification, data sampling, machine learning algorithms, 
dedicated server, or RTT parameters. As well as it is real-time 
that does not depend upon training knowledge or Wi-Fi 
network’s fingerprint. 

 (KARMA) attack. We simulate a KARMA attack by 
simulating an open Wi-Fi of a well-known place that is 
not on the range, if detected in real time. 

 (Common Wi-Fi phishing) attack/ replacement WI 
phishing: We simulate the attack by cloning the BSSID 
address to be similar to the legitimate AP and flood DE 
authentication / disassociation frames over all the Wi-
Fi network and create another similar fake Wi-Fi 
network with a different one or more attribute 
(Encryption type - Channel - First Supported channel 
or Country Code), it is detected in real time. 

 (Common Wi-Fi phishing) attack/ WI phishing 
coexistence: We simulate the attack by cloning the 
BSSID to be similar to the legitimate AP and create a 
coexisting fake Wi-Fi with different one or more 
attribute (Encryption type - Channel - First Supported 
channel or Country Code), it is detected in real time. 

 (Advanced Wi-Fi phishing) attack with higher signal 
strength. We simulate the attack by cloning all 
parameters of the real AP, but with higher signal 
strength to lure the users to connect to the fake one, it 
is detected in real time. 

 (Advanced Wi-Fi phishing) attack with time difference: 
We simulate the attack by cloning all parameters of the 
real AP, but with less timestamp value and based on 
time difference, it is detected in real time. 

 (Real time database is made for more analysis and 
forensic purposes). 

o To know which of our clients was connected to 
the Wi-phishing AP, as all beacon frames are 
logged. 

o Using the mentioned database, we know how long 
the different attacks were underway. 

o By analysing the Realtime database, we can 
answer the question, was our network targeted or 
were DE authentication frames targeting specific 
devices or departments. 

C. Efficiency of Proposed Algorithm 

This section is dedicated for evaluating the proposed 
method. The section is separated into two main parts. The first 
part evaluates the performance of the proposed detector for 
classifying the types of attacks on detecting (1) KARMA 
attack (2) DE authentication attack [9] (3) WI-phishing [2] or 
Evil Twin, (4) advanced WI-phishing, (5) and differentiating 
them from the normal packets in real time, furthermore to 
database all beacon frame for visualization, forensics, and 

further anomaly inspection. The second part compares the 
results against the method in [16] proposed by Lovinger et al. , 
Zeeshan Afzal et al. in [47] and Mayank Agarwal et al. in [1]. 

D. Evaluation Measures 

The performance of the proposed method is analyzed via 
the estimation of different evaluation metrics like TN rate, TP 
rate, Specificity Accuracy, false negative rate, and false 
positive rate, Precision, Recall and F-Measure which are detailed 
in the subsequent descriptions: 

These measures are calculated over a confusion matrix 
classification as a predictive analysis method based on 
equation number. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. In which TP, FN and FP 
represent numbers of true positives, false negatives, and false 
positives, respectively.  

1) Specificity: The parameter of specificity is defined as 

the ratio of total true negatives to the summation of total true 

negative and false positive value. True negative rate is called 

specificity. 

            
   

         
             (1) 

2) Accuracy: The accuracy metrics are estimated by the 

parameters value of specificity and sensitivity, which are 

expressed by equation number 1. Also accuracy refers to how 

accurate the proposed method can classify frame types in a 

correct way, and this is expressed by equation number 2, 

which is applied to return the accuracy value. The accuracy 

value expresses a comparison between frames that are 

correctly classified with the whole frames. 

         
(       )

                 
            (2) 

3) Precision: The value of precision refers to the number 

of frames or a category frame that is classified correctly 

divided by the total frames classified of the same type. 

Precision is calculated by equation 3. And precision is also 

referred to as positive predictive value; other related measures 

used in classification include true negative rate and accuracy. 

           
  

     
             (3) 

4) Recall: Nevertheless, recall shows how many percent 

of mentioned attacks are correctly classified by the 

classification. Equation 4 is used for resulting the value of 

recall. Recall in this context is also referred to as the true 

positive rate or sensitivity, and it is defined as the ratio of total 

true positives to the summation of total false negative and 

false positive value. 

       
  

     
              (4) 

5) F1: is the harmonic average value of precision and 

recall and calculated by equation number 5. 

        
(                  )

                
            (5) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Specificity_(tests)#Specificity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Positive_predictive_value
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sensitivity_and_specificity
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E. Evaluation of the Proposed Detector 

For evaluation, a comprehensive analysis is conducted. 
Results showed the FP, TP, FN, and TN presented and 
analyzed via a confusion matrix as a predictive analysis 
method. The used set of data for evaluation is outlined in 
Table I to make sure that the predicted attacks are the actual 
ones that were sent by the attacking tool. The calculations 
done via the confusion matrix, Table II shows results with 
average accuracy of 94.40%, 87.08% average precision and an 
average specificity of 96.39%. 

Table II shows the classifications performance based on 
the number of each frame type by classifying each type of 
attack. While Fig. 7 shows the high value of TN with higher 
value than the TP which increases the overall algorithm 
detection accuracy which is reflected in Fig. 8. 

F. Testing 

We have tested our solution against airgeddon [44] and 
wifipumpkin3 [45] for launching the attack to run the 
previously mentioned attacks against a network that we have 
permission to, and calculate the response. We used the OS 
Wifislax 2.4 64 bits [46] which is a distribution GNU / Linux. 
The alert reflects the kind of attack underway as shown in 
Fig. 9 that shows the real time detection. Fig. 10, 11, 12 and 
13 show the detection of different types of attack, Fig. 14 
shows a sample of anomaly detection through the database. 
While Fig. 15 represents the database visualization in real 
time. 

TABLE I. CONFUSION MATRIX OF THE PROPOSED METHOD 
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KARMA 100 0 0 0 0 

DE auth. 0 89 3 5 3 

WI-phishing 0 2 90 4 4 

advanced WI-phishing 0 2 8 87 3 

Normal  16 6 0 9 69 

TABLE II. CLASSIFICATION AND RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED DETECTOR 

  KARMA DE auth. 
WI-

phishing 

advanced 
WI-

phishing 

Normal 

TP 100 89 90 87 69 

TN 335 346 345 348 366 

FP 16 10 11 18 10 

FN 0 11 10 13 31 

Accuracy 96.45% 95.39% 95.39% 93.35% 91.39% 

precision 86.21% 89.90% 89.11% 82.86% 87.34% 

Recall 100.00% 89.00% 90.00% 87.00% 69.00% 

specificity  95.44% 97.19% 96.91% 95.08% 97.34% 

F-score 92.59% 89.45% 89.55% 84.88% 77.09% 

 

Fig. 7. Matrix Representation Graph. 

 

Fig. 8. Algorithm Detection Accuracy. 

 

Fig. 9. Real Time Detection. 
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Fig. 10. KARMA Attack Detected. 

 

Fig. 11. Advanced WI Phishing Attack Detection. 

 

Fig. 12. De Authentication Attack Detected. 

 

Fig. 13. WI Phishing Attack Detected. 

 

Fig. 14. Anomaly Detection in Signal Strength. 

 

Fig. 15. Real Time Database Visualization. 

G. Comparison and Evaluation 

Here is a comparison between the proposed method and 
the method presented in [16] by Lovinger et al. As this 
approach depends on the network probe using the Raspberry 
Pi 4. Capability, and creates a logging system. Analyzing the 
wireless networks and scanning it, then filtering captured 
frames to create signatures and store it into the database, based 
on the result obtained the alert is created after comparison. As 
for the challenges in this approach, it depends on a Raspberry 
Pi 4 as a device for detection which means more cost and 
higher limitations, while we developed a cross platform code 
with less cost. It depends on the log file which is not stable 
and harder to retrieve data. It depends on creating a unique 
fingerprint, he depends on a 256-bit hash function, which 
reflects more time, he uses only static parameters. 

While our proposed method depends on static and dynamic 
parameters for detecting the evil twin, it provides real time 
detection, it is not passive, but it is active, it is an admin 
solution, it is cheap, it does not store SSID in DB nor perform 
bookkeeping of all the APs in the neighborhood. It detects 
more than one type of attack as WI-phishing or Evil Twin, DE 
authentication attack, KARMA attack and differentiate them 
from the normal packets as a kind of phishing attack by 
depending on Sniffing and analyzing the wireless frames. It 
has an average accuracy of 94.40%, 87.08% average precision 
and an average specificity of 96.39% for the five types of 
attack. The average of the false positive rate is 13 % for all 
tested types, and it also detects the attacker’s MAC address. 
The results prove that the detector’s accuracy is quite high and 
provide most of the expected features. It also shows that the 
proposed system can be used for forensic purposes as it can 
store data for a long time which reflects stability and 
durability, for data that is stored in the database and start 
visualization. Table III represents a comparison between the 
proposed method and three methods for different authors, 
Levinger et al.[16], Zeeshan Afzal [47] and Mayank Agarwal 
[1]. 

To wrap up, we conclude that we have achieved best 
results after comparing with the previously proposed methods 
in addition to performing the detection in real time. 

TABLE III. A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED METHOD AND 

THREE OTHER METHODS FOR DIFFERENT AUTHORS 
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real time detection y n n y 

perform channel hopping y n n y 

using a special device y n n n 

creates a logging system y y y n 

database for forensics n n n y 

analyzing the wireless networks y y y y 

creating network signature y y n n 

based on whitelisting y n n y 

using log file y y y n 

using static parameters y - y y 

using dynamic parameters n - n y 

detecting evil twin y y y y 

detecting KARMA attack y n n y 

detecting DE authentication y y y y 

advanced WI-phishing n y n y 

perform bookkeeping of APs y n y n 

accuracy - 89% 100% 94.4% av. 

false positive rate - 14.6%. - 13% av. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The wireless network is a primary portion in our world, on 
account of being used in many life aspects. In this paper, a real 
time attack detection method has been proposed and helped in 
detecting different types of wireless attacks as detecting WI-
phishing or Evil Twin, DE authentication attack, KARMA 
attack, advanced WI-phishing attack and differentiate them 
from the normal packets. While the previously mentioned 
algorithms of other researchers are either outdated, limited in 
their detection methods, architecture and/or scope of 
detection. The implementation was written in Python using the 
Scapy library by analyzing beacon frames properties in real 
time and extracting features to be compared against the pre-
stored features of LAPs beacon properties and consider any 
change or a threshold exceeding as a sign of attack. The 
proposed detector has the advantages of being stable, working 
in real time, low cost, it does not need extra hardware. It is 
also powered by a database that can store frames for a long 
time, which by analyzing them the detector has an added value 
of forensics, forecasting and detecting anomaly. The 
detector’s efficiency was modelled in a mathematical way and 
implemented in real life scenarios, returning average accuracy 
of 94.40%, a value of 87.08% average precision and an 
average specificity of 96.39% for the different attack 
scenarios. 

VI. FUTURE WORK 

In the future, we need to analyze our collected data using 
AI, machine learning and deep learning to generate attack 
vectors that will help for faster and better detection of the 
different types of attack. In addition to being willing to deploy 
the mentioned algorithm for detecting other types of attack 
rather than the previously mentioned. Also, we can use 
semantic analysis and ranking technique evaluated in [48] for 
detecting and ranking other types of attack. We need to make 
a real time probe request analysis to reduce the value of false 
positive for the real time detection of the KARMA. Trying not 
only to detect the attack, but also make a counterattack. 
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Abstract—Remote sensing images with high spatial and 

temporal resolution (HSHT) for GIS land use monitoring are 

crucial data sources. When trying to get HSHT resolution 

images, cloud cover is a typical problem. The effects of cloud 

cover reduction using the ESTARFM, one of spatiotemporal 

image fusion technique, is examined in this study. By merging 

two satellite photos of low-resolution and medium-resolution 

images, the Enhanced Spatial and Temporal Adaptive 

Reflectance Fusion Method (ESTARFM), predicts the reflectance 

value of the cloud cover region. ESTARFM, on the other hand, 

employs both medium and high-resolution satellite pictures in 

this study. Using Sentinel 2 and Landsat 8, the Peak Signal Noise 

Ratio (PSNR) statistical methods are then utilized to evaluate the 

ESTARFM. The PSNR explain ESTARFM cloud removal 

performance by comparing the level of similarity of the reference 

image with the reconstructed image. In remote sensing, this 

hypothesis was established to get high-quality HSHT pictures. 

Based on this study, Landsat 8 images that have been cloud 

removed with ESTARFM may be classed as good. The PSNR 

value of 21.8 to 26 backs this up, and the ESTARFM result seems 

good on visual examination. 

Keywords—Cloud removal; RS-Remote sensing; PSNR-Peak 

signal noise ratio; GIS-Geographic information system; 

spatiotemporal image fusion 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An effective way to monitor land-use changes on the earth's 
surface is remote sensing technology [1]. However, there is 
still a significant gap between the obtained image and the 
required image. A grave challenge to maximize the usage of 
small sensing images (RS) is the cloud problem. Satellite 
sensors during the acquisition process are unable to capture 
passive radiation energy in cloud-covered areas, resulting in 
missed information in satellite images [2]. Electromagnetic 
waves from ground features are blocked from reaching the 
sensor system by the cloud. It substantially limits knowledge 
gained from optical RS images, thus putting a halt to future 
analysis. Since a result, cloud removal has become a hot issue 
in the RS community, as it expands the applications and 
research that optical RS data may be used in Geographic 
Information System (GIS). 

The ESTARFM method is one of many cloud removal 
methods in remote sensing. The improved spatial and temporal 
adaptive reflectance fusion model (ESTARFM), which 
forecasts cloud-covered regions by fusing two satellite pictures, 
is abbreviated as this model [3]. ESTARFM requires two sets 
of low and high spatial resolution images captured on two 
different days (t1 and t2), as well as one collection of images 

for cloud removal (tp). In the main paper, ESTARFM using 
Landsat 7 and MODIS imagery. For this research, authors use 
Sentinel 2 imagery combined with Landsat 8 imagery to run 
the ESTARFM doing image fusion to correct the cloud effect. 
The combination of Landsat 8 and Sentinel 2 is chosen to 
maximize the cloud-covered area result of the ESTARFM 
method, especially in the area of interest Jakarta, Indonesia. 
This option combination needs to be investigated because 
Sentinel 2 imagery is high-resolution imagery, and Landsat 8 is 
low-resolution imagery. This hypothesis is then evaluated by 
comparing the ESTARFM result imagery to the actual Landsat 
8 imagery image. 

Evaluating ESTARFM performance commonly uses 
statistical analysis like RMSE or MSE [3]. PSNR is another 
statistical analysis that is possibly used. It is an objective 
evaluation parameter comparing a reconstructed image to its 
original image [5]. Besides the final quantitative analysis of 
PSNR, this paper would also like to visually analyze the 
influence of Sentinel imagery, cloud density, and specific 
parameter used. This paper consists of several sections. In 
Section 2, we presented some current methods used in cloud 
removal. Section 3, we introduce the ESTARFM method. Then 
Section 4 explains the research methodology. Section 5 
contains the results and experiments. Finally, in Section 6, we 
bring the paper to a close. 

II. RESEARCH HISTORY 

Several prior research has looked towards cloud removal. 
Cloud removal in remote sensing is the process of 
reconstructing lost information [4]. According to the previous 
study, cloud removal methods may be divided into four 
categories: spatial-based, spectral-based, temporal-based, and 
multi-source-based [5]. These four approaches are explained 
below. 

The primary purpose of the spatial-based cloud removal 
model is to provide a complimentary area of cloud covered by 
exploiting no cloud area of the target image. It estimates pixel 
loss by spatial interpolation approach as the first type method 
[6, 7, 8]. Unfortunately, the spatial cloud removal model only 
performs well on small initial cover gaps and poorly for 
extensive cloud contamination. So, spatial-based cloud 
removal can only produce good cloud-free visualization for 
small holes but is less suitable for quantitative analysis. 

Spectral-based cloud removal model can use the correlation 
of auxiliary clear band and cloud contaminated band to 
reconstruct the new cloud-free imagery [9]. One of many 
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approaches is a fog-optimized transformation method [10], 
correcting the visible radiometric bands from contamination of 
thin clouds and haze in Landsat imagery. This method is 
known as the HOT (haze optimization transformation) 
approach. The HOT change is a visual band space analysis 
used to see various classes of land use cover. Unfortunately, 
the spectral response of fog in the visible band space is 
extremely sensitive to the fog's optical wavelength and depth. 
The reconstruction result of this approach is quite good in a 
thin layer of moisture and cannot overcome thick cloud cover. 
In addition, the spectral-based cloud removal method is unable 
to distinguish sure land covers such as ice/snow, terrain, and 
water bodies. 

Multitemporal imagery for a given place can be produced 
by RS systems with frequent satellite revisit cycles (n-day 
cycles). The temporal cloud removal approach fully uses the 
temporal correlation between multitemporal images for 
reconstruction [11, 12]. The material method can effectively 
reconstruct the lost area due to cloud contamination, especially 
in congested acquisition frequency of time series data. This 
method follows solid time series displaying common cloud 
pollutants when the images are chronologically ordered [4]. 
Unfortunately, the temporal process is limited to congested 
data sets, often provided by coarse spatial resolution imagery. 
On the other hand, the material approach implies that spatial 
land coverage is determined during the acquisition interval [5]. 
Temporal-based techniques are appropriate for den situations, 
according to this general idea. 

Combining the advantages of the above methods can solve 
several problems in cloud removal methods. This approach is 
called the multisource-based or hybrid approach. The auxiliary 
picture must have the same wavelength and spatial resolution 
as the target image in this method [13]. The spatiotemporal 
method of cloud removal is an example of a hybrid approach 
that Zhu [14] has been developed. The ESTARFM Model is a 
commonly used benchmark for developing cloud removal 
models that employ the spatiotemporal fusion approach. [13]. 
This algorithm was developed based on STARFM as an 
improvement. 

III. ESTARFM METHOD 

Various satellite sensors acquired on the same day and in 
the exact location can be compared and correlated, mainly 
when preprocessing steps such as radiometric correction, 
geometric correction, and atmospheric adjustment have been 
completed. However, there can be a systematic bias in surface 
reflection across various sensor images due to sensor system 
variations such as orbital parameters, bandwidth, acquisition 
time, and spectral response function. This condition was the 
primary purpose of ESTARFM to utilize the correlation of 
various satellite sensor data. Then, integrate multi-source data 
while minimizing system bias ESTARFM looking at the 
heterogeneity of the land surface, pure pixels, and mixed pixels 
[14]. Images with low spatial resolution but high temporal 
resolution are referred to as "coarse-resolution" by ESTARFM. 

In contrast, images with high spatial resolution but low 
temporal resolution are referred to as "fine resolution" images. 
[13]. Eq. 1 examines the first steps and equations for spectrally 
comparable homogeneous pixels within a moving window. 
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where,    denotes the geographic distance between the 
center and a spectrally similar uniform pixel in a moving 
window;    denotes the spectral correlation coefficient 
calculated using the correlation between any similar pixels in a 
fine spatial-resolution image and a corresponding coarse 
spatial-resolution pixel; and    is an index integrating spectral 
and spatial similarity [13]. ESTARFM additionally considers 
the temporal weight when predicting the center pixel's 
reflection. The following equation is used to determine the 
final projected reflectance. 
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where,    (   (   )) shows the temporal weight 
between observed and estimated dates. 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This research consists of four stages, namely: the data 
collection stage, preprocessing step, the implementation stage, 
and the evaluation stage. At the data collection stage, the 
location is the province of Jakarta and timespan around 2020. 
The images to be used are Sentinel 2 and Landsat 8. The reason 
for Sentinel 2 images is chosen because its 10-day temporal 
resolution is expected to be able as an auxiliary image in the 
spatial, and the spectral resolution of Sentinel 2, which reaches 
10 meters, is expected to improve cloud-covered result data of 
ESTARFM. 

In preprocessing stage, the initial steps are done to Sentinel 
2 and Landsat 8 imagery. Radiometric, atmospheric, and 
geometric corrections in the preprocessing setting are 
performed on SNAP (Sentinel Application Platform) software 
for Sentinel 2 images and SCP (Semi-Automatic Classification 
Plugin) plugin [16] for Landsat 8 images in QGIS. Specifically 
for Sentinel 2 images, an up-sampling process [17] was carried 
out to equalize the spatial resolution with Landsat 8. 

Pairs of fine and coarse resolution images taken on the 
neighboring date and a set of rough resolution images for the 
target forecast date are required to execute the ESTARFM 
model [16]. Fig. 1 states the process flow of the ESTARFM 
image fusion. Before applying ESTARFM, all images must be 
processed first to reflect the geo-registered surface. 

When it comes to putting ESTARFM into action, there are 
four key stages [14]. To begin, two fine-resolution and coarse-
resolution imagery search for pixels in the local window that is 
similar to the center pixel. Second, the weights (Wi) of all 
matched pixels are computed. Then, two pairs of fine and 
coarse images in the designated frame are used separately to 

find similar pixels. This step can be seen in Fig. 2 (A). Third, 
linear regression is used to calculate the conversion coefficient 
Vi of the fine and coarse images. The conversion coefficient 
conforms to the yield obtained using regression analysis of 
identified similar pixels. This step can be seen in Fig. 2 (B). On 
the target date, the reflectance value of each pair of input 
imagery is collected. This step can be seen at Fig. 3. So, at the 
appropriate forecast date, Wi and Vi are utilized to compute the 
fine-resolution reflection of the coarse-resolution imagery [13]. 
The weighted average is used in the fourth step, which takes 
into account three factors: the spectral difference between fine 
and coarse images taken on the same date, the temporal 
difference between the images, and the spatial distance 
between similar pixels in the moving window and the center 
pixel [14]. 

 

Fig. 1. ESTARFM Image Fusion Method. 

 

Fig. 2.  (A) - Identify Similar Pixels Process; (B) - The Process of obtaining Conversion Coefficient. 

(A) 

(B)  
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Fig. 3. Reflectance Calculation Process of Cloud-covered Area. 

The requirement of two pairs of input images limits the 
possible combinations of inputs [13]. Also, because of the long 
processing times for these methods, only one input date 
combination per target is tested. The weighted average 
technique obtains the fine image on the date the Landsat 8 
image is cloud-covered. Similar pixels play the primary role in 
the performance of weighted-function-based spatiotemporal 
fusion methods [18]. This study quantitatively assessed the 
performance of ESTARFM from the perspective of similar 
pixels. 

ESTARFM also studies influencing factors of similar-pixel 
identification like the methods of similar-pixel identification, 
the number of classes (m), and moving window size (w) [13]. 
Enlarging the period between the base and forecast dates 
additionally assesses the effect of input base picture pairings. 
This study could provide a method to analyze the performance 
of weighted-function-based methods and guidance for the 
future applications of ESTARFM in a specific area. This entire 
cycle has been done using a python-based algorithm taken 
from Zhu's web page in https://xiaolinzhu.weebly.com/. 

Following that descriptive/qualitative and 
analytical/quantitative assessments of the fusion product 
quality are done when the cloud-free image results have been 
acquired. The qualitative analysis focuses on a visual 
examination of variations in reflection and spatial patterns in 
observed (actual) and expected (cloud-free) pictures [19, 20]. 
Meanwhile, the PSNR is used for quantitative evaluation. The 
"Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio" (PSNR) is a statistical technique 
used in remote sensing applications to assess data quality 
following picture fusion, mainly from various satellite sensors 
[21]. The PSNR value may be used to evaluate the amount of 
similarity among the original image and the 
reconstructed/predicted image after fusion to determine the 
quality of the reconstructed image. The PSNR is calculated 
using the equation below. 
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N is the most significant potential pixel value in a picture, I 
(x, y) is the pixel value difference between the original and 
predicted image. At the same time, m and n are the image's 
length and breadth, respectively. PSNR is a compression 
parameter that is often utilized [22]. The amount of 
resemblance between the compressed or reconstructed picture 
and the original image is considered this parameter. The mean 
squared error (MSE) of the two pictures being compared 
determines the PSNR value. This PSNR value is comparable to 

the MSE value. Thus, if the MSE between the compressed 
image and the slice image is less, the PSNR value between the 
two images will be higher [23]. This paper assumes noise as a 
cloud-covered area, so a satellite sensor can't receive a signal. 
The peak ratio between noise and signal also represents the 
performance of ESTARFM, especially when use Landsat 8 and 
Sentinel 2 combination in Jakarta province during 2020. 

V. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Data 

The research area defined in this paper is Jakarta, 
Indonesia, as seen in Fig. 4. This area was chosen because of 
the frequent occurrence of cloud cover, and the site is relatively 
small, around 661.5 km

2
. Jakarta is determined to reduce 

mistakes of image fusion due to land-use change. Because 
Jakarta, as a metropolitan city, is considered to have 
insignificant land-use changes. In Landsat 8 imagery, Jakarta is 
covered in tile path/row 122/64 and Sentinel 2 in two tile 
paths/rows, namely 49 MXU and 49 MYU. The technical 
specifications of these two images can be seen in Table I. The 
Sentinel 2 image is chosen as a fine-resolution image because 
of its five days temporal resolution, compared to Landsat 8 
image, which has 16 days temporal resolution and is 
considered coarse resolution. The smaller the temporal 
resolution, the higher the chance of getting an image without 
cloud cover. In addition, Sentinel 2 has a spatial resolution of 
10m on the RGB band compared to the 30m that Landsat 8 has 
on the same band. The more detailed spatial resolution is 
expected to increase the ESTARFM model's ability to correct 
cloud-covered Landsat 8 images. 

 

Fig. 4. Area of Interest: Jakarta, Indonesia. 
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TABLE I. THE FEATURES OF THE LANDSAT-8 AND SENTINEL-2 

DATASETS USED IN THIS STUDY 

Characteristic Landsat-8 OLI Sentinel-2 MSI 

Bands (spectral range) 

used 

B2 (0.452 - 0.512 

µm) 
B2 (0.439 - 0.535 µm) 

B3 (0.533 - 0.590 

µm) 
B3 (0.537 - 0.582 µm) 

B4 (0.636 - 0.673 
µm) 

B4 (0.646 - 0.685 µm) 

Spatial Resolution 30m 10m 

Temporal Resolution 16 days 5 days 

Research Location Tile 
WRS Path/Row: 

122/64 

Path/Row: 49MXU 49 

MYU 

The Sentinel 2 and Landsat 8 satellite imagery data used 
are the 2020 acquisitions year. Direct visual checks are carried 
out on the web https://glovis.usgs.gov to select satellite images 
with certain clouds cover manually. According to the findings, 
obtaining satellite imagery that is cloud-free by 2020 would be 
challenging. Correcting and identifying cloud-covered areas in 
Landsat 8 data, a cloud-free picture is selected from Sentinel 2 
and Landsat 8 satellite images with a cloud cover percentage of 
0% to 5%. 

Several images were used on three simulations, as shown in 
Table II and Table III. Visually, the condition of Landsat 8 and 
Sentinel 2 data can be seen in Fig. 5 and the target cloud 
removal in Fig. 6. As long as in 2020, based on the author's 
visual analysis via the web https://glovis.usgs.gov, these two 
Landsat 8 and Sentinel 2 images are considered cloud-free, so 
they can be used as correcting Landsat 8 photos in the 
ESTARFM model. 

All Landsat 8 and Sentinel 2 data are preprocessed first. 
Landsat 8 imagery is done in the Semi-Automatic 
Classification Plugin (SCP) plugin in QGIS, and Sentinel 2 is 
done in SNAP. Landsat 8 imagery that has been preprocessed, 
such as radiometric correction and reflectance conversion, is 
then cropped based on Jakarta's area of interest. After that, 
reprojection is carried out to the UTM WGS84 48S coordinates 
according to the location of the Jakarta area. 

This treatment is carried out on Band 2 3 4 of Landsat 8 
and combined into one complete RGB image on each date. The 
Sentinel 2 image is preprocessed in SNAP for radiometric 
correcting and up-sampling the resolution from 10m to 30m. 
Because Jakarta is located on two tiles, Sentinel 2, namely, 
48MXU and 48MYU, mosaicking is done on the SNAP 
program to combine two tile images on each date. Furthermore, 
after the two tiles are combined, they are cropped based on 
Jakarta's area of interest. This treatment is also carried out on 
band 2 3 4 Sentinel 2 and then combined into one complete 
RGB image on each date. 

B. Implementation Details 

ESTARFM [17] python source code has been provided on 
Zhu's web page. This research uses the PyCharm IDE platform 
to run the python code. PyCharm is a free and open-source 

integrated development environment (IDE) for the Python 
programming language. JetBrains, a Czech Republic-based 
firm, created this program. 

It should be noted that the parameter set in the ESTARFM 
model needs to be determined first due to Jakarta, as the area of 
research is different from the original ESTARFM model. The 
preliminary trial is done to determine the optimal value to be 
used for the Jakarta area. After parameters are set, the 
ESTARFM model can be run immediately. 

When running, the writer simply points to the desired 
GeoTIFF file image directory. After the process is finished, a 
cloud-removed image is generated with the GeoTIFF file 
extension. 

In addition, QGIS is used to extract the reflectance value of 
the reference image and the model result image. The extraction 
procedure begins with creating a point-shaped shapefile spread 
out throughout the Jakarta region of interest. About 10 000 
scattered points are assumed as a ground check for the 
reflectance value of the image. The reflectance values obtained 
are for RGB or band 2 3 4. Each reflectance value is processed 
in a spreadsheet to make a scatterplot and PSNR analysis based 
on the ESTARFM method section. 

TABLE II. THE LANDSAT-8 AND SENTINEL-2 REFLECTANCE PRODUCTS 

USED AS THE BASE IMAGERY 

Satellite 

Imagery 
Product ID 

Date 

Acquisition 
Remarks 

Landsat-

8 OLI 

LC08_L1TP_122064_2020042
2_20200508_01_T1 

April 22, 
2020 

Coarse (C) 
t1 

LC08_L1TP_122064_2020091

3_20200920_01_T1 

September 

13, 2020 

Coarse (C) 

t2 

Sentinel-

2 MSI 

S2A_MSIL2A_20200728T025

551_T48MXU_20210213T103

728.SAFE 
July 28, 2020 

Fine (F) t1 - 
stacked 

image S2A_MSIL2A_20200728T025
551_T48MYU_20210213T103

728.SAFE 

S2A_MSIL2A_20200827T025
551_T48MXU_20210213T111

615.SAFE August 27, 

2020 

Fine (F) t2 - 

stacked 
image S2A_MSIL2A_20200827T025

551_T48MYU_20210213T111
615.SAFE 

TABLE III. THE LANDSAT-8 CLOUD-COVERED TARGET IMAGE 

Satellite 

Imagery 
Product ID 

Date 

Acquisition 
Remarks 

Landsat-8 

OLI 

LC08_L1TP_122064_2020
0625_20200707_01_T1 

June 25, 2020 
Cloud covered 
(tp) -sim1 

LC08_L1TP_122064_2020

1015_20201104_01_T1 

October 15, 

2020 

Cloud covered 

(tp) -sim2 

LC08_L1TP_122064_2020

1202_20201217_01_T1 

December 2, 

2020 

Cloud covered 

(tp) -sim3 
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Fig. 5. Landsat 8 and Sentinel 2 relatively Cloud Free Image as based Image. 

 

Fig. 6. Landsat 8 Target Image for Cloud removal. 
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TABLE IV. ESTARFM PARAMETER USED FOR A STUDY AREA 

Parameter Value Remarks 

w 25 
# set the half window size. If 25, the window 

size is 25*2+1=51 fine pixels 

num_class 3 

# set the estimated number of classes, please set 

a larger value if blending images with very few 

bands 

DN_min 0 # set the range of DN value of the image,If 
byte, 0 and 255 DN_max 2 

background -9999 
# set the value of background pixels. 0 means 
that pixels will be considered as background if 

one of its bands= 0 

patch_long 500 
# set the size of each block,if process whole 
ETM scene, set 500-1000 

C. Discussion 

At the initial stage of data acquisition, the difficulties in 
obtaining an image that meets the research needs. The research 
condition is determined that the correcting image uses 0% to 
5% cloud cover percentage. This is because of Jakarta area is 
quite often covered in clouds. Besides, the resolution of both 
Sentinel 2 and Landsat 8 imagery in RGB band is 10m, and 30 
m and Jakarta area are 662.5 km

2
, if the cloud is covered, it 

will almost cover all the images. In addition, the Landsat 8 16-
day temporal resolution is quite challenging to get cloud-free 
pictures. Even though the spatial resolution is just 10m and is 
sometimes obscured by clouds, Sentinel 2 imagery is quite 
helpful in this regard. Still, there are more image options 
available because the temporal resolution is just five days. 

The picture utilized by the ESTARFM model is RGB, but 
because it uses a GeoTIFF file, the model can see the band-
specific data. Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 spectral bands (bands 2, 
3, and 4) are utilized to create synthetic Landsat-like pictures 
[13]. Because the research region is less diverse, the class 
labels in Eq. 1 are adjusted to three. Because the pixel vector's 
dimension was 3 x 1 (band 2, band three, and band 4 in 
Landsat 8), the criterion in Eq. (1) had to be passed three times 
to choose a spectrally comparable homogeneous pixel 
vector [24]. Table IV shows the exact parameters used in this 
study. As stated in Eq 2, moving windows pick spectrally 
identical pixels and compute the weight function and 
conversion coefficient, followed by Eq 3 to 6 [13]. 

The usage of images with higher temporal and spatial 
resolution, such as Sentinel 2, to predict the cloud cover area in 
Landsat 8 is comparable and exhibits spectral similarities. 
Visually, the prediction image is relatively able to reduce or 
even expect the cloud-covered site. In the scatterplot 
distribution, there is a reasonably good correlation. However, 
on the 25 June 2020 data, the predicted image has a red spot 
that looks similar to the cloud cover in the reference Sentinel 2 

image. This can also be seen in the results of the ESTARFM on 
the other two data, on August 27

th,
 2020, and December 2

nd,
 

2020. Likewise, on the data on December 15
th
, 2020, the cloud 

noise in the original data has been reduced. However, since the 
correcting information still contains clouds, the results of the 
ESTARFM prediction image are also marginally influenced by 
shadows. 

On the other hand, these results show that the ESTARFM 
model can perform image fusion between Landsat 8 and 
Sentinel 2. According to the author, there is a possibility that 
the test will be conducted under the opposite conditions, 
namely with Sentinel 2, which has a higher spatial resolution 
and a tighter temporal resolution. As a result of this research, it 
can be demonstrated that the ESTARFM model can also be 
used with a Landsat 8 and Sentinel 2 combination. 

The ESTARFM parameter setting also determines a good 
predictive image result. Several test iterations of the model 
with the parameters used are also sufficient to reconstruct the 
cloudy data. The parameters that need to be considered in this 
ESTARFM node are listed in Table IV. Based on the author's 
trial for the size of interest in Jakarta, the most influential 
parameters are DN max and CN min, num-class. DN max DN 
min value is the reflectance value limit that depends on the 
satellite image data used. Meanwhile, num-class estimates the 
number of classes that are very influential in combining several 
image bands so that these parameters need to be explicitly set 
as required. 

PSNR is a frequently used metric to compare the quality of 
reconstructed pictures to the original image [23]. The PSNR 
and MSE values are inversely related. This indicates that the 
larger the PSNR value of the two pictures, the lower the MSE 
between the compressed image and the slice image. In lossy 
compression, the compressed image closely resembles the 
original. Therefore, a higher PSNR value implies more 
excellent image quality. Meanwhile, there is no difference 
between the compressed and original images in lossless 
compression resulting in a PSNR value of infinity [25]. 

In this study, it can be seen that the PSNR value for each 
satellite image band is around 26.4 to 27.5 on the acquisition 
date of June 25

th
 and December 2

nd,
 2020. Meanwhile, on the 

acquisition date of October 15
th,

 2020, the PSNR value ranges 
from 21.8 to 22.6. Based on this PSNR value, it can be seen 
that the correlation is that the higher the PSNR value, the 
results of the ESTARFM prediction image are also closer to 
the cloud-covered Landsat image. Indeed, in this study, the 
authors still have difficulty determining the limit of the PSNR 
value in remote sensing. This is mainly because PSNR is 
commonly used for image compression as a giant image 
storage solution. However, based on PSNR writings, the 
authors assess PSNR above 25 as good for cloud removal cases 
with ESTARFM [5;12]. 
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TABLE V. VISUAL ASSESSMENT OF OBSERVED AND PREDICTED IMAGE LANDSAT 

Date Observed Images ESTARFM Predicted Image 

June 25th, 2020 

 
 

October 15th, 2020 

  

December 2nd, 2020 

  

TABLE VI. PSNR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT DATE SIMULATION ON RESPECTIVE BANDS 

Date 
PSNR 

Band 2 (Blue) Band 3 (Green) Band 4 (Red) 

June 25, 2020 26.55 27.08 27.42 

October 15, 2020 22.61 21.98 21.89 

December 2, 2020 27.22 26.42 26.63 
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Fig. 7. Actual and Projected Landsat Pictures on Corresponding Dates, with Band-specific Density Scatterplots. 

In addition, the scatterplot graph, as seen in Fig. 7, can also 
be seen the correlation between the reflectance value of the 
cloud-covered image and the predicted ESTARFM image. 
Overall, the point distribution is close to the diagonal line, but 
some wrong reflectance values still move away from the 
trendline. Each scatterplot consists of 10000 points of 
reflectance values from each band of observation dates. So that 
the visual analysis of the reflectance value can be done more 
easily besides seeing the image directly, which cannot be 
measured and tends to be qualitative, however, the scatterplot 
analysis can be done quantitatively. So, it can be said that the 
combination of Landsat 8 and Sentinel 2 in the ESTARFM 
model for cloud removal has worked well and can correct some 
cloud-covered values. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The primary objective of this research was to contribute a 
PSNR review of ESTARFM as one of many spatiotemporal 
fusion frameworks using specific parameters for the area of 
interest Jakarta. Overall, ESTARFM performs well in our 
research. The weight-function-based fusion model ESTARFM 
has successfully blended high spatial-temporal resolution of 
Sentinel-2 data with the low spatial-temporal resolution of 
Landsat-8. As seen in Table V, Fig. 2, and Table VI, 
ESTARFM performance is average beyond good. The further 

research possibilities, authors recommended using 100% 
cloud-free image or below 2% cloud coverage area as based 
fusion image to predict and correct cloud-covered area of 
Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 imagery. One source of satellite 
imagery that can be used is Lapan. On the official website 
https://inderaja-catalog.lapan.go.id/ you can find satellite 
images of various resolutions, especially for the Indonesian 
region. In addition, further parameter analysis can also be 
carried out in other regions in Indonesia. 
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Abstract—Privacy risks are an important issue to consider 

during the release of network data to protect personal 

information from potential attacks. Network data anonymization 

is a successful procedure used by researchers to prevent an 

adversary from revealing the user's identity. Such an attack is 

called a re-identification attack. However, this is a tricky task 

where the primary graph structure should be maintained as 

much as feasible within the anonymization process. Most existing 

solutions used edge-perturbation methods directly without any 

concern regarding the structural information of the graph. While 

that preserving graph structure during the anonymization 

process requires keeping the most important knowledge edges in 

the graph without any modifications. This paper introduces a 

high utility K-degree anonymization method that could utilize 

edge betweenness centrality (   ) as a measure to map the edges 

that have a central role in the graph. Experimental results 

showed that preserving these edges during the modification 

process will lead the anonymization algorithm to better 

preservation for the most important structural properties of the 

graph. This method also proved its efficiency for preserving 

community structure as a trade-off between graph utility and 

privacy. 

Keywords—Privacy; social networks; anonymization; edge-

perturbation methods 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Social network sites have become one of the largest sources 
of personal information. Daily, millions of users can use social 
applications like Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn to 
communicate with others. The increase in data being collected 
from different social network sites has attracted many 
researchers and social network analysts for extracting 
knowledge from data [1]. Hence, social network data 
publishing for analysis purposes becomes Inevitable, as the 
structural data analysis and studying the relations between 
individuals can serve many fields including marketing and also 
business. Social data includes a large amount of sensitive 
information about individuals, so releasing data of social 
networks in its primary form without anonymizing it could 
expose data to many attacks [2], [3], which harms the user's 
privacy. Many types of data privacy-related attacks had been 
discussed in previous literature [4], [5], which were 
summarized as follows: identity disclosure, sensitive attribute 
disclosure, and link disclosure risk. That's why privacy 
preservation methods must be implemented by specialists 
before the release of network data to the public. 

The re-identification attack causes dangerous violations of 
social networks which harm user's privacy. An adversary can 

violate the user's privacy in two ways: (1) either by reaching 
the target's personal information such as name, edge, and 
salary, known as profile data, or (2) by utilizing the graph 
structural information. Recognition of the topological structure 
of graphs and relations between individuals enables an 
adversary to utilize his background knowledge to re-identify 
individuals. Once an adversary recognizes a specific person in 
the social network, all sensitive information related to him 
becomes identified. Also, confidential information regarding 
the belonging of individuals to a particular community 
becomes disclosed. For example, in the healthcare domain, 
PatientsLikeMe is a social network site that consists of several 
communities of patients. Each community represents the 
patients that suffer from the same illness. To keep track of their 
health and benefit from patient-reported concerns, members of 
this site are allowed to exchange private information such as 
health status and treatments [6]. In such a case, the disclosure 
of a patient's existence in a particular group will result in 
revealing all secret information that they share with others and 
violating their privacy. 

The primitive way that people follow to prevent re-
identification attacks, for the publishing data of social 
networks, is to delete a user's identifier attributes and replace 
them with symbols or synthetic identifiers. This method is 
known as simple and naïve anonymization. The authors in [7] 
presented two types of attacks of the naïve-anonymized graph: 
passive attack and active attack, which means that this simple 
method of anonymizing graphs is not enough to prevent the re-
identification attack. The attacker can exploit his background 
knowledge concerning only the graph structure to reach the 
target and breach privacy. 

For example, in the above-displayed graph shown in Fig. 1, 
each vertex/node represents an individual, and the edge 
connecting between two individuals represents the relation 
between them. After performing the naïve anonymization on 
the original graph  , we can get an anonymous version    as 
shown in Fig. 1(B). If an attacker has some background 
knowledge about Carl and knows that Carl has five friends. 
Hence, he can re-identify Carl in the anonymously published 
graph    and reach all sensitive information about Carl. Once 
an attacker got to the information about Carl, this will also 
increase the probability that this attacker will reach all of Carl's 
friends. So, such a method can't preserve the user's privacy. 
Therefore, researchers extended the well-known K-anonymity 
[8] model, introduced to protect statistical data from the 
disclosure risk, to develop different privacy models of the 
graph according to various assumptions of an attacker's 
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background knowledge. Such as K-Degree [4], K-
Neighborhood [9], [10], and K-Automorphism [11] model to 
prevent different types of structure-based re-identification 
attacks. 

        

Fig. 1. An Example to show Naïve-anonymization of Graph Data, which (A) 

is the Primary Graph G and (B) is the Perturbed Version G* of G. 

This paper assumes that structural information is the only 
information available to an attacker that can exploit it to carry 
out a re-identification attack. Assuming that the attacker is 
aware of the vertex degree of the target vertex. Researchers 
introduced many attempts to tackle such a case in previous 
studies by applying the K-Degree anonymity model. This 
model can distort networks structure by adding or deleting 
edges so that each vertex of the adjusted version is identical 
with at least (    ) vertex concerning vertex degree. 
However, this approach may cause a large distortion to the 
local structure of the primary graph. Thus, this distortion will 
harm the utility of data especially, when the anonymized data 
is used to meet analytical needs. The main reason behind this 
large distortion is that most existing anonymization algorithms, 
which are based on the edge modification approaches, don't 
take into consideration the concept of edge's relevance 
proposed in [12], which aim at maximizing data utility through 
keeping the important edges in the graph without any 
modifications. 

In this paper, we introduce edge betweenness centrality 
measure [13] to highlight the most valuable edges in the graph 
and apply the K-Degree anonymity model only to edges with 
no or fewer betweenness values to preserve privacy and 
maximize the data utility, especially for clustering processes. 
Since edges with high betweenness values consider the most 
important knowledge for some popular community detection 
algorithms to discover community [14]. 

The remnant of this paper will be structured as follows, 
Section II discusses the literature review, Section III introduces 
the proposed Method, Section IV declares the results and 
evaluation, lastly, Section V highlights conclusions and the 
directions of the future works. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

According to the previous works of literature [15] [16] on 
the anonymization of social networks, different anonymization 
approaches are categorized into three main groups: Edge 
modification-based anonymization approaches, clustering-
based generalization, and differential privacy approaches [17]. 

Edge modification-based anonymization [4], [9]: these 
methods can anonymize the graph structure through modifying 
edges (adding and/or deleting) until reaching the desired value 

(K-anonymity). While some other methods suggest modifying 
the edges of the graph randomly. 

Clustering-based generalization approaches [18]: these 
methods cluster nodes that are similar together (groups). Then 
each group will be generalized into an obscure cluster without 
any information about a specific individual. Although such 
methods succeeded in hiding the details about individuals, they 
fail in preserving the local graph structure of the social 
network. Because the graph structure is shrunk during the 
anonymization process. Consequently, these methods will not 
be eligible for analyzing the graph structure [19]. 

Differential privacy approaches: such methods seek for 
preserving user's privacy through imposing restrictions on the 
data release mechanisms; whereas the differentially private-
based algorithms aim at providing statistical information about 
data without allowing direct access to the whole database. 
Consequently, such methods prevent a malicious attacker who 
can query the database from disclosing the target's identity. 

In this paper, we focus on previous studies that addressed 
the anonymization problem through Edge modification-based 
approaches. Some authors concentrate on preserving the 
general structural properties of the anonymized network [20]–
[22], While others are interested in preserving the community 
structure in the anonymized version [23], [24]. 

The authors in [25] compared the results of four algorithms, 
used for implementing K-degree anonymity, in terms of the 
information loss furthermore the data utility. These algorithms 
were introduced by different authors. The first one introduced 
the concept of K-degree anonymity in [4]. The second and third 
algorithms are EAGA and UMGA presented [26], [27] 
respectively. The last one, introduced in [28], which are based 
on the vertex addition method. They tested all algorithms using 
the same configurations. Each one follows its method for 
minimizing the changes performed on the graph structure. 
Their results showed that the UMGA scored the best results 
with all tested networks because it succeeds in minimizing the 
number of edges modified within the anonymization phase. 

The authors in [12] propounded an efficient anonymization 
approach for creating a K-degree anonymized graph. They 
utilized the neighborhood centrality as a measure for assigning 
the most significant edges in the graph. They proved that 
preserving these edges during the anonymization process 
decreases the amount of information loss. At the same time, 
their method proved its efficiency in increasing the usefulness 
of the anonymized graph for evaluating the clustering process. 
Also, their algorithm achieves the highest results with less 
information loss compared to other popular anonymization 
algorithms. 

The authors in [29] presented a new method to satisfy K-
degree anonymity through node addition and edge set 
modification. Instead of adding nodes randomly, they gave the 
priority to the nodes with low betweenness centrality values to 
be modified. Their results proved that their approach could 
preserve APL, Closeness centrality, as well as nodes degree. 
But they didn't clarify how their proposed method achieves 
utility about the preservation of the anonymous graph’s 
community structure. 
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The authors in [30] introduced a genetic K-degree 
anonymity method in two steps to enhance the preservation of 
the structural information in anonymized graphs. In the first 
step, they partitioned vertices of the graph and assigned a label 
for each vertex to show how many edges needed to be added to 
achieve the required K-degree anonymized sequence. Then, 
they identified the set of vertices that should be existed in each 
community. In the second step, within each community, a few 
edges were added between the vertices to modify the graph 
using a meta-heuristic algorithm [31]. 

III. THE PROPOSED METHOD 

In our proposed approach we seek to preserve the most 
impactful edges during the modification phase which in turn 
help us to limit the number of the modified edges. We present 
edge betweenness Centrality (   ) measure to determine the 
most essential edges in the graph. Also, keeping these edges in 
the anonymized network will lead the suggested approach to 
optimize data utility for clustering analysis. 

A. Overview 

For undirected and unlabeled graph   (   ) , where   
describes the set of vertices, and   defines the edges set in the 
graph. Let    defines the degree sequence of graph  , where 
   is a term to describe the vector of elements, i.e.    
*  V1    V2      V  +  each element           is an integer, 
whereas       is the degree value of vertex     and   is the 
number of elements (vertices). 

Regarding the graph anonymization, Liu and Terzi 
introduced two essential definitions in [4] for satisfying the K-
degree anonymity concept: 

1) A degree sequence    is described as K-anonymous 

when each distinct value           appears not less than K 

times. 

2) A graph  (   ) is known as a K-degree anonymous 

graph when the degree sequence of the graph G is K-

anonymized. As shown in Fig. 2. 

By considering the previous definitions, we introduce our 
enhancing approach to anonymize the graph as described in 
Fig. 3. Our approach goes through two main stages. The first 
one accepts the original graph and anonymized the degree 
sequence. After executing this stage and getting the 
anonymized degree sequence, the second stage starts to realize 
the anonymized graph   . Finally, the utility estimation of the 
anonymized graph version will be evaluated in the 
experimental results section by extracting the community 
structure for both the initial and anonymized version of the 
graph. 

 

Fig. 2. Show an Example of Achieving 2-Degree Anonymity through 

Inserting some of Edges. (a): Original Graph G. (b): Anonymized Version G*. 

 

Fig. 3. Overview of Scheme. 

B. Stage1: Degree Sequence Anonymization 

Taking description (A) into consideration, we must adjust 
the values of    to construct groups of at least K copies for 
each element. To satisfy this definition, we adopt the well-
known univariate microaggregation technique proposed in [32] 
to perturb the degree sequence of the primary graph. The main 
objective is to get the optimal solution that decreases the 
distance between the primary degree sequence (  ) and the 
resulting K-anonymous sequence  (    ) , using the distance 
function: 

     (       )  ∑     
        

 

   
           (1) 
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Our method starts by getting an optimal partitioning of 
graph vertices which is an order degree sequence that has been 
divided into several groups, then modifying the values of each 
group to achieve the required degree sequence that minimizes 
distance calculated by Eq.1. As stated in [32], given a directed 
graph       the optimal partition is defined as a set of groups 

which match the arcs of the shortest-paths that follows from 
the source vertex 0 to a vertex   of the graph. Each group that 
belongs to the optimal partition represents an arc that exists on 
the shortest path in the graph. The group size is in the range of 
K and (    ) items. Then, to modify the values of each 
group of the optimal partition, we calculated the differences 
matrix as computed by [12]. Using this matrix, several 
solutions existed to satisfy K-degree anonymity. Finally, the 
Greedy method being selected to find the optimal solution 
among all possible ones using a probability distribution matrix. 

C. Stage2: Graph Reconstruction 

In this stage, we start to adjust the original graph according 
to the anonymous degree sequence      resulting from the first 
stage. In our approach, the scope of modifications made is 
limited only to the set of edges, while the vertices set don't get 
any changes. We deploy three types of operations to modify 
the set of edges of the original version: 

 Edge insertion operation is to link and include a new 
edge between two vertices       and it is denoted as 

     
   (      ). 

 Edge deletion operation is to eliminate an existing edge 

between two vertices, denoted as      
   (      ). 

 Edge swap operation is used to switch between two 
edges, i.e.,   (     ) with   (     )  It is referred as 
edge 

    
((     ) (     )). 

Instead of specifying edges to be modified randomly, as 
with most previously used anonymization methods, we prefer 
to select the set of auxiliary edges that help to preserve the 
graph structure for the community analysis purpose. So, we 
utilize edge betweenness centrality measure for quantifying the 
most significant edges in the graph. The betweenness centrality 
of an edge   being estimated by computing the number of 
times that this edge exists on the shortest paths in each pair of 
graph vertices. It is computed as follows: 

  ( )  ∑    (  )     ⁄                  (2) 

Where     indicates the number of shortest-paths from a 
vertex   to a vertex   while    (  ) is the number of the paths 
that go across   . 

Among all available edges to be adjusted, we choose edges 
with high betweenness values to be preserved during the 
modification process. These edges have more importance than 
others. Only edges with no or low betweenness values are 
allowed to be modified during the modification process. 

D. Summary 

Algorithm: High utility  -degree anonymity algorithm 

Input: A graph  (   )  and anonymity parameter  . 

Output:  -degree anonymous graph   . 

 

 Begin:  

 // elements sorted in a descending order.  

1:      construct degree sequence (G); 

2:   (   ) =  (   ). 

3:       anonymize degree sequence (G);  

 // show vertex set that needs to change its degree. 

4:          is not feasible   : 

5:   diff =(   
    )  

6:  ops   Identify the operation type needed to satisfy the  

 required degree: ( edge 
ins

, edge 
del

, edge
 swap 

); 

7:        ops  *+   : 

8: EdgeList   find the candidate edges to be modified;  

9: EBC_List   calculate betweenness centrality value for  

 each edge (EdgeList,   (   ) ); 

10:   aux edges   EBC_List. min_value ();  

11: run (ops, aux_edges,    ); 

 // define new set of operations. 

12:  ops   Identify the operation type needed to satisfy the  

 required degree: ( edge 
ins

, edge 
del

, edge
 swap 

); 

13:            

14:           

15: return   ;  

IV. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 

In this section, we show the empirical results to assess the 
performance of our proposed algorithm. We will compare our 
method to the results of the two well-known approaches for K-
degree anonymity. We change the value of K to vary from 2 to 
10. The two methods are the KDA approach presented in [4] 
and the UMGA-NC approach proposed in [12]. We run all 
algorithms on the same dataset and the same configuration. 
Firstly, we show how far the structural properties of the graph 
can be conserved. Secondly, we measure how well our 
anonymization approach could preserve the community 
structure of the original graph. 

A. Datasets and Environment 

We test all algorithms on three real datasets which are 
unlabeled and undirected networks: these networks are 
Polbooks [33], American College football [13], and Jazz 
Musicians [34]. Table I shows the original properties of the 
three networks which include Diameter (D), Average path 
length (APL), Average Closeness (ACLN), Average 
betweenness (ABTW), and Transitivity (T). All experiments 
were tested on Google Colab on a PC with a 2.40 GHz i3 
processor, 2 GB RAM, and a 228 GB hard disk running with 
Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate. All experiments were 
implemented using python. 
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TABLE I. TESTED NETWORKS’ PROPERTIES 

 Polbooks 
American College 

football 
Jazz Musicians 

| | 105 115 198 

| | 441 613 2,742 

  7 4 6 

   ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  8.40 10.661 27.697 

    3.078 2.508 2.235 

     0.329 0.399 0.457 

     0.020 0.013 0.006 

  0.348 0.407 0.520 

K 1 1 1 

B. Assessment Measures 

To assess the performance of our proposed approach 
compared to the others, we test four important measures that 
are used commonly in social network analysis. The four used 
measures are: 

 Average path length (APL) is the average distance in 
the graph between every pair of vertices as described in 
Eq.3. Where   is the vertices set in the graph G, 
 (   )  is the shortest path length from vertex   to 
vertex   , and   is the vertices number in G. 

   ( )  
∑  (   )     

( ) 
              (3) 

 Closeness Centrality (    ) [35] is the Inverse of 
average distances to all reachable vertices. We 
calculate the Closeness of a vertex of   as follows: 

   ( )  
 

∑  (   )   
             (4) 

 Betweenness Centrality (   ) [35] of a vertex   is 
specified as in Eq.5.    (  ) indicate to the number of 
shortest-paths from the vertex   to   while    ( ) is the 
number of the shortest-paths that go across     

   ( )  ∑
   (  )

   
                    (5) 

 Transitivity (T) is defined as the fraction of all triangles 
available in graph G. Available triangles are 
determined by triads number (two edges with a 
common vertex). We can compute the Transitivity of a 
graph   as: 

 ( )  
 (                   )

                
            (6) 

To analyze the performance of our approach compared to 
the other two methods clearly, we evaluate the perturbation 
produced during the anonymization process of the four metrics 
listed above. As in Table II, we calculate mean absolute error 
(   ) between the original and anonymized version of the 
tested networks over ten K levels as follows: 

    (    )  
∑           

   
   

  
            (7) 

As     
  is the value of the tested metric, e.g. 

(          ) , of the anonymized graph    at a particular 
level of k,    is the true value of the tested metric of the original 
graph   and   is the number of K levels. 

C. Structural Analysis of the Perturbed Graph 

In this section, we show the results of KDA, UMGA-NC, 
and our algorithm on the three networks listed in Table I. We 
calculate the four measures described previously for both the 
original graph and its anonymized version to show how much 
information is lost during the anonymization process. The 
actual metrics values of the original graph are constant for all 
different K values. They are represented by horizontal lines. 

Fig. 4a, 5a and 6a show the average path length (   ) of 
the three anonymized networks as parameter K varies from 2 to 
10. As we can see, the values of our proposed method are more 
similar to the actual ones than values of KDA, UMGA-NC, 
which means that lower information loss on    . 

Fig. 4b, 5b, and 6b refer to the average Closeness (    ) 
of the perturbed networks. All figures indicate that changes 
produced by our anonymization method on the average 
closeness also kept much closer to the real ones than existed by 
the two other methods. 

Fig. 4c, 5c, and 6c describe the average node betweenness 
values. From the indicated figures, we note that our method 
could preserve the node betweenness values to become 
identical to the original values with varying anonymity 
parameter K in both football and Jazz Musicians networks. As 
for the Polbooks network, there are quite a few changes in the 
betweenness values. 

Lastly, Fig. 4d, 5d, and 6d present the transitivity results on 
the three perturbed graphs. The performance of our proposed 
method comparing to the two other permutation methods isn't 
clear. We will quantify the performance of three permutation 
methods on transitivity obviously in Table II. 

TABLE II. ERROR INDICATOR ON THE TESTED METRICS OVER 10   

LEVELS 

Transitivity ABTW ACLN APL Algorithm Network 

0.023 0.003 0.042 0.349 KDA Polbooks 

0.014 0.002 0.023 0.201 UMGA-NC  

0.031 0.001 0.015 0.134 
Our 

Method 
 

0.012 0.000 0.003 0.017 KDA Football 

0.005 0.000 0.001 0.005 UMGA-NC  

0.006 0.000 0.000 0.002 
Our 

Method 
 

0.020 0.004 0.011 0.064 KDA 
Jazz 

Musicians 

0.014 0.000 0.006 0.028 UMGA-NC  

0.018 0.000 0.002 0.019 
Our 

Method 
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Fig. 4. Utilities of Polbooks Network for different K. 

  

  

Fig. 5. Utilities of Football Network for different K. 
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Fig. 6. Utilities of Jazz Musicians Network for different K. 

We calculate the amount of error on the four tested metrics 
over 10 K levels as we referred to in Eq.7. As can be seen in 
Table II, our method gets the best results on the APL, ACLN, 
and ABTW except for the Transitivity results which are much 
affected in the anonymous graph. UMGA-NC method ranks 
first for the Transitivity metric on the three tested networks. 
Where the values of the mean computed error by the UMGA-
NC method are lower than the ones obtained by both KDA and 
our method. As for KDA, our method achieves better results 
for Transitivity on both Football and Jazz Musicians. 

D. Community Structure Preservation 

Community detection algorithms are one of the most 
significant tasks for the processes of graph mining. This section 
will appreciate the utility of the perturbed graph for three 
different community algorithms. The three algorithms are (1) 
Girvan-Newman algorithm (GN) [13], which is is a 
hierarchical decomposition algorithm where edges deleted in 
descending order according to their edge betweenness scores. 
(2) Walktrap (WT) introduced in [36] is based on the concept 
of the random walk where the short random walks are likely to 
be kept in the same community. (3) Label Propagation (LP) 
proposed in [37], the main notion of the algorithm is to assign 
each vertex in a graph into a specific community, to which 
most of its adjacent vertices belong. For more details, see [38]. 

Using the networkX library, we extract community 
structure for both the original and the anonymized version of 
the three previous networks described in Table I. We use the 
f1-score measure [39] to assess the accuracy of our approach in 

preserving the actual community structure as described in Eq.8. 
This measure is used to test the similarity between the 
predicted communities set of the anonymized graph and the 
ground truth communities of the original version. We compute 
the f1-score values of K-anonymity for our algorithm and 
UMGA-NC using the three community algorithms. Then, we 
estimate the mean error on the f1-score over ten K levels. 
Table III presents the results. 

          
                  

                
            (8) 

Whereas:           
         

    
            

         

    
 

Where   , is the vertices set that belong to the ground truth 

communities and   , denotes the set of vertices in the 
predicted communities produced by the community algorithm. 

As shown in Table III, our method-EBC could present the 
lowest error on the tested networks using the three community 
algorithms. Consequently, a less information loss and better 
preservation for the community structure compared to UMGA-
NC. Comparing the three community algorithms, The Girvan-
Newman algorithm (GN) performs best on the three networks 
anonymized by our method. The reason behind this is that the 
Girvan-Newman algorithm (GN) is essentially based on the 
edge betweenness centrality values to detect communities, and 
our approach could preserve this metric well during the 
anonymization process. 
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TABLE III. MEAN F1-SCORE ERROR OVER 10 K LEVELS 

Our Method-EBC UMGA-NC  

LP WT GN LP WT GN Network 

0.192 0.030 0.029 0.344 0.073 0.058 Polbooks 

0.012 0.004 0.004 0.038 0.044 0.014 Football 

0.035 0.309 0.021 0.044 0.442 0.042 
Jazz 

Musicians 

V. CONCLUSION 

Most of the previous works seek to anonymize graph data, 
regardless of the role of some edges that have proven their 
usefulness in analyzing the graph data. In this paper, we focus 
on optimizing the utility of an anonymized graph by 
minimizing the changes made to these edges. For this reason, 
we introduce the edge betweenness measure to identify and 
preserve the most relevant edges in the graph during the 
modification operation. Those edges, if modified, will cause 
large distortion to the local structure of the anonymized graph. 

We perform an analysis using many structural metrics and 
different community algorithms on the graph structure. The 
final results proved that our method achieves the best 
performance as less information is lost comparing with other 
popular anonymization algorithms. Besides that, it can provide 
better preservation of the community structure compared to 
other similar methods. 

In our future work, we plan to enhance the performance of 
our proposed approach. We intend to implement our algorithm 
on big data platforms to utilize graph computation systems 
such as GraphX on the Apache Spark platform and to test our 
proposed method on large graphs. 
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Abstract—Software Defined Networking (SDN) has emerged 

as a technology which can replace the prevalent vendor based 

proprietary CLI networking devices. SDN has introduced 

applications based network control and provided various 

opportunities and challenges for research and innovation in these 

networks. Despite many advantages and opportunities in SDN, 

security is a matter of concern for developers who want to invest 

in SDN. In this paper we are analyzing the SDN security issues 

with their countermeasures. We have generalized four use cases 

threat model that should cover security requirements of SDN. 

These use cases are: (I) protect controllers from applications, (II) 

inter-controller protection, (III) protecting data plane or switches 

from controller, (IV) protecting controllers from malicious 

switches. We found that these SDN components are inter-related 

if one is secure another one is already secure. We also compared 

the SDN and traditional network security in terms of these four 

use cases and provide the insights for protection mechanism and 

security enhancements. A framework for the development of a 

SDN security application has been presented based on ryu 

controller. We believe that our threat model will help various 

researchers and developers to understand current security 

requirements and provide a ready reference to tackle 

vulnerabilities and threats in this area. Finally, we identify some 

open research problems and future research directions with a 

proposed security architecture. 

Keywords—Software defined networking (SDN); openflow; 

control plane; data plane; controller; programmability 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Traditional network (TN) devices are very powerful and 
provide various networking control functions in the form of 
routers, switches, firewall and load balancer etc. But security is 
always a big concern due to distributed nature of network 
containing various devices for various networking functions 
[1]. A lot of new models are being developed every year with 
more processing powers and updated software versions by the 
vendors and customer need to replace the previous hardware 
for getting new updated software functions. These proprietary 
devices are very costly and have their own way of 
configuration through CLI, having some specific commands 
and different vendors have different commands to 
communicate with these devices. This may results in 
configuration errors and various security breaches [2]. The 
output of these commands is as per human operator in mind 
and this output cannot be used further to provide 
programmability. Hence there is no scope for network 
engineers and researchers who want to scale and automate their 
network operations as per demands [3]. These hardware 
dependent systems, tightly coupled with software have failed to 

evolve the networking world as compare to system 
administration where software is independent of the hardware. 
In system administration, operating system is a piece of 
software which is not tightly coupled with hardware. We are 
free to install any operating system and applications on any 
hardware as per the requirement. As a result, system 
administration is evolving very fast. Today we can install many 
servers on a single hardware by using hypervisor, which 
manages several virtual machines with different host operating 
system. Not even hypervisor, Docker is another solution which 
provides high level resource utilization [4] as shown in Fig. 1 
and 2 respectively. 

In virtual machines concept as shown in Fig. 1, we assign 
dedicated processing resources and operating system to a VM 
image which is used by a dedicated service but Docker 
provides containers for hosting the specific services or 
applications which consumes very little resources as compare 
to virtual machine as shown in Fig. 2. One Docker engine can 
contain thousands of containers running various applications 
specific servers on a single operation system. On the other 
hand, in network administration we are still working on 
hardware dependent networking devices which consume a lot 
of processing power and time on manual configurations. There 
is a need to redesign the present networking architecture which 
can full fill the above said requirement with flexibility, 
programmability and automation. 

 

Fig. 1. Virtual Machines Hosted on Hypervisor. 
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Fig. 2. Containerized Applications on Single OS through Docker. 

Software Defined Networking [5] is a new concept which 
provides an API for configuration and decouples software logic 
from the devices. These devices work as simple data 
forwarding devices. The software or logical intelligence has 
been placed in a centralized controller. . The communication of 
forwarding devices and controller is established through a 
southbound API e.g. openflow [3]. All the networking 
functions like Routing, Security and Network monitoring etc. 
are done through the applications in application plane. The 
communication of application plane and controller is 
coordinated by northbound API e.g. RESTful API [6]. This 
provides the programmability approach and various 
applications can be designed a per the network demands. 
Network engineers can also use third party applications 
irrespective of hardware based solution for managing their 
network infrastructure. The idea of SDN is to use vendor 
specific hardware and we are free to choose software as per 
network demands irrespective of hardware. This arrangement 
of network functionality provides various opportunities for 
research and innovation in these networks. SDN is evolving 
and it has various advantages or traditional networks like 
dynamic control, programmability and a complete view of the 
network. As it is a new technology security solutions in SDN 
need to redefine and it provides various challenges and 
opportunities. 

The rest of the contents of paper have been presented as 
under: Section II discusses the related works; a proposed threat 
model has been depicted in Section III. Comparative analysis 
of threats in SDN and traditional networks based on threat 
model has been elaborated in Section IV. Lessons learned and 
security enhancements by developing a security application 
have been discussed Section V. Section VI is dedicated to 
future research directions with a proposed security model. In 
Section VII we conclude our analysis with open research 
problems. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Although there are several papers which provide various 
studies on SDN security, they do not focus on protecting SDN 
components from each other as SDN components are 
interlinked to each other and one component can attack the 
another component. If one component is malicious it can harm 
the other SDN components e.g. if application is malicious it 

can attack the controller and vice versa. Based on this concept 
we have derived four use cases to analyze the SDN security 
requirements and their counter measures. Also we have applied 
our threat model in traditional networks (TN) to analyze how 
these use cases are tackled in TN. We also provide a 
comparative analysis to find out the real threats in SDN and 
their possible resolutions. 

In [7] Ali et al undertook a survey of related work in the 
area of SDN security. They presented programmable networks 
as an opportunity to improve protection in enterprise network 
through all the logical control at a centralized place. Real time 
policy enforcement and flexibility are presented as key tenets 
for controlling the behavior of network. They divided their 
study in two parts, one offering the innovative ways for finding 
the traffic anomalies, reaction to threats, flexibility in policy 
formation and deployment. Second part of the work provides 
security mechanism build up using SDN analytics which can 
be applied to the networks in real time. But they do not discuss 
the SDN security issues and its comparison with TNs. Dacier et 
al [8] discussed the current security challenges and showed 
how the traditional network architecture cannot fulfill the 
today’s network demands. They discussed the various 
opportunities and challenges for security advancements in 
SDN. But they did not provide any way or model for SDN 
threat analysis and their resolution. B. Ahmad et al [9] 
discussed about Flow Table Entry Attack (FTEA), a kind of 
DoS attack, when Flow Entry Table gets full it drops the 
incoming packets or remove the prior flows. They assume that 
the attacker has access to SDN domain and consumes the 
controller resources by constantly engaging it to install attacker 
initiated bogus entries in the FET. However it exhibits only 
switches attack controller use case. Our work covers the four 
most important use cases for SDN threat analysis and their 
countermeasures. 

III. PROPOSED THREAT MODEL 

Based on the SDN architecture we have derived a threat 
model which reflects how the various threats can attack the 
SDN components. SDN components are interlinked with each 
other if one component is compromised; it is a threat to another 
component and even for whole network. Our goal here is to 
identify the various attacks which can be performed by the 
attacker on a particular component of SDN. These components 
are SDN applications (Application Plane), controllers (Control 
Plane) and networking devices e.g. switches (Data Plane). In 
Fig. 3 we have shown the block diagram of SDN featuring its 
components. Based on this architecture we have derived four 
use cases to analyze the threats. 

Threat Model: 

There are many ways to exhibit SDN security issues and 
their resolutions [10][11]. Most of the authors discuss the same 
with layer based approach but we believe SDN architecture is 
different aspect from conventional network and we define a 
new taxonomy to generalize the SDN security issues. We 
consider a network scenario where there are n no. of controllers 

C = {c1,c2, …….cn}. Each controller ci  C can run at least 

one application from a set of applications A
ci 

= {a1.a2, 
……an}. Each controller has limited resources which make 
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them vulnerable to denial of service attacks. We have derived 
four use cases from SDN architecture. Each of the use case has 
its own importance and security goals. Fig. 4 shows the Threat 
model for security requirement of SDN. SDN architecture with 
associated use cases is shown in Fig. 3 and 4 respectively. A 
semi benign attack is a passive attack which may gather 
information about network or processes but will not deviate 
from protocol execution. A malevolent behavior is an active 
threat which may deviate from protocol rules in order to 
disrupt the system and attack the other components of the 
system [12][13]. These four use cases are described as under. 

A. Use Case 1: Securing Controller from Applications in 

Application Plane 

In this use case each application in the application plane 
can be benign, semi benign, or malevolent. These applications 
may be from different sources i.e. third party apps [14]. The 
controller proffers an abstraction to application plane so that 
application can read/edit network state which is generally a 
degree of network control. If an attacker impersonates 
application it can gain access to controller i.e. network control 
and can hamper the network operations [15]. The absence of 
trust and weak authentication between applications and 
controllers may lead to spoofing attacks [16][17]. Our goal 
here is to minimize the attacks on controllers through 
applications. List of such type of attacks and suggested 
solutions have been shown in Table I. 

B. Use Case 2:Inter Controller Security 

In SDN, control is logically centralized. It provides more 
than one controller for providing scalability and avoiding 
single point of failure [18]. As a result these controllers share 
the resources and communicate with each other. It is necessary 
to review the security of inter controller communication [19]. 
In this use case we assume one or more controller is semi 
benign or malevolent. A semi benign controller could be able 
to access the control data of other controllers, learn resource 
utilization information and target the integrity of the network. 
Moreover a malevolent controller can attack to semi benign 
controller and perform a DoS attack on another controller. Our 
goal is to protect controller from each other [20]. The possible 
attack scenario and solutions have been discussed in Table II. 

C. Use Case 3: Securing Switches from Controller 

In this use case it is assumed at least one controller is semi 

benign or malevolent. We assume that applications which are 

used through this controller can be semi benign or malevolent. 

A semi benign controller can target switches in the data plane. 

It can attack switch flow table with buffer overflow by 

sending bogus entry [21]. Our goal here is to eliminate the 

possibility of controller’s ability to target the switch with 

bogus entry [22]. This case has been shown in Table III with 

threats and their solutions. 

 

Fig. 3. SDN Architecture. 

 

Fig. 4. Threat Model. 

TABLE I. SECURING CONTROLLERS FROM APPLICATIONS (USE CASE 1)  

Issues Possible Attack Scenario Possible Solution 

Application vulnerabilities 
Remote code alteration and 

execution 

An attacker can reprogram the application by 

using vulnerability and run the malicious code. 

Periodic vulnerability scanning for 

applications 

Use of Untrusted applications 
Spoofing the messages between 
controller and applications 

Absence of trust between controller and 
applications may lead to spoofing attack 

Apps authentication and authorization 
must be implemented.  

Inappropriate authorization  
Unauthorized access to 

applications 

If an application has weak authorization an 

attacker can gain unauthorized access to 
application and can attack the controller. 

Use of AAA to protect the 

unauthorized access to application and 
controller 

  

benign

semi 

benign
malevolent

benign

semi 

benign malevolent benign

semi 

benign malevolent

1. Securing 

Controller from 

applications
    × ×  × ×

2. Inter-controller 

Security  × ×     × ×

3.  Securing 

switches from 

controller
       × ×

4. Securing 

controller from 

switches
 × ×  × ×   

Apps can be Controllers can be Switches can be 

Usecase
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TABLE II. INTER-CONTROLLER SECURITY (USE CASE 2) 

Threat Possible attack Possible scenario Possible Solution 

Untrusted Controller 
Attack controller within 

cluster 

Untrusted controller software can pose a serious 

threat to other controllers.  

Use the trusted controllers provided by the 

trusted vendors. 

Controllers 

configuration defects 

Unauthorized access and 

network attacks 

Providing unnecessary privileges to an app can 

result in controller hijacking. 

To review the default configuration of controller 

and to do a proper controller hardening.  

Embedded malware  Malware and spyware attacks 
Spyware and ransomware gaining control to 
controller  

Monitoring and scanning the network with 
trusted security applications.  

Vulnerabilities within 

controller runtime 
Controller runtime attacks 

In case of third party network applications, 

vulnerabilities at run time can allow applications to 
modify its default configuration.  

Controller’s software should be updated 

periodically with new patches and updated 
versions.  

Poorly separated 

inter-controller traffic  
DOS attack, ARP spoofing  

In a multi controller environment If traffic between 

controllers is poorly separated than it can allow a 

compromised controller to perform a man in 
middle or DoS attack.  

Controllers in cluster should not be provided 
unnecessary permissions and should be 

monitored as per cluster rules 

TABLE III. SECURING SWITCHES FROM CONTROLLER (USE CASE 3) 

Threat Possible attack Possible scenario Possible Solution 

Controller switch 

communication channel. 

Flooding attack on switch 

flow table. 

A compromised controller can flood a switch by 

bogus entries by sending fake packets to switch. 

The best way to secure the controller and switch 

communication is use of TLS. 

Malicious applications 
Attack on switches due to 
malicious application  

An infected application may affect the controller 
and attack the switch through misconfiguration  

Use of trusted and stable application for 
performing the network operations in SDN 

D. Use Case 4: Securing Controller from Switches 

In this case at least one switch is semi benign or malevolent 

and it tries to attack the controller [23]. An attacker can send 

fake message through this compromised switch to controller 

and tries to exhaust the controller’s resources [24]. This 

condition is called as data leakage where attacker tries to 

discover the flow rules and forwarding policy information. If 

an attacker can gain access on packet processing timings and 

can determine the action related to specific type that are 

forwarded to controller, attacker can produce the phony flow 

messages causing to DoS attack [25][26]. Our goal here is to 

protect controller from switches. If a switch goes out 

malevolent or semi benign there should be a mechanism to 

find out the malicious switch in the network. One of the recent 

researches towards malicious switch detection has been 

presented in [27]. The authors presented a new algorithm to 

find a pernicious switch based on control path routing 

approach. This method chooses two node disjoint control path 

for every forwarding device in data plane so that a suspicious 

node can be find out on basis of simple Packet_In messages 

delivered to control paths. In [28] a novel technique for 

detecting the link flooding attack has been presented. Authors 

designed LFA defense system called LFADefender using 

SDN which contains features like programmability, complete 

view of network and flow traceability. In LFADefender, 

authors proposed a LFA target link selection approach and 

design a LFA congestion monitoring mechanism to effectively 

detect LFA. 

IV. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF SDN THREAT MODEL USE 

CASES WITH TRADITIONAL NETWORK 

Based on the above use cases we have identified the attack 
scenario of various threats in SDN. Now we will compare the 
same with traditional network architecture to find out that; are 

these use cases available there in traditional networks? We will 
Fig. 5 out if these use cases are available in traditional network 
how we counter them. Then we will identify the SDN 
protection mechanisms [29][30] based on this. Traditional 
network architecture with four routers and two switches has 
been shown in figure. In Traditional Network (TN) the 
interface between two routers is called network to network 
interface (NNI) while the router interface with end user is 
called user network interface (UNI). 

 

Fig. 5. Traditional Network Architecture. 

The fundamental difference between SDN and TNs is 
control plane [31]-[32]. In TNs network controlling elements 
are inside the network devices e.g. routers and switches but in 
SDN it has been decoupled from the devices to a central 
controller. From the previous use cases in Section II, we can 
derive that controller security is most important and it can be 
attacked by applications, by switches in data plane and can 
even by other controller in multi controller environment [33]. 
In this section we will find how the network controlling 
elements are protected in tradition networks. What types of the 
attacks are faced in TNs and what are the protection 
mechanisms. We will try to analyze four use cases in TNs 
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which we implemented in SDN in above section and it will 
give a clear picture of security problems and challenges in 
SDN with their possible solutions. 

A. Use Case 1: Application Attacks Controller or Controlling 

Elements 

If we talk about the application layer of SDN in terms of 
traditional network and its applications like mailing, FTP and 
HTTP etc. then we realize that these are the network functions 
for which lower layers in TCP/IP model have been designed. 
We cannot compare these functions with applications in 
application plane in SDN [34]. Applications in SDN are 
network controlling elements which have been decoupled from 
devices like routing, switching, security etc. and decoupled 
control functions works as applications and perform related 
network operations in coordination with controller. In TNs 
applications are the part of network devices and controlling 
part resides inside the devices. Hence application attacks 
controller use case 1 does not apply in TNs. However TNs do 
not provide any programmability to control the behavior of 
network dynamically like SDN which provide this 
functionality through applications in northbound API with an 
alternative to use third party network applications to customize 
the network as per demands [35]. 

B. Use Case 2: Controller Attacks other Controller 

A controller in SDN performs the network control 
functions like routing switching etc. In TNs a routing function 
is performed by routers. A multi controller scenario in SDN 
can be compared with TNs having multiple routers. In network 
containing more than one router and various links from one 
router to another, a routing protocol is used to find the best 
path from source to destination. There are two types of 
protocols one distance vector routing protocols Routing 
Information Protocol (RIP) which find the best path to a 
remote network by judging distance. Second is link state 
routing protocols e.g. Open Shortest Path First (OSPF). These 
routing protocols maintain a routing table and contain the 
information about the neighbor subnets and links state. The 
router updates it routing table and advertise the routing 
information time to time and a best path is selected based on 
this information. However different routing protocols suffer 
from different attack methods but the common objective is to 
pollute routing tables. A routing table poisoning attack is 
performed to contaminate routing table and network topology 
information by advertising or infusing a bogus route through 
announcements. A malevolent router can publish a phony link 
state advertisement (LSA) with fake link cost to effect rest of 
the routers routing table calculations. This type of attacks are 
not difficult to dispatch but has limited influence as adjoining 
router will publish a right LSA with a new sequence entry 
which will remove the bogus LSA and it will not be used again 
for routing table route estimation. However a more powerful 
attack can also be performed to pollute the functioning routing 
table. To mitigate routing table poisoning, a routing protocol 
should only run on NNI and route advertisements from UNI 
need to be discarded. The origin of message should be checked 
for authentication to forestall a vindictive router to imitating 
another router. And routing updates need to be double checked 
before applying them for route estimation by routing tables. 

For example a link metric updated by one router need to be 
double checked with link metric updated by other router on the 
same link. Such type of defense techniques [36] can also be 
considered in SDN and the same has been discussed in 
Section II. 

C. Use case 3: Controller Attacks Switches 

In traditional network we can refer the L3 devices as 
control plane. Now we will try to find out, Can a router attack 
on the functionality of L2 devices? When a router sends a 
packet to another router, the receiving router performs three 
operations. First it eliminate the L2 header of packet, second 
check the routing table for next router in sequence and third 
bundles L2 header of packet for sending to next node. The next 
node in the routing table might be a local interface or it is an IP 
address. This routing process is continued till the next node is a 
local interface. Upon finding a local interface it will looks up 
for MAC address in ARP table of that interface. If it is unable 
to get the MAC the router will run the ARP protocol to get the 
MAC address associated to respective IP address. Because 
address resolution protocol (ARP) is used by router to find the 
MAC address associated with an IP address, an L3 router may 
suffer with ARP cache poisoning attack [37]. In this attack the 
attacker associates its own IP address with victim MAC 
address and receives the traffic intended to for victim node. So 
an attack can be placed from control devices i.e. from control 
plane on L2 traffic in traditional networks. 

D. Use case 4: Switches Attack Controller 

In SDN there is no by default communication when an 
open flow switch receive a new packet it sent it to the 
controller using Packet_In message, which includes source and 
destination address. If destination MAC address is not known 
by the controller then controller asks the switch to broadcast 
the packet through Packet_out message. The destination sends 
the response to the source port and this reply also noted by 
controller to fulfill the further requests from same source and 
destination. This process is called host tracking service and is 
equivalent to L2 MAC learning, in principle, with only 
difference that MAC learning has been separated from switch 
and included in controller. In SDN data plane switches 
communicate with controller for L2 learning process and can 
attack the same as discussed in Section II. But in TNs L2 
learning is implemented inside the switches without any 
controller. So attack on L2 learning is equivalent to attack on 
controller from switches. A MAC table is learned from data 
plane switches including host packets so it is subjected to 
MAC attacks. An infected host can send a packet with fake 
MAC address to poison switch’s MAC table. MAC spoofing 
and MAC flooding are two strategies of attacks which affect 
the L2 learning in traditional network [38]. Threats related to 
MAC address can be minimize by disallowing the unknown 
devices to enter the network. This can be done by a switch 
feature port security. Port security is a technique which allows 
only known MAC addresses (MAC binding) to be recognized 
by the network switches). But there is a limit to bind the 
number of MAC address associated with a switch port. But 
port security requires a lot of manual configurations which 
leads to possible overhead and misconfigurations [39]. 
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V. LESSONS LEARNED AND SECURITY ENHANCEMENTS IN 

SDN 

We have compared four most important attack use cases in 
SDN and traditional network. We have seen how the control 
functions in TNs can be attacked in different use cases as 
compare to attacks on controller in SDN [40]. Table 4 shows 
the comparison of threat use cases in SDN and TNs. Now we 
will discuss the lessons learned on comparing these use cases 
in terms of threats and their defenses. We will explore how the 
security can be enhanced [41] in SDN based on our threat 
model. First we will elaborate each use case then a security 
application will be developed based on attacks from above use 
cases. 

A. Use Case 1: Securing Controller from Applications 

As we have discussed in previous section that network 
control functions are part of network devices in traditional 
network hence this case, does not apply on TNs. In SDN 
network control functions are in the form of applications and 
have been decoupled from network devices. These applications 
work for the data plane devices in coordination with controller 
[42]. As a matter of fact these applications communicate with 
controller to fulfill the network requirement and an 
unauthorized application can do a big damage to the controller 
and even reconfigure the network [43]. In order to counter an 
unauthorized application access controller and application 
should maintain a trusted connection and authenticate the 
identity of entities before exchanging control messages. Both 
authentication and authorization of applications is to be 
ensured before establishing a connection. This concern about 
the untrusted applications authentication and securing the 
controller has been discussed in [44]. Authors introduced a 
hierarchical arrangement of controllers. This hierarchical 
system can minimize the effect of pernicious application as 
code of the application would run at the middle hierarchy 
where there will be ample protection. Another work in this 
direction is FortNox [45]. FortNox is an extension to the open 
source controller NOX [29]. It is a security enforcement kernel 
which checks the flow rules for security policy violation in real 
time. Each openflow application is provided authorization 
through a role based authentication concept. Three flow rule 
producer roles are defined; OF Operator, OF Security, and OF 
Application. In case of any flow rule conflict detected by 
FortNox, a higher priority rule is accepted. The limitation of 
FortNox is application identification and priority enforcement. 
ROSEMARY [46] is the enhancement to controller resilience 
to malicious applications. It is a high performance network 
operating system which is robust and secure. It sandboxes the 
each running instance of application to provide security to 
control layer from any vulnerability. It also monitors and 
control the resources consumed by each application. In 
LegoSDN [47] authors explore about the effect of application 
failure on controllers reliability. Authors proposed a isolation 
layer between controller and applications to avoid the 
consequences of failure of controller due to application failure. 

B. Use Case 2: Inter-controller Protection 

In SDN to avoid the single point failure a multiple 
controllers has been suggested. There are two types of 
controller placement schemes; one is flat controller deployment 

and another is hierarchical controller deployment. In flat 
controller concept each controller is assigned a separate sub 
network. In this solution different operations may not be able 
to communicate equally with different domains. But in 
hierarchical mode the local controller is responsible for 
respective network, and global controller is responsible for 
local controller. The communication among different 
controllers is done via global controller. A variety of works has 
been done towards controller placement problem. In [48] 
authors proposed an algorithm to find the minimum number of 
controllers and maximum load on a controller. But this 
arrangement did not work for the request with variable time. In 
[49] author proposed an algorithm which divide the network in 
to different subnets. Every small network contains a controller 
based on the size of assigned network. It uses a clustering 
algorithm based on switch density, and divides the network 
accordingly. When the main link is broken it may use a backup 
link. But it may result in unnecessary delay. In [50] authors 
provide a multi controller solution with Byzantine fault tolerant 
mechanism. When one controller goes down, the other 
controller takes the charge of network and removes idle link of 
previous controller. However this solution is good for small 
network due to performance issues in relatively large networks. 

C. Use Case 3: Protecting Switches from Controller 

In traditional network, a control element router can attack 
the switch functionality through the ARP spoofing attack as 
discussed in Section III. But in SDN controlling element 
controller has more functionality and a malicious controller can 
do a lot of damage to the switches of data plane. A 
compromised controller can attack the switch flow table by 
generating unnecessary broadcast and overflow the switch flow 
table. So protecting the controller to become malicious is the 
main defense for data plane switches. In [26] authors proposed 
a solution for detecting the malevolent SDN device in the 
network. They implemented a backup controller and collect the 
state information and updates from primary controller and 
switches. They detect the malicious devices by recognizing the 
unexpected and inconsistent behavior of primary controller, 
backup controller and SDN switches. 

TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF ATTACKS USE CASES 

Use Cases SDN Traditional Network 

Applications 

attack 
controller 

A malicious 

application can attack 
controller. 

Not applicable 

Inter 

controller 
attack 

A compromised 

controller can attack 

the other controller in 
a multi controller 

environment. 

A router can attack the other router 

and can pollute 
 its routing table by fake LSA. 

Controller 

attacks 
switches  

A malicious 

controller can attack 

the data plane 
switches and launch 

flood attack.  

A controlling element router can 
attack the  

L2 switches by ARP cache 

poisoning attack. 

Switches in 

data plane 

attacks on the 
controller 

A malevolent switch 

can flood the 
controller by fake 

flows may results in 

DoS attack. 

In L2 network ,the control function 

MAC learning, 
 can be targeted by MAC spoofing 

and MAC 

 Flooding attacks. 
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D. Use Case 4: Protecting Controller from Switches 

The main protocol which provides the interface for 
communication between data plane switches and controller is 
open flow. In respect to southbound interface communication, 
the open flow switch specifications discuss necessity of TLS 
with mutual authentication between controller and switches 
[51]. In [52] the lack of TLS adoption is real world 
deployments has been discussed. This is very important 
consideration when switches, controller and application 
environment is deployed in trust domains. However it is to be 
noted here that there is definite weakness introduced by 
separating the control and data plane in SDN [53]. Various 
solutions to avoid the DoS attack have been proposed. 
AVANT-GUARD [48] provides the protection to the controller 
from switches by limiting the number of flow requests sent to 
the controller by using a connection migration tool. This 
migration tool removes failed TCP sessions at the data plane 
prior to any notification to controller. This prevents the 
occurrences of DoS attack by sending only those flow requests 
to the controller which completes the TCP handshake. 

E. Security Enhancements 

By the comparisons and discussion in the last two sections 
it can be stated that there is a need to develop a security 
mechanism to counter the security issues of SDN. As discussed 
that the controlling functions in the SDN are performed by the 
applications in application plane. For implementing the 
security functions there is a need to design the security 
application in SDN. In this section we develop a security 
application as a part of SDN software. In traditional network if 
we want to implement security functions then we need to use a 
hardware device e.g. firewall for the same. But this is 
advancement in SDN that network controlling functions like 
security, routing, and monitoring etc., are in the form of 
applications. For Design and implementation, we will use 
mininet as network emulator and Ryu as a controller. First we 
will focus basic steps and algorithm for designing an 

application as per controller and data plane communication. 

Python language is used to develop the network 
applications based on Ryu controller. Ryu is a components 
based controller which has various modules for application 
design and control. In ryu controller setup at home/ubuntu/ryu 
it has various folders; app, base and ofproto. App folder can 
contain various applications like firewall, router and load 
balancer. Base folder contains App_manager which helps to 
run the different applications and prepares framework and 
datapath for running the application. Ofproto deals with 
openflow version related queries and matching capabilities. For 
designing a SDN application we need to collect and understand 
the initial requirements and booting process of SDN network 
framework. 

 In first step switch boots up and contact the controller 
for openflow version related queries and check its 
capabilities. 

 The controller installs Packet In function and table miss 
function and prepares itself for queries from switch. 

 When receiving Packet In, Controller learns the source 
MAC and mention the MAC and port information in 

flow table. It checks for destination MAC address if it is 
available in flow tables, it uses Packet Out function on 
the port and installs the flow and stores the same for 
future uses. 

 If destination MAC address is not available in flow 
table i.e. a table miss then controller uses packet out 
function to broadcast the packet to all ports. 

By using the ryu controller framework we can design and 
deploy customized security applications. With 
programmability approach in SDN we can have our own 
security application in ryu app folder and program it as per 
network demands and configure it through standard API. 
Traditional security solutions, the vendor specific e.g. fortigate 
and Cisco, they have their own proprietary code and 
configuration methods which are fixed and cannot be 
customized as per demands. Fig. 6 shows how the security app 
can work in coordination with controller. When Host A wants 
to communicate to Host B it sends a packet to switch. Switch 
check for a matching entry in its flow table but when a 
matching entry is not found in flow table then packet is 
forwarded to controller. Controller sends the packet to security 
application for policy check. First it parses the packet and 
check if it matches to policy specified in firewall. As firewall 
has a policy to block traffic from A to B (A-->B: Block). The 
application enforces a rule through controller to drop the 
packet and controller install a flow rule in switch flow table to 
drop all the incoming traffic from Host A to Host B. This is 
how we can block and allow flow in openflow through a 
security application. It means through this app a switch can 
work like a firewall i.e. technology allows us to decide the 
functions of a switch. As a result additional security devices 
are not required in SDN as security services can be enabled 
within the devices. In traditional network another problem is 
placement of firewall for optimized coverage of security 
services. But it has been nullified as any device in the network 
can be turned into a security device. 

 

Fig. 6. Implementing Security Application in SDN. 
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VI. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS AND PROPOSED 

SECURITY ARCHITECTURE 

Based on use cases presented in the paper and comparative 
analysis with traditional network it may be admitted that SDN 
has introduced some new security issues and challenges that 
are not available in TNs. But programmable networks include a 
level of adaptability and dynamic control that has enhanced the 
network management and flexibility at scale. SDN has 
emerged as a technology which may be taken as a replacement 
of vendor based proprietary CLI networking devices where 
there is no scope of programmability and automation due to 
tightly coupled software and hardware concept of networking 
devices. So it is to be noted that SDN is going to be stay here 
and some more potential research proposals are required to 
address the challenges of SDN security issues. Implementation 
of mandatory TLS functionality a controller and deplane 
communication channel can solve a lot of problems. Research 
proposals like AVANT-GUARD [48] has provided a good 
work by limiting the rate of number of requests sent to 
controller which improve the controller performance. 
Implementing some intelligence function to data plane 
switches may be considered to minimize the controller load. 
Such type of proposals is under discussion with research 
community in the form of stateful data planes [54]. 

Another important area which needs the momentum in 
research proposals is application-controller interface [55]. 
Without the presence of a standard open north bound API, it is 
not possible to design and deploy SDN in enterprise network 
[56]. The security enhancements explored in Section IV are of 
no means if application-control interface is vulnerable. This 
can also be evaluated from Table I of our threat model analysis 
that the switches in data plane can be attacked if either the 
applications or controller are malicious. In contrast we have 
discussed the various innovative proposals which analyses the 
protection requirements of north bound API. However this use 
case (securing controller from application) exhibits a lot of 
vulnerability to various attacks as discussed in Section II. As a 
results further research in this area are necessary and need to be 
encouraged for finding a better northbound API. However use 
of RESTful API [6] is also a good work and this may be 
extended further. A multi controller solution for addressing the 
scalability issue of controller has been provisioned in openflow 
1.3. Various controllers need to communicate with controller in 
other domain for performing various operations to fulfill the 
network requirements [57]. A secure and real time 
communication of controllers is an open research problem. 
However a number of solutions have been discussed in section 
Vth in view of further research directions in this area [58]. A 
framework for network security application development has 
been presented based on ryu controller and mininet. This work 
can also be further explored by adding more security functions 
if we have a new idea and algorithm as per demands. 

A. Proposed Security Architecture 

By threat model analysis it can be pointed out that SDN 
security problem is not a problem of single SDN component, it 

is scattered in all components of architecture and these 
components are inter linked with each other and form a system. 
So there is a need to design a security solution as per system 
perspective rather than security for individual component. 
Based on our analysis security architecture for SDN has been 
proposed in Fig. 7. 

Control-application interface is protected with AAA 
security at application plane. We believe each application 
should be developed as a module of controller so that it can 
easily follow the security standard of northbound interface 
designed to secure the communication. Even third party 
applications should follow and support the security policy 
standard at application-controller interface. A multi controller 
solution with hierarchical control is provided to avoid the 
single point failure of controller and resource sharing. A 
backup controller has also been proposed for global controller 
fault tolerance. At southbound API the communication of 
controller and data plane switches should be secured with 
mandatory TLS security function. For minimizing the load of 
controller some state level intelligence is suggested in data 
plane switches i.e. stateful data plane [53]. However the 
management of states and packet level forwarding decisions 
are taken from controller. Finally it is to be stated here 
controller security is the prime tenet to secure overall SDN 
platform and this is ultimately depends of secure applications 
environment at northbound API. Development of a standard 
northbound API is still an open research problem. Contribution 
haven been made in the form of RESTful API but a more 
research proposals are required in this direction to form a more 
secure SDN network. 

 

Fig. 7. A Proposed Security Model for SDN. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

To identify the SDN security issues we developed four use 
cases and discussed the several attack parameters with their 
counter measures in tabular format. After identifying the 
security issues we applied the same use cases in traditional 
network for a comparative study of risk and security 
technology in both the networks. After comparative study it 
can be concluded that SDN has introduced new attack surfaces 
which is not available in traditional networks. In contrast SDN 
provides more flexibility, automation and control over the 
network, traditional networks disappoint there. However 
security solutions to address the SDN security issues have been 
presented which includes protection from malicious 
application, inter-controller protection, protection of data plane 
and protecting controller from DoS attacks by data plane 
switches. Based on analysis a framework for development of 
SDN security application has been presented with ryu 
controller and mininet network emulator. Insights for security 
enhancement have been provided by presenting a proposed 
security model based on recent research and threat model 
analysis. Moreover research in SDN security is still in 
beginning stage and there is lot more to do with. By designing 
novel security techniques and extending the previous research 
work for solving known problems, we can find the better SDN 
networks which will be much more secure than traditional 
networks. 
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Abstract—With the adoption of cloud services for hosting 

knowledge delivery system in educational domain, there is a 

surplus quantity of education data being generated every day by 

current learning management system. Such data are associated 

with certain typical complexities that impose significant 

challenges for existing database management and analytics. 

Review of existing approaches towards educational data 

highlights that they do not offer full-fledged solution towards 

analytics and still there is an open-end problem. Therefore, the 

proposed system introduces a comprehensive framework which 

offers integrated operation of transformation, data quality, and 

predictive analytics. The emphasis is more towards achieving 

distributed analytical operation towards educational data in 

cloud. Implemented using analytical research methodology, the 

proposed system shows better analytical performance with 

respect to frequently used educational data analytical 

approaches. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

There has been significantly increase in adoption of 
technique in the area of education system in recent time. It is 
because the process of knowledge delivery system is required 
to be carried out in order to reach number of users. However, 
this mechanism of online educational knowledge delivery 
system will demand heavier platform [1]. In this aspect, cloud 
computing offers a better option for hosting educational 
delivery system for online learning management [2]. However, 
such online learning management scheme is not only for 
delivering the live classes but it is also about understanding the 
entire process of service delivery from quality perspective [3]. 
Different information in the form of archives of study 
materials, online forums, information about students, 
instructors, payment and service syncing, etc. are required to be 
stored. With proliferation of mobile internet, adoptions of such 
educational services are tremendously increasing [4]. This 
results in generation of massive amount of data in the form of 
stream. Some data are generated voluntarily while many other 
data are generated involuntarily. The voluntary data will 
consist of study material, online notes, and respective 
information about students /instructor. The involuntary data 
consists of data that is generated autonomously e.g., positional 
data, trace data, behavioral specific data, etc. 

There is problem associated with such form of educational 
data viz. i) the data generated is so massive that it cannot be 
supported by small scale deployment. These large data cannot 
be stored directly to the storage unit of cloud efficiently in 
distributed fashion, ii) the next issue is into form of the data 
that is being subjected to mining. Normally, the data is either 
semi-structured or unstructured which makes them ineligible 
for storing it into conventional storage units, iii) another bigger 
issue is the distributed deployment of educational data. If the 
cloud-based educational services are running from different 
geographical regions, than there will be different origination 
point of such educational big data. All these data are required 
to be aggregated in distributed manner before deploying them 
to the analytical process. In case of incomplete or imperfect 
aggregation, the mining process will be carried out over 
impartial data resulting in outliers. Hence, mining will be not 
effective in such way, iv) Finally, the problem is in applying 
machine learning in order to carry out predictive value of it as 
the form of knowledge extraction. A data is of no use until and 
unless it is not predictive. Therefore, it is not simpler 
mechanism to perform storage, processing, and analyzing 
existing educational big data. 

At present, there has been various works being carried out 
towards analyzing such education data. Existing studies on big 
data is found to use sophisticated tools and framework [5-8]. 
However, such complex adoption cannot be taken into 
consideration in real cases. Apart from this, existing 
approaches of educational big data [9] lacks various 
conceptualization like heterogeneity in data, multiple and 
large-scale origination of educational data, streaming of 
educational data, etc. Irrespective of presence of multiple 
problems, only few problems are addressed symptomatically in 
existing approach. Therefore, this paper presents discussion of 
the unified approach where multiple problems associated with 
the educational big data is addressed. 

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 
discusses about the existing studies while Section 3 discusses 
about the research problems, Section 4 discusses about the 
adopted research methodologies, while Section 5 discusses 
about the algorithm implementation. Results are discussed in 
Section 6 while conclusion is discussed in Section 7. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

There have been various forms of work carried out towards 
educational big data in recent times [10-11]. 

Uses of big data approach in educational domain were 
witnessed to explore the popular topic of study [12] Inclusion 
of deep learning concept has assisted in constructing such 
framework that could further facilitate in extraction of key-
words. The work carried out by [13] have developed a model 
using structural equation modeling. The framework is designed 
using conventional technical adoption model toward 
educational domain targeting to find the comfortability of end 
user. Existing studies highlights that combined usage of 
warehouse, business analytics, and enterprise architecture can 
be used for improving the analytical operation [14]. Apart from 
this, the researchers have also offered an importance towards 
clustering process of educational data which consist of three 
stages viz. pre-processing, standardization, and modeling [15]. 
Clustering approach toward online learning can be 
personalized for improving the knowledge delivery process 
[16]. Along with clustering, classification-based approaches 
are also used for improving analytical processes over 
educational data [17]. All such advanced mechanism gives rise 
to evolution of smart campus; however, there are still issues 
associated with integrating such devices. Development of 
smart campus can be carried out over a platform of effective 
data fusion [18]. Inclusion of ubiquitous approach in the form 
of framework for facilitating distance learning is carried out by 
[19]. In order to offer user friendly experience, visualization of 
data can offer faster access to the knowledge. There are various 
visualization tools at present that can carry out this task [20-21] 
have presented another visual analytical scheme for online 
courses. This scheme is deployed for offering visual 
representation of the learning groups. Machine learning has 
been consistently found to be adopted in existing approaches 
towards incorporating smart features in framework building. 
Such framework is witnessed to assess the competencies of 
student [22]. Existing approach has also witnessed the usage of 
collaborative filtering process using predictive method [23]. 
This model predicts scores about the courses. The work of [24] 
has implemented a unique approach where the study contents 
are emphasized during the knowledge delivery process. Nearly 
similar predictive approach is presented in the work of [25] 
where the idea is to perform identification of the students that 
are in the level of risk. The work carried out by [26] has 
discussed that adoption of mining approach as well as 
analytical approach can be mechanized. This work has 
presented a comprehensive representation scheme of the 
involuntary regulation of the behavior of student. Apart from 
this, there are various other schemes towards big data analytics 
e.g., tensor-based scheme [27], compression based on context 
[28], pattern analysis [29], deep learning [30], clustering 
technique [31]. Existing system has also witnessed an 
extensive usage of Hadoop framework. Some of the existing 
approaches are discussed by [32-35]. Adoption of machine 
learning is another frequently used approaches in educational 
analytics viz. [36-39] finally, text mining is another frequently 
used approach for educational analytics e.g. [40-44]. Ifenthaler 
[45-46] have carried out study towards proving that all the 
upcoming forms of education system will be requiring 

advanced forms of analytics. The similar forms of proposition 
towards adoption of learning-based analytics during pandemic 
is also studied by Beerwinkle [47]. Further, the recent work of 
Lee et al. [48] have discussed about various innovative 
practices of using analytics over educational data in order to 
cater up both technological and pedagogical demands of 
students. The next section discusses about the research 
problems. 

III. RESEARCH PROBLEM 

After reviewing the existing approaches of analytical 
operation associated with educational domain, it has been 
observed that that present schemes have certain loopholes viz. 

Simplified Transformation Scheme: Majority of the 
transformation scheme is meant for making the data suitable 
for structurization and mining where complex operation is 
involved. Moreover enough emphasize is not offered on 
transformation operation. Educational big data is highly 
heterogeneous in its form and it requires cost effective 
transformation scheme. Data that can actually be carried out on 
educational data. 

Presence of Artifacts in Transformed Data: Usually storage 
and analysis is carried out in explicit manner in two different 
places. A transformed data is forwarded to special block of 
operation that is meant to be carrying out analytical operation. 
Owing to various impediments in communication medium, 
there are fair chances of inclusion of artifacts in transformed 
data. Existing system has no scheme to solve this problem. 

Cost Ineffective Predictive Schemes: Existing schemes uses 
various predictive techniques where majority of this techniques 
are highly iterative and depends upon the trained data. Higher 
the trained data, higher is accuracy in prediction. 

Therefore, all the above points are required to be addressed 
in order to mechanism a truly distributed analytical modeling 
of educational data. Until and unless, these research problems 
are not addressed, it is challenging to evolve up novel solution. 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This part of the proposed study focuses on achieving a 
high-quality data in order to make it suitable to apply analytics 
for better value extraction. Following are the details of 
proposed implementation: 

The proposed system addresses an explicit problem of 
analysis the complex form of educational big data. With the 
generation of data from multiple sources, there is higher 
feasibility of inclusion of errors in the form of noise. These 
errors could be human-based, machine-based, as well as 
network-based. Hence, the presence of errors will generate 
significant outliers, which is detrimental to carry out analysis. 
At the same time, solution to eliminate or reduce errors cannot 
be carried out locally as it will be not be cost effective and 
moreover, it cannot offer instantaneous query processing 
capability. The complete implementation of the proposed study 
was carried out considering an explicit case study. In order to 
solve the above-mentioned problem, the proposed study 
considers a case study. Referring to Fig. 1, the study considers 
m number of data node (dn) to represent repository of 
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educational data in different geographic location with an 
inclusion of errors α in each data nodes of k types. For 
simplicity, the study considers k<<m, which will mean that 
number of error types are considerably lower than number of 
data nodes. As the computation for error elimination cannot be 
carried out in local level, so the study considers the presence of 
a memory stream which can connect to indexes of all the data 
nodes and an external cluster hosted in cloud is considered as 
the prime location where the data aggregation is carried out. By 
data aggregation, it will mean consolidation of all the 
individual data along with the level of errors maintained within 
each data nodes. The proposed algorithm for error elimination 
is then applied over the cluster in order to finally generate an 
error free data (dbef). 

Fig. 1 highlights an adopted solution strategy where the 
prime agenda of the proposed system is to make the incoming 
stream of educational big data effectively structured and 
prepared for high end and cost-effective analytical operation. 
For this purpose, the first preference is offered towards 
rectifying the structuredness of the raw data by implicating a 
simple and novel data transformation scheme. After the data 
transformation scheme is implemented, the next focus of the 
proposed system will be towards identifying the presence of 
artifacts in that transformed data when they are forwarded from 
various data nodes via memory streams. A superlative indexing 
scheme is implemented in the proposed system which indexes 
all forms of data especially when the data is further classified 
into two forms. One form of data is permanently saved while 
other form is stored in volatile memory system and the 
complete algorithm is implemented over the volatile memory 
system. Thereby, a significant saving of storage units is 
emphasized in proposed system. The proposed system also 
assists in identification of the position in the cell over the 
temporary storage units with respect to error prone data. Such 
data are not only identified but also substituted by statistically 
computed value. This mechanism assists in maintaining higher 
degree of data purity. Once the quality data is obtained, the 
next process is to carry out predictive analysis using a novel 
deep learning mechanism. The overall scheme of the proposed 
system is to offer the complete educational mined data to be 
used in the form of cloud-based services. So that a new avenue 
of analytical application can be used for automating the 
knowledge delivery system over educational domain in various 
perspective. 

- - - - - -

- - - - - -

Memory Stream
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dn: α: dbef:Data node Error-degree Error-Free data  

Fig. 1. Adopted Solution Strategy. 

V. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION 

This proposed algorithm uses a series of three essential 
operations in order to facilitate development of a 
comprehensive analytical framework. The complete 
implementation is carried out with respect to three sequential 
phases of operation i.e., i) Data Transformation Phase, ii) Data 
Quality Incorporation Phase, and iii) Data Predictive Analysis 
Phase. It should be noted that all the above-mentioned 
approaches are applied over an educational big data. The 
discussion of this implementation phases is carried out as 
follow: 

A. Data Transformation Phase 

This is the preliminary phase of implementation where the 
emphasis is offered towards processing followed by an 
effective transformation of the data. The study considers data 
transformation as one of the essential operations which makes 
the incoming stream of data more suitable to be subjected to 
analytical operation. For this purpose, the study considers one 
unit of educational data in following form as shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Structure of Educational Data. 

Fig. 2 highlights the structure of one database unit from the 
massive stream of educational big data. The study consider that 
each database unit has two essential parts i.e., carriers and 
value. The carrier is static information type of the educational 
data it targets to carry different explicit information called as 
components in each database units. The study considers αnm to 
represent components where n and m represents number of 
component and number of carriers in one database unit 
respectively. In case of educational big data, the constraint in 
this regards is, 

m>>n                (1) 

There are various possibilities of the number of component 
n, but during analysis, the proposed study can select a fixed 
integer value to obtain measurable outcome. Considering the 
educational data with respect to text mining approach, the 
study constructs a matrix T that retains all the textual contents 
in the complete database which can now be subjected to next 
phase of operation. The proposed algorithm for the process of 
data transformation is as follows: 
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Algorithm for Data Transformation 

Input: c (carriers), α (component)  

Output: O1 (transformed mined data) 

Start 

1. For i=1: c c is carriers 

2. αf1(T) 

3. dataβ {stream(vnm) (αcloud)} 

4. posg(data) 

5. φ (γ)data 

6. generates O1 

End 

The description of the algorithmic steps are as follows: The 
algorithm takes the input of c(carriers) and α(component) for 
all the database units (Line-1). An explicit function f1(x) is 
applied over the matrix T which retains all the textual contents 
with a dimension size of (k x mn). Applying this function 
results in extraction of all the essential components which α 
which are then retain in cloud storage system permanently 
(Line-2). 

Each individual component is further indexed within the 
cloud storage which ensures the rejection of storage of similar 
components as well as it can be called upon for looking for 
ownership of all individual values during query processing. 
This results in further storage optimization while values are 
never forwarded in this stage. The next part of the algorithm is 
to carry out data organization as follows: 

αcloudindex(αn)              (2) 

The expression (2) exhibits that all the incoming streams of 
educational data value vnm are now assessed for their owner 
components which now resides in cloud αcloud considered for 
all database db. (Line-3). The expression (3) exhibits that 
proposed system applies a function β(x) where web-script tags 
are applied on both components in cloud αcloud and its 
respective value vnm. This operation results in well-formatted 
data that could be supported on any client application over 
cloud interface in semi-structured manner. The algorithm also 
extracts the position information of the individual data which 
directly assists in lowering the search time during the query 
processing (Line-4). A function g(x) is designed for extracting 
all the positional information from the data and stored it in pos 
matrix. Finally, the knowledge extraction is carried out where γ 
syntactical rule set is used as following: 

γ= {r1, r2… rl}              (3) 

In the above expression, the variables r is l number of rule 
set which offers semantic information of the chosen text from 
the value of data. The algorithm constructs a function φ(x) 
which computes the syntactical correlation between rl and all 
the incoming data (Line-5). This operation results in the 
generation of knowledge as the outcome O1 (Line-6). This 
outcome can be now stored back in the cloud storage system. 
The algorithm therefore offers a good balance between storage 
optimization (by storing only the mined data and non-repeating 
components) and data transformation operation. The study 
outcome is now assessed for next level of challenge with 
solution. 

B. Data Quality Incorporation Phase 

This module of operation is executed after the first 
algorithm is successfully executed that results in transformed 
data O1. It should be noted that execution of first algorithm is 
accompanied by storage of component information αnm in the 
indexed cloud storage permanently. However, the evaluated 
mined data O1 is ready to be stored distributed manner in 
cloud. In the process of distributed transmission of the 
aggregated transformed data O1, there are various possibilities 
of inclusion of further artifacts associated with network-based 
transmission. This phenomenon could significantly affect the 
quality of data resulting in inclusion of storage of artifact-
incorporated transformed data. Hence, this part of the 
algorithm is mainly focused on rectifying the artifacts and 
substitutes the artifact-based transformed data into more 
quality data O2. The process flow of this part of 
implementation is as follows: 

Fig. 3 highlights the process implementation towards 
identification and removal of the artifacts in order to retain 
higher degree of data quality. By data quality, it means that 
complete structure of the distributed database db should be 
fulfilled. Presences of any missing value of noisy values are 
easier to find but difficult to be rectified in distributed manner. 
For this purpose, the proposed system carries out following 
steps of operation in the form of algorithm: The algorithm 
initially takes the input of all the transformed data released 
from prior algorithm and computes its size (Line-1). The next 
part of the implementation is to split the complete text-based 
data T (considering both components α and their respective 
values v) into smaller components T1, T2, . . . Th, where h is 
number of splits of the data carried out on the basis of total 
number of available storage slots H in cloud (Line-2). It will 
eventually mean that the proposed algorithm offers a better 
form of elastic cloud usage where the on-demand scaling 
process of the data splitting operation is carried out. This 
operation is one significant step towards i) storage optimization 
as well as ii) faster query processing in distributed manner over 
cloud environment. By splitting the aggregated data into 
different segments, the network overhead towards processing 
the mined data is potentially controlled. Apart from this, it also 
offers a significant level of mined data availability which is 
also a part of solution towards dense state of traffic. 
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Fig. 3. Process of Data Quality Incorporation. 
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Algorithm for Data Quality 

Input: O1 (transformed data)  

Output: O2 (quality data)  

Start 

1. For i=1: size (O1) 

2. construct T= {T1, T2…., Th} h≤H 

3. create s= {s1, s2……su }|u = h 

4. For j=1: num (αnm) 

5. search (vnm)err 

6. (vnm)corrf2((vnm)err, (vnm+1)) 

7. O2(vnm)corr 

End 

All the split data (T) is now forwarded to the memory 
stream which is an explicit buffer maintained over the cloud 
cluster or edge server where adaptive queue management is 
carried out. The next part of the implementation is to perform 
allocation of this split data with distinct streams. The algorithm 
creates a matrix s which has u number of streams where each 
stream will carry different split of data. In order to perform 
optimization of the network resources, the algorithm considers 
the equivalent value of both u and h (Line-3). This 
consideration prevents the system memory stream in edge 
server to create unnecessary streams of data. This will 
eventually mean that outgoing traffic of s doesn’t offer any 
form of data overhead over the cloud interface prior to storage. 
The algorithm then looks for all the number num of value vnm 
(Line-4) from this stream of data to find if there is presence of 
any values with artifact (Line-5). The study considers that there 
are no artifacts associated with components as all the 
components are stored permanently over cloud. Hence, lesser 
chances of error prone err component information and all the 
errors will be related to values vnm itself. 

The prime contribution of this algorithm is that it constructs 
a function f2(x) which performs statistical calculation in 
following manner. The columns of all the respective values are 
considered which have presence of artifact data followed by 
computation of statistical value (mean) of it. This extracted 
statistical value is now compared with all the columns of 
remaining streams of data (Line-6). Only the highest correlated 
data is extracted and substituted in the target value with prior 
artifacts (Line-7). It will mean that the final steps of this 
algorithm result in substitution of statistically computed data in 
the cell which has priory data with artifacts. Assuming that the 
proposed system works on defined domain of heterogeneous 
data, there are no chances of computed data with higher 
fluctuation or deviation. Therefore, the computation of mean 
value offers faster and reliable substitution of computed data. 
This operation ensures that any incoming data should never 
have any artifacts and in case there are any artifacts than they 
are going to be searched upon by this algorithm and substituted 
with accurate value. Hence, the process eliminates any 
presence of data uncertainty issue and offer inclusion of higher 
quality of data in cost effective manner. 

C. Data Predictive Analysis Phase 

This is the final part of execution which applies machine 
learning mechanism over the quality data O2 obtained from 
prior algorithm implementation. The part of the 
implementation considers the similar distributed scenario 
where the quality data O2 is assumed to be generated in 
distributed manner. The process flow of the proposed system is 
shown in Fig. 4. 

After the data is considered to be distributed i.e., O21, O22. 
. . O2H, it is subjected to dual sequential operation of indexing 
and then sorting. This process is slightly different in contrast to 
conventional deep learning approach where there are 
possibilities of various numbers of features. The essential steps 
of processing of proposed algorithm are as follows: 

O2

O21 O22 O2H. . .
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Fig. 4. Process of Predictive Analysis. 

The proposed system takes the input of the quality data O2 
from the prior algorithm implementation and computes its size 
(Line-1). The process of data aggregation is further carried out 
using a function agg applied over quality data O2 (Line-2). The 
proposed system considers very simple form of feature feat, 
which are indexed data µ and sorted data τ (Line-3). This step 
is uniquely carried out in proposed system. The next step is to 
carry out construction of various fundamental parameters e.g., 
size of input data, number of classes which are length of 
uniquely trained data, weight decay parameter and anticipated 
activation of hidden layers, weight of sparsity penalty term, 
and maximum number of iterations. The proposed system 
makes use of the auto-encoding system, which are subjected to 
training depending upon the fact of replication of input with the 
outcome data. Upon encoding the data, the transformation is 
carried out over the obtained set of features which is actually 
chosen by the auto-encoders itself. This is further used for the 
decoding purpose in consecutive process. Finally, the error is 
computed from the difference obtained from decoded data and 
input data, while this information is further used for 
minimizing the rate of error resulting in predictive outcome. In 
this entire process, the proposed system also adopts the usage 
of the optimization process towards solving non- linear 
unconstrained problems using iterative process. The essential 
steps of the proposed system are as follows: 
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Algorithm for Prediction 

Input: O2 (quality data) 

Output: O3 (predicted value)  

Start 

1. For i=1: size (O2) 

2.  a=agg (O2) = {O21, O22, O23... O2H} 

3. [µ τ] [index (a), sort (a)] 

4. feat [ µ τ] 

5. trf3(feat) 
sc

 

6. O3tr 

End 

The next part of the algorithm implementation is about 
applying a sparse auto encoding mechanism which has many 
numbers of neuron present in hidden layers in contrast to its 
respective input later. However, there is a good possibility of 
allocating of single neuron for one input data. This problem is 
overcome, the proposed system performs frequent switching of 
neurons over varied ranges of iteration. This mechanism allows 
the precise encoding of the features leading to better form of 
predictive analysis. The proposed system furthers carry out a 
unique mechanism of training. It trains the initial layer of the 
sparse auto-encoder with numerical optimization mechanism 
such that presence of any instances related to the non-smooth 
optimization can be considered. This optimization technique 
ensures the presence of zero gradients for all the required 
condition in order to achieve optimized performance. The next 
sparse auto encoder is feed forward mechanism considering the 
trained data, size of input layer, hidden layer. This mechanism 
is nearly equivalent to the single layer perception where the 
number of layers for both input and output are same but it can 
have varied number of hidden layers. The prime agenda in this 
part of operation is to reduce the significant difference between 
the input and output. One of the significant contributions of 
this algorithm is that it can carry out unsupervised form of 
learning mechanism without any form of dependency towards 
indexed data in its input layer in order to carry out learning 
operation. This characteristic of the proposed operation ensures 
that even if the incoming stream of the data is not indexed 
appropriately, then also the proposed system is able to perform 
the encoding operation. The final part of the implementation is 
followed by performing classification of the trained data that 
offers the complete probability of all the classes of indexed 
data. This form of the classification is essentially a binary type 
of the statistical regression that offers a significant precision in 
the process of classification. One of the interesting points of 
proposed algorithm is the generation of elite feature in each 
cycle of training which significantly improves the accuracy 
level. It also offers higher scope of utilization of the 
unstructured educational data and yet maintaining better for of 
predictive performance. By its unique mechanism of training, 
the algorithm also reduces the cost of training operation as 
better results are obtained in reduced number of training cycle. 
Apart from this, the accuracy doesn’t get affected in presence 
of indexed data; however, it is used for further improving the 
classification performance. 

VI. RESULT ANALYSIS 

This section discusses about the outcome obtained after 
implementing the proposed logic in the prior section. The 
proposed study implements a comprehensive mechanism 
which aggregates, organizes, transforms, processes, and 
performs predictive operation over educational big data. This 
section discusses about the strategy adopted for analysis, the 
dataset considered for the result analysis, test case used, and 
discussion of the accomplished results. 

A. Analysis Strategy 

A closer look at the proposed system shows that it carries 
out three sets of sequential operation in order to carry out 
comprehensive analytical operation. However, in order to 
ascertain the effectiveness of the proposed system, there is a 
need of using certain strategy to carry out analysis. The 
proposed system makes use of three essential strategies in 
order to measure the effectiveness of the proposed system. The 
primary strategy of the analysis is to assess all the performance 
parameters with respect to size of the data. There are multiple 
reasons behind this adopted strategy. The first reason is 
associated with the scalability factor of the proposed system. 
By scalability, it will mean that proposed system will 
successfully deliver similar form of optimal services towards 
data analysis. Normally, the capacity of the cloud servers is 
finite in spite of using distributed environment, therefore, 
increasing traffic will have possibility towards overloading the 
task towards this cloud server that could affect the database 
management for heavier and uncertain traffic condition. The 
second reason for assuming size of data is because in 
educational domain, the size of the data is always 
exponentially increasing in shortest span as well as in various 
forms. Therefore, analyzing size of data contributes towards 
effective review of scalability factor of proposed system. The 
secondary strategy of the proposed analysis is carried out for 
comparative analysis of existing approach that is frequently 
used for classification purpose while boosting the analytical 
operation. By comparing with the existing approach of 
analytics, the accomplished outcome can be generalized for the 
effectiveness towards the distributed data mining operation 
associated with educational domain. The tertiary strategy of 
analysis is to perform selection of multiple forms of 
performance parameter over the same test environment along 
with other existing approaches. The proposed system uses data 
transformation time and data transformation accuracy as the 
performance parameters for assessing first algorithm. In order 
to assess the second algorithm, the proposed system uses data 
fusion time and data fusion quality while data prediction time 
and data prediction accuracy is used for assessing the last 
algorithm. Therefore, a comprehensive set of performance 
parameters are used for this purpose. The study outcome is 
assessed and compared with respect open-source distributed 
framework Hadoop, machine learning, and conventional text 
mining approach. All the assessment has been carried out 
considering similar environmental variable in order to obtain 
an unbiased outcome of the proposed system. The efficiency of 
mining operation is assessed using different methods in 
proposed system considering educational dataset. 
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B. Dataset Considered 

The discussion of dataset is quite important in proposed 
system. In order to testify the effectiveness of the proposed 
system, the input data should have certain criteria to fulfill viz. 
i) the input data should be associated with educational domain, 
ii) the input data should be stream of educational data 
originated from distributed systems in institution, iii) the input 
data should have the characteristics of massive size, inclusion 
of artifacts, lesser valuable data. However, availability of such 
form of data is quite difficult. Therefore, the proposed system 
initially reviews the publically available big data in order to 
understand the form and specification of big data. It is found 
that existing big dataset has a finite smaller size and it doesn’t 
possess the 3rd criteria discussed about the suitable input file. 
Therefore, the proposed system chooses to construct a 
synthetic data considering the domain of educational system. 
The dataset considered for the analysis of the proposed system 
has an overall size of 100 GB with 7,500 plain text files 
consisting of specific performance information about 
educational delivery system. 

Table I highlights one set of information among many 
existing within one plain text file. It can be seen that there are 9 
categories involved for one course undertaken and a single 
plain text file can contain many more such course information 
within it. The study assumes that Course ID is a unique number 
which is allocated by the system for every course undertaken 
by the scholar. Hence it is non-repetitive in nature in overall 
dataset considered for assessment. Course Title represents the 
name of the course undertaken by the scholar and it is also 
fixed and non-iterative in nature. It should be noted that every 
Course Title has uniquely allocated Course ID which is non-
iterative. Course Type represents the do- main of the course 
viz. i) social, ii) political, iii) engineering, iv) medical, v) 
literature, etc. Date represents the start point of course while 
Location represents the geographical position of the knowledge 
delivery point of the scholar. This information can be easily 
retrieved from IP address of scholar. The category of Course 
Status is either active or inactive. The flag active will represent 
ongoing course and inactive will represent already delivered 
course. The category Total Episode will represent total number 
of online sessions allocated for specific course. Scholar Name 
is name of the client who has privilege access to this cloud-
based knowledge delivery application and receives training 
from instructor while the category Scholar Feedback is the 
response given by the user for either the ongoing courses or the 
completed course. 

Scripted in MATLAB using normal windows machine, the 
proposed system is analyzed for all the three discrete and 
sequential algorithms in order to measure their level of 
effectiveness. The proposed system is basically an analytical 
model and MATLAB is one of the best tools for this. The 
prime reason to use MATLAB is that it offers simpler 
operation for carrying out extensive evaluation where the focus 
can be purely on the analysis without any concern of tools, 
writing bigger scripts, or dependency of extensive code. The 
first algorithm is assessed with respect to data transformation 
time and accuracy (Fig. 5). The outcome shown in Fig. 5 (a) 
highlights that although transformation time increases with 
increase in data, yet proposed system offers reduced data 

transformation time. The similar trend is also observed in Fig. 
5 (b) where the proposed system is found to offer increased 
data transformation accuracy compared to existing approaches. 
The prime reason behind this is that proposed data 
transformation algorithm is carried out in a smaller number of 
non-iterative steps without offering any dependencies of third 
parties causing faster processing time. Apart from this, the 
proposed system makes use of semantics for the purpose of 
extracting the essential elements of data during mining process 
causing higher accuracy. Such semantics are further user-
defined and can be constructed depending upon the demands 
making the proposed system free from any lexical database 
system. On the other hand, adoption of Hadoop has higher 
dependencies on system requirements and construction of 
higher number of tall arrays in order to deal with increasing 
dimension of dataset. Hence, transformation time evidently 
increases while accuracy decreases in such case. In the case of 
machine learning approach, the approach is extensively 
iterative in its operation as well as there is a dependency on 
training dataset. Finally, all the text mining approaches are 
assessed to find out that they consume more time to perform 
transformation of educational data. Apart from this, there is 
also an increasing dependency on lexical dataset in order to 
extract the logical meaning of the elements within corpus. 

The effectiveness of the second algorithm is assessed and 
outcomes are shown in Fig. 6. The proposed system offers 
highly reduced data fusion time in comparison to existing 
approaches (Fig. 6 (a)). The prime justification for this lowered 
fusion time is that proposed system performs the queuing of 
the incoming traffic in its data node which is capable of 
carrying out distributed stream management. The likability of 
the data and traffic are highly maintained owing to an effective 
indexing policy executed in this part of implementation. This 
causes faster aggregation of data as although the data nodes are 
distributed but they have a good linkage causing an effective 
redundancy management too. At the same time, the proposed 
system also offers increasing data quality without using any 
third party. Hadoop has increasing dependencies on 
constructing arrays in order to save increasing data. It uses too 
many mechanisms for compacting the data which consumes 
time for performing data fusion. Machine learning has 
inclusion of training while text mining approaches has too 
much simplified and often fails to understand the relationship 
among the data especially if the database is of massive and 
uncertain scale. 

TABLE I. DATA SPECIFICATION 

# Categories Character Range Data-Type 

1 Course ID 1-5 Number 

2 Course Title 1-15 String 

3 Course Type 1-15 String 

4 Date 10 Number 

5 Location 1-15 String 

6 Course Status 6/8 String 

7 Total Episodes 1-3 Number 

8 Scholar Name 1-20 String 

9 Scholar Feedback 1-200 String 
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(a) Data Transformation Time. 

 
(b) Data Transformation Accuracy. 

Fig. 5. Outcome for Algorithm of Data Transformation. 

 
(a) Data Fusion Time. 

 
(b) Data Quality Performance. 

Fig. 6. Outcome for Algorithm of Data Quality. 

The proposed system makes use of simplified statistical 
measures in order to offer an improved data quality in much 
reduced number of steps, which is not found in any existing 
approaches (Fig. 6 (b)). Hadoop has the better capability of 
storing and managing large and distributed data; however, they 
don’t offer any form of identification and substitution of 
artifact data by itself. This causes slight increase in data fusion 
time and it takes assistance of zookeeper and other metadata 
management present in its architecture. This is also the reason 
of reduced data quality in Hadoop. Machine learning offer 
nearly equal time of operation for data fusion just like Hadoop, 
but its performance towards data quality depends upon its 
epoch level. Machine learning is capable of offering higher 
accuracy but the accuracy for higher size of data in present 
state is found to be reduced in it. The reason is simplified as the 
activation function in it is incapable of offering higher 
accuracy. On the other hand, text mining approach does not 
offer any form of substitution operation for the artifact 
elements in the corpus. Therefore, the proposed system is 
capable of offering a better form of data quality along with 
replacement of the error-prone data in faster way. 

In order to assess the predictive analysis of the proposed 
system, the processing time as well as accuracy is the 
prominent indicator of its performance. The outcome shown in 
Fig. 7 eventually highlights that proposed system offers better 
predictive performance in contrast to existing approaches. It 
should be noted that the outcome of the predictive analysis is 
also a mined data and this data is essential for the data analyst 
(or stakeholder of the data). The first prominent reason for data 
prediction time is an inclusion of lesser number of iterations 
toward reaching the minimum gradient (Fig. 7 (a)). As the 
proposed system offers an exclusive extraction of sequential 
mined data with progression of each algorithms, therefore, a 
greater number of information is obtained in this process which 
reduces the decision-making time for the proposed system in 
order to make prediction. On the other hand, availability of 
more precise and larger set of filtered information also results 
in higher accuracy in proposed system (Fig. 7 (b))). On the 
other hand, Hadoop doesn’t have extensive capability to carry 
out data prediction and hence it offers extensive time 
processing (Fig. 7 (a)). Hadoop doesn’t address the problems 
associated with data uncertainty although it can offer better 
data transformation scheme for homogeneous data. This 
adversely affects the accuracy score of Hadoop. The machine 
learning scheme is found to offer increased consumption time 
owing to an inclusion of training however, its accuracy is the 
next better score after the proposed system. Text mining 
approach offers simplified mechanism; however, knowledge 
extraction process is quite length process in it resulting in 
higher involvement of prediction time. This also results in 
reduced accuracy. 
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(a) Data Prediction Time 

 
(b) Data Prediction Accuracy. 

Fig. 7. Outcome of Algorithm for Predictive Analysis. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented a framework that is meant to carry 
out comprehensive operation that leads towards an effective 
analytical operation over educational data. The proposed 
system has emphasized over data transformation, data quality 
incorporation, and predictive analytics in educational data. 
Scripted in MATLAB, the study highlights that it is capable of 
better analytical operation in contrast to text mining approach, 
machine learning approach, and Hadoop, which are the most 
used techniques in data analytics over educational domain. Our 
future work will towards optimizing the performance more by 
exploring more approaches towards its implication on real-time 
applications. 
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Abstract—Among software quality attributes “software 

usability” is considered as one of the vital factors in software 

engineering literature. Software usability is the ability for users 

to generally understand, use, and learn a software with ease. Due 

to the importance of usability in software quality, a considerable 

amount of literature is published in the past decade. Few review 

and survey studies are also published to critically review the 

existing literature in the domain. However, there is limited 

research covering systematic mapping study of software 

usability. Mapping studies help in analyzing the general trends 

and research productivity in a research area. To fill this gap, this 

work critically examines the overall research productivity, 

demographics, trends, and challenges of software usability. The 

objective is to classify the current contributions and trends in the 

area of software usability. We retrieved 9,874 research articles 

from six research databases and 62 works are selected as 

primary studies using an evidence-based approach. The result of 

this mapping study shows that software usability is an active 

research area, with a promising number of works published in 

the last decade (2011 - 2020). We identified that the current 

literature spans over multiple article classes of which 

investigative papers, model proposals and evaluation papers are 

the most frequently published article types. We found 

experiments and theoretical validations to be the most common 

validation techniques. In terms of application domains; web, 

software development and mobile applications are the most 

frequent domains where usability studies are conducted. We 

identified that future usability studies should focus more on field 

studies as well as on the usability testing of scientific software 

packages. It will be of importance to consider ethical issues in 
usability testing as well. 

Keywords—Software usability; usability study; systematic 

mapping study; systematic literature review; software engineering 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Based on IEEE Std.610.12, software usability is the user’s 
simplicity in learning to provide inputs and operate a given 
component or system [1]. Although software and system 
usability are considered as non-functional requirements, its 
importance cannot be overstated [2]. Sagar and Saha [3] listed 
six software quality criteria which includes usability as well. 
As modern-day software is evolving to be more complex and 
omnipresent, software usability has become an indispensable 
non-functional requirement for ensuring software quality. 

In the field of software engineering, various studies have 
identified usability issues and its implication on software 
quality [4-6]. As per ISO/IEC 9126, software usability is the 
ability of users to generally understand, use, and learn the 

software with ease. Based on [7], there are five important 
usability attributes, which are learnability, attractiveness, 
understandability, operability, and usability compliance. Thus, 
the definition for software usability differs among different 
standards and researchers [3]. 

In the real world, various application domains have duly 
considered usability engineering as an important area. It is 
widely considered to be a far-reaching research area at large [3] 
and is used in domains such as aerospace [8], computer-based 
medical devices [9], defense[10], mobile devices [11], web 
applications [12] etc. Various research and review studies were 
conducted on software usability [3, 11-21]. However, based on 
our findings from the existing literature, we observed that a 
systematic mapping study (SMS) in this domain is lacking, 
confirming the claim of Bitkina, et al. [9] regarding the absence 
of UX/usability studies. Hence, this SMS is undertaken to fill 
this research gap through the extensive analysis of important 
studies that were published in the last decade (2011-2020). 
Filling this research gap will help researchers and experts 
better understand software usability’s efficiency, effectiveness, 
and development. 

In an effort to fill the research gap and inclusion of 
significant works, this research followed systematic mapping 
methodology. This approach allows the research to capture key 
facts and details from literature using a well-defined process. 
To this end, an SMS protocol composed of search strategy, 
data extraction, selection criteria, and rejection criteria was 
formed. The main objective of this research is to investigate 
factors affecting software usability. Additionally, this 
researched also aimed at classifying the selected studies by 
knowing the existing contributions, research facets conducted, 
validation methods used, evaluation measures utilized, 
application domains, and lastly the overall demographics of the 
literature reviewed. The selected parameters will provide an 
overview of the general trends of the publications as well as the 
evolution of research in the domain of software usability. 

In this study, the main contributions are as follows: 

 A detailed examination and synthesis of key studies on 
software usability. 

 The study reviews primary studies (PS) and identify 
their distinct contributions. 

 The mapping study analyzes the overall research 
productivity, demographics, trends, and challenges in 
software usability. 
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 The research identifies area of research that are least 
addressed and provides directions for future research. 

This research study is divided into six sections. Section II 
presents various aspects of software usability and discusses 
related surveys in the domain of software usability. Section III 
describes the research methodology including research 
questions, data acquisition and processing techniques. Results 
are presented in Section IV. Section V discusses the research 
findings as well as directions for future research, whereas 
threats to validity are discussed in Section VI. Section VII 
concludes the work. 

II. SOFTWARE USABILITY AND RELATED WORK 

This section discusses software usability by reviewing 
articles published in the area. 

A. Software Usability 

Software usability is a key characteristic of software 
quality. As per ISO/IEC 9126, usability is defined as “a set of 
attributes that bear on the effort needed for use, and on the 
individual assessment of such use, by a stated or implied set of 
users” [3, 7]. Based on [7], software quality model is composed 
of six dimensions, which are functionality, portability, 
maintainability, efficiency, usability and reliability. 

However, usability is inconsistently defined in the 
literature, where different standards and researchers have 
distinct definitions. In the following text, some definitions of 
software usability from various standards are outlined. In a 
study by Nielsen, the author defined usability based on five key 
dimensions. These dimensions are efficiency, errors, 
learnability, memorability, and satisfaction [22]. Efficiency 
means that the system should be efficient to be utilized by a 
user. When the system is efficiently utilized, productivity will 
increase. It is also expected that such systems have low error 
rates. Learnability is the ability to understand the system, and a 
good system is expected to have small learning curve. 
Memorability refers to the ability of the system to be easily 
remembered without requiring users to relearn things again. 
Lastly, satisfaction means that the user should feel gratified 
when using the system. Moreover, in the ISO 9241-11, 
usability is defined as the level where a product can be utilized 
by a given user in achieving a specific objective with 
efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction in a defined context 
[23, 24]. 

In software engineering, usability issues in software 
directly or indirectly contribute to software quality problems. 
These problems often cause low efficiency and effectiveness. 
Based on this, users encounter various difficulties when using a 
specific software [25]. Further, the usability issues can also 
lead to low acceptance rate of software applications [26]. 

B. Related Work 

This section summarizes the existing literature in software 
usability and identifies the research gaps. 

Bastien [27] focused on the growing applications of 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) based 
medical devices incorporating human-computer interfaces. The 
author highlighted that usability of these medical devices’ 

hinges on their ease of usability. The author identified 
inspection-, user- and model-based evaluations as standard 
industry approaches for validating usability. The work 
considered various scenarios and provided directions for 
further research in usability testing for mobile applications. 
Usability testing can be performed in a number of manners 
such as questionnaires, interviews, automated testing etc. Sure 
[21] considered questionnaire as a method for usability testing 
where information about usability, user satisfaction, 
expectations, software behavior and other related information 
is collected using a set of questions. The author identified 
thirteen questionnaires from literature. The analysis of the 
questionnaires revealed that ‘satisfaction’ is the most common 
factor that is measured by the majority of the questionnaires. 

Esmeria and Seva [18] presented a survey of works in 
relation to the usability of the websites. The authors argued that 
the process of usability testing should result in a usability index 
that can describe the usability of a website. A drawback of the 
work is the lack of rigor in selection of data sources. The 
authors relied on Science Direct and ACM Digital Library only 
and no specific query string was mentioned. Sagar and Saha [3] 
conducted a review of the software usability and reached to a 
variety of conclusions. The authors identified that so far 
researchers have not been able to unanimously agree on 
usability models. Further, the work highlighted efficiency, 
effectiveness, satisfaction, and learnability as standard 
measures used by a majority of the usability models. In terms 
of usability evaluation methods, questionnaires, usability 
testing and heuristic evaluations are the leading mechanisms. 

Maramba et al. [28] conducted a systematic review of 
usability testing of e-health applications. The authors observed 
that although there is an exponential increase in the 
development and subsequence deployment of e-health 
applications, very few of these applications have published 
their usability evaluation results. The work further highlighted 
that questionnaire has been the de-facto method for usability 
analysis and argued that more qualitative and automated 
methods must be used in usability evaluation. Key limitations 
of the work include the limited time frame for the selection of 
potential works (April 2014 – October 2017) and the scope of 
the work which is limited to e-health applications only. 
Weichbroth [29] used Scopus as data source to conduct a 
systematic literature review of usability aspects of mobile 
applications. The author identified 790 relevant documents 
spanning 2001 to 2018. It was observed that the usability 
definition as given in ISO 9241-11 is used by majority of the 
works. The work identified 75 attributes associated with the 
usability of mobile applications and identified efficiency, 
satisfaction and effectiveness as most important considerations 
as indicated in the literature. Memorability, cognitive load and 
errors are identified as least considered attributes. Like 
Maramba, et al. [28], and Weichbroth [29] observed that 
controlled observations and surveys are mostly used in 
usability studies and suggested the use of eye-tracking, 
thinking loud, and interviews to be used in the future usability 
studies. Besides these studies, other important works include 
Coursaris and Kim [30], Harrison, et al. [31], and Quiñones 
and Rusu [32]. 
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF THE SELECTED SURVEYS 

S. No 
Study and 

Year 
Selected Databases Keywords 

No. of 

Selected 

Articles 

Limitations 

1 
Harrison, et al. 

[31] (2013) 

ACM Digital Library, Google 

Scholar, IEEE Xplore 

Mobile application evaluations, 

mobile application usability 

evaluations, usability of mobile 

applications 

131 

Narrow scope focusing on mobile 

applications only 

Unavailability of 6% of the selected 

papers 

2 
Sure [21] 

(2014) 
ACM Digital Library, Inspec 

Usability, Questionnaire, 

Reliability, Validity 
35 

Generic query terms 

Use of Inspec and ACM Digital library 

for literature search 

Limited scope focusing on questionnaires 

for a usability study 

3 

Esmeria and 

Seva [18] 

(2017) 

ACM Digital Library, 

ScienceDirect 

Website usability evaluation, 

measures of web usability 
42 

Lack of rigor in selection of data sources 

Reliance on ACM Digital Library and 

Science Direct only 

4 

Quiñones and 

Rusu [32] 

(2017). 

ACM Digital Library, Science 

Direct, IEEE Xplore, Springer 

Link, Scopus, Google Scholar 

Usability heuristic(s), 

methodology, heuristic 

evaluation, formal process, 

usability design 

73 Focused on usability heuristics only 

5 
Maramba, et al. 

[28] (2019) 

ACM Digital Library, 

CINAHL, IEEE Xplore, 

Medline / PubMed. 

eHealth, mHealth, usability 133 

Limited focus on e-health applications 

only 

Very short time frame selection 

6 
Weichbroth 

[29] (2020) 
Scopus Usability, mobile applications 66 

A narrow focus on mobile applications 

Use of single source for data collection 

Table I presents a summary of the selected related works. 
Note that some works such as Bastien [27] and Coursaris and 
Kim [30] are not included in the table as these works did not 
use the standard methodology for conducting systematic 
literature review. 

Despite the usefulness of these studies, none of the 
highlighted studies in this section conducted a systematic 
mapping study for software usability. Most papers study 
selection process is also arbitrary with no rigor or repeatability. 
Hence, we observed that there is no study in the software 
usability that categorize and analyze existing research with 
respect to their research facets, contribution facets, publication 
forums/trends, citation impacts, and so on. Thus, the aim of 
this research is to fill these gaps in the field. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Systematic mapping studies (SMS) are conducted to 
provide a general overview of a research area by systematically 
classifying the existing works and identify the contributions of 
researchers in the area of study. The studies (SMS) largely 
explore current literature to examine the reporting of areas, 
publication frequency, research trends, and publication venues 
where the primary studies are published [33, 34]. There are 
many shared characteristics between a systematic literature 
review (SLR) and systematic mapping studies. Some of the 
characteristics are the use of evidence-based searching and 
study selection procedures. However, SMS has a distinct 
objective from SLR and took a different approach to data 
analysis. SMS is primarily aimed at mapping and structuring 
an area of study. Hence, in this study, the SMS follows the 
general guidelines suggested by Petersen, et al. [34] and 
Kitchenham and Brereton [35]. Consequently, this study 
follows the pathway of similar studies that adopt these 
guidelines [36-38]. Fig. 1 outlines the process for our study. 

 

Fig. 1. The Systematic Mapping Process. 

As depicted in Fig. 1, the SMS process comprises of five 
distinct stages. The initial stage is to define key research 
questions (RQs). In stage two, the search process is conducted 
by specifying the search terms for retrieving the primary 
studies (PS). In the third and fourth stages, the retrieved studies 
are screened to remove unnecessary and irrelevant studies. 
Lastly, the data extraction is conducted, and the systematic 
maps of the study are created. These stages are defined in the 
following text. 

A. Research Questions 

In this section, the research questions (RQs) of the study 
are presented with respect to our main research objective. The 
main objective of this SMS is to classify the selected studies by 
knowing the existing contributions, research facets, validation 
methods, evaluation measures, application domains, and the 
overall demographics of the selected studies. The key question 
of this SMS is “what is the state-of-the-art in software usability 
studies?”. Based on the objective of the work, the key question 
is divided into six distinct RQs as presented in Table II. 

B. Data Sources 

A SMS heavily relies on the selected Primary Studies (PS). 
To achieve a good mapping, it is vital that the process of 
selecting the PS is conducted carefully. The literature on 
software usability was collected from 2011 to 2020. Six data 
sources were selected for our literature search. The data 
sources include ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, Google 
Scholar, Science Direct, SpringerLink, and Taylor and Francis. 
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It is important to mention that the selected sources include 
most the publications in the area of usability. Scopus could not 
be included as the author was unable to obtain access to the 
restricted (subscription based) database of Scopus. However, 
the selected six sources for data retrieval are broad and 
comprehensive enough to provide coverage to most of the 
reputable publications’ outlets. In addition, the selected sources 
are used in other studies such as Esmeria and Seva [18] and 
Maramba, et al. [28]. Table III highlights the data sources with 
respect to the studies identified in our initial result search. The 
initial search resulted in 9,874 studies, out of which 62 studies 
were shortlisted based selection criteria covered in Section 3.D. 

TABLE II. THE DEFINED RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

RQ# Research Question Motivation 

RQ1 
What are the demographic 

characteristics of the PS? 

To identify publication trend, 

publication forums and citation 

impact of the primary studies. 

RQ2 
What contribution facets have 

the primary studies provided? 

To identify the contribution 

facets (model, method, 

investigation, and so on). 

RQ3 

What are the research types 

(facet) focused on by the 

primary studies in the domain? 

To ascertain the research facets 

(evaluation research, solution 

proposal, and so on) in the area 

of study. 

RQ4 

What validation methods are 

generally utilized for software 

usability evaluation? 

To identify various software 

usability evaluation methods. 

RQ5 
What are the various application 

domains for usability? 

To investigate the domains of 

application for usability. 

RQ6 
What are the evaluation 

measures used by the PS? 

To identify the evaluation 

measures used by the selected 

studies. 

TABLE III. STUDIES IDENTIFIED IN EACH DATA SOURCES 

Data Source Initial Results of 

Search 

Final Selected 

Studies ID Name 

D1 IEEE Xplore 729 18 

D2 Science Direct 1,208 15 

D3 Taylor and Francis 76 12 

D4 ACM 957 7 

D5 SpringerLink 467 5 

D6 Google Scholar 6,437 5 

Total 9,874 62 

C. Search Terms 

We performed automatic searches to retrieve important 
studies from our selected data sources. This is achieved using 
our search string or terms developed based on the guidelines of 
Petersen, et al. [34]. Basically, a search string is a composition 
of characters used by a researcher to identify the most relevant 
set of documents from a data source. Therefore, selecting the 
right search string is imperative because the outcome is 
connected to the information given by the data source. Hence, 
the selection of right terms requires careful attention to ensure 
important studies are not missed in the mapping process. In 

doing so, a generic search string was formulated to work on all 
the data sources. The search string is outlined as follows. 

((Software usability AND Usability models) OR (Usability 
metrics)) 

It is important to point out that the search term is relatively 
generic to ensure that maximum results are obtained. A 
carefully crafted inclusion and exclusion criterion is then 
applied to shortlist the publications for further study. After 
execution of the search terms on respective data sources, the 
resultant publications obtained from each of the data source are 
reflected in Table III. A total of 9,874 publications were 
retrieved. Note that the search query was executed to collect 
the raw data from 19 November 2020 to 25 December 2020. 

D. Inclusion and Exclusion Criterion 

When the search results utilizing the articulated search 
string are acquired, we anticipated that works that are not 
important to the objective of this SMS study can also be 
retrieved. If so happens, we cautiously designed a clear 
inclusion and exclusion criteria that will be used on the 
retrieved studies to eliminate those that are not in-line with the 
objective of the paper. The inclusion-exclusion criteria for this 
study are outlined as follows; 

Inclusion Criteria: 

 Include studies on software usability 

 Include studies that were published in the past 10 
years (2011 - 2020) 

 Include only peer-reviewed studies 

Exclusion Criteria: 

 Exclude survey and review studies 

 Short Papers 

 Editorials 

 Summaries of keynotes 

 Exclude the studies that are not on software 
usability 

 Exclude the studies that are not written in English 

After a careful implementation of inclusion and exclusion 
criterion, and thorough manual analysis including removal of 
duplicates, we identified 62 primary studies for further 
analysis. 

E. Extraction of Data 

To extract data from each of the 62 primary studies for 
answering the formulated RQs, a systematic data extraction 
method has to be clearly defined. We created a form to extract 
important data from the 62 identified articles for this study. 
The author as well as the two volunteers filled out the form for 
each of the 62 selected papers. For each publication, title, 
publication venue, research type, contributions, validation 
method, publication year, evaluation measures and application 
domain were recorded. 
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F. Classification Scheme 

We followed Petersen, et al. [34] to develop the 
classification scheme for this study. The 62 final selected 
studies were examined by their titles, abstracts, keywords, 
research contributions, theoretical models, and general 
demographics. These studies were comprehensively studied for 
a thorough understanding of various characteristics of the 
classification. The first step is to classify the PS into the 
contributions made by various researchers. These contributions 
are investigative study, evaluation study, model, framework, 
application, scheme, method, usability concepts, usability 
principles, approach, and system. We further extended the 
classification to identify the research facets. These facets are 
experience papers, evaluation research, solution proposals, and 
validation research. These classifications are standard and in 
line with the existing literature for conducting a mapping study 
[34, 38]. Subsequently, further classifications of the PS were 
done with respect to the validation methods used to validate 
software usability, evaluation measures, application domains, 
and the selected studies general demographic characteristics. 

IV. RESULTS 

This section covers the results of the research. The RQs 
formulated are all answered by critically analyzing the PS 
studies. Table IV presents the PS for this study. For the sake of 
brevity, only research article IDs is provided. For mapping 
between IDs and research articles description, the reader is 
referred to Appendix A. 

TABLE IV. OVERVIEW OF SELECTED STUDIES 

PS 

Paper 

ID 

Year of 

Publication 

Publication 

Channel 

Citation 

Count 
Contribution 

B1 2020 IEEE 2 Approach 

B2 2017 ACM 5 Model 

B3 2017 ACM 2 Model 

B4 2019 ACM 0 Evaluation 

B5 2020 Springer 1 Evaluation 

B6 2019 Springer 1 Metrics 

B7 2017 IEEE 4 Evaluation 

B8 2017 IEEE 1 Evaluation 

B9 2017 IEEE 3 Investigation 

B10 2018 ACM 2 Investigation 

B11 2018 IEEE 0 Investigation 

B12 2018 IEEE 1 Method 

B13 2016 Taylor and Francis 13 
Usability 

concepts 

B14 2015 Taylor and Francis 62 Investigation 

B15 2016 Taylor and Francis 10 Investigation 

B16 2016 Taylor and Francis 3 Evaluation 

B17 2015 Taylor and Francis 42 Investigation 

B18 2011 Elsevier 92 Investigation 

B19 2013 Taylor and Francis 78 
Usability 

principles 

B20 2016 Taylor and Francis 2 Investigation 

B21 2012 Elsevier 284 Investigation 

B22 2013 IEEE 78 
Usability 

guidelines 

B23 2011 Elsevier 74 Evaluation 

B24 2012 Elsevier 75 Investigation 

B25 2013 Elsevier 63 Investigation 

B26 2011 ACM 17 Model 

B27 2020 IEEE 0 Evaluation 

B28 2020 IEEE 1 Investigation 

B29 2011 Independent 60 Investigation 

B30 2013 Springer 23 Evaluation 

B31 2016 Springer 103 Evaluation 

B32 2014 Independent 113 Evaluation 

B33 2019 IEEE 1 Evaluation 

B34 2019 IEEE 0 Investigation 

B35 2018 IEEE 0 Model 

B36 2018 IEEE 1 Investigation 

B37 2019 IEEE 1 Model 

B38 2013 Elsevier 66 Framework 

B39 2019 IEEE 4 System 

B40 2014 Elsevier 24 Scheme 

B41 2020 IEEE 0 Investigation 

B42 2015 Independent 1 Approach 

B43 2019 IEEE 0 Investigation 

B44 2014 Elsevier 34 Evaluation 

B45 2015 Taylor and Francis 4 Investigation 

B46 2015 Taylor and Francis 118 Evaluation 

B47 2012 Elsevier 25 Application 

B48 2015 Elsevier 20 Model 

B49 2012 Taylor and Francis 83 Evaluation 

B50 2013 Springer 12 Evaluation 

B51 2012 ACM 20 Investigation 

B52 2013 Taylor and Francis 14 Investigation 

B53 2013 IEEE 1 Model 

B54 2011 ACM 8 Evaluation 

B55 2013 Taylor and Francis 33 Evaluation 

B56 2015 Elsevier 15 Application 

B57 2013 Independent 3 Model 

B58 2015 Elsevier 29 Investigation 

B59 2013 Elsevier 8 Investigation 

B60 2015 Elsevier 21 Approach 

B61 2013 Elsevier 47 Evaluation 

B62 2011 Independent 1 Investigation 

A. RQ1. What are the Demographics Characteristics of the 

PS? 

In answering this RQ, the primary studies were analyzed 
critically with the purpose of answering the RQ. Three aspects 
of the PS were analyzed including publication trend, 
publication forums, and citation impact. 
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Publication trend: From 2011 to 2020, 62 studies were 
retrieved from the data sources. In Fig. 2, the year-wise 
publications in the domain of software usability are graphically 
presented. We observed that in 2013 and 2015, more studies 
were published with 12 and 9 studies, which are the most 
active years in the research domain. 2019 was also moderately 
active, with 7 studies. In general, even though the number of 
studies is linear, the research output continues to stabilize with 
stable yearly publication. 

 

Fig. 2. Publication Trend Per Year. 

Publication forums: This SMS study covered 20 different 
journals, 19 different conference proceedings, and 1 
symposium and workshop each, respectively (see Appendix 
B). 39 papers are published in journals, 21 in conferences and 
one study each in workshop and symposium. From the 
analysis, we found that the International Journal of Human-
Computer Interaction and the International Journal of Human-
Computer Studies were the venues that contribute the most 
with 7 and 6 publications respectively followed by Journal of 
Systems and Software and Behavior and Information 
Technology with 4 and 2 publications each. 

Citation impact: In Table V, the number of citations for the 
top 10 most cited papers is presented. We obtained the citation 
count of each paper from Google Scholar. Hence, the citation 
count may or will change at any point in time. In general, from 
our PS, we found four papers that have more than 100 citations 
each, which are Lee and Kozar [39], Kortum and Sorber [40], 
Mirkovic, et al. [41], and Maitama, et al. [36]. The total 
number of citations from the PS was 1809 as presented in 
Table IV. Therefore, the average number of citations per paper 
is 29.17. 

B. RQ2. What Contribution Facets have the PS Provided? 

To answer the RQ, we conducted a thorough analysis of the 
selected PS. Based on the analysis, we found 13 key 
contributions. These contributions are summarized in Fig. 3. 
The most significant contributions are Investigation (23 
papers), Evaluation (18 papers), and Model (8 papers). 37% of 
the PS conducted an investigative study on software usability, 
followed by evaluation (29%), and model (13%), respectively. 
The rest of the contributions have less than 5% coverage. From 
our analysis, we observed that majority of the studies 
conducted an investigation into usability of existing web 
applications (B6, B15, B8, B38) or usability evaluation models 
(B37, B57, B53). Other studies focused more on proposing 
new models to help in facilitating or understanding key factors 
that facilitate or hinder usability of software or web 
application. 

TABLE V. TOP CITED PAPERS 

PS 

Paper 

ID 

Paper Title Citation Year 

B21 

Understanding of website usability: 

Specifying and measuring constructs and 

their relationships 

284 2012 

B46 
Measuring the usability of mobile 

applications for phones and tablets 
118 2015 

B32 

Supporting cancer patients in illness 

management: usability evaluation of a 

mobile app 

113 2014 

B31 
Usability evaluation of mobile applications 

using ISO 9241 and ISO 25062 standards 
103 2016 

B18 
Reliability, validity, and sensitivity of a 

single-item measure of online store usability 
92 2011 

B49 

A comparison of usability evaluation 

methods for evaluating e-commerce 

websites 

83 2012 

B19 
Usability principles for augmented reality 

applications in a smartphone environment 
78 2013 

B22 Usability through software design 78 2013 

B23 
Aesthetics and usability of in-vehicle 

navigation displays 
74 2011 

B24 
How do usability professionals construe 

usability? 
75 2012 

 

Fig. 3. Contributions by the Selected Studies. 

Generally, we observed that a majority of the studies are 
not tailored to solution proposals, rather, they are focused on 
understanding software usability and ways to understand the 
factors that hinders users’ acceptability and understandability 
of a software system. Despite the fact that software usability is 
not a recent research area, we observed that both investigative 
studies and evaluation studies are gaining attention from the 
researchers in this domain. This trend should be tailored into 
the proposition of new ways (in terms of framework, method, 
models, and so on) to help solve the usability issue in software 
engineering rather than just investigations and general 
evaluations. However, this is understandable because usability 
issues need to be understood using investigative and evaluation 
approaches. 
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Fig. 4. Mapping of the Yearly Distribution of the Identified Contributions. 

Fig. 4 shows the contributions on yearly basis. We 
observed that in 2018, no evaluation study was conducted. We 
further observed that from 2011 onward, research output is 
consistent and predictable. However, contributions such as 
framework, usability principles, usability guidelines, metric, 
system, usability concepts, method, scheme, and approach have 
received less attention in the field of study. 

C. RQ3. What are the Research Types (Facet) Focused by the 

PS in the Domain? 

From the PS, we identified four key research facets. These 
research facets are experience paper, evaluation research, 
solution proposal, and validation research. Experience papers 
are intended to give an explanation of how issues are handled 
in practice. Hence, it is generally the personal experience of the 
authors conducting the work. An example of the experience 
paper is Komiyama, et al. [42] where the authors attempted to 
obtain the developers point of view on the usability of intensive 
software system. Solution proposal seeks to provide new and 
novel solutions to an established problem in a research domain. 
The example of a solution proposal is Diaz, et al. [43]. In their 
work, the authors proposed a new usability metrics for e-
commerce website. Evaluation research is conducted to 
understand how a method is implemented in practice. An 
example of evaluation research is the work of Al-Maani and 
Salameh [44]. Validation research papers present a novel 
proposal that is not fully implemented in practice. Examples of 
validation research are Störrle [45], and Christophersen and 
Konradt [46]. 

From our analysis, as presented in Table VI, we found that 
most of the studies conducted Evaluation research with 33% of 
the PS. Furthermore, experience paper constitutes 29% of the 
total publications, followed by solution proposal with 24%, and 
validation research with 13%. The analysis shows that there is 
an urgent need for more solution proposals and research to 
validate the proposed proposals. Fig. 5 depicts the map for the 
identified research facets in correspondence to the validation 
methods. We observe that more experience papers are needed 
in this research domain to understand users’ perspective with 
respect to usability issues. 

D. RQ4. What Validation Methods are Generally Utilized for 

Software Usability Evaluation? 

Validation methods are key to evaluating one’s work in any 
scientific work. In answering this RQ, we identify eight 

validation methods utilized by the respective PS. These 
methods are experiment (22 studies), theoretical validation 
(10), case study (5), questionnaire (3), interview (3), interview 
and questionnaire (2), simulation (2), and field study (1). We 
observed that experiment and theoretical validation are the 
most used approaches by the PS in this domain. In Table VII, 
the identified validation methods with respect to the studies 
that used them are highlighted. 

TABLE VI. RESEARCH FACETS 

Research Facet Studies No. of Studies % 

Evaluation 

Research 

B3, B40, B52, B54, B50, 

B61, B57, B16, B44, B7, 

B45, B32, B55, B2, B23, 

B30, B31, B33, B38, B46, 

B49 

21 33% 

Experience Paper 

B5, B36, B41, B15, B43, 

B58, B59, B4, B29, B9, 

B24, B11, B14, B17, B20, 

B34, B51, B62 

18 29% 

Solution Proposal 

B6, B37, B48, B19, B42, 

B26, B39, B53, B1, B12, 

B13, B22, B47, B56, B60 

15 24% 

Validation 

Research 

B10, B18, B21, B25, B27, 

B28, B8, B35 
8 13% 

 

Fig. 5. Map for Research Facets against Validation Methods. 

TABLE VII. VALIDATION METHODS 

Research Facet Studies No. of Studies 

Experiment 

B46, B22, B60, B1, B30, B31, B21, 

B9, B10, B18, B29, B25, B56, B47, 

B2, B33, B4, B23, B49, B12, B13, 

B38 

22 

Not clearly 

defined 

B57, B53, B26, B35, B61, B50, 

B51, B17, B11, B62, B34, B20, 

B14, B39 

14 

Theoretical 

Validation 

B19, B42, B41, B36, B52, B3, B40, 

B27, B5, B54 
10 

Case Study B59, B45, B58, B37, B7 5 

Questionnaire B15, B44, B16 3 

Interview B24, B8, B32 3 

Interview and 

Questionnaire 
B6, B28 2 

Simulation B48, B55 2 

Field Study B43 1 
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E. RQ5. What are the Various Application Domains for 

Usability? 

In answering this RQ, we identified six application 
domains in the research area, which are web (17 studies), 
software development (16), mobile (8), industry and research 
(6), navigation (3), and robotics (1). We identified 11 studies 
that have no well-defined domain. Web is the most considered 
domain with 27% of the PS, followed by software development 
(25%). Table VIII presents the application domains in the 
research area. 

TABLE VIII. APPLICATION DOMAINS 

Application Domain Studies No. of Studies 

Web 

B6, B15, B8, B55, B37, B7, 

B30, B21, B18, B29, B56, B2, 

B49, B13, B38, B3, B61 

17 

Software 

Development 

B43, B44, B22, B60, B10, B42, 

B41, B40, B27, B54, B53, B26, 

B51, B11, B34, B14 

16 

No Clear Domain 

Identified 

B45, B58, B48, B24, B28, B12, 

B36, B57, B35, B50, B62 
11 

Mobile 
B32, B46, B1, B31, B47, B33, 

B19, B52 
8 

Industry & Research B16, B9, B4, B5, B17, B20 6 

Navigation B59, B25, B23 3 

Robotics B39 1 

F. RQ6. What are the Evaluation Measures used by the PS? 

With respect to evaluation metrics, we observed that most 
of the studies (16) used usability as a metric. This is followed 
by effectiveness (4 studies) and learnability (4 studies). This 
research observed that some studies did not clearly identified 
the evaluation metric that were utilized by the research. This 
observation is quite alarming, because almost of the primary 
studies have no well-defined evaluation measures in their 
studies. Hence, this need to be address and more work need to 
clarify or use an evaluation metric for their study. 

V. DISCUSSION 

The discussion in this section comprises of two facets. 
Firstly, the main findings of the study are summarized and 
presented clearly. It is followed by highlighting areas in 
usability that have not received considerable attention from the 
researchers. 

From 2011 - 2020, the research in software usability is 
generally stable. Most of the PS are published in journals (39), 
followed by conferences (21), workshop and symposium (1 
each). We found that International Journal of Human-
Computer Interaction and the International Journal of Human-
Computer Studies are the venues that contributed the most with 
7 and 6 publications, respectively. With respect to contribution 
facets, multiple key contributions were identified. 37% of the 
PS conducted an investigative study on software usability, 
followed by evaluation with 29% of the PS, and model with 
13%, respectively. 

From our analysis, we observed that majority of the studies 
focused on usability testing of existing web applications (such 

as B6, B15, B8, B38) or usability evaluation models (such as 
B37, B57, B53). Other studies focused on proposing new 
models to help in understanding key factors that facilitate or 
hinder usability of software or web application. We observed 
that a majority of the studies are not tailored to solution 
proposals, rather, they are anchored in the direction of 
understanding software usability and ways to understand the 
factors that hinders users’ acceptability and understandability 
of a software system. 

From the PS, we identified four key research facets which 
are evaluation papers (33%), experience papers (29%), solution 
proposal (24%), and validation research (13%). We also 
identified eight validation methods utilized by the respective 
PS. These methods are experiment with 22 studies, followed by 
theoretical validation (10), case study (5), questionnaire (3), 
interview (3), interview and questionnaire (2), simulation (2), 
and field study (1). The research also identified three major 
evaluation metrics for evaluating proposals, which are used in 
this area. These metrics are usability, effectiveness and 
learnability. The proposals have been evaluated using a 
combination of metrics and sub-metrics as well. Some of the 
primary studies did not use any evaluation measure for 
validation. Hence, this needs to be addressed. 

From our study, we observed that although a significant 
research is conducted to improve the usability of the software 
applications, there are still a number of research directions that 
needed to explore in more detail. For instance, when evaluating 
usability of software, majority of the works relied on closed 
experiments, questionnaires and surveys. It is recommended 
that future studies should focus more on field studies where an 
application usability is evaluated in real world conditions. Field 
studies are more beneficial as these are conducted by the end 
users in real operational environment resulting in identification 
of problems that might be overshadowed in laboratory-based 
tests. However, conducting the field-based study can be 
expensive both in terms of time and monetary value. An 
important aspect of software testing is the reproducibility of the 
errors/bugs. It is important to consider reproducibility of 
usability testing as a dimension in usability metrics. 

Usability testing are used in a variety of domain such as 
aviation [47, 48], banking [49], bioinformatics [20] and 
medicine [28]. One area that is neglected by the researcher is 
the usability of software used by the scientific community. 
Most of the software applications developed for the use of 
scientific community are either command line or has poor user 
interfaces and faces numerous usability challenges. It will be 
important to consider usability testing of the scientific software 
and design a set of standard guidelines. 

Ethics is an important aspect of software engineering 
process [50], however ethics in usability testing has received 
the least consideration by the researcher. It will be of interest to 
examine compliance of various ethical guidelines in usability 
testing. The ethical dimension of the usability testing is more 
important when considering the applications in domains such 
as health and finance. 

Although considerable efforts are devoted in the literature 
to investigate the usability of mobile applications, we could not 
find any studies that focused on the cross-platform usability of 
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various mobile applications. Generally, mobile applications are 
developed for different platforms (notably android and iOS). It 
will be helpful to investigate how the usability of mobile 
applications varies across different platforms. 

In the recent past machine learning applications have seen 
widespread use in various domains [51, 52]. However, there is 
limited work to evaluate the usability aspect of machine 
learning applications [53]. As the machine learning 
applications are adopted for more widespread use, it is 
recommended to conduct usability testing of these applications. 
Although, open source software has gained traction and 
acceptance, there is little work to assess the usability of such 
systems [54]. It will be important to assess the usability of open 
source software systems. 

VI. THREAT TO VALIDITY 

After the rigorous analysis of the primary studies, this 
section discusses some identified issues that can be regarded as 
threat to validity. These limitations are discussed as follows. 

Selection bias can be regarded as an external threat to the 
validity of our study. With respect to selection bias, even 
though the selected data sources were thoroughly searched by 
the author, there is a possibility that some important studies 
might be missed. To reduce this bias, this study employs 
inclusion and exclusion criteria for the selection of quality 
papers. The study is conducted by a single author which might 
result in selection bias. In order to mitigate the effect of the 
personal selection bias, two volunteer researchers oversaw the 
process and provided the feedback on the selection of final 
research papers for the study. Therefore, the threat level of 
personal selection bias is mitigated. 

Conclusion validity is minimized by drawing all the 
relationships and conclusions from the literature based on the 
search query and then analyzing them using statistics such as 
citation count, classification into various sub-fields etc. 
Publication bias was mitigated by searching six important data 
sources. We also employed forward and backward snowballing 
techniques to make sure that all relevant studies related to 
software usability is identified, properly vetted and considered. 

With respect to misclassification, some primary studies 
showed a limited information. Hence, some information was 
inferred while other where classified as “Nil” during the 
classification process. Hence, the inadequacy of information 
during classification may result in bias. In such a situation, the 
general methodology of a given study is carefully considered 
including the experimental setup to infer other classification 
entities. Therefore, this threat is mitigated to a certain level. 

The selection of keywords can be regarded as threat of 
construct validity. We selected generalized keywords to 
identify a larger set of research papers in our domain from the 
various databases. Although it helped in reducing the 
probability of missing a relevant article, it has resulted in a 
large number of hits. In order to ensure that only relevant 
papers are selected for the study, a careful approach involving 
two volunteers as well as a carefully crafted approach is 
employed ensuring selection of relevant papers for the study. 

Finally, the data was retrieved from the six selected data 
sources from 19 November 2020 to 25 December 2020. 
Therefore, if the same search query is executed at any later 
stage, different results might be obtained. Likewise, the citation 
count can be different as well as the research articles might 
have accrued more citations since 25th December 2020. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This work presented a mapping study that analyzed 
research work from 2011 to 2020 in the domain of software 
usability. From an initial pool of 9,874 papers, 62 papers were 
carefully selected based on our inclusion/exclusion criterion. 
This study examined the existing contributions, research facets, 
evaluation measures, validation methods, application domains, 
demographics, publication trends, and publication forums in 
the research domain. With respect to contributions, 
investigative studies and evaluation studies are the two most 
common approaches. We identified four key research facets, 
which are experience paper, solution proposal, evaluation 
research, and validation research. We also identified eight 
validation methods utilized by the respective PS. Usability, 
effectiveness and learnability are found to be the common 
evaluation metrics. Rather alarmingly, some of the primary 
studies have no clear evaluation metrics defined. Hence, this 
need to be address and more work need to clarify or use an 
evaluation metric for their study. 

In conclusion, the aim of this mapping study was to allow 
researchers and experts to have a clear understanding of the 
general research productivity, trends and demographics that 
shaped the research domain of software usability. This work 
will help in highlighting potential opportunities for both new 
and experienced researchers to conduct more works with the 
aim of improving the research domain. 
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Abstract—With the evolution of wireless communication 

technologies (i.e., 4G/5G), the explosion of multimedia 

transmission of content sharing has become an integral part of 

users' daily lives. It expects further growth in Quality of Service 

(QoS) and Quality-of-Experience (QoE) performance. Therefore, 

multimedia service providers are developing new technologies to 

offer higher video streaming quality content along with video 

compression standards, which is highly demanded by the 

receivers. Thus, inventing precise and efficient quality-based 

media transmission protocol will significantly help to improve the 

multimedia QoS over wireless networks. This comprehensive 

research study discusses standard research work progress in 

multimedia transmission protocol for wireless communication 

networks. It also investigates the limitations of such literature 

found some challenging factors that play a significant role in 

managing the superior signal quality for digital or video content 

transmission over heavy traffic conditions. The final section 

provides a briefing on crucial open research issues to develop a 

multimedia transmission model that can seamlessly communicate 

multimedia content irrespective of adverse traffic conditions. 

Keywords—Multimedia transmission; video encoding; 

multimedia streaming; quality of service; quality of experience; 

video compression standards 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The evolution of media communication systems (i.e., 4G 
and 5G) has led to increased digital services and applications, 
such as IPTV, social networking, video conferencing, 
multimedia games, educational digital presentation, etc. These 
multimedia applications are becoming an integral part of our 
daily lives and are provisioned to grow exponentially. Various 
multimedia service providers, e.g., subway system [1], 
chroma-keying [2], 2D and 3D animation industries, etc., are 
discovering differing technologies to offer a higher quality of 
experience, which end users are progressively insisting. In the 
current scenario, almost all users having/utilizing smart 
devices for multi-purpose like generating data, 
communicating, or sharing information from person to person 
or device to device anywhere and anytime. Most of the users 
spending time viewing and sharing multimedia content from 
the internet. At present, viewing video content over the 
internet is almost free for public users. It is also studied that 
there will be a phenomenon increase in user base for using 
multimedia streamed contents over the internet [3]. Apart 

from this, it is also figured out that it reaches up to 80% by 
2020. In the future, most of the multimedia access traffic will 
be transmitted wirelessly. Nowadays, video transmission has 
become common for all internet users. 

Despite the increasing growth of advanced technologies, 
the audio-video transmission process suffers from 
impairments by lossy transmission and source encoding over 
the network channels, thereby degrading the quality of 
multimedia content [4]. For example, the user may receive a 
sample video file that may group different quality ranges due 
to rendering errors or another transmission. However, other 
technologies and network standards have been developed that 
facilitate a high communication range among digital devices. 
Such standard networks are; IEEE 802.15 WPAN [5], IEEE 
802.11 WLAN [6], IEEE 802.16 WMAN [7], and 4G 
telecommunication networks [8]. The high-speed network 
availability and video transmission with high speed and 
minimum cost provide a new era for video communication 
that has not been implemented over the past decades. Video 
communication technology dominates the high traffic over the 
wireless networks and is envisioned for multiple applications. 
The deployment of high-standard networks like 3G and 4G 
and advancements in intelligent device development had led to 
the massive demand for digital media transmission over 
wireless channels. The increasing requirement for multimedia 
content creates challenges for all digital media streaming 
systems, such as wireless network service providers [9], 
content providers, and mobile device makers. 

The mobile network service providers and content 
providers strive to enhance their services while adopting 
advanced technologies—for example, improving processing 
power and high-quality displays. Ultimately, the common goal 
of all service providers is to improve the quality of experience 
(i.e., QoE) for end-users. The objective of QoE is t evaluate 
the video streaming quality by end-users. It can be assessed 
in-display smoothness, streaming bit-rate, video quality range 
like PSNR, etc. Therefore, in [10], the authors provided a 
comprehensive survey study on existing video transmission 
methods and offered a research direction towards defining 
high QoE and new transmission methods for 3D video 
streaming. Video streaming or video transmission over 
wireless channels remains challenging, for example, signal 
interference between nodes, unreliable quality due to multi-
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path fading, and dynamicity in connectivity. Routing problems 
always influence the end-to-end QoS of video applications; an 
example is finding an optimal route that could help for video 
transmission with high quality. The conventional routing 
protocols rely on packet delay and packet loss metrics to 
achieve the high perceived video quality. The case study 
shows that multiple techniques exist to address the routing 
issues for real-time video transmission over wireless networks 
to enhance the quality of video at the end user. The practical 
use of these theoretical results of existing studies offers better 
guidelines toward formulating new studies for better QoS and 
QoE performance in routing strategies. 

Therefore, most research was carried out on developing 
optimal routing for video transmission in wireless networks, 
mainly focused on network-oriented QoS (i.e., delay, 
throughput, and packet loss) and less concentrated on 
application-oriented QoS perceived video quality. Thus, the 
present survey study overviews different challenges in 
designing a multimedia transmission protocol to improve the 
signal quality in heavy traffic over wireless networks. From 
the prior research study, it can be observed that very little 
research has been done towards multimedia compression, 
which does not have an explicit module of wireless networks 
and its associated problems. The transmission protocols 
designed to date seriously lack multi-level optimization, 
showing that the existing algorithms can provide a one-way 
solution and cannot go beyond that. Since multimedia 
transmission protocols play a significant role in delivering the 
requirements of WSN applications, there is less work done 
that needs to extend the conventional real-time 
communication systems. Multimedia transmission protocols 
must be upgraded to be suitable for wireless environments. 
The significant challenge in implementing multimedia 
transmission protocol involves real-time data streaming over 
wireless networks with high QoS. Another challenging task is 
the compression technique, where a slight increment in the 
compression level causes data quality to decrease. Hence, the 
present study's contribution presents the relevant prior 
research study towards multimedia transmission protocol over 
wireless channels that have been recently introduced. Also, 
investigate such literature's limitations and find some 
challenging factors that play a significant role in managing the 
superior signal quality for digital or video content 
transmission over heavy traffic conditions. With the increasing 
usage of streaming-based services over various commercial 
applications for different causes, a smoother streaming 
experience is needed. This streaming is eventually carried out 
using different variants of the wireless network. Adoption of 
wireless network offers cost-effective utilization towards the 
user, but it also introduces various challenges. There are 
multiple archives of research-based solutions for dealing with 
the difficulties in data transmission over a wireless network. 
However, the challenges still exist, and there is yet evolving 
research work. 

Hence, the biggest problem is a snapshot of the existing 
transmission methods for multimedia contents over a wireless 
network. Therefore, this manuscript contributes towards more 
detailed insight into the strength and weaknesses of existing 
multimedia transmission in a wireless network. The overall 

organization of the current manuscript is as follows; Section II 
briefs about multimedia transmission standards. Section III 
discusses different researchers who have introduced various 
theoretical and implementation research studies. Section IV 
presents the other multimedia transmission protocols that help 
improve QoS in the streaming process concerning 
compression standards. Section V reviews current research 
challenges found from existing studies. Finally, in the last 
Section VI, the summary of the study is presented in the form 
of a conclusion. 

II. MULTIMEDIA TRANSMISSION PROTOCOLS 

The multimedia transmission means forwarding data 
packets that usually consist of audio, video, or audio-visual 
streaming. Multimedia transmission is the fundamental 
process for sending media content to mobile users. The 
scalable transmission process will need efficient and robust 
routing protocols which provide high-quality output video 
content. Therefore, effective and scalable video streaming 
protocols intend to transmit multimedia content through the 
internet while enabling users to access it without completing 
the transmission process. Generally, all video transmission 
protocols preferred a transport layer where transmission 
occurs via live video streaming. The functionality of the 
transmission protocol is to offer real-time, sequential, less 
packet loss, low delay, minimum energy consumption for 
video/digital data streaming. This section discusses the most 
common and frequently adopted multimedia transmission 
protocol. 

 Real-Time Messaging Protocol (RTMP): RTMP is best 
and significantly utilized for media streaming 
technology in all listed transmission protocols. 
Macromedia developed RTMP to stream digital data 
over the internet. It is a TCP-based protocol that 
provides low latency communication with a persistent 
connection. It contains multiple features such as; it is 
very flexible and enables audio, video, audio-visual 
streaming, even text content in several formats to 
various devices. Another significant feature is the 
multiplatform transmission protocol; users can access 
the media content using any platform (i.e., Android, 
Mac, Windows, etc.). 

 Nevertheless, one of the drawbacks of this protocol is 
that users need to consider it before selecting it for 
video streaming activities. RTMP is an old protocol 
and well-proof multimedia streaming technology that 
has been adopted for years now. The Flash-Player 
helps in viewing media streams via RTMP, which is 
very famous and utilized over the globe [11]. 

 Real-time Transport / Control Protocol (RTP/RTCP): A 
transport layer protocol built on UDP enables real-time 
multimedia content transport. It may be exploited for 
single-way transport services like video on demand and 
internet telecalls. One of the features of RTP is closely 
associated with RTCP, which performs at the session 
layer of the ISO model. It offers feedback for the 
quality of content distribution. RTP is mainly designed 
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to utilized UDP/IP protocols at the transport layer. 
Both RTP & RTCP are compressed in UDP/IP packets. 

 Real-time Streaming Protocol (RTSP): Primarily, 
RTSP is utilized to control real-time media streaming 
applications such as HD-video streaming. It is a 
network control protocol that establishes 
communication sessions among the endpoints. This 
protocol uses TCP protocol to balance the end-to-end 
session, and RTP is utilized to deliver the media 
content over the UDP. Additionally, RTSP protocol 
may interact with HTTP server such that hand over 
devices is specified among the media and web server. 
This makes, as, the delivered file content to be 
requested via HTTP or RTSP. "VOCAL" optimized 
software is utilized for media transmission, which 
supports RTSP protocol [12]. 

 HTTP Streaming: In the current multimedia streaming 
technique, HTTP streaming is the new trend that 
supports adaptive bit rates. Specifically, HTTP plus 
TCP/IP protocol is designed for reliable transmission 
to maintain the transmission flow. APPLE's company 
developed HTTP streaming for IOS, and it does not 
apply to other products, i.e., it supports only Apple's 
products [13]. 

 Adobe HTTP Dynamic Streaming (AHDS): AHDS is a 
proprietary solution for real-time on-demand streaming 
of high-quality content. It mainly operates on HTTP. 
Like RTMP protocol, AHDS is associated with flash. 
However, unlike RTP, AHDS utilizes an adaptive bit-
rate mechanism to transfer the MP4 media files over 
HTTP servers. Additionally, it supports encrypted files 
and can be used for HD quality video content delivery 
up to 1080 pixels with a 6MBps bit rate. It also 
supports different compression algorithms, for 
example, H.264, VP6, AAC, and MP3 video [14]. 

 Microsoft Smooth Streaming (MSS): Microsoft 
invented it in 2008 to develop silver light architecture 
[15]. It was primarily utilized to deliver the on-demand 
video clips of the 2008 Olympics. The MSS 
technology can optimize the media playback by 
switching real-time video quality. Now, this 
technology goes beyond, and it can be utilized to reach 
different types of devices/clients like as browsing with 
Xbox, Silver light, Apple devices, TV set-top boxes, 
etc. typical example is the Xfinity TV application for 
iPhone, which has been operated on top of MSS and 
transmits media content to IOS devices. MSS is 
generally utilized for television and premium media 
content delivery. MSS can also host on Apache web 
server and support advanced operations like rewind, 
fast-forward, etc. 

 Shout-Cast: It is one of the popular technologies which 
delivers broadcast streaming. Shoutcast utilizes its 
protocols, and it was developed by Nullsoft and named 
ICY; at present, Ultravox is using for ShoutCast-2. 
This protocol can operate over either UDP or TCP. The 
major drawback of this protocol is only applicable for 
broadcasting, not for on-demand video delivery. 

 Moving Picture Expert Group-DASH: (MPEG-DASH): 
Generally, MPEG was developed for multimedia 
streaming with multiple standards, i.e., MPEG-2, 
MPEG-4, and MPEG-7. The dynamic adaptive 
streaming standard over HTTP is the MPEG-DASH, 
which can solve media delivery problems to several 
devices with a unified standard [16]. 

Above discussed, all multimedia protocols have different 
methods and formats as well as unique features. Therefore, a 
dynamic supportable protocol must be needed to deliver or 
receive media content from servers to users. However, all 
these standard protocols can provide multimedia content over 
wireless channels. Apart from this, there are some recent 
studies carried out in this direction. The study presented by Li 
et al. [17] has implemented a parallel coding scheme to 
improve multimedia transmission considering turbo coding. 
Reinforcement learning is another scheme that offers better 
video transmission performance considering a case study of 
the internet of things, as seen in the analysis of Xiao et al. 
[18]. Ta et al. [19] have developed a cooperation scheme of 
image transmission considering sensor networks as a wireless 
medium. Huang et al. [20] have presented a Q-Learning 
scheme over the cognitive network for improving multimedia 
transmission. Liu et al. [21] have used the beamforming 
approach for enhancing multimedia transmission in 5G, 
harnessing the potential of the relay network. The following 
section discusses existing strategies for multimedia 
transmission over different variants of the wireless network. 

III. EXISTING APPROACHES 

Different theoretical and implementation research studies 
have been introduced by other researchers that achieved 
multimedia transmission over other network technologies. 
Therefore, this section discusses relevant research studies on 
multimedia transmission protocols in wireless networks. At 
present, various wireless protocols are claimed to offer the 
quality of service for multimedia transmission. Table I 
highlights this comparative analysis of these standards. 

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE OF SOME EXISTING 

STANDARDS 

 H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 

[22] Delay No Yes No No 

[23] Delay Limited No Limited No 

[24] Delay No Yes Yes Yes 

[25] Delay Yes Yes Yes Yes 

[26] Delay No Yes Yes Yes 

H1: QoS Metric, H2: Energy-Aware, H3: Location-aware, H4: Scalability, and H5: Service differentiation 
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At present, most online users are widely utilizing 
multimedia content for various reasons to ensure public and 
personal services. The multimedia content is transferred or 
distributed over different networks, i.e., ranging from classical 
wireless networks to IoT (Internet of Things). However, the 
deployment of the network has multiple reasons: ensuring 
high QoS and QoE with minimum latency reduction specific 
to traffic concerns. To tackle this challenging task, Bennis et 
al. [27] introduced a cross-layer protocol that handles the 
video transmission procession over WSN's. The proposed 
approach also cooperated with the application layer to frame 
an aware strategy for queuing policy that solves the various 
functions (i.e., enqueuing, dequeuing) to optimum latency 
reduction and enhances the video streaming quality. Asha and 
Mahadevan [28] adopted the exact cross-layer mechanism, 
which addressed QoS challenges in mobile networks for 
multimedia applications. To enhance the QoS for the mobile 
web, the authors proposed a combined approach that improves 
the network lifetime. This represents three objectives; network 
modeling, threshold-based packet transmission, and queuing 
model on physical-layer, which support the QoS. 

Current cloud computing environment, multimedia 
transmission via IoT technology presents lots of challenges to 
nodes' diversity. Said et al. [29] explored adaptive real-time 
transport and control protocols over IoT environments. The 
experimental study considered the heterogeneous network for 
transmission, threshold value, and various multimedia sources. 
The primary intention was to split the scalable multimedia 
sessions into multiple sessions with network status awareness. 
The proposed technique can decrease network overload under 
critical traffic conditions. Also advantageous for an end-to-end 
delay, minimum packet loss, and energy consumption. 
Another research study by Huang et al. [30] focused on the 
concept of improving QoE over multimedia IoTs for network 
users. First, the author introduced a Quality-of-Experience 
(QoE) optimization mechanism for multimedia IoTs that 
leverages the data fusion technique. Initially, the proposed 
method involves two core phases; the data fusion model builds 
a QoE mapping among the un-controllable streaming data 
with controllable network system data. Then, another 
automatic QoE optimization model was designed to 
automatically adjust the network systems and achieve higher 
optimization results. 

Multiple approaches have been proposed which ensures 
the energy trade-off for network performance [31][32]. 
However, the routing challenge has been considered a 
significant problem and needs to resolve to support future 
communication technologies. Therefore, in the context of 
work carried out by Khernane et al. [31], who have addressed 
the different routing problems based on a routing matrix. As a 
solution, a single selective routing protocol has been 
introduced. The solution strategy allows the end-to-end 
routing for each video sensor without any path discovery. 
Therefore, it is named as a change of dynamic network 
topology. 

Another challengeable issue in the transmission process is 
the security because voluminous data content is quite 
impossible by conventional methods to encrypt the video 
content fully. Almasalha et al. [32] presented a scalable model 

for securing multimedia content on low energized mobile 
devices. The proposed technique is mainly applicable to the 
compressed video stream and will not require any decoding. 
The system encrypts 3% of packet load and offers equivalent 
security by doing bit-stream encryption. This phenomenon has 
experimented on laptops, desktops, notebooks, and mobile 
phones. Canovas et al. [33] have proposed a multimedia 
distribution system that delivers the video streams over the IP 
network. The proposed mechanism adopted a heuristic 
decision method and a probabilistic distribution system that 
provides the media streams among the service providers. 
Clients can upload and download the media files. The 
proposed approach takes into account energy conservation as 
well as enhances the QoE of end-users. However, the wireless 
multimedia transmission process contains multiple constraints 
and faces several problems: bit rate, storage problem, power 
consumption, bandwidth, and processing rate. Hassan et al. 
[34] explored an advanced multimedia compression technique 
that lacks such challenges, i.e., H.264 has been developed 
jointly with MPEG. The proposed compression standard offers 
multiple tunable parameters which tailor the video encoding 
operation as per the provisions. Additionally, the proposed 
framework to resolve the multi-objective problems achieved 
relevant results in bit-rate improvement, power consumption, 
and quality enhancement in multimedia content. 

Due to wireless sensor technology's advanced 
improvement, sensor nodes can perform multimedia data 
processing, but the significant challenge is the real-time 
routing system over wireless multimedia networks [35]. 
Therefore, Ahmed et al. [35] introduced a real-time routing 
protocol for video streaming over next-generation wireless 
multimedia sensor networks. This study elaborates an 
algorithm to accomplish adaptive traffic shaping for video 
streaming. It exploits a multi-route forwarding approach with 
dynamic cost computation for a section of the next node. The 
author mainly focused on video streaming and real-time 
routing. Majeed et al. [36] have provided a comprehensive 
survey study on several problems in the art of information-
centric networking systems and discussed respective 
architectures and literature concerning multimedia streaming. 

Additionally, a roadmap is provided on the research 
community studying in a similar domain. Huang et al. [30] 
introduced analytical modeling for multimedia data flow 
scheduling systems over SDNs (software-defined networks). 
This study author presented a hybrid data flow scheduling 
system by integrating priority-based queuing packets and 
offering QoS for multimedia applications in SDN. Several 
researchers provided different multimedia transmission 
methods. Some of them addressed multimedia transmission 
over VANETs. For example, Xu et al. [37] have explored an 
information-centric networking model that delivers 
multimedia content over mobile vehicular networks. The 
proposed mechanism implements two significant factors, data 
mobility, and provider supply-demand balance. They also 
formulated an optimized mixed-integer programming module 
that is cost-effective concerning QoS multimedia. In another 
research study, author Moussaoui et al. [38] have adopted 
VANETs technology to implement cost-free and efficient 
multimedia content sharing among the two vehicles and their 
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passengers. In this study, the authors proposed an improved 
cross-layer protocol that deals with routing challenges over 
VANETs. Yang et al. [39] have presented a movie 
recommendation model based on user scores. From the 
viewpoint of the movie formulation system, the level of access 
control & media security are analyzed, along with cloud 
storage security architecture was implemented. The primary 
objective is to ensure the safety of multimedia content during 
the data transmission process. Dien et al. [40] have presented 
cross-layer architecture to implement a security-based routing 
protocol for multimedia transmission on the wireless sensor 
network. The primary focus was on energy consumption 
during packet transmission and path scheduling. The authors 
concluded that the proposed framework is suitable for 
enhancing real-time video quality and prolonging the network 
performance from the implementation results. 

Rapid advancement in wireless technology infrastructure 
and smart devices, video streaming like cloud gaming, live 
sports watching, YouTube video uploading and downloading, 
etc., has dominated the harmful applications over the web. 
With the increasing rate in emerging multimedia applications, 
providing a better quality of video services (e.g., YouTube and 
many more) provides multimedia streaming up to sixty frames 
in a second. Therefore, Wu et al. [41] mainly focused on real-
time video transmission problems on mobile devices like the 
example video conferencing or calls, video games, etc. hence, 
nowadays, it is becoming a highly challenging issue for the 
service providers to provide and ensures about high-quality 
content delivery as well as high-quality video streaming. For 
that purpose, the authors proposed a frame scheduling and 
error resilience model for mobile devices over heterogeneous 
wireless networks. Hameed et al. [42] have introduced an 
energy-efficient video quality prediction model for wireless 
communications. The entire work mainly consists of two 
components: real-time video quality with low complexity. 
Another is the content and energy-aware model to balance the 
video quality during packet transmission over the network. 
The authors showed that the proposed prediction model 
achieves ~ 90% accuracy, and as compared to conventional 
techniques, the proposed communication model reduces the 
network overhead by 41%. With the growth of new generation 
networks and communication technologies, video services are 
becoming pervasive for large-scale heterogeneous wireless 
networks. More and more uploading, downloading, and 
accessing video information with the help of various devices 
(PCs, tablets, smart TVs, smartphones, etc.) is becoming very 
common for all users. Offering heterogeneity with QoE, which 

supports a wide range of multiple multimedia devices, is 
crucial and challenging to broadcast the video over new 
generation wireless networks. Chen et al. [43] have reviewed 
different existing video broadcasting technologies and founds 
present requirements ranging from homogeneous to 
heterogeneous transmission network technologies. Also 
presented is a typical modeling approach for video 
broadcasting with large-scale heterogeneous network support 
that enables QoE, joint coding, cross-layer transmission, 
optimal and dynamic adaptation to enhances the receiving 
quality of heterogeneous devices. 

One of the challenging factors for digital media 
transmission over multimedia WSN is the spectrum scarcity 
with high radio interference in the current digital world. In 
that context, Bradai et al. [44] proposed a solution mechanism 
for multimedia transmission over multimedia WSNs which 
exploit radio interferences for spectrum scarcity and clustering 
method for energy efficiency. Also highlighted significant 
issues and challenges of multimedia WSNs, i.e., high 
bandwidth requirements, energy efficiency, QoS, data 
processing cross-layer routing issues, and compressing 
techniques. On the other hand, Gur [45] has mainly focused on 
QoE and QoS requirements over multimedia applications or 
services deployed over mobile networks. Also defined the 
network performance parameters utilized to balance the 
service performance like; throughput, latency, packet loss, 
reliability, and availability. Han et al. [46] have investigated 
the new concept of a fast directional hand-off mechanism that 
helps to enhance or improves the quality of multimedia over 
WSN. Also introduced is a lightweight retransmission 
protocol that reduces the packet loss on WiFi without 
generating any acknowledgment. The proposed mechanisms 
can be applied on android based smart devices, and their 
performance has been evaluated in the indoor wireless LAN 
environment. The experiment results demonstrated that the 
proposed mechanism balances the seamless quality for video 
streaming under hand-off operation. Some studies have 
analyzed the challenges facing multimedia transmission in the 
IoT environment. Alvie et al. [47] have introduced a novel of 
the internet of multimedia things where smart multimedia 
devices can cooperate and interact with each other and 
connect with the internet to provide multimedia-based services 
to global users. Jiang and Meng [48] have designed an IoT-
based multimedia platform that improves real-time multimedia 
transmission protocol quality. The following Table II 
highlights a summary of the existing multimedia transmission 
techniques that different authors have proposed. 
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TABLE II. SUMMARY OF THE PRIOR RESEARCH STUDY TOWARDS MULTIMEDIA TRANSMISSION TECHNIQUES 

Author Problem Technique Application  Performance 

Bennis,[27] 
To ensure better QoE with Low 

latency for multimedia transmission 
Cross-layer scheme 

Enhance the video quality and 

reliability 

Bit-rate, delay, and 

packet loss rate. 

Asha et al.[28] 
Improve the QoS for mobile 
applications 

Channel modeling  

Able to select the transmission 

channel through the threshold. 

Less resource utilization 

Throughput, bandwidth, 
delay 

Said et al. [29] 
Multimedia Transmission over IoT 
environment 

RTP/RTCP protocols 
End to end delay, minimum 
energy consumption 

Delay jitter, packet loss, 
throughput. 

Huang et al. [30]  Increase QoE in multimedia IoT Machine learning 

Optimize the QoE by adjusting 

network parameters, automatic 

bandwidth allocation 

Comparative analysis 
with different topologies  

Khernane et al. [31] To improve network performance Video encoding method 
It consumes less amount energy 
and increases the network 

lifetime 

Energy cost, network 
lifetime. 

 

Almasalha et al. 

[32] 

Secure media streaming technique 

for low energized mobile nodes 

Selective encryption method, 

RTP protocol 

It is suitable for laptop, desktop, 

tablet, and Nokia N-series 
platform 

Speed and streaming rate 

Canovas et al.[33] 

To ensure high quality of experience 

for IP multimedia with minimum 

resource allocation 

Heuristic and probability 
distribution model  

Can upload multimedia files 
with high speed 

Delay jitter, packet loss, 
and energy consumption 

Hassan et al.[34] 
To achieve a high bit rate for H.264 
encoding 

joint parameter cost-function 
Maintain good video quality 
with low energy consumption 

Bit-rate, PSNR, 
processing delay 

Ahmad et al. [35] 
Real-time data routing for media 
streaming 

Dynamic routing mechanism for 
wireless multimedia applications 

The packet can switch from 

single path to multi-path, 

balance the traffic load 

Limited bandwidth, 

minimum processing 

power 

Majeeb et al. [36] 
Multicast delivery, security, QoS, 

and mobility 

Information-centric networking 

mechanism 
Multimedia streaming 

Comparative analysis 

with existing methods. 

Xu et al. [37] 

Provide high-quality media 

streaming with a minimum cost of 
mobile vehicular networks 

Information-centric networking 

mechanism 

Reduce the economic cost, 

caching enhancement, and less 
resource utilization 

Delay, jitter, QoE, 

playback continuity. 

Moussaoui et al. 
[38] 

Multimedia Data Dissemination 
over VANET's 

Cross-Layer technique 

Maintain the road traffic, 

mitigate traffic congestion and 

reduce air pollution 

Decrease the packet 
control overhead. 

Yang et al. [39] 
To ensure multimedia security and 
access control 

Hybrid cloud 
storage security model 

Mitigates the attacks 
Downloading time Vs. 
user request 

Din et al. [40] 
To improve the QoS for multimedia 

applications 

Cross-layer approach, packet, and 

route scheduling algorithm 

Can improve the network 

lifetime through packet 
scheduling 

Loss ratio Vs. Lost 

frames, Energy usage per 
nodes 

Wu et al. [41]  
To achieve high-quality video 

frames via mobile devices  
Frame scheduling approach 

Can reduce the intraframe 
probability, outperformance 

w.r.t video transmission 

End to end delay Vs. 

overdue frames  

Hameed et al. [42] 
Maintain the video quality with 

good QoE 

Decision tree-based QoE support 

model 

Predict the high quality of real-

time video content with 
minimum complexity  

Prediction accuracy 
about ¬ 90%, 

Network overhead by an 

average of 41% 

Chen et al. [43] 
Large video streaming with QoE 
over large-scale heterogeneous 

networks 

Video broadcasting method, 

experimental analysis  

Can improve the QoE of 

heterogeneous devices 

PSNR, PSPNR, and 

SSIM 

Bradri et al. [44]  

Multimedia 

Transmission in an urban area using 

wireless multimedia sensor network 

Cognitive radio spectrum 

technique, the clustering 

approach 

Perform high video quality, 

minor transmission delay, less 

frame loss ratio 

PSNR Vs. several 

channels and several 

media sources. 

Gur et al. [45]  Multimedia transmission over WSN Theoretical analysis real-time communications 
Comparative study 
between existing 

methods 

Han et al. [46] 
To provide high-quality services 

with minimum packet loss. 

Hand-off mechanism, the 

retransmission protocol 

Minimizes the packet loss ratio 

using WiFi, implemented over 
Android platform applications 

The rate of packet loss 

during the hand-off 
process 

Alvie et al. [47] 
Multimedia streaming over IoT 
environment  

Theoretical approach 

Heterogeneous intelligent 

devices can interact and 

cooperate 

NA 

Jiang et al. [48] 
Real-time multimedia streaming 

over IoT 

Efficient communication protocol 

(i.e., UDP & TCP) is called 
control over UDP. 

Rate control and retransmission 
The result was calculated 

in terms of PSNR. 
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IV. MULTIMEDIA COMPRESSION STANDARDS 

Multimedia compression is a technique that transmits the 
media content over a wired or wireless channel by encoding 
digital video content. The compression for media content 
transmission offers multiple benefits like fewer storage 
requirements and minimum bandwidth requirements. The 
compression technique typically involves deletion of 
information not considered critical to viewing the video 
content and a good video codec technique that provides 
multiple benefits mentioned above: without significant 
degradation in the visual content experience, post-
compression, and without requiring significant hardware 
overhead achieve the compression. Even within a particular 
video compression technique, different levels of compression 
standards can be applied. Hence, the more aggressive 
compression, high storage space and transmission bandwidth 
efficiency, and the higher computing power required. 
However, ISO/IEC and ITU-T are the influential international 
organizations that classified the multimedia compression 
standards into two major categories; i.e., ISO/IEC includes 
MPEG standards like MPEG-1, 2, 3, 4, MPEG-4(AVC), and 
Motion-JPEG [49]. At the same time, ITU-T has H.26x series 
standards, viz. H.261, H.263, H.264, and H.265 (HEVC) [50]. 

Most video retailers utilize few standard compression 
techniques (i.e., M-JPEG, MPEG-4, and H.264). However, 
such standards techniques are mainly relevant to video 
compression since video can be used for several purposes, 
such as video surveillance. Therefore, this section has briefly 
discussed work in state of the art in standard video 
compression techniques. Additionally, Fig. 1 illustrates the 
media transmission process at a different layer of the IOS 
model. Motion-JPEG: M-JPEG is a digital video sequence that 
contains a series of JPEG images. An image in the video file 
has equal quality determined from the compression level 
selected for the video encoder. The high compression level 
lowers the video file size as well as quality. Some image files 
require more bandwidth and memory during the compression 
process since the file size is more significant. Thus, to prevent 
more storage and bandwidth requirements, video retailers 
allow the users to set up the file size range for the image 
frame. The higher quality video content requires additional 
bandwidth and more storage for file transmission. The 
mezzanine image compression technique reduces the file 
transmission capacity and provides higher resolution with 
high-quality video content [51]. 

Additionally, the authors introduced a term called JPEG-
XS which addressed the requirement for interoperable video 
over IP. In another research study, Willeme et al. [52] adopted 
a similar approach to JPEG-XS for image buffer compression. 
The proposed research aims to reduce the frame buffers' 
bandwidth and make HEVC more reliable for energy-aware 
applications. 

Moving Pictures Experts Group (i.e., MPEG) is the 
traditional video compression technique that can compress the 
media contents like images and audio and combine both files. 
Several MPEG compression standards are currently available, 
i.e., MPEG-1, 2, 3, and MPEG-4. All MPEG versions have 
their features concerning the data rates variation. For example 

MPEG-1 intended for intermediate data-rates (i.e. 1.5 
Mbit/sec), whereas MPEG-4 intended for very less data rates 
(i.e. <64 KB/sec). The study of Hameed et al. [53] has 
introduced a decision-tree-based media quality prediction 
model using the MPEG-4 compression standard. This 
technique extracts frames from the compressed bit-streams 
and predicts the video quality based on resultant features. The 
proposed model provides high video quality content with low 
complexity. 

Meanwhile, Seethram et al. [54] investigated a scheduling 
algorithm to deliver a multimedia stream from the server to 
mobile users. Also introduced is an epoch-by-epoch model 
which allocates the transmission slots for video streaming. 
The experimental results were validated by applying the 
MPEG-4 compression technique and trace the wireless 
channel. 

3G mobile video services were widely based on MPEG-4 
and H.263 compression standards. Still, from the recent 
advancement in wireless transmission technology, almost all 
video service providers exclusively utilize the H.264 media 
transmission technique, providing a better video streaming 
quality. Thus, nowadays, all mobile operators are widely 
exploiting efficient video streaming applications for 
multimedia broadcasting. Several researchers have introduced 
multiple approaches that intended the different features with 
different H.264/AVC compression standards. For example, 
Hassan et al. [55] have introduced advanced video 
compression techniques (i.e., improved H.264) to overcome 
wireless networks' bit rate overhead challenge. Authors 
developed video compression standards jointly, i.e., 
H.264/MPEG-4, which reduces the cost function and 
maintains good video quality without performing 
compression. Many researchers developed the H.264/AVC 
compression technique [56]-[59] to reduce and delete the 
redundant media content such that compressed video files can 
be successfully transmitted over the wireless network. 
However, the significant challenge of any technique is to 
reduce the content size and provide high visual quality without 
any packet loss. Therefore, Chang et al. [56] presented a 
multi-pooling control access scheme that ensures low latency 
during the transmission of video frames and reduces 
transmission overhead. At the same time, Wu et al. [57] 
presented a video frame scheduling mechanism that reduces 
the total distortion. The result performance can be evaluated in 
terms of analyzing video PSNR values. 

Source Node

Application

MPEG-4 Frame Type

Network Path Scheduling 

Data Link Quene  Scheduling 

Physical

Sink Node

Video Quality 
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Recommended Video Encoding 
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Fig. 1. Multimedia Transmission Process at different Layers. 
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V. RESEARCH GAP 

Despite continuous progress and usage of multimedia 
content quality assessment, some challenges are addressed to 
some extent. Therefore, this section has discussed some 
significant research challenges in multimedia transmission 
over wireless networks. 

 Media specific QoE demands: Generally, a multimedia 
file contains different types of media with other 
characteristics. For example, real-time video streaming, 
i.e., video, audio, or audio-visual, is delay-sensitive 
and error-resilient. On the other hand, non-real-time 
media files, i.e., web data, have minor delays but need 
an end-to-end transmission. Hence, due to the 
scalability in multimedia encoding technologies, 
different media content is essential for their users QoE. 
At present, there is no generalized scheme to offer 
benchmarked QoE for multimedia transmission over a 
wireless network. 

 The trade-off between improvements in the physical 
layer and network technologies: Due to the greater 
demand for higher quality multimedia content, there is 
a provision to improve the network efficiency with 
available bandwidth. In this context, the role of media 
compression remains of core importance, ensuring that 
media transmission at a particular layer with 
appropriate quality while staying compatible with 
available bandwidth over the transmission channel. 
Furthermore, in the context of the growing requirement 
of multimedia streaming at higher QoS and QoE, there 
is a provision to introduce a transformational 
mechanism to solve the media compression problems 
and perform well beyond the conventional coding 
standards. Hence, more advancement in network 
technologies and lower supportability by its physical 
medium are translated. This demands more 
computational modeling. 

 Less Efficient network coding for successful 
transmission: The massive requirement for multimedia 
streaming from the receiver devices to wireless 
channels faces multiple difficulties in which the 
bandwidth demand is limited. The efficient network 
coding allows the content transmitted over the network 
to be improved compared to conventional routing 
systems. However, there are several theoretical 
approaches have been introduced to assess the network 
capacity. For example, Zhang et al. [60] presented a 
physical layer network coding scheme for wireless 
transmission intending to improve the network 
performance with a high degree of freedom for media 
transmission. However, implementing a physical 
network coding system faces multiple practical 
problems that need to be solved, such as bandwidth 
issues, spectral efficiency, etc. 

 High Media Content Loss Rate and Bit Error Rate: In 
wired transmission, there are more chances of content 
loss caused by the congestion of intermediator nodes. 
Meanwhile, wireless networks have a high bit error 
rate owing to multi-path fading and interference. The 

increasing packet loss rate or content loss and the bit 
error rate can directly affect media quality. Hence, 
there is a need to discover a reliable routing protocol to 
improve media quality with minimum loss. 

 Energy Consumption Rate: As compared with fixed 
devices, there is good battery life in mobile devices. 
Usually, maintaining a media quality with minimum 
power consumption, i.e., transmitting and processing 
media content on mobile devices, are conflicting tasks. 
These trade-offs are valid, especially for wireless 
networks, i.e., wireless multimedia sensor networks. 
From the viewpoint of media coding, generating high-
quality multimedia content usually consumes high 
power processing. Meanwhile, from the perspective of 
network performance, interference and multi-path 
fading require high transmission energy. So that, there 
is a need to design a reliable network that performs 
multimedia transmission with a minimum power 
consumption rate. 

 Inadequacies of transport layer protocols performance: 
The existing transport layer protocol analyzes the 
primary reason behind the packet loss: congestion and 
unusual delay in the network. These two factors, i.e., 
packet loss and delay rate, affect the transmission 
process and media quality. However, in the wireless 
communication system, packet loss may occur due to 
network errors. Therefore, a QoS and transmission 
viewpoint should focus on designing a reliable 
transport protocol because the transmission process 
mainly occurs at the transport layer. 

 Heterogeneity between the receivers and networks: The 
end-user is in the multimedia transmission process is 
quite different in QoS requirements, latency reduction, 
power consumption, processing capabilities, bandwidth 
demand, etc. Additionally, multimedia may deliver to 
varying networks with non-similar characteristics (i.e., 
delay, jitter, reliability, many more) and MAC 
(medium access control) mechanism. 

 Lack of performance in the video compression 
standard: Existing multimedia transmission standards 
do not emphasize the signal quality, and the techniques 
lack a decision mechanism to perform compression. 
Moreover, existing methods do not ensure the 
perceptual quality of the multimedia framework to 
support higher pixel resolution. Although used more 
frequently in current times, HEVC is a new protocol; 
currently, no standard and potential studies exist in 
literature archival to further improve it. Very few 
works were found to adopt HEVC on a wireless mobile 
networking platform to check the efficiency of the 
HEVC algorithm and its potential to mitigate the 
loading impact of a dynamic traffic system (especially 
in a wireless environment). 

Discussion: Apart from the points mentioned above, 
Table III highlights the contribution of the proposed survey 
work with some of the existing survey work. It is seen that 
existing review papers do not possess discussion of the 
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research gap. At the same time, their emphasis is particular, 
while the proposed study intends to offer a clear discussion 
about research challenges and contributes towards a simplified 
debate on the strength/weaknesses of related work. 

TABLE III. COMPARISON WITH EXISTING REVIEW WORK 

 Research Gap Emphasis 

Proposed Manuscript Yes 
Strength & weakness of 

existing schemes 

Pal et al. [61] No Application 

Wang et al. [62] No Mobile internet 

Barakabitze et al. [63] No Quality of experience 

The review findings show that multiple aspects can be 
classified into two parts, viz. i) standard protocol for wireless 
transmission and ii) research-based protocol for wireless 
transmission. There is a significant trade-off between this two. 
The first standard methods are meant for the theoretical 
formulation of transmission, while the second research part is 
particular and narrowed in its applicability process. Hence, not 
much higher scope is witnessed in the existing system. The 
existing literature is found with highly scattered technique 
implementation where multiple methods have been used to 
improve the performance. However, apart from this, a 
potential research gap exists, which requires immediate 
attention for future research work. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The extreme growth in the various wireless 
communication technologies, the convergences of standard 
protocols, availability of small-sized hardware devices, 
software tools, and collaborative frameworks have paved a 
solid basis to visualizing real-time multimedia content, 
including; audio, video, and audio-visual applications in future 
endeavors. Furthermore, the advancement in the emerging 
wireless network technologies (i.e., 4G/5G) leads to having 
many multimedia-based new applications in the direction of 
augmented reality. However, order to perform transmission of 
multimedia content over the wireless channel is always a 
challenging factor. Various studies have focused on 
multimedia contents transmission over wireless sensor 
networks, mobile ad-hoc networks, using IEEE standard, etc. 
However, the mechanism adopted mainly applies conventional 
encoding techniques evolved from conventional discrete 
cosine transform, which does not hold much validity in 
upcoming encoders, e.g., HEVC (High-Efficiency Video 
Coding) standards. Therefore, from the comprehensive 
research study, there is a provision to investigate the better 
and reliable multimedia transmission proclaiming for wireless 
channels. The contribution of the present research study is to 
provide a dept investigational research study on understanding 
different existing techniques, challenges over multimedia 
transmission, and its significant impact on perceptual quality 
and traffic rate in wireless communication. The novelty of the 
study is in terms of its findings as research gap, i.e., i) The 
trade-off between improvements in the physical layer and 
network technologies, ii) Less Efficient network coding for 
successful transmission, iii) High Media Content Loss Rate 

and Bit Error Rate, iv) Energy Consumption Rate, 
v) Inadequacies of transport layer protocols performance, 
vi) Heterogeneity between the receivers and networks, 
vii) Lack of performance in the video compression standard. 

Therefore, for the future, there is an aim to develop a 
multimedia transmission model that can perform seamless 
transmission of multimedia content irrespective of any adverse 
traffic conditions. Additionally, there is a need to design a 
novel and efficient compression mechanism using H.265 for 
next-generation wireless networks. 
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Abstract—Test case prioritization (TCP) is deemed valid to 

improve testing efficiency, especially in regression testing, as 

retest all is costly. The TCP schedule the test case execution order 

to detect bugs faster. For such benefit, test case prioritization has 

been intensively studied. This paper reviews the development of 

TCP for regression testing with 48 papers from 2017 to 2020. In 

this paper, we present four critical surveys. First is the 

development of approaches and techniques in regression TCP 

studies, second is the identification of software under test (SUT) 

variations used in TCP studies, third is the trend of metrics used 

to measure the TCP studies effectiveness, and fourth is the state-

of-the-art of requirements-based TCP. Furthermore, we discuss 

development opportunities and potential future directions on 

regression TCP. Our review provides evidence that TCP has 

increasing interests. We also discovered that requirement-based 

utilization would help to prepare test cases earlier to improve 

TCP effectiveness. 

Keywords—Software testing; test case prioritization; regression 

testing; requirements-based test case prioritization; software 

engineering 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Software testing is a significant stage to confirm the 
quality of the software before it is released. Particularly in the 
software maintenance process, the study [1] demonstrated that 
the cost of testing implementation could reach 80% of the total 
maintenance costs. Therefore, further efforts are needed to 
reduce execution time in the testing process. 

In the iterative-incremental process and the era of agile 
software development, new functions are increased by a short 
cycle [2]. Thereby, software development is also a process 
that is carried out continuously because of adding user needs. 
When there are changes in the software, new errors might 
appear. This situation will disrupt the previous stable system 
[3], [4]. For this reason, regression testing (RT) is needed, 
because it will verify the software to find the impact of 
changes to ensure its continued quality. 

One of the popular techniques in RT is test case 
prioritization (TCP). This technique will order test cases in the 
test suite so that the testing execution will process the test 
cases with the most potential to find errors. The advantage of 
TCP implementation is that even if the testing process must be 
stopped for certain reason, the most significant errors have 
already been found. According to [5], there are two essential 

aspects of building TCP: determining the TCP approach and 
the technique to optimizing the TCP implementation. 

In the past years, TCP studies gained significant attention 
and achievements to improve regression testing effectiveness.  
The study [6] emphasized that the researchers focus on five 
aspects: coverage criteria, algorithms, practical concerns 
involved, measurement techniques, and scenario to implement 
the technique. On the other side, studies [7], [8] explained that 
most of research efforts used source code as input resources to 
obtain the maximum number of faults within a certain period. 
Utilization of the code information is best applied to unit-level 
or block-level tests. Therefore, these efforts have limitations 
when applied to large systems since statements and block 
levels in source code will be challenging to manage [9], [10]. 
Utilizing code information will be expensive to implement 
because the tester must read and understand the source code, 
and this will take a long time. 

Besides code-based, other TCP approaches have also been 
developed. According to a study [11], since a system is built 
from many requirements, the use of information from the 
requirements can increase error discovery. For this reason, 
some researchers argue it is essential to develop requirements-
based TCP, while the studies in this area are still limited. 

Therefore, the paper's main objective is to investigate TCP 
research's state of the art, emphasizing requirements-based 
TCP. The expected contributions of this study are: 

1) To provide an overview of TCP developments in the 

years range from 2017 to 2020. We intend to highlight 

requirements-based TCP as one of the TCP approaches worth 

considering, and as far as we are concern, this is the first 

review on requirements-based TCP. 

2) To present the variations of the TCP approaches and 

techniques explored so far, the diversity of software under test 

(SUT) used as an object for empirical evaluation, and the 

variation of metrics utilization to measure the TCP 

effectiveness. The results will be helpful to form a basis for 

future requirements-based TCP research. 

Although there have been many studies in the form of TCP 
surveys, literature review, or mapping, each research has a 
different emphasis and perspective. In this regard, we have 
reviewed 48 credible papers from reputable journals and 
proceedings. Section II explains this in more detail. 
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This paper is presented in stages, starting by looking at RT 
in general, followed by a study of TCP, and finally exploring 
the requirement-based TCP. Following the introduction, 
Section II presents the motivation and related work in RT and 
TCP. Section III describes the SLR method, including threats 
to validity and Section IV presents results and discussion. 
Subsequently, Section V describes the research findings, and 
Section VI offers future work and conclusions. 

II. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK 

In this section, we explain the motivation and related work 
of the study conducted. 

A. The Motivation 

The ideal implementation of RT is to "retest all" or execute 
all test cases. However, in practice, not all test cases will be 
retested, especially those implementing RT manually. Several 
RT practice personal intuition based on experience, and even 
randomly [12]. Complete testing is complicated, and even 
worst, in several cases testing needs to be stopped. This 
condition causes other RT implementation problems, such as 
an error in the execution of the test case sequencing. On top of 
that, the RT process may be prolonged, or it may also run out 
of time. Studies [12], [13] stated that these approaches are 
inefficient and require high costs. 

In many cases, RT is performed in high-pressure situations 
since testing execution requires a very long time. For example, 
the testing process conducted in an industry takes up to seven 
weeks to program with 20,000 lines [14].  In another case, 
Google has reported that there are more than 20 code changes 
every minute and that there is a change of 50% of files per 
month, resulting in a very long execution [15], [16]. The other 
example is a software development product with up to 30,000 
functional test cases that need over 1000 hours. Besides, 
engineers need hundreds of hours to oversee the 
implementation of regression testing, supervise tests, monitor 
test results, and maintain test cases, oracles, and everything 
needed to support automated testing. Therefore, the study [17] 
concluded that RT is costly due to thousands of effort hours. 

It is then understandably if several researchers emphasize 
that the common problem in RT is time constraint or 
insufficient [8], [18]–[20]. Through various surveys, research 
in the RT field will continue to grow, with the increasingly 
diverse types of approach or a broader application domain, for 
more effective methods. 

RT techniques are divided into three types [2], [21]: 
regression test minimizing (RTM), regression test selection 
(RTS), and regression test prioritization (RTP), or also known 
as test case prioritization (TCP). A study [22] summarizes the 
comparison of the three techniques which are presented in 
Table I. 

TABLE I.  THE COMPARISON OF REGRESSION TESTING APPROACH [22] 

Component 

Regression Test Approaches 

Minimizing 

(RTM) 
Selection (RTS) 

Prioritization 

(TCP) 

Strategy 
Eliminate test 

case 

Modification aware 

test case 

Test case 
permutation by 

ordereing and 

prioritizing 

Strength 
Effective in 
reducing test 

case 

Effective in 

selecting 

modification-aware 
test cases 

Usefull when new 
test case will 

always be 

considered in the 
test case  

permutation 

Limitation 

Test case are 

not 
modification-

aware 

New test cases 
might be missed out 

in the temporary 

selection that is 

modification-aware 

Time consuming, 
larger test-suuite 

RTM reduces test cases by removing many test cases for a 
particular reason, such as redundant ones. Meanwhile, RTS 
selects test cases that can potentially find errors. The selection 
process refers to specific criteria. Both RTM and RTS will 
permanently remove some test cases from the test suite. 
Unlike RTS and RTM techniques, TCP does not remove test 
cases but orders the test cases according to the criteria. The 
test case with the most potential to find an error in the 
program will have a higher priority and be executed earlier. 

B. Related Work 

Some surveys or reviews have been conducted on RT and 
the TCP techniques. This section describes the study, SLR, 
and mapping obtained from many digital libraries in 2010-
2021 range. 

Regression testing survey is available in several studies [2], 
[16], [21]. The study [2] surveyed RT in the scope of the 
technical side, metrics, strategy, software under test (SUT), 
and an overview of the optimization technique in the form of 
automation, or using a traditional approach. Meanwhile, the 
study  [16]  described the techniques and advantages of all 
three types of regression testing. Study [21] on the other hand, 
reviewed articles with the most extended ranges from 1977 to 
2009. This study discussed the approaches and techniques 
covering test case minimizing effort, test case selection, and 
TCP in great detail. 

The specific survey on TCP was performed in [5], [22], 
[23] [24], [25], [26], 33], [27], [28], and [29]. Survey [22] and 
[23] are two very detailed surveys and have been cited by 
many TCP researchers to date. The study [22] reviewed 80 
articles from 1999 to 2016, while [23] reviewed 65 papers 
from 1997 to 2011. Generally, the aspects explored in the two 
studies include approaches and techniques on TCP, metrics, 
and software under test (SUT). 
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In analysing TCP, study [5] explained that there are two 
approaches to categorize TCP implementation: input resources 
(the information sources for the TCP process) and 
optimization strategies (methods or algorithms for executing 
the TCP technique). This study classified the TCP approaches 
and the TCP optimization strategies according to these two 
categories. This method is a more straightforward step to 
facilitate TCP classification. In measuring the TCP 
effectiveness, this study proposes another view of the metric 
used by many researchers, which is the average percentage 
error detection (APFD). However, APFD has limitations 
because it treats all test cases as having the same weight. 

A survey [24] has mapped and reviewed 108 articles from 
1999 to 2016. The author mapped article content into several 
aspects: the place of publication, the number of articles on the 
approach, and the number of metrics. Furthermore, the review 
includes the use of tools, the TCP effectiveness for each study 
investigated, the analysis of APFD factors, and a review of 
APFD in some SUT applications. 

The model-based TCP has been studied  [25] which 
reviewed 32 articles from 2005 to 2016. The authors classified 
the TCP models based on approaches, their characteristics, 
and how they can overcome obstacles in TCP implementation 
using model-based as an input resource. 

The study conducted by Mukherjee and Patnaik [26] 
surveyed 90 TCP articles from 2001 to 2018.  The purpose of 
the survey is to investigate several aspects: TCP Metric, the 
program or SUT, and identify the TCP method commonly 
used. This study concludes three essential perspectives: 1) the 
APFD metric is the most extensive to measure the 
effectiveness of TCP, 2) the program in the SIR repository is 
the most widely used as SUT, and 3) the coverage-aware, 
requirements-based, and model-based are the three approaches 
that are getting more attention, currently. 

In 2019, Lio et al. [30] surveyed 191 articles on TCP 
published in the 1997 to 2016 range. They analyzed TCP 
trends based on six categories: constraints, algorithms, criteria, 
measurements, scenarios, and empirical studies. In addition to 
this, they highlighted several improvements during the 
development of test cases in 2004–2005, 2008–2009, and 
2014–2015. They analyzed the trends of the period from 
various points of view as a basis. More specifically, the 
analysis was related to the emergence of technologies that 
allow online repositories to host software projects. 

Meanwhile, a study [27] have reviewed TCP trends from 
2017-2019. An essential aspect of this study is to answer 
whether the taxonomy proposed in the previous study [22] is 
still valid. This study further suggests other approaches: 
location-based, machine learning-based, neural network-based, 
and empirical, which are empirical studies of TCP in certain 
domains, with specific guidelines or software. 

Recently, two more literature reviews on TCP are 
published in 2021. Samad et al. [28] reviewed TCP in general, 
and Hasnain et al. [29] specifically reviewed TCP's functional 
requirements. Samad et al. reviewed 52 TCP articles in the 
2007-2020 range. Like most studies on regression testing and, 
in particular, TCP, the RQ proposed in this study is a state-of-
the-art of TCP technique, parameters, dataset or object 
software used, and metrics to verify TCP techniques. The 
parameters used in the study include cost, code coverage, and 
fault detection ability. 

The study conducted by Hasnain et al. [29]  focuses on 
TCP studies that utilize the functional requirements approach, 
with 35 article from 2009 to 2019. The study answered 7 RQs: 
state-of-the-art regarding functional requirements-based TCP, 
the key factors discussed in the TCP requirements-based study, 
the essential aspects considered for proposing the TCP 
approach, the crucial issues addressed in the TCP functional-
requirements study, test case size and type of defect, metrics 
used, software under test (SUT), and whether these studies can 
be applied in the real world or not. 

There are five surveys on both RT and TCP for specific 
purposes. The study [15] reviewed the trend of the TCP 
approach in web applications and analysed the qualitative 
assessment of web applications. The analysis was carried out 
on three web application sizes: small, medium, and large, and 
was analysed from two categories: simple and complex web 
applications. Meanwhile, a study has been conducted  [31] to 
map the regression testing applications on web services. The 
mapping aims to identify gaps between existing studies and 
the future studies in each article reviewed. The study mapped 
several things: stakeholders, SUT and related standards, 
validation methods, and web services, as well as mapping to 
validation services. 

Moreover, to review the use of TCP techniques in web 
services, a study [32] has identified statistical methods, 
metrics to validate the proposed technique, and issues relating 
to current TCP concerning web services. Furthermore, a study 
[33] reviewed the scope of TCP's application for continuous 
interaction (TCPCI) environment. Some important aspects 
were analysed, including problems in continuous integration 
(CI), sources of information (input resources) for TCP in 
TCPCI, evaluating measures using metrics in TCP, and 
analysis of research opportunities to guide future research. 

A study by [34] analysed 98 articles to support the 
research. The authors analysed and mapped several aspects, 
including the techniques and the efforts to improve the test's 
scope. The authors also construct a taxonomy that allows 
researchers to consider the relevance and applicability of 
regression testing to specific industries. Table II presents the 
secondary studies, whether in the form of SLRs, surveys, or 
mapping, from 2010 to 2020, grouped by RT, TCP technique, 
and RT or TCP for specific purposes. 
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TABLE II.  SECONDARY STUDIES IN REGRESSION TESTING (RT) AND TEST CASE PRIORITIZATION(TCP) 

 #Study 
Publication 

Year 

Type of 

Studied 
Year Coverage #of Primary Studies Other Information 

RT 

[21] 2010 Survey 1977-2009 159   

[16] 2016 Survey - -  

[2] 2016 Survey 2000-2014 25   

TCP 

[23] 2012 SLR 1997-2011 65   

[24] 2017 Mapping 1999-2016 108  

[22] 2017 SLR 1999-2016 80   

[5] 2018 Survey - -  

[26] 2018 Survey 2001-2018 90 TCP approaches 

[25] 2018 SLR 2005-2016 32 Model-based TCP 

[30] 2019 Survey 1997-2016 191  

[27] 2020 SLR 2017-2019 320   

[28] 2021 SLR 2007-2020 52  

[29] 2021 SLR 2009 to 2019 35 
Functional requirement-

based 

RT / TCP for 

Specific Purpose   

 

[31] 2014 Mapping 2000-2013 30 RT for Web Service 

[15] 2015 SLR 1995-2014 64 RT for Web Appl. 

[34] 2019 SLR x-2016 98 RT in Industry-relevant  

[33] 2020 Mapping 1979-2020 35 
TCP in Continuous 
Integration  

[32] 2020 SLR 2001-2017 65 TCP for Web Service 

III. REVIEW METHOD 

We adopted a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) 
strategy [35] as a method. SLR is a research method for 
conducting a literature review with systematic and regular 
steps. According to the method, Table III presents three stages 
of review: the initial or planning stage, the selection and 
review process, and the reporting of the resulting process. 

A. Research Question 

The research questions (RQs) are intended to find the 
techniques, approaches, and empirical experiences from many 
researchers to formulate an efficient way to process regression 
testing using TCP techniques and requirement-based TCP. 
The results of the SLR must be able to answer several 
questions in Table IV. 

B. Selecting and Review Process 

This section explains several stages of activities in 
implementing the SLR. 

1) Literature resources: The articles used in this study are 

taken only from journals and proceeding. We selected the 

most common and influential database sources and the ones 

most widely used by researchers, as listed below: 

a) IEEE Xplore 

b) Science Direct 

c) Springer 

d) Semantic Scholar 

e) Google Scholar 

TABLE III.  SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW STAGE 

SLR Phase Steps 

Planning Formulating the research questions  

Selecting and 

Review  
Determining the data sources  

 Determining search strings/keyword 

 Applying inclusion and exclusion criteria 

 Selecting, classifying, and analyzing the references.  

Reporting  Presenting the SLR result  

TABLE IV.  LIST OF RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

#RQ Research Questions Motivations 

RQ1 

What is state of the art for 

TCP in regression testing 

based on TCP approaches 
and techniques? 

To discover the development 

of approaches in TCP study  

RQ2 
What is the software under 

test (SUTs) in TCP studies? 

To identify the variation of 

SUTs in TCP studies. This 

will be useful for researchers 

to prepare the SUT carefully. 

RQ3 

What is the trend of metrics 

to measure TCP 

effectiveness? 

To provide insight into how 

the effectiveness of 
approaches or techniques is 

measured. 

RQ4 
What is the state of the art of 
requirement-based TCP in 

literature? 

To explore techniques or 
approaches studied in the 

requirements-based TCP. 
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2) Search string criteria: We formulated a string for the 

search process considering its relevance to the research 

question. Sometimes we used several words by combining 

them into a query for words with similar meanings, such as 

"technique," "approach," or "strategy." Furthermore, to 

emphasize a string, quotes are also used in a phrase, such as 

"regression testing" or "test case," so that search results can be 

more specific. The keywords for the query search string used 

are: "test case" AND (prioritization OR prioritize) AND 

(approach OR technique OR strategies) AND "regression 

testing." 

3) Inclusion/Exclusion criteria: The next stage is 

selecting articles based on inclusion criteria (ICs) and 

exclusion criteria (ECs). Table V explains four inclusion and 

exclusion criteria. 

4) Selection and quality assessment: We decided to 

choose papers published started in 2017 to answer the 

Research Questions. The reason is because studies conducted 

from 1999 to 2016 [22] and from 1997 to 2011[23] have been 

in detail reviewed, and researchers to date have widely cited 

the results. 

Using the query stated in sub-section 3.2.2, we discovered 
501 papers in the primary studies from various databases. 
These papers are published in both journals and proceedings. 
Next, we selected the papers using the inclusion and exclusion 
criteria as presented in Table V, resulted in 122 papers being 
selected. Furthermore, we conducted a quality assessment 
based on the following five parameters: 

a) The objectives are clearly described. 

b) The article clearly states the used approach or 

technique. 

c) There is sufficient information about the software 

under test (SUT) as a research object. 

d) The research design is appropriate to answer the 

research question. 

e) Conclusions are stated clearly and measurably using 

one or more metrics. 

The five above parameters must be "true," otherwise the 
paper will be excluded to obtain the expected quality. At this 
selection stage, 48 papers were finally listed. Fig. 1 describes 
the process of sources search and selection. 

5) Data extraction process: The data extraction stage 

aims to collect data from selected papers, which is done by 

extracting information to answer the research question (RQs) 

defined. Table VI is a list of extraction parameters along with 

the research question to be answered. 

C. Threats to Validity 

There is a risk of threats to validity in the review survey 
even though careful measure has been taken care of 
throughout the survey. In this survey, there are two threats of 
validity as listed below: 

1) There may be missing credible sources, which is 

beyond our knowledge. To minimize the threat, we search 

from the most common and influential database sources. 

2) There is a possibility there exist relevant studies but are 

not captured by the keywords due to the differences in 

terminology and mentions. For this matter, we have searched, 

and test various search string combinations as stated in 

Section III.B.2. 

TABLE V.  LIST OF INCLUSION: EXCLUSION CRITERIA 

#ICs  Inclusion Criteria #ECs Exclusion Criteria 

IC1 

The document selected is an 

article from a journal or 
proceeding 

EC1 Lecture note, book chapter 

IC2 

The articles taken are those 
related to the focus study in 

this research, whether 

explicitly proposing new 
approaches/techniques, or 

studies that examine the 

effectiveness of a technique, 
through comparisons, or 

empirical studies  

EC2 
Articles that discuss in the 
form of an overview of 

these concepts 

IC3 
The articles published 2017-

2020 
EC3 

The articles published 

outside of 2017-2020 

IC4 
The articles written in 

English  
EC4 

The articles in languages 

other than English 

 

Fig. 1. Search and Selection Process. 

TABLE VI.  THE DATA EXTRACTION PARAMETERS 

Research Question  Extraction Parameters 

RQ1 TCP approaches and techniques 

RQ2 SUT for empirical studies 

RQ3 Metric used to measure the TCP effectiveness  

RQ4 
The strategies to implement the requirements-based 
TCP  
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section elaborates on the review results. 

A. Primary Studies Overview 

From the first search 501 articles were obtained from the 
databases. There are 235 journal articles, and 266 proceedings 
articles. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of articles obtained from 
2017 to 2020. While Fig. 3 presents the comparison of the 
journal and proceeding in the first-round search. 

When taking the inclusion and exclusion criteria into 
account, 122 papers were shortlisted, as shown in Table VII. 
Next, we filtered the shortlisted papers using the five quality 
assessment criteria, and only 48 were finalized (Table VIII). 
The detailed information of selected articles can be found in 
the Appendix. 

 

Fig. 2. First Search Results. 

 

Fig. 3. Journal Articles and Proceedings Distribution. 

TABLE VII.  TOTAL ARTICLES DURING THE INCLUSION / EXCLUSION 

SELECTION 

Year of 

Publication 

Total articles 

selected 

First-round 

Included Excluded 

2020 134 39 95 

2019 137 37 100 

2018 153 28 125 

2017 77 18 59 

TOTAL 501 122 379 

TABLE VIII.  TOTAL ARTICLES DURING THE QUALITY ASSESSMENT 

Year 
Result of the 

first round 

Second round 

Included Excluded 

2020 39 12 27 

2019 37 16 21 

2018 28 11 17 

2017 18 9 9 

TOTAL 122 48 73 

The 48 primary studies consist of 31 journal articles and 
17 proceedings, as illustrated in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4. Selected Papers through Two Rounds Selection. 

Next, Fig. 5 shows the selected articles classification based 
on the origin (journal or proceeding) and quartiles in Scimago 
indexing. It is shown that 33.3% of articles are from Q1 
journals, 18.8% are from Q2 journals, 8.3% are from Q3 
journals, and 4.2 % are from Q4 journals. 

 

Fig. 5. Selected Papers Sources. 

B. Current Research Efforts to Improve TCP for Regression 

Testing 

This sub-section responds to RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3. 

1) What is The State of the Art for TCP based on TCP 

Approaches and Techniques? (RQ1): The answer to RQ1 also 

covers the review done by Khatibsyarbini et al. [22] since it is 

essential to consider the improvement of TCP research before 

2017. The significant discovery is the TCP taxonomy which 

portrays the regression testing types and some techniques in 

TCP. Fig. 6 shows the TCP approaches taxonomy proposed by 

[22] and portrays approaches added by [27]. Four items are 

added into the initial taxonomy: ' Location-based,' 'Machine-

learning based,' 'Neural Network-based,' and 'Empirical.' 
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Fig. 6. Taxonomi of TCP Approach (Adapted from [22]). 

Table IX presents the approaches in the TCP research 
during 2017-2020. While Fig. 7 visualizes the approaches 
distribution in the TCP research, it can be seen that several 
approaches are gaining popularity as they appeared in several 
researches. 

TABLE IX.  APPROACHES IN THE TCP RESEARCH 

Approaches Research 

Risk based [36][10] 

Search based [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42][43] 

Fault based [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] 

Model based [49][50] [46][51]  

Modification based [52][53][54]  

Coverage based [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] 

Similarity based [61] [62][63] [64] [65][66] [67] 

Requirement based [68][69][70] [13][71]  

User Interface based [72] 

History based [73] [74] 

Mutation based [75] 

Hybrid (combining more 

than 1 method) 
[76][20][77] [53] [75] 

 

Fig. 7. The Trend of TCP Approaches. 

In comparison to the approaches proposed by [22] and 
[27], we discover several other approaches through our 
survey: modification-based, user interface-based, model-
based, mutation-based, and similarity-based. This discovery 
shows that researchers are still exploring and improving ways 
to better TCP by introducing more approaches. 

Input resource, technique, and algorithm determination are 
essential to implement TCP [5]. Referring to the literature, 
there is no dominant technique or algorithm for implementing 
TCP. After we identified the TCP approaches, we then 
identified the techniques that researchers used in their study. 
Each researcher executes the chosen technique based on 
specific analysis and considerations. Some of the algorithms 
used include Greedy and Additional Greedy for search-based 
TCP [37], [40], Firefly Algorithm [38], [78], Neural Network 
Classifier [44], Ant Colony Optimization [55], [70], FAST 
Algorithm [79], Support Vector Machine/SVM [80], Genetic 
[42], [59], [76], [81], Fuzzy Expert [77], Dynamic 
Programming [45], Recommender System [58], Clustering 
Technique [73], [82], [83], Particle Swarm Optimization [61], 
Natural Language Processing (NLP) [74], and  Bat-inspired 
Algorithm [48]. 

Based on our survey, we found that some researchers used 
more than one approach or technique in their study. For 
example, a study combined estimated risk value, coverage 
information, and fault detection [53]. Another study compared 
the mutation-based and diversity-aware [75]. Finally, there is 
also a study that looked into requirement and risk-based [84]. 

2) What is The Software under Test (SUT) in TCP 

Studies? (RQ2): Software or system under test (SUT) is a 

complete system as the object or target of testing. A well-

structured and centralized SUT infrastructure can gradually 

build knowledge [85]. In this study, SUTs for evaluation are 

diverse. We classify the utilization of SUTs based on five 

categories: 1) researchers build their SUTs using open source 

from public resources, such as Github or other sources. In this 

case, the researchers design the fault and test cases for a 

specific purpose; 2) researchers utilize the SUT from the 

dataset or repository such as SIR, Defects4J, or others. In this 

case, researchers only need to explore and directly use the 

SUT from the repository; 3) researchers use the software from 

the industry as the cases with scale variations; 4) researchers 

build a software, create some faults and some test cases; 5) 

Others SUTs. Table X shows the distribution of SUT 

utilization according to the five categories. 

The SIR and Defect4J repositories are still widely used as 
sources for SUTs. Besides, many researchers build and open-
source SUT as a research object. Fig. 8 illustrates the 
distribution of SUT usage according to the five classifications 
described in Table X. 
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TABLE X.  UTILIZATION OF SOFTWARE UNDER TEST (SUT) 

SUT Research 

Building SUT by utilizing 

open source from public 
sources such as Github or 

the others 

[86][20][1][45][41][58][60][48][42] 

Utilizing SUT from the 

available database such as 
software - artifact 

infrastructure repository 

(SIR) and Defect4J 

[37] [38] [39] [44] [49] [52] [55] [56] [40] 
[62] [77] [83] [66] [87][10] [59] [79] [43] 

[73] [61] [53] [64] 

Real case from the industry  [49][49][20][1][46][58][51][60][47][42] [74] 

Software, faults, and test-

cases developed by the 
researcher 

[82] 

Others software [36][71][76][69][81][70][13][71][42] 

 

Fig. 8. Distribution of SUT Utilization. 

3) What is the trend of metrics to measure the TCP 

effectiveness? (RQ3): In TCP studies, researchers generally 

aim to present the effectiveness of the developed techniques. 

In this regard, some metrics are known, as shown in Table XI. 

To answer what is the trend of metrics utilization to measure 

the TCP effectiveness, we identify metric utilization in all 

studies. 

Several studies utilize more than one metric in their 
research. As in previous studies [22] and [23], the average 
percentage fault detection (APFD) was used dominantly in 
many TCP studies, while other metrics are spread out in less 
specific numbers. Table XII shows metric utilization in the 
studies, and Fig. 9 visualizes the distribution of metrics used. 

C. What is the State of The Art of Requirement based-TCP 

(RQ4)? 

Section 4.2 presents current research efforts to improve 
TCP for RT, while this section narrows the focus on current 
research efforts to improve requirements-based TCP. 

Prior to conducting a review of the current research effort, 
we consider it is necessary to review the development of 
requirements-based TCP before 2017. Almost all TCP surveys 
that discuss requirements-based TCP start with prioritizing 
requirements for tests (PORT) [9]  as the basis. The primary 
references for requirements-based TCP prior to 2017 are from 
studies [22] and [30]. The following is our exploration of the 

requirements-based TCP development including studies prior 
to 2017. 

PORT is a value-driven approach to implementing TCP at 
the system level. Study[9] prioritizes the test-cases refer to 
four parameters: requirement volatility (RV), customer-
assigned priority on requirements (CP), fault proneness of 
requirements (FP), and developer-perceived implementation 
complexity (IC). To determine the test case prioritization, each 
factor is carried out and given a score. For example, CP is 
rated with a range of 0-10, where 10 is the highest priority 
value. The evaluation result shows that the PORT technique 
can increase the detection rate of severe errors compared to 
executing a random test case. More specifically, CP is the 
most influential factor in increasing the PORT effectiveness 
and next IC. They used two metrics to measure the PORT 
effectiveness: the average severity of faults detected (ASFD) 
and total severity fault detection (TSFD). 

TABLE XI.  DESCRIPTION OF METRIC TO MEASURE THE TCP 

EFFECTIVENESS 

Metric Description 

APFD Average Percentage Fault Detection  

APFDC Average Percentage Fault Detection and Cost 

Modified APFD Modified Average Percentage Fault Detection  

NAPFD Normalize Average Percentage Fault Detection  

EPS Epsilon 

ECC Effectiveness of Change Coverage 

PTRSW Percentage of Total Risk Severity Weight 

APCC 
The average percentage of λ-wise combinations covered/ 

Average Percentage of Combinatorial Coverage 

RP The Average Relative Position 

HMFD The harmonic means of the rate of fault detection 

APTC Average percentage of test-point coverage 

eAPWC Enhanced average percentage of win-Cost coverage 

NTE The Number of Test to be Evaluated 

HV 

Hypervolume (HV) measures the volume in the objective 

space covered by the 
produced solutions with the range from 0 to 1 and a 

higher value of HV denotes a better performance of the 

algorithm 

APSC Average Percentage of Statement Coverage 

Requirement 

coverage 
The number of requirements covered by test 

Code coverage 

How many codes were executed while test performed? 

Can be in the form of number of line (line coverage), 

branch (branch coverage), or even path (path coverage). 

Test case & patch 

diff. 

Difference between the number of test cases and patches 

generated between approaches 

Similarity 
Test case similarity measures the distance between two 
test cases and returns a value within the range [0,1]. 

Prior-aware 

similarity 

Prioritization-aware Test Case Similarity. Measures the 

average similarity of each of the test cases with its 

preceding test cases (i.e., test cases that were prioritized 
before) 

Severity 
Severity detection per test case execution (early detection 

of severe faults) 
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TABLE XII.  METRIC UTILIZATION IN THE TCP RESEARCH 

Metric Research 

APFD 

[36][38][39][44][49][56][40][57][86] 

[62][72][20][77][83][88][66][87][41] 
[50] [79][43][73][75][60][82][47][48] 

[61][53][74][64] 

APFDc [38][80][1][45][87][51][10][59] 

Modified APFD  [44] 

NAPFD [37][58] 

EPS [39] 

ECC [39] 

Execution Time 
[38][52][55][56][40][80][76][20][42] [41] 

[65][48] 

PTRSW [36] 

APTC [70] 

eAPWC [70] 

APCC [57][64] 

RP [54] 

HMFD [86] 

NTE [60] 

Requirement coverage [13][42][68][69] 

Code Coverage [55][56] 

Fault detected [40][46][71] 

Test case and patch diff. count [52] 

APSC [59] 

Similarity [42] 

Prioritization-aware-Similarity [42] 

Severity [45] 

 

Fig. 9. Distribution of Metrics Utilization. 

The following requirement-based TCP was introduced in 
2009 [11], involving six factors: changes in requirements, 
customer assigned priority of requirements, fault impact, 
developer-perceived code implementation complexity, 
application flow, and usability. The authors divided the six 
factors into three factors for testing at the initial version stage 
and three factors for the regression testing stage. Furthermore, 
this study proposed a technique or steps to prioritize test cases 

using requirements-based factors. This stage information can 
be a reference for TCP requirement-based researchers. 

A TCP through correlation of requirement and risk has 
been studied by Yoon et al. [89]. They reported TCP's risk-
based testing (RBT) technique using defining risk items and 
estimated the risk exposure value derived from the 
requirement. The calculation of risk exposure value is 
determined based on requirement risk weight and the value of 
risk exposure. Specifically, they defined product risk items, 
which are expected to be helpful for the risk identification 
process. They also presented empirical studies comparing the 
effectiveness of their approach with other prioritization 
approaches. This empirical study shows that the utilization of 
risk exposure is promising in terms of effectiveness and can 
detect severe errors. This condition will have an impact on 
efforts to save time and costs. 

In addition, Arafeen and Do [90] reported about TCP 
method using requirements-based clustering. They used a 
machine-learning algorithm to cluster the textual similarity 
among requirements. The clustering technique classified the 
distribution of words that co-occurs in their requirements. 
There are three tasks in this process: term-document matrix 
construction, term extraction, and k-means clustering.  Their 
empirical study showed that the method could improve the 
effectiveness of TCP. Their empirical study showed that the 
method could improve the effectiveness of TCP. 

Throughout years, several studies have been carried out to 
deal with requirements-risk in requirements-based TCP [8], 
[77], [91], [92]. These studies were seen as a series of efforts 
to further improve TCP based on requirement risk. Since 
PORT [9] was introduced,  the researchers further explore the 
fuzzy expert system to prioritize test cases systematically [92] 
and later was investigated empirically with industry cases [77]. 

Many types of factors were utilized in the research 
conducted on test-case prioritization [8], such as utilized 
requirements modification status (RMS), requirements size 
(RS), requirements complexity (RC), and potential security 
threats (PST). Meanwhile, a study [77] reported four indicator 
risks to propose their approach, which are RC, fuzzification, a 
potential security risk (PSR), and requirements modification 
level (RML). 

The other types of requirement risk factors was explained 
in [91], which proposed general steps to prioritize test: 1) 
estimating the risk and requirements correlation; 2) calculate 
the risk weight for all requirements; 3) calculate the exposure 
value; 4) evaluate additional factors for requirements 
prioritization; and 5) prioritize the requirements and test cases 
for all requirements. 

The researchers utilized some risk factors to implement 
TCP, while the other researchers implemented the 
requirement-risk TCP for specific software. For example, a 
study has been carried out [36] to calculate the risk value from 
some parameters of requirement complexity, such as methods 
failure likelihood (MFL),  method complexity (MC), change 
requirements (CR), methods failure impact (MFI), and method 
size (MS). The result of these calculations then used to 
determine the prioritized test suite. Meanwhile, study [93] 
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utilized five aspects of risk to formulate their framework: risk 
item type, characteristic, measurement method, calculation 
procedure, and risk level. 

A study [94] utilized the correlation of requirements to 
build the TCP technique. Their study calculated requirements 
priority (RP) based on customer-perceive priority (CP), 
development perceives priority (DP). RP of the i-th 
calculation in the formula RPi = CPi + DPi. They assumed that 
the CP and DP have equal weight. The authors claimed, this 
TCP technique was efficient on a small-scale study, and their 
method was better than the sorting process. 

The discussion of requirements-based TCP since 2017 was 
begun with an analysis of research [71]  which implement the 
TCP using requirement dependency with four parameters: test 
cases, test requirements, errors, and costs. On the other hand, 
they defined other elements related to functional requirements 
and requirements dependencies. Therefore, the authors use the 
algorithm to prioritize test cases considers the objectives of 
optimization, error detection, and cost. 

The study [68] presents the requirement-dependency TCP 
by modeling the requirements and information of the test-
related and their relationships with some aspects such as 
stakeholder affiliation, stakeholder's assigned priority, cost, 
time, risk, and business value. In prioritizing the test cases, 
they utilize the PageRank algorithm. 

Study [69] utilized information coverage as an input 
resource. The authors proposed the use of complex test cases 
to test the requirements coverage. With complete coverage, 
the error detection rate also increased. At the same time, study 
[94] explained TCP's usage based on requirement correlations. 
When the testing process detects errors in a functional 
requirement, other correlated requirements may contain 
similar errors or other errors depending on the correlation 
between the two requirements. This study gives a better 
understanding of requirements correlation and its impact to be 
further explored in future TCP research. The parameters for 
the prioritization process use customer priority (CP) and 
developer priority (DP). Both of which are assessed by 
humans to produce a requirement priority (RP) as the 
initialization stage for the test case prioritization process. 

In 2019, a study [77] utilized requirements risks in 
requirements-based TCP which introduced the fuzzy logic to 
reduce the humans' role in estimating risk factors for 
prioritizing test cases. This study is a continuation of the 
previous requirements-risk survey, which started in 2014[91]. 

We investigate more on TCP using requirement 
dependencies researched by two studies [68] and [71]. These 
studies are essential to explore because requirements-based 
TCP research focuses on the use of information in 
requirements, such as the interactions between requirements 
that influence the feasibility of the functionalities. This 
interaction is known as requirements dependency. The study 
[71] compared the cost-effectiveness of testing between the 
Greedy Method and the Genetic Algorithm (GA). The study 
prioritizes the GA to form a test suite that ensures all the 
defined requirements and has the lowest cost and highest fault 
detection. 

TABLE XIII.  THE STUDY ON REQUIREMENT-BASED TCP 

Studies 
Requirement-

information 

Software Under Test 

(SUT) 
Metric Used 

[9] 

requirements 

volatility, customer 

priority (CP), 
Implementation 

Complexity (IC), 

and requirement‟s 
fault proneness. 

Four projects 

developed by students 

in the advanced 
graduate 

ASFD, 

TSFD, 

[11] 

Customer assigned 

priority of 
requirements, 

developer-

perceived, code, IC, 
change requirement 

(CR), application 

flow, fault impact, 
and usability 

Five projects 
(Phase1); Project with 

5000 LOC 

(Phase2); Industrial 
Case, Cosmosoft 

Technologies Limited 

(Phase3) 

TSFD, 

ASFD, 
TTEI, ATEI  

[89] Requirement risk 
Program from 

Siemens 
APFD 

[90] Requirement clustering 

Java programs 

containing multiple 
versions (two 

program) 

APFD 

[91]  Requirement risk 
Open-source and 
capstone project. 

APFD 

[8]  Requirement risk 
Enterprise-level IBM 

analytics application. 
APFD 

[92] Requirement risk 

Open-source and the 

industrial (one 

program) 

APFD 

[94] Requirement risk Industrial case study APFD 

[71] 
Requirement 
dependency  

A synthetic case study  APFD 

[68] 
Requirement 

dependency 
Small example case 

Requirement 

coverage 

[69] Requirement coverage Own case study  APFD 

[77]  Requirement risk Industrial application  APFD 

Meanwhile, Abbas et al. [68] made a requirement 
dependency meta-model on non-functional requirements and 
performed TCP using the Page Rank Algorithm. This 
requirement dependency value was used as an addition to the 
priority ranking weight for these requirements. In summary, 
Table XIII presents the requirement-based TCP research 
conducted to date. 

V. RESEARCH FINDING 

Regression testing is a crucial stage in the software 
development process especially in the era of Agile 
development. TCP appears as the most popular technique in 
regression testing due to testing efficiency. Even if testing 
must be stopped for some reason, the high-priority test cases 
have found the essential faults. 

We have conducted a rigorous study through searchers 
from reputable resources and carefully filtered the findings 
through a quality assessment to review current efforts on TCP 
for RT. In RQ1, we found that the existing TCP approaches 
presented by [22] and later added by [27] are still of interest to 
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researchers. We discover five new approaches through the 
review: modification-based, user interface-based, model-
based, mutation-based, and similarity-based. The discovery 
shows that the taxonomy is still progressing and further 
explored by researchers. In terms of the technique for TCP 
implementation, we discover that there is no dominant 
algorithm used. Researchers have their reasons for choosing a 
technique to implement TCP based on specific analysis and 
motivations. However, it is noticeable that the Greedy and 
Additional-Greedy Algorithm, which are classic search-based 
TCP algorithms, are still in demand. Likewise, Genetic 
Algorithms are also popular. On the other hand, we discover 
that Machine Learning Algorithms seem to be growing in use 
and gaining popularity. 

As for RQ2, we have investigated that SIR is an SUT 
repository database with an excellent and complete SUT 
collection. However, although many researchers still use it, 
some studies use SUT for empirical studies. Through the 
review, we classify SUTs into six categories: SUTs built from 
open-source software, SUTs from repositories such as SIR and 
Defects, SUTs from industrial cases, SUTs constructed by 
researchers. 

Answering RQ3, in terms of using metrics to measure the 
effectiveness of TCP, we did not find any significant progress. 
Some researchers add aspects of measurement on a fixed basis 
to the APFD. In this case, the APFD is dominantly used. 

Finally, on RQ4, referring to reviews carried out by 
previous surveys, we found the overall development on the 
use of requirements-based TCP. Although requirements-based 
TCP is not as popular as many other approaches, it can be 
further developed. For example, referring to our survey, we 
found that requirement risk TCP introduced by [77], 
requirement dependency TCP by [71] and [68].  It is proven 
that the research conducted has allowed growing further and 
improving the effectiveness. As stated by [22], one of the 
advantages of requirement-based TCP is the privilege of 
utilizing information from requirements. Therefore, the 
preparation of test cases can be done earlier to save time in the 
testing process. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the SLR result on test case 
prioritization for regression testing.  The study's main 
objective was to get the state of the art on TCP for regression 
testing in 2017-2020. Furthermore, this study also investigates 
the TCP explicitly based on requirements since the TCP was 
first introduced until 2020. 

We found more TCP approaches not mentioned in other 
surveys, which have opportunities for further research. The 
new TCP approaches are modification-based, user interface-
based, model-based, mutation-based, and similarity-based. In 
the use of SUT, it appears that there are more diverse 
variations of SUT. Even so, the utilization of SUT repositories 
such as SIR and Defect4J is still in great demand. We also 
discover that APFD is still a very dominant metric, and almost 
no specific new metrics are found. 

For future work, it is beneficial to explore the utilization of 
requirements to improve TCP effectiveness. We view that 

requirement-based utilization will help prepare test cases 
earlier, so the testing process can be more efficient. 
Requirement risk is an essential aspect of a requirement that is 
considered in the test case prioritization development.  
Meanwhile, the dependency between requirements is a crucial 
issue to consider in software development, so it can be one of 
the factors for prioritizing test cases. We cannot ignore the 
relationship between requirements in the software 
development process, including in the testing stage. 
Requirement-based TCP still has many opportunities for 
improvement. We believe that there are many attributes in 
requirements that can improve TCP effectiveness. 
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Abstract—Continuous remote monitoring of a patient’s health 

condition in dynamic environment imposes many challenges. 

Challenges further get multiplied based on the size of body area 

sensor network. One such challenge is energy efficiency of 

sensors. Maintaining longer life of all nodes, especially who 

participate in communicating vital signals from one network to 

another towards the base station is very important. In this work, 

an energy efficient communication protocol for the wireless body 

area network (WBAN) is proposed. The essential characteristics 

of the protocol are: random deployment of nodes, formation of 

clusters, node with high signal to noise ratio (SNR) as cluster 

head (CH), random rotation of CHs within each cluster, and so 

on. The developed algorithm is simulated in MATLAB by 

varying the number of nodes and networks. Obtained results are 

compared with some of the recent and most relevant existing 

works. It is found that there is an enhancement in the network 

lifetime by 19.5%, throughput by 12.61% and average remaining 
energy by 57.21%. 

Keywords—WBAN; energy efficiency; emergency applications; 

protocol; remote monitoring 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The usage of information and communication technology 
(ICT) in healthcare sector is not so widely visible even in the 
pandemic. Enormous challenges in demand of healthcare 
centre were encountered [1]. People even in urban areas 
require doctor appointment and physically visit them if they 
have any health problem. This has been in practice for a long 
time and continues even now. Significant research, what we 
call IOTization, has been around in almost every industry such 
as smart city, smart home, smart agriculture, smart class room, 
smart governance, smart and intelligent transport, smart 
eHealth [2-4]. However, to some extent, smartness is observed 
in the case of home, in the case of manufacturing but 
smartness in the case of eHealth is still a miles away. It is 
limited to a very few individuals who can somehow monitors 
some of his/her body parameters using smart watch, band, and 
so on. During this pandemic situation, when social distancing 
has become very important, health industry should have seen 
significant growth in terms of usage of monitoring devices and 
techniques. Unfortunately, we are far behind. 

Though, there are many tiny, cheap and smart sensors 
modules available which can be kept on the body of human 
within and outside or vicinity of body of human. This type of 
network is well known as body area network (BAN). 
Furthermore, this BAN is expected to be dynamic and mobile, 
such system is known as wireless BAN (WBAN). WBAN 

allows monitoring of health data of a patient or person from 
remote. The usage of such networks at this time period could 
have been significantly increased. Despite that a large number 
of papers, investigations are available on the subject [5], but 
practical implementation and usage is not promising due to 
requirements of bandwidth, high storage capabilities and high-
power usage. Additionally, huge information transformation 
and estimation is required at the edge or cloud. Could 
computing [6] can be used with regular transformation and 
data analysis. This inquiry can then be used by the clinicians 
for providing better treatment of patient in healthcare as well 
as research. In addition, remote monitoring, consultation, 
counselling can be easily done. Furthermore, when patient is 
mobile and dynamic, the system complexity and requirement 
would be different. One of the important problems would be 
communicating information from one network to other 
networks towards the patient’s parent cloud, that is, routing of 
information from the source to destination. 

WBAN routing protocols are classified into energy aware 
routing, cross-layer routing, temperature-based routing, 
cluster-based routing, posture-based routing and quality of 
service (QoS)-based routing [7]. An opportunistic power-
efficient routing with load balancing (OE2-LB) by eliminating 
the delay caused during the aggregation process algorithm has 
been proposed in [8]. It helps in avoiding the loops that occur 
in routing in a more effective way. Authors claimed to have 
developed a better algorithm with respect to throughput delay, 
aggregation time, energy, and live nodes count. A power 
efficient communication protocol for transmitting the data 
more reliably is proposed by selecting appropriate next hop 
node [9]. In this, to select next hop node, a maximum benefit 
function has been defined. It uses parameters like residual 
power, bandwidth, efficiency in transmission and number of 
hops to sink. The performance of the proposed protocol is 
simulated in MATLAB and evaluated with PERA and NEW-
ATTEMPT protocols. In [10], a clustering routing protocol for 
WBANs (CRPBA) is developed for maximizing the network 
lifetime and minimization of power dissipation for the nodes. 
The performance of the developed algorithm is evaluated with 
specifications such as total number of nodes 24; initial energy 
of each node is 0. 5J and total number of 7000 rounds. The 
reported results showed the first node death at 3375 rounds. In 
[11], authors developed iMSIMPLE: improved stable 
increased-throughput multi-hop link adept communication 
protocol. A cost function is defined by considering various 
parameters such as distance to sink and residual power has 
been used for selecting a new forwarding node. Simulations 
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were performed with eight nodes having 0.5j of initial energy 
and radio parameters like DC current for transmitter and 
receiver, supply voltage. Results showed that the first node 
death occurred at 5200 rounds with no mobility. Also, it is 
learnt that when a patient is static i.e., fixed in location, 
receive signal strength indicator (RSSI) is normally 
considered [12]. But when the patient is moving, there will be 
considerable number of noises as channel keeps changing. 
Hence, signal to noise ratio (SNR) is more appropriate than 
the RSSI for variable radio conditions. 

Hence in this work, we investigated SNR based power 
adept communication protocol for not only maximizing the 
network period by reducing the power dissipation, but also 
increasing the network throughput and reducing delay in the 
network. For this, we introduced a weightage function for 
selecting the cluster head. The weightage function is based on 
two parameters; high SNR among the nodes and lowest 
distance from the nodes to cluster head. Also, we compared 
the performance of our developed algorithm with energy 
efficient low power robust clustering hierarchy (EELEACH), 
distributed power efficient clustering (DEEC), threshold 
sensitive power efficient sensor network protocol (TEEN) and 
clustering based routing protocol for WBAN (CRPBA). 

The contents of this paper have the following details. 
Section II discusses about related works of various routing 
protocols with respect to performance metrics, goals, and the 
cost function that has been developed. Simulation parameters 
with the radio model and energy model of two modes of 
communication are discussed in Section III. Section IV deals 
with proposed algorithm with defined cost function. Finally, 
results and conclusion were discussed in Sections V and VI, 
respectively. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Optimized cost effective and energy efficient routing 
processes (OCER) and Extended-OCER are suggested in [13]. 
So, as to maximize the network period with the lowest power 
usage, authors projected a price function with the node’s 
residual energy, path loss, and reliability of link. Nodes 
owning a less values of price function hold the risks of getting 
subsequent hop nodes. The functionality of the projected 
protocol is evaluated using simulations with metrics such as 
power consumption, throughput and number of packets 
forwarded. Furthermore, comparison has been made with EPR 
for indoor medical centres and DMQoS protocols. The 
outcomes indicate OCER achieves excellent power savings. 

When it comes to RK efficient routing protocol [14] has 
been recommended by the researchers with eight nodes 
deploying on the human body to keep track of physiological 
parameters. Nodes are actually split into normal and critical 
nodes, and that makes use of one hop mechanism and multi 
hopping respectively. A cost function is identified to pick a 
forwarder node for multihopping, mostly, based on the least 
distance to sink and the node’s residual power. The 
functionality of the protocol is then compared and contrasted 
to ATTEMPT and results suggested that the recommended 
one outperforms ATTEMPT. 

Anwar et. al. developed power aware link effective routing 
for WBANs (ELR-W) in [15]. Link efficient network model 
was built to select next hop node with minimum distance to 
base station and quality link (having very good packet 
reception ratio). To analyze the efficiency of protocol, 
parameters such as usage of power, life time of the network, 
and throughput had been considered for simulations. Very low 
energy usage, low packet loss i.e., high throughput, and 
substantial network lifetime were achieved with the ELR-W 
when in contrast with M-ATTEMPT and iM-SIMPLE. 

To have efficient routing approach in WBANs, achieving 
QoS (throughput, power effectiveness, end-to-end hold off, as 
well as packet transmission rates) is really very important. As 
a result, a SDN-enabled and energy-efficient routing algorithm 
(ESR-W) developed with the usage of the Fuzzy-based 
Dijkstra method [16] for achieving QoS. So, riverbed modeler 
simulation software with IEEE 802.15.6 for intra-WBAN, and 
hubs flow interface protocol for inter-WBAN (SD-WBAN) 
are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
approach. Simulation results of ESR-W found to be more 
efficient when compared with AODV, and SDN routing 
developed for SD-WBAN architecture. 

Link-aware and energy efficient pattern for body region 
networks (LAEEBA) [17] is suggested by the authors to 
achieve reliable, pathloss efficient and high throughput for 
WBANs. Besides, on the foundation of higher residual vitality 
as well as bare minimum distance coming from nodes to BS, a 
price feature continues to be recommended for choosing the 
forwarder nodes within the community. The simulations were 
carried using MATLAB and performance of the LAEEBA is 
compared with SIMPLE and M-ATTEMPT. A total of 8 
nodes with fixed locations, initial energy of 0.5 J with a range 
of 10 meters is deployed on the body. The results show that 
LAEEBA protocol improves the stability of network and 
network life time with first node dying at 5130 rounds when 
compared with 2147 and 4436 rounds for M-ATTEMPT and 
SIMPLE protocols, respectively. 

A new routing protocol for heterogenous WBANs named 
Mobility-supporting adaptive threshold-based thermal-aware 
energy-efficient multi-hop protocol (M-ATTEMPT) [18] has 
been proposed by the researchers. Apart from this, a system 
model is built for placing the nodes on human body. To study 
this protocol, simulations were carried in MATLAB with 10 
nodes as randomly placed, initial energy of these nodes 0.5 
joules and their transmission range is 10 meters. Results 
indicate that first node death occurred at 2700 round and total 
energy of the network lasted till 3500 rounds. Conclusion: 
proposed algorithm has consumed very less energy and also 
achieved very good throughput. The same authors in [12] 
presented reliability enhanced-adaptive threshold based 
thermal unaware energy-efficient multi-hop protocol (RE-
ATTEMPT) for WBANs. The network life time of 
ATTEMPT and RE-ATTEMPT lasted for 1450 and 1577 
rounds, respectively. 

Distance aware relaying energy-efficient protocol (DARE) 
[19] for enhancing the network life time by reducing the 
energy consumption has been developed. Simulations 
performed in MATLAB with 56 sensor nodes, initialized with 
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0.3 joule of energy, 8 body relays with 1 joule. The algorithm 
is compared with M-ATTEMPT and results indicate that in 
M-ATTEMPT all the 56 nodes are dead after 714 rounds. 
While, in the case of DARE, for about 1500 rounds all the 
nodes are dead. 

In [20] stable increased-throughput multihop protocol for 
link efficiency (SIMPLE) is proposed. Similar simulation 
parameters discussed in [19] were considered and the 
performance is evaluated based on the metrics like network 
period, stability lifetime, residual power, throughput, and 
pathloss [19]. The first node death occurred at 2010 round 
with ATTEMPT, while, in case of SIMPLE first node death 
occurred at 4400 rounds. Also, in other performance metrics 
SIMPLE algorithm outperformed the state of the art. 

As we all know, in line of sight (LOS) and non-line of 
sight (NLOS) conditions, paths between the nodes are 
experienced with path loss, multipath fading, shadowing 
effects and noise effects in both. A cooperative LAEEBA (Co-
LAEEBA) [21] routing scheme has been proposed, 
considering path loss and collaborative learning. A total of 8 
nodes have been considered with three as advanced nodes and 
remaining five as normal nodes. These normal nodes send the 
information to advanced nodes. The operation of this protocol 
is divided into many phases like initialization, co-operation 
and routing, power consumption, relay selection, and path loss 
phases. Initial energy of each node is given with 0.3 J and 0.1 
J for advanced and normal nodes respectively. As we all know 
that, the performance of the WBANs cab better be understood 
during simulation studies. 

Modified LEACH [22] has been proposed to reduce the 
energy consumption required for communication. For this, 
energy and location factors have been considered for electing 
the CH. The performance evaluation of proposed algorithm, is 
simulated in MATLAB and then compared with basic 
LEACH, and LEACH -C. All nodes in LEACH died at 2243, 
LEACH -C at 2606 and proposed EE-LEACH at 4958 rounds. 
Moreover, the proposed protocol i.e., EE-LEACH has 
balanced the network, with less power consumption, improved 
data throughput, and prolonged network lifetime. 

A single protocol cannot meet the multiple quality of 
service requirements in WBANs. Moreover, the above 
protocols are based on cost functions considering single 
parameters such as calculation of residual energy, minimum 
distance to local base station, RSSI, load balancing, spatial 
information, links reliability and path loss. Furthermore, it is 
observed that few of the above works are carried under ideal 
conditions and didn’t consider any radio models. Thus, in this 
paper we construct a cost function in selecting optimal cluster 
head by taking number of parameters such as high SNR, 
average energy and least distance to CH. With this approach, 
we not only achieve efficient and reliable communication of 
data, but also improve network lifetime, and energy efficiency 
of network. 

The developed protocol finds usage in sensor networks. 
Since, the protocol is energy efficient, it can be used in 

any sensor networks. Other application supported would be 
Internet of things (IoT). Some of the applications include 
minimum energy routine protocol and cluster formation of the 
networks. There are various power-aware routing protocols 
including nodes route data destined for the base station 
particularly through the intermediate nodes. To minimize 
energy usage, the intermediate nodes are chosen in a way that 
the transmit amplifier energy is greatly minimized. For 
example, in clustering, the nodes are organized into clusters 
that enable communication with a local base station. In turn, 
the local base stations transmit data to the cellular base 
stations where accessibility by the end user is made possible. 
This significantly minimizes the distance nodes that are 
required to transmit their data since the local base station is 
closer to other nodes in the cluster. 

III. RADIO SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS 

A. Radio Model 

A first order radio model defined in [23] is shown in 
Fig. 1. In this model, the radio will dissipate: total electronic 
(Telec = Etx = Erx) = 50nJ/bit to make the transceiver circuitry 
up and 100pJ/bit/m2 for operating transmit power amplifier to 
achieve desired SNR. Also, we assume that some amount of 
energy is consumed due to the transmission over channel. 

To communicate ‘n’ bit message to a distance ‘d’ using the 
assumed model, radio spends: 

𝐸 𝑡𝑥(𝑛, 𝑑) =  𝐸𝑡𝑥(𝑛) + 𝐸𝑡𝑥−𝑎𝑚𝑝(𝑛, 𝑑)            (1) 

𝐸𝑡𝑥(𝑛, 𝑑) = (𝐸𝑡𝑥 + 𝐸𝑟𝑥) ∗ 𝑛 + 𝐸𝑡𝑥−𝑎𝑚𝑝 ∗ 𝑛 ∗ 𝑑2            (2) 

And, while receiving the same message, the radio dissipates 

𝐸𝑟𝑥(𝑛) =  𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 ∗  𝑛              (3) 

where total power is given as tpower = Etx (transmitter 
power) + Erx (receiver power), and Etx-amp is power consumed 
by the transmitter amplifier electronics. Moreover, we also 
assumed the amount of energy required for sending a packet 
from wearable sensor 1 to 2 will be same as that of energy 
required to for transmitting from node 2 to node 1 at a given 
SNR. 

 

Fig. 1. First Order Radio Model. 
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B. Energy for Two Modes of Operation 

Sensor nodes transmit information to local BS in two 
modes: direct (single hop) and multi hope. In direct mode, 
nodes send data straight to BS. If BS is too far from them, 
nodes transmitter will have to spend more energy to transmit 
to, as ‘d’ is greater in eq. 2. With this, nodes batteries drain 
faster and network lifetime decreases. To demonstrate the 
above point, Fig. 2 is considered as a simple linear network, 
where ‘s’ is number of nodes and ‘d’ is distance between the 
nodes. 

In direct mode, energy spent for transmitting ‘n’ bit 
message of a node located at a distance ‘sd’ from BS is given 
by: 

𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 = 𝐸𝑡𝑥(𝑛, 𝑑 = 𝑠 ∗  𝑑)            (4) 

Equation 1 and 2 can be expressed as: 

𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 = 𝐸𝑡𝑥(𝑛, 𝑑 = 𝑠 ∗  𝑑)            (5) 

= 𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 ∗ 𝑛 + 𝐸𝑡𝑥−𝑎𝑚𝑝 ∗ 𝑛 ∗ (𝑠𝑑)2  

=  𝑛(𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 + 𝐸𝑡𝑥−𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑠
2𝑑2            (6) 

In multihop mode, nodes transmit data to BS through 
intermediate nodes, acting as routers. These intermediate 
nodes are selected in such way that their transmitter energy is 
minimized while sending the data. Consider a linear network 
shown in Fig. 2 with 3 nodes, if a node 1 wants to transmit to 
node 3, node 1 should transmit through node 2 only if it 
satisfies the following condition: 

𝐸𝑡𝑥−𝑎𝑚𝑝(𝑛, 𝑑 = 𝑑12) + 𝐸𝑡𝑥−𝑎𝑚𝑝(𝑛, 𝑑 = 𝑑23) <

𝐸𝑡𝑥−𝑎𝑚𝑝(𝑛, 𝑑 = 𝑑13)             (7) 

where d12 is distance from node 1 to node 2, d23 distance 
from node 2 to node 3 and d13 is distance from node 1 to node 
3. 

In a multihop mode, nodes near to BS will receive large 
amount of data, thus these nodes will die soon. Furthermore, 
nodes far from BS will have to transmit data with more energy 
causing these nodes to die and eventually the network goes 
down. Hence, all the nodes can be arranged into clusters, and 
communicate with local BSs. Moreover, these local BS 
transmits data to global BS, comprises of personal computer, 
phones and other smart electronic items [21], whereas, sensor 
nodes are all kind of biosensors powered by tiny batteries. 
Thus, clustering seems to be a solution in providing energy 
efficient communication between the local BS and global BS. 
However, the local BS should be given with high energy, 
otherwise this would die soon. 

 

Fig. 2. Simple Network with Linearity. 

C. Simulation Parameters 

The protocol is based on a model with a person or patient 
equipped with mMaxBANSize sensor nodes placed outside 
the body. These nodes will help in monitoring the patient vital 
signals such as heart rate, body temperature, oxygen levels, 
blood pressure, blood sugar levels, and respiratory rate, and so 
on from a remote location. The topology in this network is star 
with one node acting as a local BS for collecting the data, 
situated in the centre of the body and others being normal 
nodes, senses the data and send to local BS in a Multihop or 
single hop fashion. The reason behind choosing limited 
number of nodes is due to patient movement in the external 
environments. All the nodes in the given model are 
homogeneous and are provided with initial energy E0 = 0. 5J 
and considered to have equal computational capabilities. In 
this work, we assumed a simple first order radio model to run 
the transmitter and receiver circuitry. 

The simulation specifications and radio parameters are 
shown in Table I. 

TABLE I. SHOWS THE SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Parameters  Value 

Size of BAN (mMaxBANSize) 6 - 30 

Network size 3mx3m 

Sink location Centre 

Initial energy (E0) 0.5 Joules 

Number of rounds 6000 

Size of each packet 4000 bits 

Etx (Transmitter electronics) 50 nJ 

Erx (Receiver electronics)  50 nJ 

Etx-amp transmitter amplifier  100 pJ/bit/m2 

IV. PROPOSED METHOD 

The protocol is based on communicating the information 
to BS by avoiding the battery drainage caused due to direct 
communication i.e., single hop. Disseminating the data to base 
station, and achieving the easier convergence of network, 
sensor nodes themselves organize into clusters with one node 
being cluster head (CH) or local BS. If we chose CH before 
and fixed for the entire system’s lifetime, the CH would die 
quickly. Thus, there is a necessity to provide random rotation 
of CHs among all the nodes within the cluster. Moreover, all 
the remaining wearable sensors within a cluster will transmit 
data to CH to save energy and further CHs will direct the data 
to access point by performing data aggregation and 
segregation. However, the energy consumed by the cluster 
heads is more when compared with nodes. If it happens 
continuously, soon the CHs end up with low energy and thus 
making network down. Thus, CH selection is based on the 
cost criteria given as: 1) by allocating random signal to noise 
ratio (SNR) among the nodes, and 2) computing the distance 
between from nodes to CH. If the node is having high SNR 
and distance between node and CH is less, then that particular 
node will become CH in next iteration. 
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In WBAN scenario, the wearable sensors deployed on a 
body are fixed with respect to their position after the 
deployment. All these wearables are given initially an equal 
amount of power except for the local BSs. Initially all the 
nodes will be in sleep mode, and gets activated only when its 
allocated time slot is arrived. Once, the nodes get activated, 
nodes first check its Etotal i.e., total energy. Sensor nodes 
appoint themselves to be CH with certain probability. CH will 
communicate its status to all wearable sensors in the network. 
Later nodes in the network identify their neighbors’ nodes and 
forwarder nodes to build a table using eq. (8) and (9). 

 Neighbor nodes are identified using: 

𝑁(𝑛) =  { 𝑗 | 𝑗 ∈  𝑆, 𝑑 (𝑖, 𝑗)  <  𝑟 }             (8) 

where ‘S’ is set of all the sensor nodes, r is the 
communication radius, d(i,j) is distance from ith node to jth 
node. 

 Forward nodes are identified using: 

𝐹𝑁(𝑖)  =  { 𝑗 | 𝑗 ∈  𝑁(𝑖), 𝑑 (𝑗, 𝐵𝑆)  <  𝑑 (𝑖, 𝐵𝑆) }          (9) 

where d(j, BS) is given as distance from jth node to local BS. 

Later, each node will decide to which cluster should 
belong to by choosing CH with minimum energy for 
communication. Finally, CH will allocate certain schedules to 
nodes for the transmission of data. With this, node allocated 
for that particular slot will turn on its radio and transmits the 
information. Rest all other nodes will be in inactive state.  

A. Cluster Head Selection 

 Initially when the clusters formation starts, all the nodes 
within the cluster can participate in CH election. CH 
election is based on SNR, energy and distance factor of 
all the nodes. 

 Firstly, CH is elected based on evaluation of SNR 
randomly for all the nodes using temporary variables 
and rand function. SNR is generally expressed as: 

𝑆𝑁𝑅 =  
𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙

𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒
             (10) 

 If SNR ≥ threshold; only then node will be having 
higher priority in becoming cluster head. Using this, all 
the nodes will get an equal opportunity to become CH. 
Since we have fewer nodes the probability of becoming 
CHs is high. 

 Each node will have to spend certain amount of energy 
for data transfer, which is different for every node. 
Later nodes with maximum energy will be participating 
in CH election process using eq. (11), where Enode is 
node’s energy and Eresidual is remaining energy at current 
round. 

 𝐸𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 = 
𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙

𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
           (11) 

 The amount of power dissipated will depend on the 
distance between source and CH. If distance ≤ do 
(average distance); nodes estimate their distance with 
respect to CH and node with minimum distance gets 

higher probability of becoming next CH. Hence, for the 
next round, CH is elected using modified equation 
given in (12): 

𝑇ℎ = [
𝑃

1−𝑃 (𝑐𝑟𝑚𝑜𝑑(
1

𝑃
))

 ∗  (
𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
) ∗  (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
) ∗

 (
𝐸𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
)]              (12) 

where ‘p’ represents probability that the node has to 
become cluster head and ‘crmod’ is the current round as shown 
in algorithm 1. 

Algorithm1: Energy efficient communication protocol for 
WBAN applications 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Simulations were carried in MATLAB R2019b and 
performance analysis is compared with various algorithms 
such as EELEACH, DEEC, TEEN and CRPBA. The 
following parameters have been considered for performance 
evaluation: average network life time, throughput, average 
energy dissipation with varying number of nodes. To have 
realistic view, we have varied number of nodes between 8 
and 30. 

Assuming that in a WBANs patient or person, it can be 
equipped with 8 or 12 or 20 or 30 nodes. For the given number 
of nodes each protocol is simulated for five times to find exact 
accuracy of the algorithm and also average number of rounds 
with 85% of the nodes died. 

Step-1: Deployment of ‘n’ sensor nodes, base station (BS)  

Step-2: Nodes are initialized with Eo= 0.5 Joules 

Step-3: Set-up phase: cluster formation 

a) Cluster head selection process begins 

Nodes uses LEACH based stochastic algorithm for 

determining CH for initial round 

CH announces CH status to all nodes 

Neighbor nodes are identified 

  𝑁(𝑛) =  { 𝑗 | 𝑗 ∈  𝑆, 𝑑 (𝑖, 𝑗)  <  𝑟 }   

Forward nodes are identified 

  𝐹𝑁(𝑖)  =  { 𝑗 | 𝑗 ∈  𝑁(𝑖), 𝑑 (𝑗, 𝐵𝑆)  <  𝑑 (𝑖, 𝐵𝑆) } 

Wait for Join-request messages 

CH creates TDMA schedule and send to all cluster members 

b) Steady phase 

Nodes transmits the data to CH, based on the slots allocated 

for i=1:n 

Nodes that have been cluster heads cannot become cluster heads again 

for P rounds 

Each node has a 1/P probability of becoming a cluster head again. 

Step-4: Calculation of SNR/ Energy 

 CH formation is rotated based on 

High signal to noise ratio ( SNR =  
Psignal

Pnoise
), high energy ( Enode =

 
Eresidual

Etotal
) and lower distance to base station 

𝑇ℎ =

[
 
 
 
 

𝑃

1 − 𝑃 (𝑐𝑟𝑚𝑜𝑑 (
1
𝑃
))

 ∗  (
𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
) ∗  (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
) ∗  (

𝐸𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
)

]
 
 
 
 

  

Step-5: end 
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A. Network Lifetime 

In the first iteration, for 8 nodes, after the simulation starts, 
85% of all the nodes died after 3100 rounds for EELEACH, 
3300 for DEEC, 3900 for TEEN, 4170 for CRPBA and 
proposed algorithm lasts for 5850 rounds. Similarly, iteration 
2, 3, 4, and 5 are carried and their values are shown in 
Table II. Again, an average has been taken among the results 
obtained, to get more accurate results (total values of each 
protocol divided by 5). Finally, for 8 nodes we found that our 
algorithm has performed 23.58% better than other algorithms. 
Similarly, for 12 nodes, the average lifetime values are 2159, 
2551, 3526, 4060 and 5059 for EELEACH, DEEC, TEEN, 
CRPBA and Proposed protocol respectively. Later for 12 
nodes we found that our algorithm has performed 19.75% 
better than other algorithms. 

Similarly, for 20 nodes, the average lifetime values are 
1669, 2055, 2623, 3431 and 4065 for EELEACH, DEEC, 
TEEN, CRPBA and Proposed protocol, respectively. 

Later for 20 nodes we found that our algorithm has 
performed 16.05% better than other algorithms. Similarly, for 
30 nodes, the average lifetime values are 1707, 1880, 2068, 
2812 and 3377 for EELEACH, DEEC, TEEN, CRPBA and 
Proposed protocol respectively. Later for 30 nodes we found 
that our algorithm has performed 16.7% better than other 
algorithms. From Fig. 3 it is can be observed that; the network 
period is decreasing as the number of nodes are increasing. 
Hence, an optimal number of nodes that can be placed on 
body are 8 to have very good network lifetime. Reasons: Due 
to the interference caused by nodes, packet loss, delay, 
retransmissions increase. With these factors, power of the 
nodes disseminates faster. 

TABLE II. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF NETWORK LIFETIME FOR VARIOUS PROTOCOLS WITH 8, 12, 20 AND 30 NODES 

Nodes Network Life Values for five simulations Analysis 

 EELEACH DEEC TEEN CRPBA Proposed  

8 

3100 3300 3900 4170 5850 

Proposed vs Best 1-(4307/5636) = 23.58% 

Better 

3355 3775 3875 4335 5620 

3200 3500 3572 4224 5575 

3757 3558 3550 4550 5380 

3250 3575 3680 4255 5755 

Avg Net Life 3332 3542 3715 4307 5636 

12 

2112 2673 3500 3878 5200 

Proposed vs Best 1-(4060/5059) = 19.75% 

Better 

2220 2527 3425 4258 5075 

2001 2580 3444 3955 4836 

2110 2422 3705 4220 5160 

2350 2555 3556 3988 5025 

Avg Net Life 2159 2551 3526 4060 5059 

20 

1544 1919 2545 3096 4115 

Proposed vs Best 1-(3431/4065) = 16.05% 

Better 

1725 2215 2617 3211 4256 

1780 2007 2528 3857 3900 

1698 2058 2770 3990 4077 

1599 2075 2657 3004 3975 

Avg Net Life 1669 2055 2623 3431 4065 

30 

1705 1902 2002 2770 3452 

Proposed vs Best 1-(2812/3377) = 16.7% 

Better 

1778 1885 2089 2688 3351 

1658 1850 2180 2910 3317 

1595 1897 1998 2805 3477 

1801 1867 2070 2888 3288 

Avg Net Life 1707 1880 2068 2812 3377 

Average Network Lifetime efficiency= (23.58+23.11++16.05+16.7)/4=19.5% 
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Fig. 3. Number of Rounds over Number of Nodes. 

B. Average Remaining Energy Per Node after 85% of Nodes 

Died 

From Fig. 4 and Table III, it is seen that the amount of 
power dissipated in the network is decreasing as the number of 
nodes are increasing. For EELEACH, DEEC and TEEN 
protocols, the even after 85% of the node’s death, the amount 
of energy is decreasing gradually which will lead to network 
down, whereas in the case of CRPBA and proposed protocol, 
the curve is flat and leading to efficient network. Hence, an 
optimal number of nodes that can be placed on body are 8 to 
have very good network lifetime. Reasons: Due to the 
interference caused by nodes, packet loss, delay, 
retransmissions increase. With these factors, power of the 
nodes disseminates faster. 

 

Fig. 4. Number of Nodes over Energy Dissipated. 

TABLE III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF AVERAGE REMAINING 

ENERGY FOR VARIOUS PROTOCOLS WITH 8, 12, 20 AND 30 NODES 

Nodes Average Remaining Energy per Node (Joules) 

 EELEACH DEEC TEEN CRPBA Proposed 

8 0.1052 0.1361 0.1686 0.1627 0.1977 

12 0.0820 0.1138 0.1445 0.1555 0.1797 

20 0.0608 0.0901 0.1229 0.1485 0.1688 

30 0.0577 0.0711 0.1115 0.1375 0.1595 

C. Throughput 

From Fig. 5 and Table IV, BS total numbers of packets 
reception will depend on how many rounds do the nodes are 
alive. The more time the alive nodes send more packets to 
base station and thus increasing the throughput. 

Also, it is seen that; the proposed protocol throughput is 
better than EELEACH, DEEC, TEEN and ERPBA protocols. 

 

Fig. 5. Number of Nodes over Throughput. 

TABLE IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THROUGHPUT FOR VARIOUS 

PROTOCOLS WITH 8, 12, 20 AND 30 NODES 

Nodes Throughput (packets for base station) 

 EELEACH DEEC TEEN CRPBA Proposed 

8 2280 1977 2545 3885 4615 

12 2788 2857 3328 4254 5085 

20 2890 3200 3770 4600 5200 

30 2979 3570 4100 4900 5257 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Due to limited energy, complicated channel conditions, 
different body postures and data rates, the communication 
protocols developed for wireless sensor networks are not 
appropriate to WBANs. Hence, in this work, SNR based 
energy efficient communication protocol with a weightage 
function is developed and analyzed. At the initial phase, 
number of broadcast flooding’s were reduced based on the 
distance from nodes and CH, then energy saving paths were 
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selected with respect to location of node and channel 
conditions. Finally, time slots were allocated for the nodes 
based on data priority of nodes. From the results, it is 
observed that developed protocol increases the network 
lifetime by 19.5%, throughput is increased by 12.61% and 
average remaining energy by 57.21% for various nodes. The 
results show that the developed protocol is well suited for time 
critical applications by reducing the energy consumption 
while electing the cluster heads and data transmission. It 
would be appropriate and interesting to implement a prototype 
and evaluate the performance. Also, it might be challenging to 
see how it will work in small size of the network. 
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Abstract—Health Information Technology such as Mobile 

Health Record Management (MHRM) and Electronic Health 

Record (EHR) depend on each other in maintaining the patients’ 

medical record. For maintaining trust specifically in health 

information technology development, the relationship among the 

patients, providers and clinicians needs to be maintained. The 

present study consists of the understanding of the importance of 

the trusted elements of mobile health (mHealth) record 

management implementation in government hospitals. Covid-19 

pandemic situation force obeying the technological approach in 

healthcare delivery. Technology gives a big impact on healthcare 

industry that deals with confidential data and human life. The 

increased use of mobile in records management in the wrong way 

leads the practitioner and communities towards poor quality, 

security problems, and meaningless data. To fulfil this objective, 

the conceptual framework has been developed by producing the 

trust elements for the implementation of mHealth apps in 

hospitals. Secondary data have been used and analyses to justify 

the objectives of the study. The findings and discussion have been 

evolved on correlating the existing literature and the analyses 

data. Five trusted elements for MHRM have been found: 

Governance, Professional skills and competency, Mobile Health 

Records Management (MHRM), Sustainability and, 

Technological. This paper has evolved the use of electronic health 

records in the health organizations for the accessibility of trust 

data and timely access. The involvement success factors of trust 

elements avoid the petty problem, and inefficient process but 

giving users convenient and instant access to patients' records. 

Keywords—Electronic health record; mobile health record; 

records management; health information technology; records trust 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The advancement in the medical sciences has changed the 
customers’ awareness and transformed the organizations by 
providing health services in the competitive environment [1]. 
Sometimes the critical need of the health system cannot be 
achieved due to the lack of proper documentation of the 
required papers between the health providers, data processing 
and timely access [2]. Hence, the need of access to computer-
based information has been considered important. The EHR 
have been executed by hospitals at a rapid scale in recent years 
across the world [3] and defined as the digitalized format 
constituting a patient's health-related information that is stored 

in the computer [4]. This EHR helps to provide easier access of 
health information such as patient's medical history, their 
medication, diagnosis, radiology images, lab results and other 
related medical information to the authorized providers among 
practitioners. The government has also taken major initiatives 
concerning the regulation and financial stimulations in 
different countries such as the USA, UK and Denmark [5] and 
[6]. The implementation of EHR in hospitals involves the 
integration and availability of data of the patients by improving 
the cost-efficiency and establishing good relationships among 
the patients and doctors. Health care professionals is the 
primary function in maintaining the nature of the hospital for 
efficient service [7]. The implementation of EHR helps in 
providing quality care along with customer satisfaction, cost 
effectiveness and timely access for complete and precise 
information [8] and [9]. Although the studies have provided 
several advantages of EHR, its implementation in the 
healthcare organizations have been found to be quite complex 
as its success and productivity depends on various factors [10] 
and [11]. Dissatisfactions among the patients have caused new 
exchanges that fulfil their needs by offering them several 
medical services online. This can be resolved by adopting the 
mHealth that consists of important information on the patient’s 
medical history. The use of mHealth services has become 
efficient towards providing medical care. mHealth has been 
mostly used for disease investigation, treatment assistance, 
epidemic outbreak tracking and chronic disease management. 

The access to mHealth has been considered complex due to 
the need of infrastructure investment and implementation of 
several changes in the health system. It also requires the user 
adaptability for participation in the development of the system 
[12] and [13]. The success in the implementation of EHR is 
mainly contributed by factors related to organizational, 
technological, and human [12]. The human factors include 
establishing the teamwork for users’ participation along with 
selection of leadership, users gaining training for using the 
system and providing appropriate support for the promotion 
and maintenance of the system. Factors related to organization 
includes the involvement of clinical, administrative and 
information technology in the healthcare system. The training 
of knowledge and skills for working with EHR have been 
provided to the users along with the assurance of the 
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confidentiality and security of the data in the healthcare 
organization. The technological factors involve the usability, 
infrastructure, interoperability, adaptability, testing and 
regulation, standards, and policies of the healthcare system. 

Almost seven billion individuals are connected to this 
mobile network, and around 500 million people use personal 
mHealth apps around the world [14] and [15]. Hence, Hospitals 
and clinics can use this visibility and usefulness to reach out to 
patients in the most efficient way possible. The mHealth 
applications which helps in appropriate management, 
organization, documents’ tracking and maintaining the record 
for further medical practice has been found to be efficient [16]. 
Also, the mHealth services maintains the mobile files while 
managing the workflow using electronic healthcare record 
management. Mobile files are effective in managing and 
organizing the paper or system information of the patient’s data 
that helps in treatment procedure by further analysing the 
history. Trustworthiness of mHealth apps involves the trusted 
relationship established between the user and the mHealth app 
to benefit their health which is dependent on mobile health 
record data. Trustworthiness involves the attributes that are 
necessary for the individuals [17] such as honesty, competence, 
and reliability. These are some important trustworthy signals 
that must be maintained among the users while using the 
mHealth apps. Therefore, several healthcare models have been 
developed to cater the need of the increasing healthcare 
services. Trust elements for mHealth has been one of such 
models which has been considered as an important model in 
terms of effective accessibility, affordability, and usability. The 
use of mHealth in the hospitals have been capable of 
establishing good communication between the providers and 
the patients and help in improving the management system of 
the workflow in hospitals. The mHealth apps have been 
capable of providing effective communication streamlined 
between the patients, providers and caregivers allowing 24/7 
services as per the condition of the patients. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Concept of Electronic Medical Records and Mobile Health 

Records 

An EHR document has been considered as an official 
health document of any individual that is shared among 
multiple agencies and facilities. It is the digital version of the 
patient’s information, and many consumers are adopting the 
desire for mobile access to their health records. EHRs are real-
time records that available at an instant with security to the 
authorized users [18]. Health records consist of the medical 
and treatment history of the patients while an EHR system is 
the process of going ahead of standardized data collected data 
in the healthcare organization and is considered to be inclusive 
with a broader view of patient’s care. Therefore, an EHR 
basically consists of a patient's medical history, diagnosis, 
treatment strategies, medications, dates for immunization, 
allergies, images of radiology and laboratory tests [20]. Among 
all other types of data EHR also involves contact information, 
information concerning the visit of the patient to healthcare 
professionals, insurance information, family history, 
information regarding the patient’s condition if suffering from 
any disease, records of hospitalization and information 

regarding the surgeries. It also maintains an automated and 
streamlines provider workflow. One of the important and 
distinct characteristics of EHR is that all the information 
related to the health condition of the patient is present in the 
digitized format with the providers and the authorized 
providers are capable of managing this document by 
collaborating with other healthcare providers from multiple 
organizations [19]. Hence, it can be said that using EHR in the 
organization helps in building a healthier future for the nation. 

The mHealth record has been efficient in improving the 
quality concerning patient’s care and other related care 
provision [16]. The applications were created utilizing mHealth 
records, which aims to improve the accessibility and 
availability of medical records information to make it easier for 
hospitals and doctors to analyze patients' daily medical 
activities. The use of android and iOS platforms have 
contributed to the initiation of the mobile EHR application. 
The app's mHealth record involves inpatient, outpatient, and 
emergency patient information; operation schedule; verbal 
orders; medical consultation; searching patients; on-duty 
scheduling views; salary views; cafeteria menu; telephone 
directory; and groupware board [20]. Also, it has been 
analyzed that the development and adoption of mobile as a new 
platform in hospitals requires the cooperation of hospital 
executives. 

The program regulations for EHRs and MHRs such as 
Medicare and Medicaid have been evolved to meet certain 
criteria. These regulatory programs help EHRs and MHRs to 
meet specific standards and criteria to ensure the data are 
trustworthy [21]. The healthcare professionals from the 
hospitals and healthcare system are assured by using these 
regulatory programs that EHR and MHR consist of the 
technologies with technical capabilities, functions, and security 
for catering the important requirements. However, 
digitalization has disrupted the healthcare sectors in many 
ways. Previously, the documented files were used in the form 
of papers for storage, management and retrieval of data 
containing patient’s information as clinical perspectives. The 
transformation of a documented-based storage system into 
EHR has been proved to be efficient in the healthcare system. 
But this transformation has evolved various issues which have 
been faced by the providers that need proper resolution. Some 
major potential issues have evolved that consist of security 
issues, reduction in data flow, requirement for extra staff 
training and aspects of slowing down of the system while 
implementation of the data record of the patient. The findings 
were categorized under one general themes in Table I, Issues 
and Challenges of Trusted Mobile Health Records 
Management in Healthcare. Findings from the review are 
summarized in Table I and details framework of trust element 
MHRM are discussed in-depth in the following sections. 

Thus, according to [29] and [30], health information 
management in the healthcare industry is highly critical to 
develop a comprehensive process for health records 
management. Consequently, one of the strategies areas on 
Malaysia Planning - 11 (RMK-11) is to achieve a trusted 
foundation, integration, and interoperability on mobile 
application, system transformation, and future-readiness 
preparation. To achieve the strategies, various elements are 
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significant to be accounted in planning health records 
management to ensure data are trustworthy and accurate over 
the complete records lifecycle. Thus, this article concerns to 
provide trusted elements in handling patient data to avoid any 

difficulties and risks on mobile health records towards critical 
success for MHRM implementation. The analyses also provide 
a records management framework for readers to understand the 
sources of the elements. 

TABLE I. ISSUES AND CHALLENGES OF TRUSTED MOBILE HEALTH RECORDS MANAGEMENT IN HEALTHCARE 

Theme 
Types of Issues 

and Challenges 
Explanation Author(s) 

Issues and 

Challenges of 
Trusted Mobile 

Health Records 

Management in 
Healthcare 

Security 

The security of the data has been the major concern. The electronic records of the 

patient’s information can be hacked from the data storage system if the software 
containing those data is not updated timely and secured [22]. Therefore, a security audit 

of the healthcare organization is needed for maintaining the security of the patient’s 

record. The electronic health records are designed for streamlining the workflow of the 
healthcare organization. Hence, these streamlines are created by the developers who are 

sometimes responsible for creating clunky and difficult work. Also, the staff working 

with these complex streamlined workflows may require more time for entering the basic 
information or retrieval of the appropriate record in the system. The transformation of 

the paper-based information of the patients into a new electronic healthcare record 

system requires implementation of some additional work. Hence, appropriat instructions 

need to be given to the staff for handling EHR effectively. Therefore, insufficient 

knowledge and skills related to the handling of EHR may disrupt the proper functioning 

of MHRM in the healthcare system due to less efficacy in the workflow.  

[22] 

Data privacy 

Another major issue involves the data privacy of the patients. The stakeholders are often 
concerned with the patients’ data privacy of getting leaked due to the increase of 

cybercrime. Lack of appropriate planning and communication proved to be the issues 

that resulted in the failure of meeting the expectations of the customers adopting 
MHRM. 

[23], [24], [25], [26] 

Lack of 
technological 

knowledge 

Another major issue involves the lack of technological knowledge among the medical 

staff members for implementation of EHR [10] and [11]. Also, have several health 

workers have doubts concerning the value of the EHRs. They may show unwillingness 
to give up the documentation process. The staff are not aware of the technological 

advancement which results in delay in EHR implementation. The medical doctor finds it 

hard to fit with the workflow of the EHR. The software's usability is hampered by 
design defects or inadequate training. 

[10] and [11] 

Technology 

advancement 

The mHealth apps have been evident and it has been confirmed that almost 97,000 

mHealth apps have already been used across 62 app stores [27]. One of the reports has 
revealed that the global mHealth market was predicted to increase from $6.21 billion 

revenue in 2013 to $23.49 billion by the year 2018 [28]. The potential use of mHealth 

services in Malaysia has been considered as an alternative delivery channel. This 
increasing growth of mHealth has led towards the drastic change in the management of 

the health data with the paradigm shift from mainframe systems situated in the facilities 

of the healthcare providers towards the apps and other storage systems. It has evolved 
into a new openness. Previously, the devices were available only in the hospitals, but the 

development of mHealth apps has evolved flexibility by providing the clinicians with all 

types of useful resources for the treatment even if located remotely. Hence, this trending 
use of mHealth services has facing trust data concerns while maintaining the 

accessibility and cost-efficiency. The population of this new era is now completely 

dependent on the digitalized technologies and hence require ease for receiving care. 

[27] and [28] 

III. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

A healthcare organization initiates mHealth services that 
majorly involves the clinicians and patients. The major trust 
elements involved while using mHealth apps by the clinicians 
includes the adoption of technology, time, awareness, and 
familiarity with the services. The data of the patients are 
presented and recorded in EMR and hence the maintenance of 
privacy and security is the major concern to provide trusted 
data while implementing mHealth services. Exploring various 
ideas, frameworks, concepts, and models from connected 
subject matter is important in selecting the best practise 
towards the goals of MHRM. The conceptual framework for 
the given study has been described below: 

A. A Trusted Electronic Records Management Framework 

Figure 1 explains the credibility and authenticity of 
electronic records that helps in determining the legacy of the 
electronic documents along with their effectiveness, 
preservation value and reproduction history. The activities of 
electronic record management are ensured by determining the 
evidence retention and utilization of information. An 
employment framework of electronic records trusted 
management based on critical business process management 
has been constructed by [31]. Yet, this framework is focusing 
on Government-Controlled Companies not in a healthcare 
environment as focusing on this study. In consideration of the 
foregoing, the principles of electronic records in any 
organization including healthcare, it is depending on the related 
trusted elements. Hence, the author believes, this model one of 
the models to consider off. 
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Fig. 1. A Trusted Electronic Records Management Framework [31]. 

B. MITHRIL Conceptual Model 

Security and privacy are perhaps the most pressing 
concerns when it comes to the use of mobile platforms in 
organization. Privacy refers to who has the authority to govern 
our personal data, whereas security refers to how that authority 
protects our data. There must have been concerns about 
security and privacy when mobile devices were first introduced 
to society. When mobile devices have been introduced to 
society, there must have been concern about the security and 
privacy of mobile platforms. [32] in figure 2 highlights, 
MITHRIL framework is used as a mobile access control 
framework that permits us to capture access control needs for 
specific users. This model has described the prevention criteria 
from the damage of personal data or information. MITHRIL 
framework which has two major components i.e MithrilAC 
and Heimdall also contains application analytic system that 
gathers mobile application metadata. 

MithrilAC in figure 2 is the main component of MITHRIL 
that manage access control on the device. The access and 
security classification which conduct for security reason and 
confidential only allows authorized person to access the data in 
the devices. The second component, Heimdall, detects and 
prevents infections on mobile devices, tablets, and computers. 
Using crowd-sourced policy rules such as malware threat for 
our devices, Heimdall intends to classify applications and 
generate an initial set of policy rules. Those threats will be 
sensed and blocked before it can manipulate our personal data. 
Thus, Heimdall work as a tool that classify the threats which 
may affect our devices especially the personal data or 
information. 

C. Conceptual Model for Clinician Mobile Health Readiness 

MHealth in figure 3 is the practice of providing medical 
treatment and public well-being through mobile devices. It 
benefits both the health care practitioner and the patient by 
increasing productivity and efficiency during the 
pharmaceutical procedure. The barriers of physicians and 
related healthcare organizations are assessed for the adoption 
of mHealth along with the use of EHR data of the patients. 

 

Fig. 2. MITHRIL Conceptual Model [32]. 

 

Fig. 3. Conceptual Model for Clinician mHealth Readiness [33]. 

Figure 3 shows, doctors, nurses, and pharmacists rely on 
mobile health to keep track of their patients. This technological 
implementation allows them to have consultations with their 
patients and to save all their patient information in digital form, 
making it easier for them to track down all the information they 
require. Simultaneously, this will reduce time in searching and 
retrieving the data in the mobile device. When their hospital 
number or identity card number is keyed into the system, all 
patients who register in the hospital will automatically appear 
in the system. In addition, mHealth create alertness to the 
health care professional and patients in dealing with medical 
treatment. Patients can just check at their smart phones to see 
what they need to do to improve their quality of health. When 
the doctors are not there, it serves as a personal advisor for the 
patients. 

D. Conceptual Operating Model for MMAs 

Figure 4 is model for Mobile Medical Apps (MMAs) has 
involved new ways for innovation with low cost healthcare 
delivery. This model involves the estimation of the MMA 
interactions with human physiology. Therefore, it is essential to 
have evidence of their trustworthiness i.e. maintaining privacy 
of health data, long term operation of wearable sensors and 
ensuring no harm to the user before actual marketing. 
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Fig. 4. Conceptual Operating Model for MMAs [34]. 

E. OAIS Functional Entities Model 

The Open Archive Information Systems (OAIS) is a type of 
archival system that employs both human and technological 
resources. According to [35] in figure 5, there are six 
functional entities in an Open Archival Information System, as 
mentioned by the Consultative Committee for OAIS. OAIS 
model can provide conceptual framework concerning the 
preservation and dissemination of digital assets. It defines a set 
of roles, processes, and functions relevant to long-term 
preservation. Thus, the OAIS model provides us with a 
common understanding of what the archives do when they 
preserve digital information objects. Furthermore, it has laid 
the groundwork for greater standardisation in the field of 
digital preservation, including the development of criteria and 
procedures for analysing and evaluating archival preservation 
and distribution practises. 

Figure 5 reveals the first functional entity is receiving 
information from producers and packages it for storage. The 
producer will do the Submission Information Package (SIP), 
then creates an Archival Information Package (AIP) from the 
Submission Information Package (SIP) and transfers the newly 
created Archival Information Package (AIP) to archival 
storage. Second functional entity is the archival storage 
function that serves as a repository to stores, maintains, and 
retrieves archival information. The third functional entity is the 
data management function that works to coordinates the 
descriptive information of the archival information package 
and the system information that supports the archive. The 
fourth functional entity is the preservation planning to support 
the archives material which make it accessible to the consumer. 
The fifth functional entity is the administration function to 
manage the daily operations of the archives. It handles the 
users need of the system. It works from the registration, 
searching, retrieving, and circulating of the archival material. 
The last functional entity is the access function through 
registering to the person in charge. This is to make sure the 
improvement of the security operation increasing to the 
maximum to keep the archival material stay on its place well. 

Preliminary high-level evaluation of aspects of trustworthy 
recordkeeping addressed in blockchain recordkeeping solutions 
based on a generic reference architecture and operating model. 

 

Fig. 5. OAIS Functional Entities Model [35]. 

Blockchain is a database that is controlled by a computer 
and is not owned by a single person. According to [36], 
blockchain is an open-source technology that allows for 
reliable, immutable records of transactions to be stored in 
decentralised, distributed, and automated ledgers that are 
publicly accessible. The government and the public sector are 
beginning to recognise the significance of this technological 
breakthrough. The blockchain system can help make 
transaction processes more efficient. 

Figure 6 shows the trusted documents, according to [36], 
must be accurate, reliable, and legitimate. To have the feature 
of evidence, these three traits must remain unified. Simply said, 
accuracy means that all the data in the records is correct for the 
operation. 

As a result, to clarify the significance of numerous concepts 
from diverse matters, the researcher separated the subject 
matter or theme into five associated subject matter or themes 
that address problems. This study reviewed five theories and 
conceptual models as state in figure 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 related 
to five elements: Governance, Professional Skills and 
Competency, Mobile Health Records Management (MHRM), 
Sustainability, and Technological. 

 

Fig. 6. OAIS Functional Entities Model [36]. 

These six models detail out the elements of best practices 
required to effectively manage the mobile electronic health 
records. As a result, [37] agrees that the lack of a proper 
standards aspect for mobile health record-keeping in mobile 
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systems is the primary reason why this topic continues to be 
debated. According to [3], to tackle this problem, the mobile 
device system needs precise policies, standardised elements for 
medical records coordination, and adaptive technology. It 
details out the elements of best practices required to effectively 
manage the mobile electronic health records. These attributes 
are encapsulated in the trusted environment whereby any short 
fall will implicate the organization and will lead to the risk of 

non-compliance. In other words, health records management 
should be recognized as a generic framework to the 
organization’s information strategy, especially in meeting the 
statutory legal and audit demands to ensure the trustworthiness 
of the records. Table II shows a list of 
frameworks/models/concepts/theories for use in this study that 
are linked to the MHRM's trusted elements. 

TABLE II. THE UNDERPINNING MODELS TOWARDS TRUSTED ELEMENTS OF MHRM 

Model Strengths related to the study Limitations related to the study 
Theme/Elements of the study related for 

this model 

1. A Trusted Electronic 

Records Management 
Framework [31] 

The trusted management and long-

term protection of electronic 
records in agencies. 

Records management is not 
recognized as a generic framework to 

the organizations’ information 
strategies as well as meeting the 

statutory legal and audit demands. It 

is also not recognized as a key role in 
safeguarding the business continuity 

of the organizations.  

1. Governance 

2. Professional skills and 
competency 

3. Mobile Health Records 
Management (MHRM) 

4. Sustainability 

5. Technological. 

2. Mithril Conceptual Model 

[32] 

MITHRIL assists user to protect 

their data or information in their 
devices. The advancement of 

technology helps us in our daily 

life which make everything easier. 

Although an obvious step towards 

better access control on mobile 

devices, it still did not allow dynamic 
access control.  

1. Mobile Health Records 

Management (MHRM) 

2. Sustainability 
3. Technological 

3. Conceptual Model For 

Clinician Mhealth 
Readiness [33] 

This technology adoption helps 

them conduct consultation to their 

patients. All the personal and 
medication of their patient will be 

kept in electronic form which this 

will be easy for them to trace all 
the information in need. At the 

same time, this will safely time in 

searching all the data about patient 
when all the data are kept at their 

mobile.  

Based on this model, the access and 
connectivity are the 10% barriers that 

were identified from the responses. 

While conversations touched on this 
topic at some point, it was not always 

in a way that access and connectivity 

was viewed as a barrier. For example, 
one participant talked about access 

and connectivity as a barrier. This had 

limited success.  

1. Professional skills and 

competency 
2. Mobile Health Records 

Management (MHRM) 

3. Sustainability 
4. Technological. 

4. Conceptual Operating 
Model For MMAS [34] 

The efficiency of this tools in the 

daily shows that this tool cannot be 

diminish. Patient and health care 

professional both need Mobile 

Medical Applications. For 
example, patient need a guidance 

by using Mobile Medical 
Applications meanwhile health care 

professional needs it as the result to 

diagnose. 

Focus on collecting physiological data 

for continuity process only and does 
not provide a model for health records 

management process. 

1. Governance 
2. Mobile Health Records 

Management (MHRM) 
3. Sustainability 

4. Technological. 

5. Preliminary High-Level 

Evaluation Of Aspects Of 
Trustworthy 

Recordkeeping Addressed 

in Blockchain 
Recordkeeping Solutions 

Based on A Generic 

Reference Architecture and 
Operating Model [36] 

The information, context, and 
structure of records must all be 

captured when they are created. If 

the details are not complete, the 
transaction cannot be completed by 

each party. Then there's 

consistency, which is a component 
of trustworthiness. To sustain 

efficiency in daily operations, all 

processes must be consistent. 

Focus on aspects of trustworthy 

recordkeeping addressed in 
blockchain recordkeeping solutions 

based on a generic reference 

architecture only and does not 
mentioned and provide an important 

model of recordkeeping life cycle as 

essential for records trustworthiness 
itself. 

1. Governance 
2. Professional skills and 

competency 

3. Mobile Health Records 
Management (MHRM) 

4. Sustainability 

5. Technological. 

6. OAIS Functional Entities 

Model [35] 

The process of this framework is 

stability because of In ingest, the 

process will be required receiving 
information from producers and 

packages it for storage. These 

entities serve as a repository for 
archive data, storing, maintaining, 

and retrieving it. It connects the 

archival information package's 
descriptive information with the 

archive's system information. 

Insufficiency of empirical research on 

the dimensions for health information 
model/framework. 

1. Governance 
2. Professional skills and 

competency 

3. Mobile Health Records 
Management (MHRM) 

4. Sustainability 

5. Technological. 
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Thus, this research solely focuses on the needs of trusted 
elements for the success factor of trusted elements for MHRM 
adoption of MHRM in healthcare organization. As described 
by other authors in the literature, the elements are crucial to 
ensure healthcare organization have a comprehensive rule and 
regulation of mobile device in term of standard, elements for 
records coordination, adoptive technologies, policies, and 
security [35]. Hence, the results are interesting and help to 
show the important theme/element for the trusted elements of 
MHRM are Governance, Professional skills and competency, 
Mobile Health Records Management (MHRM), Sustainability, 
and Technological. These themes/elements are based on other 
researchers' findings as a guide to advance the electronic 
records specifically in adoption into mobile for health records 
management in Malaysian. 

IV. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

The electronic health records and the mHealth records have 
been found to be effective in maintaining the personal health 
records of the patients in digitized format ensuring the safety 
and confidentiality of the data. These electronic health records 
are now present in the mobile format. mHealth records have 
enabled the patients to access their health information through 
internet and telecommunication devices. Hence, it has evolved 
the initiation of mHealth services for the ease of the patients 
and clinicians. The mHealth apps have the potential to help the 
patients and providers in identifying the medical conditions 
prescriptions accordingly from the different locations that helps 
in reducing the medical errors and enhances the improvement 
in health conditions during the emergency condition at the time 
of treatment with the new providers. The ease of access to the 
data of patients have been another major important 
characteristic of the mHealth services. The satisfying result 
from patients and management based on previous experiences 
of the implementation as discussed above demanding from the 
practitioners for enhancement of workflow process by using 
MHRM since the mobile device is beneficial in the collection, 
assessment, amendments, and transfer of data proficiently. 
Now, the medical conditions of the patients are recorded and 
submitted in digitized format that has helped the clinicians to 
treat their patients from remote locations. As a result, any 
adoption of technology for health records management in 
hospitals complied with the right principle such as trusted 
elements as suggest by author lead to trust, confidence, and 
secure feelings for users who involved in the health records 
process from the creation until disposal. This will be resulted in 
well-organized records, reduce file storage space, difficulties 
for updating reports at the workstation, and prevent manual 
handling of files that delay time for patients and wasted money 
in recruiting staff. This was because the usage of mobile will 
be easier, faster, and efficient. The petty problem such as 
distance workstations, delay time for data updating or 
inefficient process can be avoided through mobile device 
management, but also gives users convenient and instant access 
to patients' records. Besides, the cost efficiency is also 
maintained as the daily visit to the hospitals have been reduced 
due to access through mHealth apps in the mobile devices. 

V. LIMITATIONS 

The present study has also involved certain limitations 
include the unawareness of use of EHR among the patients and 
medical professionals that results in providing lack of 
important information while maintaining the patients' record. 
These issues give a big impact on accuracy, consistency, and 
integrity of the data. Another major limitation involves the cost 
as many of the healthcare system cannot bear the high cost 
software for maintaining the data security and confidentiality 
of the patients. This may result in the loss of important data 
from the electronic system. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The implementation of trusted elements of MHRM has led 
to a positive impact on the health conditions of individuals. 
The existing knowledge and understanding about the trusted 
elements of EHR has helped in understanding the basic aspects 
of MHRM and its effect while adopting it in the government 
hospitals for enhancing the technology adoption. The literature 
review of the given study has provided evidence that has 
implicated the elimination of the traditional approaches in the 
healthcare system and adopted the technology perspectives for 
providing care to the patients with accurate health information. 
The important trusted elements have played a major role in 
maintaining the ethical consideration of using the mHealth 
record management in hospitals. These trusted elements in turn 
affect the healthcare environment and hence, the results 
implicated the positive impact of using mHealth services. Trust 
elements as mentioned all play a role in increasing the efficacy 
of a health organisation while maintaining a trustworthy data 
and smooth workflow. 
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Abstract—Support Vector Machine (SVM) with Radial Basis 

Functions (RBF) kernel is one of the methods frequently applied 

to nonlinear multiclass image classification. To overcome some 

constraints in the form of a large number of image datasets 

divided into nonlinear multiclass, there three stages of SVM-RBF 

classification process carried out i.e. 1) Determining the 

algorithms of feature extraction and feature value dimensions 

used, 2) Determining the appropriate kernel and parameter 

values, and 3) Using correct multiclass method for the training 

and testing processes. The OaO, OaA, and DAGSVM multi-class 

methods were tested on a large dataset of batik motif images 

whose geometric motifs with a variety of patterns and colors in 

each class and containing similar patterns in the motifs between 

the classes. DAGSVM has the advantage in classification 

accuracy value, i.e. 91%, but it takes longer during the training 

and testing processes. 

Keywords—Geometric motif; image classification; multiclass; 

non-linear; large dataset 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Studies focusing on classification of image recognition 
have a high level of complexity if it has a large dataset with 
many different groups or multiple classes. The use of large 
datasets in question is data with large amounts (Lot of Data) 
with structured data. Moreover, the boundaries among classes 
cannot be separated by linear hyperplane (non-linear) due to 
their high level of image feature similarity. There are several 
supervised Machine Learning algorithms which can be used for 
image recognition classification, such as hierarchical-based 
decision trees, K-Nearest Neighborhood algorithms, partition-
based K-means and minimum-distance, and networks based 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) like perceptron algorithm, 
Backpropagation Neural Network (BNN), and Support Vector 
Machine (SVM). These classification algorithms are 
categorized as Shallow Learning type since they still require 
some application of feature extraction algorithms to produce 
feature image dataset. Feature extraction is a fundamental part 
in classification as feature dataset obtained from proper feature 
extraction can maximize the accuracy value of classification 
results [1-2]. 

This article elaborates a comparative study and evaluation 
of multi-class SVM methods which have been carried out. The 
advantages of classification using SVM are such as the ability 
to significantly gain good classification accuracy values for 

image features with high data dimensions [3, 4]. However, it is 
still necessary to test the classification with several different 
kinds of feature dimensions to get the right dimensions for use 
[1-2]. The advantages of SVM than those of Artificial Neural 
Network (ANN) in classification are that SVM does not 
involve all vector dataset for training image features in forming 
hyperplane and margins as class separators, and only vector 
datasets for contributing image features (support vector) are 
used for hyperplane formation and margins. In addition, SVM 
determines the hyperplane by maximizing the distance among 
classes (maximum margin), so that it has high generalization 
for the testing dataset. Thus, it is better than ANN in which it 
searches for a hyperplane by principally minimizing its 
gradient and depending on the number of parameters used [5-
8]. SVM classification works using the principle of Structural 
Risk Minimization (SRM) to enable it to produce good 
generalizations with hyperplane fields which can minimize the 
average error in managing training dataset [7]. 

Several previous studies showed that classification with 
SVM can significantly increase the accuracy value as in the 
classification to recognize the texture of honey pollen images 
in which the SVM accuracy results were better than Multi-
layer Perceptron classification method, Minimum Distance 
Classifier, and K-Nearest Neighbor [8-9]. SVM classification 
was tested by two public databases of DNA micro array to 
classify tumors and non-tumors resulting in a classification 
accuracy value in which SVM was better than ANN [10]. SVM 
by using default kernel parameter was applied for non-linear 
multi-class classification with a dataset of five types of batik 
textures. The results showed that the classification accuracy 
value using SVM was better than by using Minimum Distance 
Method and Backpropagation Neural Network [6, 11]. 

SVM was initially introduced by Boser, Guyon, and 
Vapnik in 1992 and only used as binary classifier [12]. SVM 
has the convenience to maximize non-linear classification 
patterns since SVM can overcome over-fitting with soft 
margins by replacing each dot product of testing feature using 
a non-linear kernel function matrix [12]. The strategies carried 
out in developing non-linear multi-class SVM classification are 
still considered to have some weaknesses for large number of 
dataset samples. To solve such weaknesses of non-linear multi-
class SVM classification on large-scale image recognition, 
there are three experimental stages which can be carried out to 
optimize the use of SVM method in non-linear multiclass 
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classification, so that it may maximize classification accuracy 
value. The first stage requires an experiment focusing on the 
use of qualified feature extraction by determining feature 
extraction algorithm and its proper parameters to gain qualified 
dimensions and feature values [1-2,13], the second is 
conducting an experiment to determine the best kernel and its 
parameter values which are fit with the conditions of the 
dataset used [4,5,7,14], The classification of each new dataset 
with SVM depends on the kernel function used and the 
parameters used. And the third requires an experiment on using 
the right method to handle the training and testing process in 
multi-class. The method commonly used for multi-class is by 
using combination approaches of several SVM binary or two 
classes [15-16]. 

In obtaining maximum classification accuracy value using 
SVM, it requires the best results from the three experiments by 
using the new image dataset. The author has conducted the first 
and the second experiments for 4 non-linear classes using one-
against-all method for geometric pattern image dataset with a 
high level of feature similarity [1-2,5]. The dataset used Batik 
images with traditional motifs from Indonesia. The traditional 
Batik images have very diverse geometric decorations and high 
similarity of motifs as well as possess multi-scale patterns and 
multi-color resolution [17-18]. Such batik with traditional 
Indonesian motifs along with the method of creating this batik 
has been recognized by UNESCO on 2 October 2009 as a 
“Representative List of The Intangible Cultural Heritage of 
Humanity”. 

The third experiment was as important as the first and the 
second ones in increasing the maximum accuracy value. 
Consequently, this article used a study using multi-class SVM 
methods by combining several binary SVM approaches, such 
as: one-against-all, one-against-one, and directed acyclic graph 
SVM from previous studies. Moreover, to find out the ability 
of these methods in maximizing the value of accuracy and 
classification time for multi-class non-linear with new datasets, 
an experimental evaluation of these methods was required 
using a large dataset of images with geometric motifs in the 
form of traditional Indonesian Batik images consisting of 4 
classes and 7 classes. The results of this experiment can be 
used as the basis to develop new research methods which are 
more efficient in training and testing time and have maximum 
accuracy values in handling non-linear multi-class in SVM 
classification with large datasets. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The fundamental first step in images classification is the 
process of applying feature extraction method to generate 
feature values. Features are unique characteristics of texture 
features of each image so that they can be recognized through 
digital image processing [19]. The results of feature extraction 
are converted in the form of statistical feature features which is 
then used for classification in the recognition phase. Maximum 
accuracy value of image classification depends on whether the 
value of generated image features is good or not. Thus, the 
experiment on applying the right feature extraction method can 
be an interesting stage in the initial image recognition research 
[1-2,19-20]. Feature extraction methods are commonly divided 
into three, i.e. structural, statistical, and spectral [20]. 

Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT) which is a 
spectral method is a feature extraction method often used and 
applied to 2-dimensional images having multi-resolution 
spaces with varying scale transformations and can produce 
features based on differences in image intensity in several sub-
band spaces [20-22]. DWT can perform the process of 
changing signal or wave data which is a combination of time 
and frequency into a series of wavelet coefficients that are 
easier to analyze, and can be used for feature extraction in 
images with geometric decorative motifs that have aperiodic or 
interrupted signals disconnected and noisy. The non-linear 
multi-class classification experiment in this study used the 
value of the image feature based on the author's previous 
research [1], i.e. using statistical features in the form of energy 
and standard deviation values obtained from wavelet 
coefficients by using DWT level 3 method with wavelet type 
of daubechies 2. For the introduction of batik motifs in the 
research by Rangkuti, Harjoko, and Putro [22], the use of 
wavelet daubechies 2 was also better than the haar, coiflets, 
and biorhogonal types. 

Following the experiment on the proper feature extraction 
method to use, it is also significantly important to determine 
non-linear kernel function and its parameters which best apply 
to SVM classification of non-linear multi-class [5, 23]. SVM 
classification was initially only used to distinguish two classes 
which could be separated by a hyperplane in the form of a 
linear line [24]. In the real case, classification in general is 
more about separation among nonlinear classes, or it will be 
very difficult to be linearly separated. Furthermore, SVM can 
be developed into a nonlinear classifier by using a kernel trick. 
In maximizing non-linear SVM classification pattern with the 
kernel trick, over fitting is minimized using soft margin 
concept on the hyperplane by replacing each dot product of 
feature with a non-linear kernel function matrix to determine 
the support vector [24-26]. 

One of the functions of kernel is to solve non-linear 
problem used to determine the support vector by mapping from 
the initial training feature data to the new training feature data 
which has a feature space with higher dimensions without 
defining the function of input space to the new feature space. 
[27-28]. Optimization of non-linear SVM classification highly 
depends on the use of kernel function and its proper 
parameters. There are several functions of non-linear kernel to 
replace the mapping to new dimensional feature space, 
including Polynomial, Gaussian/Radial Basis Function (RBF), 
sigmoid, Multi Quadratic Inversion, and Additive [7]. 

The Gaussian RBF kernel is highly recommended to gain 
maximum non-linear classification results for a new dataset [4, 
7, 14, 28] since it has the same performance as the linear kernel 
on the parameters cost (C) and gamma (γ) / sigma (σ) with a 
certain value in the optimization of classification. The best 
parameters combination for C and γ values will be obtained by 
a hyperplane with the right soft margin so that maximum 
accuracy of the classification results can be achieved [7, 28]. 
There is no range requirement for the estimated value of C and 
γ as test values for the Gaussian RBF kernel parameters. 
Determination of the RBF-SVM kernel parameters is to obtain 
a hyperplane and margin with minimal classification errors. 
The use of correct parameter values of C and γ will also result 
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in a low measure of the deviations (variance) and a low 
measure of error contribution (bias). High variance with too 
high C value and too low γ value can cause over fitting and 
high bias. On the contrary, if C value is too small and γ is too 
big, under fitting will occur. In each test, the combination of 
parameters C and γ can be classified several times with several 
different training and testing datasets. This is to ensure that 
there is no excessive over fitting on the tests with different 
testing data [4-5]. Gaussian RBF kernel can be elaborated as 
follows: 

Gaussian: K(xi,xj) = exp(-||xi,xj||
2
/(2 2

))           (1) 

 γ = 1/2 2
              (2) 

K(xi,xj) = exp(-γ|| xi,xj||
2
)             (3) 

K(xi,xj) is the value of each kernel matrix element, with xi 
and xj as data point pairs. The value of gamma (γ) as a kernel 
parameter is used to determine the maximum result in 
optimization of classification, so it is necessary to estimate a 
parameter in the form of a constant parameter value for the 
kernel parameter (γ). 

In some previous studies, RBF kernel and its parameter 
determination were recommended to use to obtain maximum 
non-linear classification results for the new dataset [5,14,21,29-
30]. Determining the value of this parameter is necessary since 
the function of Gaussian RBF kernel is to substitute dot 
product mapping from old dimensional features to the new 
ones depending on the conditions of the image dataset used. 
Evaluation to optimize the parameters for Gaussian RBF-SVM 
kernel needs to be done to get the classification with the 
smallest errors in the image dataset with geometric textures 
which have many variations and a high level of texture 
similarity. The parameter values applied to non-linear multi-
class experiments using a large number of geometric motif 
image dataset in this article are from the results of the author‟s 
previous research [5]. This study used 4 classes of image 
datasets with geometric motifs and the maximum classification 
accuracy value was obtained with a combination of low bias 
and low variance RBF kernel parameters at the value of C = 2

7
 

and γ = 2
-15

 [5]. 

In addition to having its own complexity in determining the 
right hyperplane, in multi-class non-linear SMV classification 
applied to large datasets with image features which have 
similarities among classes, it is also necessary to evaluate 
which multiclass method to be applied. The use of non-linear 
SVM multi-class training and testing methods can be used 
based on the use of two classes/binary classification, i.e. by 
combining several binary SVMs. This method is much easier 
and more practical to apply than by combining all datasets 
consisting of several classes into the form of optimization 
problems [16,31]. Some other commonly used methods are: 
one-against-all (OaA)/winner takes all (WTA), one-against-one 
(OaO) / Max Wins Voting (MWA), and Directed Acyclic 
Graph (DAG) [15]. Of all these methods, the superiority of 
each method in terms of accuracy value, testing and training 
time duration has not been clearly found out yet, it still depends 
on the size of the dataset and the number of classes [15,31]. In 
the methods above, several binary classifications are used in 
training and testing phases. Of all the other methods, OaA uses 

the least binary classification as if there are n classes; then n 
binary classification models are needed. In OaA, there is an 
unbalanced distribution of the training dataset classes in 
determining the hyperplane for each binary classification. For 
example, there are 5 classes, class +1 is class a dataset; then 
class -1 is a combination of the remaining class datasets, i.e. 
class dataset b, c, d, and e. Such class imbalance might be 
problematic when applied to large datasets with many classes 
since large combined class datasets will cause a slow training 
phase. Besides, incorrect classification predictions may occur 
because the training process focuses more on large combined 
class datasets. The one-against-all method in previous research 
[5], uses an approach for multi-class SVM for 4 classes by 
combining kernel parameter functions that can adjust multiple 
hyperplane and margins in several classifications of two 
classes, the test stages carried out are as shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Stages of Testing One-against-all 4 Classes. 

In this study [5] a simplification of the process was carried 
out by using a combination of several binary SVMs with the 
one-against-all method (Fig. 1), which was compared using the 
one-against-one method. The one-againts-one method for 4 
classes is done with 6 SVM testing models as shown in Fig. 2. 
Each test classification model is carried out on data from two 
classes, namely for data from class i and class j. 

 

Fig. 2. Stages of Testing One-against-one 4 Classes, p=Positive. 

In OaO and DAG there is no class merger, so in the 
training phase a binary classification model is needed as much 
as (n(n-1))/2, the value of „n‟ is the number of classification 
class, thus the training phase will be slower as the number of 
classification classes increases [16]. The difference between 
OaO and DAG is in their test method, the binary classification 
model in OaO is first tested and the results are used for the 
voting method; while in DAG, binary directed acyclic graph 
method is used. The testing method in DAG is more efficient 
than OaO, because DAG produces a faster test time complexity 
for large datasets compared to using OaO, this is because OaO 
performs two stages in the testing phase [15, 32]. Although the 
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testing phase is slower, previous research experiments using 
OAO approach showed that the results of the accuracy value 
are better than the other multi-class approaches [33-34]. With 
the advantages and disadvantages of the OaA, OaO, and DAG 
methods, it is necessary to test the performance of these 
multiclass methods, the test is carried out in the case of large 
image datasets, the images used are images with geometric 
motifs that have high similarity between classes. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

This section describes the proposed method to produce 
maximum accuracy values. In this case, the non-linear 
multiclass classification optimization method with SVM that 
uses Large Datasets of Geometric Motif Image can be 
explained in detail as follows: 

1) The feature creation phase is used to optimize the 

classification accuracy results with feature extraction using 

Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT). Optimization of the 

use of DWT is done by comparing the use of decomposition 

level 1 to 5 and wavelet types db 1 to db 5. The features of 

each sub-band are energy and standard deviations values 

obtained from the wavelet coefficient values contained in each 

sub-band. 

2) The optimization phase of the SVM classification 

results with the Grid-Search and Cross Validation processes, 

to minimize over fitting and obtain a combination of RBF 

kernel parameters values (C and γ) in the space parameters 

that produces the maximum classification accuracy value. 

3) The results of the first phase are in the form of 

optimization of the use of wavelet levels and types, and the 

results of the second phase are the optimal values of the C and 

γ parameters, used in experiments using DAG SVM, OAA 

SVM, and OAO SMV, in the classification of 4 classes and 7 

classes, with variations in the number of datasets. 200 to 3000 

batik image data. 

The proposed classification optimization method is as 
shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Proposed Method. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The implementations are conducted using a computing 
platform based on Intel Core i5 1.6 GHz CPU, 8 GB RAM, 
and Microsoft Windows 10 Professional 64-bit. The 
development environment is MATLAB programming 
language. 

The datasets used were images of traditional Indonesian 
Batik which have several classes of decorative patterns with 
very diverse geometric motifs and high degree of motif 
patterns similarity among classes. Batik is an original cultural 
heritage from Indonesia in the form of the beauty of art works 
on cloth media and contains philosophical meaning of life in 
each depicted decorative motifs. Batik, which is a work of art 
on cloth, which is to decorate the surface of the textile by 
holding the dye. The process of making Batik artwork is by 
applying color retention popularly known as wax-resist dyeing 
process. This process of making Indonesian traditional Batik is 
recognized by UNESCO as a “Representative List of The 
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity”. Each class of Batik 
motif patterns has a deep meaning of philosophy of life which 
reflects the noble elements of life. The dataset used in the 
experiment consisted of 4 classes and 7 classes of Indonesian 
traditional batik patterns. 4 classes consisted of motifs: Ceplok, 
Kawung, Nitik, and Parang. In addition, 7 classes consisted of 
motifs: Ceplok, Kawung, Nitik, Parang, Sidomukti, Lereng, 
and Slobog (Fig. 4). Total dataset for 4 classes consisted of 208 
training data and 40 testing data. Tmeanwhile, 7 classes dataset 
were tested for 353 training data with 74 testing data, 1000 
training data with 74 testing data, and 3000 training data with 
74 testing data. 

 

Fig. 4. Seven Classes of Batik Motif. 
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The level of prediction accuracy of the test dataset image 
recognition is measured by using the confusion matrix 
measurement technique which is divided into positive data 
prediction classes (true positive / TP; false positive / FP) and 
negative data (true negative / TN; false negative / FN) [22]. 

Accuraracy = (TP+TN) / (TP+TN+FP+FN)           (4) 

The correctness of the image class prediction from the 
classification results compared to the actual image class results 
in the TP, FP, TN, and FN values as shown in table 1. 

TABLE I. CONFUSION MATRIX 

Classification 
Predicted Class 

Class = yes Class = no 

Actual 
Class 

Class = yes TP FN 

Class = no FP TN 

In this non-linear multi-class classification experiment with 
this large dataset, the use of SVM classification was 
maximized through three experimental stages as described in 
the introduction section. At the first stage, based on the results 
of the author‟s previous experiment [1], it used a feature with a 
statistical characteristic of the energy value and the standard 
deviation of the Discrete Wavelet coefficients. The calculation 
of the energy value of each pattern component in the sub-band 
is with the parameter Es (energy in a certain sub-band 
calculated by CA / CH / CV / CD), Cs (the matrix coefficient 
on the sub-band pattern calculated by CA / CH / CV / CD), c 
(vector coefficient values for all sub-bands), are as follows: 

E = 100*∑x,y(Csx,y.
^
2) / ∑n=1: m(cn.

^
2)           (5) 

The standard deviation formula (Std) for each pattern 
component in the sub-band with the parameter Cs (the matrix 
coefficient on each component of the sub-band pattern 
calculated by CA / CH / CV / CD), r is the average value of Cs, 
and n is the amount of data Cs: 

Std = (∑x,y(Csx,y – r)
2
 / (n-1))½            (6) 

The level 3 wavelet decomposition is carried out on the 
sub-band approximation at level 2, as shown in Fig. 5. 

Transform level 3 with wavelet type daubechies 2 which 
has been used in the previous experiment [1], produces 20 
values in the feature vector for each image of the training and 
test data. Each sub-band has 2 (two) feature values, energy and 
standard deviation, so that the wavelet coefficient vector and 
the feature vector generated at each level 3 are:  

[ECA3 StdCA3 ECH3 StdCH3 ECV3 StdCV3 ECD3 StdCD3 

ECH2 StdCH2 ECV2 StdCV2 ECD2 StdCD2 

ECH1 StdCH1 ECV1 StdCV1 ECD1 StdCD1] 

The results of two author‟s previously conducted 
experiments [1-2] showed that in addition to the application of 
the right feature extraction algorithm, the number of values in 
the feature vector used must also be precisely right, because 
any values would greatly affect the maximum accuracy value 
of the classification. 

 

Fig. 5. Level 3 Wavelet Decomposition. 

The second stage of the kernel and the parameter values 
used are the results of the previous author's experiment [5], the 
determination of the RBF kernel parameter values on the scale 
tested to obtain the maximum accuracy value in the non-linear 
multi-class SVM classification method has been successfully 
identified with the space parameter. In looking for the 
maximum value of the RBF kernel with low bias and low 
variance in the parameter range specified in the study, obtained 
at the optimal parameter value C=2

7
 and γ=2

-15
. In gaining the 

maximum classification accuracy value, it is necessary to 
evaluate the use of the correct parameter value, since the 
optimal parameter value highly depends on the image datasets 
used. Testing the use of a combination of cost function/ C and 
gamma/ γ parameters on RBF kernel is better conducted in 
several times classification with different training and testing 
datasets. In each test the combination of parameters C and γ is 
carried out the k-fold Cross Validation (CV) method with 10 
classifications using 10 training datasets and different tests (10-
fold). In this study [5] the experiment using a small k value less 
than 10 resulted in more and more image class recognition 
errors, this is because the training dataset is getting less and 
less good at representing the hyperplane and margins for each 
class. Determining the best value for this parameter 
combination is important, to ensure that there are no over-
fitting and under-fitting that could cause sharp differences in 
accuracy results when using different test datasets. From the 
test results in the previous study [5] it can be recommended to 
classify images that have geometric decorative motifs with a 
non-linear multi-class SVM-RBF kernel, using the Grid-search 
range C = {2

6.5
, 2

6.75
, 2

7
, 2

7.25
, 2

7.5
, 2

7.75
, 2

8
} and γ = {2

-14.5
, 2

-

14.75
, 2

-15
, 2

-15.25
, 2

-15.5
, 2

-15.75
, 2

-16
}, these ranges are to get the 

optimal parameter combination value. 

The third stage was conducted by comparing the methods 
of training and testing in OaA, OaO, and DAG multiclass using 
a large dataset of batik images. The use of these three methods 
was carried out in 4 stages to measure the accuracy value of the 
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classification and the time required for training and testing 
process (in seconds). The results of the first stage with 4 
classes consisting of 208 training data and 40 test data (table 2) 
using DAG showed the highest accuracy value. However, it 
required longer training and testing time than those by using 
OaA and OaO. The results of the first stage and the second 
stage (table 3) are obviously the same which used 7 classes 
with 353 training data and 74 testing data. Furthermore, DAG 
method resulted in more superior accuracy value with longer 
training and testing time. 

DAG has the best accuracy value than OaA and OaO in the 
third stage of the experiment (table 4) and in the fourth stage 
(table 5). However, this is not significant regarding the time 
required for the training process. There is a significant time 
leap when the training dataset was increased to 3000 images 
(fig. 6). By applying the three stages of the process using SVM 
for this nonlinear multiclass classification, DAG method is 
considered to be good for achieving the accuracy value of the 
classification. However, but there are still some constraint as 
the longer training time needed along with the increasing size 
of the dataset. 

TABLE II. RESULTS OF 4 CLASSES EXPERIMENTS 

Metho

d 

4 classes 

Trainin

g data 

Testin

g data 

Correct 
classificatio

n 

Accurac

y ( % ) 

Trainin

g Time 

Testin

g time 

DAG 
SVM 

208 40 37 93 0,834 0,021 

OAA 

SVM 
208 40 35 88 0,274 0,016 

OAO 

SVM 
208 40 26 65 0,104 0,016 

TABLE III. RESULTS OF 7 CLASSES EXPERIMENTS, 353 DATASETS  

Metho

d 

7 classes 

Trainin

g data 

Testin

g data 

Correct 

classificatio
n 

Accurac

y ( % ) 

Trainin

g Time 

Testin

g time 

DAG 

SVM 
353 74 62 84 1,863 0,038 

OAA 
SVM 

353 74 58 78 0,769 0,024 

OAO 

SVM 
353 74 39 53 0,165 0,017 

TABLE IV. RESULTS OF 7 CLASSES EXPERIMENTS, 1000 DATASETS 

Metho
d 

7 classes 

Trainin

g data 

Testin

g data 

Correct 
classificatio

n 

Accurac

y ( % ) 

Trainin

g Time 

Testin

g time 

DAG 
SVM 

1000 74 67 91 3,755 0,058 

OAA 

SVM 
1000 74 63 85 1,439 0,029 

OAO 

SVM 
1000 74 42 57 0,477 0,020 

TABLE V. RESULTS OF 7 CLASSES EXPERIMENTS, 3000 DATASET 

Metho

d 

7 classes 

Trainin

g data 

Testin

g data 

Correct 

classificatio
n 

Accurac

y ( % ) 

Trainin

g Time 

Testin

g time 

DAG 

SVM 
3000 74 67 91 13,726 0,276 

OAA 

SVM 
3000 74 63 85 4,550 0,033 

OAO 
SVM 

3000 74 42 57 1,544 0,020 

 

Fig. 6. Comparison of 7 Class Performances. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

These three stages of non-linear multiclass SVM-RBF 
classification are still able to produce good accuracy values, for 
the use of large datasets of traditional Indonesian batik images 
with highly varying geometric motifs. This good accuracy 
value depends on the image features, the kernel and its 
parameters, as well as on the methods used during the training 
and testing process. 

The training and testing methods applied to 1000 and 3000 
batik images as the dataset with 7 motif classes showed that 
DAG can produce a consistent accuracy value of 91%. 
Nevertheless, with the increase in the number of datasets from 
1000 to 3000, it showed that the required training time was 
increasingly bigger. Thus the SVM classification with large 
dataset images has problems with the speed of the training 
process with the increasing number of datasets, thus further 
research is still needed in the form of developing a 
combination model of SVM-RBF with Deep Learning to 
minimize classification time on big data. 
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Abstract—Machine Translation (MT), the way of translating 

texts or documents from a source language to a target language 

automatically without human intervention, has gained popularity 

in the growing information technology-based era of globalization. 

Bangla is a major language, and several MT studies with 

different tools and techniques have been investigated in the last 

two decades. Considering the importance of the Bangla language 

and its prospects in MT studies, this study provides a 

comprehensive review of existing Bangla MT studies to meet the 

timely demand. Specifically, at first, the basic ideas of different 

MT methods (Rule-based, Example-based, Statistical, Neural, 

and Hybrid) and performance measures of MT are presented as 

a background study of the present review. Then an overview of 

the Bangla language and a brief description of the available 

Bangla-English corpora are provided. Next, a description of the 

existing Bangla MT studies is provided categorically following 

the common strategic fashion to create a valuable reference for 

current researchers in the field that is also suitable for non-

expert users. The achieved performances of individual methods 

are also compared in a tabular form. Finally, a number of future 

research prospects are revealed from the studies, encouraging 

researchers and practitioners to develop a better and 

comprehensive Bangla MT system. 

Keywords—Machine Translation (MT); Bangla language; rule-

based MT; example-based MT; statistical MT; neural MT; hybrid 

MT 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The task of content (e.g., voice, speech, texts) translation 
from one natural language to another has become 
indispensable in politics, business, research, and other areas, 
and a human expert usually handles such tasks. Human 
translators perform a masterful job interpreting conversations 
between two or more persons (e.g., country chiefs, tourists, 
business giants) who speak in different languages. Due to 
rapid globalization, translation becomes essential for ordinary 
people; translation of web content (e.g., website, document) is 
also necessary for the era of digitalization and the internet. To 
handle the translation of such huge contents (especially text, 
document, and web), machine translation (MT) is a promising 
research area [1]. In general, MT refers to translating texts or 
documents from the source language (SL) into the target 
language (TL) without human intervention. 

Individual natural languages advocacy inherently 
dominated respective MT studies as resources (e.g., corpus) 

and language-dependent efforts. Specifically, corpus, rules, 
and other resources of a particular language pair (e.g., 
English-German) are not usable in MT for another language 
pair. Moreover, the MT system developed for a particular 
language pair is not appropriate for other cases as an 
individual language holds distinct grammar and phrase rules. 
As the most internationally used language, MT researches are 
mainly English language concentric. High resource 
availability and major MT studies with remarkable 
performance are available for English-French [2], English-
German [3], English-Chinese [4] language pairs. Thousands of 
other natural languages, including several major languages, 
are remained much behind in MT activities. Specifically, 
Bangla is one of the most broadly spoken languages, with 
approximately 228 million native speakers (fifth-most) and 37 
million second-language speakers (seventh-most) [5]. 
However, MT resources and studies are limited for Bangla. 
Several Bangla-English MT studies are available with 
different methods, but their achievements are not significant 
compared to the resource-rich language [6]–[8]. Therefore, it 
is a timely demand to line up existing Bangla MT studies for 
the researchers who intend to work in this promising research 
field and find a motivation to enhance Bangla MT. 

This study is a comprehensive review of Bangla MT 
studies focusing on individual methods and techniques 
employed, corpus and/or resources used, and performance 
achieved. As a prerequisite, the fundamentals of various MT 
methods, the significance of the Bangla language, and MT 
performance measurements are explained briefly in Section II. 
Benchmark corpora and resources for Bangla MT; and 
individual Bangla MT studies are summarized under different 
MT categories in Section III. The significance of the current 
review study and prospects of Bangla MT studies are 
discussed in Section IV and Section V, respectively. Finally, 
Section VI briefly concludes the present study with few 
remarks. 

II. BACKGROUND 

Various techniques and tools were developed in the last 
few decades through remarkable research efforts for 
appropriate MT outcomes in different languages. At the basic 
level, MT executes the translation of atomic words from one 
language to another using a dictionary. Nowadays, it is 
possible to translate whole sentences through corpus 
techniques, rule-based grammatical techniques, or even idioms 
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and phrase-based techniques. However, no MT system is 
available currently that can translate as efficiently as a human 
translator. Therefore, MT has emerged as a rising research 
field in Artificial Intelligence. 

A. Basic MT Approaches 

Existing MT methods are broadly categorized into two 
approaches: rule-based MT (RBMT) approach and data-driven 
approach. In the data-driven approach, a parallel corpus is the 
main element to develop the MT model. Three basic methods 
in this category are example-based MT (EBMT), statistical 
MT (SMT), and neural MT (NMT). On the other hand, the 
hybrid MT (HMT) approach is also available, which combines 
two or more basic methods. Fig. 1 depicts the classification of 
the available MT approaches. The following subsections 
briefly discuss the fundamental points of the five basic MT 
methods to understand different Bangla MT studies easily. 

1) Rule-Based MT (RBMT): Based on linguistic 

information, RBMT generates translations through human 

expert-produced grammatical rules regarding verbs, 

prepositions, inflections, etc. [9]. Dictionaries (unilingual, 

bilingual or multilingual) and collection of rules covering the 

main semantic, morphological, and syntactic regularities of 

source and target languages are the basic requirements of 

RBMT [10]. Roughly RBMT can be divided into three 

approaches: Direct MT (DMT), Transfer-based MT, and 

Interlingua MT [11]. Fig. 2 is the well-known Bernerd 

Vauquois' pyramid of MT, which shows comparative depths 

of intermediary representation, interlingua MT at the peak, 

followed by the transfer-based, then direct translation. 

 

Fig. 1. Classification of MT Methods. 

 

Fig. 2. Bernerd Vauquois' Pyramid Showing Comparative Depths of 

Intermediary Representation, Interlingua Machine Translation at the Peak, 

followed by Transfer-based, then Direct Translation. 

DMT is the oldest MT approach based on the dictionary 
that is used in the pioneer Georgetown–IBM public MT 
demonstration [12]. DMT attempts to match an SL to a TL, 
i.e., translating word-by-word directly [13]. The method is 
quite simple, but the translation quality is very poor due to the 
lack of syntax and semantic analysis of the source language. 
Then, the RBMT approach with transfer and interlingua [13] 
is developed to overcome the limitations of DMT. The 
interlingua approach was proposed to be language-
independent [14]. Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of RBMT 
with interlingua representation. Interlingua is considered an 
abstract, homogenous, unambiguous, and independent 
universal language. For translating using interlingua, the 
source sentence is converted to the interlingua first, and then 
the interlingua is converted to the target language sentence [9]. 

2) Example-Based Machine Translation (EBMT): EBMT 

is a corpus-based data-driven approach based on human 

language learning process [15]. The main motivation of 

EBMT is that human does not translate through deep linguistic 

analysis. Instead, a human translator first properly 

decomposes input sentences into specific fragmental phrases, 

then translates these fragmental phrases into other language 

phrases, and finally correctly composes these fragmental 

translations into one long sentence. EBMT was introduced for 

the English-Japanese language pair as RBMT is complicated 

for English-Japanese and other language pairs due to structural 

differences [1]. 

Fig. 4 shows the basic building block of the EBMT model. 
Sample sentences from SL and TL are stored as examples in a 
bilingual corpus (i.e., dictionary), a significant component of 
this model. The SL sentence is fragmented depending on the 
granularity of the system and followed by a search for (set of) 
examples from the dictionary that match (or closely matches) 
the input SL fragment string, and the relevant fragments are 
picked. The TL fragments corresponding to the relevant 
fragments are extracted. If the match is exact, the fragments 
are recombined to form TL output; else, find the TL portion of 
the relevant match corresponds to a specific portion in SL and 
align them. Finally, a combination of relevant TL fragments is 
performed in order to form a legal grammatical target 
sentence. Further action to translate the untranslated portions 
(if happen) using a dictionary (called translation memory) has 
been investigated recently to improve EBMT performance 
[16]. 

3) Statistical Machine Translation (SMT): SMT is 

proposed presuming that language has an inherent logic that 

might be helpful to treat language mathematically. In SMT, 

translations are produced based on probability generated 

through the statistical analysis of bilingual aligned corpora 

[17]. SMT does not need much knowledge of the SL and TL 

like RBMT. Fig. 5 shows a simplified block diagram of SMT 

using decoder, translation model (TM), and language model 

(LM). The probabilistic TM assigns a score to every possible 

translation of source text. The language model measures the 

fluency of the output and assigns each sentence a probability. 

In the decoding phase, the translation with the best score is 

MT Approaches

Data-Driven MT

EBMT SMT NMT

RBMT HMT
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selected [18]. SMT is a corpus-dependent approach, and the 

requirement of a large human-translated corpus with various 

linguistic information is its main drawback. 

4) Neural Machine Translation (NMT): NMT is the most 

recent MT technique based on machine learning with a special 

neural network (NN) framework called Encoder-Decoder 

architecture. Fig. 6 shows the basic structure of the NMT 

model. NMT uses vector representations for words and 

sequence-model of the input sentence to generate TL words 

sequentially with encoders and decoders in the core [19]. The 

input words are first encoded in a one-hot vector and passed 

through an embedded matrix and hidden layers. In the output 

layer, the decoder outcome is interpreted as a probability 

distribution. A softmax activation function is used to ensure 

proper probability distribution [20]. NMT is a data-driven 

approach where a NN model is trained with a parallel corpus 

of SL and TL. 

NMT has emerged as a hopeful field in the MT system for 
showing better performance than other MT systems with 
different NN models. Early NMT models used a feed-forward 
NN to develop an MT model, which could not provide 
sufficiently good results [21]. In the recent NMT studies, 
different deep learning models [22], such as Recurrent NN 
(RNN) [23], convolutional NN (CNN) [24], multilayered long 
short-term memory (LSTM), are is used for encoding and 
decoding purposes [25]. The recently developed transformer 
model with many encoder-decoder layers is shown better 
translation performance [26]. 

Different techniques are also investigated to improve NMT 
performance. Normally, NMT uses a parallel corpus of SL and 
TL for training. However, Sennrich et al. [27] have 
investigated the use of monolingual data effectively applying 
back-translation. Back-translation is translating back to SL 
from TL, and it is a way to train the NMT model for better 
translation quality [28]. However, NMT has still shown lower 
performance for low resource words and in word alignment 
[29]. 

5) Hybrid Machine Translation (HMT): The aim of HMT 

methods is to achieve better MT performance overcoming 

distinct constraints of individual MT methods while 

integrating individual ones. Fig. 7 shows the building block of 

the HMT system, which may contain several individual MT 

models for translation. RBMT and EBMT were brought into 

HMT by pioneer researchers [30]. Bond and Shirai [31] 

developed an HMT system that uses the EBMT method but 

allows to use of RBMT where required. Schwenk et al. [32] 

used a Statistical Post Editing (SPE) system where SMT is 

used to correct the errors of RBMT. Several recent HMT 

methods also performed well for MT in different language 

pairs. Huang et al. [33] developed an HMT by combining 

NMT and RBMT: the system used the consistency of RBMT 

to balance the inadequacy of datasets for the NMT system. 

Banik et al. [34] proposed an HMT system with NMT and 

SMT for English-Hindi language pairs. Singh et al. [35] used 

NMT and RBMT to build an HMT system for Sanskrit to 

Hindi. Beyala et al. [36] tuned the transformer model‟s output 

with phrase-based SMT. 

 

Fig. 3. Rule-based MT (RBMT) with Interlingua Representation. 

 

Fig. 4. Basic Example-based MT (EBMT) Method. 

 

Fig. 5. Basic Statistical MT (SMT) Method. 
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Fig. 6. Basic Neural MT (NMT) Method. 

 

Fig. 7. Basic Hybrid MT (HMT) Method. 

B. Bangla Language and Its Significance 

Bangla, belong to the Indo-European language family, is a 
major language in the Indian subcontinent and the main 
language of Bangladesh; and Bangla is bound by different 
kinds of languages like Oriya, Assamese, etc. The language 
has come modern phase through a metamorphosis as the 
territory was under the rule of various administrations [37] for 
a long time. The basic sentence structure for the Bangla 
language is subject + object + verb in general. As an example, 

„                      ‟ for „I wake up in the morning‟. 
Whereas, English is in the West-Germanic language family 
[38]. The basic structure of English is subject + verb + object; 
as an example: I wake up in the morning. In the case of 
adverb, in Bangla sentences, an adverb comes before the verb 

like “             ”, which can be translated in English 
“He runs slowly” where adverbs usually come after verb. In 
Bangla, both masculine and feminine gender share the same 

form of pronoun like “  /    ” whereas in English the third 
person singular number pronoun differs in terms of gender 
such as he/she, him/her, etc. 

The form of verb differs in terms of space, time, and 

person in Bangla language; examples are “              

  ”, “                   ”, and “                  ”. 
These three sentences are translated as “You get out of here” 
in English. Sometimes the exact meaning of the English word 
is not used. For an example, “We are playing in the field” 

which means in Bangla “               ”. Here “are” 
means “hoy/hoi” which is not used in Bangla. So “are 
playing” is sometimes considered as a verb phrase. Moreover, 
instead of the preposition, Bivokti (i.e., inflection) is used, 
mainly joining a letter with a word to relate with other words. 
In the previous example, “in the field” means “Maathe” in 
Bangla. “Field” means “Maath” but the word “in”, which is a 
preposition in English, is considered as “e” in Bangla. Bangla 
has various kinds of inflection in sentences and varies in 
phonology, also depending on regions. 

C. MT Performance Measurement 

Performance measurements in the MT system play an 
indispensable role in determining the efficacy of the existing 
system and the requirement of optimization. Regarding MT 
system evaluation, human evaluation and several other 
matrices are available [39]. 

Human evaluation is considered as a baseline for MT 
evaluation. Adequacy and fluency are the most common 
methodologies of human evaluation, which are measured on 
each sentence in the output, allotting points from one to five 
according to translation quality [40]. Adequacy refers to how 
much meaning and information have been manifested in the 
source and target languages. It needs the judge to be bilingual 
in both source and target languages. Fluency indicates how 
fluent the translation is, and the judge needs to be fluent in the 
target language. Human evaluation is a very cumbersome and 
time-consuming process to judge translation quality sentence 
by sentence. Therefore, automatic evaluation matric is used 
nowadays instead of human evaluation, and several such 
methods are briefly described below. 

Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) is currently the 
most popular automatic evaluation metric for MT. BLEU 
considers multiple references, each of which may use a 
different word choice to translate the same source word. The 
base of the BLEU metric is a precision measure [41]. At first, 
a modified n-gram is calculated by counting the number of n-
grams or word sequences in the candidate sentences (i.e., 
system output) alongside the reference sentences. Then the 
candidate counts are clipped by their corresponding reference 
maximum value. These clipped n-grams are then summed and 
divided by the total number of candidate n-grams [41]. 
Through this step, the modified precision score (     is 
calculated. 

     
∑ ∑                                         

∑ ∑                                         
          (1) 

Source Sentence Embedding

Output Sentence

Encoder

Decoder

Vector 

Representation

MT System 1 MT System 2 MT System nSource Sentence Target Sentence

https://www.britannica.com/topic/West-Germanic-languages
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This result is multiplied by an exponential brevity penalty 
factor where a high-scoring candidate translation must now 
match the reference translations in length, word choice, and 
word order. Therefore, the next step is to calculate BLEU 
Brevity Penalty (  ) factor. 

   {
        

    
 

        
 ,             (2) 

here   is the length of candidate translation, and   is the 
length of reference translation. Finally, the BLEU score is the 
geometric mean of the precision scores and is calculated using 
Eq. (3). 

            ∑         
 
               (3) 

The MT score NIST comes from the name National 
Institute of Standards and Technology, and it is an improved 
version of BLEU. Where BLEU counts all the n-grams 
equally, NIST takes into account the informativeness of n-
grams on the basis of frequency of occurrence [42]. Besides, 
NIST uses the arithmetic mean of n-gram counts, but BLEU 
uses the geometric mean of n-gram count. It also tries to 
minimize the unwanted effects of the brevity penalty factor by 
BLEU [42], [43]. However, at first, the information weights 
are calculated by n-grams counts over a set of reference 
translations to calculate the NIST score. 

                 (
                                   

                                 
)     (4) 

Finally, the NIST score is calculated by Eq. (5). 

      ∑ {
∑                                      

 

∑                             
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   {      [   (
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  )]} ,            (5) 

where   is chosen to make the brevity penalty factor = 0.5 
when the number of words in the system output is two-thirds 
of the average number of words in the reference translation. 

N=5 means this formula works with five words at a time. 

    
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ denotes the average number of words in a reference 

translation; averaged over all the reference translations. 

     denotes the number of words in the translation which 

have been scored. 

Translation Error Rate (TER) is defined as the minimum 
number of edits required to change a system output to 
reference translation [44]. It was designed to reduce the 
human effort for evaluating an MT method [45]. The general 
equation is given below: 

    
               

                                 
            (6) 

here possible edits can be counted as insertion, deletion, 
and substitution of single words as well as shifts of word 
sequences. 

III. REVIEW OF BANGLA MT SYSTEMS 

Several MT systems developed on the Bangla language in 
the last two decades. The available Bangla studies are Bangla 
to English (B2E) or English to Bangla (E2B) with different 
Bangla-English corpora. A few studies are for both B2E and 
E2B. Bangla-English corpus is an important element to 
Bangla MT, and therefore, an overview of Bangla corpora is 
given first. Then existing Bangla MT systems are described 
briefly in different MT categories. 

A. Bangla Corpus 

Several Bangla-English parallel corpora are prepared by 
different research groups and are publicly available for anyone 
to use. Table I summarizes prominent Bangla-English corpora 
mentioning significant attributes of individuals. The corpora 
are varied in sample sizes. The largest corpus is the Indic 
Languages Multilingual Parallel corpus (ILMPC) consists of 
338500 sentences. On the other hand, the small-sized corpora 
Penn Treebank (PTB) and AmaderCAT consist of 1313 and 
1782 sentences, respectively. In several cases, the available 
sentences are partitioned into training, validation, and test sets. 
The training set is to train a model, and the test set is dedicated 
to the final evaluation of the trained model. The validation set 
samples may use to evaluate the intermediate performance of 
a model during training. The last column of Table I referred to 
several studies that used a particular corpus. Based on recent 
studies, SUPara corpus [46] is the most popular. The corpus 
holds quite clean 71861sentences having 244539 words in 
English and 202866 words in Bengali [46]. 

B. Review of Bangla RBMT Methods 

Using RBMT, based on linguistic information and rule 
production, diverse techniques for B2E and E2B MT have 
been investigated for rules generation, including fuzzy rules 
[47], [48], context-sensitive grammar (CSG) rules [49]–[51], 
etc. Under the umbrella of RBMT, Rahman et al. [52] utilized 
morphological analysis in finding the root words from the 
input Bangla sentences. After matching the Bangla grammar, 
corresponding English grammar is identified; the input 
sentence is then rearranged according to it. The final output is 
the English translation of the corresponding Bangla words 
with the help of a dictionary. They considered only a few 
types of sentences. The method seems quite efficient but needs 
a lot of knowledge about both languages and engagement of 
the dictionary. Chowdhury [53] projected a system where 
Bangla sentences are read from left to right, and 
corresponding English words are generated using a dictionary 
and the context of the Bangla sentence. In addition to word 
generation, a set of grammatical rules are used to analyze the 
source sentence properly. 
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TABLE I. BENCHMARK BANGLA-ENGLISH CORPORA SUMMARY 

Sl. Corpus Name [Ref.] 

Sample Size  

(Training/Val./ Test 

Set) 

Corpus Data Link Significance 

Study / 

Works with 

the Corpus 

1 

Enabling Minority 

Language Engineering 
(EMILLE) [97] 

26287 (25287/500/500) 
http://catalog.elra.info/en-

us/repository/browse/ELRA-W0037/ 
- [78] 

2 KDE4 [98] 
35365 
(33365/1000/1000) 

https://opus.nlpl.eu/KDE4-v2.php 

i) Currently contains words of 60 

different languages 

ii) Already sentence aligned   

[78] 

3 SUPara [46] 71861 (70861/500/500) 

https://ieee-

dataport.org/documents/supara08m-

balanced-english-bangla-parallel-corpus 

i) First free English-Bangla Parallel 

corpus  

ii) Balanced and comprehensible    

[7], [74], [76], 
[77], [82], [83] 

4 Global Voices [98] 1031725 
https://opus.nlpl.eu/GlobalVoices-

v2018q4.php 

Contains non-printable characters (e.g., 

Arabic) 
[61], [74], [77]  

5 

Indic Languages 

Multilingual Parallel 
Corpus (ILMPC) [99] 

338500 

(337000/500/1000) 

http://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WAT/indic-

multilingual/index.2020.html 
Consists of 7 parallel languages  [7], [76] 

6 
Six Indian Parallel 

Corpora (SIPC) [100] 

219140 

(20000/914/1000) 

https://github.com/joshua-decoder/indian-

parallel-corpora 

i) Consists of 6 languages  

ii) Sentences are collected from internet 
documents    

[7], [76] 

7 
Penn Treebank Bangla-

English (PTB) [76] 
1313 

https://panl10n.net/  

[Original source link, not accessible] 
Multilingual parallel corpus  [7], [76] 

8 AmaderCAT [101] 1782 
https://github.com/AridHasan/Data-
Collection-System-for-Machine-

Translation/tree/master/data 

i) A collaborative platform  
ii) Sentences are collected from 

newspapers  

[7] 

9 
Linguistic Data 
Consortium [102] 

12600 
(11000/600/1000) 

https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/ - [70], [72] 

Lexical analysis is important in RBMT as the attributes 
related to sentences in English and Bangla can be known 
through it, which are important in the next phases. The 
customized process can be used in the phase of rule 
generation. Alam et al. [54] used a bilingual lexicon that stores 
information and helps place words and error checking. After 
semantic analysis, they have categorized the sentences 
according to the subject, object, and verb, leading to the 
generation of Bangla sentences. However, it cannot identify 
gerund (i.e., –ing form of a verb), more than one subject or 
object, and several grammatical issues. Francisca et al. [47] 
investigated an RBMT process that accepts an English 
sentence as input where the lexical analyzer is used to 
generate the class of the sentence by utilizing the information 
of the word from the dictionary. The generalization of 
sentences is used to find outmatched fuzzy rules for English 
sentences. The rules may be matched partially or fully. Later, 
the dictionary is used to find the corresponding Bangla words, 
leading to the next step to reconstruct the Bangla sentence, 
depending on the related rules for Bangla sentences. The 
process seems compelling, but they have not covered all kinds 
of sentences. Mukta et al. [48] proposed a model similar to 
[47], but it is based on tense and phrase. This system 
emphasizes English grammar, verbs, prepositions, inflection, 
and other grammatical rules of Bangla. English word 
translation to Bangla takes place with the help of a dictionary, 
and a morphological analyzer analyzes these words for the 
target language. After the reconstruction of Bangla sentences 
by proper production rules, the system delivers the output. 
Prepositions (e.g., to, in, etc.) do not have any definite 
meaning in Bangla, and the auxiliary verbs (e.g., are, is) have 
some meaning but are implicitly used in Bangla. Therefore, 

they have assumed preposition and object in one phrase and an 
auxiliary verb and main verb in one phrase for simplicity. The 
system seems to work well in comparison with the Google 
translator. 

Anwar et al. [55] used CSG rules in their B2E RBMT 
system, where after tokenizing, a token is searched in a 
lexicon, and if found, it is matched by the Bangla grammatical 
rules. The token is tagged by appropriate parts of speech if 
matching is found. After that, a parser is used to generate a 
parse tree for the input string. Finally, the corresponding 
English sentence is generated by the NLP conversion unit 
through the help of a corpus. They used the basic bi-gram 
model as the language model and created basic English 
sentences by replacing the Bangla words with English words 
from the lexicon. Using 28 basic production rules, much 
importance is given to the parts of speech, including simple, 
complex, and compound sentences. The system shows a 
remarkable accuracy (over 90 percent) while considered 
limited sentence types. Muntarina et al. [50] proposed their 
strategy based on tense-based rules using parse trees. They 
constructed a parse tree for input English language. Then it 
was converted into a Bangla parse tree based on production 
rules for both languages generated by syntactic and 
morphological analysis. The system uses the NLP conversion 
technique for conversion and lexicon, which helps simplify 
the knowledge on both languages and provides the target 
words for input text. They have considered input and output in 
the form of tense. 

Arefin et al. [56] have designed an MT system that has 
given much importance to assertive, interrogative, and 
imperative sentences. They proposed a unique method named 
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“Transfer” where the conversion from Bangla parse tree to the 
English parse tree is organized. The system drives the parsing 
method based on 22 context-free grammar (CFG) rules for 
Bangla. The transfer method has a separate algorithm that uses 
24 CFG rules to generate an English parse tree. The 
processing of the Bangla parse tree starts from the low-level 
nodes and goes up to the top level by analyzing. The process 
continues by creating a subtree of English sentences based on 
checking the grammatical rule generator module. This system 
showed higher accuracy than Google translator though the 
data set is small. Alamgir et al. [51] have depicted a model 
using the same CFG rule and generation of the parse tree for 
both languages. 31 CFG rules have been included in a table 
for Bangla parse tree and another 31 rules have been used to 
construct the English parse tree. They experimented on 
imperative, exclamatory, and optative sentences. This system 
also has higher precision than Google Translator on a limited 
data set. 

Ashrafi et al. [49] used CFG, which helps to replace the 
tokenized words with the variable. A bilingual dictionary 
gives apposite information about morphological features along 
with the meaning of English words. CFG provides 
grammatical rules according to English and Bangla language 
structure. An intermittent parse tree is reorganized by 
Stimulate English Parse Tree module in the form of another 
parse tree to stimulate computational history. The output is 
available by substituting the English words with equivalent 
Bangla meaning as well as reordering the previous tree to get 
the actual parse tree by Bangla CFG rules. They have used 
CFG rules for both Bangla and English languages. Example 
for English, S → NP VP |NP VP ADV | …, NP → N | PN |CN 
| …, VP → MV | CV| AV CV | etc. For Bangla, S → NP VP | 
NP ADV VP |…, NP → N | PN | CN … etc. Where, S→ 
Sentence, NP→ Noun Phrase, VP→ Verb Phrase, ADV→ 
Adverb, PN → Pronoun, CN→ Complex Noun, MV→ Main 
Verb, CV→ Complex Verb, AV→ Auxiliary Verb. This 
architecture is very effective when the sentence falls into the 
rules made from the morphological analysis. The authors 
stated the method as Approximate Lexical Meaning Mapping 
(ALMM). 

Anwar et al. [57] focused on structural and syntax analysis 
to generate grammatical rules in their B2E RBMT system. The 
system tokenizes Bangla words based on the lexicon and 
forms groups of the tokenized words according to grammatical 
rules using a parser. This information helps to create a parse 
tree to portray the syntactic structure of source sentences. 
Later they have used fuzzy logic to interpret the input Bangla 
sentences to convert them into English. Finally, they 
enumerated the probability of each word (termed as Fuzzy 
membership) to come first and next in English sentences. 
They gave much importance to finite verbs, whereas other 
parts of speech and phrases have contributions to form a 
sentence. The system needs the help of an aligned bilingual 
corpus. Fuzzy logic has been used further by the model 
proposed by Anwar [58] in the conversion phase with a basic 
RBMT model to interpret the input Bangla sentences to output 
English sentences. In this model, 28 basic rules have been 

used to parse a sentence and generate the parse tree. Mainly 
focused on establishing and using grammatical rules, three 
main types of sentences, simple, complex and compound, 
have been used in the experiment. 

Rabbani et al. [59] proposed an E2B RBMT approach, 
which transforms different forms of English sentences (like 
active, passive, assertive, interrogative, imperative, 
exclamatory, simple, complex, and compound) into some 
simplified forms, i.e., subject + verb + object. After 
identifying the principal verb from the English sentence, it 
binds the rest of the parts of speech as subject and object. 
Bangla output sentences are generated by the translation of 
English words of the newly structured English sentences. 
Recently, Haque & Hasan [60] proposed an algorithm that 
takes person, verb root, and tense as arguments and finds what 
should be the appropriate verb in the sentence, which later 
applied to E2B RBMT system architecture. 

Islam et al. [61] have used the tagging of a token as word, 
number, person, etc., in their RBMT method to identify the 
structure of Bangla sentences. Later, it motivates word-by-
word translation from Bangla to English and applies necessary 
suffix and grammatical rules that lead to final output. They 
investigated three approaches to tackle different forms of verb 
representation in Bangla sentences. In name identification, 
they have tried to handle unknown words and names. The 
names of persons are identified by a method emphasizing with 
tags. 

Table II summarizes the above discussed Bangla RBMT 
studies mentioning achieved test set accuracies. Notably, most 
of the studies are related to B2E translation. In few cases, few 
parameters (e.g., accuracy) are not reported clearly in the 
corresponding articles mentioned in the comments. Among the 
B2E studies, Anwar [58] achieved the best accuracy for 
sample, complex, and compound sentences with 95%, 80%, 
and 80%, respectively, with their self-prepared dataset. On the 
other hand, 100% test set accuracy is reported for E2B by 
Ashrafi et al. [49], although information about the dataset is 
not provided clearly. 

C. Review of Bangla EBMT Methods 

Only a few Bangla MT studies are available with EBMT. 
Dandapat et al. [62] investigated a translation memory (TM) 
based EBMT architecture. They built two TMs: one is based 
on phrase pairs alignment (PT), and another is based on word 
aligned file from source to target language (LT), where these 
two TMs are used for translation of unmatched parts. At first, 
the system finds the closest match in the input sentences to be 
translated and then links with equivalent translation. Later, 
inapposite fragments are detected, and the main translation is 
found in the recombination step by adding, substituting, and 
rearranging fragmented translations. They conducted their 
experiments on different systems: Basic EBMT, EBMT+ TM 
(PT) in the recombination step, EBMT+TM (PT+LT), 
EBMT+SMT in the recombination step, and SMT. 
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TABLE II. TEST SET PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AMONG BANGLA RBMT METHODS FOR BANGLA TO ENGLISH (B2E) AND/OR ENGLISH TO BANGLA (E2B) 

Sl. 

Work Ref.:  

Author, Year 

[Ref.] 

Corpus / 

Dataset 
Test Set Size Model Used 

Accuracy on Test 

Set 
Comments 

1 
M. M. Anwar et 
al., 2009 [55] 

Self-Prepared 450 (Simple Sentence) 

RBMT with context 
sensitive grammar rules 

93.33% (B2E) 

 Self-Prepared 540 (Complex Sentence) 92.6% (B2E) 

Self-Prepared 420 (Compound Sentence) 91.67% (B2E) 

2 
M. Anwar et al., 

2010 [57] 

Self-Prepared 
Less than 900 (Simple 
Sentence) 

RBMT with fuzzy logic 

About 90% (B2E) 

Data size and outcomes 

are not mentioned 
precisely. 

Self-Prepared 
Less than 800 (Complex 

Sentence) 
About 80% (B2E) 

Self-Prepared 
About 550 (Compound 

Sentence) 
About 80% (B2E) 

3 
Rahman et al., 

2010 [52] 
Self-Prepared 6 

RBMT with 

Morphological approach 
- 

Statistical method used 
for performance measure 

and accuracy not 

mentioned 

4 
Francisca et al., 

2011 [47] 
Self-Prepared 79/-/ 27 RBMT with fuzzy rules - 

Performance is not 

mentioned 

5 
Alam et al., 2011 
[54] 

- - 
RBMT with modified 
approach  

- 

Statistical method used 

for performance measure 
and accuracy not 

mentioned  

6 
Chowdhury, 2013 

[53] 
- - 

RBMT with Parts of 

Speech Tagging 
- 

Performance is not 

mentioned 

7 
Ashrafi et al., 

2013 [49] 
Self-Prepared Not Stated 

RBMT with Approximate 
Lexical Meaning 

Mapping (ALMM) 

100% (E2B) 
Experiment outcomes are 

not available 

8 
Muntarina et al., 
2013 [50] 

Self-Prepared 600 
RBMT with Tense Based 
Approach 

86.16% (E2B)  

9 
Arefin et al., 2015 

[56] 
Self-Prepared 420 

RBMT with Context-

Sensitive Grammar 
83.09% (B2E) 

Assertive, Interrogative 

and Imperative sentences 
are considered  

10 
Alamgir et al., 
2016 [51] 

Self-Prepared 400 
RBMT with Context 
Sensitive Grammar 

81.5% (B2E)  

Imperative, Optative and 

Exclamatory sentences 

are considered 

11 
M. Anwar, 2018 

[58] 

Self-Prepared  
Less than 900 (Simple 
Sentence) 

RBMT with Fuzzy logic 

About 95% (B2E) 

Accurate data and result 

are not shown 
Self-Prepared 

Less than 800 Complex 

Sentence 
About 80% (B2E) 

Self-Prepared 
About 550 (Compound 
Sentence) 

About 80% (B2E) 

12 
Mukta et al., 2019 

[48] 
Self-Prepared  1113 Phrase-based RBMT Mismatch 50 (E2B)  

 

Khan et al. [63] have proposed an E2B model in EBMT 
using WordNet [64] and International Phonetic Alphabet 
(IPA) [65] based transliteration. The system begins with 
taking English sentences as input and then parsing them into 
chunks which are similar to tokenization in RBMT. The 
chunks are matched with an example-based English-Bangla 
parallel corpus by a matching algorithm whose outcomes are 
Chunk-String Templates (CSTs) and unknown words. CSTs 
are the combination of chunks in English and Bangla 
languages and the information of alignment of words. The 
translation of unknown words uses a transliteration process, a 
procedure of converting a text or word from one language to 
another language. It is useful for people to pronounce foreign 
words. Lastly, the output is produced with the help of 
WordNet and the generation rules. Unknown word handling is 
the specialty of the model. For this purpose, the model first 
tries to find semantically related words in WordNet and the 

closest meaning of the words from the dictionary. If the 
process does not work, the system needs the help of IPA-
based transliteration and Akkhor Bangla Software. Overall 
translation quality of the model seems good but some 
inconsistencies have been found using WordNet and due to 
the small corpus. Salam et al. [66] proposed another EBMT 
method where ontology is used to improve the quality. The 
model is similar to [63] but some changes made this model 
unique. The unknown words are searched in WordNet using 
synonyms, antonyms, and hypernyms, which develop a vast 
option to increase the quality. 

Table III summarizes the above discussed Bangla EBMT 
studies mentioning achieved test set performance scores. 
Notably, the three studies mentioned above are related to E2B 
translation with self-prepared corpora. Based on the achieved 
BLEU scores, Dandapat et al. [62] are achieved the best 
among the three mentioned methods with the value of 57.56. 
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TABLE III. TEST SET PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AMONG BANGLA EBMT METHODS FOR ENGLISH TO BANGLA (E2B). [N.B.: NO EMBT STUDY ON BANGLA 

TO ENGLISH (B2E)] 

Sl. 

Work Ref.:  

Author, Year 

[Ref.] 

Corpus / 

Dataset 

Sample 

Size: 

Train./Val./ 

Test Set 

Model Used 
Performance Score on Test Set Comments 

BLEU NIST Accuracy  

1 
Dandapat et 

al., 2010 [62] 

Self-Prepared 

Medical data 
381/-/41 

EBMT with translation 

memory (Probable Target) 
57.47(E2B) 5.92(E2B) 

-  
EBMT with translation 
memory (Probable Target + 

Lexical Table) 

57.56(E2B) 6.00(E2B) 

EBMT with SMT 52.01(E2B) 5.51(E2B) 

2 
Khan et al., 

2013 [63] 
Self-Prepared 2000 /-/336 

EBMT with unknown word 

translation mechanism 
- - 41.33%(E2B) 

Simple, complex and 

mixed with various 

phenomena for 
testing 

3 
Salam et al., 

2017 [66] 
Self-Prepared 2000 /-/336 

EBMT with CSTs - - 38.69%(E2B) Simple, complex and 

mixed with various 

phenomena for 

testing 

EBMT with CSTs and 

unknown word translation 

mechanism 

- - 36.90%(E2B) 

D. Review of Bangla SMT Methods 

SMT is a well-known data-driven approach and SMT 
models for Bangla-English MT studies are developed in 
several studies. Uddin et al. [67] have proposed an SMT 
architecture based on different parameters. Alongside the 
established parameters like for Bangla and English sentence 
length, for the various probability of occurrences, etc., they 
have created new parameters based on few complex sentences: 
Bi-occurred parameter, Bi-distribution parameter, Absent-
Distribution parameter, and Subject-check parameter. The Bi-
occurred parameter is for the doubly occurred Bangla verbs. 
The Bi-distribution parameter works with the Bi-occurred 
parameter and estimates the appropriate position of English 
translation for the doubly occurred Bangla verbs. To translate 
Bangla sentences, sometimes extra words are needed to add in 
English that are implicit and not connected to any Bangla 
words. The Absent-Distribution parameter handles this type of 
problem. The Subject-check parameter handles multiple 
subjects. 

A phrase-based SMT for E2B is proposed by Islam et al. 
[68], where a 5-gram language model (i.e., five words at a 
time) has been furnished with different corpora and used in the 
baseline system along with training data made by the aligner. 
After finding some English words in the Bangla translation 
and comparatively low results in the baseline system, they 
operated a cleaning process of corpora with a sentence 
alignment process. They achieved improvement in the 
development after executing this new translation system with 
an 8-gram language model. They also specialized in 
preposition handling by assigning inflections to the noun in 
Bangla (applicable to Bangla corpus) and a transliteration 
module to identify unknown words. They combined the 
preposition handling module, transliteration, and new 
translation system; the combined system outperforms other 
methods on various dictionaries. They used MOSES, 
GIZA++, MERT, and SRILM [69] toolkits to construct the 
whole system. 

Roy and Popowich [70] presented a phrase-based B2E 
SMT with a unique transliteration method. They have 
designed a module that can handle prepositions and Bangla 
compound words. Their transliteration module at first finds 
the untranslated words. Later the best-matched translation is 
found with the help of a monolingual English dictionary. The 
preposition handling module, at first, removes the inflections 
of the Bangla words. Later, appropriate English words with 
prepositions are applied with the help of the bilingual 
dictionary. Bangla compound words are handled by a splitting 
algorithm proposed by Koehn & Knight [71]. In another 
study, Roy and Popowich [72] applied a different word-
reordering approach to the phrase-based SMT model. As an 
automatic word-reordering approach, they used an algorithm 
proposed by Crego & Mari [73]. 

Mumin et al. [74] presented a phrase-based SMT model 
(called Shu-torjoma) for both B2E and E2B. They used 
various monolingual, bilingual and parallel corpus to train the 
model. The preprocessor module processes data into a 
favorable format at the next step, including punctuation and 
lexical normalization, tokenization, morphological 
segmentation, syntactical reordering, etc. The preprocessed 
resources are then trained and tuned to create various 
statistical models: 5-gram language model, translation mode 
using GIZA++, Lexicalized Reordering Model, etc., to refine 
the system. Then the translated texts are found by MOSES 
decoder. On the other hand, Rabbani et al. [75] proposed a 
hybrid phrase-based E2B MT using the concept of RBMT and 
SMT. The model finds the principal verb from any kind of 
sentence and then converts it into the simplest form. 

Dandapat and Lewis [8] developed an English-Bangla 
general-purpose domain and worked on both SMT and NMT 
fields. Using different training sets, they used phrasal (for B2E 
and vice versa) and Treelet (E2B) translation models and 
developed a word segmentation model to handle unknown 
words. They developed a word breaker to handle out of 
vocabulary words where they have used a linguistic suffix list 
for partitioning inputs and parallel corpora to rank the 
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partitioned candidates based on frequency. They also used the 
transliteration module to transliterate foreign words. 

Hasan et al. [76] showed a comparative study between 
SMT and NMT. They used SRILM as a language model and 
MOSES decoder to train their SMT system and gather 
different corpora. They also covered 3-gram and 5-gram 
language models under training. Al Mumin et al. [77] also 
depicted a comparative result between SMT and NMT where 
their preprocessed (correction of spelling, pronunciation 
normalization, etc.) data has been used in the SMT system 
using MOSES. The whole architecture of this SMT is much 
like their Shu-torjoma [74]. 

Table IV summarizes the above discussed Bangla SMT 
studies mentioning achieved test set performance scores. 
Several studies reported performance for both B2E and E2B 
translations; others are for B2E or E2B. For B2E, Al Mumin 
et al., 2019 [74] achieved the best accuracy showing a BLEU 
score of 17.43 with SUPara corpus. On the other hand, the 
best BLEU score for E2B was 23.30, achieved by Islam et al. 
[78] with KDE4 corpus. It is also notable from studies with 
both B2E and E2B that the performance score is slightly 
different between B2E and E2B. 

E. Review of Bangla NMT Methods 

Nowadays, NMT is the most studied method with different 
machine learning and deep learning methods in different 
languages, and studies with NMT are also popular in Bangla 
MT. Dandapat and Lewis [8] developed an NMT model 
combining with an SMT model discussed in the previous 

section. The NMT system using only conventional 
bidirectional RNN failed to exceed the score of SMT. They 
used Phrasal [79] (for B2E and vice versa) and Treelet [80] 
(for E2B) translation models using different training sets. 
They also developed a word segmentation model to handle 
unknown words. Finally, the introduction of early stopping, 
byte per encoding (BPE) and backpropagated synthetic data 
enhanced the performance of the NMT model. It outperformed 
significantly on low-resource data like Bangla. 

Hasan et al. [7] used Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) and 
transformer, the two popular deep learning methods, for B2E 
NMT. Their preprocessing includes tokenization of English 
and Bangla sentences, normalization of punctuation, limitation 
of sentences length and identification of abbreviation, Email, 
URLs, etc. They have trained their models and created 
multiple experimental settings on different schemes like using 
one corpus and multiple corpora. In comparison between the 
methods, the BiLSTM-based model is found better than the 
transformer. Hasan et al. [76], in another study, where 
BiLSTM based methods are compared with SMT. They used 
different corpora and identified the best performances of each 
model with a particular corpus. Their results show that the 
NMT model offers a better result than the SMT model. 

Mumin et al. [77] investigated the attention-based model 
and Byte Pair Encoding (BPE) in their NMT model. They 
separately examined the basic attention-based model and 
attention-based model with BPE for both B2E and E2B. It is 
shown that the attention-based model with BPE gives 
comparatively better results than other approaches, e.g., SMT. 

TABLE IV. TEST SET PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AMONG BANGLA SMT METHODS FOR BANGLA TO ENGLISH (B2E) AND/OR ENGLISH TO BANGLA (E2B) 

Sl. 

Work Ref.:  

Author, Year 

[Ref.] 

Corpus / Dataset 

Sample Size: 

Train./Val./ Test 

Set 

Model Used 
Performance Score on Test Set 

Comments 
BLEU NIST TER 

1 
Uddin et al., 
2005 [67] 

Not Stated  Baseline SMT - - - 
No experiment is 
conducted 

2 
 

M. Z. Islam et 
al., 2010 [78] 

EMILLE 25287/500/500 

SMT with Final combined 
system 

5.70(E2B) 3.16(E2B) 0.83(E2B) 

 KDE4  33365/1000/1000 23.30(E2B)   5.18(E2B) 0.63(E2B) 

EMILLE+KDE4 58652/1500/1500 11.70(E2B) 4.27(E2B) 0.76(E2B) 

3 

Roy & 

Popowich, 2010 
[70] 

Linguistic Data 

Consortium 

 

11000/600/1000 
Phrase-based SMT with 

Transliteration  
9.1 (B2E) - -  

4 
Roy & 
Popowich, 2010 

[72] 

Linguistic Data 

Consortium 
11000/600/1000 

SMT with Lexicalized 
reordering 

8.2 (B2E) - - 

 
SMT with Manual 

reordering 
8.4 (B2E) - - 

SMT with Automatic 
reordering 

9.3 (B2E) - - 

5 
Dandapat & 

Lewis, 2018 [8] 

Websites, 

Webdunia, WMT 
976634/3500/6000 Baseline SMT 

16.56(B2E) 

7.41(E2B) 
- -  

6 
Hasan et al., 

2019 [76] 

ILMPC, SIPC, 

PTB, SUPara 
346845/500/956 

SMT+ 3-gram Language 
Model 

14.61(B2E) - - Training set is merged 

but ILMPC is used for 
development and test set 

SMT+ 5-gram Language 

Model 
14.82(B2E) - - 

7 
Al Mumin et al., 

2019 [74] 

SUPara, Global 

Voices 
197338/500/500 Phrase-based SMT 

17.43(B2E) 

15.27(E2B) 

5.76(B2E) 

5.13(E2B)  

67.94(B2E) 

71.93(E2B) 

Training data sets are 
combined; SUPara for 

test and development 
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Recently, Siddique et al. [6] proposed architecture for E2B 
MT based on RNN. Their process starts with the 
preprocessing and tokenization of the English and Bangla 
sentences according to frequency. Later with the help of a 
context vector, the English and Bangla sentences are mapped 
where embedded RNN, both GRU and LSTM are used, which 
is similar to the attention model. The model calculates the 
error with loss function to improve the model through 
backpropagation. They also identified that using a large 
number of parallel sentences in the corpus may improve the 
result. 

Akter et al. [81] investigated an NMT method using pre-
trained embedding and synthetic monolingual data for E2B. 
They considered two modifications with the baseline NMT: a 
pre-trained word embedding model for source and target 
languages and a synthetic monolingual data addition model. 
NMT with a pre-trained word-embedding model reduces 
workload, brings outside model information, and decreases the 
number of parameters. It has shown improvement in the 
BLEU score. The addition of synthetic monolingual data in 
the NMT model associated with back translation helps to 
handle out of vocabulary words. This model showed a 
relatively better BLEU score for E2B over the other existing 
methods. 

The most recent NMT models for Bangla MT are [82] and 
[83]. Dhar et al. [82] investigated a transformer-based NMT 
model for B2E MT where different parameters (especially, 
number of heads) are tuned for a better outcome. The model is 
tested on a benchmark of Bangla-English corpus, which 
outperformed some other MT methods. On the other hand, 
Roy et al. [83] considered BiLSTM in their MT study for both 
B2E and E2B. Attention mechanism with BiLSTM model and 
a special data augmentation mechanism, called Back 
Translation (BT), are the significant features of the proposed 
model. The model outperformed the existing prominent 
models for B2E MT while tested on a benchmark corpus. 

Table V summarizes the above discussed Bangla NMT 
studies mentioning achieved test set performance scores. 
Notably, among the studies that performed B2E translation, 
only a few recent studies performed both B2E and E2B 
translation. For B2E, the most recent study by Roy et al. [83] 
achieved the best performance showing a BLEU score of 
23.12. They used data augmentation with a back-translation 
mechanism considering GlobalVoices corpus with SUPara 
corpus. On the other hand, the best BLEU score for E2B 27.46 

was achieved by Akter et al. [81] with synthetic monolingual 
data in the NMT model. 

F. Review of Bangla HMT Methods 

There are a few Bangla studies with HMT. Among the 
existing HMT studies, the E2B method called ANUBAAD 
[84] is the pioneering one which is a hybrid MT system using 
EBMT and RBMT explicitly. ANUBAAD considered noun 
phrase, adverbial phrase, and verb phrase. The system 
morphologically analyzes the input sentences and defines 
some formal grammars. Noun phrases and adverbial phrases 
are translated through EMBT with a template matching 
module, whereas verb phrases are translated using the RBMT 
approach. 

Rabbani et al. [85] investigated the principal verb-based 
MT (called PVBMT), which is a hybrid of RBMT and SMT, 
belongs to the HMT paradigm. After passing through lexical 
analysis, the words that are tagged in the previous step are 
bound. In the next step, PVBMT determines the verbs in a 
sentence that works with three types of verbs within a 
sentence: auxiliary verb (AV), finite verb (FV), and non-finite 
verb (NV). If a sentence has more than one verb, then 
PVBMT creates different sets for different types of verbs 
according to their meanings and positions. Then PVBMT 
defines the Bangla sentence structure corresponding to the 
English sentence and generates the output. They transformed 
different English sentences into the simplest forms, e.g., 
Subject+Verb+object, and then translated the sentences into 
Bangla. 

Islam et al. [61] recently investigated B2E MT blending 
RBMT with data-driven MT (i.e., SMT and NMT). 
Specifically, first, they implemented some basic grammatical 
rules that identified names as subjects and optimized Bengali 
verbs in their RBMT. Next, they integrated RBMT with each 
of SMT and NMT separately using different approaches. 
Besides, they performed rigorous experiments over several 
datasets to provide a comparison among the approaches in 
terms of translation accuracy, time complexity and space 
complexity. They also discussed how their blending 
approaches could be reused for other low-resource languages. 

Table VI summarizes the above discussed Bangla HMT 
studies mentioning achieved test set performance scores. 
Notably, three studies in the table are with self-prepared 
datasets. Based on the achieved BLEU score, the method by 
Islam et al. [61] is the best, showing a score of 18.73. 
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TABLE V. TEST SET PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AMONG BANGLA NMT METHODS FOR BANGLA TO ENGLISH (B2E) AND/OR ENGLISH TO BANGLA (E2B) 

Sl. 

Work Ref.:  

Author, Year 

[Ref.] 

Corpus / Dataset 

Sample Size  

(Train./Val./   Test 

Set) 

Model Used 
Performance Score on Test Set 

Comments 
BLEU NIST TER 

1 
Dandapat & 
Lewis, 2018  

[8] 

Websites, Webdunia, 

WMT 
976634/3500/6000 

NMT with synthesis 
20.23(B2E) 

9.73(E2B) 
- - 

 

NMT with BPE 
20.64(B2E) 

9.80(E2B) 
- - 

2 
Hasan et 
al.,2019 [7]  

ILMPC, SIPC, PTB, 

SUPara, AmaderCAT 
419109/500/500 

BiLSTM with Bangla 

and English Embeddings  
19.24(B2E) - - 

 

ILMPC, SIPC, PTB, 

SUPara, AmaderCAT 
419109/500/500 

BiLSTM with Bangla 

Embeddings  
19.40(B2E) - - 

ILMPC, SIPC, PTB, 
SUPara, AmaderCAT  

419109/500/500 Transformer  18.99(B2E) - - 

SUPara 70861/500/500 
BiLSTM with Bangla 

and English Embeddings 
19.98(B2E) - - 

3 
Hasan et al., 

2019 [76] 

ILMPC, SIPC, PTB, 
SUPara 

346845/500/956 
BiLSTM with Bangla 

and English Embeddings  

15.62(B2E) - - 
Training set is merged 
but ILMPC is used for 

development and test 

set SUPara 70861/500/500 19.76(B2E) - - 

4 
Al Mumin et 

al., 2019 [77] 
SUPara, GlobalVoices  197338/500/500 

BiGRU with Attention 
22.38(B2E) 
15.57(E2B) 

5.98(B2E) 
4.72(E2B) 

59.88(B2E) 
68.54(E2B) 

 
BiGRU with Attention 

and BPE 

22.68(B2E) 

16.26(E2B) 

6.07(B2E) 

5.18(E2B) 

60.09(B2E) 

68.69(E2B) 

5 
Siddique et 
al., 2020 [6] 

Self-Prepared 4000  GRU and LSTM - - - 
Performance on test set 
is not mentioned  

6 
Akter et al., 
2020 

[81] 

SUPara, Indic parallel, 

Open subtitles, OPUS 

Ububtu, OPUS Gnome, 
OPUS Tanzil 

484131/2000/2000 

NMT with pre-trained 

embedding  
26.92(E2B) - - 

 
NMT with synthetic 

monolingual data 
27.46(E2B) - - 

7 
Dhar et al., 
2021 [82]  

SUPara 70861/500/500 
Transformer with 
optimal head and BPE 

21.33(B2E)    

8 
Roy et al., 

2021 [83] 

SUPara 70861/500/500 
BiLSTM with Attention 

and BPE 
22.88(B2E)   

 

SUPara, GlobalVoices 115550 /500/500 
BiLSTM with 
Attention,BPE and BT  

23.12(B2E)   

TABLE VI. TEST SET PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AMONG BANGLA HMT METHODS FOR BANGLA TO ENGLISH (B2E) AND/OR ENGLISH TO BANGLA (E2B) 

Sl. 
Work Ref.:  

Author, Year (Ref.) 
Corpus / Dataset 

Sample Size: 

Train./Val./ Test 

Set 

Model Used 
Performance Score on Test Set 

Comments 
BLEU Accuracy 

1 Naskar et al., 2004 [84] Not Stated - EBMT and RBMT - - 
No experiment 
is conducted 

2 
Rabbani et al., 2016 
[85] 

Self-Prepared 9 

RBMT with SMT and 

Principle verb-based 

approach  

- 

89.6% (semantic analysis) 

and 78.3% (syntactic 

analysis) (E2B) 

 

3 
M. A. Islam et al., 
2021[61] 

Global Voices 1031725 
NMT with RBMT 18.73 (B2E) - 

 
SMT with RBMT 18.02 (B2E) - 

IV. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PRESENT STUDY 

A comprehensive review on a specific topic is important 
for the research community to get up-to-date information. 
Hence, one may get a guideline and/or motivation for further 
work(s) on it. Due to the language resource dependency, MT 
studies are scattered on a low resource language (e.g., 
Bangla), and it is necessary to discuss the studies categorically 
following a common strategic fashion. Although a few good 
reviews are available for low-resource languages like Thai 
[86]; but no such review studies are available for the Bangla 
language, according to the best of our knowledge. Although 
several Bangla review studies are available, all are very poor 
in area and scopes. The pioneer review work by Chowdhury 

[53] in 2013 considered only B2E RBMT studies emphasizing 
parts of speech tagging matter. The work by Chopra et al. [87] 
included only one Bangla SMT in their study. The most recent 
review by Andrabi and Wahid [88] emphasized Hindi and 
Urdu, and they considered only a few pioneer Bangla studies. 
Table VII shows the year-wise projection of Bangla-English 
MT studies with achieved performance scores summarizing 
the methods presented in Tables II-VI. It is noticeable from 
the tables that pioneer Bangla MT studies are with RBMT, 
and NMT has been explored recently with a relatively better 
translation score. Considering the importance of the Bangla 
language and its prospects in MT studies, this comprehensive 
review on Bangla MT is a timely study with the following 
significance. 
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TABLE VII. YEAR-WISE PROJECTION OF BANGLA -ENGLISH MT STUDIES WITH ACHIEVED PERFORMANCE SCORE 

Year RBMT (12) EBMT (3) SMT (7) NMT (8) HMT (3) 

2004     
[84] Naskar et al. 
(E2B) 

2005   [67] Uddin et al. (B2E)   

2009 
[55] Anwar et al.; Acc. 
93.33% (B2E) 

    

2010 

[57] Anwar et al.; Acc. 90% 

(B2E) 

[62] Dandapat et al.; 

BLEU: 57.56 (E2B) 

[78] Islam et al.; BLEU: 23.30 

(E2B) 
  

[52] Rahman et al; (B2E)  
[70] Roy & Popowich; BLEU:9.1 

(B2E) 
  

  
[72] Roy & Popowich; BLEU:9.3 

(B2E) 
  

2011 

[47] Francisca et al. (E2B)     

[54] Alam et al. (E2B)     

2013 

[49] Ashrafi et al.; Acc. 

100% (E2B) 

[63] Khan et al.; Acc. 

41.33% (E2B) 
   

[50] Muntarina et al.; Acc. 
86.16% (E2B) 

    

[53] Chowdhury (B2E)     

2015 
[56] Arefin et al.; Acc. 

83.09% (B2E) 
    

2016 
[51] Alamgir et al.; Acc. 
81.5% (B2E) 

   
[85] Rabbani et al.; 
Acc. 89.6% (E2B) 

2017  
[66] Salam et al. ; Acc. 

38.69% (E2B) 
   

2018 
[58] Anwar; Acc. 95% 
(B2E) 

 
[8] Dandapat & Lewis; BLEU: 
16.56 (B2E) & 7.41 (E2B)  

[8] Dandapat & Lewis; BLEU: 
20.64(B2E) & 9.80(E2B)  

 

2019 

[48] Mukta et al;. (E2B)  
[76] Hasan et al.; BLEU:14.82 

(B2E) 

[7] Hasan et al.; BLEU: 19.98 

(B2E) 
 

  
[74] Mumin et al.; BLEU: 7.43 

(B2E) & 5.27(E2B)  

[76] Hasan et al.; BLEU:19.76 

(B2E) 
 

   
[77] Mumin et al.; BLEU: 

22.68(B2E) & 16.26(E2B)  
 

2020 

   [6] Siddique et al.; (B2E)  

   [81]  Akter et al.; 27.46(E2B)  

2021 

   
[82] Dhar et al. ; BLEU:21.33 
(B2E) 

[61] Islam et 

al.;BLEU:18.73 
(B2E) 

   
[83] Roy et al.; BLEU: 23.12 

(B2E) 
 

1) Basic ideas of different MT methods (RBMT, EBMT, 

SMT, and HMT) and performance measures of automatic MT 

are presented as background studies of the present Bangla MT 

review. 

2) Overview of Bangla language and a brief description of 

available Bangla-English corpora are given. 

3) Bangla MT studies are briefly described categorically; 

the achieved performances of the individual methods are 

compared in a tabular form. 

V. FUTURE PROSPECTS OF BANGLA MT FROM THIS STUDY 

This review streamlines the various aspects, techniques, 
and resources of Bangla MT studies comprehensively to 

motivate researchers and pave the way for further 
investigation in this area. It is observed that corpus-based 
data-driven approaches, especially, NMTs are shown to 
outperform other methods. Therefore, recent studies with 
NMT and hybrid methods with NMT might be a way to 
improve Bangla MT proficiency further. Resources 
deficiency, especially lack of rich corpus, is the main lagging 
to build an appropriate NMT model. Therefore, focus on 
resource development is necessary, although it requires 
government and non-government efforts. It is noticeable that 
the Government of Bangladesh has launched a large national 
project on Bangla language and corpus development for MT, 
an important component in MT studies [89]. Such efforts 
might boost Bangla MT studies; however, investigating 
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innovative modern techniques is also necessary for better 
performance. Another observation from the present study is 
that all the Bangla MT studies involve English (i.e., B2E 
and/or E2B). It is also timely demand to break the boundary of 
existing study and develop Bangla MT systems for other 
major languages (e.g., Arabic, Chinese, Japanese) considering 
global prospects of Bangla language in the coming future. 

Recently developed MT methods that are found to be very 
effective for English and other languages pairs may also be 
practical approaches for Bangla, subject to appropriate 
incorporation of relevant linguistic or other features and 
tuning of parameters. Hence, investigation on the Bangla MT 
study may perform in different directions. Multiple attention 
layers, called deep attention, investigated by Zhang et al. [90] 
perform well for Chinese/Germany/France-English translation 
tasks. Incorporating such a mechanism with multiple attention 
layers, an attention-based Bangla NMT model can be 
developed to improve its performance efficiently. Gated 
recurrent unit (GRU) employment of [91] and parts of speech 
tagging of [92] in attention mechanism might also be useful to 
employ in Bangla MT. In the line of data augmentation, input 
denoising plus auxiliary decoder investigated in [93] and self-
learning, training with synthetically generated data using 
monolingual a source language corpus, investigated in [94], 
are also intuitive to improve MT performance for a low-
resource language like Bangla. Multi-source translation, an 
approach to exploit multiple inputs (e.g., in two different 
languages) to increase performance, and missing data 
management investigated by Nishimura et al. [95] might also 
be a way to achieve better Bangla MT performance. Gated 
recurrent unit (GRU), an advanced LSTM model, and its 
updated model [96] might perform well for Bangla MT. 
Moreover, recently developed HMT techniques, such as [34] 
[35] [33], might bring good motivation for better Bangla MT 
system development. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In the global era of digitalization, MT studies are much 
more important than ever. Considering the limited Bangla MT 
studies despite being a major language, this paper reviewed 
prominent Bangla-English MT studies. Specifically, the basic 
MT methods (i.e., RBMT, EMBT, SMT, NMT, and HMT) are 
explained in short as background knowledge. Bangla MT 
studies under individual methods are described briefly, and 
achieved performances are presented in the tabular form in 
Tables II-VI. A year-wise projection of all the reviewed 
methods in Table VII gives a timeline hierarchy Bangla MT 
study. It is noticeable from the hierarchy view that pioneer 
Bangla MT studies are with RBMT and SMT methods, and 
the recently developed NMT methods outperformed the 
pioneer methods. 

This study is expected to be a valuable resource and 
guideline for researchers interested in the Bangla MT system. 
The brief description of the available Bangla-English 
benchmark corpus (Table I) helps develop a new MT model. 
The prospects of the present study are summarized in a 
separate section (Section V), mentioning different points. At a 
glance, NMT has an opportunity to develop a better Bangla 
MT model with recently developed techniques such as various 

data augmentations. Moreover, it is time to take Bangla MT 
studies beyond the involvement of the English language and 
explore Bangla MT studies involving other languages such as 
Arabic, Chinese, and Japanese. 
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Abstract—Breast cancer is a malignant tumor that affects 

women. It is the most prevalent cancer in women, affecting about 

10% of all women at any point in their lives. The development of 

breast cancer begins in the lobules or ducts of the cells. Early 

detection and prevention are the best ways to stop this cancer 

from spreading. In this study, five Convolution Neural Network 

(CNN) models are used to process image data of breast cells. 

AlexNet, InceptionV3, GoogLeNet, VGG19 and Xception models 

are used for the classification of Invasive Ductal Carcinoma, IDC 

and Non-Invasive Ductal Carcinoma (Non-IDC) cells. The 

models are trained and tested at different epochs to record the 

learning rate. It is observed from the study that with higher 

epochs, the data loss decreases and accuracy increases. The 

accuracy of InceptionV3 and Xception is 92.48% and 90.72% 

respectively. Likewise, VGG19 and AlexNet have fairly close 

accuracy of 94.83% and 96.74%. However, GoogLeNet 

dominates over the other implemented models with the highest 

accuracy of 97.80%. The GoogLeNet model performs with high 

accuracy and precision in detecting IDC cells responsible for 

breast cancer. 

Keywords—Breast cancer; IDC; non-IDC; AlexNet; VGG19; 

Inception sV3; GoogLeNet; Xecption; accuracy 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cancer, also known as a malignant neoplasm, is a group of 
more than a hundred diseases marked by irregular cell 
development with the ability to spread to the body's underlying 
tissues. IDC is a kind of breast cancer that started in the ducts 
of the breast and has progressed to fibrous or fatty tissue 
outside of the duct. IDC is the most prevalent kind of breast 
cancer, accounting for 80% of all occurrences. Breast cancer is 
the most common kind of cancer in women worldwide [1]. 
Many imaging techniques have been developed to aid in the 
early diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer, as well as the 
reduction of breast cancer-related mortality. To improve 
diagnostic precision and accuracy, many assisted breast cancer 
diagnosis methods have been employed [2-4]. Fig. 1 shows 
breast cancer cases around the world. 

To classify and predict breast cancer, machine learning 
algorithms with image processing have become quite famous 
for their accuracy in detecting the disease at an early stage. 
Ciresan et al. [5] classified each pixel into mitotic and non-
mitotic groups using an 11-layered CNN. The predictions were 
made using likelihood ratings allocated to each pixel 
depending on its distance from the mitosis centroid. A related 

study [6] used Transfer Learning in CNNs to identify and 
segment brain and colon cancer images, and the findings were 
cutting-edge. It used AlexNet (pre-trained on ImageNet) to 
train a Support Vector Machine with the features extracted 
from the last FC layer Support Vector Machine (SVM). Gao et 
al. used CNN to identify interstitial lung infections [7] and 
discovered that a pre-trained model converged categorization 
faster than a randomly initialized network. It is possible to 
automate cell counting in microscope pictures. Weidi et al. [8] 
took a regression approach to the issue, which eliminates the 
need for previous identification or segmentation. They 
regressed a density surface generated by the superposition of 
Gaussians using completely convolutional regression networks 
(FCRNs). The dot annotations of each cell given as the ground 
truth for the training set are expressed by these Gaussians. To 
identify the best-supervised learning classifier, Vikas 
Chaurasia and Saurabh Pal [9] evaluate the performance 
criteria of Naive Bayes, SVM-RBF kernel, RBF neural 
networks, Decision trees, and basic CART in breast cancer 
datasets. The experimental results indicate that the SVM-RBF 
kernel outperforms other classifiers, scoring 96.84% accuracy 
in the Wisconsin Breast Cancer (original) datasets. Djebbari et 
al. [10] investigate the impact of an ensemble of machine 
learning approaches on breast cancer survival period 
prediction. When compared to prior results, their methodology 
is more accurate on their breast cancer data collection. S. 
Aruna and L. V Nandakishore [11] compare the findings of 
C4.5, Nave Bayes, Support Vector Machine (SVM), and K- 
Nearest Neighbor to find the appropriate classifier in WBC (K-
NN). SVM is the most accurate classifier, with a 96.99% 
accuracy rate. Angeline Christobel. Y. [12] use a decision tree 
classifier (CART) to obtain an accuracy of 69.23% in breast 
cancer datasets. The accuracy of data mining algorithms SVM, 
IBK, and BF Tree is compared by A. Pradesh [13]. SMO 
outperforms other classifiers in terms of performance. 
T.Joachims [14] uses neuron fuzzy methods to reach a 
precision of 95.06 % by utilizing Wisconsin Breast Cancer 
(original) datasets. In this study, a hybrid method is proposed 
to increase the classification accuracy of Wisconsin Breast 
Cancer (original) datasets using 10-fold cross-validation. Liu 
Ya-Qin, W. Cheng, and Z. Lu [15] used the C5 algorithm with 
picking to produce additional data for training from the initial 
array using variations of repetitions to yield multisets of the 
same scale as the original data to predict breast cancer 
survivability. Delen et al. Lu [16] pre-classified 202,932 breast 
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cancer medical records into two groups: those who "survived" 
(93,273) and those who "didn't" (93,272). (109,659). The 
precision of the prediction of survivability was in the region of 
93%. 

 

Fig. 1. The Distribution of the Confirmed Breast Cancer Cases around the 

World (2020). (Source: World Health Organization). 

In this work, to detect cancer cells in time for fast 
treatment, CNN models are used to classify the IDC cells in the 
breast to determine breast cancer. The CNN models proposed 
for the study are AlexNet, GoogLeNet, VGG19, Xception and 
InceptionV3. The aim is to classify IDC from Non-IDC breast 
cell images from the dataset. Furthermore, the accuracy of the 
models is compared with each other to determine which model 
performs best. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section II contains the overall view of the system. It gives an 

idea of how the study is conducted in each step. Section III 
comprises the materials and the methods in detail. It also 
explains the criteria under which the performance of the 
implemented models will be evaluated. Section IV summarizes 
the experimental studies and the obtained results. Section V 
provides a comparison of the proposed system with the existing 
studies to show that the proposed system has superior 
performance over others. Finally, Section VI presents the 
conclusion of the study. 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Early detection of breast cancer is a critical field on which 
researchers are working since it may improve the rate of 
diagnosis, care, and recovery of affected women. Early 
identification is the most important measure in reducing this 
condition's clinical and social risks, given the high expense of 
care and the high incidence of the disease among women 
worldwide. There are several approaches and techniques for 
detecting this form of cancer, each with its own set of benefits 
and drawbacks. When cancer has spread through the later 
phases, it is usually identified and diagnosed. This is especially 
bad since cancer risks have metastasized by the time it is 
discovered are large, leaving the chances of treating it very 
low. Self-testing is rarely done, which tends to cancer detection 
in its latter stages. A lump or mass on the breast, self-
examination, or mammography is the most common way to 
diagnose breast cancer. 

In the proposed system, image data of breast cells are used 
to predict breast cancer. For that, the images are classified to 
identify which cells cause cancer. The models used for the 
prediction are AlexNet, IceptionV3, VGG19, Xception and 
GoogLeNet. An overall flow diagram of the study is presented 
in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. System Flow Diagram of the Proposed Study. 
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III. SYSTEM OPERATION 

A. Data Description 

The image used in this study is of breast cells to diagnose 
Breast cancer. The dataset was retrieved from "https://www. 
kaggle.com/paultimothymooney/breast-histopathology-images/ 
discussion/130203". For training and testing the machine 
learning models, 27800 image data are used. The images are 
categorized into two categories, 

 Non-IDC: categorized as "class0". 

 IDC: categorized as "class1". 

It will help specify IDC (Malignant (cells are abnormal and 
grow uncontrollably)) and Non-IDC (Benign (if the cells are 
normal just overgrown)). 

Several IDC and non-IDC image data were added for better 
training of the models to enrich the dataset. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 
contain some of the IDC and non-IDC class images that were 
added to the dataset, respectively. 

 

Fig. 3. Image Data of IDC Class. 

 

Fig. 4. Image Data of non-IDC Class. 

B. Data Pre-processing 

The dataset contains raw image data that are not fit for 
models to be trained and tested. To bring all the raw data into 
the same scale, data pre-processing is done on the dataset used 
in the work. The steps of the pre-processing stage are as 
follows. 

 Generating augmented image: to train any machine 
learning algorithms, a large dataset is required. To 
increase the dataset volume, augmented images are 
generated using the ImageDataGenerator class in the 
Keras library. Table I holds the attributes used for 
image generation. 

 Resize image: Since all images in the dataset are not in 
the same size, all the images are reshaped to 128 X 128 
pixels. 

 Normalize image: since all the images are in RBG, 
converting to greyscale images is being divided by 255 
for normalization. 

 Convert to NumPy array: image data a converted to 
NumPy array for faster computation. 

 Dataset Splitting: the dataset is split into 80:20 for 
training and testing the models. 

TABLE I. IMAGEDATAGENERATOR ATTRIBUTES 

Shear Range 0.3 

Zoom_Range 0.2 

Horizontal_Flip True 

Vertical_Flip True 

Rescale 1/255 

C. CNN Models of Classification 

1) AlexNet: AlexNet [17] is an 8-layered network with 5 

convolutional layers and 3 Max Pooling layers [18]. ReLU 

activation is used. 96 filter sizes with a stride of 4 give the first 

Convolution sheet. After that, the 3X3 inputs go into the Max 

Pooling Sheet, with a stride of 2. Then, the data is sent to the 

second convolution layer with stride one and padding two, 

with a total of 256 5.x/2. The data is then followed by a 

second datasheet, where the stride is 2 and the filter size is 3. 

Three Convolution layers with 384, 384, 384, and 256 kernels 

are then applied to the input results, followed by an Activation 

layer with 3 X 3 kernels, followed by a Reshape layer with 

512 kernels and a padding value of 1. With pool size 3, the 

final MaxPooling is implemented. If all the operations have 

been performed, the results are transferred to three connected 

layers, which are eventually converted into totally connected 

layers. In Fig. 5, the architecture is seen. 

2) InceptionV3: InceptionV3 [19] is the third iteration of 

Google's Inception Convolutional Neural Network, which was 

first shown at the ImageNet Recognition Challenge. It 

includes Label Smoothing, Factorized 7X7 Convolution, 

RMSProp Optimizer, BatchNorm in the Auxillary Classifiers 

and a downscaling classifier to identify and add information 

from smoothed label sequences. This is shown in Fig. 6. 

 

Fig. 5. AlexNet Architecture. 
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Fig. 6. Implemented InceptionV3 Structure. 

3) GoogLeNet: Since 'InceptionV1' [20] is sometimes 

referred to as GoogLeNet [21]. There are 47 stages of 

aggregation and several pooling layers in GoogLeNet. A result 

is that, to sum up, the nine Inception modules are lined up one 

after another. In the case of GoogLeNet, the stochastic descent 

algorithm is employed. The following Fig. 7 is an example. 

 

Fig. 7. GoogLeNet Model. 

4) VGG19: VGG19 is a version of the VGG model that 

includes 16 convolutional layers, three fully connected layers, 

five MaxPool layers, and one SoftMax layer as shown in Fig. 

8. A fixed-size RGB picture was used as the input to this 

network, which also has a matrix of the same size. Max 

pooling was done using sride 2 across a 2 * 2 pixel window. 

This was followed by the Rectified linear unit (ReLu) to add 

non-linearity into the model in order to enhance classification 

and computing speed. Three completely linked layers were 

implemented. And finally, a softmax function is used as the 

last layer. 

5) Xception: The Xception model's base layer is initially 

frozen with the command (include top=False), followed by the 

trainable layer as shown in Fig. 9. The trainable layer employs 

images that have undergone the Average Pooling procedure. 

The Average Pooling pool size is (7,7), and there are 128 

hidden nodes accessible in this layer. The Adam Stochastic 

gradient descent method is utilized for optimization, and the 

ReLu activation function is employed in that layer. Following 

that, in the output layer, the Softmax activation function is 

utilized to identify IDC cells using two nodes. A learning rate 

of 0.01 is specified for backpropagation. 

 

Fig. 8. Applied InceptionV3 Structure. 

 

Fig. 9. Implemented Xception Model. 

D. Performance Evaluation 

After completing the training and testing process, the 
performance of the models is calculated [22, 23]. The 
evaluation criteria are precision, recall, f1-score, and accuracy, 
as described in Eq. 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

          
  

     
             (1)

       
  

     
              (2) 

         
     

           
             (3) 

         
                

                
            (4) 

IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

Using the CNN models Vgg19, Xception, AlexNet, 
InceptionV3, and GoogLeNet, breast cancer prediction can be 
done successfully. The models can efficiently classify IDC 
cells and non-IDC cells. However, not all the models perform 
the same. Some show more accuracy than others. 

The outcome was recorded for up to 10 epochs. Table II 
illustrates the recorded data for the InceptionV3 model where 
the highest accuracy is 92.48%. 

Table III contains the record of accuracy and data loss of 
the GoogLeNet model for the epoch. It can be observed from 
the table that with every new epoch, the rate of data loss 
gradually decreases and the accuracy increase for both the 
training and test set. 
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TABLE II. TRAINING AND TESTING OUTCOME FOR INCEPTION V3 

Epochs 
Training 

Data Loss 

Training 

accuracy in % 

Testing 

Data loss 

Testing 

accuracy in % 

1 13.29 77.34 10.21 83.42 

2 11.02 81.93 6.46 89.94 

3 7.76 85.67 6.39 90.24 

4 7.39 86.76 6.23 90.73 

5 7.56 88.34 5.93 91.23 

6 7.26 87.99 5.74 91.47 

7 6.98 89.23 5.46 91.78 

8 7.23 88.80 5.28 92.12 

9 7.34 88.23 4.97 92.48 

10 7.03 88.57 5.01 92.10 

TABLE III. TRAINING AND TESTING OUTCOME FOR GOOGLENET 

Epochs 
Training 

Data Loss 

Training 

accuracy in % 

Testing 

Data loss 

Testing 

accuracy in % 

1 9.39 93.53 7.14 94.54 

2 5.28 95.39 4.24 96.83 

3 5.19 95.73 4.19 97.23 

4 5.03 95.93 3.95 97.53 

5 4.83 96.23 3.69 97.46 

6 4.90 96.15 3.53 97.94 

7 4.85 96.39 3.45 97.45 

8 4.72 96.32 3.33 97.23 

9 4.79 96.83 3.49 97.42 

10 4.67 96.45 3.19 97.80 

The record of outcome accuracy of AlexNet has stated in 
Table IV with data loss in every epoch. The highest rate of 
accuracy rate of AlexNet model is 96.74% in the test set with a 
data loss rate of 9.59% at the 10

th
 epoch. At the same epoch, it 

achieved the highest accuracy rate on the training set as well 
with 96.34%. 

TABLE IV. TRAINING AND TESTING OUTCOME FOR ALEXNET 

Epochs 
Training 

Data Loss 

Training 

accuracy in % 

Testing 

Data loss 

Testing 

accuracy in % 

1 29.26 89.93 25.77 91.01 

2 25.18 91.37 20.54 92.80 

3 22.06 92.32 17.28 93.59 

4 20.62 93.34 15.66 94.11 

5 17.97 93.73 15.23 94.21 

6 14.49 95.06 14.98 95.87 

7 14.44 95.45 10.10 96.23 

8 10.29 96.11 9.89 96.19 

9 9.87 96.72 9.48 96.33 

10 9.93 96.34 9.59 96.74 

Table V contains the record of accuracy and data loss of 
VGG19 model with respect to epoch. The rate of data loss 
gradually decreases as the accuracy increase for both the 
training and test set. The model gives an accuracy of 94.83% 
with 5.1 data loss. 

Table VI contains the record of outcome accuracy of the 
Xception model implemented in the dataset, along with data 
loss for each epoch. Xception model achieves an accuracy rate 
of 90.72% in the test set, with a data loss rate of 7.21 at the 8th 
epoch. 

From the recorded data is can be observed that on the 10th 
epoch, all the models show the highest accuracy and lowest 
data loss for both train and testing data. A graphical 
comparison of the accuracy for training (a) and testing (b) data 
for the models are depicted in Fig. 10 as well. 

The data loss rate for the models decreases for both training 
and test set with every increasing epoch for all the models. The 
graphs in Fig. 11 show the rate of data loss obtained in each 
epoch as the model learns from the training (a) and testing (b), 
the less data it losses. 

TABLE V. TRAINING AND TESTING OUTCOME FOR VGG19 

Epochs 
Training 

Data Loss 

Training 

accuracy in % 

Testing 

Data loss 

Testing 

accuracy in % 

1 13.85 84.63 9.85 90.36 

2 11.53 87.44 9.37 91.18 

3 10.55 89.27 8.77 91.74 

4 9.45 89.94 7.23 92.58 

5 9.46 89.66 7.19 92.83 

6 8.57 90.57 7.85 92.47 

7 9.35 90.48 5.55 94.66 

8 8.35 91.38 5.10 94.83 

9 8.02 91.65 6.02 94.57 

10 8.33 91.19 6.16 94.46 

TABLE VI. TRAINING AND TESTING OUTCOME FOR XCEPTION 

Epochs 
Training 

Data Loss 

Training 

accuracy in % 

Testing 

Data loss 

Testing 

accuracy in % 

1 16.46 79.46 12.34 83.26 

2 15.33 81.24 10.73 85.63 

3 14.63 82.84 9.27 87.78 

4 10.53 85.59 9.74 87.38 

5 10.12 86.94 9.49 87.26 

6 10.11 86.47 8.74 88.57 

7 9.73 86.88 8.37 88.39 

8 9.48 87.37 7.21 90.72 

9 9.46 88.24 7.64 90.48 

10 9.53 88.63 7.48 90.38 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 10. Accuracy Comparison for (a) Training Data and (b) Testing Data of 

the Models. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 11. Data Loss Comparison for (a) Training Data and (b) Testing Data of 

the Models. 

From the comparison, it is understood that GoogLeNet 
demonstrates much higher accuracy in predicting breast cancer 
and classifying cancer cells over other models. For further 
clarity, and overall performance measurement of the models is 
calculated in Table VII. 

From Fig. 12, it can be deduced that GoogLeNet shows a 
higher rate for precision, recall and F1-score (97.34%, 96.46%, 
and 96.46%) along with the highest accuracy in predicting 
breast cancer. 

GoogLeNet shows much superior classification 
performance over InceptionV3 and AlexNet. The models can 
successfully classify IDC and Non-IDC cells with 97.8% 
accuracy. A classification outcome of GoogLeNet for both 
classes is demonstrated in Fig. 13. 

TABLE VII. CLASSIFICATION REPORT OF TEST DATA 

Models 
Performance Measures 

Precision Recall Accuracy F1-score 

Inception v3 89.84% 90.12% 92.48% 89.54% 

GoogLeNet 97.34% 96.46% 97.80% 96.46% 

Alexnet 95.12% 93.54% 96.74% 94.65% 

VGG19 93.63% 92.47% 94.83% 91.36% 

Xception 89.49% 91.33% 90.72% 90.03% 

 

Fig. 12. Performance Evaluation of the Models. 

 

Fig. 13. Classified Classes by GoogLeNet. 
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V. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

As mentioned before, many studies have been performed to 
predict Breast cancer using machine learning, deep learning, 
and other techniques based on different imaging data of cancer 
cells. The following table VIII compares the suggested 
technique to many other methods used by researchers on 
various datasets. Despite the fact that previous studies have 
shown a high degree of accuracy in predicting breast cancer, 
the proposed method surpassed prediction accuracy. 

TABLE VIII. COMPARISON OF PREVIOUS METHODS AND THE PROPOSED 

METHOD 

Studies Datasets Models Accuracy 

Proposed 

study 

Breast histopathology images 

from kaggle 

AlexNet  96.74% 

VGG19 94.83% 

Xception 90.72% 

InceptionV3 92.48% 

GoogLeNet 97.80% 

[9] 
Wisconsin Breast Cancer 

(original) datasets 
SVM-RBF 96.84% 

[11] - SVM 96.99% 

[12] Breast cancer datasets Decision tree 69.23% 

[14] 
Wisconsin Breast Cancer 
(original) datasets 

Neuron fuzzy 
methods 

95.06% 

[24] 
Wisconsin Breast Cancer 
(original) datasets 

SVM 97.13% 

[25] Image data from Mayo Clinic SD-CNN 90% 

[26] Kaggle 162 H&E CNN 87% 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Breast cancer is a deadly disease that has claimed the lives 
of many people in both emerging and industrialized countries 
around the world. Breast cancer is the second leading cause of 
cancer death among females in industrialized countries and the 
first among females in developing countries. According to 
recent estimates, one of every eight people in Bangladesh will 
grow breast cancer over their lifetime. As a result, the fight 
against cancer is far from over. The main focus of this paper is 
to detect breast cancer that an early stage using the images of 
IDC cells in the breast. To complete the work, CNN models are 
used to classify the image data. AlexNet, InceptionV3, 
VGG19, Xception and GoogLeNet are the algorithms used in 
the classification process. The algorithms separately are 
successful in predicting the disease. However, they vary in 
accuracy of the prediction. It is seen that GoogLeNet has a 
much higher accuracy rate of 97.80% compared to the AlexNet 
and InceptionV3 with 96.74% and 92.48%. And VGG19 and 
Xception with 94.83 % and 90.72 %. GoogLeNet has higher 
Precision, Recall, and F1 scores than the other two models. 
However the models are only tested for the data images 
available in the Breast histopathology images dataset. The 
models will further be studied on more dataset to ensure that 
they can be universally used to detect breast cancer. Using the 
same process, it is also to be studied that other diseases such as 
liver cancer, colon cancer, ovarian cancer, etc., can be 
diagnosed efficiently and with high accuracy at a very early 
stage. 
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Abstract—Due to the advances in social media, it has become 

the most popular means of the propagation of news. Many news 

items are published on social media like Facebook, Twitter, 

Instagram, etc. Facebook is a huge source for spreading and 

consuming daily news, but it is an unstructured way of producing 

news about domains (Art, Health, Education, Sport, Politics, 

etc.). Thus, this paper will present a model to assess the 

credibility of news sources over the social context in a particular 

domain through a particular period of time from a 

multidimensional perspective. Based on these dimensions of 

credibility, this model will be designed, evaluated, and 

implemented by using machine learning algorithms and Arabic 

NLP approaches to assess the credibility score for Arabic news 

sources on Facebook. In addition, the study will visualize their 

scores at different data analysis levels to make the assessment 

more precise and trustworthy. The proposed model has been 

implemented and tested over some real Arabic news sources for 

specific domains and over a period of time to produce a 

credibility score for each one, whereas the user can display these 

scores and choose the most credible news sources. The credibility 

assessment model will be more specific and accurate for a specific 

domain and time with an accuracy of 98%. 

Keywords—Information credibility; social media; machine 

learning; Arabic Natural Language Processing (ANLP) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, online social media has become a great way to 
connect people with others. Users of social media share news, 
communicate with other people, and create more posts and 
tweets related to the news than they consume. Consequently, a 
huge amount of incredible news is created and propagated 
through social media, which has a serious impact on society 
and individuals. Though this impact can make political gains, 
increase advertising revenue, and attract attention, it can harm 
the reputation of businesses. The news spreads rapidly on 
social networks and may lead to many problems. Various 
domains on social media such as politics, education, finance, 
art, sports, and health are not categorized for the news. The 
objective of the research community in social media now is to 
reach out the authenticity of the information from the trusted 
sources to build trusted news displayed on the internet in 
different domains. In this regard, information credibility has 
become an important indicator for citing particular news 
sources over others in different domains at a particular time. 

Here, it is worth mentioning that there are many problems 
on setting and defining credibility. Firstly, the lack of 
assessing credibility in multiple domains at the same time, 
such as arts, sports, and education, etc. Secondly, there are a 

few studies work on the Arabic language for the purpose of 
assessing credibility because its structural essentials are 
complex. Finally, there is a strong need to assess the 
credibility of the news sources automatically on Facebook 
social media which has become the most popular mean to 
spread the news rabidly. 

Information credibility is a topic that has become very 
important for assessing credibility of information to avoid the 
conflict from huge number of information due to the growth of 
technology and internet. In this section will present the main 
types of information credibility, Level of assessment and 
approaches used in the assessment process. 

There are two main types of information credibility, 
offline and online. Offline information credibility the news 
spreads through means of 'traditional media that do not require 
the use of digital technologies like magazines, journals, etc., 
while online information credibility concerns the news will 
spread through digital technologies such as social media or the 
web. Online information credibility has two types of 
information credibility are content or social information 
credibility. The content-based information credibility involves 
the news collected from various websites, web blogs through a 
search engine, or fact-checking websites while the social-
based information credibility the news published over social 
media like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc. [1]. 

Moreover, there are several levels of credibility that can be 
used to assess the new source these levels are, Post-Level 
which the assessment of credibility occurs over one post or 
tweet, and the assessment includes accurate information about 
a certain topic. It's semantic and characteristic of the message 
either image, videos, or audio may be considered and 
sentiment features will be considered also, while topic –Level 
which the assessment of the credibility can be calculated for a 
certain topic hashtag or trending topics that attract any users 
and the users start to comment or retweet about this topic, and 
member- level applies the assessment on each user account 
over the social media and measures the reliability of a user by 
the following features: age group, sex, school degrees, the 
number of followers, friends, tweets, and retweets, finally 
hybrid-level (post - topic - member) the credibility assessment 
contains (topic, post, and user) assessment [2]. 

There are approaches for assessing the information 
credibility, automated-based approaches, human – based 
approaches, or hybrid approaches. The automated approaches 
consist of several algorithms that can be followed, these 
algorithms are weighted and information retrieval algorithms 
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which the algorithms for measuring credibility for a certain 
claim collected from different credible independent sources 
and provides evidence for the similarity about the claim from 
different sources or knowledge graph algorithms: which used 
to build an information graph of facts. The graph has made up 
of relations to all derived information and their origin, and 
finally, machine learning algorithms which can be supervised 
techniques, unsupervised techniques, semi-supervised 
techniques, or reinforcement techniques while Human-Based 
approaches can be cognitive and perception or crowdsourcing: 
or voting approaches, and hybrid approaches can be 
automated or human using experts who are specialized in a 
specific domain [2]. 

Motivated by the above, there are many contributions of 
the research are: 

 Build a model based on social-context credibility 
assessment using a hybrid level (content and member) 
assessment executing over three dimensions: 
calculating a credibility score of the news source in a 
specific domain at a specific time to enhance the 
credibility assessment and give more precise and 
accurate results. 

 Visualize the results over different data analysis. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces 
the related work for the existing studies accessing credibility. 
Section 3 presents the text categorization methodology. 
Section 4. The details of suggested model, Section 5 displays 
the experiment results, and finally, Section 6 concludes this 
works. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Some studies have developed approaches attempt to assess 
the credibility in Social Media. Popat, Kashyap, et al. [3], 
proposed approaches to leverage the stance, reliability and 
trend of sources of evidence and counter evidence for 
credibility assessment of textual claims. And provide 
explanations for the credibility verdict in the form of 
informative snippets from articles published by reliable 
sources that can be easily interpreted by the users. Another 
one, Ahmad, Faraz, and Syed Afzal Murtaza Rizvi [4], 
presented a survey approaches for detection of rumors on 
social networks. They present the data collection methods, 
extract the features which responsible for finding and 
estimating credibility using different machine learning 
techniques. And, Pasi, Gabriella, and Marco Viviani [5], 
Present Three important issues in the assessment information 
credibility: in the review sites, it detects the opinion spam, 
detect the fake news in microblogging, and the credibility 
assessment of online health-related information. They present 
a concise survey of the approaches and methodologies. 

There are some frameworks assess the credibility, Jaho, 
Eva, et al. [6], proposed an Alethiometer framework to 
improve trustworthiness and the validity of contents in the 
midst of overloads of information. This paradigm was utilized 
for evaluating the veracity of news consumed on social media. 
It measures the content by deriving a single metric that takes 
into account the quality of the contributor and the content, in a 

unified manner, providing a few preliminary statistical data 
from the examination of 10 million Twitter users, which offers 
useful insights into social media data characteristics. Maps of 
features value on a qualitative scale manner. 

Moturu, Sai T., and Huan Liu [7], proposed also, a two-
step unsupervised, feature-driven framework for health 
content, and proposed a various unsupervised scoring models 
for the user content based. 

Mahmood, Saba, et al. [8] present a framework which 
predict the credibility of web information for a typical user in 
order to improve decision-making. This framework decides 
the content credible if based on expert‟ reviewer. It uses the 
past behavior of the entities and opinion of others as 
reputation for expert ranking. Reputation based credibility 
assessment computing the credibility of the content by 
evaluating the reputation of the expert‟ reviewer. 

Some researches presented algorithms which assess the 
credibility, Gupta, M., et al. [9], enhanced the Basic 
Credibility Analyzer (BasicCA) for Twitter algorithm, which 
automatically assesses the credibility of Twitter events by 
performing event graph optimization (EventOptCA). The 
EventOptCA better than the Basic CA because it depends on 
stronger event associations inferred from shared unigrams 
(event similarity) which gives more accurate performance for 
credibility scores. Abbasi, Mohammad-Ali, and Huan Liu 
[10], propose a method to measure user credibility in social 
media. They assess the credibility of the content and user 
(source of the information) based on the user‟s profile by 
using the CredRank algorithm, this algorithm measures the 
user credibility in social media and analyzes social media 
users‟ online behavior to measure their credibility. Gupta, 
Aditi, et al. [11], present a semi-supervised ranking model for 
scoring tweets according to their credibility” TweetCred” it is 
available as a browser plug-in and score credibility on tweets 
user‟s timeline. Mitra, Tanushree, and Eric Gilbert [12], 
present CREDBANK algorithm combining machine and 
human computation on tweets, topics, events and associated 
human credibility judgements. 

There are tools assessing the credibility, Saikaew, Kanda 
Runapongsa, and Chaluemwut Noyunsan [13], developed a 
tool which is a chrome extension of fb credibility for 
Facebook users to evaluate the credibility of by manual 
human‟s labelling by using Support Vector Machine (SVM). 
Horne, Benjamin D. et al. [14], introduced a tool called News 
Landscape (NELA)Toolkit is an open source toolkit for the 
systematic exploration of the news landscape. NELA allows 
users to assess the credibility of news articles using the 
content based features, filter and sort article predictions based 
on the user needs. The NELA allows users to visualize the 
media landscape at different time slices using a variety of 
features computed at the source level. Also, Saez-Trumper and 
Diego [15], presented a web application called “the Fake 
Tweet Buster (FTB)”, which identifies fake tweets‟ images 
and users that are consistently uploading and/or promoting 
fake information on Twitter.by reverse image searching, user 
analysis and a crowd sourcing approach to detect that kind of 
malicious users on Twitter. Finally, Lorek, Krzysztof, et al. 
[16], presented a tool called “TwitterBOT” which able to 
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score submitted tweets by using an automated credibility 
assessment on Twitter. Using random forest algorithm as an 
automatic classifier. 

Today, several studies have developed models to assess 
the credibility in Social Media. Podobnik, Vedran, et al. [17], 
proposed a model on a Facebook application named “Closest 
Friends”, which calculates the user‟s closest friends on the 
Facebook social network to calculate who-trusts-whom and 
implement that knowledge in the social recommender, it 
record the detail of all possible relations between users in the 
social network and evaluate those relations properly. 

Bauskar, Shubham, et al. [18], present a novel machine 
learning model based on Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
techniques for the detection of „fake News‟ by using both 
content-based features and social features of news. 

Some researches assess credibility for Arabic news it is 
difficult and have a few papers talk about it, Jardaneh, Ghaith, 
et al. [19], utilized machine learning algorithms to identify 
fake news Arabic tweets based by content and user features 
supervised classification model.by extract important features 
for classification purposes and employ sentiment analysis to 
generate new features for the detection of fake Arabic news. 
Sentiment analysis led to improving the accuracy of the 
prediction process. 

Chadi Helwe et al. [20], developed methods for assessing 
the authenticity of Arabic blogs using deep co-learning, a 
semi-supervised end-to-end approach, and deep learning. This 
deep co-learning technique is based on co-training, which 
employs several classifiers that learn from one another using 
distinct data characteristics. The classifiers are trained using a 
small train set in a totally supervised way initially. The small, 
fully-labeled dataset trains two deep learning models for 
assessing the credibility of Arabic blog posts. The two 
classifiers are based on a convolutional neural network (CNN) 
architecture. The first model uses continuous bag of words 
(CBOW) word embeddings as features, while the second uses 
character level embeddings. 

Al-Eidan, Rasha M. BinSultan et al. [21], proposed a 
system to measure information credibility of Arabic web 
content automatically focused on weblogs and need to 
enhance the selected credibility features by using SVM 
machine learning technique to be suitable for the Arabic 
language. 

Floos, Ahmad Yahya M. [22], the author illustrates the 
difficulty of Arabic rumor identification in twitter social 
platform by studying the impact based on Arabic tweet 
content. And explains how these content features are too 
influential in measuring the credibility of those Arabic tweets. 

Mouty, Rabeaa, and Achraf Gazdar [23], focus on discover 
the credibility of Twitter publishing in Arabic by integrating 
the social media mining techniques with the Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) by using the random forest classifier. 

El Ballouli, R., et al. [24], presented a Credibility Analysis 
of Arabic Content on Twitter (CAT) model which uses a 
binary classifier that classifies a given tweet as either credible 
or not and uses both content based and user-based features. 

The authors [25] enhanced in “TweetCred” algorithm, but 
there is difference between “TweetCred” algorithm and CAT 
algorithm which the first one relies in its classification on real-
time features only, such as, count of re-tweets, and count of 
friends. However, CAT utilizes the tweeter‟s history for any 
clues that might be helpful in deciding on the credibility of the 
tweet. 

Al Zaatari, A., et al. [24], creating two corpora for 
credibility analysis and validate their usefulness for Arabic 
blogs, the two corpora manually labeled as credible, fairly 
credible or non-credible by a number of human judges. 

Finally, Alrubaian, Majed, et al. [2], introduced a 
comprehensive study about the information credibility 
assessment at different levels of features. It addressed a new 
taxonomy of credibility analysis and assessment techniques. 
And a cross-referencing of literature review and suggested a 
new topic for future studies of credibility assessment in social 
media context. This research suggested the credibility 
researchers commonly use text analysis tasks. However, 
analysis of multimedia (images, audio, and video) must be 
explored further, Text analysis has been employed effectively; 
nonetheless, semantic analysis of text content has not been 
explored, the feature levels of credibility assessments require 
further investigation, especially in terms of relative 
importance. In some cases, certain features are more important 
than others, leading to misjudgment of the trustworthiness of 
the content and source, expand the hybrid models to formulate 
automation relevant to social media content credibility 
judgment. 

Different from the above work, this paper proposes an 
efficient assessment model to enhance the accuracy of 
assessing credibility for news source in online social network 
specially over the Facebook social media. Online users can 
check the veracity of this news from credible sources 
specialized in field or domain at a certain time. Although all 
the above work assesses the credibility of users or post but 
didn't assess the credibility of a news source in a specific 
domain and a time to trust all news from the most credible 
sources to preserve the authenticity of the news to spread the 
news through the network correct. Therefore, this research 
paper will be introduced a Multi-Dimensional credibility 
assessment to assess the credibility of the news source in a 
specific domain and time. 

III. MULTI-DIMENSIONAL CREDIBILITY ASSESSMENT 

MODEL 

The proposed model assesses the credibility score for 
different Arabic news sources from multi-dimensional 
manner. The dimensions are: The credibility Score Ci, for a 
specific domain (Art, Health, Sport, Education and Politics) D 
and at a specific epoch of Time T using a hybrid – level 
(Topic- Post- Member) at a social-based information 
credibility type. The proposed model will pass on three main 
phases shown in Fig. 1. The first is the preparation of the 
dataset, the second is feature extraction phase, and the last one 
is measuring the credibility of the news source phase. These 
phases will be explained in details in the next sections. 
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Fig. 1. The Proposed Model Phases. 

A. Preparing the Dataset Phase 

In this phase, the proposed model will use the “SMAD” 
dataset which is a new Arabic social media corpus collected 
and labeled for credibility from Facebook social media for the 
credibility assessment purpose. it consists of 15,240 textual 
topic of news collected from several websites (El-youm7, 
BBC Arabic, El-watan, etc.) scrapped for five domains Sports, 
Art, Education, Health and Political with size 2MB. 

It is trained on 4200 textual topics in different domain in 
the training phase and about approximately 120 textual topics 
news item extracted from Facebook social media for testing 
phase. It preprocessed using Arabic Natural Language 
Processing (ANLP) and evaluated and gives accuracy of 98% 
using the TF-IDF classifier algorithm. 

B. Features Extraction Phase 

There are four types of Social–Based Information 
Credibility assessment (Post –Topic –Member –Hybrid levels) 
which can assess the credibility of them. This paper will use 
the hybrid level to give robust and more accurate information. 
The following tables, Table I and Table II show the features 
extracted at each level to be used in the calculation of the 
credibility scores. 

1) Post features: The credibility of the content is the level 

of the believability of the content and the source which 

produces the news. The degree assigned to the post is an 

indication of the post believability. Table I illustrates four 

features of Facebook posts used for computing credibility. The 

reason for choosing these features is that they are the indicator 

for the user interaction of that post. 

2) Member features: Table II illustrates four features of 

Facebook's user account used for computing credibility at the 

member level. The values of these features can be accessed 

via the puppeteer library. 

C. Credibility Measurement Phase 

Unfortunately, social network users are unable to directly 
observe how well someone is trusted in a particular domain as 
a source of credibility. The credibility will be assessed based 
on content trust and source trust in a particular domain of 
interest to maximize relevance, credibility, and the quality of 
the information received to consume the news. 

Our model will use a uniform distribution to derive the 
significance of the news source page on Facebook. The 
calculating credibility score is based on the Simple 
Aggregated Score presented in [6] [7] [16] [19], where each 
score for each feature in a specific domain at the period of 
time for each news source will be added to provide an 
aggregated score. The credibility score will be calculated 
based on features and is rated on a discrete 3-point scale. The 
rating of the credibility of the news source is based on 

threshold values a0, a1, a2 with the following mapping: [0, a0) 
→ Highly Credible (HC), [a0, a1) → Neutral (N), [a1, a2) → 
Highly Non-Credible (HNC). 

Each news source NS has several features F. The 
significance will be calculated for each feature on Facebook 
posts in a specific domain D in an epoch of time T. Then 
commutate them to calculate the total significance. The 
features are like (e.g. number of likes, number of comments, 
number of shares, if the news source is verified or not, and the 
number of followers). 

To calculate the significance of each feature S there are 
some procedures that must be applied. The first is rescaling 
the feature values using a min-max scaling algorithm is the 
process of transforming the extracted values to be in the range 
of [0,1]. Denoted by Eq. (1) on each feature. 

S (FL) = 
       

         
             (1) 

Where k values will be collected for each feature for a 
specific domain post N at an epoch of time T, so the values are 
{k1, . . .. . ., kN}, ki (i ∈ {1, . . ., N}). 

In the same manner, the calculation will be done in all 
features to get the significance of news sources. The values 
are S (FL), S(FC), S (FS). The second is calculating the total 
significance value as well as calculate the weighted 
significance of each feature. 

To calculate the weight, first, calculate the dispersion of 
each feature value around its mean (standardization). 
Standardization is the transformation of each feature and it has 
a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. The idea is that the 
closest a value is to the mean; the more reliable it is, whereas 
the farthest values are outliers. Standardization is applied by 
using scikitlearn‟s and StandardScaler packages. For a set of 
values {k1, . . ., ki, . . ., kj, . . ., kN} The dispersion of features 
can be denoted by the sample average by kµ and the sample 
standard deviation by sk in Eq. (2). 

TABLE I. POST AND TOPIC FEATURES 

Feature Name Feature Description 

Originality Has the same content been used in the past? 

Majority 

the target data will be analyzed by searching for the 
same type of sources to analyze how supportive of data 

in a set of the collected ones.  

likes_count The number of likes 

comments_count The number of comments 

shares_count The number of shared posts 

TABLE II. MEMBER-LEVEL FEATURES 

Feature Name Feature Description 

Has a verification badge 
if verified = 1 

if unverified = 0 

Posts_count 
The number of posts in a specific domain and 
time 

Followers_count The number of followers 

Phase 1: 
Preparing the 

Dataset 

Phase 2: 
Features 

Extraction 

Phase 3: 
Measuring the 

source 
Credibility 
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d(FL)=  
     

  
               (2) 

The weight of (#of Likes) W feature FL will be calculated 
by Eq. (3). 

W(FL) = 
           

                     
             (3) 

while that the weight of (#of Comments) W feature FC will 
be will be calculated by Eq. (4). 

W(FC) = 
           

                     
             (4) 

and the weight of (#of Shares) W feature FS will be 
calculated by Eq. (5). 

W(FS) = 
(  –      )

(                  )
             (5) 

Finally, the total significance of the news source i (Si ) will 
be calculated by Eq. (6). 

Si = W(FL)∗S(FL) +W(FC)∗S(FC) + W(FS)∗S(FS)+ FVERIFIED + 

F NO OF FOLLOWERS              (6) 

The following algorithm illustrates how to calculate the 
credibility score for each news source NS in a specific domain 
D in time T. 

Algorithm 1: CREDIBILITY SCORE Algorithm  

Input: a set of values {k1, . . ., ki, . . ., kj, . . ., kN} where N is 

several posts on Facebook, k is a feature for a post for one 

source in a specific domain at the epoch of time 

 

Output: Get the significance of source i and source j 

 

1 For each feature K, I,.. for a specific news source i 

 

2 Get kmin , kmax 

 

3 Calculate the significance of K¯, σ k  

 

4 Calculate the significance of k by S (Ki) = 
       

         
 

 

5 Calculate the dispersion of k by d(ki
 )=  

    

  
  

 

6 Calculate the weight of source i by       
         

             
 

 

7 End for 

8 Calculate the total significant of news source i by    
     ∗            ∗       

 

9 RETURN Si 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Now, to apply the proposed assessment model we scrap 
posts from Facebook along “June” month for five news 
sources “ (El-youm7) السابع اليوم , (Arabic BBC) BBC عربي, 
 Sky) سكاى نيوزand اخبار اليوم (Akhbar El-youm) ,(El-watan)الوطن
news) “as a sample of news sources in five domains 
(Education, Art, Health, Sport, and Political). For (Akhbar El-

youm)  اليوماخبار  new source, we scrap using pupputeer library 
about 2200 post in all domains to calculate its credibility. In 
"Arabic BBC " news source , we scrap about 1200 post. In 
(El-youm7) السابع اليوم  new source, we scrap about 2250 post. 
In الوطن(El-watan) news source, we scrap 2510. In سكاى نيوز 
(Sky news) news source, we scrap about 2400 post. For testing 
the result for classification posts into domains using TF-IDF 
and KNN algorithms, the experiment results show the 
algorithm accuracy is 0.98%. The following figures will 
visualize the credibility scores over different data analysis for 
different levels and investigate the credibility score at different 
domains and visualize these scores into graphs. 

In the first level of data analysis, the credibility score will 
be calculated for a specific news source in all different 
domains at any period of time. Fig. 2 depicts the credibility 
score for the "Arabic BBC" page on Facebook social media 
through the four weeks of June, in all domains (Education, 
Art, Health, Sport, and Political). 

Also, Fig. 3 shows the credibilty score at a point of time 
applied on اليوم السابع (El-youm7) page. 

The second level of data analysis, the credibility scores 
Cxi for all news sources NSi in all different domains Di at a 
point of time T. Fig. 4 depicts the credibility scores for the 
five news sources “ (El-youm7) اليوم السابع, (Arabic BBC) BBC 
سكاى and اخبار اليوم (Akhbar El-youm) ,(El-watan)الوطن ,عربي
 as a sample of news sources in five domains“ (Sky news) نيوز
(Education, Art, Health, Sport, and Political) to show the 
highest and lowest news source in each domain. 

 

Fig. 2. Credibility Score of a Specific News Source. 
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Fig. 3. Credibility Score for a News Source at Point of Time. 

The third level of data analysis, the credibility scores for 
all different news sources at a certain period of time in 
specific domain. The following figures depict the variation of 

credibility scores over time for five news sources such as  اليوم
 ,الوطن (El-Watan) ,عربي BBC (Arabic BBC) ,(El-Youm7) السابع
and (Sky News) (Akhbar El-youm) اخبار اليوم نيوز ىسكا   in same 
domain. 

Fig. 5 shows the investigation for all news sources in June 
in the Art domain. The news source (El-Watan) "الوطن" has the 
highest credibility score in the first week. While the news 
source (El-Youm7) "اليوم السابع" has the highest credibility 
score in the second week. In the third week, the news source 
 is the highest. Finally, in the last week (El-Youm7) "اليوم السابع"
of the month, the highest one is "اليوم السابع" (El-Youm7). Thus, 
the overall investigation of data analysis of Fig. 5 the most 
credible source in the Art domain over the last four weeks is 
the "اليوم السابع" (El-Youm7) news source. The least credible 
source in the Art domain over the last four weeks is the 
(Akhbar El-youm) "أخبار اليوم" news source. 

Fig. 6 shows the credibility scores of all news sources over 
a period of time in the Education domain. The highest credible 
score is the (El-Youm7) " ابعاليوم الس " news source. Therefore, it 
is the most credible one during this period. The lowest 
credible source is the "أخبار اليوم" (Akhbar El-youm) news 
source. 

Therefore, it is the least credible Fig. 7 shows the 
credibility scores of all news sources over a period of time in 
the political domain, while Fig. 8 shows the credibility score 
in the health domain. 

 

Fig. 4. Credibility Scores for News Sources in All Domains at a Point of Time. 
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Fig. 5. The Credibility Score for All News Source in Art Domain at Epoch 

Time. 

 

Fig. 6. The Credibility Score for All News Source in Education Domain at 

Epoch Time. 

 

Fig. 7. The Credibility Score for All News Source in Political Domain at 

Epoch Time. 

 

Fig. 8. The Credibility Score for All News Source in Health Domain at 

Epoch Time. 
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Fig. 9. The Credibility Score for All News Source in Sport Domain at Epoch 

Time. 

Finally, Fig. 9 despites the credibility score of the Sports 
domain for all the news sources over one month. 

V. DISCUSSION 

Prior studies [3-24] have presented the importance of 
assessing the credibility of the news source and posts. Most of 
the mentioned work, the most popular social media platform 
used in the information credibility assessment is Twitter, due 
to its ease of use and because it has a 140-280 characters‟ limit 
in tweets. The second one is the web content or web sources' 
information credibility assessment, the third is microblogging 
and weblogs, and the last one is Facebook. While Facebook is 
the most popular social network worldwide, where there are 
2.89 billion monthly active users, However, there is one tool 
that works on Facebook to assess the credibility assessment 
[13]. It assesses the credibility at the post-level and uses 
crowdsourcing to justify its results. 

Different from the above, our model assesses the 
credibility of Arabic news sources using hybrid levels (Post-
Topic-Member) and works especially on the Arabic language 
due to the complexity of the essential structure of the Arabic 
language used as a challenge. Our model assesses credibility 
along three dimensions. The first dimension involves 
assessing the credibility of Arabic news sources automatically. 
The second dimension, the credibility of the news sources will 
be calculated in a specific domain (Art-Health-Education-
Politics-Sports) to be more accurate and help the audience or 
consumers of the news to support these sources or not and to 
be guidance and trustable to them to rely on. The final 

dimension that should be taken into consideration is that news 
sources can vary their credibility scores within a period of 
time. Thus, our model assesses the credibility of news sources 
in a specific domain at an epoch of time with an accuracy of 
98%. Finally, our model also, created a new dataset called 
"SMAD" that contains 5000 Arabic news items classified 
from Facebook social media. The SMAD corpus gives 
accuracy of about 98% in five domains. Each domain has been 
estimated and compared with other different datasets 
according to quality measurement metrics (precision, recall, F-
measure and accuracy). In the sports domain, its precision is 
0.95, recall is 1 and the F-measure is 0.98. In the education 
domain, its precision is 0.98, recall is 1 and the F-measure is 
0.99. In the arts domain, its precision is 1, recall is 0.96 and F-
measure is 0.98. In the health domain, its precision is 0.99, 
recall is 0.97 and F-measure is 0.98. Finally, the political 
domain precision is 0.98, recall is 0.97, and F-measure is 0.98. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

To sum up, the present study constructs a new model 
assessing the credibility of Arabic news sources on Facebook 
social media in a multidimensional manner for news sources, 
in different domains, and at different epochs of time. This 
model will be visualizing this data in different ways from the 
existing benchmark dataset for the news to calculate the 
credibility scores quickly related to topics from social media 
posts. This model visualizes the results at different data 
analysis levels: visualizes the credibility assessment scores of 
El-youm7 at a specific epoch of time in different domains 
(Art, health, Education, Political and sports), visualizes the 
five Arabic news sources in all domains at a specific epoch of 
time and finally visualizes each domain with respect to the 
scores of five Arabic news sources at a specific epoch of time. 

There are number of open issues can be considered in 
future: First one, construct an Arabic Fact-checking website to 
visualize the credibility scores to be readable for online users 
and help them to retrieve the most credible news sources to 
rely on them. Second, use Semantic similarity analysis 
methods to detect near-duplicated and similar news retrieved 
from different sources about a certain claim in a specific 
domain and a specific period of time should be handled using 
Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods. Third, 
sentiment analysis can be taken into consideration to analyze 
positive and negative comments to get the credibility scores 
more accurate and precise. Finally, use the Blockchain 
technology to assess the credibility of each news source in its 
domain at a time and retrieve all the true news from the most 
credible sources, which will join into the creditable blockchain 
network to preserve the authenticity of the news and spread it 
through the network correctly. 
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Abstract—Many of automated computer programming 

feedback is generated based on static template matching that 

need to be provided by the experts. This research is focusing on 

developing an automated online programming semantic error 

feedback by using dynamic template matching models based on 

students’ correct answers submission. Currently, there is a lack 

of research using dynamic template matching model due to their 

complexity and varies in terms of programming structure. To 

solve the formulation of the dynamic templates, a new automated 

feedback model using front and rear n-gram sequence as the 

matching technique was developed to provide feedback to 

students based on the missing structure of the best-matched 

template. We have tested 60 student’s Java programming 

answers on 3 different types of programming questions using all 

the dynamic templates randomly chosen for each student. An 

expert was assigned to manually match the student’s answer with 

the 3 randomly chosen templates. The result shows that 80% of 

the best-matched templates for each student using the technique 

were similarly chosen by the expert. Based on the matched 

template, the student will be given feedback notifying the possible 

next programming instruction that can be included in the answer 

to get it correct as was achieved by the template. This model can 

contribute to automatically assist students in answering 

computational programming exercises. 

Keywords—Dynamic; feedback; online programming; semantic 

error; template matching 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Computer science is a discipline that involves the 
understanding and design of computers and computational 
processes, including their theory, analysis, software and 
hardware design, efficiency, implementation, and application 
and effect on society [1]. In other words, computer science is 
an emergent, scientific and practical method, which deals with 
the theoretical basis of information and computation, and 
combines its realization and application technology [2]. 
Computer programming is one of the core subjects that every 
computer science student must be competent to become a good 
programmer. Therefore, to obtain the programming skill, lots 
of programming exercises need to be completed [3]. 

Students need to develop programming logic and thinking 
skills to understand and solve the tasks especially on code 
writing. Students also need to solve any encountered 
programming errors in their coding regarding the syntax, 
semantic, and also question requirements. From there, students 
will get the knowledge and experiences on how to encounter 
any common programming errors or mistakes. Learning 

through practice is the best way to learn computer 
programming and attract novice students [4]. 

Unfortunately, most computer science students face 
difficulties in learning computer programming especially in 
writing the programming scripts [5]. Despite the importance of 
computer science, there is a high percentage of failures and 
dropout rates in introductory programming courses recorded by 
most educational institutions around the world [2]. Lecturers 
must also be responsible for assisting and providing some 
feedback to their students to resolve students’ 
misunderstandings or mistakes. Helping a large number of 
students in providing personalized feedback during 
programming exercises will be a difficult role for teachers [6]. 

Furthermore, there are a lot of automated programming 
assessment tools with automated feedback that have been 
continuously developed to help students practice programming 
and build up logic skills and also programming syntax [7]. By 
using any automated programming tools, a student can submit 
a computer program on a problem-solving exercise while the 
tool will promptly produce automated feedback to highlight 
any encountered errors or mistakes during the compilation or 
implementation of the program [8]. The error is produced by 
the compiler known as Syntax Error. The compiler will 
highlight which lines that contain errors. However, for a 
beginner student, the syntax error j does not explain on how to 
fix the code in solving the question problem. This research is 
focusing on developing an online programming semantic error 
feedback by using a dynamic template matching model. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The teacher-student ratio can reach thousands to one by 
implementing the advancement of Massive Open Online 
Courses (MOOCs) [14]. This makes the feedback design more 
specific and personalized. Unfortunately, providing manual 
teacher feedback for programming assignments is determined 
as a traditional method and it is no longer suitable for MOOCs. 
Current automatic feedback methods have some weaknesses, 
such as the inability to extend to larger programs, manual 
teacher involvement, and lack of accuracy in determining 
errors. 

There are two techniques to design the programming 
feedback; static and dynamic approaches. Static approaches 
identify and study the source code without running the 
computer program [9]. It is used to evaluate the syntax and 
semantic error and programming style. The dynamic approach 
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is based on the execution of the computer program [10]. It is 
used to evaluate run-time errors, programming design, and 
software metrics such as timing and resources utilization. 

For beginners, static feedback is crucially needed in helping 
them to visualize the logic of the computer program in solving 
a question. As to master the programming skills, lots of 
exercises need to be completed by a student. With the advance 
of an e-learning platform, many platforms offer programming 
exercises to be done online. There are a lot of programming 
tools where users can learn and train their programming skills 
by solving the given problem with some programming code to 
find the best solution for that problem [11]. Most of these tools 
are developed as web applications. Some of these tools are 
CodingBat [12], betterprogrammer, Practice-It, and 
CodeWorkout [13]. By using these systems, users can get 
feedback about their submitted answers because these systems 
already provide a set of practical programming problems to be 
solved in the web browser and the results are evaluated by 
checking them against unit tests or test cases. Unfortunately, 
this dynamic feedback is difficult to be understood by the 
beginner who wants to start learning the logic or flow of the 
programming. The feedback is general in highlighting how the 
output should be generated. Writing hints and preparing the 
feedback in this way needs meta cognition and involves critical 
thinking which is not yet developed among the beginners. 

The novice programmer tries to imitate the steps prepared 
by the teacher, and some errors that the novice programmer 
could not solve appeared during compilation [15]. One of the 
challenges in writing coding for novice programmers is 
insufficient feedback error messages. The only feedback that is 
available is the compiler-based error on the syntax errors [16]. 
Therefore, the best compiler errors are those that can deliver 
important messages that are desperately needed by 
programmers in response to all the errors they make. Decaf is a 
Java editor that serves as a medium for improving javac 
compiler error messages. An error message will be produced 
by the compiler if there are some errors contains in the 
student's source code. Then, the error codes and error messages 
are analyzed to produce enhanced error messages that provide 
more valuable information to students, in the hope that the 
error can be corrected more effectively as compared to the 
ordinary error messages alone. 

With the existence of the standard error and enhanced 
errors, students can avoid making the same error in the future 
by referring to the both types of error Decaf is an enhanced 
compiler error message as shown in Fig. 1 that elaborate the 
common syntax error produced by Java. 

However Decaf only provide feedback in clarifying the 
error related to the programming syntax. A logic error which is 
part of the semantic error is not presented in most of the 
compilers as it depends on the individual question 
requirements. 

A semantic error feedback is meant to provide feedback 
based on specific question requirements using a solution 
template [17]. A template consists of a correct program 
instructions sequence (keywords, symbols, numbers). This 
computer programs need to be converted to certain features 
numbers before it can be processed as a matching template. [8] 

was using the instruction ratio (IGR) and the instruction count 
ratio (ICR) as the features to represent the computer program. 
IGR is the ratio of sequential instructions or symbol sequences 
in a program to instructions or symbol sequences of templates 
with some skippable instructions. Meanwhile, ICR is the 
average ratio of the amount of all unique instructions within the 
program that matches the amount of all unique instructions laid 
out in the template. Based on these features, the K-Means 
algorithm was used to assign similar computer programs to 
certain clusters. Based on each cluster, programs that have a 
similar Euclidean distance to the centroid in the cluster are 
grouped. These groups represent unique rules that will be 
associated with semantic feedback. Under this rule, an expert 
will add an assisted feedback to add comments of what further 
actions need to be done in solving the question. 

 

Fig. 1. Example of an enhanced Compiler Error Message Produced by 

Decaf. 

However, the technique needs to design the enhanced 
feedback manually to make sure their student understands the 
way on how to fix the error in their code. It needs to be done on 
pre-defined templates. This method requires more resources 
from the teacher not only to prepare the template but also need 
to manually assign students’ program clusters with feedback 
from time to time. This research further enhanced this 
technique by making the matching template more accurate by 
comparing forward and reverse sequences of the n-gram 
algorithm. It also provides automated feedback based on the 
missing instruction sequence based on the selected dynamic 
templates mining from the correct submission answers from 
other students. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The N-gram model is improved by calculating the sequence 
N-gram in two different ways. The first approach is using front 
N-grams where the value is gained by calculating the matched 
sequences based on the forward parsing of the codes. The 
second approach is using rear N-grams where the value is 
gained by calculating matched sequences based on the reverse 
parsing of the codes. 

The combination of front and rear N-gram values which are 
referred to as the FR-Grams model are then used to enhance 
the similarity finding technique between two different 
programs. Fig. 2 shows the framework of generating the 
semantic error feedback using FR-Grams. 
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Fig. 2. Semantic Error Feedback Framework using FR-Grams Technique. 

FR-Grams Model is then used to match a student's program 
with the dynamic program templates. The templates were auto-
generated based on the list of correct answers of the submitted 
student’s program. The answers were graded automatically by 
executing the answers and matched with the expected test 
cases. Based on the best-matched program templates between 
the student’s program, the student will get feedback notifying 
any missing program instruction sequence that needs to be 
added to the program in order to get the correct answers 
according to the selected template. 

A. Step 1: Pre-processing 

The library of computer instructions keywords needs to be 
prepared first before the computer program instruction’s 
extraction can be generated. For example, a list of Java 
instructions or keywords are "int", "if", "string", "nextInt()", 
"public" and others. These keywords are inserted into a file to 
be used as a key point to filter the submitted answers. In the 
pre-processing process, any essential code before the program 
body needs to be removed. In java, these codes are something 
like "import java.util.Scanner", "public static void main". This 
framework only considers the main program body. 

B. Step 2: Instruction Extractions from Student’s Answer 

Student programs need to be converted as a sequence of 
instructions. The sequence of Java instructions from a student 
example answer shown in Fig. 3 will be produced as the 
following: - 

"Scanner", "System", "String", "next()", "int" 

 

Fig. 3. Sample of a Student’s Program. 

Then, the total instruction (N) is calculated based on the 
sequence of the program instructions. 

C. Step 3: Instruction Extractions from Template 

Templates are the collection of successful and accepted 
computer program submissions made by the previous student 
attempts to a question. These templates need to be converted 
into a sequence of instructions similar to the Step 1 to 2. 

D. Step 4: Calculate FR-Grams 

The number of FR-grams from student answers and correct 
answers is compared to calculate the sequence of 
programming. The algorithm to calculate N-grams is given in 
Fig. 4. 

E. Step 5: Find the Best Template 

All the correct students’ answer stored in the database will 
be selected as the dynamic template matching. A student’s 
attempt answer will be matched with these templates. The 
highest total FR-grams among them will be the considered as 
the most accurate template for further feedback generation. 

F. Step 6: Feedback Generation 

After the comparison, the total FR-grams value is produced 
based on the template selected in step 4. After finishing 
comparing the answers, the FR-Grams are calculated to get the 
total FR-grams for each template. The highest total will be 
processed as the feedback template. 

 

Fig. 4. Algorithm to Calculate N-grams. 
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Fig. 5. Automated Feedback based on Template Matching. 

Fig. 5 shows that the student’s attempt consists of 
instructions sequence of "Scanner", "System.in", "String", 
".next()", "int" and "System.out". While comparing to the 
template, a feedback will be generated by the system notifying 
that “You need to add .nextInt() at line 10, position 154”. This 
is the missing instruction sequence that the student needs to 
add for the program to be tailored to the template. This 
feedback can provide some clues for the student on how to 
proceed and make the correction to the program. 

IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

There were 60 student’s Java programming answers were 
tested using all the dynamic templates. The answers were 
based on 3 different set of programming questions. The 
templates were randomly chosen for each student’s attempt by 
the system. Table I is the sample feedback that was generated 
by the system along with the template chosen by the system. 

An expert was assigned to manually match the student’s 
answer with the three randomly chosen templates. The experts 
are chosen based on their experience in validating the source 
code and marking the student’s programming answer. For each 
student’s answer, the expert will be presented with the three 
template that have highest total FR-grams to be compared with 
the student’s answer. The expert was provided with a rubric in 
order to choose which template should the student’s attempt be 
referred most. 

1) Check for similar variables: In a student's answer, 

many variables contain in the source code such as "string", 

"int", "char", "for” and others. If the student’s answer contains 

a "string" variable, the experts will search this variable in the 

correct answers to get the most accurate template. 

2) Check for quantity and type of variable: If the student’s 

answer contains a "string" variable but in the template use 

"string[]" which is a string array type, the template will not be 

chosen. 

3) Check for the simpler with the student’s answer: If 

each template has passed the first and second rules which 

means that there is almost similarity between the templates, 

the experts will choose the simplest template according to the 

student’s answer. 

TABLE I. SAMPLE FEEDBACK BY SYSTEM 

Student 

ID 
Answer 

Best 

Feedback 
Result 

01 

import java.util.Scanner; 
public class Q2 { 

public static void main(String[] args) { 

Scanner k = new Scanner(System.in); 
String a="Apology"; 

char [] b=new char[7]; 
int i=a.length(); 

System.out.print("*"); 

System.out.print(a.charAt(1)+"*****"); 
} 

} 

You need 
to 

add next() 
at line 5, 

position 43 

True 

The result shows that there were 48 out of 60 or 80% 
similar decision made by the model and the expert. 9 from the 
12 answers that were not matched with the expert’s decision 
was due to the small difference of the total FR-Grams (only 
one missing sequence different) among the templates. On the 
other hand, these cases will also contribute difficulty for the 
expert to decide which template should be considered as the 
most matched. Based on the matched template, the student will 
be given feedback notifying the possible next programming 
instruction that can be included in the answer to get it correct 
as was achieved by the template. This will be like personal 
coaching to help students recover from any cluelessness on the 
programming command sequences to answer computational 
programming exercises. 

However, there was a weakness for this sequence-based 
model as it does not recognize the template based on the data 
type usage. For example, answer that was using array data type 
should have only seek template that using the same data type. 
This will be the future research works need to be conducted in 
identifying template context in order to get the best template 
matching for a more accurate feedback. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, the best semantic error feedback for the 
student should meet these criteria: 

1) Can guide the student on what is missing. 

2) Can highlight to the student what student needs to 

include in the source code to fix the error. 

With this semantic error feedback, students can get a 
valuable idea or hint to solve the error in their source code. The 
critical thinking skills of students will increase based on 
computational logic skills practice tools. The system 
continuously collects feedback as a repository which 
eventually fully automated interactive assisted learning system 
can be achieved. Lastly, the student will keep interested and 
motivated to self-practice programming exercises towards 
problem-solving skill development. 
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Abstract—Correlation between gene expression profiles 

across multiple samples and the identification of inter-gene 

interactions is a critical technique for Co-expression networking. 

Due to the highly intensive processing of calculating the 

Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient, PCC, matrix, it often takes too 

much processing time to accomplish it. Therefore, in this work, 

Big Data techniques including MapReduce and Spark have been 

employed in a cloud environment to calculate the PCC matrix to 

find the dependencies between genes measured in high 

throughput microarray. A comparison between the running time 

of each phase in both of MapReduce and Spark approaches has 

been held. Both these techniques can dramatically speed up the 

computation allowing users to work with highly intensive 

processing. However, Spark has yielded a better performance 

than the MapReduce as it performs the processing in the main 

memory of the worker nodes and avoids the unnecessary I/O 

operations with the disks. Spark has yielded 80 times speed up 

for calculating the PCC of 22777 genes, however the MapReduce 

attained barely 8 times speed up. 

Keywords—Pearson's correlation; Hadoop; MapReduce; spark; 

gene co-expression networks; GCN; Affymetrix microarrays 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Gene co-expression networks (GCN) [1] are gaining 
attention nowadays as useful representations of biologically 
interesting interactions among genes. Finding the interactions 
with significant genes [2] can help in understanding their 
molecular pathways. Constructing the similarity matrix 
between genes in GCN is the most complex part as the 
complexity rises quadratically. So, the most computationally 
demanding all pairwise combinations must be analyzed. 

The analysis of correlated genes can help in finding other 
gene functions or relationships. The correlation between genes 
can be estimated based on their expression values and can be 
visualized via networks that reveal the interactions between co-
expressed genes. Utilizing such gene expression values is 
currently effortless using the public accessible genomics data 
banks for RNA-seq, and high throughput microarrays. 
However, the genomics data is public and available, still the 
analysis of such data needs powerful platforms and algorithms 
for its processing. The parallel computing technology plays an 
essential role in processing and analyzing such huge amount of 
data. Even though, there are many paradigms and platforms 
from the parallel computing technology have been intensively 
reviewed and compared in previous studies[3],[4], [5],[6], there 
still an open question in utilizing the big data techniques in the 

processing of the gene expression profiles and finding their 
relationships. 

High throughput technologies such as the Affymetrix 
microarrays have turned molecular biology into a data-
intensive discipline that requires the usage of high-performance 
computing resources[7]. Flexible framework is needed to cover 
the resources which are required in highly intensive processing, 
and to help in data storage and processing. This requires a huge 
investment in both money and manpower. This problem can be 
overcome by cloud computing which has emerged as an 
additional technology offering virtualized environments[8], [9]. 

High throughput microarrays contain a huge number of 
genes. Determining the relationships between all these gene 
experiments proved to be very useful in biological 
analyses[10]. It has helped in understanding the molecular 
basis of complex disease traits as well as the prediction of 
treatment responses of individual subjects. Several methods 
existed to construct correlation or similarity matrix, i.e., a two-
dimensional triangular matrix, where each value is the 
similarity coefficient of one gene pair. Some examples of those 
methods are Pearson’s[11],Spearman[12],Theil-Sen[13] and 
Kendall[14] correlations. 

Computation between gene expression profiles across 
multiple samples and the identification of inter-gene 
interactions is a critical technique for Co-expression 
networking, which usually relies on all-pairs correlation (or a 
similar measure). In this respect, Pearson’s Correlation 
Coefficient (PCC) is one of the techniques that have been 
widely used for gene co-expression network construction. All 
pairs PCC computation has recently been widely used in 
Bioinformatics; yet, it is computationally demanding large 
numbers of gene expression profile. In the present work, it is 
important to calculate the PCC matrix to find the dependencies 
between all huge numbers of genes measured in our high 
throughput microarray. It requires an enormous amount of 
computation, resulting in slow data processing and takes more 
days to finish the calculation because it is considered very 
highly intensive processing. So, new approaches are needed to 
calculate and accelerate such a complicated process. 

There are technologies that show great promise in 
bioinformatics, such as MapReduce[15], Hadoop[16] and 
Spark[17] which can contribute to solving the intensive 
computations. MapReduce and Spark are widely used high 
performance parallel frameworks that can solve the problem of 
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the Pearson's Correlation Coefficient matrix[18]. Apache Spark 
is an open source designed to enhance the computational speed 
in highly intensive processing. MapReduce works on the file 
system commonly known as Hadoop Distributed File System 
(HDFS), whereas Spark works in memory data processing 
engine. Whenever any operation is performed, Hadoop reads 
the data from the disk and uses the MapReduce to perform the 
task. While Spark keeps the data in memory and performs 
operation at a faster speed than Hadoop. However, the main 
drawback of MapReduce lies in its relatively high runtime for 
input datasets consisting of thousands of genes. This prevents 
the wide adoption of this method by the scientific community 
especially in intensive processing computation. 

The present work focuses on holding a comparison between 
two Big Data techniques: MapReduce and Spark, which are 
considered parallel tools that accelerate the construction of 
intensive processing of pairwise correlation matrix between 
genes. Multithreading Programming Model [19] in both 
techniques are employed in this study to achieve efficient 
performance. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: 
Section II presents previous works related to the parallelization 
of the algorithm to calculate the Pearson’s Correlation for 
intensive processing data to find the dependencies between all 
the huge numbers of genes. Section III describes the parallel 
implementation in MapReduce and Spark. Section IV provides 
the experimental evaluation regarding runtime efficiency. 
Section V presents the results and discussion. Finally, the 
conclusion is presented in Section VI. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

This section shows recent work for determining the PCC 
matrix in Bioinformatics[20],[21] and Non-bioinformatics 
[22][23]applications. In[20], a parallel approach has been 
introduced to analyze the correlation between genes. In [24], a 
parallel implementation of transcription networks via GPUs, 
Graphical Processing Units, has been developed. In [25] and 
[26] a Message Passing Interface (MPI) implementation for the 
parallel construction of similarity matrices on multicore cluster 
processing have been provided. They have used MI (Mutual 
Information) instead of Pearson’s Correlation for inferring the 
interactions between genes. Although the MI can detect non-
linear connections better than Pearson’s Correlation, some 
experiments have shown that it is not relevant in the case of 
gene co-expression networks. In [27], a parallel tool for the 
construction of GCN using GPUs was introduced. In [28], a 
distributed approach for computing the PCC matrix on Intel 
Xeon cluster has been proposed. A hybrid approach of MPI 
and OpenMP to compute the PCC matrix has been provided in 
[29]. A parallel approach on a multicore cluster using MPI, 
MPIGeneNet, has been introduced in [30] which uses GSL 
(GNU Scientific Library) and MKL (Math Kernel Library) 
libraries to perform mathematical functions. These libraries are 
in continuous evolution, so MPIGeneNet will benefit from 
future library updates without requiring any modification in its 
code. In [31], an algorithm for constructing the GCN using 
MapReduce in a cloud environment has been developed. In 
that algorithm, an approach from the information theory, 

ARACNE [21], has been employed. In [22] a parallel 
implementation of the Support Vector Machine, SVM, 
algorithm using the OpenMP for the Multicore platform has 
been developed. In [32], a parallel approach using GPU to 
compute the Pcc matrix in a Magnetic Resonance Imaging, 
MRI, images to estimate the functional interactions in human’s 
brain. Another work for calculate the PCC matrix using a 
hybrid approach of the MPI, and the Compute Unified Device 
Architecture, CUDA has been developed in [33]. And in [23], a 
model for estimating the scalability of the parallel algorithms 
in the Cluster platform has been presented. Recently, in [34], a 
Parallel MapReduce (PMR) framework was proposed to 
compute bioinformatics applications and reduce the 
computation cost. 

Each of the afore-mentioned frameworks provides a 
different paradigm of parallel programming and has their own 
strong and weak points. However, the performance of the Big 
Data techniques in the construction of similarity matrix in 
GCN still needs more examination. In this research, a 
comparison is held between the MapReduce, and Spark to 
compute the PCC matrix in real data of time series microarrays 
of Hepatocellular Carcinoma, HCC, containing a massive 
number of genes. The comparison has been done in a cloud 
environment which is more inexpensive, and flexible than the 
on-premises computing resources [31]. Cloud computing 
model has achieved an incredible performance for many 
applications in bioinformatics [35],[36]. 

III. METHODS 

The Pearson correlation coefficient is one of the most 
popular approaches in measuring the intensity of a linear 
association between two genes in a Gene Co-expression 
Network; hence, it has been applied here as a measure of 
dependencies between interacting genes. Let(X&Y) considered 
as a pair of gene expression profiles & (n) is the number of 
pairs in a gene expression data then the PCC can be calculated 
as shown in (1). 
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The computation of the Pearson's Correlation Coefficient 
between genes expressed in a gene expression matrix has a 
quadratic complexity. Therefore, we are suggesting here a 
parallel algorithm that will break the entire calculation of PCC 
matrix into components. Each component represents an 
independent computation. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 depict a flowchart 
for calculating the PCC matrix using the MapReduce and 
Spark. 

Each technique receives an input matrix comprising the 
gene expression values for each gene in different conditions, 
samples. These expression data are saved in a numeric matrix, 
with n columns, the number of genes, and m rows, the number 
of samples. 
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Fig. 1. Flowchart for Calculating the PCC Matrix between Genes Expressed in a Gene Expression Matrix using MapReduce. 

 

Fig. 2. Flowchart for Calculating the PCC Matrix between Genes Expressed in a Gene Expression Matrix using Spark.

MapReduce consists of mappers which perform a large 
portion of work and reducers which perform a relatively small 
amount of computation which achieves the best performance. 
In the implementation of the Multithreaded Mapper 
implementation, threads from a thread pool invoke a queue of 
key value pairs in parallel. Multiple threads running a map task 
can help to speed up the tasks, based on availability of cores in 
the system. The map and shuffle task only receive a key-value 
pair input <k1, V1> and get outputs with other key-value pair 
in parallel. However, the reduce task receives the input from 
shuffle<K2, List<V2>>, which is a key and a list of values 

associated with that key. It gets all this pairs of values 
associated with the i-th and j-th columns/variables and 
compute Pearson correlation. The output of the Reduce phase 
is (K3,V3) as the PCC between a pair of genes, the i-th and j-th 
genes. 

Spark integrates the whole functionality in one program. 
This makes the tool easier to work with the users having only 
to launch the application once and avoid writing/reading from 
disks because it is based on memory which makes it is faster 
than MapReduce. Spark uses a hybrid approach that combines 
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MPI processes and threads. Each MPI process launches 
multiple threads to efficiently exploit the cores available on 
each node and to reduce the memory requirements. Regarding 
the workload distribution, as the PCC must be calculated for all 
gene pairs, the workload of this step can be represented with a 
2D matrix, where both axes x and y include all genes. Further 
improvement in the performance of the proposed algorithm has 
been done by dividing the data into multiple partitions based 
on the number of threads and execute on available cores on 
multiple nodes and also only half of the matrix must be 
calculated Concretely sum (i, i=1 to N) = N * (N + 1) / 2 which 
called triangular numbers (Since cor(A,B)=cor(B,A)) which  
adding  more time for  saving. So, every pair of genes has been 
handled as a compute job, key them with a unique index, send 
to any compute unit available, and put them back into the result 
matrix using their key. 

The detailed algorithm to construct the PCC matrix using 
the Map Reduce and Spark are shown below. 

Algorithm: PCC using MapReduce  

Require:Input data matrix A[m,n] where n length of A and split the 

matrix into n column ci where I {1,2,…..n} . (i,j) are two cloumn 

indicies. N as the number of values in array V -> N = length of array 

V. 

Function Map(Array A) 

for each thread 

 for i = 0....A.length 

  for j = i....A.length 

    Let k = pair(i, j) 

    Let v = pair(A[i], A[j]) 

    Send the key (k) and the value pair (v)  

Function Reduce(key k, value pairs V) 

 Let X = 0 

 Let Y = 0 

 Let XX = 0 

 Let YY = 0 

 Let XY = 0 

 for i=1 to N 

  Let X = X + V[i][1] 

  Let Y = Y + V[i][2] 

  Let XX = XX + (V[i][1])^2 

  Let YY = YY + (V[i][2])^2 

  Let XY = XY + V[i][1] * V[i][2] 

 Let P = (XY - (X * Y / N)) / sqrt((XX - (X^2 / N)) * (YY - (Y^2 / N)) 

Compute P 

end for  

Algorithm: PCC using Spark 

Require: Input data matrix A[m,n] where n length of A ,Number of 

threads=8, Obtain indices -> I[i], where i=1 to n.  

Broadcast matrix to all thread workers 

for each thread 

Let I be an array of size n 

for i = 1....I.size 

 I[i] = i 

Le let C be an array of pairs, where each element of C is holds an 

element of the cac cartesian product of the elments of I -> C[i], where 

i =1 to n2 

Let F be an empty array 

Let j = 0 

for i = 1....C.size  

 if C[i][1] is more than or equal C[i][2] 

  F[j] = C[i] 

  Let j = j + 1 

Let P be an array of C.size 

For i = 1....F.size -> where (i=1 to n*(n + 1)/2) 

 Compute the Pearson correlation M[:, P[i][1]] and M[:, 

P[i][2]] 

end for 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

A. Material 

The data employed in this research is a non-benchmarking 
dataset for Liver cancer, Hepatocellular Carcinoma (HCC). It 
is a real data downloaded from GEO, Gene Expression 
Omnibus data bank [37] and contains thirty-five Microarray 
samples of HCC that have been downloaded from. These 
samples have been collected using the Affymetrix HG-U133A 
2.0 platform. HCC is a complication of HCV (Hepatitis C 
virus) cirrhosis. The raw data has been preprocessed by the 
Affy package which is provided by the Bioconductor [38]. 

B. Platform 

A cloud platform from IBM, IBM Analytics Engine, 
IAE[39] has been utilized in this research. The IAE offers a 
parallel infrastructure for MapReduce and Spark on the IBM 
cloud. It permits users to upload their data in a layer called the 
IBM Cloud Object Storage and provides clusters of computing 
nodes to work on the uploaded data. The separation of the 
computing and storage layers helps in having more scalability 
and flexibility in analyzing. Analytics libraries and open-source 
packages has been employed. More details about the hardware 
and software employed in each technique are listed in Table I. 
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TABLE I. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CLOUD PLATFORM USED IN THE 

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

Specification Hadoop Spark 

Software package AE 1.2 (Analytic Engine IBM) 

Version Hadoop 3.1.1 Apache Spark 2.3.2 

Nodes 2 

Cores 32 

Memory 128GB 

Driver Memory 50GB 

Executor Memory 20GB 

Spark driver max Result size Should be more than or equal 25GB 

Thread 8 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The performance of the employed techniques has been 
evaluated by calculating the whole running time on different 
chunks of data including 400, 1000, 4000, 8000, 12000, 16000, 
and 22777genes. Multithreading for each technique splits tasks 
into threads to execute them at the same time in parallel.The 
retrieved running time using the proposed MapReduce, and 
Spark algorithms is shown in Fig. 3, and Fig. 4 
correspondingly. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the running time for 
finding the correlation between 4000 genes was an hour and 
twenty minutes and it increases exponentially until it reaches 
four hours and fifty minutes for the whole number of genes, 
22777. The exponential increase in the running time reveals a 
high time complexity in using the MapReduce approach. That 
complexity is due to storing the whole dataset to HDFS after 
running each job. In addition, the dataset is replicated three 
times in HDFS by default. Thus, the time complexity of Map 
task in intrinsic operations (sorting, shuffling, sending data, 
etc.) is O(n^2) operations per line and O(n) in the Reduce task. 

As noticed from Fig. 3, a long processing time has been 
retrieved using the MapReduce. Such long processing time can 
be clarified as follows: 

 The size of the whole dataset employed in this work is 
small (3.7 MB) which is less than the minimum block 
size 64 MB of HDFS. This means that if a block size of 
HDFS is 64 MB with 3 replication and we have 1 MB 
file, we do not lose (63 MB * 3) 189 MB. Since 
physically just three 1 MB files are stored with the 
standard block size of the underlying file systems and 
Hadoop will typically try to spawn a mapper per block. 
So, if we have 40 blocks with10 KB files, then Hadoop 
may end up spawning 40 mappers eventually per block 
even if the size of file is small. 

 The number of mappers and reducer tasks are directly 
proportional to the input splits, which depend on DFS 
block size (no. split= no. Map =input size/block size) 
which helps in working all tasks in parallel well. In our 
present work, we had one Map task, and one reduce. So, 
using HDFS in intensive parallel processing with small 
dataset was not helpful in MapReduce. This is a real 
wastage overhead time when using MapReduce. 

On the other side, as illustrated in Fig. 4, the running time 
for the Spark algorithm is less than the time consumed using 
the MapReduce algorithm. The consumed time for retrieving 
the correlation between 4000 genes was just five minutes and 
fifty-four seconds and it increases exponentially until it reaches 
twenty-nine minutes for the whole number of genes, 22777. 

 

Fig. 3. The Running Time of MapReduce Algorithm on different Chunks of 

Data on IBM Analytic Engine. 

 

Fig. 4. The Running Time of Spark Algorithm on different Chunks of Data 

on IBM Analytic Engine. 

In Spark, Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDD) is employed 
to manage the data through partitions. RDD helps to distribute 
the data processing with negligible network traffic for sending 
data between executors in parallel. The best way to decide the 
number of partitions into smaller chunks of data is to make the 
number of partitions equal to the number of cores in the 
cluster; so that all the partitions will process in parallel, and the 
resources will be utilized in an optimal way. 

We used 32 partitions like the number of Virtual cores and 
8 threads in the cluster to achieve the best performance as we 
can. Compared to MapReduce, Spark does not work the entire 
dataset in the HDFS until completing each task as done in 
MapReduce. 

To sum up the comparison between the MapReduce and 
Spark in calculating the correlation coefficient between genes 
in a gene expression matrix, a bar chart for the retrieved 
running times using them is depicted in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. A Comparison between the Retrieved Running Time in Calculating 

the PCC Matrix on different Chunks of Genes in using MapReduce and 

Spark. 

A. Comparing the Performance 

In this section, the performance between MapReduce and 
Spark algorithms is compared to a single CPU processing of 
the PCC. We have calculated the speedup for different data 
sizes as listed in Table II. In Table II, N, and M represents the 
number of genes and number of samples. It can be noticed that 
the maximum speed up of Spark, 304.1x, is considerably 
greater than the corresponding one on the MapReduce, 83.12x, 
for a data size of 1000 genes represented in 15 samples. 

In addition, we have performed more investigation to the 
performance of the employed techniques, MapReduce, and 
Spark, by analyzing the total running time. The running time in 
the MapReduce technique is composed of three components 
including the Mapping, Shuffle & Merge, and Reduce. 
However, in the Spark, it is composed only of the Mapping, 
and Reduce phases. As depicted in Table III, long time is 
consumed in the Mapper phase compared to the Reduce phase. 

Long time for the phases of the MapReduce technique can 
be clarified as follows. Reading the data from the disk and then 
running the mappers has consumed too much time, four hours. 
The Generation of a lot of keys has taken a lot of time to sort 
them. Storing the output of mappers back on disk also has 
consumed around 6 minutes. Then the reading/storing of the 
data from the disk in Shuffling phase has contributed to the 
increased processing time, 3 minutes. Finally, the Reduce 
phase has spent 36 minutes. 

Six times the disk is accessed to complete one job in the 
MapReduce which slowdown its processing. Thus, MapReduce 
has a big drawback since it must operate with the entire set of 
data in the HDFS on the completion of each task, which in turn 
increases the time and the cost of processing data, so we found 
that Spark is faster than MapReduce with 10.2613%. 

Although, Spark has two phases including transformation 
(Map) and reduce tasks as in the MapReduce approach. Spark 
has spent only 23 minutes and the other is for action (reduce) 
which spent only 2 minutes. An interpretation to the retrieved 
performance of Spark can be given as follows: 

 In Spark, a Directed a cyclic graph (DAG)[40] is 
created when it starts executing a job. 

 Looking at the DAG, remembering the steps in the 
DAG. The Spark’s DAGs enable optimizations between 
steps compared to Hadoop which does not have any 
cyclical connection between MapReduce steps. That is, 
at that level, no performance tuning can occur which 
proven that Spark is much faster for applications. 

 Having eight steps for transformations but does not 
really go to disk to perform the transformations. 

TABLE II. COMPARING THE PERFORMANCE BETWEEN MAPREDUCE & SPARK. 

Spark 

Time(s) / Speedup 

MapReduce 

Time(s) / Speedup 

Serial PCC 

Time(s) / Speedup 
Matrix Size (N*M) 

17.652/ 46.77x 25.98/ 31.79 x 826.05/ 1x 400*10 

25.56198/ 304.1x 93.516/ 83.12 x 7,773.29/ 1x 1000*15 

355.98/ 61.88x 4813.2/ 4.58 x 22034.14/ 1x 4000*20 

360/ 184.45x 4830/ 13.75x 66402.9/ 1x 8000*25 

1789.98/ 80.1x 17443.98/ 8.22x 143,382.74/ 1x 22277*35 

TABLE III. A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE RUNNING TIME OF EACH PHASE IN BOTH OF MAPREDUCE AND SPARK APPROACHES IN CALCULATING THE 

CORRELATION MATRIX BETWEEN GENES IN A HIGH THROUGHPUT MICROARRAY 

Technique Phase Phase Time 

MapReduce 

Mapping phase 4 hours + 6 minutes+53 seconds 

Shuffle & merge phase 3 minutes + 48 seconds 

Reduce Phase 36 minutes+ 46 seconds 

Spark 
Mapping phase 23 minutes 

Reduce phase 2 minutes 
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At this point, a Spark job goes to disk, performs the first 
transformation, keeps the result of transformation in memory, 
performs the second transformation, keeps the result in 
memory and so on until all the steps are completed; so only 
two accesses to disk to write the output of the job which makes 
Spark faster than MapReduce to access the disk. The higher 
efficiency on Spark can be explained as follows. In Spark, each 
MPI process launches multiple threads to efficiently exploit the 
available cores on each node and to reduce the memory 
requirement. The launched threads have a shared memory 
space on the cluster cores and allowing parallel execution with 
up to 32 working processes. This approach can be implemented 
easily with Spark which makes it faster than MapReduce. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In the present paper, we have introduced a parallel 
implementation for an algorithm for computing the PCC matrix 
in GCN using Spark and MapReduce approaches. Spark has 
yielded a better performance than the MapReduce as it 
performs the processing in the main memory of the worker 
nodes and prevents the unnecessary I/O operations with the 
disks. So, the memory in the Spark cluster should be at least as 
large as the amount of data needed to process. However, Spark 
is more expensive when setting up the cluster because it 
requires more RAM compared to MapReduce. MapReduce is 
highly fault-tolerant because it was designed to replicate data 
across many nodes but in Spark, data is replicated across 
executor nodes, and can generally be corrupted if the node or 
phase between executors and drivers fails. 

As a future work for this study, we are recommending the 
implementation of PCC matrix using GPUs and comparing its 
performance to the results retrieved in this research. 
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Abstract—The detection of DDoS (Distributed Denial of 

Service) attacks is essential topic under network security. DDoS 

attacks cause network services to become unavailable by 

repeatedly flooding servers with unwanted traffic. The volume, 

magnitude, and complexity of these attacks increased 

dramatically as a result of low-cost Internet connections and 

easily available attack tools. Both Software Defined Networking 

(SDN) and Deep Learning (DL) have recently found a number of 

practical and fascinating applications in industry and academia. 

SDN enables centralized management, a global view of the 

overall network, and configurable control planes, allowing 

network devices to adapt to diverse applications. When applied 

to diverse categorization problems, DL-based approaches 

outperformed classic machine learning techniques, while SDN 

characteristics offer better network monitoring and security of 

the managed network when compared to traditional networks. 

By inheriting the non-linearity of neural networks, they increase 

feature extraction and reduction from a high-dimensional dataset 

in an unsupervised way. An overview of deep learning algorithms 

for sensing distributed denial of service attacks in software-

defined networks with Deep learning is presented within this 

article. Furthermore, SDN environment is simulated in Mininet 

using RYU controller. In addition, each paper's mitigation 

method is examined in the survey. 

Keywords—Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS); Software 

Defined Networking (SDN); attack detection; Mininet; OpenFlow; 

mitigation; machine learning; deep learning 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As a result of consecutive evolution of network 
infrastructure, unending extension of network professional 
requirements, the massive development of Internet economy in 
the Internet environment, network facilities containing critical 
business and industry information have permeated modern 
society's production and life. The introduction of DDoS 
assaults can result in irregularities in associated network 
services, resulting in significant economic losses and even 
disastrous effects. DDoS assaults are a severe danger to the 
Internet's network security. The accurate and rapid detection of 
DDoS assaults is a critical study area in the security industry. 
The network and control planes are separated in SDN, which is 
a novel network design. [1-2] enabling network 
programmability, centralized administration control and 
interface opening. 

Controllers operate solely as packet forwarders in a new 
networking paradigm, isolating control logic from forwarding 

and switching aspects. The data plane is made up of network 
components such as switches that are controlled by the 
controller in the control plane (also known as Open Flow or 
simply referred to as OF switches). In large-scale and high-
performance computer systems, decoupling the routing plane 
and forwarding plane is crucial for gaining higher performance. 
Additionally, it simplifies network management by centralizing 
configuration and management within the controller. This 
technique enables for more frequent modifications because the 
administrator does not have to configure and reconfigure all of 
the network devices to execute network updates and 
adjustments. They can utilize the controller to quickly and 
effectively implement policy and network configuration needs. 

To manage data plane, the controller requires numerous 
core services. It enables the exchange of data with application 
layer services that perform network functions such as routing, 
load balancing and intrusion detection. The application layer's 
services the applications are mapped to entire network by an 
operating system of network installed on the controller and 
provides a high level of optimization, automation and network 
control. Java APIs for local communication and 
representational state transfer (REST) APIs for remote 
communication are used by the applications to interface with 
the controller. 

However, a very factor that propels SDN networks to 
prominence and popularity too exposes them to slew of novel 
security threats. The distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) 
attack is a unique of these consumes the utmost devastating 
outcome on an SDN network. If the network is not adequately 
protected, DDoS attacks can overwhelm the controller. To 
defend the SDN network against DDoS attacks, there is a 
variety of documentation available. In networks, Intrusion 
Detection Systems (IDSs) sniff packets and alert the 
administrator if a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) assault 
is identified. One strategy that is attracting the attention of 
researchers is the use of machine learning to detect distributed 
denial of service assaults. Defending SDN against threats is 
continuing research area. 

A. Motivation 

In past 5 years, the DDoS attacks have strained more 
attention towards the cyberspace. In large networks, Intrusion 
Detection Systems (IDS) are widely used to safeguard the 
network from threats. However, IDS are not a practical option 
for real-time monitoring, leaving systems open to various 
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attacks. Attackers continue to develop new processes and 
strategies for deceiving protection systems, allowing them to 
illegally use accessible software and harm service providers. 
Several ways of dealing with DDoS attacks have been 
proposed in previous research. Various ML/DL techniques 
have been proposed in earlier studies to fight against DDoS 
attacks. The goal of this research is to aid the research field in 
developing and inventing new DDoS attack remedies. 

The following are the main contributions of this survey 
work: 

 In the context of SDN, an overview of several types of 
DDoS attacks are provided. 

 Mininet was used to emulate the SDN environment. 

 Based on machine learning and deep learning 
approaches, an in-depth assessment of the most 
important DDoS detection and mitigation solutions are 
provided. 

 The research issues in SDN deployment and security 
that need to be investigated are highlighted. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II 
details a related work that includes an overview of DDoS 
attack types, mitigation approaches, and the creation of SDN in 
Mininet. Section III discusses the need for artificial intelligence 
in SDN and the various methodologies arrived at using Deep 
Learning discusses in section IV. The research issues in the 
deployment and security of SDN are outlined in section V, and 
the discussion is presented in section VI. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Overview of DDoS Attack 

This kind of attack results in the inability of legitimate 
users to access services and is thus denoted as DoS (Denial of 
Service) attacks [3]. Consider the following attack situation: A 
hacker can send several service inquiries to the enterprise to 
register with organization or obtain connection to some 
enterprises legitimate service instances. The organizational 
server will get overwhelmed with service requirements and 
cannot deliver services to other right customers/users. Another 
possible assault scenario is one in which numerous machines 
are used to perform a denial-of-service attack: 

Organization's or enterprise's network connects a 
significant number of machines. Suppose an attacker obtains 
access to individual or more extra computers belonging to an 
organization or enterprise. This can abuse the opportunity plus 
perform DoS attacks against further systems in similar network 
subnet. This attack surface is extensive in this case; an attacker 
can take over many machines (Zombies) as well utilize them to 
execute DoS. Aforementioned type of DoS assaults sometimes 
referred to as a Distributed Denial of Service attack (DDoS). 
Fig.1, classifies DDoS attacks. 

 

Fig. 1. DDoS Attack Classification. 

In addition to Bandwidth deficiency and resource 
deficiency attacks, around two more classes of DoS attacks are 
available: Bandwidth Depletion plus Resource Depletion. 
Bandwidth Depletion is an attack that attempts into overwhelm 
network with network packets. Bandwidth Depletion attacks 
are classified as follows: Attackers who use flooding or 
amplification. 

 Flooding attacks seek to overwhelm the network's 
resources by sending an excess quantity of ICMP or 
UDP packets. 

 Amplification attacks attempt towards the advantage of 
the IP address broadcast features found on majority of 
routers. Aforementioned aspect enables a directing 
system to provide a broadcast internet protocol address 
instead of a specific address as the destination address. 
Smurf and Fragile assaults are examples of such attacks 
[4]. In Resource Depletion assaults, the attacker 
suffocates the target system's resources. This attack 
perhaps conducted by attacking a network protocol (for 
example, Neptune, mail bomb) or generating 
malformed packets (for example ping of death, Apche2, 
teardrop Back, land, etc.) and sending them over the 
network to the victim machine. A concise description of 
several of these attacks [5] is provided in Table. I. 

1) DDoS attack detection: The primary approaches for 

detecting DDoS attacks are classified as detection of attack 

established on traffic features as well detection of attack 

created on traffic abnormality. The first collects numerous 

attack characteristics and produces a database of DDoS assault 

characteristics. We can determine whether DDoS, attacks a 

network by relating and examining the data statistics included 

in current network data packet as well nature of database. 

Expert systems, model reasoning, features matching and state 

transition are primary implementation methods. The latter is 

generally used to construct a traffic model including analyse 

aberrant flow variations to assess whether or not the traffic is 

abnormal and determine whether or not the server has been 

attacked. Fig. 2, depicts a flowchart of identifying DDoS 

assault in different stages. 
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TABLE I. DDOS – ATTACKS, DESCRIPTIONS AND FEATURES 

DDoS 

Attack 
Description Attack features 

Land 
attack 

The attacker transmits a 

manipulated SYN packets with 

the similar source and 
destination address. It is 

helpful in several TCP/IP 

implementation 

Consider the feature 'Land' to 

detect the attack. If 'Land' is 1, 

the source address and 
destination address are alike. 

Thus, trait is critical in 

detecting assault. 

Smurf 
attack 

Smurf attack is denial-of-

service amplification attack 

whereby an attacker transmits 
many ICMP echo packets 

through fake address of the 

victim's computer to 
broadcasting internet protocol 

address. Each host on the 
broadcast network answers 

when the packet is received 

that the victim's system 
uselessly uses their resources. 

This attack might be 

identified on the victim 

system by looking at an 
enormous amount of victim 

machine ICMP echo 
responses without 

transmitting packets from the 

victim machine to an ICMP 

echo request. 

Teardrop 

attack 

The attacker attempts to 

transmit the fragmented 

packets to the intended 
recipient. Attackers adjust the 

fragment offset such that the 

following packets overlap. If 
the receiving target operating 

system's IP fragmentation 

reassembly code contains a 
fault, the computer will crash 

owing to inappropriate 

processing of the overlapping 
packets. 

The feature 'Wrong 

Fragment', is sum of the 
connection's faulty checksum 

packets, provides some 

insight into the erroneous IP 
packets. As a result, this 

attribute is critical in 

identifying the attack. 

Ping of 

Death 

attack 

An attacker sends an IP packet 

more significant than the 

65,536-byte limit to elicit a 

"ping of death" denial of 

service (DOS). The maximum 

permissible IP packet size is 
65.535-bytes, comprising 20-

bytes long packet header. This 

crashes or freezes the machine. 

By recording the scope of 

every ICMP packet and 

identifying which are larger 

than 65,535-bytes, and tried 
Ping of Death can be found. 

Mail 

bomb 

attack 

Mail bomb attacks occur when 
unauthorized users send a 

massive sum of e-mail 

messages through considerable 
additions to specific mail 

server, clogging up disc-space 

and denying other users email 
capabilities. 

This type of attack can be 
spotted by the presence of 

thousands of e-mail 

information from a single 
person in a short-period. 

SYN 
flood 

attack 

TCP/IP implementation is used 
in SYN flood. The SYN 

request is sent to the victim 

system by an attacker. The 

victim responds with an ACK 

and waits for a response. Each 

half-open connection's 
information is added to the 

pending connection queue by 

the server. The victim server 
system's half-open links will 

soon plug the queue, and the 

system will turn out to be 
inadequate towards acquire 

further connections. 

A flood assault via SYN may 

be separated from regular 
network traffic while 

searching for many 

simultaneous SYN packs 
intended for a specific 

machine that comes from 

unattainable host. 

 

Fig. 2. Stages of Identifying DDoS Assault. 

B. Software Defined Network 

Deep packet analysis is possible via a complete network 
view in the revolutionary architecture environment of SDN [6]. 
It allows for quick response and changes to traffic policies and 
procedures. The SDN allows perceptual regulators of global 
visualization illustration to be flexible and timed. Quick 
deployment that is schedule-aware and intelligent scheduling 
that is service-aware. 

Though assuring network facilities plus lowering 
implementation value, the software defined network improves 
user experience and enables more comprehensive network 
rollout promotion. Fig. 3, shows software defined network 
architecture. It is visibly clear that the architecture is divided 
into Applications, Controller and Data plane, which enables us 
to identify and mitigate attacks in SDN. 

Lin and Wang [7] offered DDoS assault detection and 
defence technique based on SDN. Still, system required three 
Open flow management tools to accomplish anomaly detection 
using Flow standard, making implementation and operation 
complicated. 

Yang et al. [8] described a strategy for combining flow 
statistics and IP entropy-specific information. Using a single 
flow as well as internet protocol entropy characteristic 
information, the flow and IP entropy distinctive information 
are detected, resulting in a more effective and precise detection 
impact. While information entropy is adaptable and 
appropriate, it must be used with other technologies to 
determine the threshold and multi-element weight distribution. 

 

Fig. 3. Software Defined Network Architecture. 
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Author [9] suggested that to detect DDoS attacks, the 
approach must analyse the features of each ICMP/TCP/UDP 
protocol using the training ANN algorithm, which is difficult 
and ineffective. 

In [10], the author presented a strategy for identifying and 
preventing DDoS assaults in a large network, however it is not 
suitable for simple implementation. [11] offers a logical source 
and destination IP address database-based DDoS attack 
detection system. When a DDoS attack occurs, it investigates 
the unusual properties of the source and destination IP 
addresses. It successfully verifies the DDoS attack using the 
non-parametric cumulative algorithm CUSUM, but the 
approach needs to change and set the threshold. 

Data entropy and the usage of the data-mining method, in 
which the SOM methodology is most prominent, have been 
found to be the most important factors in DDoS detection in 
SDN networks. The SOM algorithm requires determining the 
number of neurons in advance because of the high false-
positive information entropy rate. 

1) Mininet and openflo: Mininet is a virtual network 

device emulator that simulates virtual network devices such as 

hosts, switches, controllers, and links. Mininet switches offer 

OpenFlow for highly flexible custom routing and Software-

Defined Networking, and its hosts run conventional Linux 

network software. Mininet makes it easier to conduct research, 

development, learning, prototyping, testing, and debugging on 

a laptop or other PC. 

Mininet : 

 Low-cost and easy-to-use testbed for developing 
OpenFlow applications. 

 Rapid software-defined network prototyping. 

 Without the requirement to set up a physical network, 
complex topology testing may be performed. 

 The same topology can be worked on by multiple 
developers at the same time. 

OpenFlow : 

 The interface between the OpenFlow controller and the 
OpenFlow switches is defined by the OpenFlow 
protocol. 

 The OpenFlow protocol assists the OpenFlow controller 
in instructing the OpenFlow switches how to handle 
incoming packets. 

 Using multiple packet header data, identify and classify 
packets from an ingress port. 

 The packets are dropped or pushed to a specific egress 
port or to the OpenFlow Controller. 

2) Creating SDN in mininet: First, use the following 

command to construct a topology with a single switch and five 

separate hosts. 

sudo mn --topo single,5 --mac --controller remote --switch 
ovsk 

We need to execute as a sudo instance since we need to 
access the kernel protocol stack as root. Fig.4 depicts the 
creation of SDN in Mininet. 

 

Fig. 4. SDN in Mininet. 

It has added switches to three separate hosts, h1, h2, and 
h3, and that the links are h1 to s1, h2 to s1, and h3 to s1, 
forming a star topology. It was unable to reach the remote 
controller on the local PC every time it attempted to add the 
controller. The controller is generally connected to two ports: 
6653 and 6633. It is looking for the controller, but no controller 
has been executed yet. 

The next step is to run the controller in the RYU 
controller's mininet directory. The following command is used 
to start the controller, 

PYTHONPATH=. ./bin/ryu-manager 

ryu/app/simple_switch_13.py 

The ryu-manager application is set to run in verbose mode, 
and it will configure the switch as well as install the forwarding 
rules. The default python script used inside the RYU controller 
as shown in Fig.5 and it performs similar to a forwarding 
manager. It assists in packet forwarding from one machine to 
another. 

 

Fig. 5. Connection of RYU Controller to the Switch. 

Now, the following command is used to ping the hosts, h1 ping 
h2 

Fig.6 depicts how specific packets are delivered to the 
controller, which then configures the associated switch based 
on that packet. 
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Fig. 6. Successful Packet Transfer. 

When we examine the switch's response time, the initial 
packet sent took 21.5ms, while the remaining ping packets took 
0.306ms and 0.088ms. Because the switch has no knowledge 
of how to forward the first packet when it arrives. As a result, 
the switch generates an OpenFlow event, which is forwarded to 
the controller. Fig.7 depicts the OpenFlow event that have been 
generated. 

 

Fig. 7. OpenFlow Event. 

The OpenFlow event will be generated and transmitted to 
the appropriate switch, which will then forward it to the 
appropriate RYU controller application. That specific 
switching application will build the rules, configure the switch 
with the rules, and then forward the packet. The packet will 
remain in the switch's buffer throughout this period. As a 
result, the initial packet has a higher delay, whereas the 
remaining packets have a shorter delay. 

III. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the process of teaching 
machines to require human intelligence, particularly the human 
brain and its reasoning abilities. AI systems develop the ability 

to reason and conduct actions that have the best likelihood of 
reaching a certain goal, similar to the human brain. 

A. Need for Artificial Intelligence in SDN 

The diverse network infrastructure adds complexity to 
networks and creates a slew of issues for organizing, 
controlling, and maximizing network resources effectively. 
Traditional network systems are designed to be dispersed, with 
every node, such as a remote device like switches and routers, 
seeing and reacting to just a minor portion of the system. 
Learning to offer control outside the local domain from nodes 
with only a partial perspective of the entire system is a 
challenging process. The training process has been made easier 
because to recent improvements in Software Defined 
Networking (SDN). 

In SDN, both the control and data planes are decoupled. In 
an SDN architecture, the data plane contains real and virtual 
switches that serve as forwarding devices. Remote switches are 
software-based switches that work with a number of different 
operating systems. Using the Control Plane's structure, these 
data plane switches are responsible for forwarding, discarding, 
and manipulating packets (CP). The CP can use the 
Southbound Interfaces (SBIs) interface to regulate the data 
plane's converting and forwarding capabilities. 

Control plane stands "brain" regarding SDN system, 
capable of programming network sources, dynamically 
updating forwarding guidelines as well enabling formative and 
agile network administration. The central controller, which is 
responsible for managing communication between forwarding 
devices and applications, is the most important part of CP. On 
the one hand, the controller takes network status data from the 
data plane and passes it along to the application plane. In other 
circumstances, the controller develops custom rules based on 
application requirements and assigns them to promotional 
items. Important network application capabilities including 
network topologies storage, state data notification, device 
structure, and shortest path routing are all provided by the 
controller. 

The Networking Operating System (NOS) handles network 
resources with a logically centralized controller (NOS). The 
SDN controller has the ability to programme the network in 
real time. The centralised controller has a complete perspective 
of the network by observing and accumulating real-time 
network state and configuration data, as well as packet and 
flow graininess statistics. The following factors justify the 
usage of machine learning performances in SDN. 

1) Recent advances in computing technology, such as the 

Graphics processing unit (GPU) and Tensor Processing Unit 

(TPU), give a perfect chance to apply credible machine 

learning approaches to the network area (e.g., Deep Neural 

Networks) [12], [13]. 

2) Accounting Data is vital factor to the algorithms for 

data-driven basic cognitive process. The central Controller has 

a comprehensive network interpretation and the ability to 

collect a large amount of network data, allowing machine 

learning approaches to be used. 
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3) By accessing data, upgrading networks, and automating 

network service delivery with legitimate and previous network 

data, machine learning algorithms can provide data to the 

SDN controller. Furthermore, SDN's programmability allows 

the network to implement the optimal network solutions 

(Example: Resource allocation & configuration) identified by 

machine learning algorithms in real-time. 

ML is an area of particular study focuses on design 
methods that can acquire automatically from information and 
encounter hidden design not including explicitly programmed 
to do so [14]. Classification of ML algorithms depend on their 
learning approach and functional similarities [14]. Fig .8, 
summarizes ML methodologies according to their learning 
approach. 

Machine learning approaches are considered efficient 
strategies in order to increase detection rates, decreasing false 
alarm rates, and decreasing the costs of computing and 
transmitting [15]. Machine learning approaches are classed as 
either supervised, unsupervised, or semi-supervised [16]. 

Because of their high classification power and 
computational efficiency, support vector machine (SVM) 
approaches are extensively used in NIDS research. They can be 
used with information that has a lot of dimensions. It is, 
nevertheless, critical to utilize the correct kernel function. A 
resource-intensive program places a high premium on 
computational processing units and memory [14]. While 
random forest method [17] is collective supervised learning 
approach for dealing along unequal data and vulnerable to over 
fitting. 

Unsupervised learning methods derive the configuration 
and illustrations of data from enabled inputs. Unsupervised 
learning algorithms anticipate unidentified data by modelling 
entire system or delivery of the data [15]. Techniques for 
feature contraction, such as PCA, and clustering, such as self-
organizing maps, are included in unsupervised learning 
methods (SOM). 

PCA is an approach that significantly accelerates 
unsupervised feature learning [24]. Numerous scholars utilize 
PCA to pick features before performing classification. 
Clustering techniques like the K-means algorithm and other 
distance-based learning algorithms are used to find anomalies. 
The problem with using clustering algorithms to discover 
anomalies is that they are vulnerable to early conditions like 
the centroid, which can lead to a large number of false 
positives [18]. 

Semi-supervised learning is a type of supervised learning 
that uses unlabelled data for training and labelled data for 
testing. The training data set is made up of a small amount of 
tagged data and a big number of unlabelled data. It's beneficial 
in situations where significant amounts of tagged data aren't 
available, such as image archives with only a subset of the 
images labelled (for example, a person's image within a group 
photo). Simultaneously, the vast majority are not labelled [19]. 
MPCK-means, a semi-supervised clustering algorithm, was 
employed to improve the detection system's performance [20]. 

B. Distributed Denial-of-Service Attack Mitigation in 

Software Defined Network 

Mitigation of distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks 
is also crucial for protecting network resources under assault. 
Researchers used packet migration, intake bandwidth 
restriction, connection migration, modifying time outs, and a 
controller to manage protocols to resist DDoS attacks in 
networks based on Software-Defined networking architecture. 

Shin et al. [21] developed a technique for mitigating 
saturation attacks by extending the Open Flow data plane's 
capabilities. They improved Avant-Guard by including two 
new modules: a network migration section and a trigger 
activation module. Before alerting the control plane, the 
connection migration module might move failed TCP sessions 
to it. The actuating trigger element collects network and packet 
payload data and uses it to trigger various flow rules depending 
on the situation. To demonstrate their solution, they employed 
the Net FPGA architecture. 

Wang et al. [22] promoted protection for SDN networks 
using a lightweight, active and protocol-autonomous structure 
called Flood Guard. The proactive segment dynamically 
generates aggressive flow procedures based on SDN 
controller's run-time logic, preserving network strategy 
requirement. To avoid getting overwhelmed, the packet 
migration segment caches packets and transfers them to the 
controller via rate-limiting and round-robin forecast. 

 

Fig. 8. ML Methodologies. 
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Piedrahita et al. [23] developed FlowFence, quick and 
lightweight DDoS attack mitigation method. The degree of use 
of router and SDN controller interfaces is monitored in this 
approach to determine the state of congestion. When a router 
identifies congestion on one or more interfaces, it alerts the 
controller, who orders the router to limit bandwidth on those 
interfaces. 

Wang et al. [24] proposed an assured method for access 
control that requires entities to be authenticated. One such 
approach comprises three modules: 

 Policy management, authentication and registration. 

 Access mechanism and communication strategy. 

 Trace back with audit strategy. 

To communicate with another entity, it must first schedule 
with validation and registration segment which offers a 
passcode for subsequent message. They realized all 
components at the SDN architecture's application layer. By 
creating a POX controller, they validated their technique. 

Yuan et al. [25] employed a peer support technique to 
minimize DDoS attacks on flow table overflows by pooling the 
available unused RAM throughout the entire SDN system. 
Their approach takes into account all switches on a peer-to-
peer basis. When a switch is attacked, other switches will assist 
the targeted switch by donating their unused flow table space, 
thereby minimizing the DDoS attack. They approximated the 
vacant areas of switches that are not under attack using 
queuing theory. 

Dridiet al. [26] proposed a unique SDN guard system for 
defending SDN networks versus DDoS outbreaks by 
dynamically rerouting malicious traffic as well managing flow-
time outs. They built the solution by means of Mininet as well 
validated that it can reduce controller performance by up to 
32%. 

To avoid flooding attacks, Phan et al. [27] presented an 
effective approach based on support vector machines dubbed 
Idle-time Adjustment (IA). Before begin, the flow collector 
accumulates data from switches, which is subsequently 
extracted by the extractor. Following that, SVM-I processes the 
related features. Following that, whichever the flow is passed 
to the strategy implementation module or also the IA 
algorithm, depending on the outcome of SVM-I. The IA 
algorithm will handle the flow if the result is standard; if it 
isn't, it will be sent to strategy implementation, which will run 
a novel framework. 

Sahay et al. [28] suggested a solution called ArOMA 
towards mitigating DDoS attacks by leveraging the SDN's 
centralized manageability and programmability highlights. At 
the ISP end, a controller receives the alarm and generates a 
switch policy to manage the DDoS attack. They utilized a RYU 
controller to validate the strategy. 

Hameed et al [29] developed a combined way for 
defending SDN against DDoS attacks. They set the Controller-
to-Controller protocol (C-to-C), enabling SDN controllers to 
impart and securely exchange threat information. They used 
Mininet to create the POX controller for authentication 
purposes. 

Conti et al. [30] suggested a DDoS mitigation strategy in 
SDN that combined route spoofing and resource fatigue. 
Selective Blocking gathers internet protocol and MAC address 
data and sends it to the controller for further processing. 
Regular observation measures the entropy of destination 
address (Internet protocol) and port to establish the dataspace 
between them to detect probable aberrant behavior. On 
Mininet, they implemented a target scenario. 

The northbound program was utilized by Karmakar et al. 
[31] to mitigate DDoS assaults in SDN. To combat DDoS 
attacks, this system took advantage of the specification and 
storing of security policies. They used the ONOS controller to 
validate their technique. 

To secure the control plane from DDOS attacks, Wang et 
al. [32] proposed the Safe-Guard-Scheme (SGS). The BPNN 
approach is used by the anomaly detection module to find any 
irregularities in the given network flow. Using flow-blocking 
rules to remap a controller's flows stops the hosts from 
transmitting bogus traffic. 

To counteract the Domain Name System amplification 
threat, Houda et al. [33] developed the wisdom SDN. To map 
DNS requests and responses one to one, the suggested method 
employs a proactive and stateful technique. The DDoS 
detection module collects flow characteristics to assess 
network traffic unpredictability before using a Bayes network-
based filtering algorithm to categorise bogus DNS requests 
based on entropy. If the classified illegal traffic features' speed 
exceeds the band, the DNS mitigation (DM) mechanism 
systematically drops the illegitimate DNS request. 

Adaptable modular frameworks, according to Daz et al. 
[34], can identify and mitigate LR-DDoS assaults utilizing 
SDN settings. The proposed work employed the CIC Dos 
dataset to analyze the performance of six machine learning 
methods for training the intrusion detection system: Random 
Tree, J48, RF, REP Tree, SVM, and MLP. 

In order to improve the accuracy of detection with low-rate 
DDoS attacks, Zhijun et al. [35] developed a multi-feature 
DDoS attack detection approach based on FM principles and 
investigated the mechanism of attacks outside of the SDN data 
layer. This paper proposes a defense strategy based on the 
fundamentals of dynamic deletion in flow rules, and the results 
are studied to demonstrate the defense strategy's effectiveness. 
Some of the existing approaches challenges are listed in Table. 
II. 
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TABLE II. CHALLENGES OF EXISITNG APPROACHES 

Author Approaches Challenges 

Shin et al. 
[21] 

Avant-Guard 

Network scanning attacks and TCP SYN 

flood resilience may be increased by the 

connection migration components of 
Advent - Guard. As a result, network 

developers protecting against DoS attacks 

or using TCP and UDP may not find it 
useful. Normal network connections 

experience a slight but noticeable delay 

when connection migration is used. 

Wang et 

al. [22] 
Flood Guard 

The proposed method faces two 

difficulties. The first is the deployment of a 
single data plane cache to serve all 

switches. Another difficulty is the usage of 

TCAM, which does not have the memory 
to carry out all proactive requirements. 

Piedrahita 

et al. [23] 
FlowFence 

The proposed effort focuses on simple 
bandwidth to reduce DoS impact rather 

than wider topologies. 

Wang et 

al. [24] 

Software defined 

security 
networking 

mechanism 

(SDSNM)  

It has limited influence on finding the 

attacker with the host in the botnet when 

access control is lax, and it has no impact 
in finding the genuine attacker. 

Yuan et 

al. [25] 

QoS-aware 

mitigation 
strategy 

The proposed effort focuses on preventing 
switches from becoming overloaded, rather 

than preventing the attacker node from 

gaining access to the network 

Dridiet al. 

[26] 
SDN-Guard 

Instead of discarding the flow, the 

proposed solution predicted it as harmful if 
it crossed the threshold value and routed it 

to its destination via least-used links with 
high time-out. As a result, the amount of 

bandwidth consumed by switches grows. 

Phan et 

al. [27] 

Idle-time 

Adjustment (IA) 

The proposed study focuses on specific 

sorts of assaults, such as ICMP and TCP 

SYN flooding, rather than broader forms of 
attacks. 

Sahay et 

al. [28] 
ArOMA 

The proposed method was tested using a 

simple network environment with only one 

controller and no real-time mitigation 
mechanism is provided. 

Conti et 

al. [30] 

Route Spoofing 

and Resource 
Exhaustion 

The number of attacks detected using the 

proposed approach is higher, but the 
precision is a little weak. 

Houda et 

al. [33] 
wisdom SDN 

Large values cause flow rules to stay in the 

OF table for a long period, exhausting the 

TCAM of OF switches, while tiny values 
cause legitimate DNS responses to be 

dropped. 

Daz et al. 

[34] 

6 ML algorithm 
(J48, Random 

Tree, REP Tree, 

Random Forest, 
MLP, SVM) 

The administrator must manually intervene 

in order to reset the host's flow, drop 

probability. 

IV. DEEP LEARNING 

DDoS attacks are still the most common and lethal danger 
to current and next-generation network systems. DDoS attacks 

have evolved besides in frequency and severity but also in 
sophistication overtime. Transport layer DDoS attacks like 
TCP-SYN and UDP flooding, as well as network layer DDoS 
operations like ICMP flooding, were the most common threats 
to networks. As ML and DL's capacity to detect threats 
improves, more challenging and precise DDoS operations, 
known as application-layer attacks, emerge. DDoS application-
layer assaults are more advanced and focused threats that 
exploit a server's resources. As a result, traditional attack 
detection techniques that rely on packet-level data are rendered 
ineffective. 

To identify DDoS attacks, data from network traffic flow 
must be used to build a network-based Intrusion Detection 
System (IDS) that employs cutting-edge networking techniques 
like Software-Defined Networking (SDN). The control plane 
(CP) is detached from the network in SDN, which is a 
revolutionary networking prototype. The aforementioned 
technique differs from traditional network design in how it 
works. Users can use this technology to dynamically recreate 
routing operations in network systems like switches and 
routers. These capabilities enable in-line and network-based 
threat detection and mitigation measures to be implemented. 

Deep Learning algorithms are new evolution of Artificial 
Neural Networks (ANN)which use plentiful, inexpensive 
computers. Deep learning enables an algorithm to discover 
representations for data that exhibit varying degrees of 
generalization. These algorithms have been used in various 
fields, including network intrusion, object detection, detection 
and visual object recognition [36]. A deep learning structure 
perhaps trained in either supervised or unsupervised fashion 
[15]. Supervised training of a deep learning algorithm, 
Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs) [37] remain usually 
taught in a supervised manner. CNN is presently de facto 
typical model for the applications of computer-vision. 

A. Unsupervised Deep Learning Algorithm 

The auto encoder [38] utilized to discover a description 
(encoding) for a collection of data to reduce its dimension. 
When trained unsupervised on collection of examples, a Deep 
Belief Network (DBN) [39] might train to rebuild its data. 
After that, the layers operate as feature detectors for the data. 
Following aforementioned learning stage, a DBN is trained 
further to do categorization in supervised manner. DBNs, also 
known as restricted Boltzmann machines RBM’s or an auto-
encoders, are helpful for feature learning, dimension reduction, 
topic modelling, regression and collaborative filtering. 

B. Supervised or Unsupervised Algorithm 

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) algorithm [38] is a 
method for supervised or unsupervised learning. This network 
might process inputs in random order by utilizing internal 
memory. RNNs are frequently used in speech recognition [38]. 
These networks are effective at predicting characters in the text 
and recognizing patterns that have existed for a long time. 
Recent advances in deep learning algorithms for identifying 
and mitigating DDoS assaults in SDN are summarized in the 
Table. III. 
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TABLE III. TECHNIQUES ON RECENT DEEP LEARNING- DETECTING AND MITIGATING DDOS ATTACKS IN SDN 

Publication 
Deep Learning 

Techniques 
Traffic collection Tool used Inference / Challenges Accuracy 

Nisha Ahuja et al, 
2021 [40] 

SAE-MLP Mendeley Data Ryu controller 

On the basis of the dataset's features, 

network traffic is classified as normal 

or malicious. 

99.75% 

Auther Makuvaza et 

al, 2021 [41] 
DNN CICIDS 2017 CICFlowMeter 

Improved F1 score, precision and 

recall  
97.59% 

Noe M Yungaceila-

Naula et al, 2021 [42] 

RF, SVM, KNN, MLP, 

CNN, GRU, LSTM 

SDN Controller and 
CICDoS2017, 

CICDDoS2019 

ONOS Controller 

and CICFlowMeter 

The architecture's deployment 
simplifies its migration to production 

environments. 

Above 99% using 
two public 

datasets 

Arul and Punidha, 

2021 [43] 

Supervised Deep Learning 

Vector Quantization 
MemCached server 

Learning vector 

quantization (LVQ) 

By analyzing the efficiency of cloud-

mounted systems, the limitations of a 
static and interactive grouping of 

various DDoS-encrypted cross-site 

assault detection methodologies are 
overcome. 

97.23% 

Lu Wang, Ying Liu, 

2020 [44] 
CNN 

 POX SDN 

Controller and 
CICIDS2017 

POX Controller 

With a high recall and F-score, 

accurate and precise results are 

obtained. The time required to train a 

neural network can be reduced. 

98.98% 

Shahzeb Haider et al, 

2020 [45] 
CNN CICIDS-2017 CICFlowMeter 

Attack detection is precise, despite the 

computational complexity. 
99.45% 

Lotfi Mhamdi et al, 

2020 [46] 
SAE- 1SVM CICIDS2017 CICFlowMeter 

Works well with unbalanced and 
unlabeled datasets, resulting in more 

accurate and improved attack 

detection. 

99.35% 

Mahmoud Said 
Elsayed et al, 2020 

[47] 

RNN CICDDoS2019 CICFlowMeter 
Results that are significantly improved 
in respect of precision, F-score, and 

recall 

99% 

Beny Nugraha and 

Rathan Narasimha 
Murthy, 2020 [48] 

CNN-LSTM  SDN Controller ONOS Controller 

When confronted with a huge dataset, 

deep learning prototype performs 
conventional prototype. 

99.99% 

Trung V. Phan et al, 
2020 [49] 

RL Technique  SDN Controller ONOS Controller 

Improved precision, recall, F-score 

and accuracy. But the proposed 
scheme was validated for selected 

network scenarios 

Above 90% 

V. REASERCH CHALLENGES 

Though SDN enhances network speed and network 
monitoring management, intelligence centralization comes 
with its own set of security, scalability, and elasticity issues. 
SDN presents a number of security challenges, which are listed 
in this section. 

A. OpenFlow Switches / Flow Table Pace 

DDoS attacks against OpenFlow switches can be launched 
through a number of network devices to slow down or stop 
legal flow. The size of the OpenFlow table of the switches is 
one of the main vulnerabilities of SDN. Due to the growing 
demand for a fast and reliable data plane, flow tables are 
typically implemented using TCAM, which is highly expensive 
and limited in size [25]. By forwarding attack flow for route 
discovery, these compromised switches will overwhelm the 
controller. As a result, these compromised switches will 
become a major constraint for the entire network. 

B. Traffic Flow 

The majority of DDoS attacks are intended to generate 
traffic that appears to be legitimate (Low-rate DDoS attack) 

and is difficult to detect [23, 34,35]. The mitigation module 
will block the flow if the present flow exceeds the rate limit 
because it is unable to discriminate between regular and 
malicious flows. This degrades the network performance. As a 
result, a legitimate and robust security solution is required that 
can effectively differentiate between benign and anomalous 
network data flows. 

C. Communication Links 

Network performance could be harmed if communication 
links between switches and controllers fail. The attacker can 
utilize resources in both the data plane and the control plane by 
delivering a large number of table-miss messages. When a 
switch receives a new flow for which there are no matching 
flow rules in the flow table [22], the data plane will request 
actions from the control plane. As a result, scalability and 
security problems arise. 

D. Single Point of Failure 

The control plane and the data plane are decoupled in 
Software Defined Networking (SDN), which makes it easier to 
deploy new services. In the meantime, a controller faces a 
security threat. Because of SDN's centralized nature, the 
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controller can become a bottleneck, and attackers can use this 
flaw to perform distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks 
against it through switches [30, 32, 44]. The attackers may be 
able to bring down the entire network if the centralized 
controller is compromised. The research community faces an 
open problem in developing a robust and reliable controller. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

In this study, various proposal for detection and mitigation 
of DDoS attacks in SDN are discussed. However, the main 
goal of this study is to derive certain conclusions about ML/DL 
detection methods. 

Many of the studies included in this paper employ a 
simulated dataset rather than a real one, which reduces the 
accuracy level. The learning phase of ML/DL techniques is 
used to learn from a specified dataset and build a training 
model to detect patterns. Although several studies have shown 
promising results in detecting assaults, it is usually 
recommended that the methodologies be tested in a large-scale 
network. 

As attackers might devise new techniques to launch new 
attacks, various studies sought to mitigate specific types of 
attacks, leaving the approaches open to other types of DDoS 
attacks. Another note is that few studies used simulation tools 
to initiate an attack flow and normal flow, but real-world 
DDoS attackers employ a compromised host to launch a DDoS 
attack. This method should be used to validate the 
effectiveness and resilience of a defense system in a real-world 
setting. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Software-defined networks are the way of the future. It 
enables abstraction with its programmable features. The rise of 
SDNs also poses security concerns due to the architecture's 
centralized intelligence. With the continued growth of 
extensive data and computing capacity, deep learning methods 
have exploded in popularity and are now widely used in 
various fields. Deep learning has the potential to extract more 
accurate representations from data to generate significantly 
more accurate models. This paper examines the use of ML/DL 
approaches in SDN systems to mitigate DDoS attacks. The 
Convolutional Neural Network-Long-Short Term Memory 
(CNN-LSTM) model is determined to be an effective and 
efficient way for identifying slow DDoS attacks in the 
software-defined network environment, according to the 
accuracy gained in the review paper. With the survey 
mentioned above on Deep learning techniques, we intend to 
continue working and touching on other areas in the future to 
fully exploit the significant potential of deep learning 
techniques for DDoS. 
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Abstract—Batch scheduling is a well-known topic that has 

been studied widely with various objectives, methods, and 

circumstances. Unfortunately, batch scheduling in a collaborative 

flow shop system is still unexplored. All studies about batch 

scheduling that are found were in a single flow shop system 

where all arriving jobs come from single door. In a collaborative 

flow shop system, every flow shop handles its own customers 

although joint production among flow shops to improve 

efficiency is possible. This work aims to develop a novel batch 

scheduling model for a collaborative multi-product flow shop 

system. Its objective is to minimize make-span and total 

production cost. This model is developed by using non-dominated 

sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA II) which is proven in many 

multi objective optimization models. This model is then 

compared with the non-collaborative models which use NSGA II 

and adjacent pairwise interchange algorithm. Due to the 

simulation result, the proposed model performs better than the 

existing models in minimizing the make-span and total 

production cost. The make-span of the proposed model is 10 to 17 

percent lower than the existing non-collaborative models. The 

total production cost of the proposed model is 0.3 to 3.5 percent 

lower than the existing non-collaborative models. 

Keywords—Batch scheduling; flow shop; NSGA II; 

collaborative system 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Batch scheduling is a well-known topic in supply chain 
management, especially in production process. In general, 
batching mechanism is grouping the jobs that must be 
processed based on their similarities so that each batch is 
processed together [1]. Although its concept is simple, there 
are many studies in batching process because the 
circumstances in the production system are complex and 
various, such as multi-site plant [2], multiple products [3,4], 
deteriorating jobs [5], limited batch size [6], parallel batching 
[7], serial batching [8,9], and so on. There is not any single 
model that is the best to solve all problems in batching process. 
Most studies in batching process focused on the batch 
scheduling [10,11] while others focused on determining the 
batch size [2] and the number of batches [2]. 

Batch scheduling studies were also studied in flow shop 
system. In a flow shop, production is divided into several 
stages [12]. These stages can be production, assembling, or 
inspection. The flow shop can be permutation or non-
permutation. In the permutation flow shop, once these jobs are 

sequenced, this sequence will be fixed for all stages [13]. In the 
non-permutation flow shop, the jobs sequence among stages 
may be different [14]. In the batch scheduling in a flow shop 
system, the jobs are batched first before sequenced. 

Like the flow shop scheduling problem, batch scheduling 
problem is also a combinatorial optimization problem. There 
are many methods or algorithms to solve the batch scheduling 
problem, such as genetic algorithm (GA) [8,13], mixed integer 
linear programming (MILP) [15], shortest processing time 
(SPT) [10], variable neighborhood descent (VND) [10], 
backward dynamic programming [5], memetic algorithm [16], 
back-off decomposition algorithm [17], longest due date 
(LDD) [9], adjacent pairwise interchange (API) [9], 
permutation method (PM) [9], and so on. There are several 
parameters that were used as objective in a batch scheduling 
studies. The most common parameter is make-span [14,15]. 
Other parameters are total actual flow time (TAFT) [9,10], 
total tardiness [18], total earliness [18], revenue [17], 
overstocking [16], delay [16], inefficiency cost [16], total 
completion time [5,12], total energy cost [19], number of late 
jobs [6], run time [20], and so on. 

The problem in the existing models is that most of studies 
in batch scheduling in the flow shop system used single flow 
shop system. In the single flow shop system, the orders or jobs 
that arrive from the customers are pooled in a single 
shipping/receiving unit. These orders are then transferred into 
the production facility if there is only one production facility or 
distributed into several production facilities, such as in a 
distributed flow shop or parallel flow shop. Due to production 
capacity constraint, in some studies, outsourcing is possible. 
Meanwhile, there is another environment where there are 
certain number of single flow shops that besides run 
autonomously, they also collaborate among each other. Each 
flow shop receives its own orders, but joint production is 
possible. Reciprocally, this flow shop can also handle orders 
from other flow shops to achieve global optimization. 

There are several questions following this problem. The 
first question is what model that can be used as a basis for 
developing batch scheduling model for collaborative flow shop 
system. The second question is what optimization technique 
that is suitable for this model and how about its performance. 

Based on these problem and question, this work aims to 
develop batch scheduling model for collaborative flow shops 
system. Its objective is to minimize make-span and total 
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production cost. In this work, the flow shop produces multiple 
products, and each order also consists of multiple products. 
This model is developed by using non-dominated sorting 
algorithm (NSGA II) because this algorithm is widely proven 
in many multi objective optimization works, for example in 
workshop scheduling [21], automatic train operation [22], 
wireless sensor network [23], and so on. 

The contributions of this work are as follows. 

1) This work proposes a novel batch scheduling for 

collaborative flow shop system which is different from the 

common single flow shop system. 

2) This work proposes a novel bilateral interchange 

between flow shops in the joint production to ensure take-and-

give mechanism which is different from the centralized 

production system. 

3) This model proposes a more profitable mechanism by 

implementing additional outsourcing charge so that both 

parties get benefit from the interchange mechanism. 

This paper is organized as follows. The background, 
research purpose, contribution, and paper organization are 
described in section one. The latest literatures or works related 
to the batch scheduling is reviewed in section two. The 
proposed batch scheduling model is explained in section three. 
The simulation and result are explained in section four. The 
deeper analysis and findings are discussed and elaborated in 
section five. In the end, the work is concluded in section six. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In this section, some latest works that focused on the batch 
scheduling problem, especially in flow shop system, were 
explored. This exploration focuses on the objective, method, 
and circumstance of each work. After the explanation, this 
section is closed by the summarization of these literatures and 
stating clear reasoning of why this work is needed. This 
exploration is as follows. 

Wu et al. [3] proposed batch scheduling with storage 
constraints. The objective is minimizing make-span. The mixed 
integer linear programming (MILP) is used to formulate the 
model. In it, the manufacturing system produces multiple 
products. The process consists of two stages: production units 
and storage tank. Quality checking is conducted in the second 
stage. The scheduling is conducted in both stages. 

Feng and Hu [8] proposed order batching and sequencing 
in a vegetable industry. The system was modeled as parallel 
machine with serial batching. There are two main processes: 
order picking and order packing. Both processes are conducted 
manually. In the beginning, similar orders are batched and 
scheduled. The objective was minimizing total completion 
time. They used genetic algorithm to solve the problem. 

Ackerman, Fumero, and Montagna [2] developed batch 
scheduling in a multisite manufacturing environment. The 
system consists of multiple plants. Each plant produces goods 
in multiple stages. There are parallel non-identical processing 
units in every stage. In it, orders are sent by the customers with 
specific release date and due date. Meanwhile, the system must 
deliver complete orders before their due date. The objective 

was to minimize make-span over all installations. The decision 
parameters included number of batches, batch size, batch 
sequencing, and batch distribution. They used MILP to 
formulate the problem. 

Chiu, Wu, Yeh, and Wang [20] developed batching model 
for production system that allows outsourcing mechanism. The 
outsourcing is allowed due to the limited capacity of the 
internal production facility. The system is a hybrid fabrication 
plant. Meanwhile, the outsourcing mechanism offers higher 
production cost. During the production process, there may be 
some non-conforming products. These non-conforming 
products then will be reworked. Its objective is to find 
optimum run time. 

Hertrich, Weib, Ackerman, Heydrich, and Krumke [6] 
developed scheduling for the batching machines in the flow 
shop system. Its objective was to minimize make-span, total 
completion time, weighted total completion time, maximum 
lateness, total tardiness, and number of late jobs. In this system, 
there are certain number of installed machines. As a flow shop, 
the production system consists of several stages. Each step is 
handled by a single dedicated machine. The processing time 
are job-independent, or it is also known as proportionate flow 
shop. Each machine can handle multiple jobs at the same time 
in batch. This system adopts parallel batching machine so that 
the processing time of a batch remains fix. It is different from 
the serial batching machine where the processing time of a 
batch is the sum of the processing time of all jobs in a batch. In 
this work, the maximum batch size becomes constraint. 

Maulidya, Suprayogi, Wangsaputra, and Halim [10] 
proposed batch scheduling model that is implemented for 
hybrid flow shop system. Its objective was to minimize total 
actual flow time. In this work, they used heuristic algorithm 
which consisted of two sub algorithms: the shortest processing 
time and variable neighborhood descent. In this flow shop 
system, the production process consists of three stages. The 
first stage consists of unrelated parallel machines for 
processing common and unique components. Then, these 
components are assembled in the second stage. Finally, these 
assembled products are then differentiated into various product 
types in the third stage. 

This previous work was then improved by Suryandhini, 
Sukoyo, Suprayogi, and Halim [11]. Its objective was to 
minimize total actual flow time. They also used the heuristic 
algorithm. The improvement was including the sampling 
inspection in the three-stage flow shop system. In this flow 
shop system, the production process occurred in the first and 
second stages. Meanwhile, the inspection process was 
conducted in the third stage. The batch size and sequence are 
same in the production stages. In there, each batch consisted of 
one product type. Meanwhile, the third stage consisted of 
common inspection machine. The inspection mechanism was 
sampling and it followed Dodge-Romig sampling rule. During 
the production, there was non-conforming products, and they 
could not be reworked. 

Ferretti and Zavanella [19] proposed batch scheduling 
model for general flow shop system. Its objective is to 
minimize total energy cost in the system. The circumstances 
were as follows. The flow shop consisted of two machines. 
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There was not any intermediate storage for interstage buffer. 
Batches size could be various with minimum and maximum 
sizes constraint. Processing time were constant, and it was 
independent on the batch size. The flow shop implemented no-
wait scenario. The production capacity was limited. On the 
other side, demand had to be satisfied during the total time. 
The system was designed to produce identical parts. Processing 
time of the second stage was longer than the first stage. 

Miao, Xia, Zhang, and Zou [5] proposed batch scheduling 
model with proportional deteriorating jobs. Its objective was to 
minimize total completion time. They used backward dynamic 
programming to solve the problem. The system adopted 
parallel batch machine so that the production facility could 
process several jobs simultaneously. The system also did not 
allow interruption. All jobs were ready at time zero. Batch 
could be full or not. 

Mostafaei and Hanjunkoski [4] proposed formulation for 
batch scheduling. Its objective was to minimize the completion 
time. They used continuous time integer linear programming to 
formulate the model. The system allowed multiple intermediate 
due date. The production units were shared (not dedicated) and 
could produce multiple products. 

Valdez-Navarro and Ricardez-Sandoval [17] integrated 
dynamic optimization and scheduling in the batch plant. The 
system was batch plant that consisted of multiple production 
units that could produces multiple products. Its objective was 
to maximize process revenue under fixed make-span. They 
used back-off decomposition algorithm to solve the problem. 
The demand was stochastic. 

Ogun and Alabas-Uslu [18] proposed mathematical model 
to solve the batch scheduling problem in the system that 
produced multiple products. On the other side, each order 
consisted of multiple products too. Its objective was to 
minimize total tardiness and earliness. This system 
implemented parallel batch model. All parts of the same 
products that come from different orders could be processed in 
the same batch. The batch size was limited. This mathematical 
model was developed by using non-linear integer programming 
and linear integer programming. 

Wu et al. [15] proposed a scheduling model that combined 
production and maintenance. Its objective was to minimize 
make-span. They used mixed integer linear programming to 
formulate the problem and model. This model was 
implemented in a batch plant that produced multiple products. 
In it, product degradation might occur. The system produced 
multiple grade products. It was a flow shop system. Each stage 
had several parallel units although the processing time was 
serial due to the quantity of products in a batch. 

Yusriski, Astuti, Biksono, and Wardani [9] proposed 
integer batch scheduling model with single machine scenario. 
Its objective was to minimize total actual flow time. They 
compared three optimization models: longest due date (LDD), 
adjacent pairwise interchange (API), and permutation (PM) . In 
it, the jobs arrived with different due date. Every job consisted 
of one or more parts. A machine processed a job into number 
of batches. The decision parameters were jobs sequence, 
number of batches, batches sequence, and batches size. It 

followed serial batch model where the processing time of a 
batch was the sum of processing time of all parts in it. 

Based on this exploration, these works can be summarized 
as follows. All of studies conducted single flow shop system 
with single or parallel production lines. Some works deployed 
parallel batching while others deployed serial batching. Most 
of them focused on minimizing make-span. The other 
objectives were to minimize TAFT and cost. Based on it, batch 
scheduling model that occurs in a collaborative flow shop 
system with multiple flow shops in the environment is still 
unexplored. So, developing a batch scheduling model in a 
collaborative flow shops environment is challenging. 

III. PROPOSED MODEL 

Before the proposed model is explained, first, the 
comparison between the environment in the single flow shop 
system and the collaborative flow shop system will be 
explained. The illustration of a single flow shop system is 
shown in Fig. 1. 

The explanation of the Fig. 1 is as follows. There is a flow 
shop system with single door for shipping and receiving 
activities. The role of this door is to receive order from 
customers and deliver products to customers based on their 
order. This flow shop system has one plant or multiple parallel 
plants. The shipping/receiving unit then distributes orders to 
the plants. Then, after the plants complete the production, these 
products are then transferred back to the shipping/receiving 
unit to be delivered to the customers. 

This condition is different from the collaborative flow shop 
system. In a collaborative system, there are multiple flow 
shops. Each flow shop interacts with its own customers. It 
receives orders from its customers and delivers the requested 
goods to them. Each flow shop has its own production facility. 
The production cost, production capacity, and processing time 
may be different among flow shop. In some circumstances, it is 
better to outsource some jobs or parts of jobs to other flow 
shops in the system, for example, due to the limited production 
capacity [20]. Reciprocally, a flow shop may get jobs or parts 
of jobs from other flow shops. This collaboration is illustrated 
in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, there are two flow shops in the 
environment. Each flow shop has its own customers, 
shipping/receiving unit, and plant. Each flow shop only serves 
its own customers. Meanwhile, production outsourcing may 
occur between them. 

 

Fig. 1. Single Flow Shop System. 
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Fig. 2. Collaborative Flow Shop System. 

In this work, the environment is a set of flow shops that 
interact to each other. Each flow shop has its own customers 
and production facility. The processing time, processing cost, 
and batch size may be different among flow shops. The 
objectives are to minimize make-span and total production 
cost. The assumptions in this model are as follows. 

1) The flow shop is permutation so that once a sequence is 

generated, this sequence is fixed for all stages [13]. 

2) All flow shops have same production stages [24]. 

3) All products must pass all stages [24]. 

4) All products can be produced in any flow shop [25]. 

5) All orders are ready at time zero [26]. 

6) All production facilities are ready at time zero [26]. 

7) There is no due date. 

8) Intermediate storage is unlimited. 

9) Interruption and pre-emption are not allowed [26]. 

10) Parallel batching is implemented so that the batch 

processing time is independent to the number of jobs [7]. 

11) The batch size is determined based on the number of 

product units in a batch. 

The process is described as follows. In the beginning, each 
flow shop receives orders from its customers. An order 
represents a job. A job consists of one or more products. A job 
is then split into packets based on the product. It means the 
number of packets in a job is equal to the number of products 
in a job. After all jobs in all flow shops are mapped into 
packets, then packet interchange among flow shop can be done. 
In this work, packet interchange is preferred to outsourcing 
because when a flow shop transfers a packet to be produced by 
other flow shop, it also receives packet from its counterpart. 
After packets interchange session ends, the next session is 
batching. Batching is conducted based on the product type and 
batch type. Each batch contains one or several packets with the 
same product. 

Before further explanation of the model, here are notations 
that are used in this work. 

a action 
b batch 
c production cost 
f flow shop 
fpr flow shop who processes the packet (packet 

processor) 
fow flow shop who owns the packet (packet owner) 
fms make-span fitness function 
ftpc total production cost fitness function 
g product 
o order /job 
p packet 
psel selected packet 
pos packet position in a packet sequence 
r outsourcing rate 
s stage 
qb batch’s maximum quantity (batch size) 
qcb batch’s current quantity 
qp packet’s quantity 
tend batch processing end time 
tp processing time 
tstart batch processing start time 
trcr interchange threshold 
trm mutation threshold 
B set of batches 
F set of flow shops 
G set of products 
O set of orders /jobs 
P set of packets 
S set of stages 

The first step is packets arrangement in every flow shop. 
The packets arrangement in the system can be modeled as 
{P(f1), P(f2), P(f3), …, P(fn(F)),}. P(f) is a set of packets that is 
owned by a flow shop and it can be modeled as {p(1,f), p(2,f), 
p(3,f), …, p(n(P(f)),f)}. In other word, it is a two-dimensional 
list. The first dimension represents the flow shop. The second 
dimension represents the packets in a flow shop. The number 
of packets in every flow shop is formalized by using (1). The 
initial packet arrangement process is shown in algorithm 1. 

 ( ( ))  ∑  ( (   ))  ( )              (1) 

algorithm 1: initial packets arrangement 

1 for i = 1 to n(F) do 
2 begin 
3  j = 0 
4  for k = 1 to n(O(fi)) do 
5  begin 
6  for l = 1 to n(P(ok,fi)) do 
7  begin 
8  initialize(pj,i) 
9  qp(j,i) = qg(k,i,l) 

10  j++ 
11  end for 
12  end for 
13 end for 
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Algorithm 1 represents the packets arrangement based on 
the packet owner. Packet owner is a flow shop who handles the 
related order where the packet belongs to. In this collaborative 
work, packets are then arranged based on the packet processor. 
In the interchange process, a packet may be processed or 
produced by another flow shop. It means, the packet processor 
is a flow shop who executes or produces the packet. If the 
packet is not interchanged, then the packet owner is same as 
the packet processor. Otherwise, the packet owner is different 
from the packet processor. 

The explanation of the parameters and variables in 
algorithm 1 is as follows. The initial packets arrangement is 
conducted in all flow shops which is represented by the 
looping from 1 to n(F). Then, the second loop is conducted for 
all orders in the flow shop which is represented by n(O(fi)). 
The third loop is conducted to arrange all packets in every 
order, which is represented by n(P(ok,fi)). 

After all packets in all flow shops have been arranged, the 
next step is batch scheduling by using NSGA II. This model is 
the improvement of the previous multi-objective evolutionary 
algorithm (MOEA) by solving the difficulties of the MOEA: 
(1) computational complexities, (2) non-elitism, and (3) 
specified sharing parameters [27]. In general, the NSGA-II 
consists of six steps [28]: (1) population initialization, (2) non-
dominated sorting, (3) crowd distance, (4) selection, (5) genetic 
operators, and (6) recombination. As a population-based 
method, in this work, a population or a solution represents a 
two-dimensional packet list in a system. Based on this general 
process [28], the algorithm of the collaborative batch 
scheduling in this work is as follows. 

1) In the beginning, certain number of populations are set. 

2) New off-springs are generated from the current 

population. The off-springs population is equal to the 

population size. 

3) Cross over and mutation occurs. In this work, cross-

over means interchanging the packets between two flow shops. 

Cross over process is formalized by using (2) to (8). Mutation 

means interchanging the position between two packets in the 

packet arrangement of a flow shop. This internal flow shop 

mutation occurs based on certain probability. This mutation is 

formalized by using (9) to (12). 

4) Batching process occurs in all flow shops for all 

population. 

5) Production process occurs based on the batch sequence. 

6) Fitness calculation is conducted. 

7) Non-dominated sorting is conducted based on the 

fitness functions (make-span and total production cost). 

8) Crowd distance is conducted to sort solution in every 

group or front. 

9) The first half of population is selected as the next 

parents and the rest are delisted from the population. 

10) Step 2 and 9 is repeated until the maximum iteration is 

reached. 

The initial packet interchange occurs in the initial 
population set up. Its process occurs based on stochastic 
process. This process is formalized by using (2) to (8). 

Equation (1) shows that interchange occurs only when the 
generated uniform random number is below the interchange 
threshold. Equation (3) shows that the interchange occurs by 
switching two selected packets in two selected flow shops. 
These flow shops are selected by using uniform random among 
flow shops in the system as it is shown in (4) and (5). Then, the 
packet position candidates are determined by using (6) and (7). 
Finally, the final packet position is the lowest position between 
these candidates to avoid misposition, due to the different 
number of packets in both flow shops, as it is shown in (8). 

  {
             (   )      
                    

                    (2) 

        ( (            )  (            ))           (3) 

       (     ( ))              (4) 

       (     ( ))              (5) 

       (     ( ))                      (6) 

       (     ( ))                      (7) 

        (           )              (8) 

Crossover process is like the initial interchange process. 
Different from the initial interchange process, the crossover 
occurs in every iteration. The number of crossovers in every 
iteration is equal to the number of total flow shops in a system. 
The selection of the flow shops and packets follows (4) to (7). 

Mutation occurs in all flow shops in every iteration. It 
occurs stochastically. This mechanism is formalized by using 
(9) to (12). Equation (9) shows that the mutation occurs when 
the generated uniform random number is less than the mutation 
threshold. The mutation occurs by switching the packets 
position of the two selected packets in a flow shop as it is 
shown in (10). Both packets are selected among packets in a 
flow shop as it is shown in (11) and (12). 

  {
        (   )     
               

                    (9) 

        ( (         )  (         ))          (10) 

       (     ( ))                   (11) 

       (     ( ))                   (12) 

Hereafter, the batching sequencing is conducted by 
grouping packets based on the product. The product in a batch 
is homogeneous. Batching is also limited to the batch size. The 
process occurs sequentially from the first packet to the last 
packet in a flow shop. New batch will be created when there is 
not any available batch in a flow shop. Else, the packet is 
added into the available batch. This process is formalized by 
using (13). After allocating packet to batch, then the batch 
current quantity is accumulated. 

  {
             (      )    

           
                (13) 

The next step is production process. The batch scheduling 
occurs here. It follows permutation rule where batch 
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overlapping is not permitted. The batch scheduling is 
formalized by using (14) to (16). Equation (14) and (15) is 
used to determine the batch start time. Meanwhile, the batch 
end time is determined by using (16). 

      (   )  {
     

    (     )       
            (14) 

      (   )  

{
    (     )       

   (    (     )     (     ))       
        (15) 

    (   )        (   )    (   )             (16) 

After the production process ends, the next step is 
calculating the fitness function. Due to its multi objective 
model, there are two fitness functions: make-span and total 
production cost. These fitness functions calculation is 
formalized by using (17) to (19). Equation (17) shows that the 
make-span function is the maximum end time of the last stage 
of the last batch for all flow shops. Equation (18) shows that 
the total production cost is the accumulation of production cost 
of all packets of all flow shops. The packet production cost is 
calculated by using (19). In it, the packet production cost is 
obtained by multiplying the quantity of the packet and the unit 
production cost of the selected product, and its unit production 
cost is based on the packet processor. If the packet processor is 
different from the packet owner, then the outsourcing rate is 
included. 

       (    (   ( )  ( )))              (17) 

     ∑ ∑  ( )                (18) 

 ( )  {
 ( )   (     ) (   )        

 ( )   (     )        
         (19) 

The next step is non-dominated sorting. In this work, the 
minimization approach is chosen. Based on the general rule in 
non-dominated sorting [27], in this work, solution A dominates 
solution B if these conditions meet. 

1) Make-span of solution A is less than or equal to B. 

2) Total production cost A is less than or equal to B. 

3) Make-span of solution A is less than B or total 

production cost A is less than B. 

Based on this requirement, every solution will be compared 
with all other solutions reciprocally. Solutions are then grouped 
based on the number of solutions they dominate. These groups 
are called as front. The groups are descending sorted. The last 
work is calculating the crowd distance. This process is used to 
rank the solutions inside the fronts. Because both fitness 
functions use different metric, the fitness of every solution is 
normalized first before calculated. In this work, the min-max 
normalization is used [29]. 

IV. SIMULATION 

This proposed model is then implemented into simulation 
to observe and evaluate the performance of the model. In the 
simulation, this proposed model is compared with two non-
collaborative models. The first non-collaborative model uses 

NSGA-II algorithm [30] and the second one uses adjacent 
pairwise interchange algorithm [9]. In this simulation, C-
NSGA II represents the proposed model which is collaborative 
NSGA II; NC-NSGA II represents the non-collaborative 
NSGA II; and NC-API represents the non-collaborative 
adjacent pairwise interchange. The reasons of this comparison 
are as follows. The proposed model, as a collaborative model is 
compared with the non-collaborative model to observe its 
improvement as it is stated as the research purpose. The reason 
of comparing the NSGA II with the API is to compare the 
performance of the multi objective approach (NSGA II) and 
the single objective approach (API). 

In this work, the observed parameters are make-span and 
total production cost. Meanwhile, the adjusted parameters are 
number of flow shops and number of customers. Besides these 
parameters, the value of other variables is shown in Table 1. In 
the beginning, some variables are generated randomly. The 
number of products, average batch size, average batch 
processing time, average number of products per order, and 
average product quantity are generated randomly and follow 
normal distribution. 

The first simulation is simulating model with various 
number of flow shops. In this simulation, the number of flow 
shops ranges from 2 units to 10 units. In this simulation, the 
number of customers is set 50 units. Its objective is to observe 
the relationship between the number of flow shops and the 
observed parameters. The result is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. 

TABLE I. DEFAULT VARIABLES 

Variables Default Value 

Number of stages 3 stages 

Number of products 3 products 

Outsourcing rate 10 percent 

Average batch size 200 units 

Average batch processing time 10 time-unit 

Average number of products per order 3 products 

Average per-product order quantity  30 units 

 

Fig. 3. Relation between the Number of Flow Shops and Make-Span. 
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Fig. 4. Relation between the Number of Flow Shops and Total Production 

Cost. 

Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the number of flow 
shops and make-span. It is shown that the make-span decreases 
due to the increasing of the number of flow shops. This 
decreasing of the make-span is the rational consequence of the 
increasing of the production units (flow shops) with the fixed 
number of customers. The make-span of the proposed model is 
the lowest one, compared with the existing NC-NSGA II [30] 
and NC-API [9]. It is 13 percent to 17 percent lower, with 
average 15 percent, than the existing models. Meanwhile, the 
make-span of the NC-NSGA II is almost equal to the NC-API 
with NC-NSGA II is slightly better. 

Fig. 4 shows the relationship between the number of flow 
shops and total production cost. It is shown that the increasing 
of the number of flow shops does not affect the total 
production cost. The total production cost tends to fluctuate. 
By comparing among models, the total production cost is 
almost equal. The total production cost of the non-collaborative 
models is equal because the production is handled internally. 
Meanwhile, although almost equal, the total production cost of 
the proposed model is slightly lower than the existing non-
collaborative models [9,30]. The total production cost of the 
proposed model is 0.6 percent to 1.8 percent lower, with 
average 1.3 percent, of the existing non-collaborative models. 

The second simulation is simulating model with various 
number of customers. In this simulation, the number of 
customers ranges from 25 to 75 units. In this simulation, the 
number of flow shops is set 5 units. Its objective is to observe 
the relationship between the number of customers and the 
observed parameters. The result is shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. 

Fig. 5 shows that the make-span increases linearly due to 
the increasing of the number of customers. It is a rational 
consequence of the increasing jobs due to the fixed number of 
production units. The make-span of the existing non-
collaborative models is almost equal with the NC-NSGA II 
[30] is slightly lower than the NC-API [9]. Meanwhile, the 
make-span of the proposed model is the lowest among models. 
The make-span of the proposed model is 10 to 17 percent 
lower, with average 14 percent, than the existing models. 

Fig. 6 shows that the total production cost increases linearly 
due to the increasing of the number of customers. It occurs in 

all models. It is a rational consequence of the increasing jobs 
while on the other side, the number of production units is fixed. 
The total production cost is almost equal among all models. 
The total production cost of the NC-NSGA II [30] is equal to 
the NC-API because all jobs are handled internally. On the 
other side, the total production cost of the proposed model is 
slightly lower than the existing models. The total production 
cost of the proposed model is 0.3 to 3.5 percent lower, with 
average 1.6 percent, than the existing non-collaborative 
models. This gap is narrower when the number of customers is 
high. 

 

Fig. 5. Relation between the Number of Customers and Make-Span. 

 

Fig. 6. Relation between the Number of Customers and Total Production 

Cost. 

V. DISCUSSION 

Based on the simulation result, in general, the collaborative 
approach is better than the non-collaborative one. it is shown 
that the collaborative model outperforms the non-collaborative 
models in make-span and is slightly better in total production 
cost. The make-span of the proposed model is lower than the 
existing models, both the NC-NSGA II (30) and the NC-API 
[9], and its gap is wide. On the other side, although the gap is 
very narrow, the total production cost of the proposed model is 
still lower than the existing models. 

In the make-span parameter, the make-span can be reduced 
in two ways. The first way is allocating jobs to the production 
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unit which has more competitive processing time. The second 
way is by sequencing jobs into batches so that the number of 
batches can be minimized. By using collaborative approach, 
the proposed model tries to allocate jobs to the production unit 
(flow shop) which has lower batch processing time. This 
process is conducted during the iteration of the NSGA II. On 
the other side, in the existing non-collaborative models [9,30], 
optimization or make-span reduction is conducted by arranging 
jobs that must be processed internally so that the number of 
batches can be reduced. Meanwhile, this process also occurs in 
the non-collaborative model. It means, the collaborative model 
outperforms the non-collaborative models in minimizing the 
make-span because it runs two optimization processes. On the 
other side, the non-collaborative models [9,30] run only one 
optimization process. The result also shows that the non-
collaborative NSGA II performs better than the non-
collaborative API in the make-span aspect. It means that the 
NSGA II [30] can arranges jobs into batches better than the 
API [9] although the gap is very narrow. 

In the total production cost parameter, the production cost 
can only be reduced by transferring packets to the production 
unit (flow shop) which has lower production cost. This process 
occurs in the collaborative proposed model only. Meanwhile, 
this process cannot be conducted in the non-collaborative 
models [9,30] which execute orders internally. Unfortunately, 
this advantage is reduced by the outsourcing cost which is 
charged to packets which are produced externally. This 
circumstance makes the total production cost gap between the 
collaborative model and the non-collaborative ones is not 
significant. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This work shows that the proposed collaborative batch 
scheduling model meets the research objective in minimizing 
the make-span and the total production cost. The collaborative 
NSGA II model outperforms the non-collaborative models 
(NSGA II and adjacent pairwise interchange). Due to the 
simulation result, the make-span of the proposed model is 
lower than the non-collaborative models. The make-span of the 
proposed model is 10 to 17 percent lower than the existing 
non-collaborative models. The total production cost of the 
proposed model is 0.3 to 3.5 percent lower than the existing 
non-collaborative model. 

There are several future research potentials that can be 
conducted based on this proposed collaborative model. This 
model can be expanded into collaborative parallel flow shops 
where every flow shop has several production lines. This 
model is also can be improved by adding several constraints, 
such as due date, no-wait scenario, penalty, etc. 
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Abstract—Conventional methods are commonly used to solve 

optimal power flow problems in power system networks. 

However, conventional methods are not suitable for solving large 

and non-linear optimal power flow problems as they are 

influenced by initialization values and more likely be trapped in 

local optimum. Hence, heuristic optimization methods such as 

Firefly Algorithm have been widely implemented to overcome 

the limitations of the conventional methods. These methods often 

use random strategy that can provide better solutions to avoid 

being trapped in the local optimum while achieving global 

optimum. In this study, the load flow analysis was performed 

using the conventional method of Newton-Raphson technique to 

calculate the real power loss. Next, Firefly Algorithm was 

implemented to optimize the control variables for minimizing the 

real power loss of the transmission system. Generator bus voltage 

magnitudes, transformer tap settings and generator output active 

power were taken as the control variables to be optimized. The 

effectiveness of the proposed Firefly Algorithm was then tested 

on the IEEE 14-bus and 30-bus system using MATLAB software. 

The simulated results were then analyzed and compared with 

Particle Swarm Optimization’s results based on the consistency 

and execution time. Implementation of the Firefly Algorithm has 

successfully produced minimum real power loss with faster 

computational time as compared to Particle Swarm 

Optimization. For the IEEE 14-bus system, the active power loss 

for the Firefly Algorithm is 6.6222 MW and the calculation time 

is 18.2372 seconds. Therefore, the application of optimal power 

flow based on Firefly Algorithm is a reliable technique, in which 

the optimal settings with respect to power transmission loss can 

be determined effectively. 

Keywords—Optimal power flow; firefly algorithm; real power 

loss; control variables 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Optimal power flow (OPF) is a non-linear and complex 
optimization technique in the operation of electrical power 
systems. OPF has been classified into conventional and 
intelligence as defined in [1]. Conventional methods are based 
on gradients and influenced by initial guess values such as 
voltage magnitude. This method requires a solution for a new 
linear system in each iteration [2]. 

In recent years, intelligence methods have been developed 
to overcome the limitations and short comings of the 
conventional methods. Intelligence methods such as Genetic 

Algorithm [1, 3], Ant-Lion Optimization Techniques [4, 5], 
Hybrid Firefly and Particle Swarm Optimization [6], Particle 
Swarm Optimization [7] and American Buffalo Algorithm [8] 
have been proposed to reduce active power loss in transmission 
system. In addition, the Firefly Mating Algorithm as in [9] has 
also been used to reduce active and reactive power loss in the 
transmission system. Firefly algorithm also has been suggested 
to tackle the economic dispatch problem [10]. Besides, the 
modified Firefly Algorithm has also been used to maintain 
various system constraints within operating limits while 
lowering the total cost of system generation [11]. 

Firefly Algorithm (FA) which acts as a nature-inspired 
algorithm has been used previously to solve various nonlinear 
design problems. It is based on the behavior of herds such as 
fish, bird schooling and insects in the environment [12]. The 
Firefly Algorithm has three ideal rules [8]. First is that all 
fireflies are of different genders, where one firefly will be 
attracted to brighter ones. The second rule is that the brightness 
of fireflies will decrease if the distance between them 
increases. This is caused by the absorption of light when it 
passes through the medium. However, if there is no lighter 
firefly nearby, the fireflies will move randomly. Thirdly, the 
brightness of a firefly is determined by the objective function. 
Compared with some other heuristic algorithm, FA is more 
suitable in solving optimization problems of various objectives 
and be able to find a better global optimal solution [13, 14]. 
The next major advantage of this method is the ability to learn, 
fast computation time and suitable to solve the problem of non-
linear and convex optimal power flow [6, 15]. 

In this study, Firefly Algorithm was integrated with the 
Newton-Raphson load flow formulation to determine the 
optimal settings of the control variables such as generator bus 
voltage magnitudes, transformer tap settings and generator 
output active power. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
proposed method, the IEEE 14-bus and 30-bus systems were 
modelled in MATLAB software and utilized as the test 
systems. Further validations on the effectiveness of the method 
were conducted by comparing its consistency and 
computational time with Particle Swarm Optimization method. 
The implementation of the Firefly Algorithm-based power flow 
is expected to produce a minimum amount of active power loss 
while improving the voltage profile, subjected to the system 
operational constraints. 

Ministry of Higher Education Malaysia (MOHE) and Universiti 
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II. METHODOLOGY 

A. Firefly Algorithm 

Fireflies produce natural light to attract others. Firefly 
Algorithm is mathematically modeled based on hunting 
behavior. There are two important factors in the formulation of 
Firefly Algorithm, which are light intensity and attractiveness. 
The intensity of light varies according to the inverse square law 
as in (1). 

 ( )   
  

  
              (1) 

where  ( ) is the intensity of light at the distance of r and IS 

is the intensity at its source. The attraction of a firefly is 
proportional to the light intensity detected by the neighbouring 
fireflies, therefore the attractiveness function can be defined as 
stated in (2). 

  ( )      
                     (2) 

where   is the light absorption coefficient,    is the 
attractiveness for r = 0, r is the Cartesian distance between two 
fireflies which defined in (3). 

    ‖     ‖  √∑ (         )
  

              (3) 

where    is the location of firefly i,      is the k
th
 component 

of the spatial coordinate    of i-th fireflies. The movement of 
firefly i attracted to the brighter firefly j is defined by (4). 

  
      

  [   
    ](  

    
 )           (4) 

   ,        - 

where the first term on the left side is the initial position of 
firefly i, second term is the attraction of j

th
 fireflies while the 

third term introduces random movement, and the rand is a 
random number generator uniformly distributed between zero 
and one. 

B. Formulation of the Optimal Power Flow 

The purpose of solving the optimal power flow problem is 
to optimize an objective function by adjusting power system 
control variables with respect to the operating limits of the 
system. The non-linear constrained optimization problem can 
be formulated mathematically as follows [16]: 

Minimize: 

 (   )                               (5) 

Subject to: 

 (   )                                   (6) 

 (   )                                     (7) 

The vector of dependent variables,   consists of slack bus 
power      , load bus voltage    , generator reactive power 

    and transmission line loading    , which can be written as: 

   [                                 ]          (8) 

While the vector of control variables   consists of 
generator voltage    , real power output except at slack bus    , 
transformer tap setting    which can be stated as: 

   [                          ]           (9) 

where NG, NL, NT, nl are the number of generators, 
number of load buses, number of regulating transformers and 
number of transmission lines respectively. 

C. Objective Function 

In this paper, the objective function is to optimize the total 
real power loss in transmission lines, which is expressed as 
follows [17]: 

       ∑ ∑      
  
   

  
   *  

    
            (     )+  (10) 

The above objective function is optimized while satisfying 
the equality and inequality constraints, where, 

Ploss is real power loss in system, 

Vi is the voltage magnitude at the bus i, 

NL is the total number of transmission lines, 

δi is the voltage angle at the bus i. 

gi.j is the conductance of line i-j. 

D. Equality Constraints 

The equality constraints are derived from the active power 
balance equations, which are described by power flow equation 
shown below [18]. 

            ∑    
               (         )        (11) 

where, 

i is 1,2,3,……Nbus-1 

PGi is the real power generation at bus i, 

PDi is the real power demand at bus i, 

NB is the total number of buses, 

    is the angle of bus admittance element i, j. 

E. Inequality Constraints 

Inequality constraints include line power flow and limit of 
the control variables. 

Continuous voltage control variables: 

                                         (12) 

Continuous active power control variables: 

                                         (13) 

Transformer tap-setting constraints: 

                                       (14) 
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Fig. 1. Flowchart for Firefly Algorithm (FA). 

The solution procedures as in Fig. 1 for the Firefly 
Algorithm are summarized as follows: 

1) Input data such as bus data and line data. 

2) Performs load flow analysis using Newton-Raphson 

method to calculate the amount of power loss. 

3) The parameters βo, γ and α are set. Maximum iteration 

is set as t = 100. 

4) Generate the original population of the fireflies as 

{xi},(i=1,2,... n) randomly representing a solution to an 

optimization problem with the objective function f(x). 

5) If the initial fireflies are within the limits, proceed to 

Step 6. Otherwise, go back to Step 2. 

6) Calculate the fitness function (brightness) for each 

firefly. 

7) The attraction between the fireflies is calculated by 

Equation (2). 

8) The firefly i move towards firefly j, the distance is 

calculated by Equation (3). 

9) Update the ranking of fireflies by Equation (4). 

10) Find the current best global for fireflies. 

11) If the t /< maximum iteration, Step 4 to 10 are repeated. 

Otherwise, continue to Step 12. 

12) Print the output of active power loss. 

Once the control variables are generated, the proposed 
algorithm uses the control variable as an initialization to run 

the load flow program based on the Newton-Raphson method. 
Objective functions are then evaluated for each population to 
ensure constraints are met. Then, the control variables are 
updated and the objective function for the updated firefly 
position is revalued. 

The position of updated fireflies is organized and combined 
with the previous population and is designated as the best 
firefly. The best value of fireflies with minimum objective 
functions is noted as the best firefly position for each iteration. 
The iteration process will come to an end when the control 
variable has been set to its ideal value based on the fitness 
function’s minimal value. 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The proposed FA based method is analyzed based on the 
IEEE 14-bus and 30-bus systems. The Firefly Algorithm was 
developed and simulated by using MATLAB software. The 
control variables were adjusted within their lower and upper 
bounds. The ranges of control variables are shown in Table I. 
In this study, three types of control variables were used in the 
Firefly Algorithm optimization method to minimize the amount 
of active power loss. Next, three different cases were analyzed 
based on combinations of different control variable settings. 

The first case study involved variable settings of active 
power output, while the second case study involved variable 
settings of active power output and voltage generator. The third 
case study involved all settings of the control variables of 
active power output, generator voltage and transformer tap. 

A. Minimization of Real Power Loss 

The reduction of real power loss in transmission line is the 
desired objective function. The proposed algorithm was 
simulated, and the optimal value of the real power loss was 
then calculated. In this study, case 3 which consists of three 
control variables output active power generated, generator 
voltage and transformer tap settings were within the operating 
limits. Case 3 was analyzed to obtain the optimal values of the 
control variables and total active power loss. 

Table II shows the optimal values of the control variables 
for the IEEE 14-bus system. The implementation of Firefly 
Algorithm demonstrated a reduction in the amount of active 
power loss from the original case of 8.5429 MW to 6.6222 
MW. The percentage of active power loss reduction for FA is 
22.48%. The results showed that FA performed better 
compared to PSO, which only demonstrated a reduction of 
15.43% from the original amount. 

TABLE I. PARAMETERS OF FA 

Parameters Value 

No. of fireflies (N) 40 

Maximum iterations (t) 100 

Absorption of light (γ) 0.01 

Attractiveness (  ) 1.0 

Randomization (α) 0.95 

No. of run  20 
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TABLE II. OPTIMAL CONTROL VARIABLES OF IEEE 14-BUS SYSTEM 

Control Variables 
Limit 

Initial FA PSO 
Minimum Maximum 

Output generator active power (MW) 

Pg1 50 200 232 141.304 142.559 

Pg2 20 80 40 80 80 

Pg3 15 50 0 50 50 

Generator voltage (p.u.) 

V1 0.95 1.05 1.06 1.05 1.0491 

V2 0.95 1.05 1.045 1.0447 1.0237 

V3 0.95 1.05 1.01 1.0241 1.0427 

V6 0.95 1.05 1.07 1.0372 1.0125 

V8 0.95 1.05 1.09 1.0486 0.9692 

Transformer tap settings (p.u.) 

T4-7 0.95 1.05 0.9780 1.0252 0.9935 

T4-9 0.95 1.05 0.9690 0.9530 0.9816 

T5-6 0.95 1.05 0.9320 1.0134 1.0261 

Time taken (s) - - 17.3945 18.2372 24.3924 

Total active power loss (MW) - - 8.5429 6.6222 7.2247 

Percentage of power loss reduction (%) - - - 22.48% 15.43% 

TABLE III. OPTIMAL CONTROL VARIABLES OF IEEE 30-BUS SYSTEM 

Control Variables 
Limit 

Initial FA PSO 
Minimum Maximum 

Output generator active power (MW) 

Pg1 50 200 99.248 51.7606 51.822 

Pg2 20 80 80 80 80 

Pg5 15 50 50 50 50 

Pg8 10 35 20 34.849 35 

Pg11 10 30 20 30 30 

Pg13 12 40 20 40 40 

Generator voltage (p.u.) 

V1 0.95 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.0065 

V2 0.95 1.05 1.04 1.05 1.0389 

V5 0.95 1.05 1.01 1.0359 1.0013 

V8 0.95 1.05 1.01 1.0416 0.9912 

V11 0.95 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.0300 

V13 0.95 1.05 1.05 1.0479 0.9764 

Transformer tap settings (p.u.) 

T6-9 0.95 1.05 1.078 0.9701 0.9782 

T6-10 0.95 1.05 1.069 0.9653 1.0336 

T4-12 0.95 1.05 1.032 1.0028 1.0318 

T28-27 0.95 1.05 1.068 0.9786 0.9740 

Time taken (s) - - 19.3942 22.5271 31.5624 

Total active power loss (MW) - - 5.8632 3.3420 3.6658 

Percentage of power loss reduction (%) - - - 43.00% 37.48% 

Table III shows the optimal control variables of the IEEE 
30-bus system. The total active power loss for the original case 
for the 30-bus IEEE system is 5.8632 MW. The 
implementation of FA shows a lower total active power loss of 
3.3420 MW, equivalent to a 43.00% reduction from the 
original value, while the implementation of PSO recorded a 
reduction of only 37.48%. 

B. Bus Voltage Profile 

The bus voltage profile indicates the stability of a system 
during operation. To validate the performance of the Firefly 
Algorithm in improving the voltage profile, the magnitudes of 
bus voltages for the IEEE 14-bus and 30-bus systems were 
analyzed and shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively. All three 
case studies and the base case were considered in this analysis. 
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 illustrate that case 3 for both IEEE test 
systems resulted in better voltage profiles compared to the base 
case, case 1 and case 2. 
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Fig. 2. Voltage Profile for IEEE-14 Bus System. 

 

Fig. 3. Voltage Profile for IEEE-30 Bus System. 

C. Total Active Power Loss 

Statistical analysis was also performed to further 
investigate the effectiveness of the proposed FA and PSO 
method based on the IEEE 14-bus and 30-bus systems. The 
statistical result of the average, minimum, maximum objective 
values and standard deviations obtained from the 20 
independent trials are illustrated in table. From Table IV and 
Table V, it is clearly shown that the statistical results of the 
average, minimum, maximum and standard deviation values of 
the active power losses obtained using FA are better than PSO. 

For the IEEE 14-bus system, the standard deviation for case 
1, case 2 and case 3 are 0.000, 0.004 and 0.008 respectively. 
The average active power loss for case 3 are 6.627 MW and 
7.040 MW for FA and PSO method. For the IEEE 30-bus 
system, the standard deviation for case 1, case 2 and case 3 are 
0.000, 0.040 and 0.045 respectively. The average active power 
loss of case 3 for FA and PSO are 3.395 MW and 3.675 MW 
respectively. The standard deviation values shown in Table 4 
and Table 5 indicate that the results distribution of FA method 
was more concentrated in a smaller range than the PSO. 

D. Consistency 

Case 3 was analyzed for validating the consistency of the 
both the FA and PSO methods in solving the optimal power 
flow problem. For the IEEE 14-bus system, FA shows 
consistent value of the active power loss of 6.62 MW. Fig. 4 
and Fig. 5 show that the result uniformity of the proposed FA 
is better compared with PSO method. 

TABLE IV. ACTIVE POWER LOSS OF IEEE 14-BUS SYSTEM 

Case Method 
Active power transmission loss (MW) 

Lowest Highest Average Deviation 

Case 1 
FA 6.928  6.928 6.928 0.000 

PSO 6.928 6.928 6.928 0.000 

Case 2 
FA 6.836  6.846  6.840 0.004 

PSO 6.948  7.331  7.090 0.113 

Case 3 
FA 6.617 6.645 6.627 0.008 

PSO 6.713 7.259 7.040 0.137 

TABLE V. ACTIVE POWER LOSS OF IEEE 30-BUS SYSTEM 

Case Method 
Active power transmission loss (MW) 

Lowest Highest Average Deviation 

Case 1 
FA 3.828  3.828 3.828 0.000 

PSO 3.828 3.828 3.828 0.000 

Case 2 
FA 3.534  3.703  3.573 0.040 

PSO 3.663  4.720  3.864 0.214 

Case 3 
FA 3.333 3.513 3.395 0.045 

PSO 3.529 3.840 3.675 0.083 

 

Fig. 4. Consistency Feature Case 3 for IEEE 14-Bus System. 

 

Fig. 5. Consistency Feature Case 3 for IEEE 30-Bus System. 
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E. Computation Time 

Comparison of the computational times taken by each 
method to find the optimal solution for the power flow problem 
prove that the FA consume the least time. For IEEE 14-bus 
system, for case 3, Table VI shows that FA spent an average of 
18.085 seconds while PSO spent 25.515 seconds to find the 
best solution. For the IEEE 30-bus system, Table VII shows 
that FA and PSO spent about 21.944 seconds and 31.562 
seconds respectively. Therefore, FA method has been proven 
to perform better in reaching the best solutions. 

TABLE VI. TIME TAKEN OF IEEE 14-BUS SYSTEM 

Case Method 
Time Taken (Seconds) 

Lowest Highest Average Deviation 

Case 1 
FA 17.257 18.725 17.658 0.342 

PSO 22.348 24.756 23.531 0.634 

Case 2 
FA 17.113 18.954  18.051 0.662 

PSO 23.183 25.921 24.675  0.719 

Case 3 
FA 17.321 19.169 18.085 0.560 

PSO 23.975 27.955 25.515 1.240 

TABLE VII. TIME TAKEN OF IEEE 30-BUS SYSTEM 

Case Method 
Time Taken (Seconds) 

Lowest Highest Average Deviation 

Case 1 
FA 19.502 21.308  19.981 0.450 

PSO 25.439 32.634 28.587 1.635 

Case 2 
FA 20.954 24.950  22.329 0.792 

PSO 28.511 33.303 30.881  1.191 

Case 3 
FA 20.869 23.164 21.944 0.650 

PSO 30.391 36.241 31.562  1.339 

 

Fig. 6. Convergence Curve of FA for IEEE 14-Bus System. 

F. Convergence Curve 

If n ≥ m, while m is the number of local optima in an 
optimization problem, the algorithm can be converged for any 
large number of fireflies. The starting position of fireflies is 
evenly dispersed around the whole searching space. When the 
method iterates, the fireflies converge towards all the local 

optimal. The global optima are found by correlating the best 
answers from all these optima. Therefore, FA can locate both 
the global and local optima in an efficient manner. Fig. 6 and 
Fig. 7 show the convergence curves for case 1, case 2 and case 
3 of FA for the IEEE 14-bus and 30-bus systems respectively. 

 

Fig. 7. Convergence Curve of FA for IEEE 30-Bus System. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This study has successfully achieved the stated objective. 
The objective function of real power loss based on operational 
constraints of the IEEE 14-bus and 30-bus transmission 
systems has been successfully formulated. The simulated 
results based on the test systems for optimal power flow 
control indicate that Firefly Algorithm can find a well-
distributed optimal solution. In addition, the implementation of 
the Firefly Algorithm optimization has successfully produced a 
minimum amount of active power loss with faster 
computational time. The active power loss obtained for the 
IEEE 14-bus and 30-bus system is 6.6222 MW and 3.3420 
MW respectively. The results have shown good performance 
based on the consistency and computation time compared with 
the Particle Swarm Optimization. In conclusion, this study has 
proven that Firefly Algorithm is an ideal optimization method 
to reduce real power loss, subjected to the system operating 
constraints and control variable settings. Future research can be 
improved by simulating the OPF control using multi-objectives 
optimization, rather than a single-objective optimization as 
discussed in this paper. 
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Abstract—The COVID-19 pandemic has forced most 

universities worldwide to convert to distance education to ensure 

the educational process remains uninterrupted. The COVID-19 

pandemic-related confinement orders have led students to be 

more engaged with online games. However, for a minority of 

students, excessive playing can become problematic and 

addictive. Few studies investigated the long-term effect of 

COVID-19 on game addiction among university students. The 

present study investigates the changes in online game addiction 

rates between May 2021 and May 2020 and aims at determining 

the impact of playing online games on students’ academic 

performance. It also examines the demographic factors 

associated with video game addiction. A sample (n= 418) of 

students from one private university in UAE was randomly 

selected, and data were analyzed. The study has determined a 

reduction in online game addiction levels in the second year of 

pandemic compared with the first year. Gender and academic 

level were considered the most predominant features expressively 

related to online games addiction. It has also been found that 

digital game addiction is positively associated with academic 

performance. 

Keywords—Distance education; COVID-19 pandemic; game 

addiction; students’ performance 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In modern society, most of the information is collected 
from the internet, thus using electronic devices has become an 
essential means in all living areas. In particular, United Arab 
Emirates (UAE) emphasized the importance of building high-
speed information infrastructures and informatization 
education at the national level. The statistic demonstrates that 
the UAE has the highest internet diffusion rate as of January 
2021. It was found that 99 percent of the UAE population has 
access to the internet [1]. Playing games is one of the most 
common leisure activities for young people. It has been 
continuously increasing with the development of the internet 
and smart devices. 

The emergence of the deadly COVID-19 pandemic at the 
end of 2019, which gradually swept all over the globe, brought 
instant and dramatic changes. People, who were required to 
stay at home, increased their consumption of all kinds of digital 
entertainment, especially online games [2, 3]. For instance, 
75% increase had been recorded in online gaming activity 
since COVID-19 pandemic stay-at-home instructions in USA 

[4], with more than 20 million concurrent active users [5]. In 
addition, online gaming has been perceived as amplified due to 
public health efforts to encourage social distancing [6]. 

To control and decrease virus transmission, the 
governments in many countries worldwide, including the 
United Arab Emirates, implemented mandatory closure of 
educational institutions and all their face-to-face teaching and 
learning activities. This shift from traditional face-to-face 
learning to distance learning instruction greatly impacted 
everyone involved, particularly students. They registered for 
face-to-face education but suddenly switched from the 
conventional learning style they preferred and were 
accustomed to. 

The lockdown caused by the COVID-19 pandemic may 
have further increased their use of online video games and, 
therefore, the risk of video gaming addiction. While moderate 
use of online gaming could lead to wide-ranging benefits [7], 
extreme usage of this activity experimented with various social 
problems and addictions [8]. The pandemic has contributed to 
increasing video game addiction in general and among students 
[9]. 

However, we do not currently have a thorough knowledge 
of the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on students. 
Therefore, the current study will analyze video gaming 
addiction among university students during the lockdown, 
starting in March 2020. 

Furthermore, few studies have been conducted to examine 
the relationship between playing video games and academic 
performance, especially in the United Arab Emirates. Most 
video game studies focus on the behavioral effects of video 
games. This issue makes it essential to determine whether the 
increased time spent playing online games during pandemics 
influenced students’ academic performance. The study also 
identifies the main demographic factors (age, gender, academic 
level) related to online video game addiction. 

Educational institutions, instructors can benefit from the 
findings of this research to shift their pedagogical approach 
from lecture-centered to student-centered and integrate the use 
of games as innovative learning technologies into their 
curricula. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The Covid-19 pandemic has affected teaching and learning 
at almost all higher education institutions worldwide. Most 
universities have faced sudden pressure to change from face-
to-face courses to digitally enhanced teaching for distance 
learning. Two-thirds had reported replacing face-to-face 
classroom teaching with distance teaching and learning [10]. 
The pandemic also increased the risk of video game addiction 
among students [9]. 

Most of the students play video games, and it is known that 
video games are a common form of entertainment [11]. In 
addition, games are often seen as an important part of new 
technologies, and they have become an essential part of many 
students’ lives [12]. However, students' online video game 
usage has generated significant concern due to its possible 
adverse effects on their health, socialization, and academic 
performance. Regarding this last aspect, some studies point out 
that online video games negatively affect academic 
performance, while others emphasize their positive effects. 

Games can enhance logical thinking, analytical skills, 
social skills, visual abilities, collaboration, movement, and 
computing [13]. Psychomotor processes are influenced by 
computer and video games, and tension levels are reduced. In 
addition, playing games improve critical reasoning, analytical 
capabilities, movement, cognitive skills, perceptual ability, 
teamwork, and programming [14]. A study by [15] showed a 
positive relationship between the number of hours students 
play video games and their GPA, which means that students 
who take time playing video games can have better academic 
performance. Also, the author in [13] states that students’ 
awareness and consciousness can be improved by playing 
video games. Online video games play an important role in 
increasing students' intelligence quotients (IQ). When students 
play games in the classroom, they form teams and devise their 
tactics for winning. They pay attention to and analyze the key 
points, aiming to minimize future challenges by looking more 
seriously [16]. The study of [14] found that 72% of participants 
believed that homework tasks involving computer or video 
games outside of the classroom could be a benefit to student 
education. In addition, about 77% accepted that video games 
should be used to incorporate and teach science, technology, 
and mathematics principles. 

As stated by [13], video games can enhance logical 
thinking, analytical skills, social skills, visual abilities, 
collaboration, movement, and computing. Therefore, there can 
be a positive impact on student’s GPA/academic achievements 
caused by video games. However, some studies, such as [12], 
states that video games cause negatively on students’ academic 
performance due to addiction and distraction. Therefore, there 
is mixed information about the relation between video games 
and student’s academic performance. 

Students who did play video games had meaningfully lower 
GPAs than those who stated that they did not play video games 
[17]. This conclusion is similar to the study [18], which noticed 
a decrease in GPA and SAT scores for video game students. 
Therefore, it is more reliable to use GPA as it represents a 
continuous assessment of academic performance. This 
conclusion also matches the findings of [19], who 

experimented with decreases in academic performance for 
students who played video games. 

Although there is no specific definition for the term video 
game addiction, it was found that students addicted to playing 
games had lower academic performance. Moreover, time spent 
playing online games was found as a negative indicator of 
academic performance for undergraduate students [20]. 

A study performed by [21] had used open-ended questions 
to encourage students to report their moods while playing 
video games. As a result, various negative repercussions 
indirectly related to academic performance associated with 
addiction to video gaming were reported, such as skipping 
classes, missing homework deadlines, etc. Researchers also 
found that these repercussions directly involved gender, an 
important demographic factor of video game addiction, as male 
students tend to play more often and lean towards losing time 
while playing. This statement was also confirmed by [18], who 
found that the academic performance of male students was 
more affected as they spent more time playing video games. 

An experiment proved that academic performance 
improved after the students completely decreased their usage 
time of all technology, including video games, with a 
maximum of 30 minutes allowed per day. On the other hand, 
[22] found that playing video games for more than five hours 
per session has a negative impact on academic performance. 
They also found that these excessive hours spent on gaming 
promoted violence among students and prevented them from 
having normal social interaction and extra-curricular activities. 

III. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

The purpose of the study is: 

 Check whether a change in students’ online video game 
addiction is noticeable between May 2020 and May 
2021, 

 Observe the effects of some demographic factors (age, 
gender, academic level) on online video game 
addiction, 

 Explore the impact of online video gaming on student's 
academic performance. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

A. Participants  

A total of 418 participants from one private university in 
the UAE were randomly selected to participate in this cross-
sectional study. A survey questionnaire was applied to collect 
data from students in May 2020 and May 2021. In all, 
101(24%) students had completed the survey form in May 
2021and 317 (76%) students completed the survey in May 
2020. Fig. 1 represents the demographic data of the students 
who participated in the survey. Of those who completed the 
survey form, 187 (45%) were males, whereas 231 (55%) were 
females. A total of 138 (33%) of the participant were aged less 
than or equal 20, 263 (63%) aged between 21 and 25, 14 (3%) 
aged between 26 and 29, and 3 (1%) aged 30 or above. A total 
290 (69%) of the participant has completed less than 90 credit 
hours, and 128 (31%) has completed 90 credit or above. 5 (1%) 
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participants have CGPA less than 2, 80 (19%) have a CGPA 
between 2 and 2.49, 105 (25%) have a CGPA between 2.5 and 
2.99, 129 (31%), or have a CGPA between 3 and 3.59 while 98 
(24%) has a CGPA of 3.6 or above. 

 

Fig. 1. Demographic Data of the Students who participated in the Survey. 

B. Instrument 

The research instrument consisted of a self-report 
questionnaire with a three-part structure designed to collect 
student’s responses. The first section collected 
demographical/personal data based on five items related to 
participants' profiles, including age, gender, CGPA, major, and 
the number of credit hours completed. The second part consists 
of four questions. The first question was, ―On average, how 
many hours do you spend playing video games daily?‖. The 
second question was, ―Does gaming overall give you any real 
fulfillment in life?‖. The third question was, ―If it is needed, 
could you quit playing video games easily?‖. While the fourth 
question was, ―Did the average daily time you spend playing 
video games increase during the COVID-19 Pandemic?‖. Part 
3 consisted of 20 items. The statement preceded them: ―How 
often in the last six months…? All items were scored on the 5-
point Likert scale, ranging from 1(never), 2(rarely), 3 
(sometimes), 4 (often), and 5 (very often). These items were 
mainly based on a review of the literature. 

C. Reliability 

The researchers performed a reliability analysis using 
Cronbach’s alpha to determine the internal questionnaire 
consistency once the data collection phase was completed. The 
satisfaction scale's alpha reliability coefficient was 0.956, 
which indicated that the instrument was highly reliable. 

D. Research Hypotheses 

The research hypotheses are listed below: 

H1: There is no significant change in students’ online game 
addiction between May 2020 and May 2021. 

H2: There is no significant relationship between gender and 
online game addiction. 

H3: There is no significant relationship between academic 
level and online game addiction. 

H4: There is no significant relationship between age and 
online game addiction. 

H5: Online game addiction has no significant impact on 
academic performance. 

E. Data Analysis 

Data analysis was conducted using the IBM SPSS Statistics 
version 27. An independent t-test was used to examine the 
relationships between video game addition, gender, academic 
level. In addition, between-participants one-way ANOVA was 
used to assess the effects of variables (age) on video game 
addiction and time spent gaming. Also, the one-way ANOVAs 
test was used to determine if video game addiction and time 
spent gaming affect academic performance. All statistical 
analysis was two-tailed with a .05 level of significance. Finally, 
linear regression was used to find out whether there is a 
correlation between CGPA and Addiction Hours. 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Based on Fig. 2a, the question ―On average, how many 
hours do you spend playing video games daily?‖. 15% of the 
participants do not play video games, followed by 50% of the 
participants play on average 2 hours daily. 27% of the 
participants play on average 5 hours daily, while 6% play on 
average 8 hours daily, and finally 2% of the participants play 
on average 10 hours every day. 

Based on Fig. 2b, the question ―Does gaming overall give 
you any real fulfillment in life?‖. 48% of the participants said 
yes, 14% were neutral, while 38 said no. Then, based on Fig. 
2c, the question ―If it was needed, could you quit playing video 
games easily?‖. 58% of the participants said yes, 8% were 
neutral, while 34% said no. Finally, based on Fig. 2d., the 
question ―Did the average daily time you spend playing video 
games increase during COVID-19 Pandemic?‖. 146 (35%) of 
the participants said yes, 66 (16%) were neutral, while 206 
(49%) said no. 

 

Fig. 2. Students responses with regards to their Gaming Behavior. 
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A. Comparison between May 2020 and May 2021 Survey 

Analysis 

H1: There is no significant change in students’ online game 
addiction between May 2020 and May 2021. 

An independent t-test was used to test hypothesis H1. The 
results of the testing are reported in Table 2. The test aimed to 
determine if students surveyed in May 2020 have the same 
online games addiction level as those surveyed in May 2021. 
The result shows that there is a statistically important 
difference students surveyed in May 2020 online games 
addiction level (Mean= 2.45, Standard Deviation = 1.215) and 
on May 2021 online games addiction level (Mean= 2.044, 
Standard Deviation= 1.188; t(416) = 3.286, p= 0.010). 
Consequently, hypothesis H1 was rejected. 

In conclusion, this result reveals an important difference 
between May 2020 students' online games addiction and May 
2021 students' online games addiction. Specifically, in May 
2021, students are less addicted to online games. 

The average addiction hours for students surveyed in May 
2020 was 3 hours, while 2.84 hours for those surveyed in May 
2021. 

B. Gender 

H2: There is no significant relationship between gender and 
online games addiction. 

An independent t-test was used to test hypothesis H2. The 
results of the testing are reported in Table 2. The test aimed to 
determine if female and male students have the same online 
games addiction level. The result shows that there is a 
statistically important difference in male students' video game 
addiction (Mean= 2.58, Standard Deviation = 1.159) and 
female students' video game addiction (Mean= 2.198, Standard 
Deviation= 1.198; t(317) = 3.436, p= 0.012). Consequently, 
hypothesis H2 was rejected. 

In conclusion, this result reveals an important difference in 
students' online game addiction between male and female 
students. Specifically, female students are less addicted to 
online games than their male counterparts. 

The researchers also conducted another independent t-test 
shown in Table 1. The test aimed to determine if female and 

male students spend the same time playing video games. The 
result shows that there is a statistically important difference in 
male students' video game addiction (Mean= 3.55, Standard 
Deviation = 2.253) and female students' video game addiction 
(Mean= 2.48, Standard Deviation= 2.234; t(416) = 4.139, p= 
0.000). 

In conclusion, male students spent more time playing 
online games than their female counterparts. 

C. Academic Level 

H3: There is no significant relationship between academic 
level and online games addiction. 

An independent t-test was used to test hypothesis H3. The 
results of the testing are reported in Table 2. The test aimed to 
determine if senior students (completed 90 credit hours or 
more) and junior students (completed less than 90 credits 
hours) have the same video game addiction level. The result 
shows that there is a statistically important difference between 
senior online games add (Mean= 2.08, Standard Deviation = 
1.130) and junior students' video game addiction (Mean= 2.50, 
Standard Deviation= 18130; t(416) = 4.435, p=.001). 
Consequently, hypothesis H3 was rejected. 

In conclusion, this result means a significant difference in 
students' video game addiction levels between senior and 
junior students. 

TABLE I. INDEPENDENT SAMPLE T-TEST ANALYSIS RELATED TO 

STUDENTS’ TIME SPENT ON VIDEO GAMES WITH REGARDS TO THEIR GENDER 

Category  Gender 

St. Type Male Female 

No of Participants 187 231 

Mean 3.55 2.48 

Standard Deviation 2.253 2.34 

t 4.852 

df 416 

p 0.000 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower 0.636670 

Upper 1.503895 

TABLE II. INDEPENDENT SAMPLE TEST ANALYSIS RELATED TO STUDENTS’ ONLINE GAME ADDICTION 

 
95% Confidence Interval of 

the Difference 

Category Students’ type Number of Participants Mean SD t df p Lower Upper 

Gender 
Male 187 2.58 1.159 

3.436 416 0.0012 0.162 0.602 
Female 231 2.198 1.11916 

Students 
May 2020 317 2.45 1.215 

3.286 416 0.010 0.172 0.684 
May 2021 101 2.044 1.1188 

Level 
Junior 291 2.50 1.143 

3.435 416 0.001 0.179 0.655 
Senior 127 2.08 1.130 
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D. Age 

Students were divided into four groups. Groups 1 for 
students who are less than or equal to 20 years old. Group 2 for 
students between 21 and 25 years old, group 3 for students 
between 26 and 29 years old, and group 4 for students who are 
30 years or older. One-way ANOVA test analysis determined 
whether video game addiction and time spent playing video 
games differ significantly based on age. Table 3 indicates that 
university students' level of video game addiction does not 
differ according to age (p = .196). In addition, table 4 indicates 
that the time spent playing video games does not differ 
according to age (p = .871). Consequently, hypothesis H4 was 
accepted. 

E. Academic Performance 

In order to check whether video game addiction affects 
academic performance, the participants were divided into five 
groups. Groups 1 includes students with CGPA less than 2, 
group 2 for students with CGPA between 2 and 2.49, group 3 
for students with CGPA between 2.5 and 2.99, group 4 for 
students with CGPA between 3.0 and 3.59, and finally group 5 
for student CGPA between 3.6 and 4.0. One-way ANOVA test 
analysis was used to determine whether video game addiction 
and time spent playing video games are associated with 
academic performance. Table 5 indicates that university 
students' level of video game addiction is significantly different 
between CGPA groups (p = .000). Fig. 3 shows that the mean 
for game addiction decreases as CGPA increase. Table 6 
indicates that the time spent playing video games is 
significantly different between CGPA groups (p = .000). Fig. 4 
shows that the mean time spent playing video games decreases 
as CGPA increase. 

Hypothesis H5 was rejected in both tests. This confirms 
that video game addiction has a significant impact on academic 
performance. Furthermore, students addicted to video games 
have worse performance than those who are less addicted. 

TABLE III. ONE-WAY ANOVA RESULTS FOR THE LEVEL OF VIDEO GAME 

ADDICTION OF UNIVERSITY STUDENTS AGE 

ANOVA 

AddicHRs  

 
Sum of 

Squares 
df 

Mean 

Square 
F Sig. 

Between Groups 26.724 3 8.908 1.572 .196 

Within Groups 1813.227 320 5.666   

Total 1839.951 323    

TABLE IV. ONE-WAY ANOVA RESULTS FOR TIME SPENT IN VIDEO 

GAME ADDICTION OF UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 

ANOVA 

MeanofResp  

 
Sum of 

Squares 
df 

Mean 

Square 
F Sig. 

Between Groups .534 3 .178 .237 .871 

Within Groups 240.763 320 .752   

Total 241.297 323    

TABLE V. ONE-WAY ANOVA RESULTS FOR THE LEVEL OF VIDEO GAME 

ADDICTION OF UNIVERSITY STUDENTS CGPA 

ANOVA 

MeanofResp  

 
Sum of 

Squares 
df 

Mean 

Square 
F Sig. 

Between Groups 56.936 4 14.234 23.954 .000 

Within Groups 244.821 412 .594   

Total 301.757 416    

TABLE VI. ONE-WAY ANOVA RESULTS FOR TIME SPENT IN VIDEO 

GAME ADDICTION OF UNIVERSITY STUDENTS WITH REGARDS TO CGPA 

ANOVA 

AddicHRs  

 
Sum of 
Squares 

df 
Mean 
Square 

F Sig. 

Between Groups 98.762 4 24.691 4.876 .001 

Within Groups 2086.077 412 5.063   

Total 2184.839 416    

 

Fig. 3. Mean for Game Addiction with regards to CGPA. 

 

Fig. 4. Mean for Time Spent on Game Addiction with regards to CGPA. 

The researchers have calculated the Pearson correlation and 
Significance One-Tailed Test of the CGPA and the mean of 
students’ responses to the 20 survey questions. It was found 
that r (Pearson Correlation) is -.416. These results show a 
negative correlation between the CGPA and the mean of 
students’ responses to the 20 survey questions at p-value= .000 
< 0.05 (Table 7 and Table 8). 
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TABLE VII. PEARSON CORRELATION OF THE CGPA AND THE MEAN OF STUDENTS’ RESPONSES 

Correlations 

 AddicHRs CGPA4 

Pearson Correlation 
AddicHRs 1.000 -.186 

CGPA4 -.186 1.000 

Sig. (1-tailed) 
AddicHRs . .000 

CGPA4 .000 . 

N 
AddicHRs 417 417 

CGPA4 417 417 

TABLE VIII. SIGNIFICANCE ONE-TAILED TEST OF THE CGPA AND THE MEAN OF STUDENTS’ RESPONSES 

Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients 

t Sig. 
95.0% Confidence Interval for B 

B Std. Error Beta Lower Bound Upper Bound 

1 
(Constant) 4.391 .382  11.481 .000 3.639 5.143 

CGPA4 -.395 .103 -.186 -3.848 .000 -.597 -.193 

a. Dependent Variable: AddicHRs 

TABLE IX. PEARSON CORRELATION OF THE CGPA AND THE NUMBER OF ADDICTION HOURS 

Correlations 

 VAR00027 CGPA4 

Pearson Correlation 
VAR00027 1.000 -.416 

CGPA4 -.416 1.000 

Sig. (1-tailed) 
VAR00027 . .000 

CGPA4 .000 . 

N 
VAR00027 417 417 

CGPA4 417 417 

TABLE X. SIGNIFICANCE ONE-TAILED TEST OF THE CGPA AND THE NUMBER OF ADDICTION HOURS 

Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients 

t Sig. 
95.0% Confidence Interval for B 

B Std. Error Beta Lower Bound Upper Bound 

1 
(Constant) 3.550 .130  27.224 .000 3.294 3.807 

CGPA4 -.326 .035 -.416 -9.323 .000 -.395 -.258 

a. Dependent Variable: VAR00027 

The researchers have calculated the Pearson correlation and 
Significance One-Tailed Test of the CGPA and the number of 
addiction hours. It was found that r (Pearson Correlation) is -
.186. These results show a negative correlation between CGPA 
and the number of addiction hours at p-value= .000 < 0.05 
(Table 9 and Table 10). 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Covid-19 pandemic changed the lifestyles of many 
students. At the same time, video games are thought to have a 
negative impact on students; it is believed that playing digital 
games has become a global relaxation activity among students 
and people in general. However, published research suggests 
that an important number of university students tend to play 
games excessively, which could be damaging their physical 
and mental well‑being [1, 23]. Therefore, the World Health 

Organization [24] has recently included gaming disorder as a 
diagnosable mental disorder in the International Classification 
of Diseases (ICD) revision. 

One of the objectives of the current study is to explore the 
deviations in online gaming behavior among university 
students in the context of COVID‑19 between May 2020 and 
May 2021. This study revealed an important difference 
between May 2020 students' online games addiction and May 
2021 students' online games addiction. Specifically, in May 
2021, students are less addicted to online games. This is quite 
normal as students had increased their gaming behavior during 
the lockdown period following COVID‑19 pandemic. The 
average addiction hours for students who were surveyed in 
May 2020 decreased from 3 hours in May 2020 to 2.84 in May 
2021. 
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The present study had also found that video game addiction 
levels differ significantly according to gender. Female students 
had lower levels of video game addiction than males. In 
addition, female students play online games less than male 
students. The result of the t-test had also shown gender 
differences in time spent playing video games. Female students 
spend less time playing video games. The findings of this study 
are consistent with that of [17, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. 

The result of the one-way ANOVAs test had shown no 
significant relationship between age and video game addiction. 
This is logical because the participant and university student's 
age, in general, falls within a close age group of 18-25. 
However, the t-test had also shown an important correlation 
between the academic level and video game addiction. First to 
third-year students are more addicted to video games than 
fourth- and fifth-year students. This is due to the higher 
maturity of the fourth- and fifth-year students. 

The result of the study showed that video game addiction 
has a significant impact on academic performance. This finding 
is consistent with that of [17, 30, 31], who saw a lower 
academic performance in students who engaged in playing 
video games. In addition, a negative correlation between 
students’ CGPA and the number of hours they spend daily 
playing online games was found. As the CGPA increases, the 
number of addiction hours decreases, supporting the theory that 
academic performance can be negatively affected if the student 
is addicted to online video games. 

Higher education institutions should take necessary actions 
to ensure that online video games cannot have a negative 
impact on educational achievement by: 

1) Organize regular workshops and seminars to increase 

the population's awareness about the risk of video games’ 

addiction and how to manage its use. 

2) Integrating video games that promote critical thinking 

in the learning process so that this gaming addiction will turn 

up to be a catalyst for learning and improve students’ academic 

performance, instead of decreasing academic CGPA. 

Higher education institutions are constantly evolving by 
shifting their pedagogical approach from lecture-centered to 
student-centered and integrating the use of games as innovative 
learning technologies into their curricula. 

VII. LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK 

A. Limitation 

The current study could serve as a driving force for future 
research focusing on online game addictions. However, one 
should interpret the data carefully as the sample was limited to 
one university in the United Arab Emirates. 

B. Future Work 

1) Include students from other universities would provide 

better opportunities to understand the impact of game addiction 

on academic performance among university students in 

general. 

2) Track students’ behavior during their whole academic 

journey would give a more accurate account of the CGPA and 

video gaming and produce more precise data to assess students' 

gaming habits and CGPA scores for four or five years. 

3) The research could also be extended to include online 

gaming disorder, depressive, and anxiety symptoms among 

university students. 

4) Finally, the research could be extended to cover the 

impact of online gaming on time management and the social 

life of university students. 
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Abstract—Business process is a sequence of events and tasks 

that encompass actions and people. Therefore, a company that 

pays much attention to its business processes has to clearly 

identify and define the procedures of their relations. However, 

with the exponential evolution in ubiquitous computing, the 

exploitation of information spread all over different devices has 

become essential to further improve business processes. Hence, in 

this paper we present a new approach for business process 

modeling that is based on context-awareness and ontology. We 

propose a set of meta-model for the elements that we find very 

important, taking into account the context and, in modeling, the 

business process. To validate our approach, we propose a 

concrete case study about transport system to provide a proof of 

the applicability as well as the utility of the model. 

Keywords—Business process; business process modeling; 

context; context-awareness; ontology 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Companies are known by their constant search for 
competitive advantages in order to create new business 
opportunities and gain new areas of markets. Thus, they are 
permanently in need to perform digital transitions and 
continuous improvements which can only be achieved through 
implementing technology. One of the most known 
transformation is Business Processes that were introduced to 
help companies to regain their lost positions and powers. The 
use of Business Processes has a huge impact because it brings 
into existence new kinds of process-oriented organizations in 
which the structural hierarchy degraded. Under process-
oriented organizations the contributors are assigned tasks and 
accomplishments which are sorted accurately to avoid any 
unexpected problems. Business Processes has made significant 
results in increasing the performance indicators (KPI, related to 
time, cost and quality of the organizations). So, the modeling 
of business processes is at the centre of an organization's 
analysis process. Whether as part of a global reorganization or 
a targeted improvement approach. Process modeling formalizes 
the function of an organization. It involves structuring and 
representing the activities of an organization, by using a 
graphical notation to visually represent the flow of activities. 
Modeling is based on specialized methods and tools as well as 
implements process reference frameworks. 

In recent years, several researchers have proposed 
approaches for business process modelling. 

It also displays new trends in ICT and the ubiquitous 
computing. The development of context-awareness service is a 
challenge in current research projects. In fact, since its 

appearance in the 1990s, several researchers have proposed 
many approaches to meet the challenge of context awareness, 
especially with the birth of service-oriented architectures. 

However, several research questions remain to be 
addressed. This is due to a series of reasons, in particular the 
modeling of contextual information and the consideration of 
context in the business processes modelling. 

However, our work allows to model contextual 
information, integrating this model in the modeling of business 
processes in order to obtain a contextual business process. 
With the importance and value that the semantic aspect gives 
to the model, we will present a semantic model of the 
contextual business process model based on ontology. 

In this article, we integrate the context into the BP as 
follows: 

 We define the context by the proposal of a context and 
sensor metamodel. 

 We define a business process model that takes into 
account the context. 

 We enrich this model by adding a semantic aspect. 

 We apply our approach to a case study. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We start with 
a background and related works where we present some 
definitions and the state of the art on the BP modeling and the 
context. Section three presents the different models of our 
approach as well as the case study of transport. In section four 
we give a simple conclusion and a vision of our future work. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Context 

The notion of context has been a research subject for years, 
and until now, there is no general and standard definition. 
Apparently, several researchers have tried to give a definition, 
we are citing the most widely used definitions in the scientific 
community. 

Let's start with the definition of [30] which categorized the 
context into three types, location, the identity of the person and 
the object in question. [31] defines the context as having three 
basic elements, the time, the date and the changes in that 
period. 

But the most used definition, on which we rely is the 
definition of Dey et Al [32], it defines the context as follows: 
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“Context is any information used to characterize the situation 
of an entity. An entity may be a person, place or object 
considered relevant for the interaction between a user and an 
application, including the user and the application itself.” 

B. Context-Awareness 

Regarding context Awareness, several visions are proposed 
to define a context-aware system.    [1] Considers context-
aware applications as “applications whose behaviour may vary 
depending on the context”. Its applications must automatically 
extract information and perform actions based on the context of 
the user detected by the sensors. Similarly, [2] perceives 
context Awareness as the ability to adapt the functioning of a 
system in order to increase its usability and efficiency by 
taking into account the context of the user. Another interesting 
vision is provided by [3] which makes it possible to link the 
sensitivity and the context to the service offered by the 
application or the system. In fact, a system is said to be 
context-aware if it can automatically change these forms of 
services or if it is able to trigger a service as a response to 
changing the value of an information or a set of information 
which characterize the service. 

These definitions may be considered limited, according to 
[4], since they exclude applications that use only the context 
and that do not make any adaptation of context-aware systems. 
To generalize these definitions, [4] considers that a system is 
context-aware if it uses context information to make 
information or / and services useful to the user available and 
considers that this utility is dependent of the user's task. This 
definition is also limited since a context-aware system deals 
with other aspects other than the context acquisition 
component, such as the interpretation of the context and the 
necessary adaptations. To overcome these shortcomings, [5] 
perceives that a system's sensitivity to context “is its ability to 
acquire, manage, interpret, and respond to changes in the 
context in order to provide the appropriate service”. Thus we 
can consider that the two definitions of [4] and [5] complement 
one another and can be considered as reference to define a 
context-aware system. 

C. Context-Awareness 

For [6] ontology is the assumptions we make about the kind 
and nature of reality and what exists. Ontology is also defined 
as the nature of the world and what we can know about it. 

In the field of computer science, ontology for [7] refers to 
“an explicit specification of a conceptualization” or a more 
refined way while [8] sees it as a “partial and formal 
specification of a shared conceptualization”. Ontology is 
among the most used tools of the Semantic Web and Artificial 
Intelligence. It allows to model resources based on conceptual 
representations of the domain under study and allows systems 
and applications to draw inferences from them. 

D. Business Process 

A business process is a sequence of events that 
encompasses actions, people and the sequence of work. This 
concept comes from production lines but applies also to 
commercial transactions. Whatever the structure of a 
manufacturing, service or sales organization, it is underpinned 
by its business processes. 

In the literature, several definitions are available for the 
Business Process. [9] Defines the business process as “a 
structured, measured set of activities and flows that use 
necessary resources of the organization to provide specified 
output for a particular customer”. [10] Defines it as follows 
“the combination of a set of activities within an enterprise with 
a structure describing their logical order and dependence 
whose objective is to produce a desired result”. [11] Defines a 
process as a productive activity which includes working for 
something, moving of people, materials, information and 
interaction. 

III. RELATED WORK 

Business process modeling is a major challenge for all 
companies that aim to understand and improve their business. 
With the emergence of ubiquitous computing, consideration of 
the context has become paramount in the BP. So, in this 
section, we will present some approaches that are related to our 
work. 

Modeling contextual information consists of representing 
the context in a well-defined format that is easily shared and 
used by the various stakeholders of the application. However, 
several approaches have been proposed to standardize the 
Context Modeling: [12][13] model the context as keys/value or 
each key defines the contextual information so the value 
presents its value, [14][15][16]are based on mark-up language, 
it is a more structured approach that presents information in a 
hierarchical structure, [17]presents the context in an object-
oriented way, so the contextual information is encapsulated in 
an object in order to model it in a ubiquitous computing,[18] 
model is based on MDA, it allows for a model that is based on 
MOF (Meta-model facility) and[19][20] use ontology to model 
contextual information in a declaration form, so it allows for a 
semantic reasoning in these information. 

Also for business process modeling, several methods and 
languages are proposed such as UML which allows for a 
modeling of any system in an object-oriented way, EPC (Event 
driven chains), IDEF0 that allows to model an organization’s 
actions, Petri Net which is a mathematical graphical method to 
present systems, PSL (Process Specification Language) [21] 
that allows to represent model business process based on an 
ontology, etc. Thus, BPMN which is the standard OMG for 
business process modeling simplifies the understanding as well 
as manipulates and improves the quality of a business process. 

In order to integrate the context in business process 
modeling several approaches have been proposed, including 
those based on the methods mentioned above, to model the 
context, the BP and other approaches that invent new methods. 
[22] extends BPMN meta-model in order to add elements (task, 
collector) to represent contextual elements. [23] has proposed 
business process and context meta-models, [24] is a layered 
architecture which is proposed to represent the domain, the 
context and the BP in order to produce a Contextual business 
process. [25] has proposed an approach to model the contextual 
business process based on BPMN. [26] proposes a new context 
model that takes into account the business process situations, 
Author in [ 33] has proposed a conceptual method of depicting 
the context of a business process, in [34] authors has proposed 
a method based on DMN for modelling business process . 
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Other methods have added semantic aspects to business 
processes: [27] have proposed an ontology of BPMN language 
that called BPMN Ontology, it allows to represent BPMN in 
the form of OWL-DL. [28] has proposed a framework that are 
called BPAL to manage ontologies based on BP modeling 
concepts (processes, atoms etc.). 

IV. CASE STUDY: TRANSPORT SYSTEM 

The system we have chosen as a case study is an example 
of an informational system made by a transport company that 
suggests the best routes in Rabat city (MyCity App). Indeed, 
MyCity is an application of transport services meant for 
residents and passengers of the city of rabat. A user of this 
application is anyone who wishes to have a vision on a journey 
inside the city of Rabat. 

On the other hand, the current applications don’t provide 
information about transports timetables and users’ information 
(preferences, history, etc.) in order to make the service 
appropriate to the user. As a result, the services provided by 
these applications and the routes offered are not optimized for 
the users in question. 

Indeed, a typical transport application includes, but is not 
limited to, the following services: 

 Search Trip: the user enters his destination and,( if he 
wants, his location) otherwise, his location will be 
automatically collected by the sensory system. 

 Display results: The system displays the different 
possible routes and orders them according to the history 
(preferred means of transport/departure time, etc.) and 
the user preferences (user context). 

 Choose route: the user must choose the preferred route. 

 Display route: the system must display the path, it must 
take into account the configuration of the user’s device 
and it must follow the path with him in real time. 

Depending on the scenario, several challenges arise: 

 Context capture from various sources (user context, 
device, etc.). 

 Considers the user's context and the context of transport 
in the various services (journey search, journey display, 
etc.). 

Indeed, all these services and challenges are implemented 
in our system. 

V. THE PROPOSED APPROACH 

Computers, smartphones, smart sensors are occupying 
more and more space in our life. However, the amount of 
information that circulates on these devices can help us in the 
enrichment of several systems that we will need daily, such as 
transport, health, telecommunication, sport and any system or 
service. Therefore, our idea is to take advantage of all this data 
(which is voluminous and rich) to improve the quality of 
services for users. As Mark Weiser says: “There is more 
information available at our fingertips during a walk in the 
woods than in any computer system, yet people find a walk 
among trees relaxing and computers frustrating. Machines that 
fit the human environment, instead of forcing humans to enter 
theirs, will make using a computer as refreshing as taking a 
walk in the woods”. 

However, with the place that Business Processes takes in 
the strategy of companies, and with this area of ubiquitous 
computing, the integration of contextual information into BP 
will increasingly improve the quality of service for end-users 
and provide a clearer vision for management to make the right 
decisions. 

Our approach as in Fig. 1 is based on several 
components/models: 

 Sensors: it is the model which is responsible for the 
representation of the sensors. 

 Context: allows to model contextual information. 

 CBPM: Contextual Business Process Model, it is the 
model that presents business process. 

 CBPM Ontology: Contextual Business Process Model 
Ontology, it is an ontology that corresponds to the 
CBPM model. 

Therefore, the ultimate objective of the proposed approach 
is to provide a general framework for modeling the context and 
to integrate it into the modeling of business processes, then add 
a semantic aspect to this model by proposing an ontology that 
corresponds to the proposed model. 

Indeed, by the proposal of these models we were able to 
model the most important elements of the context and the BP, 
and to also bring them together in a single model that is CBPM 
which simplified the use of context in the execution of the BP 
model. This modeling approach facilitates the integration and 
the re-use of one or more models of our approach by other 
related systems / applications. 

 

Fig. 1. The Proposed Approach. 
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A. Sensors 

Sensors are components that are responsible for extracting 
contextual information. A sensor is any element capable of 
returning information about the user and the environment. 

In general, there are two types of sensors: logical and 
physical: 

 Physical sensors: they are the materials that can extract 
information related to the context of the organization, 
the user or the business process itself. Like GPS, 
localization, the state of the execution of the business 
process etc. 

 Logical Sensors: they are intelligent programs that 
allow to retrieve information from the different possible 
sources: web services, user calendar, reasoning about 
user preferences. 

In order to properly represent the different Sensors, we 
present in Fig. 2 a simplified meta-model of sensor. Fig. 3 
presents the application of this meta-model to our scenario of 
transport system presented above. Among the different sensors 
related to this field, we have chosen the following sensors: 

 Location Sensor: it is a physical sensor that captures the 
location of the user. 

 Preference Sensor: it is a logical sensor that allows us to 
reason about the user's history in order to obtain his 
preferences. 

B. Context 

This model makes it possible to represent the context in a 
well-structured format in order to use it by other components. 
For the context in the Business process, it is any information 
that can give an added value to the modeling, execution or 
improvement of the BP. 

So, and in order to give a generic formalization to the 
context that will be usable in any application, we propose in 
Fig. 4 a context metamodel based on the work [29]. 

Our meta-model is composed of the following elements: 

 Context: represents the context, it is composed of sub 
Contexts. 

 Sub Context: represents a sub-context, it is composed of 
Property context. 

 Context Property: it is the contextual element; it can be 
attribute or Context Relationship. 

 Sensor: represents the context provider. 

 Context Relationship: represents the relationships 
between the different elements of the context. 

 Attribute: is an atomic value that represents contextual 
information. 

 Validity: represents the period of validity of a 
contextual information. 

According to our scenario, we present in the Fig. 5 the 
context of our transport system, it is divided into the following 
sub Context: 

 Use Context: Contains the attributes that describe the 
user's context (location, Preference). 

 Environment Context: Contains the attributes of the 
environment. 

Device Context: Contains the attributes which describe the 
device information (screen size, battery, ram, ...). 

 

Fig. 2. Sensors Meta-Model. 

 

Fig. 3. Transport Sensors. 
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Fig. 4. Context Meta-Model. 

C. CBPM Model 

Taking the context into account in the business process 
significantly increases its representation and the productivity of 
the organization. And to respond to the different challenges of 
the BP, we have proposed the meta-model presented in Fig. 6 
which represents the most important aspects of a business 
process, and it models the integration of context in this BP. 

Our business process meta-model is composed of the 
following elements: 

 Process: represent the business process. 

 Sub Process: represents a subset of processes, it is 
composed of Process Element. 

 Process Element: represents the main elements of a 
business process, it can be Gateway, Event or Service. 

 Service: represents the element of Process which are 
services, in general these are the services offered by the 
organization. 

 Event: represents the elements that can be triggered 
before, during or after the execution of the business 
Process. 

 Gateway: it is a connection between the different 
services and events. 

 Data: represents the data used in the business process, 
they can be Process Data or Context Data. 

 Process Data: represents the process data. 

 Context Data: represents contextual information. 

Let's apply this meta-model to our case study, according to 
the scenario our application offers several services such as the 
search for a route, display of a route... the Fig. 7 presents the 
Contextual Business Process Model of the transport system. 

D. CBPM Ontology 

In order to enrich the different elements of the CBPM 
model with a semantic aspect, we have proposed the CBPM 
Ontology in Fig. 8 which is the result of a transformation of the 
CBPM model. 

CBPM Ontology is made up of three main ontologies: 

 Process Ontology: this is the ontology that describes the 
different elements of BP. 

 Context Ontology: this is the ontology that describes the 
user's context, device and environment. 

 Domain Ontology: This is the ontology of the studied 
domain, like Transport Ontology for the transport 
domain. 

The mapping between the elements of CBPM model and 
CBPM Ontology is based on the classes and instances of the 
ontology and the classes and properties of the model CBPM. 
This mapping allows to give a semantic formalization to our 
CBPM model. 

Fig. 8 presents also the mapping based on the case study 
described above. 

 

Fig. 5. Transport Context. 
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Fig. 6. CBPM Meta-Model. 

 

Fig. 7. Transport CBPM. 

 

Fig. 8. CBPM Ontology. 

VI. RESULT 

Based on the different meta-models presented above, we 
have created a general framework to model not only the 
business processes, but also the contextual information, the 
sensors that allow us to extract this information. CBPM is a 
model that allows to model the business processes in a generic 
way independent of the field studied, and also to integrate the 
notion of context. 

As mentioned above, our approach has been designed in 
such a way that it is easily integrated and reusable globally or 
partially with other systems. For example, for applications that 
rely only on the context without BP can use our sensor design 
model and context. 

In fact, in order to validate our approach, we applied it to 
the transport study case which presents a challenge for the use 
of contextual information in the implementation of business 
processes. 
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Indeed, from the CBPM Model, we were able to extract the 
various services and events of our business process as well as 
the gateways. This has facilitated its execution and the 
adaptation of these services to the context of the user. 

Indeed, for the search Trip service presented in Fig. 9, it 
allows to launch a search of the best routes between the 
departure and the destination of the user. This service is based 
on the geographical position, for the display Result service 
presented in Fig. 10, it is based on the preferences and the 
history of the user in order to propose routes. 

In fact, all of these services are based on the hardware 
characteristics of the user's device (size, PC/Mobile). 

 

Fig. 9. SearchTrip. 

 

Fig. 10. Display Result. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this article we have presented a new approach to model 
the context and the business process. We proposed an 
architecture with several components, CBPM: 

 Sensors: to model sensors according to their different 
types (logic, physics). 

 Context metamodel: a context metamodel to represent 
contextual information. 

 CBPM metamodel: the business process model that 
takes into account contextual information. 

 CBPM Ontology: an ontology which is the result of a 
transformation of the CBPM model based on the rules 
for converting meta-models into ontology, which gives 
the latter a semantic aspect. 

In addition, we presented the classical methods and 
language for business process modelling. We also stated 
approaches that have responded to the problem of taking 
context into account in the business process and others that 
have enriched business models with semantic aspects through 
approaches like ontology. 

In our future work, we will use this model to propose an 
approach for business process improvement taking into account 
the different service events gateway presented in the CBPM 
Model. 
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Abstract—Crop disease is one of the major problems with 

agriculture in India. Identifying the disease and classifying the 

type of disease is most important which can be made possible 

using the deep learning technique. To perform this verified 

dataset is required which consists of healthy and disease leaf 

images of all crops. The proposed model uses a hybrid approach 

which integrates VGG16 classifier with an attention mechanism, 

transfer learning approach and dropout operation. The proposed 

model uses a rice disease dataset and using  the proposed 

approach it achieves an train accuracy of 96.45 percent and 

train loss 0.09 and validation loss of 0.44. The dataset is collected 

from the plant village project for rice leaf which consists of 4955 

images which include Brown Spot, Healthy, Hipsa, and Leaf 

Blast type of images. The proposed model use attention 

mechanism that focuses mainly on the part of the image rather 

than the whole part of the image using a glimpse ratio of 3:1. The 

traditional method of detecting crop diseases needs high 

experience and knowledge of experts in the field which is time 

consuming, ineffective, and high cost. In this study, Deep 

Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN) and Transfer Learning 

with Attention models are used to detect diseases associated with 

rice plants without overfitting the model. 

Keywords—Deep learning; activation function; attention 

mechanism; dropout operation; transfer learning; VGG16 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Country’s economy depends on agriculture. One of the 
reasons that effect agro-economy is plant disease, which 
harms the entire crop by spreading the disease throughout the 
field. So, detection of disease becomes very important. 
Identifying leaf disease can be made possible with image 
dataset. The dataset comprises of both diseased and healthy 
leaf images which are the primary source of data for 
identifying the disease portion on the leaf. For early detection 
of leaf disease it is required to monitor the disease, in time 
treatment of disease by applying pesticide and minimizing the 
spread of disease and reduce the loss. Testing the model with 
pre-trained weights for better classification of disease is made 
using CNN [1]. The proposed approach uses convolution 
neural (CNN) network which is best approach for image 
segmentation. DCNN based technique is used to train the 
VGG16 classifier in order to distinguish healthy and infected 
rice leaf with multiple layers in CNN model. CNN based 
VGG classifier uses dense layer with convolution and max 
pool layer. The dataset consist of four types of leaf images 
three are diseased leaf images (Brown Spot, Hipsa and Leaf 
Blast) and healthy images. The preprocessing is done using 

pre-trained ImageNet weights. These pre-trained images are 
trained on millions of images with 1000 different categories. 
Using this pertained model in the proposed approach will 
reduce the time of the training new images. All Images are of 
three dimensions i.e., height, width and channels (RGB). Deep 
learning model requires high GPU. Every convolution layer is 
followed by ReLu activation function which increases non-
linearity [2]. Designing a rice leaf disease detection model 
using deep learning algorithms is the main idea of the 
proposed model which is achieved using hybrid approach 
VGG16 with attention model. Vijay Kumar V [3] design a 
robot for monitoring the agricultural field condition such as 
soil moisture, crop quality, pesticide for good quality crops 
and supplying required amount of water. The robot is designed 
using Lattepanda which is Chinese board which runs intel 
processor integrated with machine learning model and an 
android application is designed for controlling the robot. The 
machine learning model integrated with robot performs 
clustering using mean shift vector and density estimation 
window is applied for converging to center of maximum dense 
area. For classification of disease SVM classifier is used 
which takes the input image labeled data and outputs the 
optimal solution. The robot comprises of two motors one for 
driving the robot and other for performing the operation of 
sensing soil moisture and humidity which is connected to 
robot. [4] Plant viruses are threat to agriculture productivity. 
Controlling the disease is based on two aspects i.e., genetic 
resistance (immunization) and prophylaxis to restrain virus 
dispersion by removing the infected plants. The paper discuss 
on the effect of plant viruses and genetic diversity. Plant 
disease identification methods are based on the plant DNA 
classified as polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and isothermal 
amplification. In PCR specific viral region of plant is 
identified and visualized by electrophoresis. [5] adapting the 
advanced decision support system, digitized and data driven 
technology identification of plant disease can be made easy. 
The paper proposes mathematical model based on deep 
learning technique. The region proposal network (RPN) 
technique is used where the images are segmented based on 
the RPN algorithm results. The segmented images are input 
into transfer learning the model is trained with various 
diseases and obtained the accuracy of 83%. The following 
sections in the paper discusses about the existing study made 
in this domain followed by methodology adapted for 
implementation next section shows the proposed VGG16 
architecture followed by discussion on results obtained using 
proposed hybrid approach. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The plant disease recognition and classification is done 
using image processing technique. The paper discuss about 
noise reduction and image segmentation technique for 
diseased part of leaf. Banana leaf is considered for disease 
identification. Noise is introduced in the image by various 
factors. Some of the main factors that induce noise are 
environmental conditions, variation in light and sensor 
temperature, transmission passage. Paper discuss about 
filtering technique like linear filters, adaptive filters, non-
linear filter for removing noise [6]. 

The plant disease cause serious effect on countries 
economy [7]. This paper discusses the algorithm for image 
segmentation which detects and classifies the type of disease 
that appears on plant leaf. Digital camera captures the image 
and those images are used to identify the infected part of leaf. 
Various image processing techniques are applied on images to 
analyze the features. Workflow of the model is firstly image 
need to be acquired and preprocess the image to remove noise 
and improve the quality of the image. Compute the threshold 
value for the green colored pixels. Pixel value is compared 
with threshold value if the pixel value of green component is 
less than threshold value than zero is assigned to RGB 
components of the this pixel. Finally obtain the image 
segments to classify the leaf disease. The author performed 
experiments using MATLAB. Input is rose, banana, beans, 
lemon leaf image with bacterial disease. 

The image classification is done using k-means clustering 
with 86.5% accuracy and detection accuracy is improved to 
93.3%. 

In [8] the proposed model use wavelet tool for image 
analysis. Maize leaf image is considered for noise removal in 
image. This noise is introduced in the picture due to variation 
in light and environmental conditions and also on image 
acquisition equipment. Adaptive local smoothing method is 
proposed in this paper. Wavelet tool is used for analysis. 

In [9] image enhancement is done using filtering methods 
like Gaussian filter, Mean filter, median filter and wiener filter. 
Comparative study done among all filter and wiener filter 
gave better result with high signal to noise ratio. The proposed 
model is used to identify the rice plant disease brown spot. In 
[10], paper use random forest to identify the healthy and 
diseased leaf for dataset. The proposed model creates dataset 
and performs preprocessing of the image to bring all images to 
unified dimension and extract features of the image using 
Histogram of oriented gradient. The model is trained using 
Random forest classifier for classifying healthy and diseased 
leaf. Comparative study is done with Gaussian Naïve bayes, 
logistic regression, linear discriminant analysis, SVM and 
random forest has shown better accuracy for smaller dataset. 
The main objectives of the proposed model is identification of 
leaf disease using hybrid approach, implemented model must 
correctly classify the disease and finally evaluation of the 
performance. The plant is susceptible to disease due to soil 
quality also and soil health [11]. The frequent change in 
climate condition and the common practice in agricultural 
ecosystem is use of extensive pesticides and fertilizers and the 
effect of abiotic stresses have made the crop to degrade in 

quality and lead to reduced production [12]. The paper use 
arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) for enhancing crop 
productivity. AMF are bio-fertilizers and prvides tolerance to 
the plants against various stressful situations like drought, 
heat, salinity and varying excessive temperature and weather 
condition. Nitrogen being one of the essential nutrient for 
plant productivity which is applied more but it has a negative 
impact on the plants and environment [13]. Nutritional 
exchanges between plant, arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi, and 
bacteria that help improve plant nutrition, including nitrogen 
(N) acquisition. Plant N acquisition can be improved in the 
presence of N2-fixing symbiotic and associative symbiotic 
bacteria and arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF). [14] ML 
based techniques have achieved a great attraction in digital 
image processing and prediction. Tough there are various 
challenging technologies this paper has come with hybrid 
approach by enhancing image, conversion of image and 
removing noise and applying GLCM technique and finally 
neuro-fuzzy logic classifier is used to train the model and 
extract features. The model is implemented using MATLAB 
and the average test accuracy obtained is 90%. The proposed 
algorithm in this paper uses a-priori information about the 
shape of plant leaves [15]. The model is compared with state-
of-art segmentation technique. The model detects leaf tips to 
improve the segmentation accuracy of the leaf. The algorithm 
reduced the error of detecting the leaf tips accurately and 
increased the detection accuracy. Image processing and soft 
computing techniques are combined to improve the detection 
accuracy [16]. Automated plant species is identified in this 
paper using image data. The SVM and ANN technology is 
applied on the dataset for plant classification. With 32 
different types of leaves the model could achieve the accuracy 
of 94% [17]. In [18] the hybrid approach is proposed for 
automatic detection of leaf disease based on CNN and 
convolutional autoencoder (CAE). This hybrid model could 
obtain the accuracy of 99%. ANN and CAE is integrated 
because they efficiently and reduce the image dimensionality 
and extract various spatial and temporal features from image 
data. The CAE network is used to reduce the dimensionality 
of the image and the output of the CAE is network is given as 
input to CNN model for classification of diseased and healthy 
plants. The normalized root mean square error is used to 
reconstruct the loss between original and reconstructed leaf 
image. This integrated model loss is less compared to other 
models. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

As shown in Fig. 1, the flow of work is as follow, Firstly 
load the image dataset collected from plant village project and 
convert the image to grayscale and bring all image to unified 
dimension and create balanced dataset for all type of images. 
Generate the array of pixel for each image and normalize the 
value in the range 0 to 1 and dump in pickle file. Shuffle the 
dataset and visualize using openCV which is computer vision 
technique. Now split the dataset into train, test and validation. 
Train set is 60 percent and test set is 25 percent and validation 
set is 15 percent. Next train the dataset using VGG16 model 
using pre-trained ImageNet data rather than training from 
scratch and define the activation function ReLu after every 
convolution layer and define softmax function at fully 
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connected layer. Apply attention glimpse with ratio 3:1 to 
focus on sub part of image rather than whole image. Than 
validate the data using validation set and once model is 
finalized, test using test dataset and make prediction. 

Accuracy of the model is analyzed using ROC curve. The 
proposed model achieves accuracy of 96 percent with hybrid 
approach without any overfit in model. 

 

Fig. 1. Proposed System Architecture. 

IV. PROPOSED VGG16 CLASSIFIER 

Firstly the images are fed into neural network VGG16 
architecture that contains five convolution blocks and three 
dense layers. First convolution block has 2 convolution layers 
followed by max pool layer. The image size is 180X180x64 
height and width of image is 180X180 and 64 channels. Max 
pool layer reduce the dimension of the image and doubles the 
number of channels, so that more appropriate features can be 
extracted so, the max pool layer reduce the dimension to 
90X90X128. Second convolution layer has two convolution 
blocks followed by max pool layer. The size of the image at 
this layer is 45X45X256. The third convolution block consists 
of three convolution layer followed by max pool. The size of 
the image is now at max pool layer 22X22X512. The fourth 
convolution block consists of three convolution layer with 
max pool layer. Max pool layer reduce the dimension of image 
to 11X11X512 and finally the last block has three convolution 

layers with max pool layer the dimension of the image 
becomes 6X6X512. The dropout operation is applied at dense 
layer which drops out some of the units randomly to avoid 
overfit in the model. The attention mechanism is applied with 
the glimpse ratio of 3:1 which focus of part of image rather 
than whole part of image at one time. Finally the fully 
connected layer uses softmax activation function which selects 
the most probable class among n classes. After every layer 
ReLu activation is used that will forward only positive weights 
to the next layer as shown in Fig. 2. The dataset considered 
for classification is shown in Table I. The main idea of using 
CNN is its advantage in image segmentation. Images can be 
of any size, it performs better than any traditional algorithms 
and each image is converted to array of pixel so, pixel wise 
predictions are done. Fig. 3 shows the grayscale images of 
various types of leaf disease used in proposed model Brown 
Spot, Leaf Blast, Healthy and Hipsa. 
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Fig. 2. VGG16 Architecture with Dimension of Image at every Layer 

TABLE I. DATASET OF RICE LEAF IMAGES 

Class Number of Original Images Number of Images in Balanced dataset 

Brown Spot 923 400 

Hipsa 1988 400 

Leaf  Blast 965 400 

Healthy 1179 400 

 

Fig. 3. (a) Brown Spot (b) Leaf Blast (c) Healthy (d) Hipsa. 

The final Attention Model now has the following modules 
and properties: 

 Dataset - Rice Plant Leaf Disease Dataset. 

 Train split-0.60 

 Test split-0.25 

 Validation split - 0.15. 

 Epochs - 100. 

 Batch Size - 64. 

 Transfer learning using pre-trained image net weights. 

 Type of Classifier - VGG16Net. 

 Dropout Regularisation - 0.4 (To Prevent Overfitting). 

 Attention Layer - Image to Glimpse Ratio = 3:1. (To 
focus only on a subset of features on the neural 
network). 

 Loss Function - Categorical Cross Entropy. 

 Optimizer - Adam. 

 Activation function-softmax. 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The approach of transfer learning with pre-trained 
ImageNet weights is used in this model with Gaussian 
attention mechanism. Firstly the input layer takes the rice leaf 
image of size 180x180 and the convolution layer with ReLu 
activation function extract the low level features of the image 
and the convolution layer at the end of the VGG16 net extract 
high level features of the image. The proposed model works 
well even with small dataset with good accuracy. The hybrid 
approach is not proposed in state-of-art systems in literature 
study. In this work the hybrid model is applied to detect rice 
leaf disease of type Hipsa, Brown spot and leaf blast and 
healthy. 

The proposed approach use transfer learning with 
ImageNet weights which is trained on millions of images with 
1000 categories. In the proposed model four classes are 
considered with three disease class and one healthy class. The 
last layer is a fully connected layer with softmax function 
which identifies the most probable class. The learning rate of 
the VGG net model is 0.0001. The weights are updated using 
Adam optimizer and batch size is set to 64 and the model is 
run for 100 epochs. The accuracy obtained with this 
classification model is 0.9654 and model loss of 0.09 and 
validation loss is 0.44 and validation accuracy is 0.81 for 4955 
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images as shown in Fig. 4 and 5. Hence the validation loss is 
greater than train loss so there is no overfit in the model. The 
proposed model correctly classifies the images. 

Fig. 6 represents the ROC curve. ROC curve shows x-axis 
with (1-specificity) and y-axis showing sensitivity. ROC is 
calculated on predicted scores and Fig. 7 shows the train loss 
train accuracy, validation loss and validation accuracy for 50

th
 

epoch. Fig. 7 clearly shows the train accuracy is greater than 
validation accuracy and loss is less than (<1) hence the model 
classifies the disease without any overfit with accurate 
prediction. 

The accuracy of the model is cross-validated using 
confusion matrix as shown in Table II. The values f precision, 
recall and f-measure which gives the accuracy of the proposed 
model. Fig. 8 shows the ROC curve for all classes. ROC is 
showing good accuracy in the proposed model. X-axis shows 
the false positive rate and y-axis shows the true positive rate. 

 

Fig. 4. VGG16 Model Accuracy. 

 

Fig. 5. Model Loss using VGG16 for Train and Validation Set. 

 

Fig. 6. ROC Curve for the Proposed Mode. 

 

Fig. 7. Sample Model Run Showing Accuracy and Loss. 
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TABLE II. CONFUSION MATRIX 

Class Precision Recall F-measure 

Brown Spot 0.963 0.948 0.955 

Hipsa 0.958 0.657 0.780 

Leaf Blast 0.808 0.937 0.868 

Healthy 0.873 0.941 0.906 

 

Fig. 8. ROC Curve for All Class. 

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The VGG 16 model consists of 16 layers with one input 
layer and output dense layer. The dropout operation in the 
model randomly drops some of the units with the rate 0.4 to 
avoid overfit in the model. Fig. 9 shows total number of 
trainable parameters and non-trainable parameters. The 
omission of parameters at dense layer will lead to good 
accuracy without any overfit with 150 epochs. The 
performance analysis is done by varying various parameters 
like number of epochs, batch size, and dropout rate as shown 
in Table III. The performance of the model is evaluated by 
comparing with transfer learning using pre-trained ImageNet 
weights and next with dropout technique and finally dropout 
technique with attention model. The proposed model use five 
convolution blocks with transfer learning, dropout and 
attention mechanism hybrid approach has shown good 
accuracy as shown in Table III. 

A. Comparative Study with other ML Algorithms 

Table IV shows the comparative study of various ML 
models. The proposed model has shown good accuracy when 
compared to other models. The SVM does not work well with 
large dimension data and k-means is more sensitive to outliers 
and decision tree model is inaccurate because small change in 
data leads to large change tree structure. The proposed 
approach VGG16 net is a DCNN classifier which works for 
data of any size and fast in computation compared to other 
ML model. Hence, the accuracy is high. Fig. 10 shows the 
comparative study of various ML models and proposed model 
accuracy for precision, recall and f-measure with roc curve. 

 

Fig. 9. Total Number of Trainable and Non-trainable Parameters. 

TABLE III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

Parameters 

Transfer 

Learning 

Model 

Dropout 

Operation 

Transfer 

Learning, 

Dropout and 

Attention      Model 

CNN Blocks 5 5 5 

Activation function softmax softmax softmax 

Dropout - 0.5 0.4 

Epochs 100 150 150 

Batch Size 32 32 64 

Loss Type 
Categorical 
Cross Entropy 

Categorical 
Cross Entropy 

Categorical 
Cross Entropy 

Optimizer adam adam adam 

Accuracy 0.9575 0.92 0.9645 

Loss 0.15 0.26 0.09 

Validation 

Accuracy 
0.93 0.81 0.8125 

Validation Loss 0.21 0.36 0.44 

TABLE IV. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

ML Model Precision Recall F-measure ROC 

K-Means 0.81 0.83 0.82 75.86 

SVM 0.92 0.91 0.92 83.3 

k-means with SVM 0.80 0.72 0.76 88.9 

Decision tree 0.70 0.67 0.69 78.6 

Proposed hybrid 

model VGG16 with 

transfer learning and 
attention 

0.97 0.96 0.97 96.45 
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Fig. 10. Accuracy Values of Various ML Models. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In the proposed model disease classification is done using 
rice leaf image dataset using pre-trained ImageNet weights. 
The proposed model achieves optimal accuracy. The 
performance of the model is evaluated by varying number of 
epochs, weights at every layer and batch size. The hybrid 
approach used in the model which integrates transfer learning, 
dropout and attention model helps in achieving high accuracy. 
The model will be using preprocessing techniques such as 
binarization of images and segmentation. The model will then 
be using CNN, Transfer Learning with Attention to classify 
images into their class labels. Results of the DCNN model 
will be compared with existing models to check which model 
has the better classification accuracy. This model when 
compared with the existing model provides a higher rate of 
accuracy and correct predictions as we are using a hybrid 
model. Plant disease classification can help farmers detect the 
disease in their crop before harvesting period. This allows 
them time to cure the crop from the disease before it can affect 
the majority of the crop. The model allows the farmer to get 
an accurate classification of the disease in order to take the 
appropriate countermeasures. Since farmers are able to detect 
and prevent spread of the disease, this helps to boost crop 
yield and furthermore helps in improving the economy. 

In future more real time data can be collected using drones 
and robots and apply classification technique to get more 
accurate results and deploying the model in real time in 
agriculture field which will help farmers from huge loss due to 
diseases. 
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Abstract—An approach for heart diagnosis based on weighted 

clustering is presented in this paper. The existing heart diagnosis 

approach develops a decision based on correlation of feature 

vector of a querying sample with available knowledge to the 

system. With increase in the learning data to the system the 

search overhead increases. This tends to delay in decision 

making. The linear mapping is improved by the clustering 

process of large database information. However, the issue of data 

clustering is observed to be limited with increase in training 

information and characteristic of learning feature. To overcome 

the issue of accurate clustering, a weighted clustering approach 

based on gain factor is proposed. This approach updates the 

cluster information based on dual factor monitoring of distance 

and gain parameter. The presented approach illustrates an 

improvement in the mining performance in terms of accuracy, 

sensitivity and recall rate. 

Keywords—Learning approach; weighted clustering; heart 

disease diagnosis; gain factor 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Heart diseases are rapidly increasing in recent past due to 
uneven living style and a highly variant environment 
conditions. The automaton of heart diagnosis for an early 
alarming is hence a primal need in today‟s leaving. The 
advancement in recent technologies in data mining has brought 
out new possibilities of early diagnosis and alarming of heart 
disorderness based on vital parameter analysis. The existing 
system uses the past learning parameters from a large database 
in making decision to monitoring values. However the rapid 
increases in data set and the availability of new data exchange 
and storage facilities constraint the mining performance due to 
large search overhead. Hence, an enchantment to the existing 
approach of data mining is required in making decisions to 
Heart diagnosis. In developing approach for automation in 
heart diagnosis and early alarming various methods were 
presented in past. In context to the development of learning 
approach for heart diseases in [1] a new classification model 
based on feature fusion model is presented. The features of 
vital parameters in heart diagnosis are fused with medical 
monitored parameters for improvising the accuracy. In [2] a 
semantic co-ranking process for heart disease diagnosis is 
presented. This approach is however limited with the diversity 
in data base entry. In [3] a fast convergence learning approach 
based on distance parameter is presented. In [4] a decision 
system based of Bergman divergence condition in training and 
testing for heart disease diagnosis is presented. The distance 
parameters in feature vectors are used in developing a decision. 

In [5,6] a matrix learning approach for co-ranking of data base 
features is presented. The approach outlines a random walk 
method in deriving the best possible decision for given test 
parameters. A modified divergence approach is proposed in 
[7]. This approach develops a hyper graph model for 
classification using learning of feature vector matrix. The 
diversity of feature vector in database however limits the 
proposed approach of classification. In [8] a relevance coding 
for heart disease diagnosis is presented. This approach 
develops a classification model based in the distribution of 
feature vectors in a wider domain. In [9, 10] a decision system 
based on personalized information in cardiovascular 
disorderness is presented. This approach addressed the 
variation parameter of learning feature in making decision. In 
[11] an approach of diagnosis for heart disease using semantic 
features is proposed. This approach defines a new relevance 
coding based on feature correlation and re-ranking operation in 
large dataset for heart diseases diagnosis. A fusion approach 
for process features based on the variation of feature vector is 
outlined in [12, 13]. The presented approach defines a 
correlative function model based on the magnitude parameter 
of vitals given. The issue of scaling and varying diversity is not 
been addressed in the presented approach. In [14] an approach 
of random updation and mapping for feature vector in heart 
disease diagnosis is presented. The presented approach limits 
the misclassification performance by a robust online diagnosis 
of feature vector. In [15] a naive Bayes method for heart 
disease diagnosis is presented. This proposed approach 
develops a classification approach based on hidden knowledge 
based on continuous data in the database. In [16] content based 
represented of vital parameters for heart disease diagnosis is 
presented. This approach monitors the variation among the 
feature parameters in developing a rank value for decision 
making. The increase in data base feature is observed to be 
effective in learning performance, however, the constraint of 
search overhead and misclassification performance under 
semantic feature limits the current mining approaches in early 
diagnosis for heart disease. To improve the performance based 
on search overhead, delay and accuracy metric a new weighted 
clustering approach based on cluster gain parameter is 
proposed. In [19] new MAE approach is developed to estimate 
the heart disease estimation using machine learning algorithms. 
For prediction of health system and risk different machine 
learning approaches are outlined in [20]. The existing approach 
of machine learning based on feature values used for training. 
The training overhead of the classification system is based on 
the number of learning features used. The more details of 
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feature value results to higher accuracy however with a cost of 
processing overhead. Towards minimizing feature overhead, in 
a recent approach [18] a feature fusion approach is developed 
based on data and feature values. The fusion model is 
developed based on the magnitude of each parameter in 
observation. The fusion model minimizes the processing 
overhead by reducing the number of training features; however 
the proposed approach is developed based on discrete 
monitoring value of the vitals. Wherein fusion model 
minimizes the processing overhead, the fusion of feature based 
on magnitude is limited with external distortion. A deviation in 
magnitude value due to a spike or jitter results to a 
misclassification. The effect of distortion is hence needed to be 
minimized to improve estimation accuracy. With the objective 
of improving the fusion accuracy and noise suppression a new 
time variant feature value with medical significance 
characteristic is proposed. This proposed approach presented a 
new mean of feature fusion using a time line monitoring of 
feature variation and observing the classification improved due 
to the fusion. The rest of this paper is outlined in six sections. 
The existing feature clustering approach and heart diagnosis 
approach is presented in Section II. Section III outlines the 
approach of proposed heart diagnosis using weighted clustering 
approach. Section IV presents the results obtained for the 
developed system. A discussion to the observations obtained is 
presented in Section V with conclusion briefed in Section VI. 

II. HEART DISEASE DIAGNOSIS 

In an early detection of heart disease the learning features 
of data base has a vital role. In this presented work Cleveland 
dataset [17] is used for learning and analysis of the developed 
approaches. 

A. Dataset Description 

As observed, there are multiple observing parameters for 
diagnosis for heart diseases. In [17] multiple physiological 
parameters is presented for early diagnosis of heart disease. For 
the implementation of the proposed work Cleveland Dataset is 
used. Most of the researchers used this Cleveland Dataset as 
the benchmark dataset. The dataset consists of 76 attributes out 
of which majority of Computational Techniques have chosen 
only 14 attributes. The 14 attributes that we have considered 
along with their details are as follows: 

1) Age: A slow varying parameter specifying patient age. 

2) Sex: A non-varying parameter specifying male or 

female patient. 

3) Chest pain (CP): this is of four types, Typical angina 

(angina), Atypical angina (abnang), Non-anginal pain (notang), 

or Asymptomatic (asympt) pain. The conditions of this feature 

are defined by the past monitoring of patient history and pain 

in chest with illness conditions. 

4) Trestbps: the BP condition of a patient under rest 

condition. 

5) Chol: Defines cholesterol level in mg/dl in a patient. 

6) Fbs: Fasting blood sugar level. 

7) Restecg: This gives the patient ECG under rest 

condition. 

8) Thalach: This defines the maximum heart rate observed. 

9) Exang: A Boolean parameter defining the induced 

angina in exercise. 

10) Oldpeak: Depression value obtained during exercise. 

11) Slope: The slop parameter defines the ST region during 

exercise. 

12) Ca: Indicate numbers of major vessels defined by 

fluoroscopy. 

13) Thal: Indicates the heart status condition of a patient. 

14) Num: (class attribute) values are 0 for healthy and 1, 2, 

3, 4 for unhealthy. 

The Cleveland heart disease dataset has five class attributes 
indicating either healthy or one of four sick types. 

In the existing approach the parameters are developed for 
feature fusion to reduce the processing overhead, where the 
features are fused based on the data level and feature level of 
the observation. Wherein the fusion is based on the numerical 
and normalized values of the parameters, the fusion are 
magnitude based. This fusion limits the observation to a 
discrete time observation which has the probability of error in 
real time diagnosis. 

In this work a new feature fusion approach is proposed 
based on the time line characteristic of measuring parameter in 
consideration with medical significance of the feature. This 
approach fuse the features based on the medical significance 
and time line variation of the monitoring parameter which 
results in more accurate decision at a lesser processing time 
compared to existing approach. 

A single feature taken in isolation cannot figure out all 
individuals‟ risk of heart disease. Hence many features are 
required to diagnose it. Among the observed parameters 
features such as cholesterol, heart rate, hypertension (blood 
pressure), resting ECG, diabetes, blood sugar, stress, exercise 
induced angina and old age are significant in predicting heart 
disease. Out of these factors, eight of them are medically 
significant from the list of Cleveland heart disease dataset [18]. 
They are age, chest pain type, resting blood pressure, fasting 
blood sugar, cholesterol, maximum heart rate, resting heart rate 
and exercise induced angina. If medically significant features 
were neglected, then it has every chance to run into the risk of 
incorrect diagnosis. Cleveland heart disease data has got both 
continuous and discrete types of data. In the classification stage 
a deep learning approach is made to cluster the observing 
parameters and perform classification based on the modified 
feature set. For this cause, the testing accuracy of medical 
feature fusion with a weighted clustering is compared with the 
existing approach. The accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, recall, 
precision and F-measure parameters were used in evaluation of 
the classification performance. 

B. Diagnosis Process 

The process of heart disease diagnosis is developed based 
on the training feature and the classification method applied. In 
the presented diagnosis system a set of feature from Cleveland 
dataset is used for diagnosis. The process of decision making is 
developed based on the normalized distance metric as outlined 
in [1]. For a set of feature vector (Fv) given as, 

Fv= {f v1,1, f v1,2, ….. , fvnl,nl}            (1) 
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The classification is obtained using distance metric. The 
decision is derived using the minimization function of distance 
vector given as, 

                                           (2) 

Where, 

    defines the eclidian distance faotrgivne as, 

Euclidian Distance,        √∑     
                (3) 

Where,     is query sample feature, and  

  is the trained database feature. 

A normalized distance factor for the decision using Max-
Min criterion is used given as, 

                   
                             

                              
          (4) 

Here, „dist‟ represents Euclidian distance of feature of test 
sample and database trained features. The distance on testing 
feature (   ), selected feature set (   ) and database feature (F) is 
computed. dmax, dmin indicate maximum and minimum 
Euclidian distance of testing signal with dataset feature. The 
decision is develop as a normalized ratio of maximum and 
minimum distance parameter of testing and training feature 
vectors. 

The equations are an exception to the prescribed 
specifications of this template. You will need to determine 
whether or not your equation should be typed using either the 
Times New Roman or the Symbol font (please no other font). 
To create multileveled equations, it may be necessary to treat 
the equation as a graphic and insert it into the text after your 
paper is styled. 

III. WEIGHTED CLUSTERING WITH TIME LINE MONITORING 

The distance based classification has a limitation of 
arbitrary variation in the magnitude of feature vector and a 
large search overhead due to linear search over the database. 
To overcome the addressed issue, a weighted clustering 
approach based on gain parameter is presented. In the 
representation of database information in a classification 
process, the raw database is mapped to a normalized feature set 
which has a normalized effect of magnitude variation. The 
process of feature monitoring is presented in “Fig. 1”. 

The updation normalized feature is derived as a mean 
difference of feature vector. 

For a set of randomly distributed feature vector   
  
 the 

normalization is given by, 

                   ∑ ∑ ‖     ̅̅ ̅‖
 

    
 
             (5) 

Here,    is the feature vector in database and   ̅̅ ̅ defines 
the mean of dataset given by,  

  ̅   
 

 
∑                     (6) 

In the retrieval process the updated features are correlated 
over a set of test sample feature in making distance following 

minimum distance criterion. The illustration of search process 
is shown in “Fig. 2”. 

The distance vector is computed as a correlation metric C, 
given by, 

          √∑          
  

               (7) 

Where, the classification is developed based on the 
correlation of the feature vector (    ) and selected feature 

cluster (     for i
th
 test feature vector. However, the search 

overhead is considerably high for a large database. To 
minimize the effect a clustering approach is proposed. This 
presented approach cluster the available dataset into k-clusters 
based on the distance metric and the gain parameter. The 
cluster gain (CGn) attained due to updation in cluster is given 
by, 

     
            |     

      
             (8) 

Here, R defines the redundancy of a feature. The 
redundancy of a feature in a class is defined by the redundancy 
factor (R) given by, 

       ∑           (      )
 
              (9) 

where       is the probability function, and        defines 
the probability of i

th
 information in a cluster  . 

The magnitude variation has a direct impact on the 
clustering performance hence a weighted updated of the feature 
vector is used given as, 

           √∑           
  

            (10) 

The weight parameter defines the tuning of the computed 
gain for an information    under magnitude variation given by, 

                
 
              (11) 

 

Fig. 1. Mapping Process for Feature Vector. 

 

Fig. 2. Search Correlation over the Updated Dataset. 
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The weight parameter is updated by the distance 
parameter            . 

The convergence of the updation is given as a 
maximization function of cluster gain given as, 

          (            
)          (12) 

The cluster values are updated based on the convergence of 
the feature value monitored for a period of time. For a time 
period the aggregated gain is computed and the cluster is 
updated based on the maximum cluster gain of a class. The 
classification of the developed system is performed using a 
multi class support vector machine (SVM). The decision is 
made for a set of training feature passed to the SVM 
architecture. 

IV. RESULT OBSERVATION 

The testing of developed approach is made over a 
Cleveland dataset where 1/3

rd
 part of the database is used for 

training and remaining is used for testing. The approach 
presented is outlined in Matlab tool and validated for the 
retrieval Accuracy (Acc), sensitivity, specificity, Recall Rate, 
F-measure and computation time parameter. The parameters 
are computed as, 

    
     

           
           (13) 

The sensitivity is given, 

             
  

     
           (14) 

The specificity is given as, 

             
  

     
           (15) 

Recall rate is given by,  

                             (16) 

The precision is given as, 

                                (17) 

And F_Measure is computed as, 

                                         
                      (18) 

The observing parameters are developed with the observing 
factors listed in Table I. 

The confusion matrix for the heart diagnosis is illustrated in 
Table II. 

TABLE I. OBSERVATION FACTOR 

(True Positive) TP True match of test query feature and training feature 

(True Negative) 

TN 

False match of test query feature with true training 

feature 

(False Negative) 

FN 
False match of test query feature and training feature 

(false positive) FP 
True match of negative test query feature and training 
feature 

TABLE II. CONFUSION MATRIX FOR HEART DIAGNOSIS 

observation True match False match 

True match TP FP 

False match TN FN 

The observation for the developed system is computed for 
different test cases measuring the evaluating parameters. The 
observation for the developed approach under different test 
cases of healthy, type-1, type-2, type-3 and type-4 attributes is 
listed in Table III. 

The developed approach of weighted cluster based 
classification is compared with the existing approach of 
random clustering and linear searching method. Observation 
plots for the healthy case samples are shown in “Fig. 3-10”. 

“Fig. 3” shows the accuracy comparison obtained for the 
developed approaches in comparisons with the existing 
classification approach of linear search and random clustering. 
The linear search method correlates the test feature vector to 
the database feature in a linear manner and develops decision 
based on the maximum correlation value. The average distance 
of the mapping is considered in making the decision. Random 
clustering is developed based on the manual selection of 
features for classification. The set of features are manually 
picked from the test sample to pass to the classifier model for 
decision. The observation of accuracy illustrated an 
improvement of 8% as compared to random clustering and 
18% as compared from linear search method. 

The Sensitivity of the developed method is shown in 
“Fig. 4”. The proposed method shows a Sensitivity of 91% 
wherein the existing approach of linear search and random 
clustering shows a Sensitivity of 87% and 77% respectively. 

TABLE III. ANALYSIS OF DEVELOPED CLASSIFICATIONS FOR CASE 

HEALTHY TYPE 

Method 
Accurac

y (%) 

Sensit

ivity 

Specificit

y 

Recal

l 

Preci

sion 

Time 

(sec) 

Linear 
search 

method 

70.42 0.77 0.45 0.77 0.79 0.64 

Random 
cluster 

86.09 0.91 0.48 0.91 0.92 0.43 

Weighted 

Cluster 
90.08 0.94 0.5 0.94 0.95 0.27 

 

Fig. 3. Observation of Accuracy Plot for Healthy Case. 
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Fig. 4. Observation of Sensitivity Plot for Healthy Case. 

 

Fig. 5. Observation of Specificity Plot for Healthy Case 

The specificity of the developed method is shown in 
“Fig. 5”. The proposed method shows a specificity of 51%. 
The existing approach of linear search and random clustering 
shows a specificity of 46% and 44%, respectively. 

The recall rate plot is shown in “Fig. 6”. The proposed 
method obtain a recall rate of 91% and the existing approach of 
linear search and random clustering shows a recall rate of 89% 
and 77%, respectively. 

The Precision of the developed method is shown in 
“Fig. 7”. The proposed method shows a Precision of 93% 
wherein the existing approach of linear search and random 
clustering shows a Precision of 1% and 79% respectively. An 
analysis of the developed approach for different test types is 
summarized in Table IV. 

Processing time defined as the computation time for 
classification is shown in “Fig. 8”. The proposed method takes 
a computation time of 0.26 sec in classification, wherein the 
existing approach of linear search and random clustering 
observe a computation time of 0.43 and 0.65 sec, respectively. 

 

Fig. 6. Observation of Recall Plot for Healthy Case. 

 

Fig. 7. Observation of Precision Plot for Healthy Case. 

TABLE IV. ANALYSIS OF DEVELOPED CLASSIFICATIONS FOR CASES TYPE-1-4 

Case Type Method Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Recall Precision Time (sec) 

Type - 1 

Linear search method 77.35 0.82 0. 81 0.87 0.52 0.64 

Random cluster 85.22 0.91 0.84 0.87 0.421 0.43 

Weighted Cluster 89.08 0.93 0.95 0.98 0.745 0.27 

Type - 2 

Linear search method 83.35 0.89 0.78 0.77 0.65 0.58 

Random cluster 86.22 0.86 0.84 0.87 0.72 0.41 

Weighted Cluster 90.08 0.94 0.95 0.91 0.85 0.20 

Type - 3 

Linear search method 79.35 0.86 0.82 0.83 0.77 0.78 

Random cluster 86.22 0.91 0.84 0.89 0.84 0.56 

Weighted Cluster 91.08 0.95 0.91 0.93 0.89 0.31 

Type - 4 

Linear search method 63.35 0.67 0.78 0.79 0.78 0.81 

Random cluster 88.22 0.88 0.84 0.88 0.90 0.53 

Weighted Cluster 92.08 0.95 0.92 0.91 0.94 0.33 
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Fig. 8. Observation of Processing Time (Sec) Plot for Healthy Case 

 

Fig. 9. Observation of Accuracy Plot for Type 1-4 Case. 

Observation for four types of effects refereed in Cleveland 
data set is compared for accuracy. The observation plot for 
accuracy for the three developed classification approach shown 
in “Fig. 9”. The observation shows an accuracy of 89% for 
type-190% for type-2, 91% for type-3 and 92% for type-4 
cases. 

Observation plot for Sensitivity for the three developed 
classification approach shown in “Fig. 10”. The observations 
show a Sensitivity of 93% for type-1, 94% for type-2, 95% for 
type-3 and 95% for type-4 cases. 

For Specificity for the three developed classification 
approach is shown in “Fig. 11”. The observations show a 
Specificity of 95% for type-1, 95% for type-2, 91% for type-3 
and 92% for type-4 cases. 

Recall for the three developed classification approach is 
shown in “Fig. 12”. The observations show a Recall of 98% for 
type-1, 91% for type-2, 93% for type-3 and 91% for type-4 
cases. 

Precision for the three developed classification approach is 
shown in “Fig. 13”. The observations show a precision of 74% 
for type-1, 85% for type-2, 89% for type-3 and 94% for type-4 
cases. 

Processing time for the three developed classification 
approach is shown in “Fig. 14”. The observations show a 
Processing time of 0.27 sec for type-1, 0.20sec for type-2, 
0.31sec for type-3 and 0.33 sec for type-4 cases. 

 

Fig. 10. Observation of Sensitivity Plot for type 1-4 Case. 

 

Fig. 11. Observation of Specificity Plot for type 1-4 Case. 

 

Fig. 12. Observation of Recall Plot for Type 1-4 Case. 

 

Fig. 13. Observation of Precision Plot for Type 1-4 Case. 
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Fig. 14. Observation of Processing Time Plot for Type 1-4 Case. 

V. DISCUSSION 

Diagnosis of heart disease based on the vitals measured is a 
primary need for automated diagnosis and classification 
system. In the presented work a weighted clustering approach 
for feature fusion is proposed. The analysis of the proposed 
approach for classification accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, 
recall, precision and computation time resulted in more 
efficient observations compared to the existing approach of 
linear search and random clustering method. The process of 
time line monitoring and denoising results in faster processing 
resulting g in a minimization of 0.4sec in processing time 
compared to linear search method. The accuracy of 
classification is observed to improve by 20% compared to 
linear search method. For varying test type parameters from 1-
4 it is observed that higher accuracy for type 4 case is 
observed. The test time is lower for type-1 case. Wherein the 
classification due to linear search has high search time, 
clustering based approach is suitable in minimizing the 
processing time with higher accuracy. The random clustering 
selects the features from the list of observation based on the 
magnitude values. The distortion impacts the retrieval 
accuracy. However, the proposed approach illustrates higher 
classification accuracy with lower time of processing. The 
analysis is focus on testing the proposed method onto real time 
vital parameters as future work. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The diagnosis of heart disease using weighted clustering is 
presented in this paper. The approach of weight updation and 
clustering of large database feature based on cluster gain factor 
is proposed. This approach developed a new clustering 
approach of a distributed feature set in Cleveland data set into 
specified cluster to improve the classification performance. The 
search overhead in mining of features for classification is 
minimized by the formations of sub clusters. The decision 
approach of feature update into cluster is made more accurate 
with the dual factor of class attribute and cluster gain factor. 
The observations of the developed system illustrated an 
improvement in accuracy for the proposed system compared to 
existing approach with a reduced time of computation due to 
cluster search approach. 
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Abstract—Eliciting software system development 

requirements is a challenging task as the information is from 

various resources. The most constructive resource is the 

stakeholders of the system to be developed. It is critical yet time-

consuming to capture essential requirements to realize a reliable 

and workable software system. The crowd-based Requirements 

Engineering (crowd-based RE) approach adapts the 

crowdsourcing technique to access an extensive range of 

stakeholders and save time, especially for the generic type system 

with no clear stakeholder. This paper presents current research 

efforts and challenges in crowd-based RE. A systematic literature 

review method is adopted to explore literature based on two 

specific research questions. The first question aimed at 

identifying research efforts on crowd-based RE, and the second 

question focused on the main challenges discovered in pursuing 

crowd-based RE. The findings from the literature review show 

that many efforts have been made to explore and further 

improve crowd-based RE. This paper provides a foundation to 

pursue research in improving crowdsourcing techniques for the 

benefit of requirements engineering. 

Keywords—Crowd-based requirement engineering; 

requirements engineering; requirements elicitation; software 

engineering; crowdsourcing; review 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Requirement Engineering (RE) is the first and the most 
crucial phase in a software development project, and the 
process must be performed to ensure quality software 
requirements. A study [7] stated that a poorly engineered 
requirements process contributes immensely to the failure of 
software projects. It is also said that projects that undermine 
RE suffer or are likely to suffer from failures, challenges, and 
other risks [36]. 

Requirements collected must be correct, complete, and 
concise to ensure the success of the developed software 
system. To do that, requirement engineers need to specify the 
stakeholders and ensure they participate in providing the 
requirements [3]. The process is challenging as it needs to 
gather and translate the imprecise, incomplete needs and 
wishes of the stakeholders into complete, precise, and formal 

specifications. In the case of requirements from the crowd 
being welcome and deemed helpful in ensuring preferred 
system features are incorporated, the crowdsourcing technique 
is beneficial. The term crowdsourcing is introduced to portray 
the concept of outsourcing that describes a distributed 
problem-solving approach online with a large number of 
people [1]. Due to the advancement in Internet technology, 
crowdsourcing is now an emerging technique that has been 
actively studied and adapted in various domains such as 
software engineering, social innovation, and education. While 
the crowdsourcing technique is gaining popularity in multiple 
domains [2], requirements engineering should also benefit 
since crowdsourcing makes it possible to reach out to many 
stakeholders to voice out their needs and expectations towards 
a particular software system. 

However, there is always a catch to benefit from such an 
emerging technique. While much information is good, issues 
like overloading, coverage, unknown source, and unreliable 
information need to be taken care of while eliciting 
requirements from the crowd. How are we going to ensure that 
the information we receive is enough? Is it from reliable 
resources? Is the information meaningful? Is it reliable? We 
have to deal with these challenges while eliciting requirements 
through crowdsourcing techniques since the Internet has no 
boundary. 

Therefore, the ultimate aim of this paper is to provide an 
insight for further exploration and contribution towards 
strengthening crowd-based requirements engineering. The 
expected contributions of this research are: 

1) To discover research efforts on crowdsourcing that have 

been done to empower requirements engineering in the years 

range from 2008 until 2021. We intend to discover the RE 

activities supported by crowdsourcing. 

2) To present the chronology of research efforts to 

recognize issues and improvement in crowd-based 

requirements engineering thus far. The findings will be helpful 

to identify the research gaps that form a basis for future crowd-

based RE research. 

*Corresponding Author 
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Following the introduction, Section II explains the 
background of the study. This is followed by Section III, which 
elaborates on the systematic literature review method. 
Section IV presents the review results, and Section V 
elaborates on the discussion. Finally, Section VI concludes the 
paper. 

II. BACKGROUND 

Traditional RE adopts conventional techniques such as 
interviews, surveys, document analysis, workshops, and 
brainstorming. To elicit requirements through these traditional 
techniques are challenging and costly in term of time and 
effort. The chances to miss out on essential requirements from 
the key stakeholders are also very high due to resource 
constraints to implement adequate RE. Therefore, many types 
of research are conducted to enhance the user involvement in 
the RE process within limited resources [6]. 

In line with the available Internet technology and how 
information is exchanged nowadays, it is only reasonable that 
the RE techniques have evolved. Besides, people are now very 
much exposed to doing things online, from communication to 
paying bills and even controlling smart facilities from a 
distance. The rapid rise in Internet, mobile and social media 
applications makes it even more possible to provide channels 
to link a large pool of highly diversified and physically 
distributed stakeholders, especially potential users, for the 
system to be developed [5]. 

Crowdsourcing is an evolving paradigm that provides help 
to gather enormous and functional software requirements. 
Crowdsourcing makes it possible to reach out to many 
stakeholders to offer or voice their needs and expectations 
towards a particular software system. By adopting 
crowdsourcing, we reduce the risk of missing essential 
requirements from specific key stakeholders. In [1], J. Howe 
introduced the term crowdsourcing, adapted from the concept 
of outsourcing that describes a distributed problem-solving 
approach online with the involvement of a large number of 
people. In [34], M. Hosseini et al. mentioned four critical 
features of crowdsourcing: the crowd; people participating in 
the crowdsourcing activity, the crowdsourcer; the party that 
owns the task, the crowdsourcing task, and the crowdsourcing 
platform; the setting where the mission is accomplished. 
Crowdsourcing is gathering works, information, and opinions 
from the public through the Internet, social media, and 
smartphone apps [8]. According to U.S. Ghanyni et al. in [3], 
crowdsourcing offers a wide range of expertise and talents, 
making it the best way to collect requirements and improve 
user involvement. In 2015, the term Crowd-Based 
Requirements Engineering, also known as CrowdRE, was 
coined [10]. After that, in [9], E.C. Groen et al. defined 
CrowdRE as an umbrella term for automated or semi-
automated RE approach for gathering and analyzing 
information from a crowd to derive validated user 
requirements. 

Due to the numerous benefits of crowdsourcing, crowd-
based RE is becoming popular and a meaningful way to be 
applied in the RE process, especially in requirement elicitation 
activity. This is because every stakeholder will get the 
opportunity to propose their expectations of the software [11]. 

Hence, the gathered requirements will be complete in 
representing sufficient stakeholders’ perspectives and 
perceptions compared to limited input from selected 
stakeholders. 

In line with that, J.A. Khan et al. in [5] supported the fact 
that there is a growing interest in crowd-based RE. Therefore, 
further research to improve the crowd-based RE is relevant for 
better service to the software engineering community. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

This section describes our literature survey process based 
on a systematic literature review method [12], which drives 
research questions through searching, filtering, and analysis 
processes. The literature exploration is presented through two 
research questions. 

A. Research Questions 

Due to the growing interest in crowd-based RE, this paper 
presents current research efforts and challenges to explore 
further opportunities to improve RE through crowdsourcing. 
The research questions addressed by this study are as follow: 

RQ 1 What researches have been done in crowdsourcing 

for RE? 

To answer RQ1, we conduct a literature review 

aimed at identifying research efforts on crowd-based 

RE. 

RQ 2 What are the challenges and limitations of current 

research in crowd-based RE? 

To answer RQ2, we look at the issues encountered in 

the recent crowd-based RE researches. 

B. Search Process 

This sub-section explains the searching strategies of this 
literature survey. The search is done manually through popular 
and familiar digital libraries and databases as listed below: 

1) IEEE Xplore (ieeexplore.iee.org). 

2) ScienceDirect (sciencedirect.com). 

3) Springer (Springerlink.com). 

4) Google Scholar (scholar.google.com). 

5) ACM Digital Library (dl.acm.org). 

The searching included leading conferences, workshops, 
and journals that meet the search criteria. The search strings are 
based on the research questions and relevant keywords related 
to search areas such as requirements engineering, 
crowdsourcing, crowd-based and crowd-centric. We are aware 
that many articles about this topic are also posted on blogs, 
magazines, and newspapers, but we only focus on academic 
publications for this literature review. Besides, only papers 
written in English are covered. 

C. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

Both research questions were answered by searching 
relevant research papers through meaningful keywords. The 
keywords from the primary studies were used to find more 
articles related to the research. Also, synonyms and alternative 
words were used to optimize the search of related works. The 
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general keywords used to search the associated articles were 
“crowd* AND requirement*.” We used the combination 
crowd* AND requirement* search term to ensure we managed 
to obtain as many relevant results as possible. The search gave 
us various reliable journals and conference proceedings 
covering issues in crowdsourcing for requirements engineering. 
Fig. 1 shows the number of research articles from 2008 until 
2021. It shows the ascending pattern in crowd* AND 
requirement* search terms. Hence, we can conclude that many 
researchers are interested in this area, and crowdsource in RE 
is gaining popularity year by year. 

Upon completing the searching process, we filtered the 
findings to related works only. We have included 20 primary 
studies that proposed approaches to automate the RE activities 
through crowdsourcing techniques. Fig. 2 shows the 
distribution over the years the studies have been published. 
Referring to our search, no effort has been proposed in 2009, 
2013, and 2016, but the number of proposed efforts spiked in 
2019. In 2020, however, only one proposed effort was 
discovered. Fig. 2 shows that researchers never stop exploring 
this area and proposed solutions that make use of the 
advantages in crowdsourcing to overcome or at least minimize 
problems in RE. Therefore, we believe that it is worth the 
effort to explore this area for the benefit of RE. 

 

Fig. 1. Number of Research Articles. 

 

Fig. 2. Efforts on Approaches to Automate the RE Activities. 

IV. REVIEW RESULTS 

A. Research Question 1: What Researches have been done in 

Crowdsourcing for RE? 

As we know, the ultimate idea of the crowd-based RE 
approach is to obtain input or feedback from the crowd who 
uses the software [35]. The crowdsourcing technique allows 
access to diverse stakeholders and can gain broader and up-to-
date information about users’ expectations toward the system 
to be developed [33]. 

To answer this research question, we conduct a literature 
review to identify the RE activities supported by 
crowdsourcing. We reviewed 20 primary researches that 
related to crowd-based RE efforts. Table I provides an 
overview of the efforts of crowd-based RE approaches, and the 
table also covers the RE activities supported by the efforts. 

TABLE I. CROWD-BASED RE APPROACHES/TOOLS/PLATFORM 

Approach/ 
Tool/ 

Platform 

Description 
Supported 
RE 

Activity 

Source 

WikiWinWin 

Wiki-based system for 

collaborative 
requirements negotiation 

 Elicitation 

 Analysis 

 Specification 

[13] 

StakeNet 

Using social networks to 

analyze the stakeholders 

of large-scale software 
projects 

 Analysis [14] 

StakeSource 

A web-based tool that 

automates stakeholder 
analysis 

 Analysis [15] 

StakeSource 2.0 

A web-based tool that 

utilizes social networks 

and collaborative filtering 
to identify and prioritize 

requirements 

 Analysis [16] 

iRequire 

An application that 

gathers requirements to 
develop new mobile apps 

 Elicitation 

 Analysis 
[17] 

StakeRare 

Use social network and 

collaborative filtering for 

large-scale requirements 
elicitation 

 Analysis [18] 

CrowdREquire 

A web-based platform 

that supports RE using 

crowdsourcing concept 

 Elicitation 

 Validation 
[4] 

AppEcho 

A user feedback approach 

for mobile platforms and 

applications 
 Elicitation [19] 

Refine 

A platform that uses 
gamification for 

participatory 

requirements engineering 

 Elicitation 

 Analysis 
[20] 

FAME 

a framework for the 

combined and 
simultaneous collection 

of feedback and 

monitoring data in web 
and mobile contexts to 

support continuous 

requirements elicitation 

 Elicitation [21] 
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CRUISE 

 A platform for 

crowdsourcing 
Requirements 

Elicitation and 

evolution 

 Elicitation [22] 

Effective 

classification 
methodology 

An approach to 
classifying user requests 

into corresponding 

requirement types 

 Elicitation 

 Analysis 
[11] 

GARUSO 

 a gamification 

approach for 
involving 

stakeholders outside 

organizational reach 
in requirements 

engineering. 

 Elicitation 

 Analysis 
[23] 

CREeLS 

A framework of the 
necessary elements of 

crowdsourcing suggesting 

specific tools for each 
component, and a phased 

approach to implementing 

the framework in the 
requirement elicitation 

activity for eLearning 

System 

 Elicitation 

 Analysis 
[24] 

SUPERSEDE 

provides advances on 

end-user feedback, 
contextual data analysis, 

and decision-making 

support in software 
evolution and adaptation  

 Elicitation 

 Analysis 
[25] 

Classification 

model 

The proposed 

classification model 
collects feedbacks from 

the crowd, and the 

feedback will be analyzed 
by applying data mining 

techniques. Finally, the 

proposed model will 

classify the feedbacks 

into functional and non-

functional requirements. 

 Elicitation 

 Analysis 
[28] 

Continuous 

Requirements-
Elicitation 

Methodology 

The proposed 

methodology captures 

and analyzes user 
feedback and comments 

on social networks such 

as Twitter for software 
systems in use and then 

extracts potential 

requirements.  

 Elicitation 

 Analysis 
[29] 

Automated 

Feature 

Identification 

The proposed solution is 

a tool-supported approach 

that analyzes apps and 
associated feedback on 

the feature level. This 

information is used to 

inspire the development 

of new apps and, in 

particular, to suggest 
features for developing 

similar new apps. 

 Elicitation 

 Analysis 
[31] 

Crowdsourced 

RE Platform for 

User Story (US) 
Authoring 

investigate how a 

crowdsourced RE 

platform can enable the 
crowd to provide 

requirements by using 

one of the RE artifacts’ 
type, the US.  

 Elicitation [32] 

KMar Crowd 

a CrowdRE platform 

called the KMar Crowd is 

applied in governmental 

organizations to discover 

the needs and wishes of 

user groups for a 
particular IT product. 

 Elicitation [30] 

WikiWinWin was proposed by [13], which adapts the 
Wiki-based system that allows anybody to provide input to the 
platform. There are two types of primary users which are 
Shapers and Personal Knowledge Contributors (PKC). Shapers 
are the skilled stakeholders who contribute ideas, motivate 
PKC to express ideas, moderate the negotiation process, 
integrating, filtering, organizing, and rewriting contributions of 
others. While PKCs are the participants who contribute ideas 
and negotiate win conditions. The participants have to be 
invited to join in. At the end of the process, a software 
requirement description is produced. 

StakeNet, StakeSource, and StakeRare concerned with 
stakeholder analysis. These tools are to carefully filter the 
stakeholder that participates in the project to contribute input 
for the requirements. Stakeholders are the source of the 
requirements, and we do not want to miss out on any crucial 
stakeholders to ensure the project's success [15]. 

iRequire and AppEcho enable mobile phone users to 
contribute feedback. These tools concern the end-user's 
involvement in obtaining the input and the context of the 
gathered information. For these tools, anybody who uses a 
mobile phone may participate in contributing the feedbacks. 

Feedback Acquisition and Monitoring Enabler (FAME) 
also uses feedback and monitors the information to elicit new 
requirements. This tool is more to obtaining requirements for 
software evolution. FAME was developed as part of the 
SUPERSEDE EU project. 

REfine, CrowdREquire, and CRUISE are concerned with 
stakeholder analysis and obtaining input from the invited 
stakeholder. Stakeholders can only participate through an 
invitation from the project owner. These tools incentivize the 
participant to motivate them to keep contributing to the project. 
REfine, and CRUISE applies game element while 
CrowdREquire offers a financial reward. 

GARUSO approach uses a strategy for identifying 
stakeholders outside the organizational reach and a social 
media platform that applies gamification for motivating these 
stakeholders to participate in RE activities. 

The SUPERSEDE (Supporting Evolution and Adaptation 
of Personalized Software by Exploiting Contextual Data and 
End-User Feedback; supersede.eu) project is developing 
multimodal-feedback functionalities that will let a crowd of 
users provide unobtrusive in situ feedback on software 
products. A runtime approach establishes comprehensive 
techniques to monitor software products and obtain 
environmental and context data through sensors. The received 
feedback and data will be analyzed to identify relevant 
information to support decision-making during software 
evolution. Informed decisions based on the feedback and 
monitoring data will lead to products that better meet user 
needs and improve the user experience. 
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The CREeLS, an effective classification methodology, and 
classification model are concerned with classifying the 
requirements. CREeLS adapt the approach proposed in the 
effective classification methodology, especially for the 
eLearning system. The classification model collects feedbacks 
from the crowd and then classifies the feedbacks into 
functional and non-functional requirements. CREeLS, effective 
classification methodology, and classification model apply text 
mining tools to analyze unstructured text because they use 
feedback as the input, which is usually natural language. 

Continuous Requirement Elicitation Methodology and 
Automated Feature Identification also capture and analyze 
feedback from the crowd. Continuous Requirement Elicitation 
Methodology captures and analyzes user feedback and 
comments on social networks such as Twitter for a software 
system currently in use and then extracts the potential 
requirements. Automated Feature Identification examines 
feedbacks of mobile apps from the crowd to identify features 
for developing similar new apps. 

Crowdsourced RE Platform for User Story (US) Authoring 
applies one of the RE artifacts: User Story. This research 
investigates how a crowdsourced RE platform can enable the 
crowd to provide requirements through four simple self-
explanatory steps: Role, Goal, Benefit and Verification, and 
Category Selection. 

KMar Crowd is a crowd-based RE platform applied in 
governmental organizations to identify the users' needs and 
wishes for a particular IT product. When this article is written, 
the researcher of KMar Crowd does not reveal how the 
platform works and what type of information is gathered from 
the crowd. 

All the research efforts mentioned in this section applied 
diverse techniques and approaches to improve crowd-based RE 
in a specific area. More research should explore ways to utilize 
crowdsourcing and further improve RE. 

B. Research Question 2: What are the Challenges and 

Limitations of Current Research in Crowd-based RE? 

To answer this research question, we look into issues 
discovered in the current researches in crowd-based RE as 
listed in Table I. Through crowd-based RE, we can access a 
large pool of stakeholders to achieve the breadth of the 
requirements. However, some challenges need to be taken care 
of to guarantee the success of achieving the breadth of the 
requirements. As stated by D. Johnson et al. in [26], crowd-
based RE has been argued to comprise four main activities: 
motivating crowd members, eliciting feedback, analyzing 
feedback, and monitoring context and usage data. These are 
essential elements to ensure that the information collected 
covers enough perspectives and to ensure if the information is 
reliable. In general, we found two main challenges in the 
existing research: stakeholders’ coverage and information 
reliability. 

The following sub-section is presented narratively to show 
efforts evolution to overcome the challenges: 

1) Stakeholders coverage: Do we cover enough 

perspectives? The challenge here is whether or not the 

information obtained represents enough perception and 

perspectives to develop a quality system to fulfill the system's 

purposes. Discussed below are research efforts to improve 

stakeholders’ involvement to improve the coverage. 

WikiWinWin, proposed by [13], provides a platform for the 
stakeholder to vote and decide on the software requirements. 
As the stakeholder participation only through invitation, the 
issue of missing key stakeholders is still there. Moreover, the 
stakeholder who participates in a specific project must 
understand well about the project they are participating in to 
make sure they provide ideas according to the context of the 
project. Other than that, the stakeholder needs to vote for the 
ideas to make it a requirement. If the idea is not getting many 
votes, it will not be considered a requirement. Thus, the 
stakeholders involved in the project must understand and be 
well aware of the expectation for the software to be developed. 
It is indeed crucial to establish the right system and, at the 
same time to fulfill the end-users need. Therefore, in 
WikiWinWin, the challenge is to select the right and sufficient 
stakeholders to participate. Besides that, it is also a challenge to 
keep the stakeholders motivated to provide ideas and input to 
the project. 

Many software projects fail because they overlook 
stakeholders or involve the wrong representatives of significant 
stakeholders’ groups [14]. Knowing the importance of 
obtaining correct stakeholders in the software development 
project, S. L. Lim et al. in [14] proposed a tool called StakeNet 
for stakeholders’ analysis. StakeNet requires experts to identify 
stakeholders, and then, the experts have to ask them to 
recommend other stakeholders individually. Consequently, a 
social network of stakeholders based on their recommendations 
will be built. The prioritization of the stakeholders is decided 
by using various social network measures. However, this tool 
will be very costly for a large project which involves many 
stakeholders since it requires the experts to approach 
stakeholders individually to ask for recommendations. 

Aware of this issue, StackSource was introduced [15]. 
StackSource is a web-based tool that automates stakeholder 
analysis. StackSource identifies stakeholders by asking them to 
recommend other stakeholders, builds a social network of 
stakeholders from their recommendations, and prioritizes them 
using social network measures. Soon after that, S. L. Lim et al. 
in [16] proposed an enhanced version of the StackSource tool 
StackSource2.0. Besides stakeholders’ analysis, this improved 
tool is introducing another feature to do requirement elicitation 
and prioritization. In the requirements elicitation and 
prioritization feature, the tool can identify requirements by 
asking stakeholders to suggest and rate the requirements, 
recommend other requirements of interest using collaborative 
filtering, and prioritize the requirements using their ratings 
weighted by their priority in the social network. 

Later in 2012, S. L. Lim and A. Finkelstein [18] proposed a 
method known as StakeRare that uses social networks and 
collaborative filtering to identify and prioritize requirements in 
large software projects. StakeRare identifies stakeholders and 
asks them to recommend other stakeholders and stakeholder 
roles, builds a social network with stakeholders as nodes and 
their recommendations as links, and prioritizes stakeholders 
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using various social network measures to determine their 
project influence. It asks the stakeholders to rate an initial list 
of requirements, recommends other relevant requirements 
using collaborative filtering, and prioritizes their requirements 
using ratings weighted by their project influence. Recently, an 
approach named GARUSO has been proposed [23] to identify 
stakeholders outside the organizational reach. It is a social 
media platform that applies gamification to motivate related 
stakeholders to participate in RE activities. Compared to 
StakeNet, StakeSource, Stake Source2.0, and StakeRare, 
GARUSO is claimed to reach potential stakeholders from 
multiple online channels such as e-mail services and SNSs to 
identify stakeholders of a software system who are beyond the 
reach of an organization. 

CrowdREquire, REfine, and CRUISE adapt stakeholder 
analysis and requirement elicitation. Stakeholders can only 
participate through an invitation from the project owner. These 
tools provide incentivize to motivate the participants to keep 
contributing to the project. REfine, and CRUISE adapts 
gamification while CrowdREquire offers a financial reward. 
Giving incentives and rewards to encourage the participation of 
the stakeholders may cause malicious and dishonest input. This 
is because the stakeholders might vote or offer information to 
gain reward, leading to incorrect requirements. 

2) Reliable information: While much information is 

achievable through crowdsourcing, is the information useful? It 

is common knowledge that stakeholders especially end users 

are among reliable information sources from whom 

requirements are elicited. Traditionally, interviews, workshops, 

brainstorming, and survey will be conducted among the end-

users to obtain requirements. It is clearly stated that software 

system users are an essential group of stakeholders, as reported 

by M. Bano and D. Zowghi [27]. End users' involvement in 

software development life cycle (SDLC) has been suggested to 

improve requirements' quality, accuracy, and completeness to 

ensure users’ satisfaction. Presents below are research efforts 

that capture end-users input through crowdsourcing and 

introduce ways to ensure that the input is reliable. 

Earlier in 2010, N. Seyff et al. in [17] stated that end-users 
involvement is particularly relevant for early software 
engineering activities such as requirements elicitation. In that 
particular study, iRequire is introduced to capture end-user 
requirements for mobile. In 2014, an app named AppEcho was 
introduced [19]. This app is a feedback approach that enables 
users to give feedback through the android platform. The 
method allows smartphone users to actively participate in 
continuous evolution and improvement by providing individual 
feedback to developers. 

Furthermore, FAME was also introduced [21] to collect 
users’ feedback on the software product. It is a stand-alone 
feedback app for mobile devices. FAME was developed as part 
of the SUPERSEDE EU project. SUPERSEDE project is a 
runtime approach to collect and analyze user feedback. It is 
also managed to identify relevant information to decide the 
essential requirements for the next release of a product. In 2019 
Continuous Requirement Elicitation Methodology [29] and 
Automated Feature Identification [31] were proposed. Both of 

these researches use feedbacks as the primary source for the 
information. A study conducted by A. Alwadin and M. 
Asharagi in [29] collected feedback and comments from the 
crowd via Twitter for an in-use software system. They applied 
data retrieval and natural language processing (NLP) 
techniques to extract potential requirements. Automated 
Feature Identification was proposed by T. Iqbal et al. in [31] to 
identify features for developing new mobile apps. This 
research applied the app store mining technique, exploring 
crowd-generated data such as feedback on the existing apps to 
identify critical elements for creating new apps. Machine 
Learning is used to analyze the input. 

Another proposed solution introduced by C. Li et al. in [11] 
is a framework that allows information related to the software 
to be developed gathered from various sources, including 
users’ feedback on SNS, previous project documentation, and 
experts. AI techniques are applied to process the collected 
information, and finally, the requirements descriptions are 
produced. Later, N. M. Rizk et al. in [24] adapted the 
methodology introduced by [11] to proposed CREeLS. 
CREeLS is offered specifically for the eLearning System. A 
classification model was proposed in another research 
conducted by S. Taj et. al. in [28]. This model enables the 
crowd to actively participate in providing feedback which later, 
the feedbacks will be classified into functional and non-
functional requirements. 

In 2019, a study [32] proposed applying one RE artifact, 
User Story (US), in a crowd-based RE platform. It is reported 
that USs are estimated to be used by over half of the 
practitioners in the software industry to capture requirements. 
In this research, the participants are from the crowd. The 
participants have to provide information through four self-
explanatory steps: Role, Goal, Benefit and Verification, and 
Category Selection. Finally, USs are formulated by the data the 
participants provided in these four steps. The requirement 
engineering will extract the potential requirements from the 
formulated USs. 

V. DISCUSSION 

In a study, Altug [35] stated that requirement engineering is 
a crucial stage in the software development life cycle process. 
During this stage, the requirement engineer must determine the 
optimum depth and breadth to obtain quality requirements. 
Crowd-based RE is an emerging approach that can help in 
securing quality software requirements. As depicted in Table I, 
we reviewed 20 primary researches that relate to crowd-based 
RE efforts. 

In RQ1, we found that the researchers used no dominant 
techniques. However, we found that all 20 research efforts 
applied crowd-based RE in analysis, elicitation, or both. 
Analysis and elicitation are the early activities in the RE phase, 
in which the involvement of stakeholders to provide 
information is crucial. This is where crowd-based RE is 
adapted to improve and simplify the activities. We believe 
more research should be conducted to explore ways to utilize 
crowdsourcing techniques and improve the RE process. 
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As for RQ2, we discover two main challenges in the 
existing research: stakeholders' coverage and information 
reliability. 

Through the review, we discover that stakeholders' input is 
crucial to ensure that the information obtained is from genuine 
sources and reliable. Since it is challenging due to numerous 
stakeholders, many researchers are exploring ways to involve 
the various stakeholders and ease the process of getting the 
information. One of the evolving initiatives is the attempt to 
provide the stakeholders' analysis tool. Other than that, there 
are also issues of malicious stakeholders that may respond for 
their benefit. Therefore, even if we already filter the source of 
information, which is the stakeholders, at the beginning of the 
project, it does not guarantee that we can obtain quality 
requirements. On top of that, by having a diverse set of 
stakeholders, we may get more relevant and meaningful 
requirements. 

All of the crowd-based RE efforts require the users' 
involvement to obtain information. iRequire [17], AppEcho 
[19], FAME [21], SUPERSEDE [25], Classification Model 
[28], Continuous Requirement Elicitation Methodology [29] 
and Automated Feature Identification [31] fully rely on the 
users to provide data to developers. Other than that, 
Crowdsourced RE Platform for User Story (US) Authoring 
[32] also fully depends on the users’ participation. Besides 
relying on the crowd input, iRequire, AppEcho, FAME, and 
Crowdsourced RE Platform for User Story (US) Authoring 
requires substantial effort to manually perform requirements 
extraction and refinement. Thus, there are research 
opportunities to improve the requirements extraction and 
refinement process after vast information is obtained from the 
crowd. Furthermore, iRequire [17], AppEcho [19], FAME 
[21], and Automated Feature Identification [31] can be 
enhanced in the future as their current capabilities only focus 
on mobile software. 

Besides, there exist efforts that incorporating Artificial 
Intelligence techniques to process information obtained from 
the crowd to produce requirements descriptions such as 
SUPERSEDE [25], Effective Classification Methodology [11], 
CREeLS [24], Classification Model [28], Continuous 
Requirement Elicitation Methodology [29] and Automated 
Feature Identification [31] to handle reliability issues. This is 
important because the information gathered could be from 
anybody who gave their responses and feedback. We are well 
aware that anyone can hook on a web-based software system 
and mobile apps to give their responses and feedback in this 
Internet technology era. In their research, M. Bano and D. 
Zowghi [27] stated that user involvement in software 
development requires resources and careful management. If the 
user involvement is not carefully handled, it can cause issues 
and problems rather than benefits. 

There is no single approach that could solve the problem in 
the traditional RE process. Current crowd-based RE researches 
span through methods, techniques, tools, and web-based 
platforms to assist requirements engineering process in many 
ways while utilizing crowdsourcing benefits. Each of the 
efforts is unique to solve a specific problem or address the 
explicit concern in any of the requirements engineering areas. 

The efforts are made to take advantage of the crowdsourcing 
technique and the assistance of the AI technique to obtain 
quality requirements. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In summary, the researchers on crowd-based RE 
continuously explore the research area and propose new 
approaches, techniques, and tools to improve the crowd-based 
RE further. The progressing trend of the research in crowd-
based RE proves that this field has more room to improve and 
to explore. With the rapid growth of technology, particularly 
the social web and mobile technology, crowd-based RE is 
becoming more relevant and important to elicit requirements 
because more people are using the technology to communicate 
and the software developed to be used by these people must be 
reliable meeting their needs. 

A more comprehensive range of stakeholders can be 
accessed through crowdsourcing techniques to obtain valuable 
and meaningful information. Having access to a broader range 
of stakeholders can provide the breadth of knowledge that 
leads to quality requirements. 

This paper presents the literature on crowd-based RE to 
complement conventional requirement elicitation techniques to 
obtain quality requirements. The benefits and advantages of 
crowd-based RE are worth exploring to strengthen requirement 
engineering in the future. As for the researchers exploring 
crowd-based RE, this paper also summarizes the challenges 
and limitations of crowd-based RE efforts to date. 

For future works, it is beneficial to explore the utilization of 
crowd-based RE to obtain quality software requirements by 
optimizing the depth and breadth of information at a reduced 
cost of time and money. We believe crowd-based RE can 
simplify and improve the RE process to obtain quality software 
requirements that are later able to produce quality software 
systems. 
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Abstract—Misclassifying parts in the small-medium 

manufacturing enterprise can lead to serious consequences. 

Manual inspection, as currently practiced, allows for 

compromises in product traceability. Due to this condition, 

inspection of the part’s number is not digitally visible. Due to a 

lack of modern traceability, customers receive incorrect parts, 

and the same incidents continue to occur. It is essential to 

transform manual inspections into digital and automated ones. 

AI-based technologies have recently been employed to enable a 

smart and intelligent recognition system for industrial machining 

parts. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are widely used for 

image recognition tasks and are gaining popularity as deep 

learning algorithms. In this paper, a CNN model is used to 

perform binary recognition on two similar industrial machining 

parts. The model has been trained to recognise two classes of 

machining parts: Parts A and B. The dataset used to train the 

model includes both original and augmented images, with a total 

of 2447 images for both classes. The performance metrics have 

been measured during the training process, and 10 experiments 

have been conducted to evaluate the performance of the model. 

The test results reveal that the CNN model achieves 98% mean 

accuracy, 97.1% precision for Part A, 99% precision for part B 

and 0.982 AUC value. The results demonstrate the effectiveness 

of the CNN-based recognition of parts. It offers an effective 

alternative and is a compelling method for quality assurance in 

small-medium manufacturing enterprises. 

Keywords—Convolutional neural networks; binary recognition; 

machining parts; deep learning 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Computer vision and automation are now being used by 
modern industrial firms to achieve higher quality and more 
accurate inspection of parts. Deep learning, for example, is an 
AI-based technology that assists the industry regarding 
automation with minimal human intervention. The 
convolutional neural network (CNN) is one of the most 
important deep-learning-based computer vision methods. CNN 
has a wide range of applications. One of the most popular uses 
of CNN is image classification and defect detection in 
industrial products. Zhang et al. [1] used CNN to study defects 
detection for aluminium alloy in robotic arc welding. In this 
study, data augmentation and noise addition have been applied 
to boost the CNN dataset. It was found that the CNN model 
was able to attain a 99.38% accuracy. Westphal et al. [2] 

employed CNN to detect irregularities in selective laser 
sintering (SLS). Two transfer learning CNN models were used 
with pre-trained weights to classify good and defective images 
during the manufacturing of parts. The VGG16 transfer 
learning CNN model achieved the best results with 95.8% 
accuracy. Furthermore, a study on weldment classification 
using a vision system by Bacioiu et al. [3] had reported that the 
CNN model can achieve the highest accuracies of 71%, 89% 
and 95% for 6-class, 4-class and 2-class, respectively. A 
similar study utilising the SS304 TIG welding process had 
summarised that CNN is capable of learning powerful 
representations of welding defects [4]. Approximately 89.5% 
of accuracy was reported in classifying good vs defective 
welds with the use of CNN. 

The application of CNN for the inspection of metal additive 
manufacturing parts has been examined by Cui et al. [5]. In this 
study, the regularisation and dropout layers were added to the 
CNN architecture in order to avoid overfitting problems. With 
the help of data augmentation, about 92.1% of accuracy was 
obtained for the CNN model. A similar study was also 
conducted by Xiaoming et al. [6] where CNN was utilised to 
detect defects in metallic surfaces. Data augmentation was 
further applied to enrich the training data. The study also 
contributed to the new dataset, called GC10-DET, for metallic 
surface defect detection. By using this dataset and the CNN 
model, the proposed method successfully met the accuracy 
requirements for the detection of metallic defects. The 
application of CNN to metal manufacturing parts was also 
conducted by Ma et al. [7]. Four CNN models were utilised in 
this study to detect the weld defects of galvanised steel sheets. 
The study had found that the VGG16 transfer learning CNN 
model combined with the data augmentation method made the 
best model to achieve a state-of-the-art performance in 
detecting weld defects. 

Due to high classification abilities, CNN is gaining 
attention in various industrial fields, particularly in metal and 
welding defect detection. CNN has proven to be effective in 
performing recognition and classification tasks [8-11]. CNN 
was also used in casting applications to detect and investigate 
the defects of casting products. A study conducted by Mery et 
al. [12] had used synthetic defects in order to improve the 
performance of the CNN model. This study proposed a CNN 
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architecture called Xnet-II which has 30 layers and more than 
1,350,000 parameters. Another study conducted by Jiang et al. 
[13] employed X-ray images of casting products as inputs to 
the CNN model. The test accuracy achieved was reported to 
reach up to 95.5%. Various defects in the casting product, such 
as blowholes, chipping, cracks and wash automatically, were 
investigated by Nguyen et al. [14]. The study used 6000 

images with 768  768 px resolution as input to the CNN 
model. The training model was reported to attain an 
experimental accuracy of more than 98%. 

Although previous researchers have made significant 
efforts in detecting defects in industrial products using the 
CNN model [15-20], little attention has been paid to recognise 
similar industrial machining parts. The issue that the human 
operator faces on the manufacturing floor is not only related to 
defects, but also to misclassification of machining components. 
This problem arises due to the similarity of two machining 
parts, and when handled by a human operator, it leaves room 
for human error. Misclassification of machining parts is a real 
issue that occurs on the manufacturing floor. Due to lack of 
modern traceability, incorrect parts have been delivered to 
customers and the same incident is repeatedly occurring. The 
company's image becomes tarnished, decreasing its reputation 
in the eyes of existing and potential customers and vendors. It 
is an urgent matter to transform manual inspections into digital 
and automated ones. Therefore, the current work proposes a 
CNN model to recognise and classify two similar machining 
parts. The proposed CNN model can be integrated into a 
machine-vision system and perform automatic recognition 
tasks. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The dataset used for training the model and testing the 
results is described in this section. Subsequently, the process of 
data augmentation is discussed in order to enhance the 
performance of the CNN model. The CNN model used in this 
work is also presented and discussed. 

A. Data Structure 

The original images of the machining parts dataset were 
captured by using an android-based smartphone, with a 

resolution of 750  1000 px. A total of 160 images were taken 
for both Parts A and B, with each part consisting of 80 images. 

These images are then resized to 224  224 px before being fed 
into the CNN model as input. Fig. 1 presents a sample of the 
resized original images taken with an android-based 
smartphone for both Parts A and B. It can be seen that these 
two parts are similar. There is a high possibility that these two 
parts will be misidentified by a human operator. 

The original images were then used to generate an 
augmented dataset in order to improve the CNN model's 
performance. By performing various augmentation processes 
such as rotation, translation, zoom and brightness adjustment, a 
total of 2317 augmented images were generated. The original 
and augmented images have been combined to produce a total 
of 2477 images, 1234 of which belongs to Part A and 1243 to 
Part B. Among 1234 images from Part A, 980 images were 
used to create the training dataset and the remaining 254 were 
used to create the test dataset. As for Part B, 987 images were 

used to create the training dataset, while 256 images were used 
to create the test dataset. A balanced dataset was used to train 
the CNN model, with nearly equal numbers of images for 
training and testing of both classes. The data structure applied 
in the current work is presented in Fig. 2. 

B. Data Augmentation 

Image data augmentation is an alternative method to 
expand a training dataset by creating new versions of images. It 
can improve the performance of deep learning models by 
creating variations of the images they learn. Data augmentation 
is a regulatory mechanism designed to prevent model 
overfitting. This procedure works by performing the following 
operations, as shown in Table I. 

The augmented dataset is generated by randomly selecting 
images from the original dataset. The process shown in Table I 
is then applied to generate a total of 2317 augmented images. 
In order to create the augmented dataset, four processes were 
applied to the original images. These processes have been 
selected based on the common scenario encountered on the 
manufacturing floor when performing the recognition task. The 
images can be arbitrarily placed under the camera before 
performing the recognition task; therefore, the rotation and 
translation processes are applied to generate a series of 
augmented images with random placement. Furthermore, the 
camera's zoom and brightness can be adjusted. As a result, the 
augmented dataset with different zoom and brightness settings 
is essential for training the model. 

 

Fig. 1. Sample of Original Images. 

 

Fig. 2. Data Structure Employed in the Current Work. 

TABLE I. PROCESS APPLIED IN DATA AUGMENTATION 

Process Description 

Rotation Randomly rotate image in the range of 00 to 450 

Translation 
Randomly shift image horizontally and vertically in the range 

of 0 to 0.1 (as a fraction of total width and height) 

Zoom Randomly zoom the image in the range of 0 to 0.2 

Brightness Randomly adjust image brightness in the range of 0.1 to 1.0 
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C. Convolutional Neural Network 

A convolutional neural network (CNN) is a deep learning 
algorithm that is widely utilised in the area of image 
recognition. CNN can be regarded as a special type of feed-
forward neural network in AI technology. CNN's main 
advantage over its predecessors is that it automatically detects 
significant features without the need for human intervention, 
making it the most widely used [21, 22]. As in a standard 
multi-layer neural network, a CNN has at least one 
convolutional layer followed by at least one fully connected 
layer. The CNN architecture applied in this paper consists of 
three convolutional layers and two fully connected layers. 

The proposed CNN architecture is based on the LeCun 
model [23]. The model consists of three convolutional layers 
followed by fully connected layers, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The 

machining parts image was captured with a resolution of 750  
1000 px. Before feeding the original and augmented images 

into the CNN model, they were resized to 224  224 px. These 
images were then transformed into grey-scale and with the 

dimension of 224  224  1. The grey-scale images were then 
passed through a block of convolution layers with a kernel size 

of 3  3 and a stride of 1 px. 

In the convolutional layers, the number of output filters was 
set to 8, 16 and 32, respectively. Following the convolutional 

layers, three max-pooling layers with window sizes of 2  2 
and strides of 2 px were added to compress the spatial 
representation of the input data [24]. Furthermore, the Rectified 
Linear Unit (ReLU) function was used as the activation 
function in the convolutional layer. 

The fully connected layer is the primary building block of 
traditional artificial neural networks. It converts the high-level 
filtered machining parts image into votes. This layer's primary 
goal is to perform classification using the features extracted by 
the convolutional layers. Because the current work's class is 
binary, the model must only choose between two classes, Parts 
A and B. Due to the flattening process, the input is treated as a 

single list. The flattened layer is 1  25088 in size. The 
flattened output is then fed to a feed-forward neural network. 
The backpropagation algorithm is applied to every iteration of 

training in the dense layer. In the last layer of the CNN model, 
the sigmoid activation function was used to estimate the 
probability of the sample belonging to each class. 

D. Experimental Procedure 

A series of numerical experiments were conducted 
following the procedure depicted in Fig. 4. The first step in the 
process is to collect true label data, which was accomplished 
by taking 160 images of Parts A and B with an android-based 
smartphone. The original images were then randomly selected 
to generate an augmented dataset. This process yields a 
database of machining part images, which are saved for later 
use to train the CNN model. Having a sufficient dataset, a 
CNN model can then be developed. The architecture of the 
CNN model is shown in Fig. 3. 

The model is trained by using the augmented and original 
dataset until the accuracy achieves a value of more than 95%. 
Subsequently, a series of numerical experiments are performed. 
The model was run 10 times and its performance was 
measured. The loss and accuracy values per epoch during the 
training and testing were also measured. A confusion matrix 
was further computed for each numerical experiment in order 
to measure the performance of the CNN model. The model was 
then applied to perform recognition and prediction tasks using 
a random image from the test dataset. Finally, the model was 
saved, and the experiment was successfully completed. 

The training and recognition tasks were repeated ten times. 
The performance of the CNN model was measured and 
visualised in the form of a confusion matrix for each training 
process. The accuracy, precision, sensitivity and specificity of 
the model can be calculated from this matrix using the 
following equations [25]: 

Accuracy=(TN+TP)/(TN+FP+TP+FN)           (1) 

PPV=TP/(TP+FP)             (2) 

NPV= TN/(TN+FN)             (3) 

Sensitivity=TP/(TP+FN)             (4) 

Specificity=TN/(TN+FP)             (5) 

 

Fig. 3. Architecture of the CNN Model. 
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Fig. 4. Flow Chart of the Experimental Procedure. 

where TP, TN, FP and FN are true positive, true negative, 
false positive and false negative, respectively. The TP value in 
the confusion matrix represents the number in which the CNN 
model has predicted as Part A and the true label is actually Part 
A. The TN value represents the number in which the CNN 
model has predicted as Part B and the true label is actually Part 
B. The FP value means the number in which the CNN model 
has predicted as Part B, but the true label is actually Part A. 
Lastly, the FN value means the number in which the CNN 
model has predicted as Part A, but the true label is actually Part 
B. 

Precision values for Parts A and B are also referred to as 
Positive Predictive Value (PPV) and Negative Predictive Value 
(NPV), respectively. The PPV value counts the number of 
observations that are predicted to be positive (Part A) and are, 
in fact, positive. Similarly, the NPV value indicates how many 
predictions are correct out of all negative predictions (Part B). 
Furthermore, the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) 

curve and the Area Under the Curve (AUC) value are also 
measured during the training and testing processes. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Binary Class Test 

The machining parts dataset contains original and 
augmented images. By using this combined dataset, the 
experiment was conducted, and the recognition task was 
performed for two classes of machining parts, i.e., Parts A and 
B. For each experiment, the training dataset was shuffled but 
the random seed parameter was kept constant to ensure all 
algorithms used the same samples as the testing and training 
data. The test dataset utilised in the current work was never 
used to train the model, therefore it represents new data for the 
trained model. After the training process, a recognition task 
was performed by randomly selecting the image from the test 
dataset for both classes. The recognition task was conducted 10 
times and the results are presented in Fig. 5. The true label and 
the prediction results are visualised on the images. From this 
figure, the CNN model correctly recognised all of the test 
images. These images are randomly rotated and translated to 
simulate the real-world situation in which a human operator 
attempts to perform a recognition task by placing machining 
parts under the sensor. As discussed in the data augmentation 
section, the brightness and zoom level of the test images were 
also randomly assigned within the prescribed range. 

B. Performance Measures 

The CNN model's performance metrics were measured 
using the Confusion Matrix. Equations (1–5) were used to 
calculate the Accuracy, Precision, Sensitivity and Specificity 
values from the Confusion Matrix. The results are displayed in 
Table I. The individual experiment has been considered. The 
first and second experiments achieved accuracy values of 0.992 
and 0.986, respectively. When compared to the first 
experiment, the precision values (PPV and NPV) in the second 
experiment are lower. Despite the fact that the accuracy values 
for both experiments are similar, the second experiment has a 
higher false negative value (4 Parts A are wrongly recognised 
as Part B). In consequence, the precision value of Part B 
(0.984) in the second experiment is lower than in the first. 

The third and fourth experiments have the same accuracy 
(0.984), but they are smaller in magnitude than the former 
experiments. The CNN model, in particular, was able to 
correctly recognise all the images in Part A in the fourth 
experiment. As a result, the precision value of Part B is 1. 
Although the CNN model performed well with the image of 
Part A, there are 8 images of Part B that were incorrectly 
identified as Part A. When compared to the third experiment, 
this condition leads to a lower precision value for Part A. The 
fifth through tenth experiments showed a fluctuation in the 
accuracy value. 

The CNN model achieved the lowest accuracy in the tenth 
experiment. In this experiment, 14 Parts B were incorrectly 
identified as Part A, while 6 Parts A were incorrectly identified 
as Part B. Although the instantaneous accuracy values 
fluctuated, the CNN model was able to achieve 0.980 mean 
accuracy across 10 experiments. 
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Fig. 5. Recognition Results of the CNN Model for 10 Experiments. 

Table II reveals an intriguing pattern: the number of images 
of Part B that were incorrectly classified as Part A is 
significantly higher than the other way around. In other words, 
the precision value for Part A is lower than the precision value 
for Part B. This condition indicates that the Part A training 
dataset should be improved. 

Enhancing the augmentation process, such as increasing the 
variation of image rotation and translation, can result to an 
improvement. Furthermore, the ROC curves and AUC values 
can be calculated using the sensitivity and specificity values 
shown in Table II. The ROC curve is a plot of the True 
Positive Rate (TPR) versus the False Positive Rate (FPR) for 
each possible prediction threshold. TPR is another name for 
sensitivity, and FPR can be calculated from 1 – specificity. The 
ROC curve illustrates the trade-off between correctly 
recognised positive samples (Part A) and misclassified 
negative samples (Part B). 

The instantaneous AUC value obtained was 0.982. A 
perfect CNN model has an AUC value equal to one, indicating 
that it has a high level of separability. This is illustrated by a 

solid line (perfect classifier) in Fig. 6. A poor CNN model has 
an AUC value close to zero, indicating that it has the worst 
measure of separability. When the AUC value is 0.5, the model 
has no class separation capacity at all (random classifier), as 
indicated by the linear dashed line in Fig. 6. Based on the 
computed AUC value, the current model is considered to 
perform well in recognising and classifying two similar 
machining parts. 

Fig. 7 shows the evolution of loss and accuracy values 
during the training process. The instantaneous value of loss and 
accuracy were recorded for 30 epochs. Both loss and accuracy 
diagrams characterise the training process. They provide initial 
information regarding the effectiveness of the selected 
hyperparameters. The current work uses binary cross-entropy 
as a loss function since it is widely employed for binary 
classification tasks [26]. Furthermore, the Adaptive Moment 
Estimation (Adam) algorithm was applied for the optimisation 
process and the learning rate was set to 0.001. The number of 
epochs and the batch size of the CNN model were set to 30 and 
32 respectively. 

1st  2nd  3rd  4th  5th  

     

     
6th  7th  8th  9th  10th  
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TABLE II. PERFORMANCE METRICS OF CNN MODEL 

Experiment Confusion Matrix Accuracy 
Precision 

Sensitivity Specificity 
PPV NPV 

1st 253 1 0.992 0.988   0.996 0.988 

 3 253     0.996     

2nd 250 4 0.986 0.988   0.984 0.988 

 3 253     0.984     

3rd 252 2 0.984 0.977   0.992 0.977 

 6 250     0.992     

4th 254 0 0.984 0.969   1.000 0.969 

 8 248     1.000     

5th 253 1 0.990 0.984   0.996 0.984 

 4 252     0.996     

6th 251 3 0.978 0.969   0.988 0.969 

 8 248     0.988     

7th 250 4 0.973 0.962   0.984 0.961 

 10 246     0.984     

8th 253 1 0.980 0.966   0.996 0.965 

 9 247     0.996     

9th 251 3 0.973 0.958   0.988 0.957 

 11 245     0.988     

10th 248 6 0.961 0.947   0.976 0.945 

 14 242     0.976     

Mean   0.980 0.971 0.990 0.990 0.970 

 

Fig. 6. ROC Curve and AUC Values. 

From Fig. 7, it can be seen that there is a slight gap between 
training and test loss. This indicates an unrepresentative 
dataset, which means that the training dataset used to train the 
CNN model does not provide sufficient information to learn 
the recognition problem [27]. This situation is consistent with 
the condition of the precision value obtained in Table II. It can 
be observed that the precision of Part A is lower compared to 
Part B. This suggests that the training dataset of Part A is 
moderately unrepresentative. 

 

Fig. 7. Loss and Accuracy Evolution during Training. 

In Fig. 7, the accuracy has been recorded for one 
experiment and plotted over 30 epochs. The accuracy values 
for ten experiments are shown in Fig. 8, and the mean value 
has been calculated accordingly. The accuracy values ranged 
between 96% to 99%. The mean accuracy calculated from the 
instantaneous value was found to be 98%. This indicates that 
the CNN model has good recognition performance and can 
provide an alternative method for manual inspection of 
industrial machining parts. 
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Fig. 8. Instantaneous and mean Accuracy for 10 Experiments. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a CNN model was employed to perform 
binary classification tasks of two similar machining parts. The 
model consists of three convolutional layers and three max-
pooling layers for feature extraction, followed by two fully 
connected layers for recognition and classification. Two 
classes, Parts A and B, have been assigned for the recognition 
task. The dataset used to train the model consists of 160 
original images and 2317 augmented images. Four types of 
data augmentation processes were applied in order to improve 
the performance of the model. Rotation, translation, zooming 
and brightness adjustments were all part of the augmentation 
process. These images were then assigned to one of two 
classes: Part A (1234 images for training and 254 for testing) 
and Part B (1243 images for training and 256 for testing).  

The model was run 10 times, and the performance metrics 
in the form of loss and accuracy values were measured for each 
experiment. The confusion matrix was also recorded, as well as 
the model's accuracy, precision, sensitivity, specificity and 
AUC value. Experiment results show that the CNN model 
achieved a mean accuracy of 98%. The test outcomes also 
show that the mean precision values for Parts A and B are 
0.971 and 0.99, respectively. The instantaneous ROC curve 
and AUC value (0.982) indicate that the current CNN model 
performs well in recognising and classifying two similar 
machining parts. The results further demonstrate the 
effectiveness of part recognition based on CNN. It offers a 
compelling alternative to replace manual inspections currently 
practiced in small-medium manufacturing enterprises. In the 
future, the CNN model's results should be compared to those of 
other well-known CNN architectures, such as MobileNet, 
ResNet50, and VGG16, to investigate their performance in 
recognising two similar machining parts. 
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Abstract—Recently, gamification in education software 

development to improve student engagement and performance 

has become prevalent. Gamification is used to counter attrition 

and dropout issues in e-learning. A handful of methods are 

presented for the gamification of e-learning systems in the 

literature. However, the e-learning gamification methods 

proposed in the literature lacked consistency. The number and 

types of game elements used in the methods are varied. In 

addition, there is a lack of an engagement framework that can be 

used in applying game elements to e-learning systems. Therefore, 

this paper provides insights into gamification and how it is used 

in e-learning systems. Then, the study proposes and evaluates an 

engagement framework that can be used to guide developers on 

how to add game elements to e-learning to improve student 

engagement and performance. The framework consists of three 

components: game elements, learning activities, and engagement 

factors components. Two experts evaluate the engagement 

framework via a semi-structured interview. The evaluation 

results indicate that developers can efficiently and effectively use 

the framework to gamify e-learning systems for improved 

student engagement and performance. 

Keywords—e-learning; learning activities; gamification; game 

elements; engagement framework 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Student engagement plays an essential role in minimising 
student attrition and dropout rates. However, it also represents 
one of the main challenges in teaching and learning, especially 
in online education or e-learning. The level of engagement is 
influenced not only by how lessons are delivered but by the 
students' readiness and enthusiasm to engage with their studies. 
Hence sustaining student engagement is a daily struggle that 
leaves higher education lecturers in a quandary because the 
students' energy into immersing themselves in their courses 
plays a key role in their engagement [1]. 

Several studies have proposed the use of gamification to 
improve student engagement [2, 3]. Gamification adds game 
elements to e-learning systems to engage students and achieve 
the desired learning behaviours and outcomes [4, 5]. The 
researchers in the domain have proposed a wide array of 
gamification guidelines in different research areas. Most of the 
guidelines provide strategies for gamifying other systems, 
including business systems like Facebook, Twitter, etc. [6, 7]. 
Likewise, gamification strategies proposed in education intends 

to improve student performance, student outcome, or student 
engagement. Yet, the strategy adds game elements to 
educational systems in an ad-hoc manner. The wide variety of 
e-learning tools utilised in education, such as Moodle, 
Adaptweb, etc., makes the gamification process vague and 
unclear to developers [7, 8]. 

However, the literature has not adequately investigated an 
engagement framework that can help educational software 
developers gamify e-learning systems. Therefore, this paper 
aims to propose an engagement framework that can address the 
lack of methods or standards for the gamification of e-learning 
systems. The gamified e-learning system ensures students 
become engaged in their learning, which will indirectly lead to 
minimising the number of dropouts and attrition, which is a 
suffered by most higher education institutions (HEIs). 

Subsequently, the framework is evaluated by submitting the 
framework and a document that explains the usage to experts. 
The experts assessed the selected game elements and their 
completeness. The experts were asked to suggest any 
additional game elements apart from those commonly used 
elements selected by the authors. Furthermore, the experts 
were asked to comment on the learning activities included in 
the framework for the gamification of e-learning systems. In 
this light, the experts were requested to evaluate the framework 
for its usability and whether the mapping between the game 
elements, learning activities, and engagement factors are easy 
to understand and can improve student engagement in e-
learning systems. The overall result of the evaluation was 
positive. They agreed with the authors that the selected game 
elements were enough and needed no additional elements. 
Similarly, the experts approved that the learning activities were 
enough and could represent learning activities required for e-
learning systems. The experts, as a result, agreed with the 
usability of the proposed engagement framework of the 
gamification in e-learning systems to improve engagement of 
higher education students. 

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section II 
provides an overview of related work, Section III briefly 
describes learning management systems (LMSs), Section IV 
explains the reasons for attrition and dropouts in learning, 
Section V introduces the proposed engagement framework, 
Sections VI evaluates the framework, and VII concludes the 
paper. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

Based on the literature on gamification in education, 
several studies have employed game elements in e-learning 
systems for various purposes. Some have used gamification to 
improve student outcomes (performance), while others have 
utilised gamification to improve student engagement [1, 9, 10]. 
Given the scope of the current research, only those works that 
focus on gamification in e-learning systems for student 
engagement are reviewed here. 

In [11], the researchers proposed a model for use in the 
gamification of e-learning systems for better user engagement. 
Several commonly used game elements were selected in 
gamifying e-learning systems. However, the researchers did 
not implement the model to investigate whether it improves 
user engagement. 

The researchers in [12] also proposed an e-learning 
gamification model, but they further used it in the gamification 
of a newly developed e-learning platform. The model was 
validated via experimentation, where a group of students used 
the platform. Based on the data collected on the students' 
experiences with the gamified platform, the researchers were 
able to realise the extent to which the model was able to 
improve student engagement. 

In another study [13], the researchers investigated the 
influence that a gamified learning environment may have on 
student learning achievements when used in conjunction with 
social media. The experiment showed that there was improved 
user engagement. However, in this study, the employment of 
gamification did not involve the use of an e-learning platform. 

In [14], the researchers investigated which game elements 
could improve user engagement when added to LMSs. In 
addition, they explored the effects that the deployment of 
gamified e-learning platforms may have on users. In [15], the 
researchers assessed the level of user engagement when users 
in higher education institutions used a gamified environment. 
However, the researchers failed to identify which game 
elements improved which engagement factors. Moreover, they 
could not determine which game element needed to be used in 
which e-learning activity for improved user engagement. 

In [16], the researchers explained the influence of 
gamification in online discussion systems on user engagement. 
The results showed that gamified online discussion platforms 
have a positive impact on user engagement. Furthermore, they 
also revealed that some technical issues and classmate 
behaviours were impediments to user engagement.  

In another study [17], the researchers examined the impact 
of gamified e-assessments on user engagement. The 
researchers studied the effect of gamification on one learning 
activity, such as discussion and assessment, respectively. In 
other words, learning activities such as assignments and 
learning material were not studied in the research. 

For ease of reference, the game elements that were used in 
e-learning systems to improve student engagement in the 
studies reviewed in this section are summarised in Table I. 

TABLE I. GAME ELEMENTS USED IN STUDIES ON GAMIFICATION FOR 

STUDENT ENGAGEMENT 

Source Game elements 

[18] Badges 

[19] 
Points, badges, customisation, leaderboards, levels, challenges, 

quests, feedback, freedom to fail 

[11] Points, badges, levels, rankings, , challenges, rules, message board 

[12] 
Badges, leaderboard, storyline, backslash, challenges, sharing via 

Facebook, points, levels 

[20] Badges 

[16] Badges, experience points, leaderboard, progress bar, rewards 

[21] Points, leaderboard, levels, module division 

[17] Points, badges, avatar, Themes, music, and leaderboards 

III. LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

In the context of HEIs, an LMS can be defined as "a server-
based or cloud-based software program containing information 
about users, course and content which provides a place to learn 
and teach without depending on the time and space 
boundaries" [22]. An LMS can also include applications and 
web-based technologies that can be utilised by HEIs and 
students to access, plan, implement, supplement, monitor, and 
assess learning [23]. Furthermore, an LMS can provide a 
discussion platform to facilitate communication among the 
students [23]. Different LMSs are commercially available, 
some of the most well-known are Moodle, Canvas, 
Blackboard, and Desire2learn. These LMSs may employ 
standard components for implementing learning activities. 
Learning management systems can hold course contents, 
provide discussion and chat forums, administer e-quizzes and 
e-assignments, create activity logs, summarise grades, to 
schedule, provide calendar reminders, and store multimedia 
files. 

Hence, it can be concluded that LMSs can play a significant 
role in creating, distributing, tracking, and managing the 
learning activities widely used in HEIs to provide an 
innovative technology-based teaching and learning experience. 
In addition, LMS platforms are believed to have the potential 
to expand reach, reduce cost, and improve the quality of 
education, and thereby help HEIs to meet the demands of a 
growing student population. Thus, LMSs can be considered to 
be one of the numerous positive outcomes of digitising 
conventional campus teaching and learning functions. 

However, despite the growing use of LMS solutions in 
higher education, researchers have also found some 
disadvantages associated with their service. Among these, lack 
of user engagement, poor intention to use, and low satisfaction 
are the major drawbacks cited in the literature. Other issues 
raised concerning LMS usage include ease of use, usage 
behaviour, expected performance, and attitude towards usage. 
These are essential factors that require the immediate attention 
of the research community. They have not been exhausted 
enough in terms of how they relate to the user performance and 
impediments that need to be handled to improve LMS usage. 
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IV. ATTRITION AND DROPOUTS IN E-LEARNING 

The attrition rate in HEIs has become a noticeable problem 
since e-learning systems have been adopted. Although there is 
no concrete evidence as yet, according to the available 
literature, there are strong indications from the higher 
education sector that student attrition is higher because of e-
learning systems [3, 24]. Also, somewhat ironically, although 
many institutions have implemented e-learning to meet 
learners' needs, a large percentage of learners do not complete 
e-learning courses [3, 24]. 

Some studies have taken time on covering various studies 
that have looked at the problem of high attrition in e-learning 
[25, 26]. Such studies have identified that the factors that cause 
attrition in e-learning are related to the students' characteristics 
and the design of the e-learning system. To date, the literature 
has focused primarily on investigating the student-related 
factors [26, 27], and less research has been dedicated to 
assessing whether there is a link between attrition and dropout 
rates and e-learning system designs. Moreover, the studies that 
do exist do not provide any overarching solutions [26, 27]. 

Nevertheless, it remains crucial to develop strategies to 
reduce the attrition rate in e-learning from an economic and a 
quality perspective. High attrition rates harm the financial 
performance and academic reputation of HEIs. Therefore, 
some studies have proposed student-centred learning as a 
solution for reducing attrition. In [28], the researchers studied 
the relationship between poor course design in e-learning and 
attrition. The results of their analysis indicated that course 
workload was a significant barrier and caused student dropout. 
In another study [29], the same researchers highlighted several 
strategies that could be used to overcome attrition. The learning 
systems should include good course design with greater 
flexibility to provide activities, structured course formats, time 
management support, syllabus quizzes, a feedback strategy, 
and collaboration between students and lecturers. 

The technical aspect is believed to help the readiness of a 
student to accept online learning can improve their success in 
e-learning. For example, in a previous study [30], it was found 
that student success in online programs depends on the level of 
student engagement with information and communication 
technologies. 

It can be argued that student success in e-learning has more 
to do with the student's relationship with technology. 
Technology's role in a student's life can determine how 
engaged they will behave in an e-learning environment [31]. It 
is essential for gamification comes into play. The researchers in 
[32] argued that gamified e-learning courses might build 
confidence and engage students in a course if they were 
familiar with the technology. Therefore, in the following 
paragraphs, student engagement factors are discussed. 

In the literature, little has been said about the theoretical 
connections between gamification and engagement. However, 
in her book, "Reality is Broken", Jane McGonical has argued 

that games are not just for entertainment; but rather, the skills 
developed during games can be useful for solving real-life 
problems [33]. In other words, gamification can promote the 
engagement of users and help them to solve problems. For 
example, a study on gamification in the business domain 
showed that customers became engaged by combining the 
power of games with business strategies [34]. Moreover, in 
their book, "Total Engagement", Leighton and Baron explored 
the idea of using gamification to improve enthusiasm for work 
among employees [35]. That is to say that gamification can be 
used to engage people in the workplace. Furthermore, in the 
context of education, the authors of 24 peer-reviewed empirical 
studies on gamification found that most of the investigations 
yielded positive results when they applied gamification to 
improve learners' engagement [36]. 

V. PROPOSED ENGAGEMENT FRAMEWORK 

In the literature, studies have used different game elements 
in e-learning for student engagement [37]. Hence, there is no 
consistency or consensus on which type of game element 
influences student engagement. However, from the literature 
review, several game elements are commonly used in such 
studies. As shown in Table II, these game elements are points, 
progress bars, levels, badges, Leaderboards, dashboards, 
content unlocking, teams, avatars, and timers. These ten game 
elements are therefore used in the proposed engagement 
framework. Descriptions of the selected game elements are 
provided in Table III. 

The literature also shows that different learning activities in 
e-learning systems have been gamified for various purposes 
[24, 38, 39]. e-Learning systems offer several learning 
activities, but some are less frequently used in LMSs. 
Therefore, only those learning activities that may directly 
impact student engagement have been included in the proposed 
framework, namely, learning materials, assessment, 
assignment, and discussion. 

TABLE II. COMMON GAME ELEMENTS USED FOR ENGAGEMENT 

Game elements Sources 

 
[18] [19] [11] [12] [20] [16] [21] [17] 

Badges ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
 

✓ 

Dashboard 
  

✓ 
     

Points 
 

✓ ✓ ✓ 
 

✓ ✓ ✓ 

Levels 
 

✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

✓ ✓ 

Avatars 
 

✓ 
     

✓ 

Teams 
  

✓ 
 

✓ 
   

Content unlocking 
 

✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

✓ 
 

Leaderboard 
 

✓ 
 

✓ 
 

✓ ✓ ✓ 

Progress bar 
     

✓ 
  

Timer 
  

✓ 
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TABLE III. DESCRIPTION OF THE COMMON GAME ELEMENTS 

Game element Description 

Points 

Points indicate the level of student achievement in various 

learning activities (e.g., quizzes, examinations, 
assignments, and discussion fora in e-learning systems 

[35].  

Levels 

Levels usually correspond to different modules or chapters 

of a course composed of activities such as course material, 
assignments, and assessments. 

Badges 

Virtual badges are given to students when they have 

completed specific activities, such as quizzes, assignments, 
and examinations. 

Leaderboard 

The Leaderboard is shown at the system level in a 

scoreboard that displays students' results based on the 

number of points and badges earned [11, 71]. 

Dashboard 

The dashboard provides almost immediate feedback by 
presenting a summary of all the activities that have been 

completed by the student and those that the student has not 

yet completed. It also helps the student identify his or her 

expected performance outcomes by displaying analyses of 

the activities they have done on the e-learning system. 

Progress bar 

The function of the progress bar is to track and display 

how much progress a student has made in an e-learning 

activity. Based on the proposed engagement framework, 
almost all learning activities are expected to have a 

specific progress bar.  

Avatar 

When a student uses an avatar, it can make them feel safer 

as it helps to maintain privacy by hiding their identity and 
activities from others. 

Teams 
Teams are associated with specific assignments, and teams 
that complete their tasks on time are rewarded with 

badges, points etc.  

Content 

unlocking 

Content unlocking refers to moving up a level, where 

students proceed to a new level when they complete 
predetermined requirements. 

Timer 

The timer is used for quizzes and examinations and counts 

down the hours, minutes and seconds until the time limit 

that has been set for the completion of quizzes and 
examinations has been reached.  

The learning materials activity refers to all the course-
related documents submitted to and distributed by teachers in 
the e-learning system. The assessment activity involves using 
all of the exercises created by teachers for students' practical 
work and examinations and quizzes that are administered to 
test the students' level of knowledge acquisition, which are 
delivered through the e-learning platform [17]. The assignment 
activity allows students to submit assignments directly into the 
e-learning system [40]. Finally, the discussion activity in an e-
learning platform enables students to engage in higher-order 
thinking and active learning and to have a social presence 
outside of the classroom environment [41]. 

Several engagement factors have been studied in the 
literature on gamification [17, 42, 43]. Behavioural, emotional, 
and cognitive factors were selected for inclusion in the 
proposed engagement framework. The main reason for 
choosing these three factors is that they are all widely used in 
the gamification of e-learning systems to investigate whether 
there is improvement in student engagement. There are also 
specific indicators that need to be used when studying factors 
[17, 43]. The factors and their corresponding indicators are 
shown in Table IV. 

TABLE IV. ENGAGEMENT FACTORS AND THEIR CORRESPONDING 

INDICATORS 

Factor Indicators 

Behavioural Participation, collaboration, persistence, independent learning 

Emotional Interest, boredom, enjoyment, fun, curious 

Cognitive 
Deep understanding, critical thinking skills, competition, 

problem-solving  

The proposed engagement framework is shown in Fig. 1. 
The framework consists of three elements or gamification 
components, learning activities, and student engagement 
factors. The game elements that influence certain learning 
activities are grouped and mapped to those activities. 

 

Fig. 1. Proposed Engagement Framework for the Gamification of e-learning 

Systems. 

VI. EVALUATION OF THE FRAMEWORK 

The proposed framework underwent a process of validation 
and evaluation to determine whether it could solve the issue of 
the lack of a standard for the gamification of e-learning 
systems. Generally, an assessment of a framework involves 
two activities: 1) Conducting a formative evaluation to assess 
the framework in design and development stage to find ways of 
improving it. 2) Conducting a summative evaluation to assess 
the framework after a prototype has been developed. This 
study uses the former type. 

The evaluation was based on the views of experts. 
Gathering such views is necessary because it enables the 
researcher to draw upon knowledge that could not have been 
obtained otherwise through an analysis of the literature. 
Several evaluation methods have been used by previous studies 
that have proposed artefacts for the information systems. For 
this study, it was considered that the semi-structured interview 
method was the best option for the evaluation, which is in line 
with several other studies [44]. 

As the framework's design was based on an analysis of 
previous studies, it might be considered as self-reflection. So, 
to remove subjectivity from the process, a semi-structured 
interview was conducted. The experts who participated in the 
evaluation were selected based on their experience in teaching 
and the use of e-learning systems. Experts with a minimum of 
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10 years of teaching experience volunteered to participate in 
the evaluation. At the time of the interview, they were 
practising lecturers in higher education. The interview 
questionnaire was administered to the experts using Google 
Forms. 

The game elements and learning activities in the framework 
and the engagement indicators selected to measure student 
engagement were evaluated by the experts for their suitability 
and completeness. The questions related to these aspects were 
as follows: 

Q1. Do you agree that the customisation of the game 
elements for specific e-learning activities in the engagement 
framework will increase student engagement when using the e-
learning platform? 

Q2. Are there any missing game elements that you think 
would be important for gamifying the e-learning activities 
platform to increase student engagement? If yes, please state 
the game elements. 

Q3. Are there any missing e-learning activities you think 
would be necessary for e-learning course platforms in higher 
education? If yes, please state the e-learning course activities. 

Based on the literature, three engagement factors and their 
associated indicators for measuring the level of student 
engagement were included in the proposed framework: 

 Behavioural: participation, persistence, collaboration, 
independent learning. 

 Emotional: interest, boredom, enjoyment, fun, curious. 

 Cognitive: deep understanding, competition, critical 
thinking skills, problem-solving. 

The question that was posed to the experts in respect of 
these indicators was as follows: 

Q4. Are these indicators adequate to measure student 
engagement in the e-learning activities platform? 

Based on their feedback, overall, the evaluation of the 
experts was positive. Both experts (EX1 and EX2) 
unanimously agreed on the suitability of the game elements 
that were mapped to each of the learning activities in the 
framework and that these game elements would improve 
students' engagement in e-learning systems. EX1 also 
commented that customisation allows students to collaborate 
more friendly. Regarding the game elements' completeness, 
both experts indicated that the identified elements were enough 
to engage students in e-learning systems. Also, commenting on 
the completeness of the e-learning activities, both experts 
agreed that there were no missing activities and enough for the 
e-learning environment. Lastly, the experts agreed that the 
engagement indicators provided in the framework were 
adequate for measuring student engagement. Furthermore, EX1 
commented that the indicators satisfied the Saudi Arabia 
national qualification framework. 

The framework was also evaluated for its limitations, 
usefulness, ease of use, and clarity for utilisation in the 
gamification of e-learning systems. The questions that were 
posed in this regard were as follows: 

Q5. From an expert evaluation perspective, are there any 
limitations to the framework? If any, please list the restrictions. 

Q6. On a scale of 1 (worst) to 5 (best), how would you rate 
the framework's usefulness? 

Q7. On a scale of 1 (worst) to 5 (best), how would you rate 
the ease of use of the framework? 

Q8. On a scale of 1 (worst) to 5 (best), how would you rate 
the clarity of the framework? 

Regarding Q5, which asked about the framework's 
limitations, the experts agreed that there were none. Likewise, 
to optimise the evaluation result of the framework, the output 
of the analysis of the usefulness, easiness of use, and clarity is 
shown in Table V. 

TABLE V. RESULTS OF THE EVALUATION 

Factor Usefulness Ease of use Clarity 

Positive 80% 83% 90% 

Negative 20% 17% 10% 

VII. DISCUSSION 

The findings of the evaluation of the framework indicate 
that the experts are satisfied with the components of the 
framework and the elements and learning activities provided. 
The findings suggest that the framework is easy and clear to 
follow by e-learning developers when gamifying e-learning 
systems. The study showed that the gamified e-learning system 
using the framework is enough to improve student engagement. 
The result is in line with numerous studies, as reviewed in the 
related work, showing improvements in student engagement 
through gamification. 

Moreover, this study reveals that engagement factors 
proposed in the framework, as commented by the experts, can 
be used to investigate whether a gamified e-learning system 
developed with the help of the framework can improve student 
engagement. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposed an engagement framework that can be 
used to develop gamified e-learning systems. The framework 
consists of three components: game elements, learning 
activities and engagement factors. The framework uses 
commonly used game elements and learning activities because 
it may become cumbersome for developers if more elements 
and learning activities are employed. The expert evaluation of 
the proposed framework showed that the framework is useful, 
easy to follow, and provides clear steps for the gamification of 
e-learning systems. Therefore, this framework is a value add 
for developers to stand as a reference that can be used for the 
gamification of e-learning systems. 

In the future, an e-learning system will be developed where 
the selected game element will be added to it as per the 
directions and recommendations are given in the framework. 
Consequently, an experiment will be conducted where the 
gamified e-learning platform is exposed to a group of students 
to study their level of engagement. 
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Abstract—Deep Learning Networks (DLN), in particular, 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) has achieved state-of-the-

art results in various computer vision tasks including automatic 

land cover classification from satellite images. However, despite 

its remarkable performance and broad use in developed 

countries, using this advanced machine learning algorithm has 

remained a huge challenge in developing continents such as 

Africa. This is because the necessary tools, techniques, and 

technical skills needed to utilize DL networks are very scarce or 

expensive. Recently, new approaches to satellite image-based 

land cover classification with DL have yielded significant 

breakthroughs, offering novel opportunities for its further 

development and application. This can be taken advantage of in 

low resources continents such as Africa. This paper aims to 

review some of these notable challenges to the application of DL 

for satellite image-based classification tasks in developing 

continents. Then, review the emerging solutions as well as the 

prospects of their use. Harnessing the power of satellite data and 

deep learning for land cover mapping will help many of the 

developing continents make informed policies and decisions to 

address some of its most pressing challenges including urban and 

regional planning, environmental protection and management, 

agricultural development, forest management and disaster and 

risks mitigation. 

Keywords—Deep learning; satellite image classification; land 

cover mapping; Africa 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Africa is the world’s second largest and second most 
populous continent in the world with an estimate population of 
one billion, three hundred (1,300,000,000) people. She has a 
total land area of approximately thirty million, three hundred 
and sixty-five thousand square km (30,365,000). Common land 
cover/use classes or physical features which describe the usage 
of the land areas include water bodies, forest, agricultural land, 
barren land, built-up/settlements, etc. 

The rate of population growth, socio-economic activities, 
urbanization, and other environmental forces has led to the 
exploitation, degradation and subsequent altering of these land 
features [1]. All these described above have led to the constant 
changing features in the land cover as illustrated by K. Kalra et 
al in[2] showing land cover change of Abuja-Nigeria from 
1987, 2002, and 2017 as shown in Fig. 1. 

These changes have contributed to the enormous challenges 
it faces today, including food scarcity, degradation of habitats, 
outbreaks of epidemics, environmental hazards, and 
consequently, climate change and global warming. The impact 
of these challenges is complex and has an adverse effect on the 
people, the economy, and the environment causing a lot of 
concerns to both individuals and the governments, locally and 
internationally. 

To mitigate the effects of these enormous challenges, it is 
critical to map the earth surface to collect information on the 
status of the different classes of bio-physical cover of the earth 
surface and its changes over time, otherwise known as land 
cover mapping. The data obtained also provides valuable 
information for developing sustainable policies or strategies to 
mitigate the impacts as well as meet the increasing demands 
for basic human needs and welfare. Land cover mapping is 
regarded as one of the most important application in remote 
sensing. 

Globally, scientists spend a greater percentage of their time 
and money on fieldwork mapping the land covers. In Africa 
this fieldwork typically involves traveling to distant and 
sometimes isolated locations for long period of time. It also 
requires braving adverse weather conditions, inaccessible 
terrains, security risks and performing physically demanding 
tasks. With the growing demand for real-time land information, 
it is becoming increasingly difficult to physically visit every 
location. While carrying out field surveys is still fundamental, 
the negative costs of field surveys, slow speed of generation of 
geo-information, objectivity of human interpretation of field 
observations and inconsistent land cover maps are some of the 
factors limiting the total reliance on field surveys. 

Recently images of the earth surface acquired with highly-
accurate remote sensing technology, operated by the 
government or commercial businesses around the world, have 
been seen to contain detailed information of the earth’s land 
cover. Its proliferation over the past few decades has given a 
radically improved understanding of our planet's landforms, 
vegetation, and resources. Today, it is considered one of the 
most important data sources for earth observation because of 
its ability to cover very large area. It has the potential to 
provide more accurate, reliable and faster land cover 
information. Additionally, it reduces the manual effort required 
to conduct field surveys. 
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Fig. 1. Land Cover of Abuja-Nigeria in 1987, 2002, and 2017 [2]. 

The first satellite, Landsat 1, initially named Earth 
Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) was launched in the 
United States on July 23, 1972. Subsequently, hundreds of 
earth observation satellites with varying resolutions including 
Landsat 2-8, Goggle Map, Quick bird, SPOT IKONOS, 
worldview, big map have been launched to collect massive 
amounts of remote sensing images. Nevertheless, unlocking the 
rich information in raw satellite images for land cover 
mapping, requires accurate, timely and reliable analysis. 

The advent of Machine Learning (ML), a subset of 
Artificial Intelligence (AL) has brought a lot of hope to 
computer vision applications. It is concerned with algorithms 
and techniques that allow computers to analyze data, learn 
from the data and make prediction on new data using 
computational and statistical methods. Several papers have 
been published introducing the basic concepts of ML to the 
remote sensing and earth science community. However, earlier 
experiences with automated classification in Mali, Senegal and 
Niger produced disappointing results [2]. Important land use 
and land cover types, such as agriculture in the Sahel, could not 
be uniquely differentiated from other types based on their 
spectral reflectance properties. Automated methods of image 
classification are based on spectral image data and are often 
plagued by problems of misclassification. Spectral reflectance 
of land surfaces is measured by remote sensors may be 
quantitative but not absolute which makes them not necessarily 
unique. This homogeneity often leads high variation within 
various land covers and subsequently poses a huge challenge in 
mapping and analyzing land cover types based solely on their 
spectral properties. 

As the revolution and growth of ML continued to bridge 
the gap between the capabilities of humans and machines, it 
gave birth to Deep learning, the fastest growing field of 
machine learning. Compared to traditional ML techniques, it 
has impressive learning capability, does not require expertise 
or domain knowledge and is time-saving. Its potentials in 
remote sensing tasks have been ascertained by many 
researchers in developed countries for solving problems in the 
domain of geological mapping, land cover mapping, land use 
planning, geological image classification, infrastructural 

development, mineral resources exploration, etc. Despite its 
broad use in developed countries, performing land cover 
classification with deep learning has been very challenging in 
developing countries. Recently, new approaches have yielded 
significant breakthroughs, offering novel opportunities for its 
further research and development. This can be taken advantage 
of in low resources environments such as Africa; however, the 
shortage of scientific papers discussing such emerging 
approaches or concepts in an easy and commonly understood 
way remains one major obstacle to its application. 

Inspired by the above, the main contributions of this paper 
are to: 

1) Provide a brief overview of a typical DL model. 

2) Provide a brief overview of satellite image classification 

with CNN. 

3) Discuss the challenges it poses to developing countries. 

4) The emerging solutions for satellite image classification 

in low resource environments are further discussed. 

5) Finally, a discussion on the potential of DL technique in 

land cover mapping in Nigeria is provided. 

II. OVERVIEW 

A. Overview of Satellite Image-land Cover Classification with 

CNN 

This section gives an overview of the processes involved in 
classification of satellite images using CNN. 

Land cover classification from satellite images is the process 
of assigning a land cover class or theme to each pixel in a 
satellite image based on its features otherwise known as 
spectral information. To achieve this task with deep learning, a 
DL model usually a convolutional neural network model is 
designed. A set of pre-labeled training data is fed into the CNN 
model. This model attempts to learn the visual features present 
in the training images associated with each label, and classify 
unlabeled or unseen images accordingly. The steps below 
describe the processes from the input image to classification 
result: 

1) Design the architecture for the CNN model: The first 

step in land cover classification with CNN is to design the 

CNN Architecture. There are two ways by which this can be 

achieved: you can either design a CNN model from scratch (if 

you have a large dataset and good computational resources) or 

repurpose/redesign an already existing model using transfer 

learning technique. In the first case you choose the type of 

layers and the way they will be arranged and connected to each 

other. While in the latter case, you choose an existing 

architecture known as pre-trained model, already trained on 

large datasets and continue your design from it. Designing a 

CNN architecture from scratch can be challenging and time-

consuming. This is because it requires expert knowledge and 

effort due to the large number of architectural design choices 

[3]. 

2) Hyperparameter selection and optimization: At this 

step, configuration variables that determine the network 

architecture or how the network is trained are selected, 
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initialized and optimized. These variables are known as 

parameters and hyperparameters and they play a big role in the 

design time and prediction accuracy of the classification task. 

Unlike a model’s parameter which are learnt or estimated from 

data during training, the hyperparameters must be selected, and 

optimized before and during the training process, respectively. 

Usually, an empirical process that involves a lot of trial and 

error is used to optimize these hyperparameters. However, it is 

time-consuming requires expertise from the domain and, in 

some cases, where the number of hyperparameters in a CNN is 

so large, it is difficult to optimize manually. 

Although a variety of algorithms including grid search, 
random search, Bayesian Optimization, Gradient-based 
Optimization, Evolutionary Optimization have been proposed 
and used for optimizing the values of these hyperparameters, 
the development of efficient hyperparameter optimization 
algorithm still remains a huge research area. 

Common hyperparameters, their functions and common 
values are shown in Table I. 

3) Select dataset: An important step in landcover 

classification with CNN is to source for your dataset. These 

datasets comprise of a collection of N images, each labeled 

with one of K distinct classes. These datasets are usually 

divided into three: training set, validation set and Test set 

commonly in the ratio of 80% 10% 10% respectively. These 

data can be pre-processed (resizing, rescaling, etc.) To train a 

high performing CNN model requires large quantity of dataset 

as well as equal distribution of the known classes in the dataset 

(balanced dataset). 

4) Model training: The training phase is when the network 

"learns" from the data it will be fed with. CNN models are 

trained using an optimizer (optimization algorithm) through a 

back-propagation process. The weights and biases in the 

network are changed to minimize a cost function. The errors 

between the network output and the ground-truth value are 

calculated by a predefined loss function. The larger the loss 

function the farther we are from the correct answer. An 

optimizer updates the model's parameter based on the output of 

loss function with the goal of reducing the loss function as 

much as possible. The errors are back propagated based on the 

partial derivatives after which each weight and the 

corresponding error term are adjusted. The iterative process is 

illustrated by the steps below: 

 Input a batch of Data. 

 Forward propagate it through the neural network. 

 Get the loss (i.e., the Actual value or the predicted 
value). 

 Back Propagate to calculate the gradient. 

 Update the weights parameter using the gradient. 

 The above process is performed in an iterative way. 

 Until the network has learned or converged. 

TABLE I. HYPERPARAMETERS, FUNCTIONS AND COMMON VALUES 

S/N 
Hyper Para 

meters 
 Functions 

Common values 

for classification 

tasks 

1 Optimizer 

Controls the learning rate by 

adjusting it throughout the 

training. 

RMSprop gradient 

descent, Stochastic 

gradient descent, 
Mini-batch 

gradient descent. 

ADAM 

2 Batch Size 
The number of training 
examples in one 

forward/backward pass 

32, 64 

3 Epoch 

Indicates the number of 

times the entire training 
dataset the machine learning 

algorithm has completed. 

10, 30 

4 
Loss 

Function 

It measures the absolute 

difference between our 
prediction and the actual 

value. It is use to evaluate 

how well your model is 
working. 

Categorical _cross 
entropy 

Mean squared 

error 

5 Learning rate 
Determines how fast the 
optimal weights for the 

model are calculated 

 0.01, 0.001, 

0.0001  

The forward and backward process is illustrated in Fig. 2. 

This is done using an optimization strategy such as gradient 
descent. The gradient descent algorithm simply measures the 
change in all weights with regards to change in error. This is 
illustrated in the formula 1. 

 w
+
 = w –   c              (1) 

where [w
+
] is the new weight, w is the current weight,   

denotes the learning rate, a parameter that determines how 
much an updating step influences the current value of the 
weights, i.e., how much the model learns in each step.  c is the 
gradient of the cost function. Gradient can be thought of as a 
slope of a function. The higher the gradient, the steeper the 
slope and the faster a model can learn. If the slope is zero, the 
model stops learning. In calculating the error of the model 
during the optimization process, a loss function must be 
chosen. 

 

Fig. 2. FModel Training Iterative Process. 
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Training is commonly done using the Python programming 
language with either Goggle TensorFlow or Pytorch. Both are 
extended by a variety of APIs, cloud computing platforms, and 
model repositories. 

5) Model evaluation: At this step, the model accuracy is 

evaluated. Confusion matrix, accuracy, precision, recall and F1 

are commonly used metrics to quantitatively evaluate the 

performance of a model. These metrics are adopted as a 

classification performance indicator by the research 

community. The validation and testing datasets are used to 

evaluate the model. While the validation dataset is used to give 

an estimate of a model’s performance while fine tuning the 

model’s hyper parameters, the test set is used to provide an 

unbiased evaluation of the final model fit on the training 

dataset. A well-performing trained neural network is expected 

to correctly predict the labels of unseen images. 

III. CHALLENGES, EMERGING SOLUTIONS AND POTENTIALS 

OF SATELLITE IMAGE CLASSIFICATION WITH CNN IN NIGERIA 

A. Challenges 

Although deep learning has been around for decades, its 
use among developing countries is still relatively new. This 
section discusses some of the challenges to using deep learning 
for satellite image classification tasks in scare resource 

environments: 

1) Lack of training data: Despite deep learning’s powerful 

feature extraction capability, in practice it is difficult to train 

CNN models with small quantity of datasets[4]. This is 

because a deep neural network has so many layers with many 

nodes in each layer, which results in exponentially many more 

parameters to tune. Without enough data, we cannot learn from 

these parameters efficiently. Unlike the huge number of 

everyday training images such as clothes, furniture, cars, 

animals etc. used in popular deep learning models, satellite 

image data is expensive to obtain. Therefore, there are no 

sufficient labeled satellite image patches to train a very deep 

network. The lack of the right quantity of training data in 

remote sensing domain is a significant obstacle to utilizing the 

full power of deep learning models especially in developing 

countries[5]. 

2) Lack of technical expertise: Technical expertise is an 

important factor in DL for satellite image classification 

research, development and application. Taking full advantage 

of this emerging technology, requires considerable technical 

expertise. This is because satellite image-based land cover 

mapping with DL lies in the intersection of distinct disciplines 

such as information technology, remote sensing, mathematics, 

image processing, programming etc., which means that, a fairly 

high skill level is required for this area. 

Unfortunately, finding the right professionals with the 
appropriate skill combination is a huge task in Africa [6]. 
Furthermore, this domain is very dynamic, with new 
technologies emerging daily, making it difficult for 
professionals to remain abreast of latest trends. This challenge 

can put this technique out of the reach of many researchers and 
operational experts that wish to use this emerging technology 
in land cover mapping. 

3) Image quality (spatial and spectral resolution): Two 

fundamental characteristics of a satellite image are its spatial 

and spectral resolution. They are important factors that play a 

role in determining the performance of a satellite image-based 

classification task using DL. The Spatial resolution refers to the 

smallest size an object can be depicted in an image. It is 

usually presented as a single value representing the length of 

one side of a square. While spectral resolution refers to the 

number and dimension of distinct wavelength intervals (bands) 

of an electromagnetic radiation a sensor is capable of measuring. 

The higher these resolutions mean the more detail it can 
provide and the higher the cost of obtaining them. Purchasing 
the images is very expensive and unaffordable in most 
developing countries. Most researchers in African have made 
use of freely accessible satellite images from earth observation 
programs such as European space Agency’s (ESA) and the 
United States National Aeronautics and space Administration’s 
(NASA)[7], such images usually have limited spatial and 
spectral resolution and as such affects the degree of accuracy. 
Lack of access to high-resolution images is a major limiting 
factor to DL use in land cover classification. 

In addition, some researchers in Africa use images from 
different sources with varying resolution. Despite its 
usefulness, the extraction of information from such multi-
resolution sources using deep learning technique is still a grey 
area in the research world. 

4) Lack of image pre-processing techniques: Satellite data 

often contain cloud cover, noise and other distortions from 

imaging systems, sensors, and observing conditions. Therefore, 

further pre-processing is required to deal with the defects. 

Image processing is a method to perform some operations on 

an image, in order to improve the image data (features) by 

suppressing unwanted distortions and/or enhancement of some 

important image features to extract some useful information 

from it. Despite its high potential value to DL accuracy, the 

automation of data preprocessing has been mostly overlooked 

by the machine learning community [8]. The dearth of 

methodological knowledge in this area continues to be a 

limiting factor to DL usage especially in developing continents. 

5) Lack of data repositories: In most developed countries 

several remote-sensing image datasets were introduced by 

different groups to enable machine-learning based research 

development and application for satellite image classification 

[9]. These dataset repositories include Merced (UCM), 

PatternNet, NWPU-RESISC45, Aerial Image Dataset (AID), 

EuroSAT and most recently BigEarthNet. Labeling of satellite 

images is very expensive since it requires trained professionals, 

so optimally leveraging existing data repository is essential. 

Unfortunately, such data repositories are not available in Africa 

and this has hindered the research, development and 

application of DL in satellite image classification tasks. 
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The heterogeneous appearance of satellite images, variation 
in geography and difference in spatial details of different 
images limits the use of such data repositories in developing 
countries. 

6) Computational resources limitation: A typical DL 

application requires huge computational resources owing to (i) 

the large amount of multiply and accumulate (MAC) 

operations as well as memory access operations it executes (ii) 

the huge number of parameters (weights) to learn (iii) repeated 

model optimization to select the best hyperparameters for 

optimal performance. 

In the last decade, the non-availability of computers with 
such high processing capability posed a huge challenge to the 
development and application of deep learning. The birth of 
Graphic processing units (GPUs) has given hope to machine 
learning enthusiasts. This is as a result of their highly parallel 
structure for distributed computational processing, large 
memory bandwidth to accommodate large dataset and other 
GPU resources which allows them to handle the processing of 
large amount of data faster and more efficient. However, due to 
the cost of GPU’s, this powerful supercomputer is widely out 
of reach of most DL researchers in developing countries. 

The widely available CPUs cannot be sufficiently relied on 
for training a deep learning model. Consequently, non-
availability of computational resources remains a huge 
challenge in the development and application of deep learning 
in developing continents. 

7) Political and economic constraints: Currently, Nigeria 

lack access to emerging tools and techniques for satellite 

image-based classification tasks with DL due to budgetary 

constraints, licensing issues or bandwidth limitations. Although 

significant investments in geo-information technologies have 

been made in the past by multilateral and bilateral aid projects 

from developed countries, national governments in Africa have 

generally not supported RS applications development [6]. Most 

universities and government organizations in Africa are poorly 

funded and thereby do not have the capacity to utilize 

emerging technology in remote sensing [10]. 

B. Emerging Solutions 

A number of notable attempts have been made in the past 
to solve some of the challenges mentioned above. This section 
discusses some of these emerging solutions to satellite image 
classification using Deep learning. 

1) Augmentation: The classification performance of DL 

models highly relies on the training procedures and the 

quantity of diverse training data. Data Augmentation is a very 

powerful method that offers the opportunity to solve the 

problem of inadequate dataset to train accurate and robust 

classifiers. It is used to artificially expand the size of a training 

dataset. It creates variations of the images using a range of 

operations. The augmented data will represent a more 

comprehensive set of possible data points which helps to 

improve the ability of the model to generalize what they have 

learned to new images and prevent overfitting [11]. Basic 

augmentation approaches which can make a model invariant to 

changes in size, translation, occlusion, viewpoint, illumination 

etc. include: 

a) Reformation of original images by basic operations 

such as cropping, stretching, rotation of the image, image 

rescaling, horizontal and vertical flips, etc. 

b) Altering the intensities of the RGB channels of raw 

data proposed by Krizhevsky et al. [12]. 

c) Random Erasing introduced by Zhong et al [13]. This 

technique is specifically aimed at proffering solution to the 

problem of occlusion which is a limiting factor to the 

generalization ability of CNN’s. An occlusion occurs when 

part of an image is closed up or blocked off. 

d) Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), proposed 

by C. Bowles et al. [14], which offers a way to unlock 

additional information from a dataset by generating synthetic 

samples with the appearance of real images. 

Most of these operations are useful in remote sensing 
because they do not increase the spectral or topological 
information in the satellite images which is important for 
consistent classification result. In most research papers, the 
experimental results with augmentation operations 
outperformed those from the same deep model architecture 
training on the original dataset. Recently there has been 
extensive use of data augmentation to improve CNN task 
performance [15]. 

2) Transfer learning (TL): Transfer learning is one of the 

most emerging design methodologies for also solving the 

challenge of limited training data. It involves training a CNN 

model on a base dataset for a specific task and then using those 

learned features/ model parameters as the initial weights in a 

new classification task. Instead of starting the learning process 

from scratch you start from patterns that have been learnt while 

solving a different task. It relies on the fact that features 

learned in the lower layers of a CNN, like edges or curves or 

color may be general enough to be useful for other 

classification tasks. By transfer learning we are able to take 

advantage of the expensive resources (expertise, training data 

and computational power) that were used to acquire it. 

To mitigate the problem of limited labelled training data in 
remote sensing, most researchers have used transfer learning to 
leverage on either satellite image data repositories such as UC 
Merced (UCM) [16], EuroSAT [7] and more recently 
BIGEARTHNET [17] or using natural image data repositories 
such as ImageNet or CIFAR-10. For instance, R. P. De Lima et 
al [18] successfully used transfer learning to address a suite of 
geologic interpretation tasks. M. Xie et al. [4] used a sequence 
of transfer learning steps to design a novel ML approach using 
satellite image. 

3) Improvement in architectural design: As seen in Fig. 1, 

a typical CNN architecture is formed by the stacking of 

multiple and non-linear processing neurons in layers. Different 

variations of CNN architectures have been proposed in an 

attempt to solve some of the challenges faced in using DL in 

less resource environments. This includes: 
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a) Improving the layer structure of CNN’s to 

accommodate the limited training data [19]. 

b) Encoding rotational equivalence in the network 

structure [20]. Rotation Equivariance is the ability of a 

network to generalize feature detection in different locations, 

which is key to the generalization ability of CNN’s. 

c) Capsule network (CapsNet) [21] and light 

convolutional neural network (LCNN) [22], were designed to 

suite low computational resources and the small number of 

training samples. 

d) Other notable techniques incorporated in CNN 

architectures include regularization, batch normalization, 

addition of shortcut connections between layers etc. 

4) Improvement in image quality: To solve the problem of 

non-availability of high-resolution images, use of images with 

different resolution, poor-quality images due to varying 

distortions. Researchers have successfully used different 

techniques such as: 

a) Super resolution (SR) techniques- These techniques 

are used to enhance or produce a high-resolution image from 

one or two low resolution images using algorithmic means. 

Several SR techniques have been proposed and successfully 

used. 

b) Multi-source data fusion- These techniques combine 

data from multiple sources to produce a high-quality visible 

representation of the data to improve model training effort 

[23]. 

Improving image quality using various techniques remains 
an active area of research. 

5) Computational resources optimization: To solve the 

challenge of computational resources which is a limiting factor 

to the use of DL, a number of notable solutions has been 

proposed and successfully used. These techniques/approaches 

can be beneficial to researchers in developing countries. 

a) Hyperparameter optimization: it has become popular 

to use different optimization strategies to design network 

architectures that are computational efficient to train [1]. 

b) Algorithmic Design: reducing computation resources 

consumption through CNN model designs [24]. 

c) Cloud-powered DL: This is another active research 

area [24]. It allows deep learning training and evaluation on 

cloud-based platforms, thereby limiting the need for high-end 

computational resources. 

6) Open-source developmental tools: The emergence of 

open-source developmental tools and libraries such as Pytorch, 

Caffe, Keras, TensorFlow, Theano for developing and training 

models are also speeding up progresses in deep learning [24] 

and will be also helpful in developing deep learning models. 

These tools and libraries allow the re-use of existing state of 

the art models thereby taking advantage of the expensive 

resources (expertise, training data and computational power) 

used in their development. Other usage of these open-source 

developmental tools includes: 

a) Ease of configuring the learning process 

b) Ease of plotting accuracy graphs which provides 

useful insights about the training of the model. 

c) The capability to register callbacks when training a 

deep learning model. (This function allows saving model 

weights when the model’s performance on tracked metrics 

improves or view a model while it’s training). 

GitHub [25], a web-based collaborative platform for 
software developers is another interesting development which 
can aid the application of DL in satellite image classification 
tasks in less resource areas. It is a free to use platform which 
allows developers to collaborate on a project. African 
researches can take advantage of the platform to learn through 
shared resources in the platform. It also provides cloud 
resources, programming tools, etc. 

C. Potentials of Land Cover Mapping Applications 

The benefits of using intelligent systems such as deep 
learning to automatically classify satellite images are becoming 
more evident in land cover mapping applications. These 
applications will aid the management of long-term challenges 
faced in Africa. In this section, we present an overview of 
some land cover mapping applications. 

1) Land use planning: Land use planning is the process of 

allocating and reallocating land resources for different 

purposes such as infrastructure distribution, recreational and 

industrial use, transportation routes etc. This is usually done by 

the government to ensure efficient usage of the land resources 

for orderly development. Although humans have been 

modifying land to obtain food and other essentials for 

thousands of years, the current frequency and intensities of 

LULC changes in African are far greater than ever in history, 

driving unprecedented changes in ecosystems and 

environmental processes at local, regional and global scales 

[26]. The use of deep learning techniques for automatic land 

cover classification is very critical for studies involving 

extensive land mass such as found in most part of Africa, Other 

benefits include its cost and time saving as opposed to other 

machine learning techniques. Additionally, the digital 

information is also easy to retrieve, update, edit and store. 

2) Agricultural development: Despite the conscientious 

effort by the government to increase the gross domestic 

product (GDP) in Africa, the population of malnourished 

people is still on the increase. This menace can be salvaged by 

expanding food production through agriculture using satellite 

images and deep learning technique. Ways through which the 

above can be achieved include: 

a) Classifying agricultural land types  

b) Predicting crop yield 

c) Classifying crop disease types 

d) Monitoring crop growth condition 

e) Identifying and mapping weeds 
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3) Population estimation: Population estimation involves 

obtaining a reliable estimate of the number of persons in a 

given area at a particular time. Accurate mapping of population 

distribution is essential for policy-making, urban planning, 

admiration and risk management in hazardous areas [27]. 

Although census (a count of the population) has been used in 

the past to collect this important information in Africa, the high 

cost of carrying out the exercise has made it difficult to sustain. 

For instance, in Nigeria, the last census was conducted in 2006. 

The automatic classification of land cover using satellite 

images and DL techniques will provide a cost-effective 

alternative for estimating the population. It will also allow for 

large coverage mapping. As seen in [28], the CNNs model's 

estimate gave comparable results to the census county-level 

population projections. The population can be estimated 

through mapping the number of settlement areas, the area of 

urban land, the area occupied by different land uses or even 

directly from spectral and textural information available at the 

pixel scale[27]. 

4) Geoscience: In recent years deep learning networks has 

become an increasingly important interdisciplinary tool that 

has advanced several fields such as healthcare, image 

processing, speech recognition etc. however, its adaptation in 

geoscience has been relatively low[29]. Mapping large land 

areas with satellite data and deep learning technique can be 

applied in various geoscience tasks including: 

a) Explore and prepare maps quickly to help evaluate 

the geo-potential of any specific area. 

b)  Study the general physical characteristics of rocks 

(lithology). 

c) Geological and geo-structural mapping 

d) Mineral exploration 

e) Borehole drilling 

f) Geo- hazard monitoring 

5) Disaster management: According to a world bank 

report “Developing countries suffer more than 95 percent of all 

deaths caused by Natural disaster and losses (as a percentage of 

GDP) are 20 times greater. Africa has experienced its fair share 

as a result of their high population densities, poor 

infrastructure, unstable landforms and severe weather 

condition. These Disasters range from natural to man-made 

such as drought, floods, earthquakes, desertification, climate 

change, etc. 

Satellite images cover wide range of areas and provides 
massive amount of land cover information. Analysis of these 
images using deep learning technique is imperative for 
effective mitigation and management of these risks. 

Its uses in disaster management include: 

a) Mapping fire, flood and hazard prone areas for 

disaster monitoring and mitigation. 

b) Weather forecasting. 

c) Disaster response planning. 

d) Impact/ Damage assessment. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Africa is confronted with serious developmental challenges 
arising from unplanned and unguided use of its land resources. 
It is therefore critical to provide accurate and up-to-date 
information of its land surface. The benefits of using intelligent 
systems such as deep learning to map massive large land area 
is becoming more evident. This information will aid the 
management of the long-term challenges faced in Africa. 
Furthermore, it will provide a better cost effective and time 
management solution than the use of visual interpretation or 
other machine learning techniques (unsupervised, supervised 
and object-based) currently obtainable in Nigeria today. This 
work aims to deepen the understanding of application of CNN 
for satellite image- based land cover mapping in developing 
continents, and encourage African researchers/scientist to 
leverage these new digital technologies to drive large-scale 
transformation and competitiveness in earth observation 
application. 
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Abstract—This research introduces a novel self-supervised 

deep learning model for stress detection using an intelligent 

solution that detects the stress state using the physiological 

parameters. The first part of this research represents a concise 

review of different intelligent techniques for processing 

physiological data and the emotional states of humans. Also, for 

all covered methods, special attention is made to semi-supervised 

learning algorithms. In the second part of the paper, a novel 

semi-supervised deep learning model for predicting the stress 

state is proposed. It is the first attempt of using contrastive 

learning for the stress prediction tasks. The model is based on 

utilizing generative and contrastive features specially tailored for 

treating time-series data. A widely popular multimodal WESAD 

(Wearable Stress and Affect Detection) data set is exploited for 

experimental purposes. It consists of physiological and motion 

data recorded from the wrist and chest-worn devices. To provide 

an intelligent solution that will be widely applicable, only the 

wrist data recorded from smartwatches is exploited during the 

model's training. The proposed model in this research is tested 

on a single subject's data and predicts the stress and non-stress 

events. Keeping in mind that the initial data was unbalanced with 

only 11% of the stress data, data augmentation techniques are 

applied within the model to provide additional reliable training 

information. The model shows significant potential in clustering 

stress conditions, and it presents accuracy in the range with other 

state-of-the-art solutions. The most significant benefits of using 

this model are its prediction capabilities when dealing with 

unlabeled data and performances when undersized data cannot 

be processed optimally by traditional intelligent methods. 

Keywords—Deep learning; semi-supervised learning; 

contrastive learning; physiological data; stress prediction 

I. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

The coronavirus pandemic has directly affected the health 
of millions of people and living conditions all over the planet. 
To reduce the impact of the infection, worldwide governments 
temporarily closed schools, malls, restaurants, sports and art 
facilities, and all other public and private institutions in which 
a large number of people are generally present. Like a domino 
effect, such situations have affected the loss of jobs of millions 
of people, almost the closure of some professions, the closure 
of small and large companies, and finally, significant 
disruptions in the world economic system. In addition to the 
negative effects that this situation is causing, so far, not much 
attention is paid to the health problem that will affect a much 
larger number of people than the virus itself did: stress. To 
contribute to the diagnosis of stress and the detection of stress 
in humans, this research addresses the development of an 

intelligent method for the early detection of stress and the 
timely prevention of more serious health problems. 

Until now, stress and emotions, in general, have been 
examined in numerous researches. In [1] an emotion 
recognition system was presented that is applicable when 
limited data resources are available. The system identified 
emotions with a 65% success rate and with the confidence of 
57%. Further, in [2] the system that discovers classroom 
emotions and moods of students was introduced. Wristband 
sensors from Empatica E4 and smart-phones were used to 
detect all emotions using physical activities, event tags data, 
and various physiological parameters. The results were 
exploited for finding associations and correlations between 
students' data and extracting meaningful insights. In another 
research [3], a deep learning approach for the classification of 
emotions was presented. This approach was based on 
processing data acquired from three sensor modalities: 
locations into the global model, environmental and on-body. It 
was also proven that deep learning algorithms can be very 
effective in classifying human emotions, especially when many 
sensors are utilized. The average accuracy of the proposed 
model was 73%. Next, the importance of emotions in user-
modeling and multimodal computer interaction was presented 
in [4]. Additionally, in this paper, the results of different 
supervised learning algorithms for categorizing physiological 
signals from the autonomous nervous system were shown. The 
multimodal system for recognizing users’ emotions and 
generating responses to recognized emotions was presented in 
[5]. The experiment is thoroughly explained, and the mapping 
principles of physiological signals to certain emotions were 
introduced. The utilization of positive and negative emotional 
electroencephalogram (EEG) signals was described in [6] to 
research emotions. The support vector machine algorithm was 
exploited for data analysis, and an accuracy of 58.3% was 
achieved. Besides using EEG signals, an important role in 
emotion recognition is the electrocardiogram (ECG) signal. In 
[7] wearable ECG device was used to follow four kinds of 
emotional states recorded while involved participants watched 
prepared movie clips. Features from different analysis domains 
(time, frequency, static analysis) were sensed and recorded, 
and the most relevant features for evaluating human’s emotions 
were highlighted. An interesting approach to establishing 
emotional connections between SMART TVs and the audience 
was presented in [8]. EEG signals of involving participants 
were recorded and analyzed, and three emotional states were 
registered: relaxation, neutral, and horror. These signals were 
classified by using the support vector machine with an 
accuracy of 92% for all subjects. 
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Keeping in mind that the paper's novel research is based on 
using smartwatch data to detect emotions, it is beneficial to 
highlight the paper of [9]. The paper examined if smartwatches 
or wrist bands can be useful in collecting valuable information 
to recognize emotions. The primary limitations, potential 
problems, and crucial research steps in this domain were 
successfully found. Further, in [10], an automatic emotion 
recognition system was proposed. The system is based on 
using a wearable wristband, human emotions were evoked 
artificially, and multimodal physiological signals were 
collected by exploiting three different sensors. Finally, support 
vector machines were used once again for classifying 
emotions, achieving an accuracy of 76%. The usage of 
wearable sensors was also verified in [11], where they were 
used within Ambient Intelligence systems to provide affect-
based adaptations. Wearable sensors were also utilized in [12], 
where a real-time mobile biosystem "iAware" was proposed. 
The system was efficient in depicting five basic emotional 
states and emotional feedback information was provided to 
users. A smartwatch application that integrates heart rate, 
motion, and light data to sense mental health was used in [13], 
and the PRISM-Passive platform was proposed. Both 
supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms were applied, 
and it is proven that smartwatch data could be useful in 
evaluating and predicting mental health. Finally, the usage of 
the pervasive wearable devices within the "emotional IoT" 
concept for recognizing emotions was presented in [14]. This 
paper presented the end-to-end real-time solution based on 
smartwatch and smartphone devices that showed great 
applicability potential in consumers' everyday lives. 

In the following papers, the research cover techniques to 
estimate physiological signals, their processing, and signal 
quality improvements. In [15] psychophysiological signal 
quality estimators were proposed that were utilized to affect 
recognition systems. Further, in [16] findings in the domain of 
estimations of affective states of users' optimal experiences 
were presented. Estimated signals through end-to-end 
intelligent architecture possessed 67.5% accuracy in 
recognizing different affective states, including stress. The 
difference in emotion recognition accuracy between laboratory 
and wearable sensors was examined in [17]. The results 
showed a similar level of accuracy between the two 
approaches, which implies that wearable sensors' usage is 
reliable enough for serious considerations and accurate 
collection of physiological information of a user outside of a 
laboratory. Another research [18] covered a framework for 
signal processing pertaining to clarifying patterns of humans' 
physiological changes. An urban environment was taken as a 
scientific background, and the framework included signal 
unification, filtering, quantification, and the usage of 
techniques for data labeling. Finally, one interesting research of 
transformation of emotional signals is presented in [19], where 
the biosensing prototype for transforming emotions into music 
was proposed. Four emotional states were covered within the 
research (neutral, anger, sadness, and happiness). The 
appropriate EEG signals were recorded, and Audiolize 
Emotion was used to transform collected data into audio files. 
In the cases when it is difficult to assign labels to training input 
data consistently, Multiple Instance Learning from [20] 
allowed the training of classifiers from not precisely defined 

labeled data. A potential guideline for increasing the accuracy 
of labels was presented in [21]. However, in the cases when the 
labels cannot be completely provided, a self-supervised 
approach from [22] can be applied. The approach was designed 
in a way to learn valuable representations from unlabeled 
sensor inputs as blood volume pulse, electroencephalography, 
accelerometer, etc. The proposed methodology showed 
performances in the range with fully-supervised networks and 
improved generalization capabilities in semi-supervised 
settings. 

As one more interesting topic for proposing the novel 
research in this paper, deep learning techniques for processing 
physiological and emotional parameters should also be 
presented. In [23] deep learning techniques for real-time stress 
and affect detection was examined. New models based on 
Multiple Instance Learning were proposed and applied, 
showing the performances 10% better in terms of accuracy. 
Further, the hyperparameter optimization framework of long 
short-term memory networks in the context of emotion 
classification was presented in [24]. It was shown that the 
framework provided an improved recognition rate accuracy of 
more than 10% compared to other state-of-the-art optimization 
methods. One more classification model built with deep neural 
networks was presented in [25]. A fully convolutional network 
was proposed and achieved performances were in the range or 
better than other state-of-the-art time series classification 
algorithms. A convolutional neural network architecture was 
also used in [26] to classify the biosignals, achieving the 
precision across all the classes equal to 97.65%. Finally, in [27, 
28] novel techniques for optimizing network architectures to 
improve their processing power were presented. Specifically, 
in [27] rectifying neurons as improved models of biological 
neurons were presented. The structures based on these neurons 
are suitable for sparse data, they do not require unsupervised 
pre-trainings, and deep rectifier networks were very efficient in 
environments where there was a lack of labeled data. 
Additionally, classification models can be improved by making 
a normalization process an integral part of a model architecture 
[28]. This method performed the normalization process for 
each training batch, provided the same accuracy with 10-15 
times fewer training iterations than some traditional network 
structures. Two more successful approaches of utilizing deep 
learning techniques for prediction purposes were given in [29, 
30]. 

In this novel research, a novel self-supervised learning 
(SSL) algorithm is proposed and utilized for processing a 
widely popular WESAD data set. The goal is to accurately 
detect stress by using smartwatch sensor data. To describe the 
research methodology and proposed framework, the mentioned 
dataset must first be introduced properly. In general, WESAD 
is a multimodal dataset for wearable stress and affect detection 
[31]. The set includes information recorded both from chest 
and wrist measurements of sensors. It was based on three 
different affective states: neutral, amusement, and stress. 
Fifteen subjects participated in the experiment, 12 males and 
three females. The average age of participants was 27.5. The 
stress condition occurred as a response from public speaking 
exercises, and no other types of stress environments were 
included. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) model was used 
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in [31] as a stress classification model, which achieved 93% 
accuracy. The next important paper is [32], in which the 
WESAD data were classified into four classes: neutral, 
amusement, and stress as in the previous paper, and meditation 
was an additional class. In comparison to [31], [32] only used 
the wrist sensor data for classification purposes. A machine 
learning model was trained for each subject separately (logistic 
regression, decision tree, and random forest models). The best 
performances were achieved using random forest models: 
accuracy between 88% and 99% depending on the examined 
subject. Whether it was possible to perform stress detection 
using only a smartwatch sensor data from the WESAD data set 
was examined in [33]. Three different models were used: LDA, 
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA), and Random Forest 
(RF). The best performances were achieved with LDA in 
combination with the next sensors’ data: heart rate (HR), blood 
volume pulse (BVP), and skin temperature (ST). The next 
paper [34] relied on using deep learning techniques for 
processing the WESAD data. The primary model processed 
inputs of different sampling rates by utilizing four different 
sub-models as classifiers that individually process per one 
different sampling rate. The final model was based on the RF 
algorithm and generated the final classifications following the 
fusion mechanism in [35]. Finally, the research in [36] used a 
self-supervised methodology and deep learning for processing 
only the ECG signal from four data sets (including WESAD). 
The methodology was developed using data augmentation 
techniques, including stacked convolutional network layers and 
a final “SoftMax” dense classification layer. By examining 
previously presented WESAD research papers, a major issue 
that significantly influences the dataset's classification results 
was identified: a lack of data diversity. An attempt to solve this 
problem will be made in the research by introducing a novel 
SSL methodology. In the next section, the research background 
is presented, and fundamental SSL concepts are introduced. 

II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

For this research application purposes, the future model's 
output labels are two physiological states: "stress" and 
"neutral". The labels represent the outputs of a model for 
corresponding input data points. To determine when these two 
labels occur, it is required to know whether a subject of 
examination is stressed or not stressed. This can only be 
accurately determined in an experimental environment by 
making long-term observations by expert knowledge from the 
field. If a supervised learning algorithm is selected for 
processing the data, it is required to provide output labels for 
all the input data. For the situations when complex and time-
consuming experimental procedures should be performed (as in 
this case of the stress prediction), much effort should be made 
and costs covered to collect the complete database of labels. 
One possible way to optimize this process is to use an SSL 
approach for the training process and reduce the need for the 
number of prepared labels. Unlike supervised learning that 
relies on using pre-prepared input/output pairs of data, SSL 
techniques create their output labels from available input 
information. These techniques reduce the dependency on labels 
by constructing meaningful and invariant representations that 
capture the original data's high-level information. SSL 
techniques are based on two essential concepts: the pretext task 

and making appropriate representations. The key to the pretext 
task is to use information about the input data to construct 
pretext labels. On the other hand, a representation is a way to 
simplify the data while keeping relevant information. For 
sensor data that is processed within this research, a useful 
representation preserves emotional and physical state 
information and discards redundant information like noise. 
Additionally, the previous SSL applications show that 
representations with significant invariance are often more 
robust and provide better quality than other types of 
representations. 

A review of SSL methods for treating images, text files, 
and graph data was presented in [37]. The comparisons 
between supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms were 
made, and three main categories of SSL were explained: 
Generative, Contrastive, and Adversarial SSL. One efficient 
approach of contrastive learning in the form of a simple 
framework called SimCLR was proposed in [38]. The 
approach was based on utilizing the data augmentation 
techniques and using two different networks within the 
architecture: the first one to create representations of different 
inputs and the second one for comparison of representations 
and preserving important information. Examined research 
showed that data augmentation could be a key tool to build 
accurate SSL models. Augmentation techniques apply input 
data transformations to create new relevant samples from the 
existing ones and increase the size of data sets when needed. 
One example of using data augmentation for creating the 
models with significant accuracy was presented in [39]. In this 
paper, a popular contrastive method called Dimensionality 
Reduction by Learning an Invariant Mapping (DrLIM) was 
proposed. The method is efficient in creating relevant features 
out of complex data, and it was commonly applied in previous 
years for solving a variety of practical problems. Further, the 
effectiveness of data augmentation techniques can be observed 
within [36], where six different augmentation techniques were 
applied, and the accuracy of the SSL algorithm on the WESAD 
data was more than 95%. 

In this research, two related SSL approaches within a novel 
algorithm will be used: the first one based on temporal 
classification and the second one on contrastive learning. It can 
be considered that the temporal classification is a pre-step 
toward contrastive learning. Generally speaking, temporal 
classification [40] is an SSL methodology specially tailored for 
time series data. The methodology's basic principle is that the 
data features vary slowly compared to the sampling time of 
recorded measurements. The methodology does not require 
labels because the classification is performed using time 
intervals (seconds, minutes) generated via a random data 
preparation procedure. Another advantage of temporal 
classification is that it transforms complex unsupervised 
features into simpler classifying segments. 

This scientific approach represents one of the first 
implementation attempts of contrastive learning to stress 
classification. Contrastive learning is an SSL technique that 
provides a model's training without requirements for output 
labels [41], and it is based on learning a similarity metric 
between data samples. Using a similar technique, SimCLR 
from [38] reached state-of-the-art accuracy and even matched 
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some supervised models' performances. In [42], the 
representation learning method with contrastive predictive 
coding that applies to different data modalities was presented. 
The method's predictive coding component relies on training 
the model to predict the representation in time instance t+1 by 
using the history of the specific representation until time t. In 
other words, the model must understand what activity the 
subject is currently doing to generate future predictions 
accurately. The efficient methodology from [42] was 
successfully used to improve a speech recognition algorithm 
based on SSL representations in [43]. The methodology was 
utilized on high-frequency sensor data and represented an 
excellent example for the novel research in this work from the 
perspective of the existence of similar research environments in 
both cases. The research from [43] was based on using an 
encoder network that produces representations that are further 
mixed by the context network to create a context vector. The 
vector was finally used to predict the next representation. 
Another way of solving speech recognition tasks was presented 
in [44] when an unsupervised learning algorithm was used. It is 
another proof that these complex kinds of tasks can be 
successfully solved without supervised learning algorithms. 
Significant results within [43] and other related papers 
represented the motivation for the authors of this new research 
to implement contrastive learning on the WESAD data. 
However, besides all the advantages of contrastive learning 
that have been proven experimentally through introduced 
papers, its implementation remains a challenge because of the 
potential difficulties with creating the pairs, evaluating the 
model performance, and implementing and evaluating a proper 
loss function [45]. In the following sections of this paper, the 
research attempts to prevent all these difficulties and proposes 
a novel intelligent SSL solution. 

III. DATA PREPARATION AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The initial step of almost every intelligent approach is data 
exploration and pre-processing. As previously explained, in 
this research, the WESAD data set was exploited. It was 
created and maintained by the University of California Irvine 
and stored within their open-source machine learning 
repository. WESAD is the multimodal dataset that consists of 
motion and physiological data recorded from the chest and 
wrist-worn devices. For this novel research, only the wrist data 
coming from smartwatch sensors were used. Complete data 
were collected by recording vital parameters of 15 involved 
subjects during the study (labeled with S1 to S15, accordingly). 

Besides measured parameters, three affective states were 
also registered during the experiment: neutral, stress, and 
amusement. The primary deficiencies of the WESAD dataset 
that should be mentioned are the lack of examined subjects 
(only 15 participated in the experiment) and a single type of 
evaluated stress activity. Collecting new stress labels would be 
expensive from the perspectives of the required time for new 
laboratory experiments, and the costs of assigning new 
participants required the recreation of the WESAD experiment 
and increase the database. Application of SSL techniques can 
solve this problem and give optimal performances from already 
available data and provide maximum possible accuracy in 
stress prediction. Besides described approaches of classifying 
emotions by recording physiological parameters, an interesting 

language-independent acoustic emotion classification was 
presented in [46]. 

Initial data preparation work in this novel research was 
based on putting all the sensors on the same timeline (700Hz) 
and merging all the subject data. The data set was split into 
train, validation, and test set by following standard machine 
learning procedures. Further, the data exploration process was 
performed on the training data composed of subjects S2 to S15. 
Within 40 million rows within the training data, only 11% 
(around 4 hours) was collected from the stress state. Such a 
small percentage of the stress information made this set 
imbalanced and presented a real challenge to make an accurate 
system for detection and prediction of it. One possible 
approach for treating imbalanced data was given in [47], where 
an intelligent algorithm based on utilizing a genetic algorithm 
was proposed. Finally, 3% of data was considered invalid. 

Keeping in mind the main research task to detect and 
predict a subject's stress status, it was essential to determine 
which sensors were the most correlated with stress. After 
performing a basic correlation analysis, it was concluded that 
acceleration and electrodermal activities were the most 
correlated with stress. The next effort was made in data pre-
processing, where the outliers were removed and the signals 
denoised. For the outlier removal process, each sensor was 
assigned to a valid range of values. The values outside of the 
specified ranges were deleted and replaced by the closest valid 
values. Finally, for dealing with the noise components, a low-
pass filter was utilized to remove undesirable frequencies. For 
each sensor value, a cutoff frequency (the highest frequency 
that is meaningful for a specific sensor) was specified. A 
Butterworth low-pass filter of the second order was then used 
with the corresponding cutoff to process the signal. 

After a brief introduction of the WESAD data and finishing 
basic pre-processing tasks, the next research phase was to 
utilize a novel SSL methodology to a small subset of the data 
and progressively increased the size of exploited information 
and the complexity of processing. Considering that WESAD 
was a representative of time series data, in [48] how an 
intelligent approach was utilized for treating and classifying 
time series data was researched. Following the progressive 
experimental approach, the research task was to train the model 
on a single subject of data, which corresponded to 1 hour and 
30-minute readings from sensors. The features used for 
processing purposes were wrist acceleration, blood volume 
pulse, and wrist temperature measurements. 

SSL techniques were already successfully applied to 
processing the WESAD data in [22, 36]. However, the novelty 
of the new research that will make the novel approach unique 
was that it was the first attempt to use contrastive learning for 
the stress prediction tasks. Further, the approach was wholly 
based on using commercial smartwatch data and making it 
available for a broad audience. In this research, two previously 
established SSL methods were implemented: the temporal 
classification approach from [40] and the contrastive learning 
from [38]. As in [40], it was important to mention that the 
features of interest for this novel research also varied slowly 
(every few minutes) compared to the sampling rates of 
including sensors (a few milliseconds). The research data was 
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split into one-minute segments, and the model was trained to 
classify these segments by their natural belongings. The model 
was based on three complementary techniques: contrastive 
learning, the utilization of slow-moving features, and data 
augmentation techniques. These techniques and the overall 
algorithm of the model are presented in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. The Algorithm of the New Model. 

IV. MODEL DESIGN 

To set up the temporal classification part of the algorithm, 
the initial process was divided into three steps: generating one-
minute segments, associating a corresponding label to each 
window, and training the deep learning model to predict the 
segment from offered windows. A similar methodology was 
applied in [43], where segments of 12,5 seconds were formed, 
and a linear classifier was used on top of the representations to 
predict which stimuli were experienced by a subject. One of 
the methodology's observed drawbacks was the requirement of 
creating the segments strictly before their usage within 
machine learning and deep learning models. It was not possible 
to add new data later if it was generated during an online 
learning process. Another deficiency was in terms of data size 
restrictions and the applied number of segments to prevent 
losing the speed of a model. The number of segments matched 
the output of the final layer of the model, implying that the 
number of segments was directly proportional to the model's 
size. 

To evaluate the initial setup from Fig. 1, a dataset 
consisting of a single subject’s data was processed. A simple 
neural network with a single hidden layer and 20 neurons were 
utilized as the supervised learning model (Fig. 2). The network 
was based on SoftMax activation functions, and its purpose 
was to classify the labeled data. Finally, the model was trained 
using stochastic gradient descent with the Adam optimizer, 
while the cross-entropy was used as the loss function. 

Next, Fully Convolutional Network from [25] is 
implemented as the embedding model from Fig. 1. The 
network algorithm is adjusted to this specific research case. 
Three layers within the network are proposed, and the 
graphical representation of its structure is presented in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 2. The Supervised Learning Model Algorithm. 

 

Fig. 3. Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) Architecture. 

The contrastive method's key was to create a local 
classification objective that does not depend on the whole 
dataset. The task is to classify pairs as similar and different 
following their temporal closeness. To create similar pairs, the 
following data preparation algorithm was used. First, the data 
was split into 5 seconds windows of five 700 Hz sensors. The 
splitting phase resulted in 17500 elements for each input time 
point. A pair was created for each window by associating it 
randomly with another window that occurred less than a 
minute before. Each such pair was called a positive pair 
because it was considered temporally close enough to be 
similar. Further, ten pairs were merged to form a batch of 20 
pairs of windows. If two windows belonged to the same 
positive pair, they were considered similar; otherwise, they 
were dissimilar. Initiated labels were local because they were 
created within each batch of data separately. 

Once the labels were created, a loss function from [38] was 
used to estimate how well the model classified the pairs. 
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TensorFlow 2, as one of the most famous Python libraries, was 
used for this purpose. The loss function called the Noise 
Contrastive Estimation loss (NCE loss), and was presented in 
the following form: 

       
               

  

∑                
     

            (1) 

Where    and    are the representations obtained from the 
model of the left and right samples of each pair. To accurately 
measure the loss, it was essential to evaluate the loss on small 
subsets of the data individually. When each small sample was 
selected, the binary cross-entropy was computed using only 
elements from this subset. Because of the small size of any 
subset, the cross-entropy computation was fast. To learn from 
the whole dataset, all subsets were processed one by one. 
Finally, to get the final loss, the losses from each pair were 
averaged. The model was trained to utilize this loss function 
within the gradient descent algorithm on the pairs of previously 
created batches. Additionally, Adam optimizer was used to 
update the weights at each pass. 

V. RESULTS 

The goal of this case study was to recognize stress and 
neutral states from the input representation data on a single 
subject’s data. The model was trained to learn two-dimensional 
representations to validate the ability to learn relevant features. 
The training time of a single model on the machine with Nvidia 
K80 GPU was 10 minutes approximately. The features that 
were generated after the training process are presented in Fig. 
4. The train set (left) and the test set (right) for Subject 15 is 
shown with the separation between the different reported 
activities. For the test set for Subject 15 the stress and 
meditation results are shown only because the data is split by 
time into train and test where the first 70% of this subject data 
goes to train and the rest goes to test. For this subject, the final 
30% of data only have these two activities which is a very 
interesting result considering only a very limited amount of 
data that been used for this training. Therefore, by using 
unlabeled data, the model is efficiently capable of clustering 
different activities as shown. 

It is observable from the previous figures that the model 
efficiently learned to cluster different activities. It learned to 
separate activities without knowing them in advance, which is 
the temporal classification paradigm's success. If Fig. 4 is 
presented from the perspective of only stress and no stress 
activities, Fig. 5 can be generated as well. It can be concluded 
from the figure that the model is efficient in separating stress 
from no stress data. It showed 85% accuracy demonstrating 
that generated representations can capture most of the relevant 
information in some simpler cases. 

In the final part of this research, the performances of the 
proposed model were compared to five similar researches by 
other authors. Table I present information about the advantages 
and limitations of developed models, as well as exploited types 
of data during the training processes. Finally, the results and 
achieved accuracies are shown as the evaluation measures for 
all the models. Final examination showed that the proposed 
model provides the accuracy in the range with other state-of-
the-art solutions, and an advantage in the term of processing 

unlabeled data and augmenting existing data. Through this 
conducted research and the previous one cited within this 
paper, it can be concluded that the contrastive methods could 
be very efficient in processing large data sets. It is even 
possible to parallelize the computations to train such sets, to 
provide online training, and add additional data within the 
training process. All these topics will be examined in detail in 
the future work of the authors. 

 

Fig. 4. Data Representations Learned by Contrastive Learning by Examining 

Subject 15. 

 

Fig. 5. Representations of Stress and no Stress Features of S15. 

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF SIX DIFFERENT APPROACHES FOR STRESS 

DETECTION 

Reference 

number 
Method Advantages Limitations 

Exploited 

data 

Results, 

accuracy 

[31] 
Feature-
based ML 

approach 

Speed, 

interpretability, 

low compute 
power 

Required 

expert 

knowledge of 
the features 

All the 

sensors 

93% 
(stress 

detection) 

[32] 

ML 

approach, 

per subject 

Same as [1] + 

tailored to a 

single subject 

Same as [1] 

+ need to be 
retrained for 

each subject 

All the 
sensors 

88-99% 

(per 

subject) 

[33] 
ML 
approach 

Same as [1] + 

applicable to 
commercial 

smartwatches 

Same as [1] 

Smartwatch 

compatible 

data: wrist 
only 

without 

EDA 

87% 
(stress 

detection, 

balanced 
accuracy) 

[34] 
DL 

approach 

High-accuracy, 
no expert 

knowledge 

High 

compute, 

complex 
model 

All sensors 
85%  

(3 classes) 

[36] 

DL, self-

supervised 

learning  

Very high 

accuracy, 
no expert 

knowledge 

High 

compute, 
complex 

method 

ECG only + 

additional 

data sets 

97%  
(4 classes) 

New 

research 

DL, self-

supervised 
learning  

Can leverage 

unlabeled data 

More 
complex than 

supervised 

learning 

WESAD 
smartwatch 

data (all 

wrist data 
without 

EDA as in 

[3]) 

85% 

(stress 
detection) 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the SSL concept of deep learning was 
presented and analyzed, and a novel SSL solution was 
proposed. As a popular case study nowadays, emotional states 
and stress detection were selected as test cases for this 
research. In the first section of the paper, a review of popular 
scientific papers dealing with intelligent techniques for 
processing emotions was made. It was proven that deep 
learning and machine learning approaches can threaten 
emotion data effectively and produce desirable results in the 
form of a prediction, label detection, classification, or 
clusterization. This paper's contribution was the utilization of 
only wrist sensor data (from smartwatches) in the processing 
phase, without the requirement for any additional data that 
should be collected by using any intrusive method. State-of-
the-art research papers concerning smartwatch sensor data 
applications were also provided, highlighting the smart 
approaches for treating such data. Special attention was made 
to deep learning techniques in the field of emotion recognition 
and solving similar tasks. It was shown that different 
supervised and unsupervised learning techniques could be 
effectively applied for processing physiological data and 
providing valuable insights. Finally, the WESAD data set, as a 
base for the case study in this paper, was presented, and the 
most important research papers were introduced and described. 
In the second section, a literature review concerning SSL 
techniques was provided, and the main features were exposed. 
Special attention was made to the introduction of generative 
and contrastive SSL algorithms, as they represented the basis 
for the future model. Additionally, temporal classification as a 
pre-step toward contrastive learning was also highlighted, as it 
was an efficient methodology specially tailored for time series 
data, as was the WESAD data set. In the third section, the 
nature and features of the data and applied pre-processing 
techniques were described. All outliers from the data were 
removed, and important correlations between the features were 
discovered. A small subset of optimized data (measurement 
information for a single subject) was finally used to train and 
test the proposed model in section IV. The model was based on 
using slow-moving features and data augmentation techniques 
to increase available data and create similar samples. Then, the 
contrastive learning framework was used to train the developed 
network by using the SSL approach. Finally, the embedding 
model outputs were used within the supervised learning 
algorithm to provide fine-tuning of the proposed stress 
detection model. 

The novelty of the proposed solution was in utilizing pairs 
of samples instead of state-of-the-art models that processed a 
single sample at a time. The SSL algorithm's potential was also 
shown by the developed ability to cluster human activities 
without knowing their specifics. The model was able to 
recognize features very efficiently and abstract concepts, such 
as meditation, stress, and amusement using only the raw sensor 
data. Finally, generated representations of the model were 
evaluated in two ways: the first one using the accuracy metric 
on pairs of batches and the second one utilizing a shallow 
supervised model on the top of the representations. In the next 
steps and future research work in this domain, new 
functionalities will be added and the updated algorithm utilized 
on the complete WESAD data set. Novel research should 

answer if SSL models are capable of processing a large 
quantity of data and providing accurate stress predictions when 
multiple subjects are treated at once. 
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Abstract—Customer segmentation and profiling has become 

an important marketing strategy in most businesses as a 

preparation for better customer services as well as enhancing 

customer relationship management. This study presents the 

segmentation and classification technique for insurance industry 

via data mining approaches: K-Modes Clustering and Decision 

Tree Classifier. Data from an insurance company were gathered. 

Decision Tree Algorithm was applied for customer profile 

classification comparing two methods which are Entropy and 

Gini. K-Modes Clustering segmentized the customers into three 

prominent groups which are “Potential High-Value Customers”, 

“Low Value Customers” and “Disinterested Customers”. 

Decision Tree with Gini model with 10-fold cross validation was 

found as the best fit model with average accuracy of 81.30%.  

This segmentation would help marketing team of insurance 

company to strategize their marketing plans based on different 

group of customers by formulating different approaches to 

maximize customer values. Customers can receive customization 

of insurance plans which satisfy their necessity as well as better 

assistance or services from insurance companies. 

Keywords—Customer segmentation; customer profiling; 

decision tree; insurance domain; k-modes clustering 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Insurance industry has been in the global market for 
decades and it is a critical contributor to a country‟s long term 
economic growth. Life insurers improve their policyholders‟ 
quality of life by pooling the risk of mortality, morbidity, and 
longevity among a wide number of people and returning the 
benefits of this pooling in the form of guaranteed payments [1]. 
In insurance industry, maintaining current customers is a 
challenge. Customer retention is more important than 
acquisition of new customers. It is said that 20% of the 
customers contribute more to the revenue of the company than 
the rest, as according to Pareto principle [2]. Despite the belief 
that clients are important for insurance organizations in gaining 
income and enhance their profitability, acquiring and retaining 
clients are serious issues faced by insurance firms [3]. It is not 
easy to obtain and influence new clients because when 
compared to the current clients, generally, new clients purchase 
10% fewer than them, fewer involvement in the purchasing 
procedure as well as association with the seller [4]. 
Additionally, acquisition of new clients is more expensive 
compared to the maintenance of existing clients of the 
company [5]–[7]. Besides that, the likelihood of effectively 

selling a good or service to existing active clients is 
approximately 60-70 percent, while the likelihood is just 5-20 
percent for potential clients, which made a greater likelihood of 
success in selling a good or service to existing clients 
compared to the potential ones [8]. It is also worthy to note that 
different clients contribute different amount of revenue to 
insurance companies, and so it is vital to handle clients based 
on their profitability due to uneven revenue generated by them 
[9]. 

Insurance companies are growing in numbers and the 
diversity of services offered, in which the clients have full 
control of their decisions [7]. It is thus important to have a 
good customer relationship management to retain the existing 
customers. To achieve that, insurance companies need to 
identify their target markets by segmenting the customers into 
groups. This allows them to choose whichever services that 
match their needs from any service providers. Customer 
segmentation helps business people to customize marketing 
plans, identify trends, plan product development, advertising 
campaigns and deliver relevant products, as well as 
personalizing messages of individuals for better 
communication with the intended groups [10].  Consumer 
sectioning is a great instrument in separating the consumers 
into various groups and perform analysis on their traits [3], and 
thus organizations are able to focus on clients in distinct 
features and determine the most valuable clients by sectioning 
the clients [9]. Clustering methods have been employed in 
many studies to segmentize customers [3], [9], [11]–[14], while 
classification via Decision Tree has also been widely used in 
past studies [15]–[17]. 

The following are the contributions of this paper: 

 This research uses K-Modes Clustering and Decision 

Tree Classifier for customer segmentation and profiling 

for insurance domain. 

 Marketing team of insurance company will be able to 

strategize their marketing based on different group of 

customers by formulating different strategies to 

maximize customer values. 

 Customers can receive customization of insurance 

plans which satisfy their necessity as well as better 

assistance or services from insurance companies. 
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The remaining of this paper is structured as follows: 
Section II discusses the related works on clustering and 
classification methods, while Section III describes the study's 
methodology. Section IV highlights the results and Section V 
provides the discussion and finally Section VI concludes the 
paper with future works. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Data Mining and Machine Learning 

Investigation of unseen data and recognition of designs as 
well as affiliations that have valuable usages can be performed 
by information mining methods [18]. Organizations are able to 
pull out beneficial information from the data and obtain 
comprehension of their clients as well as their necessity 
through this information by implementing data-mining 
methods [7]. Data mining which is also part of knowledge 
discovery in database (KDD) involves the following process 
[19]: data selection, pre-processing, transformation, performing 
data mining algorithm, and data interpretation and evaluation. 
Data mining techniques like regression, classification, 
clustering, forecasting, association and visualization are also 
part of the classification framework in customer relationship 
management (CRM) [20]. 

While data mining extracting information from the vast 
amount of data, machine learning discovers algorithms that 
allows the machines to learn by itself without human 
intervention. Some examples of machine learning algorithms 
are Neural Networks, Decision Trees, Naïve Bayes, and 
Logistic Regression. K-Means, initiated by Mc. Queen in 1967 
is the most popular and relevant clustering model [21]. 
Predictive classification models have been used to study 
customer purchasing behavior in past researches [13], [22], 
[23] in which classification models like K-Means and Decision 
Tree were commonly employed. This study explores these two 
models for segmenting and classifying customers. 

B. Customer Segmentation via Clustering Methods 

Past research shows that K-Means Clustering method has 
been widely used. K-Means Clustering was used to segment 
bank‟s customers whereby customers were grouped into five 
categories: potential growth customers, general customers, 
intermediate customers, senior customers and VIP customers 
[24]. Meanwhile, K-Means Clustering algorithm was also 
applied to segmentize private banking customers and the 
results showed three clusters named „Core Value Customers‟, 
„Financial Products Oriented Customers‟ and „Deposit 
Oriented Customers‟ [25]. 

Khalili-Damghani et al. [9] employed  K-Means Clustering 
for insurance customers segmentation. The results were three 
clusters labelled as „profitable customer‟, „potential profitable 
customers‟ and „disinterested customers.  Fuzzy C-Means 
clustering was used to cluster life insurance customers [26]. 
The results explained that two was the optimal number of 
clusters for the study which denoted as "investment" and "life 
security”. In [3], a comparison of k- prototypes was conducted 
which combined K-means (for numerical element) and K-
modes (for categorical element) algorithms, improved k-
prototypes and SBAC (Similarity-Based Agglomerative 
Clustering (SBAC) for customer segmentation in auto 

insurance case study. The results showed that SBAC algorithm 
is more effective in clustering auto insurance customers with 
higher silhouette index value. 

In another study by Qadadeh & Abdallah [27], K-Means 
Clustering and Self-Organizing Map (SOM) techniques were 
used to cluster insurance customers. The comparison was made 
between K-Means Clustering and the combination of SOM 
with K-Means Clustering which resulted in a better overall 
performance of the combined method with six clusters of 
customers. Further studies on SOM had been applied on 
imbalanced dataset for clustering categorical data in which 
Kohonen SOM (KSOM) algorithm was improved by focusing 
on the distance calculation amongst objects [35][36].  Another 
study on K-Means for clustering was done in [28] whereby K-
Means algorithm was used to analyze the network traffic trend 
and type of traffic in campus network. The result showed that it 
was beneficial for managing or shaping the bandwidth usage 
and strengthens the security policy of the network. 

K-Modes are generally the extended version of K-Means 
algorithm. The dissimilarity measure applied in K-Means 
algorithm is the reason that K-Means is unable to cluster 
categorical variables [29]. K-Modes clustering algorithm is 
introduced by Huang [30] by presenting a new measurement of 
dissimilarity to cluster categorical attributes [31]. While 
maintaining its proficiency, K-Modes clustering model 
eliminates the numeric data restriction. K-Modes removed the 
constraints imposed by K-Means through some adjustments 
including the usage of simple matching dissimilarity measure 
or hamming distance for categorical attributes and the 
replacement of means of cluster to the modes of cluster. The 
frequency-based approach is utilized by this model in updating 
the modes during clustering procedure to decrease the cost 
function which is estimated by calculating the standardized 
sum of within sum errors. 

C. Rules Extration using Decision Tree Classifier 

Clustering and classification techniques complement each 
other and are proved to perform well in segmenting customers. 
Clustering methods which are good at handling data without 
any labels have a setback of not being able to predict new and 
unknown data. On the other hand, classification methods are 
able to perform prediction to a set of unknown data but need to 
be trained by a set of labelled data. Decision Tree works in a 
way to guarantee the similarity of the sub-groups by splitting 
data points into two or more sub-categories [17]. A feature is 
represented by each node of the tree, and a value or a range of 
values for the feature that represents the node is portrayed by 
each edge aroused in a node [15]. The final output of the 
classification, known as class label, is stored in a leaf node. 
The comparatively straightforward process of Decision Tree 
makes it easy to understand and interpret, and the process that 
addresses a number of data intricacy that usually presents in the 
real data makes the method popular [32]. Hypotheses on each 
feature‟s own influence in the classification procedure are 
produced with the help of the decision rules uncovered on the 
pathways [15]. 

There are several applications that implement Decision 
Tree as classifiers. Clustering analysis using K-Medoid 
Clustering was performed on family farmers in Brazil, and 
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used Decision Tree aside from Support Vector Machine, 
Neural Network (Multilayer Perceptron) to identifying 
character that distinguish between those identified clusters 
[15]. Classifications using Support Vector Machine, Random 
Forest, Decision Tree, K-Nearest Neighbour, and Naïve Bayes 
were performed to predict the churning of credit card holders 
[16]. In a study by Ganjali and & Teimourpour [33] on life 
insurance customers, K-Means Clustering was used to group 
the customers based on their lifetime value. The researchers 
also performed association rules to the most valuable customer 
group as well as classification to predict position of new 
customers in each cluster. In [34], Decision Tree was used in 
job profiling analytics to select the most significant skillsets for 
each job position intelligently. It produced accuracy of 63.5% 
when used together with Capacity Utilization Rate. Decision 
Tree approach was used for classification process and the 
results showed that the model achieved 61.3% accuracy, 38.97 
% classification error, 0.012% Kappa and 0.024% Correlation 
criteria. 

Based on the previous research, K-Means Clustering and 
Decision Tree Classifier have been proven as the most popular 
clustering technique to group and classify customers across 
industries. Nevertheless, there is very limited study that 
perform and model categorical data which is proposed in this 
study. K-Means is only suitable for numerical data, whereas K-
Modes is the extension of K-Means algorithm which can 
handle categorical data. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

This section presents the methodology of the study. Fig. 1 
illustrates the four main steps which are detailed in the next 
subsections: 1) Data; 2) Variable Selection; 3) Model 
Development, and 4) Model Evaluation. 

A. Data Preparation 

The data used in this study was obtained from one of the 
life insurances companies in Malaysia. The total number of 
data was 37,181 records and it consisted of daily new business 
customers information including their demographic details and 
their policy information ranging from January 2018 until 
December 2019. Prior to conducting analysis, the data 
underwent a pre-processing phase including handling missing 
values, imputing outliers as well as transforming the variables. 
Missing values were imputed accordingly with blanks, while 
detected outliers were transformed. Data transformations 
methods include discretizing numerical variables via quantile-
based approach, re-grouping of data in certain variables as well 
as changing data types. Discretization results in either 
conversion of some variables into categorical data, re-labelled 
to avoid redundancy or merged accordingly. Table A1 in 
Appendix shows the pre-processed variable description. 

B. Variable Selection 

Variable selection involves selecting attributes that 
provides meaningful insights towards targeting the right 
customers. Based on the data used, several variables were 
removed as they did not have impact in the analytics including 
„Occupation Group‟, „Distribution Channel‟, „Insured 

(Self/Others)‟, „Occupation Group‟, „Payment Frequency‟, 
„Premium Status‟, „Race PO‟ and „Sum Assured‟. 
Additionally, business expert has suggested including some of 
the information regarding the policy purchased by the 
customers including duration of policy issuance, annual net 
premium, premium payment method, product type and policy 
status. Table I shows the final attributes selection. 

C. Model Development 

This study developed customer segmentation model using 
K-Modes and Decision Tree Classifier. Python language was 
used to perform the modelling for K-Modes Clustering and 
Decision Tree Classifiers. The first model, K-Modes was 
implemented with cost function in getting the minimize 
distance for the intra cluster distance. The number of clusters 
was set into k = 2, 3, 4 and 5. Then, the output for clustering is 
compared and evaluated in determining the best number of 
clusters. The optimal K value for K-Modes was determined by 
using Elbow Method. Fig. 2 shows that the elbow shape is 
detected when number of clusters suggested was 3 using cost 
function value and the precise value of the cost function is 
given in Table II. Therefore, K-Modes clustering with K=3 was 
chosen as the best number of cluster. 

 

Fig. 1. Workflow Representation of the Methodology used in this Study. 

TABLE I. FINAL SELECTED ATTRIBUTES FOR ANALYSIS 

Index Attribute Attribute Type 

1. Annual Income PO Ordinal 

2. Annual Net Premium (ANP) Ordinal 

3. Client Type Binary 

4. Duration of Issuance (Days) Ordinal 

5. Gender PO Binary 

6. Inception Age PO Ordinal 

7. Location PO Nominal 

8. Marital Status PO Nominal 

9. Occupation Risk Class Ordinal 

10. Payment Method Nominal 

11. Active Policy (Y/N) Binary 

12. Product Type Nominal 
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Fig. 2. Cost Function Plot. 

The second model is a Decision Tree Classifier that was 
implemented with a built-in function of Python‟s Scikit Learn 
package. This function applies optimized CART (Classification 
and Regression Trees) in which it can perform well for binary 
classification as well as multi-class classification. The classifier 
was tuned by using the criterion function. This study 
experimented with two criteria of Decision Tree, „Gini‟ and 
„Entropy‟ with k-fold cross validation approach to achieve the 
best fit model. The number of labels was determined by the 
best number of clusters by K-modes; and in this study, 3 labels 
was defined for the classification task with rule extraction. The 
experiments were based on different number of clusters with 
evaluation of the cost function, thus the development time of 
clusters did not give any significant value, with 0.001 - 0.005 
differences. 

D. Model Evaluation 

The clustering validation was done by using Silhouette 
Index score. The expectation of a good clustering is the shorter 
distance between each point in a cluster, the farther distance 
between clusters and a balanced proportion of data points 
among clusters. The equation of Silhouette Index is as shown 
in (1) [9]: 

            
 ( )  ( )

    * ( )  ( )+
            (1) 

where a(i) is the non-similarity between one object and 
other objects in the same cluster, and b(i) is the non-similarity 
between one object and other objects in the closest cluster. 
Evaluation using Calinski-Harabasz Index, CH was also 
performed to justify the performance of the clusters based on 
the formula shown in [9]: 
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(   )
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             (2) 

where n is number of records, q is number of clusters, Wq is 
intra-cluster scatter matrix, Bq is inter-cluster scatter matrix. 
The highest score portrays the best number of clusters for the 
dataset. 

Meanwhile for the classification, the evaluation was 
performed using K-fold cross validation whereby the datasets 
were randomly divided into K equally sized subsets. The 
models were trained, and tested K times and the results were 
determined during each phase. The final accuracy of the 
models was measured as the average of all accuracies obtained 
in every iteration made. The formula for accuracy is as shown 
in (3) [15]: 

            
 

 
                  (3) 

where c is number of test samples classified correctly and n 
is total number of test samples. 

IV. RESULTS 

A. Clustering Analysis 

The results of distribution of each attribute in each cluster 
with K=3 is shown in Table A2 in Appendix. Based on the 
cluster analysis, it is shown that 51% (19,047) of the total 
observation falls under Category 0. This group has the highest 
percentage of young working customers with a relatively low 
annual income, and they aged in the range of 26 to 34 years old 
(37.7%) and earn MYR27,000.01 until MYR42,000.00 yearly 
(35.1%). The distribution of gender shows more than half of 
the customers are female and are married. Top residential 
location for customers in this group is Central Malaysia with 
25.8, and slightly more than half of the customers in this group 
opt to pay low annual net premium which is in the range of 
MYR0 – MYR 1,800. Majority of the customers are new 
customers (88.9%) who purchased policies for the first time 
between of year 2018 and 2019. In addition, more than half of 
the customers belong to Class 1 of occupational risk which 
means that their occupations are having the least risk of 
exposure towards hazardous elements. For payment method, 
most of the customers use Auto Debit (80.5%) to pay their 
premium. The highest percentage of the policies‟ issuance days 
goes to „0 – 186 days‟ category (34.4%). Lastly, more than half 
of the customers purchase Ordinary Life (Endowment) 
products (68.7%) and their policies remain active (72.0%) at 
the end of year 2019. Hence, Cluster 0 is named as Low-Value 
Customers. 

Cluster 1 makes up 27% (10,081) of the whole dataset. 
Customers are in young group aged between 10 to 25 years old 
(62%) and almost half of the customers have a low annual 
income from MYR0.00 – MYR27,000.00. Males are higher 
customers (68.8%) compared to female. Majority of the 
customers in this cluster are single (81.0%) and most of them 
reside in Northern Malaysia. In terms of the occupational risk 
class, more than of the customers belong to Class 1. Almost all 
customer in this group are new customers (90.6%). The annual 
net premium paid by the customers in this group are mostly 
between MYR1,800.01 – MYR 2,400.00 with 40.1% and they 
also prefer Auto Debit (75.7%) as the method to pay their 
premium. The distribution has the highest percentage for „187 
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– 334 days‟ duration policy (33.1%) and more than half of the 
customers purchase Investment-Linked (Whole Life) products. 
Lastly, the distribution of policy status is almost balance for 
this cluster with slightly higher percentage of inactive policies 
(55.3%). This means that this group of customers has higher 
chances to turn their policies inactive. Cluster 1 is labelled as 
Disinterested Customers. 

On the other hand, Cluster 2 makes up of 22% (8,053) of 
the total observation. Majority of the customers in this cluster 
are older customers with more stable earnings since they have 
a high annual income. 49.3% of them age in the range of 42 – 
76 years old and 61.8% of them have annual income in the 
range of MYR67,000.01 - MYR1,400,000.00. Moreover, more 
than half of the customers are male and 80% of the customers 
are married. Central Malaysia has the highest percentage for 
this cluster with 49.2%. This cluster also has the highest 
percentage of customers who belong to Class 1 hence their 
occupation is not very risky. Besides that, this cluster has a 
slightly higher percentage of existing customers (58.6%) 
compared to new customers. 

Aligned with the range of annual income, this group of 
customers has the highest percentage of annual net premium in 
the range of MYR3,380.01 - MYR369,200.00 which is the 
highest category of annual net premium in this dataset with 
51.5%. This cluster also has the highest percentage of those 
who issued their policy between 335 to 543 days with 35.5%. 
This group of customers prefers Credit Card the most with 
58.4% as the medium to pay their premium to the insurer. For 
product type, the customers mainly purchase Investment-
Linked (Whole Life) products with 79.5%. Finally, majority of 
the policies purchased are still active as of December 31st, 
2019 with 84.3%. Cluster 2 is called as Potential High-Value 
Customers. 

The cluster performance can be measured by evaluating 
intra-cluster performance and hence, we implemented 
Silhouette Index and Calinski-Harabasz Index. The results are 
shown in Table II. The cost function values are also included in 
the table for analysis purpose. Based on Table II, for Silhouette 
and Calinski-Harabasz Indexes, the scores need to be the 
highest to have the best cluster performance. In this study, it is 
shown that both scores are the highest when the number of 
clusters used are 3, as shown in Fig. 3. For the cost function, 
the value is decreasing when we add a greater number of 
clusters. However, the largest difference of the cost value is 
when the number of clusters is changed from 2 to 3 compared 
to the change from 3 to 4 clusters and 4 to 5 clusters which 
results in the elbow shape. Therefore, it is justified that K-
Modes with 3 clusters has the best performance for this study. 

B. Classification Analysis 

The purpose of performing classification is to predict the 
characteristics of each class label by extracting the rules 
developed by Decision Tree. There was a total of 43 attributes 
including the target variable. We implemented K-Fold Cross 
Validation where it divides the dataset into K-folds and they 
have roughly the same size of samples. In this study, we 
performed experiments on both „Gini‟ and „Entropy‟ criteria 
for Decision Tree Classifier and the number of folds selected 
are 2, 5 and 10. We also set the maximum number of leaf 
nodes to 50 to ease the validation of the decision rules as this 
parameter enable the model to grow a tree in best-first 
decisions. Table III shows the outputs selected at random for 
all the experiments. 

The performance evaluation of Decision Tree classification 
is done by comparing the accuracy of the models in each 
experiment. Since the experiments are implemented based on 
the k-folds cross validation method, the average accuracy for 
each model is compared. Referring to Table IV and Fig. 4, it is 
shown that the accuracy of the models increases as the larger 
value of K is used. It can be concluded that, Decision Tree 
classifier with Gini criterion and 10-fold cross validation is the 
best fit model for this dataset as it has the highest average 
accuracy compared to other models with 81.30%. 

TABLE II. INTRA-CLUSTER PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

No. of Cluster Cost Function Silhouette Score 
Calinski-

Harabasz Score 

2 198943.0 0.0935 1259.5 

3 178827.0 0.1049 2217.9 

4 172877.0 0.0878 1789.4 

5 165769.0 0.0794 1574.6 

 

Fig. 3. Silhouette and Calinski-Harabasz Index for each cluster. 
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TABLE III. RULES OUTPUT GENERATED (RANDOM) FROM EXPERIMENTS 

Exp. Criteria K Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 

1 Entropy 

2 

If Marital Status is NOT Single, Payment 

Method is NOT Auto Debit, Annual Income 
is NOT MYR67000.01-MYR1400000.00 

and Product Type is NOT Investment-

Linked (Whole Life), hence, Cluster 0. 

If Marital Status is NOT Single, Payment 

Method is NOT Auto Debit, Annual Income 
is MYR67000.01-MYR1400000.00 and 

Client Type is Existing Client, hence, 

Cluster 2. 

If Marital Status is Single, Inception 

Age is NOT 10 – 25 Years Old, Policy 
is NOT Active, Product Type is NOT 

Investment-Linked (Whole Life) and 

Gender is Male, hence, Cluster 1. 

2 Gini 

If Inception Age is NOT 10 – 25 Years Old, 
Payment Method is NOT Auto Debit, Client 

Type is Existing Client, ANP is NOT 

MYR0.00-MYR1800.00, hence, Cluster 2. 

If Inception Age is NOT 10 – 25 Years Old, 
Payment Method is NOT Auto Debit, Client 

Type is New Client, Gender is Male, 

Annual Income is NOT MYR67000.01- 
M1400000.00, Product Type is Investment-

Linked (Whole Life) and Marital Status is 

Single, hence, Cluster 1. 

If Inception Age is 10 – 25 Years Old, 

Gender is Female, Product Type is NOT 

Investment-Linked (Whole Life) and 
Annual Income is NOT MYR0.00 – 

MYR27000.00, hence, Cluster 0. 

3 Entropy 

5 

If Marital Status is NOT Single, Payment 
Method is NOT Auto Debit, Annual Income 

is NOT MYR67000.01 - MYR1400000.00, 

Client Type is Existing Client and ANP is 
NOT MYR0.00-MYR1800.00, hence, 

Cluster 2. 

If Marital Status is Single, Inception Age is 

NOT 10-25 Years Old, Product Type is 

NOT Investment-Linked (Whole Life) and 
Gender is Female, hence, Cluster 0. 

If Marital Status is Single, Inception 
Age is 10-25 Years Old, Gender is 

Female, Product Type is Investment-

Linked (Whole Life) and Annual 
Income is MYR0.00-MYR27000.00, 

hence, Cluster 1. 

4 Gini 

If Inception Age is NOT 10–25 Years Old, 

Payment Method is Auto Debit, Product 
Type is NOT Investment-Linked (Whole 

Life) and Gender is Female, hence, Cluster 

0. 

If Inception Age is NOT 10-25 Years Old, 
Payment Method is Auto Debit, Product 

Type is Investment-Linked (Whole Life), 

Gender is Female, ANP is MYR3380.01-
MYR369200.00 and Client Type is Existing 

Client, hence, Cluster 2. 

If Inception Age is 10-25 Years Old, 

Gender is Female, Product Type is 
Investment-Linked (Whole Life) and 

Annual Income is MYR0.00-

MYR27000.00, hence, Cluster 1. 

5 Entropy 

10 

If Marital Status is NOT Single, Payment 

Method is Auto Debit, Product Type is NOT 
Investment-Linked (Whole Life), Gender is 

Female and Client Type is New Client, 

hence, Cluster 0. 

If Marital Status is NOT Single, Payment 

Method is Auto Debit, Product Type is 
Investment-Linked (Whole Life), Annual 

Income is NOT MYR67000.01- 

MYR1400000.00, Gender is Male, Policy is 
Active, Client Type is New Client and 

Inception Age is 43-76 Years Old, hence, 
Cluster 2. 

If Marital Status is Single, Inception 

Age is 10-25 Years Old, Gender is 
Male, Product Type is Investment-

Linked (Whole Life), Client Type is 

New Client, hence, Cluster 1. 

6 Gini 

If Inception Age is NOT 10-25 Years Old, 

Payment Method is Auto Debit, Product 

Type is NOT Investment-Linked (Whole 
Life), Gender is Male, Marital Status is 

Married and Client Type is Existing Client, 

hence, Cluster 2. 

If Inception Age is 10-25 Years Old, 

Gender is Male, Issuance Duration is NOT 
0-186 Days and Marital Status is Married, 

hence, Cluster 1. 

If Inception Age is 10-25 Years Old, 
Gender is Male, Issuance Duration is 0-

186 Days, Product Type is NOT 

Investment-Linked (Whole Life) and 
Policy is Active, hence, Cluster 0. 

TABLE IV. MODEL EVALUATION RESULTS (K-FOLD CROSS VALIDATION) 

K-Fold Cross Validation \ Criterion Entropy Gini 

2-Fold Cross Validation 76.03% 77.81% 

5-Fold Cross Validation 78.49% 80.19% 

10-Fold Cross Validation 79.29% 81.30% 

 

Fig. 4. The Accuracy of Classifiers for different K Fold. 

V. DISCUSSION 

Customer segmentation analysis is crucial for insurance 
companies to identify who are the profitable customers, how 
many percentages of them from the total population, to find 
more clients with similar profiles and how to manage less 
profitable clients [37]. Based on the results from this study, it 
can be concluded that customer segmentation can be achieved 
by using data mining techniques. Both clustering and 
classification methods are complementing the outcome of 
customer segmentation. 

Once the customer segmentation is identified, there are 
some strategies that may be incorporated to cater each group of 
customers. For those customers who fall under „Potential High-
Value Customers‟, insurance company may want to focus more 
on this group to make the customers stay loyal to the company 
for a long period of time by providing good services to them. 
Since this group of customers contribute a lot to the company, 
the insurer may want to find more opportunities to sell more 
products to them based on their needs [9]. Insurer also needs to 
keep in touch with the customers from time to time to update 
their condition and keep on track of their well-being so that 
they feel comfortable with the company [9][38]. The insurance 
companies could build trusts relationship with the customers 
and this would increase cross-selling and up-selling [38]. Being 
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aware on customers‟ triggering events such as having a baby or 
buying a house could increase the product sales even more 
significantly, as according to the research done by [38]. 
Furthermore, insurer may provide a better customer experience 
by providing such a strategic and tactical focus based on the 
five key organizational process i.e., making strategic choices, 
creating value for customers, customer acquisition, customer 
retention, service quality and loyalty or rewards program, 
which can be achieved with a good CRM tool [39]. 

Nevertheless, the company must have strategies for those in 
group of „Low-Value Customers‟ and „Disinterested 
Customers‟. For „Low-Value Customers‟, although they are not 
the main contributors to the company, they are still the 
customers who are willing to take a chance in trusting the 
insurance company. Insurance companies may want to adopt 
customer centric approach to provide a superior customer 
experience [40]. This includes providing better customer 
services towards more customization and personalization by 
providing appropriate channels for communication to keep the 
customers informed, demanding and connected. 

On the other hand, upon detecting the customers who fall 
into „Disinterested Customers‟ group, insurance companies 
may be able to discuss and advise them to keep their policies in 
the event of customers cancelling the policies. In a study done 
by [39], it is evident that customers demand more on service 
quality, interaction management, contact programs, retention 
management, service strategy, customer satisfaction and 
customer loyalty, and this also could be achieved with a 
systematic CRM tool in place. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This study has presented the work on customer 
segmentation and profiling for insurance industry by using K-
Modes clustering and Decision Tree Classifiers. The grouping 
of customers is made by analyzing the similarity of their 
characteristics and hence, able to determine the target 
customers.  It is highly recommended for life insurance 
companies to segmentize their customers to enable them to 
offer suitable products or services in accordance with the needs 
of customers. 

Future researchers may consider using a larger dataset with 
longer time periods to perform customer segmentation to have 
a more accurate result. If the data is too large, they may 
consider performing dimensional reduction technique such as 
Principle Component Analysis (PCA) to handle the data by 
transforming them into useful components. It is also suggested 
that future studies should use transactional details of the 
customers to monitor their behaviors and include more product 
categories such as Credit Life Insurance products as well as all 
rider products purchased by customers. 

Further future work could also include result comparison 
with other classification models such as Random Forest, Naïve 
Bayes or even Artificial Neural Network (ANN). Also, 
computational complexity analysis could also be studied to 
analyze the learning efficiency and performance while 
implementing customer segmentation. The proposed approach 
in this study can also be applied in other industries like retail, 
hospitals, food chains, bookstores and so forth. 
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APPENDIX 

TABLE AI PRE-PROCESSED VARIABLES DESCRIPTION 

Attribute Attribute Type Description and Frequency of Data 

Active Policy (Y/N) Binary 

Indicator whether the policy is still active 

 0: No (N) (32.8%) 

1: Yes (Y) (67.2%) 

Annual Income PO Ordinal 

Annual Income of Policy Owner (Customer) 

 0: MYR0.00-MYR27000.00 (25.0%) 

1: MYR27000.01-MYR42000.00 (25.5%) 

2: MYR42000.01-MYR67000.00 (24.6%) 

3: MYR67000.01-MYR1400000.00 (25.0%) 

Annual Net Premium (ANP) Ordinal 

Annual Net Premium (ANP) amount 

  

0: MYR0.00-MYR1800.00 (38.0%) 

1: MYR1800.01-MYR2400.00 (26.7%) 

2: MYR2400.01-MYR3380.00 (10.3%) 

3: MYR3380.01-MYR369200.00 (25.0%) 

Client Type Binary 

Whether customer is an existing or new customer recorded in the 2 years 

0: Existing (20.9%) 

1: New (79.1%) 

Distribution Channel Binary 

Channel of which the policy is sold to the customers  

0: Agency (39.4%) 

1: Bancassurance (60.6%) 
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Duration of Issuance (Days) Ordinal 

Duration of days since the issuance date of the policy 

0: 0-186 days (25.1%) 

1: 187-334 days (25.0%) 

2: 335-543 days (24.9%) 

3: 544-729 days (25.0%) 

Gender PO Binary 

Gender of Policy Owner (Customer) 

 0: Female (F) (50.7%) 

1: Male (M) (49.3%) 

Inception Age PO Ordinal 

Age of Policy Owner (Customer) at point of purchase of the insurance policy 

0: 10-25 years old (25.3%) 

1: 26-34 years old (27.6%) 

2: 35-42 years old (23.0%) 

3: 43-76 years old (24.1%) 

Insured (Self/Others) Binary 

Whom the insurance policy covered 

 0: Others (22.5%) 

1: Self (77.5%) 

Location PO Nominal 

Customer‟s residential (in region) 

 0: Central Malaysia (28.3%) 

1: East Coast Malaysia (5.4%) 

2: East Malaysia (19.6%) 

3: Northern Malaysia (26.4%) 

4: Other Country (0.2%) 

 5: Southern Malaysia (20.1%) 

Marital Status PO Nominal 

Marital Status of Policy Owner (Customer)  

0: Divorced (1.3%) 

1: Married (57.4%)2: Single (40.5%)3: Widowed (0.8%) 

Occupation Group Nominal 

Occupation group of the customer 

 0: Housewife (1.6%) 

1: Retiree (0.3%) 

2: Self-Employed (1.1%) 

3: Student (3.1%) 

4: Unemployed (0.1%) 

5: Worker (93.8%) 

Occupation Risk Class Ordinal 

Risk class of the customer‟s occupation  

0: Class 1 (Least hazardous) (73.4%) 

1: Class 2 (Less hazardous) (14.3%) 

2: Class 3 (Moderate hazardous) (5.3%) 

3: Class 4 (Most hazardous) (7.0%) 

Payment Frequency Nominal 

Frequency of the premium paid 

0: Single which represented by 0 (0.9%) 

1: Annually which represented by 1 (12.4%) 

2: Semi-annually which represented by 2 (1.5%) 

3: Quarterly which represented by 4 (3.2%) 

4: Monthly which represented by 12 (82.0%) 

Payment Method Nominal 

Premium‟s payment method  

0: Cash / Cheque (8.0%) 

1: Auto Debit (67.0%) 

2: No Billing / Single (0.9%) 

 3: Credit Card (23.8%) 

4: Advance Premium Payment (0.3%) 

Premium Status Nominal 

Status of premium paying  

0: Cancelled  (5.5%) 

1: Deceased) (0.0%) 

2: Premium Holiday (4.1%) 

3: Lapsed (22.6%) 

4: Premium Paying (62.3%) 

5: Single Premium (0.9%) 

6: Surrender (4.5%) 

7: Terminated (0.0%) 
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Product Type Nominal 

Type and sub-type of the product purchased by customers 

0: Investment-Linked (Whole Life) (47.5%) 

1: Ordinary Life (Endowment) (48.4%) 

2: Ordinary Life (Hospital & Surgical) (3.0%) 3: Ordinary Life (Whole Life) 

(1.2%) 

Race PO Nominal 

Policy Owner‟s (Customer) Race 

 0: Chinese (52.5%) 

1: Indian (21.2%) 

2: Malay (18.6%) 

3: Others (7.7%) 

Sum Assured Ordinal 

Policy‟s sum assured amount. 

0: MYR150.00-MYR13500.00 (25.1%) 

1: MYR13500.01-MYR30000.00 (26.6%) 

2: MYR30000.01-MYR100000.00 (34.8%) 

3: MYR100000.01-MYR1800000.00 (13.5%) 

TABLE AII DISTRIBUTION OF ATTRIBUTES IN CLUSTERS 

Attribute Cluster 0 (51%) Cluster 1 (27%) Cluster 2 (22%) 

Active Policy 

(Y/N) 

Inactive = 28.0% 

Active = 72.0% 

Inactive = 55.3% 

Active = 44.7% 

Inactive = 15.7% 

Active = 84.3% 

Annual Income PO 

RM0.00-MYR27000.00 = 21.0% 

RM27000.01-MYR42000.00 

= 35.1% 

RM42000.01-MYR67000.00 

= 27.0% MYR67000.01- 

RM1400000.00 = 16.9% 

RM0.00-MYR27000.00 = 47.9% 

RM27000.01-MYR42000.00 

= 19.9% 

RM42000.01-MYR67000.00 

= 21.4% 

MYR67000.01- 

RM1400000.00 = 10.8% 

RM0.00-MYR27000.00 = 5.9% 

RM27000.01-MYR42000.00 

= 9.5% 

RM42000.01-MYR67000.00 

= 22.8% 

RM67000.01- MYR1400000.00 = 

61.8% 

Annual Net 

Premium 

RM0.00-MYR1800.00 = 50.6% 

RM1800.01-MYR2400.00 = 

RM0.00-MYR1800.00 = 35.9% 

RM1800.01-MYR2400.00 = 

RM0.00-MYR1800.00 = 11.0% 

RM1800.01-MYR2400.00 = 

(ANP) 

22.9% 

RM2400.01-MYR3380.00 = 6.5% 

RM3380.01-MYR369200.00 

= 20.0% 

40.1% 

RM2400.01-MYR3380.00 = 10.8% 

RM3380.01-MYR369200.00 

= 13.2% 

18.9% 

RM2400.01-MYR3380.00 = 18.6% 

RM3380.01-MYR369200.00 

= 51.5% 

Client 

Type 

Existing = 11.1% 

New = 88.9% 

Existing = 9.4% 

New = 90.6% 

Existing = 58.6% 

New = 41.4% 

Duration of 

Issuance (Days) 

0-186 days = 34.4% 

187-334 days = 20.5% 

335-543 days = 19.7% 

544-729 days = 25.4% 

0-186 days = 12.0% 

187-334 days = 33.1% 

335-543 days = 26.3% 

544-729 days = 28.6% 

0-186 days = 19.7% 

187-334 days = 25.5% 

335-543 days= 35.5% 

544-729 days = 19.3% 

Gender PO 
Female = 67.8% 

Male = 32.2% 

Female = 31.2% 

Male = 68.8% 

Female = 34.6% 

Male = 65.4% 

Inception Age PO 

10-25 years old = 15.1% 

26-34 years old= 37.7% 

35-42 years old = 26.0% 

43-76 years old = 21.3% 

10-25 years old = 62.3% 

26-34 years old = 16.5% 

35-42 years old = 12.1% 

43-76 years old = 9.1% 

10-25 years old = 3.4% 

26-34 years old = 17.8% 

35-42 years old = 29.5% 

43-76 years old = 49.3% 

Location PO 

Central Malaysia = 25.8% East Coast 

Malaysia = 6.2% East Malaysia = 23.7% 

Northern Malaysia = 23.7% Other Country 

= 0.0% Southern Malaysia = 20.6% 

Central Malaysia = 16.4% East Coast 

Malaysia = 5.7% East Malaysia = 

21.6% Northern Malaysia = 36.1% 

Other Country = 0.1% 

Southern Malaysia = 20.0% 

Central Malaysia = 49.2% East Coast 

Malaysia = 3.4% East Malaysia = 7.3% 

Northern Malaysia = 20.4% Other 

Country = 0.6% Southern Malaysia = 

19.1% 

Marital Status PO 

Single = 30.1% 

Married = 67.9% 

Divorced = 1.2% 

Widowed = 0.8% 

Single = 81.0% 

Married = 17.5% 

Divorced = 0.9% 

Widowed = 0.6% 

Single = 14.4% 

Married = 82.7% 

Divorced = 2.0% 

Widowed = 0.9% 

Occupation Risk 

Class 

1 = 74.2% 

2 = 13.2% 

3 = 4.5% 

4 = 8.1% 

1 = 68.1% 

2 = 17.3% 

3 = 7.2% 

4 = 7.4% 

1 = 78.2% 

2 = 13.2% 

3 = 4.8% 

4 = 3.8% 

Payment Method 

C = 6.2% 

D = 80.5% 

N = 1.0% 

C = 5.3% 

D = 75.7% 

N = 0.5% 

C = 15.5% 

D = 24.2% 

N = 1.4% 
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Attribute Cluster 0 (51%) Cluster 1 (27%) Cluster 2 (22%) 

R = 12.0% 

Y = 0.3% 

R = 18.3% 

Y = 0.1% 

R = 58.4% 

Y = 0.6% 

Product Type 

Investment-Linked (Whole Life) = 26.7% 

Ordinary Life (Endowment) = 68.7% 

Ordinary Life (Hospital & Surgical) = 

3.5% 

Ordinary Life (Whole Life) 

= 1.1% 

Investment-Linked (Whole Life) = 

61.2% 

Ordinary Life (Endowment) 

= 36.4% 

Ordinary Life (Hospital & Surgical) 

= 1.4% 

Ordinary Life (Whole Life) 

= 1.0% 

Investment-Linked (Whole Life) = 

79.5% 

Ordinary Life (Endowment) 

= 15.3% 

Ordinary Life (Hospital & Surgical) = 

3.7% 

Ordinary Life (Whole Life) 

= 1.5% 

TABLE AIII LIST OF ABBREVIATION 

ANN Artificial Neural Network 

ANP Annual Net Premium 

CART Classification and Regression Trees 

CRM Customer Relationship Management 

KDD Knowledge Discovery in Databases 

KSOM Kohonen Self-Organizing Map 

MYR Malaysian Ringgit 

PCA Principle Component Analysis 

PO Policy Owner 

SBAC Similarity-Based Agglomerative Clustering 

SOM Self-Organizing Map 
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Abstract—To increase the effectiveness of research, it is 

necessary to have access to systematic information resources of 

scientific work. Therefore, in any field of science, it begins with 

research, the search for scientific information, but with the 

growing number of scientific articles, books, monographs, 

patents, the search for information becomes more and more 

difficult. Creating a unified information system that allows 

scientists to quickly get acquainted with the results of other 

scientific research and prevent their duplication. The article 

discusses the technological techniques of distributed information 

systems that provide scientific and educational activities. The 

main tasks of creating a model of a distributed information 

system that supports scientific and educational activities, the 

functional capabilities of the model, the concept of metadata and 

the requirements for the metadata profile are described. The 

task, subject area, subjects, objects, the main functionality of the 

information system are defined, a list of the main types of 

information resources is provided. The paper analyzes the 

functional requirements for such systems. The paper describes a 

technological approach to creating a standard model of an 

information system to support scientific and educational 

activities organized in the form of an electronic library for 

working with documents on scientific heritage. The article 

describes the architecture of the information system and the 

principles of integration with the digital depository, the rules for 

the presentation and transformation of metadata. 

Keywords—Scientific and educational activities; distributed 

information systems; electronic library; metadata; model; search; 

interoperability; document; ontology; Z39. 50; SRU/SRW; Apache 

Solr 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The rapid development of information technologies and 
means of data transmission has led to qualitative changes in 
the solution of one of the most important tasks facing 
humanity – the preservation of information for the purpose of 
its transmission. Until now, the main form of storing and 
distributing information was printed publications, and the 
main means of accessing information were libraries. New 
information technologies have provided new opportunities for 

solving the problems of creating repositories of information 
resources, their organization, means and ways of accessing 
them by users. In a generalized form, such approaches have 
become known as ―Electronic Libraries (EL)‖. The 
information service on printed media has been replaced by the 
provision of users based on the electronic presentation of a 
wide variety of information, replicated in unlimited quantities 
and quickly accessible over global computer networks, 
regardless of the time of access to it and the location of users. 
The digital library should be understood more broadly as an 
environment that brings together ―collections, services, and 
people to support the full life cycle of creating, distributing, 
using, and preserving data, information, and knowledge‖. The 
main tasks of the electronic library are the integration of 
information resources and effective navigation in them. The 
integration of information resources is understood as their 
integration in order to use (with the help of convenient and 
unified user interfaces – preferably one) different information 
while preserving its properties, presentation features, and user 
manipulation capabilities. However, the pooling of resources 
does not have to be physically performed. The main thing is 
that it should provide the user with the perception of the 
available information as a single information space. In 
particular, electronic libraries should provide work with 
heterogeneous databases or database systems, providing the 
user with the effectiveness of information searches, regardless 
of the features of the specific information systems to which 
access is made [1]. 

Distributed information systems to support scientific and 
educational activities operate with various types of 
information. These can be publications, electronic documents, 
electronic collections, ontological descriptions, data sets, 
logical descriptions, etc. These resources, which are in 
demand by different groups of researchers, may not be 
available due to problems with their search and identification. 
Semantic links between information resources increase their 
value and provide additional opportunities for information 
search and identification. 
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Data integrated into an open semantic space is a collection 
of knowledge about a certain subject area. At the same time, 
the use of resources is accompanied by problems of 
determining the rules for obtaining up-to-date copies of 
resources and their transformation according to the specifics 
of a particular research environment. These problems are 
caused by the lack of adequate mechanisms to distribute the 
high-demand knowledge-intensive resources, as well as the 
heterogeneity of ways to represent and store resources in the 
form of files (binary, text, XML markup), spreadsheets, 
databases, electronic documents, catalogs, etc. Most often, 
these problems are solved in each individual case individually. 

Special systems are needed to provide access to such 
resources. Therefore, providing universal ways to work with 
distributed and heterogeneous data, where it is not known in 
advance what types of objects the end user will have to work 
with, and unifying the presentation of this data, is the main 
task when integrating information resources in distributed 
information systems. At the same time, the idea of using 
Z39.50 technologies for resource integration looks very 
attractive, since to date, the Z39.50 standard is the only 
standard that regulates universal network access to databases 
based on an abstract data model [2]. 

The main requirement for information systems designed to 
support scientific and educational activities is interoperability. 

The interoperability of any information system, including 
an electronic library, is understood as the degree of its ability 
to interact with other information systems, including with a 
person [3]. But if, when interacting with the latter (as with an 
information system), the main burden on ensuring mutual 
understanding falls on a person who is able to process even 
very poorly organized information, then special technological 
approaches and general agreements are required to ensure 
effective interaction between information systems. Ensuring 
the interoperability of systems is impossible without strict 
compliance with the relevant international standards and 
recommendations. At the same time, the standards must 
comply with: 

 data access protocols and interfaces; 

 search languages and interfaces; 

 data representation schemes and formats; 

 interfaces for visualizing the same type of data; 

 rules for encoding information; 

 data access control rules. 

In [4], the basic profile of the information system 
standards for supporting scientific research, organized in the 
form of an electronic library, was defined. 

The metadata profile refers to the adaptation of the 
existing metadata schema to the needs of a specific task being 
solved by the information system 1. Based on the analysis of 
the existing metadata formats intended for working with 
publications, documents and other information resources, it 
can be concluded that the most suitable format for research 
work with materials on scientific heritage is GOST 7.19-2001 

(MEKOF). Compared to other commonly used metadata 
formats (formats of the MARC family), this format has the 
most complete classification system for document types and 
other information resources and a fairly large set of reference 
dictionaries necessary for describing and identifying 
information resources. 

In this paper, we consider a technological approach to 
creating a standard model of an information system designed 
to support scientific research. The developed model of the 
information system for working with materials related to the 
scientific heritage should solve the problems of long-term 
storage of information, organization of abstract search by 
attributes, organization of collection and exchange of metadata 
and information between remote repositories of information 
resources. 

In the information space, events, facts, and any other 
entities of the real world exist only in the form of documents 
[4]. As a result, the document is the main element of the 
system under consideration. 

As you know, the information system (IS) and some parts 
of information systems are defined ambiguously in the 
scientific educational literature. Differences in definitions are 
usually caused by differences in the subject areas of 
application of the described IR and different approaches to the 
description of IR. 

Let's consider a number of different information systems: 

An information system is a set of information contained in 
databases and information technologies and technical means 
that ensure its processing [2]. 

An information system is an information processing 
system that works together with organizational resources, such 
as people, technical means, and financial resources that 
provide and distribute information [3]. 

An information system is a conceptual scheme, an 
information base, and an information processor that together 
make up a formal system for storing and manipulating 
information [4]. 

Information system: A system designed for storing, 
processing, searching, distributing, transmitting, and 
presenting information [5]. 

An information system is a material system that organizes, 
stores, and transforms information. This is a system in which 
the main subject and product of labor is information [6]. 

An information system is an applied software subsystem 
focused on the collection, storage, search and processing of 
textual and / or factual information [7]. 

Information system – a system designed for storing, 
processing, searching, distributing, transmitting and providing 
information [8]. 

A modern information system is a set of information 
technologies aimed at supporting the life cycle of information 
and including three main components of the process: data 
processing, management, information management and 
knowledge management [9]. 
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Among Russian scientists in the field of computer science, 
the broadest definition of IR is given by M. R. Kogalovsky, in 
his opinion, an information system is a complex that includes 
computing and communication equipment, software, linguistic 
tools and information resources, as well as system personnel 
and provides support for a dynamic information model of 
some part of the real world to meet the information needs of 
users [10]. 

The part of the real world that is modeled by an 
information system is called its domain. 

The dynamic model is understood as the variability of the 
model over time. This is a "live", working model, which 
displays the changes occurring in the subject area. Such a 
system must have a memory that allows it to store not only 
information about the current state of the subject area, but 
also, in some cases, the background. 

Since the domain model supported by the information 
system materializes in the form of information resources 
organized in the necessary way, it is called an information 
model. 

The above definition of M. R. Kogalovsky covers 
information systems of all types, in particular, fact-based 
systems that are based on database technologies and operate 
with structured data, text search systems that operate with 
documents in natural languages, the global hypermedia 
information system Web, etc. 

In the textbook Information Systems, M. M. Telemtayeva 
considers IP as a complex and large system. 

In relation to complex systems, it is based on the postulate 
of Academician A. I. Berg: "to create a model of a complex 
system, it is usually necessary to use more than two theories, 
more than two languages for describing the system, due to the 
qualitative difference in the internal nature of the system 
elements among themselves and the presence of different 
approaches to modeling objects of different nature"[11]. 

In relation to large systems, it is based on the definition 
given by V. I. Chernetsky: "a large system (BS) is a system 
that is a set of interconnected controlled subsystems united by 
a common control system, the characteristic feature of which 
is the presence of separate parts. Moreover, for each part, it is 
possible to determine: the purpose of functioning, subordinate 
to the general purpose of the entire system; the participation of 
people, machines and the natural environment in the system; 
the existence of internal material, energy and information 
connections between the parts of the system; as well as the 
presence of external links of the system under consideration 
with others" [12]. 

An information system is a complete set of parts that 
interact with each other and with the external environment of 
the IR. Parts of the IR are: database, information, information 
technologies, technical means, information products, models 
of internal and external user environments [13]. 

A system is a complete set of ways and / or means of 
ensuring the interaction of the internal environment of the 
elements (parts) of the system with the external environment 
of the system. The external environment of the system is 

usually structured from the point of view of the system in the 
form of sources of resources and consumers of the products of 
the system's activities; 

Consistency is the integrity of an element (parts) of a 
system in relation to a given system. The element (parts) of 
the system is intended for activities in the interests of the 
system. 

IR is a complete set of ways and means to ensure the 
interaction of the internal environment of the IR parts with the 
user of the IR-part of the external environment of the system 
that consumes the products of the IR activity. 

An information system is an interconnected set of 
information, technical, software, mathematical, organizational, 
legal, ergonomic, linguistic, technological and other means, as 
well as personnel, designed to collect, process, store and issue 
information and make management decisions. 

The information system consists of objects – elementary 
units of documents, and documents-information units. Many 
documents containing factual information, having the same 
physical structure and logical, informative purpose, form 
collections. Collections are characterized by their descriptions 
and descriptions of the structure of the documents that make 
up it [14]. 

A collection is a common form of organization of 
information resources that is determined by its parameters 
(style, attributes) and the structure of its documents and is a 
systematized collection of documents that are united by some 
criterion of belonging, for example, by content, purpose, 
access method, etc., provided with a meta description 
(metadata) in accordance with standards and data schemes. 
The document is characterized by its parameters (style, 
attributes) and the structure of the objects that it consists of. 
An object is defined by the type of data (according to the 
selected data schema) that it contains, and the description of 
the object's properties and methods [15]. 

Due to the fact that the information in the IR displays 
some entities of the real world (physical objects: objects, 
processes, phenomena, persons, publications, documents, 
algorithms, programs, files, facts, key terms, etc.), it is 
necessary to consider the IR as a set of information objects-
data sets that represent (describe) Note that the development 
of the EB model should use ontological descriptions and 
conceptual models that summarize the accumulated 
experience in the field of creating and using EB [20]. A good 
overview of the existing conceptual models of EB is given in 
[22]. 

The ontological model of the IRIS EB is based on the 
conceptual models of the RM OAIS EB [23] and DELOS 
DLRM [24]. 

According to the DELOS conceptual model, an 
Information Resource (IR) is an abstract concept expressed by 
instances of one of its specializations. In particular, instances 
of the concept of IR are instances of an information object of 
any type (for example, documents, databases, collections, 
functions, etc.). Each resource in accordance with the DELOS 
model: 
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 has an identifier; 

 organized according to the resource description. A 
resource can be complex and structured, because it, in 
turn, can consist of smaller resources and have 
connections to other resources; 

 can be regulated by the functions that control its life 
cycle; 

 expressed in terms of an information object; 

 must be described with metadata, and can also be 
described or supplemented with additional metadata 
and annotations. 

The implementation of the Electronic Library Management 
System is based on the meta-model, based on the fact that 
each information resource is characterized by a set of 
attributes inherent in it, and methods that characterize its 
properties and relationships with other resources. An effective 
means of describing information objects is metadata – data 
that is an integral part of an information object and describes a 
real object or group of objects. 

Each information object in the IR consists of: 

 Information content of the object (primary information 
object: for example, an image, full text, etc.) - an object 
that can be used independently; 

 metadata object-an object whose main purpose is to 
provide information about the IR (usually about the 
primary information object); 

 annotation object – an object whose main purpose is to 
annotate an IR or part of it. Examples of such 
annotations include notes, structured comments, and 
links. Annotation objects help to interpret the IR, 
contain either support, detailed explanations, or 
information about how the IR can be used. 

II. DOCUMENT CONCEPT 

One of the most important manifestations of human 
behavior is communication, i.e. communication with other 
people through certain signs or symbols. Initially, information 
about the surrounding world was transmitted by a person 
using gestures, facial expressions, shouting, touching, etc. - 
the simplest means of visual, auditory, tactile communication. 
The emergence of meaningful speech and language marked, 
according to a number of scientists, the emergence of the first 
information technology in the history of human society [16]. 

Meanwhile, with the development of man, the need to 
transmit information not only in space, but also in time, i.e., in 
the storage of information, increased. However, the simplest 
means of communication and information transmission were 
imperfect. The same human speech is heard only at a short 
distance and only at the moment of its utterance. It was 
difficult to retain the necessary information, since the 
knowledge was not yet separated from the subject who 
possessed it. It is no accident that at that time the role of a 
kind of knowledge banks and channels of their transmission 

was played by the elderly, i.e., the most experienced members 
of society. 

The separation of information from the subject and the 
first attempts to consolidate it were associated with the use of 
signaling. To transmit information in space, signaling was 
used by smoke, fire fires, the sounds of trumpets, drumming, a 
branch or arrow placed in a certain way, etc. Objects were also 
used, which were given a symbolic meaning. The example of 
the symbolic message of the ancient Scythians to the Persians 
given by the ancient Greek historian Herodotus became a 
textbook. This message consisted of a bird, a frog, a mouse, 
and a bunch of arrows, and meant: "If you Persians do not 
learn to fly like birds, to jump through swamps like frogs, to 
hide in holes like mice, you will be showered with our arrows 
as soon as you enter the Scythian land." 

Later, symbolic signaling was replaced by conditional 
signaling, in which objects were used as conditional signs by 
prior agreement of people about what a certain object would 
mean. As a result, there were systems of mnemonic signs for 
counting with the help of objects, as well as more complex 
"nodular writing": among the ancient Incas, in Ancient China, 
among the Mongols. Probably, this kind of "letter" was also 
available to the Slavs. It is no accident that the Russian 
language has preserved the expression "tie a knot for 
memory", i.e., to keep some information in memory. Tags 
(plaques) with notches were also used as conventional signs - 
in trade, financial, and creditor operations. Among the Slavs, 
such tags were called "noses", since they were usually carried 
with them, fixing any information with the help of various 
notches, notches. Hence, the expression ―cut on the nose‖ is, 
remember it firmly [17]. 

Grave mounds, burial mounds, crosses, tombstones, 
property signs (heraldic signs, boundary stones, cattle brand 
marks, etc.) were used to consolidate and transmit information 
over time. 

Objective ways of communication have been preserved to 
this day: the presentation of bread and salt as a sign of 
hospitality, bouquets of flowers and souvenirs as a sign of 
attention, military insignia, flags of states, traffic lights and 
semaphores, etc. The appearance of writing marked the 
transition of humanity to a new information technology. With 
the help of graphic sign systems, it became possible to 
separate information from the subject and fix it on some 
material for the purpose of subsequent transmission in time 
and space. As a result, there was documented information, i.e. 
a document. 

The concept of "document" is currently the most common 
in the sciences that study different ways of storing and 
transmitting knowledge (or information) in society. There are 
many definitions of a document that have fixed ideas about it. 

The term "document" comes from the Latin word 
"documentum". Documents appeared as an additional (to 
sound speech) means of communication of people. They were 
brought to life primarily by the need to capture, fix and 
transmit a particular message in time and space. Carriers, a 
material object on which information was recorded, 
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performed in ancient times mainly the function of evidence. 
Therefore, the Latin word "documentum" meant a sample, 
proof, testimony. 

This term, in turn, came from the verb "docere" - to teach, 
to teach. The roots of this word go back to the Indo-European 
proto-language, where it meant a gesture of outstretched hands 
associated with receiving or receiving something. On the basis 
of this word, the words "doceo" were formed - I teach, I teach, 
"doctor" - a scientist, "doctrine" - teaching, and finally, 
"documentum" - what teaches an instructive example. In this 
sense, the word document was used, for example, by Caesar 
and Cicero. 

Later, the word "document" acquired a legal meaning and 
came to mean "written evidence", "evidence drawn from 
books, supporting records, official acts". In the sense of a 
written certificate, the word "document" was used from the 
Middle Ages to the XIX century. 

In the XIX century, a new aspect is highlighted: the 
importance of the document in management. For the 
designation of documents at this time, synonymous concepts 
were used: "business paper", "act", "case". The document was 
considered to be the information recorded in the form and 
intended for the implementation of the management process. 

In the twentieth century, the term "business paper" is 
gradually replaced by «service document". In Soviet times, the 
term "document «was firmly established in normative acts, 
special literature, and work practice. It is still preserved at the 
present time. 

Along with it, the concept of "act" is also used to refer to 
documents related to the field of management and law. They 
include almost all actions of the authorities and public 
administration, documented. 

Over time, the term "historical documents" appears. They 
are considered chronicles, chronicles, notes, and other written 
sources that indicate a historical event, person, epoch, etc. 

Thus, in the definition of the document, three aspects can 
be distinguished - legal, managerial, and historical. 

The word "document" came to the Russian language in the 
time of Peter I, as a loan from the German and Polish 
languages, in the meaning of a written certificate [18]. At the 
beginning of the XX century, it had two meanings: 

1) any paper drawn up in a lawful manner and can serve 

as proof of rights to something (property, fortune, free 

residence) or to perform any duties (conditions, contracts, debt 

obligations); 

2) in general, any written evidence. 

By the second half of the XIX century, the terms derived 
from the word "document" appeared in reference publications 
of some countries of the world: documentation-in the meaning 
of the preparation and use of documented evidence and 
authority; documentary - related to the document. 

At the end of the XIX century, there is a tendency to 
narrow the boundaries of the concept of "document": first it 
was considered as any object that serves to obtain and prove, 

then - as a written certificate confirming certain legal 
relations. The concept was used mainly in the legal sense. 

Since the beginning of the XX century, a new, broader 
understanding of the concept of "document" has been 
introduced into the term system: it was introduced by a well - 
known Belgian scientist, the founder of documentation - the 
science of the totality of documents and the field of practical 
activity-Paul Hautelet-in his treatise on Documentation, 
defines the concept (term) Document: "a material object 
containing information, specially designed for its transmission 
in space and time" [19] - which is interpreted as the main 
"object" with which any information system operates[20]. 
Thus, a document is an information object that represents a 
structured description of a real entity (object, subject, fact or 
concept), the totality of which makes up the information 
content of the system. The document presented in electronic 
form has a certain standard set of attributes and allows for 
unambiguous identification. A document can describe an 
article from a journal, the journal itself, a person, a digitized 
image, experimental data, a program or computational 
algorithm, a database, a fragment of a database, etc. 

P. Otle first used a comprehensive approach to the 
typological classification of documents, taking into account 
the content and form of the document, in the "Treatise on 
Documentation". 

The scientist divided the entire set of documents into three 
main classes: 

1) Bibliographic documents, i.e., texts that are 

traditionally considered works of writing and printing. Among 

them are brochures, monographs, essays, treatises, manuals, 

encyclopedias, dictionaries, periodicals and continuing 

publications (magazines, newspapers, yearbooks, etc.). In 

addition to these, bibliographic documents included texts of 

personal origin (letters), official messages and accounting 

(registration) books (or magazines), as well as signs, slogans, 

tickets and other travel documents. 

2) Other graphic documents, i.e., non-text documents: 

cartographic, pictorial, musical notation. Among the pictorial 

ones are: iconographic, containing a printed image (prints, 

engravings, postcards, etc.); photographs; documents 

perceived through projection devices (including microcopies). 

As a special variety, "pictorial monuments are distinguished: 

inscriptions, coins, medals, seals (stamps). 

3) Documents - substitutes for books: discs, phonograms, 

films, and along with this-radio broadcasting (recording and 

transmitting sound), television, including telephotography, 

radio telephotography and television itself. 

A special place in this classification series was occupied 
by" documents of three dimensions": natural (minerals, plants, 
animals) and artificial, created by man (materials, products, 
technical objects, as well as medals, models, reliefs). They 
also include scientific tools, didactic materials, and visual 
aids. Especially highlighted among them are three-
dimensional works of art: works of architecture and sculpture. 
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It is in this broad sense that the concept of  "document" 
was later used when it comes not only to the collections of 
libraries, archives, museums, information services, but also to 
social, in particular, mass communications in general. 

We can distinguish the following values of "document", 
introduced by P. Otle: 

1) Any source of information, transmission of human 

thought, knowledge, regardless of whether it is embodied in a 

material-fixed form or is a conductor (transmitter) of 

information in time, can be considered a document. This 

concept covers material objects-information carriers, as well 

as, radio, television, and theatrical performances. 

2) Documents are material objects with recorded 

information collected by a person to create any collections. 

This includes both artificial objects created by man, and 

natural, technical objects located in the museum. 

3) Documents also include material objects created by a 

person specifically for recording, storing and reproducing 

information in order to transmit it in space and time, 

regardless of the method of recording. These are both 

"written" documents (i.e., with information recorded by 

writing characters), and visual, phonographic recordings and 

films (the results of machine recording of images and sound). 

The author of the" Treatise... "repeatedly emphasizes the 
synonymy of the concepts of" document "and" book"; from 
the context, it can be understood that he considers the former 
as broader. 

Thus, P. Otle entered the world history of documentary 
studies as the founder of documentation-science and practice. 
He was the first not only to introduce the basic concept of 
"document" into scientific use, but also to reveal its broadest 
meaning. P. Otle made the first attempt at a comprehensive 
classification of documents by a set of features. Although it 
had significant drawbacks, the author managed to group the 
existing variety of information sources that function in social 
communication. Subsequently, the theoretical thoughts of 
domestic and foreign specialists moved in the same direction 
as the thought of the documentarian P. Otle. 

The concept of P. Otle considers the document as a carrier 
of social information. However, in reference publications of 
that time, there continues to be a narrow meaning of this word: 
in addition to the legal one, the concept of "historical 
document" (a fixed certificate of an era, person, etc.) and 
"accounting document" (serving as the basis for carrying out 
economic actions-receiving and issuing valuables) is 
introduced. 

Paul Marie Ghislain Otlet is a Belgian writer, entrepreneur, 
thinker, bibliographer, lawyer, and peace activist. He was one 
of those who are considered the founding fathers of computer 
science. He is the author of numerous publications on the 
problems of book studies, bibliography and documentation. 
He was an active promoter of international cooperation in the 
field of book studies. 

In 1934, he published his famous book "Trait de 
documentation", which laid the foundation for the science of 

documents (in the broad sense), which can now be called 
"documentation" - the forerunner of modern computer science, 
the author of the concept of the information universe 
(electronic, but not digital), as the development of telephone 
communication and television. They are also the developers of 
the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) - one of the most 
outstanding examples of faceted classification. 

P. Otle repeatedly emphasizes the synonymy of the 
concepts of "document "and" book"; from the context, it can 
be understood that he considers the former as broader. He was 
the first not only to introduce the basic concept of "document" 
into scientific use, but also to reveal its broadest meaning. P. 
Otle made the first attempt at a comprehensive classification 
of documents by a set of features. The concept of P. Otle 
considers the document as a carrier of social information. 

Consider a number of other document definitions: 

A follower of P. Hautelet, Suzanne Brie (1894-1989), in 
1951 published a work entitled "What is documentation?", 
which begins with the following statement: "A document is a 
certificate confirming a certain fact", "it is any physical or 
symbolic sign, preserved or recorded, intended to represent, 
reconstruct, confirm some physical or individual 
phenomenon". Suzanne Brieux equated the document with an 
organized physical observable object. This approach 
resembles the definition of «material culture". in terms of 
cultural anthropology and the ideological (more precisely, 
methodological) approach of "object as a sign" in semiotics. 
Also in the 1951 Manifesto on the Nature of Documentation, 
it stated: "A document is evidence in support of a fact ... it is 
any physical or symbolic sign, stored or recorded, intended to 
represent, recreate, or demonstrate a physical or conceptual 
phenomenon. " [21]. 

According to S. Brie, the wild antelope is not a document. 
But if it is placed in a zoo cage and studied, it becomes a 
physical object, a primary document, and all the articles about 
it are secondary, derived documents. (Here we are talking 
about the antelope, which is a new, newly discovered species 
of African antelope). 

The definition of a document is proposed by Yu. N. 
Stolyarov "Document - semantic information created by a 
person specifically for social communication and recorded in 
any way on any medium" [22]. Where "fixing information" 
defines as an essential characteristic of a document: "A 
document is an object that allows you to get the required 
information from it" [23]. He also states, "The document 
status can have any object", "the same object may or may not 
be a document - it all depends on whether it serves to get 
information from it (from it, from it) or not." Any objects of 
reality can provide information, but not all of them become 
documents. For example, "Madame Brieux's antelope" can 
become a document if it is recorded in the form of an image 
(photo, drawing, sculpture, etc.) or if the words "Madame 
Brieux's antelope" are recorded, and the real antelope, even if 
it has such an original name, is not a document. That is, "A 
document is an object that allows you to get the required 
information from it." 
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A. V. Sokolov's definition: "A document is a stable 
material object intended for use in social semantic 
communication as a completed message". Where the author 
draws attention to the distinctive features of the document: the 
presence of semantic content, stable material form, intended 
for use in communication channels, the completeness of the 
message. Note that the presence of semantic communication is 
the essence of any information process. The sign of the 
stability of existence is a mandatory characteristic of the 
document as a way of storing information. 

III. MODELS OF DISTRIBUTED INFORMATION SYSTEMS TO 

SUPPORT SCIENTIFIC AND EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

The rapid development of global information and 
computing networks leads to a change in the fundamental 
paradigms of data processing, which can be described as a 
transition to the support and development of distributed 
information resources [21]. Therefore, the most important task 
associated with the technology of working with information is 
to study ways to integrate distributed data sources. 

Integration of information resources is understood as 
combining them in order to use (using convenient and unified 
user interfaces – preferably one) different information while 
preserving its properties, presentation features, and user 
manipulation capabilities. However, the pooling of resources 
does not have to be physically performed. The main thing is 
that it should provide the user with the perception of the 
available information as a single information space. In 
particular, electronic libraries should provide work with 
heterogeneous databases or database systems, providing the 
user with the effectiveness of information searches, regardless 
of the features of the specific information systems to which 
access is made. 

An urgent task is to create a model of a distributed 
information system to support scientific and educational 
activities: 

 to unify the process of sharing the results of scientific 
research; 

 operate with data and documents integrated into an 
open. 

 semantic space; 

 provide services for the transformation of 
heterogeneous resources that implement the means of 
description, representation, automatic linking of 
resources, as well as interaction with search and 
classification mechanisms in accordance with the needs 
of users. 

The model should provide the following functionality: 

 publishing resources, including registration, naming, 
annotation, and format definition procedures; 

 analytical processing of resources; 

 access to published resources, including dynamic 
generation functions; 

 for automated operation, you need a function for 
monitoring resources and updating their meta 
descriptions, functions for notifying users about the 
appearance of new resources and updating existing 
ones, and a dispatching function [24]. 

IV. METADATA PROFILE IN DISTRIBUTED INFORMATION 

SYSTEMS TO SUPPORT SCIENTIFIC AND EDUCATIONAL 

ACTIVITIES 

An effective means of describing information objects is 
metadata, which is an integral part of an information object 
and describes a real object or group of objects. 

An important property of metadata is its specificity with 
respect to the scope of the described objects (resources). 
Metadata can characterize entities that relate to both the 
virtual (information) space and the real world (persons, 
organizations, events). Metadata can be part of information 
resources, or it can be stored separately from information 
resources. 

Metadata is necessary for solving the following tasks: 

1) providing information about documents, their content, 

structure, methods of use, etc.; 

2) systematization and classification of documents; 

3) organization of in-system processing procedures; 

4) Support for sharing with external IS. 

Standards application profiles are created for a specific 
group of functional tasks or users. This makes it easier to 
create systems that work with metadata. A profile can be 
defined as "one or a combination of several basic standards 
with the identification of the selected classes, subsets, optional 
capabilities, and parameters of these basic standards required 
to perform a specific function" [22]. 

In the metadata area of resources for publications, the 
profile should contain a list of mandatory elements present in 
the resource description, and set dictionaries for describing the 
values of elements that complement or extend the acceptable 
set of values defined in the standard. In addition, additional 
description elements may be suggested. 

Thus, the basis for the development of a scientific and 
educational system consists of standards and international 
recommendations that form the profile of a scientific and 
educational system, which is understood as one or a set of 
several basic normative and technical documents (standards 
and specifications) aimed at solving a specific task (the 
implementation of a given function or a group of functions of 
an application or environment), indicating, if necessary, the 
selected classes, subsets, options of basic standards necessary 
to perform a specific function [27]. The most important is the 
metadata profile of the information circulating in the system. 

V. REQUIREMENTS FOR DISTRIBUTED INFORMATION 

SYSTEMS FOR SCIENTIFIC AND EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

Distributed information resources the development of the 
organization's information resources leads to the need to 
create an infrastructure for their integration into a single 
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information system that provides transparent access to 
distributed information. 

The development of global information and computing 
networks today leads to a change in the fundamental 
paradigms of working with information resources. Today, the 
transition to distributed resources, the creation of 
infrastructure for and integration into a single information 
system that provides transparent access to distributed 
information is relevant. 

Therefore, the most important task related to information 
technology is to research ways to integrate distributed data 
sources and create scientific groundwork in the field of 
distributed information systems and databases in order to 
develop technology that supports the creation and operation of 
large-scale information infrastructures based on virtual 
integration. This technology will allow you to create global 
infrastructures from dozens and hundreds of heterogeneous 
databases and solve strategic tasks in the field of automation 
of various forms of distributed activities. A narrower goal is to 
develop principles and software tools for virtual integration of 
distributed data sources based on international standards and 
recommendations for creating large-scale information 
infrastructures designed to virtualize data access to various 
DBMS using common rules and policies [23]. 

The tasks of distributed, as well as conventional, 
information systems are to store information and provide it to 
users in a convenient form. As a rule, such systems can be 
organized on the basis of various technological solutions 
aimed at implementing a particular distribution paradigm. 
Based on the main functions of information systems, various 
aspects of distribution can be considered: 

1) Distributed information storage (distributed storage, 

network storage systems, and network file systems). 

2) Distributed DBMS (adding, upgrading, changing data). 

3) Distributed information access management and 

distributed information management. 

4) Search for information in distributed sources. 

5) Extracting information from distributed sources. 

6) Visualization of information from distributed 

(heterogeneous) sources in unified user interfaces [24]. 

Distributed information systems represent an increasingly 
important trend for computer users. Distributed processing is a 
method for implementing a single logical set of processing 
functions on multiple physical devices, so that each performs 
some part of the overall required processing. Distributed 
processing is often accompanied by the formation of a 
distributed database. A distributed database exists when data 
items stored in multiple locations are interconnected, or if a 
process (program execution) in one location requires access to 
data stored elsewhere. 

Distributed information systems to support scientific and 
educational activities is designed to collect, classify, analyze 
text publications of the Kazakhstan segment of electronic 
mass media for the management of information resources. 

The purpose of creating the system: To develop a system 
for distributed information systems to support scientific and 

educational activities, to create a program to explore the 
capabilities of the Apache Solr platform for processing 
distributed data that uses big data technologies. 

A set of the most general functional requirements for the 
IP support of scientific and educational activities was 
identified: 

1) Collection of information resources. 

2) Relevance of documents. 

3) The relevance, completeness, and authenticity of the 

origin of the documents. 

4) Use of intelligent services for processing user requests. 

5) Knowledge extraction. 

6) Support for non-centralized information system 

architectures. 

7) Structuring of the information space. 

8) Adaptive presentation of information. 

9) Historicity of information. 

10) Archive. 

In the conditions of working in a distributed environment, 
the requirements for the IP support of scientific and 
educational activities are: 

  support for the adopted metadata standards for data 
export and import; 

 support for information exchange protocols with other 
information systems; 

  support for the ability to link to internal resources both 
in user interfaces and at the system level. 

System tasks: 

1) Collection, storage and selection of unique publications 

from the Internet space to the system database. 

2) Distribution of publications by topic: clustering, 

classification, definition of thematic combinations, ranking 

and filtering (by social spheres, regions, industries, etc.) 

3) Definition of information occasions. 

4) Calculation of the degrees of informative features of 

the publication, such as: collective use of purchased electronic 

literature catalogs, databases and bibliographic publications. 

5) Definition of information trends. 

VI. ARCHITECTURE OF DISTRIBUTED INFORMATION 

SYSTEMS TO SUPPORT SCIENTIFIC AND EDUCATIONAL 

ACTIVITIES 

Our generation has a rich scientific heritage that should be 
preserved. 

Delay in this work can lead to irreparable losses associated 
with a temporary factor: the loss of documents, the departure 
from the lives of eyewitnesses to the events. One of the most 
important tasks related to the preservation of scientific 
heritage is a set of measures aimed at creating specialized 
information systems (electronic libraries) designed to store 
information, to organize access and mechanisms for using 
information [25]. 
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Two necessary requirements that can be imposed on such 
information systems are obvious. The first requirement is the 
need to create and provide a system for reliable long-term 
storage of digital (electronic) documents while preserving all 
the semantic and functional characteristics of the original 
documents. The second is to provide a "transparent" search 
and access to users ' documents, both for review and for 
analysis and scientific work [23]. 

In the existing developments of electronic libraries, as a 
rule, the search and access to information is provided only 
through visual graphical interfaces. This is good for the human 
user, but very bad for the application user (for example, for 
conducting various analytical studies). 

To provide search functions outside of graphical 
interfaces, support for special network services and query 
languages is required. Ideally, all information systems should 
support a single search profile and a single query language. 
The implementation of the abstract search paradigm today 
exists in the form of several models for organizing search 
services, for example, the Z39.50 model [5; 6] and the simpler 
SRW/SRU model [6]. The practical implementation of 
services such as SRW / SRU provides a significantly new 
quality of the electronic library – the ability to include its 
resources in global search engines at a higher level than the 
level of external indexing of static Web pages by other 
systems. Other possible search types are related to search by 
specified templates and to search using ontology. The search 
involving ontology is more intelligent. Its implementation 
requires additional information about the domain, including 
definitions of terms, entities, and relationships. It should be 
noted that the presentation of this additional information must 
comply with global agreements and international standards, 
otherwise the search using dictionaries, thesauruses and 
ontologies will always be limited to the current system, and 
interoperability will not be implemented [26]. 

As part of the tasks set, an information system architecture 
was developed (Fig. 1) to systematize the resources of the 
electronic library, a multi-level EC architecture is used, 
consisting of a data warehouse, a repository, a metadata 
server, an application server, a dictionary, reference books, as 
well as a software implementation of the developed 
architecture, deployed on existing hardware and put into 
operation. 

Based on the formulated requirements, the information 
system for supporting research on scientific and educational 
activities should consist of a long-term storage system and an 
information management system for organizing an abstract 
search necessary for the analysis and conduct of scientific 
works. A very important component of the technology of 
working with scientific heritage is metadata, which contains 
the information necessary to document the process of storing 
information resources. This metadata is information about the 
format, structure, and use of information resources, the history 
of all operations, including any changes, authenticity, 
technical history, responsibilities, rights, and so on. 

Thus, the information system on scientific heritage should 
functionally consist of three blocks. 

1) Digital Depository 6 (or repository, hereinafter referred 

to as DD) is an independent system of long-term storage and 

access to heterogeneous digital objects, which is designed to 

provide electronic (digital) versions of documents on the 

scientific heritage (books, scientific articles, reprints, letters, 

images and other materials presented in electronic form). 

2) Reference books are a set of databases containing 

information about authors and other persons (authoritative 

files), geographical locations, cities, publishing houses related 

to a particular scientific school, thematic dictionaries-

classifiers, thesauri, descriptions of the subject area of this 

scientific school and classifiers of documents in accordance 

with the IECOF. 

3) The metadata server should provide metadata 

management-cataloging of all information resources in 

accordance with generally accepted international standards. It 

should run a whole set of application services that should: 

support abstract search schemes in accordance with the 

schemes proposed by the Z39.50 protocol and SRW/SRU, 

support search schemes based on specified templates and 

using ontology, support fact detection and document 

identification based on information that is in the directory, as 

well as provide metadata collection from its own and remote 

data centers (exchange, synchronization and modification), 

metadata conversion between existing standards (GOST, 

MARC, etc. and the corresponding translation of metadata 

schemas from one format to another. 

 

Fig. 1. Architecture of Distributed Information Systems to Support Scientific and Educational Activities. 
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Accurate categorization of the material using the 
dictionary of the reference book increases the probability that 
the search results will find documents relevant to the search 
expression when organizing a search in one or more electronic 
libraries [27]. 

4) PostgreSQL-acts as a persistent storage for structured 

data. The main types of data stored in this database: 

a) News and metadata; 

b) Processed data at the level of different basic units of 

analysis (token/word/phrase/sentence/text), including 

vectorization, lemmatization results, cleaning, etc. 

c) Results of thematic modelling; 

Results of news classification by various criteria (tone, 
politicization, social significance, etc.). 

5) Apache Solr is a popular, fast-growing open-source 

search platform built on Apache Lucene. Solr is highly 

reliable, scalable, and fault tolerant, providing distributed 

indexing, replication, and load balancing, automatic disaster 

recovery, centralized configuration, and more. Solr supports 

the search and navigation functions of many of the largest 

Internet sites in the world. Since Solr has distributed search 

and replication capabilities, Solr is highly scalable. Here are 

some of the main features that solr provides: 

a) Advanced full-text search capabilities 

b) Optimized for high volume traffic 

c) Open interfaces based on standards-XML, JSON and 

HTTP 

d) Comprehensive administration interfaces. 

e) Easy monitoring. 

f) High scalability and fault tolerance. 

g) Flexible and adaptable with simple configuration. 

h) Next to the real-time index. 

i) Extensible plugin architecture. 

Data Processing: 

When developing the architecture for data processing, the 
following main needs were identified: 

1) The ability to parallelize calculations, including on 

multiple machines; 

2) Flexible scheduling of various data processing tasks; 

3) The ability to monitor the execution of tasks in real 

time, including prompt notification of exceptions; 

4) Flexibility in the tools and technologies used. 

Distributed information systems will contain the following 
subsystems: 

 Subsystem-a repository of digital objects that provides 
user and administrative WEB - interfaces for accessing 
digital objects and collections, as well as interfaces for 
integration with other subsystems based on open 
international standards. 

 A subsystem for managing current research 
information (SUEB), which includes information about 
the publications of employees, their participation in 
conferences and in the implementation of research 
projects. 

 The subsystem will include user and administrative 
interfaces, as well as interfaces for integration with 
other subsystems based on open international 
standards. 

 Subsystem for integration of distributed information 
resources based on Apache Solr technologies. 

 Subsystem for access to distributed information 
resources based on technologies-Nginx, Djang, Apache 
Tomcat. 

These subsystems together should provide: 

 identification of information resources; 

 identification, authentication and authorization of 
users; 

 metadata management; 

 information resource management; 

 collecting statistics; 

 monitoring the availability of services and resources. 

In distributed search, a collection is a logical index on 
multiple servers. The part of each server that runs the 
collection is called the core. Thus, in an unallocated search, 
the core and the collection are the same, since there is only 
one server. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Based on the formulated requirements, a prototype of an 
information system has been developed that can be used as a 
standard for working with documents in the field of scientific 
and educational activities, since it solves the main tasks facing 
these systems: ensuring reliable long-term storage of digital 
(electronic) documents while preserving all the semantic and 
functional characteristics of the source documents; ensuring 
"transparent" search and user access to documents for both 
familiarization and analysis of the facts contained in them; 
organizing the collection of information on remote digital 
repositories. 

The developed model of the information system can be 
used as a standard model of the system for working with 
documents related to scientific heritage, since it solves the 
main tasks required for these systems: 

 providing a system of reliable long-term storage of 
digital (electronic) documents with the preservation of 
all semantic and functional characteristics of the 
original documents; 

 providing a "transparent" search and access to users ' 
documents both for review and for analysis and 
scientific work. 
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To date, all the components necessary to create a 
qualitatively new scientific information system are available 
and worked out clearly and systematically. Most of the 
scientific-centralized distributed systems allow you to create a 
single environment for the exchange of scientific information. 
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Abstract—Cloud computing services offered a resource pool 

with a wide range of storage for large amounts of data. Cloud 

services are generally used as a demand-driven private or open 

data forum, and the increase in use has led to security concerns. 

Therefore, it is necessary to design an accurate Intrusion 

Detection System (IDS) to identify the suspected node in the 

cloud computing environment. This is possible by monitoring 

network traffic so that the quality of service and performance of 

the system can be maintained. Several researchers have worked 

on designing valid IDS with the help of a machine learning 

approach. A single classification algorithm seems to be 

impossible to detect intruders with high accuracy. Therefore, a 

hybrid approach is presented. This approach is a combination of 

Cuckoo Search. CS as an optimization algorithm and Feed 

Forward Back Propagation Neural Network (FFBPNN) as a 

multi-class classification approach. The user's request to access 

cloud data is collected and essential features are selected using 

CS as an optimization approach. The selected features are used 

to train FFBPNN with reduced training time and complexity. 

The experimental analysis has been performed in terms of 

precision, recall, F-measure, and accuracy. The evaluated value 

for parameters i.e., precision (85.5%), recall (86.4%), F-measure 

(85.9%), and accuracy (86.22%) are observed. At last, the 

parameters are also compared with the existing approach. 

Keywords—Cloud computing; intrusion detection system; 

cuckoo search; feed forward back propagation neural network 

(FFBPNN) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this modern era, cloud computing has transformed the 
IT world with rapidly evolving and extensively accepted 
computing-based systems. The attractive features of Cloud 
Computing continue to increase integration in many sectors, 
such as governments, private, including industry, education, 
and entertainment [1]. According to the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST), cloud computing is 
defined as the computational model, which delivered services 
on-demand [2]. Cloud Computing provides a variety of 
applications and services to customers or users on the Internet. 
Services are provided remotely from various servers or the 
cloud, which is far from the users. Cloud Computing allows 
the user to use different software types in the cloud without 
installing the user system. Currently, there is a growing 
demand for clouds due to these devices, which leads to the 

need to take security measures because, with the increase in 
the demand, more security is required against threats [3]. 
There are already many businesses that use cloud computing 
services with their attractive features such as on-demand 
services, extensive network access, fast flexibility, and, 
finally, measurable services. Such features will allow users to 
focus on business processes while managing computing 
resources through a cloud service provider (CSP). Using cloud 
features, the operating costs are reduced by ensuring the 
compatibility and availability of different computing sources, 
simplifying device installation, and process with software and 
hardware updates [4]. There are several service provider 
models such as the private model, public model, community 
model, and hybrid model in the market. The cloud model that 
offers services to their individual or specific users is termed a 
public cloud. By using this cloud model, the services are 
delivered to the general public, managed, and controlled by 
private or government, or semi-government agencies. The 
private cloud infrastructure is extensive and provided for use 
by a single organization. The community cloud model is also 
presented to be used by a defined community. Here, 
community means a group of organizations with similar 
interests. A new cloud infrastructure is a hybrid cloud that 
consists of the right combination of different infrastructures, 
which can be individual (private), public, or community [5]. 

The organization, as well as the security of these cloud 
models, needs to be improved so that the stored data by many 
cloud users remain safe. This is possible through the 
utilization of the Intrusion Detection System (IDS). A 
suspicious entry in the network is known as an intrusion [6]. 
Therefore, it is necessary to design efficient IDS that can 
protect the stored data against suspicious users. IDS can be 
divided into two types, one is Host-based IDS (H-IDS), and 
the other is Network-based IDS (N-IDS) [7]. The first H-IDS 
intrusion detection program was developed using the original 
target system as the primary host computer, where some 
external interactions are often absent. HIDS will operate based 
on information collected using a personal computer system. It 
monitors all incoming and outgoing packets on the computer 
system and notifies users or the administrator if it is observed 
that there is a suspicious activity. This can be used commonly 
to protect personal information, which is valuable for several 
server-based systems [8]. 
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NIDS will capture all network traffic and be further 
analyzed to detect all possible intrusions, such as port scans or 
sometimes Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. NIDS usually 
performs this detection by effectively processing IP and 
transport layer headers for all collected network packets 
simultaneously [9]. Network packets are collected in the 
presence of an anomaly, and a link will be obtained along with 
signatures for numerous notorious attacks, and this is used to 
compare user behaviors with their known profiles. Many hosts 
are working within a network that is protected from the 
attacker using the NIDS model. If it is to be run, one must 
come to know the location of the NIDS that is usually hidden 
[10]. An IDS is required to classify the malicious nodes in the 
deployed network. In the presented paper, the author has 
proposed an improved CS-FFBPNN based IDS system to 
protect the network from intruders. The authors considered to 
remove all inappropriate information from training data to 
increase classification accuracy and provide efficient IDS. 

The major purpose of the proposed work is to provide a 
suitable intrusion detection system (IDS) to detect the 
suspected node based on the cloud environment. The 
researcher focused on the two types of attacks detection that 
are DDoS and Benign. 

A. Contribution of the Work 

The major contributions of the paper are discussed below: 

 Identification of the suspected node in a cloud 
environment by designing an appropriate Intrusion 
detection system. 

 Apply cuckoo search optimization algorithm for feature 
selection. 

 Apply FFBPNN after feature selection to train the data. 

 Design a hybrid approach by integrating cuckoo search 
algorithm and Feed Forward Back Propagation Neural 
Network. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Cloud Computing techniques have become more sensitive 
as the services are provided in different parts of the world. 
Hashizume et al. (2013) have mentioned all possible attacks 
that appear in the cloud environment. They also tried to make 
recommendations to avoid risks and vulnerabilities [11]. 
Ghosh et al. (2015) have presented an efficient and fast IDS 
system for cloud networks combined with N-IDS and H-IDS. 
Using this approach, the collected network packets are 
analyzed, and then acknowledgment has been sent to the cloud 
administrator. K-nearest neighbor (K-NN) and neural 
networks have been used in combination to train and test the 
performance of the NSL-KDD dataset. The CSP has created a 
list of malicious IP addresses and then store that list for future 
use. The model has been designed to handle large data flow 
and generate reports accordingly [12]. Pandeeswari and 
Kumar (2016) have proposed an anomaly detection-based 
system by integrating the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm 
to the ANN approach and named the designed method FCM-
ANN. The performance of the intended approach has been 
compared with the Naïve Bayes approach and simple ANN 

approach using DARPA's KDD cup dataset 1999.  Based on 
the experiments, it has been concluded that the designed 
FCM-ANN approach performed well with a high detection 
rate and a low false alarm rate [13]. Baig et al. (2017) have 
presented a multi-class ID system combined with the 
ensemble-based ANN approach to monitor the network traffic 
of the computer system. The designed system learned the 
behavior of suspected and regular users by cascading many 
NN (Neural Networks), and each network is trained using a 
small training dataset [14]. 

The small samples of training data have been prepared 
using a filter, and the system is trained using ANN with a 
boosting-based learning approach. The designed network has 
been performed better by comparing the results with the KDD 
CUP 199 dataset as well as with the UNSW-NB15 dataset. 
Mahajan et al. (2017) have presented a signature-based IDS 
approach to detect the anomaly behavior of data based on the 
traffic data flow.  Results show that about 20 to 25 percent of 
the load has been increased on the CPU in contrast to usual 
traffic. Also, the CPU load during the virtual networking 
scenario of about 30% has been observed compared to the 
general networking case. It has also been concluded that the 
virtual network is failed to handle high-speed traffic [15]. 

Deshpande et al. (2018) have presented a host-based IDS 
model for the cloud environment. The designed model has 
alerted the cloud user about the suspected activities by 
observing the system call traces. The model has traced only 
the system call traces and the failed call traces instead of 
discovering all the system calls. The designed approach 
reduced the CPU burden to a great extent using security 
features and provided cloud security with an average accuracy 
of about 96% [16]. 

Hajimirzaei and Navimipour, (2019) have presented a 
novel IDS system that is cascaded with a multi-layer 
perceptron (MLP) network, Fuzzy clustering approach, and 
Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) as an optimization approach. 
The MLP was trained using the optimized values, which were 
later used to adjust the weight and bias of the MLP network. 
The performance has been analyzed based on different 
parameters to test the performance of the proposed system 
using the NSL-KDD dataset. Artificial Intelligence (AI) has 
already been included in this study to detect any interference 
in a particular cloud environment, and as a result of the 
application of AI techniques, this self-regulating IDA has been 
tested using real-time data with high network speed. This 
algorithm has been used to set up a highly reliable private 
cloud for the military and banking sector to monitor network 
activity [17]. 

Kumari et al. (2017) have presented Particle Swarm 
Optimization (PSO) in addition to the Genetic Algorithm 
(GA) as an evolutionary approach to secure data in the cloud 
network. Cloudsim toolkit has been used to evaluate the 
performance of the proposed work. The model presented 
improved results with reduced computation cost [18]. 

Manickam and Rajagopalan, (2019) have introduced a 
hybrid structure to prevent cloud networks using Glow Swarm 
Optimization (GSO) in integration to the Tabu Search (TS) 
approach. These techniques have been used to minimize 
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convergence time and resolve the problem of local optima 
[19]. 

Velliangiri et al. (2020) have focused on detecting DDoS 
attacks using a deep learning classifier. The collected log 
information from the number of users has been collected and 
retained in the log file. An appropriate feature from the log file 
has been gathered using Bhattacharya distance and then used 
to train the system using a deep network. Also, to obtained 
exact and proper features, the Taylor-Elephant Herd 
optimization-based Deep Belief Network (TEHO-DBN) has 
been modified using "Taylor Elephant Herd" as an 
optimization approach. The trained network is then used to 
detect DDoS attacks with an accuracy of 83%. 

The adversary in the node accesses secret information, 
which may lead to eavesdropping or DDoS attacks. The 
presence of attack in the cloud environment may cause system 
overload and dumps packet that results in information losses. 
The primary attribute that is affected by the DDoS attack is IP 
address spoofing. The DDoS attack is an intruder that dumps 
the packets and exhausts the resources of an individual by 
sending huge data traffic towards the legitimate user. 
Therefore, it is essential to design a protection system that can 
detect the intruder and increase the system's performance [20]. 

III. METHODOLOGY USED 

The Cuckoo Search (CS) technique as optimization and 
FFBPNN as a multi-class algorithm are used in this research. 
A detailed description of both methods is provided below. 

A. Cuckoo Search 

The brooding parasitism of cuckoo species inspires the CS 
algorithm. CS is a Swarm Intelligence (SI) approach invented 
in 2009 by Yang and Deb. CS mainly follows three rule sets: 

 One egg is laid by each Cuckoo and dumped that egg 
in an arbitrarily selected nest. 

 The high-quality egg is selected and is responsible for 
the next generation process. 

 The host nest is static, and the egg laid by the Cuckoo 
is discovered by the host bird with a probability p∈ (0, 
1). Depending upon the egg's quality, the host bird 
either select that egg or abandon the nest and create a 
new one [21]. 

As per the above rules, the CS works in the following way. 
Each egg in the given nest represents a candidate solution. 
Thus, each nest is supposed to be consists of one egg, 
although each nest may contain many eggs, generally 
represents a solution package. CS aims to create a solution in a 
better way. This is possible by replacing the worst cases with a 
current new solution presented in the nest. The selection of an 
appropriate egg is performed based on the objective function. 
In this research, the aim of using CS is to optimize the data set 
and hence reduce the searching time [22]. The workflow of 
CS is shown in Fig. 1. 

Generally, the objective function is decided related to the 
problem with its minimum and maximum limit. 

Mathematically, the relationship between the minimum and 
maximum problem can be given by equation (1). 

                –                  (1) 

After determining the minimum and maximum limit of an 
objective function, an additional parameter (p) called the 
transition probability is determined that measures the change 
in a new randomly produced nest. This parameter includes two 
elements of the CS algorithm: exploration and exploitation 
[23]. The extensive exploitation means premature 
convergence, whereas considerable investigation results in a 
decrease the convergence. 

A random index egg is selected using the CS algorithm, 
and then these selected eggs are cross-checked against the 
fitness function of CS. If the attribute value does not satisfy 
the fitness function, then the attribute value is changed by 
equation (2). 

                         
∑   

 
   

 
           (2) 

B. FFBPNN 

FFBPNN is a parallel processing network, which is 
composed of a large number of simple integrated processors. 
This is one of the most commonly used artificial intelligence 
schemes. The three-layer structure of FFBPNN is shown in 
Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 1. The Flow of the CS Algorithm. 
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Fig. 2. Architecture of FFBPNN. 

As shown in Fig. 2, input data {X=X1, X2, X3….. Xn} is 
passed as optimized data features to the input layer of 
FFBPNN. The arrow shows that the error value generated at 
the output layer is passed to the hidden layer to modify the 
weight matrix [24]. 

The standard multi-layer feed-forward network, including 
three layers, is depicted in Fig. 2. The architecture of the 
FFBPNN shares a similar characteristic having one layer, 
which is connected to its nearest layers and sharing neurons in 
a bidirectional manner. Here, bidirectional means that the 
information is transmitted or received in both directions. 
Every connection is assigned with some weight, which can be 
handled as per certain learning rules. 

The generated error, which needs to be minimized, can be 
defined by equation (3). 

          
 

 
∑        

  
               (3) 

Where,    denotes the ground-truth value or label value. 
   represents the classified output during the simulation. 
Based on the generated error, the weight of the matrix in the 
hidden layer is changed as per equation (4). 

       
      

    
             (4) 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

In this research, an automatic intrusion detection system 
based on the machine learning approach in hybridization with 
an optimization approach named CS-FFBPNN has been 
presented. The integrated approach takes the advantage of the 
FFBPNN as machine learning and CS as a nature-inspired 
algorithm. CS is used due to its simplicity and ability to 
resolve non-linear real-world problems [22]. 

FFBPNN, including single input, 10 hidden and 1 output 
layers, is used as a multi-class classifier. The input nodes in 
the input layer correspond to the number of attributes 
extracted from the dataset and are being optimized by the CS 
algorithm, whereas the number of nodes in the hidden layer 
corresponds to the feedback taken from the output layer to 
obtain the desired output. The output layer of the FFBPNN 
structure consists of a single neuron, which corresponds to the 
single output. The value '1' corresponds to normal data, and 
the value '0' indicates the presence of intrusion in the network. 
The designed model mainly includes four steps: upload data, 

optimization using CS, training, and data validation using 
FFBPNN. The general architecture of the work is shown in 
Fig. 3. 

In the Fig. 4, features are selected based on the fitness 
function of the cuckoo search algorithm. The data that satisfies 
the fitness function is selected as the best feature of the data. 

For any classification and prediction model, uniqueness 
and relevant feature selection is an essential step and 
compulsory to achieve better accuracy during classification or 
prediction. So, here cuckoo search algorithm is used to select 
the best set of features using their fitness according to the 
system requirements. For selecting a set of required and 
relevant feature, cuckoo search algorithm need a condition in 
terms of fitness that should be satisfied for selection of a 
feature as a set of optimized features. 

A. Dataset 

The CICIDS2017 data set includes benign and the latest 
common attacks, similar to real-world data (PCAP). The 
dataset is also composed of using CIC Flow Meter for network 
traffic analysis that is being labeled based on timestamp, the 
source IP, the destination IP, the source and destination 
address of port, protocol, and attack in the form of (CSV file). 
The extracted feature definition of the dataset is also available. 

B. Upload Data 

The foremost step in the proposed work is to upload data 
from the available dataset, as discussed above. After 
uploading the dataset, pre-processing has been performed to 
remove the undesired data. 

 

Fig. 3. General Workflow [25]. 
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Fig. 4. Proposed Work Flow. 

C. Pre-processing 

Large disk space is required to store such records coming 
from multiple users in the cloud network. Therefore, to 
analyze each record in the log file, pre-processing, or the 
filtering of the desired record from the unwanted record is an 
essential step in data processing. It helps researchers to reduce 
computation time as well as saving the available resources. In 
other words, one can say that data Pre-processing is the way 
by which the raw data is processed for further processing. It 
converts complex/ unstructured data into a structured data 
form [26]. Here, pre-processing has been applied to remove 
the flag attributes. The case, when the value of flag attribute is 
0, 1, and 2, then dropped that attribute value. Otherwise, 
passed data as input to the Cuckoo Search (CS) as an 
optimization algorithm. 

Feature extraction plays an essential role in the IDS 
system. In feature extraction, mainly two processes are being 
carried out (i) feature construction and (ii) feature selection. 
The quality of both feature construction and feature selection 

is essential as they affect the classification accuracy of IDS. 
The feature construction, as well as the feature selection 
process, can be carried out manually or automatically using 
domain knowledge and machine learning approaches, 
respectively [27]. 

D. Cuckoo Search (CS) as an Attribute Optimizing Approach 

CS is a metaheuristic approach used to optimize data based 
on the selected fitness function. The fitness function chosen is 
given in equation (5). 

                {
                                 

                              
}         (5) 

Here,    is the selected behavior of nodes, and     
denotes the threshold behavior of node, which is measured 
based on the average values of eggs generated by the cuckoos 
[28]. 

Based on the above-mentioned fitness criteria, a sensor 
node is considered as an intruder, if node requires more 
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energy or transmission time (delay) to forward or receive a 
data packet, otherwise considered as a normal node. After the 
segregation of all sensor nodes in the network in two 
categories, like normal and intruders, here FFBPNN is used to 
train the network of further classification of the intruders in 
the network and helps to prevent the network from different 
kinds of intruders. The working of which is explained in the 
subsequent section. 

E. Feed Forward Back Propagation Neural Network 

(FFBPNN) as a Classifier 

To prepare FFBPNN for detection of intruder 
automatically, the selection of the number of input neurons, 
hidden layer neurons must be decided accurately. To obtain 
the best performance, the modification of hidden neurons must 
be adequately done by following error detection and 
correction procedure, i.e., the generated error at the output 
layer is fed back to the hidden layer, which is again used for 
the modification of neurons in the hidden layer and then 
updates the weight matrix. The tangent function is used as an 
activation function in the hidden layer, whereas for output, the 
desired output is monitored using the linear activation 
function. After obtaining the desired output that is '1' for 
normal and '0' is for an intruder, it is then stored into the 
FFBPNN as training data. After selecting the appropriate 
structure, the designed IDS model for the cloud is trained 
based on the relationship between the input fed to the 
FFBPNN and the obtained output [13]. 

Where k is the constant of proportionality, 'error' is the 
error function, and     denotes the weight between neuron i 

and j, respectively. The process of adjusting the weight matrix 
is repeated until the desired results are obtained, or the 
difference between the actual value and the node output is 
minimum as per acceptance level [13, 24]. The training 
scenario with a total 20 number of attributes and 30 hidden 
layers is shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 5. 

The trained structure of FFBPNN with the generated Mean 
Square Error (MSE) is shown in Fig. 5. The network is trained 
at the 4

th
 iteration with the minimum error of 1.2925 e

-26
 that 

is acceptance error, and after this, the network is trained, and 
the data is stored in its database. 

After that the training testing process is performed to 
check the efficiency of the designed model, which is explained 
in the next section. 

 

Fig. 5. Trained Structure of FFBPNN. 

Algorithm: Enhanced CS_FFBPNN 

Input: Pre-processed data (P-Data) 

Output: Predicted Results (PR) 

Initialization of variables 

P-Data: Pre-processed data after the dataset loading  
O-Data: Optimized Data as selected attributes from the dataset 

Start selection  

To optimized the P-data, CS Algorithm is used 

Set up basic parameters of CS: Egg population in the nest (EP-Data) = 

Number of P-Data 

Define Fitness function for the selection best P-Data, 
              Fitness Function: 

     {
                                                

                                                                             
 

In the fitness function,               is pre-processed current data present in 

the P-Data and                 is the threshold properties and the average 
of P-Data   

Calculate Length of P-Data in terms of Row and Column, [Roz, Column] = 
Size (P-Data) 

Set,O-Data= [] // Initiate an empty variable to store selected data 

For i in rang of Row 

For j in rang of Column 

CE = P-Data (i, j) =         // Current egg from EP-Data 

ME =                 ∑ ∑             
      
   

   
    // Mean of all EP-Data 

                      
O-Data = Cuckoo Search (F (f), FR (i, j)) 

End – For 

End – For  

Check the index of O-Data 

If O-Data (index) = True 

O-Data = Select (P-Data) 

Else 

O-Data = Reject (P-Data) 

End –If  
Returns: O-Data as a selected data 

Initialize FFBPNN 

Initialization of variables 

O-Data: Optimized Data as selected attributes from the dataset 
Cat: Target or Category according to the O-Data class 

N: Carrier Neurons Number 

PR: Predicted Results  

Start training  

Initialize FFBPNN- with O-Data: – Number of Epochs (E) // Iterations used 
by FFBPNN 

                                               – Number of Neurons (N) // Used as a carrier  

                                               – Performance: MSE, Gradient, Error 
Histogram, and Validation 

                                               – Data Division: Random 

For i in range of all O-Data 

If O-Data belongs to Type 1  

            Cat (1) = Feature from the O-Data of 1st Part // 1st Class of Dataset 

       Else (Others) 

            Cat (2) = Feature from the O-Data of 2nd Part // 2nd Class of Dataset  

       End – If  

End – For  

Initialized the pattern net using O-Data and Cat 

FFBPNN--Structure = FFBPNN- (N) 

Set the training parameters according to the requirements and train the system 
FFBPNN-Structure = Train (FFBPNN-Structure, O-Data, Cat) 

Test Data Group = Sim (FFBPNN-Structure, Current Data for testing) 

If Test Data Group = 1  

Predicted Results, PR = 1st with performance parameters     

Else 

Predicted Results, PR = 2nd with performance parameters  

End – If     

Return: FFBPNN--Structure as a trained structure with PR as a Predicted 

Results 

End – Function  

End – Function 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

Initially, the setup used to perform the analysis of the 
designed CS-FFBPNN based IDS for the cloud network is 
presented. Then the evaluated parameters are explained before 
and after the detection of an intruder in the cloud network. 

A. Experimental Setup 

The work is designed and implemented in MATLAB 2016 
a. The evaluation was performed using an Intel core processor 
with 4 GB RAM. The designed IDS model's performance has 
been performed on two datasets, namely DoS attacks and 
BENIGN. The description of those datasets is provided in 
Table I. 

TABLE I. DATASET DESCRIPTION 

Category Training data Testing data 

DoS attacks 241671 121451 

BENIGN 92000 70000 

Total 347241 199591 

B. Experimental Result 

The performance of the proposed research is evaluated in 
terms of different computation parameters, such as 
Classification Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F-measure. All 
parameters are defined below. 

1) Accuracy: It indicates the closeness of the detected 

output to the actual performance. Mathematically, it is given 

by equation (6). 

         
     

            
             (6) 

where   True Positive 

             True Negative 

             False Positive 

             False Negative 

2) Precision: It represents the number of positively 

detected classes (normal or intruder) that belong to the 

positive class. 

          
  

      
             (7) 

3) Recall: It represents the number of positive class 

(either normal or intruder) predictions made out of all positive 

samples saved in the FFBPNN database. 

       
  

      
              (8) 

4) F-Measure: It represents a single score value that 

indicates the balance between the precision and recall 

parameter. 

          2 
                

                
                          (9) 

The comparison of precision parameters examined by the 
proposed work and existing work [20] with respect to a 
number of records is presented in Fig. 6. The X-axis 
represents the number of records, and the y-axis represents the 
precision values for proposed and existing work. The 
evaluated metrics values are summarized in Table II. Fig. 6 
shows that with the increase in the number of records, the 
precision value also increases. This is due to the appropriate 
selection of data attributes so that the presence of an intruder 
is detected at the early stage and hence should be sorted before 
it affects the data transmission in the cloud network. From the 
graph, it is seen that precision for the proposed work is higher 
than existing work performed by Velliangiri et al. [20]. 

Proposed and the existing work for precision is 0.855and 
0.775, respectively. Therefore, the percentage increase in 
precision from the existing work is 10.32 %. 

The comparison of recall factor represents the TP entities 
corresponding to FN entities that are not at all categorized. In 
Fig. 7, the highest recall value for the proposed as well as for 
the existing work is recognized at 70,000 records, whereas the 
minimum recall value is analyzed at 10,000 records. The 
overall recall for multiple cloud users is analyzed as 0.8648. 
Also, the average value analyzed for the recall metric of the 
proposed work and existing work (TEHO-DBN) (Velliangiri 
et al., 2020) is 0.8648 and 0.812, respectively. Thus, the 
improvement in the recall values of 6.5% has been achieved 
against the existing work. 

The values of F-measure after the detection of an intruder 
in the cloud network, for proposed as well as for the existing 
work for the same dataset, are shown in Fig. 8. The average F-
score analyzed for proposed and existing work are 0.859, 
0.790 respectively. Therefore, there is an improvement of 
8.73% against the existing work. 

 

Fig. 6. Precision. 
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TABLE II. COMPUTED PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS 

 Precision Recall F-measure Classification Accuracy 

Number 

of 

Records 

CS_FFBPNN 

(Proposed 

Work) 

TEHO-DBN 

(Velliangiri 

et al., 2020) 

CS_FFBPNN 

(Proposed 

Work) 

TEHO-DBN 

(Velliangiri 

et al., 2020) 

CS_FFBPNN 

(Proposed 

Work) 

TEHO-DBN 

(Velliangiri 

et al., 2020) 

CS_FFBPNN 

(Proposed 

Work) 

TEHO-DBN 

(Velliangiri 

et al., 2020) 

10,000 0.826 0.762 0.831 0.795 0.828 0.779 0.826 0.725 

20,000 0.835 0.766 0.847 0.797 0.840 0.789 0.835 0.729 

30,000 0.843 0.772 0.859 0.802 0.852 0.788 0.857 0.734 

40,000 0.852 0.774 0.868 0.808 0.859 0.792 0.862 0.736 

50,000 0.869 0.779 0.874 0.814 0.871 0.80 0.878 0.742 

60,000 0.874 0.781 0.884 0.816 0.878 0.812 0.882 0.745 

70,000 0.886 0.782 0.891 0.824 0.888 0.825 0.896 0.748 

 

Fig. 7. Recall. 

 

Fig. 8. F-measure. 

To categorize the attacks considered in the database 
efficiently, IDS is used to ensure the security of the cloud 
data. To achieve better accuracy, proper training of the 
classification algorithm (FFBPNN) in this research is required. 
As the presence of irrelevant features in the dataset leads to 
increase in computation time, increase in error, and decrease 
classification accuracy. To solve this problem, the dataset is 
pre-processed and then optimized using a well-known Swarm 
Intelligence Cuckoo Search Approach (SI-CS) approach. The 
obtained results for the proposed IDS system for classification 
accuracy compared to existing work are shown in Fig. 9. 

Using CS-FFBPNN as IDS for the cloud system, the 
classification accuracy increases successfully. The graph 
shows improvement in the proposed work compared to the 
(Velliangiri et al., 2020) work. The average classification 
accuracy analyzed for the proposed work, and the existing 
work are 0.8622 and 0.734. Therefore, the percentage increase 
in the classification rate from existing work is 17.47%. 

 

Fig. 9. Classification Accuracy. 

The existing work represented by Velliangiri et al. (2020) 
is only suitable for DDoS attacks, but the proposed work is 
implemented on two different types of attacks which are 
DDoS and BENIGN. The proposed work provides better 
results as compared to existing approach. The proposed work 
also obtained the better values as compared to the existing 
approach against different parametric values, namely, 
precision, recall, classification accuracy, and F-measure. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Cloud computing is used as a shared pool of resources that 
provides fast computing and aims to give convenient and, at 
the same time, required network access with minimal effort. 
The machine learning approach has offered the advantage of 
being interested in computing needs, and there is a suggestion 
for optimizing the unstructured data using the CS algorithm 
has also been presented. CS selected the optimal features from 
the pre-processed data and contributed to enhance the 
classification accuracy of the training and the testing phase of 
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the designed IDS cloud network. The proposed approach 
performed well in contrast to the existing work. As in existing 
work, authors have used a deep learning-based classifier in 
addition to Taylor-Elephant Herd Optimization, and the 
system time complexity increases as well as provides 
inadequate response for large network traffic. The work is 
evaluated against four performance metrics namely, precision, 
recall, f-measure, and classification accuracy of the designed 
IDS. From the test results, the examined accuracy has been 
observed as 86.22%. This accuracy might be low because the 
research has focused on detecting two types of attacks, such as 
DDoS attacks, and BENIGN attacks, for a sample of extensive 
data to train and test the network for intruder detection. 

The proposed work is not implemented on real world data 
set. In future work, real world data set will be implemented by 
applying metaheuristic algorithm to achieve more accuracy 
based upon different types of attacks. 
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Abstract—The article considers approaches and methods for 

modeling the wave process resulting from blasting operations. 

The analysis of modeling methods has shown that in the context 

of the task it is advisable to conduct a study based on the 

application of the method of behavioral characteristics, which 

was optimized using the splitting method. The defining equations 

were calculated, the point scheme of the template was selected, 

the resolving difference equations for dynamic boundary value 

problems of a seismic nature were calculated. Based on the 

method, an algorithm for calculating the relationship between 

the voltage and the seismic medium was developed, which 

allowed generating a code and designing an information system 

for calculating the wave process. 

Keywords—Information systems; wave process; explosive 

technologies; method of bicharacteristics; stress tensor 

I. CONDUCTION 

When compacting the foundations of structures, sinking 
underground developments, the behavior of embankments, 
dams, dams, etc., explosion energy is widely used. To achieve 
the maximum effect of blasting, it is necessary to properly 
study the effect of explosives on soils as a special dynamic 
effect. In the practice of explosives, both individual charges 
and very complex systems of them are used, which is 
undoubtedly of wide technical interest [1,2]. In [3,4], the 
influence of the pile driving depth on the stress-strain state of 
the base is studied, the interaction of the pile structure with the 
ground is studied, and the stresses arising in the piles 
themselves during driving into the ground are analyzed. 

The increasing volume of industrial, mining, hydraulic 
engineering and aviation engineering makes it necessary to 
improve the methods of studying wave problems. The known 
methods of solving problems [5-13] can not always fully 
reveal the features of contact problems of dynamics. 

As part of the study of wave processes using explosive 
technologies, the problem of propagation of elastic waves 
under pulsed loading was chosen. To solve this problem, an 
optimized method of behavioral characteristics is used with 
the addition of the ideas of the splitting method [14, 15]. The 
solution of a number of problems based on this method 
contributed to the writing of an algorithm and the 

development of information for the analysis of wave processes 
in various media [16,17], including using composite materials 
technology [18]. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Let a repeated dynamic load (Fig. 2), which is the result of 
blasting operations, act on the resting quarter plane with the 
insert (Fig. 1) at some depth from the free surface and at some 
distance from the insert. At the same time, a shock wave 
propagates from the source of the explosion, which, as it 
moves away from it, turns into a continuous compression 
wave. 

 

Fig. 1. The Study Area. 

 

Fig. 2. The Shape of the Current Load. 
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It reaches the insertion and determines its tense state. 
There are many technical problems here, for example, 
insertion fluctuations. In any case, the initial urgent task is to 
study the features and critical values of stress fields in the 
perturbed region [24]. 

In mathematical modeling of the problem of underground 
blasting, the soil is considered as an elastic medium occupying 
a quarter of the plane, and the insert as an elastic structure. 
The shock load is represented as a harmonic distributed load 
that acts along the normal to the vertical surface of the quarter 
plane on a certain section. In the Cartesian coordinate system 
           the rectangular insert (body 1) occupies the 
area            |  |     and the quarter plane (body 
2) is the area                       (Fig. 1), 
and the quarter plane (body 2) is the               . 

The boundary value problem assumes that the initial: 

  
   

    
   

                                (1) 

boundary conditions: 

   
              by         |  |               (2) 

   
              by         |  |               (3) 

and contact conditions: 

  
      

       
       

              by       |  |      (4) (4) 

  
      

       
       

              by           |  |  

                   (5) 

At the boundary          |  |    , the stress-free 
surface conditions are assumed (Fig. 1). 

   
       

                   (6) 

It is assumed that the NB boundary          
          is also free from stresses (3) and only on the 
local section (               of the NB boundary of 

the quarter plane, the normal component   
  acts at certain 

time intervals, changing according to the la. 

   
     {

             
 

     (
       

  
)      

      
            (7) 

   
      , 

where                     
     

  

      
 . The 

amplitude    and the frequency ω the oscillation frequency 
remains constant. The boundary conditions (7) simulate the 
conditions of blasting operations in the well, acting at a certain 
                distance from the structure     

Numerical calculations of the problem were carried out 
with the following initial data:                       
                                       
        . External loads            . The insertion 
configuration (region D1)) and the local impact site varied. 

Under the described conditions, it is necessary to 
investigate the stress-strain state of an inhomogeneous 
medium      . 

III. METHOD OF BEHAVIORAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH THE 

IDEAS OF THE SPLITTING METHOD 

To solve this problem, along with the initial (1) and 
boundary conditions (1) - (5), a system of equations consisting 
of equations of motion and relations of the generalized 
Hooke's law is used. 

   ̈ 
   

      
   

 

   
   

      
   

          
   

             (8) 

where    
   

    (    
   

     
   

)     – Kronecker symbol, 

  
   

    
   

 – components of the displacement vector and the 

strain tensor. 

It is convenient to calculate the solution of the problem in 
a dimensionless space of variables and the desired parameters, 
which are obtained after the introduction of the notation 
described in [19]. 

A. Defining Equations of the Dynamic Problem of the Theory 

of Elasticity 

Using the relations from [19] for dimensionless quantities, 
one can obtain (i≠j) from equations (8) after simple 
transformations: 

    ̇  
   

      
   

   ̇   
   

 (   
   

     
   

    
   

     
   

)    

   
   

(    
   

     
   

) (     )             (9) 

Equations (9) are a linear homogeneous hyperbolic system 
of first-order differential equations with constant coefficients 
[16]. Its characteristic surfaces in three-dimensional 
space           are hyperconuses with axes parallel to the 
time axis (Fig. 3). 

 

Fig. 3. Characteristic Cones on the Plane. 
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The system of equations (9) has two families of 
characteristic cones. These cones coincide with the behavioral 
characteristics of equations (9). Along the behavioral 
characteristics lying in the plane        , equations (9) are 
functions of only two variables        . This circumstance 

indicates that the conditions on the behavioral characteristics 
can be obtained as conditions on the characteristics in the 
corresponding one-dimensional problem. The corresponding 
transformations can be performed if one of the spatial 
variables is alternately fixed in the system of equations (9) 
[20]. In this case, the system of equations (9) is split into two 
systems of equations corresponding to the directions j=l and 
j=2 (i≠j): 

 ̇ 
   

   
       

   
    

   
 

 ̇  
   

    
   

   
   

    
   

            (10) 

where the notation is entered: 

   
   

   
  (     
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(    
   

     
   

)       
   

(    
   

     
   

     
   

)   

                    (11) 

The differential equations of characteristics have the form: 

        
   

                (12) 

and the conditions on the bicharacteristics are: 

      
   

          
   

    
   

 (   
   

          
   

    
   

)       (13) 

There    
   

    
   

 if α=j and   
   

    
   

 if α≠j. It can be 

seen from (12) that on each of the two hyperplanes there are 
two pairs of families of bicharacteristics that determine the 

longitudinal    
   

 and shear   
   

 (              wave 

propagation velocities (Fig. 3). In each of the two planes (xj; t) 
there are two families of behavioral characteristics of the 
positive and negative directions. The upper sign corresponds 
to the behavioral characteristics of the positive, and the lower 
sign corresponds to the negative directions. Equations (12) 
and (13) correspond to each other with the same pair of 
indices and with the same arrangement of signs. Equations 
(10) and conditions (13) are used to find a solution to the 
formulated problem (1) -(5) [23]. 

B. Selecting the Point Scheme of the Template 

To perform numerical calculations of the formulated 
problem for a region with a given configuration     , it is 
necessary to study the characteristic surfaces. The body   
   is exposed to non-stationary loads. The initial conditions 
(1) are given by stresses and displacement velocities in the 
entire body, and the boundary conditions are given by stresses 
on the surface (2) - (3). It is assumed that both are continuous 
differentiable functions. The shape of the body is such that it 
admits the existence of a coordinate system           , in 
which the boundary surfaces are coordinate [25]. 

Let the body      be divided into cells formed by 
intersections of coordinate surfaces                . The 

linear dimensions of these cells in the direction of the axes    
and    are considered uniform and equal to h. The 
intersections of the lines                  form nodes. At 
these nodal points, the values of the desired functions 

  
   

    
   

           are found at various time points 

                         in time increments τ. 

A template consisting of a node O and points    
    

lying 

on the coordinate lines          and spaced from the point 

O at distances    
   

  and    
   

  is accepted (Fig. 4). Oblique 
lines originating from point A are bicharacteristics. In the 
future, the values of the functions at point O are assigned the 

upper sign "0"; at points    
    

 - the lower and upper signs ± 

(for example,    
    

), and at point A an additional index is not 

assigned [21-24]. 

 

Fig. 4. Point Grid of the difference Scheme for Internal Points. 

Based on the described point schemes, the method 
developed below for solving dynamic problems allows us to 

determine the particle velocities   
   

 and the components of 

the stress tensor    
   

 at point A on the calculated layer in time 

   if their values are known on the previous layer        

         at point O and at adjacent points    
    

. Difference 

schemes of this type are called explicit. Explicit schemes are 
convenient because there are no difficulties in solving the 
systems of difference equations associated with them. These 
systems are solved sequentially from one-time layer to the 
next. In this case, the desired values at each node point, unlike 
the implicit difference scheme, are calculated independently of 
the others [20]. 

C. Resolving difference Equations for Solving Dynamic 

Boundary Value Problems 

Resolving difference equations at internal points. The 
calculation algorithm of the second order of accuracy is 
constructed below [20]. The integration of the system of 
equations (10) from point O to point A and the relations (13) 

from point    
    

to point A by the trapezoid method (Fig. 4) 

allows us to obtain expressions of the following type: 
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where the unknown values at point A are taken without 
additional indexes. 

The values of functions at non-node points    
    

 are 

replaced by the values calculated by the Taylor formula with 

first-order accuracy for the functions    
    

and    
   

 and with 

second-order accuracy for the functions   
   

 and    
   

 through 

their values at the node points О           [20]: 
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Partial derivatives of the system of equations (10) with 
respect to the variable xj are written as: 
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            (18) 

Substituting the relations (16), (17) in (15), then excluding 

with the help of (14) the variables   
   

,    
   

and taking into 

account (18) , we can obtain eight equations with respect to 

the derivatives    
   

,      
   

,    
   

,    
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Adding and subtracting the corresponding pairs of 
equations (19) in turn, we can find unknown derivatives: 

   
   

    
    

  
  ̇ 

    

   
  

     
   

      
    

  
  ̇  

    

   
            (20) 

The system of equations (20) can be used to determine 
unknown derivatives, both in the internal and boundary nodal 
points of the studied region      . Such expressions can be 
obtained directly by integrating the system of equations (9) 
according to the Euler scheme, having previously 
differentiated them by xi. However, it is important to have 
intermediate relations (19), which are used in solving systems 
of equations where boundary functions are given. The 
substitution of equalities (20) in (14) allows us to obtain 

unknown functions   
   

,    
   

 at the internal nodal points of an 

inhomogeneous body at time                    [21-
22]. 

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULT 

Based on the developed information system, the 
calculation results were obtained, shown in Fig. 5 to 7, when 
                              , calculation 
results. 

Fig. 5 shows the changes in the normal stresses 

along    
         the 

  

 
 coordinate at time t=60τ in different 

sections: 

        (this section passes through both the insert 
and the quarter plane); 

         (the cross-section runs along a quarter of 
the plane); 

          (the cross-section passes through the 
insert); 

        (the cross-section passes through the insert). 

The normal stresses    
         in Section 1 near the 

angular point               , at the boundary of the free 
surface                  and in the insertion region 
       |  |     change abruptly with different local 

extrema. The normal stresses    
  in the section 2 in the quarter 

plane reach the maximum extreme value (-0.22). It is caused 
by a given load. On the contact surface of the insert and the 

quarter plane, the normal stresses    
          suffer a 

break, taking different values at the insertion points and at the 
points of the quarter plane. At the exit from the contact area, 
the normal voltages    

 again take on a local extreme value. It 
should be noted that in the contact region, the value of the 
extremum of the normal voltage    

  (in the Section 2') is 
almost twice as high as its value in the material of the quarter 
plane. This result is associated with a greater rigidity of the 
insert material. 

The evolutions of the wave pattern of tangential 

stresses    
          at times t=40τ and t=60τ are shown in 

Fig. 6 and 7. 

The isolines constructed in the figures are in good 
agreement with the nature of the change in pulse loads 
specified at the boundary with a quarter of the plane. At time 
t=40τ (Fig. 6), the leading edge of the boundary wave reaches 
the middle of the insert (x1=0 axis), i.e., the wave has passed 
the distance x2=20h with some delay due to the weakening of 
elastic perturbations during the transition to the insert 
material. This moment of time t=40τ corresponds to the action 
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time of the first pulse of the boundary load. The isolated traces 
of extensive single extremums in the entire region D1∩D2 of 
an inhomogeneous medium are explained by the influence of 

angular points, points of discontinuity of boundary conditions 
and contact surfaces. 

 

Fig. 5. Change of Normal Stresses    
  at Time t=60τ along the    Coordinate in Sections       ,         ,          ,        . 

 

Fig. 6. Tangential Stress Isolines    
          at Time t=40τ. 
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Fig. 7. Tangential Stress Isolines    
          at Time t=60τ. 

In Fig. 7, the tangential stresses    
          reach their 

maximum values in absolute magnitude near the load 
application points                 ; line      . At 
this moment of time t=60τ, the second pulse is affected. This 

can explain the appearance of the selected double zones of 
stress extremes in the entire region of the inhomogeneous 
medium      . 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The developed information system made it possible to 
visualize the results of calculating wave propagation during 
blasting operations, to obtain graphs of changes in normal 
stresses and tangential stress isoclines [26]. 

Scientific and theoretical interest in the study of the 
relationship between stress (stress tensor) and deformations 
occurring in the medium as a result of blasting remains very 
relevant. The problems of seismically unstable areas require 
consideration of this issue from the point of view of modeling 
the wave process. 

Modeling the reaction of the soil to changes resulting from 
an explosion, using information and communication 
technologies, allows solving problems not only of an 
economic, construction, geological nature, but also of the 
safety of human life. 
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Abstract—The internet of things (IoT) is defined as a 

collection of autonomous devices that connect and network with 

each other via the Internet without the requirement for human 

interaction. It enhances daily our lives such as through personal 

devices, healthcare sensing, retail sensing, and industrial control, 

as well as the smart homes, smart cities, and smart supply chains. 

Although the IoT offers significant benefits, it has inherent 

issues, including security and privacy risks, memory size 

limitations, and processing capability challenges. This paper 

describes the application of elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) in 

a simulated IoT environment to ensure the confidentiality of data 

passed between the connected devices. Scalar multiplication 

represents the main operation of ECC, and it is primarily used 

for key generation, encryption, and decryption. The aim of this 

paper is to evaluate and show the efficiency of adapt lightweight 

ECC with an IoT devices. In the study outlined in this paper, 

scalar multiplication was implemented on Raspberry Pi4 and 

processing time and consumed energy were measured to compare 

the performance. The comparison was made on the scalar 

multiplication of both fast and basic ECC algorithms. The result 

of the performance test revealed that a fast scalar multiplication 

reduced the computation time in comparison with basic scalar 

multiplication while consuming a similar level of energy. 

Keywords—IoT; elliptic curve cryptography; fast scalar 

multiplication; raspberry Pi4 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since its conception by Kevin Ashton in 1999, the 
increasing popularity of the internet of things (IoT) has led to 
rapid changes in fields as varied as lifestyles, standards, and 
business models. The IoT refers to the connection of 
autonomous devices to the internet with the capacity to 
transmit data via a network without human intervention. IoT 
devices range from small accessories to large machines, 
including smartphones, tablets, laptops, personal computers, 
and similar portable embedded devices [1]. The IoT is not one 
single technology, but an agglomeration of technologies, by 
which embedded sensors, actuators, processors, and 
transceivers of connected devices comprise the IoT [2]. The 
communication system facilitating the communication between 
IoT devices can be based on sensors or wireless technologies, 
further enabling the transfer of data to a centralized system 
following processing [1]. 

As IoT devices imply a constant internet connection, 
privacy, and security issues are paramount. For example, it was 
demonstrated that 70 % of IoT devices are unable to resist 

attacks [1]. This underlines the need for security mechanisms 
that can ensure IoT security, e.g., in terms of access control, 
authentication, data integrity, confidentiality, and secrecy as 
well as protecting connected devices from attack. 

Conventional security mechanisms and protocols designed 
to protect computers against cyberattacks are not appropriate 
for use with the IoT, primarily as the connected devices have 
insufficient memory size and processing capability. Hence, 
efficiently protecting such low-resource devices requires the 
consideration of other security protocols, with cryptography 
offering a suitable solution [3]. 

Cryptography refers to the encryption and decryption 
process, i.e., converting plain text (readable form) into 
ciphertext (encoded form) and vice versa, respectively using 
cryptographic algorithms. These algorithms can be symmetric 
or asymmetric: If the same key is used for both the encryption 
and decryption, then it is a symmetric encryption, while using a 
public key to encrypt and a private key to decrypt is 
asymmetric encryption. Cryptography strengthens 
computational security by making the cost of breaking the 
encryption exceed the value of the information that is 
encrypted or making the breaking time exceed the 
information’s useful lifetime [4]. 

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC), proposed by Miller 
and Koblitz in  1985, is among the most popular cryptography 
protocols [5]. It is like the Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA) 
public-key cryptosystem in terms of the security level, 
although it has a smaller key size. The security strength of 
ECC relies on the Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem 
(ECDLP) difficulty, which includes point doubling and adding 
operations, making it more computationally efficient than RSA 
exponentiation. Furthermore, as it consumes less memory, 
ECC leads to reduced performance costs and computational 
costs [6]. 

The paper explores the use of ECC to enhance data security 
in the IoT. It hereby aims to show that ECC is applicable for 
the IoT due to its efficiency and performance regarding time 
and energy. In achieving this aim, the following motivations 
are considered: 

 Highlight previous studies that concern with lightweight 
ECC to shows the importance of an ECC and evaluate 
the efficient technique. 
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 The importance of adapting a security mechanism to the 
IoT environment to allow it to operate in the fastest 
possible way. 

 The application of fast scalar multiplication to the finite 
field of ECC, presenting a highly suitable technique for 
embedded devices in the context of the IoT. 

 Deduce the gap present in the literature since, few 
studies concern with applied fast scalar multiplication 
alongside with IoT devices. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 
discusses similar prior works in Internet of Things’ security 
and Elliptic Curve Cryptography. Section III describes the 
methodology study, while the experimental study is explained 
in Section IV. Section V presents the results and discusses it. 
Section VI concludes the paper and section VII points out our 
research contribution to the future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

This section mainly highlights related works on the security 
of Internet of Things as well as application of an Elliptic Curve 
Cryptography. These two subsections are considered in this 
paper due to its applications in many aspects in real life, in 
addition to its security and privacy aspects. 

A. IoT 

The growth of the IoT provides opportunities to enhance 
many aspects of our lives, such as through personal devices, 
healthcare sensing, retail sensing, and industrial control, as 
well as the smart homes, smart cities, and smart supply chains 
[7]. The popularity of smart home technology is made possible 
by the development of sensors and actuators that can be 
utilized in a wireless sensor network. At the same time, people 
have become more comfortable with and trusting toward 
technology, allowing companies to overcome concerns by 
offering benefits to the security and quality of life. Smart 
homes require sensors to provide intelligent services to the 
user. Their incorporation into domestic environments can assist 
with many aspects of daily living, such as by automating tasks, 
saving energy, and enhancing security. However, smart home 
technology presents issues and challenges, among which 
security and privacy remain the most pressing and problematic 
because data are recorded regarding many activities around the 
home. Systems must be safeguarded from attack [2]. 

In [8], Ayoub et al. proposed a lightweight secure scheme 
for IoT objects and cloud computing. Their recommendations 
depend on ECC and message queuing telemetry transport 
(MQTT), for which the key attributes are publishing and 
subscription. The driving factor behind their techniques is the 
provision of secure interactions between the IoT and cloud 
computing, along with enhanced communication speeds. Their 
security procedures consist of initialization, sub- scription, and 
publication, and they validated the scheme’s performance by 
comparing it with TLS/SSL. They automatically verified the 
protocol’s safety using the Automated Validation of Internet 
Security Protocols and Applications (AVISP) tool. 

In [9], Sha et al. analyzed numerous issues and security 
challenges presented by IoT systems and found that the IoT 
faces more issues than wireless sensor networks (WSNs). They 

identified the security architecture factors of end-to- end 
security, edge computing-based designs, and distributed 
security models, discussed their benefits and restrictions, and 
provided examples of implementations of each design. They 
found that to achieve comprehensive security for IoT systems, 
capable low-end devices must be supported from higher up in 
the command structure. 

In [10], Hossain et al. proposed a technique to ensure 
quality end-to end security for IoT systems based on biometrics 
and cryptography. They depicted an infrastructure of 
biometric-based end to end security solution for IoT with four 
layers: device, communication, cloud, and application. They 
discussed the security challenges and possible solutions for 
each layer and determined that their proposal based on the 
biometrics of facial recognition was 99 % effective by 
comparing face recognition in a local server and in cloud-
server. Consequently, they demonstrated that to use biometrics 
for authentication ensures IoT system security to a greater 
extent than password authentication. 

B. ECC 

In terms of lightweight Elliptic curve cryptography various 
studies and experiments conducted to evaluate the performance 
of lightweight ECC in terms of efficiency and security with 
different techniques, for both hardware and software 
implementations.  This section highlights several studies that 
involve for enhance scalar multiplication operation of an 
elliptic curve in different environments. 

Firstly, number of studies have applied a parallel 
implantation technique for speed up scalar multiplication. In 
[11], Yanbo Shou et al. applied ECC cryptography to network 
security. To optimize the performance of scalar multiplication, 
which is the most expensive ECC operation, they applied it in 
parallel via distributed tasks that were split into neighbor nodes 
and executed simultaneously. Due to the required energy 
consumption, they found that parallel computing is only 
suitable when execution time is the critical factor. 

Another study applied parallel technique provided by 
Albahri et al. [12] proposed a new algorithm that enable 
parallel implementation of ECC on multi-core platforms by 
modified algorithms that overcome data dependencies in ECC 
computation. Their work aims to explore the efficiency of 
parallel implementation of ECC as well as enhance point 
multiplication operation on ECC. Their proposed modifications 
based on two novel algorithm modifications for performing 
ECC point multiplication. They perform a vertical parallelization 
for operations of point doubling and point additions, which is 
they first modification. It depends on perform multiple finite 
field operations with no data dependency by different parallel 
logic cores. Their second modification to remove data 
dependencies by modifying the left to right double and add 
binary point multiplication. They implement modified 
algorithms with pure software implementation for ECC scalar 
multiplication over GF(2

163
) using Xmos multi-core 

microcontroller, the result of their proposed multi-core 
implementation to enhance operations of point multiplication 
and point addition up to 60% and around 50%, respectively. 
Finally, their experiments show the feasibility and efficiency of 
adapting parallelism in ECC implementation. 
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In [13], Faye et al. proposed an approach to improve ECC 
performance for WSN capabilities, aiming to accelerate ECC 
scalar multiplication over primary fields, as well as avoid the 
storage of precomputation point by accelerating computation. 
They firstly proposed a new technique based on the negative of 
point and a point order to run fast computation of scalar 
multiplication. Secondly, they accelerate computation in 
parallel scalar multiplication on KP to avoid storage of 
precomputation by proposed an efficient algorithm depend on 
improvement of the double and add (DA) and quadrable-ana-
quadrable algorithms. Finally, they showed that their proposed 
algorithm accelerates the computation of scalar multiplication 
on NIST-192 parameters for ECC. As well as they showed 
their technique for avoid storage computation very efficient 
especially for Jacobian coordinates. 

As well several studies applied various technique to 
improve scalar multiplication operation. To confirm complete 
encryption for users of Online Social Networks (OSN), in [14], 
Rajam and Kumar proposed improved elliptic curve 
cryptography (IECC) to confirm complete encryption for users 
of online social networks (OSNs) and compared it with 
standard ECC. The algorithm requires the replacement of each 
repetitive text character with different ciphertext. Time, size, 
and security were used to evaluate their proposed algorithm 
and standard ECC based on time of key generation, time of 
encryption, time of decryption, and size of plaintext compared 
to ciphertext. They found that IECC performed better than the 
standard ECC. 

In [15], Kalra and Dhillon conducted a comparative study 
to highlight viable solutions to security issues of real-time 
embedded systems. The characteristics of embedded systems, 
security issues, and threat models were presented. Public key 
cryptography (PKC) is the main challenge to security 
implementation in embedded systems; hence, efficient PKC 
solutions require an ECC that uses smaller key sizes. Suitable 
solutions suggested by this analysis of resource- constrained 
real-time embedded systems were all ECC-related. 

In [16], Mingquan Hong et al. proposed an encryption 
scheme that uses ECC-based homomorphic encryption to solve 
the problem of secure multiparty computation (SMC). They 
compared their scheme’s performance with RSA and Paillier 
homomorphic encryption, particularly in the context of 
computation time and communication. ECC was found better 
than either of these options, and they applied their scheme to 
GPS earthquake data to show that it is efficient and provides 
high security. 

In [6], Arora and Chhabra proposed a security scheme to 
prevent eavesdropping attacks in the Cloud environment. They 
compared the ECC-based scheme’s performance, such as the 
time taken to process encryption and decryption data, with that 
of traditional RSA schemes, and found it much faster. 

In [17], Javed R. Shaikh et al. focused on implementing 
ECC in resource- constrained e-commerce applications. They 
analyzed a set of selected curves recommended by several 
sources to find an efficient option for constrained resources. 
The elliptic-curve Diffie–Hellman (ECDH) algorithm and 
elliptic curve digital signature algorithm (ECDSA) were 
applied to selected curves. They found that SECP256r1 and 

M221 can be used to implement ECDH and ECDSA 
algorithms, respectively, offering suitable curves for e-
commerce applications. 

Additionally, Liu et al. [18] optimized an efficient scalar 
multiplication algorithm for wireless sensor networks based on 
symmetric ternary. Their optimization depends on eliminate 
the modulo inversion operation in the fundamental operation 
by using a Jacobi coordinate. As well as a nonzero weight 
reduced which can reduce the operation of point addition by 
optimized the symmetric ternary representation of the positive 
integer. So that, the efficiency of the scalar multiplication 
algorithm is improved. The basic idea of the symmetric ternary 
scalar multiplication model is computing the calculation of the 
scalar multiplication by calling the operation of point tripling 
and point addition constantly. By applying symmetric ternary 
scalar multiplication based on Jacobi coordinate their study 
indicates that it is better than the scalar multiplication based on 
affine coordinate. They found that it has an efficiency 
improvement of 4.3%. 

Recognizing the importance of security for mobile devices, 
in [19] Mullai and Mani focused on enhancing crucial aspects 
and optimizing the cryptography operations of RSA and ECC. 
To suit these two algorithms, they proposed generating 
addition chains (ACs) based on particle swarm optimization 
(PSO) and simplified swarm optimization (SSO) before 
measuring performance using mobile emulators of Android 
and Windows. The two algorithms were compared based on 
time of processing, power consumption for encryption and 
decryption, and level of security. They observed that, when 
considering the security aspects of SSO-optimized AC, ECC 
provides more security, although RSA consumes less power. 

Lastly, Javeed et al. [20] proposed hardware architecture 
with high performance for elliptic curve scalar multiplication 
over prime field. It depends on parallel technique, which can 
either execute modular addition or modular subtraction in 
parallel to four modular multiplication operations. Totally, it 
executed five mathematic instructions in parallel. Then, 
presented the scalar multiplication using Jacobian coordinate. 
Finally, it implemented on Xilinx Virtex-6, Virtex-5 and 
Virtex-4 FPGA (field-programmable gate array) platforms. 
Their tested shows that, for one operation of elliptic curve 
scalar multiplication with 256-bit it takes 2.01 ms, 2.62 ms and 
3.91 ms for three platforms respectively. Significantly, it is 
1.96 times faster and it is applicable for any value of prime p 
less than 256 bits. 

From above presented studies, we can observe that an 
improved elliptic curve cryptography has gained attention of 
the researchers for various platforms or environments such as 
WSN either for implemented in hardware or software. As well, 
technique applied for accelerate scalar multiplication divers 
some depends on parallel or sequential. Also, to the bast of our 
knowledge, few studies have applied a lightweight 
cryptography especially in term of fast scalar multiplication in 
an IoT devices. That encourage the needed for further study 
and research in this field. So, in this paper a fast scalar 
multiplication is applied in an IoT device with various key 
sizes to evaluate scalar multiplication in terms of energy and 
running time. 
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III. CONTRIBUTION THEORETICAL STUDY 

The following subsections explain and discuss the main 
ideas behind IoT scenarios in these contexts, together with 
ECC methods and fast scalar multiplication. 

A. Architecture of IoT 

The main components of IoT are presented by the three-
layered architecture shown in Fig. 1. These factors can be 
considered as the most basic architecture [2], consisting of the 
three layers of perception, network, and application. 

 The perception, or physical layer, is responsible for 
sending and receiving environmental information via 
sensors. 

 The network layer connects with smart applications, 
other network de- vices, and servers. It is also used to 
transmit and process sensor data. 

 The application layer interacts with and delivers 
application services to the user. 

B. IoT Scenario 

Smart home systems, or automated homes, allow the 
remote control and operation of electrical devices via electronic 
devices, such as smartphones or laptops, that have applications 
with user-friendly interfaces. A related form, the intelligent 
home, acts based on predefined information [21]. 

In our scenario, the smart home could be an IoT virtual 
environment, as presented in Fig. 2. Smartphone applications 
can interact with various applications, making them easier to 
control and more efficient. User registration is required for 
security reasons, but notifications to control and interact can be 
conveniently sent by email or text messages. The technology 
consists of wireless sensor nodes, such as for lighting, 
temperature, motions, and cameras that provide connections to 
gather and send data between users and applications via a base 
station that functions as a gateway. In our experiments, we 
used Raspberry Pi 4 for this gateway, which allowed 
communication with the private cloud or a specific database. 
For example, to check whether a light is on, the user accesses 
the appropriate application and chooses the light option. The 
gateway will allow the light sensor to send information to the 
user, who can then read the data, via email or text message. 
This is a typical example, but what if the lighting sensor reads 
and sends the wrong data? Such an error can cause the system 
to work in abnormal or malicious ways. 

C. ECC Cryptosystem 

Like RSA, ECC is a public key cryptosystem. However, 
ECC security depends on interpreting logarithm problems, e.g., 
how to determine K given KP and P. Table I compares key 
differences between ECC and RSA in terms of computational 
effort for cryptanalysis [4]. Algorithms of key generation, 
encryption, and decryption are presented in Algorithm 1, 
Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3, respectively [22]. 

Key generation step is the most important step in which an 
algorithm is used to generate both public and private keys. The 
parameters in the key generation algorithm defined as: 

 E : elliptic curve defined over finite field Fp. 

 P: point on the curve that has prime order n. 

 Equation of elliptic curve, prime, point on the curve 
with its order n are all public domain parameters 
denoted by E, p, P respectively. 

 d: private key selected randomly from interval [1, n-1]. 

 Q = dP : it corresponding public key. 

And parameters in the encryption and decryption 
algorithms identified as: 

 M: point that represent a message (plain text m). 

 k: randomly selected integer between range [1,n-1]. 

 Q: public key’s recipients. 

 d: private key’s recipients. 

 B1, B2: two points that represent cipher text. 

 

Fig. 1. IoT Architecture. 

 

Fig. 2. Smart Home Environment. 

TABLE I. KEY SIZE COMPARISON RSA VS. ECC 

RSA ECC 

1024 160 

2048 224 

3072 256 

7680 384 

15360 521 
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Algorithm 1: Key Generation algorithm 

1: begin 

2: Input variables E, p, P 

3: Set private Key 1 < d < n − 1  

4: Compute Public Key(Q= dp )  

5: Get (Q, d) 

6: end 

 

Algorithm 2: Encryption Algorithm 

1: begin 

2: Input variables E, P , p , n, m  

3: Set m ← M 

4: Set 1 < k < n − 1 

5: Compute Cipher text1( kP ) 

6: Compute Cipher text2(M +  kQ) 

7: Return (Cipher text1,Cipher text2) 

8: end 

 

Algorithm 3: Decryption Algorithm 

1: begin 

2: Input variables p, E, P, n, d, Cipher text1, Cipher text2  

3: Compute m1(d ∗ Cipher text1) 

4: Compute M (Cipher text2–m1) 

5: Return M 

6: end 

D. Fast Scalar Multiplication 

We applied the algorithm proposed by Faye et al. [13] to 
accelerate scalar multiplication KP over a finite field (Fp). This 
improvement concerns the negative of a point and a particular 
reduction of the scalar in a selected interval. A well-known 
cryptanalysis trick is to use negation, which is also used in 
cryptography, for scalar multiplication with addition-
subtraction chains. 

The algorithm of fast multiplication depends on the 
replacement of the KP point of the scalar multiplication 
operation with an equivalent representation point SP, where s 
and k are scalars and k > s. This technique is used in the 
interval [ln/2J + 1, n − 1], where ln/2J denotes the integer-part 
of n/2.  The negative of a point can be used for fast 
computation because it is freely obtained. The point KP is 
replaced with an equivalent point representation SP by utilizing 
the negative point because, for each point P on an elliptic 
curve, the point - P is also on the curve. Given that point P = 
(xp, yp) in affine coordinates, to calculate the inverse of a point 
KP = (xkp, ykp), we can compute KP = (xkp, ykp) then we can 
change the sign on the y-coordinate (ykp). 

Thus, we have the following equations for a secret key 
(integer number) by point KP to obtain an equivalent point 
representation of SP: 

If    K > n,    Kp = Sp    where    S = (k − lk/J.n)           

If     K ∈ ln/J, n − ,   kP = SP  where S = (k − n)          (2) 

If  K ∈ , ln/J,    kP = SP    where      S = K          (3) 

If  K = n   or 0   or − n ,  kP = ∞            (4) 

If   k ∈ −n − , −ln/J,  kP = SP  where  S = (n + k)     (5) 

If  k ∈  −ln/J, ,   KP = SP   where   S = K                (6) 

If  k < −n,  KP = SP   where  S =k n .l|k|/J           (7) 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

An experiment was conducted to evaluate and compare the 
operational performance of point multiplication and fast 
multiplication in ECC. We explain the experimental setup and 
procedure. 

A. Experimental Setup 

The experiment was conducted in a laboratory 
environment, as shown in Fig. 3. The C programming language 
was used to develop a program that ran on a Raspberry Pi, and 
was used to simulate an IoT environment. The program 
performed a scalar multiplication KP for both a basic and a 
lightweight ECC. Subsequently, it measured the computational 
time of the scalar multiplication via a built-in library in C with 
a time() function. The consumed energy was computed using a 
digital voltage power meter. The time and energy data were 
recorded to evaluate and compare the performance of both the 
basic and fast scalar multiplication algorithms. 

B. Raspberry pi 

An IoT environment was created with a Raspberry Pi 4 
Model B, which is the newest and fastest Raspberry product. It 
comes with various amounts of RAM (2, 4, or 8 GB), has a 
USB-C port for power, requires a MicroSD card to store all 
files and the operating system, has two micro HDMI ports, and 
offers the user the choice to connect to the internet via Ethernet 
cable or wirelessly. Table II shows the characteristics of the 
Raspberry Pi 4 Model B used in this experiment. 

 

Fig. 3. Experimental Setup. 

TABLE II. RASPBERRY PI 4 MODEL B SPECIFICATIONS 

Operating System Raspbian OS 

Card size 8 GB 

Internet Connectivity Wi-Fi 
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C. Experimental Procedure 

A controlled laboratory environment was used as the 
setting of the experiment to avoid a disruption of the internet 
connection. Three main key sizes (K) were tested to evaluate 
the performance of the scalar multiplication KP. The key sizes 
were 32, 64, and 128 bits, representing the first, second, and 
third cases, respectively. For all three cases, the time was 
measured in seconds, and the energy consumption was 
computed in Watts. 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The experimental analysis compared the performance of 
the standard scalar multiplication KP with that of the fast scalar 
multiplication SP based on the evaluation criteria of time and 
energy (in seconds and Watts, respectively). The evaluation 
was verified for three key sizes (32, 64, 128 bits). To compare 
basic and fast scalar multiplication in terms of time and energy 
consumption, the experiment was conducted multiple times for 
each key size using random numeric data, and the ratio for 
each key size was calculated. 

The following subsections will discuss the result according 
to two aspects time and energy. 

A. Time Consumption 

Following Fig. 4, 5, and 6 present the time consumption for 
each key size. For the 32-bit key size, the times for both the 
basic and fast algorithms were similar at the beginning; 
however, at the end, the basic algorithm consumed more time, 
increasing by approximately 90 % compared with fast scalar 
algorithm, as shown in Fig.4. Second, for both the 64- and 128-
bit key sizes, the fast algorithm consumed less than one 
second, while the basic algorithm consumed more time, as 
shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively. 

Finally, as a result, at almost a half-second, fast scalar 
multiplication used less time than basic scalar multiplication 
for all three key sizes. The basic scalar multiplication needed 
more time for the three key sizes of 32, 64, and 128 bits, at 9.1, 
98.7, and 216.1 seconds, respectively. As shown in Fig. 7, fast 
scalar multiplication running faster than basic scalar 
multiplication approximately 99%. In addition, the running 
time demonstrated a direct relationship with the received data, 
i.e., more time for more data. 

 

Fig. 4. Basic Running Time vs. Fast (Case1). 

 

Fig. 5. Basic Running Time vs. Fast (Case2). 

 

Fig. 6. Basic Running Time vs. Fast (Case3). 

 

Fig. 7. Running Time Average for all Three Cases. 

B. Energy Consumption 

The energy consumption for each key size is shown in the 
following Fig. 8, 9, and 10. The basic algorithm consumed 
more energy than the fast algorithm when the key size was 32 
bits, as shown in Fig. 8. For key sizes of 64 and 128 bits, as 
shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, respectively, similar amounts of 
energy were consumed by fast and basic scalar multiplication. 

Finally, as shown in Fig. 11, the fast algorithm uses less 
energy than the basic algorithm, by about 10 % in the case of 
the smaller key size. For the larger key sizes, the basic 
algorithm used about 0.5 % less energy than the fast algorithm. 
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To conclude, the fast scalar multiplication algorithm saves 
more time than the basic scalar multiplication algorithm. 
However, basic scalar multiplication and fast scalar 
multiplication consumed similar amounts of energy. 

 

Fig. 8. Basic Energy Consumption vs. Fast (Case1). 

 

Fig. 9. Basic Energy Consumption vs. Fast (Case2). 

 

Fig. 10. Basic Energy Consumption vs. Fast (Case3). 

 

Fig. 11. Energy Consumption Average for all Three Cases. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The increasing integration of IoT technology in various 
domains of daily life presents challenges regarding security, 
privacy, and cost of performance. Against this backdrop, this 
study focused on ECC in general, and on scalar multiplication 
methods in particulars. We presented various studies 
examining security solutions in the context of the IoT as well 
as enhancing the performance of ECC. As a time- and cost-
effective security mechanism is crucial, our experiment 
examined and compared the performance of basic and fast 
scalar multiplication to show the efficiency and applicable of 
fast scalar multiplication in the embedded devices. The results 
revealed that fast scalar multiplication saves time for three key 
sizes with similar energy usage. The main contribution is that 
we demonstrated the fast scalar multiplication is faster than 
basic scalar multiplication around 99%. That indicates fast 
scalar multiplication is a suitable solution for embedded 
devices to reduce the cost of performance. 

VII. FUTURE WORK 

In future work, we plan to reduce the energy consumption 
by optimizing fast scalar multiplication. Furthermore, 
additional lightweight ECC can be examined and evaluated in 
terms of their performance. Moreover, other evaluation metrics 
can be adopted. Additionally, homomorphic encryption can be 
applied and compared with obtained result. Finally, studying 
and applying this technique to other devices offers an 
interesting research avenue. 
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Abstract—Recently, enormous interest has been shown by 

both academia and industry around concepts and techniques 

related to connecting heterogeneous IoT devices. It is now 

considered a rapidly evolving technology with billions of IoT 

devices expected to be deployed in the upcoming years around 

the globe. These devices must be maintained, managed, traced, 

and secured in a timely and flexible manner. Previously, the 

centralized approaches constituted mainstream solutions to 

handle the ever-increasing number of connected IoT devices. 

However, these approaches may be inadequate to handle devices 

at a massive scale. Blockchain as a distributed approach that 

presents a promising solution to tackle the concerns of IoT 

devices connectivity. However, current Blockchain platforms face 

several scalability issues to accommodate diverse IoT devices 

without losing efficiency. This paper performs a comprehensive 

analysis of the recent blockchain-based scalability solutions 

applied to the Internet of Things domain. We propose an 

evaluation framework of scalability in IoT environments, 

encompassing critical criteria like throughput, latency, and block 

size. Moreover, we conduct an assessment of the notable 

scalability solutions and conclude the results by highlighting six 

overarching scalability issues of blockchain-based solutions in 

IoT that ought to be resolved by the industry and research 

community. 

Keywords—Blockchain; IoT; scalability; issues; distributed 

ledger; throughput; latency 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Internet of things (IoT) based solutions have evolved to 
cover every aspect of our daily lives. IoT technology has been 
deployed in various environments, including smart homes, 
healthcare, industrial etc. [1][2]. It is a collection of smart 
devices that are connected like a swarm of heterogeneous 
nodes. For decades, the centralized approach has been 
recognized as a widespread solution for such environments. 
However, the rapid increase in these nodes made it impractical 
to manage and maintain with the traditional centralized 
approach due to various scalability and speed challenges. 

A decentralized approach seems to be a preferable 
candidate to address challenges within such complexed 
environments. It will assist in solving many challenges 
attached to IoT environments while reducing the significant 
costs related to the previously adopted centralized approach 
[80]. Blockchain technology is one of the most known 
decentralized approaches deployed to resolve concerns related 
to IoT devices [3]. It has demonstrated its efficiency and 

performance in the financial domain with applications, such as 
Bitcoin and Ethereum [4][5]. Blockchain is capable of keeping 
immutable records of every data generated and exchanged by 
IoT devices. Therefore, it can present a perfect solution in the 
following aspects: 

 IoT environments need a layer to facilitate the 
interoperability of heterogeneous IoT devices. 
Blockchain can provide a composite layer above the 
peer-to-peer network with standard access for every IoT 
device. 

 IoT environments require a tier to support the 
traceability of data among these IoT devices. 
Blockchain works as an immutable distributed ledger 
with a historic timestamp to ensure this feature for IoT 
devices. 

 IoT environments are expected to provide security 
measures and improve trust aspects by deploying smart 
contacts and digital signatures. 

While the deployment of blockchain technology in IoT-
based environments offers various advantages, they still pose 
overarching scalability concerns due to the vast amount of data 
generated and the enormous number of IoT devices. 

Traditional Blockchain platforms have inherited by design 
a challenge in their limited throughput. Throughput is 
determined by the number of transactions that can be appended 
and mined in the blockchain platform [77]. Various known 
blockchain platforms have different scalability rates, which is 
insufficient to handle the IoT environments [76][78]. For 
instance, Bitcoin has a limited number of transactions in a short 
period. The bitcoin network blocks are fixed in terms of size 
and frequency, which causes a scalability issue. The Bitcoin 
platform has even a lower throughput than Ethereum and other 
confidentiality issues [8]. However, the Ethereum platform is 
regarded to have a low throughput when deployed in IoT 
environments [6][7]. 

Researchers have carefully identified the so called 
scalability trilemma within the Blockchain environment [17], 
as depicted in Fig. 1. The concept, which Vitalik Buterin first 
coined, identifies the difficulty of finding a balance between 
three blockchain properties: decentralization, security, and 
scalability simultaneously [18]. Scalability trilemma means we 
can only achieve two out of the three properties at the same 
time. Furthermore, the scalability issue has some implications 
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related to the cost of the blockchain database. Practically, all 
transactions must be stored within a chain, so the chain size 
will increase as we append more transactions to the chain. This 
can increase the size of the chain, and maintaining and 
managing the chain becomes more difficult with time. 

 

Fig. 1. The Blockchain Scalability Trilemma. 

Currently, the blockchain size of Bitcoin and Ethereum are 
354.419 GB and 870.37 GB, respectively [16][17]. Other 
blockchain platforms have been designed with high 
throughputs, such as IOTA, a commercial platform designed to 
be deployed in the IoT environment. However, it is regarded to 
have a long delay when addressing a massive amount of data 
[9]. Hyperledger Fabric and Ripple are two blockchain 
platforms that got high throughput [10][11]. Nevertheless, they 
suffer from the same issue of limited scalability, especially in 
terms of validating the nodes [12]. The following section will 
explain many solutions to tackle blockchain scalability issues. 

In summary, we can summarize the contributions of our 
research as follows: 

 Contribution one (theoretical): establish a fundamental 
understanding of the major scalability solutions using 
Blockchain in the IoT domain. 

 Contribution two (theoretical): devise an evaluation 
framework for assessing the effectiveness of the 
current scalability solutions. 

 Contribution three (empirical): evaluate existing 
scalability solutions with a focus on their strengths. 

The remainder of this paper is divided into five sections. 
Section two reviews the Blockchain and IoT technologies. 
Section three compares various research scalability solutions 
that operate in different IoT layers. Section four proposes an 
evaluation framework and compares the Blockchain-based 
scalability solutions. Section five summarizes the key findings 
of our research. 

II. BACKGROUND OVERVIEW 

A. Blockchain Technology 

Blockchain, which is a distributed public ledger 
technology, was initially developed for cryptocurrencies such 
as Bitcoin. The concept of Blockchain was initially introduced 
by Nakamato [4] in 2008 but did not receive much attention 
initially. With the emergence of IoT in the past few years, 
Blockchain has started gaining the attention of researchers as a 
P2P technology for distributed and decentralized computation 
and data sharing. Blockchain can avert the possibility of 
intrusions by adopting cryptographic techniques in the absence 
of a centralized control environment. Interestingly, its unique 
security features, like transactional privacy, data immutability, 
authorization and integrity, fault tolerance, and transparency, 
allow Blockchain to be utilized in areas beyond 
cryptocurrency. 

Blockchain technology has evolved around the idea that a 
single block, the fundamental component of Blockchain, stores 
certain types of information. The block is linked to similar 
blocks to form a chain where each block is associated with the 
previous block through a hash, as depicted in Fig. 2. The 
integrity of each block is assured by a hash function which is 
deployed to create a hash value of each block. The hash value 
is a digital fingerprint, which can be transformed to a different 
digital fingerprint by making minimal changes to the block, 
such as switching a bit value [52]. The hash value is the entity 
responsible for connecting every block with the previous block 
since each block possesses the block hash value behind it. 
Validation of the integrity by the system can easily be 
performed by running the hash function on every single block 
and then comparing the result with its prospective digital 
fingerprint. 

 

Fig. 2. The Blockchain Structure. 
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Blockchain technology is a decentralized ledger where each 
block is created and broadcasted to the connected peers. 
Therefore, each peer is guaranteed to have the identical most 
recent copy of the ledger. Thus, the forgery of a blockchain 
practically becomes very difficult. A blockchain environment 
has various characteristics, including decentralization, Tamper-
proof, trustless, and anonymity. 

 Decentralization: Blockchain is built around the idea of 
a distributed ledger with no central entity that controls 
the network. It means that the system is robust against 
a single point of failure. Therefore, if one node goes 
down, the system still functions properly. 

 Tamper-Proof: The only way to take over the network 
is by launching a theoretical 51% attack [51]. In order 
to change the block content and make the validation 
process faster in comparison to all other peers within 
the network, the attacker roughly requires more than 
half of the computational power on Blockchain. 

 Trustless: The blockchain environment depends on 
complete transparency. Thus, parties on the chain can 
trust each other. 

 Anonymity: As mentioned above, there is no need for 
trust in the blockchain environment. Thus, parties on 
the chain remain anonymous with no need to reveal 
any party identity. 

Furthermore, Blockchain can be arranged into three 
categories based on the participants' respective environment 
[27]. The categories can be summarized as follows: 

1) Public blockchains: It is a permissionless blockchain 

that runs on a public network in a decentralized and 

distributed fashion. The environment is open, and any node 

can participate without any authorization [50]. 

2) Private blockchains: It is a permissioned blockchain 

that runs within a private network within an organization that 

governs and regulates all transactions. 

3) Consortium blockchains: It is also a permissioned 

blockchain. However, it is initiated and controlled by related 

entities. A node must register ahead of their participation; 

then, they must adhere to rules and regulations. 

Table I summarizes the key differences between the three 
blockchain categories. 

B. Internet of Things (IoTs) Technology 

Recently, the Internet of Things unleashed its power to 
deliver services across various domains from small businesses 
and social media to smart houses, smart cities, and industries. 
IoT connects resource-constrained heterogeneous devices with 
a broad range of functionalities in human and machine-centric 
communication networks. IoT has positively met the ever-
evolving requirements of the above-mentioned sectors. 
However, the significant escalate in the number of such 
resource-constrained IoT devices and the massive information 
generated from them becomes a hurdle towards meeting the 
efficiency and security requirements. 

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF MAJOR TYPES OF BLOCKCHAIN CATEGORIES 

Characteristic  Public  Private Consortium 

Decentralization 
Distributed 

Ledger 

Centralized 

Ledger 

Relatively 

Centralized Ledger  

Immutability Immutable 
Not 

Immutable 

Relatively 

Immutable 

Transparency Transpare nt 
Not 
Transparent 

Relatively 
Transparent  

Scalability Bad Excellent Good 

Accessibility Permissionless Permissioned  Permissioned 

Consensus 

Protocols 

Proof of Work 

(PoW) & Proof 

of Stake 
(PoW) 

Ripple 

Practical Byzantine 

Fault Tolerance & 

Proof of Authority 
(PoA) 

Example 
Bitcoin & 

Ethereum 

Ripple (XRP) 

& Multichain 

Quorum & 

Hyperledger 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a network that attaches 
different devices to receive and transmit data over the Internet. 
The data is generated using various smart applications running 
on smart devices and sensors known as IoT devices. An 
estimated 50 billion IoT devices will be attached to the Internet 
worldwide in 2023 [49]. In Information Technology, IoT is 
undoubtedly a significant development connecting almost 
everything to the world wide web. Over the last few years, the 
increasing data rates and advancement in IoT paved the way 
for various concerns, with scalability being at the top of the 
list. 

The IoT network consists of three layers, namely 
perception, communication, and industrial layer, as shown in 
Fig. 3. These sections can be briefly described as follows: 

1) Perception layer: There are various IoT devices within 

this layer. These devices differ in function, which can include 

sensors, controllers, smart meters, etc. The primary function of 

these devices is sensing and collecting data from the physical 

environment. However, it might also react to actions in the 

physical environment. 

2) Communication layer: There are several wireless/wired 

devices within this layer. These devices can be IoT gateway, 

Wi-Fi Access points, or small base stations. These devices 

deploy various communication protocols include Bluetooth, 

Near Field communication, etc. The primary function of these 

devices is to transfer data from the perception section to the 

industrial section. 

3) Industrial layer: The industrial layer incorporates 

manufacturing, Airports, banks, supply chain etc. The 

decisions in these industrial organizations are build on the data 

gathered from the perception layer. 

Previously, the centralized approach was the mainstream 
solution for handling complex structures of connected 
heterogeneous IoT devices. It was based on a traditional client 
server approach over the Internet. However, it suffered various 
challenges and is judged inadequate to handle data at this 
massive scale [80]. 
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Fig. 3. Typical Three-Layer Internet of Things. 

III. ANALYTICAL COMPARISON OF SCALABILITY 

SOLUTIONS 

Due to the unraveled interest in deploying blockchain 
platforms in IoT systems, different approaches have been 
adopted to upgrade blockchain scalability. As mentioned, the 
challenge of enhancing blockchain scalability intensifies when 
more IoT devices/nodes are connected to each other and 
produce transactions at a higher rate. We identify and analyze 
the approaches published in recent literature to tackle the 
scalability issues. These approaches have been deployed in 
different layers of Blockchain and thereby can be classified as 
follows: 

 Layer Zero "Approaches with the dissemination of 
Information": These proposed solutions focus on 
customizing the propagation protocol of information. 

 Layer One "Approaches within the Blockchain": These 
proposed solutions focus on tackling the problem by 
changing the structure of blocks and consensus 
algorithms. 

 Layer Two "Approaches off the Blockchain": These 
proposed solutions tackle the problem by executing 
some complex computational tasks off the Blockchain 
platform. 

A. Layer Zero: Approaches with Propagation Protocol 

Approaches dealing with the propagation protocol were 
classified recently by some researchers as a possible solution 
for scalability issues within Blockchain. Parties exchange and 
broadcast blocks of data/transactions inefficiently within the 
blockchain network, causing a high confirmation time. 
Enhancing and optimizing data transmission can result in 
improved throughput. Many studies have been published in 
layer zero, which can be explained in Table II. 

B. Layer One: Approaches within the Blockchain 

These proposed solutions on this approach focus on 
tackling the problem of scalability by different strategies, 
which can be viewed as follows: 

 Redesign the structure of blocks. 

 Implementing the DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph). 

 Deploying Sharding techniques. 

 Applying different consensus algorithms. 

TABLE II. COMPARISON OF SCALABILITY SOLUTIONS WITHIN LAYER 

ZERO 

Approac

h Name 
How it Works Advantages  

BloXrou
te [70] 

The design of the network is based on 

increasing the block size while decreasing 

the interval between blocks. 

(+) Avoids forks 

(+) Enables fast 

propagations. 

Velocity 

[71] 

The structure of the protocol ensures an 
enhanced block propagation by deploying 

erasure code 

(+) Increases 

throughput 

Kadcast 

[72] 

It is based on Kademlia Architecture, 

where it works similarly to the mechanism 

deployed for enhanced broadcasting with 
adjustable redundancy and overhead. 

(+) Enables fast 

propagation 

(+) Enables secure 
transmission 

Erlay 
[73] 

The protocol improves the network 
connectivity while keeping the cost at a 
minimum level. 

(+) Affordable cost 

(+) Private 

transmission 

1) Redesigning the structure of blocks: The simplest 

approach to tackle the scalability concerns of Blockchain is 

redesigning the structure of blocks by increasing the block 

size. Practically, all transactions are appended within blocks in 

any blockchain platform. Since more transactions are recorded 

within a particular block, the throughput of transactions per 

block interval would consequently increase [13]. However, 

deploying such a simple approach comes with other direct and 

indirect challenges. One of these challenges is increasing the 

probability of hard forks in the blockchain platform. 

Consequently, a split of nodes within the Blockchain would 

happen as it happened in Bitcoin [14]. 

Traditionally, the Blockchain platform requires each node 
to record the complete history of all transactions to become a 
part of the network. An increase in block size means that each 
node must increase its storage requirements, making them 
more expensive to execute. Nodes that are not capable of 
securing such storage requirements would eventually be ruled 
out of the blockchain platform. As a consequence, a lesser 
number of centralized nodes would take control of the 
Blockchain. It leads Blockchain to lose its decentralized nature, 
so end users must have more trust in the protocol [15]. 

Redesigning the structured approach includes other 
techniques such a block compression. It can enhance the 
throughput of the Blockchain platform, where it reduces some 
unessential and redundant data of a block [22]. Compact block 
relay was designed and deployed according to the block 
compression approach [22]. It is based on changing the data 
structure of the original Bitcoin blocks along with shortening 
the transaction header data. Txilm is a technique based on the 
same concept of compression of blocks [22]. However, these 
kinds of techniques are prone to hash collisions. 

2) Implementing Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG): The 

blockchain structure records transactions in chains that are 

arranged in a sole chain formation. Due to this type of liner 

formation, blocks are created one at a time with no concurrent 

operations. Consequently, Blockchain has a limited 

throughput with high latency. Allowing a concurrent operation 

would enhance throughput, so a new idea of blockchain 

structure build on DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) is proposed 

[23]. 
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The directed acyclic graph is a finite graph commonly 
deployed in a computer science major. The DAG-based 
blockchain Blockchain considers a block as a vertex in the 
DAG attached to other previous vertices. Moreover, The DAG-
based Blockchain permits many vertices to be attached to a 
preceding vertex that creates simultaneous blocks. The IOTA 
foundation has designed its IoT-based Blockchain in the 
above-mentioned technique to address the scalability issues of 
Blockchain [28]. 

3) Deploying sharding techniques: The sharding 

technique was first developed within the database 

management field as an attempt to optimize large databases. It 

is based on partitioning a database into several physical 

fragments, where each fragment saves its distinct subset of the 

data. This divide of a large group across multiple servers 

permits the distributed management of operations of a single 

database, thus improving scalability [31]. Practically, it 

applies the concept of divide-and-conquer on the blockchain 

platform, so each platform will be divided into several smaller 

units called a shard. Fig. 4 shows the concept of the sharding 

technique on the blockchain platform. A pool of transaction is 

processed in multiple shards, that reduces the load on each 

node and makes it possible for nodes to process a small 

number of transactions. Recently, several studies have been 

published to tackle the scalability issues using the sharding 

technique to improve transaction throughput. 

4) Applying different consensus algorithms: Various 

consensus algorithms have been used in different types of 

Blockchains. These consensus algorithms are used, so 

Blockchain becomes more resilient to malicious participants 

and message delays. Several algorithms are deployed in the 

research literature to solve security issues. However, each one 

of them has an overhead that affects blockchain throughput 

and scalability. Therefore, some optimizations are required to 

enhance the scalability of Blockchain. The essential consensus 

algorithms are as follows. 

Proof of Work (PoW): To add blocks to the Blockchain, 
each node must perform some exclusive work known as Proof-
of-Work (PoW) [36]. In Bitcoin, each node must compute a 
hash value less than a specific number, which is also known as 
the difficulty level set by the Blockchain. The difficulty level is 
changed periodically by the Bitcoin protocol, where it takes 
between five to ten minutes to produce a single block [36]. The 
procedure of finding a solution to the PoW puzzle (i.e., to find 
a winning hash value) is also called mining. Speed is critical in 
the the operation, so the mining prize is given to the first node 
that computes a winning hash. Furthermore, the node gets to 
include its proposed block in the Blockchain. Once a node 
finds a winning hash and broadcasts it to others. Next, other 
nodes have to confirm that the proposed hash value is correct 
and valid [37]. Since several nodes are computing the winning 
hash simultaneously, there is a possibility that several nodes 
compute the winning hash at the same time. Sequentially, each 
wining node includes its block, the Blockchain announces it 

over the peer-to-peer network. In such a scenario, there are 
temporary forks in the Blockchain due to some nodes including 
their block into the first branch of the Blockchain and others 
include in the second branch and so on. To fix this problem, 
the protocol will choose the longest branch and delete the other 
branches [36]. Due to the previous challenges in the original 
PoW algorithm, many optimization techniques were proposed 
to enhance the algorithm scalability [38][39][40]. 

Proof of Stake (PoS): It is deployed to avoid the PoW 
algorithm weaknesses. It replaces the mining process with an 
alternative idea where users can own a virtual currency in the 
blockchain platform. Practically, users can buy any amount of 
cryptocurrency and then utilize it in the form of the stake to 
purchase equivalent block creation chances in the blockchain 
platform by working as a validator. The validator cannot 
predict its turn ahead of time since the algorithm randomly 
chooses the validator node to create the block. At its original 
form, the algorithm has a problem called Nothing-at-Stake, 
where the algorithm does not provide incentives for nodes to 
vote for the accurate block. Nodes might vote for blocks 
supporting several forks and branches to maximize their 
chances of winning a reward as they do not consume anything 
from their resources [36]. There are other problems with the 
PoS where it assumes that the chances of an attack on the 
blockchain by the nodes having a higher amount of currencies 
are minimal. [37]. Therefore, several alternative solutions were 
proposed where [41] deploys randomization techniques to 
forecast the next validator. It utilizes a mechanism that finds 
the lowest hash number in combination with the length of the 
stake. Peercoin [42] selection is based on coin age-based 
selection, where older coins have a greater possibility of 
mining the next block. However, Ethereum is trying to switch 
from Ethash [43] to Casper [44]. 

Other Consensus Algorithms: Several consensus algorithms 
focus on tackling many problems where scalability is one of 
them. Other mentionable consensus algorithms available in the 
literature include Delegated Proof of stake [81], Practical 
Byzantine Fault Tolerance [82], Hybrid Consensus [83], Proof 
of Authority [84], Proof of Capacity [85], Proof of 
Participation [86]. Surveys comparing consensus algorithms 
are available in [19], [20],[61],[53], and [73]. We recommend 
analyzing these algorithms in future works. 

 

Fig. 4. An Exemplary Illustration of Sharding Techniques. 
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C. Layer Two: Approaches off the Blockchain 

The proposed solutions in this approach focus on tackling 
scalability by executing some complicated computational work 
outside the Blockchain platform. These solutions apply 
different strategies, including payment channel, sidechain, off-
chain computation, and cross-chain techniques. Below we 
provide an analysis of each approach. 

1) Payment channels: The strategy of the payment 

channel is based on creating a temporary off-chain channel 

where some transactions can be executed off-chain so to 

reduce the volume on the main network and increase the 

transaction throughput of the whole Blockchain. Example 

approaches that employ payment techniques are described in 

Table III. 

Fig. 5 demonstrates the concept of the lightning network 
technique, which includes three stages as described below: 

 Establishing the channel by depositing some number of 
tokens in the channel (recorded on the main chain) 

 Trading between two parties (recorded off the chain). 

 Closing the channel where the number of tokens of both 
parties is recorded on the main chain. 

2) Sidechain techniques: The Sidechain technique was 

first proposed at Pagged Sidechain [61]. Generally, it allows 

the assets in a specific blockchain to be moved between 

various sub-blockchains. It guarantees assets to be secure and 

saved. Several key sidechain algorithms are described in 

Table IV. 

TABLE III. COMPARISON OF SCALABILITY SOLUTIONS USING PAYMENT 

CHANNEL TECHNIQUES 

Approach 

Name 
How it Works Advantages  

Lightning 
Network [45] 

Uses two parties of Blockchain to 
establish their own off-chain private 

trading channel. The channel is 

dedicated to several low latency 
transactions.  

(+) provides 

private 

communication 

Raiden 
Network 

[46][47] 

The technique is payment-based. The 

Raiden Network is deployed on the 

Ethereum network with support for all 
ERC20 [47]. 

(+) enables 
secure 

communication  

 

Fig. 5. An Exemplary Illustration of the Lightning Network  

TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF SCALABILITY SOLUTIONS USING SIDECHAIN 

TECHNIQUES 

Approach 

Name 
How it Works Advantages  

Plasma 
[60] 

 

The protocol permits a parent chain to 

create smaller copies as child chains.  

The created copy of a parent chain is 
designed and developed according to a 

specified use case. The parent chain 

delegates its work to child chains. 

(+) improves the 

transaction 

throughput 
(+) delegates 

work to child 

chains 

Pegged 
Side Chain 

[48] 

The approach is based on a two-way peg, 

transferring the assets from the main chain 

to a child chain. It ensures that these assets 
are securely sent from the parent to a child 

by locking them until the pegged side 

chain obtains a simplified Payment 
Verification (SPV) proof. A confirmation 

period is enforced for security reasons.  

The newly transferred assets are halted on 
the sidechain to keep away from double-

spending issues. The exact logic is applied 

once transferring the assets back to the 
main chain. 

(+) provides 
secure 

communication  

LiQuidity 

Network 

(NOCUST) 
[62] 

The network is based on a data 
architecture named Merkleized Interval 

Tree. It is formed of a multi-layered tree 

which is deployed on NOCUST.  
It allows the party's' balances to be saved 

on private non-crossing interval space. 

Practically, all balances are verified 
against the amount registered in the smart 

contract on the main network. 

(+) ensures the 
correctness of 

computations  

3) Off-Chain computation: In Ethereum, miners must 

execute all contracts to validate their states. The operation is 

known to be costly and time-consuming. Therefore, many 

techniques help to build a scalable platform. Table V lists 

example off-chain computation techniques. 

TABLE V. COMPARISON OF SCALABILITY SOLUTIONS USING OFF-CHAIN 

TECHNIQUES 

Approach 

Name 
How it Works Advantages  

Truebit [63] 

It is designed based on outsourcing 

computations to trusted third parties 

known as solvers and challengers.  
Tokens are deposited to the smart 

contract by the solver. The challenger 

verifies the work done by the solver and 
gets compensation for its work. 

(+) guarantees 

correctness of 

computations  
(+) adapts to 

computationally 

intensive 
applications. 

Arbitrum[64] 

Enables nodes to deploy smart contracts 

as virtual machines that include all rules 
of a contract.  

It has four types of roles: 

- Verifier: it acts as a global entity to 
validate transactions and publish 

accepted transactions. 

Key: it is a participant entity that can 
own currency and propose transactions. 

Virtual Machine: it is a virtual 

participant in the protocol which can 
own currency and exchange them. 

Manager: it manages the virtual machine 

and makes sure its correctness. 

(+) enhances 
blockchain 

scalability  
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4) Cross-Chain techniques: Cross-chain techniques are 

considered to be potential solutions to improve scalability in 

Blockchain. Generally, these techniques are based on the 

interoperability among several separated chains. Therefore, 

the inter-connection between these chains can result in 

enhancing scalability. Fig. 6 depicts an example of the main 

cross-chain techniques. There are two main cross-chain 

algorithms which are listed in Table VI. 

 

Fig. 6. An Exemplary Illustration of the Cosmos Network. 

TABLE VI. COMPARISON OF SCALABILITY SOLUTIONS USING CROSS-
CHAIN TECHNIQUES 

Approach 

Name 
How it Works Advantages  

COSMOS -

+[65] 

It is based on parallel independent 

Blockchain named as zones.  

The Tendermint BFT consensus 
algorithm supports each zone. The 

Cosmos Hub connects these zones. 

(+) Increases 

throughput 
(+) Deploys Inter-

blockchain 

communication 
protocol for privacy  

POLKADOT 

[66] 

It is based on a multi-chain protocol 

that attaches various blockchains 

with a relay chain. The relay chain 
allows separated blockchains to 

communicate with each other. The 

Polkadot acts as a mediator that 
connects to already functioning 

blockchains. 

(+) Increases 
throughput 

(+) Secure 

communication  

IV. SCALABILITY EVALUATION FRAMEWORK AND 

ANALYSIS RESULT 

Scalability can be defined to incorporate some dimensions. 
The traditional definition stipulates from three perspectives, 
namely throughput, storage, and latency [74][75][79]. 
Blockchain is considered a network that can be measured by 
standard performance metrics like throughput and latency [77]. 
Since we are talking about Blockchain, throughput can be 
clearly associated with the number of committed valid 
transactions within the Blockchain per second [77]. Therefore, 
we can represent the throughput as follows: 

Transaction Throughput=Number of Committed Transaction 

/Time in Seconds      (1) 

Latency is also associated with transaction latency which is 
defined as the proportion of the Blockchain to commit a 
transaction [77]. Therefore, we can represent the latency as 
follows: 

Transaction Latency= (Confirmation Time * Blockchain 

Threshold)- Submission Time    (2) 

 

Fig. 7. Our Scalability Evaluation Framework. 

Both performance metrics, throughput and latency, are 
closely related to the block size. Various blockchain networks 
suffer from issues about standing by for transactions to be 
committed within the block due to the fixed size of blocks [78]. 
Therefore, it is a critical parameter that must be included in 
blockchain network evaluations. Furthermore, Consensus 
algorithms and applied techniques are closely related to our 
scalability analysis, so we added them in our evaluation, as 
depicted in Fig. 7. 

A. Comparison of the Scalability Blockchain-based 

Architectures 

As mentioned above, this paper's main contribution is to 
analyze each Blockchain architecture and its main 
characteristics affecting IoT scalability. Our scalability 
evaluation framework incorporates various dimensions. Our 
selected dimensions include 1) throughput, 2) storage (block 
size), 3) latency, 4) deployed techniques, and 5) consensus 
algorithm. We will base our comparative evaluation on these 
criteria. Table VII details the findings of the comparison. 

B. Summary of Scalability Issues 

Our detailed analysis of state-of-the-art architectures aimed 
at resolving scalability challenges pertaining to blockchain 
solutions that could enhance the IoT domain. The significant 
challenges are summarized below. 

 Challenge One: scalability is closely related to block the 
size. If the block size exceeds the network capacity, the 
block will not be attached to the chain. As a 
consequence, some solutions strive to increase the block 
size. 

 Challenge Two: although increasing the block size 
enhances performance, it may increase the probability 
of blockchain forks. Therefore, other solutions enforce 
mechanisms to prevent the occurrence of forks. 

 Challenge Three: scalability can be achieved by 
reducing some data within the block, so some solutions 
attempt to deploy compression techniques. However, it 
may affect valuable information about the block node 
states and records. 
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 Challenge Four: transactions are committed in the block 
only if all peers agree on its validity. As a result, the 
network suffers slow speed in appending transactions 
till it reaches consensus between the participating 
parties. Some solutions focused on implementing 
consensus algorithms to reduce the time required to 
achieve total agreement between peers. 

 Challenge Five: more innovative solutions tried to 
redesign the structure of the Blockchain. Consequently, 
DAG and Sharding structures are deployed to avoid 
sequential execution of transactions which is adapted by 
the original blockchain structure. However, these 
structures inherite by design other issues. Data validity 
and availability are common issues within the Sharding 

structures, while computing power and cost are major 
concerns in the DAG structures. 

 Challenge Six: scalability solutions are deployed 
outside the blockchain environments by outsourcing 
computationally intensive operations to a third party so 
the main chain can execute other light operations 
simultaneously. Accomplishing parallel execution of 
transactions enhance the prospect of scalability. 
However, the appeal of blockchain comes from the fact 
that we do not have to rely on third parties. By 
outsourcing the operations, we surrender an advantage 
and restrict the environment. Furthermore, concerns 
about third party's trustworthiness, security and privacy 
need to be resolved. 

TABLE VII. A COMPARISON OF RECENT BLOCKCHAIN SOLUTIONS USING SCALABILITY DIMENSIONS 

Blockchain Technology Distributed Technology 

Throughput 

(Transactions 

per Seconds) 

Latency 

(Secs) 

Block Size 

(MB) 

Consensus 

Algorithm 

Year 

Originated 

Bitcoin [4] List of blocks 7 600 1 
Proof of Work 

(PoW) 
2009 

Segregated Witness [58] Segregate digital sign 7 NA 4 Witnesses 2015 

Inclusive block chain protocols 

[24] 
Block DAG 65 NA NA 

Proof of work 

(PoW) 
5102 

IOTA [28] Tx DAG 500 60 NA 
Weight of 

transactions 
2016 

Byteball [29] Tx DAG 20-30 60 NA Witnesses 2016 

Spectre [25] Block DAG NA NA NA 
Proof of work 
(PoW) 

2016 

ByzCoin [67] 
Apply different consensus 

algorithm (PBFT) 
0111 02-51  NA PBFT 5102 

ELASTICO [32] Sharding Technique 40 800 1 
Proof of work 

(PoW) & PBFT 
2016 

ZILLIQA [57] Sharding technique 2828 NA NA PoS 2017 

Algorand [68] 
Apply different consensus 
algorithms 

875 22 NA 
Byzantine 
Agreement 

2017 

Ouroboros [59] Coin-flipping technique 257.6 120 NA 

PoS Apply different 

consensus algorithm 
(PoS) 

2017 

Conflux [21] DAG 6400 270-444 NA PoS 2018 

Phantom [26] Block DAG NA NA 0 
Proof of work 

(PoW) 
5102 

Nano [30] Block-lattice 7000 1 to 10 NA 
Weighted votes on 
transactions 

2018 

RapidChain [34] Sharding technique 7380 7380 1 PBFT 2018 

OmniLedger [33] 
Sharding Technique & 

Block DAG 
3500 800 1 PBFT 2018 

DLattice [54] Double DAG 1200 10  PANDA 2019 

Monoxide [35] Sharding technique 11694 13-21 1 

Asynchronous 

consensus  

& Proof of work 
(PoW) 

2019 

CoDAG [55] Block DAG 1151 NA NA NA 2020 

Ostraka [56] Sharding technique 400000 NA 1 Bitcoin-NG 2020 

Meepo [69] Sharding technique 120000 0.4-0.5 NA 
consortium 

consensus 
2021 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Enormous efforts have been made towards solving the 
scalability issues within Blockchain to adapt this promising 
solution to connecting heterogeneous IoT devices. In this 
paper, various scalability solutions were presented and 
compared according to their layer within the blockchain 
network. Next, the paper evaluated these solutions according to 
standard performance indicators such as throughput, latency, 
and storage. The paper attempted to summarize the existing 
blockchain solutions at different layers so to serve as a 
roadmap for more improvements by other researchers. In the 
future, we plan to extend our comparative analysis to 
investigate other issues impacting the blockchain-based 
networks, particularly those associated with security aspects. 
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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) technological assistance 

for infectious disease surveillance is urgently needed when 

outbreaks occur, especially during pandemics. The IoT has great 

potential as an active digital surveillance system, since it can 

provide meaningful time-critical data needed to design infectious 

disease surveillance. Many studies have developed the IoT for 

such surveillance; however, such designs have been developed 

based on authors' ideas or innovations, without consideration of 

a specific reference model. Therefore, it is essential to build such 

a model that could encompass end-to-end IoT-based surveillance 

system design. This paper proposes a reference model for the 

design of an active digital surveillance system of infectious 

diseases with IoT technology. It consists of 14 attributes with 

specific indicators to accommodate IoT characteristics and to 

meet the needs of infectious disease surveillance design. The 

proof of concept was conducted by adopting the reference model 

into an IoT system design for the active digital surveillance of the 

Covid-19 disease. The use-case of the design was a community-

based surveillance (CBS) system utilizing the IoT to detect initial 

symptoms and prevent closed contacts of Covid-19 in a nursing 

home. We then elaborated its compliance with the 14 attributes 

of the reference model, reflecting how the IoT design should meet 

the criteria mandated by the model. The study finds that the 

proposed reference model could eventually benefit engineers who 

develop the complete IoT design, as well as epidemiologists, the 

government or the relevant policy makers who work in 

preventing infectious diseases from worsening. 

Keywords—IoT; framework; digital surveillance; infectious 

disease; Covid-19 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The current Covid-19 pandemic era has taught us the 
importance of conducting surveillance of people who are 
carriers of infectious diseases. Such surveillance will provide 
the opportunity for medical personnel to monitor and avoid 
adverse events in the future. Infectious disease surveillance is a 
process that starts with data collection on the diseases and other 
relevant factors and is conducted continuously and 
systematically. It continues with a dynamic analysis of the 
disease spread from three different perspectives: temporal, 
spatial, and populational. This process aims to observe trends 
and current situations, and to provide data to help decide 
preventative measures and to control related diseases [1][2]. 
Therefore, the surveillance process is divided into the 
collection, analysis and interpretation, and dissemination of 
data [3][4]. 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a technology with great 
scope for adoption as a tool in the digital surveillance of 

infectious diseases [5]. Functionally, IoT has the capacity to 
conduct an active surveillance process through the support of 
technological integration [2]. The IoT collects real data from 
sensors embedded in the end device, sends them to the data 
processing system, and shares the results in either real-time or 
through scheduling. Those activities demonstrate the IoT’s 
ability to perform the surveillance process from start to end [6]. 

Many studies have been made of the development of the 
IoT for surveillance of infectious diseases [6][7][8][9]. 
However, such designs were developed based on the authors' 
own ideas or innovations, without taking into account a 
specific reference model. Therefore, it is important to build 
such a model which encompasses end-to-end system design. 

This paper proposes a reference model for the design of an 
active digital surveillance system of infectious diseases 
employing IoT technology. We utilized the framework of the 
Center for Disease Control (CDC) surveillance evaluation 
[10][11][12], which consists of 10 parameters ranging from 
usefulness to representativeness, to which we added two 
modified parameters of security and standard [13][14], together 
with two others related to the essential concerns of mobility 
and sustainability. These framework constructs comprise the 
14 new attributes of the reference model. Each of the attributes 
has specific indicators, which we customized to accommodate 
IoT characteristics and to meet the needs of infectious disease 
surveillance design. 

To verify our proposal, we tested the reference model on a 
conceptual IoT design as a Covid-19 digital surveillance 
system. We analyzed the compliance of such a system design 
with the 14 attributes of our proposed reference model. The 
design of the Covid-19 digital surveillance system consisted of 
IoT end devices, local server, IoT gateway, internet connection, 
cloud server, and users’ end-devices. 

This work contributes to the work of designers or engineers 
on developing a complete IoT system for active surveillance of 
any infectious disease. The model can be used as a reference to 
evaluate whether their end-to-end design meets essential 
engineering parameters, as reflected by the 14 attributes in the 
reference model. The work should also eventually benefit 
epidemiologists, governments, or relevant policy makers. For 
example, the data quality attribute reflects epidemiologists’ 
concerns over the completeness and validity of data. 
Compliance with this attribute will ensure that the system 
provides valid data, which will help epidemiologists advising 
the government or policy makers in making appropriate 
interventions to prevent infectious diseases from worsening. 
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The remainder of the paper is organized into sections 
addressing the theories of the IoT as a surveillance system 
(Section II); the IoT as a form of active digital surveillance of 
infectious diseases (Section III); the reference model that we 
are proposing (Section IV); discussion of the proof of the 
concept (Section V); and the conclusion to the study 
(Section VI). 

II. THEORETICAL APPROACH: THE IOT AS A 

SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 

A. An Infectious Disease Surveillance System based on 

Digital Technology 

The development of digital technology has reached the 
health-related sector, including the digital surveillance of 
infectious diseases [15]. Such surveillance can be conducted 
with either an active or passive approach, according to the data 
collection method [16]. Passive surveillance is generally 
performed by monitoring query logs from the users’ search 
engines, keywords on the web, and hashtags on social media, 
to obtain the most widely circulated data related to infectious 
diseases, followed by analysis of the data [17]. Google Flue 
Trends is an example of an internet-based surveillance 
application which provides information about early detection 
systems for epidemics. The application was built based on 
trend data from the processing of users’ keywords to search for 
disease information. This was then validated by matching the 
trend with confirmed case data from the laboratory [17]. 
Although passive surveillance obtains the data more quickly, it 
does not fully represent detailed geographic and demographic 
information [14]. Therefore, J.K. Harris et al. [18] concluded 
that technology is needed that allows the surveillance process 
to involve active participation from the community. 

An example of active digital surveillance is reporting from 
the public through an online system. This means that the 
public's active participation using technological platforms is 
needed to obtain more accurate information [19]. However, 
such a reporting mechanism requires intense public 
intervention. The IoT is an alternative technological solution, 
which is suitable for active digital surveillance by utilizing 
sensors embedded in the IoT end devices (wearable medical 
devices) to collect specific data related to the disease. This 
solution made IoT minimizing users’ efforts and concentrated 
intervention in the data reporting process. 

B. The IoT as an Active Digital Surveillance System 

The IoT has advantages in terms of processing speed and 
system automation [20]. Compared to traditional surveillance, 
internet-based technology has features which can automatically 
detect infectious diseases more quickly [17]. For such diseases, 
computing speed is valuable for shortening their detection 
time, allowing preventive measures to be taken immediately 
[21] [22]. System automation increases surveillance efficiency 
when disease transmission incidents occur on a large scale 
[7][14], and also effectively reduces the workload of medical 
personnel in pandemic situations [13]. 

Another advantage of the IoT is its technological ability to 
provide quality data [14], which are derived from the 
aggregated sources. The aggregated source completes the data 
to facilitate analysis, early detection, surveillance, and 

monitoring of the emergence of infectious diseases [23]. This 
advantage overcomes the shortcomings of traditional 
surveillance systems which result in incomplete reporting data 
on the emergence of infectious diseases due to limited 
resources, time, and reporting systems [17]. Because of these 
advantages, we are optimistic that the IoT can provide the 
meaningful time-critical data needed by infectious disease 
surveillance systems. 

Several studies have developed the IoT as an active digital 
surveillance system for infectious diseases. In the case of 
Ebola, research [6] proposed as a framework to assist in 
detecting and monitoring patients suspected of being infected 
with the disease. The framework integrated RFID technology, 
wearable sensors, 3G/4G wi-fi internet connections, and cloud 
computing. In another example, in the respiratory infection 
SARI, the IoT was employed to prevent and treat the disease, 
to improve patient management, and to provide effective 
consultation [7]. According to Y. Song et al., in their research 
[7], the IoT infrastructure was used to develop long-distance 
communication between patient devices, hospitals, and medical 
equipment to manage SARI. 

Research on the IoT for an infectious disease surveillance 
system can be implemented on a small and large scale. 
Research on the IoT as a small-scale surveillance system was 
conducted by Lundrigan et al. [9], who built an IoT-based 
monitoring system on a household scale to help 
epidemiologists observe disease exposure through the sensor 
data. In addition, research on larger scale implementation of 
the IoT was conducted by Nsoesie et al. [15], which found that 
mass gatherings with high densities, with residents close to 
each other, increased the risk of spreading diseases. 
Consequently, the IoT was utilized as early detection 
technology for controlling disease spread at mass gatherings 
[15]. Additionally, on a global scale, Zhu et al. [8] 
demonstrated IoT's ability to quickly perform detection and 
monitoring of infectious disease using cost-effective point-of-
care (POC) diagnostic devices connected to the internet. 

III. IOT INFRASTRUCTURE FOR AN ACTIVE DIGITAL 

SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES 

A. Illustration and Interpretation of an IoT Infrastructure for 

the Infectious Disease Surveillance Process 

IoT is a technology whose infrastructure consists of four-
layers of protocols with different technologies and functions on 
each layer. However, they complement each other in 
constructing an IoT-based end-to-end technology solution. The 
protocols comprise the sensing and identification layer, 
network infrastructure layer, data processing layer, and 
integrated application layer. This section maps each IoT layer 
onto each surveillance process to adjust the layer functionality 
of the IoT infrastructure in surveillance operations. In the IoT 
infrastructure design, infectious disease surveillance consists of 
four processes: collection, transmission, analysis and 
interpretation, and dissemination of data. 

A visualization of the interpretation of the infectious 
disease surveillance process by the IoT infrastructure is shown 
in Fig. 1. According to the illustration, the surveillance process 
can be interpreted as follows. The data collection process 
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reflects the functionality of the sensing and identification layer. 
In the IoT design, the data transmission process realizes the 
tasks of the network infrastructure layer, while the dynamic 
analysis and interpretation realize the function of the data 
processing layer. Dissemination of data to provide evidence for 
the surveillance process performs the integrated IoT 
application layer function. 

Active digital infectious disease surveillance begins with 
primary data collection from the community utilizing sensor 
technology. Data gathered from the sensor is then sent 
automatically to the data processing center over the 
transmission media. This automatic data transmission process 
is the fundamental difference between traditional and IoT 
surveillance systems. In traditional surveillance, officers collect 
data manually, input them into the system, and then distribute 
them. The following surveillance process is dynamic analysis 
and interpretation, which can be performed more quickly in 
IoT due to the supporting intelligent system features in its data 
processing center. The output of data processed by the IoT 
intelligent system is used to provide surveillance data ready to 
be disseminated as evidence. 

B. Supporting Technology to the Design of an IoT 

Infrastructure Used for the Active Digital Surveillance 

System of Infectious Diseases 

Each process in the active digital surveillance system 
requires supporting technology. For the collection of data in the 
IoT design, this is supported by sensors, which are usually 
embedded in the end device. Fig. 2 presents a technical 
diagram of the functions and types of sensor employed as data 
collection technology in IoT. The sensors can be categorized 
into three types: 

 A sensor-type actuator, which operates by receiving 
stimuli then converting them into electrical signals. 

 A network-based sensor type, which generates data via 
wireless communication between the transmitter and its 
receiver, and is characterized by integration of the 
transceiver with the IoT system. 

 The Tags type sensor, which uses identifiers/codes that 
are scanned/tagged to obtain the data. 

Both wired and wireless technologies support IoT in the 
process of transmitting surveillance data. In the IoT design, 
wired technology is generally used to provide a high-speed 
network connection of the aggregated systems in a data center. 
On the other hand, wireless technology is used from IoT end 
devices to the gateway due to its design flexibility, which 
supports user mobility and installation simplicity during 
implementation. Fig. 3 presents considerations when choosing 
data transmission media. Internet service providers (ISPs) 
normally handle high-speed data transmission to data centers, 
with either wired or wireless connections, while the connection 
from the IoT end device to its gateway is generally an option 
selected by the developer when building a surveillance system. 

Supporting technology for analyzing and interpreting 
surveillance data on the IoT include cloud computing, fog 
computing, edge computing, and cloudlets. Fig. 4 shows a 
diagram of the data processing technology function and 

options. Several factors need to be considered when selecting 
the technology, including the amount of data being processed, 
network connections, and the capacity of the data processing 
resources. Centralized processing utilizes cloud computing 
technology equipped with an intelligent system. In contrast, 
distributed data processing employs fog computing and edge 
computing technology. In addition, cloudlets are an option if 
the surveillance requires a distributed data processing system in 
many locations with light processing loads. These employ 
resource sharing to ease the burden on the data processing 
system. Distributed processing shortens the data path taken and 
the data transmission time. 

 

Fig. 1. Interpretation of the IoT Infrastructure as an Infectious Disease 

Surveillance System. 

 

Fig. 2. Diagram Functions and Types of Data Collection Technology. 

 

Fig. 3. Diagram of the Factors for Consideration when Selecting Data 

Transmission Technology. 
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Fig. 4. Diagram Functions and Types of Data Collection Technology. 

In IoT design, surveillance data are disseminated online via 
web-based or mobile-based applications. Web-based ones are 
more suitable with respect to the data processing center. On the 
end-user side, mobile applications employing the CoAP 
(Constrained Application Protocol) or MQTT (Message Queue 
Telemetry Transport) protocols are more suitable because of 
the IoT environment. 

IV. A REFERENCE MODEL FOR THE DESIGN OF AN IOT-

BASED ACTIVE DIGITAL SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM OF 

INFECTIOUS DISEASES 

This section describes our proposed reference model for the 
design of an IoT-based active digital surveillance system of 
infectious diseases. The model consists of 14 attributes divided 
into several technical detail indicators. We customized the 
indicators of each attribute to accommodate IoT characteristics 
and meet the needs of infectious disease surveillance design. 
We derived ten of the 14 attributes from the CDC's 
surveillance evaluation with their modified indicators 
[10][11][12]. We adapted two attributes from the papers by R. 
P. Singh, M. Javaid, A. Haleem, and R. Suman in [13] and by 
S. L. Groseclose and D. L. Buckeridge in [14]. We then added 
the remaining two attributes, namely mobility and 
sustainability. Table I presents the proposed reference model, 
comprising the 14 attributes together with their respective 
indicators. 

Unlike the case of noninfectious diseases, infectious 
disease surveillance requires control of the disease spread 
through contact tracing mechanisms. Therefore, the mobility 
attribute plays an important role in complying with the basic 
need for infectious disease surveillance. In addition, IoT 
technology has a relatively long-life span, so maintaining 
sustainability in its implementation is necessary, especially 
when the IoT is employed in the health sector. Several 
indicators, such as maintenance, inspection, evaluation, and 
auditing, are essential for maintaining sustainability and 
preventing any technical issues from arising in the IoT 
surveillance system. 

1) ATTRIBUTE #1: USEFULNESS: Attribute #1 refers 

to the usefulness needed to align the IoT design with the 

surveillance objectives and to ensure that the IoT 

infrastructure and service benefit the IoT-based 

surveillance. This attribute consists of two indicators, 

applicability and customizability. The applicability 

indicator refers to the adjustment of IoT technological 

capabilities to the design needs for epidemiological 

surveillance, while the customizability indicator refers to a 

customizable IoT design for a single or multi-purpose 

surveillance system. 

2) ATTRIBUTE #2: DATA QUALITY: Attribute #2 

refers to the data quality demanded by epidemiologists to 

determine the most appropriate interventions for infectious 

disease. This attribute is realized by two indicators: data 

completeness and data validity. Data completeness is 

generated through the IoT infrastructure, which acts as 

global healthcare and monitoring technology to increase 

data gathering in the system [5]. In addition, the IoT is 

designed to run a verification program to validate all the 

data entering the system. 

TABLE I. PROPOSED REFERENCE MODEL FOR THE DESIGN OF AN IOT-
BASED ACTIVE DIGITAL SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES 

No Reference Model Attribute Reference Model Indicator 

1 Usefulness 
Applicability 

Customizability 

2 Data Quality 
Data completeness 

Data validity 

3 Timeliness 
Rapidity 

Timeliness  

4 Flexibility 
Adaptability 

Scalability and extensibility 

5 Simplicity 
Manageability 

Automatic system  

6 Acceptability 

Interoperability 

Compatibility 

User friendly 

7 Stability 
Reliability and availability 

Accessibility 

8 Sensitivity 

Precision  

Threshold configuration 

Calibration 

9 Positive Predictive Value Accuracy 

10 Representativeness 
Data Synchronization  

Data traceability 

11 Security 

Infrastructure and management 

security 

Data security and privacy 

12 Standards 

Standardization  

Regulation 

Certification 

13 Mobility 

Tracking system 

Handover and roaming  

Portability 

14 Sustainability 

Maintenance  

Inspection 

Evaluation and audit 
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3) ATTRIBUTE #3: TIMELINESS: Attribute #3 refers 

to the timeliness of the surveillance system. This attribute 

plays an important role in reporting the emergence of 

infectious diseases, finding suspects of the infectious 

disease, and preventing the disease from spreading in 

outbreak situations. In an IoT-based system designed for 

infectious disease surveillance, the timeliness attribute is 

divided into two indicators, rapidity and timeliness. 

4) ATTRIBUTE #4: FLEXIBILITY: Attribute #4 refers 

to the flexibility of design related to surveillance needs. A 

surveillance system should be flexible, able to follow the 

changes in epidemiological patterns, information needs, 

clinical practice, reporting sources, and other required 

changes [4][11] [14]. The attribute of flexibility consists of 

two indicators: adaptability and scalability and 

extensibility. Adaptability refers to IoT infrastructure and 

platforms that are able to keep up with changes in the 

surveillance environment. Scalability and extensibility refer 

to changes in the levels of hardware, software, and services 

that can be added or subtracted physically or logically. 

5) ATTRIBUTE #5: SIMPLICITY: Attribute #5 refers 

to simplicity, meaning the ease of operating the 

surveillance system. In IoT design, the simplicity attribute 

is realized through two indicators: manageability and 

automatic systems. Manageability is concerned with 

managing the complex IoT systems to obtain full visibility 

from a series of processes that work automatically [24]. 

Technically, the IoT can be managed in a centralized or 

distributed manner. An automatic system allows the IoT 

infrastructure operational design to work automatically, 

thus reducing human intervention. 

6) ATTRIBUTE #6: ACCEPTABILITY: Attribute #6 

refers to acceptability, which has three indicators: 

interoperability, compatibility, and user friendly. The 

acceptability attribute in IoT-based surveillance is defined 

as the system's ability to involve technology as a 

surveillance provider, and the community as surveillance 

users. Involvement of technology in systems is realized 

through the interoperability and compatibility indicators, 

while community engagement in accessing the system is 

facilitated through a user-friendly design. 

7) ATTRIBUTE #7: STABILITY: Attribute # 7 refers to 

stability in the performance of IoT-based surveillance 

systems. This attribute is supported by indicators of 

accessibility, availability and reliability. The accessibility 

indicator ensures that the available resources are accessible 

by users, while reliability and availability are related to 

determination of the Service Level Agreement (SLA) value 

of the built surveillance systems, which is affected by 

agreements with supporting parties as service providers. 

8) ATTRIBUTE #8: SENSITIVITY: Attribute #8 refers 

to sensitivity and indicates the ability of IoT surveillance to 

identify every case. There are three indicators for realizing 

sensitivity in IoT design: precision, threshold 

configuration, and calibration. Precision in the IoT-based 

surveillance system setting helps to obtain data precisely. 

Accurate threshold configuration of each required 

parameter also ensures that the data are precise. Calibration 

is used to maintain system accuracy; the calibration process 

is performed periodically. 

9) ATTRIBUTE #9: POSITIVE PREDICTIVE VALUE: 

Attribute #9 refers to the positive predictive value, which is 

defined as the IoT surveillance system's ability to report 

data according to the case definition. The indicator of this 

attribute is data accuracy. Therefore, IoT-based system 

design should produce accurate infectious disease case 

data, which should be validated with other relevant data. 

10) ATTRIBUTE #10: REPRESENTATIVENESS: 

Attribute #10 refers to representativeness. In designing 

IoT-based surveillance system, representativeness refers to 

the system's ability to present data which depict the number 

of cases in the population under surveillance. This is 

achieved through two indicators: data synchronization and 

data traceability. Both of these are essential for ensuring 

data correctness and portraying the data's originality 

consistent with the source [25][26]. 

11) ATTRIBUTE #11: SECURITY: Attribute #11 refers 

to security. This attribute plays an important role in 

maintaining public trust in the surveillance process using 

the IoT. It is supported by two indicators: infrastructure and 

management security and data security and privacy. 

Infrastructure and management security is a series of 

processes to secure the system end to end, from sensors to 

applications. It involves various types of action and policy 

to secure the infrastructure and to ensure that the security 

arrangement works properly and efficiently. Security and 

data privacy is an effort to preserve data at rest, in motion, 

and in use, which involves process and transmission media. 

12) ATTRIBUTE #12: STANDARDS: Attribute #12 

refers to standards, which consist of three indicators: 

standardization, regulation, and certification. 

Standardization is a global reference for building an 

integrated IoT-based surveillance system, while regulation 

refers to national or regional standards, and the rules 

derived from global standards. It is used to regulate IoT 

implementation design in each country or region. 

Subsequently, certification is applied to guarantee the 

system's operation and its security and safety. This should 

be done before mass implementation. 

13) ATTRIBUTE #13: MOBILITY: Attribute #13 

refers to mobility. This attribute is related to three 

indicators: tracking system, portability, and handover and 

roaming. A tracking system in IoT-based surveillance is 

applied to track the infectious disease suspects, and also to 

prevent and find any close contact in community 

interactions. Portability of devices effectively supports the 

functionality of IoT-based systems, which operate at rest 

and in motion. Handover and roaming support IoT mobile 

devices to operate in the moving system. 
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14) ATTRIBUTE #14: SUSTAINABILITY: Attribute 

#14 refers to sustainability, which has three indicators: 

maintenance, inspection, and evaluation and audit. 

Sustainable IoT design for surveillance system is needed, 

since they are planned to be implemented over a relatively 

long period. The IoT system requires maintenance to 

optimize its performance during its lifetime, and also 

requires inspection to avoid malfunctions and maintain its 

operational quality. Each change or improvement to the IoT 

system should be documented in a reporting system. The 

report can then be used as a supporting document for 

evaluation and audit in order to accomplish management 

requirements [27][28]. 

V. PROOF OF CONCEPT 

In this section, we test our proposed reference model by 
designing an IoT-based community Covid-19 surveillance 
system. We illustrate the IoT infrastructure design 
supporting a Covid-19 active digital surveillance system. 
We then analyze the compliance of the system design by 
utilizing the 14 proposed reference model. 

A. IoT Infrastructure Design for Community-based Covid-19 

Surveillance 

Covid-19 is an infectious disease spreading all over the 
world which has attained pandemic status [29] and has a 
high rate of spread and transmission. According to data 
published by WHO [30], the number of confirmed cases 
around the world had reached 57,882,183 including 
1,377,395 deaths, as of November 22, 2020. 

This study tested the proposed reference model by 
designing a community-based surveillance (CBS) system 
for Covid-19 employing the IoT. The community was 
represented by a nursing home for elderly people with a 
high risk of contracting the disease, as they tend to socialize 
with others in the home, which is contrary to the efforts to 
prevent Covid-19, namely minimizing gatherings and 
maintaining a distance. Eradication of the virus in such a 
setting will increasingly become a challenge considering 
that Covid-19 spreads through droplets, and as some elderly 
people have poor hearing and tend to interact at close range. 
We designed the infrastructure for the Covid-19 
surveillance in the nursing home as depicted in Fig. 5. The 
end-to-end IoT infrastructure design consisted of wearable 
IoT medical devices, communication media, an integrated 
processing system, and user end devices. Hereafter, 
wearable IoT medical devices are referred to as IoT end 
devices. 

In designing the Covid-19 surveillance in the nursing 
home, IoT end devices are employed to detect initial 
symptoms and prevent closed contact. The devices were 
built from an ESP32 development board equipped with a 
wireless system to manage the connection. Each board was 
configured with a unique identification code indicating the 
identity of the device. The code was then synchronized with 
a unique identifier for those using the device and being 
monitored. Therefore, medical staff could conduct the 
individual monitoring of the registered users under 

surveillance via the attached IoT end device. Initial Covid-
19 symptoms were detected from body temperature through 
a DS18B20 sensor and breathing patterns through a heart 
rate and oxygen saturation sensor, namely MAX30102. In 
addition, close contact prevention was performed using a 
real-time location sensor, DWM1000. 

 

Fig. 5. IoT Infrastructure Design as a Covid-19 Active Digital Surveillance 

System. 

Data collected from the sensor were encrypted and 
transmitted through Wi-Fi using the ESP32 module to the 
access point. In the design, the access point acts as an IoT 
gateway connected to the local and internet systems. Local 
systems were represented by IoT end devices worn by the 
elderly and a local server managed by surveillance staff in 
the nursing home. The local server was supported by 
cloudlet technology and served as a distributed data 
recording and processing system in the local community. 
The local server was connected to the cloud server with a 
tiered level. It means that the local server had a connection 
to cloud servers in the nearest cloud server, such as in 
community health centers or referral hospital, and then to 
cloud servers at a regional or national level. The local 
server's database was then synchronized with other 
databases on a larger scale in a cloud server, supported by 
cloud computing technology. The WHO cloud servers 
acting as the global data centers are used to aggregate the 
Covid-19 related data from each country. 

Data from many sources were collected and integrated in 
the cloud servers for further processing. Complete, accurate, 
and up-to-date data from various sources enrich our 
knowledge of the incidence of Covid-19 from temporal, 
spatial, and populational aspects. The data can also be used 
to determine trends and to predict the distribution of Covid-
19 cases at the regional level or aggregated at the national 
level. 

The users’ end devices, as shown in Fig. 5, included a 
mobile phone, gadget, laptop, or computer belonging to the 
community members or their guardians, stakeholders, or 
public. For guardians and medical staff, the user's end 
device had an additional function, allowing it to be used as a 
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medium for receiving alerts when Covid-19 symptoms or 
close contact interaction were detected in the elderly or 
community members. The device’s general function was as 
a means to access and report the Covid-19 data according to 
the user’s role. Public participation in reporting cases via the 
online system significantly and concurrently increases the 
completeness of the surveillance data [2]. 

In term of security, a lightweight security program was 
configured to secure the IoT end device entity and encrypt 
the data. The design of lightweight IoT security was based 
on the work of the authors of the reference [31]. IoT end 
devices must not be duplicated and must be secure from any 
types of attack. In addition to securing the devices, firmware 
and local storage were configured so that they could only be 
accessed and modified by the authorized parties. End-to-end 
encryption was designed to be configured in the 
transmission media. Wireless security standard was applied 
to secure data during transmission. The security applications 
were applied on local and remote servers of the processing 
system's infrastructure to secure the Covid-19 related data. 
Appropriate security implementation was needed in both the 
hardware and software to strengthen the security system. 
The security design should also include regulations to 
manage access to the data processing system securely by 
setting up access control and strict authentication. 
Additionally, update and patch mechanisms should be 
scheduled regularly. The mechanism is applied following 
the software security requirements to avoid system 
vulnerability [32]. As part of solution in preserving data 
security and privacy in the users’ side, they were requested 
to regularly update their mobile application password 
installed on the end device. In terms of data access and 
reporting, privacy protection must be applied to protect the 
distribution and utilization of data [33]. 

In this designed scenario, the surveillance operation was 
performed in a tiered system with various supporting 
technologies. Hence, we designed the IoT operation in a 
real-time and scheduled system. The real-time system 
operation was applied to detect the Covid-19 symptoms and 
prevent closed contact. It was applied between the IoT end 
device to the nearest cloud server in a community health 
center, or referral hospital with more medical specialists and 
adequate facilities. In contrast, the scheduled system was 
applied to report and synchronize Covid-19-related data 
between cloud servers at a regional or national level. 

As tools for active digital Covid-19 surveillance, IoT-
based systems require public participation. Therefore, user-
side systems should be designed with a user-friendly 
approach to attract the public. Such systems contribute to 
determining the interest of the public and organizations in 
collecting surveillance data [34]. User-friendly systems that 
are straightforward and intuitive are essential for the 
community, especially those who are not familiar with 
technology applications [35]. Fig. 5 shows the user-side 
systems representing front-end systems consisting of IoT 
end devices worn by the elderly or other community 
members and the users’ end devices. IoT end devices 
require a user-friendly interface in order to be used by 
community members with varying levels of technological 

understanding. The user end-device applications also 
require a user-friendly interface to facilitate access and 
reporting of Covid-19-related data or to receive alerts and 
proactive notifications in the case of anomalies [36]. 
Furthermore, the user side representing the backend system 
is part of the IoT-based surveillance, apart from the 
frontend. This is operated by the surveillance staff, 
epidemiologists, or stakeholders. A user-friendly interface 
system in the backend system is also required to assist the 
surveillance staff in operating and efficiently managing the 
surveillance systems. 

B. Analysis of Design Compliance with the Proposed 

Reference Model 

The Covid-19 surveillance system implemented in the 
nursing home started with data collection from a screening 
process targeted at the elderly with signs or symptoms of the 
disease and all suspected cases. Fig. 6 illustrates the initial 
Covid-19 surveillance and screening process in the community. 
As shown in the figure, the elderly as community members are 
considered as mobile users. The nursing home health facilities 
located in each community are illustrated as local systems. The 
remote system represents the systems installed outside the 
nursing homes, which is a centralized aggregation system 
supported by cloud computing technology for the Covid-19 
management center. 

 

Fig. 6. Design of the Screening Mechanism and Initialization of the Covid-

19 Surveillance Process. 

Three steps were involved in implementing the Covid-19 
surveillance system with the IoT. The first step was to find a 
case at the community level by examining the members. Initial 
laboratory tests were performed in this step to maximize the 
prevention spread of asymptomatic Covid-19. The surveillance 
staff recorded each community member on a registration form 
and input their medical data records into the Covid-19 database 
in the local system. The second step was to attach a wearable 
IoT medical device (IoT end device) to each community 
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member, which continuously monitored three parameters: 
users' body temperatures, and whether they had reached 38°C; 
respiratory rates; and real-time user location. The first two 
parameters were used to check the users' possibility of 
respiratory tract infection symptoms and to monitor the 
condition of those who had already had congenital SARI 
disease. The last parameter was used to prevent close contact 
interaction. The last step was Covid-19 laboratory testing. For 
community-based surveillance, it is better to utilize point-of-
care laboratory test devices that are portable, support mobility 
and are connected to a data center via an internet network. 
Example portable laboratory devices are GeNose [37] [38] or 
in the case of this research point-of-care RT-PCR devices [8]. 
For the design, as an IoT point of care device, RT-PCR was 
designed to support mobility and to be connected to a data 
center via an internet network. 

The IoT end devices were attached until the quarantine or 
treatment period was over. Following WHO procedures, IoT 
end devices were taken off suspect users whose results from 
two RT-PCR tests on two consecutive days with an interval 
of> 24 hours were negative. The devices were unattached from 
close contact users who had completed a 14-day quarantine 
period. However, for suspect and probable users whose RT-
PCR test results were confirmed positive, the monitoring and 
examination process was conducted continuously according to 
the Covid-19 handling procedures, until the patient recovered. 

After data collection, the surveillance process continued 
with data transmission, analysis and interpretation. In the 
community-based Covid-19 surveillance utilizing the IoT, data 
gathered from the IoT end devices were recorded on the local 
server and then updated and synchronized with the remote 
system on a broader scope to be integrated with other databases 
for analysis and interpretation. This was so that the IoT-based 
Covid-19 data were complete, detailed, valid, and continuously 
updated data. The data processing system implemented at 
either cloudlet or cloud computing level was equipped with 
intelligent systems to support the data analysis and 
interpretation. This intelligent IoT system played an essential 
role in accelerating and aggregating the data computation 
process in both the cloudlets and cloud computing. The last 
surveillance process was data dissemination and application. In 
this design, the process was propagated via lightweight mobile 
applications towards the users’ end device. 

Following the illustrations in Fig. 5 and 6, we now analyze 
how the IoT design for an active digital community Covid-19 
surveillance system complies with the 14 attributes proposed in 
the reference model (Table I). 

1) DESIGN COMPLIANCE WITH ATTRIBUTE #1 

(USEFULNESS): Attribute #1 has two indicators, 

applicability and customizability. The applicability of IoT 

in Covid-19 surveillance relates to rapid case detection and 

close contact prevention. The community-based application 

is part of national and global surveillance systems to find 

large numbers of cases and prevent contact quickly. As 

shown in Fig. 6, the applicability of IoT-based surveillance 

in detecting cases follows three steps: user data collection, 

medical screening, and monitoring of users’ condition 

through the IoT end devices. These actively check users' 

temperature and breathing patterns in the form of initial 

symptom data. The device is attached for approximately 14 

days as long as there is no interaction with Covid-19 

patients, or for more than 14 days as a result of growth in 

local transmission cases in each region. 

The customizability of IoT-based system in Covid-19 
surveillance is needed to adjust the design to different 
surveillance scenarios. Following WHO guidelines, each 
region or community could have a different surveillance 
scenario according to the Covid-19 transmission level. For 
example, in a nursing home located in an area with community 
transmission, the surveillance is applied to all community 
members, with standard sensors in their IoT end devices. On 
the other hand, in hospital-based surveillance the IoT end 
device design can be customized to have more functions in a 
complex system. Aside from detecting early symptoms, use of 
the IoT for Covid-19 can be in the form of a multi-purpose 
system, such as an integrated application for tracking suspect 
cases and detecting clusters, or a system for online reporting 
and trend monitoring. The IoT system can also provide 
additional health services, such as preparing up-to-date patient 
and family medical data. This helps medical personnel with 
predictions, diagnoses, treatments, and decisions related to 
infectious disease cases [39]. 

2) DESIGN COMPLIANCE WITH ATTRIBUTE #2 

(DATA QUALITY): Attribute #2 has two indicators, data 

completeness and data validity. Data completeness for 

Covid-19 surveillance is obtained by integrating primary 

and secondary IoT data. Primary data are collected from 

the initial screening process, online reporting and the IoT 

end devices used by the elderly in nursing homes, or by 

subjects of community-based surveillance during the 

observation period. The primary data encompass personal 

data, telephone numbers, residence address during the last 

14 days, travel history, date of the appearance of symptoms 

related to Covid-19, and associated conditions. The data are 

recorded on the local server or cloudlet, and labeled with a 

unique identifier to represent each user's identity. This 

identifier also acts as a synchronization code to identify its 

IoT end device pair. The auto-updated system also supports 

data completeness in the IoT-based surveillance. On the 

other hand, secondary surveillance data are obtained from 

the database. These are used for complementing the 

dynamic analysis and validating the primary data. 

Examples of secondary data are related to population and 

GIS; hospital databases; laboratory, pharmaceutical and 

EHR data; and other related data. 

Data validity of the IoT-based Covid-19 surveillance is 
checked from the screening process in nursing homes and other 
communities. All personal data registered on the system is 
validated using an identity card or passport. Symptom data 
from the initial medical examination are validated by 
integrating them with each patient's EHR data. This integration 
is continued by incorporating data collected from the IoT end 
devices and advanced laboratory RT-PCR tests. Additional 
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symptom data beyond the basic examination and IoT end 
device capability can be added or reported via a mobile 
application system. Medical personnel need to validate all the 
additional reported data. 

The Covid-19 data quality generated by the IoT-based 
surveillance systems should be more complete and valid since 
the data are integrated thoroughly. Data integration enriches 
the Covid-19 analysis related to patients’ comorbidities and 
their advanced symptoms. Such integrated data also helps 
professionals provide much more appropriate treatment and 
follow up on emergency health events more accurately [2]. 

3) DESIGN COMPLIANCE WITH ATTRIBUTE #3 

(TIMELINESS): Attribute #3 has two indicators, rapidity 

and timeliness. The rapidity of IoT-based Covid-19 

surveillance in a community is needed to address the 

increasing spread of the disease. The pandemic has put the 

global health situation at very high risk; a significant 

number of Covid-19 positive cases leads to many casualties 

and the exhaustion of medical personnel. The design of 

rapidity in IoT-based Covid-19 surveillance in each 

community is achieved by the implementation of a partial 

real-time system. The system that connects the IoT end 

device to the nearest cloud server or Covid-19 management 

center is set to operate on a real-time basis. It is designed to 

assist medical personnel in detecting and monitoring 

Covid-19 suspects and their probable condition directly. 

Real-time surveillance design also influences Covid-19 

patients’ rapidity in receiving medical treatment or other 

follow up care according to public health management 

procedures. 

The timeliness of IoT-based Covid-19 surveillance is 
achieved by combining real-time and scheduled system design. 
A real-time system is operated for Covid-19 case management 
in each community, while a scheduled system is operated to 
provide aggregated case data reporting. According to WHO 
provisions, all suspected, probable, and confirmed Covid-19 
cases must be reported to the health office and the Public 
Health Emergency Operation Center. Immediate reporting 
should be made within 24 hours of the epidemiological 
investigations, and the timeliness of the IoT system can be 
designed to satisfy these provisions. Therefore, the IoT system 
accelerates the process of reporting data, which is useful for 
advanced Covid-19 analysis and cluster identification [13]. The 
IoT also speeds up the updating of infectious disease-related 
data to stakeholders and the public for surveillance 
dissemination [23]. Overall, the end-to-end IoT integration 
system is key to the rapidity and timeliness of IoT-based 
Covid-19 surveillance held in each community. However, the 
rapidity and timeliness of IoT integration are influenced by 
data processing and transmission speed, and IoT end device 
response time. 

4) DESIGN COMPLIANCE WITH ATTRIBUTE #4 

(FLEXIBILITY): Attribute #4 has two indicators, 

adaptability and scalability and extensibility. The 

adaptability of IoT-based Covid-19 surveillance is required 

since each community has different scenarios and 

technology support. Since Covid-19 transmission has 

reached the global community in many countries, 

adaptability design should comply with many different 

conditions; those which may differentiate the design 

include the unequal distribution of IoT infrastructure, 

differences in geographic area, and the population density 

in each community. The adaptability of IoT ensures that the 

surveillance process can work properly under various 

conditions. In designing the system, the IoT network from 

the end device to the gateway should be adapted to the 

local infrastructure, while maintaining the quality of 

network services. The local server's processing resources 

should consider the computational load. Specification of 

the processing device implemented in a region with 

community transmission scenarios will differ from sporadic 

case scenarios. The adaptability of IoT design also includes 

flexibility in the selection of technology for mass 

community implementation. However, the selected 

technology must comply with the specified standards, pass 

medical device test standards, and be certified. 

The scalability and extensibility design of IoT-based 
Covid-19 surveillance is correlated with the expansion of the 
system implementation. It is required when communities or 
regions change their Covid-19 surveillance due to growth in 
case numbers. The scalability and extensibility of IoT design 
includes both physical and logical systems. A scenario change 
in the community can be scalable by upgrading the device and 
adjusting its specifications so that it can be applied to the new 
scenario. It also can be extensible by optimizing the 
functionality, performance and efficiency of the existing 
system. Optimization of the existing network can be made by 
increasing bandwidth capacity and giving priority to the QoS 
of the existing network. Additionally, optimization of the IoT 
mobile application can also be made by supplementing its 
features to support hospital management. This could reduce 
medical personnel's workload in the current Covid-19 
pandemic situation. With specific regard to patient 
management, IoT saves patients’ time with the readmission 
feature for those who have been confirmed Covid-19 positive, 
thereby reducing the density of service centers and speeding up 
the patient handling process [13]. 

5) DESIGN COMPLIANCE WITH ATTRIBUTE #5 

(SIMPLICITY): Attribute #5 has two indicators, 

manageability and automatic system. The manageability of 

IoT-based Covid-19 surveillance applied in communities is 

paramount. This is because surveillance involves many 

resources and users and consists of many tiers. The ease of 

manageability of IoT simplifies the varying Covid-19 

surveillance activities. In community-based surveillance, as 

illustrated in Fig. 5, it can be seen that the number of IoT 

end devices is directly proportional to the number of users 

under surveillance. The devices can be easily managed 

because each of them has a device identity, namely, a 

unique identification code configured on the ESP32 

development board. In addition, the IoT infrastructure that 

supports the surveillance can be managed by using 
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hardware, software, or system management tools. These are 

configured to send an alert and notification when part of 

the system fails, or when anomalous activities occur. 

Overall, IoT design manageability should be compatible 

with heterogenous IoT protocols and platforms in its 

integrated system [40]. 

The automatic system of the IoT applied in each 
community simplifies operation and minimizes the manual 
process of Covid-19 surveillance. The IoT end device for 
detecting symptoms and preventing close contact is designed to 
be worn by all community members, including those with 
disabilities. Therefore, it is ideally set to minimize user 
intervention. The device's sensors operate automatically in 
detecting Covid-19 symptoms and the devices can also be 
configured to automatically send an alert. In the design shown 
in Fig. 5, an automatic alert is sent out when a user is detected 
as having a temperature of ≥38°C, a high respiratory rate or 
unstable breathing pattern. Simultaneously, an automatic alert 
is also sent when a community member is detected to have 
interacted with Covid-19 patients within a radius of 1 meter for 
>15 minutes [41]. In larger community-based surveillance, the 
IoT end device can be equipped with GPS technology to 
accommodate an automatic system for tracing contacts over a 
wide area. The device is configured to monitor users' history of 
locations visited based on GPS coordinates, from two days 
before the onset of the disease up to 14 days afterwards [41]. 
All IoT end device alerts are sent to community members’ 
guardians and medical personnel at the local level. 
Furthermore, the automatic system of IoT-based Covid-19 
surveillance can be seen in its data updating and 
synchronization, which impacts on the rapidity of Covid-19 
data dissemination to stakeholders. We can thus state that an 
automatic system of IoT integration greatly helps Covid-19 
surveillance in high-risk communities with fewer medical staff. 

6) DESIGN COMPLIANCE WITH ATTRIBUTE #6 

(ACCEPTABILITY): Attribute #6 has three indicators, 

interoperability, compatibility, and user friendly. An 

interoperable system is required since IoT-based Covid-19 

surveillance is constructed from different protocols, 

devices, and communication media. The various 

technologies comprising the IoT system should operate 

seamlessly. IoT system interoperability can minimize the 

technical constraints that might appear with global 

implementation. It also can minimize the problem of 

differences in technological backgrounds between 

developed and developing countries which adopt IoT-based 

surveillance to fight Covid-19. Consequently, communities 

with different settings and technological backgrounds can 

synergize the end-to-end process of Covid-19 surveillance. 

Compatibility of devices, platforms, and services is 
required to build an integrated IoT-based surveillance system. 
Hardware and software must be compatible with the main 
technology infrastructure in each community or region. Hence 
each community can implement the IoT-based Covid-19 
surveillance system efficiently. The compatibility of mobile 
applications with various device platforms and network 
conditions is also required to facilitate user access. Another 

type of compatibility related to IoT-based surveillance is that 
of data format. The system implemented in each community 
should generate a standardized data format that can be 
interchangeable purely for Covid-19 surveillance purposes. 

A user friendly system is necessary to facilitate the end-to-
end operation of IoT-based Covid-19 surveillance. As 
illustrated in Fig. 5, the IoT infrastructure system for such 
community-based surveillance design is divided into backend 
and frontend systems. User friendly design dashboards assist 
stakeholders in managing the IoT infrastructure and all the 
systems, while user friendly application interfaces assist 
surveillance staff in managing surveillance-related data. In 
general, both designs help staff to simplify operations on the 
backend system. With regard to the frontend system, a user-
friendly system encompasses hardware and software interfaces. 
An example of a hardware interface is the IoT end device worn 
by the elderly. The user friendly hardware design must 
consider user comfort across all age categories, including the 
elderly, and the supporting technology infrastructure. User 
friendly software should be designed to be an easy-to-use 
application for all communities with different technological 
understanding and language skills. Such user friendly software 
encompasses the design of the mobile application interface 
installed on user end devices. Community members or societies 
require a user friendly frontend application to quickly 
understand the agreement related to data privacy [42]. 
Moreover, those with special needs require a simpler 
application interface for accessing and reporting Covid-19 
data; for example, by simply pressing a specific button on their 
mobile application. We therefore hope that information 
technology can play a significant role in involving the 
community in improving health surveillance [14]. 

7) DESIGN COMPLIANCE WITH ATTRIBUTE #7 

(STABILITY): The attribute #7 indicators are accessibility, 

availability and reliability. Accessibility design refers to 

convenient access to a globally integrated IoT-based 

Covid-19 surveillance information system. IoT-based 

surveillance is designed to provide easy access to the 

integrated system and its data from various technological 

platforms. Access can be made anytime, anywhere, and by 

anyone, according to the users' role. Accessibility design 

for medical professionals is used to access and monitor 

those suspected of having Covid-19 and patients' updated 

condition in real-time. Accessibility design for community 

members and the public is used to access and report Covid-

19 related information to the official and trusted system. 

The availability and reliability of IoT design for Covid-19 
surveillance are correlated with the service delivery of the 
system in each community. They are influenced by the 
approved Service Level Agreement (SLA), which determines 
its uptime and downtime. Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and 
application service providers are the parties involved in 
determining SLAs to support the overall IoT infrastructure. If 
the community-based surveillance system commits to 
providing integrated services with an SLA value of 99.999%, 
this means that the IoT infrastructure built to support the 
surveillance system should be ready to operate 24 hours a day 
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and 7 days a week, with a downtime of 5.26 minutes per year. 
To monitor the system's availability and reliability, we can 
apply an internet-based management system application. This 
will generate and send a notification to the administration when 
the system is inaccessible so that the problem can be followed 
up immediately. 

Regarding technical detail, the design of IoT infrastructure 
availability and reliability can be realized by implementing 
redundancy topology and configuring high availability in 
crucial devices. Redundancy applies to infrastructure lines and 
devices so that there is no single point of failure. The high 
availability configured in the crucial devices indicates the 
system's capability to perform a failover function. Next, the 
Quality of Services (QoS) feature can be applied to the IoT 
infrastructure [43] to guarantee excellent service, namely, one 
that can be accessed concurrently and is seamlessly connected 
to the system. Simultaneously, the availability of surveillance 
data can be maintained by preparing a data recovery and 
backup system. The IoT-based surveillance system should be 
supported by appropriate storage capacity. Furthermore, higher 
IoT stability design can be achieved by considering a resilient 
system, which refers to the IoT's ability to defend against 
various types of interference, restabilize changing conditions, 
and adapt its behavior and structure to constant changes 
[44][45]. 

8) DESIGN COMPLIANCE WITH ATTRIBUTE #8 

(SENSITIVITY): Attribute #8 has three indicators: 

precision, threshold configuration, and calibration. The 

precision of the ongoing IoT-based Covid-19 surveillance 

system is primarily determined by the measurement 

sensitivity of the IoT end device sensors. In general, the 

sensors’ precision affects the handling procedure of Covid-

19, since the sensor detection results contribute to 

determining individual cases. This precision greatly 

impacts the measurement accuracy of users' body 

temperature, respiratory rate patterns, and the distance 

between interacting users. The DS18B20 sensor should 

precisely check users' body temperature; if this reaches 

38°C, it is the first sign that an initial Covid-19 symptom 

has been detected. The second sign is the user's breathing 

pattern detected by the MAX30102 sensor, whose detection 

precision is used to check whether the breathing pattern is 

irregular. In addition, to prevent close interaction, the 

DWM1000 sensor is configured to monitor each user’s 

position in real-time. All the sensor measurements then 

become a reference for detecting initial Covid-19 

symptoms and preventing close contacts and also for 

activating alerts sent to community members’ guardians 

and medical staff. In contrast, any imprecision of IoT end 

devices will worsen the Covid-19 control measures. 

Threshold configuration is applied to the IoT end device 
sensor. The device is designed to send out an alert when the 
user's body temperature is ≥38°C, and their respiratory rate 
patterns change. This threshold configuration is applied 
following interim WHO guidance for determining initial 
Covid-19 symptoms. A real-time position sensor is configured 

to ensure a safe distance is maintained between users when 
they interact. The threshold configuration is set to a 1-meter 
distance, with less than 1 meter assumed to be physical contact, 
and it is combined with a device timing system with a 
threshold of 15 minutes. An alert is sent out when the sensor 
detects an interaction between users and Covid-19 patients 
within a radius of 1 meter or less for > 15 minutes [41]. The 
precision of setting the threshold determines the accuracy of 
the alerts. An incorrect threshold setting will lead to inaccurate 
and late alerts and alarms sent to users and medical personnel. 
This situation also means that case detection will become less 
accurate, resulting in medical treatment delays and 
endangering patients. Therefore, precision and thresholds must 
be set appropriately and accurately. 

The calibration process of the IoT end devices is performed 
before the devices are distributed. After a certain period, device 
re-calibration is needed to maintain measurement precision. 
Device calibration keeps the IoT system's operational 
capabilities standardized, thus minimizing the tendency to 
generate anomalous data. Therefore, the calibration process is 
performed to ensure that IoT devices can be employed 
anywhere and will produce the same data quality. 

9) DESIGN COMPLIANCE WITH ATTRIBUTE #9 

(POSITIVE PREDICTIVE VALUE): The attribute #9 

indicator is accuracy. The accuracy of reporting Covid-19 

data following the WHO case definition guidelines is 

essential for presenting factual data. The latest version of 

the WHO interim guidance currently gives three terms to 

define Covid-19 cases: suspect, probable, and confirmed. 

These three case definitions are used as the standard for 

ongoing Covid-19 surveillance. Therefore, IoT-based 

Covid-19 surveillance needs to translate each case 

definition of the clinical symptom criteria proposed by 

WHO into the IoT system's technical functionality. WHO 

also differentiates the details of Covid-19 symptom criteria 

for children and adults into mild, moderate, and severe 

illnesses, including asymptomatic patients. To achieve the 

accuracy of the system for finding case data in the field, 

IoT end devices and their supporting systems must be 

designed and configured strictly, following the WHO 

clinical criteria provisions. The IoT system's accuracy 

should ensure that all reported Covid-19 case data meet 

with the case definition accurately. 

The accuracy design of IoT-based surveillance is illustrated 
in Fig. 6. There are three steps to finding Covid-19 suspects in 
community-based surveillance, such as in a nursing home. 
These are initial laboratory tests, monitoring of each 
community by IoT end devices, and advanced laboratory tests. 
After passing the screening process, namely the initial 
laboratory test, the ongoing surveillance is performed with the 
assistance of the IoT end devices. Initial Covid-19 symptoms 
are detected according to data parameters gathered from the 
attached IoT end device. To confirm the symptoms, advanced 
laboratory tests, such as RT-PCR, are conducted on each 
suspect and probable Covid-19 case. In this way, medical staff 
will have accurate data regarding the case, positive or negative. 
For further examination, the RT-PCR test results that confirm 
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positive cases are aggregated with EHR data to complement 
the comorbid analysis and other required medical data to 
achieve more accurate Covid-19 analysis. Consequently, 
epidemiologists will have more in-depth and comprehensive 
analysis data related to Covid-19 occurrence, trends, 
predictions, and other health-related data. 

10) DESIGN COMPLIANCE WITH ATTRIBUTE #10 

(REPRESENTATIVENESS): Attribute #10 has two 

indicators, data synchronization and data traceability. Data 

synchronization in community-based Covid-19 

surveillance, as illustrated in Fig. 6, occurs between IoT 

end devices and the local and remote servers. IoT-based 

surveillance can provide representative data by employing 

individual devices to monitor the condition of each 

community member under surveillance. Through direct 

user involvement, the data collection process can represent 

the actual number of suspects, probable, and confirmed 

positive cases of Covid-19. Employing IoT end devices as 

part of an active digital surveillance system provides the 

advantage of real field data. Each user’s data are securely 

synchronized with the attached IoT end device, employing 

the user’s identity code for individual monitoring. The IoT 

end device data are complemented through the reporting 

mechanism via the users' mobile applications. Automatic 

data synchronization is then applied to individual medical 

data and the real field data collected from the IoT end 

devices and reporting applications. These data are then 

integrated with the Geographical Information System (GIS) 

data and population distribution data. Eventually, IoT-

based surveillance is expected to help epidemiologists to 

obtain more representative Covid-19 data which portrays 

the number of cases with the updated and accurate 

demographic data in some geographic regions under 

surveillance. 

The data traceability of the IoT-based Covid-19 
surveillance system is used to maintain data consistency. An 
integrated surveillance system from an end-to-end IoT 
infrastructure makes it easier to realize this traceability. 
According to the data activity logs, data cloud computing in the 
remote system can be traced to its source. The tiered system 
design of the IoT infrastructure supports data tracing down to 
its original source. Any data entering the IoT information 
system must be traceable transparently, because it is difficult to 
use inconsistent data to represent the number of cases in a 
particular population. An alternative solution to 
accommodating data traceability is the data standardization 
format and data security application. The standardization of 
data reporting formats simplifies data tracing in the IoT system. 
The security application can be applied to check the data 
manipulation. Data changes can be easily traced when data 
integrity checking is applied. Additionally, the non-repudiation 
feature of security could also be used to trace data sources. 

11) DESIGN COMPLIANCE WITH ATTRIBUTE #11 

(SECURITY): Attribute #11 has two indicators: 

infrastructure and management security and data security 

and privacy. The infrastructure and management security 

design of IoT-based Covid-19 surveillance is divided based 

on a layering approach. The selection of security 

technology and methodology applied to the Covid-19 

surveillance system should be suitable for each IoT layer. 

The IoT infrastructure and management security' layers 

include the security applied in IoT end devices, 

transmission media, data processing systems, and 

applications. In the IoT end devices, security involves 

various techniques that ensure the devices are authenticated 

and the data are encrypted to global standards. A 

lightweight security application is more suitable for 

application in IoT end devices. In the transmission media, 

security should cover certain mechanisms to maintain 

infrastructure resilience against various attacks, 

vulnerabilities, and threats that commonly occur on the 

networks, both accidental and incidental. In the data 

processing systems, security generally applies layered 

designs, ranging from physical location security to 

computing process applications. In IoT applications, 

security covers possible mechanisms to ensure that 

application services are secure from any threats of identity 

theft or of other important data while continuing to deliver 

valid information to the appropriate users. Users are 

requested to change the application system passwords 

regularly, and a notification will be sent to remind them. If 

the application is updated, then the users will also be 

reminded to install the updated version so that application 

vulnerabilities can be minimized. The overall security 

applied to the end-to-end IoT system for the Covid-19 

surveillance design should be managed in a decentralized 

model, yet also be connected to a central security 

management system. Additionally, the implementation of 

security management technologies such as Syslog and 

SNMP is required to prepare a forensic analysis if an attack 

occurs. 

Data security and privacy are the main concern when 
involving technology in the medical sector, such as the IoT-
based Covid-19 surveillance system. Most Covid-19 
surveillance data consist of personal and medical data, which 
are classified as confidential. Therefore, the IoT system design 
should guarantee users' data security and privacy. These can be 
maintained by implementing the security parameter in the IoT 
system software, hardware, and services. According to security 
standards for maintaining data security and privacy, the IoT 
security system should fulfill four parameters: confidentiality, 
integrity, availability, and non-repudiation. The confidentiality 
parameter protects against data abuse and leakage. If the IoT 
system fails to maintain data confidentiality, it might have fatal 
consequences for society's trust in Covid-19 surveillance 
participation. Simultaneously, the integrity parameter ensures 
that data related to Covid-19, especially data from the IoT end 
devices; do not change from source to destination. If there is a 
change, this might lead to patient misdiagnosis due to invalid 
data, which could endanger their safety. Data availability is 
also a vital parameter in the Covid-19 pandemic. Unavailability 
of data could interfere with the situation, since controlling the 
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disease without data support would be a hard task. In addition, 
a non-repudiation parameter in the IoT design for Covid-19 
surveillance is associated with the certainty of data collected 
from users' IoT end devices. Non-repudiation ensures that the 
IoT end devices truly monitor the users whom data 
synchronized to the surveillance system. The synchronized 
users' data is beneficial for individual case handling which they 
can by getting more specific treatment based on their accurate 
medical data. 

12) DESIGN COMPLIANCE WITH ATTRIBUTE #12 

(STANDARDS): Attribute #12 has three indicators: 

standardization, regulation, and certification. 

Standardization in IoT-based Covid-19 surveillance 

systems is necessary to maintain system implementation at 

ideal levels. The implementation of community-based 

Covid-19 surveillance has various scenarios and conditions 

which may vary across countries. Therefore, 

standardization can be used as a global reference in 

building IoT-based surveillance systems, with the aim to 

stabilize and measure system performance. Global 

standardization involves various technical aspects, 

including standards for the software, hardware, protocols, 

and technology services used to build the surveillance 

systems. In practice, standardization facilitates the 

integration process between devices, media, and services to 

provide globally formatted surveillance data. 

Standardization of the thresholds and operations of the IoT 

end devices helps medical personnel to find cases precisely. 

Parameter standardization of network and data processing 

maintains the quality of the surveillance process. Standard 

parameters allow the system to operate in real-time or to be 

set following the WHO schedule. The processing system 

should be standardized to generate data in a standard 

format set by WHO, and should have the additional ability 

to process data in a non-standard format. In addition, 

standardization of system security is also needed to assure 

users’ confidential data and preserve public trust in 

participating in the active surveillance of Covid-19. 

Regulation of the technical details for adopting an IoT-
based Covid-19 surveillance system in each country and its 
district could be derived from global standards. National- scale 
regulations need to be developed as more specific technical 
guidelines for designing systems following each country's 
applicable regulations and conditions. Moreover, regulation 
could overcome language barriers to the use of specific 
applications by individual users in different countries. 
Regulations are applied to the entire IoT system, starting from 
attached devices on the end-user side, transmission, the 
processing system, and data delivery. Regulations on medical 
devices ensure their safety, with the level of regulation required 
depending on the level of risk associated with the device [46]. 
Regulations regarding the security of both data and 
infrastructure also need to be devised so that the system can 
guarantee users' trust to be actively involved in surveillance. 
Furthermore, the government also needs to develop a 
regulation to ensure that each party involved in supplying 
hardware, software, and applications follows standard 

guidelines. This kind of regulation is needed in mass field 
implementation. For example, a country may have a specific 
regulation related to the radio frequency used that differs from 
those of other countries. Hence, device specifications need to 
be adjusted to that radio frequency. Another example is that 
there are many technology brands and technical details of 
programming application in field implementation. 
Consequently, chips and sensors installed in the IoT end device 
in one region could be slightly different from those of other 
regions, as may be the applications. 

Certification is a way of ensuring that the quality of system 
performance is maintained [47]. It is needed in every 
implementation of IoT-based Covid-19 surveillance to keep the 
system quality standardized. Certification in IoT 
implementation is required for both software [48] and 
hardware [49]. Especially in the case of hardware that interacts 
directly with users, it is necessary to ensure that it has passed 
technical and safety testing and certification before use. The 
certification system maintains the quality standard of the 
surveillance in each community facing different Covid-19 
transmission scenarios. 

13) DESIGN COMPLIANCE WITH ATTRIBUTE #13 

(MOBILITY): Attribute #13 has three indicators: tracking 

system, portability, handover and roaming. In IoT-based 

surveillance, these are applied to support the mobile design 

of active digital surveillance for Covid-19. In community-

based surveillance, such as nursing homes, the tracking 

system is designed to prevent close contact interaction. A 

real-time position sensor, DWM1000, is applied to track 

community members’ movements at a close distance. In the 

previous section, we stated that the IoT end device is 

configured to send an alert when close interaction occurs, 

thus helping to prevent the spread of Covid-19 in a 

community building. This real-time position sensor is part 

of a tracking system for indoor environments or buildings, 

in which short distances can be detected. However, for 

tracking in an outdoor and a large-scale environment, an 

additional sensor such as a GPS sensor is needed. It should 

be noted that GPS has limitations in detecting very short 

distances accurately; therefore, we chose a DWM1000 

sensor that can detect short distances much more 

accurately, which is appropriate for a design employed in a 

nursing home. A GPS sensor is an example of a tracking 

system used in large-scale Covid-19 surveillance systems 

to monitor participants' movements during the process. 

Participants or users can continue performing their 

activities following health protocols while being 

continuously monitored by the system. 

In IoT-based Covid-19 surveillance, besides preventing 
close contact, the tracking system also facilitates tracking 
contacts. Contact tracing using technology has been supported 
by WHO, which has issued guideline on such use of digital 
devices [50]. Contact tracing is conducted continuously, 
considering that Covid-19 transmission is high-risk, taking 
place person to person through contact and droplets. 
Transmission could occur to residents who interact with 
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probable or confirmed positive Covid-19 cases. The higher the 
number of interactions is, violating health protocols, the greater 
the need for tracing contacts. Therefore, manual contact tracing 
is not recommended, since it requires intensive resources and 
the risk of medical personnel becoming infected when 
performing their duties. For this reason, the IoT serves mobility 
design to ease medical personnel's burden through digital 
contact tracing with less effort, especially in community 
transmission areas. According to WHO provisions, contact 
tracing in different location settings has different criteria. The 
most general criteria are having a history of face-to-face 
interaction contact with Covid-19 patients at a minimum 
distance of 1 meter for more than 15 minutes, or direct physical 
contact with Covid-19 patients. Both criteria are valid for 
tracing contacts in community location settings, closed places, 
healthcare facilities, public transportation, and community 
gathering locations. Other detailed criteria are adjusted to the 
location setting. The contact tracing period for Covid-19 
exposure determination in the community starts from 2 days 
before the development of symptoms, up to 14 days after such 
development (symptomatic cases), or 2 days before and 14 
days after the date of a confirmed laboratory check 
(asymptomatic cases) [41]. 

The tracking system design in the IoT for Covid-19 
surveillance helps digital contact tracing through a combination 
of the real-time position sensor and GPS sensors installed in 
the IoT end devices. The real-time position sensor DWM1000 
acts as a proximity sensor that detects the interaction distance 
between individuals and Covid-19 patients. Simultaneously, 
the GPS sensor generates position coordinates to determine 
each suspect's travel history in the contact tracing period. Data 
from the proximity and GPS sensors are combined to simplify 
the finding of close contacts and to increase the awareness of 
those who have visited the same location as Covid-19 patients 
and have interacted with them. This data combination is also 
useful in a large-scale and real-time tracking system of Covid-
19 patients. In areas which apply the zonation system, the 
combination of proximity data and users’ actual locations 
could be used to notify the, when they are entering Covid-19 
danger zones. 

The portability of IoT-based Covid-19 surveillance design 
is applied in the form of IoT end devices worn by community 
members and point-of-care (POC) devices used for laboratory 
testing. These portable devices assist the mobility of IoT-based 
surveillance and accommodate users' and medical personnel's 
mobilization during Covid-19 surveillance. Therefore, user 
monitoring can be conducted continuously, and laboratory 
testing can be conducted flexibly, either in a fixed or mobile 
situation. In the nursing home, as illustrated in Fig. 5, IoT end 
device portability is designed to be worn on community 
members' wrists. On the other hand, point-of-care device 
portability is exemplified by the utilization of the point-of-care 
RT-PCR device [8] or GeNose [37][38]. Point-of-care 
diagnostics tools utilize a Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 
system equipped with a chip to connect to Bluetooth on a 
mobile phone and then to the internet [8]. Meanwhile, Genose 
is a portable Covid-19 detection tool that only takes around 2-3 
minutes to test and obtain a result. GeNose is beneficial for 
medical personnel to detect massive cases of Covid-19 using a 

simple procedure without reagents or other chemicals. The test 
is conducted by taking a breath exhalation sample, which is 
more comfortable than a PCR or swab test [37][38]. Overall, 
the portable system can detect real-time samples and has a user 
friendly design which simplifies the detection process and 
supports medical personnel mobility. 

Handover and roaming in community-based Covid-19 
surveillance are needed to support user movement in areas 
covered by the IoT network infrastructure. IoT end device 
operation is supported by wireless networks, which have 
limitations in terms of coverage area. Hence, a soft handover 
configuration is applied in the local wireless system, consisting 
of several access points or other wireless technology. The local 
wireless system could be in a nursing home or community 
member's building, and it can be integrated into a regional or 
national wireless system. A soft handover configuration 
maintains the device's connection while moving in certain 
wireless network coverage area. In comparison, a roaming 
configuration is applied in an international wireless system. In 
global surveillance design, roaming configuration maintains a 
device's movement across countries’ geographical boundaries, 
and generally occurs in border areas. Therefore, IoT end 
devices and point of care devices can connect to the IoT back-
end system over the IoT network infrastructure, and 
surveillance can take place continuously at a local and global 
scale. Ultimately, this IoT design supports the generation of 
spatial-based surveillance data without the limitations of 
geographical boundaries. 

14) DESIGN COMPLIANCE WITH ATTRIBUTE #14 

(SUSTAINABILITY): Attribute #14 indicators are 

maintenance, inspection, evaluation and audit. Maintenance 

is used to ensure the sustainability of the IoT-based Covid -

19 surveillance system. Such a process has been enforced 

in many countries for more than a year, since the outbreak 

was first detected. Sustainable surveillance has been 

conducted to date, following the dramatic rise in confirmed 

cases and the incremental number of deaths due to COVID-

19 exposure. This situation indicates that a maintenance 

system is needed to maintain IoT performance in Covid-19 

surveillance. Maintenance systems can be implemented by 

applying appropriate preventive and corrective 

maintenance measures to the IoT infrastructure and service 

systems in each community and back-end system. An 

undeniable fact is that IoT design implementation utilizes 

numerous devices and many types of technology that might 

differ in each tier. Device and service failures are 

unavoidable in massive technology utilization. However, if 

the system is well organized and monitored, failure in one 

part would be easier to overcome if other parts remain 

operating optimally [51]. 

Inspection of IoT-based Covid-19 surveillance can 
minimize system malfunctions, especially IoT end devices that 
directly interact with users in the community. IoT end-device 
applications must have no impact on public safety. Inspection 
of devices is made to maintain the precision of devices in 
detecting initial symptoms and tracing contacts accurately. 
Inspection in network transmission is also necessary to ensure 
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that it is seamless, while inspection in the data computation 
system can ensure the processing is powerful and trivial 
mistakes are avoided. In general, inspection measures can 
speed up the process of replacing malfunctioning devices and 
upgrading resources beyond scheduled maintenance. 
Immediate inspection of anomalous systems prevents adverse 
impacts on IoT implementation. 

Evaluation and audit should be implemented at the 
community scale and in larger-scale situations running IoT-
based Covid-19 surveillance systems. Evaluation and audit are 
conducted to preserve the operational quality and stability of 
the IoT-based surveillance. Proper documentation in IoT-based 
surveillance system development complements the evaluation 
and audit process. Internal and external audits should be 
conducted to meet management needs [27][28]. Audit helps 
discover and minimize any impacts and risks arising from 
technological and non-technological aspects. During system 
maintenance and inspection, changes should be 
administratively reported, including the replacement of 
malfunctioning devices, resource upgrading, software 
updating, and patching to fix built system gaps. Data from 
regular and incidental reporting can be used as a guideline for 
improving the surveillance system performance. Data 
parameters for each device configuration and service must be 
correctly set and evaluated to avoid instability in the 
surveillance system. Every action to maintain stability and 
improve the IoT-based surveillance system quality is recorded 
in the online reporting management system. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper has proposed a reference model for designing an 
IoT-based active digital surveillance system of infectious 
diseases. The proposed reference model consists of 14 
attributes with respective indicators. The attributes were 
developed by utilizing the basic 10 parameters from CDC, 
adapting two attributes of security and standards from the other 
studies, and adding the new attributes of mobility and 
sustainability. Each of the parameters has specific indicators 
which need to be considered to complement design 
requirements when adopting IoT technology as an infectious 
disease surveillance tool. 

In the reference model, we highlight the mobility attribute, 
which plays a special role in infectious disease surveillance; 
namely, to control disease spread. The attribute helps medical 
personnel to prevent close contact, conduct large-scale contact 
tracing and to monitor suspects and patients on a real-time 
basis. The mobility attribute also facilitates the community to 
remain active in line with health protocols while participating 
in the surveillance process. Hence, we hope that the attribute 
can indirectly increase the community's active participation in 
surveillance. Another attribute that we added was 
sustainability. This was included as an IoT-based surveillance 
system is designed to be implemented over a relatively long 
time, and its infrastructure can be reused for different 
surveillance requirements. The sustainability of IoT-based 
surveillance is realized by implementing maintenance, 
inspection, evaluation, and audit of the system. 

Testing of the concept was performed by adopting the 
proposed reference model in an IoT-based active digital 

surveillance system for the Covid-19 disease. We elaborated 
the compliance of such end-to-end design in line with the 14 
attributes of our proposed reference model. The compliance 
was analyzed on the basis of the specific indicators of each of 
the 14 attributes, reflecting how the IoT design should meet the 
criteria of our proposed reference model. As future work, a 
testbed should be conducted to examine further the field 
implementation of the framework and its design. 
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Abstract—Personally Identifiable Information (PII) has 

gained much attention with the rapid development of 

technologies and the exploitation of information relating to an 

individual. The corporates and other organizations store a large 

amount of information that is primarily disseminated in the form 

of emails that include personnel information of the user, 

employee, and customers. The security aspects of PII storage 

have been ignored, raising serious security concerns onindividual 

privacy. A significant concern arises about comprehending the 

responsibilities regarding the uses of PII. However, in real-time 

scenarios, email data is regarded as unstructured text data, 

detecting PII from such an unstructured large text corpus is 

quite challenging. This paper presents an intelligent clustering 

approach for automatically detecting personally identifiable 

information (PII) from a large text corpus. The focus of the 

proposed study is to design a model that receives text content and 

detects possible PII attributes. Therefore, this paper presents a 

clustering-based PII Model (C-PPIM) based on NLP and 

unsupervised learning to address detection of PII in the 

unstructured large text corpus. NLP is used to perform topic 

modeling, and Byte mLSTM, a different approach of sequence 

model, is implemented to address clustering problems in PII 

detection. The performance analysis of the proposed model is 

carried out existing hierarchical clustering concerning silhouette 

and cohesion score. The outcome indicatedthe effectiveness of the 

proposed system that highlights significant PII attributes, with 

significant scope in real-time implementation. In contrast, 

existing techniques are too expensive to function and fit in real-

time environments. 

Keywords—PII; natural language processing; word2vec 

machine learning; PII detection; security 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The progressive digitization of functional domains of 
various processes in individual human and business contexts 
produces various data types. The data are generated in text 
format, audio format, video format, image format, and many 
more custom formats. The business objectives often demand to 
store or archive these data for longer, making it voluminous. 
The analogy of various formats of data and larger size of it is 
popularized in the recent past as verity and volume, 
respectively [1]. The ever-evolving business models at the pace 
of technological advancements have provided possibilities of 

innovative business applications in the healthcare industry, 
banking & finance, education, aviation, Défense etc. There are 
many contexts where certain information in these data is very 
private to a user or a system [2]. Providing necessary security 
to this private information becomes essential to mitigate 
associated risk due to system design vulnerabilities, potential 
threats, and attacks. The study of security towards this private 
information is popular as privacy preservation. The 
complexities and challenges of designing effective privacy 
preservation methods depend solely on the type of the data 
format, its size, and the data flow into the application. 
However, another popular term appears in the context of 
designing security models to preserve privacy – "Personally 
Identifiable Information" (PII). The data which can be used to 
identify a person is the higher layer meaning of PII [3]. Fig. 1 
shows the relationship between PII and private information. 

In the last decade, the increasing popularity of the Internet 
and PII collection has raised serious concerns about privacy 
policy. A surge in personal data breaches for an in-depth 
understanding of preferences, authenticating customers and 
employees has become a common occurrence in data-driven 
organizations. Even government organizations heavily rely on 
the collection of PII to carry out an important decision. 
Therefore, people are required to share their personal data. 
However, a significant concern arises towards comprehending 
the responsibilities regarding the uses of PII and its protection 
[4]. More specifically, the people are not knowing, how the 
government organization and corporates are handling 
individuals' PII. PII collection over the Internet is highly prone 
to identity theft, social engineering attacks and is most 
vulnerable to fraudulent criminals [5]. The evidence in the 
report provided by the Data Breach Level Index shows that 
76.20% of data breaches in 2018 belonged to the social media 
industry, most of which were related to identity theft [6]. It is 
not surprising that PII has already turned out to be the new 
resource, and threat modeling for privacy is at the peak of the 
industry 4.0 revolution [7]. In addition, the cases of data 
breaches in the past recent years fascinated a compulsive 
concern towards PII in the research community. In response, 
significant efforts have been devoted in the existing literature 
to developing solutions against PII disclosure. The literature 
presented many solutions considering different contexts, such 
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as PII on social networking sites, mobile applications, mobile 
network traffic, healthcare, corporate internal communications, 
and many more [8-10]. However, PII identification schemes in 
the existing literature do not provide comprehensive insight. 
Most of the existing schemes are based on rule-based 
approaches, limiting the scope and applicability of existing 
solutions in the real context. The rule-based approaches are 
based on the set of procedures and principles to represent 
knowledge from the structured data. Since, in real-world cases, 
the organization mostly maintains a large corpus which stores 
PII in the textual data format such as emails, contracts, IPv4 
and MAC addresses, and telephone numbers. Among these 
textual data, emails contain more entropy compared to the 
other textual data. Apart from this, the textual corpus, 
especially email, is mostly unstructured since the information 
is presented in the native format, especially the email contents 
written with the different writing styles, contains the short 
subjective textual body. Therefore, the rule-based approaches 
are not much suitable for identifying PII from the unstructured 
large text corpus because they mainly deal with structured data 
formats. However, with the advent of machine learning (ML) 
models and advancement in natural language processing 
(NLP), PII of individuals from large unstructured text corpus 
can be efficiently identified, which cannot be addressed by 
applying the existing rule-based solution discussed so far [11-
13]. In the existing literature, many efforts have been put 
forward by the researchers. But, the research work on detecting 
PII in unstructured text corpus is minimal. The existing 
literature does not focus on detecting full PII and its diversity 
that reflects user privacy and identity differently. A particular 
type of PII is easy to be identified, but it is crucial to consider 
the sources or categories of the content that reflects highly 
vulnerable PII. Therefore, the existing study lacks topic 
modeling and also suffers from huge computational overhead. 

 

Fig. 1. Privacy Information and Personally Identifiable Information 

(PII   PI). 

In the current study, the email dataset is considered an 
unstructured text corpus for the model evaluation. The email is 
mainly composed of low-quality text and one of the potential 
sources of the PII disclosure. The proposed research considers 
PII detection from the unstructured text corpus as a text mining 
and clustering problem. It introduces a clustering-based PII 
detection model (C-PIIM) using natural language processing 
(NLP) and an unsupervised learning algorithm. NLP is 
employed to perform topic modeling using Word-to-Vec and 

Bag of Word models. On the other hand, Byte-mLSTM as an 
unsupervised learning algorithm is used to detect full-PII from 
the text corpus. The performance validation of the proposed 
system C-PIIM is carried out concerning clustering 
performance metrics and PII probability in the text corpus. The 
significant contribution of the proposed work can be 
summarized as follows: 

 The proposed system addresses the problem of 
automatically detecting and classifying the possibly 
included PII attributes from the large text data. 

 The study also addresses the problem of precise feature 
extraction from low-quality textdata by introducing an 
effective data modeling and processing mechanism. 

 A topic modeling is done to determine a set of contexts 
that show which category of text document has the 
most probable vulnerable PII. 

 The hybrid nature of the deep learning technique is 
employed to achievehigher accuracy inclassifying the 
PPI from the email or text data. 

The design and development of the proposed system are 
carried out in such a manner that it can meet corporate 
production requirements by automatingmonitoring and 
detecting PII and ensuringagreement. 

The remaining sections of this paper are arranged in the 
following manner. Section II discusses the related work on 
personnel data leakage and PII detection; Section III presents 
the proposed system C-PIIM design and its implementation, 
followed by systematic data modeling and discussion; Section 
IV presents the result and discussion; finally, Section V 
concludes the entire work of this paper. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The incidents of information breaches and openings 
attracted the wide attention of security agencies and 
government, particularly if it encompasses PII. Corporate 
companies, healthcare industries, and social networking sites 
are the most attractive targets for the attackers looking for PII, 
which can be used for identity theft, and even unauthorized 
access to sensitive data. Over the years, personal data leaking 
has been widely studied in the existing literature. A recent 
study by Go et al. [14] raises serious concern on the opening 
and un-intended disclosure of information on social media 
platforms. The authors suggest an intelligent and flexibly 
centralized model based on software-defined networking with 
virtualization to counteract unintended PII opening on the 
network traffic. This work improves the previous work done by 
Liu et al. [15], where automatic detection of PII is carried out 
by employing a set of systematic expressions and dictionary-
based methods. Another work in this context by Ren et al. [16] 
proposes a model, namely ReCon, to address the discloser of 
PII in the mobile network traffic using the supervised learning 
model. ReCon leverages the decision tree to identify and block 
the open PII in the mobile network traffic. 

The application of the learning technique, as in the work of 
Noever [17], proposes a method to identify the Person of 
interest (PoI) and PII from the email dataset of the corporate 
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company. This method uses a mechanism of ensembled 
learning that considers decision trees, support vector classifier, 
random forest, and neural network. The PoI and PII are 
identified from the text analysis, such as financial records and 
emails. This study also analyses the sentiments of several 
employees regarding corporate crises. Zaeem and Barber [18] 
focus on the increasing PII misuses over the Internet. This 
study reveals an interesting statistic concerning lacking user 
privacy preservation incorporate companies in North America. 
The author collected data from the stock exchange platform 
and labeled the collected information with different rating 
scores. This study provides an effective direction so that 
corporate industries can improvise their privacy law. 

In critical applications such as healthcare, researches are 
carried out to find useful information from the medical data or 
records to aid emergency management. However, the 
healthcare records usually consist of patient information, and 
the researchers often encounter PII that needs to be protected. 
In this regard, Michael et al. [19] discussed securing PII for the 
human participant and health research using a big data tool. 
Similarly, Alnemari et al. [20] focus on protecting PII available 
in healthcare data. The authors have presented an interesting 
discussion on the existing techniques for protecting PII. The 
study findings showed that multiple attribute workload 
distribution is more effective than the traditional 
anonymization and differential privacy approaches to obscure 
PII while allowing the researchers to conduct analysis 
efficiently. 

The work of Onik et al. [21] presented an intelligent risk 
classification model based on accumulated mobile application 
permission data to classify vulnerable PII associated with the 
mobile owners. The authors have developed a google-play API 
to collect permission data of several android applications. They 
adopted different ML classifiers to detect the most significant 
PII such as contact number, social graph, email, location, 
biometric ID, and a unique ID. This study has presented 
significant work, but it has achieved less accuracy than similar 
existing research works due to training the model with fewer 
data.The work of Majeed et al. [22] suggested an improved 
vulnerability-aware PII anonymization scheme to ensure user 
privacy. The author used random forest mechanisms to identify 
the identity of the most vulnerable PII and used the Simpson 
index to calculate the diversity to reduce the risk of PII 
disclosure. 

The work of Venkatanathan et al. [23] examined the impact 
of public and private data opening on social media toward 
disclosure of the PII to strangers. This study has demonstrated 
that the wall posts and extensive descriptions of individuals on 
their profile pages in social networks trade significant privacy 
leakage to the world. The authors have also presented an 
analytical design for privacy and PII masking. The work of 
Tesfay et al. [24] studied the challenges and issues in discovery 
of PII from textual data using ontologies, NLP and learning 
approaches. This study has considered the both PII and privacy 
sensitive information with all relevant definitions, and 
terminologies. A systematic approach is carried out to explore 
different types of the problem considering the information 
which needs to be regarded. Liu et al. [25] provided significant 
work on the identification of PII based on the information 

related to the user behavior in the network traffic. Firstly, the 
authors have discussed on the role of application and internet 
service provider that collects data user information to enhance 
their quality of experience, traffic control and improve security 
services. Further, the authors have discussed the challenges in 
identifying PII from the massive network traffic. The authors 
then presented an efficient algorithm, namely TPII, to address 
the detection of PII in the massive and complex nature of 
traffic data. A concept of a decision tree with an optimization 
approach is used to perform the classification of the PII. This 
study uses a dataset of real data gathered from a university 
network with more than 10k users. The work of Vishwamitra et 
al. [26] suggested a collaboratively controlling mechanism for 
protecting PII for photo sharing over the social network. The 
presented scheme is designed based on the multiparty access 
control mechanism and policy specification-based detection 
process. 

III. RESEARCH PROBLEM 

In literature, a number of research works have been 
presented for privacy security concerning PII. This section 
highlights some significant issues associated with the existing 
approaches as follows: 

 It has been analyzed that research works on detecting 
PII in unstructured text corpus using ML and NL is 
quite limited. 

 Most of the existing works do not providea 
comprehensive insight into data modeling and its 
processing regarding PII discovery. 

 However, they have achieved a good result for 
structured data, but the existing techniques may show 
poor performance for low-quality data, like 
email,which is often unstructured as it contains many 
acronyms, short-text, and errors. 

 The existing studies lack topic modeling, which is 
important when dealing with private information 
discovery. 

 It has also been noticed that the previous prediction-
based approaches based on the traditional machine 
learning and statistical techniqueslack 
efficiencyandhence, suffer from huge computational 
overhead to achieve higher accuracy in the privacy 
information detection and classification process. 

Hence, the problems mentioned above are addressed in the 
proposed study. The next section details the proposed system 
and strategy adopted in its implementation. 

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

The proposed research study focuses on detecting PII from 
the large unstructured text corpus to advance privacy practices 
and create better regulations in the communication processes. 
The study believes that the chain of custody of the data, i.e., 
information in the internal communication, must not be broken 
and openly disclosed. The PII in the data must be retrieved 
only when it is necessary.Therefore, an effective and 
automated system is developed to identify PII from the large 
text corpus that consists of emails and text messages. The 
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current work does not intend to detect quasi PII. Instead, the 
method is devised to identify full PII to check if there is a 
direct identifier such as name, email address and social security 
numbers etc., based on the subject and contents of the text 
corpus. The introduced model adopts the application of ML 
and NLP for clustering the full-PII identifiers and non-PII 
identifiers from a large unstructured text corpus. The schematic 
architecture of the proposed model is described in Fig. 2. 

The implementation of the proposed model follows a 
systematic data modeling to achieve a suitable and precise 
feature vector for the clustering process using unsupervised 
learning for PIIidentification from the unstructured text corpus. 
The system design consists of a total of five core modules, 
namely, i) Dataset and its importance, ii) Dataset visualization, 
iii) pre-processing, iv) Topic modeling using NLP, and 
v) mLSTM implementation for PII identification. 

A. Dataset and its Importance 

This section presents a brief description of the dataset and 
its importance in the context of PII detection in corporate 
companies. A collaborative consortium of the 22 institutions 
under the flagship of the Artificial intelligence center of SRI, 
international has initiated a project, namely, "for Cognitive 
Agent that Learns and Organizes (CALO)". The "Enron email 
dataset" was collected during the project CALO. There is an 
interesting background behind the creation of this dataset an 
investigation study by the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC) behind the malpractices followed within 
the eco-system of the Enron corporation – a flagship company 
that has revenue up to 101 billion USD till the year 2000 and 
became bankrupt in the year 2001. The FERC made the Enron-
email dataset public for the first time, containing email 
communication data from 150 senior management with 
approximately half a million messages. The various 
acquisitions and transitions in the dataset have taken place 
from time to time. In this paper, a version of the dataset 
published by Carnegie Mellon University in 2015 is used, 
obtained from the Kaggle. The top contributors are the 
researchers majorly from the two countries, including the 
United States and India. The statistics in Table I show its 
current popularity status. 

B. Dataset Visualization 

In this section, exploratory analysis is carried to visualize 
the characteristics and attributes of the data set to comprehend 
the need for pre-processing over the text dataset for further 
processing in the topic modeling. Since this is the initial phase 
of the proposed system implementation, the first step is to 
import the dataset (DS) available in the form of .csv to the data 
frame (DF) of the computing environment, which represents 
the entire structure of DS in tabular representation with rows 
(R) and columns (C). The structure of DF is illustrated with 
text samples in Table II. 

In Table II, visualization of DF is carried out that represents 
a total of 517401 categorical data   R corresponding to 2 
headers fields such that {file, message}   C, where the file (F) 
refers to the actual placewhere all the mail is stored that 
contains user information (   ), type of inbox (     ) and 
subfolder (  ) on the mail, such that F     {  ,     ,   }. 

On the other hand, message (   ) consists of the email content 

(body) and header (H) of the email. A sample view of    is 

shown in Fig. 3. 

Further, the analysis on the 'file'  C is carried out towards 
identifying its uniqueness, and it is found that it does not 
associate with any repetitive and duplicate entries. The next 
section presents pre-processing operation to split the header 
and body of the     for the PII detection. 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic Architecture of the Proposed Model. 

TABLE I. POPULARITY INDICATOR OF THE ENRON-EMAIL DATASET 

Views Downloads 
Download per view 

ratio 

Total unique 

contribution 

245000 29300 0.12 180 

TABLE II. VISUALIZATION OF DF 

SI. No file message 

0 allen-p/_sent_mail/1. 
Message-ID: <18782981. 

1075855378110.JavaMail. e 

1 
allen-
p/_sent_mail/10. 

Message-ID: <15464986. 
1075855378456.JavaMail. e 

2 
allen-

p/_sent_mail/100. 

Message-ID: <24216240. 

1075855687451.JavaMail. e 

3 
allen-
p/_sent_mail/1000. 

Message-ID: 
<13505866.1075863688222.JavaMail.e 

      

517400 
zufferli-

j/sent_items/99 

Message-ID:<28618979. 

1075842030037.JavaMail. e 
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the Message Field in the Dataset. 

C. Dataset Preprocessing 

Based on the exploratory analysis, it has been analyzed that 
the email dataset is associated with a different form of text 
representation; some are small, and some texts are capital in 
between the sentences. It has also been identified that most 
email bodies have wide spaces and new line characters, which 
may introduce uncertainty and ambiguity in the learning 
model. Therefore, the study considers removing wide spaces, 
newline characters, and transforming capital letters into small 
letters. Further, the algorithm performs a data splitting 
operation to separate the header and body of the messages filed 
of the email dataset. The above-mentioned algorithm 
demonstrates pre-processing operation carried out for 
removing irrelevancy in the dataset, which after processing 
provides Header and Body of message field as a separate 
vector. However, the data in     also consists of stop words 

and punctuations with low entropy, but in the current study, it 
is considered significant in topic modeling. 

Algorithm-1email Data Pre-processing 

Input:    

Output:           and          

Start: 
Init H    , B     

             

                               

                                               do 

                    

                                 

                     

            

                       

                       

H              

B            

End 

D. Topic Modelling 

The PII has different nature thatreflects user privacy and 
identity differently. The identification of a certain type of PII is 
not a much challenging task. However, identifying the most 
vulnerable PII in unstructured text corpus is a challenging task. 
If such vulnerable PII is identified or exposed in the data, their 
presence may increase privacy risks.Once compromised, 
attackers can use the data to obtain PII to harm users by social 
engineering attacks or identity theft. Therefore, organizations 
or individuals must assess vulnerable PII to reduce the risk of 
privacy leakage. Therefore, the proposed study performs topic 
modeling to examine a set of documents and extract the 
categories and groups that reflect probable vulnerable PII. The 
proposed study considers topic modeling as an NLP problem 
and adopts the Word2vec model [27], an unsupervised text 
clustering model. The model takes the document text or email 
body (B) as input and gives a topic vector as an output. The 
document is converted to a vector with the help of the bag of 
words (BoW) technique, which is a word matrix that represents 
the count of each word in B. The sample representation of the 
word matrix for text data is illustrated in Fig. 4 where each row 
(R) of the matrix represents a B and the column represents 
tokenized text contained in the B of the email. 

The word matrix obtained from the BoW is then fed to the 
word2vec algorithm to group emails into a cluster based on the 
topics needed for the study. However, the number of clusters 
can be limited, and in the current study, it has been limited to 
three clusters: personnel emails, work emails, and forward 
emails. Fig. 5 illustrates the working procedure of the 
word2vec algorithm m. 

 

Fig. 4. A Bag of Words Algorithm 

W

D

W

W

W
W(t-1)

W(t+1)

W(t+2)

CONCATENATE

w(t)

Input Mapping Output

 

Fig. 5. Architecture of Word2vec Algorithm. 
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Once the model is trained, it can be used for text 
partitioning. Text partitioning is a collective term used to 
assign a topic to the text corpus and separate the corpus based 
on the topics extracted. In this case, the text is separated based 
on whether the email is personal or work or forwarded. This 
classification is preferred since, logically speaking, personal 
mails may reveal more PII than work email and forwarded. It 
should be noted that the work email contains more sensitive 
and confidential data than personal email. However, the scope 
of this study is to protect individual privacy rather than 
protecting the company's data. Other modules will be in a 
position to prevent data leakage. With this, the topics will be 
assigned to respective clusters, and new data is obtained that 
willbe further provided as an input to the next algorithm for PII 
detection. The output of the word2vec for topic modeling is 
demonstrated using word cloud as follows. 

The word cloud of personal email is shown in Fig. 6, which 
reveals that the words are mostly related to personal topics like 
vacation planning or ranting about the employers etc. This is 
the place where most of the quasi and full PII can be exposed 
since people may speak about their family and friends in such 
emails. The next word cloud is shown for the work email. 

In Fig. 7, the word cloud is shown for work emails that 
describe most of the words repeated here are related to the 
company's fuel and energy, which is the company's main 
domain. Since most of the discussion is about the company 
work, the chances of exposure of PII are significantly less. 
However, the people speak about their colleagues and 
employers, and hence there will be PII exposure in these emails 
as well. For example, the word 'Pallen'shown in the word cloud 
is an important person in the company. 

 

Fig. 6. Word Cloud for Personal Email. 

 

Fig. 7. Word Cloud for Work Email. 

 

Fig. 8. Word Cloud for a Forwarded Email. 

The word cloud for forwarded email isdepicted in Fig. 8 
that showsdiscussions were more about the general context, 
such as jokes or some commonly shared information. These 
types of emails may contain very little PII. The next section 
presents an unsupervised learning model, namely byte 
mLSTMalgorithm, for detecting PII in the text data Corpus. 
Byte mLSTM is an unsupervised approach for NLP or text 
processing [2]. In the present study, it is being used to detect 
PII. 

E. Byte-mLSTM 

Long-short-termmemory (LSTM) is an improved version of 
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) model, suitable for sequence 
classification problems. In the proposed study, a different form 
of LSTM, i.e., byte mLSTM algorithm, is used to perform the 
clustering of text into normal text and PII. The mLSTM is 
given by Krause et al. [28] designed based on the joint 
approach of LSTM and multiplicative RNN architecture. The 
detection of PII in the proposed study using Byte m-LSTM can 
be described as clustering problem of   samples such that 
               into   groups described by    using a 
nonlinear mapping function       , where x denotes input 

sequences of length L where        and   denotes centroid 

and            ,   is the training parameters, and     is 
the embedded feature space from the model. For a given input 
sequence   to the learning model Byte m-LSTM, the encoder 
      

  at time    and LSTM cell   and Decoder combinedly 
trained to reconstruct input feature vector space   in inverse 
order by reducing the following objective as follows: 

∑ ∑        
     

       
               (1) 

Where,    refers to the training set sequences, and   output 
state of the encoder is used as the initial input    to the decoder 
part of the the-LSTM model. The decoder part then gets a state 

         and maps to the expected output space     
  

corresponding to the target      vector space. In the training 
phase, the model employed CAHL (Clustering assignment 
hardening loss) function, which is explicit and most suitable for 
the clustering mechanism. The proposed study considers 
stabilized resemblances between data points and    as a soft 
assignment (   ) of   with statistical estimation technique to 
measure the resemblance between learned features    and   . 
The probability of assigning sample        can be numerically 
represented as follows: 
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Where    corresponding to       after feature 
representation and   denotes the degree of freedom. In the 
proposed study,  is constant, which is considered equal to 1. 
In the next step of the resemblance between the distributions is 
evaluated using KLD by reducing the distance between     and 
the supplementary distribution   and probability distribution   
as follows: 

         ∑ ∑        
   

   
⁄              (3) 

Where    denotes relative entropy,     and             , 

respectively, are enhanced and adjusted through the 
backpropagation mechanism of the neural network, resulting 
inthe reduced distance between the data samples corresponding 
assigned k towards a better quality of clusters. However, the 
data points of a cluster closer to the average value of another 
cluster may adversely impact the loss. Therefore,     is further 
normalized based on the frequency for each cluster   and 
raised by power factor 2 numerically expressed as follows: 

     

   
 

  
⁄

∑
 

   
 

   
⁄ 

              (4) 

where,    denotes     frequency 

The proposed architecture of mLSTM for text clustering is 
given in Fig. 9, consisting of two blocks, i.e., encoder and 
decoder LSTM. The encoder parts consist of multiple LSTM 
cells in parallel to the decoder part. 

Dense Layer

LSTM3

LSTM2

LSTM1

Embedding layer

Input

Embedding layer

Input

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

Encoder

Decoder

Embedding layer

State

 

Fig. 9. The Schematic Architecture of mLSTM. 

It can be observed that the LSTM-1 layer of the decoder 
network is placed parallel to LSTM 3 of the encoder layer. In 
the proposed study, the input to the learning model is carried 
out in the sequence of ASCII code of each letter in the input 
text. The encoder is an LSTM layer that accepts delayed input 
in the form of a vector forwards it to LSTM one by one in a 
sequence. The training of implemented learning model is 
carried out by loss function, namely, CAHL.The model takes 
input as H, clusters obtained from previous Algorithm 
word2vec, i.e., personnel (P), work (W), and forwarded (F) 
with the help of an encoder at the input layer. The encoder 
takes the input {H,P,W, F}and converts every character into 
ASCII code, which is fed one by one in a sequence. The model 
considers a sequence encoder instead of a window function, as 
the sequence encoder always works better in NLP problems. At 
the same time, the Decoder is takingthe output of the previous 
algorithm, i.e., word2vec, and also header information which is 
non-sequential data. In this process, layer 3 of the encoder and 
layer 1 of the Decoder functions parallelly. The output of the 
Decoder LSTM-1 layer is multiplied by the output of encoder 
LSTM-3. The multiplication operation in m-LSTM is carried 
out using an embedding layer that acts as a multiplier, letting 
the encoder input pass or stop based on the output of the 
decoder layer. The decoder LSTM also changes its output 
according to the input given in the encoder, and due to this 
reason,the LSTM-3 layer of the encoder is made aware ofthe 
LSTM1 layer of the Decoder. 

V. DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVE 

The management of private information and its legislation 
is one of the important issues for organizations today. For 
instance, email is one of the main sources of communication in 
most corporate companies. However, this is also one of the 
potential sources of privacy leaks. In this regard, companies 
need an effective technology that can automate the process of 
managing personal information, assisting in monitoring PII 
leaks in the workflow process.Although the previous works 
have shown considerable efforts in private information 
discovery, to date, none of the existing techniques are more 
effective at identifying potentially vulnerable PII and its 
source. The proposed study attempted to address this issue by 
designing an effective mechanism of topic modeling that 
shows different categories of text documents containing 
sources and different aspects of the vulnerable PII. The 
proposed work focuses on detecting full PII followed by 
clustering operations that allow to determine and derive 
valuable patterns between text elements that help to offers 
important meaning to distinguish structures of PII. Unlike 
previous techniques, the proposed study uses hybrid nature of 
deep learning mechanism that detects and highlights the 
presence of PII in the given text data without depending on 
other external resources and rule-based approaches. The 
advantage of the adopted learning mechanism is that it 
achieves better generalization by taking advantage of both 
LSTM and multi-placative RNN (m-RNN) algorithms. The 
LSTM is good at handling natural language as sequence 
classification problems. With the implementation of a suitable 
embedding and encoding layer, LSTM can generalize the 
actual meaning in the text data. The advantage of m-RNN is 
that it generalizes long-term dependencies between the input 
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text feeds and achieves stability in the overall learning 
process.Therefore, the learning model of unsupervised nature 
employed in the proposed system is efficient in addressing the 
problem of modeling text elements under a variable context. 
Another significance of the proposed model is that it can 
support and handle large and unstructured text corpus and 
faster responsive features. The model's design is user 
interactive, flexible to different lengths of data usage, and 
offers a better discovery of private information than the 
existing system. 

VI. RESULT AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The design and implementation of the proposed system are 
carried out using the Python programming language. The 
current study's entire work followed systematic data modeling 
and a clustering approach to identify PII from the unstructured 
text corpus.The outcome obtained for the proposed C-PIIM 
based on NLP and unsupervised learning employed in the 
study yielded promising results. This section discusses the 
results and performance analysis of the proposed C-PIIM 
concerning the type of mails, message head, and body. Also, 
the model's effectiveness is justified based on the comparative 
analysis of the proposed clustering method with the existing 
hierarchal clustering method [29] regarding two clustering 
performance metrics such as silhouette and cohesion score. The 
performance metric cohesion can be defined as a performance 
indicator that shows how fit the class methods are identical to 
each other. The performance metric silhouette can be described 
as a performance indicator that measures the quality of a 
clustering technique, numerically expressed as follows: 

            
     

         
             (5) 

The analysis from Fig. 10 shows thata maximum number of 
texts are within 10,000 – 20,000 characters. The total number 
of characters includes the characters in the header as well as 
the body and whitespaces. There are some mails whose length 
goes up to 2,00,000 characters upon further inspection; such 
lengthy mails are regarding knowledge transfer. However, a 
significant observation can be made from the analysis that most 
PII is being exposed in shorter mails. The following analysis in 
Fig. 11 is carried out regarding PII identification (%) in various 
mails determined from the topic modeling. 

 

Fig. 10. Histogram for the Length of Emails in a Number of 

Characters. 

 

Fig. 11. Percentage of PII in Various Types of Mail. 

The graph trend from Fig. 11 exhibits that personnel mail 
has a higher percentage of PII exposer than the work category 
and forward category of mails. The outcome shows 80% of the 
PII is exposed in personal mail, 18% is exposed in work 
emails, and only around 2% is exposed in the forwarded 
emails. Therefore, from the analysis, most of the PII is exposed 
in the personal mails. 

In Fig. 12, analysis is carried out concerning message 
contents. The graph trend exhibits, the headers contain more 
PII compared to the body contents. This comes as no surprise 
as the header always contains the email and name of both 
sender and receiver. However, this will be prevented by the 
system for exposure of PII. The main focus is the body of the 
mail, where 20% of the PII is exposed. It exposes vital data 
which may be used to cause a financial loss to the individual. 
The next analysis presents the proposed system's comparative 
analysis with the existing hierarchical method regarding 
culturing performance metrics. 

 

Fig. 12. Percentage of PII in Header and Body. 
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Fig. 13. Comparative Analysis. 

Fig. 13 exhibits that the proposed C-PIIM outperforms the 
existing method in terms of silhouette and cohesion metric. 
From the analysis, the proposed system achieved 0.7156 and 
0.1832 silhouette and cohesion scores, respectively. In contrast, 
the existing method has achieved 0.1421 and 0.1832 silhouette 
and cohesion scores, respectively, proving the proposed 
model'seffectiveness and applicability for real-time 
implementation. The next Fig. 14 presents the outcome 
achieved by the proposed model C-PIIM. 

 

Fig. 14. Detection of PII. 

Fig. 14 exhibits the outcome of the proposed C-PIIM that 
highlights the presence of PII in the email (text corpus) of the 
user, that contains addresses unique to sender and receiver as 
well as it also reflects the email address of some senior person 
of the company, which may be vulnerable to social engineering 
threat or identity theft. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

As PII collection continues to increase, the costs of data 
breaches also increase, ranging from economic losses to 
reputation losses. For understanding the risks associated with 
privacy opening, several efforts have been made in the 
literature to detect PII disclosure and leaks. However, there are 
limited works regarding PII detection in the large unstructured 
text corpus. In this paper, NLP and Byte-mLSTM mechanisms 

are used to design an effective model for the purpose of PII 
leak detection.The proposed system comprises topic modeling 
for segmenting and grouping data storage categories that 
account for disclosure of potential or most vulnerable PII. Byte 
mLSTM as unsupervised learning is employed as an effective 
clustering mechanism to detect vulnerable PII in the text data. 
The study outcome proved the effectiveness of the proposed 
clustering-oriented PII detection compared to the existing 
hierarchical clustering approach. The proposed model can be 
used in real-time scenarios like in the corporates to warn their 
employees against sending PII included in the email. However, 
the model is limited to detection of full PII, cannot detect Quasi 
PII. The proposed study will be extended in future work 
considering the quasi PII and de-identification process. 
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Abstract—This study aims to create a network security system 

that can mitigate attacks carried out by internal users and reduce 

attacks from internal networks. Further, a network security 

system is expected to overcome the difficulty of mitigating attacks 

carried out by internal users. The goal of this research is to 

analyze the effectiveness of the Next-Generation Firewall 

implemented to improve network security. The method used in 

this research is the comparison method with a test of TCP SYN 

attack, UDP flood attack, ICMP smurf attack, and DHCP 

starvation attack on a company network. From the experiment 

results, it can be concluded that the Next-Generation Firewall 

has significantly better performance for protecting mitigating 

attacks carried out by internal users on a company network. It 

can increase the security of data communication networks 

against threats from the internal networks. 

Keywords—Network security; next-generation firewall; TCP 

SYN attack; UDP flood attack; ICMP smurf attack 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Advances in IT technology today bring security concerns. 
So, it is crucial to secure network infrastructure [1]. Some 
widely used mechanisms to secure the network are firewall, 
Intrusion Detection System (IDS), and Intrusion Prevention 
System (IPS). A firewall is a software or hardware-based 
network security system that controls incoming and outgoing 
network traffic by analyzing packets and determining whether 
packets are allowed through the firewall or not based on the 
rules created. The firewall works on Transmission Control 
Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) [2]. Other mechanisms to 
secure the network are Intrusion Detection System (IDS), 
which can detect unauthorized attack activity, and Intrusion 
Prevention System (IPS), which can perform actions to prevent 
intrusion or attack on the network [3]. The purpose of using 
Firewall, IPS, or IDS is to protect the internal network from 
external attacks network and to protect firewall core network 
from internal attacks. 

In the existing network topology, coal companies currently 
still use traditional firewall devices to provide network security 
for the company's data center network infrastructure. 
Traditional firewalls that are currently implemented in the 
company have not been able to prevent attacks from attackers 
originating from the local area network, such as DHCP 
Starvation attacks, TCP Syn Attacks, UDP Flood Attacks and, 
ICMP Smurf Attacks, to the coal company's core network 
firewall because traditional firewalls are currently only able to 
block data/traffic that passes in the form of ip addresses, ports, 
and protocols and cannot block specific data or detect the 
contents of data packets that pass through the network [18] 
[19]. Traditional Firewall rules and policies are not able to 

block these attacks due to the limitations of features in general 
in traditional enterprise firewall devices or other traditional 
firewall devices. The design of the Next Generation Firewall 
implementation on the pfSense firewall device is expected to 
be able to prevent attacks originating from the local area 
network to the core network firewall. The advantage of Next 
Generation Firewall compared to traditional firewalls is that it 
is able to provide network security functions by implementing 
packet blocking and a deep packet inspection feature against a 
number of malicious packets passing through the network. The 
Next Generation Firewall will periodically protect against new 
types of attacks that have not been identified by traditional 
firewalls. In this study, the Next Generation Firewall was 
integrated with an existing firewall that functions only as a 
router that currently exists in the company's network 
infrastructure. 

Based on previous research papers that have been 
reviewed, previous research only used firewall, Intrusion 
Prevention System (IPS) and Intrusion Detection System (IDS) 
devices to prevent SQL Injection attacks, OS Bash Injection 
Attacks, HTTP Traffic, DDoS attacks, Port Scanners, and 
Password Brute Force. There has been no research that focuses 
on preventing attacks from attackers on traditional firewalls, 
IPS and IDS such as DHCP Starvation attacks, TCP Syn 
Attacks, UDP Flood Attacks, and ICMP Smurf Attacks. So, 
our motivation in this research is to contribute by adding new 
methods of preventing or mitigating types of attacks, namely, 
DHCP Starvation attack, TCP Syn Attack, UDP Flood Attack, 
and ICMP Smurf Attack, from local area networks to firewall 
devices from the internal network. 

In this study, a solution for preventing attacks from local 
area networks to the core network firewall infrastructure is the 
use of the Next Generation Firewall pfSense which is 
integrated with the existing firewall that functions as a router. 
In this study, it will be tested using Kali Linux (Nmap, Hping3) 
and Yersinia Tool as attackers and Next Generation Firewall 
pfSense along with its configuration as a prevention of these 
attacks. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Putra and Surantha previously have done research to design 
and implement vulnerability port Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
(HTTP), SQL Injection, and OS Bash Injection Attack on 
servers from internal network or inline mode with Damn 
Vulnerable Web App and Vega Vulnerability Scanner tools. 
The study integrated Cisco ISE Network Access Control, Cisco 
Identity Service Engine (ISE), and Intrusion Prevention System 
(IPS) on Cisco Firepower 8250 devices. In the study, the attack 
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test was carried out on the windows server and then SQL 
Injection attack and OS Bash Injection Attack were performed 
on the server. The test results obtained that the integration of 
cisco ISE as Network Access Control (NAC) and Cisco 
Firepower 8250 devices as IPS can prevent attacks to HTTP 
ports, SQL Injection, and OS Bash Injection Attack the server 
from internal attacks. Compared to using only NAC devices 
because Cisco ISE devices can not prevent such attacks [4]. 

Erlacher and Dressler researched the implementation of 
Signature-based Network Intrusion Detection Systems using 
the Snort tool and in the research, they used Novel Flow-based 
Network Intrusion Detection Systems-Flow Information 
Export-based Signature-based Intrusion Detection System 
(NIDS FIXIDS). In the study, Tool Vermont (Versatile 
Monitoring Toolkit) served as a network monitoring toolkit 
and was combined with snort to prevent and detect attacks of 
massive HTTP traffic or high-speed traffic. The attack was 
tested using the Cisco Trex Traffic generator tool by sending 
high-speed HTTP traffic on a network that has been running 
NIDPS and FIXIDS. The test results improved methods for 
preventing and detecting a massive traffic attack on the 
network [5]. 

Other research by Bul'ajoul, James, and Shaikh researched 
the implementation of a Network Intrusion detection 
prevention system (NIDPS) using the Snort tool as NIDPS 
with a new Novel NIDPS architecture method. In the study, the 
snort tool that functioned as NIDPS could not prevent and 
detect attacks optimally when it received a huge traffic attack 
or high-speed traffic. Testing was done from Wincap, Flooder 
Packet, and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) replay tools 
as attackers transmit TCP and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) 
traffic attacks. Testing with Novel NIDPS method architecture 
and integrating with Cisco Layer 3 switch resulted in better 
attack prevention and detection methods despite massive traffic 
attacks or high-speed traffic to internal networks [6]. 

Other research, which was conducted by Kaur and Singh, 
examined Web-Based attacks or attacks on a website on a 
network using deep learning-based system methods as hybrid 
intrusion detection and signature generation to prevent and 
detect attacks on the web. The prevention and detection of such 
attacks using D-Sign Architecture consist of Misuse Detection 
Engine, Anomaly Detection Engine, and Signature Generation 
Engine. In the study, the attack was tested by experimenting 
with attacks to a web with various HTTP traffic attacks. The 
results of D-Sign Architecture Implementation combined with 
Deep Recurrent Neural Network-based anomaly detection can 
produce better prevention and detection in the event of a 
known attack or a new attack on HTTP [7]. 

Duppa and Surantha did review and comparison testing 
traditional Intrusion Prevention System and Next-Generation 
Intrusion Prevention System. In the study, testing Next-
Generation IPS to protect the network from attacks that take 
advantage of traditional IPS weaknesses, namely exploitation 
to HTTP Port or layer 7. Testing was done using Kali Linux as 
an attacker from inline or internal network mode with SQL 
Injection attack and malicious site exploit. The device used as 
NGIPS is Cisco Fire Power. From the penetration testing 
results, it can be concluded that Next-Generation IPS using the 

Cisco Firepower device can prevent SQL Injection attacks and 
malicious site exploit better than traditional IPS [8]. 

Ring and Landes researched the implementation using two 
methods, namely Unsupervised Port Scan Detection (UPDS) 
and Supervised Port Scan Detection (SPDS) in the research, to 
prevention of port scanning TCP and UDP protocols in a traffic 
network, such as scanning ports that open on Switch, Router, 
and Firewall devices. The scanning port was done in the 
research with the Nmap tool combined with Open Stack and 
NetFlow. The research compared the port scanning test 
algorithm with several TFDS, TRQ-SYN, UPDS, SPDS, and 
Webster. The test results obtained the results that UPDS and 
SPDS algorithms on the network can reduce or prevent an 
attacker from being able to scan open ports on the network or 
the user client [9]. 

Three-Tier Novel Architecture for Intrusion Detection and 
Prevention System in Software Defined Network was for 
prevention of DDoS attacks on a network. The research 
compared and tested Novel Three-Tier architecture with 
Intrusion Detection and Prevention SDN-IoT method to 
prevent replay attack, Mima attack, forgery attack, DDoS 
attack, on SDN network. From the test results, from the test 
results, it can be concluded that using Novel Three-Tier 
architecture for Intrusion Detection Prevention System (IDPS) 
can be guided from attacks on the system rather than the old 
Intrusion Detection and Prevention SDN-IoT [2]. 

Research conducted by Rengaraju and Ramanan researched 
the implementation of Intrusion Prevention System on 
Software Defined Networking network to secure Software-
Defined Clouds (SDC) network as a controller for Denial-of-
Service (DoS) and ICMP Flooding attack prevention. Attack 
testing was carried out with the hping3 tool. From the test 
results obtained, SDC Controller that serves as Access List 
(ACL) and IPS can prevent Denial-of-Service (DoS) and ICMP 
Flooding attacks with Signature-based method [10]. 

Research conducted by Karim and Handa researched 
Intrusion Detection System, which is increasingly a key 
element of system security that is used to identify the malicious 
activities in a computer network or system. Hybrid computing 
is one of the latest and an emerging area in the Information and 
Technology (IT) sector, which has given a different dimension 
to the organizations. Performance and security aspects and the 
major issues have to be addressed in Hybrid Computing. This 
research will attempt to give an overall idea about Hybrid 
computing, Intrusion, types of Intrusion Detection Systems, 
and earlier works done on Intrusion Detection System [11]. 

A global intrusion detection system composed by 
autonomous Internet-distributed detection systems was 
proposed. In our approach, distributed detection elements 
cooperate by sending information about a potential threatening 
flow that traverses its Autonomous System (AS). Distributed 
Intrusion Detection Systems (DIDS) use Border Gateway 
Protocol (BGP) updating capabilities in order to spread 
intrusion warning messages across Internet routing domain so 
as to notify the SIEM of the attack target. When an anomalous 
in-transit traffic is detected, the AS integrated IDS gathers all 
attributes of the anomalous flow in the extended BGP Network 
Layer Reachability Information (NLRI) field and advertises it 
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towards the AS target of the intrusion. Then, the SIEM of the 
target AS can use such information set to manage related 
protection countermeasures [12] [13]. 

Other research by Choi and Allison is in the form of a 
review paper related to the methods used Intrusion Prevention 
System and Intrusion Detection System. IPDS performs attack 
prevention and detection using 2 algorithms, namely signature-
based detection and anomaly detection. In the study, the 
authors emphasized the use of IDPS implementation in a small 
to Medium-size Enterprise in preventing and detecting attacks 
within computer networks [14]. 

This research was to analyze the effectiveness of the Next 
Generation Firewall that was implemented to secure IoT in 
smart house and company network. The method used in this 
research was the method of comparison with a test of DDoS 
attacks, phishing, and SQL Injection on both network, smart 
house network, and company network. From the results of 
experiment, it can be concluded that the Next Generation 
Firewall has significantly better performance for protecting 
smart house and company network and it can increase security 
of data communication networks against threats from the 
Internet [15]. 

Sri Lanka Institute of Information Technology Computing 
(Pvt) Ltd representatives presented research in 2016 on how to 
create a more secure network by integrating firewall capability 
and firewall technologies. The findings of the experiment 
prove that the suggested concept is capable of constructing a 

stable network. This study discussed how firewalls are used to 
shield infrastructure from outside intruders and how Virtual 
Private Networks (VPN) allow encrypted access to the 
corporate network over non secure public networks [16]. 

Other research by Kishan, Rami, and Lei researched the 
Traditional firewalls are incapable of coping with emerging 
threats such as targeted and data-focused attacks. This paper 
discusses a survey of the different types of current and next-
generation firewalls, highlighting their potential functionalities. 
The different technologies implemented in Next-Generation 
Firewall (NGFW) for network security were highlighted. 
Additionally, the advantages of the next-generation firewalls 
were compared against the traditional firewalls. Also, in this 
paper, the primary network security goals, their recent 
emerging security threats, and their potential solutions to 
protect the network are discussed [17]. 

Most data centers still use traditional firewalls, Intrusion 
Prevention System (IPS), and Intrusion Detection System 
(IDS) to provide network security in data centers. Traditional 
firewalls, IPS, and IDS applied in this data center cannot detect 
attacks with different variants, such as TCP SYN attacks, UDP 
flood attacks, ICMP smurf attacks, and DHCP starvation 
attacks. By utilizing anomaly-based because traditional 
firewall, IPS, and IDS weaknesses only understand the identity 
of data passed based (IP address and port used) and unable to 
recognize deep packet inspection, unable to know what is in 
the data package of these attacks. 

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF RESEARCH ON IPS, IDS AND FIREWALL 

No Reference Research Topics Method Tools 

1 
Putra & Surantha, 

2019 

implementation Cisco ISE and IPS NAC to prevent SQL 

Injection attacks and OS Bash Injection Attack on servers. 

Network Access Control and Intrusion 

Prevention System (IPS) 

Cisco ISE and Cisco 

Firewall Firepower 

2 
Erlacher & 

Dressler, 2019 

Implementation of Signature-based Network Intrusion 

Detection Systems to prevent HTTP Traffic attacks 

Signature-based Network Intrusion 

Detection Systems 

Snort, Tool Vermont, and 

Cisco Trex Traffic generator 

3 
Bul’ajoul, James, 

& Shaikh, 2019 

Implementation of Network Intrusion detection prevention 

system (NIDPS) to prevent substantial traffic attacks or 
high-speed traffic on an internal network 

Novel Network Intrusion Detection 

Systems architecture 

Snort, tool Wincap, Flooder 

Packet, and TCP replay 

4 
Kaur & Singh, 

2019 

Research related to Web-Based Attack or attack on a 

website on a network 

Arsitektur D-Sign, Deep Recurrent 

Neural Network-based anomaly 
detection 

Open Web Application 

Security Project (OWASP) 

5 
Duppa & 

Surantha, 2019 

Implementation of Next-Generation IPS Testing to prevent 

SQL Injection and Exploit Malicious Site attacks 

Next Generation Intrusion Prevention 

System (NGIPS) 

Cisco ISE and Cisco 

Firewall Firepower 

6 
Ring, Landes, & 

Hotho, 2018 

Testing and prevention of port scanning to TCP and UDP 
protocols on traffic network for the prevention of port 

scanning on Switches, Routers, and Firewall 

UPDS (Unsupervised Port Scan 
Detection) and SPDS (Supervised Port 

Scan Detection). 

Nmap, Open Stack, and 

NetFlow 

7 
Ali & Yousaf, 
2020 

Intrusion Detection and Prevention System in Software 
Defined Network to prevent DDOS attacks on SDN network 

Deep Learning Novel Three-Tier 
Network simulator 
environment OMNeT++ 4.6 

8 
Choi & Allison, 
2017 

Review paper of attack prevention and detection using 

signature-based detection and anomaly detection algorithms 

in small and medium-sized enterprise network 

Signature-based detection and 
anomaly detection of IDS, IPS 

 

9 
Rengaraju & 
Ramanan, 2017 

Implementation of Intrusion Prevention System in Software 

Defined Networking network for Denial-of-Service attack 

prevention. 

Distributed Firewall with Intrusion 
Prevention System (IPS) for SDC 

Software-Defined Clouds 
Controller 

10 
Soewito & 

Andhika, 2017 

Analyze and implemented the effectiveness of the Next 
Generation Firewall to prevent DDoS attacks, phishing, and 

SQL Injection in bright house and the company network. 

Next Generation Firewall 
LOIC (Low Orbit Ion 
Canon) and NGFW 

Checkpoint 

11 
Tharaka, Silva, & 

Sharmila, 2016 

Analyze firewall capacity and other firewall technologies 
such as packet filtering, network address translation, virtual 

private network, and proxy services. 

Firewall  

12 
Neupane, Rami, 

& Lei, 2018 

A survey of the different types of current and next generation 

firewalls are discussed in details highlighting their potential 
functionalities. 

Next Generation Firewall 
Palo Alto Next Generation 

Firewall 
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Previous research on Literature Review or refer in the 
Table I used a firewall, IPS, and IDS devices to prevent SQL 
injection attacks, OS bash injection attacks, HTTP traffic, 
DDoS attacks, Port scanner, and passwords brute force only. 
No research focused on preventing attacks such as TCP SYN, 
UDP flood, ICMP smurf, and DHCP starvation attacks on 
firewall or router devices. Thus, the motivation of this research 
is to later contribute by adding prevention or mitigation with 
different variants types of attacks that currently often occur in 
network infrastructure in data centers that come from internal 
networks. 

In this research, a solution was proposed to improve 
network security to prevent attacks on the company's 
infrastructure network and prevent attacks from internal 
networks to the company's core network infrastructure by using 
Next-Generation Firewall pfSense and Suricata tool. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. System Design 

As summarized in Table II, the Next-Generation firewall 
used in this research was open source tool security software, 
namely pfSense with OS 2.5.1 series. Next-Generation firewall 
has been connected between the traditional firewall and core 
switches. The Next-Generation firewall pfSense was integrated 
with the traditional firewall with all segments in the network 
infrastructure. Pfsense was able to communicate with a 
traditional firewall as a router to perform the expected 
integration according to the objectives in this study. Switch 
access connected directly to the user's pc using layer 2 switch. 
Computers used as attackers were Asus type with Kali Linux 
OS. 

Fig. 1 proposes a new topology using Next-Generation 
firewall pfSense connected to the network in inline mode. In 
this study, the device was integrated with the existing 
infrastructure. The integration done in this study was a physical 
and logical connection in which the traditional firewall as a 
router internet gateway and the Next-Generation firewall 
pfSense should be able to connect with existing infrastructure 
devices and then configure to integrate existing devices. Policy 
implementation and configuration will be carried out on the 
Next-Generation firewall pfSense to prevent TCP SYN attack, 
UDP flood attack, ICMP Smurf attack and DHCP Starvation 
Attack. To achieve the objectives in this study, a network 
security system that can reduce internal users who carry out 
attacks and reduce attacks from internal networks was created 
by using Next-Generation firewall pfSense. 

In the existing network topology, the traditional firewall 
core network implemented as a router internet gateway, which 
runs Network Address Translation (NAT) service, Routing 
Default route, Domain Name System (DNS) Service, and 
service Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), aims to 
connect internal network clients to connect the internet safely 
and reliably. On the proposed added devices topology above, 
Next-Generation firewall devices implemented the Intrusion 
Prevention System (IPS) feature in inline mode to prevent 
attacks to the traditional firewall core network. On the access 
switch, VLAN and Port Security division are implemented to 
ensure that only clients’ registered Media Access Control 

(MAC) address and VLAN in the switch can be connected to 
the network or the internet. 

TABLE II. EXISTING AND PROPOSED SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS 

Tool Vendor OS Version Function 

RB1016-12G Mikrotik 6.47.8 
Traditional Firewall As 

Router Internet Gateway 

PC with 2 LAN 

Card 
PfSense 2.5.1 Next-Generation Firewall 

 

Fig. 1. Proposed Network Topology. 

Table III presents existing configuration traditional firewall 
Mikrotik as router internet gateway, while Table IV and Fig. 2 
present the configuration of the proposed Next-Generation 
Firewall Pfsense as intrusion prevention system for preventing 
TCP SYN attack, UDP flood attack, ICMP smurf attack, and 
DHCP starvation attack from an internal network. 

TABLE III. CONFIGURATION OF TRADITIONAL FIREWALL MIKROTIK 

Service  Configuration Function 

IP Address 

ip address add 

address=192.168.10.1/24 

network=192.168.1.0 inte 
rface=ether1 

IP Gateway Local Area 

Network 

DHCP Client 

ip dhcp-client add 

interface=wlan1 use-peer-
dns=yes use-peer-ntp=yes add-

default-route=yes 

Request Internet 
Connection to ISP  

NAT 
chain=srcnat action=masquerade 
out-interface=wlan1 log=no log-

prefix="" 

Translation from an 

internal network to 
external 

network/internet 

Default 

Route 

ip route add dst-

address=0.0.0.0/0 
gateway=192.168.1.1 distance=1 

Routing packet to the 

internet from LAN 

DHCP Server 
Add address=192.168.10.0/24 

gateway=192.168.10.1 

Give out ip address to 

LAN 
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TABLE IV. CONFIGURATION OF PROPOSED NEXT-GENERATION FIREWALL 

PFSENSE FOR PREVENTING ATTACKS 

Service Configuration Function 

IP Address 

Interface>LAN>IPv4 address 

192.168.1.1, IPv4 subnet /24, 
description LAN 

Default gateway LAN  

Interface>WAN>IPv4 address 

192.168.10.2, IPv4 subnet /24, 

IPv4 gateway 192.168.10.1 
description WAN 

Connection to 

Traditional Firewall 

Default Route 

System>Routing>Gateways>add 

Interface WAN, address Family 
IPv4, Gateway 192.168.10.1 

Connecting to Internet 

NAT 
Firewall>NAT>Outbond>Mode 

Automatic Outbound NAT 

Translation from an 

internal network to 

external 
network/internet 

DNS 
System>General Setup>DNS 
Server 202.152.254.246 

Translate domain 

names into IP 

Addresses 

Suricata Interface>Service>Suricata Enable Mode IPS  

Intrusion 

Prevention 

System 

Interface>Edit>Enable Block 

Offenders For the prevention of 
TCP SYN, UDP flood, 

ICMP smurf and 

DHCP starvation 
attack 

IPS Mode> Legacy Mode 

Kill State > Enable 

Which IP to Block > SRC 

 

Fig. 2. Enable Configuration IPS on pfSense using Suricata. 

B. Implementation and Testing 

In this research, implementation and testing were carried 
out to prove the solution given to overcome the existing 
problems. This implementation and testing were carried out 
using system design and infrastructure that has been integrated 
with the traditional firewall like a router internet gateway and 
Next-Generation firewall pfSense and Suricata as an Intrusion 
Prevention Systems. By configuring the traditional firewall and 

Next-Generation firewall pfSense, both systems can 
communicate and integrate to achieve the objectives of this 
research. Then, this test took place by trying to simulate an 
attack by connecting the user's laptop to the internal network. 
The attack operating system used the Kali Linux tool hping3 
and additional tool Yersinia that acted as an attacker. In this 
study, the traditional firewall Mikrotik targeted the attack 
connected to the Next-Generation firewall pfSense. Then, the 
attacker would perform a TCP SYN attack, UDP flood attack, 
ICMP smurf attack, and DHCP starvation attack on the 
traditional firewall. Table V presents system specifications 
used for attack testing simulation and Fig. 3 is the attack testing 
topology used in this study. 

In this test, the Next-Generation firewall pfsense was 
located in the middle of an inline configured network so that 
the traditional firewall could immediately decide on the 
package that has been checked. The package was analyzed by 
the Next-Generation firewall pfSense based on signatures or 
anomalies. If the package contains a crime or vulnerability, the 
Next-Generation firewall pfSense will immediately prevent it 
by blocking malicious packages. Then, the Next-Generation 
firewall pfSense can immediately prevent and quarantine the 
computer that is the source of the attack so that it no longer 
launched prolonged attacks on the network. In this test, a 
compliant user was an official network access condition with 
specific requirements. Attack testing employed several sample 
attacks, namely TCP SYN attack, UDP flood attack, ICMP 
smurf attack, and DHCP starvation attack, using tool Hping3 
and Yersinia on Kali Linux OS. 

TABLE V. SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS USED FOR ATTACK TESTING 

SIMULATION 

Perangkat Vendor OS Version Function 

RB951UI-2HND Mikrotik 6.43.1 Traditional Firewall 

Laptop with 2 LAN 
Card 

Pfsense 2.5.1 
Next-Generation 
Firewall 

Notebook Kali Linux Kali Linux Attacker 

 

Fig. 3. Attack Testing Topology. 
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IV. EVALUATION RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The Next-Generation firewall that was used in this study as 
Intrusion Prevention System was open-source pfSense and 
Suricata. Next-Generation firewall pfSense will connect 
traditional firewall Mikrotik device and cisco distribution 
switch. Integrating traditional firewall Mikrotik and Next-
Generation firewall pfSense and Suricata as Intrusion 
Prevention System is expected to prevent an attack from an 
internal network to a traditional firewall core network. 

Next-Generation firewall pfSense and Suricata will prevent 
attacks from internal networks to a traditional firewall core 
network as the purpose of this study expects. The following are 
the results of attack tests that have been done with the Next-
Generation firewall pfSense and Suricata. 

A. TCP Syn Attack 

Based on the tests that have been done, users tried TCP 
SYN attacks using Kali Linux with the hping3 tool on the 
target traditional firewall Mikrotik. The first attacker 
performed a port scan that was available on target. The 
commonly used target is the 80/HTTP service, as shown in 
Fig. 4. Then, the attack used the command hping3 -c 20000 -d 
120 -S -w 64 -p 80 --flood --rand-source 192.168.10.1, as 
shown in Fig. 5, which aims to send the targeted attackers a 
large number of TCP SYN packets. Using only the traditional 
firewall Mikrotik, these attack attempts succeeded by 
exhausting traditional firewall resources and impacting 
performance. As shown in Fig. 6, these attacks can be 
performed because the traditional firewall Mikrotik cannot 
detect the TCP SYN attack pattern. However, using the 
enhancements of the Next-Generation firewall pfSense in this 
study, TCP SYN attack attempts were detected and blocked by 
pfSense. PfSense detects attack patterns and then blocks or 
prevents them before getting to the traditional firewall Mikrotik 
so that network performance becomes regular and smooth. As 
shown in Fig. 7, TCP SYN attacks can be mitigated by 
pfSense. 

 

Fig. 4. Scanning Available Ports on a Target. 

 

Fig. 5. Attacker Send Large Number TCP/SYN Packets. 

 

Fig. 6. TCP SYN Sent from Random Source Addresses. 

 

Fig. 7. Result Log Blocked TCP SYN Attack by Pfsense. 

B. UDP Flood Attack 

Based on the results of the second test, the UDP flood 
attack was carried out on a traditional firewall Mikrotik as a 
target by still using the hping3 tool, starting to attack the UDP 
53 (DNS) protocol port with hping3, as seen in Fig. 8 using the 
CLI --flood --rand-source --UDP -p 53 192.168.10.1 command. 
This attack aimed to create and send many UDP datagrams 
from the pampered IP to the targeted traditional firewall 
Mikrotik. When the firewall receives this type of traffic, it 
cannot process each request and consume its bandwidth by 
sending ICMP "unreachable destination" packets. Using only a 
traditional firewall Mikrotik, these attack attempts succeeded 
by exhausting firewall resources and impacting performance. 
As shown in Fig. 9, using an additional device that was the 
Next-Generation firewall Pfsense in this study, UDP flood 
attack attempts were detected and blocked by pfSense. PfSense 
can detect attack patterns and then block or prevent them from 
getting to the traditional firewall Mikrotik so that network 
performance becomes regular and smooth. As shown in Fig. 10, 
the TCP SYN attack can be mitigated by pfSense. 
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Fig. 8. Attacker UDP Protocol Port 53 (DNS). 

 

Fig. 9. Exhausting the Resources CPU of the Traditional Firewall. 

 

Fig. 10. Result Blocked UDP Flood Attack by Pfsense. 

C. ICMP Smurf Attack 

The third test was an ICMP smurf attack. This type of 
attack uses a large number of Internet Control Message 
Protocol (ICMP) ping firewall that targeted internet broadcast 
addresses, e.g., 192.168.1.255, using the command hping3 --
Icmp --flood --rand-source -c 20000 --spoof 192.168.10.1 
192.168.10.255. as seen in Fig. 11. This attack is aimed at all 
replies sent to the victim instead of the IP used for pinging. 
Using only a traditional firewall Mikrotik, this attack exhausts 
firewall resources and impacts performance, as shown in 
Fig. 12, because the traditional firewall cannot detect the 
pattern of ICMP smurf attack. However, using an enhancement 
that is the Next-Generation firewall Pfsense in this test, ICMP 
smurf attack attempt was detected and blocked by pfSense. 
PfSense can detect attack patterns and then block or prevent 
them from entering traditional firewalls so that network 
performance becomes regular and smooth. As shown in 
Fig. 13, the ICMP smurf attack can be mitigated by pfSense. 

 

Fig. 11. Attacker Sends Large Number ICMP Packets. 

 

Fig. 12. Exhausting the Resources CPU of the Traditional Firewall. 

 

Fig. 13. Result Blocked ICMP Smurf Attack by Pfsense. 

D. DHCP Starvation Attack 

The last attack test was a DHCP hunger attack performed 
on a traditional firewall Mikrotik as a target using the Yersinia 
tool. As seen in Fig. 14, using a Mikrotik firewall, this attack 
can be detected and recognized so that DHCP hunger attacks 
do not make the traditional firewall Mikrotik down. Similarly, 
by using the additional Next-Generation firewall in this test, 
DHCP hunger strike attempts were detected and blocked by 
pfSense. PfSense can detect attack patterns and then block or 
prevent them from getting to the traditional firewall Mikrotik. 
As seen in Fig. 15, starvation attacks can be mitigated by 
traditional firewall Mikrotik and pfSense. 

 

Fig. 14. DHCP Starvation Attack with Tool Yersinia. 
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Fig. 15. Result of Blocked DHCP Starvation Attack by Pfsense. 

Table VI summarizes the results based on the completed 
tests in this study. It shows significantly different results from 
using a traditional firewall only or integrating a traditional 
firewall with a Next-Generation firewall pfSense. The expected 
test results in this study can be achieved using the proposed 
solution. The proposed solution demonstrated that the Next-
Generation firewall pfSense can prevent attacks from internal 
users and can reduce attacks from internal networks based on 
the test scenarios that have been done. With additional devices, 
Next-Generation firewall pfSense can improve network 
security compared to traditional firewall Mikrotik only. 

TABLE VI. RESULT COMPARISON 

N

o 
Type Intrusion Target 

Result 

Firewall 

NGFW Pfsense 

(Proposed 

Solution) 

1 TCP Syn Attack 
Vulnerable 
Firewall 

Allowed Blocked 

2 UDP Flood Attack 
Vulnerable 

Firewall 
Allowed Blocked 

3 ICMP Smurf Attack 
Vulnerable 

Firewall 
Allowed Blocked 

4 
DHCP Starvation 
Attack 

Vulnerable 
Firewall 

Blocked Blocked 

With the results of the tests that have been done in this 
research, the proposed solution is to integrate traditional 
firewall Mikrotik as a router with Next-Generation firewall 
pfSense that can mitigate against internal users who perform 
attacks from internal networks. Thus, network security with 
firewall system integration with a Next-Generation firewall can 
be increased compared to traditional firewall Mikrotik only. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Based on the test results conducted in this study, the 
proposed solution demonstrates that the Next-Generation 
firewall pfSense can prevent attacks from internal users and 
can reduce attacks from internal networks based on the test 
scenarios that have been done. With additional devices, the 
Next-Generation firewall pfSense can improve network 
security compared to traditional firewalls only. However, this 
study still has many limitations, especially on the type of attack 
tested. In this study, attack testing only targeted network 
devices with traditional firewall from internal networks only. It 
is recommended for further research to conduct attack testing 
from the public internet to the internal network in order to 
improve network security better. 
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Abstract—The objective of this study was to apply Clustering 

and K-Means’ techniques to classify the departments of Peru 

according to their Human Development Index. In this article, the 

elbow method was used to determine the optimal number of 

clusters, applying the classification algorithms to group the 

departments of Peru according to their similarities, in addition to 

the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technique for a better 

display of clusters. After applying the unsupervised algorithms, 

the results were more relevant in clusters 2 and 4 according to 

their HDI, made up of the departments of Arequipa, the 

Constitutional Province of Callao, Ica, Lima, Moquegua and 

Tacna, where the most notable is the life expectancy at birth, the 

population with full secondary education, the number of years of 

education, the average per capita income, and the state's density 

index. The results obtained by the K-Means algorithm show 

more cohesive results than the Clustering algorithm. 

Keywords—Clustering; K-Means; elbow method; cohesion; 

separation; human development index 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The main reason for developing this research is to establish 
indicators of similarities and identify which departments have a 
lower or higher level of HDI for the characteristics analyzed 
and manage better levels of life expectancy, access to 
education, income level and index of density of the State, in the 
different areas that allow an adequate formulation of public 
policies and prioritize the social agenda that allows better 
opportunities and degree of progress and equality of citizens. 

The research proposes the application of unsupervised 
Machine Learning algorithms (K-Means and Clustering) to 
observe the formation of clusters, with their respective 
indicators, grouping the departments of Peru into four clusters, 
according to the similarities between them, to measure human 
development through life expectancy, access to education and 
income level. 

In this research, unsupervised learning algorithms were 
proposed to group the departments into clusters, according to 
optimization criteria; being one of the most used the K-Means; 
this algorithm ranks the indicators into clusters. In [1] K-Means 
is a partition grouping technique; the data objects are divided 
into groups that do not overlap. In [2] The clusters allow 
interaction in external networks in which information flows 
and facilitates its transfer. For [3] clustering techniques meta-
learning tools are useful to analyze the knowledge produced by 

modern applications. The elbow method is used to determine 
the optimal number of clusters and a suitable observation, 
fixing the distances between each cluster. 

The most relevant departments according to their HDI are 
found in cluster 2 and cluster 1 are perceived with the lowest 
HDI values, so the State must provide public policies focused 
on the populations of the departments in cluster 1. 

The use of the K-Means and Clustering algorithms require 
the classification of groups with similar characteristics, 
according to the Human Development Indicators (HDI) with a 
high incidence due to altitude and State Density Index; 
therefore, quality information for decision-making in the 
design of public policies to improve HDI by departments and 
regions is provided. 

The structure of the research article presents the state of the 
art according to the study variables, theoretical background 
emphasizing classification techniques, determined the results 
of the clusters, the discussion and conclusions of the research. 

II. RELATED WORK 

To achieve high precision in terms of time and space, in [3] 
considers K-Means to be the best option for large and 
categorical data. It concludes that the K-Means genetic 
algorithm is faster than evolutionary algorithms. In [4] two 
clustering methods: K-Means and hierarchical clumping in air 
pollution studies were reviewed, with the aim of providing a 
review of clustering applications, specifically by using 
hierarchical clustering and k- mean. It was stated that each 
grouping technique has its own advantages and disadvantages 
and there is no a "best" method. 

According to [5] the performance of classification 
algorithms is influenced by certain characteristics of the data 
sets on which they are modeled, such as imbalance in class 
distribution, class overlap, and lack of density. At the same 
time, the circumstances of class overlap and lack of density of 
the minority class in unbalanced data sets are observed. 

As [6] artificial intelligence in medicine shows that 
ultrasonic imaging technologies have a true diagnosis; Two 
types of neural network algorithms have been proposed in three 
categories: USCT images of healthy, fractured and 
osteoporotic bones. Initially, a Convolutional Neural Network 
classifier system is presented and then an evolutionary neural 
network with the AmeobaNet model for the USCT images 
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classification. In [7] emotion recognition through an artificial 
neural network that detects spoken expressions, proposing a 
regularized Bayesian artificial neural network model that 
recognizes emotions through speech. The Berlin database with 
1470 samples of emotions: 500 angry, 300 happy, 350 neutral 
and 320 sad. The performance of the methodology is compared 
with other avant-garde ones used for the same purpose, the 
proposed methodology achieved 95% precision in the 
recognition of emotions, being one of the highest compared to 
other methodologies used. 

In [8] Hybrid approaches to data classification and 
optimization algorithm increase the precision of data 
classification. The study performs Moth Flame (MFO) and 
Fuzzy Min Max Neural Network (FMMNN) optimization 
applications to classify medical data. In terms of classification, 
the experiment achieved 97.74% accuracy for liver disorders 
and 86.95% accuracy for the diabetes data set that is related to 
the achievement of good human health. 

As [9] states, data analysis is used as a tool in different 
fields, clustering plays an important role in the composition of 
the data analysis, thus dealing with the segmentation of the 
data structure in an unknown segment; using the K-Means 
algorithm. This article explains the applications of clustering 
methods and the objectives of clustering with big data. It also 
introduces the clustering technique for identifying data patterns 
by performing sample data analysis. 

In [10] the research examines the CatBoost ranking 
algorithm on loan approval and staff promotion. This algorithm 
outperforms other implemented classifiers. Two types of 
analysis were carried out, in the first one the amount, the type, 
the income of the applicant and the purpose of the loan that 
help to predict the approvals of the loan were considered, in the 
second case the division, the schooling abroad, the geopolitical 
zones, qualification and working years, which had a high 
impact on the promotion of personnel. Based on the 
performance of CatBoost, the algorithm is interesting for a 
better prediction of loan approvals and staff promotion. 

In [11] the K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm is used in 
multidimensional and outlier data due to its precision. A hybrid 
K-Nearest Neighbor approach with optimized particle scoring 
to improve K-Nearest neighbor performance, which is 
implemented in two stages: it first resolves multidimensional 
data by selecting the features with the swarm optimization 
algorithm and the second resolves the presence of outlier’s 
values with the results of stage 1 and applying a new K-Nearest 
Neighbor technique scored. 

In [12] computer diagnosis of tumors is important, as their 
segmentation is difficult to diagnose. The Fuzzy K Means fast 
clustering algorithm based on super pixels was used. These 
images bring a multi-scale morphological gradient 
reconstruction operation that allows getting segmentation 
precision. The results reveal that this approach is fast and 
accurate compared to segmentation algorithms; which provide 
a high precision of 99.58% and an improved RFN value of 
8.34% compared to other methods analyzed. In [13] the logistic 
regression, K-NN applied to the data set in breast cancer, was 
found to determine the well based prediction of the data set. 
Also, with logistic regression an accuracy of 91% was 

achieved, and the detection was early and accurate. Likewise, it 
is seen that to reduce and classify heart disease, the support 
vector machine (SVM) has been adopted, the closest K-NN 
neighbors and the linear discriminant analysis. It has been 
shown that the vector machine turned out to be a better 
classifier with an accuracy of 80.4%. 

In [14] the paper uses fine-tuning transfer learning on 
RNA-Seq gene expression data, classifying 5 types of cancer 
that affect women. The data comes from the genomic data 
commons (GDC) portal, with 2166 samples, along with 19,947 
common genes. Spearman's correlation was used to narrow 
down the number of genes, eliminating those that are highly 
correlated. Gene expression is filtered by selecting values 
greater than 0.25 in the samples. In the gotten profile, the 
samples are transformed into 2D images as data, adapting to 
the convolutional layer of the CNN architecture. We fit four 
previously trained models on the RNA-Seq gene expression 
data, namely ResNet50, DenseNet, Xception and VGG16. The 
Xception architecture shows the highest and most accurate 
performance 98.6%, recovery 97.8%, and F1 score of 98% in a 
five-time cross-validation test and training approach. 

According to [15] the study proposes a model based on 
machine learning to predict new infections expected by 
COVID 19. The model is tested in Egypt and in the 10 highly 
rated countries in September 2020. The proposed model is 
implemented based on algorithms supervised machine learning 
regression. Then compared with one of the more accurate 
prediction models The Bayesian crest, and the results show the 
power of the model compared to its counterpart in all the 
countries studied. 

III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

The rapid development of data collection techniques and 
new storage technologies [11] have allowed organizations to 
retain a large amount of data. With the help of machine 
learning algorithms, the quality of decision-making can be 
supported thus human error can be avoided. Classification [16] 
are supervised techniques that categorize unknown data into a 
specific class or group. In classification, the classes are known 
in advance. 

A. K-Means 

In [17] the K-Means technique is a clustering algorithm, 
machine learning technique. In [18] K-Means is a partition 
clustering technique; data objects are divided into groups that 
do not overlap. 

The K-Means algorithm [3] groups clusters iteratively. 
Calculate the distance means, using an initial centroid, with 
each class that is represented by the centroid, using the distance 
as a metric and giving the k classes in the data set. In the K-
Means algorithm, the mean value of the elements within the 
group is represented in the center of each group. The K-Means 
algorithm [19] groups the data into groups, defining a fixed 
number of groups, assigning data iteratively to the groups 
formed by adjusting the centers in each group. 

The K-Means technique [18] learns the characteristics of a 
data set and forms partitions with them, these partitions are 
called clusters, which represent data with similar features. For 
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numerical data, each group is represented by a centroid, which 
is the mean of the elements in the group. For categorical 
variable data, it corresponds to the object that occurs most 
frequently, which is used as the group prototype. 

K-Means uses the squared Euclidean distance as a measure 
of similarity for cluster membership: 

    ∑ (     )
  

                (1) 

In (1) x and y are points in a D-dimensional space. The 
number of clusters k is determined by minimizing the sum of 
squared errors (SSE), which is given by the sum of the squared 
error in each data pair and its closest centroid. It is given by 
(2). 

    ∑ ∑    ‖     ‖
  

   
 
               (2) 

where    is the centroid of the j-th group, and       if the 

data pair    is in group j and   , j = 0, if    is not in group j. 

The K-Means algorithm [20] randomly selects k data points 
from an original data set to later add them as the center of the 
initial clustering. First, each piece of data is considered a data 
point. Then, the Euclidean distance algorithm is used to 
determine the distance between the data points and the cluster 
center, the data set is preliminarily clustered according to the 
distance. Finally, the average distance of the data in each group 
is calculated, and the center of the group is adjusted, and the 
final result of the grouping is obtained through multiple 
iterations. 

B. Clustering 

Clustering techniques [21] are used in different areas of 
research, such as data classification, taxonomy, document 
retrieval, image segmentation and pattern classification. The 
Clustering algorithm [18] is the technique of grouping 
elements using a similarity measure. The grouping can be 
hierarchical or partitioned, exclusive, overlapping or fuzzy, and 
complete or partial. The Clustering algorithm [3] presents as a 
result the reduction of the dimensionality of a data set. The 
goal of a clustering algorithm is to identify the various groups 
within a data set. 

The clustering technique [22] is a method to group data into 
classes with identical characteristics in which the similarity 
between classes is maximized or minimized. Grouping is a 
descriptive task that seeks to identify homogeneous groups of 
objects based on the values of their attributes. 

C. Types of Clustering 

Clustering is divided into two types: 

1) Hard clustering: each data point is or is not part of a 

cluster. It means that each element is grouped into one of the k 

groups. 

2) Soft clustering: A probability is assigned to the data 

point to be in certain clusters instead of placing each data 

point in a separate cluster, a probability of being in k groups is 

assigned to each element. 

D. Clustering Methodologies 

Because the Clustering technique is subjective. Cluster 
analysis is not an automated activity, but an iterative 
information discovery process or a multi-objective 
collaborative optimization that involves trial and error. 

E. Validation of the Classification Algorithms 

As the goal of clustering is to group similar objects in the 
same cluster and different objects to be placed in different 
clusters, [23] internal validation metrics are usually based on 
two criteria: 

1) Cohesion: The element of each cluster must be as close 

as possible to the other elements of the same cluster. 

The Sum of Squared Within (SSW), internal measure to 
evaluate the Cohesion of the clusters the grouping algorithm 
generated is: 

    ∑ ∑      (    )    
 
               (3) 

where k is the number of clusters, x a point of cluster    and 
   the centroid of cluster   . 

2) Separation: Clusters must be widely separated from 

each other. There are different approaches to measure this 

distance among cluster: distance between the closest member, 

distance between the most distant members, or the distance 

among centroids. 

The Sum of Squared Between (SSB), a measure of 
separation used to evaluate the inter-cluster distance is given 
by: 

    ∑        
 (    ̅)

 
               (4) 

where k is the number of clusters,    is the number of 

elements in cluster j,    is the centroid of cluster j, and x is the 

mean of the data set. 

IV. RESULTS 

This section shows the results obtained from the application 
of Unsupervised Machine Learning algorithms (K-Means and 
Clustering). 

A. Indicators used 

The following indicators were used in the application of 
Machine Learning techniques for the classification of the 
Human Development Index. 

 Human development Index. 

 Life expectancy at birth. 

 Population with full secondary education (18 years). 

 Years of education (Population aged 25 and over). 

 Family income per capita. 

 Altitude. 

 State Density Index. 
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B. The Elbow Method 

The criterion used to establish the number of clusters to be 
used was determined by the elbow method. 

The elbow method uses the mean distance of the 
observations to their centroid. The larger the number of clusters 
k, the intra-cluster variance decreases more. The smaller the 
intra-cluster distance the better it is, since it means that the 
clusters are more compact. The elbow method looks for the 
value k that satisfies that an increase in k does not substantially 
improve the mean intra-cluster distance. 

According to Fig. 1, 4 clusters were established for the 
classification of the Human Development Index. 

C. K-Means 

To graphically illustrate the formation of the clusters and 
because there are seven indicators and it is not possible to 
make a graph that represents all these characteristics, a 
technique called Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was 
used, which reduces the quantity of variables to be analyzed, in 
this case to be visualized, creating a smaller quantity of new 
variables that best represents the original variables. 

In Fig. 2, the graph of the HDI classification is shown, by 
means of the two main components, coloring it according to 
the cluster to which each department belongs according to its 
HDI. 

In this graph, it is observed that each of the departments are 
well defined according to their HDI, in components 1 and 2, 
each of the departments is represented with the points and with 
the colors the cluster to which they belong. 

The clusters are organized according to the following 
colors: 

Cluster 1: Blue 

Cluster 2. Green 

Cluster 3: Red 

Cluster 4: Yellow 

According to Fig. 3, it is observed that there is a significant 
difference between the four clusters, the number 2 presents a 
higher HDI, followed by cluster 4, meanwhile cluster 3 and 
cluster 1 present a low HDI. In addition, it can be seen that 
cluster 3 presents greater dispersion and cluster 4 less 
dispersion. 

Table I shows that the most relevant departments according 
to their HDI are found in cluster 2, made up of the departments 
of Arequipa, the constitutional province of Callao, Ica, Lima, 

Moquegua and Tacna. The positions in favor of these 
departments are found in almost all their dimensions, making 
life expectancy at birth more noticeable, in the population with 
full secondary education, years of education, average per capita 
income and the state's density index. 

 

Fig. 1. The Elbow Method. 

 

Fig. 2. Principal Components – Kmeans. 

 

Fig. 3. Box Plot – K-Means. 

TABLE I. CLASSIFICATION USING K-MEANS 

Cluster HDI Life expectancy at birth Population with full secondary education Years of education Family income per capita Altitude State Density Index 

1  0.457 71.77 50.12 7 728.96 1359.00 0.66 

2 0.639 76.85 74.11 10 1184.19 843.50 0.79 

3 0.463 73.08 66.37 8 633.27 3383.75 0.72 

4 0.552 75.74 64.92 8 937.99 74.40 0.74 
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In the departments of cluster 1, the lowest HDI values are 
noted, made up of the departments of Amazonas, Cajamarca, 
Huánuco, Loreto, San Martin and Ucayali. Although life 
expectancy at birth is relatively high (approximately 72 years), 
the figures for the population with full secondary education are 
approximately 50%, 7 years of education on average, it is 
appreciated that there is an average per capita family income of 
S /. 728.96 and a state density index of 0.66. 

Cluster 4 is made up of the departments of La Libertad, 
Lambayeque, Madre de Dios, Piura and Tumbes; cluster 3 
made up of the departments of Ancash, Apurímac, Ayacucho, 
Cusco, Huancavelica, Junín, Pasco and Puno. 

D. Clustering 

In Fig. 4, the dendrogram for the classification of the 
departments of Peru according to the HDI is shown. 

In Fig. 5, the graph of the classification of the departments 
of Peru according to their HDI is shown, by means of the 
Clustering algorithm, through the two main components, 
coloring it according to the cluster each department belongs 
based on its HDI. 

In this graph it is observed that each of the departments are 
also well defined according to its HDI. 

 

Fig. 4. Dendrogram – Clustering. 

 

Fig. 5. Principal Components – Clustering. 

 

Fig. 6. Box Plot – Clustering. 

According to Fig. 6, in the box-and-whisker plot of the 
Clustering algorithm, it is also observed that there is a 
significant difference among the four clusters, cluster 4 has a 
higher HDI, followed by cluster 2, cluster 3 and cluster 1 have 
a low HDI. In addition, it can be seen that cluster 1 presents 
greater dispersion and cluster 2 lower dispersion. 

Table II displays that the most relevant departments 
according to their HDI are found in cluster 4, made up of the 
departments of Arequipa, the constitutional province of Callao, 
Ica, Lima, Moquegua and Tacna. The positions in favor of 
these departments are also given in almost all their dimensions, 
highlighting the life expectancy at birth, the population with 
full secondary education, the years of education, the average 
per capita income and the density index of the state. 

In cluster 1 departments, made up of Ancash, Apurímac, 
Ayacucho, Cajamarca, Cusco, Huancavelica, Huánuco, Junín, 
Pasco and Puno, the lowest HDI values are perceived. 
Although life expectancy at birth is relatively high 
(approximately 73 years) and the population with full 
secondary education (64%), above 7 years of education on 
average are shown, an average per capita family income of S /. 
635.10 and a state density index of 0.71. 

The departments of La Libertad, Lambayeque, Madre de 
Dios, Piura and Tumbes compound cluster 2, and cluster 3 the 
departments of Amazonas, Loreto, San Martin and Ucayali. 

E. Internal Validation Metrics 

1) Cohesion: internal measure to evaluate the Cohesion of 

the clusters of the clustering algorithms: 

SSWClustering = 1.90 

SSWK-Means = 1.74 

The Sum of Squared Within (SSW) of the K-Means 
algorithm (1.74) shows more cohesive clusters than the 
Clustering algorithm. 

2) Separation: measure of separation used to evaluate the 

inter-cluster distance. 

SSBClustering = 4.9856 

SSBK-Means = 4.9859 

The Sum of Squared Between (SSB) of the K-Means and 
Clustering algorithms show similar inter-cluster distances. 
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TABLE II. CLASSIFICATION USING CLUSTERING 

Cluster HDI Life expectancy at birth Population with full secondary education Years of education Family income per capita Altitude State Density Index 

1 0.459 73.05 64.00 7 635.10 3172.20 0.71 

2 0.553 75.74 64.92 8 937.99 74.40 0.74 

3 0.467 71.19 47.91 8 772.25 875.50 0.66 

4 0.640 76.85 74.11 10 1184.19 843.50 0.79 

V. DISCUSSION 

According to the objective, to apply Clustering and K-
Means techniques to classify the departments of Peru 
according to their Human Development Index, the results 
exhibit in Table I show that the departments with greater 
relevance according to their HDI are in cluster 2, positions in 
favor of these departments arise in almost all their dimensions, 
making life expectancy at birth more noticeable, in the 
population with full secondary education, the years of 
education, the average per capita income and the density index 
of the state, these results were achieved using the K-Means 
technique. According to the Clustering technique, Table II 
shows the results obtained with the most relevant departments 
according to their HDI in cluster 4, positions in favor of these 
departments are also given in almost all their dimensions, 
making the hope of life at birth, population with completed 
high school, years of education, average per capita income, and 
state density index more relevant. The results obtained by the 
K-Means algorithm show more cohesive results than the 
Clustering algorithm. 

Results that when compared with what was found by [3], 
who determined that the K-Means algorithm shows better 
results for the classification of big data. The author in [4] 
claims that K-Means and hierarchical clumping techniques 
have their own advantages and drawbacks and there is no 
"best" method. These results can affirm that the K-Means 
algorithm shows significant results regarding to the Clustering 
classification algorithms, especially in the cohesion measures. 

On the other hand [24] K-Means is a classic prototype-
based clustering technique that attempts to group data into K 
groups specified by the user. In [22], [25] Clustering is a 
method to group data into classes with identical characteristics, 
in which intraclass similarity is maximized or minimized. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

According to the K-Means algorithm, it identifies cluster 2 
with the highest HDI because it groups the departments in the 
Coastal Region with higher population density on average, 
higher per capita income, strategic geographic location in 
metropolitan areas and zones of industrial, commercial, 
agricultural and mining activity that contribute to development, 
greater employment, health and education, contribution by 
mining canon and increase in government investment. 

The K-Means algorithm accurately determines the grouping 
by departments in cluster 3, which shows a lower level of HDI 
doing its classification by similar characteristics of 
geographical location, belonging to the Sierra Region, which 
have a relationship and incidence due to higher altitude and 
lower relative population density, with inequalities and 

inadequate application of equitable public policies and less 
development of economic activities in these departments, in 
which, also, the level of human development of the population 
decreases. 

Through the Clustering classification, the highest level of 
HDI is confirmed by the same characterization in the grouping 
of cluster 4, made up of the departments of the Coastal Region 
and considered as metropolitan cities, with greater mining 
development and lower HDI than cluster 1, which integrates 
the departments of the Sierra Region. 

In both cases of application of the K-Means (cluster 1) and 
Clustering (cluster 3) algorithms, demonstrate better 
effectiveness in the separation of the clusters in a broad way, 
through the grouping of the departments of Loreto, San Martín 
and Ucayali that have the lowest HDI level and are located in 
the Jungle Region, characterized by lower population density 
and less development of economic activities. 

To sum up, the study concludes that the K-Means and 
Clustering techniques require the classification of groups, 
cohere and optimize the information for decision-making in the 
departments under study, in order to be used to manage and 
achieve better levels of DHI. 

VII. FUTURE WORK 

Future work will be related to the measurement of Quality-
of-Life Indices (ICV) of the adult population and human 
development indicators at a comparative level among Ibero-
American countries. 

Plan to analyze the Regional Competitiveness Indices and 
their relationship with economic and social development and 
compare the indicators by regions and departments in order to 
know their evolution and determining factors for changes in 
position. 

In addition, project studies on problems, trends and 
progress in development policies by measuring management 
indicators according to results and products structural gaps, 
which guarantee the application, follow-up and monitoring of 
public policies with equality and equity criteria in all regions 
and departments of Peru. 
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Abstract—The use of technological speech recognition systems 

with a variety of approaches and techniques has grown rapidly in 

a variety of human-machine interaction applications. Further to 

this, a computerized assessment system to identify errors in 

reading the Qur'an can be developed to practice the advantages 

of technology that exist today. Based on Quranic syllable 

utterances, which contain Tajweed rules that generally consist of 

Makhraj (articulation process), Sifaat (letter features or 

pronunciation) and Harakat (pronunciation extension), this 

paper attempts to present the technological capabilities in 

realizing Quranic recitation assessment. The transformation of 

the digital signal of the Quranic voice with the identification of 

reading errors (based on the Law of Tajweed) is the main focus 

of this paper. This involves many stages in the process related to 

the representation of Quranic syllable-based Recitation Speech 

Signal (QRSS), feature extraction, non-phonetic transcription 

Quranic Recitation Acoustic Model (QRAM), and threshold 

classification processes. MFCC-Formants are used in a miniature 

state that are hybridized with three bands in representing QRSS 

combined vowels and consonants. A human-guided threshold 

classification approach is used to assess recitation based on 

Quranic syllables and threshold classification performance for 

the low, medium, and high band groups with performances of 

87.27%, 86.86%and 86.33%, respectively. 

Keywords—Speech processing; MFCC-Formant; Quranic 

recitation assessment; human-guided threshold classification 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The recitation of the Qur‟an, which although uses Arabic 
words, however, is quite different from the recitation of 
ordinary Arabic texts. This is due to the presence of certain 
pronunciation rules (Tajweed) which must be followed during 
the recitation [1]. As a result, it can be agreed that those who 
are Arabs and practice Arabic are also required to learn 
pronunciation that conforms to Tajweed rules while reading 
the Quran. Tajweed rule basically emphasizes the correct and 
accurate pronunciation, which is called Makhraj (or plural 
Makhaarij). It involves the articulation point of each letter and 
together with determining the specific quality or 
characteristics (Sifaat) of each letter that distinguishes it from 
other sounds.Most of the applications provide Al Quran 
contents in text, audio and video formats without interactive 
tools to perform assessment of recitation. 

Speech processing is widely used in human-computer 
interaction. Speech signals rich in speech information can be 
utilized by frequency modulation, amplitude modulation and 
time modulation that carry various components such as 
resonance movement, harmonic, tone intonation, force and 
even time. The research may lead to the approach of spectral 
energy and its temporal structure that can be used in speech 
processing in the recitation of the Quran. The measurement of 
the parameters and features extracted will be used to capture 
the nature of the speech and the parametric features to reveal 
the errors of Quranic recitation based on Tajweed measured 
from the likelihood of the parametric features. 

The speech signal properties are used to be the main 
reference in the Quran recitation assessment computing 
machine, where the same method was developed and 
demonstrated in the Intelligent Quran Recitation Assistance 
(IQRA) computational engine proposed in the study presented 
in this paper. Firstly, the unique and salient features are 
identified, investigated and used to represent the digitized 
Tajweed rules that embedded in the recited syllable of 
particular Quranic word. This is then creatively and 
experimentally led to the creation of extractor and classifier 
design to underpin the task of dissimilarity grouping of 
Tajweed rules, where the assessment will take place. The main 
concern of this paper is to reveal the analysis process of the 
significance (momentous) level of the miniature features 
(fragmented formants) in producing the digital representation 
of the Tajweed rules (based on the syllable). By strategically 
using the threshold approach in the experiments, the 
conventional Talaqi-like approach seemingly realized digitally 
and formed the new modern (or neoteric) assessment. 

In the remaining of the sections, the content of the paper is 
divided into various sections for the purpose of conveying the 
understanding of the proposed problem and solution. 
Section II discusses the signification of fragmented formants 
(each of several frequency bands) or momentous fragmentary 
formants that derived from the Mel Frequency Ceptral 
Coefficients (MFCC). This is then followed by Sections III 
and IV for the experiment and human-guided results, 
respectively. The outcome of the paper is concluded in 
Section V with comments and recommendation. 
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II. MOMENTOUS FRAGMENTARY MFCC-FORMANTS 

Although speech recognition techniques have evolved 
drastically and have begun to improve in application 
construction, they are still the most challenging method to 
analyse spoken language based on pattern recognition or 
machine ability in learning pattern development more 
interactively. Speech recognition commonly used in Arabic 
and Quran recitation are such as Arabic coding and synthesis 
research, dialect detection, speaker recognition, memorization 
and sentence retrieval. A large number of analyses use word 
or sentence utterance approach techniques [2] to identify and 
evaluate from signal speech representation. Spoken or 
readings are present as a form of language because speech also 
contains basic acoustic sounds or also known as phonemes. 
Each phoneme sound released is usually influenced by a 
neighbourhood phoneme delivered with a syllable or word. 
The recitation of the Quran conveys words spoken with a 
certain rhythm that can be formulated as an acoustic-phonetic 
symbol and prosody. Challenges of developing such a system 
are centralized to the modelling of features extraction and 
matching process that significantly are able to describe the 
recitation errors and intelligently propose the Tajweed error 
detection. Acoustic phonetics symbols of Arabic language can 
be formed as consonants and vowels. Each of combination 
Arabic phonetic symbols can be represented as a syllable and 
word. There are six pattern combinations of vowels which are 
CV, CV: CVC, CVCC, CV:C, CV:CC, where C represents the 
consonant and V as a vowel[3] while V: as a long vowel. The 
approach of analysis concerns on sequences of voiced or 
unvoiced sound because of recitation are related to phonetic 
and prosody. The sequences are segmented in a series of 
frames and represented by formant frequencies[3]and [4]. The 
production of voice or speech involves the movement of air 
from the lung to vocal tract towards the lips. The combination 
of voice production mechanism produces a variety of vibration 
and spectral-temporal composition that produce different 
speech sound. Apparently, the Arabic phonetic sound was 
produced from the specific articulation places or regions in the 
vocal tract. Speech or voice response is produced through the 
vocal tract filter that is characterised by series of formant or 
resonant frequencies [5]. 

The sound spectrum can be represented by formant 
frequencies which show the greater intensity of sound quality. 
The quality of sound is greatly shown using formant 
frequencies, especially the characteristic of sound of the 
consonant [6]. In this case, the formant frequencies of f1, f2, f3 
and f4as illustrated in Fig. 1 are used as features to model the 
Quranic alphabet pronunciation [6]. Theoretically, the 
combination of formant frequencies of f1, f2, f3 and f4from 
speech production should be able to describe the 
characteristics of the letters during pronunciation for each of 
the 28 hijaiyah letters (Arabic letters).Furthermore, the 
changes of formant frequencies of f1, f2, f3 and f4 can be used 
to represent the characteristic of vowel, consonants and its 
combination [7][8]. There are large number of techniques used 
in speech processing and feature extraction can be used such 
as Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC), PLP and 
LPC techniques [9]. MFCC is the most popular feature 
extraction technique compared to other techniques because it 
is related to the human auditory system [10]. In addition, 

MFCC can produce better accuracy with less computational 
complexity. 

The momentous fragmentary MFCC-formant frequency is 
experimentally invented and introduced for representing the 
syllable feature with detail analytical approach. This is done 
by dividing the MFCC and its derivative feature into Band-1, 
Band-2 and Band-3 for representing the formant frequency 
ranges of low frequency, medium frequency and high 
frequency respectively. Each band has been broken into four 
(4) co-efficient of MFCC which represent the frequencies 
from the filter triangular bank. Each of the co-efficient derives 
a sequence of frames of power energy. The value energy in 
every frame is basically the total energy from multiple filters 
in the MFCC. The combination of frames from the first frame 
to the „n = 1, 2, 3, …‟ frame is the concatenated MFCCn and 
its derivatives (ΔMFCCn and ΔΔMFCCn). The co-efficient 
and their appropriated power energy frames can be considered 
as the miniature feature that will characterize the respected 
syllable feature. This approach takes into account the 
evaluation of vowel and consonant features in syllable 
pronunciation based on low, medium and high formant 
frequency ranges. The selection of band is also closely related 
to vowel and consonant of phoneme speech spectrum. Table I 
shows how the three bands have been fragmented by dividing 
the selected range of frequencies based on experiments. 
Vowel and consonant that are categorized as voiced phoneme 
have high power energy characteristics. In Band1, the MFCC 
coefficient (C1, C2,…, C12) as described in Table I are 
categorized based on the formant frequency range. The 
formant of f1 which has coefficients C1, C2, C3 and C4 is 
indicative of High-Voiced Vowel and Low-Voiced Consonant 
Characteristic. While band2 represents the formant frequency 
of f2 and f3are represented by the coefficient C5, C6, C7 and 
C8 indicate the characteristics of High-Voiced Consonant and 
Low-Voiced Vowel Characteristic. The final category is 
band3 for the formant range, f4and above. This category is 
represented by C9, C10, C11, and C12 which exhibit 
Voiceless and Low-Voiced Consonant Characteristic features. 
For the experiments conducted, band1 and band2 are very 
practical to reveal information about vowels, while 
information about sound consonants is more appropriately 
revealed on a combination of band1, band2 and band3. Band3 
is therefore used to reveal voiceless consonant information. 
Table I lists the frequency ranges for the 3 bands and its 
coefficients. 

Each band shows the characteristic of formant frequency 
of syllable pronunciation that is produced from the vocal tract 
filter response[11]. 

 

Fig. 1. The Source and Filter Response for a Typical Vowel Sound [5]. 
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TABLE I. THE BAND OF FREQUENCY RANGE 

Fragmentary 

Frequency 

Band1 

(300Hz-

1077Hz) 

Band2 

(861.3Hz-

2089Hz) 

Band3 

(1787Hz-

3704Hz) 

Syllable 
Pronunciation 

High-Voiced 

Vowel and 
Low-Voiced 

Consonant 

High-Voiced 

Consonant and 
Low-Voiced 

Vowel 

Voiceless and 
Low-Voiced 

Consonant 

MFCC-Formant 

co-efficient 

C1, C2, C3 and 

C4 

C5, C6, C7 and 

C8 

C9, C10, C11 

and C12 

III. EXPERIMENT 

The structure of IQRA implementation for the Al-Quran 
recitation assessment has been divided into three (3) stages as 
shown in Fig. 2. The first stage is data acquisition andpre-
processing. The second stage is feature‟s extraction and last 
stage is Human-Guided Threshold classification. 

The assessment algorithm of Quranic recitation uses 
tactical hybrid methodical DSP approaches by combination of 
various machine learning [12] conventional approaches. The 
flow of proposed computational engine for Quranic recitation 
assessment is described in the following sub-sections. 

A. Data Acquisition and Pre-Processing 

Data acquisition is recorded from numerous Malay reciters 
of various backgrounds. This includes male and female of 
Malay ethnic, ranging from the age of between 20 to 65 years 
old. There are two categories of selected reciters which are 
experts and learners. This Quranic Recitation Speech Signals 
(QRSS) originally also contained unwanted audio such as 
noise or any surrounding audio that is difficult to predict. 
However, the signal compensation method is used to eliminate 
these unwanted signals, which include such as the 60Hz Hum 
AC-DC signal [13], the silent signal [14], breaths sound 
signal, clicks and pops sound [9] that can interfere the 
performance of the computing engine.The wav format is a 
commonly recorded audio data format, for example with 16 
bits, 44,100 samples [9] and uses mono channels. 

 

Fig. 2. The Structure of IQRA Implementation. 

The main aim of signals initialization is to prepare the 
signals with several selected techniques that should be able to 
enhance signals representation. The steps of initialization are 
start-end point detection [14], pre-emphasis [15] and 
amplitude normalization. The end point detection is used to 
define the start point and end point of Quranic speech signals. 
Each of learners or experts have different start point and end 
point while do recitation. Combined zero crossing and short 
term energy function are used to determine start point and end 
point [16]. Therefore, the amplitude normalization is used to 
compensate the speaker health condition, age and gender and 
change the amplitude range between 0 and 1. Meanwhile, pre-
emphasis converts the QRSS to the higher frequency with the 
co-efficient of 0.95. There will be more information can be 
extracted by converting the signal into high frequency 
spectrum as compared to the one in low frequency. 

In confronting the variability and complexity of the 
continuous QRSS, the recitation of the experts and learners 
should be parameterized by a single warp factor. Based on 
vocal tract speech production, the air flow of speech 
production among reciters is differently delivered and it‟s 
involved of Vocal Tract Length (VTL). VTL is varied across 
different reciters around 18cm and 13cm for males and 
females, respectively. The positions of formant frequency are 
inversely proportional to VTL, and the formant frequency can 
vary around 25% [17]. The main purpose of speaker 
adaptation is to get the same rhythm, tone and length between 
expert and learner QRSS that can be compared in same 
word/utterance articulation from the Vocal Tract Length 
Normalization (VLTN)[18]. The DTW is used to warp QRSS 
energy of speech in the same length of recitation in the time 
series frame. 

B. Feature Extraction and Prediction Model 

The speech signal is basically a non-linear signal and 
needs to be handled with systematic processing. Thus, in this 
paper, the approach of Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients 
(MFCC) and formant frequencies features (MFCC-Formant) 
are selected to reveal the characteristic of syllables by 
manipulating the power energy. The speech signals are 
segmented by time frame and also by frequency domain to 
derive the cepstral coefficients. The MFCC-Formant-like 
features are used as an acoustic model to indicate the pattern 
similarity and dissimilarity of Al-Quran recitation. The 
characteristic of the shape of the energy spectrum can be 
aligned as an acoustic model of Al-Quran recitation which 
represents the energy, rhythm and tone. The significant 
miniature feature for cepstrum energy and its derivative 
feature are extracted with the aid of cepstral analysis [16]. 

MFCCs have been widely used in the field of speech 
recognition and have successfully demonstrated dynamic 
features as they extract linear and non-linear properties of 
signals. MFCC and its derivatives (Δ and ΔΔ MFCC) are 
formed and grouped together to represent the transformed 
syllable. This QRSS is produced from the articulated speech 
production that consists of information of rhythm and 
intonation energy. ΔMFCC is known as delta coefficient 
(differential coefficient), while ΔΔMFCC is known as shift 
delta coefficient (acceleration coefficient) where both show 
the properties of trajectory of power energy between 
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segmented frame of syllable representation. MFCCs are more 
general acoustic features which are largely used in the systems 
that applied Good of Pronunciation (GoP) [19]. Firstly, use the 
Hamming window to find the magnitude of the signal by using 
the Fourier Transform. Secondly, map the power spectrum in 
frequency domain that obtained from the mel scale by using 
the triangular overlapping windows filters. Then, take 
logarithm power at each mel frequency and apply Discrete 
Cosine Transform (DCT) of mel log powers as if it were a 
signal. Lastly, MFCC represents the amplitude of the resulting 
spectrum. The block diagram of MFCC is show in Fig. 3. 

Furthermore, Fig. 3 depicts the step and design approaches 
of feature extraction method for MFCC, ΔMFCC and ΔΔ 
MFCC then represent as MFCC-Formant miniatures features. 
In step 1, spectral analysis is used to determine the frequency 
formant content of the arbitrary signals of QRSS. The overlap 
frame that uses the hamming window is used to reduce the 
spectral leakage effect. On the side of hamming window, lobe 
is overlapped, and the main lobe captures the characteristic of 
spectral energy by using the Discrete Fourier Transform 
(DFT). The selection of hamming window is performed 
because of its least amount of distortion. The frame size must 
be controlled and not too large in order to prevent the QRSS 
syllable properties from being too much across the window, 
thus affecting the resolution of time, whereas if the frame size 
is too short, the resolution of the narrow-band component will 
be sacrificed, and this will adversely affect the frequency 
resolution. A large number of previous experiments using 
MFCC have stated that frame measurements for spectrograms 
preferably between 20ms and 40ms to optimize a sample 
sufficient to obtain reliable spectrum estimates and depend on 
the length of utterance. The frame size of 20ms and the frame 
shift of 10ms also have shown reliable spectrum estimation 
[21]. In this experiment, the chosen shape of spectrogram is 
framed between 25ms and frame shift is 10ms based on 
phoneme formant representation. 

In step 2, the Mel scale is used to obtain the power 
spectrum for each frame. This can be done by using a 
triangular window filter where each of them is not the same 
size in terms of amplitude. The amplitude decreases with 
increasing frequency range, and this is to get the 
characteristics of low frequency and high frequency that can 
be heard by the human ear. The human ear is basically more 
sensitive to low frequencies. 

In step 3, the logarithm power at each of filters is 
measured for every segmented frame. Thus, each of bin per 
frame per filter holds the log-energy for each filter channel. In 
the experiment done in this thesis, 20 numeric values are 
obtained for each frame at the output. The outputs are stored 
in a matrix form with the number of row represent the frame 
(size frame of QRSS syllable) and the number of columns 
equal to 20 (which is the number of filters in the filter bank). 

In step 4, DCT converts the power spectrum log generated 
by the mel scale in the frequency domain to the time domain. 
The DCT will rearrange the co-efficient cepstral from small 
order to a large sequence based on the evaluation of cosine 
signal characteristics. 

 

Fig. 3. The Block Diagram of MFCC [20]. 

In step 5, there are 13 MFCC-Formant coefficients 
generated from the QRSS syllable but only 12 coefficients are 
selected. The first coefficient (C0) representing the natural 
frequency (Pitch property) of the syllable indicates the amount 
of power energy but, not included in the analysis in this thesis. 
There are only from C1 to C12 MFCC-formant co-efficient 
are used in the analysis and taking the frequency of the band 
between 300Hz and 3700Hz. The 12 delta (ΔMFCC) and 12 
ΔΔMFCC were concatenated together to represent the MFCC-
Formant features of each QRSS syllable. 

The speech signal is required as a stationary signal to 
estimate the parameters. The stationery signals were 
parameterised as features coefficient in such a manner before 
measuring the similarity through the matching or recognition 
process. Recitation of Al-Quran commonly can be assessed or 
evaluated using non-phonetic or phonetic transcription. In this 
paper, non-phonetic transcription is an approach by designing 
the prediction model without reference set of transcription. 
The parameter estimation algorithm of model prediction is 
estimate by using MLLR (Maximum Likelihood Linear 
Regression). These algorithms are integrated with GMM to 
classify the feature pattern as statistical model approach. 
These GMM statistical models have their characteristic which 
represent the signal characteristic as a static pattern [16]. The 
MLLR computes a set of transformations which reduces the 
mismatch between an initial model set and the adaptation data 
[22]. 

Parameter estimation is used to represent the acoustic 
model based on MFCC-formant-liked features and is designed 
to measure the similarity and dissimilarity (likelihood) of 
syllable pronunciation. The machine learning approach has 
great attention on parameter estimation in speech processing 
as data modelling. The QRAM is obtained by establishing a 
few tasks and methods to be applied. The fragmentary MFCC-
formant features are proposed and modelled by using the 
Gaussian Mix Model (GMM). The GMM is a probabilistic 
model to represent the subpopulation and works well with the 
parameter estimation strategy. Generally, GMM is one of 
statistical-based clustering methods and an effective model 
that capable of achieving the high identification accuracy for 
short utterance length. Although MFCC is not robust to noise, 
the model-based approach used in this thesis able to eliminate 
the noise by the cancellation performed by Maximum 
Likelihood Estimation (MLE). MLE is a standard approach to 
estimate the model parameters from the sampling data. MLE 
is measured based on Expectation Maximization (EM) for 
parameters estimation approach. The EM algorithm is an 
iteration method to find the MLE of latent of hidden variables. 
The estimated parameters based on mean, covariance and 
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weight indicated the similarity and dissimilarity of each 
syllable pronunciation for every learner or reciter. The 
expected mean, covariant and weight of GMM for 4-
Dimensional data are figured out by EM as mentioned before, 
where the EM algorithm is not possible to optimize the log 
likelihood of             directly with respect to λ. This means 
that the observation data, X= x1, x2,…,xD can be introduced 
by the discrete random variable, Z= z1, z2, …, zD and model 
parameters λ={ ̅   ̅   ̅  . The log likelihood of model λ is 
given by 

∑            

 

   

 

∑     (      | )   
   ∑     (      | ) 

             (1) 

The expression also impresses that the statistical 
distribution of 4-dimensional observation of MFCC data can 
be clustered into 4-cluster of GMM. When the model of λ 
from different observation for different reciters is considered, 
each model will calculate the MLE parameters to represent the 
likelihood among the reciters for different band of MFCC. The 
parameters are trained as unsupervised classification. This 
model is designed by combining 4 GMM clusters using 4 
dimensional fragmentary MFCCs to find the MLE that 
represents the data distribution for each of these frames. 
Furthermore, this model represents the sequence of MFCC-
Formant sample frames that are considered parametric 
distribution models. The resulting MLE parameters show the 
maximum data calculated from the GMM model generated 
from the data that have been observed. This parameter is 
defined as a blueprint for the model. In avoiding the GMM 
overfitting, Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) is used to 
estimate the reasonable amount of data prediction done by 
GMM. For instance, if the BIC value is much lower, the 
model is considered better in predicting data. BIC is an 
asymptotically optimal method for estimating the best model 
using only sample estimates [23]. BIC is defined as 

                                    (2) 

where x are the sample data, l(x,M) is the maximized 
likelihood function under a model M. While k is the number 
of estimated parameters, and n is the sample size. 

The statistical clustering GMM Model approach is used to 
measure the similarity and dissimilarity of QRAM by 
estimating the maximum likelihood of fragmentary band of 
MFCC miniature features. It is a prototype-based algorithm 
which is consists of the feature vectors and representing as a 
mixture of Gaussian distribution. A mixture model is a 
probabilistic model for representing the presence of 
subpopulations within an overall population. The mixture 
shows probability distribution of parameters and can represent 
as the number of mixture components approaches to infinity. 
However, the appropriate number of mixtures must be 
determined for each model so that the mixtures are able to 
show the best distribution for the parameters or data where the 
distribution shows the characteristics of the parameters. Thus, 
the data will be segmented based on similarities or differences 
between observations in the dataset by 4-mixtures GMM as 
shown in Fig. 4. The similarities or differences are represented 

by the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) as illustrated in 
Fig. 5. Each model of recitations is a set of model parameters 
with estimated mean vector, covariance matrix and mixture 
weight. Each of parameter models is trained as unsupervised 
classification by using the expectation maximization (EM). 

 

Fig. 4. The 4-Mixtures of GMM. 

 

Fig. 5. The MLEs Value of Quranic Syllable-based Verse-2. 

C. Human-Guided Threshold Classification 

The computational engine score threshold process is used 
to evaluate the similarity and the dissimilarity based on 
human-guided threshold classification. This successful 
threshold process shows conventional Talaqi processes 
(experts evaluate the recitation by learners based on how to 
pronounce syllables in the verses of the Quran) are 
transformed to a machine evaluation approach. Computational 
engines must have salient features that can distinguish 
between correct and incorrect readings. Therefore, in 
determining the score, analysis of salient features, and 
matching process is used to obtain reading assessment based 
on the actual assessment by experts called a human-guided or 
Talaqi-Like assessment. Talaqi-like process has been used in 
the training phase and also the testing phase process in the 
computational engine. This is to ensure that the assessment by 
the expert is always included in the assessment made by the 
machine. 

In this process, the MLE parameters are used as 
representations to each syllable recited by the learners. 
Initially, the MLE values from the expert readings were used 
as the initial reference in determining the initial threshold by 
assuming that all MLEs produced by the expert readings were 
within acceptable thresholds. After that the learners' reading is 
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assessed by the initial experts‟ threshold. Thus, the initial 
threshold will change to a new threshold after undergoing the 
training process by Human guided assessment (conducted by 
prominent expert). This process will be repeated until all MLE 
parameters have been evaluated by a prominent expert. 
Finally, the value of the threshold range has been completely 
obtained and can be used as a benchmark the reading made by 
the learners is correct or otherwise. The value of this Human-
Guided Threshold classification will be tested in the testing 
phase and the performance is calculated. 

IV. RESULT OF HUMAN-GUIDED CLASSIFICATION 

A. Talaqi-Like Training Phase 

In this training phase of the classification stage, the initial 
parameters of MLEs are taken from the calculation of 12 
expert recitations. The starting point of training phase is when 
the input given to this designed system begins to create a 
change of pattern or minimum and maximum MLEs value that 
limits the correctness of a Tajweed in the reading of the Al-
Fatehah chapter. This is seemingly caused by the changes of 
the acceptable lowest and highest values of that 
correspondingly due to the variability demonstrated by various 
reciters, but remains accepted (Acceptance Threshold) by the 
expert. The process of correcting (or training) the minimum 
and maximum values (threshold range) is firstly performed on 
the group of experts‟ MLEs data. This is the initial threshold 
range and used as reference values to be compared with the 
learner recitations. Secondly, the MLEs values obtained from 
the recited syllables of 40 learners are matched with the expert 
threshold range. Besides the setting of minimum and 
maximum values, the indication of True Acceptance (TA), 
False Rejection (FR) and False Acceptance (FA) of the 
calculated MLEs are counted and accumulated. Tabulates the 
MLEs values of syllables verse-2 of Al-Fatehah recited by 40 
learners have been matched with the threshold range of 
expert‟s recitations. In the classification process performed in 
this experiment, the threshold range selected based on this 
expert indicates that most syllables are categorized as FR 
(False Rejection). This is logically agreeable and reasoned by 
the experts that most of the learners‟ performance has not been 
perfectly pronounced, but the Tajweed rules are acceptable. 

The learning process for the machine evaluation to 
accurately perform is by allowing the human expert to guide 
the evaluation manually (Talaqi-Like approach). This is where 
the core of operations in the transfer of knowledge from 
human to a machine has taken place in the process of training 
the machine. Experts have individually altered the assessment 
performed by the machine in the case of (True) Rejection by 
the machine. This situation occurs by manually record or mark 
in the form that has been prepared for each learner. At the 
same time, the corresponding MLE values will be re-accepted 
as correct Tajweed recitation and assigned as True Acceptance 
(TA), which in turn will change the threshold range to new 
values (Minimum or Maximum). Fig. 6 shows the comparison 
of performance of classification for MLE band-1between 
initial expert threshold and Talaqi-Like threshold. 

The acceptance of true recitation is based on three band 
threshold range categories of MLE, which indicate the 
similarity and dissimilarity for each syllable in Al-Fatehah 

verses, as compared with the adjusted reference threshold 
range. Similarity range indicates the acceptance and 
dissimilarity indicate unacceptance of recitation. The overall 
performance of acceptance recitation threshold is higher 80% 
for all MLEs. It shows that the MLEs parameter estimation 
can used indicator to assess the Quranic recitation assessment. 
However, the testing phase is used as validation stage to proof 
the experiment of Quranic assessment reliability. Fig. 7 shows 
the performance of Human-Guided Threshold classification 
based on true acceptance (TA) in training phase. 

 

Fig. 6. Comparison Performance between Initial Experts and Talaqi-Like 

Threshold. 

 

Fig. 7. Performance of IQRA in Training Phase. 

B. Talaqi-Like Testing Phase 

In the testing phase, the main objective is as linked from 
the training phase, which is to test the computational engine 
that has been designed in the context of reliability of the 
miniature salient feature, extractor and classifier. The trained 
range of MLEs is used to assess the performance of test data. 
Each syllable is tested according to the threshold determined 
based on MLE Band1, Band2 and Band3 (Human-Guided 
Threshold range). A total of 40 different learners from the 
training phase took their readings and the readings of each 
syllable in Al-Fatehah were extracted and matched with the 
reference MLEs from the training phase. Each test data is also 
evaluated manually by an expert and the performance of the 
reading truth that refers to Tajweed rules is calculated in a 
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technical context, namely, true / false positive acceptance (TP 
and FP), false rejection (FR) and false acceptance (FA). The 
comparison of errors will be made and analyzed between the 
machine evaluation and human evaluation. From here, the 
performance of the machine in terms of performing as an 
evaluator is then measured with respect to human expert 
performance. 

 

Fig. 8. IQRA Computational Training and Testing Phase Performance. 

Based on Fig. 8, the classification performance using the 
threshold method for these MLEs parameters can be used to 
evaluate syllable-based Al-Quran recitation that Tajweed rules 
are embedded in the syllable. With this performance, the 
conclusion that can be expressed is that each band-1, band-2 
and band-3 MLEs are able to show the characteristics of 
vowel and consonant combinations in each syllable based on 
fragmentary frequencies. These features have shown 
impressive performance of over 80% for representing Tajweed 
rules based on Makhraj, attributes and also derivatives rules. 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The True Acceptance (TA) indicates both true positive and 
negative of syllables recitation based on location of MLEs. 
True positive shows that the learners have MLEs parameters 
are in the range of independent assessment threshold. It also 
shows that learners pronounced the syllables correctly. While 
true negative show that the learners pronounced the syllables 
incorrectly but MLEs parameters are out from threshold range. 
In addition, FR shows that the learners pronounced the 
syllable correctly but the location of MLE is located out from 
the threshold range. While FA indicates the pronunciation of 
syllables is incorrect, but the parameters MLE are in the range 
of independent assessment threshold. 

Referring to Fig. 9, the total of FRR is revealed as 81.98%, 
while the total of FAR is 18.02%. This data represents all 40 
learners involved in this testing phase. The plotted graph 
depicts the value of accuracy in evaluating readings depends 
on the ability to isolate either FA or FR. This ultimately leads 
to the sensitivity of the selected threshold change, where a 
reduction in FA will result in an increase to FR. In a simple 
interpretation, it is important for a learner to prioritize 
accuracy in reading in full compliance with Tajweed law. 
Therefore, the reduction in FA is considered better although it 
will lead to an increase in FR. 

 

Fig. 9. FAR and FRR-The Function of Acceptance Threshold. 

The goodness of pronunciation evaluation is used to 
evaluate the range and performance of recitation acceptance. 
The performance is measured by finding the threshold pattern 
for each syllable based on MLE parameters using GMM. In 
the training phase, there are two threshold processes involved, 
which are initial (or reference) threshold evaluation that based 
on expert recitation and expert-guided machine assessment. 
The overall performance of MLE Band-1, -2, -3 for Al-
Fatehah verses are 86.33%, 86.86%, and 87.27%, respectively. 
The designed computational engine for IQRA (recitation 
assessment) system demonstrated through the use of 
fragmented frequency parameters (3 Bands) with the creation 
of salient miniature features of MLE along with machine 
learning has been implemented perfectly. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Human-guided threshold classification process is studied 
and updated repeatedly based on observations given by 
prominent experts by looking for MLE parameters. This paves 
the way for the machine learning process through human-
driven threshold values where the machine is able to assess 
learner recitation using MLE. The threshold is based on the 
probability or similarity of the MLE parameters of MFCC-
Formant features for the syllables spoken by the reciters. The 
matching process practiced by this machine that uses human-
guided threshold limit values can be interpreted as equivalent 
to the Talaqi approach as in the conventional evaluation 
process. In other words, the technological assessment in 
computer machines highlighted in this paper has successfully 
matched the way the assessment process of Quran recitation is 
done in conventional practice. Indeed, processes with highly 
systematic tactical and methodical approaches and techniques 
in combination with the role of human expertise and the 
advantages of the application of technology have been 
successfully demonstrated to produce a practical evaluation 
model. 
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Abstract—The COVID-19 pandemic, produced by the SARS-

CoV-2 virus, has caused global public health emergency, with the 

rapid evolution and tragic consequences. The fight against this 

disease, whose epidemiological, clinical, and prognostic 

characteristics are still being studied in recent works which is 

forcing a change in the form of care, to include transforming 

some face-to-face consultations into non-face-to-face. Recently, 

various initiatives have emerged to incorporate the Internet of 

Things (IoT) in different sectors specially the health sector 

generally and in e-Health systems specifically. Millions of devices 

are connected and generating massive amounts of data. In this 

sense, based on the experience in the health sector in the 

management of the pandemic caused by COVID-19, it has been 

determined that monitoring potential patients of COVID-19 is 

still a great challenge for the latest technologies. In this paper, an 

IoT-based monitoring framework is proposed to help the health 

caregivers to obtain useful information during the current 

pandemic of COVID-19, thus bringing direct benefits of 

monitoring patient's health and speed of hospital care and cost 

reduction. An analysis of the proposed framework was carried 

out and a prototype system was developed and evaluated. 

Moreover, we evaluated the efficacy of the proposed framework 

to detect potentially serious cases of COVID-19 among patients 

treated in home isolation. 

Keywords—COVID-19; IoT; healthcare; e-Health 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Currently, the Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the 
technologies that have been widely disseminated in different 
application contexts [1]. IoT can be defined as a technology 
that consists of millions of devices that are connected to the 
Internet [2]. This network of devices exchange, add and 
process information about their physical environment to 
provide value-added services to the end users. Thanks to the 
advantages provided by IoT, its use has been made possible in 
different sectors such as industry, tourism, health, and the 
environment, which has made possible the construction and 
formation of smart cities [3]. 

There has been a remarkable growth in the number of 
connected devices in recent years. Since 2008, these have 
already surpassed the number of inhabitants on earth, and 
could reach 75 billion connected devices by 2025 [4]. An 
example of this scenario is the smart lamps, which even when 
they are not emitting light must remain connected, waiting for 
a switch on, whether from a human user or from another 
computer system. Another example is wearable devices [5], 
which constantly monitor a person's physical activity, and can 
issue alerts if any of the indices fall outside the desirable range 

[6]. With this view, the trend is that it is increasingly necessary 
for isolated items to connect to share information. Therefore, 
just as it is now uncommon to have a computer disconnected, it 
will soon be unusual to have an air conditioner or a coffee 
maker in this same situation. 

Worldwide, the commercial automation and home 
automation areas are, among the IoT technologies, those that 
currently attract the most investment and with the largest 
installed IoT parks in the world [7]. Despite this, many other 
areas can also take advantage of the growth, evolution, and 
cost-effectiveness of this technology to expand its possibilities. 
Health care is one of these areas, where the use of IoT can help 
in various fields, whether streamlining medical care, 
emergency response time, predicting the occurrence of serious 
events, among other possibilities [8]. In all cases, the expected 
benefit is the improvement in the quality and life expectancy of 
the public using IoT technology [9]. 

Coronavirus is a new disease that comes from the group of 
coronaviruses which has seven distinct types in this family. 
four types of this family are mild, like a catarrh. COVID-19 
was primary identified in Wuhan City, China, and has been 
officially named "SARS-CoV2." It causes cough, fever and 
difficulty of breath. The incubation period is officially two to 
fourteen days after exposure. Infection can range from very 
mild to advanced pneumonia, but it appears that 80% of cases 
are mild [10]. 

With the COVID-19 pandemic, the researches on personal 
health sensing equipment became even more intense [11]. 
Thermometers and pulse oximeters, for example, have become 
even more popular. One of the impacts of this was that many 
wearable devices, such as smart watches, incorporated these 
features into their latest models. using these devices, it is 
possible to monitor interesting data about the user's health, 
such as heart rate, blood oxygenation and body temperature - 
depending on the device model [12]. 

The demands of the health area that can be supported by 
IoT are extensive, ranging from the needs in hospitals and 
health care establishments, through ambulances and emergency 
environments to home care environments. Even with all these 
possibilities, the healthcare area still does not make full use of 
IoT technologies [13]. 

In intensive care unit environments, for example, patients 
are routinely monitored by hospital equipment that usually 
displays data on parametric monitors, located within sight of 
healthcare professionals. Its main function, arguably, is to 
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display the values obtained in real time, as well as to provide 
audible and visual alerts when values leave the normal range. 
In general, the generated historical data is stored in the 
equipment for a few hours, just so that it is possible to observe 
the average, maximum and minimum values for the period. 
However, the definitive record is made by the nursing team: 
periodically a professional must go near the monitor to write 
down the information presented in the patient's medical record 
[14]. 

As for ambulances, operating protocols may vary according 
to the management and purpose of the displacement. A 
common case of use of ambulances is when a patient is 
transferred in a state of urgency or emergency to a specialized 
hospital. When an emergency call is received requesting, for 
example, an ambulance to go to the home of a patient in home 
care, the ambulance environment (equipment and 
professionals) is quickly prepared based on the health status 
information that was provided when the call was made. If the 
patient (before the arrival of the ambulance) experiences any 
sudden change of state (for example, cardiac arrest), it will be 
necessary for the ambulance team to be notified by telephone, 
while still on the outward journey. In a perfect setting [15], 
during the COVID-19 pandemic, it became necessary to 
simultaneously monitor millions of infected people, to monitor 
their symptoms and carry out, if necessary and at the right 
time, their hospitalization[16]. In this scenario, there is a great 
benefit in using IoT devices to collect and analyze patient 
health data in real time, which is the possibility of predicting 
the capacity of sectors and scheduling internal patient transfers. 
Not only that, but there could also be an optimization in the 
process of external transfers, as the team could, through real-
time patient data, choose the ideal moment to perform each 
transfer. 

These factors indicate that the current way of using health 
sensing data can be improved, with the objective of generating 
benefits for both the patient and for the professionals and 
health services involved. These benefits are related to the 
agility in identifying health problems, measurable by sensors, 
the quick notification of health caregivers and the possibility of 
obtaining prognoses about the patient's health. 

The contribution of this paper is to propose an IoT-based 
monitoring framework that can help the health caregivers to 
obtain useful information during the current pandemic of 
COVID-19. Moreover, a prototype system is developed and 
evaluated. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II 
discusses related works. Section III describes the proposed 
IoT-based e-health framework. Section IV elaborates the 
prototype simulated implementation. Section V discusses the 
experiment. In Section VI, we discuss our findings. A 
conclusion if this work in conducted in Section VII. Finally, 
Future work is proposed in Section VIII. 

II. RELATED WORK 

This section presents a set of related works that were 
considered for the development of this work. In [17], a review 
is made of the main potentialities of IoT as a mechanism to 
mitigate the impact of the pandemic caused by COVID-19. 

Likewise, a set of applications that have been developed in 
different countries for the identification and control of patients 
with COVID-19 are presented, several of which have been 
articulated to the health system. In the same way, the authors 
highlight the possibilities of IoT to make remote and 
autonomous monitoring of variables such as heart rate, blood 
pressure and blood glucose by patients. In the same way, as 
challenges of this type of technology, the security of the data 
and the interoperability of the different devices stand out. 

In [18], the authors propose an IoT system for heart rate 
monitoring in usability tests. The system proposed by the 
authors obtains the heart rate and heart rate variation data from 
a Bluetooth belt and sends them to a desktop application, 
which receives the data through a Bluetooth adapter and stores 
them in a database at the time that displays them graphically as 
a function of time. From the data captured, the system 
determines the level of mental stress of the user at different 
moments of the test. 

In [19], a system for the detection of heart conditions and 
the identification of mental stress is proposed using the free 
Arduino hardware platform and a heart rate sensor compatible 
with it. From the data captured by the sensor, the system allows 
the graph of the heart rate to be displayed in real time as a 
function of time, as well as the possible level at which the 
obtained heart rate is classified (bradycardia, normal, 
tachycardia). The system presented by the authors does not 
allow the storage of the data and therefore neither the analysis 
of the history of the captured data. 

In [20], the authors present an IoT system for the self-
diagnosis of heart diseases using a probabilistic method for the 
study of cardiac dynamics. The proposed system is framed in 
the service-oriented architecture and consists of a bluetooth LE 
heart rate sensor, which captures the data and sends it in real 
time to a mobile application, which is responsible for 
visualizing the data and calculating the probability. Heart rate 
takes a previously defined critical value. Although the 
proposed system includes the capture, storage and analysis 
layers, it does not present the behavior of the heart rate in real 
time at a graphical level, nor does it take into consideration the 
level of oxygen saturation as a study variable. 

Among other applications of IoT for health care, the 
proposal of [21] stands out who propose a monitoring system 
for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease-COPD through 
constant measurement of body temperature, oxygen saturation 
and heart rate with inexpensive sensors to issue early 
prevention alerts. For their part, [22] present a literature review 
oriented to internet of things applications for home health care 
using IoT technology, known as IoT Health. 

All the works presented in this section show IoT Health as 
a promising alternative for the health industry by allowing the 
personalization of the health service with lower labor and 
operational costs and facilitating the early warning of health 
alterations in people. 

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

In this section, a detailed description for the proposed 
framework is given. A generic diagram of the framework is 
shown in Fig. 1. It aims to provide support for healthcare 
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specialist decision-maker. Additionally, it works as a 
component capable of generating useful information about 
patients through IoT technology. The proposed framework can 
receive data collected from sensors, process and generate 
relevant information and notifications in a timely manner. The 
proposed framework was designed for COVID-19 patients. 

A. IoT Data Collection Module 

An important part of data analysis is collecting patient data. 
IoT data collection module considered as the bridge between 
wearable sensors and the proposed framework. This module is 
built based on the IoT infrastructure for health applications. In 
this experiment, the Mysignals platform is used. MySignals is a 
hardware development platform built for e-health system [23]. 
Fig. 2 shows MySignals device and its different types of 
connected IoT sensors. The information collected by 
MySignals is useful for the analysis of COVID-19 patients. 

The following information can be collected through 
MySignals: 

 Body position - important to know which side the 
patient is on or has been in the same position for many 
hours (warning to prevent pressure ulcers from 
forming). In the case of patients with COVID-19, this 
data may indicate whether the patient is walking or 
lying down, in addition to indicating the patient's level 
of discomfort and stress. 

 Body temperature: the body temperature data is 
collected more often for the caregivers. This data can 
also be used by crossing data from the external 
environment, since temperature and other external 
factors can also affect the patient. 

 Electromyography: This sensor detects abnormal 
muscle electrical activity. Although not directly related 
to the symptoms of COVID-19, the caregivers can use 
it as a crossover to indicate other comorbidities that 
may weaken the patient in general. 

 Airflow: to check the number of breaths and identify the 
patient's discomforts for breathing. 

 Galvanic skin response: can be used to check patient 
relaxation and stress levels. 

 Blood pressure: check hypertension and hypotension. It 
is also not directly related to COVID-19 but can be used 
to assess other comorbidities and patient weakness. 

 Glucometer: check changes in normal blood glucose 
levels. It is also not directly related to COVID-19 but 
can be used to assess other comorbidities and patient 
weakness. 

 Pulse Oximeter: in intubated patients, it is important to 
verify the efficiency of mechanical ventilation. For 
patients being monitored before the intensive care unit 
environments, it is essential to indicate lung 
involvement by the virus. 

B. Communication Module 

The purpose of the communication layer is to connect 
different types of sensors devices with the rest modules. It is 
mainly the communication network that receives the data and 
transmits it through 5G networks. This module is also 
composed of microservices to receive, transform to a standard 
format, and then persist and transmit the data to other modules. 

C. Processing Module 

The processing Module is directly linked to the Data 
collection module and communication module. The objective 
is that this module is to manage the received information; pre-
process it links it with the notification module. as shown in Fig. 
1, this module can identify an immediate data analysis flow, 
right after the pre-processing, reducing the waiting time for 
certain notifications, as well as the complete flow with data 
processing to generate new information. The decision module 
would use a knowledge base to interpret what values need to 
generate notifications. In this case, the decision module 
required specific information from the patient, to carry out the 
correct analysis as a knowledge base. 

D. AI Module 

This module is considered as a general AI component. It 
may deploy different AI techniques based on the purpose of the 
given medical application; thus, this module can be considered 
also as an expert system. 

 

Fig. 1. Conceptional Diagram of the Proposed Framework. 
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Fig. 2. MySignals Device and its different IoT Connected Sensors [23]. 

There are many algorithms that use AI techniques, which 
help in the automatic grouping and classification of data. As an 
example of these AI techniques, it is possible to mention: 

 Neural Networks: are specific Data Mining techniques 
that aim to learn through examples and try to apply the 
same rules learned to new unclassified data. 

 Data Mining: are techniques to explore data in search of 
patterns. The goal is to discover hidden patterns, such 
as time sequences or association rules between data, to 
classify new data. 

 Decision Trees: is a technique for creating a sequence 
of rules that determine results through a series of logical 
tests. 

 Expert Systems: are software that simulates a 
professional's decisions expert in the area, through a 
combination of rules or heuristics that analyze 
information, just like a human being would. 

E. Notification Module 

The notification module represents an important part of the 
proposed framework. In this module, each patient will receive 
notifications in two distinct categories: simple notifications and 
detailed notifications. These notifications are used by the 
caregivers, and can be displayed on a mobile application, 
monitoring screen or SMS messages sent to the patient 
relatives for immediate action. As mentioned before, two 
categories of notifications can be issued by the notification 
module. These categories are as follows: 

 Simple notifications: This category is related to events 
that occur by direct analysis of data received from a 
sensor, by searching the knowledge base. For example, 
a notification could be triggered by a heart rate outside 
the pre-established normality or a low percentage of 
oxygen when analyzing the glucometer. These events 
trigger alerts quickly. 

 Detailed notifications: This category is that of 
notifications triggered after analyzing the data received 
from various sensors, using data crossing and analysis 
of historical evolution. The information obtained is 
checked against the knowledge base to generate 
definitive results. For example, a patient could be 
categorized with their degree of evolution (stable, 
improving, getting worse), or an alert could be issued 
for the possibility of a heart attack in the next few 
hours. 

IV. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION 

In order to validate the proposed framework, a system 
implementation was performed. Java is used as the 
programming language for the main modules. Fig. 3 shows the 
main dashboard for individual patient. Here, caregivers can 
monitor the patient health status data. 

The first aspect that can be observed is the information 
about which patient is currently being viewed, and the option 
to switch to monitoring another patient. This makes it easy to 
monitor multiple patients on one device. Since this is a 
prototype implementation, only three types of sensors have 
been predefined, BPM (heart beats per minute), Body 
Temperature and Pressure. The last valid value received by the 
sensors will be displayed in the corresponding field. The 
simulated dashboard will receive data which would normally 
be sent directly by the IoT Data collection module; for example 
connected to a MySignals sensors. Although not using real 
sensors, the system will make the simulated data follow the 
same data flow within the processing module. The reported 
data aims to send generated linear sequence of data, so that 
specific situations can be tested, such as by example, a patient 
with a fever for many hours. Once received, this data may 
generate a notification to the health caregivers and the patient 
relatives. 
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Fig. 3. Prototype Dashboard for the Collected Data. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 In order to test the proposed Validation Module, specific 
rules were created to categorize patients infected with COVID-
19 into four profiles, based on disease severity. 

To this end, the risk values were averaged, considering the 
lowest and highest values recorded in sensors of patients who 
recovered or not from COVID-19. Accordingly, the following 
profiles were created: 

 Normal state (patients who have recovered). 

 COVID aggravation stage 1. 

 COVID aggravation stage 2. 

 COVID aggravation stage 3. 

After configuring the system and adding specific rules, the 
tests performed, using the module's simulated data linear 
sequence generation algorithm, it was possible to see that the 
simulated system correctly categorized the patients tested, 
according to the severity of the disease, indicated by the 
average values of the sensors. 

Within a hospital environment there are different profiles of 
patients, with different diagnoses and being followed up in 
different ways. To reduce the scope of this work and simplify 
the evaluation of the results, the group of patients infected with 
COVID-19 and waiting (at home or in a hospital) for natural 
recovery or for the evolution of symptoms to proceed with 
hospitalization in a specific sector was chosen of the hospital 
environment. 

The rules for generating predictions (which will be stored 
in the knowledge base) are not the direct target of this work, 
since this information would depend on the analysis of a 
specialist in the health area. Some rules are simple and even 
easily discovered, including in the manuals of health 
monitoring devices [24]. For example, the minimum glucose 
rate setting (which normally triggers an alert) could be set to 70 
mg/dl and the maximum normal temperature could be 36.7°C. 
Other measures, however, need constant adjustments by health 
specialists. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

In this paper, we proposed an IoT-based e-Health 
framework for COVID-19 patients monitoring, which is 
proved to be well-established as a useful and safe approach. Its 
use in for COVID-19 cases of risk allows adequate medical 
control, detects in advance the deteriorating of the disease, 
supports the care in times of high demand, helps to maintaining 
social isolation by avoiding calls to the emergency room and 
helps the patient and his relatives. 

Although many previous works have been proposed in the 
control of acute infectious diseases, most of the existing 
evidence comes from the management of patients with chronic 
diseases. The evidence available on the role those new 
technologies such as IoT and advanced e-Health systems can 
play in controlling an epidemic is scarce. 

For mitigating COVID-19, there are different studies 
(please see Section II) that provide guidance on the working 
method and the way to implement it. However, we believe that 
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proposing a lightweight and effective framework for 
monitoring COVID-19 patients is beneficial. It is definitely a 
solid basis for future research, more extensive and with control 
groups, to define the role that IoT technologies have to play a 
major role in current and future pandemics. 

The approach that combines IoT and proactive healthcare 
follow-up systems has been well accepted by the patients. 
Probably a main reason is that this monitoring strategy gives 
the user a security in days of uncertainty. The proactive 
attitude, the response to alerts or calls from patients in 
acceptable times gives a feeling of vigilance and control. We 
understand that, at least in part, this justifies that the connecting 
COVID-19 patients with health care givers is essential. 

When assessing this work, a number of limitations must be 
considered. Firstly, the data used is simulated from small size 
of data and for a single hospital center as a use case. Since the 
findings may not be identical in areas with a different incidence 
of COVID-19, it is important to reproduce this study in other 
health areas. 

In summary, this work suggests that IoT monitoring 
framework, used effectively, enabling useful and safe follow-
up for high-risk COVID-19 patients, although steady at the 
time of diagnosis. More researches are required to validate 
these results and assess their possible application in potential 
pandemics. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 New technologies for patient monitoring are very welcome 
and with the COVID-19 pandemic, they have become even 
more necessary. This work proposed a COVID-19 IoT-based 
framework that receives and analyzes patient data through a 
IoT sensors. An analysis of the proposed framework was also 
carried out, as well as implementing a prototype system. 

As a result of this work, the proposed framework that 
works on an IoT-based sensor infrastructure is developed to 
provide real-time health information. The proposed framework 
is interconnectable with other systems, which process data and 
maintain a patient history. With the use of this framework, a 
general improvement in the quality of patient follow-up by the 
healthcare team is expected. This work was developed 
considering the monitoring exclusively of patients infected 
with COVID-19, but it is necessary to investigate whether it 
can be applicable to other diseases or health conditions. 

VIII. FUTURE WORK 

As for future work, it would be interesting to implement an 
application layer that can provide display data for medical 
caregivers, nurses and especially first responders. A possible 
hospital module could present information about each patient, 
including their current and past status, notification history and 
possible prognosis. A possible ambulance module could 
indicate this information and also all monitoring data in real 
time during the process of transferring the patient from home 
to the hospital, its alerts and prognoses. This could improve the 
efficiency of the entire process, as rescuers could anticipate 
events. Moreover, it would be essential to compare the 
efficiency of the proposed framework with relevant literature 

through the application of AI algorithms for detecting and 
monitoring COVID-10 cases. 
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Abstract—Agriculture is known as one of the main factor for 

a growth of a country. Paddy plantation is the most widely 

planted crop in Malaysia. The rice produced is the main food 

source to Malaysian’s people and source of income to this 

country as well. However, a disease known as Brown Spot (BS) 

attacks the paddy plants and threats their quality. This disease 

caused by bipolar fungus, which represent by the development of 

an oval, dark brown to purplish-brown spot on leaf. This disease 

observed as among the hazardous disease that may result in 

degradation of paddy production. Brown Spot disease could 

spread through airborne spores from plant to plant on the field. 

In this research, a system that could help people, especially 

farmers, to detect the disease at early stage is developed. The real 

image capture at paddy field is processed in the MATLAB 

software with image enhancement, background removal as well 

as binary and RGB image masking process. To determine the 

Brown Spot area, pixel intensity between the infected and non-

infected areas is calculated. The severity level table developed by 

Horsfall and Heuberger is then used as reference to classify the 

severity level of Brown Spot disease. A GUI is created to detect 

the Brown Spot disease automatically. From the study conducted, 

the accuracy of Brown Spot detection is approximately 89% 

accurate compared to manual evaluation by plant pathology. 

Keywords—Brown spot; image enhancement; binary image; 

RGB image; masking process 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Over many years, Malaysia has grown-up its economy 
through agriculture sector. Agriculture has a significant 
economic contribution [1], with paddy being the third most 
widely cultivated crop. Rice produced by paddy, is the main 
source Malaysian and gain profit to the country [2]. Thus, a lot 
of efforts have been done to ensure a high quality and quantity 
production of this crop [3]. 

Farmers need to take a good care of their paddy growth in 
order to ensure the production of a good rice quality. However, 
paddy is very vulnerable as it often threatened by various pest 
and disease such as leaf folders, stem borer, plant hopper, 
Brown Spot (BS) disease [4], Bacterial Leaf Blight (BLB) 
diseases and Leaf Blast (LB) diseases [5]. 

Brown Spot (BS) disease (see Fig. 1) is caused by the 
bipolar fungus, making development of an oval, dark brown to 
purplish-brown spots on leaf. Brown Spot is considered as one 
of the most severe conditions [6] of paddy plants and can affect 
paddy leaves by as much as 50 to 90 per cent of the yield 

product. Brown Spot can quickly spread by airborne spores 
from plant to plant in the field. It occurs when the 
contaminated seeds are sown at a prevailing low temperature of 
18-22˚C [7] [8]. 

Brown Spot disease is a fungal disease that affects the 
development of rice plants, killing young seeds and reduces 
their quality. This disease may manifest itself at any stage of 
crop development [9] but is most severe at full crop 
maturation. Brown Spot disease is easily identifiable by its 
characteristic oval to circular form and size of a sesame seed 
on the surface of the paddy leaf. Typically, the colour is 
yellow-brown with dark brown patches [10]. 

 

Fig. 1. Brown Spot Disease on Paddy Plant. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Plant diseases provide a broad scientific field of study in 
agriculture and emphasize the biological features of diseases. 
Today, detecting plant diseases is challenging and requires 
particular care. Fungal infections, bacteria, viruses, and 
nematodes produce spots on leaves or stems, brown or black 
lesions, death of lower leaves, yellowing of lower leaves, and 
black specks [11]. Each disease has its technique of prevention. 
Standard techniques used include cultural tradition [12], 
disease resistance cultivars, and chemical usage. 

Previously, researcher in [13-14] has developed a system 
that can detect disease on leaf automatically by using image 
processing techniques. This, in turn, it allows farmers to 
recognize the diseases at an early stage and provides valuable 
knowledge to monitor the crop condition. 
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Image acquisition, image pre-processing, image 
segmentation, feature extraction, and classification are the 
image processing stages required for Brown Spot disease 
diagnosis used in [15-17]. These processes are done on the 
captured image of infected plants. The diagnosis of plant 
diseases is usually based on the presence of different colors 
[18], shapes [19] and abnormalities on plants leaves [20]. 

The present technique on detecting plant diseases is via 
professional observation using their bare eyes [21]. To do so, a 
big team of specialists is required, which is very expensive 
especially when the number of farms is enormous. At the same 
time, the farmers do not have enough facilities [22] to do so. In 
addition, because of this, the expense of consulting experts is 
often high and time consuming. 

In [23], the researcher discusses the detection of two 
diseases known as Leaf Spot and Leaf Blotch. The procedure 
used is by divide the process into several stages using image 
processing techniques. The first step was to convert RGB 
image to HSI colour space, which retains just the hue 
component for further processing. The disease part on the leaf 
is then extracted using K-Means segmentation. After that, the 
resulting image is analysed for feature extraction using GLCM 
texture analysis. The output is then used to train and classify a 
multi-class SVM classifier. 

Colour is always the most important element in image 
processing [24] and serves as an important indication for class 
identification. Digital image processing produces objective 
colour measures that are very useful for early lesion detection. 
The pixel in a colour image is often represented in RGB space, 
where the colour of each pixel is defined as a triplet (R, G, B), 
where R, G, and B correspond to Red, Green, and Blue, 
respectively [25]. The colours in the defect area of the images 
were analysed to determine the stage of the disease. At this 
stage, diseases can be categorised into their level according to 
their condition, from early to the worst stages [2] [26]. 

Based on these previous researches, it can be seen that the 
image processing has widely being used in detecting the paddy 
diseases. Hence, this study is conducted to propose another 
enhanced technique named Binary-RGB image masking 
technique to detect Brown Spot disease. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The Brown Spot (BS) disease detection start with image 
acquisition, followed by image enhancement using histogram 
equalization, background removal, image masking, obtaining 
the pixel value of segmented RGB image and masked image 
and determination of Brown Spot Disease based on Disease 
Severity Scale developed by Horsfall and Heuberger [27] (refer 
Fig. 2). 

The process of the analysis begins with taking pictures of 
paddy plants that are infected by Brown Spot disease at paddy 
plot in Malaysian Agricultural Research and Development 
Institute (MARDI) Seberang Perai using a 24 Megapixel 
camera with an Optical Image Stabilizer (OIS). The process 
begins with taking pictures of paddy leaves with a distance of 
approximately 30 cm. 

 

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the Brown Spot Detection Technique. 

The quality of the images is then enhanced by using 
histogram equalization technique. It followed with background 
removal process to eliminate the similar colour characteristics 
of the image background with the disease that infected the 
leaves (see Fig. 3). 

        
      (a)      (b)       (c)      (d) 

Fig. 3. (a) Original Image (b) Enhanced Image by using Histogram 

Equalization (c) Binary Image for Background Removal (d) RGB Image. 
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Then, the Brown Spot disease on a leaf is detected by using 
a masking concept. The procedure starts with masking the 
segmented RGB image with a segmented binary image. The 
resulted masked image will show the presence of Brown Spot 
on the image sample. 

As can be seen in Fig. 3(d), the background of an image is 
successfully removed, leaving the Region of Interest (ROI) 
with Brown Spot spotted on the leaf. The Brown Spot disease 
spot are detected after a masking process is applied. To get the 
pixel of Brown Spot disease, all pixel except black pixel value 
from a segmented RGB image are then subtracted with the 
non-black pixel value form by masked image. The resulting 
value shows the affected area of the Brown Spot disease (see 
Fig. 4). 

This step is continued by obtaining the pixel value for the 
non-black pixel of the segmented RGB image and masked 
image. After that, the Brown Spot severity level on the paddy 
leaf is determined by calculating the lesion and leaf area ratio. 
The equations used to express this process are as below: 

  
  

  
               (1) 

or 

                     (2) 

Where; 

S is severity extent, 

Ad is diseases leaf area, 

Al is total leaf area, 

Pd is total pixel in diseased area, 

Pl is total pixel of leaf. 

   
(a)    (b) 

Fig. 4. (a) Original Image (b) Masked Image with Brown Spot Disease 

Spotted on the Leaves. 

TABLE I. DISEASE SEVERITY SCALE DEVELOPED BY HORSFALL AND 

HEUBERGER [15] 

Level Severity 

0 Apparently infected 

1 0-25% leaf area infected 

2 26%-50% leaf area infected 

3 51%-75% leaf area infected 

4 >75% leaf area infected 

The severity level of the infected area is classified 
according to the Disease Severity Scale developed by Horsfall 
and Heuberger as shown in Table I. 

IV. ANALYSIS 

To get a high quality images, it is essential to pre-process 
the collected images. In this study, the Histogram Equalization 
technique is used to improve the image quality. In this 
technique, there are two parameters used which are „Radius‟ 
and „Amount‟ value. The „Radius‟ value is used to control the 
region's edge pixel dimension. The greater the value, the 
broader is the region around the edge. While a lower value 
narrows the region around the edge. Besides, the „Amount‟ 
value function is used to increase the contrast of the sharpened 
pixels. Therefore, with a larger value of 'Amount', the 
brightness of the image will increase. 

As shown in Fig. 5, there are some changes happen in the 
histograms of the Red, Green, and Blue channels between the 
original and enhanced images. The x-axis indicates the tonal 
scales, while the y-axis indicates the number of pixels in an 
image. If the pixel's value on the X-axis is close to 0, it 
indicates that the pixel has a darker black colour. While if its 
value near to 255, that certain pixel is merely get a lighter 
colour or white. 

By using Histogram Equalization technique the most 
common intensity pixel values are efficiently spreads out the 
while stretching the image's intensity range. This technique, in 
particular, is resulting in an improved image intensity as well 
as image quality of the Region of Interest (ROI), which in this 
instance is the paddy leaf. 

As for example, the peak value of blue channel is at 50, 
while the green channel is on range of 0-50, and red channel is 
on the range of 0 to 250. After the Histogram Equalization 
process, the pixel intensity value is being stretched out to it 
closes contrast value. As for the pixel value of blue channel, 
the colour pixel of 50 changes from 8000 to 7000, where the 
colour pixel of this channel is stretched out to its near intensity 
range. For green channel, the colour pixel is spreading towards 
0 which indicate the image at the certain pixel will become 
darker. At the red channel, the colour pixel is spreading more 
towards the 250 where it‟s resulting to a brighter pixel. This 
will increases the image contrast when its data is represented 
by close contrast values. 
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 (a)  

 
(b) 

Fig. 5. (a) Histogram for Original Image (b) Histogram for Enhanced Image. 

The image background on enhanced image is then removed 
and keep only the object of interest, which is the paddy leaves. 
Then, the affected area on the paddy leaf is detected by 
subtracting the segmented RGB image with the masked image. 
The output of two different sample can be seen in Fig. 6 and 
Fig. 7. 

     
(a)         (b)         (c)        (d) 

Fig. 6. (a) Original Image (b) Segmented RGB Image (c) Segmented Binary 

Image (d) Masked Image. 

     
           (a)              (b)         (c)        (d) 

Fig. 7. (a) Original Image (b) Segmented RGB Image (c) Segmented Binary 

Image (d) Masked Image. 

In this technique, it is compulsory to get the total pixels of 
leaf and the total pixel of Brown Spot affected area first. To get 
the pixel value of the Brown Spot affected area, the non-black 
pixel is obtained from masked image while for total pixel of 
leaf is obtained from subtracting the non-black pixel of masked 
image and the not black pixel of binary image. 

In order to obtain the Region of Interest (ROI), the value of 
the non-black pixel for the segmented RGB image and 
segmented binary image is calculated. Here, the Horsfall and 
Heuberger method [15], is applied to calculate the severity 
level of the Brown Spot disease on the paddy leaf. The 
equation for Horsfall and Heuberger method is as follows: 

         
   

 
  

Where; 

B is the non-black pixel of the segmented RGB image, 

K is the non-black pixel of the masked image, 
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For example, for sample image in Fig. 6, the non-black 
pixel value of segmented RGB image is 64966, while non-
black pixel value of masked image is 16728. So, the calculated 
affected area is; 

Affected area 

=100×((B-K)/B) 

=100*((64966-43922)/64966) 

=32.39% 

Based on the Disease Severity Scale, if the percentage 
obtained is in the range of 26%-50%, the sample image is 
classified as affected with Brown Spot disease at Level 2. 
Since the sample image as in Figure 6 is calculated to have an 
affected percentage of 32.39% so, it fall under Brown Spot 
severity Level 2. 

As for image sample in Fig. 7, the non-black pixel value of 
segmented RGB image is 47501, while non-black pixel value 
of masked image is 36981. So, the calculated affected area is; 

Affected area 

=100×((B-K)/B) 

=100*((47501-36981)/47501) 

=22.15% 

So, based on Disease Severity Scale, this sample fall under 
Brown Spot severity Level 1. 

These image samples are also being forwarded to Plant 
Pathology for a manual evaluation. The manual observation 
shows that sample image in Fig. 6 was 30% effected by Brown 
Spot. While for sample image in Fig. 7, it was manually 
evaluated as 20% effected with Brown Spot. 

Table II shows the result of Brown Spot area percentage by 
using system calculation and the manual evaluation by plant 
patology on five collected samples. While Table III shows the 

Brown Spot severity level by using system calculation and the 
manual evaluation. 

As can be seen in Table II, the result of Brown Spot area 
percentage by using system calculation and manual evalution 
are sigltly different but still tolarable. The precision in 
detecting the Brown Spot disease by using proposed system is 
about 89%. Although the percentage area of Brown Spot 
detected on image sample are different, but the severity level 
by using system calculation and manual evaluation are the 
same. 

To ease the process so that the layman can use the proposed 
system, a GUI as shown in Fig. 8 is developed. Here, the user 
need to load the original image to the system. Then, the system 
will automatically shows the enhanced image, segmented RGB 
image, segmented binary image and masked image. At the 
same time, the non-black pixel value of the RGB and masked 
image, the percentage of disease severity and its severity level 
is calculated and the result will be appear in the table of 
severity level box. The reset button is also available to clear all 
the input data as preparation to receive a new image sample. 

TABLE II. BROWN SPOT AREA PERCENTAGE BY USING SYSTEM 

CALCULATION AND THE MANUAL EVALUATION 

Sample Calculation on System Manual Evaluation 

1 39.48% 35% 

2 32.65% 30% 

3 57.58% 55% 

4 21.30% 20% 

5 70.96% 60% 

TABLE III. BROWN SPOT SEVERITY LEVEL BY USING SYSTEM 

CALCULATION AND THE MANUAL EVALUATION 

Sample Calculation on System Manual Evaluation 

1 Level 2 Level 2 

2 Level 2 Level 2 

3 Level 3 Level 3 

4 Level 1 Level 1 

5 Level 3 Level 3 

 

Fig. 8. GUI of the Proposed System. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This project is intended to help people, especially farmers 
who work in the agriculture sector. Instead of using too many 
pesticides that could affect people‟s health, early detection of 
the disease should help get rid of the disease before it gets 
worse and endanger the paddy‟s quality. Therefore, by using 
the proposed technique, it will help the farmer to classify the 
severity level of Brown Spot disease and it may assist the 
farmers in the early detection of the Brown Spot disease before 
it spread widely in the paddy field. 
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Abstract—With an increasing usage of hand-based biometrics 

in authentication system, there is a need to evolve up with more 

potential security owing to increasing evolution of threats. The 

security of the hand authentication system completely depends 

upon uniqueness and distinct selection of features from hand 

image which has the properties of robustness, fault tolerance, 

and simpler implication. Review of existing feature extraction 

literatures shows more inclination towards sophisticated process 

as well as it also suffers from various other limitation. Therefore, 

this manuscript resolves this limitation by presenting a novel 

model of feature extraction which is carried out in more 

progressive form and less iterative form, unlike existing 

approaches. The proposed system achieves its research goal by 

introducing simplified feature extraction operation via storage, 

blurring, color space conversion, binary image conversion, the 

modelling aspect of the study emphasizes on image enhancement 

along with fuzzification for yielding more efficient result. An 

experimental study has been carried out using Python 

considering hand-biometric dataset in order to carry analysis 

where the outcome shows significant supportability over any 

palmprint recognition system. The study outcome is compared 

with most standard implementation of feature extraction to find 

that proposed system offer better accuracy performance in 

contrast with existing system. 

Keywords—Biometric; security; feature extraction; hand 

geometric; authentication; palmprint recognition 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Authentication is defined as the process of verifying 
something to be genuine. In our case however, we are trying to 
verify if the identity of the person is genuine or not. Biometric 
authentication is a method of authentication where the system 
focuses on „who you are‟ rather than „what you know‟ 
(password) [1]. Biometrics is defined as the biological 
measurements which will identify an individual [2]. With these 
studies we can conclude that more unique the data is, more 
robust the system will be in identifying the individuality. Thus 
it can be concluded that the system which efficiently identify a 
person with the data of „who he is‟ (bio-metric) rather than 
what he knows (password) is more secure as passwords are 
considered to be more insecure compared to biometrics [3]. 
Even if there are many types of modalities that can be collected 
for biometric authentication of a person, obtaining the hand 
geometry require less complex systems of input data 
acquisition in comparison with other modalities [4]. In the 
complete mechanism of authentication mechanism, feature 

extraction plays a vital role that contributes towards 
dimensional reduction as well as it also offers significant 
information for precisely carry out the next step of 
authentication operation. The generalized definition of feature 
could be stated as a functional information of one or more set 
of information that when subjected to computation yields at 
quantifying potential characteristic of an object. Theoretically, 
a particular form of an image feature can be defined with 
respect to particular structure within an image that is always 
feasible to represents in multiple mechanisms. It is to be noted 
that selection of feature representation can be potential concern 
while developing a computer vision system. There could be 
dependencies towards adopting higher level of information in 
the structure of a feature in order to find a solution to the 
problem; however, it will require more processing attempts. A 
complete image or a segment of an image can be represented 
by the feature vector. This can be accomplished by exploring 
measurement of the group of features. Usually, a feature vector 
can be n-dimensional vector which consist of such 
measurements. Some of the widely used conventional features 
are Zernike Moments [5], Local orientation histograms [6], 
local brightness [7], binary object feature [8], etc. However, 
this will eventually differ from one to another image. From the 
palmprint image viewpoint, there are various forms of features 
e.g. wrinkles, textures, ridges, valleys, minute points, pores, 
ridge width, etc. Conventional approaches [9], [10] mainly 
make use of line-based methods as elementary representation 
of palmprint. Studies claims to offer stabilized authentication 
of palm using principle lines. It should be also noted that a high 
resolution image of palm print is required in order to perform a 
detection of features from palm print. The challenges increases 
more as palm print images are basically of two types viz. two 
and three dimensional palm images. Two dimensional palm 
images are further classified into low and high resolution 
image where low-resolution two dimensional palm print 
images are further classified into contact-based and contactless 
forms. With an increasing usage of hand-based biometric 
system in commercial products and services, it is essential to 
ensure that a robust modelling be carried out in this regards. 
Apart from this, with the presence of archives of literatures 
towards biometric authentication, not much emphasize is 
offered towards feature extraction. Hence, this loophole in 
existing system motivates to carry out a novel research work to 
address the above mentioned issues of existing system. 

This paper introduces a novel and simplified mechanism of 
feature extraction of hand where the emphasis is offered 
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towards achieving cost effective implementation process unlike 
existing sophisticated extraction process. The paper presents a 
simplified model which emphasize on the feature extraction 
process in order to assist a robust form of biometric-based 
authentication system. Existing approaches towards biometric 
authentication system mainly emphasize on using complex 
form of feature extraction process which could not effectively 
balance between computational efficiency and accuracy at 
same time. At the same time, it is also noticed that not much 
emphasis is offered towards the contextual informative 
contents with respect to foreground and background. Non-
inclusion of this fact will eventually lead to outliers in the 
authentication system. However, it should be noted that 
proposed system doesn‟t develop any form of authentication 
system; it only introduces a feature extraction mechanism 
which is meant to be used for any form of hand-based 
biometric system in future. Hence, this leads to evolution of 
certain research questions: 

 What are the dominant level of features essential for 
hand-based biometric system to ascertain both accuracy 
and computational efficiency? 

 How to find the artifacts and mitigate them for the 
fluctuation of illumination state in foreground and 
background to ensure better removal of outliers? 

Without addressing the above two critical research 
question, developing a feature extraction method will not 
encapsulate the practical issues pertaining to the authentication 
system in biometric. The proposed system also emphasize on 
image enhancement process which offers a superior form of 
accuracy in contrast to existing scheme of recognition system 
of hand. The organization of this manuscript is as follows: 
Section II discusses about the existing approaches of feature 
extraction followed by discussion of research problem that are 
confirmed after reviewing existing approaches in Section III. 
Further, proposed system design is discussed in Section IV 
followed by discussion of result analysis in Section V and 
conclusion in Section VI. 

II. RELATED STUDIES 

This section discusses about all the significant research 
work carried out in recent time towards feature extraction 
process. It should be known that feature extraction is an 
intermediate process within recognition of the palm. Hence, 
this part of the studies discusses about majority of studies that 
has considered hand recognition system based on palm 
geometry. While equal emphasis is also given for other image 
object-based recognition system in order to understand the 
effectiveness of unique feature extraction approaches. 

Existing literatures has consideration of multispectral palm 
images for recognition process as seen in work of Attallah et al. 
[11]. The study has emphasized on using spiral feature as well 
as Linear Binary Pattern for the purpose of feature extraction. 
Finally, K-nearest neighborhood is used for matching purpose. 
The outcome is analyzed with multiple dataset to prove its 
effectiveness. However, the owing to statistical computational 
adoption, the study doesn‟t emphasize on possibilities of 
outliers when color images are taken. Most recent, a unique 

feature extraction process is discussed by Bakheet and Al-
Hamadi [12] where both region and boundary based process of 
feature extraction is discussed in order to construct a multi-
modal descriptor from hand silhouette. Further supervised 
learning approach is used for training this feature in order to 
carry of classification. The works carried out by Deshpande et 
al. [13] have used Harris Corner Detection and Discrete 
Wavelet Transform in order to carry out feature extract from 
palm print images. The formulated feature is transformed in 
binary matric that is subjected for comparison while 
performing training. 

The work of Zhang et al. [14] have used an iterative 
learning scheme for extracting hidden information in the form 
of feature. 

The work of Yang et al. [15] discusses about the 
importance of offset feature while performing analysis of 
feature. The study has used infinite Dirichlet process in order 
to carry out analysis. 

Existing system of recognition also addressed the problems 
associated with partial occlusion. The study of Liu et al. [16] 
has used a graph matching mechanism for addressing this 
problem of recognition system of dorsal hand. The authors 
have used conventional shape-based feature extraction 
mechanism for recognition of vein along with edge attributes. 
Existing literatures has offered a solution towards adaptability 
problems in palmprint recognition. The work of Zhao et al. 
[17] has used Least Square Regression as a mechanism for 
feature extraction. The work carried out by Gupta and Gupta 
[18] has presented a study of authentication model using multi-
biometrics of hand images in the form of hand geometry, 
dorsal vein of palm, and slap fingerprints. The essential feature 
in this case are location of fingers which is carried out using 
segmentation-based process. Nearly similar form of study is 
also discussed by Izakian et al. [19] where segmentation using 
trajectories are adopted for carrying out feature extraction. The 
feature in this study is the alterations of the specific movement 
profile captured in sliding window. Existing studies has been 
also reported to make use of Doppler map for carrying out 
feature extraction. The work carried out by Ryu et al. [20] have 
used evolutionary approach in order to carry out feature 
analysis. The study has considered feature specific to radar 
characteristic along with statistical outcomes to be used in 
machine learning approach. The feature extraction in this study 
is carried out using low level descriptor, tracking scattering 
center, and obtaining connectivity between channels. 

Most recently, there are studies which are carried out using 
machine learning approach towards processing features from 
hand images. The study carried out by Xin and Wang [21] has 
discussed about utilization of CNN for assisting in 
classification of image considering different requirements of 
feature extraction. Such study is carried out by Du et al. [22] 
where Convolution Neural Network (CNN) is used for 
recognition of hand gesture. This study make use of micro-
Doppler feature from target areas in order to generate more 
logical and adaptive feature. CNN was used further to improve 
upon the recognition system. Similar category of usage of 
CNN is also seen in work of Abd-Ellah et al. [23] where CNN 
is used for high-level feature extraction in order to obtain 
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feature map. Exactly similar approach is also reported in work 
of Li et al. [24] have carried out the study towards feature 
extraction using Micro-Doppler associated with recognition of 
hand gesture. The study has also used orthogonal-based 
matching map for performing this extraction process where 
further CNN is used for training. 

Adoption of CNN is also reported in work of Ghrabat et al. 
[25] integrated with search optimization scheme of 
evolutionary approach. The feature in this study are the color 
and texture. This is accomplished using co-occurrence matrix 
of gray level and image intensity for extracting color and 
texture feature respectively. Further K-means clustering is used 
for grouping the feature while classification is carried out by 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) and CNN. Existing 
mechanism has also witnessed usage of CNN for feature 
extraction associated with semantic aspect of recognizing vein. 
This work is reported by Pan et al. [26] where all the feature 
map are concatenated where the selection of optimal feature is 
carried out on the basis of semantic weights. A unique adoption 
of machine learning approach was discussed by Wu et al. [27] 
towards optimizing the extracted feature. The scheme make use 
of inferential statistics and neural network in order to carry out 
recognition. The features used in this study are time-frequency 
domain, frequency domain, and time domain feature. Yoo et al. 
[28] have carried out used recurrent neural network in order to 
study articulation of hand by extracting sequential feature of 
joints in fingers. Further Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) 
was reported to be used in study of Yuan et al. [29] for deep 
feature extraction. The work carried out by Wibisono and 
Mursanto [30] have also presented a sophisticated feature 
extraction scheme using deep learning. 

Hence, there exists various studies towards feature 
extraction in existing system. The next section discusses about 
research problems associated with it. 

III. RESEARCH PROBLEM 

After reviewing the existing literatures towards feature 
extraction considering hand geometry, various conclusive 
remarks were obtained associated with its downsides. 
Following were the research problems that has been identified 
and addressed in current work: 

 Complex Mechanism of Feature Extraction: Existing 
system are mainly reported to use spiral feature as well 
as Linear Binary Pattern, Harris Corner Detection and 
Discrete Wavelet Transform, infinite Dirichlet process, 
segmentation using trajectories, micro-Doppler feature, 
etc. All these approaches are quite conventional and 
sophisticated in its operation with respect to various 
traits of hand geometry. Owing to inclusion of 
maximum number of operational steps to carry out 
feature extraction, these methods may offer poor 
scalability in its performance. 

 More usage of Learning Operation: Machine learning 
and its different variants were discussed for improving 
the performance of feature extraction. However, 
machine learning methods implemented in existing 
schemes are more focused on achieving accuracy and 

less on offering granularity in feature extraction from 
dynamic environment. Moreover dependencies of 
trained data will further act as an impediment towards 
feature extraction if images with multiple orientation 
and modalities are used. 

 Biased Adoption of Illumination Factor: Majority of the 
existing approaches considers the illumination factors 
over the foreground object and not the background 
object. The silhouette generated by the hand structure 
also induce variation in background illumination factor 
and significant results in outliers (conjoining fingers). 
Therefore, there is a need of using a simplified scheme 
which offers equal importance to the illumination factor 
for extracting precise feature. 

 Less Preference to Image Enhancement: Majority of the 
existing implementation follows a dual steps of 
operation viz. feature extraction after preprocessing and 
subjecting the feature for further process of 
authentication or recognition. However, there are few 
literatures to highlight further importance for enhancing 
the image, which is also a challenging step to be carried 
out. Without this operation, it is a challenging process 
in order to ensure better visual quality of the outcome 
image. It also affects the accuracy of the outcome 
image. 

 Common preprocessing steps: Not much literatures has 
witnessed the use of unique and simplified 
preprocessing operation. There is a need to 
preprocessing to eliminate noise in simplified manner, 
there is a need to consider different form of color space 
apart from conventional RGB, and also, there is a need 
to evolve up with a different binarization scheme. At 
present, there are very studies that has emphasized on 
such operations while performing feature extraction. 

It should be noted that research problem in hand is 
associated with the feature extraction. All the above mentioned 
points represents the limiting factors of existing approaches. 
Out of all this, the first critical problem which requires to be 
prioritized primarily is associated with preprocessing 
operation. A better and simplified preprocessing operation will 
eventually lead to better artifact removal from the biometric 
input given, which unfortunately lacks in existing approach. 
This will also contribute towards addressing enhancement 
issues in an image. The second essential problem is towards 
dealing with the illumination factor without which proposed 
model will not be able to deal with different variants of images 
of hand-based images. The next section discusses about the 
system design implemented in proposed system as solution. 

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN 

The proposed study is focused on feature extraction 
methodology rather than the recognition model itself. The 
hypothesis is that if the feature extraction is carried out in 
efficient manner than it will positively affect the recognition 
modelling too. The system design of the proposed system is 
motivated from the work carried out by Afifi et al [31]. A 
Convolution Neural Network (CNN) system is used to extract 
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the features and Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used to 
authenticate the person in existing system. When a CNN is 
being trained, its performance can be enhanced if right 
preprocessing steps are added to it [32]. It should also be noted 
that feature enhancement will improve the performance of the 
recognition system without making any fundamental changes 
to the system itself [33]. Though the explicit method for 
handling the contrast and enhancement can be used if there 
exists a varying lighting condition, which is the sole purpose of 
the proposed system. In the proposed model, a novel type of 
preprocessing system is being proposed which will enhance the 
performance of the hand geometry recognition and 
authentication algorithm. As shown in Fig. 2, the proposed 
system contains five distinct modules viz. i) image blurring, 
ii) HSV conversion iii) Fuzzy logic binary converter, 
iv) contour detector v) image enhancer. The purpose of all 
above modules is to detect the important features in the hand 
geometry and enhance them so that they are better exposed to 
next algorithm which will be used for 
classification/recognition. The block diagram of the system is 
as shown in the Fig. 1. 

Image 

Storage

Metadata

Image 

Blurring

HSV 

Conversion

Binary Image 

Conversion 

Contour

Image 

Enhancer
 

Fig. 1. Proposed Preprocessing System. 

The brief outlines of above exhibited blocks of operation 
are as follows: 

A. Image Storage 

This block of operation retains images associated with palm 
geometries that is considered for study implementation. The 
proposed system uses 11K hand dataset that consists of 11,000 
images of hands belonging to 190 people. This also provides 
additional details about the images in the form of metadata 
[31]. The metadata are used further prior to the process of 
binary image conversion. Since in 11K hands dataset, even the 
metadata is given, It helps in present study to recognize if a 
person is having any accessory while processing the image. If 
person is wearing a ring or nail polish, the results may vary 
hence these taken into account during fuzzy image 
binarization. 

B. Image Blurring 

The proposed system implements image blurring in order to 
eliminate certain features as well as to eliminate noise [34]. 
Amongst various techniques used for blurring, the proposed 
system implements Gaussian blurring approach. It is the result 

of blurring the image with the help of Gaussian function. The 
one-dimensional Gaussian function is mathematically 
expressed as follow: 
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√    
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However, while dealing with images, the formula must be 
expanded to two dimensions. The two-dimensional 
mathematical expression of proposed blurring is now as 
follows: 
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In the above expression (2), the variable σ represents the 
window size. In proposed study, window size of 3 is selected 
and the above mathematical expression is applied to every 
pixel of the image. Due to Gaussian blur, noises in the image 
are removed and also reflection caused due to shininess of aged 
skin and blood veins are also removed [35]. 

C. HSV Conversion 

This is the third step of operation in proposed system where 
color space of Hue, Saturation and Value (HSV) is deployed. 
The prime justification of using HSV is because it is a standard 
to represent a color in a more human understandable way. In 
proposed study, the image is converted into HSV format so that 
various colors of skin can easily be represented in HSV format 
rather than regular RGB format. To detect human skin, HSV is 
more advantageous compared to RGB since it is easy to 
calculate and ignore ambient light [36]. In order to convert 
RGB to HSV, the channels must be flipped if the 
implementation is being done in OpenCV as it used BGR 
format instead of RGB. In order to do this, all three colors must 
be normalized using minmax scaler. Formula for same is 
shown below. 

    
       

         
              (3) 

However it must also be noted that pixel values always 
range between 0 to 255 henceYmaxis always retained at the 
value of 255 andYmin value is retained at 0. This will yield to in 
terms of following mathematical expression. 
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Once all three color values are converted, the following 
algorithm is used to make the conversion. In the algorithm 
which is being used, the HSV conversion is done with the help 
of modulus function hence the conversion happens in a much 
faster way as contrary to using trigonometric functions. First, 
the algorithm calculates Hue by calculating the angle of color 
from nearest elementary color (RGB) Saturation is calculated 
as a measure of percentage difference between most dominant 
and least dominant color and finally value is nothing but the 
value of dominant color. 
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Algorithm : RGB to HSV Conversion 

Input : Normalised RGB image (Img) 

For pixels in img: 

 Cmax = max(R‟ G‟ B‟) 

 Cmin= min(R‟ G‟ B‟) 

 Diff = Cmax – Cmin 

 If Cmax ==Cmin: 

  H = 0 

 Else if Cmax == R‟: 

  H = ((60 * (G‟-B‟)/Diff) + 360 % 360) 

 Else if Cmax == G‟: 

  H = ((60 * (B‟-R‟)/Diff) + 120 % 360) 

 Else if Cmax == B‟: 

  H = ((60 * (R‟-G‟)/Diff) + 240 % 360) 

 If Cmax == Cmin: 

  S = 0 

 Else: 

  S = (Diff/Cmax) * 100 

 V = Cmax * 100 

D. Image Binarization 

The image must be converted to binary image in order to 
make it easy for processing. In case of this study, the HSV 
values are converted to binary values. The complete process of 
image binarization is shown in Fig. 3. 

According to Fig. 2, the proposed system takes an input 
image and considers all the pixels present in an image for 
further processing. The next step of operation is to check if the 
HSV value is more than upper value of the threshold Tup. If this 
condition is satisfied, the proposed system checks of the value 
of HSV is more than lower threshold Tlow. In either cases of the 
condition is not satisfied than proposed system carry out 
fuzzification followed by a conditional check if the adjacent 
pixel Pad is white. If the adjacent pixel is found to be white than 
the proposed model converts them in black or else it makes it 
white. In the exhibited Fig. 3, the process of fuzzification is the 
process where probability of the pixel being skin or not skin. In 
order to do this an algorithm will run in the background and 
decide the values of Hue so that the algorithm works for 
various skin tones. The proposed system performs the 
following steps of implementation towards hand image for 
eigenvectors.  

Input Image 

For Every 

Pixel in 

Image

If HSV< Tup

If HSV>Tlow

Fuzzification
If Pad is 

White

Make pixel 

Black

Make Pixel 

White

F

F

T

T

decided
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F
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Fig. 2. Process flow of Proposed Image Binarization. 

The first steps towards this implementation are to consider 
a sample of 100 images from the dataset (Fig. 3). 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- - -

dataset

Selected 100 Images

 

Fig. 3. Selection of Images from Dataset. 

The next step of operation is to flatten every images and re-
arrange it into matrix T. 

Following are the mathematical operations being carried out: 

M1=Image-1  I 

M2=Image-2  I 

 - 

 - 

Mn1=Image-n  I              (5) 

In the above expression (5), the variable I represents 
identity matrix. Therefore, the resultant matrix T is 
mathematically expressed as follow, 

T=M1 M2 …….Mn             (6) 
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The next step of the operation will be to calculate and 
subtract mean as follows: 

  [

           
           
 
   

 
   

 
  

 
   

]    [

  
   
  

]           (7) 
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                 (8) 

m=T-A               (9) 

Subtract every column of S with A. The next step of 
operation will be to compute the covariance matrix S as 
follows: 

     ( )  [
  (  )   (  )    (  )

  (  )   (  )    (  )
]        (10) 

The next process is to compute the eigenvalues for S 
matrix. 

det(S-λI)=0            (11) 

Finally, an eigenvector is created 

  [

  
   
  

] 

Fig. 4 highlights the process involved in flattening the 
image. 
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Fig. 4. Process of Flattening Image. 

The step of fuzzification block is shown in Fig. 5 as follows. 

Calculate mean of sample images

Load images for various skin tones

Calculate eigenvectors

Pick 10 larges eigenvectors

Subtraction of mean from each 

example image

Calculate limits

 

Fig. 5. Process Flow of Fuzzification. 

E. Image Enhancement 

This is the next steps of implementation after the 
binarization is carried out.In this process, the image is 
subjected for enhancement before passing it to the recognition 
algorithm. In this study hidden feature enhancements are being 
introduced which are not visible to human eyes however it will 
make a significant difference for the proposed system which 
will later contribute towards efficient authenticate a person. 
The final image will not be different from unprocessed images 
for human eyes. 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

This section discusses about the results being obtained after 
implementing the proposed logic discussed in prior section. 
The proposed system consists of nine metadata which is 
tabulated below in Table I. 

TABLE I. METADATA OF THE DATASET 

Sl. No. Name Description 

1 Id Identity of the person to whom hand belongs to 

2 Age Age of the person 

3 Gender Gender of the person 

4 skinColor Skin color of the person described by four types 

5 Accessories If the person is wearing a ring 

6 nainPolish If person has nail polish 

7 aspectOfHand Side of hand and identifies left/right hand 

8 imageOfHand Filename for image of hand 

9 Irregularities If the person is handicap person 
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The proposed system is scripted in python over 64 bit 
machine. 11K hands dataset has been chosen in this study since 
the dataset contain more images per person, higher resolution 
and other additional details [31][37]. The prime reason for 
selection of this dataset is because of its possession of 
maximum number of hand images for more than hundred 
number of subjects along with the presence of metadata. The 
contribution of the parameters used are: The parameter of 
minmax scaler Y' performs normalization, while R', G', B' is 
used for obtain pixel intensity information. From the algorithm 
of normalization, the effective control of RGB is carried out by 
parameters Cmax and Cmin, while a logical condition is 
maintained in order to yield Hue H and Saturation Values S. 
Since it is observed that number of images per subject is not 
same for all, so there is a need to carry out analysis of the 
frequency of it in order to ensure that the data is balanced. The 
frequency of images is plotted per subject and the plot is 
exhibited in Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 6. Frequency Distribution of Images. 

From Fig. 6, it can be observed that the data is not 
imbalanced as frequency doesn‟t deviate too much from 
mean/central tendency. As it can be observed, mean number of 
images per hand is 58.6. Minimum number of images per hand 
is 14 whereas maximum is 187. The detailed numerical 
description of the same is shown in following Table II as 
follow: 

TABLE II. STATISTICAL DESCRIPTION 

Items Value 

Count 189.00000 

Mean 58.603175 

Standard Deviation 30.841327 

Minimum 14.00000 

Maximum  187.00000 

The visual analysis of the proposed system is also carried 
out for the images corresponding to subjects with handicap 
situation as shown in Fig. 7. Analysis with this dataset gives 
that opportunity. 

 

Fig. 7. Hand Image of Handicap Subject. 

When the data if analyzed further, following conclusions 
can be drawn. 

 

Fig. 8. Bar Graph of Female vs Male Hands. 

There are around 7000 images of female hands whereas 
there are only around 4000 images of male hands as shown in 
Fig. 8. This will not pose many problems as there no 
significantly notable difference and gender recognition is not 
being perused in this study. Further, the proposed system also 
extracts information about Kernel Density Estimate (KDE) 
which is deployed for analyzing the probability density 
associated with the continuous variable. 

 

Fig. 9. KDE Plot for Age vs Number of Images. 
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In above figure we can observe that most of the hand 
images are from people of age between 20 and 30 although, 
there are some images of the 70-year-old person as shown in 
Fig. 9. 

 

Fig. 10. Bar Graph of the Hand Poses. 

As it can be observed above as shown Fig. 10, the images 
are evenly spread across among all four hand poses. Apart 
from this, it should be noted that image binarization is an 
important step in entire preprocessing algorithm. For every 
pixel within an image, the proposed system calculate whether it 
should be white in resulting image or black. Initially HSV 
values are considered. Based on all the images, considering all 
skin tones following minimum and maximum values are set by 
considering pixels belonging to skin of hand. Table III 
highlights the minimum and maximum values of HSV. 

If any pixel value fall between these two maximum and 
minimum values then the pixel is made white by the algorithm. 
When the pixel is not within this range it could be possible that 
it is not within the range due to shadow and glaring effects. In 
order to avoid this phenomenon, proposed system uses fuzzy 
logic. In proposed fuzzification, the probability of the skin 
being part of actual skin is calculated by the help of 
eigenvectors. Eigenvectors are used to calculate a shape. They 
are nothing but set of vectors which represent the shape of the 
hand. The proposed system checks if the pixel falls within a 
shape of the hand in that particular image. In order to 
understand this system, the visual outcome exhibited in Fig. 6 
represents the problems. 

Fig. 11 shows the evident problems where middle finger 
and ringer finger are found to join with each other. This 
problem will eventually adversely affect the recognition 
process in later part. Hence, fuzzification significant 
contributes to address this problem. The fuzzy logic 
mechanism used in proposed system is very similar compared 
to the work of Chowdhury et al. [38] in which a very similar 
fuzzy logic algorithm is used to detect faces; however in this 
work, the equivalent process is being amended to detect hands. 
Any noises induced in this step will be removed by contour 
extraction as the algorithm considers only the larges contour 
among all. The next part of the visual analysis is that of image 
enhancement. 

TABLE III. NUMERICAL OUTCOMES OF HSV 

Items Hue Saturation Value 

Minimum 20 10 60 

Maximum 40 165 255 

 

Fig. 11. Binarization without Fuzzy Logic. 

 

Fig. 12. Feature Enhancement Visible to Human Eyes. 

Fig. 12 highlights the visual outcomes of enhancement 
operation 

As it can be observed in above figure, majority the above 
features are enhanced. The contour is drawn around the hand, 
the out hull is drawn forming a polygon connecting the top 
most points of the hand, and finally the valleys in the contour 
are enhanced and these are the base of fingers. These are 
important features in hand geometry recognition. 

The final stage of analysis is to carry out benchmarking of 
the proposed system by comparing with the existing system. 
For this purpose, the proposed system considers accuracy as 
performance parameters. Performance metrics of an 
authentication system is measured by Recognition accuracy. 
Formula for same has been provided below in expression (12). 

           
                           

                     
              (12) 
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Successful trial means if a person is authenticated the 
system should recognize him as authenticated or else it will 
recognize him as not authenticated. However, if it authorizes 
an unauthorized person and vice versa, it will be considered as 
failure case. Total number of trials is summation of the success 
cases and failure cases. Comparison is carried out with the 
existing work of Afifi et al. [31] who has presented two 
schemes side-by-side e.g. CNN with SVM and CNN integrated 
with Linear Binary Pattern (LBP) and SVM. The analysis of 
accuracy was carried out for three use cases of palm side with 
dark, medium, and fair skin tone as shown in Table IV. 

TABLE IV. NUMERICAL OUTCOME OF PROPOSED STUDY 

Method 
Palmer side 

– Dark skin 

Palmer side – 

Medium skin 

Palmer side – 

Fair skin 

CNN - SVM 94.8 92.9 93.3 

CNN – LBP - SVM 96.0 95.3 95.6 

Proposed method 98.91 97.95 97.92 

The graphical outcome of the above mentioned tabulated 
data is showcased in the Fig. 13. 

 

Fig. 13. Comparative Analysis Outcome. 

The existing study of Afifi et al. [31] was able to produce 
96% accuracy in most favorable conditions however the 
present work is able to show 98.91% accuracy which is a near-
perfect system. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented a discussion of a novel feature 
extraction mechanism where the input image is considered 
along with its meta-data. After subjecting to blurring, color 
space conversion, binarization, and image enhancement, the 
study outcome shows better accuracy achievement for 
proposed system. The experimental outcome of the proposed 
study shows that it has achieved comparatively higher accuracy 
in the range of 97.95-98.91% for three different forms of 
biometric images. This value of accuracy is significantly 
improved version when compared to existing approaches of 
feature extraction using machine learning approaches. 
Following are the contribution / novelty of proposed study viz. 

 the proposed study presents a simplified approach 
unlike the complex and iterative approaches presented 
by existing literatures, 

 the proposed scheme introduces a fuzzification 
mechanism in order to control the possible cases of 
outliers arising from challenging illumination condition 
between the fingers, 

 without usage of training mechanism, unlike the 
evolving methods in existing literatures, the proposed 
system managed to offer higher accuracy that is 
numerically proven. 

The limitation of the paper is that it doesn‟t offer any 
privilege for performing authentication using certain use-cases. 
It is because the development of the model is basically a 
computational framework which is meant to be integrated with 
any form of biometrics where the extracted features will be 
considered for authentication. It can be widely applied to any 
form of hand-based biometric system. 

The future work of the proposed system can be extended 
towards developing an authentication system. The extracted 
features can be further trained and stored which can be used as 
a metadata while performing authentication with a query 
image. 
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Abstract—The classification and tracking of vehicles is a 

crucial component of modern transportation infrastructure. 

Transport authorities make significant investments in it since it is 

one of the most critical transportation facilities for collecting and 

analyzing traffic data to optimize route utilization, increase 

transportation safety, and build future transportation plans. 

Numerous novel traffic evaluation and monitoring systems have 

been developed as a result of recent improvements in fast 

computing technologies. However, still the camera-based systems 

lag in accuracy as mostly the systems are constructed using 

limited traffic datasets that do not adequately account for 

weather conditions, camera viewpoints, and highway layouts, 

forcing the system to make trade-offs in terms of the number of 

actual detections. This research offers a categorical vehicle 

classification and tracking system based on deep neural networks 

to overcome these difficulties. The capabilities of generative 

adversarial networks framework to compensate for weather 

variability, Gaussian models to look for roadway configurations, 

single shot multibox detector for categorical vehicle detections 

with high precision and boosted efficient binary local image 

descriptor for tracking multiple vehicle objects are all 

incorporated into the research. The study also includes the 

publication of a high-quality traffic dataset with four different 

perspectives in various environments. The proposed approach 

has been applied on the published dataset and the performance 

has been evaluated. The results verify that using the proposed 

flow of approach one can attain higher detection and tracking 

accuracy. 

Keywords—Vehicle classification; generative adversarial 

networks; single shot multibox detector; vehicle tracking; deep 

neural networks 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With a rising count of vehicles on road, and those in a huge 
variety, resulting in traffic congestion and a slew of related 
difficulties, it is necessary to address these issues [1]. It 
motivates us to consider an intelligent and smart traffic 
monitoring system that could assist traffic agencies in 
addressing issues such as routing traffic based on the density of 
vehicle movement on the road, collecting traffic data like count 
of vehicles, vehicle type, and vehicle motion parameters, and 
managing roadside assistance in the event of an accident or 
other anomalous incident. It conducts traffic analysis using the 
acquired data to optimize the use of highway networks, 
forecast future transportation demands, and enhance 
transportation safety [2]. The primary functions of an 
intelligent and intelligent traffic monitoring system are vehicle 
categorization and tracking on a category basis. Due to the 
substantial technological problems associated with the same, 

several research topics have been studied, resulting in the 
creation of numerous vehicle categorization, and tracking 
systems. Classifying vehicles and maintaining their trajectories 
properly in a variety of environmental circumstances is critical 
for efficient traffic operation and transportation planning. 

The scientific advancements have resulted in the 
development of several novel vehicle categorization systems. 
Three types of categorical vehicle classification systems may 
be found in use today: in-road, over-road, and side-road. Each 
category of vehicle classification is further divided into 
subcategories depending on the sensors utilized, the techniques 
used to utilize the sensors, and the processes used to classify 
cars [3]. While both in-road and side-road approaches are 
capable of accurate categorical vehicle classification, they 
differ significantly in terms of sensor types, hardware 
configurations, configuration process, parameterization, 
operational requirements, and even expenses, making it even 
more difficult to determine the most suitable solution for a 
given vehicle in the first instance. These techniques have 
limitations when more than one vehicle is in the same location 
at the same time [4]. So, these techniques can’t be utilized for 
tracking the vehicles. 

To circumvent the restrictions, over-the-road-based 
methods for category vehicle classification and tracking are 
used. Camera-based systems are the most popular technology 
for over-road-based systems [5] [6]. The cameras are mounted 
at a height sufficient to cover the road's wide field of vision 
and can span several lanes. There are two primary obstacles to 
attaining our aim that are linked with camera-based systems. 
To begin, their performance is significantly impacted by 
weather and lighting conditions, resulting in blurred, hazy, and 
rainy observations in collected pictures. The same findings are 
made in captured pictures when automobiles are travelling at 
high speeds on the road. Second, a higher viewing angle allows 
for consideration of more distant road surfaces, however, the 
vehicle's object size changes significantly, and the accuracy of 
detection of tiny objects located distant from the road suffers 
because of the shift. We focus on above two difficulties in this 
work to provide a feasible solution, and we demonstrate how to 
adapt the category vehicle recognition findings to multiple 
object tracking. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Image Restoration 

Images restoration problems such as image deblurring, 
dehazing and deraining being all focused at creating an 
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accurate representation of a clear final picture out of an 
insufficiently clear input image. Numerous studies have been 
conducted in this area. A multi-layer perceptron technique for 
deblurring that eliminates noise and artefacts [7]. To cope with 
outliers, a CNN based on the single value dissemination is used 
[8]. Certain techniques [9], [10] begin by estimating blur 
kernels with convolutional neural networks and subsequently 
deblur images using traditional restoration methods. Many 
edge adaptive neural networks have been developed for the 
purpose of recovering clear images instantly [11], [12]. Recent 
deep learning-based approaches for image dehazing [13], [14] 
estimate transmission maps first and subsequently restore clear 
images using conventional methodologies [15]. Typically, 
traditional methods for image deraining are created using the 
statistical characteristics of rainy streaks [16-19]. The author in 
[20] built neural network for removing rain and/or dirt from 
pictures. Having been developed with the aid of the ResNet 
[21], [22] built deep network for image deraining. The author 
in [23] introduced Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) 
architecture for generating realistic pictures from random 
noise. Numerous techniques for visual tasks have been 
developed because of this framework [24–27]. The authors in 
[28-31] have also utilized the GAN framework to low-level 
vision issues. We chose to apply the capabilities of the GAN 
framework physics model [32] for picture restoration jobs due 
to the positive findings. 

B. Detection of Vehicles 

Now, vehicle detection can be accomplished using both 
standard machine vision techniques and sophisticated deep 
learning techniques. Traditionally, machine vision techniques 
employ a vehicle's motion to distinguish it from a fixed 
backdrop picture. This approach may be classified into three 
categories [33] as background subtraction [34], frame 
subtraction on a continual basis [35], and optical flow [36]. 
Variance is determined by applying the frame subtraction 
technique, which compares pixel data of two or three 
successive frames. Additionally, threshold separates the 
shifting foreground region [35]. By employing this technique 
and reducing noise, the vehicle's halt may also be recognized 
[37]. When the video's backdrop picture being stationary, 
background data is used to build the model [37]. Following 
that, it is possible to segment the moving object as well as the 
frame pictures by comparing each frame image to the backdrop 
model. Optical flow approach being exploited to detect a 
motion area in frames. The resulting optical flow field encodes 
the direction of motion and speed of each pixel [36]. While the 
classic machine vision approach detects the vehicle more 
quickly, it does not perform well in case the image brightness 
varies, there being a continuous motion in backdrop, or there 
are vehicles moving with low speed or some complicated 
sceneries. Vehicle identification using deep convolutional 
neural networks [52] may be classified into two broad groups. 
The two-stage technique begins by generating a candidate box 
for the item using multiple methods and then classifying it 
using a CNN. Second, a single-stage technique could not 
produce candidate box but instead turns object bounding box 
placement problem straight transform it into a regression 
problem that can be processed. Region-CNN (R-CNN) [38] 
employs a two-stage technique that utilizes selective search of 
region [39] in image. CNN image input must be fixed size, and 

the network's deeper structure needs a lengthy training period 
and uses a significant amount of storage capacity. SPP NET 
[40], which is based on concept of spatial pyramid matching, 
enables the network to accept pictures of varying sizes and 
provide fixed outputs. Among the one-stage techniques, the 
Single Shot Multibox Detector (SSMD) [41] and You Only 
Look Once (YOLO) [42] frameworks are most important. For 
many categories, SSD for single shot detectors (YOLO) that is 
significantly faster than the preceding state-of-the-art and as 
accurate as slower techniques that undertake explicit area 
recommendations and pooling, such as the Faster R-CNN [43]. 
SSMD's central idea is to forecast category scores and box 
offsets for a specific set of default bounding boxes by applying 
tiny convolutional filters on feature maps. We chose to use the 
SSD framework [43] for categorical vehicle identification and 
classification tasks due to the positive findings. 

C. Tracking of Vehicles 

Aspects of the functioning of an intelligent traffic system 
that need advanced vehicle object identification applications, 
such as multiple object tracking, are also crucial [44]. DBT 
(Detection-Based Tracking) and Detection-Free Tracking 
(DFT) are the two most common methods of initializing 
objects in multi-object tracking systems (DFT). To detect 
moving objects in video frames, the DBT method first uses 
background modelling to detect them before tracking them. 
However, the DFT technique is only capable of initializing the 
tracking object and cannot deal with the addition of new 
objects or the removal of current ones. Multi-object tracking 
algorithms must consider the similarity of items inside a frame, 
as well the associated problem of objects across frames, when 
developing their algorithms. The normalized cross-correlation 
function may be used to determine the similarity of objects 
inside a frame. As shown in [45], the Bhattacharyya distance is 
being used to calculate the distance between two objects based 
on the colour histograms of their respective images. When 
connecting inter-frame items, it is critical to specify that each 
item may appear on no more than one track at a time and that 
each track may include no more than one object. It is now 
possible to fix this issue by using either detection-level 
exclusion or trajectory-level exclusion. SIFT and ORB feature 
points were used for object tracking to overcome the 
difficulties caused by size and illumination changes in moving 
objects in [46] and [47], however this approach is slow and 
requires many feature points. The feature point detection 
technique Boosted Efficient Binary Local Image Descriptor 
(BEBLID) is proposed for use in this study [48]. BEBLID is 
considerably faster than SIFT and ORB in extracting feature 
points. 

D. Our Contributions Comprise the following Items 

 On the foundation of this work, a large-scale dataset of 
vehicle movement on roads has been developed, which 
may offer many distinct category vehicle objects that 
have been thoroughly annotated under diverse 
situations taken by high-mounted cameras. It is 
possible to utilize the dataset to test the performance of 
a variety of vehicle detection methods. 

 For recovering blurred, hazy, or rainy images recorded 
in road scenes, a method based on the GAN framework 
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for image restoration has been developed. This 
approach is utilized to increase the accuracy of vehicle 
detection in road scenes. 

 A technique based on convolutional neural networks, 
i.e., SSMD, is implemented for category vehicle 
detection. 

 A system for tracking and analyzing several vehicles is 
presented for road situations. The BEBLID method 
extracts and matches the detected object's feature 
points. 

Findings of this investigation will be discussed in further 
detail in the following sections. Section 3 introduces the 
vehicle dataset that will be utilized in this work. During 
Section 4, you'll learn about the general procedure of the 
suggested system. Section 5 shows the results of the 
experiments as well as the relevant analyses. Section 6 
provides a comprehensive summary of the complete method. 

III. VEHICLE DATASET 

Because of concerns about copyright, privacy, and security, 
traffic dataset is rarely made public owing to the widespread 
use of traffic surveillance cameras on highways across the 
world. With images of highway sceneries and typical road 
scenes, the KITTI benchmark dataset [31] aids in the solution 
of issues such as 3D object identification and tracking, which 
are commonly encountered in automated vehicle driving 
applications. The Tsinghua-Tencent Traffic-Sign Dataset [32] 
contains pictures captured by automobile cameras in a variety 
of lighting and weather situations, however there are no cars 
identified. The Stanford Car Dataset [33] and the 
Comprehensive Cars Dataset [34] are vehicle datasets captured 
by non-monitoring cameras and featuring a bright car look; 
they are used in research and development. The datasets are 
captured by security cameras; one such dataset is BV Dataset 
[35], which is an example. Even though this dataset categorizes 
vehicles into 6 categories, shooting angle being positive, and 

the vehicle object is too tiny for each image, making the 
generalization impossible for CNN training. A dataset called 
Traffic and Congestions [36] comprises photos of cars on roads 
collected by security cameras, however most of the images 
have some degree of occlusion in them. This dataset has a 
small number of images and contains no information on the 
vehicle's classification, making it less helpful. As a result, only 
a few datasets have pertinent annotations, and there are only a 
few images of traffic scenes available. This section provides an 
overview of the vehicle dataset from the standpoint of road 
surveillance footage that we created. Dataset available on link: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1vYwLPkZZ2OX1cIIP
QZA4SgB3dum7vPwV?usp=sharing. The video in the dataset 
is taken from the DND road in Delhi, India as shown in Fig. 1. 
The road monitoring camera was put on the side of the road 
and built at a height of 10 meters with a fixed angle of view. 
The photos taken from this vantage point span a large portion 
of the road in the distance and include cars of all types. The 
pictures in the dataset were taken from four surveillance 
cameras at different times of day and under varied lighting 
situations to provide a diverse range of photographs. The 
vehicles in this dataset are divided into three categories: two-
wheelers, Light Motor Vehicles (LMV), which include three-
wheelers, automobiles, minivans, and other similar vehicles, 
and Heavy Motor Vehicles (HMV), which include buses, 
trucks, and other similar vehicles (Fig. 2). The Table I details 
out the information about the dataset published. 

An initial training set and a second test set are included in 
this dataset, which is separated into two sections. Two-
wheelers accounted for 28.45 percent of all vehicles in our 
dataset, while light motor vehicles (LMV) accounted for 61.34 
percent and heavy motor vehicles (HMV) accounted for 10.21 
percent. On average, each image has 3.64 instances of 
annotated instances. Comparing our dataset to the current 
vehicle datasets, ours has a greater number of categorized 
vehicle pictures, adequate lighting conditions, and 
comprehensive annotations. 

    
(a) View 1   (b) View 2   (c)View 3   (d) View 4 

Fig. 1. Different views of the Dataset Collected. 

 

Fig. 2. Dataset with Three Categories of Vehicles. (a) Two-Wheeler, (b) LMV and (c) HMV. 
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TABLE I. VEHICLE DATASET DETAIL 

Image 

format 
Size 

Total 

number of 

images 

Total number 

of annotated 

instances 

Average 

annotated 

instances per 

image$ 

RGB 1280X720 10502 38228 3.64 

$Total number of instances/Total number of images 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

The technique of the categorical vehicle classification and 
tracking system is described in detail in this section. First, the 
video data from the road traffic scenario is imported into the 
system. Second, the GAN framework is used to recover the 
pictures that have been captured. After that, the road area is 
excavated. The SSMD deep learning object detection technique 
is being used to recognize presence of vehicles belonging to 
three different categories in a road traffic environment. Finally, 
BEBLID feature extraction is carried out on the identified 
vehicle box to complete the tracking of numerous vehicle 
objects. In the proposed technique, the essential components of 
picture restoration, vehicle detection, propagating object states 
into future frames, linking current detections with existing 
objects, and controlling the lifespan of tracked objects are all 
discussed in detail. Diagram of the methodology’s building 
blocks is depicted in Fig. 3. 

A. Image Restoration 

As previously stated, weather and lighting circumstances 
have a significant impact on the performance of camera-based 
systems, resulting in blurring, hazing, and precipitation 
observations in the captured pictures. High-speed vehicle 
movement on the road is observed in captured images, and the 
same or similar observations can be deduced from those 
images. The former scenario is caused by environmental 
changes and is thus less likely to occur, but the latter situation 
occurs almost without fail, necessitating the need for 
restoration. To achieve precise vehicle detection, it is necessary 
to repair the images to eliminate the issues that have arisen. 
Following a study of the literature on picture restoration 
approaches, we were encouraged by the positive results to 
apply the capabilities of the GAN framework physics model 
[32] to image restoration problems in our own research. 

1) Image Restoration with GAN: An image restoration 

task is to predict a clear picture x from an input image y that 

as been provided. Fundamentally, the estimated x should be 

compatible with the input y under the picture creation 

paradigm, which is as follows: 

                    (1) 

The operator H is used to transfer the unknown outcome x 
to the seen picture y. Depending on the situation, the blur, 
haze, or rain operation may be used. It is required to apply 
extra constraints on x to regularize it since the estimation of x 
from y is not well-posed. In the maximum a posteriori (MAP) 
paradigm, one frequently used method is predicated on the 
assumption that x may be solved by, 

          
 

   |          
 

   |                (2) 

In the above equation,    |   and      are probability 
density functions, which are referred to as the likelihood term 
and image prior in the scientific literature, respectively. The 
mapping functions between x and y are directly learned using 
mathematical approaches, 

                     (3) 

G is the mapping function in this case. In the case of the 
function G, it can be considered an inverse operator of H. If the 
mapping function can be predicted accurately, G(y) should be 
near to the ground truth, theoretically speaking. 

The adversarial learning method used by the GAN 
algorithm is used to learn a generative model. It trains a 
generative network and a discriminative network at the same 
time by optimizing, among other things. 

                                            

 (    )                (4) 

in which z represents random noise, x represents a genuine 
picture, and D represents a discriminative network are used. 
For the sake of convenience, we will also refer to a generative 
network as G. As part of the training process, the generator 
generates samples (G(z)) that may be used to deceive the 
discriminator, while the discriminator learns to discriminate 
between actual data and samples generated by the generator. A 
binary classifier is used as the discriminator. If the observed 
image y serves as the input to the generator, then the 
adversarial loss is, 

                                           (    )   (5) 

The value of (5) is near to zero if the distribution of the 
produced picture G(y) differs considerably from the 
distribution of the clear image, and it is greater if the 
distribution differs significantly from the clear image. It is 
possible to address the image restoration difficulty by doing the 
negative log procedure, 

          
 

                       (6) 

 

Fig. 3. Block Diagram of the Proposed System Methodology. 
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If we consider the data term to ensure that the recovered 
image x and the input image y are consistent under the 
appropriate image degradation model, then we get       . The 
regularisation of the recovered image x is denoted by      and 
models the characteristics of the recovered image, respectively. 
In vision tasks, the function      functions as a discriminator, 
with the value of the function being considerably smaller if x is 
clear and much bigger otherwise. In other words, maximizing 
the goal function as Eq. 3 will result in a decrease in the value 
of x. As a result, the predicted intermediate picture will be 
significantly more detailed. Accordingly, in order to regularize 
the solution space of picture restoration, adversarial loss can be 
employed as a precursor to the restoration. Fig. 4 depicts the 
major components of the GAN method, which include two 
discriminative networks, one generative network, and one 
picture degradation model [32], as well as their interactions. 

Let xi and yi indicate the clear and blurred images, 
respectively. The generative network derives the mapping 
function G from the input yi and creates the intermediate 
restored image G(yi). The physics model for regenerating the 
image   ̃  for various operations is as follows: for image 
deblurring,  

  ̃                        (7) 

where    being the kernel for blur, and   represents 
convolution operator. For image dehazing and deraining, 

  ̃                               (8) 

where    representing an atmospheric factor and    being 
the transmission map. The discriminative network Dg is used to 
determine if the distributions of the generator G outputs are 
comparable to those of the ground truth images. It is required 
to categorize using the discriminative network Dh whether the 
regenerated result   ̃ is consistent with the observed image   . 
All the networks are taught in a collaborative manner from 
beginning to end. 

During training, we rely on an Adam optimizer, which 
starts with a learning rate of 0.0002, with the method outlined 
in [24] being used. To get our results, we choose a batch size of 
one and a slope of 0.2 for the Leaky-ReLU. We use the same 
weight initialization strategy [24] uses. We must first get the 
generator G to create G(  ) and   . We may utilise the relevant 
physics model parameters to employ the generator, as we know 
the training data as well as the physics model parameters   ̃. 
The discriminators Dg and Dh accept input data sets {  , G(  )} 
and {  ,  ̃} respectively. We update the discriminators using a 
history of produced pictures (rather than the most recent 
generative networks' images) according to the methods 

discussed in [24]. The generator and the discriminators have a 
one-to-one update ratio set between them. 

B. Excavation of the Road Area 

The next section covers the procedure for removing the 
road surface. We developed it using an image processing 
approach called the Gaussian mixture model, which results in 
superior vehicle detection results when combined with the deep 
learning object detection method, as shown in Fig. 2. The video 
picture of traffic on the road has a wide field of vision. In this 
investigation, the cars are the primary centre of attention, and 
the road area is the zone of interest in the resulting image. 
Meanwhile, depending on the camera's view angle, road area 
being focused for certain range of the image's horizontal and 
vertical planes. We were able to extract the road segments from 
the video using this function. In a traffic scenario, a perfect 
background is not always accessible and may always be 
modified in crucial circumstances by the introduction or 
removal of items from the picture, as well as the presence of 
objects that are either slow moving or immobile. The Gaussian 
mixture model (GMM) was used to account for all these 
factors correctly. According to the method, background is 
visible more frequently than foreground and model variance is 
small [49]. 

The recent history of the intensity values of each pixel X1, 
..., Xt is modeled by a mixture of K Gaussian distribution. The 
probability of observing the current pixel value is given by the 
formula: 

      ∑       
                             (9) 

where K gives the number of Gaussian distributions,      is 

the weight of the k
th
 Gaussian in the mixture at time t having 

mean      and covariance matrix      and η is a Gaussian 

probability density function which is given by 

          
 

    
 
 | |

 
 

    
 

 
                

         (10) 

where n is the dimension of the colour space and is the 
number of colours in the colour space. As soon as the 
parameters have been initialized, the K Gaussians are sorted in 
the order of the ratio 1/(k). Due to the fact that backgrounds are 
more prevalent in scenes than moving objects, as well as the 
fact that their values are almost constant, it follows that a 
backdrop pixel equates to a high weight with low variation. 
The first B Gaussian distributions that surpass a specific 
threshold T1 are kept for use as a background distribution. For 
example, 

          (∑      
 
   )          (11) 

 

Fig. 4. Major Components of the GAN Framework. 
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(a) View 1   (b) View 2   (c) View 3   (d) View 4 

Fig. 5. Road Area Extracted for all Four Views. 

Distributed data that is part of the foreground represents 
other distributions. Until a match is found, the process repeats 
as the system computes and compares every new Xt value to 
the K Gaussian distributions. A pixel's value follows a 
Gaussian distribution if it is 2.5 standard deviations away from 
that distribution's mean. The background image is smoothed 
using a Gaussian filter once the road section has been extracted 
as the background picture. The MeanShift method smoothes 
the input image's colour. The final step is to finish filling the 
holes and carrying out morphological procedures in order to 
get most of the road surface. To extract the road regions, we 
made use of a variety of landscapes and have the results in 
Fig. 5. 

C. Categorical Vehicle Detection using SSMD 

Here is a description of the object detection approach that 
was employed in this study. The SSMD network was utilised 
in the development of the categorical vehicle detection 
framework and its deployment. The SSD approach's final 
detections are created by feeding bounding-boxes and scores of 
object class occurrences into a fixed-size feed-forward 
convolutional network followed by a non-maximum 
suppression phase. Addition of an auxiliary structure to the 
base network, such as the VGG-16, results in detections that 
have the following important characteristics: 

1) Maps of multi-scale feature for identifying anomalies: 

At end of the truncated base network, convolutional feature 

layers are added to complete the network. These layers get 

smaller and smaller as time goes on, and they allow for 

predictions of detections at various sizes. 

2) Convolutional neural network prediction techniques: A 

sequence of convolutional filters is associated with each 

feature layer, and it creates a discrete set of detection results. 

The three-dimensional tiny kernels provide either a score for 

each category or an offset in the shape relative to the default 

box coordinates and are the essential element used for the 

prediction of parameters in a feature layer of size mxn with 

channels. For each kernel location, it generates a number as an 

output. When it comes to figuring out the bounding box offset 

output values, it is crucial to first understand the differences 

between measurements made on various feature maps. 

3) Box and aspect ratio defaults: In the design of feature 

map cells, each is equipped with default bounding boxes, even 

if many feature maps are employed above the cell. Due to the 

tiling of the feature map's boxes, with the position of each box 

in relation to its associated cell fixed, the boxes' arrangements 

in the feature map are fixed. We predict the offsets, class 

scores, and the box shapes for each feature map cell. From 

there, we calculate the class scores and four offsets to get the 

final bounding box, as seen in the illustration. The (c + 4)k 

filters being applied around each spot in the feature map 

amount to (c + 4)kmn outputs for a m x n feature map. 

a) Training: For SSD training to be effective, the 

ground truth information must be allotted to certain detector 

outputs in the fixed set of detector outputs. Once a decision 

has been made on this assignment, it is applied completely to 

the loss function and back propagation. Additionally, you 

must pick the set of default boxes and scales that you will use 

for the data augmentation and the hard negative mining and 

methods. 

i) Training method for matching: For training, we need to 

discover the ground truth boxes and train the network 

according to that discovery. For each ground truth box we 

create, we are using a preset box that is predefined with a 

variety of attributes, such as box size, box aspect ratio, and 

box placement. For every ground truth box, we compare it to 

the best-overlapping default box. Any boxes that meet the 

requirements are then matched to ground truth in which the 

jaccard overlap is over a certain level (0.5). By contrast, the 

learning challenge is made easier since the network may make 

predictions about a large number of default boxes that overlap, 

instead of needing to select one single box as the biggest 

overlapper. 

ii) Loss function: The training aim is to be able to deal 

with a variety of vehicle types. We'll define an indication of 

matching a box in the i-th category to a box in the j-th 

category as    
 

      . ∑    
 

    holds under the matching 

strategy shown above. The weighted sum of the localization 

loss (loc) and the confidence loss (conf) are the overall 

objective loss function: 

           
 

 
                                 (12) 

where N is the number of matching default boxes, and the 
weight term has been adjusted to one via cross validation. If N 
equals 0, the loss is set to zero. In a localization test, the 
localization loss is the difference between the expected box (l) 
parameters and the ground truth box (g) values. 

iii) Scales and aspect ratios for default boxes: To manage 

diverse object scales, feature maps from many distinct layers 

in a single network are used for prediction, with parameters 

shared across all object scales. This allows the network to 

handle several object scales at the same time. In addition, it 

has been depicted that feature maps from the lower layers 

could help to enhance the quality of semantic segmentation 

since the lower layers capture finer features of the input 
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objects. For detection, we make use of both the bottom and 

higher feature maps. With the tiling of default boxes, we may 

train individual feature maps to be sensitive to objects of 

different sizes and shapes over time. Assume that we wish to 

make predictions using m feature maps. The following 

formula is used to determine scale of default boxes for every 

feature map: 

        
         

   
                      (13) 

Where      equals 0.2 and      equals 0.9, the lowest 
layer has a scale of 0.2, the topmost layer has a scale of 0.9, 
and all levels in between are evenly spaced. We impose various 
aspect ratios on the default boxes, denoted by the variables 
                  . We can determine the width   

  

      and height   
        of each default box. The centre 

of each default box is set to (
     

|  |
 
     

|  |
), where |  | denotes 

the size of the k-th square feature map,        |  | . 

iv) Hard negative mining: we rank the default boxes 

according to their largest confidence loss and choose just 

those at the top of the list, ensuring that the ratio of negatives 

to positives is no more than 3:1. This resulted in a speedier 

optimization process and more uniform training. 

v) Enhancement of data: To make the model more robust 

to a broad range of input object sizes and shapes, each training 

image is randomly chosen using one of the following 

methods: 

 Utilize the whole original input image. 

 Sample a patch with values of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, or 0.9 
to obtain the least feasible jaccard overlap with the 
objects. 

 Take a sample of a patch at random. 

Each sampled patch is between [0.1 and 1] of the original 
image's size, with an aspect ratio of between 1/2 and 2. 
Following the preceding sampling step, each sampled patch is 
given a fixed size, and the patches are then horizontally flipped 
with a probability of 50%. 

D. Multiple Vehicle Object Tracking 

This section describes how numerous vehicle objects are 
tracked using the object box discovered in the preceding 
section. During this stage, the BEBLID algorithm was 
employed to extract vehicle characteristics, and good results 
were achieved. The BEBLID method surpasses the competition 
by a considerable margin in terms of computing performance 
and matching costs. This algorithm is a superior alternative to 
other image description algorithms that have been previously 
described in the literature. Feature computations for the 
BEBLID algorithm are based on differences in grey values 
between a pair of box image regions, with the integral image 
serving as a basis for computations for the BEBLID algorithm 
features based on differences in grey values between a pair of 
box image regions. The technique takes use of AdaBoost to 
train a descriptor on an imbalanced data set to handle the 
challenge of highly asymmetric image matching. Binarization 
in a descriptor is achieved by minimizing the amount of new 

similarity loss in which all weak learners share a common 
weight. The coordinate system must be established by 
assuming the feature point to be at the centre of a circle and 
using the centroid of the point region to represent the 
coordinate system's x-axis. Thus, when the image is rotated, 
the coordinate system may be adjusted to match the image's 
rotation, resulting in rotation consistency in the feature point 
descriptor. When viewed from a different angle, a consistent 
point can be made. After getting the binarization, the feature 
points are matched using the XOR operation, which improves 
the overall efficiency of the matching process. 

 

Fig. 6. Multiple Vehicle Object Tracking Method. 

Fig. 6 illustrates the tracking method. When the number of 
matching points collected reaches a predefined threshold, the 
point is regarded successfully matched, and the object's 
matching box is painted around it. The following information 
relates to the source of the prediction box: Purification of 
feature points is performed using the Maximum Likelihood 
Estimator Sample Consensus (MLESAC) algorithm, which can 
exclude incorrect noise points caused by matching errors, and 
estimation of the homography matrix is performed using the 
MLESAC algorithm, which is capable of excluding incorrect 
noise points caused by matching errors. The estimated 
homography matrix and the location of the original object 
detection box are transformed into a perspective to get a 
matching prediction box for the original object detection box. 
Both the prediction box in the first frame and the detection box 
in the second frame must fulfil the centre point's criterion for 
the smallest distance between them to match the same item 
effectively. To be more specific, we define a threshold T equal 
to the greatest pixel change between the observed centre point 
of the vehicle object box and the vehicle object box's centre 
point when it moves between two subsequent video frames. 
The difference between two successive frames of the same 
vehicle in terms of positional movement is less than the 
threshold T. When the centre point of the vehicle object box 
crosses T in two subsequent frames, the vehicles in those two 
frames become unrelated, and the data connection fails. The 
threshold T value is proportional to the size of the vehicle 
object box, taking scale shift into vehicle. The thresholds for 
each vehicle object box are set to a variety of values. This 
definition is sufficiently flexible to accommodate vehicle 
mobility and a variety of different video input sizes. When T = 
box height/0.25 is used, the height of the vehicle object box is 
utilized as the input parameter for the calculation. We discard 
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any trajectory that has not been updated in ten consecutive 
frames, which is suitable for a camera scene with a wide-angle 
image collection along the route under investigation. If the 
prediction box does not match the item in future frames, it is 
determined that the object is absent from the video scene and 
the prediction box is removed. The method outlined above 
results in the collection of global object identification and 
tracking trajectories from the viewpoint of the whole road 
surveillance video. 

E. Analysis of Trajectories 

This section discusses both the analysis of moving objects' 
trajectories and the gathering of data on numerous items in a 
traffic flow. The majority of roadways are split into two lanes, 
separated by isolation barriers. We identify the vehicle's 
orientation in the world coordinate system based on its tracking 
trajectory and mark it as approaching or fleeing the camera. A 
straight line is drawn across the traffic scene image to serve as 
a detection line for the purpose of calculating vehicle 
classification data. The detection line must be centred on the 
1/2 point of the traffic image's high side. Concurrently, the 
road's traffic flow in both directions is counted. The object's 
memory is accessed when the object's trajectory crosses the 
detection line. The number of objects in different orientations 
and categories over a certain time may be calculated at the end 
of the operation. 

V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

Many measures have been developed in the past for 
evaluating the systems performance quantitatively. The proper 
one depends heavily on the application, and the search for a 
single, universal evaluation criterion is currently underway. On 
one side, it being ideal to condense results into a single number 
that can be compared directly. On the other side, one could not 
want to lose knowledge about the algorithms' specific faults 
and present a large number of performance estimations, which 
makes a clear voting impossible. So, we would be evaluating 
the performances with more than one parameter.  

A. For Image Restoration 

1) Peak signal to noise ratio(PSNR): Considering a 

reference image f and a test image g, which have a resolution 

of MxN, the PSNR score among f and g being calculated as: 

                                             (14) 
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The PSNR score increases as the mean squared error 
(MSE) decreases; this indicates that a greater PSNR value 
results in a higher image quality. 

2) Structural similarity index (SSIM): The SSIM being a 

well-known quality statistic that is used to compare two 

images. It is thought to be connected to the human visual 

system's perception of quality. The SSIM score being 

calculated as: 
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l: luminance, c: contrast and s: structural comparison 
function Few results of GAN framework for image restoration 
are shown in Fig. 7. 

The images are randomly selected, and their performance is 
quantified in terms of PSNR and SSIM. The average of the two 
parameters' scores, is shown in Table II. 

Corrupt Image  Restored Image 

   

 

 
Deblurring 

 
   

 

 

Dehazing 

 
   

 

 

Deraining 

 
   

Fig. 7. Few Results of GAN Framework for Image Restoration. 

TABLE II. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF IMAGE RESTORATION 

METHOD 

Parameter [50] Input 
Average Scores 

Deblurring Dehazing Deraining 

PSNR 20.42 27.44 25.61 24.86 

SSIM 0.5691 0.8811 0.9187 0.8367 

B. For Vehicle Detection 

It was necessary to use the test set to compute the mean 
average precision (mAP); mAP is an acronym for Average 
Precision (AP), which is defined as calculating the area under 
the precision-recall curve for a given total number of object 
class instances [43]. The experiment is divided into three 
classes, which include two-wheelers, light motor vehicles, and 
heavy motor vehicles. The mean of 11 points for each potential 
threshold in the category's precision/recall curve is described 
for each category by AP. We utilized a series of criteria [0, 0.1, 
0.2,..., 1] to measure our results. For recall values larger than 
each threshold (in this experiment, the barrier is 0.25), there 
will be a matching maximum precision value, denoted by 
pmax(recall). The precisions listed above are computed, and 
AP is the average of these 11 maximum precisions (recall). 
This number was used to describe the overall quality of our 
model. 
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The calculation of precision, recall and IoU (Intersection 
over union) is as follows: 
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in which TP, FN, and FP denote the number of true 
positives, false negatives, and false positives, respectively We 
used the following formulas to compute the parameter scores 
for both categories: 

1) When the dataset was sent directly into the object 

detection algorithm, that is, when no image restoration 

procedure was used to restore the image. 

2) When a picture is restored using the GAN framework, 

a dataset is fed into the object detection algorithm. 

Tables III and IV provide the results of the parameters for 
each of the two categories. There is a 13.7 percent difference in 
the two-category results for the metric mAP when comparing 
them. This improvement figure clearly demonstrates that 
restoring the pictures has a significant influence on the quality 
of object identification and, indirectly, on the accuracy of 
tracking while tracking objects. 

Few results of SSMD approach for categorical vehicle 
detection id depicted in Fig. 8. 

C. Multiple Vehicle Object Tracking 

The performance evaluation for multiple vehicle object 
tracking is done through following parameters [51]: 

1) Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA): This 

parameter takes into account three different types of errors: 

false positives, missed targets, and identity changes. For 

improved tracking accuracy, a high MOTA value is preferred. 

It is calculated as: 

       
∑                 

∑     
          (25) 

The frame index is t, and the count of ground truth objects 
is GT. MOTA could be negative if count of mistakes produced 
by tracker is more than total object count in the scene. MOTA 
score being solid indicator of tracking system's overall 
performance. 

2) Multiple Object Tracking Precision (MOTP): Refers to 

average difference between all true positives and their ground 

truth objectives. For improved tracking, a high MOTP value is 

preferred. Average dissimilarity among all true positives and 

their matching ground truth targets is Multiple Object 

Tracking Precision. This being calculated as, for bounding box 

overlap: 

     
∑        

∑    
            (26) 

dt,i is the bounding box overlap of target i with its assigned 
ground truth object, and ct is count of matches in frame t. 
Average overlap among all properly matched hypotheses and 
their corresponding objects being given by MOTP, which 
spans among td: 50% and 100%. 

3) False Alarms per Frame (FAF): It reflects per-frame 

amount of false alarms. A lower value of FAF is desirable for 

better tracking. 

4) Mostly Tracked (MT): It indicates the number of paths 

that have been mainly tracked. i.e. the target has had the same 

label for at least 80% of its existence. A high value of MT 

parameter is desirable for better tracking. 

5) Mostly Lost (ML): It indicates the amount of 

trajectories that have been lost for the most part. i.e. the target 

being not monitored for at least 20% of the time it is alive. A 

lower value of ML parameter is desirable for better tracking. 

6) False Positive (FP): It reflects number of false 

detections. A lower value of FP parameter is desirable for 

better tracking. 

7) False Negative (FN): It reflects number of missed 

detections. A lower value of FN parameter is desirable for 

better tracking. 

8) IDsw: The amount of times an ID changes to a 

formerly tracked object. A lower value of IDsw parameter is 

desirable for better tracking. 

9) Frag: The amount of times a track is fragmented due to 

a miss detection. A lower value of Frag parameter is desirable 

for better tracking. 

TABLE III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF VEHICLE DETECTION METHOD
1 

Para-meter 
AP(%) 

Precision Recall Average IoU (%) mAP (%) 
Two-wheeler LMV HMV 

Scores 68.4 72.6 71.1 0.66 0.71 62.41 70.7 

TABLE IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF VEHICLE DETECTION METHOD
2 

Para-meter 
AP(%) 

Precision Recall Average IoU (%) mAP (%) 
Two-wheeler LMV HMV 

Scores 84.7 87.5 87.1 0.86 0.88 73.64 84.4 
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(a) View 1   (b) View 2   (c)View 3   (d) View 4 

Fig. 8. Few Results of SSMD Approach for Categorical Vehicle Detection. 

TABLE V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF MULTIPLE VEHICLE OBJECT TRACKING METHOD 

Parameter MOTA(↑) MOTP(↑) FAF(↓) MT(↑) ML(↓) FP(↓) FN(↓) IDsw(↓) Frag(↓) 

Scores 36.3 72.9 1.4% 13.4% 33.4% 140 304 35 28 

                  
(a) View 1   (b) View 2   (c)View 3   (d) View 4 

Fig. 9. Few Results of Trajectory Estimation for Multiple Vehicle Object Tracking. 

The score of the various tracking parameters is depicted in 
Table V. Trajectory estimation done on the dataset is depicted 
in Fig. 9. It summarizes the movement of vehicles with 
direction information and maps the future state predictions. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 This research developed from the standpoint of 
surveillance cameras, a dataset of vehicle objects and presented 
a technique for image restoration, object detection, and 
tracking for road traffic video scenes. The use of the GAN 
framework for picture restoration, as well as the GMM for road 
area extraction, resulted in a more effective detection system. 
The annotated road vehicle object dataset was used to train the 
SSMD object identification algorithm, which resulted in the 
development of an end-to-end vehicle detection model. The 
location of the object in the image being evaluated by the 
BEBLID feature extraction method based on results of the 
object detection technique and image data. The trajectory of the 
vehicle might thus be determined by tracking the binary 
characteristics of many objects. Lastly, the vehicle trajectories 
were examined to obtain information on the road traffic scene, 
such as driving direction as well as vehicle category and traffic 
density. Testing findings confirmed that suggested vehicle 
identification and tracking approach for road traffic scene has 
good performance and is practicable, as demonstrated by the 
outcomes of the experiments. The method described in this 
paper being low in cost and high in stability when compared to 
the traditional method of monitoring vehicle traffic by 
hardware. It also requires no large-scale construction or 
installation work on existing monitoring equipment, which is a 
significant advantage over the traditional method. 
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Abstract—Now-a-days, email is often one of the most widely 

used means of communication despite the rise of other 

communication methods such as instant messaging or 

communication via social networks. The need to automate the 

email stream management increases for reasons such as multi-

folder categorization, and spam email classification. There are 

solutions based on email content, capable of contemplating 

elements such as the text subjective nature, adverse effects of 

concept drift, among others. This paper presents an email stream 

classifier with a goal-oriented approach to client and server 

environment. The i* language was the basis for designing the 

proposed email stream classifier. The email environment was 

represented with the early requirements model and the proposed 

classifier with the late requirements model. The classifier was 

implemented following a multi-agent system approach supported 

by JADE agent platform and Implementation_JADE pattern. 

The behavior of agents was taking from an existing classifier. 

The multi-agent classifier was evaluated using functional, 

efficacy and performance tests, which compared the existing 

classifier with the multi-agent approach. The results obtained 

were satisfactory in all the tests. The performance of multi-agent 

approach was better than the existing classifier due to the use of 

multi-threads. 

Keywords—Email stream classification; goal-oriented 

requirements; i*; multi-agent system 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Email is one of the most widely used services by Internet 
users. Moreover, the growth in the number of users makes this 
service grow as well. [1]. Every user can receive around 40-50 
emails per day [2]; but other professional users may receive 
hundreds or thousands per day. Users spend a lot of time 
processing the emails they receive on a daily basis. This 
implies that email management is a major problem in 
organisations and that it is therefore important to have tools, 
preferably intelligent ones, to solve this problem. [1]. There are 
many types of tools for automatic mail management; one of 
them is the automatic email classifier [3, 4]. An automatic 
email stream classifier allows for quick and agile classification 
of emails into discrete sets of predefined categories [1]; for 
example, to classify an incoming email into professional or 
personal, spam or desirable, phishing or normal. 

There are two levels where the email classification is 
applied: user and server. Email classification can be considered 
a goal that serves as a means to satisfy other goals. An example 
of this is the email filtering that the mail user agent performs in 
the client application or the spam email detector on the server. 

This includes other actors who relate to each other to achieve 
proper functioning, an aspect that could be represented through 
social modelling [5]. 

Email is one of the communication media through which 
most problems and security incidents occur due to spam and 
phishing [1]. According to [6] up to 80% of the emails sent 
worldwide are created by spam [6]. The adverse effect caused 
by spam emails has resulted in the economic loss of billions of 
dollars annually [7]. Several approaches have been proposed 
for spam detection [8]. To evaluate the performance of the 
filters, it has been published diverse corpus [9], different 
measures [10] and evaluation methods [11] have been used. 

Moreover, the classifier, to be deployed in real 
environments, covers various aspects such as: the email pre-
processing, the features selection, the concept drift detection 
and the classification itself that depends on the other aspects 
mentioned above. Proposals facing the challenge of increasing 
the adaptive capacity of email classification solutions tend to 
focus on specific modules [12, 13, 14, 15, 6]. However, these 
solutions do not provide a representation that relates the 
objectives to be achieved with each of the aspects to achieve 
the email classification. These relationships can lay the 
foundations for reactive, proactive and social behaviors that 
allow the classifier to increase his ability to adapt. 

The main contribution of this work is a goal-oriented email 
stream classifier for client and server environment with a 
multi-agent system approach. Email environment requirements 
and proposed classifier were modeled with early and late 
requirements of i*. The email environment was represented 
with the early requirements and the proposed classifier with the 
late requirements. The classifier was implemented following a 
multi-agent system approach supported by JADE agent 
platform and Implementation_JADE pattern. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 offer 
background and an overview of related work. Section 3 
presents proposed solution. Section 4 describes proposed 
solution evaluation. Section 5 gives conclusions. 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

The architecture of the email system consists of two kinds 
of subsystems [16]: Mail User Agents (MUAs) and the 
Message Transfer Agents (MTA). MUA is a client application 
that allows to the users to manage emails of their mailboxes. It 
can be desktop application (e.g. Thunderbird) or web-based 
(e.g. Gmail) and includes functionalities such as to compose, to 
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display, to organize and to filter messages. MTA, informally 
known as email servers, move the messages from the source to 
the destination sometimes through Internet, or if the recipient's 
server has been reached, to the Mail Deliver Agent (MDA). An 
example of email architecture [4] is showing in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Example of Email Architecture. 

Other components complement the MTA such as user 
repository and content filter. User repository manages user 
information such as their username, password and profile 
information. Content filter evaluates incoming email to 
determine the probability that the messages are legitimate. This 
evaluation is supporting with filters such as antivirus filter and 
spam filter. 

Moreover, the email stream classifiers, to be deployed in 
real environments, cover various aspects such as: the email 
pre-processing, the features selection, the concept drift 
detection and the classification itself that depends on the other 
aspects mentioned above. For example, features selection is 
intended to identify only those features with the highest 
discriminatory capacity to improve classifier performance [6]. 
Proposals, that face the challenge of increasing the adaptive 
capacity, tend to focus on specific modules [12, 13, 14, 15]. 
However, these solutions do not provide a representation that 
relates the objectives to be achieved with each of the aspects to 
achieve the classification of emails. These relationships can lay 
the foundations for reactive, proactive and social behaviors that 
allow the classifier to increase his ability to adapt. This 
requires that the solutions have adaptive capacities [17] to 
reduce the negative effects caused by noise, concept drift and 
the constant appearance of new instances. Requirements 
capture is an important action for developing an email stream 
classifier with these characteristics. 

Requirements are the first stage when developing a 
software [18] and might be considered as one of the most 
important stages [19]. In the requirements analysis stage, the 
analysts detect the needs of the stakeholders to generate a 
system description document. At this stage, the goals, 
functionalities, and constraints (why is the system necessary) 
of the system are elicited in order to implement the established 
requirements [20]. Social modelling [21] is an option to 
capture these requirements. 

Social modeling is focusing in system social dimension, it 
environment and adopts requirements with a goal-oriented 
approach by seeing intentions and reasons behind a behavior 
[21]. A detailed analysis of goals reveals desires, which shows 
expectations or troubles. A goal-oriented model may help to 
manage changes and allows evaluating alternative solutions by 
showing strengths and weaknesses [22, 23]. Goals provide 
criteria, support formal reasoning schemes during requirements 
engineering and guides to evaluate possible solutions [22, 23] 
and have been widely used and discussed in literature. Several 
examples of how to use goal-oriented models and how to apply 
them in real projects can be found in [21]. 

We can use the modeling language i* to introduces aspects 
of social modeling on requirements stage, this modeling 
follows a goal-oriented approach [24]. In i*, actors are seen as 
intentional, i.e. they have abilities, goals, beliefs and 
obligations. Thus, the analysis of each actor focuses on 
capturing their objectives, considering the relationships 
between the human actors and the future software system. This 
analysis allows setting the strategic interests of actors [25]. 

When we use i*, the requirement stage is divided in two 
other steeps [24]: step 1 Early Requirements and step 2 Late 
Requirements. Early requirements identify the actors involved 
in the context of the problem, their needs and their intentions. 
Late Requirements models what the futures software system 
should do and do this description using the most clear form as 
possible [26]. i* uses the Strategic Dependence model (SD) 
and the Strategic Rational model (SR) [24], each one with a 
different level of abstraction. In the SD model, dependency-
relations existing among social actors are represented. In the 
SR model dependencies among objects within an actor are 
represente. Strength points of goal-oriented approach can be 
exploiting by agent-oriented [21]. 

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

During the email stream classifier development, three 
fundamental activities were performed. The first and second 
activities are focusing in to model in i* by using the tool 
TAOM4E [27]. The activity third consists in to implement the 
email stream classifier with a multi-agent system approach. 

A. Activity 1 

Use early requirements to model the requirements of the 
email context. The following steps were performed and Table I 
describes social actors identified: 

1) Identify and model the social actors that are involved in 

the business context. All the actors modeled are show in 

Table I. 

2) Represent the dependencies between actors using the 

SD model. 

3) Identify and represent the objectives of each actor 

through the RS model. 

In Fig. 2 are represented the SD and SR models obtained 
during the step of early requirements. 
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TABLE I. SOCIAL ACTORS IDENTIFIED IN EARLY REQUIREMENTS 

Social actor Description 

User Represents the people that use a MUA to manage emails. 

MUA Is a client application that allows to the users manage emails. It can be desktop application (e.g. Thunderbird) or web-based (e.g. Gmail). 

MTA 
This server application receives emails from MUA, or from another MTA, transfers the mail to another MTA (e.g. using Internet) and if the 

recipient's server has been reached, transfers the email to the MDA. Postfix is an extended example. 

MDA This server program stores the mail received form servers´s MTA into the mailbox. An example is Dovecot. 

Content Filter Evaluates incoming email to determine the probability that the messages are legitimate. An example is Amavis. 

Antivirus Filter A server program to recognize virus so as to prevent its delivery. 

Spam Filter A server program to recognize spam so as to prevent its delivery. 

Internet A vast collection of different networks that use certain common protocols and provide certain common services. 

User Repository Manages user information such as their username, password and profile information. It can be an SQL database, an LDAP or so on. 

 

Fig. 2. SD and SR Models of Early Requirements. 
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B. Activity 2 

To model the email stream classifier with late requirements 
we use the following steps: 

1) Modelling social actors within the context of the 

system. 

2) Representing dependencies among actors in an SD 

model. 

3) Representing the goals of each actor in SR models. 

Table II shows the social actors identified during late 
requirements. In Fig. 3 are represented the SD and SR models 
obtained during late requirements. 

C. Activity 3 

To implement the email stream classifier with a multi-agent 
system approach. 

In this activity, a Multi-Agent System (MAS) based in late 
requirement modeling with i* to classify email (spam or ham) 
is proposed. The MAS is useful for problem resolution in 
distributed environments [28]. MAS agents are always active 
and organize so that their behavior emerges from the bottom 
up. This makes it easier to change the organizational structure 
when appropriate, or to expand its use, which enhances 
reusability. The agents of the proposed MAS are the actors 
represented as systems in the modeling of the late 
requirements, which can change their behavior without having 
a negative impact on the rest of the system. 

The implementation of the solution was based on an 
existing spam email classifier, the JADE agent platform [29] 
and the Implementation_JADE pattern [30]. The classifier was 
used to take the behavior that each of the agents identified in 
the late requirements diagram would have. The JADE platform 
supports the development of the MAS, which provides 
advantages such as [31]: simplifying the development of a 
MAS, guaranteeing compliance with FIPA standards; high 
cohesion and low coupling between the modules; simple 
liability; independent threads to simultaneously perform 
different functions; allows programmers to focus on the 
specific parts of your problem; and adaptive and decision-
making capacity. The Implementation_JADE pattern [30] 
encapsulates the processes and functionalities that can be 
implemented with the JADE platform and implements and 
solves those functionalities that are essential so that developers 
can make use of this agent technology more easily. 

TABLE II. SOCIAL ACTORS IDENTIFIED IN LATE REQUIREMENTS 

Social actor Description 

MUA 
Mail User Agent is a client application that allows to the 

users manages emails. 

Spam Filter 
A server program to recognize spam so as to prevent its 
delivery. 

Classifier A system that classifies emails at MUA and server level. 

Preprocesser A system that preprocesses emails to extract features. 

Features Selector A system that selects the most relevant features. 

 

 

Fig. 3. SD and SR Models of Late Requirements. 
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Fig. 4. Class Diagram of Multi-Agent System. 

Fig. 4 represents the classes that make up the MAS. The 
Classifier, Concept_Drift_Detector, Features_Selector, and 
Preprocesser classes represent agents, while the listener classes 
represent the fundamental behavior of each agent. In the 
Listeners the message will be received and later an action will 
be executed according to what was received in the message or 
another behavior could also be executed. This implementation 
makes it easier for agents to add new behaviors to subsequent 
versions and to fully exploit their capabilities in the system. 

IV. EVALUATION OF CLASSIFIER WITH MULTI-AGENT 

SYSTEM APPROACH 

To evaluate the solution, functional, efficacy and 
performance tests were carried out, taking as a reference the 
base spam classifier for the proposed MAS. The functional and 
efficacy tests consist of classifying 35 emails with the 
reference classifier and by the proposed MAS, with the aim of 
verifying that the results of both classifications coincide and 
therefore that the MAS works correctly. The results for the 
existed classifier (Classifier) and the proposed MAS (MAS), 
with respect to accuracy, True Positive Rate (TPR) and False 
Positive Rate (FPR), are shown in Fig. 5. The coincidence of 
the results both systems show the correct functioning of the 
proposed MAS. 

Moreover, performance tests consist of obtaining the times 
in milliseconds (ms) that it takes to classify different amounts 
of emails, the reference classifier and the proposed MAS, in 
order to see how the processing time behaves. The results of 
these tests are shown in Fig. 6 and a decrease in the processing 
time is evident by the proposed MAS with respect to the 
reference classifier. This decrease in time is due to the use of 
multi-threads incorporated by JADE. 

 

Fig. 5. Efficiency Test Results. 

 

Fig. 6. Performance Tests Results. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

With aspects of social modeling and the language i* was 
representing actors, goals, tasks, resources and dependency-
relations existing among actors of the email environment and 
designing an email stream classifier by following a goal-
oriented approach. The email stream classifier was 
implemented with a multi-agent system approach. This will 
allows establishing bases to future achieve reactive, proactive 
and social behaviors, which allows the classifier to increase his 
adaptability. The results obtained in functional, efficacy and 
performance tests were satisfactory. The performance of multi-
agent approach was better than the existing classifier due to the 
use of multi-threads incorporated by JADE. In future work, it 
is recommended to incorporate behaviors into the multi-agent 
system of existing solutions with better results and carry out a 
more exhaustive evaluation of the classifier. 
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Abstract—It is a reality that universities place great emphasis 

on formative research in the training of their students in order to 

increase their knowledge, skills, attitudes and achieve 

competences. This paper aims to show the experience of applying 

the Problem-Based Learning (PBL) methodology to assess 

learning based on indicators that have been determined from the 

criteria considered to correspond to the competences of the 

course under study Business Electronic, at the Professional 

School of Systems Engineering (EPIS) of the Universidad 

Nacional de San Agustín de Arequipa (UNSA), Arequipa-Peru, 

with theory and laboratory practice taught by two teachers. The 

objective is to apply an evaluation strategy for the development 

of competences with active didactics to the engineering training 

course. The methodology used is Problem-Based Learning 

applied to a formative research project based on real problems 

common to many organizations. In the semester, the students in 

groups solve the problems stated, and then they deliver a 

deliverable report and formative research report of each 

problem that is scored through a rubric. The teachers make 

contributions and provide feedback in the report for the 

improvement and experience that the student is acquiring in 

their training. The results obtained show that the objectives are 

achieved, increasing knowledge, skills, attitudes and adequate 

evaluation in the training of students, as well as the development 

of the competences of the course, as well as achieving the results 

of the student; showing that the application of PBL with 

Formative Research would provide good results for other courses 

of the professional career, allowing continuous improvement in 

the teaching-learning process. The conclusion is that an adequate 

assessment of learning based on indicators with an active didactic 

strategy, effectively planned and adequately applied to real-life 

problems, makes it possible to achieve the expected student 

results. 

Keywords—Problem-based learning; formative research; 

competences; evaluation; performance indicator; skills; deliverable 

report 

I. INTRODUCTION 

At the university higher education level, universities try to 
achieve accreditation to guarantee the quality of the service 
offered. In Peru, accreditation is available through the National 
System of Evaluation, Accreditation and Certification of 
Educational Quality (SINEACE) [1] for all areas of 
knowledge; the area of engineering tries to adapt to other 

international standards such as [2] and others recognised by 
SINEACE such as [3], [4], [5]. 

Universities are applying formative research in order to 
allow their students to achieve a suitable level of research in 
their professional training as part of their competences to 
increase their knowledge and thus apply it to solving problems 
in reality. Thus, the Universidad Nacional de San Agustín de 
Arequipa [6], Arequipa - Peru, its Educational Model is based 
on the competency-based model for the professional training of 
students, and take into account that Professional Schools, such 
as the Professional School of Systems Engineering [7], 
teachers must include Formative Research in the syllabus of 
the course, in order to eliminate gaps in knowledge, skills and 
attitudes in students, and thus be able to use didactic strategies 
[8],[9],[10] adapting them to the nature of the course in order 
to achieve the training objectives and competences. 

Since 2019, the EPIS has begun the accreditation process 
through the Accreditation Board for Engineering and 
Technology (ABET). And the stage of self-assessment was 
completed in 2020. Consequently, the authors of this article 
proposed to apply active teaching strategies as an action of 
continuous improvement in the development of their subjects. 
It is necessary for the student to develop greater knowledge, 
other skills, attitudes and training competences of the courses, 
as well as to achieve a higher level of research. The experience 
is developed in the subject Electronic Business (NE) which 
corresponds to the VIII semester of the Study Plan. 

The objective pursued is to apply the evaluation based on 
indicators to each Deliverable Report and Formative Research 
Report, by using the PBL as an active strategy in the solution 
of laboratory problems in the NE course, by the working 
groups formed in the course within the teaching-learning 
process. 

The research carried out is descriptive and the methodology 
is based on the stages of the scientific method for problem 
solving [11], which states that the student has access to develop 
skills, as we would say greater knowledge, procedures and 
values. 

As a result of working in groups and applying PBL, the 
students developed each of the problems posed. The students 
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recognise that they have been evaluated in each report in the 
fairest and most objective way by the indicators that make up 
each criterion and the criteria that make up each competence of 
the course. 

The conclusions reached are that the Problem-Based 
Learning methodology is appropriate for its application 
because of the nature of the course, which allows autonomous 
learning, increases knowledge of the problem area, strengthens 
the development of skills and attitudes, enables students to 
perform well, and achieves the expected student outcomes of 
the course; it also strengthens research training. 

The article is organized in the Section II of Related Works - 
Context of the Experience, in Section III the Methodology is 
treated, in Section IV the Design of the Project of PBL and 
Formative Research is shown, in Section V the Method of 
Work is shown, in Section VI the Results of the work are 
shown, in Section VII the Discussion that is made is touched, 
that they worked or investigated others and of the result that is 
obtained that contributes in the formation of the student, in 
Section VIII the conclusions of the work are shown, in 
Section IX the future works that can be carried out are shown. 

II. RELATED WORK: CONTEXT OF THE EXPERIENCE 

A. Challenges in the Current Situation 

The author of the present work; as well as the teachers who 
develop the courses with him; set out to accept the challenge of 
formally applying the Formative Research together with the 
Active Didactic Strategies from 2019 in the courses that it is 
his turn to develop in the EPIS. 

 In the current situation the evaluation of work or projects is 
done based on the criteria that make up the evaluation rubric, 
not performing a more detailed, real, fair, and evolution and 
monitoring that should be done to each student or group of 
students work that allows a better feedback to them of the 
deliverable reports for continuous improvement. Having thus 
the problem defined and to be treated for its solution in the 
present work. 

B. Formative Research 

In this regard [12] states that formative research nurtures 
research by generating future researchers, and defines it [13] as 
the pedagogical strategies carried out to train in and for 
research based on the appropriate activities of the scientific 
method, and the opinion that focuses on the strategy of learning 
by discovery and its construction [14], with the student at the 
centre of the process [15], with the teacher playing the role of 
advisor in the demand for and rigorousness of research. 

On this subject [13] emphasises that the pedagogical 
function focuses attention on Formative Research, which is 
derived from the university's mission to generate both 
theoretical knowledge and knowledge on the application of 
knowledge to solve problems of reality. The problem of the 
teaching-research relationship must be addressed, 
contemplating the role that research must play in the learning 
process. It also reflects that Formative Research is linked to the 
concept of training, placing us in the field of teaching strategies 
that of shaping, structuring something that is built throughout 
the process, which in this case refers to the training of students 

who are trained through the various activities developed to 
understand and advance through Formative Research in 
deepening scientific research in their professional training. In 
the educational process of formative research, the actors 
directly involved are teachers and students. 

We have previous experience in the EPIS in a first level of 
formative research in a speciality course in the courses of 
Writing Research Articles and Reports (RAII), Research 
Methods and Writing, (MIR), having as deliverables the 
elaboration of posters and documentary research articles, 
reports of results, and Formative Research Report; this allows 
to develop in the student the acquisition of new knowledge, 
skills and training competences. 

Thus, in order to achieve a higher level of research, it is 
determined that in the NE course taught in the 8th semester of 
the Study Plan, the Problem-Based Learning (PBL) 
methodology is applied to deal with the different problems 
close to reality and having as a result the Deliverable and 
Formative Research Report of the problems solved by each 
working group of students. 

For the present work, the NE course is taken as a case 
study, applying PBL in the laboratory sessions using 
techniques, methodologies and tools for the resolution of each 
problem dealt with, producing the respective Deliverable 
Report and Formative Research Report using the established 
template, which will be evaluated with the relevant rubric. 

In Formative Research, by applying active learning 
strategies, learning is participatory, student-centred and 
employing active methodologies such as PBL. The author in 
[16] considers in Formative Research Management 
establishing mechanisms for integrating the research process 
into the teaching-learning process by designing methodological 
mechanisms. Likewise [17] analyses the role of Formative 
Research in the development of undergraduate scientific 
competences, how students perceive the contribution and 
impact of the professional training process in the development 
of their research competences. It is worth mentioning that since 
2014 there have been the first results of the experience in the 
EPIS of the start in Formative Research with [18-19] 
evidencing and validating in [20] the achievement of the 
students of delivering as a result articles or posters of 
documentary research in events, of managing to develop the 
soft skills and also the competences of the course. 

C. Student Competence Development 

A curriculum based on competences implies that these are 
adequately developed in the students, considering that the 
advantages of PBL related to the acquisition, development and 
duration of competences by students trained with the 
methodology as referred to by [21] for different degrees or 
contexts are well known, which we would say we contemplate 
in Table I for better visualisation. 

Very interesting is what is referred to by [22] when quoting 
(Vargas, S. 2010) where "competences, in addition to 
intellectual aspects, incorporate skills and attitudes ...", the aim 
is to master knowledge focused in a global and integral way of 
the person. 
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TABLE I. COMPETENCIES ADDRESSED BY RESEARCHERS 

Competencies Researcher(s) Year 

Development of critical thinking skills 

Koh, Khoo, Wong y Koh 
Şendağa y Odabaşi 

Tiwari, Lai, So y Yuen 

2008 
2009 

2006 

The highest degree of self-efficacy Rajab 2007 

Self-perceived competencies 

Cohen-Schotanus, 

Muijtjens, Schönrock-
Adema, Geertsma y van 

der Vleuten 

2008 

Cognitive and social competencies Koh et al. 2008 

Intrinsic goal orientation 

Assessment of the tasks 
Processing strategies 

Metacognitive self-regulation 

Regulation of effort 
Peer learning 

Sungur y Tekkaya 2006 

Long-term impact of measures 

on competencies acquisition 

Schmidt, Vermeulen y van 

der Molen 
2006 

Clinical reasoning Scaffa y Wooster 2004 

Source: Own elaboration taken from [21]. 

In other words, competence involves the development of 
knowledge, skills and attitudes in a specific area of knowledge, 
which, with the application of PBL, increases procedural skills, 
valuing achievements, learning from experiences when 
carrying out research [25] in the students' professional training. 

Furthermore, as proposed by [23] in a methodology with 
control points and evaluation mechanisms, the results obtained 
demonstrate progress in the competences for solving real-life 
problems, managing projects, determining and discovering 
shortcomings, and allowing weaknesses in the teaching process 
of future engineering professionals to be corrected; noting that 
better results can be obtained throughout the curriculum with 
the support of the teachers. 

D. Problem based Learning 

In [20] referring to [2] who mentions that future graduates 
must be able to work in a global context, in multidisciplinary 
teams, solve problems and that what is learned is constantly 
changing, therefore, their training requires constant updating. 

An appropriate concept contemplated by [24] when 
referring to Barrows (1986) who defines PBL as "a learning 
method based on the principle of using problems as a starting 
point for the acquisition and integration of new knowledge". 

PBL as a didactic strategy used in universities is widely 
accepted in the area of engineering, it advocates cooperative or 
collaborative activities of active interaction between students 
and the student with the teacher who acts as a facilitator of 
learning; working in small groups of 4 to 8 members, oriented 
to the student who is the centre of attention of the strategy [14] 
[25], dealing with problems of reality in a systematic way 
seeking their solution through analysis, observation and 
evaluation, strengthening their knowledge of the area being 
treated. 

PBL was born in the mid-1960s [23] for medical 
professionals to develop competencies and skills to master 
real-world problems. There are different methods as referred to 
in [14]. Morales and Landa [24] consider the following steps to 

be followed for its application: (a) analyse the problem 
scenario, (b) brainstorm, (c) list what is known, (d) list what is 
not known, (e) list what needs to be done to solve the problem, 
(f) define the problem, (g) obtain and process information and 
(h) present results. 

There are many experiences related to the application of 
PBL in different areas, such as [15] in the subject of systems 
analysis, in basic sciences such as Physics [26], in Engineering 
such as Chemistry [27]. Experiences of applying PBL, such as 
those of [28] at the University of Murcia, Spain, within the 
process of convergence towards a European Higher Education 
Area (EHEA), as well as [29] in Computer Science, and [30] in 
the area of Mathematical Sciences. 

In order to work with PBL, we have the approach of [24] 
and [31] that propose the steps for students to work with PBL, 
providing activities that can be evaluated, such as: team and 
individual work, written report, individual and team 
contribution, self-evaluation. 

PBL has fundamental characteristics that come from the 
model developed at McMaster as referred to in [24] which 
among others are: 

 Learning is student-centred. 

 Learning takes place in small groups of students. 

 Teachers are facilitators or guides. 

 Problems form the focus of organisation and stimulus 
for learning. 

 Problems are a vehicle for the development of 
problem-solving skills. 

 New information is acquired through self-directed 
learning. 

Producing significant changes in students by promoting, 
developing collaborative work culture, interpersonal skills, 
student participation, valuing teamwork, interdisciplinary 
work, problem identification skills, critical thinking, formative 
assessment. 

E. Assessment for Learning 

In this regard, there are the experiments referred to in [21] 
by the studies carried out by (De Grave, Boshuizen and 
Schmidt, 1996; De Grave, Schmidt and Boshuizen, 2001) 
where they refer that students obtain better scores when they 
analyse the problem before gathering information, as opposed 
to those who only do so on the basis of the material provided. 

It is convenient to refer to [22] when he states that learning 
assessment is an integral and continuous process of diagnosis 
and training, with criticality, retrospection, introspection and 
projection of the learning process; considering the basic 
questions of What, How, When, When, Who to assess, which 
allows determining the type of assessment according to the 
context where it is developed. As a reference, we also have the 
contribution of [32], whose questions break down the basic 
questions into sub-subheadings. 

Table II shows the basic criteria for quality evaluation from 
the point of view of [33]. 
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TABLE II. CRITERIA FOR QUALITY ASSESSMENT 

Criteria It means to the students 

Transparency 

Clarity of criteria and levels of demand, allows him to 
orient his work, self-evaluate his own learning pace. 

Validity 
It assures you that the assessment system assesses the 

learning outcomes it is supposed to assess and not others. 

Fiability 
It is not enough to value what must be valued, but it must 

also be done in the right way. 

Democratic Participate actively in the teaching-learning process. 

Global 
That it is an essential part of their learning process, 
integrated into the curriculum and a task that is continuous 

and not just for a special moment. 

Formative 
It will serve you as motivation, orientation of your work 
pace. 

Source: Available at [37]. 

In this regard, it is important to note what [2] says from the 
point of view of programme accreditation “Assessment of 
student learning, with a focus on continuous improvement, is 
key to ensuring the quality of our educational programs and 
preparing our graduates to enter a global workforce. The 
cumulative result of student learning in our curricula and co-
curricular activities enables the career and professional 
accomplishments of our graduates. In an era of accountability 
and transparency, outcomes assessment has become an 
international standard of quality”. 

Bearing in mind that EPIS teachers are immersed in the 
application of active didactic strategies to assess student results 
that are immersed in the ABET accreditation model for the 
development of student competences. 

In the evaluation of learning when applying PBL in the 
teaching-learning process by competences, instruments are 
applied according to the context of the reality of the problems 
to be solved, in the present work the rubric [34, 35, 36, 37] was 
used to evaluate through indicators that determine in the results 
the achievement of knowledge, the level of development of 
competences, attitudes, using rating scales, in an objective and 
consistent way of the activities. 

The author's knowledge in active didactic learning 
strategies is given by the constant study, adaptation and 
application of changes in the study materials, the forms of 
course development and the forms of evaluation that lead to 
demonstrate how the student achieves the expected results and 
develops the competencies of both the course and his 
professional training profile, and not only achieve an overall 
grade to pass a course. Taking into account that the results of 
its application are a contribution for the researchers of the 
scientific community, and through its analysis allows 
continuous improvement within the teaching-learning process. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The methodological design used is quasi-experimental, not 
working with a control group. The research is applied to solve 
the problem of the qualification of the results through the 
Deliverable Report and Formative Research Report. The 
research developed uses the PBL methodology, the rubric 
instrument, the scoring tool for the indicators of each criterion 
in each subject competence. 

There are many definitions for indicators. UNE 66.175 
(2003) defines it as "Data or set of data that help to objectively 
measure the evolution of a process or an activity". 

IV. DESIGN OF THE PLB AND FORMATIVE RESEARCH 

The main characteristic of PBL is the use of a set of 
problems that are developed and given to students in small 
groups to promote learning, so the subject was adapted to the 
methodological principles of PBL, contemplating the 
application of the evaluation system based on indicators from 
[38]. 

The design of the project considered aspects such as 
relevance, dealing with real-life problems, helping students to 
increase their knowledge, applying methodologies, methods, 
techniques and tools related to the course, including formative 
research activities, allowing students to prepare structured 
reports for objective and fair evaluation. 

In this regard, in [23] it is stated what should be taken into 
account in the design of the PBL, and most authors agree that 
there are a series of basic steps that may vary depending on: 
a) number of students, b) time available, c) objectives to be 
achieved, d) available bibliography, e) available resources of 
the teacher and the entity. 

A. The Project 

The project to be developed has the following 
characteristics: 

 It contains problems of real-life organisations. 

 The work team is made up of 4 or 3 students. 

 The problems will be developed throughout the 
academic semester. 

B. The Problem 

According to [14], a good problem formulation or approach 
should consider 3 variables: a) Relevance, so that students 
understand the importance of the problem, b) Coverage, to 
guide students to search for, discover and analyse the 
information on the topic of study, c) Complexity, as there is no 
single solution, several hypotheses should be put forward, 
testing and documenting them. 

A series of problems were adapted in the course to respond 
to the objectives, the development of the contents of each 
subject, the development of competences, the reinforcement of 
skills and the achievement of student results. 

Considering the different scenarios of the type of real 
organisations, both business and governmental, where the 
student assumes the different roles when participating in the 
work team to develop the problems. 

The characteristics of well-structured problems are referred 
to by [38] citing Romero M. and J. García-Sevilla (2008) and 
contemplated by citing (Ching and Chia, 2005), which are very 
valuable in their contribution. 

C. Project Problem Issues 

The topics to be covered in the problems are: 
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 Virtual stores. 

 Customer Relationship Management CRM. 

 Supply Chain Management SCM. 

 E Marketplace. 

 E Learning. 

 E Employee. 

 E Government. 

 M Business. 

The development of the problems in the laboratory sessions 
of the NE course was determined either by groups of students 
made up of 4 or 3 members, taking into account in its 
conformation: the willingness to meet, communication, work 
schedules for the sessions, taking into account the other courses 
of study of the team members, coincidence of personal 
interrelation; which gives very good results. 

D. Tracking 

In the development of the course during the semester, there 
are sessions for the delivery of the Deliverable Report and 
Formative Research, where the result of the problem, its 
exposition and evaluation are reflected, providing feedback so 
that the team of students can make corrections and take into 
account the opinions and suggestions that will be useful for the 
development of future problems. 

The role played by the teacher is that of a guide by giving 
guidelines, suggestions, orienting, suggesting sources of 
information and being willing to collaborate with the needs of 
the students in the team. 

E. Evaluation 

If we start from the concept and function of an indicator, 
which normally occurs at the level of an institution, as 
contemplated by [39], and if we adapt and apply them to the 
level of a subject performance indicator that allows us to 
evaluate the problems posed to students. 

The most general characteristics of these indicators are: 
objective, relevant, useful, precise, congruent, contextualised; 
that they provide data to generate information, make the 
changes to which they give rise and be useful for reporting on 
the changes that arise between inputs and results, point out the 
strong and weak points in the criteria, compare the results of 
the most and least successful experiences shown in each 
Deliverable Report, analyse the results for changes in the 
development of the course in future versions, discover other 
aspects related to the actions of the students that improve the 
application of PBL to the course. 

In this case, the indicators will be useful when they are 
used to evaluate the results of the students' work with the aim 
of improving the teaching process and therefore the 
development of their competences. 

For the year 2020, based on the Educational Model for 
competence-based vocational training, assessment is envisaged 
for the area of engineering using the rubric as an instrument for 
assessing competences and student results in the NE course. 

Considering that with the rubric a better result is possible, 
achieving the objectives and measuring performance. Taking 
into account what is stated by [34] as a point to carry out 
learning and assessment work, and also by [35] that provides 
the provision for the student to be constant as to how far to go 
with their learning of the topics and what would be their 
desired maximum level; with the purpose of: 

 Achieving the student outcomes determined for the 
subject. 

 Achieve the development of the competences defined 
for the subject. 

 Strengthen the development of soft skills, attitudes and 
values in the student. 

 Establish achievable goals, deliverable reports and 
formative research. 

 Develop the problems by applying the PBL established 
for the subjects. 

 Follow-up and feedback by the teacher from the 
Deliverables Reports and Formative Research in the 
evaluations of the same for continuous improvement. 

 Increase the interpersonal and social relations of the 
members of the team or working group. 

 Manage the activities and time for the development of 
the problem, obtaining the results, the elaboration of 
the Deliverable. 

Fig. 1 shows the format of the evaluation matrix in its first 
part of the header. 

Fig. 2 shows the second part of the evaluation matrix, the 
detail of the format, which is the basis for the elaboration of the 
evaluation matrix in an electronic spreadsheet. 

 

Source: Own elaboration. Based on [38]. 

Fig. 1. Header of the Evaluation Matrix Format. 

UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL DE SAN AGUSTIN DE AREQUIPA

FACULTY OF PRODUCTION AND SERVICES ENGINEERING

PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL OF SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Evaluation Matrix Format

Course : _____________________________________________________________________Semester : ____ Group : ____

Topic / Problem : _____________________________________________________________________________________

General Competencie(ies)

1 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Course Competencie(ies)

1 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Outcomes student

1 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Source: Own elaboration. Based on [38]. 

Fig. 2. Detail of the Evaluation Matrix Format. 

F. Grading 

For the grading of the Deliverables and Formative Research 
Reports, the indicator-based evaluation system proposed by 
[38] was followed. The initial structure was adapted to include 
the element "student outcomes", which is considered important 
and better complements its definition, structure and application 
to the evaluation of problems or projects; namely: a) General 
Competence(s) (from the graduate profile), b) Course 
Competence(s), c) Student Outcomes, d) Process(es), e) 
Criterion(s), f) Performance Indicator(s), g) Indicator(s) Rating 
Scale; having that the rating scales are applied according to the 
nature of the indicator in each criterion and each competence 
involved in the subject. 

The Grading Scales Table for Assessment proposed in [38] 
is used, in input scales 5 or 6 values can be adopted according 
to the determined grading level, which is shown in Fig. 3. 

G. Conversion - Rubric Grading Scale Equivalence 

Converts from the grading scale to the scale of the rubric 
established to be reflected in the student's results grade and the 
semester evaluation periods. 

 

Source: [38]. 

Fig. 3. Table of Qualification Scales for Evaluation. 

V. METHOD OF WORK 

A. Conceptual Design 

There is a good experience of one of the authors of this 
work [40] in applying Project Based Learning that serves as a 
reference to apply active strategies in the teaching-learning 
process in the NE course in the professional career of Systems 
Engineering. 

The purpose is for the student to research, carry out 
searches, review analogous scenarios, examine diverse 
literature, select, organise, analyse, interpret data and 
information, and be able to propose alternative solutions to the 
real problem posed in an organisation, using the PBL strategy 
to reinforce and discover greater knowledge, develop soft and 
procedural skills, and evaluate the results obtained. 

The research for development is based on the problem-
solving stages of the scientific method, which together with the 
active didactic strategy of PBL, allows the student to develop 
skills such as those discussed in [38] where good results were 
obtained. 

In order to obtain data on the students' perception, the 
survey technique is applied and the questionnaire is used as an 
instrument, the results are systematised and analysed so that the 
conclusions can be used to take actions for the continuous 
improvement of the learning process. 

The stages determined for the development of the project 
are: 

Stages of the project 

1. Starting point 

Theme: 

 Dealing with Reality Problems in Electronics 

Business. 

Initial Question 

 ¿From the knowledge obtained and with the 

knowledge acquired from e-Business, will it be 

possible to solve the problems posed from the real 

context in the organisations? 

2. Formation of Collaborative Teams 

 Team/group of 4 or 3 students. 

3. Definition of the Final Product 

Product to be developed 

 Solving real context problems in organisations. 

What you need to know (learning objectives) 

 Apply Problem Based Learning to solve the problems 

posed. 

 To elaborate the report of each deliverable applying 

the template defined for it. 

 To carry out the presentation of the solution of the 

problem 

UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL DE SAN AGUSTIN DE AREQUIPA

FACULTY OF PRODUCTION AND SERVICES ENGINEERING

PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL OF SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Table of Qualification Scales for Evaluation

No. Entries

Not present Present

2 0 1

Not present Regular Good

3 0 1 2

Not present Regular Good Very Good

Not present Regular Good Excellent

4 0 1 2 3

Not present Regular Good Very Good Excellent

Not present Insufficient Regular Good Excellent

5 0 1 2 3 4

0 2 6 8 10

0 5 10 15 20

Not present Insufficient Regular Good Very Good Excellent

6 0 1 2 3 4 5

0 2 4 6 8 10

0 4 8 12 16 20

Note: Qualification scales can be assembled according to the nature of the criterion or indicator.
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4. Planning 

 Determination of the competences of the course. 

 Alignment of the competences to the learner 

outcomes. 

General student competences: 

C.x Competence r. 

C.y Competence p. 

Course competences Electronics Business: 

a Competence a of the course. 

b Competence b of the course. 

Student outcomes to be assessed: 

a) Criterion RE.7.2. Student outcome 7.2 of 

competence a. 

b) Criterion RE.8.2. Student outcome 8.2 of 

competence b. 

Competence Criteria and Indicators 

Criterion 1 Indicator 1 Student Outcome 1. 

 Indicator 2 Student Outcome 1. 

Criterion 2 Indicator 3 Student outcome 2. 

 Indicator n Student outcome m. 

5. Organising Team/Group Work 

Team or group work of 4 or 3 students. 

6. Review / Development of Problems (Laboratory 

Guides) 

7. Instruction in PBL methodology 

In the first class session, it is explained. 

8. Application of the PBL methodology 

 Presentation of the problem situation. 

 Laboratory guides to solve problems. 

 Answering queries in the session by the means 

determined. 

 Carrying out the activities and tasks of the 

problem. 

 Presentation of deliverables. 

 Oral presentation of results of the deliverable. 

9. Elaboration of the Deliverable and Formative 

Research Report 

Elaboration of the report according to the elaboration 

template. 

10. Evaluation of the report and competences 

 The teacher in the sessions evaluates the 

competences and the results of the student, to the 

group through the grading tool based on the 

rubric. 

 Assessment of the Deliverable Report and 

Formative Research Report of each problem 

through the rubric-based grading tool. 

11. Initial Evaluation of the Application of the PBL 

Methodology 

At the conclusion of the first development phase of 

the semester. 

12. Final Evaluation of the Application of the PBL 

methodology 

At the end of the third phase of the semester. 

Apply the questionnaire to receive the student's 

perceptions. 

Methodologies, Techniques and Instruments to be Used 

Methodologies, Techniques and Instruments 

 Problem Based Learning Methodology - PBL. 

o Problem solving, in sessions established 

within the development of the course. 

 Survey technique. 

o Questionnaire - of students' perception of 

PBL. 

o Questionnaire - students' perception of the 

application of PBL to the e-Business course. 

o Questionnaire - students' perception of the 

application of PBL to the Electronics 

Business course. 

o Questionnaire - on tutor's perception of the 

tutor's work. 

Evidence 

 Digital files of lab work. 

 Moodle, Virtual Classroom as a repository of 

course work. 

Assessment Instruments 

 Written report grading tool. 

 Assessment rubrics. 

o Evaluation of Competences and Student 

Outcomes. 

Student self-assessment, by general appreciation. 

B. Participants 

The course of NE in the professional career of Systems 
Engineering is developed in the eighth semester (4th year), 
with 5 hours per week, 3 of them theoretical and 2 of 
laboratory, the semester is developed in 17 weeks; participating 
in the evaluation of the Deliverable Report and Formative 
Research, taking as a case the semester 2020 B with a total of 
35 students; the theory and laboratory practices were in charge 
of two teachers, forming two groups of theory and ten 
laboratory subgroups. 

C. Data Analysis Technique 

From the evaluation of the Deliverable Report and 
Formative Research, they were graded with the grading tool 
generated for it contemplating the structure based on the 
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evaluation system based on indicators of [38], application of 
questionnaires to students to get appreciation data, 
systematization of data in the electronic spreadsheet EXCEL, 
analyzing the results achieving averages, tables, and graphs. 

D. Instruments 

The instruments used are: 

 Laboratory Guides. 

 Template for the elaboration of the Deliverable Report 
and Formative Research. 

 Evaluation rubrics. 

 Grading tool for the written report of the NE course. 

 Student Achievement Appreciation Questionnaire. 

E. Techniques 

Evaluation techniques are used: 

 The rubric. 

 The Rating Scale. 

 Survey. 

F. Deliverables 

The deliverables that correspond to each of the topics 
indicated in the point Project Problem Topics were determined, 
which are developed and delivered by each team or working 
group, and stored in the virtual classroom repository. The 
evaluation of which is graded with the grading tool and with 
immediate feedback in the report to strengthen the teaching-
learning process, the development of competences and the 
achievement of student outcomes. 

The structure of the Formative Inquiry and Deliverable 
Report is shown below: 

Cover page 

Index 

1. Plan the treatment of the problem 

2. Organising the work of the team/group 

3. Problem 

4. Theoretical framework 

5. Comparative of the selection of aspects 

6. Working in a group, collaboratively with colleagues 

and avoiding working alone 

7. Generation of possible solutions (Alternatives) 

8. Presentation of the solution 

9. Prototype or Situational Analysis 

10. Lessons Learned 

11. Conclusions 

12. References 

13. Annexes 

14. Report 

15. Self-evaluation. 

VI. RESULTS 

The results of the Evaluation of the Deliverable and 
Formative Research Report (EDRFR) are shown below; with a 
defined and used structure, based on the defined rubric of the 
NE course. A sample is shown in Fig. 4, where the general 
competences (of the student or of the graduate profile), the 
course competences related to the general ones, the criteria, the 
indicators of the criteria with the rating scale determined for 
each one of them, and their rating for the proposed problem of 
the working groups can be seen. 

Fig. 5 shows the evolution of two of the 66 indicators in the 
group's progress in developing each problem during the 
semester. 

Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the Students' Results related 
to the course competence a, of the General Competence r. 
Where it can be seen how groups 1, 2 and 4 have a growing 
tendency to obtain the maximum grade close to 20, and group 
5 remains at a level with a grade value of 15 between 12 and 
15. 

Fig. 7 shows the group grades for the Student Outcomes 
related to competences a and b of the course, of the General 
Competences r and p. Here it can be seen that groups 1, 2 and 
10 have an average grade of 18 on the vigesimal scale for 
competence a, and group 5 has an average grade of 14. 

 

Source: Own elaboration. 

Fig. 4. ADRFR – Report Qualification Tool. 

 

Source: Own elaboration. 

Fig. 5. IEQS-PP-HG3 – Report Indicator Evolution. 
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Source: Own elaboration. 

Fig. 6. ESO - Report Evolution Outcomes – Competence a. 

 

Source: Own elaboration. 

Fig. 7. SON – Report Student Outcome Note – Competence a and b. 

Fig. 8 shows the good results as an average of the 
evaluation of one problem: Virtual Shops, taking into account 
the levels of the assessment scale of the rubric criteria, which 
are also used for the other 7 problems. 

Fig. 9 shows the evolution of working group 3 in the 
development of each of the problems during the academic 
semester. 

 

Source: Own elaboration. 

Fig. 8. EDRFR – Evaluation Deliverable Report and Formative Research-

Assessment Scale-Rubric Criteria-Problem:Virtual Shops. 

 

Source: Own elaboration. 

Fig. 9. EDRFR – AS – PG3 - Evaluation Deliverable Report and Formative 
Research-Assessment Scale-Problems Group 3. 

VII. DISCUSSION 

It is important in engineering education to consider the 
statement by [28] that "University education is the last 
educational step before professional practice...” Therefore, in 
order to exercise a profession, the graduate must be competent. 
This means that in order to solve real-life problems, he/she 
must possess knowledge, soft and procedural skills, ingenuity, 
among others. Being of the opinion that PBL and the 
assessment process greatly favour the development of complex 
competences. 

The application of PBL was born for the development of 
competencies and skills in the training of professionals in the 
area of medicine for the mastery of real problems in the mid-
1960s; however, it is still applied with relevant adaptations as 
discussed by [41] in their study in the field of Clinical 
Laboratory Medicine, where the problem is that there is a large 
gap between theoretical concepts and clinical laboratory 
practice, and in actual clinical practice. Faced with this they 
reorganized the cases of PBL in hematology studies, defining 
the processes of design, preparation, implementation and 
evaluation of PBL. Concluding that it incorporates a strong 
way to safeguard the gap between theory and practice, so 
students make good use of their medical science training 
toward solving complicated problems. The results show that 
PBL encouraged students to interact, pose questions, state 
hypotheses, find out answers, and evaluate their ability to 
prove their points. 

Having that [42] in their work on formative research 
provide some reflections that are necessary to take into account 
such as: they seek that in their processes students become 
familiar with scientific and research culture; training them in 
research skills; interaction, dialogue and research practice are 
mandatory; formative research is positioned in academic and 
formative activities in universities. Concluding that formative 
research; referring to (Arakaki, 2009); is fundamental for the 
professional formation of the student with critical, reflective 
and proactive thinking, by stimulating the ability to raise and 
respond to unresolved problems or scenarios of the 
environment. 
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When referring [24] to teachers in higher education, very 
few have training in pedagogy and teach as they were taught; 
or as we say, take the best university lecturer as a reference 
point; and active methodologies are not applied and assessment 
is limited to checking the memorisation of facts and 
information. In view of this, in order to apply PBL, changes are 
required in the role of the teacher, who becomes a facilitator so 
that students build their knowledge and apply it in real 
situations. 

Thus, [21] mentions that there is experimental verification 
when students start from the analysis of a problem prior to the 
documentary study, they achieve much higher marks in the 
learning evaluations, compared to what others do with the 
same material; in the present work the verification is made 
through the activities and the results obtained. 

There are results on the development of research 
competences by applying research strategies from [17] in 
research training. The author in [13] points out the importance 
of formative research as a means of pedagogical function in the 
production of knowledge. 

In [43], the result of the research is directed to university 
teachers who wish to apply didactic strategies that affect the 
book in explaining the didactic discipline, being the didactic 
strategies focused on meeting the objectives set in a teaching-
learning context. 

In [44] the application of PBL in the university level course 
they decided to rethink the way of working because the 
experience showed them that something was failing in the 
learning of students in the last 10 years, they proposed to 
change and go beyond a simple evaluation. This contributes to 
the fact that when faced with a similar situation, the problem 
should be analyzed and the feasibility of using didactic 
teaching and learning strategies applied to the context of reality 
should be assessed. 

In the research work it has been achieved to apply PBL as 
an active didactic strategy in the development of the NE course 
that contributes to the integral formation of the student, 
achieving the development of competences, allowing a better 
development in their formation and future work performance. 

Also the PBL besides being applied in courses of a 
curriculum is used in other areas that are related to professional 
training and where the student participates as being the 
experience of [45] concluding that students participate in the 
planning of projects, development of skills, and that the PBL 
bridges the gap between learning and application; and thus the 
student effectively faces real world problems. Having that in 
our country, Peru, with the University Law No. 30220 of 2014 
universities are obliged to work the University Social 
Responsibility that contributes to sustainable development and 
the welfare of society. 

As an experience we have the results of the evaluation 
grades of the last three years, which shows how the 
qualification from indicators allows a fairer and more objective 
evaluation and growth of each deliverable of the students, 
when applying PBL from 2019, which are shown in Table III 
for better visualisation. 

TABLE III. GRADE POINT AVERAGE 

Course 
Grade Point Average 

2018 2019 2020 

Electronics Business 
Theme: Mobile Business 

15.17 16.15 17.4 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The following conclusions have been reached: 

 The course objectives have been achieved. 

 The student outcomes determined for the course are 
achieved. 

 Students achieve the development of the competences 
of the course and therefore favour the achievement of 
the competences of the syllabus. 

 Problem-Based Learning as an active methodology 
allows: enhancing autonomous learning, increasing 
knowledge on topics by understanding them, applying 
the knowledge obtained, motivation and teamwork, 
strengthening the development of procedural skills and 
abilities, improving students' academic performance. 

 Formative research in the student's professional 
training process is transversal in the courses of the 
curriculum, as in the case of the Database and 
Electronic Business courses, where the teachers of this 
work intervene, achieving good results. 

 The students manage to have the appropriate evaluation 
from the qualification of each indicator involved in 
each problem, being the most objective, real and fair, 
going from less to more. 

 The students recognise that what they have achieved in 
the development of the problems in the course will 
serve as a guideline for them to develop in future 
organisations. 

 Providing the students with feedback in the reports of 
deliverables reviewed, graded and observations made 
by the teacher, allows them to continuously improve in 
the work group. 

 The student at the end of the course has been able to 
carry out documentary research on the topics of the 
theoretical framework to increase their knowledge, and 
to conveniently write the Deliverable Report and 
Formative Research. 

IX. FUTURE WORK 

 To carry out comparative research on the application of 
PBL in the courses of the Curriculum. 

 Conduct comprehensive formative research in other 
Curriculum courses for the development of students' 
competences. 
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Abstract—ZIKV is a mosquito-borne disease. It is known to 

cause neurological disorders and congenital disabilities in 

newborns. The Genome Sequence of the Zika virus is used for the 

study. The essential cell functionalities like circadian behavior 

and expression of genes are studied. Regulatory proteins are 

alternating functionalities during daytime and night time. 

Identifying motif is made by understanding the features of 

motifs, finding the count matrix, and formulating the profile 

matrix. The consensus string of the Zika virus is to be computed, 

and the score motif is to be calculated. Different techniques of 

motif finding like the Brute Force technique and Greedy Search 

techniques are proposed. In the Brute Force technique, each 

motif is selected, its score is to be calculated, and then the 

minimum score can be obtained. The Brute Force technique will 

take an enormous amount of time, but it is guaranteed to find a 

solution. The Greedy Search technique is not guaranteed to find 

motif like the Brute Force technique but can give a close answer 

in a realistic time. This paper presents the identification of motif 

in the Zika virus genome using programming techniques. 

Keywords—Circadian behaviour; consensus string; genome 

study; greedy search technique; motif search; regulatory proteins 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Zika virus (ZIKV) was discovered in 1947. It is a 
mosquito-borne disease. In 2013, it spread in South Pacific. It 
continued to spread to all parts of America. Early studies 
revealed that the virus originated and remained in Africa for 
many decades. Zika virus study is interesting as it can solve 
many biological problems. Genome sequences are quite 
complex. It is not possible to explain by a probabilistic model. 
So low-order Markov models explain the properties quite well. 
The DNA k-mer frequencies in the genome sequence of the 
Zika virus provide an insight into the genome complexity. It is 
possible to study the k-mers with different lengths as segments 
of genome sequence from different animals are available. A 
study was carried out for k-spectra of different species from 
Archaea, Bacteria, and e-coil. It studied the modalities of 
distributions. Some species have multimodal spectra, whereas 
all other species have a unimodal k-mer spectrum [1]. 

As a patient falls ill, based on the medical signs and 
symptoms, Symptoms bases categorization is possible. A 
frequent association can be extracted based on association 
mining [2]. 

There is a need to extract a sequence of existing strains. 
Different disciplines are collaborating for combating the 
outbreak of the disease. The different methodologies used are 

RNA extraction and material validation. Also, genome 
sequencing, consensus variation, and sequence analysis are 
done to understand the whole genome sequencing. The 
scientific method does not need to separately authenticate the 
virus reagents. The data is available through public 
repositories. It helps to study the pathogenesis, neurotropism, 
prevention, and possible spread [3]. Microcephaly, primers, 
and probes in ZIKV is detected. ZIKV is transmitted from a 
viremic host to normal people. Non-African mosquitoes have 
more potential to transmit the disease compared to African 
mosquitoes. Mosquito to mosquito transmission is possible and 
was evaluated in a study. In Africa, aegypti is less susceptible 
to ZIKV [4]. The spread of ZIKV is associated with 
neurological complications. The ZIKV spread and mode of 
transmission is studied carefully. Serological tests of ZIKV 
react with antibodies by other viral infection. Viral nucleic 
acids are present in polymerase chain reaction testing. Also, 
virus isolation is done for confirmation. It confirms the 
presence of ZIKV. It combines with global aedes vector 
distribution. Mother to the foetus and sexual transmission is 
very common person-to-person transmission modes [5]. 

The detection of the infection becomes difficult due to its 
close association with flaviviruses. The potential of antibody-
dependent enhancement also increases as the cross reactiveness 
to flaviviruses like the dengue virus and the West Nile virus. 
Serum samples were collected and tested. A study was 
conducted on the dengue virus and the West Nile virus to find 
whether these viruses can enhance or neutralize the ZIKV. The 
West Nile virus enhanced ZIKV, so it failed to neutralize [6]. 

People with ZIKV have a mild fever and fewer symptoms 
to identify the infection. Babies are born with birth defects for 
infected pregnant women. Deterministic models were 
designed, considering sexual transmission, mosquito-human 
transmission, and Wolbachia-infected male mosquito release. 
Disease-free equilibrium and its stability is studied. The study 
was performed on impact of parameters on reproduction. The 
intervals of the liberation of Wolbachia-infected male 
mosquitoes were studied. A bounded global solution was 
derived for the extinction of ZIKV. As per the numerical 
simulations, ZIKV may be destroyed when the amount of 
white noise reaches a threshold value. The wild mosquitoes 
may be extinct with the delivery of Wolbachia-infected 
mosquitoes [7]. 

ZIKV is a severe public health issue. Still, a little study is 
done to find the transmission of the Zika virus in sexual 
groups. A study to control the spread of virus between 
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individuals by changing contact patterns is done. A 
heterosexual network-based model is designed based on the 
Costa Rica case study. A study is carried out to measure the 
effect of changing the degree of heterogeneity. It is measured 
by removing the sexual contact of persons with a limited 
number but a greater degree and at different places. A 
threshold time for Zika virus infection next to the peak time 
was devised [8]. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The ZIKV genome is studied to better understand the 
evolution and spread of Zika virus infection in more than fifty 
countries of the world. The spread is caused due to infected 
mosquito bites and person-to-person transmission. This disease 
is better understood with molecular insights of ZIKV [9]. It can 
help to better combat the disease. In monkeys and humans, the 
neural progenitor cell growth is attenuated by infection. The 
DNA is damaged by the virus and activates DNA damage 
responses [10]. The biological cycle of the virus is studied to 
understand the behaviour of the virus during the daytime, night 
time, and replication process. With the introduction of ZIKV to 
the Americans, four mutations of ZIKV were reported. This 
represents direct eversions from earlier mutations during the 
spread from Africa to Asia. Studies were performed with and 
without mutation on the experimental infection of aedes 
aegypti mosquito and human cells. It was found that fitness is 
reduced for original mutation for urban human-amplified 
transmission, whereas the fitness was enhanced for new 
mutations increasing the risk. The findings include three 
adaptive mutations of ZIKV [11]. 

The adult with moderate immunocompetent features may 
get infected by ZIKV. It triggers and enhances antiviral 
responses and brain damage. The neuroendocrine functions, 
inflammation, and immune reaction for different pathogens can 

get modulated due to gut microbiota composition. The 
modification stimulated by ZIKV in the belly microbiome of 
immune-capable mice was studied. It was found that the 
infection caused a considerable decline in microbes like 
Actinobacteria and Firmicutes phyla; compared to healthy 
mice. A significant boost of Deferribacteres and Spirochaetes 
was identified. Intestinal harm and extreme white blood cells 
recruitment were caused due to modulation of microbiota 
induced by the Zika virus [12]. The birth defects are associated 
with utero exposure to ZIKV. In early childhood, the impact 
remained unclear. The study of neurodevelopment and impact 
of ZIKV to 24-month toddlers born to pregnant women 
infected with ZIKV was conducted. These women were 
pregnant during the 2016 ZIKV outbreak in America. There 
was no abnormal transfontanelle cerebral ultrasound finding 
before and after delivery. But later, the child had reduced brain 
activity and birth defects [13]. There are no approved vaccines, 
i.e., antiviral treatments, available. Using the dengue vaccine as 
a reference, a chimeric dengue/ZIKV named VacDZ was 
created. It is a live diluted inoculation to ZIKV. It reveals key 
markers of dilution of pathogenicity in interferon deficient 
adult mice. The vaccine shows an immune response to ZIKV. 
It neutralizes the virus and shows a successful shot against 
ZIKV in mice [14]. The mobilization of the health test center 
network to detect COVID-19 patients was prompted by the 
emergence of SARS-Co V-2. It started tracing the contacts; 
identify the hot spot area prone to active community 
transmission. The Brazilian public health system faced 
difficulties amid triple epidemics, i.e., dengue, chikungunya, 
and Zika virus. Various samples were collected from Brazil 
and tested. An inter-disciplinary response to health gained 
importance. A need to search for an effective vaccine became 
important as no vaccine is 100% effective to any virus [15]. 
The Literature Review is shown in Table I. 

TABLE I. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Sr. 

No. 
Year Ref. Topic 

Concept/ 

Theoretical Model 
Paradigm/ Method 

Context/ Setting/ 

Sample 
Findings 

Future 

Research 

1 2016 [5] 
Origin and 

spread of ZIKV 

Paper illustrates the 

neurological 
complications and  

spread of Zika 

virus. 

The Zika virus 
spread and its mode 

of transmission. 

The virus is 
separated, the viral 

nucleic acid 
detection is done 

using polymerase 

chain reaction 
testing 

Viruses mostly spread 

due to international 
travel. Person-to-person 

transmission both 
vertically and 

horizontally is possible. 

Reasons for the 
spread of the 

virus 

3 2018 [3] 

Genome 
sequencing and 

variant analysis, 

phylogenetics, 
and profound 

sequencing of 

Zika virus 

strains 

The existing strains 

of the Zika virus are 

validated. 

RNA Extraction and 

Material Validation, 
Genome Sequencing, 

3′ Race, Read 

Assembly, Code 
Availability, and 

many more are done. 

Sequence 

Comparison of 
Various Stocks, 

Deep Sequencing 

for Minor Variants, 
Recombination 

Analysis, 

Minor variants were 

detected. Separate 

authentication is not 
needed. It represents 

the viral population 

diversity of ZIKV. 

To understand 

better 

immunology, 
dissemination, 

possible cure, 

and avoidance 

4 2019 [1] 

Models of 

Genomic DNA 

k-mer spectra 

The genomic 

complexity is 
studied in whole 

genome sequences 

using 
frequencies of DNA 

k-mers 

k-mer sequences and 
modalities of around 

100 species of 
Archea, Bacteria, and 

viruses are studied. A 

few species have 
multimodal spectra, 

whereas others have 

unimodal  

To study 
complicated 

Genomic sequences, 
a probabilistic 

model is not 

sufficient. A low-
order Markov model 

is discovered for 

study. 

Dinucleotide 
suppression like C+G 

and CpG happens in 

Multimodal spectra. 
Tetrapods were 

analyzed. The sensor 

system was identified 
in the Human genome 

 Another genome 

like Entamoeba 
histolytica is to 

be studied.  
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5 2019 [2] 

Apriori-based 

Frequent 

Symptoms 

Association 

Mining in 

Medical 
Databases 

Symptom-based 
categorization, the 

symptoms are 

described by 
patients to a 

medical consultant 

A large volume of 

the data repository is 

used, and using 

association rule 

mining; frequent 

associations are 
extracted. 

Using the 
symptoms, the 

database is scanned 

to count the 
minimum support of 

each candidate. 

Patients are found to 

be infected by malaria 

as most have the same 

set of symptoms. 

 

The classification 

algorithm 

suggested mining 

important 

information 

health care 
databases. 

6 2019 [16] 

Flavivirus 

replication 

stimulated by 
circadian clock 

components  

The invulnerable 

reactions of viruses 
are regulated by the 

circadian clock. It 

also affects 
pathogen 

replication. The 

underlying 
molecular 

mechanisms is 

difficult to 
understand.  

Some components 

like BMAL1 and 
REV-ERBα are 

identified as 

circadian 
components. 

Replication of 

flaviviruses, dengue, 

and ZIKV is 
inhibited by  

REV-ERB 

Highlights the 
circadian clock compo

nent in regulating 

flavivirus replication 

Fragment entry 

into hepatocytes 

and RNA 
reproduction to 

be performed 

7 2020 [4] 

Susceptibility 

of Enhanced 
Zika virus  

ZIKV is transmitted 

from an infected 

host. Non-African 

mosquitoes have 
more potential to 

transmit. 

Transmission from 

mouse to mosquito is 

assessed in immune-
compromised 

Day Post Mouse 

infection 

The population outside 

Africa are more 

susceptible to the Zika 

virus as compared to 
native populations of 

aegypti in Africa 

More 

sophisticated 

experiments to be 
performed 

8 2020 [17] 

ZIKV 

peripheral 
blood Gene 

expression 

responses  

Congenital ZIKV is 

transmitted from 

mother to fetus. 
Tangential blood 

cells are unfettered 

to Zika virus and 
carry the infection 

The gene expression 
of the Profile of 

diseased and healthy 

Peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells is 

compared. Samples 

were collected from 
expectant and non-

pregnant women.  

More expression by 

M1 shifted pro-

inflammatory 
responses, less 

expression by M2-

shifted anti-
inflammatory 

Shaping neonatal 

pathology in 
Pregnancy-induced 

immune dysregulation 

 

Records 
participating in 

osteoclast 

diversity and 
cardiac 

myopathies 

9 2020 [18] 
Locating Motif 
in DNA 

sequences 

Discovering motif 

or short replicating 

forms in genetic 
strings 

Genomic monitoring 
systems of living 

creatures 

Exhibited the motif 

hunt challenge 

The actual motif is 
obtained from a set of 

candidate motif 

Locate motif 
with better 

precision 

10 2021 [6] 

Enhancement of 
ZIKV infection 

by antibodies 

from West Nile 

Owing to quiet 

antigenic similarity, 

exposure to ZIKV 

is difficult. It raises 
the potential of 

antibody-dependent 

development. 

The capacity to 

improve or deactivate 

ZIKV infection is 
examined from the 

serum trials acquired 

with suggestive or 
symptomless WNV 

disease. 

Sero-investigation 
information showed 

a 7% occurrence for 

WNV antibodies 

WNV antibodies in the 

sera substantially 

improve Zika virus in 
Fc receptor 

constructive cells  

Additional 

appropriate 
versions of ADE  

11 2021 [7] 

Spread of ZIKV 
mitigated due to 

release of 

Wolbachia 
diseased 

mosquitos 

Deterministic and 
stochastic versions 

are created 

Disease-free balance 
and its strength are 

explored. The effect 

of the factors on 
basic breeding is 

studied.  

The stochastic 

prototype has a 
distinctive and 

bordered overall 

solution  

The randomness may 
force the disease to be 

eliminated when the 

strength of the white 
noise is significant 

enough.  

Wild mosquitos 

turn out to be 

destroyed as  
Wolbachia-

diseased 

mosquitoes 
reduce the time  

12 2021 

[8] 
 

 

Costa Rica 
analysis on 

effect of contact 

patterns of 

sexual groups 

Diseased mosquitos 

and sexual relations 
are primary reasons 

for Zika spread  

Altering contact 
patterns among 

persons to manage 

Zika virus 

propagation 

Build heterosexual 
network-based 

version to find 

threshold time of 

Zika infection 

Analysis of the impact 
of altering the degree 

of heterogeneity in the 

sexually active places 

at distinct period  

Upper limit later 

than the peak 
time of ZIKV 

infected cases 

13 2021 [11] 

Spread of ZIKV 

due to 

mutational 
reversions and 

health 

restoration 

Zika caused four 

alterations prior to 
propagation in the 

Americas,  

Diseases of Zika 

virus with and 

without alterations 
reveal that the 

original 

transformations 
decreased strength 

for human-intensified 

spread.  

Classification of 

transmission 
adaptive Zika virus 

alterations 

Early alterations and 

drift when the virus 

was announced  

Pandemic rise 

due to reversions 

restored fitness 
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14 2021 [12] 

Immunocompet

ent rats 

stomach 
microbiota 

modulation 

induced by 
ZIKV 

Neuroendocrine 

functions are 

modulated by 

stomach microbiota 

composition. It 

includes 
contamination, 

cellular and 

immunologic 
reactions  

Next-generation 

sequencing is used to 

analyze stomach 
microbiota structure  

Compared to 

uninfected mice, the 

Zika virus activated 

a substantial illness 
in the microbes in 

the infected mouse. 

A significant rise in 

the microbes from the 

Spriorchaetaceae 

heredity in the 
stomach microbiota is 

observed.  

Colon soft tissue 

homeostasis in 

adult 

immunocompete
nt rats is diseased 

by ZIKV. 

15 2021 [13] 

Exposure of 
ZIKV and 

neurodevelopm

ent in toddlers 
normocephalic 

at birth 

In French regions, 

newborn to Women 
pregnant in 2016 is 

studied. Impact of 

utero ZIKV 
exposure on 

neurodevelopment 

among toddlers 

Inhabitants-based 
mother-child 

associate study, 

pregnancies 
overlapped with the 

2016 ZIKV epidemic 

Due to ZIKV 

infection during 
pregnancy, exposure 

of the toddler to 

ZIKV was 
identified. Different 

stages of 

questionnaires can 
be created for the 

assessment of Brain 

development 

15.4% of ZIKV-

revealed toddlers and 

25.3% ZIKV-
unexposed toddlers 

were found. ASQ 

result of 2SD cut-off 
(P = 0.10) is obtained. 

Population-based 

cohorts of in 

utero ZIKV-
exposed 

normocephalic 

newborns to be 
analyzed. 

16 2021 [14] 

Single-dose 

live-attenuated 
chimeric 

vaccine 

VacDZ vaccine is 

proposed against 

ZIKV. PDK-53 
dengue virus 

vaccine to be used 

as a backbone 

It is studied as the 

key makers of 

mitigation. 
Plaque phenotype, 

heat sensitivity, 

mitigation of 
neurovirulence in 

suckling mice is 

studied. 

VacDZ to be 
controlled as a 

conventional live 

virus inoculation, or 
as a DNA-

introduced 

inoculation that 
emits living VacDZ. 

Vaccine expressions 

induce an impervious 
defensive reaction to 

ZIKV in AG129 mice. 

It neutralizes 
antibodies and a strong 

Th1 reaction. 

VacDZ to be an 
effective vaccine 

17 2021 [15] 

Spread of 
DENV, 

CHIKV, ZIKV, 

and SARS-
CoV-2 in Brazil 

Viruses like SARS-

CoV-2 have 

triggered the 
deployment of the 

network. Detect 

COVID-19 affected 
role, locate 

interactions and 

classify regions 

The incursion of 

SARS-CoV-2 during 
ongoing triple 

arboviral pandemics 

produced by dengue, 
ZIKV, and 

Chikungunya 

Sample collected 
from Brazil. 

Fitness methodology is 

an efficient way to 

handle to lessen the 
destructive impact 

triggered by 

pathogens.  

Successful 

antivirals  
serum treatment 

for diseased 

patients and 
vaccination for 

non-infected 

In the biological sequences, motifs are short repeating patterns. Motifs are least conserved, so; it is a challenging task to identify the motifs. Motifs are important to study the genetic behavior of the Zika Virus. The 
candidate motif of the dataset can be computed to identify the real motif using the computation method. 

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Data Collection: Zika Virus Genome 

ZIKV is family of Flaviviridae. It is a type of virus family. 
The entire genome sequence is available at NCBI. The 
functionalities of DNA were studied and discussed by Watson 
and Crick [19]. The filename of the dataset is ZikaVirus.fasta. 
It is stored as a nucleotide sequence, and fasta defines the file 
format. The size of the dataset is 11 KB. The genome of the 
Zika virus is stored in the file. 

B. Circadian behavior in Zika Virus 

The daily activities of any virus or any living organism are 
controlled by an internal clock called the circadian clock. 
Animals also follow the daily routine work based on the 
circadian clock. The clock maintains a 24-hour activity cycle. 
When it starts malfunctioning due to disorder, then many 
organisms face genetic diseases. It is called a delayed sleep-
phase syndrome. The circadian clock has its base at the 
molecular level. Because of the malfunction of the circadian 
clock, people become prone the many diseases. Heart attack is 
more common in the daytime, whereas asthma attack is more 
common in the night time. 

Scientists Ron Konopka and Seymour Benzer identified 
abnormal circadian patterns in mutant flies and traced their 
causes. They found that the mutation in a single gene. Later 
after many years, a similar clock gene in mammals was 
discovered. Then many circadian genes were discovered. These 
genes display a high degree of evolutionary conservations 
across different species. Maintaining the circadian clock in a 
plant is very important as its entire life cycle depends on it. It is 
a matter of life and death for plants. More than a thousand 
plant genes are circadian. Such genes include the genes that 
control photosynthesis, photoreception, budding and flowering. 
Circadian behavior of the Zika virus is studied [16]. The 
immune system is regulated by the circadian clock. The 
immune system reacts to microbes, and pathogen replication is 
affected. BMAL1 and REV-ERBα are circadian components 
related to flaviviruses in dengue and Zika. The replication of 
flavivirus is regulated by the circadian clock. 

C. Representations of Genes 

DNA makes RNA which makes proteins. It is composed of 
four ribonucleotides, namely adenine, cytosine, guanine, and 
uracil. Thymine is replaced by Uracil in DNA. RNA transcript 
is translated to the amino acids sequence of a protein. These 
proteins regulate the function inside the cell. 
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DNA replication happens at the origin of replication called 
ori. Finding the position of ori is a complicated task even for 
biologists. The process of transcription and transpiration is also 
a complicated task happening inside the cells [20]. During 
transcription, all occurrences of Thymine (T) in DNA is 
replaced with Uracil (U). The RNA strand is then translated 
into an amino acid sequence. The RNA strand is partitioned 
into 3-mers. These 3-mers are called codons. Each codon takes 
the form of one of the 20 amino acids. During this, it follows 
the genetic code. Each of the 64 codons encodes an amino acid. 
Out of 64 codons, 3 codons are stop codons which halt the 
translation. For example, the DNA string “ATATCGAAA” 
transcribes into the RNA string “AUAUCGAAA” which 
translates into the amino acid “ISK”. 

Cells can transcribe different genes and can form RNA. 
The rates may be different for other genes. This is known as 
gene transcripts or gene expression. That is the reason why 
brain cells and skin cells behave in various manners. Both have 
different functionalities and vary greatly in their features. 
These variations help the cells to understand the time and keep 
track of it. Pregnancy-associated variations in reactions to 
ZIKV were identified using DNA expression of samples of 
different women. ZIKV infected pregnant showed pro-
inflammatory responses [17]. 

IV. REGULATORY PROTEINS 

The dataset contains the nucleotide sequence of the Zika 
virus. The length of the string can be found using the python 
program. It was found to be 10780. Each cell in the plant keeps 
track of day and night. There are three master cells, which are 
called clock masters. These are CCA1, TOC1 and LHY. These 
genes are controlled by external factors like sunlight and the 
availability of nutrients in the soil. This helps the organism to 
adjust to the gene expression. 

The regulatory protein TOC1 regulates the expression of 
LHY and CCA1. The expression of TOC1 is suppressed by 
LHY and CCA1. It basically works in a negative feedback 
loop. Sunlight activates the transcription of LHY and CCA1. 
This deactivates the TOC1 transcription. At night time, TOC1 
peaks and starts promoting the transcription of LHY and 
CCA1. LHY and CCA1 repress the transcription of TOC1, and 
the loop continues. The Condon usage is controlled by biased 
nucleotide composition in the Zika virus [21]. 

The transcription regulates a gene by binding to a specific 
short DNA. It is called a regulatory motif [22, 23]. It is also 
called as the transcription binding site. It is the upstream gene 
region which is 600-1000 nucleotide long, also the start of the 
gene. CCA1 can bind to “AAAAAATCT” in the upstream 
region. It will be helpful for bioinformaticians if the regulatory 
motifs can be in the gene. An algorithm to find motif will be 
useful. 

A. Importance of Motif 

Motifs are short sequence patterns. It has a finite length. It 
is used to study the features of DNA, RNA, and Proteins. 
Transcription factor binding sites are represented using 
sequence motifs. Finding the motif sequences of motifs can 
help in understanding the transcription regulation [24, 25]. 
Motifs represent active sites of enzymes and proteins structures 

and stability. Study of DNA Arrays is done to identify the 
genes that are active during the daytime in plants. The 
upstream region of nearly 500 genes was extracted to find the 
circadian behaviour. The frequently appearing pattern in the 
upstream region was identified. Suppose it was found that 
“AAAATATCT” is the most frequent word that appears more 
than 40 times. It was named as an upstream region evening 
element. The gene loses its circadian behaviour if the gene is 
muted. In plants, the evening element is quite conserved. It is 
easy to find the evening element in the plant whereas in 
animals, finding the evening element is quite difficult because 
of many mutations. If a fly is infected with a bacterium, its 
immunity genes will get activated to fight with the bacterium. 
The immunity gene has elevated expression levels as the fly 
gets infected. The most common 12-mers is 
“TCGGGGATTTCC” in the upstream region of many genes. It 
is the binding of the transcription factor NF-kB that activates 
the various genes in flies. The biological challenge of finding a 
regulatory motif is to be converted into a computational 
problem. 

Depending on the similarity with the ideal motif, it will 
score individual instances of motifs. An ideal motif is the 
transcription factor binding site that best binds to the 
transcription factor. An attempt is made to select a k-mer from 
each string, as the ideal motif is not known. Each motif is 
scored depending on their similarity to each other. A list of t 
DNA string DNA is taken. Each string is of length n. k-mer 
from each string is selected to form a collection of motifs. It 
represents a (t X k) motif matrix. The motif matrix of the Zika 
virus is formulated. The most frequent Nucleotide in each 
column is identified and denoted by upper case. By using 
different values of k-mers in each string, a different motif 
matrix from each DNA string is created. The most conserved 
motif matrix is to be obtained. It also means matrix with most 
uppercase characters or few lower-case characters. The goal is 
to compute a collection of k-mers that minimizes the score. 

B. Finding the Count Matrix 

A 4 X k count matrix can be created for a given Motifs. It is 
denoted by count (Motifs). It represents the count of each 
Nucleotide in each column of the motif matrix. The element (I, 
j) represents the count of Nucleotide I in column j of Motifs. 

{„A‟: [45, 37, 39, 41, 42, 36, 33, 46, 45, 50, 41, 41, 42, 46, 38, 

45, 46, 36, 39, 49, 38, 42, 40, 45, 36, 39, 42, 41, 40, 30, 36, 

40, 36, 44, 40, 46, 36, 45, 40, 48, 37, 46, 41, 41, 47, 40, 44, 

51, 38, 47, 41, 46, 29, 49, 41, 51, 39, 40, 39, 46, 33, 50, 52, 

36, 50, 40, 45, 58, 47, 50], 

„C‟: [23, 39, 34, 29, 24, 34, 37, 33, 36, 30, 27, 34, 23, 35, 41, 

38, 34, 43, 36, 32, 46, 31, 37, 34, 35, 42, 38, 28, 40, 33, 38, 

35, 43, 37, 34, 33, 32, 41, 26, 35, 36, 36, 31, 36, 41, 34, 39, 

24, 32, 33, 32, 29, 49, 42, 31, 24, 35, 33, 32, 33, 42, 26, 26, 

30, 32, 36, 34, 26, 33, 31], 

„G‟: [41, 53, 46, 45, 49, 49, 42, 35, 46, 45, 48, 47, 57, 38, 45, 

50, 38, 50, 43, 42, 33, 49, 40, 42, 56, 43, 41, 46, 41, 45, 48, 

48, 39, 37, 41, 45, 42, 38, 57, 42, 47, 45, 50, 47, 41, 46, 38, 
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43, 56, 49, 49, 52, 50, 35, 48, 41, 40, 46, 47, 42, 52, 42, 40, 

50, 48, 48, 48, 35, 45, 38], 

„T‟: [45, 25, 35, 39, 39, 35, 42, 40, 27, 29, 38, 32, 32, 35, 30, 

21, 36, 25, 36, 31, 37, 32, 37, 33, 27, 30, 33, 39, 33, 46, 32, 

31, 36, 36, 39, 30, 44, 30, 31, 29, 34, 27, 32, 30, 25, 34, 33, 

36, 28, 25, 32, 27, 26, 28, 34, 38, 40, 35, 36, 33, 27, 36, 36, 

38, 24, 30, 27, 35, 29, 35]}. 

C. Formulating the Profile Matrices 

An ideal motif is a transcription factor binding site that 
binds the best to the transcription factor. A motif finding 
problem is would score instances of motifs depending on the 
similarity to the ideal motif as the ideal motif is not known to 
us. Our aim is to find a k-mer from each string of the array and 
find the score depending on similarity. 

The most frequent Nucleotide in each column is identified 
and denoted in the upper case. If two nucleotides are most 
frequent, then randomly, one Nucleotide is selected. The motif 
matrix is represented as a string of motif matrices. The i-th row 
and j-th column can be accessed by using the motif[i][j]. A 
conserved matrix is a matrix with a smaller number of lower-
case characters or more uppercase characters. A most 
conserved motif matrix is to be selected from several different 
motif matrices. From a given sample of DNA string, using 
different values of k-mer, a different motif matrix can be 
created. The score of the motif matrix is found by counting the 
number of lower-case letters in the motif matrix. Then we can 
find a set of k-mer that reduces the score. To find it, all 
elements of the count matrix is divided by the number of rows 
in the motif i.e., t. The resultant matrix is the Profile of the 
motif matrix. The element (I, j) is the i-th nucleotide frequency 
in the j-th column of the motif matrix. The sum of any column 
is 1 in the profile matrix. 

D. Finding a Consensus String for Zika Virus 

A consensus string for the Zika virus is derived by 
identifying the most common Nucleotide present in the column 
of the motif matrix. If two nucleotides have the same 
frequency, anyone is selected at random. If the motif is selected 
correctly, the consensus matrix provides a candidate regulatory 
motif. 

The most frequent Nucleotide in each column i.e. the 
Consensus (Motifs) of the Zika virus genome is: 

AGGGGGGAGAGGGAGGAGGACGAAGGAGGTGGCAG
ATAGAGAGGAGAAGGGGGAGAGGGAGAAGAGGAAA
. So, the consensus string of the Zika virus is known. 

E. Score Motif 

The score motif of the Zika virus can be calculated using 
the consensus matrix. The number of symbols in the j-th 
column that does not match with the symbol at position j of the 
consensus matrix is added. The score of the Zika virus genome 
is 7444. 

V. FINDING THE BINDING SITES 

The motif finding problem is to be solved using a collection 
of strings. A set of k-mers for each string to be identified 
minimizes the score of the resulting motif. The input to the 

problem is the DNA string and an integer k. The output is k-
mer collection motif for each DNA. The output will minimize 
the score motif for any choice of k-mers. A general problem-
solving technique like Brute Force algorithm can find a 
solution that will take a lot of time to execute for a large 
genome. The brute force algorithm will consider each possible 
k-mers Motifs and gives a solution as motifs with the least 
score. 

A. Comparing the Working of Brute Force Motif Finding 

The Brute Force motif finding technique identifies all 
possible solutions. These algorithms may be easy to design. It 
will be guaranteed to find a solution as it will verify each and 
every possible solution and identify the best solution or the 
motif with the lowest score. These algorithms will take an 
enormous amount of time as it has to check all possible 
solutions to discard a motif. The number of candidate motif 
will be too large to verify. 

In the brute force algorithm, n-k+1 choice of k-mers is 

possible. There is a number of ways to form motif are (n-k+1)
t
. 

The algorithm can calculate the score in k X t steps. The 
running time of the algorithm is of the order ((n-k+1)

t
) X k X t. 

This value is too high to be calculated using even the fastest 
computer. If the value of k is already known, then it may be a 
little easy, but this is not possible. So, another method needs to 
be explored. 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Use of Profile Matrix 

Iterative procedures are used in many algorithms that select 
different alternatives during the iterations. Some of these 
iterations are correct, whereas some are not. The most 
attractive alternative is selected by greedy search algorithms. In 
a chess game, the Greedy search algorithm at every move tries 
to capture valuable piece. Greedy may not find the best 
solution but can quickly predict the approximate solution in 
many cases. So, The Greedy search is to be applied to 
biological problems to approximate a solution. So, this 
algorithm is applied for motif finding. A collection of k-mers 
from a DNA string is motif. The columns of the profile matrix 
are viewed as four-sided dice. Each Nucleotide {A, C, G, T} is 
present on each side. The first column of the profile matrix has 
the data (0.2922077922077922, 0.14935064935064934, 
0.2662337662337662, 0.2922077922077922). 

The sum of all probabilities is 1 for any column. So, it 
means that the probability of generating A is 
0.2922077922077922, C is 0.14935064935064934, G is 
0.2662337662337662, and T is 0.2922077922077922. The 
profile matrix for the Zika virus is given in the previous 
section. The probability of any selected string can be calculated 
using the entry in the i-th column of the Nucleotide. Say, for 
example, the probability of the series “ACGG” is found to be 
0.006458989565084851. A higher probability k-mer is 
achieved when it is more like the consensus string, 
“AGGGGGGAGAGGGAGGAGGACGAAGGAGGTGGCA
GATAGAGAGGAGAAGGGGGAGAGGGAGAAGAGGAA
A”. 
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Prob(“AGGGGGGAGAGGGAGGAGGACGAAGGAGGTG
GCAGATAGAGAGGAGAAGGGGGAGAGGGAGAAGAG
GAAA”) = 1.757001027053479e-36 

B. The Search for Binding Sites 

Search for Binding Sites or Greedy Motifs is done. The 
best motif is set to the first k-mer from each string in 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). The DNA string is represented 
using the abbreviation DNA. These strings will be helpful for 
study. It ranges over all possible k-mers in DNA[0]. It finds a 
value for each motif [0]. The algorithm builds a profile matrix 
for the k-mer. Then motif [1] is set equal to Profile most 
probable k-mer in DNA[1]. Greedy motif search is iterated by 

updating Profile. To generalize, to find k-mers motifs in the i-
strings of DNA, greedy motif search constructs a profile matrix 
and sets motif[i] equal to Profile most probable k-mer from 
DNA[i]. k-mer from each string in DNA is obtained as a 
collection of strings. Greedy motif search compares whether 
the motif score is greater than the best scoring collection of 
motifs. If it is greater than the best score motif is updated, 
otherwise ignored. The execution moves to the beginning of 
the loop, and the next symbol in the DNA[0] is selected. The 
results of the Greedy motif search can be for different k-mer 
strings and summarized in Table II. The 1-mer and 2-mer 
string have less significance, so the results are demonstrated for 
3-mer till 15-mer string. 

TABLE II. RESULTS OF GREEDY MOTIF SEARCH FOR DIFFERENT K-MER STRINGS 

Sr. No. k-mer Score Snapshot of the k-mer string 

1 3-mer 10 

 

2 4-mer 85 

 

3 5-mer 166 

 

4 6-mer 288 
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5 7-mer 412 

 

6 8-mer 508 

 

7 9-mer 603 

 

8 10-mer 697 

 

9 11-mer 806 
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10 12-mer 922 

 

 

11 13-mer 1008 

 

12 14-mer 1113 

 

13 15-mer 1190 

 

The results are obtained for various k-mers. The 15-mer has a score of 1190. The score obtained using the Greedy method may not be the optimal score, as there may exist a motif with a minimum score which can be 

obtained by finding all possible solutions. But this method provides 15-mer motif in a reasonable time. This score can be improved using other algorithms. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The study is conducted to understand the behaviour of the 
Zika virus. ZIKV shows circadian expression, which also 
regulates the day-to-day functions in genes. Zika virus 
infection causes birth defects like neurological disorders in 
babies, and no proper cure or vaccine is available. This paper 
attempts to find the probability of every k-mer for a given 
profile matrix. The Profile most probable k-mer is calculated. 
This k-mer is most likely to be generated by Profile compared 
to all k-mers in the text. For example, if the size of k-mer string 
selected is 12, then the highest probability k-mer is found using 
the probabilities values is “AGGGGGGAGAGG”. Similarly, if 
the size of k-mer string selected is 15, then the highest 
probability k-mer is found using the probabilities values is 
“AGGGGGGAGAGGGAG”. Greedy motif Search is done as 

it is better compared to Brute Force search in real-time. The 
best motif is set to the first k-mer from each string in DNA. k-
mer from each string in DNA is obtained as a collection of 
strings. Greedy motif search compares whether the motifs 
score is greater than the best scoring collection of motifs. If it 
is greater than the best score motif is updated, otherwise 
ignored. Python programming is used to study the genetic 
behaviour of the Zika virus genome. 

If any value in the profile matrix is zero, then the entire 
probability of the string becomes zero. If a string is obtained 
for which the profile matrix value is zero, the string is 
completely rejected. Such results can be improved using other 
methods like the Laplace Rule of succession. The score 
obtained can be further improved using this Laplace Rule of 
succession. 
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Abstract—This paper describes the analysis, design, and 

implementation of responsive data representation in the web 

application that can render data asynchronously to users by 

making an Application Programming Interface (API) request 

from a webserver. At the same time, provides high-quality 

downloadable Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) images for 

journals, magazines, and other printed media. For this issue, 

large-scale data that uses open-source Covid-19 data was used to 

improve the Covid-19 data visualization and the other 

improvements that can be done for proper representation of such 

vital data to the general public. During the development process, 

qualitative research into data representation with responsive 

charts and/or Scalable Vector Graphics images file has been 

conducted in contrast of each other to answer questions like what 

tools and technologies are often used, what are the alternative 

tools and technology, when, where, and why developers make use 

of certain approach to data representation. 

Keywords—Data representation; data visualization; 

accessibility standards; scalable vector graphics; Covid-19 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Visualizing Graphical data through web Technologies has 
always been one of the attractive research challenges. But the 
objective of visualizing data in real-time (live) as it updates 
from a database or API server responsively on both smaller and 
larger devices is where the real challenge lies [1]. The 
objective of this paper is to conduct extensive research into 
data representation, examine possible ways of improvement to 
existing systems, and developing a robust and accurate system 
capable of visualizing dynamic data that is accessible through 
major web browsers as it updates in real-time. Extensive 
research conducted into the use of SVG graphical images on 
social medial sites and major news anchor websites during the 
Covid-19 era gave life to this research. 

SARS- CoV-2 also known as Covid-19 is a severe acute 
respiratory airborne infection that is transmitted from person to 
person and in most cases without any sign of symptoms [2]. 
With all the headlines and breaking, news about Covid-19 
people still need to know how their communities, cities, and 
countries are doing with regards to reliable data like infection 
rate, vaccinated population, death rate, recovery rate, etc. this 
data will make more sense to the general public depending on 
how it is being visualized. Therefore, there is the need to 
research the source of data, the data representation technology, 
and the design and implementation of such a system to load 

and visualize credible data using modern web development 
tools and methodology. 

It takes either JSON structured data or XML data from a 
secured API server and renders the structured data as 
recommended by the graphical framework providers (Apex 
Chart) to the graphs on the dashboard in an asynchronous time. 

As developers continue to develop robust and dynamic 
systems to represent complex data from different fields, 
researchers on the other hand have also been intensively 
investigating the challenges and variation when it comes to the 
use of SVG or responsive charts in data graphical data 
representation systems. We have therefore put together a 
system that seeks to use both SVG and responsive charts with 
modern technologies including 'HTML, CSS, and VANILA 
JAVA SCRIPT' to address both issues. During the 
development process, research into data representation with 
charts and SVG image files has been conducted in contrast to 
each other to come up with when, where, and why developers 
make use of these two approaches to data representation. 

As different methods are being deployed to deal with the 
recent outbreak of Covid-19 and the need for vaccination 
against the different Covid-19 variants, government agencies 
and other health organizations have had the risen need to 
depend on infection and vaccination data to properly forecast 
future circumstances to be able to make appropriate plans for 
the return of normalcy to both business and day to day life [3]. 
This paper is aimed at investigating the use of web applications 
to visualize complex Covid-19 data from JSON and XML data 
structures to readable graphs with both historical and real-time 
Covid-19 data from the United Kingdom. Informative media 
outlets have also had to change tactics as a high volume of data 
from new development needs to be represented in such a way 
that people from all sorts of life can make sense of. Small 
businesses and mainstream businesses have had no other 
option than to shift parts of their business activities online. 
These and other factors have influenced the need to conduct 
research into graphical data representation and develop a 
system that will represent Covid-19 data in a readable graph 
asynchronously as data sources are being updated for easy 
access through different electronic devices of different screen 
sizes and a downloadable SVG file for magazines and 
newspaper editors to also publish such data to the general 
public. 
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This research does not only result in a robust and 
responsive high volume data representation system but also 
throws more light on some critical issues in the scope of data 
visualization [4]. The research indicates a lack of improvement 
in data visualization from a web development standpoint. Also, 
this research clearly shows data visualization software are more 
likely to produce Bitmap images as downloadable graph for 
print media usage which in turn produces poor quality images 
as oppose to scalable vector image files. Moreover, this 
research establishes that the statistical cost of data visualization 
software which ends up being embedded into the parent web 
application also increases the total cost of system and its 
maintenance. The resulted system of this research system is 
more reliable and effective in visualizing the data presented in 
an appealing manner with softness and color coding. It also 
provides downloadable SVG files as oppose to PNG files from 
similar system from gov.uk and Middlesbrough town council 
websites. It eliminates the use distorted images as it makes use 
of SVG images to provide sharp and crisp look and feel to 
elements in the applications. With comparatively smaller 
source files size data load time from API or https is relatively 
faster. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the second 
section introduces a small background about Data 
Visualization, Scalable Vector Graphics, and Progressive Web 
Application. Section three proposes the research method while 
section four introduces the data representation and 
development tools. Section five presents the research design 
and implementations and section six introduces the user 
interface and research results. In the last section, the conclusion 
and future works are introduced. 

II. BACKGROUND 

Data visualization or graphical data representation is a 
subject area that deserves more recognition given the important 
role it plays in the evolution of data analysis. Historically 
proven this subject in most cases is overlooked and this can be 
backed by the lack of extensive research into the subject of 
graphical data representation for the improvement of methods 
tools and technologies. The process of making complex raw 
data simple and clear to understand without specific academic 
background or expertise should be well appreciated and 
improved upon. Not enough research papers are targeting the 
subject area but almost every industry be it a government 
organization or private organization one way or the other 
makes use of data visualization as the use of a statistic structure 
can be extremely beneficial. This paper presents a comparative 
analysis of data visualization historically through time. This 
paper compares major technologies and tools vital to the 
improvement in data representation: Extensible Markup 
Language (XML), Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG), and 
Progressive Web Application (PWA). 

While analyzing previous research papers, it seems that 
most researchers focus on what they must visualize rather than 
how to visualize it properly and accurately. Also, the 
possibility of finding an easier-to-use graphical data 
representation software seems to be a major problem as most 

stakeholders end up using whichever application is available to 
them. There is also a shortage of standards for measuring the 
performance of visualization in addition to a shortage of 
standardized procedures [5]. In producing a design to visualize 
search results for three major digital libraries, we observed that 
data visualization and how to measure its effectiveness is 
difficult and requires the collection of large user experience 
data. This comes as no surprise because graphical systems that 
render data from APIs and vector-based drawing programs can 
be tedious with high volume data to be structured and 
visualized on graphs for simpler and clear understanding. 
Bostock and Heer in [6] argued that the representation of data 
is expected to achieve some level of expressiveness, 
responsiveness, and flexibility. 

For a high-level chart to be created designers are expected 
to take into consideration certain factors; considering 
expressiveness ―Can I build it?‖, efficiency ―How long will it 
take?‖ and accessibility ―Do I know how?‖ [6]. As a result of 
this argument, one can argue that we contend that there is still a 
gap between low-level graphical frameworks and high-level 
visualization frameworks. Numerous coordinate control 
graphical systems are simple to memorize but repetitive for 
complex work, whereas capable visualization frameworks can 
be threatening to amateurs or novices. Concerning vector-
based drawing programs such as Adobe Illustrator approach to 
data representation and html5 canvas, respectively. 

 In another article, Romano and others in [7] gave an 
example with qualitative data analysis (QDA) of films review 
data from the box office proves to be accurate thereby 
providing a predictive measure of relative insight. 

Bocconcino in [8] has introduces in the form of notes 
various initial explorations in the area of infographic and 
graphic visualization as information processing tools for 
examining, analysing and presenting data as information. 

Menges et al in [9] present a technique that recognises 
fixed elements on Web pages and merges user viewport 
screenshots relative to fixed elements for an improved 
representation of the page. 

Also, Eye tracking has been used to examine attention in 
many application domains, such as sports, medical, human-
computer interaction studies, and commerce. [10 -13]. 

A. Scalable Vector Graphics 

Unlike Rasta images or bitmaps, SVG is a scalable vector 
graphic image which means it can be indexed, compressed, 
scripted, and searched. This is an essential evolution to how 
graphical data can be represented considering the pictorial 
factors and scalability nature of the file. The scalability factor 
also makes SVG is standard developed by the Worldwide 
Consortium (W3C) [14]. This type of two-dimensional digital 
graphic is composed of mathematical equations where lines 
and curves images sharps and text in XML format as displayed 
in Fig. 1 below. SVGs are SEO-friendly. This means they are 
easily identified by search engines because the defined in XML 
text files and keywords are easily recognized. 
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Fig. 1. SVG Scaled vs Bitmap Scaled [15]. 

Pixel-based images lose their resolution when enlarged as 
pixels are forced to expand. For vector graphics, the browser 
will only have to recalculate the math behind it to produce the 
same quality, but larger graphic as seen in Fig. 1 above. 
Extensive research conducted into the use of SVG in data 
visualization projects clearly shows that not enough studies 
have been done on the use of SVG's nor data visualization and 
this seconds the claim that data is more likely to be represented 
by data visualization software like Microsoft Power BI with 
turns to produce bitmapped images as output files as opposed 
to SVG file. 

B. Progressive Web Application 

PWAs as often called stand for the combination of 
established web technologies and new cutting-edge 
technologies to create an accessible, engaging, and reliable 
experience. This is to say PWA can give users the content they 
sort for regardless of the network conditions. Depending on the 
level of offline functionalities introduced during development 
PWAs can enhance user experience with secured HTTPS 
requests to render engaging data on the web applications. After 
extensive research, we believe this technology is worth looking 
into when it comes to data representation mainly because of the 
resilient offline capabilities [16]. 

III. RESEARCH METHOD 

Observation and review of Existing works within the 
subject area to provide concise insight into the case study is the 
first step in every qualitative research analysis. Academic 
materials such as architecture, design pattern workflow 
graphics of popular data visualization software, and ideas from 
the review were analyzed and grouped onto a tabular form for 
further detailed analysis to be performed during the selection 
process. In qualitative research, several analysis methods can 
be used, for example, phenomenology, hermeneutics, grounded 
theory, ethnography, phonomyography, and content analysis 
[17]. This was done by the inclusion and exclusion method 
where materials or ideas relevant to the subject matter that also 
falls within the scope of the qualitative research approach were 
therefore selected and examined in contrast with similar 
alternatives. After the selection process both statistical analyses 
were performed to address the problem of less research 
conducted into data visualization. This study supported the 
assumption of decline in the study within the subject area. 
Moreover, an extensive content analysis was conducted on the 

gathered materials and existing data to support or disregard the 
minimal use of SVG and HTML 5 canvas in data 
representation works done in recent years. Another source to 
explore was coded from developers with may seek to represent 
data on data representation systems with downloadable SVG 
images as oppose to PNG or JPEG images. 

The major instrument used in data collection can be 
described as observation and review of existing statistical data 
and or materials for research purposes. Fig. 2 below 
demonstrates the use of Microsoft data visualization software 
by Middlesbrough town council covid 19 guidance websites. 

 

Fig. 2. Microsoft Data Visualization Software by Middlesbrough Town 

Council Covid 19 Guidance Websites [18]. 

These materials were collected to compare the technology 
behind the development of such a system to be well informed 
in addressing the case study of these projects. Statistical data 
from many research works done on the use of vector graphic 
images in data representation was also taken into consideration. 
There are limitations to these methods of data gathering that 
cannot be overlooked by any means. These limitations hinder 
the observation and review process in the content analysis. 
These include getting access to source codes which developers 
often regard as a danger to security, another limitation is data 
privacy adherence which can sometimes be a constraint to the 
data gathering process of the research. 

Other potential issues need to be addressed when taken a 
qualitative approach towards research that requires a large sum 
of data. These potentials include relying significantly on the 
works of others to ascertain or make a recommendation with 
regards to the research problem especially when the research 
problem is of a different curriculum or scope. Even though 
Joachimiak and others in [19] argued that one of the important 
aspects of successful scientific research is effective data 
presentation and analysis. 

IV. DATA REPRESENTATION AND DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 

From the research conducted into data representation, 
design methodologies, as well as a good design practice, are to 
be followed algorithmically acknowledging all software 
development standards and ethics to produce a Covid-19 
dashboard that will lay more emphasis on tourism in all for 
nations of the United Kingdom. Research-backed modern 
technology to design and develop an appealing web application 
that projects vaccine rollout in the United Kingdom to provide 
scientific guidance for reopening of the United Kingdom. The 
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above research suggests the lack of improvement in the design, 
feel, and function of existing data representation systems. 
Embedding SVG codes in the system to be able to produce an 
aesthetically pleasing system capable of downloading graphical 
images free from pixel enlargement. 

A. Data Representation Tools 

Data visualizations tools are utilized in industry to bolster 
decision-making additionally in the scholarly community. 
Within e-commerce, analytics visualization is most valuable to 
completely screen all the exercises and to embrace choices in 
time. In the industry, analytics is very useful to get the 
company's showcase position. As an example, competitive 
insights measure numerous opinions, customers, potential 
advertising, competitors, to reach vital early warnings. In the 
information technology world, there are cases of data 
visualization that measure the key performance index of a 
given operation in an ongoing project. 

B. Data Representation Systems 

Visualization frameworks are apparatuses planned for the 
unequivocal reason of information visualization, utilizing 
deliberations and scientific models suited to this assignment. 
Such instruments too commonly bolster information 
administration, layout algorithms, interaction, and animation. 
Marginally the widely used traditional data visualization 
systems are spreadsheet applications including MS Excel and 
Google Spreadsheets MS BI. This research demonstrates that it 
is time for developers to infuse cutting-edge technology into 
data visualization systems to enhance functionalities and 
improve efficiency. 

V. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATIONS 

An iterative and incremental approach to product delivery 
described in the SCRUM principles an agile project 
management framework was adopted in developing the system 
[20]. This decision was based on the nature of the problem at 
hand and the scope of tasks to be prioritized based on value. 
The future scope of this project will be based on taking into 
consideration what could be done to get public data graphically 
accessible to the public by providing an app store mobile 
version for apple and a play store version for android users in 
addition to a web-based system for general mobile, pc and 
tablet users. 

Microsoft visual studio code [21] was selected as the main 
IDE for this project over the lightweight alternative sublime 
test because Visual Studio Code has Git integration built-in, 
which makes it truly simple to right away see the changes you 
are making in the code. On the cleared out of the sidebar, we 
will discover the Git symbol were ready to initialize Git as well 
as perform a few Git commands such as commit, drag, thrust, 
rebase, distribute, and see into the changes inside the record. 
VS Code works with any Git store local or remote and offers 
visual images to resolve clashes before code commits. Also, 
one of the key highlights of Visual Studio Code is its incredible 
debugging support. VS Code's built-in debugger makes a 
difference accelerate your edit, compile and investigate loop. 
By default, it comes with support for NodeJS and can debug 
anything that is transpired to JavaScript. Breakpoints can be 
set, and this easily provides identification of syntax error, see 

into call stack or factors at run time, and delay or step through 
code execution. Moreover, Vs code gives us language benefit 
features such as Peek Definition, Go to Definition, discover all 
References, and Rename Image. 

These characteristics are exceptionally valuable for all 
software developers. Visual Studio Code makes it possible to 
arrange JavaScript code as well as code of other languages. All 
these factors help to reuse code to avoid repetition and save 
time. For instance, code blocks handling new recovered, new 
death, and cases were automatically optimized with visual 
studio codes "IntelliSense‖ feature to prompt the use of global 
variables instead of local variables and this could have resulted 
in bug creation. For reference to source code please refer to 
appendix A below. The system's objectives provided during the 
feasibility study are used as the standard from which all the 
work of system design is initiated. most activities involved at 
this stage are of a very technical nature which in turn require 
some level of customization. Also, a system cannot be 
designed without the active involvement of the user in 
question. 

The user has an important role to play at this stage. All 
information gathered during the feasibility study will be used 
systematically during the system design. It should, however, be 
kept in mind detailed study of the existing system is not 
necessarily over even after the completion of the feasibility 
study. 

Fig. 3 demonstrates the feasibility study conducted into the 
appropriate framework. Background research for graphical 
chart frameworks provided options that were very difficult to 
choose from. These include the likes of Fusion chart, chart.js, 
and Apex chart. 

C. Selection Process of Software Development Methods 

The considered Software methodologies were based on 
how best each methodology fits the project with regards to key 
factors including: 

 Scalability of the project. 

 Complexity of the project. 

 Industry. 

 Rigidity of structure. 

 Stakeholder involvement. 

 

Fig. 3. Feasibility Study Process [22]. 
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D. Information Management 

The organization control structure and delivery of 
information is a life cycle of information management. One of 
the elements, which impact the growth of a new system, is the 
cost it will demand. There were measures set in place during 
the planning stage to minimize cost and these measures include 
the use of free-to-use open-source software, frameworks, API 
Data sources, and web hosting domain. The source of 
information, control, and the delivery mechanism used were 
inspired by the ISO/IEC/IEEE systems and software 
engineering life cycle process [23]. This process as shown in 
Fig. 4 describes the operational needs analysis which in this 
case is health statistic data that is expected to be fetched from 
an open-source API to be visually displayed in a graphical 
component design as the solution to the problem analyzed. It 
also deals with the implementation and verification process 
where data from the API has been rendered to the browser but 
still requires testing and validation to sustain the solution and 
keep the information updated as the cycle continues in a loop. 
The cycle involves the application of several technical 
activities that ensures that information is retained, structured, 
and securely processed. 

 

Fig. 4. Life Cycle Information Management Process Development Model. 

[24]. 

VI. USER INTERFACE AND RESULTS  

General principles of user interface design are the planning 
goals in making a user interface as represented in Fig. 5, Fig. 6, 
and Fig. 7. They are elementary to the planning and 
implementation of all effective interfaces as well as the user 
interface. These principles explained below are general 
characteristics of the interface and that they apply to any or all 
aspects. The user interface principles stand sensible even after 
a few years of their introduction. 

The sole distinction is that they take different forms with 
core aspects of the principles of design. As described by Toby 
and others in [25], with low values for a few of the principles 
investigated. The study has disclosed the existence of those 

principles in numerous forms and the importance of their 
existence is for a computer program to be enticing and 
economical. 

The related works and case studies conducted during this 
research helps to know the individual principles present in 
varieties of interfaces and conjointly the recognition of these 
user interfaces. This type of design approach has been termed 
as a user-centered approach by Stone and others in [26]. 

Esthetically pleasing a style aesthetic or visually pleasing 
composition is enticing to the attention. it attracts attention 
subliminally transfers a message clearly and quickly. visual 
attractiveness is provided by following the presentation and 
graphic style principles to be mentioned as well as providing a 
meaningful distinction between screen components making 
special groupings orientating screen elements providing three-
dimensional illustration and exploiting color and graphics 
effectively. The good style combines power functionality and 
eases with a satisfying look. 

The clarity the interface should be clear in visual 
appearance concept and expression. Visual components ought 
to be comprehensible regarding the user s real-world ideas and 
functions. Metaphors or analogies ought to be realistic and 
easy. Interface words and text ought to be straightforward 
unambiguous and freed from computer jargon. Fig. 6 shows the 
clarity of the prototype phase in mobile view as emulated by 
chrome immolator to depict the size of an iPhone 6,7 and 8 
Plus display. 

Control is feeling that the system is responding to your 
orders. Feeling that operating the system is not demoralizing 
and frustrating. The interface should present a tool-like 
appearance. Control is achieved when the user working at his 
or her own pace, can determine what to do, how to do it, and 
gets the task done easily. Directness Tasks should be 
performed directly. Available alternatives should be visible, 
reducing the user's mental workload. Tasks are applied by 
instantly choose an object, then selecting the order to be 
applied, and then watching the action being accomplished. The 
graph in Fig. 5 shows the levels of directness felt by the users 
for different web user interfaces [27]. 

 

Fig. 5. The Proposed DashBoard. 
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Fig. 6. User Interface. 

Inefficiency consideration of the eye and hand movements 
should not be wasted. One's attention should be captured by 
relevant parts of the screen once required. Serial eye 
movements between screen parts are design to be foreseeable, 
obvious, and short sites should be simply scanned. All 
navigation ways are design to be as short as doable. Avoid 
frequent transitions between input devices akin to the keyboard 
and mouse. Familiarity with ideas and visualization that is 
acquainted with the user, keeping the interface natural, 
mimicking the user’s behavior patterns, victimization real-
world metaphors, stop errors from occurring by anticipating 
wherever mistakes might occur and coming up with to stop 
them. Also, allow individuals to review, change, and undo 
actions whenever necessary. In addition, build it tough to 
perform actions that may have tragic results. Once errors do 
occur, gift clear directions on a way to correct them and a 
uniform color pattern to mimic professionalism in the design 
process are crucial and this can be seen in Fig. 7 as the 
prototype from the developmental stage with a color pallet 
from different color code show a clear sign of unpleasantness. 

 

Fig. 7. One of the Resulted Screen. 

Recovery must be obvious, automatic, straightforward, and 
natural to perform. Straightforward recovery from associate 
degree action greatly facilitates learning by trial and error, and 
exploration. Developers can build mistakes; a system ought to 
tolerate people who make common and inescapable mistakes. 
A forgiving system keeps individuals out of hassle. Individuals 
prefer to explore and learn by trial and error. For these reasons, 
the system must be subjected to aesthetical comparison to 
similar web applications available online. Flexibility is that the 
system's ability to retort to individual variations. Allowing 
individual users to decide on the strategy of interaction that is 
most acceptable to their scenario. is conjointly accomplished 
through allowing system customization. Responsiveness A user 
request should be responded to quickly. Feedback is also 
visual, the amendment within the form of the mouse pointer, or 
textual, taking the shape of a message. it should even be 
additive, consisting of a novel sound or tone. 

This research does not only result in a robust and 
responsive high-volume data representation system but also 
throws more light on some critical issues in the scope of data 
visualization. The research indicates a lack of improvement in 
data visualization from a web development standpoint. Also, 
this research clearly shows data visualization software is more 
likely to produce Bitmap images as a downloadable graph for 
print media usage which in turn produces poor quality images 
as opposed to scalable vector image files. Moreover, this 
research establishes that the statistical cost of data visualization 
software which ends up being embedded into the parent web 
application also increases the total cost of the system and its 
maintenance. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This research has been successfully designed and 
developed to fulfill objectives that were identified during the 
requirements analysis. In addition to opening doors for future 
research into other technologies that may prove to benefit the 
area of study, it has also proven to practice more effectively 
with an artifact that is user-friendly, responsive to frame rates, 
and appealing to users. The system was found to be much 
reliable and effective in visualizing the data presented 
appealingly with softness and color-coding. It also provides 
downloadable SVG files as opposed to PNG files from a 
similar system from gov.UK and Middlesbrough town council 
websites. It eliminates the use of distorted images as it makes 
use of SVG images to provide the sharp and crisp look and feel 
to elements in the applications. With comparatively smaller 
source files size data load time from API or HTTPS is 
relatively faster. The research also highlighted the need for 
more interactivity in data visualization systems which we 
believe is worth looking into in the future. Undertaken this 
research project also brought to our attention the usefulness of 
a Progressive Web Application (PWA). This technology is new 
and cons like native APIs not being available on app stores 
currently prevented us from using this technology but 
hopefully, there will be more support for this technology in the 
future to enable data visualization apps to operate basic 
functionalities even without the internet connections. 
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Abstract—Because Internet of Things (IoT) systems contain 

different devices, infrastructures, and data formats; its success 

depends on the realization of full interoperability among these 

systems. Interoperability is a communication challenge that 

affects all the layers of the system. In this paper, a transparent 

translator to solve interoperability issues in two layers of an IoT 

system is proposed. The communication protocol layer is the first 

layer. In this layer, it is necessary to overcome the difference 

between the interaction patterns, such as request/response and 

publish/subscribe. The second layer includes the syntactic layer, 

which refers to data encoding. This type of interoperability is 

achieved through the semantic sensor network (SSN) ontology. 

Tests and evaluations of the proposed translator in comparison 

with a similar translator were performed using the constrained 

application protocol (CoAP), message queuing telemetry 

transport (MQTT) protocol, and hypertext transfer (HTTP) 

protocol, in addition to different data formats, such as JSON, 

CSV, and XML. The results reveal the efficiency of the proposed 

method in terms of application protocol interoperability. In 

addition, the suggested translator has the added feature that it 

supports different data encoding standards as compared to the 

other translator. 

Keywords—Internet of things (IoT); interoperability; 

multiprotocol translation; message payload translation; SSN 

ontology 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The IoT comprises a collection of different devices 
connected using different Internet protocols. Examples of these 
devices include the thermostats, air conditioners, and lightbulbs 
that can be found in smart homes. In addition, the IoT plays an 
important role in other domains, such as transportation, 
healthcare, industrial automation, smart cities, and agriculture. 
The IoT enables physical objects to perform actions and share 
data. Therefore, IoT intelligence is bestowed on these objects 
by using different technologies, such as cloud computing, 
embedded devices, sensor networks, and Internet protocols. 
Because of the diversity of IoT systems, many protocols have 
been developed and applied. Interoperability between the 
different systems represents an important factor in the success 
of an IoT; however, it remains a significant challenge. 

Interoperability problems can be found in different levels, such 
as at the device, messaging protocol, syntactic, and semantic 
levels. 

Interoperability on the device level refers to the wide range 
of devices located in an IoT. These may be high- or low-end. 
Examples of high-end devices include Raspberry Pi and 
smartphones, which have ample resources and computational 
capabilities, whereas low-end devices include radio frequency 
identification tags, sensors, and devices with constrained 
resources [1]. These devices may support wired or wireless 
networking protocols, such as Ethernet, ZigBee, Bluetooth, 
ZWave, 3G/4G cellular technologies, and near-field 
communication. In addition, these protocols can be standard 
communication protocols or non-standard proprietary 
protocols, such as long range (LoRa) and SIGFOX [1]. 
Sometimes, the devices that need to share information use 
different network technologies, requiring that that the 
interoperability among these different devices and network 
technologies be resolved to enable their integration [1]. 

Interoperability on the messaging protocol level refers to 
the multiple application protocols that exist, such as the 
message queue telemetry transport (MQTT) protocol, 
constrained application protocol (COAP), and hypertext 
transfer protocol (HTTP), are used to provide communications. 
Each protocol has characteristics that support different types of 
IoT applications [2]. Nevertheless, the various IoT applications 
should be able to exchange messages independently of 
messaging protocols to allow a scalable IoT architecture and 
cross-domain applications. Thus, the success of the 
interoperability of messaging protocols is manifested in a 
system’s ability to translate between these different messaging 
protocols. 

Syntactic interoperability refers to the fact that the content 
types of the data sent through the communication protocols can 
be of different types. Some of the most frequently used data 
formats are extensible markup language (XML), JavaScript 
object notation (JSON), and comma-separated values (CSV). 
The syntactic interoperability problem arises when the sender 
encodes the message in a specific format and the receiver can 
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decode received messages only in a different format. Thus, the 
encoding rules of the sender are incompatible with the 
decoding rules of the receiver, leading to mismatching of 
messages [1]. Therefore, this level of interoperability is 
important to allow a smooth transition of messages among 
different IoT systems. 

The final type of interoperability discussed in this paper is 
semantic interoperability. The World Wide Web Consortium 
(W3C) defined it as ``enabling different agents, services, and 
applications to exchange information, data and knowledge in a 
meaningful way, on and off the web‖ [3]. In the traditional IoT 
scenario, raw sensor data from heterogeneous nodes are 
provided to the software agent [1]. These data contain no 
semantic annotations and an extensive effort is required to 
build intelligent applications. In addition, they may be 
represented in different units of measurements and have 
additional information [1], resulting in semantic 
interoperability problems. These semantic problems between 
data and information models render IoT applications unable to 
interoperate both automatically and dynamically because their 
descriptions and understanding of resources differ [1]. 

The current middlewares used to achieve application 
protocol interoperability have limitations, such as adding 
interoperability problems when working in conjunction with 
another middleware. Also, some proxies are used to solve the 
same level of interoperability but have issues like low 
bandwidth, low processing, and high cost of management. On 
the other hand, the current works for solving syntactic 
interoperability problems are very few. The existing solutions 
can convert between encodings with similar syntax only. Also, 
there is no current solution that achieves both application 
protocol and syntactic interoperability together. 

In this study, a software architecture was designed to solve 
the interoperability problems related to both messaging 
protocols and syntactic levels. The main contributions of this 
paper are as follows. 

1) An IoT translator that can achieve communication 

protocol and syntactic interoperability is proposed. Semantic 

interoperability will be addressed in a future paper. 

2) The development of a multi-protocol translator that can 

translate messages among the CoAP, MQTT, and HTTP 

protocols is described. 

3) The use of the semantic sensor network (SSN) ontology 

to allow conversion among XML, JSON, and CSV data 

formats to achieve syntactic interoperability is described. This 

will enable clients to obtain the data they need in any required 

format, even if they are stored in different formats on the 

server. 

4) A translator based on a hub-and-spoke model, which 

supports scalability and modularity, is presented. The 

scalability and modularity will allow the translator to be 

extended to support more protocols easily, in addition to more 

data formats. 

5) An evaluation is presented that shows the effectiveness 

of the proposed translator in comparison with the Arrowhead 

translator. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In 
Section II, some related studies on solutions for interoperability 
problems in the IoT are reviewed. Sections III and IV discuss 
the software architecture and implementation of the proposed 
solution, respectively. The results and evaluations are 
presented in Section V. Finally, the conclusions and 
suggestions for future work are provided in Section VI. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Different architectures and frameworks are used to solve 
IoT interoperability on the various levels. 

To address syntactic interoperability, Palm et al. [4] 
presented a theoretical method for translating message 
payloads among different endpoints. First, this method 
constructs a syntax tree from the incoming message. Then, it 
converts the syntax tree into an equivalent syntax tree of the 
target encoding. The syntactic translation can convert only 
between an encoding standard and intersecting syntaxes. 

To provide messaging protocol interoperability, Derhamy 
et al. [5] proposed a transparent protocol translator to allow 
interoperability between communication protocols. This 
translator depends on a service-oriented architecture (SOA), 
not on middleware. Thus, it supports low latency and operates 
transparently. It is also secured through the use of Arrowhead 
authorization and authentication [6]. Its architecture consists of 
two spokes and a central hub: the first spoke operates as a 
service provider spoke and the second as a service consumer 
spoke. The translator can support any number of protocols, 
each of which has only two spokes. The authors tested their 
architecture on the CoAP and HTTP protocols and determined 
that it was faster than the Californium proxy [7]. 

Lee et al. [8] proposed an IoT framework based on the 
software-defined network (SDN) that can intercept all packets 
from CoAP to MQTT and vice versa. They defined URL rules 
to specify the resource or the topic and distinguish between 
homogeneous (e.g., from MQTT client to MQTT client) and 
heterogeneous (e.g., from MQTT client to CoAP client) traffic. 
In the homogeneous scenario, the SDN ignores the traffic and 
these packets are operated as in the original scenario. In the 
heterogeneous scenario, the SDN switch delivers the packets to 
the SDN controller and redirects them to the cross proxy for 
translation. The advantage of this framework is that it causes 
no delay in a homogeneous scenario. However, the authors 
provided no evaluation results for their suggested framework. 

Ponte [9] is an Eclipse IoT project that provides open APIs 
to create applications that support the CoAP, HTTP, and 
MQTT communication protocols. Ponte provided a centralized 
solution to enable clients using different communication 
protocols to communicate easily with each other. Data 
collected from the three different protocols are stored in SQL 
or NoSQL databases. Therefore, all the clients can access all 
resources, regardless of the communication protocol they use. 
In the same direction, Khaled and Helal [10] proposed the 
Atlas IoT framework to allow communication between clients 
using MQTT, CoAP, and HTTP. The proposed protocol 
translator can be deployed on either a cloud infrastructure or 
the IoT device itself. This framework depends on the IoT 
device description language [11] and was compared with Ponte 
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[9]. The results show that energy consumption is reduced in 
comparison with that of Ponte [9]. A disadvantage of this 
framework is that not all IoT devices can be part of this 
interoperable ecosystem: the device should have an Internet 
connection (e.g., Ethernet, cellular network, or Wi-Fi) and an 
operating system that supports multithreading to integrate with 
this ecosystem. 

Desai et al. [2] proposed the Semantic Gateway as Service 
architecture to achieve messaging protocol interoperability 
among the CoAP, MQTT and XMPP protocols using a multi-
protocol proxy. Semantic reasoning using the SSN ontology to 
solve interoperability was highlighted, but no description of 
implementation details or evaluation methodology were 
provided. 

To address semantic level interoperability, Gyrard et al. 
[12] proposed the machine-to-machine measurement (M3) 
framework to develop semantic-based cross-domain IoT 
projects and reuse the optimum number of ontologies and 
rules. In their study, they focused on designing the Linked 
Open Vocabularies for the Internet of Things dataset to 
reference and classify semantic-based projects that are relevant 
to the IoT. In addition, they designed a sensor-based linked 
open rules dataset of domain rules to infer high-level 
abstractions from sensor data. David Perez et al. [13] 
developed an ontology for the smart city scenario, specifically 
for the SusCity project [14], to facilitate the management of the 
infrastructure. This ontology consists of several main classes, 
such as IoT infrastructures, devices, communication interfaces 
and links, and performance metrics. Evaluations proved the 
correctness of this ontology. One of its disadvantages is that an 
automatic ontology update mechanism is required. Gyrard and 
Serrano [15] presented a methodology called SEG 3.0, a name 
which comes from segmentation and Web 3.0, which depends 
on semantic Web technologies. They defined the 
characteristics and steps of this methodology and subsequently 
implemented a framework for applying it. The purpose of this 
framework is to achieve semantic interoperability among IoT 
projects. In addition, they investigated various use cases to 
show the correctness of the methodology and that it can be 
applied to other domains, such as smart cities. Kleine et al. [16] 
developed a Semantic Web of Things architecture including 
virtual sensors, smart service proxy, and semantic entities to 
measure the traffic density of a road. This architecture depends 
on smartphones located in vehicles moving in the network and 
represents the sensor data in resource description framework 
(RDF) form. In the future, the authors plan to enable selective 
privacy to identify the exact vehicles traveling on certain road 
sections. Additionally, Kamilaris et al. [17] proposed an eco-
system for urban computing, using the concept of the Web of 
Things together with event processing, mobile computing, 
semantic Web, and big data analysis techniques to record the 
real information of smart cities for their residents. They 
conducted a case study in the city of Aarhus, Denmark. One of 
the disadvantages of the suggested ecosystem is its lack of 
privacy or security aspects. 

Kamilaris et al. [18] proposed a semantic framework called 
Agr-IoT for smart farming applications. This framework uses 
semantic Web techniques to allow reasoning and to facilitate 
increased information collection and more accurate decision 

making. In addition, semantic Web techniques help achieve 
interoperability among different data sources, such as sensors, 
social media, governmental alerts, connected farms, and 
regulations. The ontologies used in the framework are the SSN 
ontology, complex event service ontology, and an agriculture 
ontology, called AgOnt. 

In the healthcare domain, Zgheib et al. [19] presented an 
IoT system to detect the risk of bedsores, using SSN ontology 
to achieve interoperability between system components. This 
system is based on message-oriented middleware to process 
some constraints, such as the security, scalability, and privacy 
of medical information. 

The above review shows that the methods that achieve 
messaging protocol and syntactic interoperability remain few 
in number. Therefore, the proposed architecture is focused on 
these two levels of interoperability. 

III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

The proposed architecture is based on that presented in [5]. 
As shown in Fig. 1, it consists of three parts: the clients, 
translator, and servers. The clients are service consumers who 
send different requests to different servers. They can also 
receive data in any format they need, even if these data are 
stored in a different format on the server. The proposed 
translator is used to allow a client using a specific protocol to 
communicate with a server using a different protocol. It 
consists of a hub and multiple spokes. As this translator can 
translate among three different protocols, it has six spokes. It 
can support additional protocols by adding only the two spokes 
needed for each of these protocols. At each operation, only two 
spokes are used according to the request. The hub is a 
conceptual representation and is represented using an 
intermediate format and SSN ontology. The intermediate 
format is used to convert one protocol to another. Each 
protocol is represented by two spokes. The first spoke is a 
server spoke, which listens to different requests on a specific 
port, and the second is the client spoke, which creates a new 
request according to the information received from the 
intermediate format in the hub. Inside the hub, the SSN 
ontology is also located, which is used to describe sensors and 
their observations, the features of interest, the observed 
properties, and the actuators [20]. It is used only to achieve 
syntactic interoperability and is converted into different data 
formats. The final part of the architecture is the server, which 
contains the service providers that serve different clients. The 
proposed translator can be used with different clients and with 
servers acquired from different vendors. 

The following scenarios clarify the architecture. 

Finally, complete content and organizational editing before 
formatting. Please take note of the following items when 
proofreading spelling and grammar: 

A. Request from Representational State Transfer (REST) 

Client to REST Server 

In this scenario, the representational state transfer (REST) 
points to the HTTP and CoAP protocols. Therefore, this 
scenario illustrates the events that occur when a CoAP client 
sends a request to an HTTP server or an HTTP client sends a 
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request to a CoAP server. As shown in Fig. 2, the server spoke, 
a CoAP server in this case, listens to the requests from a CoAP 
service consumer. A CoAP request is converted to the 
appropriate HTTP request using the intermediate format. 
Subsequently, the HTTP request is forwarded to the HTTP 
service provider. 

If the syntactic interoperability service is required, the SSN 
ontology is used. In this case, if the request is PUT or POST, 
an INSERT or UPDATE statement modifies the SSN ontology. 
However, if the request is GET, there exist two situations. The 
first is where the service consumer requires the payload of a 
specific resource in the same format as that of the service 
provider. In this case, the service provider replies directly with 
the payload to the HTTP client spoke without needing to use 
the SSN ontology. When the HTTP client spoke receives the 
response, a CoAP response is generated by the CoAP server 
spoke using the intermediate format and is forwarded to the 
CoAP consumer. In the second situation, the service consumer 

requires the payload of a specific resource in a format different 
from that which exists in the service provider. In this case, the 
service provider replies with a ―NOT ACCEPTABLE‖ code to 
the HTTP client spoke. If the CoAP server spoke receives a 
―NOT ACCEPTABLE‖ message, it generates a SELECT 
query to obtain the specified resource data in a standard format, 
converts this format to the required format, and finally 
responds to the CoAP client consumer with these data. The 
same steps are taken when the HTTP client requires a service 
from the CoAP server. The only difference is that the service 
consumer in this case is an HTTP client and the service 
provider is a CoAP server. An additional difference is that, 
inside the translator, the two spokes that should be used in this 
case are the HTTP server and the CoAP client spokes. The 
mapping between the HTTP and CoAP protocols is shown in 
Table I. However, it is important to note that the CoAP 
protocol contains an OBSERVE request that does not exist in 
the HTTP protocol. The CoAP OBSERVE request was used 
only with the MQTT protocol. 

 

Fig. 1. Proposed Architecture. 

 

Fig. 2. Request from Constrained Application Protocol Client to Hypertext Transfer Protocol Server. 
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B. Publishing a Resource in Representational State Transfer 

Server (Constrained Application Protocol or Hypertext 

Transfer Protocol) 

As shown in Fig. 3, in this scenario the service consumer is 
an MQTT client and the service provider is a REST server. 
Thus, the MQTT client must publish a message on any 
resource in the REST server. 

The MQTT broker spoke listens to the PUBLISH messages 
from the MQTT service consumer. The MQTT message is 
converted to the PUT REST request using the intermediate 
format in the hub. Subsequently, the PUT request is forwarded 
to the REST service provider. In addition, the SSN ontology is 
required only if the syntactic interoperability is activated. In 
that case, the MQTT server spoke updates the value of the 
resource in the SSN ontology. Note that UPDATE query exists 
in the SPARQL query language, and therefore, DELETE and 
INSERT queries must be used together to update the data in the 
SSN ontology. As the MQTT protocol does not contain a 
content format field in its header, the content format is checked 
manually. According to the content format, it is possible to 
determine the manner in which the message should be 
processed to extract the resource or topic name with its payload 
and store them in the SSN ontology. The pseudocode for this is 
shown in Algorithm 1. When the REST client spoke receives a 
response, an MQTT message response is generated by the 
MQTT server spoke and forwarded to the MQTT publisher. 
The response of the PUBLISH message can be either a None or 
PUBACK packet or a PUBREC packet according to the quality 
of service (QoS) level [21]. 

C. Subscribing a Resource in Constrained Application 

Protocol Server 

The subscription of a message to the CoAP server differs 
slightly from that to the HTTP server, because the HTTP 
protocol does not have an OBSERVE request as does the 
CoAP server. As shown in Fig. 4, the main steps in this 
scenario are the same as described previously. The difference is 
that the SUBSCRIBE message in the MQTT protocol 
corresponds to the OBSERVE request in the CoAP protocol. 
As the MQTT protocol does not contain the content format 
field in its header, it is not necessary to use the SSN ontology, 
although syntactic interoperability is activated. 

 

Fig. 3. PUBLISH Message from Message Queue Telemetry Transport Client 

to Representational State Transfer Server. 

 

Fig. 4. SUBSCRIBE Message from Message Queue Telemetry Client to 

Constrained Application Protocol Constrained Application Protocol Server. 

D. Subscribing a Resource in the Hypertext Transfer Protocol 

Server 

As mentioned above, the HTTP protocol does not have an 
OBSERVE request. Therefore, the GET request, which is 
implemented periodically, is used. As shown in Fig. 5, when 
the MQTT client subscribes to a specific resource in the HTTP 
server, an HTTP client makes a GET request with a pre-
configured periodic time. If the returned payload is different 
from the last payload, the MQTT broker publishes internally. 

Algorithm 1: Checking the content format for the MQTT protocol 

Input: A string variable message which is MQTT payload 
Output: An integer variable type which is the format of MQTT payload 

initialization; 

if message begins with ―{‖ and ends with ―}‖ then 

 type ←0; // zero means it is JSON format 
end 

else if message begins with ―<‖ and ends with ―>‖ then 

 type ←1; // one means it is XML format 
end 

else if the number of commas is equal in each line then 

 type ←2; // two means it is CSV format 
end 

else 

 type ←3; // three means it is not supported format 
end 

return type 

with the new payload to the MQTT client. The periodic 
GET request would be canceled if the MQTT client 
unsubscribed on this topic. 

 

Fig. 5. SUBSCRIBE Message from Message Queue Telemetry Transport 

Client to Hypertext Transfer Protocol Server. 
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

The architecture was implemented using the JAVA 
language, and the spokes were implemented using the Java 
libraries. For example, the CoAP spokes, for both client and 
server, were implemented using the Californium CoAP library 
[7]. The CoAP server spoke contained only the CoAP server 
with RootResource [7]. The CoAP client spoke was used to 
perform the CoAP request and return the response to the 
calling spoke. For the MQTT protocol, the MQTT server spoke 
was implemented using the Mosquitto broker [22], and the 
MQTT client spoke was implemented using the Eclipse. 

Paho client developed by Eclipse Foundation; however, the 
Jersey open-source libraries created by Eclipse Foundation and 
Oracle Corporation for the HTTP protocol were used to 
implement the HTTP server and HTTP client spokes. 

A. Mapping among different Protocols 

The mapping among the three different protocol spokes 
was implemented as shown in Table I. 

B. Intermediate Format 

The intermediate format was used in the hub to enable 
interchanges between the protocol spokes. It holds the basic 
header fields of request and response. The structure of the 
intermediate format is presented in Table II. 

C. Semantic Sensor Network Ontology 

The SSN ontology [20] is an ontology developed by W3C 
to provide standard modeling for sensor devices, actuators, 
sensor platforms, their observations, and so on. It was used in 
the RDF format [23]. The purpose of using the SSN ontology 
is to achieve syntactic and semantic interoperability. Here, the 
syntactic interoperability was achieved to solve the problem of 
encoding and decoding messages between the sender and 
receiver in different formats. By doing so, if, for example, the 
payload is stored in the plaintext format at the REST server, the 
REST client can obtain the payload in different formats, such 
as JSON or XML. This study converted three different formats: 
CSV, JSON, and XML. In Fig. 6, a subset of this ontology is 
shown. It represents the classes and properties that used in the 
proposed architecture. 

 

Fig. 6. Subset of Semantic Sensor Network Ontology. 

TABLE I. MAPPING AMONG THREE PROTOCOLS 

 HTTP CoAP MQTT 

Code Request 

GET request in case of mapping with 

GET request of CoAP and with the 
MQTT SUBSCRIBE. 

GET request in case of mapping with 
GET request of HTTP. 

OBSERVE request in case of 

mapping with MQTT SUBSCRIBE 

SUBSCRIBE  

PUT request PUT request PUBLISH retained message 

POST request POST request PUBLISH retained message 

DELETE request DELETE request PUBLISH retained message with zero-byte payload 

Code Response 

―200‖ OK ―2.00‖ OK 
0x00 - Success - Maximum QoS 0  
0x01 - Success - Maximum QoS 1  

0x02 - Success - Maximum QoS 2  

―404‖ NOT FOUND ―4.04‖ NOT FOUND Not supported 

―406‖ NOT ACCEPTABLE ―4.06‖ NOT ACCEPTABLE Not supported 

―204‖ NO CONTENT ―2.04‖ CHANGED Not supported 

Code Error 

―400‖ BAD REQUEST ―4.00‖ BAD REQUEST 0x02 Connection Refused, identifier rejected 

―401‖ UNAUTHORIZED ―4.01‖ UNAUTHORIZED 0x05 Connection Refused, not authorized 

“500” INTERNAL SERVER ERROR 5.00” INTERNAL SERVER ERROR 0x03 Connection Refused, Server unavailable 

Object Resource name Resource name Topic name 

TABLE II. DEFINITION OF INTERMEDIATE FORMAT 

Variable Name Type Discussion 

uniqueKey int is the message Id 

Code String is the CRUD operation in case of request and response code or error code in case of response 

Object String is the resource or topic to be operated on 

Payload String is the body of the message 

payloadFormat String is the format of the payload 
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V. TESTING AND EVALUATION 

In this simulation, a CoAP server, HTTP server and MQTT 
broker were used in a weather information service transmitting 
information from different geographic locations. This service 
measured the temperature, humidity, pressure, wind direction, 
and wind speed. The HTTP and CoAP protocols could support 
different formats of the payload, such as plaintext, CSV, JSON, 
and XML formats. However, in the MQTT protocol, the 
content format was application-specific, as this protocol does 
not contain the content format or accept fields in its header. If 
the service used one sensor and provided only the value, the 
plaintext format was used; otherwise, any one of the three 
formats was used. The XML, CSV, and JSON payload 
structures are shown in Fig. 7(a), Fig. 7(b), and Fig. 7(c), 
respectively. The approximate lengths of each format are listed 
in Table III. 

For converting the payload from one format to another, the 
intermediary ontology was used, as it represents the data in a 
structured form. 

The delay caused by the translator for protocol translation 
and format conversion was measured and evaluated. All the 
tested scenarios are shown in Fig. 8. In test 8-a), a CoAP 
request was generated from a CoAP client to the translator, 
which then generated the corresponding HTTP request to the 
HTTP server. 

Test 8-b) followed the form of test 8-a), except that the 
translator generated the corresponding MQTT message to the 
MQTT broker. However, test 8-c) involved an HTTP request 
generated from an HTTP client to the translator, which then 
generated the corresponding CoAP request to the CoAP server. 
Test 8-d) was similar to test 8-c), except that the translator 
generated the corresponding MQTT message to the MQTT 
broker. Test 8-e) involved an MQTT message generated from 
an MQTT client to the translator, which then generated the 
corresponding HTTP request to the HTTP server. Finally, test 
8-f) followed the form of test 8-e), except that the translator 
generated the corresponding CoAP request to the CoAP server. 

The translator was run on a laptop with an Intel Core i5-
2520M processor running Windows 8 at 2.50 GHz and 4.00 
GB RAM. The delay introduced by the translator and the delay 
caused by using the SSN ontology were measured. As shown 
in Fig. 9, six Java milliseconds timers (

1t - 
6t ) were used to 

compute these delays. The descriptions of these timers are 
listed in Table IV. 

The following equations were used in the delay 
calculations, where (1) represents the time the packet takes 
within the translator and (2) the time required to perform 
processing on the different formats of data plus the execution 
time of the SPARQL query. 

           (     )  (     )            (1) 

                          (2) 

The tests were performed 1000 times per scenario. The 
average time required for protocol translation is summarized in 
Table V. 

 

Fig. 7. Different Payload Structure Formats. 

TABLE III. LENGTH OF PAYLOADS IN BYTES 

The Payload Structure Length (bytes) 

XML 236 

JSON 246 

CSV 234 

 

Fig. 8. Test Scenarios. 

 

Fig. 9. Time Stamp for Delay Measurements. 

As shown in Table V, the time required to convert the 
protocols is very short. Scenarios (e) and (f) have the minimum 
delay because the server spoke in this case is the MQTT 
broker. The MQTT broker operates as a pipeline and does not 
perform any processing, as do HTTP and CoAP servers. 
Therefore, the MQTT broker is very simple as compared to the 
CoAP and HTTP servers. 
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TABLE IV. TIMING INSTRUMENTATION 

1t  = 
Request arrives at the application server spoke of the 

translator. 

2t  = 
Request leaves the application client spoke of the 

translator. 

3t  = 
Response arrives at the application client spoke of the 

translator. 

4t  = 
Response leaves the application server spoke of the 

translator. 

5t  = 
Query leaves the server to the SSN ontology plus 

preprocessing the data if needed. 

6t  = 
Response from the SSN ontology plus processing the 

data if needed. 

TABLE V. AVERAGE DELAY OF THE PROTOCOL TRANSLATION 

Scenario Client Server Method  Delay (ms) 

a) 
CoAP 

Client 

HTTP 

Server 

GET 3.96 

PUT 4.03 

b) 
CoAP 

Client 

MQTT 

Broker 

GET 3.10 

PUT 3.05 

c) 
HTTP 

Client 

CoAP 

Server 

GET 3.21 

PUT 3.38 

d) 
HTTP 

Client 

MQTT 

Broker 

GET 3.81 

PUT 3.09 

e) 
MQTT 

Client  

HTTP 

Server 

Subscribe 3.10 

Publish 2.64 

f) 
MQTT 

Client 

CoAP 

Server 

Subscribe 2.45 

Publish 2.21 

TABLE VI. AVERAGE PROCESSING TIME 

Scenario From To Delay (ms) 

1) JSON 

SSN 

23.69 

2) XML 23.57 

3) CSV 30.19 

4) 

SSN 

JSON 11.78 

5) XML 11.86 

6) CSV 11.71 

In Table VI, the average computed delay in achieving 
syntactic interoperability is shown. Scenarios 1, 2, and 3 
represent the delay in processing and updating the data in the 
SSN ontology. These three scenarios are used when performing 

a POST, PUT, or PUBLISH request. Scenarios 4, 5, and 6 
represent the average delays caused by selecting the data from 
the SSN ontology and converting it to the required format. 
These scenarios were used when performing GET requests. As 
can be seen in this table, updating the ontology (Scenarios 1–3) 
consumes more time than selecting the data from it (Scenarios 
4–6). However, this delay is acceptable in IoT applications and 
does not affect the performance of the architecture. Using the 
SSN ontology, different clients can receive the payload in any 
format they require, even if this payload exists in the server in 
a different content format. 

VI.  DISCUSSION 

To validate the efficiency of the suggested translator, the 
delay caused by the proposed translator was compared with 
that caused by the Arrowhead translator [5]. The comparison 
was applied only to scenario (c) in Fig. 8, as the authors 
implemented only this scenario. The Arrowhead translator was 
run on hardware that was different from that used here on the 
proposed translator. For this reason, it was unavailable to 
compare the proposed translator with the Arrowhead translator 
directly. In the case of the Arrowhead translator, the authors 
measured and evaluated the delay introduced in comparison 
with the Californium proxy [22]. They ran the Californium 
proxy on the same hardware they used for running their 
proposed translator. The same procedure was followed to 
evaluate the proposed translator in comparison with the 
Arrowhead translator. 

As can be seen in Table VII, the Arrowhead translator’s 
delay is about 43.5\% of that of the Californium proxy when 
implemented on the same platform, whereas the suggested 
translator`s delay is only about 23.6\% of that of the 
Californium proxy on the same platform. In addition, the 
proposed translator can map between different data encoding 
standards, a capability that is not available in the Arrowhead 
translator. In Fig. 10 and 11, the results of 1000 requests for 
each scenario are shown. 

The histogram charts show that there exists some anomaly. 
However, this anomaly is due to the Java libraries that were 
used, and therefore, it was beyond control. 

TABLE VII. COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED AND THE ARROWHEAD 

TRANSLATOR 

The suggested Translator The Arrowhead Translator 

Delay of it (ms) 
Delay of CP on the same hardware 
(ms) 

Delay of it (ms) 

3.21 13.59 177 77 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 10. Average Translation Time among different Protocols. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 11. Average Delay of Query on Semantic Sensor Network Ontology and Processing Data. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

One of the greatest challenges in the IoT is to achieve 
interoperability. A transparent and reliable architecture based 
on SOAs was suggested in this paper. The goal was to achieve 
protocol and syntactic interoperability using the SSN ontology. 
The proposed architecture can integrate different IoT 
application protocols, such as MQTT, HTTP, and CoAP. In 
addition, it can convert between different payload formats, 
such as JSON, XML, and CSV. 

The evaluations showed that the proposed translator’s 
performance is better than that of the Arrowhead translator and 
introduced a shorter delay. The proposed translator`s delay is 
approximately 19.9\% of that of the Arrowhead translator. This 
difference in delay is due to the simplicity of the 
implementation. In addition, the suggested translator has an 
advantage over the Arrowhead translator in that it can achieve 
syntactic interoperability, unlike the Arrowhead translator 
using SSN ontology. 

Future work will attempt to achieve semantic 
interoperability using the current architecture by reasoning the 
data stored in the SSN ontology. For this reason, it was 

preferred to use semantic Web technology to achieve syntactic 
interoperability rather than any other database. This allowed us 
to achieve two types of interoperability using one technology 
without introducing a long delay. 
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Abstract—Default in premium payments impacts significantly 

on the profitability of the insurance company. Therefore, 

predicting defaults in advance is very important for insurance 

companies. Predicting in the insurance sector is one of the most 

beneficial and important study areas in today's world, thanks to 

technological advancements. But because of the imbalanced 

datasets in this industry, predicting insurance premium 

defaulting becomes a difficult task. Moreover, there is no study 

that applies and compares different SMOTE family approaches 

to address the issue of imbalanced data. So, this study aims to 

compare different SMOTE family approaches. Such as Synthetic 

Minority Oversampling Technique (MOTE), Safe-level SMOTE 

(SLS), Relocating Safe-level SMOTE (RSLS), Density-based 

SMOTE (DBSMOTE), Borderline-SMOTE(BLSMOTE), 

Adaptive Synthetic Sampling (ADSYN), and Adaptive Neighbor 

Synthetic (ASN), SMOTE-Tomek, and SMOTE-ENN, to solve 

the problem of unbalanced data. This study applied a variety of 

machine learning (ML)classifiers to assess the performance of the 

SMOTE family in addressing the imbalanced problem. These 

classifiers including Logistic Regression (LR), CART, C4.5, C5.0, 

Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest (RF), Bagged 

CART(BC), AdaBoost (ADA), Stochastic Gradient Boosting, 

(SGB), XGBOOST(XGB), NAÏVE BAYES, (NB), k-Nearest 

Neighbors (K-NN), and Neural Networks (NN). Additionally, 

model validation strategies include Random hold-out. The 

findings obtained using various assessment measures show that 

ML algorithms do not perform well with imbalanced data, 

indicating that the problem of imbalanced data must be 

addressed. On the other hand, using balanced datasets created by 

SMOTE family techniques improves the performance of 

classifiers. Moreover, the Friedman test, a statistical significance 

test, further confirms that the hybrid SMOTE family methods 

are better than others, especially the SMOTE -TOMEK, which 

performs better than other resampling approaches. Moreover, 

among ML algorithms, the SVM model has produced the best 

results with the SMOTE- TOMEK. 

Keywords—Machine learning; classification; insurance; 

imbalanced data; SMOTE family; statistical analysis 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the era of the industrial revolution, all businesses seek 
digital transformation. One of the key elements of digital 
transformation is your ability to manage data. Data Science 
and business analytics is the tool that is being employed on the 
holy grail of data to extract hidden insights. Since the amount 
of data is exponentially increasing, therefore the systematic 

process of data science is gaining popularity in recent times. 
Like any other industry, 'THE INSURANCE' industry is no 
exception, and in fact, it is one of the key areas where data 
science is being practiced at a large scale. Many insurance 
companies are now employing ML techniques that provide a 
more systematic way of obtaining a more accurate and 
representative outcome than the traditional statistic approach. 

One of the main challenges with ML approaches in 
classification is that they are influenced by the data set's 
unequal class distribution. In other words, when the data is 
uneven, many ML algorithms may simply disregard the tiny 
class and assign the majority of the cases to the common class, 
resulting in high overall model accuracy. Still, the prediction 
models' efficiency for the tiny class will be drastically 
diminished. Thus, this study aims to apply a variety of 
SMOTE family techniques to deal with the imbalanced data 
problem to improve the performance of ML models in 
predicting the small class efficiently. In our study, we will 
develop 117 ML models for predicting insurance premium 
defaulting {(9 of SMOTE family methods) × (13 of ML 
models) = 117 model}. 

The following is the structure of this paper: Section II 
presents the previous studies. Section III explains the 
methodology included data collection, Data Preparation, and 
imbalanced data problem. Section IV explains model training 
and parameter optimization. Section V presents the evaluation 
methods. Section VI shows the results. Section VII shows the 
results of the statistical tests. Section VIII and IX represent the 
conclusion and the future work, respectively. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In the study of [1], they employed several data level 
methodologies to try to address the unbalanced data issue to 
predict the occurrence of claims in insurance. The AdaBoost 
model with oversampling and the hybrid technique produced 
the highest accurate results. And [2]; they used big insurance 
data to build eight ML algorithms to predict the occurrence of 
claims, and they handled the highly imbalanced data using the 
over-sampler technique. The random forest classifier 
outperformed the other algorithms. Furthermore, [3] 
constructed a model for forecasting insurance claims; they 
generated four classifiers to predict the claims, with the 
XGBoost model outperforming the others. And [4] predicted 
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the frequency of vehicle insurance claims using two 
competing approaches, logistic regression and XGBoost. 
According to this study, the XGBoost model outperforms 
logistic regression. Further, the [5] study is to investigate data 
mining approaches for developing a predictive classifier for 
vehicle insurance claim prediction. Their studies revealed that 
neural networks were the best predictor. And [6], this study 
intends to provide an accurate way for insurance companies to 
forecast whether or not the customer relationship with the 
insurance company will be renewed or not. In this paper, 
random forests were shown to be the top-performing 
algorithm. And [7], this study starts with data enrichment and 
works its way up to model development to predict customer 
churn. And they applied class weights to the prediction model 
due to the imbalance of the samples. And in [8] the aim of this 
paper is to compare and contrast the results of different 
machine-learning techniques for churn prediction; according 
to the results of this study, the Random Forest and ADA 
improve outperform all other methods. The study of [9] shows 
that after using resampling techniques to solve the imbalanced 
data problem, the efficiency of all ML classifiers in predicting 
auto insurance fraud is enhanced. Besides, the Stochastic 

gradient boosting classifier obtained the best result after using 
the SMOTE-ENN resampling technique among all the other 
models. And [10] created a new approach for improving the 
accuracy of fraud prediction. And to solve the unbalanced data 
problem, they re-balance the data through the method 
"Resample" of Weka before applying testing and learning. 
According to this study, Random Forest outperforms all other 
algorithms in terms of fraud prediction. And [11] predicts 
fraudulent claims and estimates insurance premium amounts 
for a range of customers depending on their personal and 
financial data. The results showed that the Random Forest 
outperforms the other two algorithms on the Insurance claim 
dataset. And to deal with the unbalanced data distribution, the 
research of [12] provides a novel insurance fraud detection 
technique. The paper is based on constructing insurance fraud 
detection models based on data partitions derived from under-
sampling. The results show that DT outperforms other 
algorithms. 

To accentuate the importance of our study and the gap that 
we will fill in this study, we summarized a list of recent 
research that works on classification in the insurance industry 
by applying the ML models is presented in Table I. 

TABLE I. REVIEW OF RESEARCH WORKS IN THE FIELD OF CLASSIFICATION IN THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY 
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CART, 
C5.0, 

C4.5 

 √ √ √ √ √          √    

[2] √ 
CART, 
C5.0, 

C4.5 

 √    √ √ √            

[3]  C4.5      √ √  √           

[4] √       √              

[5] √ C4.5         √           

[6] √  √ √  √    √ √           

[7]    √                  
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CART, 
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Table I demonstrates that there is an absence of application 
and detailed comparison of the common SMOTE family 
approaches for handling unbalanced data in the insurance 
industry. This research aims to look into the impact of 
SMOTE family techniques on boosting the performance of 
machine learning models in the insurance industry. So, in this 
study, we applied numerous SMOTE family approaches for 
solving the imbalanced data problem to fill in the gaps in the 
previous studies. As compared to earlier studies, the following 
are our study's original advances and key procedures: 

 Using feature scaling to standardize different data 
features. 

 Implementing and comparing different SMOTE family 
techniques, including nine different methods. 

 Hold-Out is applied as a prominent cross-validation 
algorithm to perform the validation process. 

 Comparison of the efficiency of SMOTE family 
techniques using different ML algorithms, including 13 
different models. 

 Using various evaluation approaches, such as 
Accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and AUC, to assess 
the performance of the developed models. 

 Showing how the various SMOTE family strategies 
affect the performance of classifiers. 

 Using the Friedman test to analyze the differences 
among several SMOTE family approaches and 
indicating the best method among the others. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

This study compares various SMOTE family approaches 
to handle the imbalanced data problem to discover the optimal 
methodology and classifier for forecasting insurance premium 
defaulting. The following are the methodology steps used to 
attain the objectives of this paper: 

 Data Gathering. 

 Data Preparation. 

 Implementing SMOTE family techniques to solve the 
issue of the Imbalanced data. 

 applying ML classification algorithms. 

 Analyzing the outcomes. 

Fig. 1 shows the Flow chart of the proposed work in our 
study. 

A. Data Collection 

This research has used datasets from an insurance 
company of Egypt. between 2014 and 2020 years. This data 
collection has a number of variables that can influence 
insurance premium defaulting. This dataset includes 
information on the 93520 clients with ten various features. 
There are four categorical variables (area type, 
Accommodation, Marital status, Default or Not), and six 
continuous &discrete variables (Age Income, Number of 
Vehicles owned, number of Late payments, number of 

premiums that paid, Premium amount, the number of 
dependents for the insured) with no missing values and 
columns. 

 

Fig. 1. Working Diagram of Proposed Model. 

B. Data Preparation 

One of the most crucial stages in ML is data preparation. 
This procedure turns raw data into an understandable format. 
This phase will eliminate the errors, which may exist in the 
dataset, making datasets easier to manage [2]. And the data 
preprocessing can be summarized into the following two 
steps. 

1) Feature scaling: Feature scaling is a method of 

normalizing the range of independent variables in a dataset. 

Most ML algorithms employ the Euclidean distance between 

two data points, hence without Feature Scaling, the ML 

algorithms may not perform properly [13]. And in this study, 

the values range in our dataset is not similar for most 

variables, so we will apply the Standardization technique as a 

feature scaling method to rescale the data variables. As a 

consequence, all of the variables become to have a mean of 

zero and a standard deviation of one, which is typical of a 

normal distribution. 

The data were scaled using the following algorithm: 

  
    

  
 

Where   is the mean and   is the standard deviation. 

2) One-hot encoding for categorical features: In machine 

learning, one-hot encoding is the process of converting 

categorical data into a format that can be fed into ML 

algorithms. Because most of the ML models works only with 

the numerical inputs. 

C. Imbalanced Data Problem 

It's worth noting that most ML algorithms in classification 
operate best when each class's number of instances is roughly 
equal. Because the unbalanced data lead to the majority class 
dominates the minority class. Consequently, algorithms are 
biased toward the majority class, and their performance 
become is unreliable [1,14,15]. Our datasets are severely 
uneven, and the two categories of insurance premium 
defaulting are not equivalent; in reality, the dataset contains 
more samples from non-defaulted (90% of the observations) 
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and defaulted classes (only 10 % of observations). Several 
techniques have been proposed to address the issue of 
imbalanced data, SMOTE family is one of the highly effective 
strategies for resolving the issue of imbalanced data. 

SMOTE family: Is a collection of numerous oversampling 
techniques evolved from SMOTE. 

1) Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE): 

SMOTE is a statistical strategy that generates new instances to 

increase the number of minority samples in the dataset. This 

approach takes feature space samples for each target class and 

its nearest neighbours, then generates new samples that blend 

the features from the target case with the features from its 

neighbours. The new cases are not exact replicas of extant 

minority cases [16]. 

2) Adaptive Synthetic Sampling (ADASYN): ADASYN's 

core concept is to apply a weighted distribution for different 

minority class instances according to the possibility of 

learning them. With more artificial instances generated for the 

minority class instances that are harder to learn than minority 

class instances that are simpler to learn. Consequently, this 

technique enhances data distribution learning by  eliminating 

or decreasing the bias brought on by data imbalanced and 

adaptively pushing the classification decision boundary 

toward difficult instances [17]. 

3) Borderline-SMOTE (BLSMOTE): BLSMOTE is a new 

minority over-sampling technique founded on the SMOTE 

method that over-samples only the minority examples at the 

borderline, where the number of majority neighbours of each 

minority instance is used to split minority instances into three 

groups: SAFE/DANGER/NOISE. Only the DANGER is 

employed to generate synthetic instances [18]. 

4) Density-based SMOTE (DBSMOTE): DBSMOTE, a 

new over-sampling approach. This method is based on a 

density-based clustering concept and is intended to 

oversample a randomly shaped cluster obtained by DBSCAN. 

DBSMOTE creates synthetic instances by finding the shortest 

path between each positive instance and a minority-class 

cluster's pseudo centroid. As a result, the synthetic dataset that 

results are dense around the core of a group of original 

positive cases [19]. 

5) Adaptive Neighbor Synthetic (ANS): The requirement 

of the number of nearest neighbours as a critical parameter to 

synthesize instances is one of SMOTE's drawbacks. And The 

Adaptive Neighbor Synthetic Minority Oversampling 

Technique (ANS) is a new adaptive technique that tries to 

avoid this drawback by dynamically adapts the number of 

neighbours required for oversampling around different 

minority regions [20]. 

6) Safe-level SMOTE (SLS): SMOTE synthesizes 

minority instances at random along a line connecting a 

minority instance, and it's chosen nearest neighbours while 

disregarding surrounding majority instances. SLS is a 

technique that meticulously samples minority instances along 

the same line with varied weight degrees, which is referred to 

as the safe level. The safe level is calculated using the 

minority instances of the nearest neighbours [21]. 

7) Relocating Safe-level SMOTE (RSLS): SLS creates 

synthetic minority instances in the vicinity of original 

instances while avoiding majority instances nearby. This may 

cause some classifiers to become confused. Furthermore, SLS 

generates synthetic instances without employing minority 

outcast instances; thus, some valuable information of the 

minority class may be lost in the dataset. And by merging two 

methods, the RSLS tries to address these two flaws in SLS. 

The first is to check and move these synthetic instances away 

from any potentially nearby majority instances. The second is 

using the 1-nearest neighbour strategy to deal with minority 

outcasts [22]. 

8) HYBRID techniques: smote family that are considered 

as over-sampling methods have their own set of benefits and 

drawbacks. Combining the Over-sampling methods with the 

under-sampling can help reap the benefits of both. 

a) SMOTE-ENN: The SMOTE-ENN technique is one of 

the most well-known techniques for improving outcomes by 

combining the SMOTE that represent an over-sampling 

technique with the Edited Nearest Neighbors (ENN) that 

represent an under-sampling technique [23]. 

b) SMOTE-Tomek: The SMOTE-Tomek technique 

combines the SMOTE that represents an over-sampling 

technique with the Tomek that represents an under-sampling 

technique to improve outcomes [23]. 

IV. MODEL TRAINING WITH PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION 

A. Model Validation 

 By using the cross-validation technique, the data were 
divided into training and testing subsets. Cross-validation of 
input data is used to prevent machine learning models from 
overfitting and underfitting. This study used the Random 
holdout as a popular cross-validation procedure. 

You can see a scheme of holdout CV in Fig. 2 

 

Fig. 2. Holdout CV. 

 The data is randomly split into a training and test set. 

 A model is trained using only the training set. 

 Predictions are made on the test set. 

 The predictions are compared to the true values. 

B. Overfitting and Underfitting 

Machine model's training and validation scores will be 
recorded at lower levels in the case of Underfitting. In 
comparison, overfitting is defined as a pattern of high training 
scores combined with low validation results. Model 
parameters must be optimized to avoid overfitting and 
underfitting circumstances. The grid search technique, which 
is a popular tuning tool, was used to optimize the parameters 
of the models. Table II shows the best values for model 
parameters. 
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TABLE II. MACHINE LEARNING MODELS WITH THEIR SPECIFIC 

PARAMETER‘S SETTINGS 

K-NN K=23 SVM C =0.8 

CART cp = 0.006329114. RF mtry = 2 

C4.5 
C = 0.01. 

M = 5. 
NN 

size = 1. 

decay = 0.1 

LR no tuning parameters. ADA 

nIter = 150. 

method = Real 
adaboost. 

NB 

laplace = 0. 

usekernel = TRUE. 

adjust = 0.4. 

C5.0 

trials = 90. 

model = tree. 
winnow = 

FALSE 

XGB 

nrounds = 50. 

max_depth = 2. 
eta = 0.3. 

gamma = 0.  

colsample_bytree = 0.8.  
min_child_weight = 1.  

subsample = 1. 

SGB 

n. trees = 50. 

interaction. 

depth = 1. 
 shrinkage = 0.1. 

n. minobsinnode 

= 10. 

BC no tuning parameters.   

V. EVALUATION METHODS 

Methods of evaluation are critical in comparing and 
selecting the best model [1]. 

TABLE III. EVALUATION METHODS 

Accuracy 
Referred to the overall 

correctly prediction 

       

             
 

Sensitivity 
Referred to the correct rate of 
predicting the default class. 

  

       
 

Specificity 

Referred to the correct rate of 

predicting the non-default 
class 

  

        
 

The evaluation methods employed in this study are shown 
in Table III. Where TP is the number of true positives, FP 
represents the number of false positives, TN represents the 
number of true negatives, and FN represents the number of 
false negatives. 

Where: 

1) TP: is the aggregate number of clients who accurately 

attributed to default class. 

2) FP: is the aggregate number of clients who inaccurately 

attributed to the default class. 

3) TN: is the aggregate number of clients who accurately 

attributed to non-default class. 

4) FN: is the aggregate number of clients who 

inaccurately attributed to the non-default class. 

Besides the evaluation methods in Table III, we also used 
the AUC, AUC is a universal quality metric for models. AUC 
of 1 indicates a perfect model, whereas an AUC of 0.5 
indicates a random model. 

Analyzing and comparing the performance of the 
classifiers is an important procedure. Although evaluation 
measures are straightforward to employ, the results obtaining 

from the evaluation measures may be misleading. As a result, 
determining the optimal model or technique according to their 
abilities is a difficult task. This problem will be solved using 
statistical significance tests [24]. A common statistical test 
method for determining the differences between two or more 
related sample means is called the ANOVA test. The 
ANOVA's null hypothesis is that all resampling procedures 
are equivalent, and the stated discrepancies are just 
coincidental [25]. There are three assumptions that must take 
into account before we applied the ANOVA test. 

1) All samples must follow the normal distribution. 

2) The sample cases should be independent of one 

another. 

3) There should be roughly equal variance among the 

methods (SMOTE family methods). 

The Anderson–Darling normality test [25] is used in this 
study to determine whether data is normal or not. The null 
hypothesis of this Anderson–Darling normality test is that the 
data follow a normal distribution. And we will accept this null 
hypothesis if the p-value of the test is more than 0.05; 
otherwise, we will reject the null hypothesis if the p-value   
0.05. 

If one of the ANOVA's assumptions be broken, the 
Friedman test [26] will be used instead of the ANOVA test to 
investigate differences among the methods. The Friedman 
test's null hypothesis is that all SMOTE family methods 
perform the same. And we will accept the null hypothesis if 
the p-value of the test is more than 0.05; otherwise, we will 
reject the null hypothesis if the p-value   0.05. And rejecting 
the null hypothesis means that at least one of the SMOTE 
family strategies perform differently from others. For each 
SMOTE family approach, the accuracy, sensitivity, 
specificity, and AUC values are used to compare the ability of 
the different resampling techniques to tackle the problem of 
unbalanced data. 

The Freidman test ranks each classifier's data for each 
SMOTE family technique, then examines the ranks values 
[27]. 

As a result, for each SMOTE family technique, the 
Friedman test generates a sum of ranks, which aids in 
determining which SMOTE family method is the most 
effective among the others. 

VI. RESULTS 

 The performance of the various ML classifiers on the 
unbalanced dataset and also on the balanced data that was 
generated by the SMOTE family methods is shown in 
Table IV. Various assessment measure methods, including 
accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and AUC, are utilized to gain 
a better knowledge of the models' performance. 

Table IV shows the accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and 
AUC of each ML strategy on balanced and imbalanced 
datasets created by the SMOTE family. The most important 
outcomes are from Table IV; there is a substantial discrepancy 
between specificity and sensitivity with the unbalanced data. 
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TABLE IV. PERFORMANCE OF THE CLASSIFIERS 

ML Evaluation unbalanced ADASYN ANS BLSMOTE DBSMOTE RSLS SLS SMOTE 
SOMTE – 

TOMEK 

SMOTE -

ENN 

K-NN 

Accuracy 0.9105 0.8023 0.8092 0.8583 0.8363 0.8737 0.8725 0.8035 0.6654 0.7283 

sensitivity 0.11911 0.5198 0.5128 0.4013 0.4118 0.3247 0.3142 0.5024 0.7408 0.6607 

specificity 0.96489 0.8243 0.832 0.8914 0.8674 0.9127 0.912 0.8267 0.6625 0.7345 

AUC 0.542 0.67205 0.6724 0.64635 0.6396 0.6187 0.6131 0.66455 0.70165 0.6976 

LR 

Accuracy 0.9062 0.7791 0.781 0.8074 0.7849 0.7849 0.8787 0.7849 0.7072 0.7767 

sensitivity 0.1727 0.7568 0.769 0.7201 0.7201 0.7201 0.4754 0.7201 0.8349 0.7687 

specificity 0.9638 0.7852 0.7863 0.8182 0.7941 0.7941 0.9124 0.7941 0.701 0.7792 

AUC 0.56825 0.771 0.77765 0.76915 0.7571 0.7571 0.6939 0.7571 0.76795 0.77395 

SVM 

Accuracy 0.9025 0.776 0.7676 0.7981 0.7733 0.8913 0.8899 0.7684 0.7082 0.7707 

sensitivity 0.032 0.7659 0.7751 0.7262 0.7323 0.4968 0.4418 0.7843 0.8384 0.7722 

specificity 0.97 0.7813 0.7715 0.8078 0.7808 0.9288 0.9268 7107.0 0.7717 0.7725 

AUC 0.501 0.7736 0.7733 0.767 0.75655 0.7128 0.6843 0.74305 0.80505 0.77235 

NB 

Accuracy 0.9018 0.8539 0.8591 0.856 0.8213 0.8659 0.8667 0.8566 0.8741 0.8826 

sensitivity 0.032 0.5366 0.5305 0.5611 0.5886 0.4357 0.4968 0.5488 0.5213 0.4969 

specificity 0.9693 0.8814 0.8874 0.8818 0.8426 0.8971 0.898 0.8834 0.8985 0.9091 

AUC 0.50065 0.709 0.70895 0.72145 0.7156 0.6664 0.6974 0.7161 0.7099 0.703 

C5.0 

Accuracy 0.9028 0.898 0.8974 0.8986 0.8955 0.8994 0.8967 0.9003 0.7254 0.8074 

sensitivity 0.2031 0.2031 0.2237 0.2237 0.1913 0.2326 0.2355 0.2178 0.7478 0.6711 

specificity 0.9606 0.9554 0.9532 0.9545 0.9537 0.9548 0.9516 0.9568 0.7258 0.818 

AUC 0.58185 0.57925 0.58845 0.5891 0.5725 0.5937 0.59355 0.5873 0.7368 0.74455 

C4.5 

Accuracy 0.8988 0.8926 0.8919 0.8907 0.9165 0.9233 0.9247 0.9168 0.7437 0.8074 

sensitivity 0.1264 0.2267 0.2208 0.2031 0.3653 0.5589 0.5425 0.387 0.7269 0.7025 

specificity 0.9622 0.9478 0.9476 0.9476 0.9583 0.9524 0.955 0.9572 0.7467 0.816 

AUC 0.5443 0.58725 0.5842 0.57535 0.6618 0.75565 0.74875 0.6721 0.7368 0.75925 

CART 

Accuracy 0.898 0.8782 0.8834 0.8811 0.8851 0.8824 0.8795 0.8786 0.7688 0.8271 

sensitivity 0.09395 0.3978 0.3919 0.4243 0.386 0.4007 0.4361 0.4361 0.7617 0.6572 

specificity 0.96373 0.9194 0.9254 0.9205 0.9277 0.9236 0.9178 0.9169 0.7712 0.8398 

AUC 0.52884 0.6586 0.65865 0.6724 0.65685 0.66215 0.67695 0.6765 0.76645 0.7485 

BC 

Accuracy 0.9057 0.9036 0.9057 0.9061 0.9048 0.9025 0.903 0.904 0.7429 0.7911 

sensitivity 0.1783 0.1992 0.2445 0.2236 0.2062 0.2167 0.2202 0.2202 0.7269 0.6676 

specificity 0.956 0.9524 0.9518 0.9536 0.9533 0.9502 0.9504 0.9516 0.7458 0.8009 

AUC 0.56715 0.5758 0.59815 0.5886 0.57975 0.58345 0.5853 0.5859 0.73635 0.73425 

XGB 

Accuracy 0.9103 0.9088 0.9107 0.9076 0.9092 0.8925 0.8956 0.9101 0.7527 0.8158 

sensitivity 0.1574 0.147 0.1783 0.1679 0.1749 0.2898 0.2898 0.1714 0.7164 0.6363 

specificity 0.9622 0.9613 0.9613 0.9587 0.96 0.9349 0.9382 0.9611 0.7569 0.8291 

AUC 0.5598 0.55415 0.5698 0.5633 0.56745 0.61235 0.614 0.56625 0.73665 0.7327 

ADA 

Accuracy 0.9105 0.9089 0.90975 0.9063 0.9091 0.89 0.8909 0.90935 0.7458 0.80745 

sensitivity 0.04245 0.17485 0.19575 0.2045 0.19755 0.34035 0.3351 0.1923 0.7443 0.6694 

specificity 0.96978 0.95965 0.9592 0.955 0.95845 0.929 0.93035 0.959 0.7478 0.81815 

AUC 0.506115 0.56725 0.577475 0.57975 0.578 0.634675 0.632725 0.57565 0.74605 0.7437 

SGB 

Accuracy 0.9117 0.909 0.9088 0.905 0.909 0.8875 0.8862 0.9086 0.7389 0.7991 

sensitivity 0.1505 0.2027 0.2132 0.2411 0.2202 0.3909 0.3804 0.2132 0.7722 0.7025 

specificity 0.9642 0.958 0.9571 0.9513 0.9569 0.9231 0.9225 0.9569 0.7387 0.8072 

AUC 0.55735 0.58035 0.58515 0.5962 0.58855 0.657 0.65145 0.58505 0.75545 0.75485 

RF 

Accuracy 0.9107 0.9071 0.9078 0.9096 0.9101 0.9096 0.9071 0.9082 0.751 0.8216 

sensitivity 0.0773 0.1992 0.2341 0.1435 0.11911 0.1505 0.1365 0.2132 0.7478 0.6328 

specificity 0.9678 0.9562 0.9547 0.9624 0.96445 0.962 0.9602 0.9564 0.7532 0.8356 

AUC 0.52255 0.5777 0.5944 0.55295 0.54178 0.55625 0.54835 0.5848 0.7505 0.7342 

NN 

Accuracy 0.9109 0.6809 0.7676 0.7653 0.7488 0.847 0.8029 0.7728 0.7153 0.7404 

sensitivity 0.1714 0.8334 0.7045 0.6871 0.6278 0.5268 0.6278 0.6836 0.8349 0.7966 

specificity 0.962 0.6752 0.7756 0.7743 0.7605 0.8714 0.818 0.7825 0.7096 0.7387 

AUC 0.5667 0.7543 0.74005 0.7307 0.69415 0.6991 0.7229 0.73305 0.77225 0.76765 
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From Table IV we can see that in the column of 
imbalanced Dataset, all of the accuracy results are greater than 
90%, all sensitivity values are less than 18 % and all 
specificity results are greater than 96 %, indicating that all 
classifiers are biased toward the majority class. So, the 
problem must be addressed because it led to inaccurate results. 
And, after using various SMOTE family techniques to solve 
the unbalanced problem, we can see a significant 
improvement in the ML systems' ability to forecast the 
minority class. For example, while utilizing imbalanced data, 
the SVM got a sensitivity of 3.2 %, but the result increased to 
83.84% with the SOMTE -TOMEK technique. 

VII. RESULTS OF STATISTICAL TESTS 

The ML algorithms perform differently with the different 
balanced data created by various SMOTE family techniques. 
As a result, finding the appropriate SMOTE family approach 
to get the greatest results from ML algorithms is quite 
difficult. Thus, we will use a Statistical significance test that 
will help us in this difficult task of deciding on the optimum 
SMOTE family technique. And before doing the ANOVA test, 
it's important to check the normality assumption. 

TABLE V. THE RESULTS OF THE ANDERSON-DARLING NORMALITY 

Accuracy A = 6.013,  p-value = 7.099e-15 

Sensitivity A = 3.977,  p-value = 5.834e-10 

Specificity A = 6.3676,  p-value = 1.005e-15 

AUC A = 6.013,  p-value = 7.099e-15 

Table V shows the normality test results according to the 
Anderson-Darling normality test on the accuracy, sensitivity, 
specificity, and AUC. The p-value is less than 0.05; thus, the 
null hypothesis is rejected, and the ANOVA test cannot be 
employed. 

Because one of ANOVA's assumptions related to the 
normal distribution is broken, we will use the Friedman test to 
compare the resampling strategies in both datasets instead of 
the ANOVA test. The Friedman test results are shown in 
Table VI. 

TABLE VI. THE FRIEDMAN TEST RESULTS 

Accuracy chi-squared= 40.345  df=8  p-value = 2.763e-06 

sensitivity chi-squared = 35.235  df=8  p-value = 2.423e-05 

specificity chi-squared = 43.959  df=8  p-value = 5.793e-07 

AUC chi-squared = 42.201  df= 8  p-value = 1.242e-06 

Table VI shows that the p-value of the Friedman test for 
Accuracy, Sensitivity, Specificity, and AUC is lower than the 
(0.05). As a result, we will reject the null hypothesis, and the 
following conclusion can be drawn at least one of the SMOTE 
family techniques performs differently from the other 
methods. 

Table VII shows the rank, sum of ranks, and median 
determined from the Friedman test for Accuracy, Sensitivity, 
Specificity, and AUC. And Table VII confirm the following 
results: 

1) For the accuracy, the RSLS technique could be more 

effective than the other techniques 

2) For the sensitivity, the DBSMOTE technique could be 

more effective than the other techniques 

3) For the Specificity and the AUC, the 

SMOTE_TOMEK technique could be more effective than the 

other techniques. 

TABLE VII. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FROM FRIEDMAN TEST RESULTS 

 RANK SMOTE FAMILY 
SUM OF 

RANKS 
MEDIAN 

Accuracy 

1 RSLS 82.5 0.89 

2 DBSMOTE 78.5 0.8955 

3 SMOTE 78 0.9003 

4 BLSMOTE 77.5 0.8907 

5 ANS 77 0.8919 

6 SLS 76.5 0.8899 

7 ADASYN 58 0.8926 

8 SMOTE_ENN 36 0.8074 

9 SMOTE_TOMEK 21 0.7429 

 Overall   0.8786 

Sensitivity 

1 SMOTE_TOMEK 112 0.7478 

2 SMOTE_ENN 95 0.6694 

3 ANS 65 0.2445 

4 SMOTE 60 0.387 

5.5 BLSMOTE 54 0.2411 

5.5 RSLS 54 0.3909 

7 SLS 52 0.3804 

8 ADASYN 49 0.2267 

9 DBSMOTE 44 0.3653 

 Overall   0.4361 

Specificity 

1 DBSMOTE 80.5 0.9533 

2 RSLS 79 0.9288 

3 BLSMOTE 77.5 0.9476 

4 SLS 75 0.9268 

5 SMOTE 72.5 0.9516 

6 ANS 71 0.9476 

7 ADASYN 70.5 0.9478 

8 SMOTE_ENN 36 0.816 

9 SMOTE_TOMEK 23 0.7467 

 Overall   0.9127 

AUC 

1 SMOTE_TOMEK 106 0.74605 

2 SMOTE_ENN 99 0.74455 

3 ANS 67 0.59815 

4 BLSMOTE 60 0.5962 

5.5 RSLS 56 0.657 

5.5 SMOTE 56 0.66455 

7 SLS 53 0.65145 

8 ADASYN 49 0.58725 

9 DBSMOTE 39 0.6396 

 Overall   0.6724 
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Fig. 3, 4, 6 and 5 shows the SMOTE family methods' 
boxplot based on the accuracy, specificity, sensitivity, and 
AUC, respectively, where data refers to the original data. 

To summarize, in this study, we aim to solve the 
imbalanced problem with SMOTE family methods; the 
assessment measures as to the accuracy, sensitivity, 
specificity, and AUC are utilized to compare models more 
compactly. Accuracy can be a useful measure if data has the 
same number of samples per class. However, with an 
imbalanced set of samples, accuracy is not helpful at all 
because the model predicts the value of the majority classes 
for all predictions. So, when it comes to selecting the best 
models, AUC will take precedence. From Fig. 3, 4, 5 and 6, 
we can note that ML models achieve the highest accuracy and 
the highest specificity with the original data. On the other 
hand, ML models achieve the lowest results for the sensitivity 
and AUC measures; this refers to ML algorithms do not give 
accurate results using imbalanced datasets, and they cannot 
predict all the target classes. Therefore, solving the 
imbalanced data problem is notably necessary. And by using 
the balanced dataset after applied SMOTE family, the 
sensitivity and accuracy-test results are not significantly 
improved. And it is logical because, on the balanced data, 
most ML classifiers will consider all classes, which will lead 
to lower sensitivity and accuracy results than the imbalanced 
data that considers only one class and ignore the other class. 
Moreover, the specificity and AUC results using the balanced 
dataset are significantly improved, especially with the hybrid 
SMOTE methods. 

 

Fig. 3. The Boxplot of the Original Data and SMOTFAMILY based on the 

Accuracy. 

 

Fig. 4. The Boxplot of the Original Data and SMOTE Family Methods 

based on the Specificity. 

 

Fig. 5. The Boxplot of the Original Data and SMOTE Family Methods 

based on the Sensitivity. 

 

Fig. 6. The Boxplot of the Original Data and SMOTE Family Methods 

based on the AUC. 

Finally, based on the AUC comparison of ML models, the 
performance of the SVM classifier with the SMOTE-TOMEK 
method was 80.5%, which was the highest compared with all 
models. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The findings show that, algorithms are unable to make 
accurate predictions with unbalanced data. In contrast, the 
results demonstrate that algorithms performance has improved 
when using the various balanced data obtained by different 
SMOTE family techniques. The findings of the validation 
approach show that classifiers perform differently on the 
different balanced data, making it difficult to choose the 
appropriate resampling technique. The Friedman test was used 
to determine the optimal resampling approach. According to 
the AUC, the results of this test show that the hybrid 
resampling methods are better than others, and especially the 
SMOTE-TOMEK performs better than alternative resampling 
approaches. Moreover, among ML algorithms, the SVM 
model has produced the best results with the SMOTE -
TOMEK. According to the results of this paper, we 
recommend using hybrid resampling strategies to solve the 
unbalanced data problem as both SMOTE- TOMEK and 
SMOTE-ENN provided the best performance. 
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IX. FUTURE WORK 

The study can be broadened to incorporate hybrid and 
deep learning algorithms. Other performance indicators might 
be used to assess performance. The algorithm‘s timing 
measures could also be a useful indicator of algorithms 
performance. Algorithms could also be evaluated with 
different datasets from various sectors that suffer from the 
problem of unbalanced data to prove the efficiency of the 
hybrid resampling strategies to solve the imbalanced data 
problem. 
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Abstract—The black box-based requirements specification 

models representative by the use case model focus on specifying 

system behaviors exposed outside. While these models are 

sufficiently effective in specifying requirements for business 

applications behavior, they are limited in specifying 

requirements for embedded systems with relatively very short 

interaction sequences with users. To solve this problem, we have 

proposed a gray box-based requirements specification method to 

specify the inner logic of an embedded system, including a tool 

for automatic generation of requirements specification from 

some analysis models in our previous work. This study proves the 

benefits of the proposed software requirements specification 

method by applying it to a robot patrol system and showing the 

possibility of general use of the proposed method in the 

embedded system domain. Compared with our previous work, 

we enhance the tool for automatic generation of requirements 

specification, called SpecGen, and prove the benefit of the 

proposed method from multiple aspects. The application result 

on the robot patrol system case is quantitatively demonstrating 

that our proposed requirements specification method improves 

development productivity and enhances overall software product 

quality, including code quality. 

Keywords—Embedded system; automatic requirement 

specifications generation; mobile robots; use case specification 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Embedded software refers to software embedded in 
various electronic products, from small appliances, including 
mobile phones, digital cameras, and MP3s to robotics systems 
[1]. Scenario-based specification techniques widely used in 
business applications are often used in the requirements 
specification for embedded software. The primary purpose of 
the scenario-based specification technique represented by the 
use case model [2] is to describe the interaction between the 
system and the environment in which the system is used. 
Business applications are realizing real-world business as 
services supported by software systems. Hence, most required 
behaviors of a business application can be captured from the 
statements for specifying interactions between the user and the 
system. Although the service provided by the embedded 
system results from each event generated by the user, it cannot 
be observable from the outside of the system which internal 
action the system performs until the service result is derived. 
In other words, requirements extractable from visible 
interactions between an embedded system and environmental 
factors in which it is used are relatively limited [3, 4]. 

Thus, when the requirements for an embedded system are 
specified using a use-case model, the amount of information 

identified in the requirements specification is insufficient as a 
specification for developers [5]. As is shown in Fig. 1, for an 
example of a generic flow of events for "Power On" use case 
of an embedded system is specified as: (1) A user pushes the 
power-on button to start the system; (2) The system is invoked 
and waits for the user's other request. Such use case 
specification is insufficient to be used as a requirements 
specification to guide the development team designs the 
embedded system. To overcome this lack of information when 
the use-case model is applied to the embedded system 
requirements specification, most existing studies [6-9] pre-
populate various design diagrams such as state, sequence, 
class, or data flow diagrams .etc. 

Even if we select a suitable design diagram to specify the 
inner mechanism of exposed system behavior, we should 
decide the depth of each design diagram. The deeper the depth 
of the diagram, the more sophisticated the system's behavior 
can be included in the requirements specification. We usually 
face a "what versus how" dilemma [10] in specifying 
requirements, which means a "how" in the preceding step 
means again the "what" in a subsequent step. Over-elaborated 
design diagrams in the requirement stage could violate the 
definition of a requirement in that it specifies solutions, not 
problems [11]. Furthermore, it can cause a raising initial 
system development cost. The requirements model, which 
includes the requirements set for embedded software 
developers, should provide the interaction requirements 
between the system's internal components. As the developers 
could refine the interaction between components by digging 
the depth, guidelines for the appropriate elaboration depth are 
needed to obtain the necessary information in the requirements 
stage. 

Our previous work [12] proposed an extended 
requirements specification model from use case specification 
to satisfy these needs. The use case specification guides us to 
maintain a view of the target system as a single black box [13] 
when we specify requirements. In contrast, we named the 
proposed model a "gray-box" based requirements specification 
in the sense that it is a model based on a perspective that 
partially looks at the interaction between top-level 
components among interactions inside the embedded system. 
It suggests the trade-off between the elaboration depth and the 
effort to design interactions among internal components of an 
embedded system when utilized as a requirements 
specification. 
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Fig. 1. Different Aspects of a Black Box-based Requirements Specification and a Gray Box-based Requirements Specifications. 

The work reported here extends our previous work [12] in 
the following aspect: 

 To show the extensibility of the proposed model 
through the application case of the more complex 
embedded system. While the scope of the case study 
was limited to a module of a mobile phone in [12], in 
this study, we extend the applicable domain area of the 
proposed model to the whole of a robot patrol system 
that is a different domain from the previous work. To 
prove the extensibility of the applicable area of the 
model is to prove that the proposed gray box-based 
requirements specification model can be a general 
method to specify requirements of embedded systems, 
not for only a specific system or domain. 

 To prove the benefit of the proposed model using more 
various aspects. The author in [12] explains the benefit 
by showing that each elapsed time for the software 
development phases following the requirements phase 
is decreased when the proposed model is provided to 
the developers. Besides the enhancement of the 
productivity of developers, in this study, we show the 
software product quality and the code quality are also 
enhanced from using the proposed model through the 
more sophisticatedly designed experiment. 

 To update the automatic generation of the gray box-
based requirements specifications, which is renamed 

SpecGen. We re-developed the tool for utilizing a more 
prevalently used and better supported UML authoring 
tool when developers make an analysis model that is the 
source of the gray box-based requirements 
specifications. This work could be valuable in helping 
more developers use the proposed model and the 
supporting tool. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
investigates the trend of existing studies. Section 3 gives an 
overview of the gray box-based requirements specification 
method. Section 4 explains an automatic transition from a 
design diagram in UML to Microsoft Word typed tabular 
specifications implemented in SpecGen. Section 5 shows each 
step of requirements specification for a robot patrol system 
and some fragments of the state diagram and automatically 
generated specifications by SpecGen. Section 6 explains how 
we designed an experiment for showing the effectiveness 
using the proposed requirements specification model for the 
robot patrol system and discusses the results of the 
accomplished experiment. The conclusion of the paper is 
discussed in Section 7. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Model-driven Development based Approaches 

In embedded software development, model-driven 
development (MDD) based approaches are now widely used. 
MDD has the merit that developers can find the software's 
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essential features, thanks to information on the complicated 
system structure as an abstracted model [14]. The most typical 
MDD methods are the COMET method by H. Gamaa [15], 
which integrates object-oriented and concurrent processing 
concepts. The OCTOPUS method [16] models the system 
using a structural, functional, and dynamic model. 

The research that addresses the requirements specification 
problems based on the model created by applying an MDD 
based approach can be found in [17-19]. Lattemann and 
Lehmann [17] define controller, actuator, and sensor as three 
main components that comprise the embedded system and 
suggest that the controller that controls the entire system 
should be intensively specified among the three roles. Lavi 
and Kudish [18] classify the model to be analyzed into the E-
level representing the external structure and behavior of the 
system and the S-level representing the conceptual model of 
the system inside. They suggest an automatic documentation 
method for requirements specifications based on activity 
diagrams and state diagrams for specification and analysis of 
E-Level processes. Glinz [19] utilizes hierarchical activity 
diagrams after the relation between system state and objects 
that comprise the system with a source for the specification of 
requirements in an embedded system is identified. 

Existing works only refer to the necessity that the entire 
system should be divided into lower systems. Each modeling 
phase should be recursively applied for the requirement 
specification of the embedded system. But there is no 
guideline for stopping the recursion for the elaboration depth 
of the model to be built. To solve this problem, we have 
started this study from the work that defines the elaboration 
depth of the analysis model for requirements specification, 
which was ignored in the previous studies while preserving 
their advantages. 

B. Requirements Pattern-based Approaches 

Another notable approach for requirements specification 
for embedded systems is requirements pattern-based one. 
Denger et al. [20] propose a natural language pattern to 
specify requirements in the embedded systems, including 1) 
meta models for the description of requirements and 2) meta-
models for events and responses that we use to verify the 
completeness of the pattern language. The proposed patterns 
seem slightly less common compared to commercial phrase 
requirements. Matsuo et al. [21] use natural language 
controlled for requirements, limiting how they can combine 
simple sentences into more complex sentences. They proposed 
three different types of frames: noun frame, case frame, and 
feature frame, and they use the frames to parse requirement 
specifications, and organize them according to different 
perspectives, and verify requirement completeness. However, 
there exists a limit that the frame-based approaches seem to be 
more difficult for non-specialists to understand and apply. 
Konrad and Cheng [22] define formal specification pattern 
systems for embedded systems. These patterns are used to 
describe system properties mapped to linear time logic. 
Patterns are classified into qualitative (occurrence or order) 
and real-time (period, periodic, or real-time) patterns. There is 
a limit that we should specify the supporting model in a UML 
12 variant. Postet al. [23] provide the successful application 

case of this system to automotive requirements. However, the 
application coverage is not complete. 

A pattern is a set of solutions that are commonly 
applicable to recurring problems. Therefore, the pattern-based 
approach has an inherent limitation in the scope of its 
application. This study is different from the pattern-based 
approach in that it aims to develop a specification method 
generally applicable to the embedded systems. 

III. OVERVIEW OF GRAY BOX-BASED SOFTWARE 

REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION MODEL 

The proposed gray box-based software requirements 
specification for embedded systems leverages partially 
cultivated analysis artifacts. However, designing all aspects of 
an embedded system is not proper in the requirements 
specification phase, considering that software requirements 
should focus on what services should be provided in the 
future. Thus, we have limited the design area to the following 
two diagrams to which the collaboration behavior between the 
inner components is to be extracted: 

A. Top-level State Diagram of a Controller 

A state diagram that shows state changes in the system 
corresponding to events occurring inside and outside the 
system is a typical diagram used to design dynamic views of 
the embedded system. Therefore, we selected it as the diagram 
to specify the internal behavior of the system corresponding to 
the event specified in the use case specification. After 
choosing to use state diagrams as the source of the 
requirements specification, another remaining issue was 
identifying which component could represent the state 
transition of a whole embedded system. A state of an entire 
system is a specific situation where specific values are 
assigned to all attributes of components comprising the 
system. Therefore, the question, which component should 
have the ownership of the state of a whole system is a 
controversial issue. Referencing Broy and Stauner [24], we 
have classified the roles of the main components in an 
embedded system into controller, actuator, or sensor. Among 
the three stereotypes of components, we defined the controller 
coordinating behaviors of other actuators and sensors as the 
component possessing the states of a whole system. 

B. Sequence Diagrams Specifying Interactions of all Top 

Leveled Components - Controllers, Sensors, and Actuators 

The proposed model specifies events exchanged among 
external subjects in a time sequence. As a flow of events in a 
use case is reflected in a sequence diagram, each internal 
interaction invoked by external stimuli from an actor is also 
designed using a sequence diagram to keep the same context. 
The owners of the events on the sequence diagram created in 
this step are actors, controllers, and sensors/actuators (that 
execute the controller's commands). The states in the top-
leveled state diagram of the controller are added as 
annotations on the lifeline of the controller object in the 
sequence diagram, as depicted in Fig. 2. In the next step, the 
sequence diagram added state transitions of a whole embedded 
system is the source of the automatically generated 
requirements specification. 
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Fig. 2. The Relationship of Information Specified in (a) A State Diagram of a Controller and (b) A Sequence Diagram for showing Interactions. 

 

Fig. 3. The Coverage of Three different Requirements Specifications of the Proposed Gray Box-based Requirements Specification Model. 

As shown in Fig. 3, once the two kinds of design diagrams 
are completed by developers, the following three different 
software requirements specifications can be automatically 
generated. 

 External Interaction Scenario Specification: specifies 
the interaction between a system and an actor 
corresponding to the system's external environment. 
The information included in this specification is 
equivalent to the information contained in the use case 
diagram. 

 Component Collaboration Specification: specifies the 
state changes of a controller due to inter-component 
interaction. The information included in this 
specification contains state-related information included 

in the state diagram for the component of the controller 
that controls the actuator and sensor of the embedded 
system. In addition, the information recorded in the 
sequence diagram, which is the result of designing the 
sequence of commands that the controller receives 
external stimuli and sends commands to other actuators 
and sensors, is extracted as this specification. 

 Unit Component Specification: specifies the behaviors 
to be implemented by a specific component. This 
specification is written by classifying all operation calls 
in the previously extracted component collaboration 
specification by corresponding to the receiver and 
binding them. These unit component specifications are 
APIs for each class or component in the development 
stage, in other words. 
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Fig. 4. The Process to Build the Proposed Gray Box-based Software 

Requirements Model. 

Our proposed method does not exclude the steps of the 
existing black-box requirement specification but includes 
them. Fig. 4 illustrates each step to construct those 
specifications. A context diagram and a use case model are 
specified due to steps 1~3 in Fig. 4. A context diagram 
represented by UML (Unified Modeling Language) shows 
which users or interfacing systems are engaged to provide a 
service in the target system. Specifying the context diagram is 
not included in the general guidelines of the use case model. 
However, embedded systems are literally "embedded" in a 
hardware system. Thus, clear identification of external objects 
that an embedded system should interface with is critical. We 
also marked interface systems outside as actors in the context 

diagram for consistency with the use case model. A use case 
diagram that specifies the system's services is the same as a 
typical use case diagram. Steps 4~5 are for developing a 
design artifact, including a top-level state diagram of a 
controller and sequence diagrams for specifying collaboration 
between the controller and other sensors/actuators to respond 
to each stimulus outside of an embedded system. The 
following steps 6~8 are to automatically extract the three 
specifications explained above from the designed diagrams 
through steps 4~5. We also developed an automatic tool, 
SpecGen, to support these steps. The requirements 
specifications generated by SpecGen define the internal 
behaviors of an embedded system, which will be utilized as a 
guideline set for embedded system developers in the following 
development phases. 

IV. SPECGEN: A TOOL FOR AUTOMATIC GENERATION OF 

REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION FROM DESIGN DIAGRAMS 

One of the originalities of our work is to provide a tool for 
top-leveled design artifacts to be transformed to requirements 
specifications automatically. This feature is important from 

three perspectives: 

 In writing the requirements specification as a 
development guideline for developers, the information 
included in the design diagram created by the developer 
or designer is linked without loss. 

 Since most developers refer to automatically generated 
requirements specifications and development proceeds, 
as a result, it does not matter if very few members with 
design ability use various UML diagrams in the 
development team. 

 And, the support of automated tools can minimize the 
effort required to write requirements specifications in 
hand. 

Our previous study [12] utilized ArgoUML [25] as the 
authoring tool for designing diagrams. In this study, we 
changed the authoring tool to StarUML 4.0 [26] as ArgoUML 
has not been versioned up. Fig. 5 shows a fragment of the 
transformation from a UML diagram in StarUML to a 
requirements specification as a Microsoft Word file by 
SpecGen. For using SpecGen, the first step is to extract 
diagrams authored using StarUML to an XMI file. To extract 
needed information from the XMI file, we should understand 
the structure of each object in the XMI file representing the 
UML model extracted from StarUML. Although we can catch 
the owner object of the first lifeline is "User" intuitively from 
the given sequence diagram, we can find it out after tracing 
several lines in the exported XMIs, as depicted in Fig. 5. It 
depicts the example with the shortest trace selected due to 
space constraints, but in some cases, the desired information is 
extracted through a traverse of more than ten lines of XML. 
Similarly, we analyzed all relevant XMI structures and 
compared the attributes in each requirements specification we 
defined. We implemented the transformation rules identified 
as such with SpecGen. 
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Fig. 5. A Fragment of the Transformation from a UML Diagram to a Requirements Specification by SpecGen. 

V. CASE STUDY: AUTOMATIC REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIFICATION FOR A ROBOT PATROL SYSTEM 

We selected a robot patrol system (RPS) as a target system 
to which the proposed requirement specification method is 
applied. RPS is a robot system that provides a service by 
sending out an alarm when an intruder is detected as it patrols 
the designated section. The reason to choose a robot system as 
a target system is that it is one of the typical system domains 
requiring the three components - controller, sensor, and 
actuator - in an embedded system as defined by Broy and 
Stauner [24]. Whereas an operation given for a robot patrol 
system is simple as "Keep patrolling here," many inner-sided 
interactions invisible to users are required to patrol within an 
area. These features are consistent with the feature of the 
target domain area to which we apply the proposed method. 

The followings are the results and explanations of each 
step in Fig. 4 of the proposed model applied to RPS. 

Step1: Identify the external interface of a system 

Fig. 6(a) is the context diagram (level 0 data flow diagram) 
to show the external interface of RPS. To keep the consistency 
with the following use case diagram, we specify all external 
entities as actors. The context diagram defines which entities 

are the sources of data and which entities are the data 
destinations. In RPS, whereas, User, SonarSensor, and 
Encoder are the data sources, Speaker and WheelActuator are 
the data destinations. 

Step2: Identify functional requirements of the system 

Fig. 6(b) is the use case diagram, which specifies 
functional services be provided by the target system. The use 
cases of RPS are: Patrol, Drive to a point, Notify location data, 
Register the obstacle location, Set configuration. And, the 
active actors that invoke a use case are the data source of the 
context diagram. So, the active actors of RPS are User, 
SonarSensor, and Encoder. The data sources of the context 
diagram come to be passive actors being the systems to be 
interfaced in the use case diagram. In RPS, Speaker and 
WheelActuator are the passive actors. 

Step 3: Specify use case descriptions 

Table I shows the use case description of the "Patrol" 
service. We select a tabular style, and most compartments of 
the use case specification are specified, including pre-
conditions and post-conditions. There are one basic flow and 
two alternative flows in the "Patrol" use case. 
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(a)        (b) 

Fig. 6. Artifacts of Black Box-based Requirements Specification for Robot Patrol System: (a) Context Diagram and (b) Use Case Diagram. 

TABLE I. ARTIFACTS OF BLACK BOX-BASED REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION FOR ROBOT PATROL SYSTEM: USE CASE SPECIFICATION FOR "PATROL" 

Use Case Name Patrol 

Actor User 

Brief Description The robot patrols the area based on the range of user input. 

Basic Flow  
of Events 

This use case begins when the user enters the destination range for patrol by GUI and gives the order to start.  

[1] The robot patrolling system(RPS) saves the start and destination positions and switches direction to   
    destination positions. And the RPS gives the start command to Wheel Actuator. 

[2] The RPS reads the sensor values and identifies the intruder. If the intruder is detected, the flow goes to [A1]. 

[3] The RPS reads the current location and checks whether the RPS arrives at the destination. 
     [3.1] If the robot arrives at the destination, give the stop command to Wheel Actuator, where the use case ends.  

     [3.2] If the robot does not arrive at the destination, the flow goes to [2]. 

Alternative Flow 1 

[A1] Intruder detection 
[1] If the intruder is detected, the RPS gives a stop command to the Wheel Actuator.  

[2] The RPS causes alarm bells through the speaker, at which point the use case ends. 

Alternative Flow 2 
[A2] User's stop command 

If the user gives the order to stop at any time, the RPS gives a stop command to the Wheel Actuator, at which point the use case ends.  

Exception Paths N/A 

Extension Points N/A 

Pre-conditions The RPS was initialized state. The robot's starting position is (0, 0). And the direction of the robot is assumed to be 90 degrees. 

Post-conditions The RPS is the stationary state according to user instructions. 

With the artifacts depicted in Fig. 6 and 7, we can see what 
should be developed for the RPS. However, it does not 
provide sufficient information to guide what should be 
implemented because it defines only the interactions between 
actors and the system. If only these artifacts are given to 
developers, comparatively many decisions should be made by 
individual developer's capability to realize the specified 
requirements. If only these artifacts are provided to the 
developer, the individual developers must make a relatively 
large number of decisions, which could be a significant 
burden. The burden to the developers comes from the lack of 
details in requirements specification will be discussed in 
Section 6 with experimental results. 

Step 4: Analyze the state transitions of the controller 

In an embedded system, various sensors and actuators are 
equipped. However, only the controller has a meaningful state 
in an embedded system during the system's execution as other 

sensors or actuators are passive objects that receive 
commanders from the controller. For this reason, the state 
diagram of a controller should be created as a diagram 
explaining the behaviors of a whole embedded system. Fig. 7 
shows the top-level state diagram of PatrolSystemController, 
which controls all other components in RPS. There are five 
meaningful states while the PatrolSystemController runs: Idle, 
Initialized, Patrolling, StoppedAtTheDestination, 
StoppedByIntrution. 

Step 5: Identify collaboration between inter-components 

After analyzing the state transitions of the controller, the 
next step is to identify collaboration between components. 
According to the use case specification in Table I, there are a 
basic flow and two alternative flows in the "Patrol" use case. 
Fig. 8 is the sequence diagram for the scenario combining the 
basic flow and alternative 2 (intruder detection). The one 
different point comparing with typical sequence diagrams is 
that the states are additionally annotated on the lifeline of the 
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controller. We can confirm that the four states- Idle, 
Initialized, Patrolling, StoppedByIntrution – which are related 
to the scenario, are annotated on the lifeline of the 
PatrollSystemController in Fig. 8. The collaboration in Fig. 9 
shows that PatrollSystemController controls the sequence of 
messages to WheelActuatorIF, SonarSensorIF, and SpeakerIF, 

identified as actors as external modules to interface in the use 
case diagram. DirectionCalculator and IntrusionDetectionIF 
newly identified in designing the sequence diagram are also 
identified as the objects collaborating to provide the "Patrol" 
service. 

 

Fig. 7. The State Diagram for Patrol System Controller. 

 

Fig. 8. The Sequence Diagram for the Scenario of the Composition of the Basic Flow and the Alternative Flow 2 in the "Patrol" use Case. 
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Fig. 9. Information Transformation from the Sequence Diagram to Requirements Specification for "Detect Intrusion While Patrolling" Scenario in the Robot 

Patrol System. 

Unlike the general sequence diagram, one more thing to 
note is that the operation connected to each message in the 
sequencediagram must match the operation in the state 
diagram designed earlier. The operations that appeared in the 
state diagram and the state diagram are identical. As a result, 
the sum of the sequence diagrams created as many times as 
necessary contains all the information identified in the state 
diagram. Thus, the source of automatic generation of 
specifications through the following steps is the set of 
sequence diagrams as the result of step 5. 

When step 5 is completed, sequence diagrams are created 
for each scenario combined based on the flow of events of the 
use case. As described above, the sequence diagram guided by 
the proposed model additionally specifies the controller's state 
transition information in the timeline. Using SpecGen, three 
additional requirement specifications are created through steps 
6-8 based on the controller's state transition and the message 
sequence information that the controller controls to perform 
the scenario. 

Step 6: Specify external interaction information 

First, the contents of the external interaction scenario 
specification described in Fig. 9(c) are the same as the 
previous use case specification information. The external 
interaction scenario specification table specifies the stimuli 
and reactions between external actors and the whole system. 
Fig. 10 shows the relationship between the diagram and the 

automatically extracted and generated fragment of each 
specification. For understanding, the matching information is 
denoted by the same black-boxed number. The generated row 
in Fig. 9(c) specifies that User invokes startPatrol (External 
Stumilus) when the system is idle (Current State). Then, 
UserIF, PatrolSystemController, DirectionCalculator, 
WheelActuator-IF, SonarSensotIF, IntrusionDetectionIF, 
SpeakerIF (Owner Component) collaborate each other. The 
system's last reaction is to alarm (System Reaction), and the 
final state is stopped by intrusion. 

The specified content covers just a part of the "Patrol" use 
case. Fig. 9(c) specifies the external interaction scenario 
specification, including another scenario for the regular 
patrolling without any intrusion. 

Step 7: Specify inter-component collaboration information 

The second specification is generated from the message 
passing information in the sequence diagram. As annotated in 
the sequence diagram, the state transitions of the controller are 
also reflected in the inter-component collaboration 
specification. It is extracted one-to-one from each message on 
a sequence diagram. The first action to invoke each 
collaboration starts at the message from GUI (Graphical User 
Interface) object to the controller, not the message from an 
actor already specified in the external interaction scenario 
specification. 
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the Experiment Results from Groups 1 and 2: (a) Elapsed Development Time, (b) The Number of Passed Test Cases, (c) The Number of 

Harmful Symptoms in the Code from Static Analysis. 

Fig. 9(d) shows the inter-component collaboration 
specification for the "detect intrusion while patrolling" 
sequence diagram. A user invokes the startPatrol event. And 
then, the event makes UserIF trigger startPatrol message when 
the controller's state is Idle. Fig. 9(d) captures the message 
passing after the triggering according to the information in 
Fig. 9(b). The state transition of the PatrolSystemController in 
executing the "detect intrusion while patrolling" scenario is 
depicted in the Transformed State column in the specification. 
The state is transit from the Idle state to the states of 
Initialized  Patrolling  Stopped by Intrusion in the 
sequence. 

Fig. 9(d) is the inter-component collaboration specification 
for the "Patrol" use case that includes the messages extracted 
from another sequence diagram for the regular patrolling 
scenario, denoted by shading. The content of Fig. 9(d) could 
be the key development specification for the developer in 
charge of the "Patrol" use case. 

Step 8: Specify development requirements for unit 
components 

The third specification automatically generated by 
SpecGen is the unit component specification. SpecGen 
classifies each message captured in the inter-component 
collaboration specification according to the destination 

component. For example, Fig. 9(e) is a table of the group of 
messages - turnDirection, startWheel, stopWheel- of which 
destination component is the same, WheelActuatorIF. The 
table becomes the unit component specification of 
WheelActuatorIF later if all of the other incoming messages to 
WheelActuatorIF appeared in other sequence diagrams are 
added. Fig. 9(e) is the completely generated unit component 
specification for the WheelActuatorIF of RPS. In the case of 
WheelActuatorIF, the extracted actions to implement the 
scenario in Fig.10 are equivalent to the whole set of actions in 
RPS. The three actions required to implement 
WheelActuatorIF are the same as the APIs for WheelActuator, 
which means that the developer in charge of the 
WheelActuator should implement each action in the unit 
component specification. And the other developers can 
reference the specification when they need to call any actions 
of WheelActuator. 

VI. EVALUATION OF THE AUTOMATICALLY DESIGNED 

REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION FOR A ROBOT PATROL SYSTEM 

A. Experimental Design 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed requirements 
specification method, we designed an experiment. The scope 
of the experimental development is a basic flow and an 
alternative flow of the "Patrol" use case, which is described in 
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Table I. The participants of this experiment were 48 third or 
fourth-year university students from a computer engineering 
program, and they took the 8-week UML education course 
before they participated in the experiment. So, they can be 
classified as novice-level developers with more or fewer 
experiences in software development. 4 to 5 of them created a 
team. 

Consequently, ten teams participated in this experiment. 
We divided the ten teams into two subgroups, one of which 
(group1) was given only the existing use case specification we 
named as the black box-based specification. The other group 
(group2) was given the artifact set of the provided 
requirements specification method as the gray box-based 
specification. The followings are the lists of the provided 
requirements specification artifacts for the two groups: 

 For group1: black box-based requirements specification 

o Use case diagram 

o Use case specifications 

 For group2: gray box-based requirements specification 
(black box-based requirements specification + 
additional requirements specifications generated by 
SpecGen) 

o Use case diagram 

o Use case specifications 

o External interaction scenario specification 

o Inter-component collaboration specification 

o Unit component specification 

The results we wanted to confirm through this experiment 
and the corresponding measures we used were as follows: 

 Enhancement of software development productivity: 
We compared the development time by asking each 
team to record each development phase's required time 
on the PSP sheet (Personal Software Process) [27]. The 
objective of the comparison is to confirm that the 
automatically generated requirements specifications 
from SpecGen contribute to decreasing embedded 
software development time. 

 Enhancement of software product quality: We have 
defined 12 test cases for the given "Patrol" use case and 
tested the result from ten teams according to the test 
cases. And then, we compared the number of passed 
test cases related to functional aspects by each group, 
groups 1 and 2. We wanted to check if the provided 
requirements specifications from SpecGen can help the 
number of passed test cases increase. 

 Enhancement of code quality: We expected that the 
requirements specifications generated from SpecGen 
contribute to enhancing the implemented code quality. 
If our expectation is correct, the number of bad 
symptoms from group 2 will be less than group 1. To 
confirm the assumption, we used the static analysis tool, 
Understand [28], to measure the number of bad 

symptoms inherent in the implementation codes from 
the two groups. 

B. Experimental Results 

 Enhancement of software development productivity: 
According to the PSP record documented during the 
two-week experimental development, the elapsed time 
of group1 in each development phase was shorter than 
group2. The teams' average total elapsed development 
time in group1 and group2 to develop the same use 
case, "Patrol," were 6,022 minutes and 3,950 minutes, 
respectively. The development time of group1 is the 
same as 66% of the elapsed time of group2. 

As shown in Fig. 10(a), it is confirmed that group2 
performed all steps, which are successive to the requirements 
specification, in less time than group1. In particular, the time 
taken for group2 to perform the design activity was less by 
61% compared to group1. This decrease in development time 
can be interpreted as the benefit of the additionally provided 
requirements specifications generated by SpecGen, which 
include the analysis model in the early stage. 

On the other hand, in the test phase, the execution time of 
group2 was less by only 8% compared to group1. In this 
experiment, the teams accomplished only integration tests 
since only a use case, "Patrol," was the development scope. 

Since the use case specification is the exact requirements 
artifact provided for both groups, there is little difference in 
the information used for testing, so we can understand that 
there is no significant difference in the time taken for testing. 
To compare the time required for maintenance, we made the 
same request to change the requirements for each team 
belonging to both groups. The time to reflect the change 
request to the implementation code and test the changed code 
was measured as the maintenance time. As the teams in 
group2 can utilize the component collaboration specification 
generated from SpecGen, they took almost half the time of 
group1. 

To ascertain that the elapsed time declines do not come 
from individual student's programming capabilities, we 
performed a simple regression analysis to analyze the 
correlation between the development time of each group and 
individual grades in programming-related courses. As a result, 
the R-Square value is 0.01, which explains no influence 
between students' development time and individual 
capabilities. Thus, the development time decline could be 
interpreted as the benefit of the proposed software 
requirements specifications. 

 Enhancement of software product quality: We checked 
the number of passed test cases without any detected 
errors. The counted test cases are related to the 
functional requirements of the RPS, and the total test 
cases were 12. Fig. 10(b) shows that 7.2 test cases, 
averagely, are passed through the test in the product of 
group1. On the other hand, the average number of the 
passed test case in group2 was 9.6. This result means 
that compared with the development result of group1, 
the development result of group2 satisfies the given 
requirements by 33% more completely. 
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 Enhancement of code quality: We used Understand, a 
static analysis tool, to evaluate each group's quality of 
source codes. As a result, the number of detected bad 
symptoms of the source code implemented by group1 
was 2.6 times larger than group2. The types of detected 
errors were unused program units, unused variables and 
parameters, unused objects, and uninitialized items, as 
shown in Fig. 10(c). These errors can be risks in 
software maintenance or reduce the efficiency of 
memory utilization in the future. Moreover, there is a 
wide variation in the number of detected errors 
extracted from five individual teams in group1, from 5 
to 130. These figures produce evidence that there was 
no design guideline for developers (students), which 
can cause the quality of source code to depend wholly 
on individual developers' capability. On the other hand, 
we found a comparatively slight variation, from 13 to 
42, in the numbers of detected total errors from five 
teams in group2. It shows that the proposed 
requirements specifications helped developers in 
group2 to construct uniformly qualified codes. 

C. Comparison with Related Work 

As proved by the experimental result, the proposed method 
help enhance the productivity of embedded software 
development and the quality of the product itself and 
implementation code. We analyze that the enhancement comes 
from providing (1) guidelines for the degree of detail for each 
analysis diagram, (2) support of an automating tool for the 
creation of specifications from the analysis diagrams, and 
(3) the specification methods for each development phase. 
Table II shows the results of comparing several related works 
and this study, based on the satisfaction of the features as 
mentioned above. Compared with that other related work [13, 
18, 29, 30] limits providing guidelines for the degree of detail 
for each diagram and supporting an automatic tool for the 
proposed specification methods, Table II shows that this study 
acquires originality by providing the critical features 
mentioned above. 

TABLE II. COMPARISON REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION METHODS 

 [13] [18] [29] [30] This Study 

Guidelines for the degree 

of detail for each diagram 
X X X X O 

Automatic creation of 

specifications 
X X X X O 

Specification method for 
each deployment phase 

O O O X O 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This study presents a gray box-based software 
requirements specification method for embedded system 
domain and guidelines for constructing an analysis model in 
the requirements phase, which can be a source of requirements 
extraction. The case study on a robot patrol system 
development demonstrates how the proposed guidelines are 
realized during the analysis model development and which 
information is documented as a requirements specification 
from the analysis model. An experiment to show the 

quantitative benefits of applying the proposed specification 
method and the revised supporting tool is conducted. The 
result of comparing this study and several related works based 
on the critical success features that brought about the 
enhancement demonstrated by the experimental results is also 
discussed. 

Compared with our previous study, the originalities in this 
work could be captured in that: 

 It proves the extensibility of the proposed gray box-
based approach to automatic requirements specification 
by showing the result from applying it to the whole 
system of a robot patrol system different from the case 
study in the previous work. It shows that the proposed 
model is not a solution dedicated to a specific domain. 

 It shows the evaluation results of the proposed approach 
with more various aspects. In addition to the decrease of 
the elapsed time for the software development phases 
after requirements, this study shows that the number of 
passed test cases of the target system can be increased 
by using the requirements specification automatically 
generated by the SpecGen, an automating tool for 
supporting the proposed model. Furthermore, the 
evaluation result shows that the source code's detected 
bad symptoms are decreased by a meaningful amount in 
the development group using the proposed approach 
compared with the other group not using it. All of the 
findings were measured quantitatively on an actual 
robot patrol system development, not a contrived 
system only for an experiment, which can be one of the 
originalities of our work. 

 It provides more accessibility for embedded software 
developers by utilizing a more popular open-source 
UML authoring tool. In the previous work, the 
automating tool runs with ArgoUML. But, ArgoUML is 
not a widely used tool, and the upgrading is stopped. In 
this work, we re-build the automating tool, SpecGen, 
integrating with StarUML, one of the most popular 
UML authoring tools. Thus, more developers who 
already experienced StarUML can easily adopt 
SpecGen in their development. 
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Abstract—The recommender system is a knowledge-based 

filtering system that predicts the users' rating and preference for 

what they might desire. Simultaneously, the neighborhood 

method is a promising approach to perform predictions, 

resulting in a high accuracy based on the common items. This 

method, furthermore, could affect the resulting accuracy value 

because when each user provides limited data and sparsity, the 

accuracy of value might be narrow down as a consequence. In 

this research, we use the Swarm Intelligent (SI) technique in the 

recommender system to overcome this problem, whereby SI will 

train each feature to optimal weight. This technique's main 

objective is to form better groups of similar users and improve 

recommendations' accuracy. The intelligent swarm technique 

used to compare its accuracy to help provide recommendations is 

the Firefly and Bat Algorithm. The results show that the Firefly 

Algorithm has slightly better performance than the Bat 

Algorithm, with a difference in the mean absolute error of 

0.02013333. The significance test using the independent t-test 

method states that no statistically significant difference between 
Bat and Firefly algorithm. 

Keywords—Bat algorithm; firefly algorithm; collaborative 

filtering; recommender system; swarm intelligent 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The recommender system is research that is most popular 
in the business world. The recommender system is developed 
on several algorithms to find the best pattern from data and 
provide a recommendation by filtering a preference-based on 
the user's interests or needs [1], weighted update [2]. For 
example, one of the recommender system's prominent 
implementations is the amazon online store to offer similar 
books according to customer search history when visiting the 
online store. 

Plenty of techniques can develop recommendation systems 
such as Content-Based Filtering, Collaborative Filtering, and 
Knowledge-Based Filtering. Content-Based Filtering, 
moreover, is a user modelling process in which users’ interest 
is inferred from the items the user interacts with [3][4][5]. The 
items refer to usually textual, for example, email or web pages. 
In Content-based Filtering, the most defining features are used 
to model items and users. Meanwhile, the most discriminatory 
parts are identified and stored as vectors containing the 
components and their weights. The user model usually consists 
of user-item features. User models and recommendation 
candidates are compared to generate recommendations, for 

example, using the vector space model and the cosine 
similarity coefficient. 

The second technique is Collaborative Filtering (CF). This 
technique will inform the user based on the feedback from 
other users who have relatively similar attributes [6][7]. The 
semblance of two users' tastes is calculated based on the 
history presented rating [8]. There are two CF approaches, 
namely the neighborhood-based method and the latent factor 

model - matrix factorization [8]. 

Neighborhood-based methods provide a study about the 
relationships between items or between users. The item 
approach is based on the user's preference for an object based 
on the same users' ranking of similar items [9]. Another case 
with the latent factor model - matrix factorization, which 
converts items and users to the same latent factor space [9]. 
The latent space is then used to explain the ranking by 
characterizing the product and user in terms of automatically 
generated factors from user feedback. 

The neighborhood-based method is popular enough 
because of its simplicity, efficiency, and ability to produce 
accurate and personalized recommendations [8]. 
Neighborhood-based methods make predictions based on 
common items that help the accuracy value when each user 
provides limited data, and the spread, the resulting accuracy 
value will be small-scale [9]. Some researchers have tried 
adding techniques such as clustering [10] and intelligent swarm 
[11]. The addition of the SI uses the recommender technique to 
learn the optimal weight of each feature. Thus, it can form 
better groups of similar users and improve recommendations. 

This research tried to combine IS techniques (BA and FA) 
with the neighborhood-based method to solve the sparsity 
problem and improve the accuracy of the recommendation 
system. First, IS methods are trained to get each feature's 
optimal weight, which is then used by the neighborhood-based 
method to get the rating prediction. At the end of the 
experiment, MAE and RMSE values will be obtained, which 
show the comparison of the accuracy of the BA and FA in 
providing recommendations. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In the last few decades, metaheuristic techniques have 
experienced rapid development due to their increased search 
efficiency. Researchers have widely used the SI metaheuristic 
technique to find the most optimal solution search space 
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phenomenon [11]. In System recommendations, the intelligent 
swarm is used to learn each feature's optimal weight to get a 
group of similar users who can be called active users [12]. 

The research uses weight updates for group decision-
making that have similar parameters to be used by decision-
makers (DMs). This model involves stakeholders who may 
have the same or different parameters in choosing parameters 
so that they can accommodate the interests of all DMs to obtain 
alternative decisions [2]. Furthermore, S. Ujjin and P. J. 
Bentley, [13] used the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 
technique to generate a set of weights for user features and 
used a modified Euclidean function to generate 
recommendations. Their approach shows a considerable 
improvement over the Pearson algorithm compared to the 
Genetic algorithm. 

Meanwhile, R. Katarya and O. P. Verma, [14] used K-
Means to provide initial parameters for the PSO algorithm. The 
PSO algorithm itself is used to optimize Fuzzy C Means 
Clustering. Experiments conducted on the MovieLens Dataset 
show that there are several improvements from the existing 
method. 

Research conducted by J. Sobecki, [15] compared several 
SI algorithms, namely Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), 
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Intelligent Weed 
Optimization (IWO), Bee Colony Optimization (BCO), and 
Bat Algorithm (BA) [16], in recommendations of student 
courses. Prediction accuracy shows a difference of only 0.1 
between the five algorithms. 

Tried to improve the CF-based recommendation system's 
quality using two Swarm Intelligence methods, namely BA and 
ABC [17]. This research aims to improve the quality of the 
traditional recommendation system. The authors use PCC to 
find similarities between users in the utility matrix and Swarm 
Intelligent methods to find the best weight of items to get good 
neighbors called active users. The data used in this study is the 
Jester dataset by Ken Goldberg, from AUTO Lab, UC 
Berkeley. This study indicates that BA has a 6.9% better 
quality than ABC, obtained a lower root mean squared error 
(RMSE) score than ABC, and higher precision, recall, and F1 
score. In another research, [17]. Used BA to improve the 
recommendation system's quality [9]. The difference with the 
first research was in using the trust-aware matrix technique to 
create a utility matrix, which is then optimized - using BA. The 
data used in this study is a dataset from MovieLens, Epinions, 
CiaoDVD, and Filmtrust. To measure the performance of BA, 
the writer compared it with Particle Swarm Optimization 
(PSO), where BA obtained better results, both in terms of 
measuring Mean Squared Error (MAE) as much as 3.84% 
better and BA reaching 85.54% compared to PSO of 85.54% 
compared to PSO of 81.85%. 

Another research combined Fuzzy C Means (FCM) and Bat 
Optimization to solve CF's sparsity and scalability problem 
[18]. BA serves to find the most optimal number of clusters 
from FCM. This study uses Movie Lens film rating data to be 
compared with the number of different neighbors and other 
clustering methods such as K-Means and SOM Clusters. This 
study indicates that the MAE score obtained by FCM and BA 

is smaller than other methods in the sense that BA can improve 
the quality of the clustering-based recommendation system. 

Improving CF's performance using swarm intelligence can 
be done with several other swarm intelligence methods such as 
PSO. M. Wasid and V. Kant, introduced a new strategy in the 
recommendation system by combining it with Fuzzy Features 
or FPSO-CF [19]. This study aims to improve CF's accuracy, 
where PSO is used to find user weights and represent user 
features so that the authors use fuzzy sets more efficiently. 
Experiments were carried out using a movie lens dataset, with 
60 films and 497 users. This study indicates that FPSO-CF has 
higher accuracy and lower error than Pearson CF, Fuzzy CF, 
and Fuzzy Genetic CF. 

Research conducted by [20] using the Firefly Algorithm 
improves the quality of a collaborative filtering-based 
recommendation system. The MovieLens Dataset is used and 
collected by the GroupLens research project at the University 
of Minnesota [20]. The study results indicate that the proposed 
method significantly improves the recommendations' accuracy 
and improves the recommendations' prediction quality and 

performance. 

The above studies prove that the combination of SI and CF 
techniques helps achieve better personalized recommendations 
for users. Therefore, continuing this work further, in this paper, 
we have tried to compare the Bat (BA) [21] algorithm and 
firefly [16], [22] in the calculation of feature weights and the 
measurement of the Pearson Correlation Coefficient to find the 
neighbors of active users. Finally, top-N recommendations 
were made for finding active users. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD AND ALGORITHM 

A. Recommender System 

A recommendation system can also be called a decision 
support system that can direct users to personalize items of 
interest or be liked by users. The recommendation system can 
provide users with inner directions by finding items that match 
user preferences [23]. The recommendation system's basic 
form works with two methods, specifically user-item 
interaction, such as rating or buying behavior, and attribute 
information about users and items such as profiles or search 
keywords. The first method is user-item interaction called 
collaborative filtering, while the second method is called 
content-based [24]. The content-based method works by 
checking the attributes of the recommended item. For instance, 
if Netflix users have watched many movies with the cowboy 
genre, then the next film to recommend is a cowboy. 
Meanwhile, collaborative filtering recommends items based on 
similarities between users or between items. In other words, 
items recommended to users are likes by other similar users 
[25]. 

B. Collaborative Filtering 

Collaborative filtering (CF) is the most popular method of 
finding recommendations. CF works based on predictions and 
ratings or the behavior of other users in the system. The 
fundamentals behind this method are opinions of other users 
can be selected and aggregated in such a way as to provide a 
reasonable prediction of the preferences of the active user. It 
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can be intuitively assumed that if users agree about some items' 
quality or relevance, they will probably agree about other 
items. Another example, if a group of users likes the same 
things as Mary, then Mary is likely to like the things they like 
[26]. This approach is based on a simple idea; users will prefer 
items recommended by others who have something in the 
standard [27]. 

An example is like giving recommendations for places to 
eat that we like to our friends. What distinguishes other 
approaches is that CF only considers the utility matrix. CF is a 
stand-alone method because it does not know the item except 
the user [27]. 

C. Neighborhood-Based Collaborative Filtering 

The neighborhood-based method, or it can be called 
memory-based, is the earliest method developed for 
collaborative filtering. This method is based on the fact that the 
users form a similar rating pattern on similar items [24], unlike 
the model-based approach, which is difficult to provide 
recommendations for films that do not match the film's 
information. As a result, a model-based recommendation 
system recommends films that are not according to user 
preferences [28]. Meanwhile, the neighborhood-based method 
can address those weaknesses [28]. 

D. User-Based Collaborative Filtering 

This method is designed to find similarities from users who 
have similar rating patterns to other users and rated the item in 
question [27]. For instance, if Alice and Bob have rated films 
the same way in the past, other users could use Alice's ratings 
in film A to predict Bob's non-rated ratings on film A. In 
general, most similar users to Bob can be used to make ranking 
predictions for Bob. The similarity function is calculated 
between rating rows to find similar users. Pearson Correlation 
Coefficient and Cosine Similarity could be used to calculate 
similarity [29]. 

Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) is a correlation 
search method developed by Karl Pearson. Meanwhile, 
correlation is a measurement technique that determines how 
close the relationship between the two variables is. The 
measurement results of the PCC can be either positive or 
negative. A positive relationship shows that the two variables 
have a parallel (linear) increase in value. Meanwhile, a 
negative relationship shows that the two variables have a 
parallel (linear) decrease in value. A parallel is an increase or 
decrease in value that follows between two variables. Equation 
(1) is used to calculate the similarity between users or items 
[24]. 
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Where, ),( vusim  is the similarity value between user u  

and user v , iur ,  and ivr , are the values of user u  and user v  

against the item, and ur  and vr  are the mean values of user u  

and user v  against the item. 

E. BAT Algorithm 

Bat Algorithm (BA) is a metaheuristic method based on 
swarm intelligence proposed by Xin-She [30] and BA the 
proposed work is formulated as a non-linear optimization 
problem [16]. BA was inspired by small bats (microbats) that 
use echolocation/sonar to detect prey [12]. Most of the bat 
species are insectivorous. Besides using echolocation to catch 
food, bats also use it to avoid obstacles and find perches in the 
dark. Echolocation works by emitting sound, and then when 
the sound hits the object, the sound will return to the source 

[30]. Bats fly randomly and have position ix , velocity iv , 

frequency if , pulse rate ir  and loudness iA , to find the 

optimal solution. The bat moves each iteration to come up with 
a new solution that may be more optimal [12]. The following 
are the steps of the BA algorithm. A New Discretization of Bat 
algorithm in Equation (2), (3), and (4). 
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Where,   is the random vector between ]1,0[ , and 1t  

is a number of iteration. 

Update the best position of x best using (5). 

t

oldnew Axx 
             (5) 

Where,  determines the measurement and helps in getting 
the convergence velocity from BA. 

Save the best solutions. This step save the best current 

solution as well as update the loudness iA  and pulse rate ir  

Equation (6) and (7). 
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F. Firefly Algorithm 

Firefly algorithm is a SI method inspired by nature, namely 
the firefly lifestyle. Xin-She developed this method in 2007 
[31] [24]. As with other SI methods, the Firefly algorithm aims 
to solve optimization problems like the firefly lifestyle. 
Fireflies produce short, rhythmic lights that are different from 
one another. Firefly populations each have their lighting 
characteristics. In this method, the firefly is compared, and the 
less bright fireflies move towards, the brighter fireflies [32]. 
The firefly chosen as the most attractive is the optimal response 
to the problem [20], dynamic adaptive [22], and hybrid firefly 
algorithm [16]. 

Fireflies' attraction is their brightness, the light intensity at 
a certain distance from the light source as an inverse-square 
law. That means that the light intensity will decrease with 
increasing distance. The fireflies' attractiveness is directly 
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proportional to the nearby fireflies' light intensity and is 
measured depending on the length of the fireflies from one 

another. The equation of variation of attractiveness 
 
with 

distance r  is defined (8) [33]. 

2.

0.
re  

              (8) 

Where 0  is the value of the firefly attractiveness when 

0r  and   is the light absorption coefficient. The position 

shift of the firefly i  attracted to the firefly j  is determined by 

(9) [20]. 
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G. Rating Prediction 

Collaborative filtering aims to predict an empty rating of 
the utility matrix. There are various methods to do this, and one 
of those is the k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN). k-NN approach is 
one of the data mining methods considered among the top 10 
data mining techniques [20]. The k-NN approach uses the well-
known concept of Cicero pares cum paribus facility 
congregant (birds of a feather flock together or equivalent to 
equals easily associated). It attempts to identify an unknown 
sample based on the known classification of its neighbors. k-
NN is used to predict the consumer's rating, following the k-
NN method [14](10). 
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Where ),( vusim  is the similarity value between user u  

and user v , uir̂  is predicted values of user u  for the items i  

and vir are the values of user v  for the item i . 

H. Evaluation 

The recommendation engine's output is also calculated as a 
rating Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) or Mean Absolute 
Error (MAE), calculating the delta between real and expected 
ratings. For more significant errors, the RMSE metric is used, 
while MAE benefits from simple understanding. 

Whenever a new known rating is captured in the system, 
the deployed recommendation engine's accuracy must be 
continuously measured. The new actual rating is paired against 
the recommender's previous prediction [27]. MAE and RMSE 
formula can be seen at (11) and (12), respectively. 
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To determine whether the differences between the two 
proposed models are statistically significant or not, we applied 
an independent t-test for an unpaired sample [16], [20]. The 
Independent sample t-test is defined by (13). 
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This study used data from an open dataset at movielens.org, 
which contained 100,000 users who rated the film [27]. The 
distribution of the dataset can be seen in Table I. 

TABLE I. DATA DISTRIBUTION IN DATASET 

Data Ratings Users Movies 

Training 72456 

943 1639 Testing 18114 

Totals 90570 

These stages begin with data collection from the 
MovieLens 100K site. A preprocessing process consists of 
features extraction to obtain movies id, users id, ratings, and 
timestamp. Furthermore, the data is transformed into a utility 
matrix to look for similarities using the Pearson Correlation 
Coefficient (PCC). The similarity matrix results are optimized 
using SI to obtain each user's weight. After that, data is divided 
into training data and testing data. The rating prediction was 
calculated using k-NN method by considering the user weight. 
The steps above could see in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Our Proposed Approach. 

IV. PROPOSED METHOD 

This research used data in the MovieLens 100K dataset, 
consisting of 943 users and 1680 films with a spread rate of 
99.1%. The first stage is the data pre-processing. The purpose 
of data pre-processing is to extract features from the rating data 
in order to get useful features before making predictions. The 
next step is to carry out each user's weighting process using the 
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BA and Firefly algorithm. The BA and Firefly algorithm do the 
process repeatedly to get the best solution. 

In the BA implementation, the initial alpha value is 0.95, 
and the gamma is 0.05. With a bat's population is 50, times the 
number of dimensions in the similarity matrix is 943, and a 
generation is initiated by multiplying population and dimension 
(50*943). Different from BA, there is no initial dimension at 
parameter initiation in the Firefly algorithm. 

Parameter alpha in the Firefly algorithm was set at 1.0, beta 
at 1, and gamma at 0.95. The generation and the number of 
dimensions in the Firefly similarity matrix algorithm were set 
the same with BA in 943. Furthermore the sis initiation 
parameters can be seen in Table II. 

TABLE II. PARAMETER INITIATION OF EACH SIS 

Parameters Bat Algorithm Firefly Algorithm 

Dimension 943 - 

Population 50 943 

Generation 50*943 943 

Alpha 0.95 1.0 

Beta - 1 

Gamma 0.95 0.01 

When a new active user enters the system whose 
suggestions are to be made, BA and Firefly iteratively optimize 
the feature (item) weight by searching in the search space 

dimension m  (item total). The results of this calculation can 
be seen in Table III. 

TABLE III. WEIGHTING RESULT COMPARISON OF BAT AND FIREFLY 

Methods 
Max  

Weights 

Min 

Weights 

Avg  

Weights 

Std 

Weights 

BA 4.600450 -4.731380 -0.048353 1.695925 

Firefly 0.257814 0.001194 0.006614 0.017754 

After the feature weighting has been studied, active user 
neighbours are then formed using PCC to measure the distance 
between two similar users using (1). PCC is modified by 
multiplying the actual rank by the weight calculated by the BA 
and Firefly algorithms. 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

This section describes the results of the experiments that 
have been carried out and the work's findings. Several previous 
studies have stated that adding SI to traditional methods such 
as PCC can provide better predictive values. Therefore, in this 
experiment, we also add the conventional method's 
experimental results without SI modification. 

An active user that was generated with BA and Firefly 
picked up from the highest weight. In this sense, we compare 
the error calculation results between the models trained using 
50,100 and 200 active users in this test. The mean absolute 
error and RMSE values obtained using PCC, BA, and Firefly 
algorithms are shown in Table IV. The results show the active 
users generated by SI can improve the recommendation 
system's quality by 20%. 

TABLE IV. RESULT OBTAINED USING BA AND FIREFLY ON MOVIELENS 

DATA SET 

Methods Active Users MAE RMSE Time (s) 

PCC 

50 0.7331 1.0111 2.17 

100 0.7438 1.0392 5.25 

200 0.7231 1.0014 20.5 

BA 

50 0.6033 0.8669 10.8 

100 0.6287 0.8839 4.53 

200 0.6506 0.9010 17.7 

Firefly 

50 0.6010 0.8680 6.69 

100 0.6049 0.8695 4.9 

200 0.6163 0.8727 11.7 

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 graphically show the MAE variation for 
different numbers of active users randomly selected using both 
algorithms. 

 

Fig. 2. Comparison MAE of user Active and non user Active. 

 

Fig. 3. Comparison RMSE of user Active and non user Active. 
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Thereafter, based on the experiment results using the active 
user, the recommender system that uses a certain optimal 
swarm intelligence weight has decreased in the error 
calculation. For MAE and RMSE scores, the Firefly Algorithm 
has a slightly better score than the BA. Meanwhile, the 
weightless recommendation system shows that the MAE and 
RMSE results are still relatively high. It concludes using the 
weightiest users affects the quality of the recommendation 
system. However, the execution time on the weightless 
recommendation system has a shorter time than the weighted 
ones. It could see in Fig. 2 and 3 sections 50 users that there is 
a significant difference in execution time, although, at 200 
users, the time from the traditional recommendation system has 
increased. It concludes the more users there are, the more 
execution time is needed and does not affect the increase or 
decrease in the error calculation result. 

In this research, we applied an independent sample t-test to 
saw the significance of the BAT and Firefly algorithm. The 
results of the independent t-test can be seen in Table V. 

TABLE V. THE RESULT OF INDEPENDENT T-TEST ON MOVIELENS DATA 

SET 

User Active 
MAE 

BAT Firefly 

50 0.6033 0.601 

100 0.6287 0.6049 

200 0.6506 0.6163 

Mean 0.62753333 0.6074 

Standard deviation 0.023671572 0.007950472 

  0.05 

Degree of freedom 4 

t-Value calculated using (3) 1.140233717 

Tests to determine the null hypothesis are 
210 :  H . it 

means that there is no difference between BAT )( 1 and Firefly 

algorithm )( 2 . Meanwhile, the alternative hypothesis was 

211 :  H  which is explains there is a difference between 

BAT )( 1  and Firefly algorithm )( 2 . 

Refer to the test results in Table IV, the t-value = 
1.140233717 and df = 4. Using the Two Tails T Distribution 
Table, the t-table value = 2.776 for the error rate of 5% and 
4.604 for the error rate of 1%. Since the t-value is in the area of 

acceptance for the 
0H  hypothesis at an error level of 5% or 1%, 

it can be concluded that there is no statistically significant 
difference between BAT and Firefly algorithms. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The neighborhood method is a promising approach to 
perform predictions, resulting in a high accuracy based on the 
common items. This method, furthermore, could affect the 
resulting accuracy value because when each user provides 
limited data and sparsity, the accuracy of value might be 
narrow down as a consequence. The recommender system can 
use SI technique to overcome this problem. In this work, we 
proposed an approach to giving weights to the items in the 

user-item rating matrix to find the active user's better 
neighborhood using the BA and firefly algorithm. This method 
helped provide personalized recommendations to all users as it 
generated a different set of weights for each user. 

The MAE value shows that SI can improve the 
recommender system's quality by 20%. For MAE scores, the 
Firefly Algorithm has a slightly better score than the BA. BA 
had MAE score 0.6033, 0.6287 and 0.6506 for k=50, 100 and 
200 respectively. Meanwhile, Firefly Algorithm had an MAE 
score of 0.601, 0.6049, and 0.6163 for k=50, 100, and 200, 
respectively. 

The test result using the independent t-test method got t-
value=1.140233717. Since the t-value accepted the null 
hypothesis at an error level of 5% or 1%, the conclusion was 
there is no statistically significant difference between BA and 
Firefly algorithms. 

VII. FUTURE WORK 

In our future work, we would like to add implicit feedback 
as an additional feature in IS. This thinking stems from the 
assumption that users' preferences and preferences may change 
over time. Thus, the addition of the time parameter may make 
the resulting prediction more relevant and follow the user's 
interests. 

In addition, it is necessary to think of a way to reduce the 
scalability of the recommendation system in the future. It is a 
typical case that adding IS slows down the recommendation 
calculation process. Therefore, it is necessary to think of a way 
to reduce this problem. The application of the clustering 
method at the beginning is probably one way that can do. 
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Abstract—Proper functioning of the air compressor ensures 

stability for many critical systems. The ill-effect of the 

breakdown caused by the wear and tear in the system can be 

mitigated if there exists an effective automated fault classification 

system. Traditionally, the simulation-based methods help to 

extend to identify the faults; however, those systems are not so 

effective enough to build real-time adaptive methods for the fault 

detection and its type. This paper proposes an effective model for 

the fault classification in the air compressor based on the real-

time empirical acoustic sensor time-series data were taken on a 

sampling frequency of 50Khz. In the proposed work, the time-

series datais transformedinto the frequency domain using fast 

Fourier transforms,where half of the signals are considered due 

to its symmetric representation. Afterward, a masking operation 

is carried out to extract significant feature vectors fed to the 

multilayer perception neural network. The uniqueness of the 

proposed system is that it requires less trainable parameters, 

thus reduces the training time and imposes lower memory 

overhead. The model is benchmarked with performance metric 

accuracy, and it is found that the proposed masked feature set-

based MLP-ANN exhibits an accuracy of 91.32%. In contrast, 

the LSTM based fault classification model gives only 83.12% 

accuracy, takes more training time, and consumes more memory. 

Thus, the proposed model is realistic enough to be considered a 

real-time monitoring system of the fault and control. However, 

other performance metrics like precision, recall, and F1-Score 

are also promising with the LSTM based fault classifier. 

Keywords—Air-compressor; fault detection; LSTM; multi-layer 

perception; ANN; acoustic sensor data 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The air compressors (AC) play a significant role in 
essential functions like fuel injection and metal finishing in the 
aircraft's design [1]. The ACs are used widely in thermal plants 
[2], power generation systems [3], vehicle propulsion [4] and 
pipeline systems [5], etc. In building an effective quality 
control system, the compressor simulation plays an 
essentialrole in evaluating the tolerable pressure by the 
different components of the aircraft while in transit [6]. 
Specifically, the aircraft manufacturer depends on the very 
high quality of the compressors for every phase of the 

production for the operative success of the functions. Another 
important aspect is that the aircraft components thwart the 
contamination due to mixing the air with the lubricants in ACs. 
Fig. 1 demonstrates the common applications in aircraft ACs.In 
order to design the complete line of the product of anair 
compressor, a compress air system is used. Two main air 
compressors are widely used: i) Rotary screw AC, and 
ii) Reciprocating ACs used depending upon the application 
requirements. 

The automated fault classification (AFC) problem in 
compressors has attracted researchers to address the issues and 
build solution paradigms in the recent past so that early 
detection can minimize the damage caused to the overall 
system. The early warning systems are a step towards 
preventive maintenance [7], which is broadly classified into 
two categories,namely: i) maintenance on breakdown [8] and 
ii) condition-based maintenance (CBM) [9-10]. However, the 
CBMhas taken an edge over the maintenance on breakdown 
because the CBMperforms both the detection and seclusion of 
the faults that occurred in the early stage of the breakdown 
itself. The early and intelligent fault detection system [11] 
synchronizes with the conditions [12] of the various machine 
aspects dynamic changes in pressure, temperature, vibration, or 
acoustics [13]. Dhosi et al. [14] reviewed the correlation of 
vibrations and fault for various machines like pumps, turbines, 
and compressors. However, the most predominant 
measurement for fault detection is an acoustic signal.Some of 
the recent studies include the fault diagnosis in the planetary 
gearbox [15], Polak et al. [16], have highlighted the fault 
detection in the compressor, combustion engines using acoustic 
signals, last but not least, Ahmed et al. [17] reviews the use of 
acoustic measurement for the power unit fault detection in 
aircraft. 

This paper proposes fault classification in the air 
compressor based on the real-time empirical acoustic sensor 
data. However, the challenging point in designing such an 
intelligent fault detection system (IFDS) is to identify the 
sensitive points from where the signals are acquired, and that is 
performed by the mechanism of the sensitive point or position 
analysis (SPA) [18-19]. The raw data collected from all the 
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sensitive positions are exposed to various noises requiring 
appropriate denoising treatments [20]. The learning model does 
not take these de-noised data directly into its computing model. 
Therefore, the significant information representation of the 
acoustic signals using mathematical models plays a vital role in 
accuracy for both dimensionality reduction and predictor 
performance. Various representations of the signals, including 
time, frequency, and time & frequency domains, are found in 
the designing of the fault detection systems for pipeline 
leakage [21], mechanical compound fault [22], centrifugal 
compressor [23], and reciprocating compressor [24]. 
Theoretically, the detection probability and accuracy are 
assumed to be higher if more features are considered while 
designing the detection models [25]. However, in contrast, the 
machine learning-based model performances degrade with the 
higher number of features [26] due to ill-effect posed by high 
polynomiality complexities and approximation. 

Furthermore, this is handled by using an effective feature 
selection mechanism towards dimension reduction techniques 
like Partial least squares (PLS) used in the gas turbine's 
compressor blade [27]. Many other popular ones used in 
machines related faults detection systems are PCA [28], the 
variance of the ICA [29], etc. Moreover, there exist various 
types of faults which is trained to the model using these feature 
sets and many of the learning models as a function 
approximator such that if Yn represents all the feature set, then 
a function Fn emerge out as Fn(Yn)  C, where C is the class 
or the type of the faults. Popular learning models used in the 
fault classification in the machine are linear-SVM used for 
vehicle power systems [30], CNN for bearing fault 
classification [31], and LSTM for compressor valves [32]. 
Towards achieving better classification performance, this paper 
has presented an effective model for the fault-classification in 
the air compressor using a multilayer perceptron neural 
network that overcomes memory overhead, unlike Long Short 
Term Memory (LSTM) based approaches. The paper utilizes 
the autistic signal data prepared by Verma et al. [33] from 24 
sensor positions based on SPA from an air compressor. The 
entire process flow of this method is described in the respective 
sections in this paper as a snap-view given in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 1. Air Compressor Application in Aircraft. 

 

Fig. 2. Snap View of the Paper Organization. 

As mentioned in the above Fig. 2 the remaining part of the 
paper are organized as follows: Section II discusses the related 
work in the context of AC fault prediction, Section III presents 
dataset visualization and analysis; Section IV discusses the 
implementation of LSTM model; Section V discusses 
implementationof the proposed model based on MLP; 
Section VI presents the result and performance analysis of the 
proposed system and finally entire work of this paper is 
concluded in Section VII. 

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

This section discusses the related work carried out towards 
air compressor fault prediction. In the existing literature, there 
are two kinds of approaches used to predict fault AC 
classification. The first one is the model-based approach, and 
the second is the data-driven approach [34]. The model-based 
approaches utilize mathematical modeling for machine life 
estimation and fault prediction [35-36]. In contrast, data-driven 
approaches are based on statistical analysis and soft computing 
approaches like machine learning, deep learning, and 
evolutionary. However, model-based approaches involve 
complicated procedures to describe attributes of the mechanical 
system [37]. Conditions of a mechanical system like air 
compressors can be analyzed by processing sensory data using 
data-driven and soft-computing approaches [38]. The work 
carried out by Ouadine et al. [39] has applied a neural network 
optimized using a genetic algorithm for predicting Aircraft 
AC-bearing fault. The dataset used in this study consists of 
vibratory signals captured from different bearings defects. The 
features are determined based on spectral density estimation, 
and prediction outcomes were compared with discriminant 
analysis classifier.Li et al. [40] introduced an intelligent fault 
detection system for mechanical rotating systems. The study 
uses a recurrent neural network (RNN) with fuzzy logic. The 
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RNN filters the input signal, and then the filtered signal is fed 
to fuzzy logic to detect faults. Ghorbanian and Gholamrezaei 
[41] investigated the application of different machine learning 
mechanisms in the context of analyzing performance 
compressors. The authors have utilized general regression 
neural (GRN) and MLP to simulate the performance of these 
models. The result indicated GRN is less associated with mean 
error and performed well with the experimental data but 
limited to interpolationfactor. On the other hand, MLP was 
evaluated, and the result indicated the most favorable outcome 
to analyze compressor performance.The work of Aravinth and 
Sugumaran [42] adopted a statistical feature extraction 
approach and random forest (RF) classifier to monitor and 
predict the fault in the AC to avoid regular failure in industrial 
and domestic applications. In this study,the accelerometer 
sensory signal is processed via a statistical approach, and RF is 
applied to detect the type of fault in AC.Fan et al. [43] have 
considered the case study of vehicle communication and 
presented their work on predicting AC breakdown using data 
streamed by the vehicles. The authors have used histogram 
analysis to model the signal. However, the histogram is a more 
straightforward approach that can determine the deviation in 
the signal to some extent. The study of Cui et al. [44] suggested 
an intelligent model for the early detection of faults in AC. The 
approach used in this study is based on the construction of an 
adaptive matrix based on the PCA and backpropagation 
techniques. This matrix is constructed to store the signals and 
determine a function of deviation in the signal pattern. 

Further, identify early fault signature, a threshold is 
computed based on the mechanism of the sliding statistical 
window method. Work towards evaluating trustworthiness and 
prediction reliability on the AC in the Ammonia Plantis 
considered by Musyafa et al. [45]. Chen et al. [46] presented an 
LSTM-oriented approach for classifying compressor 
breakdown using aggregated sensory data.The performance of 
the presented model is evaluated using information captured 
from large heavy-duty vehicles. The authors have formulated a 
classification task to identify whether a compressor fault will 
occur within the specified horizon. An LSTM learning model 
is used to predict, and its performance is evaluated against the 
RF classifier. The experimental outcome exhibited that RF 
slightly outperforms LSTM regarding AUC. However, the 
prediction outcome from LSTM shows stability over time, 
maintain stability in the trend of healthy faulty classification. 
Another work carried out in a similar direction by Yang et al. 
[47] suggested an AC fault classification mechanism using on 
lifting wavelet approach. Initially, this study has decomposed 
the vibration signal of the AC wavelet; and further statistical 
features of decomposition are computed as the AC faults. In 
the classification process,the probabilistic model-based 
supervised classifier is employed to predict the fault class. The 
study outcome suggested that faulty features determined using 
a wavelet-based approach provide comprehensive fault features 
that lead to higher accuracy by the supervised classifier. 

III. DATASET DESCRIPTION, EXPLORATION, AND 

VISUALIZATION 

This section describes the process of data creation, its 
description, and an exploratory analysis and Visualization that 
decides the line of research for the data presentation for the 
learning model to overcome the memory constraints of the 
traditionally applied LSTM based fault classification system 
for higher accuracy. 

A. Data Description 

The Department of Electrical engineering of the Indian 
Institute of Technology (IIT), Kanpur, India having an air 
compressor of the single-stage reciprocating type. An effort by 
Dr. N.K Verma and his team to provide an open-source dataset 
[33][34] on the following specification as in Table I. 

In the work of Verma et al. [33], all sensors, as in Fig. 3, 
records raw data every 5 seconds at the sampling rate of each 
sensor at 50 kHz and gets stored into the respective eight files 
as a structure shown in Fig. 3. 

A closer analysis of each record shows that it consists of 
precisely 225 'dat' files in all the folders. Since there are 24 
sensors at the sensitive points and an additional one sensor kept 
at a far distance to record the acoustic data at every 5 seconds, 
there are nine different timeslots; thus, as per Fig. 4, there are 9 
x 25 = 225 files for each fault. 

TABLE I. SPECIFICATIONS 

SI. No Specification Values 

1                    0-500     , 0-35 Kg     

2                    , 415V,    ,    ,        

3                      Pr-15,       100-213    

 

Fig. 3. A File Structure for the Data. 

 

Fig. 4. Time Slot for the Data Records from the Sensors. 
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TABLE II. CLASSES OF THE FAULT 

Sl. No Fault class Abbreviation 

1 Bearing fault BF 

2 Piston Ring fault PRF 

3 Flywheel fault FWF 

4 Rider Belt fault RBF 

5 Leakage Inlet Value fault LIVF 

6 Leakage Outlet Valve fault LOVF 

7 Non-Return Valve fault NRVF 

The raw data undergoes various pre-processing stages, 
including filtering to eliminate the undesirable frequency 
component using FIR filter at 400 Hz cut-off frequency (COF) 
threshold and low pass filter with COF of 12 kHz to obtain the 
valuable information.Further, clipping, smoothing, and 
normalization operations are performed to obtain the pre-
processed data. The operation for extracting the name of the 
fault classes is applied and as in Table II. Moreover, the fault 
class is categorized as seven faults classes and consists of the 
normal class. 

1) Bearing fault: Bearing fault in the compressor arises 

when there is malfunctioning in the bearings, which are meant 

to make the compressor wheels running smoothly. Either 

bearing may break or may get imbalanced due to wear and tear. 

Due to this, friction in the machine will increase, and noise will 

arise. 

2) Piston fault: Piston is the major part of the mechanism 

which converts rotatory motion into linear or vice versa. If 

there is a fault in the piston RPM of the entire machine may 

reduce. Moreover, due to this, the full sound of the machine 

will get less loud. 

3) Flywheel: Flywheel is the main storage of kinetic 

energy in any machine. The main source of rotary motionis its 

motor or IC engine, which may not provide continuous energy 

to the machine. Hence if there is a fault in the flywheel due to 

wear and tear, the wheel spins faster; however, it can store less 

kinetic energy. Since it spins faster, the frequency of the sound 

may increase. 

4) Leakage in inlet valve: This fault occurs when the inlet 

valve of the compressor leaks, the pressure in the cylinder also 

reduces significantly. The noise becomes lessloud since the 

compressor is no longer working at optimal efficiency. The 

speed of the piston will reduce, and the frequency of the noise 

also reduces. 

5) Leakage in outlet valve: Contrary to the previous 

problem, high frequency and loud noises will appear when the 

leakage is in the outlet valve. This is because the pressure in 

the cylinder and speed of the piston remains the same, but still, 

the air escapes from the outlet valve with high pressure. This 

causes extra noises of various frequencies to appear. 

6) NRV fault: NRV refers to a Non-return valve, which 

means that the valve will close when air tries to flow in the 

opposite direction. The fault arises when the air starts hitting 

the NRV valve in the opposite direction, which might be 

caused due to blockage or damage. In either case, there will be 

an impulsive load on the valve. This will induce noises of low 

frequency to appear along with the rest of the noises. 

All these faults including normal is encoded as 
{0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7}. In order to take the recording, typically, 
faults were inducted into the AC. Fig. 5 illustrates the 
placement of the 24 acoustic sensors (AS) setup at four typical 
locations as {top of the piston: 6, NRVF: 6, Opp. of NRV 
Side:6, Opp. Of FW Side: 6}, where 6  number of AS. 

B. Data Exploration and Visualization 

Initially, all the 225 data files stored into the respective 
directories are read and converted into the 2D vector of size 
50,000 x 1, as each file contains reading at every '1' sec at a 
50KHz sampling rate. The explicit procedure for this operation 
is as in algorithm 1. That can be understood using the flow 
chart in Fig. 6. 

Algorithm-1: 2D Vector representation of the processed data  

Input: C 

Output:P, R 

Start 

Initialize P, R 

for   fault_Dir   C 

fread(fault_Dir) 

for   file   fault_Dir 

Fnfjoin(fault_Dir, fault, file) 

Textfread(Fn) 

CSVfsplit(Text : ,) 

Vffloat(CSV) 

Append V P &faultR 

End 

End 

End 

    
Top Of Piston NRV Side Opp. of NRV Side Opp.of Flywheel Side 

Fig. 5. Position for the Sensitive Position Analysis on the different Sides of the Air Compressor. 
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Init P and R 

  

Split the text ß fsplit(Text : ,)

Convert values to float

Append values to P and R

End

for each fault_Dir ϵ C

 for ∀ ‘255’ file ϵ fault_Dir 

Obtain filename ß 
fjoin(fault_Dir, fault, file)

Read text ß fread(Fn)

 

 

Fig. 6. Process Flow of the 2D Data Representation of the Pre-process 

Sensor Data of Faults. 

In the process of this stage of the data representation, all the 
data stored into respective folders(fault_Dir)  , the main folder 
(C) are read.Then  '255' file   fault_Dir are read to obtain the 
file names (Fn) of the data by joining the strings: {fault_Dir, 
fault, and the file name.wav}, however when the 'Fn' is read, it 
is in the string format that gets converted into the comma-
separated string that gets converted into the number types as 
values(V). Further,the value and the fault are updated to the 
initialized prediction vector (P) and response (R). 

C. Signal Transformation 

This section presents the transformation of the time-domain 
signal into the frequency domain, as demonstrated in Fig. 7. 

The time-domain audio signal is transformed into the 
frequency domain using the numerical expression given in 
equation 1. 

 [ ]   ∑  [ ] 
      

    

 
   

            (1) 

Where  [ ]  refers to the frequency domain using fast 
Fourier transformation, N denotes samples per second 
(sampling frequency),  [        ,  [ ]  indicates samples 

in the time domain,  
    

 
   

 is the Euler's formula, and 

coefficient of e,
    

 
   denotes rotation, and finally, K 

indicates the amplitude of AS signal at a particular frequency. 

1) Time domain analysis: The time-domain signal 

represents variation in quantity concerning time as a waveform. 

The advantage of considering AS signals in the time domain 

are highlighted as follows: 

Advantages 

 Minor changes in the AS signaling pattern can be 
represented in the time domain. 

 If there is time-sensitive data, a particular noise 
occurring only in the first few seconds of the machine's 
starting can be represented in the time domain. 

 Phase shifts can be easily recognized in the time 
domain representation. 

However, even considering these advantages time domain 
may not be a suitable representation of the data since the 
readings are taken after sometime of the machine being started. 
In a mechanical system like AC, there are absolutely no 
changes of occurrences of phase shifts. Phase shifts occur only 
in electronic systems. In a complex machine-like AC, many 
types of audio signals are mixed. There may be sound coming 
from the main cylinder, sound from the flywheel, and minor 
sounds due to friction between moving parts. The 
disadvantages of AC signal analysis in the time domain are 
described as follows: 

Disadvantages 

 AC signals are captured at different frequencies and 
often change depending on the sampling frequency of 
the sensors. 

 Time-domain analysis may not be suitable to determine 
the fault accurately because of a high number of 
captured signal overlapping. 

 The ambient noises are removed in the adopted dataset 
[BP]. However, there are common sounds recorded by 
all the sensors, for example, the sound of the motor 
being captured by ASs since it transmits efficiently 
through the metal shell of the AC. 
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    (a) Bearing Fault-Time Domain               (b) Bearing Fault Frequency Domain 

   
    (c) LOV- Time Domain                 (d) LOV-Frequency Domain 

   
    (e) Flywheel-Time Domain             (f) Flywheel- Frequency Domain 

   
    (g) LIV-Time Domain.               (h) LIV-Frequency Domain 

Fig. 7. Represents the Acoustic Signals  Fault Classes in a Time Domain and Frequency Domain Such that AS   Fault Classes   Time-Domain = {7a, 7c, 7e, 

7g, 7i, 7k,7m,7o}, Whereas AS   Fault Classes   Frequency Domain = {7b, 7d, 7f, 7h, 7j, 7l,7n,7p}. 

2) Frequency domain analysis: The AS signals in the 

frequency domain represent the amplitude of the quantity over 

various frequencies. The signal in the frequency domain is 

called a spectrum. There are many advantages of representing 

AS signal in frequency domain described as follows: 

Advantages 

 Any frequency domain transformation works as a 
frequency un-mixer. 

 Easier to find out which instrument faults by looking at 
variations in the natural frequencies in the spectrum. 
For example, when there is a fault in the bearing, the 

friction increases and produces high-frequency noise 
from rubbing the metal pieces. So, the higher 
frequency noise becomes more dominant when there is 
a bearing fault present. Hence, such fault can be easily 
recognized. 

Disadvantages 

 In the frequency domain representing phase, shifts are 
quite challenging tasks. However, phase shits are not 
important in a mechanical system. 

Further, a descriptive statistical analysis is performed better 
to understand the overall data through the summarization 
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process and generate actionable information from the signal 
representation data. It provides ‘225 x 8 = 1800’ samples. 

Each has nine statistically significant computations 
belonging to a set {min, Q1, Q2, Q3, max, count, standard 
deviation, mean, fault-type}. Table III provides some random 
samples subset from the complete descriptions. 

The count of all the samples is 50,000, indicating that there 
is no need to work on the cleaning process as there are no 
missing values in the value point in the sample or data point. 

However, a better correlation is analyzed through the 
histogram of a sample for each fault type as shown in Fig. 8 
provides a better visual perception of the data pattern. 

TABLE III. A SUBSET OF A SAMPLE OF DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

Sample No count Min Q1 Q2 Q3 Max Std Dev. Mean Fault type 

0 50,000 -1.5920 -0.049589 0.049434 0.147045 1.3448 0.186775 0.048568 1 

1 50,000 -1.2099 -0.082617 0.034085 0.149682 1.2805 0.206034 0.032862 1 

2 50,000 -1.1444 -0.070414 0.059485 0.188635 1.1400 0.223090 0.058771 1 

3 50,000 -1.1913 -0.095192 0.045985 0.188565 1.1978 0.242442 0.044639 1 

4 50,000 -1.1168 -0.025945 0.082214 0.190672 1.2462 0.194634 0.080915 1 

… … … … … … … … … … 

1795 50,000 -1.3833 -0.105585 0.000489 0.107895 1.3087 0.192076 0.000854 8 

1796 50,000 -1.2674 -0.111110 0.002802 0.116820 1.3919 0.206447 0.003726 8 

1797 50,000 -1.5291 -0.052908 0.049118 0.155342 1.2516 0.194609 0.049839 8 

1798 50,000 -1.2897 -0.166673 -0.074163 0.019368 1.6754 0.167009 -0.074875 8 

1799 50,000 -1.4939 -0.075400 0.035780 0.148352 1.5342 0.204002 0.035833 8 

   
8 (a) Healthy 8(b) Flywheel 8 (c) LIV 

   
8 (d) LOV 8 (e) NRV 8 (f) PISTON 

  
8 (g) Ridger Belt 8(h) Bearing 

Fig. 8. Histogram Plot of a Sample Set of each Category of Fault. 
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As shown in Fig. 8, the amplitude ranges from a higher 
value to a lower value depending on the fault type. The 
histograms for the respective fault types, as in Fig. 8(a) to 
Fig. 8(h), indicates the repetitions of amplitudes with thecentral 
tendency of each curve to zero. However, Fig. 8(d) and 8(h) 
show multiple central tendencies with zero and a little higher 
peak in Bearing and a lower peak in the case of LOV fault. The 
detailed observatory description for the rest ofthe distribution is 
as below: 

 Flywheel: As it can be observed that the flywheel curve 
is wider compared to both above histograms. (When 
we call it wider, observe the x-axis. The curve is 
landing at -2,+2) due to this, it can be concluded that 
when there is a flywheel fault, the noise of a particular 
frequency from the machine gets louder. This is an 
important indicator. 

 LIV: It can be observed here that the noise will become 
less loud compared to normal operation. This is quite 
understandable since LIV stands for leakage in the inlet 
valve. Moreover, due to this, pressure will reduce, and 
the loudness of the machine will also reduce. 

 LOV: Contrary to the previous example, when there is 
a leakage in the outlet valve (LOV), it will induce 
another high-frequency noise. Upon closer inspection 
of the peak, there are two peak points present. The 
lower one is for the formal operation, and the higher 
one is for the noise. The air will escape with a much 
higher velocity from the outlet valve. Moreover, due to 
this, high-frequency noise is induced. 

 NRV: NRV or non-return valve occurs only when the 
air hits the NRV with the impulsive load. The purpose 
of NRV is to ensure the unidirectional flow of air. 
Except for this, the machine is in normal working 
condition. Hence, this is very similar to a normal 

operation. However, due to lack of pressure in output, 
some noises are not present. 

 PISTON: In this case, however, the outside piston is 
malfunctioning. Since both flywheel and piston are 
external components to the main turbine, this 
histogram looks very similar to flywheel fault. 

 Ridge Belt: Ridge belt is the belt connecting the 
flywheel to some machine tool or energy converter. If 
this is at fault similar effect of flywheel fault is 
produced in the case of acoustics. 

 Healthy: In a healthy air compressor, it can be observed 
that the central tendency of the KDE plot is little 
towards the positive side of the plot. This means that 
there is a very low-frequency noise is present when the 
compressor is working normally. This could be due to 
the rotation of the wheels and bearings. 

IV. LEARNING MODEL DESIGN USING LSTM 

LSTM is a specific Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) 
class, which is most suitable for predicting time-domain 
sequences and their long-term dependencies more accurately 
than ordinary machine learning models.RNN considers that the 
association amongcellsisformulated as a directed graph. The 
previous state of the cell may be recurrent, which gives the 
network the ability to "remember" the information. With this 
exclusive structure, RNN can make decisions based on 
previous output value and current Input. However, RNN 
encountered the issue of exploding andgradient vanishing 
during the training phase.LSTM has been conceptually 
designed to address the issue of vanishing and exploding 
gradients. The LSTM network has a unique structure called a 
cell (neuron), allowing it to control the flow of information in 
the network. The elementary unit structure of the LSTM cell is 
shown in Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 9. Basic Structure of LSTM Cell. 
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In Fig. 9, the basic structure of the LSTM cell is 
demonstrated that utilizes vector connection by different 
functions such as sigmoid ' 'and hyperbolic tangent ' ' with 
point-by-point addition '∑’ and multiplication ‘ ’ operations. 
The cell has knodes such as input nodes (    that takes input 
samples in the form of vector to the LSTM, activation-n 
(   shows the output of a node, the current short-term 

memory, or current state of cell (  ) where both {     }   
   , 

previous short-term memory (    ) indicates the previous state 
of cell and activation n-1 (     Shows the output of the 
previous node. Moreover, to have better control and memorize 
the flow of information, the LSTM cell utilizes gating 
mechanisms such as input gate   , forget gate  And the output 

gate  , where each cell gate such that {        }      . The    
utilizing    and      determines what value to use to decide the 
value of   . The operation of updating   by   gate numerically 
expressed as follows: 

     (   [       ]                  (1) 

  
    (   [       ]                  (2) 

Where, in equation (1)    denotes input gate of the cell at 

timestep ‘ ’ (occurrence of LSTM cell), the variable    and    
are the weights and bias of ‘ ’ sigmoid operation between    
and   . In equation (2)   

  denotes values of cell state 

generated by  , the variable    and    denotes weight and 
bias of   operation between    and   .The next    gate decides 
what information from      to be considered to update   . The 
operation of information flow by   the gate is numerically 
expressed as follows: 

     (   [       ]                  (3) 

Where, in equation (3)    denotes forget gate of the cell at 

‘ ’, the variable    and    are the weights and bias of ‘ ’ 
sigmoid operation between    and   . Using equations (1), (2), 
and (3), the operation of    can be numerically expressed as 
follows: 

       (           
             (4) 

Further, the    gate determines what information in    
become value of   . The operation of information flow by 
  the gate is numerically expressed as follows: 

     (   [       ]                  (5) 

         (                (6) 

Where, in equation (5)    denotes output gate of the cell at 

‘ ’, the variable    and    are the weights and bias of ‘ ’   . 
In equation (6)    denotes the output of LSTM network 
computed point-by-point multiplication of previous equation 
(5) and function   with the input argument  . In the proposed 
work, the task of compressor fault prediction using time-
domain AS signals is regarded as a sequence classification 
problem.Therefore, the proposed study explores implementinga 
deep learning mechanism, particularly LSTM, for large-scale 
time-domain AS signals modeling for fault prediction in 
AC.The proposed architecture learning model for AC fault 
classification is demonstrated in Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 10. LSTM Model for AC Fault Classification. 
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The architecture of the learning model consists of a total 
three-layer such as i) sequence input layer (I), ii) 5 hidden 
layers (H), and iii) one output layer (Y), such that learning 
model    {           } . Three hidden layers are 
configured with 1700 LSTM cells,and the remaining two 
hidden layers are dense with 158 (regular,deeply connected 
neurons). The configuration description of the LSTM learning 
model is presented in Table I. The learning model takes Input 
as time-domain sensory signals in sequence such that    
{                }where t denotes timestep,    length of 
time-domain signal samples x and maps to output class 
  {           }  via hidden layer   {           } 
using function     {       }, where functionf refers to the 
LSTM cell method discussed above that generalizes the long-
term dependence between the time domain relationship of the 
Input    signal. The LSTM is trained considering the Input 
  in the form of vectors using the sliding windowing (w) 
approach,where the Input is a sequence of time-domain signals 
with length L and w+1 window length. The process of window 
sliding is illustrated in Fig. 11 with window length (w=1000 
AS signal samples). 

In the above illustrated, the model takes Input as the first 
window having the first 1000 AS signal. Then, the next 
window is selected from the second signal sample of the first 
window, i.e., from the 2

nd
 sample to the 1001

st
 sample. This 

process is recurrent until all-time-domain input signals are 
windowed and fed to the LSTM model. The process flow of 
AC faults prediction using LSTM is shown in Fig. 12. 

The system initially imports the dataset, consistingof 1800 
AS signals captured at a 50,000 Hz sampling frequency. To 
execute the sequence classification tasks, splitting the dataset 
into two sub-datasets, i.e., training and testing sets. The 
training dataset is used to train the model, and the testing 
dataset is used to evaluate the model performance. This allows 
understanding characteristics of the trained model and provides 
scope for minimizing the effects of overfitting and underfitting 
of the model. The dataset split is carried out with a ratio of 

80%-20% for training and testing, respectively. Therefore, the 
training dataset consists of 1440 AS signal samples and a 
testing dataset composed of 360 AS signaling samples. The 
study further considers feature selection, where descriptive 
statistics were analyzed in the time domain. In the training 
phase, a sliding windowing operation is carried to represent AS 
signals into the fixed-sized frame, which is further processed 
via the LSTM layer. Its output is then accumulated with the 
operation of the dense layer that considers descriptive statistics 
as Input. 

The adoption of a dense layer enhances the generalization 
of the learning model minimizes the issue of overfitting and 
underfitting during the learning process. In the proposed LSTM 
architecture, Adam optimizer is used with a categorical cross-
entropy loss function to reduce training loss by adjusting 
learning attributes such as weights, biases, and learning rate. 
The configuration details of the LSTM model implemented in 
this study are mentioned in Table IV. Moreover, Softmax 
activation is used at the output layer of the LSTM model, as it 
is designed to address multiclass sequence classification 
problems (i.e., multiple AC faults). A similar procedure is 
carried out during model testing, and its effectiveness is 
assessed regarding the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-
score. 

Fig. 13 illustrates the learning curve of the LSTM model 
training performance over 1000 epochs. As the epochs pass by, 
the reduction in learning also reducesin the LSTM. Generally, 
learning rate reduction happens when the error is not reducing 
for more than 5 epochs. The learning rate is reducing rapidly 
the error is not converging quickly enough in LSTM. It can 
beobserved thata sharp exponential decrease in learning rate in 
the LSTM model. When evaluated with the testing dataset, the 
model achieved an accuracy rate of 83.12% in AC fault 
classification. The following section discussed the proposed 
learning model based on a multilayer perceptron neural 
network. 
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Fig. 11. Process of Sliding Window. 
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Fig. 12. Illustration of the Process Flow of the LSTM for AC Fault Classification. 

TABLE IV. LSTM MODEL CONFIGURATION DETAILS 

Input layer 1 Fixed window length of 1000 AS signal 

LSTM layer 3 Specific to time-domain AS Signal  

Dense Layer 2 Specific to Descriptive Statistics 

Optimizer Adam Stochastic optimizer 

Activation for output Softmax Multiclass classification  

Loss Function  Categorical cross-entropy  Computesthe difference between two probability distributions 

Min Learning rate  10-5 Minimum permitted learning rate for reduce_lr 

Max Learning rate 10-3 Initial learning rate  

Epochs  1000 The optimal number of epochs for best generalization  
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Fig. 13. Learning Curve of LSTM. 

V. PROPOSED LEARNING MODEL USING MULTILAYER 

LAYER PERCEPTRON 

The neural network consists of an artificial neuron 
interconnected together by synaptic weights to form a network. 
Each neuron is modeled by the linear threshold unit, which 
maps single Input to single output using mathematical 
operation described as follows: 

   (∑        
                 (7) 

where  denotes the output of the neuron,    indicated 
synaptic weight,   {       } ,    is the Input   
{       }, and   indicates a threshold function. A non-linear 
  (x) can be a sigmoid function or a hyperbolic tangent 
function. 

Amultilayer perceptron (MLP)class of NN. In MLP, the 
signal travels only in a forward direction; numerically, it can be 
represented as follows: 

   (     )              (8) 

   (                    (9) 

where,  is an     vector refers to the output of the 
neurons at the output layer;  is a     vector, indicates the 
outputs of neurons at the hidden layer;   is an    vector, 
indicates the feature vector of the input signal;   and   arethe 

threshold vector for the neurons at the output and hidden 
respectively;the size of    is      and    is     ,  and   

are the matrices of size     and       respectively. Both 
refer to synaptic weights connecting the hidden layer neuron to 
the output and the Input and hidden layer neurons. The 
nonlinearity function to be a sigmoid function, i.e., 

 (   
 

                 (10) 

The unknown parameters  ,  ,   and    can be determined 

viareducing an error criterion such that: 

  ∑ (      
  

              (11) 

Where    indicates expected outputs which are required to 
MLP learn and   {       },   indicated a total number of 
instances. 

The proposed system implements MLP to classify 
frequency domain AS signals to predict AC faults because 
MLP can address complex non-linear problems. It works with 
both large and small input data and offers quick prediction after 
training. All these factors are highly significant to the real-time 
scenario. Although the LSTM is suitable for time sequence 
data prediction, it is prone to computational overhead and 
sometimes overfitting problems. The architecture of the 
proposed AC fault classification system using MLP is shown in 
Fig. 14. 

The MLP can perform better if the AS signal is better 
exposed to the MLP; as observed in the data exploration, the 
frequency of audio samples provides a better insight into AS 
signal representing the faults. Hence, in the proposed study, the 
frequency domain AS signal is used to train the MLP model to 
get better accuracy in classification fault classes. The proposed 
model is composed of two core modules such as i) Adaptive 
filter and ii) MLP module. Adaptive filter as a frequency 
domain bandpassfilter, also known as the digital filter,restricts 
some frequencies from being givenInput to MLP. The 
functional process of an implemented digital filter with MLP is 
shown in Fig. 15. 
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Fig. 14. Schematic Architecture of Proposed Learning Model. 
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Fig. 15. Synchronization of Frequency Domain Bandpass Digital Filter with MLP. 

In the real-time scenario, AS-generated signals often may 
associate with noisy environmental factors, consisting of 
recursive or redundant frequencies. Since the proposed 
learning model takes Input in the frequency domain, it is 
essential to ensure that the Input AS frequency domain signal 
does not associate with any irrelevant factors to achieve higher 
accuracy in the output (O/P). The implementation of adaptive 

digital filter  ̂ (n) restricts the irrelevant and redundant 
frequencies before it is being introduced to the MLP. As a 
result, reduction in the number of input frequency domain 
signal samples x(k) reduces computational complexity, thereby 
reducing feature space complexity by removing irrelevant 
frequency domain AS signaling features. The processed 

information by  ̂ (n) representing a precise input, which 
providesbetter generalization ability to the MLP in the training 
phase. The architecture of MLP for AC fault prediction is 
shown in Fig. 16. 

The MLP architecture proposed in the current study 
consists of the single input layer, with input frequency domain 

sensory signals such that    {            } each at 25000 
sampling frequency (Nyquist frequency) and mapped to output 
class   {           } at output layer via a hidden layer of 
type dense  {        }. Since the time domain AS signal 
is transformed into a frequency domain signal, the theoretical 
maximum frequency using FFT can be detected always half of 
the sampling frequency. In the current study, since AS signal 
sampling frequency is 50 KHz, after transforming to the 
frequency domain using FFT, Nyquist frequency is 25 KHz. In 
the proposed MLP architecture, a linear activation function is 
used at each hidden layer. In the output layer, SoftMax 
activation is used to deal with the prediction of multiclass AC 
faults. Therefore, the output layer contains only 8 neurons 
signifying 8 different outputs. The SoftMax function ensures 
the sum of all outputs is always 1; hence only the maximum 
output is selected as the final output with the help of argmax 
function. A common optimizer is used for both ANN as well as 
the filter. The optimizer sets the h(n),known as the filter's 
impulse response. Fig. 17 exhibits the Nyquist frequency 
sampling process. 
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Fig. 16. Architecture of Implemented MLP Model. 
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Fig. 17. Illustration of Nyquist Frequency Sampling. 

The process flow of AC faults prediction using MLP is 
shown in Fig. 18, where the system initially imports the 
dataset,consistingof 1800 AS signals captured at a 50,000 Hz 
sampling frequency. To execute the sequence classification 
task, splitting the dataset into two sub-datasets, i.e., training 
and testing sets. The training dataset is used to train the model, 
and the testing dataset is used to evaluate the model 
performance. The input AC signal is converted to the 
frequency domain using FFT. In this present study, since the 
sampling frequency is 50 KHz, using the 
Nyquistmechanism,the sampling frequency of AS signalis 
computed at 25 KHz, which is the theoretical maximum 
frequency of FFT. Next, descriptive statistics of frequency 

domain AS signalsare computed and processed with a domain 
bandpass adaptive filter. As a result, redundant frequencies 
from the given Input AS signals being restricted. The filtered 
AS signal is further fed to MLP, where training is carried out 
using linear activation functions at each dense layer. After 
training the model, the testing dataset is used to evaluate the 
model. Fig. 19 illustrates the learning curve of the MLP model 
training performance over 1000 epochs. 

In Fig. 19, the learning curve trend exhibits a reduction in 
learning rate is slower compared to LSTM. This indicates that 
the error reduces rapidly, and effective generalization of MLP. 
The next section discusses the performance metrics considered 
for the proposed learning model performance analysis. 
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Fig. 18. Illustration of the Process Flow of the MLP for AC Fault Classification. 

 

Fig. 19. Learning Curve of MLP. 
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VI. PERFORMANCE METRICS 

Both learning models' outcome and performance evaluation 
is carried out concerning multiple performance parameters 
such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F-1 score. 

Accuracy (A): Accuracy can be defined as the ratio of 
correct predictions over a total number of predictions. 
Therefore, in the current context of the case study, accuracy 
can be described as follows: 

   
                                          

                                 
 

Precision (P): Precision is the ratio of the number of correct 
predictions over a total number of predictions made to the 
current fault class. 

  
                                                      

                                          
 

Recall (R): Recall is the ratio of correctly predicted values 
over the number of expected faults, i.e., the total fault classes 
present in the test dataset. The lower recall represents the 
inability of the system to detect the particular class. Like 
precision, even for recall,the weighted average is taken. 

  
                                                      

                                          
 

F1 score: This performance metricdescribes the harmonic 
mean of precision and recall, which truly represents the 
system's performance. 

           (
                

                
) 

VII. RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

This section presents the outcome obtained from both 
implemented learning model and performance analysis and 
discussesAir Compressor faults classification using acoustic 
sensor signals. The entire modelling and development of the 
proposed system are carried out using Python. 

A. Analysis of Learning Rate 

The comparative analysis concerning the learning rate 
reduction to access training performance of both LSTM and the 
proposed learning model. 

Fig. 20 presents a comparison of implemented LSTM and 
Proposed MLP regarding learning rate. It can be analyzed from 
the learning curve trend that at the beginning, the proposed 
MLP method takes a little longer time to reduce the learning 
rate compared to LSTM. However, the proposed MLP model 
maintains a significant reduction in error during its initial stage 
of the training process. This indicates that the proposed method 
has a better optimization in learning and generalization 
compared to LSTM. It is to be noted that the more the area 
between the curves better the improvement will be, and if the 
error in the training phase is not reduced for continuous five 
epochs, then the learning rate will reduce. The proposed 
model's learning rate is more, which signifies that the proposed 
MLP learns faster than the LSTM. 

 

Fig. 20. Comparative Analysis Regarding Learning Rate. 

B. Analysis of Classification Performance 

The performance analysis is carried out considering 
multiple evaluation metrics. This is because the system's 
accuracy is always not a good metric to measure performances, 
especially when using learning models. The accuracy may not 
represent the performance of the system completely. If the 
modelcorrectly predicts fault classes, it indicates a higher 
accuracy even if it cannot predict negative values. Therefore, 
performance evaluation of the implemented learning model, 
i.e., LSTM and the proposed MLP, is carried out considering 
other two evaluation metrics such as precision and recall rate. 
However, there is always a trade-off between precision and 
recall. This is because the precision focuses more on the 
exactness of the learning models.On the other hand, recall rate 
focuses more on measuring the completeness of the learning 
model. For example, suppose the model recognizes the air 
compressor as faulty. When there are no faults in the air 
compressor, it is said to have a lower precision rate, which 
indicates many false positives or biases in the air compression 
fault predictions. If the model has a higher precision score, then 
the model is subjected to a low false-positive rate. A low recall 
rate indicates higher false negatives, and a higher recall rate 
indicates low false negatives in the prediction result. Since the 
precision represents the correctness of positive results and 
recall represents the correctness of negative results, the model 
should be built to balance both. In order to measure the balance 
between precision and recall, the F1_score metric is evaluated, 
which shows the harmonic mean of precision and recall. The 
harmonic mean is used instead of the regular average since the 
harmonic mean reduces the effect of extreme values. Table V 
presents the numerical outcome obtained, followed by the 
graphical outcome in Fig. 21 to evaluate the implemented 
learning models. 

TABLE V. NUMERICAL OUTCOME 

Performance Metrics LSTM Proposed 

Accuracy 0.83123 0.913234 

Precision 0.863425 0.962342 

recall 0.815464 0.892342 

F1 score 0.838759 0.926021 
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Fig. 21. Comparative Analysis of Classification Outcome. 

In Fig. 21, the comparative analysis exhibits that the 
proposed learning model outperforms LSTM in all 
performance metrics. The LSTM achieved an accuracy rate of 
83.12%, whereas the proposed model achieved a 91.32% 
accuracy rate. In the case of precision metric, LSTM has 
scored 86.34%, and the proposed model has attained 96.23 % 
of the precision rate. The proposed model achieved an 89.23% 
recall rate, whereas LSTM achieved an 81.54% recall rate. 
Also, the proposed model has a higher F1_score than LSTM, 
i.e., 92.60% and 83.87, respectively. Based on the observation, 
it can be analyzed that the LSTM is biased to an extent towards 
the faulty results. This indeed came as no surprise since the 
data contains very few healthy signal samples than faulty 
signals. The proposed method also has a difference of 
approximately 7% between precision and recall. However, 
these are within acceptable limits, which indicates that the 
proposed model is better at detecting air compressor faults. 
However, even then, the system is more reliable when both 
precision and recall are balanced. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In the proposed work, the study aimed to predict different 
types of air compressor faults. The analysis was carried out 
using sensory signals captured from the Acoustic sensors 
mounted on the Air compressor. The proposed study carried 
out data visualization and exploratory analysis to characterize 
the signal features and faults in time and frequency domains. 
The proposed study is concerned with two aspects of the 
classification process: the first classification of air compressor 
faults using the LSTM learning model where the time-domain 
signal is used as input. On the other hand, the frequency-
domain signal is used with a digital filter in the proposed MLP 
learning model. The result indicated that the proposed learning 
model outperforms LSTM in accuracy, precision, recall rate, 
and F1_Score. The outcome shows 83.12% and 91.32% of 
accuracy achieved by LSTM and MLP, respectively. Also, the 
learning performance of both models is evaluated. The analysis 
exhibited that the proposed MLP has less training time 
compared to LSTM. Therefore, the proposed learning can be 
claimed to be efficient and suitable for real-time 

implementation. It has less training time, does not suffer from 
feature extraction problems, has less memory overhead, and 
has good generalization ability due to preciseness in the input 
signal leads to achieving higher accuracy. 
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Abstract—Information Security Management (ISM) is a 

systematic initiative in managing the organisation’s information 

security. ISM can also be defined as a strategic approach to 

addressing information security (IS) risks, breaches, and 

incidents that could threaten the confidentiality, integrity, and 

availability of information. Although organisations have 

complied with ISM requirements, security incidents are still 

afflicting numerous organisations. This issue shows that the 

current implementation of ISM is still ineffective. The ineffective 

ISM implementation illustrates the low maturity level. To 

achieve a higher level of maturity, organisations should always 

evaluate their ISM practices. Several maturity models have been 

developed by international organisations, consultants, and 

researchers to assist organisations in assessing their ISM 

practices. However, the current models do not evaluate ISM 

practices holistically. The measurement dimensions in current 

models are more focused on assessing certain factors only. This 

caused the maturity assessment to be not executed 

comprehensively. Therefore, this study aims to address this 

shortcoming by proposing a comprehensive maturity assessment 

model that takes into account ISM success factors to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the implementation. This study adopted a mixed-

method approach, which comprises qualitative and quantitative 

studies to strengthen the research finding. The qualitative study 

analyses the existing literature and conducts interviews with nine 

industry practitioners and six experts while the quantitative 

study involves a questionnaire survey. The data obtained from 

the qualitative study were analysed using content analysis while 

the quantitative data employed statistics analysis. The study 

identified fourteen success factors and fifty-seven maturity 

dimensions, which each contains five maturity levels. The 

proposed model was evaluated through experts’ reviews to 

ensure its accuracy and suitability. The evaluation shows that the 

model can identify the ISM maturity level systematically and 

comprehensively. This model will ultimately help the 

organisations to improve the weaknesses in the implementations 

thus diminishing security incidents. 

Keywords—Information security; information security 

management; maturity models; information security management 

maturity model 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Now-a-days, organisations‘ reliance on Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) has increased severely due 
to the rapid development of technology [1],[2],[3],[4],[5]. ICT 
plays an imperative role in organisations daily operations to 
ensure the smoothness of the services [6],[7]. In line with the 

increasing use of ICT in daily operations, organisational 
information is extremely exposed to security threats and risks 
[8], [9], [10]. 

Various efforts have been done to ensure the information 
is protected. One of the efforts is establishing Information 
Security Management (ISM). ISM is a strategic approach to 
addressing information security risks and incidents that could 
threaten the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of 
information [10],[11],[12],[13]. However, security incidents 
endure occurring in organisations [14],[15]. For example, in 
October 2020, hackers targeted government agencies and 
telecommunications operators in Iraq, Kuwait, Turkey, and the 
UAE as part of a cyber espionage campaign [16]. In the latest 
statistical report released by the National Cyber Coordination 
and Command Centre, National Cyber Security Agency 
(NACSA) stated that a total of 4,194 security incidents against 
public and private organisations were reported in 2020 [17]. 
This issue shows that the current implementation of ISM is 
still ineffective [14]. The ineffective ISM implementation 
illustrates the low maturity level. 

Although organisations have complied with ISM 
requirements set by the industry standards, there is a lack of 
objective mechanisms to gauge the maturity of the 
implementation [18]. Even though there are attempts on ISM 
maturity models [19],[20],[21],[22], they mainly appear as 
abstract concepts. The current maturity models are typically 
process-oriented, focusing on measuring security activities 
and technology aspects without giving much attention to the 
people aspect, which also contributes to the effectiveness of 
the ISM implementation [23]. This caused the maturity 
assessment not executed comprehensively. Thus, the maturity 
of ISM implementation remains low. 

A comprehensive maturity model should consider all 
aspects in ISM and should not limit to certain aspects only. 
This study aims to fulfil these needs by proposing a holistic 
maturity model that considers ISM success factors from four 
major aspects; People, Process, Organisational Document, and 
Technology to measure the implementation's effectiveness. 

This paper is organised as follows. Section II discussed a 
review of ISM success factors and the current maturity 
models. Section III provides the methodology used in this 
study. Section IV presents the findings and lastly, Section IV 
summarises the findings. 
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II. BACKGROUND 

A. ISM Success Factors 

ISM provides a strategic direction for implementing 
security processes and activities to assure security objectives 
are met, consistent risk management, and effective use of 
information resources [11],[24]. ISM is likewise a multi-
disciplinary discipline that should be given due attention to 
ensuring an appropriate and secure environment in protecting 
organisational information [25]. Previous studies have 
indicated that the success of ISM implementation depends on 
technical and non-technical factors. Those factors are 
organised into four aspects: People, Organisational Document, 
Process, and Technology as listed in Table I. 

The people aspect consists of individuals or parties directly 
involved in the ISM. The organisational document refers to 
strategic and operational documents that need to be developed 
and adhered to during ISM implementation. Meanwhile, the 
process aspects consist of ISM key activities and finally, the 
technology aspect comprises the use of ICT Infrastructure to 
support the ISM operations. A comprehensive explanation of 
the factors and their elements can be found in [26]. 

B. ISM Maturity 

ISM maturity guarantees the successful management of 
information security [27]. A maturity model is a staged 
structure where particular security aspects are measured, with 
the postulation that organisations develop and enhance their 
ISM implementation from the lowest level to the highest level 
[27],[28]. Thus far, industries and researchers have developed 
a few maturity models to assist the organisation in measuring 
the level of ISM implementation [12],[29]. 

Control Objectives for Information and Related 
Technology version 4.1 (COBIT 4.1) is widely used for IT 
governance [21]. It was developed by IT Governance Institute 
(ITGI) in the year 2007. This model helps measure an 
organisation‘s Information Technology (IT) processes, define 
a designated maturity level, and improve the process to 
achieve the preferred maturity level [30]. COBIT 4.1 has six 
maturity levels, which are from maturity level 0 to maturity 
level 5. 

Another maturity model is Cybersecurity Capability 
Maturity Model (CMM), developed by Global Cyber Security 
Capacity Centre in 2014. This model was later revised and 
improved in 2016 and with a new name Cybersecurity 
Capability Maturity Model for Nations (CMM). The model 
allows the organisation to self-assess its current cybersecurity 
capacity [31]. Conversely, the Open Information Security 
Management Maturity Model (O-ISM3) by The Open Group 
assesses maturity based on management processes in four 
components; general, strategic, tactical, and operational [32]. 
O-ISM3 has five maturity levels, which look for evidence of 
the processes in those four components. 

Many researchers have adopted the above models in their 
research work. For example, a study presents a cyclical 
maturity evaluation model [56] where the maturity level is 
adopted from COBIT 4.1. The model is based on ISO/IEC 
27002 security controls where each implementation of the 

controls will be assessed. The model outlines eight steps to be 
followed throughout the assessment. A different researcher 
proposes a model for measuring ISM performance [46]. The 
proposed model evaluates the performance based on critical 
factors, namely, human, processes, risk assessment, and 
technology. The model contains three maturity levels; basic, 
intermediate, and advance. 

TABLE I. ISM SUCCESS FACTORS 

Aspects ISM Success Factors Sources 

People 

Top Management 

 knowledge 

 leadership  

 commitment  

[11],[25],[26],[33],[34],[35] 

[36],[37],[38],[39],[40],[41] 

[42],[43],[44] 

IS Coordinator Team 

 knowledge 

 commitment 

 communication skill 

[15],[26]  

ISM Team 

 knowledge 

 commitment 

 technical skills 

 willingness 

 cooperation 

[26],[33],[36],[40],[42],[43],[

45]  

IS Audit Team 

 knowledge 

 auditing skills 

 commitment 

 cooperation 

 communication skills 

[26],[37],[38],[42],[43] 

Employees 

 awareness 

 compliance 

 motivation 

[5],[26],[35],[36],[37],[38] 

[39],[45] 

Third Parties 

 awareness 

 compliance  

[26],[38],[42],[43],[46] 

Organisation

al Document 

IS Policy 

 clear 

 comprehensive 

 communicated 

 reviewed  

[5],[25],[26],[33],[34],[35], 

[36],[37],[38],[39],[41],[42], 

[43],[45],[47],[48] 

IS Procedures 

 clear 

 complete 

 communicated 

 reviewed 

[26],[36],[37],[49] 

Process 

Resource Planning 

 financial resources 

 human resource 

[26],[33],[34],[35],[38],[42],[

43],[45],[50] 

Competency Development Awareness 

 awareness programs 

 training programs 

[26],[33],[34],[35],[37],[38],[

39],[42],[43],[45],[48] 

Risk Management 

 risk assessment 

 risk treatment 

[25],[26],[35],[36],[37],[38], 

[41],[42],[43],[45],[48],[51]  

Business Continuity Management 

 plan 

 simulation 

[26],[37],[38],[41],[49],[52] 

IS Audit 

 audit program 

 audit finding & reporting 

 follow-up audit 

[26],[36],[37],[38],[42],[43], 

[53] 

Technology 

IT Infrastructure 

 software 

 hardware 

[5],[26],[36],[38],[42],[43], 

[45],[50],[54],[55] 
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On the other hand, a maturity model developed by [57] 
aims to assess the organisation's ability to meet security 
objectives. The model defines the process of managing, 
measuring, and controlling security based on four aspects; 
governance, security management, system architecture, and 
service management. Each aspect has its indicators [12]. This 
model has five levels of compliance which starting from non-
compliance to full compliance. 

The comparison of the mentioned models is summarised in 
Table II. Table II shows several ISM success factors are being 

considered as the maturity dimensions in the existing model. 
However, the existing models are typically process-oriented 
which focus more on the process and technology factors and 
have less emphasis on the people factors. This causes the 
implementation of ISM is evaluated less comprehensively. 
People factors play a significant role in ISM [58]; thus, need 
to be emphasized as well [59]. Therefore, a holistic maturity 
model is required by incorporating all ISM success factors and 
their elements to ensure the effectiveness of the ISM 
implementation. 

TABLE II. COMPARISON OF MATURITY MODELS 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

This study adopts the mixed-method approach, which 
comprises both qualitative and quantitative data collection and 
analysis. This approach involves four main phases: theoretical, 
empirical, model development, and model validation. Fig. 1 
illustrates the research design. 

 

Fig. 1. Research Design. 

A. Phase 1: Theoretical 

The theoretical study reviewed published and unpublished 
documents in multiple online databases such as ACM Digital 
Library, Web of Science, Science Direct, Google Scholar, Pro- 
quest, IEEE Explorer, Mendeley and CiteSeer to identify the 
ISM success factors and ISM maturity models. The selected 
documents were then analysed qualitatively using content 
analysis. The preliminary findings of this study have been 
reported in [44]. 

B. Phase2: Empirical 

The empirical study is to verify the success factors and 
identify each success factor's maturity dimension and levels. 
As it involves various aspects, it is thus divided into three 
parts: 

 Empirical I: The purpose of Empirical I is to verify the 
ISM success factors derived from the theoretical study 
and discover other relevant factors from practitioners‘ 
views. This study used semi-structured interviews. A 
series of individual and focus group interviews with 
experienced ISM practitioners was conducted. The 
findings of this study have been reported in [26]. 

 Empirical II: The purpose of Empirical II is to confirm 
and refine the findings of Empirical I through a large-
scale survey. A total of 400 questionnaires were sent to 
respondents in public and private agencies. The data 
collected from the survey were analysed using 
Statistical Analysis. The findings of this empirical II 
have been reported in [60]. 

 Empirical III: A series of interviews with six experts 
were conducted to identify the ISM maturity 
dimensions and levels. The selection of experts was 
based on their experience, knowledge, and expertise in 
ISM. Contents analysis technique was used to analyse 
the data. 

C. Phase 3: Model Development 

The ISM maturity model was developed using the findings 
from Empirical I, II, and III. The identified success factors, 
dimensions, and levels were used as the components in the 
maturity model. 

The development of this maturity model is guided by the 
International Standards ISO / IEC 33004: 2015 Information 
technology - Process assessment - Requirements for process 
reference, process assessment and maturity models [61]. In 
addition, the measurement theory of [62] and [63], which 
introduced the ordinal scale, was also used as a basis in the 
development of this ISM maturity model. 

D. Phase 4: Model Validation 

This phase evaluates the accuracy of the proposed model 
through expert review. A series of interviews with three 
experts were conducted to evaluate the accuracy and 
suitability of the proposed model. Based on the review, the 
proposed model was improved. 

IV. RESULT AND FINDING 

Based on the experts reviewed, the final Organisational 
ISM Maturity Model has 4 aspects, 14 factors, 42 elements, 
and 57 maturity dimensions. The 14 factors are grouped under 
four main aspects namely People, Organisational Document, 
Process and Technology. Each factor has its own elements. 
Each element has specific dimensions. Each dimension has 
five levels of maturity; maturity level 1 to maturity level 5 
where Level 1 is the lowest level of maturity while Level 5 is 
the highest level of maturity. The finalised Organisational 
ISM maturity model is shown in Table III. 

This study has produced a comprehensive model of 
measuring organisational ISM maturity. In contrast to the 
existing model, this Organisational ISM Maturity Model 
contains factors from process and technology aspects and 
contains factors from non-technical aspects, namely People 
and Organisational Document. Every identified factor was 
then sorted according to its categories and subsequently 
determined its maturity dimensions. Based on the arrangement 
of categories and factors generated, this study helps the 
organisations to self-assessing the maturity level of their ISM 
implementation systematically. Through the assessment 
conducted, the organisation can identify their ISM maturity 
level while further improving the implementation of their 
ISM. 

  

Phase 1 
• Theoritical  

Phase 2  
• Empirical 

Phase 3 
• Model Development 

Phase 4 
• Model Validation 
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TABLE III. ORGANISATIONAL INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGEMENT MATURITY MODEL 

Aspects Factors Elements 
Maturity 

Dimensions 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4  Level 5  

People  

Top 
Management  

Leadership  

Personnel/unit 

involvement in 

ISM  

ISM 

implementation 

involves only the 

ICT unit.   

ISM 

implementation 

involves ICT 

unit and process 

owners. 

ISM 

implementation 

involves the ICT 

unit, process 

owners, and 

administrative 
unit. 

ISM 

implementation 

involves the ICT 

unit, process 

owner, 

administrative 

unit, and 
responsible 

units. 

ISM 

implementation 

involves the ICT 

unit, process 

owners, 

administrative 

unit, responsible 
units, and 

stakeholders. 

Knowledge 

The percentage 

of understanding 
the objectives 

and security 

issues. 

Less than 25% of 

objectives and 
security issues 

are understood. 

At least 25% of 

the objectives 
and security 

issues are 

understood.  

At least 50% of 

the objectives 
and security 

issues are 

understood. 

At least 75% of 

the objectives 
and security 

issues are 

understood. 

100% security 

objectives and 
issues are 

understood. 

Commitment  

The response 

rate on the ISM 

issue.  

The response to 

the ISM issues is 

very slow. 

The response to 

the ISM issues is 

slow.  

The response to 

the ISM issues is 

fairly fast. 

The response to 

the ISM issues is 

fast.  

The response to 

the ISM issues is 

very fast. 

IS 

Coordinator 

Team. 

Knowledge   

The percentage 

of IS 
Coordinator 

Team members 

understand the 

needs, 

governance, and 

processes of 

ISM. 

Less than 25% of 

IS Coordinator 

Team members 

understand the 

needs, 

governance, and 

processes of 
ISM. 

At least 25% of 
the IS 

Coordinator 

Team members 

understand the 

needs, 

governance, and 
processes of 

ISM. 

At least 50% of 
the IS 

Coordinator 

Team members 

understand the 

needs, 

governance, and 
processes of 

ISM. 

At least 75% of 

the IS 

Coordinator 

Team members 

understand the 

needs, 

governance, and 
processes of 

ISM.  

100% of the IS 

Coordinator 

Team members 

understand the 

needs, 

governance, and 

processes of 
ISM. 

Commitment 

The percentage 

of the ISM 

planning 

schedule is 

achieved. 

Less than 25% of 

the ISM 

planning 

schedule is 

achieved. 

At least 25% of 

the ISM 

planning 

schedule is 

achieved 

At least 50% of 

the ISM 

planning 

schedule is 

achieved. 

At least 75% of 

the ISM 

planning 

schedule is 

achieved.  

100% of the ISM 

planning 

schedule is 

achieved. 

Communicatio

n Skills 

The clarity of the 

information 

presented. 

Very unclear. Unclear.  Quite clear. Clear. Very clear. 

The attitude of 

IS Coordinator 

Team members 

when 

communicating 

Being not open 

and not 

persuasive. 

Being less open 

and less 

persuasive. 

Being a little 

open and a little 

persuasive. 

Being open and 

persuasive.  

Being very open 

and very 

persuasive. 

ISM Team 
 

Knowledge   

The percentage 

of ISM team 

members are 

knowledgeable 

in IS domain. 

Less than 25% of 

ISM team 

members are 

knowledgeable 

in IS domain. 

At least 25% of 
ISM team 

members are 

knowledgeable 

in IS domain. 

At least 50% of 
ISM team 

members are 

knowledgeable 

in IS domain. 

At least 75% of 

ISM team 

members are 

knowledgeable 

in IS domain. 

100% of ISM 

team members 

are 

knowledgeable 

in IS domain. 

Technical 
Skills 

The average 

duration of ISM 

team members' 

involvement in 

implementing IS 
operations. 

Less than 1 year.  
Between 1 - 2 

years. 

Between 2 - 3 

years. 

Between 3 - 4 

years. 
Over 4 years. 

The capability of 

ISM team 

members to 

complete IS 

operations. 

Unable to 

complete IS 

operations at a 

specific time 

without support 
from consultants. 

Slightly capable 

to complete IS 

operations at 

specific times 

without support 
from consultants. 

Moderately 

capable to 

complete IS 

operations at 

specific times 

without support 
from consultants. 

Capable to 

complete IS 

operations at 

specific times 

without support 
from consultants. 

Very capable to 

complete IS 

operations at 

specific times 

without support 
from consultants. 

 Commitment  

The percentage 

of ISM team 

members 

committed to 

implementing IS 
operations. 

Less than 25% of 

ISM team 

members 

committed to 

implementing IS 
operations. 

At least 25% of 

ISM team 

members 

committed to 

implementing IS 
operations. 

At least 50% of 

ISM team 

members 

committed to 

implementing IS 
operations. 

At least 75% of 

ISM team 

members 

committed to 

implementing IS 
operations. 

100% of ISM 

team members 

committed to 

implementing IS 

operations. 
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The percentage 

of ISM team 

members follow 
security 

procedures. 

Less than 25% of 

ISM team 

members follow 
the security 

procedures. 

At least 25% of 

ISM team 

members follow 
the security 

procedures. 

At least 50% of 

ISM team 

members follow 
the security 

procedures. 

At least 75% of 

ISM team 

members follow 
the security 

procedures. 

100% of ISM 

team members 

follow the 

security 
procedures. 

 

Willingness 

The percentage 

of ISM team 

members willing 

to accept and 
implement 

changes. 

Less than 25% of 

ISM team 

members willing 

to accept and 
implement 

changes. 

At least 25% of 

ISM team 

members willing 

to accept and 
implement 

changes. 

At least 50% of 

ISM team 

members willing 

to accept and 
implement 

changes. 

At least 75% of 

ISM team 

members willing 

to accept and 
implement 

changes. 

100% of ISM 

team members 

willing to accept 
and implement 

changes. 

Cooperation 

Level of 
understanding 

between ISM 

team members to 

achieve IS 

objectives. 

There is no 

understanding to 

achieve IS 

objectives.  

Lack of 
understanding to 

achieve IS 

objectives. 

Quite 
understanding to 

achieve IS 

objectives. 

Understanding to 

achieve IS 

objectives. 

Very 

understanding to 

achieve IS 

objectives. 

IS Audit 
Team 

Knowledge   

The percentage 

of IS audit team 

members are 

knowledgeable 
in IS standards. 

Less than 25% of 

IS audit team 

members are 

knowledgeable 
in IS standards. 

At least 25% of 

IS audit team 

members are 

knowledgeable 
in IS standards. 

At least 50% of 

IS audit team 

members are 

knowledgeable 
in IS standards. 

At least 75% of 

IS audit team 

members are 

knowledgeable 
in IS standards. 

100% of IS audit 

team members 

are 

knowledgeable 
in IS standards. 

The percentage 

of IS audit team 

members are 
knowledgeable 

in the ISM scope 

of the audited 

organisation. 

Less than 25% of 

IS audit team 

members are 
knowledgeable 

in the ISM scope 

of the audited 

organisation. 

At least 25% of 

IS audit team 

members are 
knowledgeable 

in the ISM scope 

of the audited 

organisation. 

At least 50% of 

IS audit team 

members are 
knowledgeable 

in the ISM scope 

of the audited 

organisation. 

At least 75% of 

IS audit team 

members are 
knowledgeable 

in the ISM scope 

of the audited 

organisation. 

100% of IS audit 

team members 

are 
knowledgeable 

in the ISM scope 

of the audited 

organisation. 

Auditing skills  

The frequency of 

audit team 

members‘ 

involvement in 

internal and 

external audit 

within 3 years. 

1 time involved 

in 

internal/external 

audit. 

2 times involved 

in 

internal/external 

audit. 

3 times involved 

in 

internal/external 

audit. 

4 times involved 

in 

internal/external 

audit. 

More than 4 

times involved in 

internal/external 

audit. 

Commitment  

Level of detail in 

writing audit 

notes. 

Not detailed.   Lack of detail. Quite Detailed Detailed. Very detailed. 

Cooperation 

The work culture 

of IS audit team 

members during 

audit findings 

discussion. 

No cooperation 

during audit 

findings 

discussion. 

Lack of co-
operation during 

audit findings 

discussion. 

Quite cooperate 
during audit 

findings 

discussion. 

Cooperate during 

audit findings 

discussion. 

Strongly 

cooperate during 

audit findings 

discussion. 

Communicatio

n Skills 

The clarity of 

information 

delivery (oral 

and written). 

Very unclear. Unclear. Quite clear. Clear. Very clear. 

Employee 

Awareness  

The percentage 

of employees‘ 

awareness 

toward IS policy. 

Less than 25% of 

employees are 

aware of IS 

policy.  

At least 25% of 

employees are 

aware of IS 

policy. 

At least 50% of 

employees are 

aware of IS 

policy. 

At least 75% of 

employees are 

aware of IS 

policy. 

100% of 

employees aware 

of IS policy. 

Compliance  

The percentage 

of employees‘ 

compliance with 

IS policy. 

Less than 25% of 

employees 

comply with IS 

policy. 

At least 25% of 

employees 

comply with IS 

policy. 

At least 50% of 

employees 

comply with IS 

policy. 

At least 75% of 

employees 

comply with IS 

policy. 

100% of 

employees 

comply with IS 

policy. 

Motivation 

The frequency of 

employees 

receiving 

appreciation. 

Never received 

an appreciation. 

Rarely receive 

an appreciation. 

Quite often 

receive 

appreciation. 

Often receive 

appreciation. 

Very often 

receive 

appreciation. 

Third parties 

Awareness  

The percentage 
of third parties‘ 

awareness 

toward IS policy.  

Less than 25% of 
third parties are 

aware of IS 

policy.  

At least 25% of 
third parties are 

aware of IS 

policy. 

At least 50% of 
third parties are 

aware of IS 

policy. 

At least 75% of 
third parties are 

aware of IS 

policy. 

100% of third 

parties are aware 

of IS policy. 

Compliance  

The percentage 

of third parties‘ 

compliance with 

IS policy and 

contracts.  

Less than 25% of 

third parties 

comply with IS 

policy and 

contracts.  

At least 25% of 

third parties 

comply with IS 

policy and 

contracts. 

At least 50% of 

third parties 

comply with IS 

policy contracts. 

At least 75% of 

third parties 

comply with IS 

policy contracts. 

100% of third 

parties comply 

with IS policy 

and contracts. 
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0rg. 

Document 

IS Policy 

Clear 

The percentage 

of IS policy 

contents that 

outlines the 
objectives, 

controls, and 

responsibilities 

of the parties 

involved are  

understood by 

the reader. 

  Less than 25% 
of IS policy 

contents are 

understood by 

readers. 

At least 25% of 
the IS policy 

contents are 

understood by 

the reader. 

At least 50% of 
the IS policy 

contents are 

understood by 

the reader. 

At least 75% of 
the IS policy 

contents are 

understood by 

the reader. 

100% of the IS 
policy contents 

are understood 

by the reader. 

Comprehensive 

The percentage 

of security 

controls 

established is 
based on the 

recommendation

s of international 

standards and IS 

requirements. 

Less than 25% of 

security controls 

are established 

based on the 
recommendation

s of international 

standards and IS 

requirements.  

At least 25% of 

security controls 

are established 

based on the 
recommendation

s of international 

standards and IS 

requirements. 

At least 50% of 

security controls 

are established 

based on the 
recommendation

s of international 

standards and IS 

requirements. 

At least 75% of 

security controls 

are established 

based on the 
recommendation

s of international 

standards and IS 

requirements. 

100% security 

controls are 

established 

based on the 
recommendation

s of international 

standards and IS 

requirements. 

Communicated 

The frequency of 

IS policy 

dissemination.  

Once a year. 2 times a year. 3 times a year. 4 times a year. 
More than 4 

times a year. 

The number of 

IS policy 

dissemination 

mediums. 

1 medium. 2 mediums. 3 mediums. 4 mediums. 
More than 4 

mediums. 

Reviewed 

The percentage 
of IS policy 

contents is 

reviewed/ 

updated 

according to 

current needs. 

Less than 25% of 
IS policy 

contents are 

reviewed/ 

updated 

according to 

current needs. 

At least 25% of 
IS policies 

contents are 

reviewed 

/updated 

according to 

current needs. 

At least 50% of 
the IS policy 

contents are 

reviewed/ 

updated 

according to 

current needs. 

At least 75% of 
IS policy 

contents are 

rereviewed/ 

updated 

according to 

current needs. 

100% IS policy 
contents are 

reviewed/ 

updated 

according to 

current needs. 

IS 

Procedures 

Clear 

The percentage 

of IS procedures 

understood by 

the personnel/ 

team in charge. 

Less than 25% of 

IS procedures 

are understood 

by the personnel/ 

team in charge. 

At least 25% of 
IS procedures 

are understood 

by the personnel/ 

team in charge. 

At least 50% of 
IS procedures 

are understood 

by the personnel/ 

team in charge. 

At least 75 % of 

IS procedures 

are understood 

by the personnel/ 

team in charge. 

100% IS 

procedures are 

understood by 

the personnel/ 

team in charge. 

Complete 

The level of IS 

procedures 

feasibility. 

Most of the 

procedures are 

very difficult to 

implement/ 
follow. 

Most of the 

procedures are 

difficult to 

implement/ 
follow. 

Most of the 

procedures are 

quite easy to 

implement/ 
follow. 

Most of the 

procedures are 

easy to 

implement/ 
follow. 

Most of the 

procedures are 

very easy to 

implement/ 
follow. 

Communicated 

The frequency 

rate of the IS 

procedures 

communicated.  

Most of the 

procedures are 

not 

communicated to 

the responsible 

officer. 

Most of the 
procedures are 

rarely 

communicated to 

the responsible 

officer. 

Most of the 
procedures are 

communicated to 

the responsible 

officer regularly. 

Most of the 

procedures are 

communicated to 

the responsible 

officer as 

required. 

Most of the 

procedures are 

communicated to 

the responsible 

officer 

periodically and 

as required. 

Reviewed 

The Percentage 
of IS procedures 

reviewed/ 

updated 

according to 

current needs.  

Less than 25% of 
IS procedures 

are reviewed/ 

updated 

according to 

current needs. 

At least 25% of 
IS procedures 

are reviewed/ 

updated 

according to 

current needs. 

At least 50% of 
IS procedures 

are reviewed/ 

updated 

according to 

current needs. 

At least 75% of 
IS procedures 

are rereviewed/ 

updated 

according to 

current needs. 

100% content of 
IS procedures 

reviewed/ 

updated 

according to 

current needs. 

Process  
Resource 

Planning 

Financial 

resources 

The amount of 
financial 

allocation to 

support the 

implementation 

of the ISM. 

Very 

insufficient. 
Insufficient. Quite sufficient. Sufficient. 

Very sufficient 
and is given 

priority in the 

allocation 

application every 

year. 

Human 

Resources 

The number of 

officers 

performing 
security 

operations.  

Very insufficient  Insufficient. Quite sufficient. Sufficient. Very sufficient. 

The competency 

level of allocated 
officers. 

Not competent. 
Lack of 

competence. 
Quite competent. Competent. Very competent. 
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Competency 

Developmen

t & 

Awareness 

Training 

Programmes 

The suitability of 

the training 

programmes 

given to 
employees and 

team members.  

Most of the 

training 

programs given 

to staff and team 

members do not 
suit the work 

scope. 

Most of the 

training 

programs given 

to staff and team 

members are less 
suited to the 

work scope. 

Most of the 

training 

programs given 

to staff and team 

members are 
quite suited to 

the work scope. 

Most of the 

training 

programs given 

to staff and team 

members are 
suited to the 

work scope. 

Most of the 

training 

programs given 

to staff and team 

members are 
well suited to the 

work scope. 

The knowledge 
of the employees 

and team 

members after 

attending 

training 

programs.  

Very low. Low. Moderate. Good. Excellent. 

Awareness 

Programmes 

The number of 

awareness 

programs 

mediums in a 

year. 

Awareness 

programs are 

implemented 

through 1 

medium. 

Awareness 

programs are 

implemented 

through 2 

mediums. 

Awareness 

programs are 

implemented 

through 3 

mediums. 

Awareness 

programs are 

implemented 

through 4 

mediums. 

Awareness 

programs are 

implemented in 

more than 4 

mediums. 

The frequency of 

awareness 

programs in a 

year. 

Once a year. Twice a year. 3 times a year. 4 times a year. 
More than 4 

times a year. 

The percentage 

of security 
incidents has 

been reduced.  

Less than 25% of 

security 
incidents have 

been reduced. 

At least 25% of 

security 
incidents have 

been reduced. 

At least 50% of 

security 
incidents have 

been reduced. 

At least 75% of 

security 
incidents have 

been reduced. 

 

100% security 
incidents have 

been reduced. 

Risk 

management 

Risk 

Assessment 

The percentage 
of process 

owners, asset 

owners and IS 

team‘s 

involvement in 

risk assessment.  

Less than 25%. At least 25%. At least 50%. At least 75%. 100%. 

The percentage 

of assets 

(included in the 

scope) that have 

been assessed.  

Less than 25% of 

assets have been 

assessed. 

At least 25% of 

the assets have 

been assessed. 

At least 50% of 

the assets have 

been assessed. 

At least 75% of 

the assets have 

been assessed. 

100% of the 

assets have been 

assessed. 

Risk Treatment 

Level of 

treatment 

suitability in 

managing risk. 

Not appropriate  Less appropriate  
Quite 

appropriate. 
Appropriate. 

Very 

appropriate. 

Percentage of 

high-risk assets 

that have been 

depreciated.  

Less than 25%. At least 25%. At least 50%. At least 75%. 100%. 

Business 

continuity 

and incident 

management  

Plan 

The percentage 
of plan 

availability. 

Less than 25%. At least 25%. At least 50%. At least 75%. 100%. 

The percentage 
of incidents and 

disasters 

successfully 

handled 

(identified, 

reported, 

recovered) 

within a set time.  

Less than 25%. At least 25%. At least 50%. At least 75%. 100%. 

Simulation 

Diversity of 

simulation 

implementation 

over 5 years.  

The same 

simulation was 

implemented 

over 5 years. 

At least 2 

different 

simulations were 

implemented 
over 5 years. 

At least 3 

different 

simulations were 

implemented 
over 5 years. 

At least 4 

different 

simulations were 

implemented 
over 5 years. 

More than 4 

different 

simulations were 

implemented 
over 5 years. 

IS Audit Audit program 
The level of 

audit scope.  

The scope of the 

audit is not 

comprehensive. 

The scope of the 

audit is less 

comprehensive. 

The scope of the 

audit is quite 

comprehensive. 

The scope of the 

audit is 

comprehensive. 

The scope of the 

audit is 

comprehensive 

and has value-
added. 
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Audit Findings 

and Reporting 

The clarity 

percentage of the 

audit findings 
and reporting.  

Less than 25% of 

audit findings 

are clearly 
reported. 

At least 25% of 

audit findings 

are clearly 
reported. 

At least 50% of 

audit findings 

are clearly 
reported. 

At least 75% of 

audit findings 

are clearly 

reported. 
 

100% of audit 

findings are 

clearly reported. 

Follow-up 

Audit 

The level of 

follow-up audit 

review.  

The revision of 

the corrective 

and preventive 

actions is carried 
out incomplete. 

The revision of 

the corrective 

and preventive 

actions is carried 

out less 
completely. 

The revision of 

corrective and 

preventive 

actions is carried 

out quite 
completely. 

The revision of 

the corrective 

and preventive 

actions is carried 
out completely.  

The revision of 

the corrective 

and preventive 

actions is carried 

out completely 
and thoroughly. 

The accuracy 

percentage of the 
implementation 

of the preventive 

and corrective 

actions. 

Less than 25% of 

corrective and 
preventive 

actions are 

implemented 

appropriately. 

At least 25% of 

corrective and 
preventive 

actions are 

implemented 

appropriately. 

At least 50% of 

corrective and 
preventive 

actions are 

implemented 

appropriately. 

At least 75% of 

corrective and 
preventive 

actions are 

implemented 

appropriately. 

100% of 

corrective and 
preventive 

actions are 

implemented 

appropriately. 

Technolog

y  

IT 
Infrastructur

e 

Hardware  

The percentage 

of hardware 

maintenance.  

Less than 25% of 

hardware is 

maintained on 
schedule. 

At least 25% of 

the hardware is 

maintained on 
schedule. 

At least 50% of 

the hardware is 

maintained on 
schedule. 

At least 75% of 

the hardware is 

maintained on 
schedule. 

100% hardware 

is maintained on 

schedule. 

The percentage 
of latest 

hardware used. 

Less than 25% of 
the latest 

hardware is used. 

At least 25% of 
the latest 

hardware is used. 

At least 50% of 
the latest 

hardware is used. 

At least 75% of 
the latest 

hardware is used 

100% up-to-date 
hardware is 

used. 

Software  

The percentage 

of software 

maintenance 

(updated 

version/security 

features in 
software 

architecture).  

Less than 25% of 

software is 

maintained on 

schedule. 

At least 25% of 

the software is 

maintained on 

schedule. 

At least 50% of 

the software is 

maintained on 

schedule. 

At least 75% of 

the software is 

maintained on 

schedule. 

100% software is 

maintained on 

schedule. 

The percentage 

of use of 

software security 

functions.  

Less than 25% of 

software security 

functions are 

used. 

At least 25% of 

software security 

functions are 

used. 

At least 50% of 

software security 

functions are 

used. 

At least 75% of 

software security 

functions are 

used. 

100% software 

security 

functions are 

used. 

V. CONCLUSION 

ISM is a strategic approach to address IS risks and 
breaches as well as to reduce IS incidents that can compromise 
the confidentiality, integrity and availability of organisational 
information. These IS risks, incidents and breaches can be 
minimised if the organisation implements ISM effectively. 
The effectiveness of ISM can be achieved if organisations 
assess the maturity of their ISM practices using a holistic 
maturity model. A holistic maturity model needs to consider 
the ISM success factors in every aspect to ensure that the 
assessment is made comprehensively. 

This study has successfully developed a holistic maturity 
model to help organisations in self-assessing the maturity level 
of their ISM implementation. This initiative encourages 
organisations to continue improving the implementation of 
their ISM from time to time. This model can also be used as 
guidelines and references to academicians and researchers 
involved in information security maturity. 

Finally, here are some suggestions for further research that 
can be implemented in the future: 

 Specialise the model according to the type of 
organisation. 

This study does not specialise in any particular type of 
organisation, whether public or private organisation. The 
nature of service is quite different between those two sectors, 
and it is believed that organisations in both sectors have 
relatively slightly different information security controls. 
Accordingly, detailed studies by the type of organisation can 
be done in the future to produce a more accurate model. 

 Automate the maturity model. 

Further studies are proposed to automate the 
Organisational ISM Maturity Model. The automated ISM 
maturity model not only simplifies the evaluation process but 
can also be used for record-keeping and report generating. 
This allows the organisation to monitor the progress of the 
ISM, compare the maturity level obtained each year, as well as 
predict the level of maturity that will be obtained in 
subsequent years more easily. 
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Abstract—The evaluation of the quality of sediments is a 

complex issue in the Peruvian reality, mainly because there is no 

sampling protocol or norm for comparison, which leads to the 

assessment of sediments without a comprehensive analysis of 

their quality. In the present study, the quality of the sediments in 

the upper basin of the Huarmey river was evaluated in 30 

monitoring points and 7 parameters, which are: arsenic, 

cadmium, copper, chromium, mercury, lead and zinc, which 

were compared according to the standards recommended by the 

Environmental Quality Guidelines for Sediments in freshwater 

bodies of Canada (Canadian Environmental Quality Guidelines - 

CEQG, 2002. Sediment Quality Guidelines for Protection of 

Aquatic Life - Fresh water according to Canadian Council of 

Ministers of the Environment (CCME)). The results of the 

evaluation, by grey clustering method and Shannon entropy, 

showed that 13 monitoring points resulted in good sediment 

quality, 1 monitoring point had moderate quality and 16 

monitoring points presented poor quality; therefore, it can be 

concluded that the effluents and discharges of the mining 

activities that take place in the aforementioned location have a 

negative impact on environmental quality. Finally, the results 

obtained can be of great help for OEFA, the regional 

government, the municipalities and any other body that has 

oversight functions, since they will allow them to be more 

objective and precise decisions. 

Keywords—Grey clustering; sediment quality; Shannon entropy 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The water resource of the Huarmey river basin in Ancash, 
Peru, represents the vital element for the supply of population, 
agricultural, livestock, mining, energy and ecological use [1], 
being important its optimal, rational and sustainable use. 
However, due to the continuous complaints from the 
surrounding population expressing their discomfort over an 
alleged environmental impact on the water and sediment of the 
upper basin of the Huarmey river, an environmental monitoring 
was carried out, where there is a record of the existence of 
mining activity in exploration and operation stage (Minera 
Huinac SAC) [2]. 

In the upper basin of the Huarmey river, districts of La 
Merced, Aija, Huacllan and Succha, province of Aija, 
department of Ancash, Peru. The sediment quality assessment 
was carried out, for which there were 30 monitoring points 
carried out by the Organization for Environmental Assessment 
and Enforcement, a specialized technical organization in 
charge of compliance with Peruvian environmental regulations 

[2]. It is important to mention that, at present, Peru does not 
have a sediment sampling protocol and nor does it have 
regulations or quality standards to evaluate this component. 
Therefore, standards recommended by the Environmental 
Quality Guidelines for Sediments in freshwater bodies of 
Canada (Canadian Environmental Quality Guidelines - CEQG, 
2002) will be used. Sediment Quality Guidelines for Protection 
of Aquatic Life - Fresh water according to the Canadian 
Council of Ministers of the Environment [3]. 

For the evaluation of the sediment quality, we will use the 
Grey Clustering method, as well as the Shanon entropy. Grey 
Clustering is a methodology that is based on a theory of fuzzy 
sets and can be applied by grey incidence of matrices or 
whitenization functions because unlike traditional statistical 
methods [4], this methodology considers the uncertainty of the 
fuzzy type which is present in the environment within their 
analysis. For the case study, the "Center–point Triangular 
Whitenization Functions - CTWF" will be used, since the 
CTWF is mainly applied to test if the observation objects 
belong to predetermined classes, known as grey classes [5] as 
evidenced in the studies of selection of innovative strategies [6] 
and in the evaluation of the quality of sediments by grey 
incidence [7]. On the other hand, the Shannon entropy method 
is also an artificial intelligence approach developed by Claude 
E. Shannon (Shannon and Weaver, 1994) that addresses the 
uncertainty due to the dispersion of the data [8], therefore this 
method was also used to determine the weights of the 
evaluation criteria within the CTWF method [9]. 

Therefore, the specific objective of the present work is to 
analyze and value the quality of sediments by Grey method 
Clustering and Shannon entropy in the upper basin of the 
Huarmey river monitored in May 2016 based on the standards 
recommended by the Guidelines Environmental Quality for 
Sediments in freshwater bodies of Canada (Canadian 
Environmental Quality Guidelines - CEQG, 2002. Sediment 
Quality Guidelines for Protection of Aquatic Life - Fresh water 
according to Canadian Council of Ministers of the 
Environment [3]. 

Thus, on the following the study is formed by Section II 
which summarizes the literature review; Section III, in which 
the CTWF method is explained in detail. After Section IV, will 
be the section where the case study is described, then the 
results and their discussion are presented in Section V. Finally, 
the conclusions are presented in Section VI. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Delgado et al., in 2017, developed a research that studied 
the water quality of the Santa River, in which different points 
were analyzed according to the parameters established by 
MINAM-Peru (DS No 015-2015). In this sense, 21 monitoring 
points of the Santa River basin were analyzed. It was 
concluded that the grey clustering method showed interesting 
results and that it could be applied to other studies on water 
quality or the environment in general. In this regard, the results 
showed that 47.6% of the monitoring points presented a good 
quality of water for human consumption, which could be 
purified by applying a disinfection; 33.3% of the monitoring 
points presented a moderate quality of water for human 
consumption, which could be purified with a conventional 
treatment; and 19.1% of the monitoring points presented a low 
quality of water for human consumption, which could be 
purified by applying a special treatment [10]. 

Delgado, in 2020, in Peru, mentions that evaluating the 
quality of surface waters is a complex issue that involves the 
comprehensive analysis of several parameters that are altered 
by natural or anthropogenic causes. In this sense, the Grey 
Clustering method, which is based on the Grey Systems theory 
[11], and the Shannon Entropy, based on the artificial 
intelligence approach, provide an alternative to evaluate water 
quality in a comprehensive manner considering the uncertainty 
within the analysis. In the mentioned study, the water quality in 
the upper basin of the Huallaga River was evaluated taking into 
account the results of the monitoring of twenty-one points 
carried out by the National Water Authority analyzing nine 
parameters of the Prati index. The results showed that all the 
monitoring points of the Huallaga River were classified as 
uncontaminated, which means that the discharges, generated by 
economic activities, are carried out through treatment plants 
that meet the quality parameters [12]. 

Environmental Assessment and Control Agency (OEFA by 
its Spanish acronym), in Peru, 2016 water and sediment quality 
monitoring was carried out from May 20 to 30 at 30 
monitoring points belonging to the upper basin of the Huarmey 
River, which is formed by the Llactún and La Merced rivers 
with their respective tributaries, that when joined form the 
Santiago River which receives the contribution of the stream of 
the same name, in which there is a record of the existence of 
mining activity in exploration and operation stage (Minera 
Huinac S. A.C.). Finally, downstream it takes the name of the 
Aija River, which receives the contributions of the Mallqui and 
Allma rivers, where concentrations of total arsenic were 
exceeded in the 30 monitoring points, copper in 26 points, 
mercury in 10 points, lead in 18 points, zinc in 25 points of the 
reference values of the Canadian standard [2]. 

Chu and Tan, in 2014, in China, carried out the analysis of 
39 samples of surface sediments, from the coastal ocean of 
Jiangsu to evaluate their quality. Making use of the Grey 
Clustering method for its evaluation and generating results 
classified into three categories (clean, light pollution and 
intense pollution). Of the thirty-nine samples, there are eleven 
clean samples, twenty light pollution samples, and eight heavy 
pollution samples. When analyzing the underlying reasons, 
pollutants dumped into the sea due to increased industrial and 

agricultural activities that contributed to the pollution. 
Therefore, more emphasis should be placed on the 
management of the surface tidal flat sediment environment, 
especially on the treatment of the pollution source to improve 
the sediment quality for the sustainable development of the 
coastal zone [7]. 

Delgado, in 2018, in Peru, states that the assessment of 
pollution and the quality of the air is a serious problem for big 
cities, considering the increasing pollution of the air. In this 
sense, the evaluation of this problem using the grey clustering 
method, which is based on the theory of the grey system, has 
great advantages since it considers this uncertainty within the 
analysis. In such study, an evaluation of air quality was carried 
out in three monitoring points located in three different districts 
of the city of Lima, Peru, which are San Martín de Porres, 
Carabayllo and Puente Piedra. The results revealed that the 
three monitoring points presented good air quality in 
accordance with Peruvian law. Nevertheless, this could be 
because the districts in which the monitoring points are located 
are relatively new. Finally, the results of this study could help 
local and central authorities to make the best decision on the 
evaluation of air quality [5]. 

National Water Authority (ANA by its Spanish acronym), 
in November 2015, evaluated the quality of the surface water 
of the Huarmey river basin, concluding that the effects on the 
bodies of water belonging to and / or tributaries to the 
Huarmey basin were located in the upper area of said basin, 
being the Montecristo, Huinac, Hercules and Santiago streams, 
as well as the Llactún river, which presented concentration 
values of the content of metals such as aluminum, arsenic, 
cadmium, copper, iron, manganese, lead and zinc, which 
exceed the value established in the ECA- Water, due to the fact 
that mining companies are installed in this area at the head of 
the basin [13]. 

The application of the Grey Clustering and Shannon 
Entropy methodology in sediment quality is an innovative 
method; this is due to the scarce existing bibliography that 
applies similar methodologies and the non-existence of 
sediment quality standards in Peru. That is why the importance 
of the present work lies in the application of these powerful 
methodologies in a new field of study, the Peruvian context, in 
addition, it allows perceiving the quality in an environmental 
component of the upper basin of the Huarmey River, Peru. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In this section, we will proceed to describe the center-point 
triangular whitenization weight functions (CTWF) method, 
which can be described as follows: First assume that there is a 
set of   objects, a set of   criteria and a set of   grey classes, 
according to the sample value                              
Then the CTWF method is appreciated in a flowchart in Fig. 1 
and are developed with the following steps [12], [14]–[16]. 

A. Step 1: Determining the Center Points 

The criteria ranges are divided into three grey classes, 
which are:                 and these values are determined 
using the Canadian sediment standard. 
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the CTWF Method. 

B. Step 2: Dimension Removal 

At this point it is assumed that there are objects for 
evaluation and n criteria or grey classes, which form the 

following matrix   {                               }. In 

this sense it is normalized by each criterion                 . 
The normalized value      , which is calculated by (1). 

     
    

    
     

 

              (1) 

C. Step 3: Determination of Triangular Functions 

The grey classes are expanded in the directions of each 
parameter used and for this purpose the Canadian standard for 
sediments will be used as a reference, which provides values to 
measure the quality. In this research the Canadian standard 
provides us with three quality levels for each parameter 
analyzed, so we will have three functions for each parameter 
analyzed. The new sequence of center points in           . For 
class         ,             for an observed value    . The 

computation of the Central Point Triangular Whitenization 
Functions (CTWF) is shown by (2) – (4). A visual 
representation is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. CTWF Representation. 

D. Step 4: Determining Weight for each Criterion 

In this step, use is made of Shannon's Entropy weight 
method, which developed the measure "H", which satisfies the 
following properties [9], [12], [14], [15], [17]: 

 H is a positive continuous function. 

 If all    are equivalent       , in that sense, H should 
be a growing monotonous function of  . 

 For all 
                                      

          
  

      
 

  

      
  

Shannon shows that only functions satisfying this condition 
are computed by (5). 

           ∑           
 
             (5) 

Where:               
      

Regarding the entropy weight methodology, it can be 
demonstrated according to the following definition [9], [12], 
[15]. As shown above,   objects are shown for evaluation and 
  evaluation criteria, which form the following matrix 

  {                               } . After that, the 

following steps will continue. 

1) The matrix   {                               } is 

normalized by each criterion   . The normalization evaluates 

     and are calculated by (6). 

   
             

    

    
     

             (6) 

2) The entropy of each criterion is calculated by (7). 

     ∑               
 
                (7) 

Where,   is constant,             

3) The degree of divergence of intrinsic information of 

each criterion    is calculated by (8). 

                       (8) 
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4) The weight of the entropy of each criterion    is 

calculated by (9). 

    
    

    
      

              (9) 

Where,    it's equal to the     

E. Step 5: Determining the Clustering Coefficient 

The clustering coefficient   
  per object                

with respect to the grey classes                is calculated 
by (10). 

  
      

    
                     (10) 

Where    
          is the CTWF of the    grey class of the 

    criterion, and    is the weight of criterion  , to establish 

these the Shannon Entropy method will be used. 

F. Step 6: Results using the Maximum Clustering Coefficient 

Finally, the value of         {  
 }    

  has to be 

calculated, based on that the object belongs to each grey class 
is opted. When there are several objects in some grey class, 
these objects can be ordered according to the magnitudes of 
their clustering coefficients. 

IV. CASE STUDY 

A. Description of the Study Area 

The study area is in the upper basin of the Huarmey River, 
district of La Merced, Aija, Huacllan and Succha, province of 
Aija, department of Ancash, Peru as shown in Fig. 3. This is 
due to the results of water and sediment quality information, 
carried out from May 20 to 30, 2016. For which there were 30 
monitoring points conducted by the Organization for 
Environmental Evaluation and Enforcement [2]. 

 

Fig. 3. Location of the Department of Ancash in Peru. 

B. Description of Study Objects 

For the evaluation of sediment quality in the upper basin of 
the Huarmey River La Merced, Aija, Huacllan and Succha 
districts, province of Aija, department of Ancash, information 
was collected from 30 monitoring points obtained from Report 
No. 266-2016 OEFA/DE- SDCA, carried out May 20 to 30, 
2016 [2], and are shown in Table I and Fig. 4. 

TABLE I. MONITORING POINTS IN THE UPPER HUARMEY RIVER BASIN 

Point 

 
Code 

Coordinates UTM - WGS 84 18S 

East (m) North (m) 
Elevation 

(m.a.s.l.) 

1 SED-HUA1 206381 8925199 3901 

2 
SED-
QHuin1 

206427 8925324 3906 

3 
SED-

RLlac1 
206461 8925143 3893 

4 SED-RLlc2 206506 8924857 3856 

5 SED-HUA2 206585 8924591 3841 

6 
SED-

RLlac3 
206711 8924450 3818 

7 SED-HUA3 206948 8923944 3813 

8 
SED-
RLlac4 

207197 8924040 3781 

9 SED-HUA4 207347 8923936 3789 

10 
SED-

RLlac5 
207254 8923762 3757 

11 SED-HUA5 207220 8923686 3769 

12 
SED-

RLlac6 
207363 8923601 3748 

13 
SED-
RLlac10 

209764 8921211 3411 

14 
SED-

RLlac7 
208328 8922234 3618 

15 
SED-
RLlac8 

208479 8922051 3584 

16 SED-HUA6 208442 8922203 3620 

17 SED-HUA8 209528 8922005 3367 

18 
SED-

HUA10 
211354 8921662 3446 

19 
SED-

RLMer3 
212160 8920813 3158 

20 SED-HUA9 212696 8922670 3292 

21 
SED-
RLMer1 

212970 8923072 3305 

22 
SED-

RLMer2 
212762 8922439 3269 

23 SED-RAija1 209384 8916087 2774 

24 
SED-

RSant2 
209581 8916347 2832 

25 SED-Rall2 214163 8915170 3290 

26 
SED-
RLlac11 

211204 8918533 3040 

27 
SED-

RLMer4 
211293 8918643 3049 

28 
SED-

QSant5 
211348 8918603 3066 

29 
SED-

RSant1 
211155 8918424 3066 

30 
SED-

RMall1 
215369 8914339 3417 
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Fig. 4. Sediment Quality Monitoring Points in the upper Huarmey River 

Basin. 

C. Description of Evaluation Criteria 

The evaluation criteria for the present study are determined 
by the Canadian sediment quality parameters, which are 
presented in Table II: 

TABLE II. SEDIMENT QUALITY ASSESSMENT CRITERIA 

Criteria Units Notation 

Total Arsenic mg/Kg C1 

Total Cadmium mg/Kg C2 

Total Copper mg/Kg C3 

Total chromium mg/Kg C4 

Total Mercury mg/Kg C5 

Total Plomium mg/Kg C6 

Total Zinc mg/Kg C7 

D. Definition of Grey Classes 

The Grey Classes for the evaluation are 3 and are based on 
the sediment quality levels of the international standard - 
Canadian Sediment Quality Guidelines (CSQG) according to 
the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment [3] 
where it contemplates the limits to the ISQG (Interim Sediment 
Quality Guideline) values: the concentration below which no 
adverse biological effects are expected and PEL (Probable 
Effect Level): concentration above which adverse biological 
effects are frequently found. Proposing a third category 
considered as Moderate, which is presented in Table III. 

E. Calculations using the CTWF Method 

Step 1: Center points 

Based on the international standard CSQG, the central 
values of the parameters to be analyzed were obtained and 
denominated as equivalent ISQG: Good and PEL: Poor. These 
values are shown in Table IV. 

Step 2: Dimension removal 

The non-dimension values for each parameter according to 
Table III on the average concentration of each parameter are 
shown in Table V. 

TABLE III. QUALITY INTERVALS FOR THE INTERNATIONAL CSQG 

STANDARD 

Parameter 

(mg/Kg) 

Quality Index Condition 

ISQG Moderate Pel 

Total Arsenic < 5.9 5.9 - 17 17 < 

Total Cadmium < 0.6 0.6 - 3.5 3.5 < 

Total Copper < 35.7 35.7 - 197 197 < 

Total chromium < 37.3 37.3 - 90 90 < 

Total Mercury < 0.17 0.17 - 0.486 0.486 < 

Total Plomium < 35 35 - 91.3 91.3 < 

Total Zinc < 123 123 - 315 315 < 

TABLE IV. CENTRAL VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS FOR THE 

INTERNATIONAL STANDARD CSQG 

Parameter 

(mg/Kg) 

Quality Index Condition 

Good Moderate Bad 

Total Arsenic 5.9 11.45 17 

Total Cadmium 0.6 2.05 3.5 

Total Copper 35.7 116.35 197 

Total chromium 37.3 63.65 90 

Total Mercury 0.17 0.328 0.486 

Total Plomium 35 63.15 91.3 

Total Zinc 123 219 315 

TABLE V. NON-DIMENSION VALUES FOR THE CSQG INTERNATIONAL 

STANDARD 

Parameter 

(mg/Kg) 

Quality Index Condition 

Good Moderate Bad 

Total Arsenic 0.515 1.000 1.485 

Total Cadmium 0.293 1.000 1.707 

Total Copper 0.307 1.000 1.693 

Total chromium 0.586 1.000 1.414 

Total Mercury 0.518 1.000 1.482 

Total Plomium 0.554 1.000 1.446 

Total Zinc 0.562 1.000 1.438 

Similarly, based on the monitoring results obtained from 
Report No. 266-2016 OEFA/DE- SDCA, dimensionless values 
were obtained for the 30 selected monitoring points, as the 
example we show in Table VI for 5 monitoring points. 

TABLE VI. DATA WITHOUT MONITORING DIMENSION IN THE CASE STUDY 

Param

eters 

C1 - 

Total 

Arsenic 

C2 - 

Total 

Cadmi

um 

C3 - 

Total 

copper 

C4 - 

Total 

Chro

mium 

C5 - 

Total 

Merc

ury 

C6 - 

Total 

Lead 

C7 - 

Total 

Zinc 

1 1.43 0.24 0.39 0.28 0.30 0.31 0.66 

2 49.96 4.79 8.38 0.18 4.33 8.90 8.04 

3 33.45 7.51 4.63 0.31 3.08 9.15 12.17 

4 44.10 3.71 4.37 0.28 2.53 52.89 7.46 

5 1.48 0.55 0.46 0.46 0.15 0.56 1.31 
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Step 3: Determining triangular functions and their functions 

Replacing the values obtained from Table VI in the 
equations of the Whitenization functions, as an example for 
total arsenic functions equations are shown in (11) – (13). Its 
graphic representation is displayed in Fig. 5. 
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Step 4: Determining weight for each criterion 

The clustering weight (    ) of each parameter was 

determined with Shanon's entropy. The following procedure 
was followed for this purpose. 

1) Standardized parameter values from the Canadian 

standard, which are presented in Table VII. 

2) The entropy (  ) of each criterion (  ) was calculated 

through (7). The results are shown in Table VIII. 

3) Finally, the entropy weights wj were found according 

by using (9), and equated to the clustering weights    of each 

parameter. The values are presented in Table IX. 

Step 5: Determining the clustering coefficient 

The values of the clustering coefficients were calculated 
using (10). The results of the first 2 monitoring points are 
shown in Table X. 

Step 6: Results using the maximum clustering coefficient 

Finally, we calculate the value of         {  
 }    

  for 

each grey class according to each monitoring point by adding a 
comparison by quality scale and with it we get Table XI. 

 

Fig. 5. Whitenization Functions for Total Arsenic. 

TABLE VII. NORMALIZED VALUES FOR EACH PARAMETER 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 

 Total arsenic total cadmium total copper total chromium total mercury total lead total zinc 

Good 0.172 0.098 0.102 0.195 0.173 0.185 0.187 

Moderate 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 

Bad 0.495 0.569 0.564 0.471 0.494 0.482 0.479 

TABLE VIII. DEGREE OF DIVERGENCE 

Group  C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 

   0.93 0.83 0.84 0.95 0.93 0.94 0.94 

TABLE IX. CLUSTERING WEIGHT OF EACH CRITERION 

Group  C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 

   0.114 0.257 0.246 0.082 0.112 0.096 0.092 

TABLE X. VALUES OF TRIANGULAR WHITENING FUNCTIONS (CTWF) FOR THE FIRST 2 MONITORING POINTS 

P1 Criteria C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 Results 

   
     0.000 1.000 0.882 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.771 0.114 

   
     0.108 0.000 0.118 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.229 0.021 

   
     0.892 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.050 

P2 Criteria C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 Results 

   
     0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.016 

   
     0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

   
     1.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.488 
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TABLE XI. COMPARISON OF SEDIMENT QUALITY ACCORDING TO THEIR 

MAX VALUE 

Results Maxik Quality Quality scale 

P11 0.133 Good Better sediment quality 

P17 0.123 Good 
 

P22 0.123 Good 
 

P21 0.121 Good 
 

P19 0.120 Good 
 

P7 0.119 Good 
 

P20 0.118 Good 
 

P27 0.114 Good 
 

P1 0.114 Good 
 

P16 0.113 Good 
 

P9 0.111 Good 
 

P18 0.099 Good 
 

P5 0.088 Good Good sediment quality 

P30 0.080 Moderate 
 

P2 0.488 Bad Lower sediment quality 

P3 0.488 Bad 
 

P4 0.488 Bad 
 

P15 0.472 Bad 
 

P13 0.454 Bad 
 

P28 0.454 Bad 
 

P23 0.450 Bad 
 

p8 0.432 Bad 
 

P12 0.432 Bad 
 

P26 0.432 Bad 
 

P6 0.417 Bad 
 

P29 0.336 Bad 
 

P10 0.303 Bad 
 

P14 0.290 Bad 
 

P24 0.269 Bad 
 

P25 0.131 Bad Poor sediment quality 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. About the Case Study 

It is observed in Table XII that 13 (43%) monitoring points 
resulted with the sediment quality good, while 1 monitoring 
point (3%) resulted with moderate quality and 16 (54%) 
monitoring points with poor quality. In addition, the 
comparison of quality level can be performed according to the 

maximum clustering coefficient (Max    
 ). In addition, we 

analyze according to each quality category into good, moderate 
and bad, respectively. For a better understanding further details 
regarding their location and differentiation are displayed in 
colors in Fig. 6. 

 Good category: This means that no adverse biological 
effects are expected in these points and it is also 
observed that monitoring point P11 has the best water 
quality and point P5 the lowest quality within this 
category, this may happen because the points are 
located in tributaries to the main river and also the 
monitoring point P11 is more distant from the bridle 
path compared to the monitoring point P5 [2]. Likewise, 
the other points show good quality, possibly because 
they were sampled in tributaries of the main river. 

 Moderate category: Means that at this point adverse 
biological effects are expected being monitoring point 
P30 the only point in this category, this may be because 
it is the farthest downstream point from the MTZ S.A.C 
mine compared to monitoring point P25 which is 100 m 
downstream of the mine [2]. 

 Bad category: It means that biological effects are 
frequently found in these points and also the monitoring 
point P25 presents the best sediment quality while point 
P2 presents the lowest sediment quality within this 
category, this could happen because the points are 
located within the main river where the mines discharge 
their effluents and also points P2, P3 and P4 are located 
downstream and closer to the Huinac mine, which is 
why they may have the lowest sediment quality 
compared to point P25, which has the best quality in the 
category since it is located 100 m downstream of the 
MTZ S.A.C. mine [2], but compared to points P2, P3 
and P4, this mine has better control of its effluents. 
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Fig. 6. Results based on the Maximum Coefficient on the Case Study Map. 

In relation to other studies, Chu & Tan [7] applied the Grey 
Clustering method to evaluate the surface sediment quality of 
the Jiangsu coastal ocean, and showed that more emphasis 
should be placed on the management of the surface tidal flat 
sediment environment, especially on the treatment of the 
pollution source to improve the sediment quality for the 
sustainable development of the coastal zone. In the water 
quality assessment conducted by Delgado et al., [12] in the 
Huallaga River basin, it was shown that of the 21 monitoring 
points analyzed all of these were found - according to the Pratti 
index - to be uncontaminated. A point to highlight from the 
previous study is that Shannon Entropy was used to determine 
the value of the weights, a feature that was not used in the 
study by Liping et al study [18] where the weights were 
determined using the arithmetic mean. Therefore, the present 
study is characterized by analyzing a topic that is little 
addressed from the perspectives of the Grey Clustering 
method, which is the analysis of sediments, but it also 
integrates a component that will provide greater objectivity and 
precision, Shannon Entropy, to determine the value of the 
weights. 

B. Proposals for Poor Quality Points 

According to the results and discussion on the case study, it 
is possible to evidence the contamination of sediment quality 
by heavy metals and that can be attributable to the effluents of 
the mining companies (mainly Huinac), being the monitoring 
points downstream of these, therefore, it is proposed that this 

incorporates constant monitoring of sediment quality and thus 
also take into account the natural state of the streams and rivers 
that may be mineralized areas, and if responsibility is 
warranted by this to proceed to better control their effluents by 
treatment plants. 

C. About the Methodology 

The Grey Clustering method is a useful methodology to 
analyze the environmental system with respect to 
environmental quality, since among the advantages of Fuzzy 
Sets it is considered that it can be applied when the internal 
mechanisms of the system are unknown or the concept to be 
measured is imprecise, in this case of the study area. It is a 
mathematical theory of uncertainty to model situations where 
traditional instruments do not lead to optimal results due to the 
existence of uncertainty problems [19]–[21]. 

Based on the study conducted, the Grey Clustering 
Analysis Methodology (GCA) was chosen as the method for 
Environmental Quality Assessment over the Delphi methods 
[22] and the AHP method [23], where the advantages and 
disadvantages involving these mentioned methodologies are 
shown in Table XII. 

The Shannon entropy method allows determining the 
clustering weights      for each criterion in an objective way, 
without the need to consult experts, which makes this method a 
more efficient and integrated method for sediment quality 
assessment. 
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TABLE XII. COMPARATIVE TABLE OF ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ASSESSMENT METHODS IN THE FIELD OF RESEARCH 

Environmental Quality 

Assessment Method 
Advantages Disadvantages 

Grey Clustering 

Methodology 

-Defines a new and reduced set of indicators, linear combinations of the 
initial ones, which allows comparison at all levels evaluated. 

-High degree of flexibility, due to the membership functions, which 

allows it to include uncertainty in its analysis. 
its analysis. 

-It presents an objective weighting system. 

-It allows an integral analysis between the different thematic areas, by 
means of fuzzy inference rules. 

-Process a large set of data and reduce its dimensionality with a minimum 

loss of information [24]. 

The methodology has not been disseminated and its 

applications to environmental fields are recent. 

Delphi Methodology 

-Subjective experience and critical input. 
-Complex, large, multidisciplinary problems with considerable 

uncertainties. 

-Possibility of unexpected breakthroughs. 
-Particularly long-time frames. 

-Achieving consensus in areas of uncertainty or in situations lacking 

causality. 
-Focus on issues where multiple stakeholder groups are potentially 

involved. 

-Delphi studies can be relatively simple to design and flexible in the way 
those designs are combined [25]. 

-Causal models cannot be built or validated. 

-Opinions from a large group are required. 

-Deficiencies of the researcher or panel members may 
arise. 

-The researcher imposes his preconceived ideas on 

respondents. 

Analytic Hierarchy 

Process (AHP) 
Methodology 

-Allows a complex problem to be broken down and analyzed in parts. 
-Allows quantitative and qualitative criteria to be measured using a 

common scale. 

-It facilitates the understanding of the problem by the decision-maker or 
by those involved in the analysis stage. 

-It is easy to use and allows its solution to be complemented with 

mathematical optimization methods [26]. 

-Additional analysis is required to establish 
preconditions. Since minimum points of agreement 

among stakeholders regarding objectives, criteria, 

weights, etc. are required. 
-The analysis includes a certain degree of subjectivity. 

Because data from different sources are used, the 

analysis includes some degree of subjectivity. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In the present quality study of the sediments of the surface 
water bodies of the upper basin of the Huarmey river, the 30 
monitoring points of the basin could be classified, from which 
it was determined that 13 (43%) of the monitoring points 
presented good sediment quality, 1 (3%) moderate and 16 
(54%) of poor quality. In the points that presented a good 
quality of sediments, it is attributed to the fact that they were 
located in tributaries of the main river, for the monitoring point 
that presented a moderate quality it can be attributed to being 
located at a significant distance from the MTZ SAC mine. 
Those that presented a poor quality of sediments, which 
corresponds to most of the points sampled, can be attributed to 
the fact that they are located within the main river, close to the 
activities of the mining industries (mainly Huinac) and the 
discharges of their effluents. 

 The study used the Grey Clustering method and Shanon's 
Entropy, as for the Grey Clustering methodology it turns out to 
be one of the most effective since it considers the uncertainty 
within the analysis; in addition, the analysis was enhanced with 
the Entropy methodology of Shannon, which allows 
developing the analysis process objectively, without the need 
for expert judgment. As a result of these, it allowed to generate 
classifications of the quality of sediments, which are pertinent 
in the application in the Peruvian context due to the lack of 
regulations regarding sediments. 

 This evaluation information obtained is relevant because it 
allows generating timely decision-making, in relation to the 
current context, by public entities and the central government 
with powers in the upper basin of the Huarmey River, Peru. 
And finally, the study serves as the basis for future research 

regarding the quality of sediments, in addition, to be 
complemented with subsequent studies of characterization of 
water, soil and sediments by natural formations in the Huarmey 
river basin. 
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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) has transcended from its 

application in traditional sensing networks such as wireless 

sensing and radio frequency identification to life-changing and 

critical applications. However, IoT networks are still vulnerable 

to threats, attacks, intrusions, and other malicious activities. 

Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) that employ unsupervised 

learning techniques are used to secure sensitive data transmitted 

on IoT networks and preserve privacy. This paper proposes a 

hybrid model for intrusion detection that relies on a dimension 

reduction algorithm, an unsupervised learning algorithm, and a 

classifier. The proposed model employs Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA) to reduce the number of features in a dataset. 

The K-means algorithm generates clusters that serve as class 

labels for the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. 

Experimental results using the NSL-KDD and the UNSW-NB15 

datasets justify the effectiveness of our proposed model in 

detecting malicious activities in IoT networks. The proposed 

model, when trained, identifies benign and malicious behaviours 

using an unlabelled dataset. 

Keywords—Internet of things; intrusion detection system; k-

means; principal component analysis; support vector machine 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Internet of Things (IoT) is a self-organizing and adaptive 
network that interconnects uniquely identifiable "Things" to 
the internet via communication protocols [1]. The "Things" 
(also known as devices) are capable of sensing data from 
humans and the environment. IoT devices collect and 
sometimes store information that can be accessed pervasively 
and at any time. The Internet of Things (IoT) is a proliferating 
technology that offers many advantages in many areas of life 
[2]. However, the IoT is faced with several information 
security vulnerabilities and threats. Considering the intrinsic 
computational limitations of IoT devices and their 
vulnerabilities and the increasing rate of unauthorized access to 
these devices [3], IoT risks increase exponentially. Threats to 
the IoT network are similar to a traditional network, which 
threatens confidentiality, integrity, and availability. Such 
threats, when exploited, may lead to eavesdropping, data 
leakage/loss, and denial-of-service attacks [4]. 

The connection of IoT devices to the internet through 
vulnerable networks such as 6LoWPAN and IPv6 makes them 
susceptible to various intrusions. Nevertheless, these intrusions 
can be detected by intrusion detection systems (IDS) [5]. 
Intrusion detection systems (IDS) can identify internal and 
external attacks [6]. Though a post-active security measure, 

Intrusion detection systems can identify attacks in networks 
using adaptive network detection algorithms and act as a 
multilayer security mechanism to cryptographic solutions in a 
network. The different types of IDS are signature-based 
(misuse), anomaly-based, and specification-based detection 
systems. 

In signature-based detection systems, predefined attack 
patterns are modelled and stored in a database. IDSs of this 
type accurately detect known intrusions. Also, low false-
positive rates and minimal computation overhead are 
experienced with signature-based IDS. However, they ignore 
unknown intrusions, making them ineffective in detecting 
network attacks [7]. On the other hand, anomaly-based 
detection systems employ statistical or machine learning 
approaches to identify unusual (possible threats) from normal 
behaviours in network traffic or system activities. Detection, in 
this case, is based on the features and labels in each data. 
Detection rates are higher with the anomaly-based system since 
they can detect new and unseen attacks. Nevertheless, 
increased computation overhead and false alarms are some 
drawbacks of anomaly-based IDSs [7]. Specification-based 
detection systems are like anomaly-based detection systems but 
require involvement of users in obtaining valid network traffic 
to develop a normal behaviour model [5]. 

A significant problem with anomaly detection systems is 
that they require unlabelled data. This approach is challenging 
because of the difficulty of acquiring large datasets that are 
labelled as "normal" or "malicious." Detecting anomalies in 
IoT becomes even more complicated when applied to high-
dimensional data with large features. High-dimension datasets 
often reduce the accuracy of anomaly detection systems due to 
the presence of irrelevant features, exponential search space, 
and data bias [8]. To this end, there is a need for a detection 
system capable of detecting threats (such as anomalies and 
attacks) in an IoT network with high accuracy using unlabelled 
data. Achieving the proposed high accuracy would require the 
removal of irrelevant and redundant data through feature 
reduction. 

This paper proposes a hybrid intrusion detection system for 
IoT, which relies on PCA for dimension reduction, K-means 
for threats clustering, and SVM for anomaly classification. To 
the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to apply these 
algorithms to detect anomalies in both unlabelled and labelled 
datasets. The contributions of this paper are summarized as 
follows: 
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1) To develop an intrusion detection model that performs 

feature reduction and anomaly detection in unlabelled and 

labelled datasets. 

2) To build a classification model using the generated 

cluster labels from the unsupervised learning phase. 

3) To evaluate the performance of the anomaly detection 

model when trained with different number of clusters and 

features. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II 
presents a review of related works on attacks in the IoT and 
intrusion detection systems used in identifying such threats. In 
Section III, we present our proposed hybrid intrusion detection 
model. Furthermore, datasets and methods used for data 
clustering and classifier training are also discussed in this 
section. The hybrid model results, including feature reduction, 
data clustering, and binary and multi-class classification, are 
shown in Section IV. In Section V, we discuss obtained results 
and conclude the paper in Section VI. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Akin to the desired security requirements in traditional 
networks, IoT networks need to ensure confidentiality, 
integrity, availability, non-repudiation, and privacy. It is 
worthy to note that, in IoT networks, a breach in any of these 
requirements can be life-threatening because of its applicability 
and peculiarity [9]. The availability of sensitive data in IoT 
devices makes them an attractive target for cyber-attacks. 
Threats on IoT networks are increasing massively, especially 
as IoT devices can automatically join and leave sensor 
networks [10]. Another reason for the increasing number of 
successful IoT attacks is their limited resources (power, 
storage, and computational capabilities). These constraints 
make it challenging to implement sophisticated security and 
privacy mechanisms [11]. 

A. Attacks on the Internet of Things (IoT) 

There are several possible attacks on IoT networks. Among 
these attacks, distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack has 
grown to become one of the most severe. Even so, its detection 
and prevention have also been a security challenge. DDoS 
exploits compromised devices (zombie or botnet) to flood IoT 
devices or communication channels with bogus requests and 
eventually rendering their services unavailable to legitimate 
users. Solving this problem has brought about several proposed 
solutions in different applications and networks. However, 
detecting and preventing DDoS attacks is tasking due to the 
difficulty of differentiating attack packets from legitimate ones. 
Even more troubling is that DDoS attacks can be perpetuated 
over any of the four layers of the IoT [11]. In what follows, we 
enumerate some attacks at each layer of the IoT. 

The perception layer, also referred to as the sensing layer, 
handles the data gathering from users and the environment. It 
employs technologies such as wireless sensor networks 
(WSNs), radio frequency identification (RFID), mobile 
crowdsensing (MCS), and micro-electro-mechanical (MEMS) 
[12]. Eavesdropping, tag cloning, spoofing, unauthorized 
access, and Radio Frequency jamming are some of the attacks 
in this layer. These attacks compromise devices by affecting 

vital architectural components of the IoT system. Memory 
corruption and misconfiguration of IP addresses are reasons for 
these attacks [13]. 

The network layer transmits sensor data between the 
information processing system and sensor devices using 
communication infrastructures such as wired and wireless 
connections. Attacks in the network layer include sinkhole, 
Man-In-The-Middle, Sybil, and DDoS attacks [14]. In the 
network attack, an adversary targets intercommunication 
among devices by causing latency or dropping sent messages. 
Such attacks destroy computational processes within the IoT 
configuration systems. The middleware layer guarantees and 
oversees services needed by applications or clients. 
Furthermore, service management and database connection are 
handled in this layer. DoS and unauthorized access are possible 
attacks in this layer [14]. 

The application layer consists of interaction techniques of 
users and applications, and it conveys application services to 
users. Attacks such as phishing, sniffing, code injection, and 
DoS are possible threats in the application layer. These attacks 
compromise system applications (Mobile and Web 
applications) [13]. Table I summarizes the different attack 
types at the different layers of the IoT. 

B. Intrusion Detection Systems in the Internet of Things (IoT) 

Predicting threats or detecting them at their initial stages 
effectively prevents successful attacks on IoT devices [15]. 
Interestingly, several cybersecurity tasks can be performed 
using machine learning. These tasks include anomaly 
detection, spam filtering, user monitoring, risk analysis, and 
zero-day exploit identification [16]. Machine learning 
algorithms have been used widely in developing intrusion 
detection systems for IoT networks. Its adoption in this area is 
justified in its ability to detect anomalies in network traffic. 
Based on their properties, data usage patterns, and learning 
style, machine learning algorithms are classified into three 
groups: supervised, unsupervised, and semi-supervised 
algorithms [17]. The algorithm is trained using training data 
(labelled input) in supervised learning, often called ground 
truth [18]. 

TABLE I. ATTACK CLASSIFICATION IN THE DIFFERENT LAYERS OF THE 

INTERNET OF THINGS 
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On the other hand, unsupervised learning algorithms do not 
require labels in the training datasets as they can infer from the 
input data. They can reveal the hidden structure and 
distribution in data which provides more information about the 
data. A typical example of this category of algorithms is 
clustering (K-means). With clustering, structures or patterns in 
an unlabelled dataset are identified by grouping the data of 
interest into k number of clusters [18]. 

The work proposed by Li et al. [19] presents an approach 
that employs deep belief networks and Autoencoder for 
intrusion detection. The authors evaluated their proposed 
system using the KDD-CUPP 99 dataset. The authors' results 
from the 2000 records show that the proposed hybrid system 
can accurately detect anomalies in data but takes too long to 
pre-process data. Similarly, an unsupervised hybrid 
architecture for anomaly detection in large-scale high-
dimensional is proposed by Erfani, Rajasegarar [8]. This work 
also evaluated the performance of deep belief networks against 
one-class SVMs when detecting anomalies in high-dimensional 
data. The DBN in the proposed system extracts only relevant 
features in the dataset, while the ISVM is trained using the 
extracted features. However, the datasets used for the 
evaluation of the proposed model do not ideally simulate real-
world scenarios. In Nskh, Varma [20], a dimension reduction 
and classifier model relies on the KDD Cup 99 dataset is 
proposed. The model employs Principal Component Analysis 
for dimension reduction and Support Vector Machine for 
attack classification. However, the model is non-trivial, and the 
computing complexity of the model is not provided. 

Meanwhile, Pajouh, Javidan [21] proposed a two-layer 
dimension reduction and two-tier classification model for 
intrusion detection in IoT. The model uses Principal 
Component Analysis and Linear Discriminant Analysis for 
feature extraction, while Naïve Bayes and K-nearest Neighbour 
algorithms are used for attack classification. The authors show 
that the model is trivial as it uses fewer computing and memory 
resources. Zhao, Li [22] present a model for anomaly-based 
intrusion detection in IoT. The model is based on PCA for 
dimension reduction and SoftMax Regression for 
classification. Low computing complexity was obtained with 
the reduced dimension, while accurate detection was 
accomplished with small training sets. Accuracy results 
obtained from the SoftMax regression model are 84.9%, 
84.4%, and 84.4% for 3, 6, and 10 features, respectively. SVM 
classifier, on the other hand, produced slightly better results 
when tested with similar features. 

A malware detection model for IoT devices that employ 
KNN and Random Forest classifiers were developed in 
Narudin, Feizollah [23]. KNN used in the proposed system 
allocates network traffic to a class with the most objects among 
its K-nearest neighbours. On the other hand, the random forest 
uses the labelled network traffic from the KNN classifiers to 
develop decision trees that identify malware in network traffic. 
Obtained results from the experiments performed with the 
MalGenome dataset show a true positive rate (TPR) of 99.7% 
and 99.9% for KNN and Random Forest, respectively. A Host-
based Intrusion Detection and Mitigation framework for home-
based IoT is proposed in Nobakht, Sivaraman [24]. The 
framework uses software-defined networks (SDN) and 

machine learning techniques to ensure security in IoT devices. 
The authors of this work also proposed an attack simulation 
model that collects data then distinguishes malicious actions 
from normal activities. 

A machine learning framework that detects DDoS attacks 
in the IoT by collecting data, extracting its features, and 
performing binary classification is shown in Doshi, Apthorpe 
[25]. The proposed framework has four steps: traffic capture, 
packet grouping, feature extraction, and binary classification. 
The authors also evaluated several classifiers, including 
support vector machine, K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN), 
Decision Trees (DT), Neural Networks (NN), and Random 
Forests. Furthermore, Abeshu and Chilamkurti (2018) 
proposed an intrusion detection system that uses deep learning. 
The proposed IDS can detect zero-day attacks in a fog-to-
things computing environment using the NSL-KDD dataset for 
evaluation. The IDS model uses 150 neurons in the first layer, 
120 in the second, 50 in the third, and a SoftMax layer in the 
last layer. Also, the model was compared with shallow models, 
and an accuracy score of 99.20% was obtained with a FAR of 
0.85% against a FAR of 6.57% in shallow models. However, 
detecting attack types such as probing, DoS and U2R were 
omitted in the presented work. 

Few works have been proposed on anomaly detection with 
the capability of dimension reduction and attack classification. 
These works mostly rely on labelled data for accurate attack 
classification in IoT networks. Zhao, Li [22] presented an 
anomaly detection system that employs PCA and SoftMax 
regression algorithms. However, the proposed method is based 
on a supervised learning model and only functions as a binary 
classifier that detects only normal or malicious attacks, leaving 
out other attack vectors. Furthermore, the authors evaluated 
their proposed system on the KDD-CUP 99 dataset, which 
contains old records. Considering this, we propose an anomaly 
detection system that employs an unsupervised learning 
technique with a classifier capable of detecting up to four 
classes of attacks present in the NSL-KDD dataset. We also 
evaluate our proposed hybrid model using the UNSW-NB15 
dataset, a more recent dataset with new attack activities. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

This section presents the architecture of the proposed 
model, including the datasets and techniques employed for the 
detection of anomalies in the IoT. 

 

Fig. 1. Architecture of the Proposed Hybrid Detection Model. 
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A. Architecture 

The architecture for our proposed model, as shown in 
Fig. 1, consists of three parts: dimension reduction, data 
clustering, and anomaly classification. The model is 
implemented in Python using available libraries such as SciKit-
Learn, Pandas, Numpy [26], and Matplotlib [27]. The 
experiments which involved the implementation of all three 
components of the proposed model (i.e., PCA, K-means, and 
SVM) were performed on an Intel(R) Core (TM) i7500U 
CPU@2.70GHz laptop with a 12 GB RAM and running 
Windows 10 Home edition. 

1) Dataset: The first dataset used in the proposed model is 

the NSL-KDD dataset [28]. The dataset is commonly used for 

the simulation of anomaly detection systems and models. Most 

of the inherent issues with the earlier KDD-CUP 99 dataset are 

resolved in the NSL-KDD dataset, and it is a preferred choice 

for baseline evaluation of IDSs. The dataset consists of training 

and testing datasets with 41 features: duration, protocol, 

service, flag, source bytes, destination bytes, and normal/attack 

labels. Furthermore, the dataset consists of 125,973 records for 

the training data and 22,544 records for the test data. The labels 

in the dataset can be categorized into four attack classes, which 

are Denial of Service (DoS) attack, User to Root (U2R) attack, 

Probing attack, and Remote to Local (R2L) attack. Table II 

presents the details of these attack classes. 

a) Probing Attack: This attack involves scanning IoT 

targets and serves as a starting point for other attacks. Scanning 

programs are used to discover vulnerabilities in IoT 

applications. Tools such as mscan and saint can be used for this 

purpose. 

b) Remote-to-Local (R2L): After a successful scan, the 

attacker may employ a remote-to-local ((R2L) attack to access 

the local system from remote ports, thereby escalating system 

privileges. Examples of this attack include ftp-write, guest-

exploit, which either exploit poorly configured security policies 

or network programs. 

c) User to Root (U2R) Attack: This attack originates 

from the R2L attacks and exploits unsecured programs running 

as roots. This attack-type leads to a buffer overflow caused by 

ffbconfig, fdformat, and eject. 

d) Denial of Service (DoS) Attack: A denial-of-service 

(DoS) attack is successfully launched on a target machine or 

device by flooding such device with overloaded requests to 

stop legitimate requests from getting access to the device(s) 

[29]. 

Though the NSL-KDD dataset [28] solved most issues, 
such as data imbalance among normal and malicious records 
associated with the earlier KDDCUP dataset, the NSL-KDD 
dataset still does not depict present-day attack activities. To 
ascertain the effectiveness of our proposed hybrid model on 
recent malicious activities, we also evaluate the proposed 
model on the UNSW-NB15 dataset [30]. The UNSW-NB15 
dataset consists of 49 features, including the class label. 
Table III shows the different features and categories in the 
dataset [30]. 

TABLE II. ATTACK CLASSIFICATION IN THE NSL-KDD DATASET 

Probing  
Remote to Local  

(R2L)  

User to Root  

(U2R)  

Denial of Service 

(DoS) 

ipsweep ftp_write buffer_overflow back 

nmap guess_passwd Loadmodule land 

portsweep imap Perl neptune 

satan Multihop, Phf Rootkit Pod, smurf 

 spyware_client  teardrop 

 spyware _master   

TABLE III. RECORD DISTRIBUTION OF THE UNSW-NB15 DATASET 

Type 
No. of 

Records 
Description 

Normal 2,218,761 

The name of each attack category. In this 

data set, nine categories (e.g., Fuzzers, 

Analysis, Backdoors, DoS, Exploits, 

Generic, Reconnaissance, Shellcode, and 

Worms) 

Fuzzers 24,246 0 for normal and 1 for attack records 

Analysis 2,677 
It contains different attacks of the port 

scan, spam, and HTML file penetrations. 

Backdoors 2,329 

A technique in which a system security 

mechanism is bypassed stealthily to access 

a computer or its data. 

DoS 16,353 

A malicious attempt to make a server or a 
network resource unavailable to users, 

usually by temporarily interrupting or 

suspending the services of a host 
connected to the internet 

Exploits 44,525 

The attacker knows of a security problem 
within an operating system or a piece of 

software and leverages that knowledge by 

exploiting the vulnerability. 

Generic  215,481 

A technique that works against all block-
ciphers (with a given block and key size) 

without considering the block-cipher 

structure. 

Reconnaissance 13,987 
It contains all Strikes that can simulate 

attacks that gather information 

Shellcode  1,511 
A small piece of code is used as the 
payload in the exploitation of software 

vulnerability. 

Worms 174 

The attacker replicates itself to spread to 

other computers. Often, it uses a computer 
network to spread itself, relying on 

security failures on the target computer to 

access it. 

2) Data pre-processing: For machine learning algorithms 

to perform optimally, feature scaling is necessary since the 

range of values may vary in the input data. The range of data of 

some features in the NSL-KDD and UNSW-NB15 datasets is 

enormous, and such dimensions determine the distance 

variance; hence the need for data normalization. Similar to the 

work proposed by Zhao, Li [22], we adopted the Min-Max 

normalization method to ensure that all the data values come 

under the range of 0 and1. This approach is presented 

mathematically in equation 1. 
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              (1) 

3) Dimension reduction: Dimension reduction was chosen 

in the proposed model to solve the problems faced with high 

dimensional data, typical with anomaly-based datasets such as 

the NSL-KDD and UNSW-NB15 datasets [28, 30]. The high 

dimensional data contain redundant and irrelevant features, 

which degrade the performance of the detection model. In the 

proposed model, the 41 features present in the NSL-KDD 

dataset and the 49 features in the UNSW-NB15 dataset are 

reduced using PCA to 3, 6, and 10 features. To reduce the 

dimension of the features, the covariance matrix is calculated 

to obtain the matrix for projection using equation 2 [22]: 

            (2) 

Three different components were used to evaluate the 
proposed model. When developing the model with three 
features from the dataset, 75% were retained, while 89% were 
kept from the original data when the features were reduced to 
six. When the features were reduced to10, 96% of the data 
were retained from the original dataset. Furthermore, 
categorical features were encoded into discrete features via the 
1-to-n encoding method, and the class labels were dropped 
before clustering was performed. 

4) Data clustering: Clustering algorithms search for 

groups of similar data vectors in a dataset. This unsupervised 

approach does not require labelled data to ascertain which class 

or cluster data inputs should be assigned. It is also a non-

parametric technique requiring no prior knowledge of data 

parameters [31]. The K-means algorithm [32] is a clustering 

algorithm based on the similarity measure between data inputs. 

In our hybrid model, the algorithm was employed to accept 

both random observations   and a parameter showing the 

number of clusters (i.e., their centroids)       . An 

observation is assigned to a cluster in each iteration using the 

shortest distance between the observation and the centroids. 

The algorithm reassigns the centroids by reducing the mean 

distance of all observations in the cluster to its centroids after 

each iteration. The algorithm converges when the position of 

the centroids no longer changes. The aim is to find a set of k 

cluster centres, represented as {       }  such that there is 

minimization in the distance between data points and their 

nearest centre. Assigning data points to a cluster centre requires 

a set of binary variables     {   }, such that if cluster centre 

   contains data point   , then       as captured in the 

algorithm in Table IV. Two different experiments were 

conducted using the K-means algorithm. The first involved 

generating two clusters (k=2), representing normal and 

malicious. The second generated four clusters (k=4), 

representing normal data and the different attack types in the 

NSL-KDD dataset (Normal, DoS, Probing, U2R, and R2L). 

Meanwhile, for the UNSW-NB15 dataset, only two clusters are 

generated (i.e., normal and malicious). 

TABLE IV. THE ALGORITHM FOR THE PROPOSED MODEL 

Algorithm: Dimension Reduction and Data Clustering 

Inputs:  Unlabelled dataset {         }; Number of clusters 

    Number of samples  

      

Output: Principal components  , cluster centres {  }  and 
assigned data points {   } 

 Set    {      } (Reduction) 

 Initialize  

   {   } (Number of clusters) 

 for     to N do 

 For K=1 to K do 

                       then 

        
 Else 

        

 end if 

 end for 

 end for 
 For n=1 to K do 

        

 end for 
        converges 

5) Anomaly classification: The proposed model uses the 

Support Vector Machine algorithm for anomaly classification. 

The SVM is a supervised learning model used for data 

classification, regression, and outlier detection. SVM, which is 

most suitable for non-linear data used in this paper, can be 

represented formally in equation 3 [33]. 

              (3) 

Where   is the given input, c is the Class label,   is the 
LaGrange multiplier, and  is the weight vector. 

In this paper, the class labels used by the SVM classifier 
are cluster labels generated from the K-means algorithm. The 
classification task incorporates both binary and multi-class 
classification. The binary classification trains the classifier to 
predict unseen data from IoT network traffic as either normal 
or malicious. Meanwhile, the multi-class classification 
implements a more detailed classification, where the classifier 
was trained to predict unseen data into the normal, DoS, 
Probing, U2R.R2L classes. The U2R.R2L class is a merged 
class due to its low occurrence as captured in the NSL-KDD 
dataset. For the UNSW-NB15 dataset, only binary 
classification is performed. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The first results obtained are from the data clustering task. 
Fig. 2 shows the normal and malicious clusters when k is set to 
2. Fig. 3, on the other hand, displays the four different clusters 
when k is set to four. These clusters illustrate the similarity of 
data points in the same group (normal traffic data) from the 
malicious cluster. 
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Fig. 2. Data Clusters when k=2. 

 

Fig. 3. Data Clusters when k=4. 

As stated earlier in this paper, the generated clusters from 
the first phase of the detection model are used to train the SVM 
classifier. True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False 
Positive (FP), and False Negative (FN) are performance 
indicators used to evaluate the proposed anomaly detection 
model to ascertain its accuracy, precision, and recall, as shown 
in equation 4 to 6, respectively). TP shows that normal 
behaviours are classified correctly as normal behaviours; TN 
shows that malicious activities are classified correctly as 
malicious. FP demonstrates that malicious activities are 
incorrectly classified as normal behaviours, while FN shows 
that normal behaviours are incorrectly classified as malicious 
activities. In addition to the above performance metrics, the 
Detection Rate (DR) of the classifier in identifying malicious 
activities was also evaluated using equation 7. False Alarm 
Rate (FAR) (incorrectly detecting normal behaviour as 
malicious activities) was also examined using equation 8. The 
classification summaries for the NSL-KDD and the UNSW-
NB15 datasets are presented in Table V. 

         
     

           
            (4) 

          
   

     
             (5) 

       
  

     
              (6) 

   
  

       
              (7) 

    
  

       
              (8) 

When two clusters were used as class labels for the SVM 
classifier, accuracy scores of 97.82%, 97.58%, and 97.01% 
were obtained for the 3, 6, and 10 features NSL-KDD dataset 
as depicted in Table VI. There was no significant difference in 
the accuracy scores recorded across the different number of 
features. However, DR was remarkably higher with three 
features than with six features. Nevertheless, FAR was 
significantly lower with six features with 0.95% (less than one 
per cent) against 2.81% observed with three features. In this 
experiment, data were classified either as normal or malicious. 
This result proves that high-dimension features do not 
necessarily equal high accuracy and detection rate in datasets 
used for the experiment. 

Furthermore, with four clusters employed as class labels 
(normal, DoS, Probing, U2R.R2L) for the SVM classifier, 
accuracy scores of 93.96%, 95.03%, and 91.79% were 
recorded for features reduced to 3, 6, and 10, respectively. 
These accuracy scores are lower compared to those observed 
with two class labels. The results show that the model performs 
better when predicting data into a binary class. However, 
reasonably high detection rates were recorded when detecting 
data as normal, DoS, Probing, U2R.R2L. The performance of 
the model based on accuracy, precision, recall, DR, and FAR 
when trained with two and four clusters is presented in Fig. 4. 

TABLE V. CLASSIFICATION DISTRIBUTION FROM SVM CLASSIFIER 

NSL-KDD Dataset 

3 Features 6 Features 10 Features 

TN=1730  FP=47 TN=5520  FP=50 TN=5525  FP=53 

FN=87 TP=4434 FN=99 TP=629 FN=94 TP=626 

UNSW-NB15 Dataset 

3 Features 6 Features 10 Features 

TN=1984

4  
FP=2 

TN=1984

0  
FP=6 

TN=2394

1 
FP=3 

FN=5 
TP=2399
5 

FN=3 
TP=2399
7 

FN=4 
TP=1988
8 

TABLE VI. THE PERFORMANCE OF SVM CLASSIFIER WITH DIFFERENT 

NUMBER OF CLASSES AND FEATURES ON THE NSL-KDD DATASET 

K=2 K=4 

Metrics 

3 

Feature

s 

6 

Feature

s 

10 

Feature

s 

3 

Feature

s 

6 

Feature

s 

10 

Feature

s 

Varianc

e 
75% 89% 96% 75% 89% 96% 

Accurac

y 
97.82% 97.58% 97.01% 93.96% 95.03% 91.79% 

Precisio

n 
98.88% 92.19% 94.55% 92.77% 94.09% 87.82% 

Recall 98.07% 86.34% 90.76% 91.07% 93.30% 83.95% 

Detectio
n Rate 

98.07% 86.34% 90.76% 96.13% 97.54% 94.21% 

False 

Alarm 

Rate 

2.81% 0.95% 1.36% 3.24% 2.93% 3.79% 
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Fig. 4. Performance of Proposed Model on Two different Clusters. 

 

Fig. 5. Data Clusters when k=4. 

Fig. 5 shows a ROC curve for the three experiments, where 
features were reduced to 3, 6, and 10. The trained classifier 
obtained from the cluster labels was applied to the NSL-KDD 
dataset, which contained different features. We then analysed 
how accurately the model detects anomalies from normal 
traffic data because the initial process was achieved using 
unsupervised learning. 

TABLE VII. THE PERFORMANCE OF THE SVM CLASSIFIER ON THE UNSW-
NB15 DATASET 

UNSW-NB15 (K=2) 

Metrics 3 Features 6 Features 10 Features 

Variance 75% 89% 96% 

Accuracy 99.95% 99.98% 99.99% 

Precision 99.93% 99.97% 99.98% 

Recall 99.92% 99.95% 99.97% 

Detection Rate 99.98% 99.98% 99.99% 

False Alarm Rate 0.4% 0.5% 0.42% 

Similarly, Table VII presents accuracy results from the 
evaluation of the proposed model on the UNSW-NB15 dataset. 
An accuracy of 99% was obtained when the model was tested 
using 3, 6, and 10 features. These results show the 
effectiveness of the proposed model in detecting malicious 
activities in recent datasets. 

Apart from evaluating the classification accuracy, 
precision, DR, and FAR of the proposed intrusion detection 
model, we also identified features selected by the PCA 
algorithm after feature dimension reduction. These features 

were chosen from the 41 available features in the NSL-KDD 
dataset. Table VIII shows the most important features after 
dimension reduction to 3, 6, and 10. The features are presented 
in descending order of importance, and the top three features 
are DST_HOST_SRV_SERROR_RATE, SRV_RERROR_ 
RATE, and DST_HOST_SAME_SRC_PORT_RATE. 

On the other hand, Table IX presents the most relevant 
features in the INSW-NB15 dataset after dimension reduction 
using the proposed model. The model also captures the 
associated weight of each feature. To accurately compare 
results obtained from our model with an earlier work presented 
in Zhao, Li [22], we adopted the same number of dimensions 
after dimension reduction (i.e., best 3, 6, and 10 dimensions of 
the singular vector). With a variance of 75%, dimensions were 
reduced to 3, 6 dimensions were obtained with a variance of 
89%, while a variance that retained 96% of the data produced 
ten dimensions from the available 41 features. The two 
experiments conducted in this paper are based on the reduced 
features and are used to generate clusters (i.e., k-2 and k=4), 
which served as cluster labels for the classifier. A comparison 
of the results presented in Zhao, Li [22] shows that our 
proposed model performs better accuracy using 3 and 6 
features, as demonstrated in Fig. 6. 

TABLE VIII. THE MOST RELEVANT FEATURES IN THE NSL-KDD DATASET 

PCs =3 

S/N Features  Weights  

1 DST_HOST_SRV_SERROR_RATE  0.508 

2 SRV_RERROR_RATE  0.212 

3 DST_HOST_SAME_SRC_PORT_RATE  0.068 

PCs =6 

S/N Features  Weights  

1 DST_HOST_SRV_SERROR_RATE  0.508 

2 SRV_RERROR_RATE  0.212 

3 DST_HOST_SAME_SRC_PORT_RATE  0.068 

4 DST_HOST_COUNT  0.052 

5 DST_HOST_SAME_SRV_RATE  0.043 

6 SRV_DIFF_HOST_RATE  0.021 

PCs =10 

S/N Features  Weights  

1 DST_HOST_SRV_SERROR_RATE  0.508 

2 SRV_RERROR_RATE  0.212 

3 DST_HOST_SAME_SRC_PORT_RATE 0.068 

4 DST_HOST_RERROR_RATE  0.052 

5 IS_GUEST LOGIN  0.043 

6 IS_HOST_LOGIN  0.021 

7 DST_HOST_SRV_DIFF_HOST_RATE  0.018 

8 DST_HOST_SRV_COUNT 0.017 

9 WRONG_FRAGMENT 0.012 

10 DST_HOST_SAME_SRV_RATE 0.010 
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TABLE IX. THE MOST RELEVANT FEATURES IN THE UNSW-NB15 

DATASET 

PCs =3 

S/N Features  Weights  

1 dwin 0.588 

2 sttl 0.146 

3 ct_srv_dst 0.078 

PCs =6 

S/N Features  Weights  

1 dwin 0.588 

2 sttl 0.146 

3 ct_srv_dst 0.078 

4 dttl 0.034 

5 stcpb 0.024 

6 dtcpb 0.023 

PCs =10 

S/N Features  Weights  

1 dwin 0.588 

2 sttl 0.146 

3 ct_srv_dst 0.078 

4 dttl 0.034 

5 stcpb 0.024 

6 dtcpb 0.023 

7 dmeanz 0.019 

8 ct_srv_src 0.014 

9 smeanz 0.012 

10 swin 0.011 

 

Fig. 6. Performance Comparison of the Proposed Model. 

Cybersecurity has become an important research area in the 
Internet of Things, especially with the vast amount of sensitive 
data stored and transmitted by IoT devices. IoT devices have 
several security threats such as eavesdropping, data 
leakage/loss, denial-of-service attacks, etc. In tackling these 
issues, this paper presented a hybridized machine model that 
detects several anomalies. The proposed hybrid detection 

model detects anomalies in two most common communication 
models in IoT devices (i.e., direct and gateway-based 
communication models). One of the proposed model features is 
learning and detecting malicious patterns in IoT traffic data. 
Such functionality involves learning the benign and detecting 
the anomalies that do not conform to the normal patterns. 

The model presented in this paper detects threats in the 
network layer of the IoT. The need for such a detection model 
in this layer of the IoT cannot be overemphasized since the 
network layer is most vulnerable to attacks due to the large 
amount of data it transmits. The proposed model accurately 
detects the denial of Service (DoS) attack in the IoT network 
layer with a low false alarm rate. Another threat in the IoT 
network layer detected by the model proposed in this paper is 
the routing attack (Probing attack). Such attacks are used to 
scan the network for possible vulnerabilities. Attacks used to 
escalate privileges (such as U2R and R2L attacks) come under 
this category. The model can detect normal and malicious 
behaviours and identify four different attack types in the IoT 
(using its multi-classification feature). 

The uniqueness of the proposed hybrid intrusion detection 
model is in its ability to be trained with unlabelled data. The 
model ensures a quality experience for users and security 
experts as manual data identification and labelling are not 
needed. This attribute is required in detection models in IoT 
networks since the acquisition of labels in big data from IoT 
devices can be time-consuming and laborious. Furthermore, the 
high accuracy score of the model guarantees that malicious 
data (threats) in IoT traffic can be detected, thereby reducing 
zero-day exploits in IoT networks. The dimension reduction 
performed on the features ensures the low complexity of the 
model desired when dealing with IoT devices with limited 
resources such as memory and processing power. The model, 
when accurately deployed, can alert security experts to initiate 
preventive measures from the identified threats. Providing 
prior warnings aids administrators, stakeholders in IoT and 
minimizes exploitable vulnerabilities. Consequently, the 
security of sensitive data is enhanced, which preserves the 
privacy of IoT users. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposed a hybrid model for the detection of 
anomalies in the network layer of the IoT. The proposed 
system performs dimension reduction (using PCA algorithm), 
data clustering (using K-means algorithm), and a data 
classification based on the Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
algorithm. The proposed hybrid model was evaluated on both 
the NSL-KDD and the UNSW-NB15 datasets. Performance 
evaluation of the proposed model shows that dimension 
reduction improves the detection rate of attacks since irrelevant 
features that increase noise are removed from the new dataset 
(with reduced features). The conducted experiments also 
revealed that classification accuracy is higher with binary 
classification than with multi-class, mainly when classes are 
generated from cluster labels (i.e., unsupervised learning). 
Also, the classifier was benchmarked with the classifier 
presented by Zhao, Li [22]. Our proposed model outperforms 
the model shown by Zhao, Li [22] in terms of detection rate 
and accuracy. As future work, we will employ the proposed 
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hybrid anomaly detection model to detect different categories 
of IoT attacks that are not covered in this paper (i.e., from other 
datasets that simulate various attack activities). 
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Abstract—Bioinformatics is research intensive field where 

agents operate in highly dynamic environment. Due to extensive 

research in this domain leads to basic but important problems 

for the researchers that are (1) Bandwidth (2) storage and 

(3) computation. We are using agent migration approach to 

reduce the network load and resolve the resource problem for the 

client by using server side resources for the computations on 

large data. The proposed approach does not demand extra 

storage and extensive computational resources on clients slide 

fsage. It solves the problem of bandwidth, storage, computation. 

Our results show that this approach saves the time of the user up 

to 12.5 % approximately, depending on the size of the data. 

Similarly the agent can work like a mashup to get heterogeneous 

data from different service providers and presents in 

homogeneous shape to its owner. 

Keywords—Data dissemination; protein-protein interactions; 

agent migration; inter-platform mobility; multi-agent systems 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Bioinformatics [1], [2] is one of the applications of 
computer science for managing the biological information. It 
is interdisciplinary field of sciences which combines 
mathematics, computer science, statistics, and engineering to 
understand bio- logical data. It is a vast field and with the 
number of researcher doing research in it makes it more 
important. Researchers have done a lot of work to find and 
understand the nature as well as dynamics of proteins [3]. The 
protein-protein interactions [4], [5] involve structural 
information [4] of proteins as well as the non-structural 
information [6], [7]. A variety of computational approaches 
[8] have also been developed. Yet comparative studies suggest 
that the data involve in it is large, complex and not in one 
standard format; with Next Generation Sequences (NGS) [9], 
[10], [11] on which researcher are doing work to extract new 
interactions, using this (NGS) leads to another problem that is 
storage [12], [13]. 

There are a lot of experimental methods [14] which are 
noisy, costly in term of computation and storage and time 
consuming to predict the protein-protein interactions. Due to 
high computation, high storage need and data heterogeneity it 
is hard for researchers to carry out their research, so here we 

recommend an agent [15], [16], [17] based approach which 
will reduce the bandwidth need, transfer computations to the 
machine who has high computational power and will give data 
in homogeneous format to increase the researchers’ 
productivity. Although agent itself has many characteristics 
but the characteristics we will be using throughout this study 
is agent mobility. The big picture is that an agent gets 
requested from its owner and visits service provide as per the 
list to fetch required data, manipulate the data at service side 
and return back to its originated platform with the results. In 
this study, we are not targeting on communication problems 
and assume that environment is up and running. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, 
literature about the domain is given. Proposed solution along 
with main steps is given Section III. Detail about reference 
implementation is given in Section IV for the proof of 
concept. The importance of the proposed solution is given in 
the form of results are discussed in Section V. The implication 
of the research work is in Section VI. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Proteins are large molecules, which are the collection of 
amino acids, are essential to our bodies to function properly 
[18]. Proteins are very important component in the proper 
functioning and maintaining of our body structures, its normal 
functions and the regulation of the body’s different parts. 
Enzymes which are responsible to speed up a chemical 
reaction are also proteins. Oxygen is an essential element for 
all living being for their survival and proteins play utmost 
important role as a carrier in the form of hemoglobin. Proteins 
help us fight infection as well as DNA the building blocks to 
life. It’s too required to create up muscle tissue, which in turn 
makes a difference to keep our bodies dynamic, solid, and 
healthy. Most protein is put away within the body as muscle, 
by and large bookkeeping for around 40-45% of our bodies 
add up to pool [6]. 

Researchers have done a huge amount of work to find and 
understand the nature as well as changing aspects of proteins. 
The protein-protein interactions [4], [5], [19] involve either 
structural information of proteins like Domains, 3-D shape of 
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proteins, structural neighbors as well as the non-structural 
information that includes protein homology, sequence 
similarity, functional similarity etc. Extended form of 
computational approaches, for illustration, on arrangement 
homology, quality co-expression and phylogenetic profiles, 
have moreover been created for the genome-wide deduction of 
proteinprotein interactions (PPIs). 

Prediction of PPIs at the structural level is essential as it 
allows predication of protein functions, helps in the discovery 
of drug and so play vital role in so many other areas [6], [20]. 
Protein Interactions by Structural Matching (PRISM) [21], 
[22] protocol is provided huge scale forecast of protein-protein 
intuitive and gathering of protein complex structure. PRISM 
method consists of two parts: 

 Firm body basic structural comparison of the intended 
protein to know the template PPIs. 

 Adaptable refinement through the use of docking 
energy function. 

PRISM predicts binding residue by using structural like- 
ness and developmental conversation of putative binding 
residue but require high computational power and high band- 
width to stay active. Huge number of tools and models have 
been developed in recent years for the interpretation of 
biological data, but not all of these are publicly available or 
permit bulk submission via web [23]. While few tools and 
models require proper training and background knowledge but 
the proposed solution is very simple. 

There is a huge growth in the biological sequence where a 
tremendous sum of information is being created and uploaded 
on the web sites/servers. Now to get the data we would need 
to interact with the interface using web based queries [24]. 
This means that the researcher has to do a query each time 
he/she needs the data source. Above all these resources would 
be in different formats, entries, query options etc. Moreover, 
this process requires the researchers to remain online and wait 
for the required results. Secondly this approach needs high 
bandwidth. This is also very important retrieve the results on 
low computation powered resources like mobile phones. This 
study propose migration feature of the agent to overcome 
aforementioned problems by transforming the computation at 
the required host of resources [17]. 

Knowledge administration is a repetitive, complex and 
time-consuming task. It requires high computational 
resources. In specific, the kinds of assets accessible within the 
bioinformatics space are various databases and investigation 
instruments. These resources can be autonomously managed 
in topographically unmistakable areas, using Multi-agent 
approach [25]. Researchers, in the field of bioinformatics, 
consistently propose various techniques to resolve such issues. 

There are various approaches to retrieve data from server 
like remote procedure call (RPC), java Remote Method 
Invocation (RMI), etc. [26], [27]. This study focus only on 
using Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) [16]. MAS, like Jason [28] 
is a system comprised of multiple agents, a peace of 
computational logical unit to perform different tasks on behalf 
of its creator. 

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

We propose Agent migration approach to solve the 
problems of low Bandwidth, low storage extensive resources 
and dynamic environment. The purpose of using agent 
migration approach is to minimize the network load, increase 
flexibility and enhance parallel processing. Mobile agents are 
actually autonomous (act independently) programs that do 
travel form one system to another in a network. Mobile agents 
are proactive, reactive, flexible and social. They are trained to 
the task assigned the users. Due to their functionalities as 
mentioned above , they proved highly effective many 
scenarios where everyone is busy and have less time and more 
task to do[10, 11]. They have the capability that they suspend 
their execution in one system and migrate to other system to 
resume their computation. To consume less time suspension 
strategy has proven its worth, by suspending when one system 
migrating to another system to resume the work is highly 
effective when previous system doesn’t have required sources 
to complete the task, agent move to another system with the 
task, complete the task over their on second system and get to 
fist system with results only. This way all the users don’t have 
to buy a high specifications system, they can use other high 
power system to complete their work. 

A. Agent Mobility 

In agents migration, agent mobility has further two types: 
Inter-platform mobility and Intra-platform mobility. In case of 
intra-platform mobility agent moves between different 
containers within the same platform on the other hand in inter- 
platform mobility agent leave one system lets say client and 
move or migrate to other system so called server, means agent 
is moving between different platforms. The main focus of this 
is intra-platform mobility. 

B. Main Steps of Proposed Solution 

This study proposes a step by step solution based on agent 
mobility. The pre and post details of each step provide great 
insight of the requirements. These steps are visualized in 
Fig. 1 and its sequence diagram is given in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 1. Main Steps of Proposed Solution. 
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Fig. 2. Sequence Diagram. 

The detail of each step is given below: 

1) Enter protein ID: Here the user will enter the protein id 

of which he/she wants to check the protein to protein 

Interactions. 

2) Select dbs: On the bases of given id, all possible protein 

to protein interactions will be shown to user. User will select 

databases according to its need. 

3) Fetching the data: Agent will leave the client and will 

fetch the data from each service provider. 

4) Merge all in one file: As the user can select multiple 

databases where the interactions would be in different 

formates. Agent will convert heterogeneous formates into 

homoge- neous formate, like xml. 

IV. REFERENCE IMPLEMENTATION 

There are various agent framework to deploy agents 
[29],[30] In this study JADE [31] is used as an agent 
framework as it is fully complaint to Foundation for 
Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) [32], open source and is 
used in the state of art agent technology. JADE does not 
support intra-platform mobility, so for that JIPMS [33] is used 
for this purpose. It is also based on JAVA, so it becomes fare 
to compare it with JAVA RMI. For the sack of comparison, 
protein id and selection of other parameter like number of 
interactions remained same for both. The main GUI can be 
seen in Fig. 3. When the user enters protein id and number, 
then the agent fetches the record of possible protein to protein 
interaction from all available databases and gives a table view. 
The user will select all those dbs that are required for her. 
When the user complete its selection, then the agent will fetch 
all the data from selected databases, Agent will combine all 
required data in a predefined format. All the files or 
interactions would be downloaded in XML format with 
different tags i.e. Source db, author etc. Then agent comes 
back to its originator platform. When agent notifies the user 
about the work done, then the user can view the fetched data 
on client side. 

 

Fig. 3. Main GUI. 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

This section describes the results achieved so far and 
concludes with some discussion. There are different studies 
carried to compare performance between JAVA RMI and 
agent based system against response time and network load 
[?]. The study focused on implementing proposed method 
using JAVA RMI and mobile agent framework. The Fig. 4 
shows that agent based approach causes less load over the 
network as compared to JAVA RMI. 

 

Fig. 4. Client Side Network Load and Result Size. 

Fig. 5 shows relation between response time and result 
size. It shows that agent based approach produce better results 
as compared to JAVA RMI when the result size becomes 
greater than 2KB. 

In the Fig. 6 given above the blue line shows agents graph 
and red line shows the graph of java RMI we can clearly see 
from the graph that if we decrease the bandwidth our agent is 
computing faster as compare to JAVA RMI. As agent can 
move at low bandwidth and don’t require high bandwidth for 
migration and so on that’s why agent is showing good results 
even at low bandwidth unlike JAVA RMI. Moreover JAVA 
RMI won’t even work when bandwidth is 5Mbs unlike agent; 
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agent can migrate at 5 Mbs. If let’s say the bandwidth is 
15Mbs then our agent takes almost 41.66% (time/60*100) to 
serve the clients request while for the same bandwidth java is 
taking more time than agent. Using agents has solved the 
bandwidth problem, Storage problem and the formatting too. 

 

Fig. 5. Response Time vs Result Size. 

 

Fig. 6. Comparison between Agents and Java RMI. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Mobile Agent technology can be used in many areas, 
merging this technique with other areas can also be useful 
because it does not require high bandwidth or strong Internet 
connection. Agents are intelligent and can even work well 
even in low network areas. If we see the future of agents’ 
migration approach in bioinformatics it can be highly 
beneficial for huge amount of data and more computations. It 
can be used for many generic purposes as well. This study 
found the interactions between proteins using agent migration 
protocol. This approach found that client with limited 
resources can also be used for finding protein to protein 
interaction. The finding of this study is that mobile agent 
technology leverage network load and storage on client side 
and heterogeneous data can be converted into homogeneous 
format. Furthermore this approach does not demand the 

availability of the user online for full time. Our research can 
be modified to make it work on different bioinformatics 
problem like viewing the interaction of sequences. 
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Abstract—Clustering is one of the significant techniques for 

expanding the lifetime of networks in wireless sensor networks 

(WSNs). It entails combining of sensor nodes (SNs) into clusters 

and electing cluster heads (CHs) for each and every cluster. CH 

collects the information from particular cluster nodes and passes 

the cumulative data to the base station (BS). However, the most 

important requirement in WSN is to choose a suitable CH with 

an increased network life span. This work introduces a new CHS 

model in WSN. The optimal CH is elected by a new hybridized 

model termed as “Lion Updated Dragonfly Algorithm (LU-DA) 

that hybrid the concepts of Dragonfly Algorithm (DA) and Lion 

Algorithm (LA)”. Moreover, the optimal selection of CH is done 

depending upon constraints like “energy, delay, distance, security 

(risk) and trust (direct and indirect trust)”. This optimal CH 

ensures the network lifetime enhancement. At last, the 

superiority of the developed approach is proved on varied 

measures like energy and alive node analysis. Accordingly, the 

proposed model has accomplished higher energy of 0.55 at 1st 

round, whereas at the 2000th round, the normalized energy value 

has been dropped to 0.1. 

Keywords—Cluster head; security; trust; dragonfly algorithm; 

LU-DA model 

Nomenclature 

Abbreviation Description 

ACO Ant Colony Optimization  

APTEEN 
Adaptive Threshold sensitive Energy Efficient sensor 

Network  

BS Base Station 

BOA Butterfly Optimization Algorithm  

CH Cluster Head 

CHS Cluster Head Selection 

DA Dragonfly Algorithm 

EE Energy Efficiency  

FF Firefly  

FCM Fuzzy C-Means  

FPU-DA fire fly replaced position update in dragonfly  

GECR 
Genetic Algorithm-based Energy-Efficient Clustering and 

Routing  

GWO grey wolf optimizer  

GA Genetic Algorithm  

HSO Harmony Search Optimization  

HML Hierarchical Maximum Likelihood  

KFCM kernel fuzzy C-means 

LEACH Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy  

LU-DA Lion Updated Dragonfly Algorithm 

LA Lion Algorithm  

MOFPL Multi-objective fractional particle lion algorithm  

NAN Number of Alive Node 

OWSN Optical WSN  

PSO Particle Swarm optimization  

PEGASIS Power-Efficient Gathering in Sensor Information Systems 

QoS Quality of Services 

QCM2R QoS-aware cross-layered multichannel multisink routing 

SNs Sensor Nodes  

TEEN Threshold sensitive Energy Efficient sensor Network  

WSN Wireless Sensor Network 

I. INTRODUCTION 

WSN [1] [2] involves various sensors connected to the 
wireless medium. The sensed data from SNs is typically 
forward to BS, where the data is collected, analyzed and 
performed certain actions accordingly [3]. The WSN is 
deployed in various applications like weather monitoring [4], 
meteorological data collection [5], and field surveillance, 
transportation, and health-care] [6] [7]. However, the nodes in 
WSN don’t have any storage devices and facilities of 
researchable batteries [8] [9]. Though, it should support any 
system with effective power consumption [10] [11]. 

Clustering is a renowned procedure for effective data 
transmission with respect to energy and power utilization. 
Clustering involves dividing of SNs into different clusters [12] 
[13] [14]. All clusters in networks have distinctive CHs [15] 
[16], which is responsible to transfer information to other SNs 
in its cluster. Moreover, the communication to BS is carried 
out only through this CH. In this scenario, key role is to opt 
the optimal CH by concerning on lesser delay and low 
consumption of energy [17] [18]. Thereby, creating a cluster 
with aggregation and data fusion models, there is energy in 
network based on the data transmitted to BS [19] [20]. 

Thereby, the cluster-oriented models also engaged in 
facilitating the extension of network lifetime [21]. The 
frequently deployed algorithms include APTEEN, TEEN, 
LEACH, PEGASIS, and FCM. Further, “LEACH is the 
cluster-based algorithm that operates in the distributed 
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manner, which elects the CH depending on the predetermined 
probability” [22]. 

Various cluster-oriented models have been introduced so 
far, which is based on meta-heuristic algorithms. However, the 
algorithms possess some common challenges such as high 
convergence, local search issues in FF, and high cost. 
Moreover, there is a prerequisite of standard optimizations and 
need consideration on constraints, namely security and trust 
[23]. So in order to solve the above mentioned issues, this 
paper introduces a new CHS model in WSN. 

The foremost contribution is listed here: 

 The selection of optimal CH depends on certain 
constraints such as energy consumption, trust, security, 
delay and distance. 

 Proposes a Lion Updated Dragonfly Algorithm for 
optimal CH selection, which integrates the concepts of 
DA as well as LA models. 

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section II 
reviews CHS models. Section III elaborates the adopted 
energy aware clustering model in WSN. Section IV depicts the 
optimal CHS: objective model. Section V explains Lion 
Updated Dragonfly Algorithm for optimal CHS. The 
resultants and conclusions are briefed in Section VI and 
Section VII. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. Related Work 

In 2020, Turki et al. [24] suggested a new clustering model 
with optimal CHS that considered 4 most important criterions 
such as security, delay, energy, and distance. Furthermore, for 
electing the optimum CHs, this work proposed a novel 
algorithm named as FF-PUD. At last, the performances of 
developed scheme were performed by evaluating it over other 
schemes regarding risk, alive nodes, energy and delay. 

In 2020, Prachi et al. [25] have employed BOA for 
choosing an optimal CH from nodes. Accordingly, the 
developed work aims on lessening the energy usage and for 
maximizing the life span of network. The path among the CH 
and BS was determined using ACO and it selected optimal 
routes depending on node degree, residual energy and 
distance. At the end, the supremacy of adopted work was 
proved regarding energy consumption, alive and dead nodes. 

In 2019, Reeta and Dinesh [26] have designed a multi-
objective model that dependents on distance, traffic rates, 
energy, cluster densities and delay. Here, energy based routing 
was carried out based on MOFPL scheme. The implemented 
model determined the optimum CH from several nodes in 
WSN. Consequently, the optimal routes were introduced 
depending on the adopted multi-objective function. 
Furthermore, effective CHS with high network energy was 
accomplished by the designed model. 

In 2020, Augustine and Ananth [27] have presented an 
enhanced framework for CHS based on Taylor KFCM that 
was modified from the KFCM approach in the Taylor series. 

The introduced model has chosen the CH by means of 
“acceptability factor” that was evaluated by the trust, distance, 
and energy. Further, the advantage of the proposed system 
was proved in terms of highest energy and high trust. 

In 2019, Goswami et al. [28] introduced a cluster-based 
model by deploying HML and FF model in OWSN for 
improving the EE and minimizing the costs. Here, the issues 
in FF model were prevailed over by integrating the theory of 
HML with it. Furthermore, the distribution of power in nodes 
was carried out precisely via maximum likelihood property of 
HML. Finally, the resultants have shown the betterment of 
presented scheme regarding EE and cost function. 

In 2019, Jain and Toor [29] offered a new framework for 
diverse WSN by considering “MEACBM routing protocol”. 
Accordingly, optimal election of CHs takes place; particularly, 
the SNs with higher energy were preferred as CH. This model 
has minimized the energy utilization of SNs while conveying 
data to BS. The analysis resultants have revealed the 
enhancement regarding the CH count, network lifetime, 
throughput and dead node count. 

In 2019, Daneshvar et al. [30] have offered a new 
clustering scheme, which selected CHs by means of GWO. 
For selecting CHs, the solutions were optimized depending on 
remaining energy of every node and predicted energy 
utilization. In addition, for improving the EE, the presented 
model deployed the similar clustering in numerous successive 
rounds. This allowed the framework to accumulate the energy, 
which was necessary for reforming the clustering. Eventually, 
the outcomes demonstrated that the designed model has 
ensured effective network lifetime. 

In 2018, Tianshu et al. [31] suggested a routing scheme 
depending upon GECR and GA for expanding the lifetime of 
networks and improving EE. In addition, while modelling the 
objective function, the “load balancing factor” was taken into 
account that balanced the energy usage among SNs. The 
simulated results have exposed the supremacy of the adopted 
method with lower variance and improved EE. 

B. Problem Formulation 

Table I makes a review of existing cluster-based energy-
aware CHS models in WSN. Numerous methods have been 
focused on energy-aware CHS models in WSN. But still, the 
existing models like FF-PUD[24], BOA + ACO [25], MOFPL 
[26], Taylor KFCM model [27], FF [28] have some common 
problems like high convergence, local search issues in FF, 
high-cost efficiency, there is a need of standard optimizations 
and need consideration on constraints like security and trust. 

C. Objectives 

The main objectives of this paper are: 

 To select an optimal CH depends on certain constraints 
such as energy consumption, trust, security, delay and 
distance. 

 To propose an improved Algorithm for optimal CH 
selection for solving the optimization issues. 

 And to improve the better convergence rate. 
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TABLE I. REVIEWS ON TRADITIONAL ENERGY AWARE CHS MODELS IN WSN 

Authors  Techniques Feature Challenge 

Turki et al. [24] FF-PUD 
 Minimal delay 

 High network energy 
 Coverage issues are not deliberated. 

Prachi et al. [25] BOA + ACO 
 Higher count of alive nodes 

 Minimal energy consumption 
 Should consider fault tolerance. 

Reeta and Dinesh [26] MOFPL 
 Less simulation time 
 Offers high network energy 

 Resource management is not taken into account in this work. 
 Cost efficiency is not considered. 

Augustine and Ananth 

[27] 

Taylor KFCM 

model 

 High throughput and energy. 

 Minimal delay 

 No consideration on real time experiments. 

 Standard optimizations are required for enhancing the CHS 
performance. 

Goswami et al. [28] FF 
 Minimal cost function. 

 Improved EE 
 FF suffers from local search issues. 

Toor and Jain [29] MEACBM 
 Minimized the consumption of 

energy  

 Raises throughput and lifetime 

 Needs consideration on scalability of SNs 

Daneshvar et al. [30] GWO 
 Balanced energy consumption 
 Offers high life span for network 

 Fault tolerance is not considered. 

Tianshu et al. [31] GECR 
 Better life span  

 Optimal energy utilization  
 More appropriate metaheuristic algorithms should be used. 

III. PROPOSED ENERGY AWARE CLUSTERING MODEL IN 

WSN 

A. Network Model 

Assume nM sensor nodes that are randomly deployed in 

appliance area. Consequently, the clustering process is done 
by merging the SNs. During clustering, the nodes forms 
clusters, wherein a CH is elected and the total count of CH is 

delineated by nCH . Thus, the distances amongst nodes and 

CHs have to be reduced. 

The most important task of WSN is to transfer the 
information among nodes. Here, the identification of shorter 
paths is required to enhance the data transmission. Moreover, 
the energy consumption of node also acts as the most role 
while transmitting the data. Particularly, a node requires more 
energy for transmitting massive data. In the clustering based 
strategy, the CH is responsible for transmitting more data with 
less energy consumption. However, the security is more 
crucial for minimizing the overhead and attacks. The 
architectural depiction of adopted model with varied SNs is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. 

B. Distance Model 

In the network, a CH is chosen only if the distance 
between CH and nodes is minimal. If distance among CH and 
nodes are higher than distances amid node and BS, the data 
are transmitted directly to BS by node. By deploying distance 
matrix )*( wgDi , the SNs gets clustered with selected CH as 

exposed in Eq. (1), wherein, 
CHMe  signifies Euclidean 

distance amid CHM  and normal node position, 

and nzzz ,...., 21 signifies SNs. Assume 2 SNs q and d , and 

positions be x and y . The Euclidean distances amongst 2 

nodes are revealed in Eq. (2). In Eq. (1), element
12 ,zM CH

e  

occupies initial column matrix with minimal distance [24]. 
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Fig. 1. Architecture of Proposed CHS Model. 
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Further, the time slots are assigned by CHM  to every node 

during data transmission. Here, CHM  collects data from all 

SNs in clusters. After data gathering, CHM passes the 

specified data to BS. 

C. Energy Model 

Energy utilization is a foremost characteristic in WSNs. 
Actually, additional energy is crucial for conveying data to BS 
from every SNs. Thereby, the energy model for transmitting 

data is exposed in Eq. (3), wherein, “ eteE  symbolizes the 

electronic energy as given in Eq. (4), wherein aggE refers to 

the energy utilization during data collection and ):( eMETX  

signifies the energy necessary for transferring M bytes of 
packets at distance e ”. Eq. (5) shows the essential energy for 

passing M bytes of packets. Eq. (6) shows the “amplification 

energy and prE refers to power amplifier energy and frE  refers 

to energy required for deploying free space technique” [24]. 
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The whole energy of network is given in Eq. (8), wherein 

1E  symbolizes the energy at idle state and STE  symbolizes 

energy at sensing time. 

TXRXSTtotal EEEEE  1              (8) 

D. Security Model 

The risky mode,  -risky mode and security mode are the 

factors in security model that are explained below. 

“Risky mode: This mode selects an existing CH for 
facilitating an optimal CHS, for which it takes all the risks. 
Thus, this mode is considered as an insistent mode while 
choosing CH [24]. 

 -risky mode: The CH which could tolerate the utmost 

 -risk are elected based upon  -risky mode. Accordingly, 

 signify the probability measure with values, 0 and 

1 (i.e., 100%) similar to security and risky mode. 

Security mode: This mode prefers the CH that fulfills the 

needs of security. In Eq. (1), rs and ds denotes the security 

rank and security needs associated with CHS. If rd ss  , the 

node are considered as CH”. 

The probability of security constraints is shown in Eq. (9). 

Further, “if the chosen CH achieves the state rd ss  the risk 

should be less than 50%. If the condition is 10  rd ss , the 

selection process would be implemented, and if the state 

is 21  rd ss , there will be a delay in the selection process. 

Still, the CHS process could not be completed, and the 
corresponding function should be continued for the 

state 52  rd ss ”. 
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E. Trust 

“Trust is the degree of reliability about other node for 
performing certain action by keeping track of all past 
transaction or interactions with nodes by direct or indirect 
observation. Trust can also be defined as the level of 
confidence that one node about other node to get assigned 
work done within some time”. Trust includes direct as well as 
indirect trust. The final trust is computed by combining both 
indirect and direct trust values [32]. 

Direct trust: It is computed depending upon interaction of 
nodes. The distance and energy are regarded as trust measures 

and is evaluated as per Eq. (10), where  GADT   denotes the 

value of direct trust computed by A  and G , Er  denotes 

residual energy of node G ,  GnodeAnoded ,  refers to 

differentiation distance of node A  and G . 

   GnodeAnoded

Er
DT GA

,


          (10) 

Indirect trust: It is computed depending upon 
recommendation of nodes. It is the summation of trust values 
computed by other nodes and specified as in Eq. (11), 

wherein,  GAIDT   refers to value of direct trust computed by 

A  and G ,  PADT   and  GPDT   refers to value of 

direct trust computed by A  , P  as well as P  and G in that 

order. 

     GPDTPADTIDT GA           (11) 

Further, the final trust is computed as in Eq. (12), wherein, 

 GAT   refers to final trust A  on G  and w  refers to weight 

related with indirect and direct trusts. 

       GAGAGA IDTwwDTT   1
         (12) 
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IV. OPTIMAL CLUSTER HEAD SELECTION: OBJECTIVE 

MODEL 

This work aims to diminish the distance amid the chosen 
CH and SN and it aims to lessen the delay and risk while 
transferring the information. On the other hand, the energy, 
and trust have to be high for better transmission of data. The 
objective of developed model is delineated in Eq. (13), in 

which   relies amid 10  , mo and no  are calculated as 

revealed in Eq. (14) and Eq. (15), respectively. The delay, 

energy, distance, security and trust are explained by 1 , 2 , 

3 , 4  , 5  and are represented 

as 154321   . In Eq. (15), sz AZ  depicts 

distance amid normal node and sink. 

mnn ooK )1(  
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The fitness function for distance is specified by Eq. (16), 

wherein, 
dis

mo )(  signify packets passed between SN to CH and 

between CH to BS. 
dis

io  lies amongst [0, 1]. 
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dis

mo )( and 
dis

no )(  are modelled as in Eq. (17) and (18), here zZ  

symbolizes SN in thz  cluster, zCH symbolizes CH of 

thz cluster, the distance amid BS and CH is indicated as 

sz ACH  , zz ZCH   symbolizes distance among CH and SN 

and xz ZZ   symbolizes distance among 2 SNs, zM and xM  

symbolizes node count devoid of considering thx  and thz  

clusters. 

The fitness function for energy  ene
io is revealed in Eq. 

(19), here, 
ene

mo )( and 
ene

no )(  symbolizes high value of energy and 

larger CH count. 
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The fitness function for delay  del
io  is revealed in Eq. (20) 

and it is measured for every SN in cluster. Thus, delay gets 

lessened if the count of SN in CH is minimal. In Eq. (20), nM  

symbolizes total node count, and numerator depicts the higher 
CH count. 
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V. PROPOSED LION UPDATED DRAGONFLY ALGORITHM 

FOR OPTIMAL CLUSTER HEAD SELECTION 

A. Solution Encoding 

The proposed work focuses on introducing an efficient 
CHS in WSN. In WSN, the optimum selection of CH is a 
versatile task and it is performed based upon criteria like, 
trust, security energy, delay and distance. The input provided 
to LU-DA algorithm is shown by Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Solution Encoding. 

B. Proposed LU-DA Algorithm 

Although the conventional DA [33] model encompasses a 
variety of enhancements; it suffers from specific limitations 
like, complexity in solving binary problems etc. Therefore, the 
theory of LA [34] is mingled with it to introduce a new model 
named as LU-DA. Hybridized optimization schemes are said 
to be more appropriate for specific search issues [23] [35] [36] 
[37]. The steps followed in the proposed LU-DA are as 
follows. 

LU-DA model involve two stages such as: “(i) Exploration 
and (ii) Exploitation”. The separation formula is modelled as 

exposed in Eq. (21), where, lS  signifies 
thl closer 

individual’s position, S  and U symbolizes current position of 

individual and nearby individual’s count. 

  


U

l
li SSC

1             (21) 

Consequently, the alignment is evaluated as specified in 

Eq. (22), wherein, lQ  denotes velocity of 
thl  closer 

individual. The cohesion is modelled as in Eq. (23) and 

attraction to food is evaluated as in Eq. (24), wherein
S  

symbolizes position of food source and S  symbolizes present 

individual position. 
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            (22) 
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 1

            (23) 

SSFi  

            (24) 

Distraction to enemies is indicated by Eq. (25), wherein, 

the enemy position is denoted as S . 

SSEni  

            (25) 

Eq. (26) shows the modelling of step vector ( S ), 

wherein, “ v  signifies separation weight, iC  denotes the 

separation of thi individual, O  denotes the thi individual 

cohesion, c  points out cohesion weight, iB  and iF  refers to 

the alignment and food resources of thi individual, a  signifies 

the alignment weight, f  corresponds to food factor, b  

symbolizes enemy factor, h  signifies the inertia weight, iEn  

refers to enemy’s position of thi individual and it  points out 

iteration counter”. 

     itShbEnfFcOaBvCitS iiiii  1
        (26) 

As per LU-DA model, if random integer 1 tSra  and if 

01  tS , the position vector ( S ) is computed as in Eq. (27), 

wherein, it  signifies current iteration. 

     11  itSitSitS
           (27) 

On the other hand, if 1 tSra  and if 01  tS ,the 

position gets updated based on proposed female lion update as 

shown in Eq. (28), where, d  is evaluated as in Eq. 

(29),  levy  denotes levy flight. fem
d

S  signifies 
thk  vector 

elements of 
femS ,   refers to update function of female, k  

denotes arbitrary integer and 12 , rr


 signifies arbitrary integer 

among [0, 1]. 

 levySSS ddd
fem

d



)],max(,min[ minmax

        (28) 

  fem
d

mal
d

fem
dd SrSrS 12 )05.01.0(




         (29) 

Else if, 1 tSra , the position gets updated as in Eq. (30). 

tt SS 1             (30) 

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of presented LU-DA 
scheme. 

Algorithm 1 : Proposed LU-DA algorithm  

Initializing population 

While end condition is not attained 

 Evaluate objective as in Eq. (14)  

 Update h , v , a , c , f and b  

 Compute C B , O , En and F  as in Eq. (21-25) 

 Update close by radius  

        If random integer 1 tSra  and if 01  tS  

           Update position as in Eq. (27)  

        else if 1 tSra  and if 01  tS  

          Update position based on proposed female lion update as  
                           shown in Eq. (28) 

        else if 1 tSra  

         Update position as in Eq. (30) 

        end If 

end while 

  New positions are verified on the basis of variable boundaries 

end While 

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

A. Simulation Setup 

The adopted LU-DA based CHS in WSN was simulated in 
MATLAB. The analysis was held by evaluating the alive node 
count for varied number of round that ranges from 0 t0 2000. 
Further, log of alive node count was analysed for varied 
distance that range from 0, 20, 40, 60 and 80. In addition, cost 
analysis was done for varied iterations that range from 0, 2, 4, 
6, 8 and 10. Also, the proposed model was computed over 
extant approaches such as FF [8], GWO [9], LA [34], DA [23] 
and FPU-DA [24] and the outcomes were examined in terms 
of statistical analysis. The simulation parameters in this work 
are summarized in Table II. 

TABLE II. SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Parameters Values 

“Initial nodal energy 0.5J 

Fraction of super nodes amidst advanced nodes 0.6 

Network area 100×100 

Energy factor of super node 3 

Fraction of advanced sensor nodes amidst normal nodes 0.4 

Total node count  100 

Energy dispersed per bit 100nJ/bit 

Data packet aggregation energy 5nJ/bit/message” 
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B. Analysis on Alive Nodes 

The Analysis on NAN of suggested LU-DA scheme over 
FF, GWO, LA, DA and FPU-DA models is specified in 
Fig. 3(a), whereas, the log of NAN analysis is shown in Fig. 
3(b). The Analysis on NAN is done for 2000 rounds, while, 
log of NAN is performed for varied distance that range from 
0, 20, 40, 60 and 80. In fact, the transmission of data and 
clustering operations continues for several rounds up to the 
death of every node. Thereby, the NAN in cluster gets reduced 
in every cluster. Thus, the NAN reduces with raise in rounds. 
Till 700

th
 round, the NAN for conventional and proposed 

models is 100, and it is gradually reduced as the round gets 
improved. Nevertheless, at 2000

th
 round, the adopted scheme 

reveals higher NAN than extant models, thus guarantying the 
enhanced performance of adopted scheme. Particularly, within 
75% variation in rounds (i.e. from 500

th
 round to 2000

th
 

round), the NAN using presented technique has dropped from 
100 to 40. On the other hand, for similar variation (75%) in 
rounds, the NAN using conventional GWO has dropped from 
100 to 19. Thus, the analysis established the enhanced efficacy 
of LU-DA method with the subsistence of more NAN. 

C. Analysis on Normalized Energy 

Fig. 4 describes the examination on normalized energy 
attained using suggested LU-DA model over traditional 
models for varied number of rounds that ranges from 0 to 
2000. The normalized energy is portrayed depending upon the 
residual network energy and it have to be high for better 
system performance. In Fig. 4, the network energy seems to be 
higher at initial rounds; however, with increase in rounds, the 
energy starts lessening steadily for both adopted as well as 
compared extant schemes. Especially, from Fig. 4, the 
presented model has attained higher energy of 0.55 at 1

st
 

round, while at 2000
th

 round; the normalized energy value has 
been dropped to 0.1. However, the adopted model has 
accomplished a higher energy even at 2000

th
 round, when 

distinguished over FF, GWO, LA, DA and FPU-DA models. 
Thus, the capable performance of developed model is 
confirmed. 

D. Convergence Analysis 

Fig. 5 describes the convergence analysis of the adopted 
model over conventional approaches regarding cost. Here, 
Analysis is performed for a varied number of iterations that 
ranges from 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10. On noticing the analysis 
resultants, the developed LU-DA has a negligible cost for all 
iterations over conventional approaches. Predominantly, on 
noticing cost values from Fig. 5, the adopted scheme has 
attained reduced cost value (0.06) from iteration 3 to 10. At 
the initial iterations (from 1 to 3), the cost of developed model 
has accomplished a comparatively higher value, while at 
further iterations; the developed model has converged to a 
minimal cost value. Especially, at iteration 2, the adopted 
model is only 60% enhanced than extant FF model, while at 
iteration 10, the adopted model is 62.5% enhanced than FF 
model. Thus, the overall assessment shows the impact of the 
developed LU-DA on better convergence results with increase 
in iterations. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 3. NAN Analysis and Log of NAN Analysis for Adopted Scheme Over 

Extant Schemes in Terms of (a) Count of Rounds and (b) Distance. 

 

Fig. 4. Analysis on Normalized Energy Attained using Presented Work Over 

Existing Works. 

 

Fig. 5. Convergence Analysis of Developed Scheme Over Traditional 

Models in Terms of Cost. 
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E. Statistical Analysis 

Table III describes the statistical analysis of the presented 
LU-DA model over prevailing approaches regarding alive 
nodes, energy, cost and time. “As meta-heuristic schemes are 
stochastic in nature, every algorithm is executed for the 
number of times to attain the statistic of objective function”. 
On noticing the resultants, the adopted LU-DA model has 
obtained high NAN and energy values and minimal cost and 
time values for all scenarios, when compared over the existing 
schemes. Especially, on noticing the NAN from Table III, the 
best case scenario using proposed LU-DA model has attained 
superior values over distinguished schemes. Moreover, the 
cost and time values of conventional schemes is superior to 
the presented model. Nevertheless, at specific scenarios, the 
conventional schemes have exposed its enhanced performance 
regarding time. Though, the entire evaluation of objectives 
reveals the impact of improving the adopted scheme, thus 
ensuring a secured transmission. 

F. Analysis on Delay, Security and Trust 

The analysis on delay, security and trust attained using 
implemented model over existing models is tabulated in 

Table IV. Here, examination is done by altering rounds from 0 
to 2000. On analysing the delay, the presented LU-DA model 
has obtained high values for trust and minimal values for 
delay and security (risk) for all rounds. Initially, at round 1, 
the delay of adopted scheme seems to be 0.98, while, as the 
number of rounds increases, the developed method has 
acquired a minimal delay value of 0.89 at 2000

th
 iteration. 

Simultaneously, while analysing the security (risk), the 
developed approach at 1

st
 round has accomplished a minimal 

risk value of 0.06, whereas, at 2000
th

 iteration, a 
comparatively higher risk value of 0.094 has been acquired by 
adopted model. However, for all rounds, the developed 
approach has acquired fine outcomes than the compared 
models as per the desired objectives. Also, while examining 
the trust values, the adopted method has accomplished a 
higher trust value of 0.32 at 2000

th
 round, whereas, the 

compared models like FF, GWO, LA, DA and FPU-DA has 
acquired relatively minimal values of 0.24443, 0.21992, 
0.17411, 0.23624 and 0.23446. Therefore, the improvement of 
LU-DA scheme is confirmed from the outcomes. 

TABLE III. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DEVELOPED SCHEME OVER TRADITIONAL SCHEMES REGARDING VARIED METRICS 

Alive nodes 

Measures FF GWO LA DA FPU-DA [24] LU-DA 

Mean 67.887 64.314 64.819 64.82 70.774 70.693 

Best 30 17 24 22 35 39 

Median 58 65 61 62 61 56 

Worst 100 100 100 100 100 100 

STD 28.791 34.082 32.67 32.304 24.449 23 

Normalized energy 

 FF GWO LA DA FPU-DA [24] LU-DA 

Mean 0.21887 0.19672 0.20528 0.20481 0.23513 0.25519 

Best 0.076316 0.033484 0.049668 0.046585 0.095484 0.10092 

Median 0.14681 0.12504 0.13032 0.13293 0.17645 0.21429 

Worst 0.54958 0.54958 0.54958 0.54958 0.54958 0.54958 

STD 0.14569 0.1624 0.15523 0.15647 0.13754 0.12921 

Cost Function 

 FF GWO LA DA FPU-DA [24] LU-DA 

Median 0 0.14251 0.13267 0.12611 0.11535 0.017313 

Worst 0.38671 0.25673 0.21372 0.23847 0.19976 0.15659 

Best 0.023504 0.017313 0.029904 0.017313 0.023528 0 

Mean 0 0.14035 0.1317 0.12599 0.11456 0.023129 

STD 0 0.032131 0.028361 0.031633 0.027952 0.016704 

Time 

 FF GWO LA DA FPU-DA [24] LU-DA 

Mean 1.7643 1.5862 1.4678 1.6114 4.549 2.0993 

Best 1.4428 1.4751 1.4255 1.4872 2.6577 1.1549 

Median 1.5791 1.575 1.4588 1.5999 4.4943 1.6068 

Worst 6.16 2.0474 2.2782 6.2107 6.888 8.0005 

STD 0.58403 0.060094 0.036912 0.12653 0.36098 1.1177 
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TABLE IV. ANALYSIS ON DELAY, SECURITY AND TRUST: DEVELOPED SCHEME OVER TRADITIONAL SCHEMES 

Delay 

Rounds FF GWO LA DA FPU-DA [24] LU-DA 

0 0.96697 0.93975 1.0545 1.0547 0.84699 0.98305 

100 1.0892 1.1839 1.1871 0.96307 1.1825 0.92846 

225 1.1839 0.97482 0.94676 1.1367 1.1019 0.92955 

500 1.0665 1.015 1.02 1.015 1.0442 0.93306 

725 0.94676 0.89849 1.1963 0.94247 1.0012 0.89247 

1000 1.1112 1.0665 0.99593 1.0291 0.98194 1.1112 

1225 0.89849 1.0218 1.0545 1.0044 0.81323 1.2899 

1500 0.89658 0.93068 0.9879 1.1963 0.72301 0.94676 

1726 1.0119 1.015 1.02 0.97447 0.81323 1.0218 

2000 0.94767 1.1644 1.0116 1.0044 0.90933 0.893 

Security (risk) 

 FF GWO LA DA FPU-DA [24] LU-DA 

0 0.14793 0.11718 0.2206 0.10757 0.077825 0.065633 

100 0.1713 0.18119 0.26347 0.071713 0.12692 0.097313 

225 0.16429 0.15659 0.19628 0.1246 0.10803 0.086563 

500 0.11718 0.10757 0.34161 0.13545 0.090417 0.085969 

725 0.053169 0.15371 0.34767 0.063057 0.018887 0.018656 

1000 0.089979 0.13928 0.3868 0.14793 0.072902 0.06253 

1225 0.089979 0.12584 0.22542 0.13477 0.067928 0.065784 

1500 0.19505 0.13449 0.46562 0.10825 0.077875 0.077313 

1726 0.090257 0.11595 0.12679 0.14698 0.14311 0.1272 

2000 0.1441 0.14451 0.19878 0.11628 0.11925 0.094513 

Trust 

 FF GWO LA DA FPU-DA [24] LU-DA 

0 0.25457 0.32173 0.17335 0.34906 0.21982 0.25919 

100 0.28324 0.2001 0.13852 0.25616 0.22706 0.39341 

225 0.21758 0.23228 0.18336 0.21304 0.22499 0.24245 

500 0.32646 0.20875 0.48212 0.33051 0.35113 0.3607 

725 0.21877 0.25422 0.23838 0.25893 0.31657 0.46922 

1000 0.24332 0.25835 0.19616 0.21464 0.30112 0.4071 

1225 0.31622 0.20314 0.30029 0.23106 0.24709 0.17652 

1500 0.26154 0.14357 0.13765 0.38285 0.25689 0.2413 

1726 0.17468 0.16548 0.29837 0.26808 0.2644 0.51033 

2000 0.24443 0.21992 0.17411 0.23624 0.23446 0.3193 

G. Parametric Analysis 

Fig. 6 shows the parametric analysis of normalized energy, 
convergence, and alive nodes. In the LU-DA scheme 
algorithm, there is a random number that varies from 0-1. 
Here, the analysis has been done by varying the random 
variable r=0.2, r=0.4, r=0.6, r=0.8, and r=1. On observing the 
results, it can be noticed that when r=0.4, the proposed LU-
DA attains the best results. By setting the random variable 
r=0.4, the above analysis like normalized energy, 
convergence, and alive nodes has been portrayed by 
comparing with other existing models. 

H. Discussion 

This paper presents a new LU-DA model for optimal CHS. 
Here, the optimal CH selection is carried out by considering 
the constraints like “energy, delay, distance, security and trust. 
Here the analysis is performed for alive nodes, normalized 
energy, convergence analysis, analysis based on delay, 
security and trust. The betterment of the proposed LU-DA 
model is proved on various measures like energy and alive 
node analysis. From the above analysis, it is evident that the 
proposed model attains better results when compared with the 
existing models like FF, GWO, LA, DA and FPU-DA. 
Thereby attaining improved the network lifetime. 
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          (a)           (b)           (c) 

Fig. 6. Parametric Analysis on (a) Convergence Analysis (b) Normalized Energy (c) Alive Nodes. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This paper introduced a new LU-DA model for optimal 
CHS. For optimization, a novel approach termed as LU-DA 
was developed. Eventually, the primacy of offered method 
was confirmed over conventional models. The presented 
model has attained higher energy of 0.55 at 1

st
 round, while at 

the 2000
th

 round; the normalized energy value has been 
dropped to 0.1. However, the adopted model has 
accomplished higher energy even at the 2000

th
 round, when 

distinguished over FF, GWO, LA, DA and FPU-DA models. 
At the initial iterations (from 1 to 3), the cost of the developed 
model has accomplished a comparatively higher value, while 
at further iterations, the developed model has converged to a 
minimal cost value. Especially, at iteration 2, the adopted 
model was only 60% enhanced than the extant FF model, 
while at iteration 10, the adopted model was 62.5% enhanced 
than FF model. Therefore, the development of the suggested 
LU-DA scheme was authenticated over other techniques. 
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Abstract—As strategic infrastructures, nuclear facilities are
considered attractive targets for attackers to commit their mali-
cious intention. At the same time, for efficiency, those infrastruc-
tures are increasingly implemented, equipped with, and managed
by digitally computerized systems. Attackers, therefore, try to
realign their attack scenarios through such cyber systems. It is
crucial to understand various existing risk assessment methods
for cybersecurity in nuclear facilities to prevent such attacks. Risk
assessment is designed to study the nature of the originated attack
threats and the consequences implied. This paper studies a series
of risk assessment methods implemented for security related
to cybersecurity of strategic infrastructures, including nuclear
facilities. Extended from cybersecurity, the required concepts
in nuclear security cover defense-in-depth, synergy of safety
and security, and probabilistic safety/risk assessment. Selecting
cybersecurity risk assessment methods should integrate these
three essential concepts in their evaluation. This paper highlights
the suitable and appropriate risk assessment methods that meet
security requirements in the nuclear industry as specified in the
national and international regulations.

Keywords—Risk assessment; cybersecurity; nuclear facilities;
security requirements; regulatory requirements

I. INTRODUCTION

As critical infrastructures containing extremely hazardous
materials, nuclear facilities have to operate flawlessly to avoid
predicaments and unwanted catastrophes. Even a small fail-
ure cannot happen in such facilities, let alone mistakes or
oversights committed by their operators. To reach this high
level of standards, the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) has provided guidance and recommendations for the
management of nuclear facilities. At the same time, IAEA
member states are obliged to follow the IAEA regulatory
frameworks in providing in-line regulation, authorization, li-
censing, and inspection to ensure compliance to nuclear en-
ergy implementation to national and international standards.
Nowadays, concerns regarding nuclear facilities include not
only nuclear safety and nuclear safeguard but also nuclear
security. Cybersecurity has emerged as a crucial issue among
the different aspects of nuclear security as more hardware and
software are composed of cyber-physical systems in nuclear
facilities.

Cybersecurity is a fundamental issue not only in nuclear
facilities but also in any computer-based systems in general.
IAEA has provided a guideline for computer security [1] to

cope with cyberattacks that can potentially penetrate infor-
mation systems at nuclear facilities. Cybersecurity focuses
on the protection of assets, including humans, data, systems,
and organizations, using recent developments of digital tech-
nology and follows technical guidance stated by government
regulations [2], [3], [4], [5]. Cybersecurity also analyzes risk
information [6], [7], including threats, vulnerabilities, and ad-
versaries, to anticipate various cyberattack scenarios. A cyber-
security plan is constructed to ensure information preservation
in terms of confidentiality, integrity, availability, authenticity,
and validity [2], [8], system’s robustness and (fault) tolerance,
and system’s protection from any potential attacks [9], [10],
[11]. Such a plan, according to the US Nuclear Regulatory
Control (USNRC) [12], has to cover: (1) components sup-
porting safety-related functions, (2) elements that contribute
as important-to-safety functions, (3) competence to maintain
security functions, (4) capability to perform emergency pre-
paredness functions, covering off-site communications, and
(5) sustainability of support systems and equipment. Consid-
ering the critical role of nuclear facilities, these facilities are
expected to implement the best model and the best security
practice. Achieving this purpose is not trivial, and more studies
must be dedicated to understanding this issue.

The development of precautionary and preventive measures
has become an important approach in cybersecurity. In nuclear
facilities, such measures are far more preferred than the
detection and mitigation of cyberattacks. Cybersecurity risk
assessment comprises the continuous process of identifying,
analyzing, and evaluating any possible risks in a cybersecurity
system. Conforming to the cybersecurity requirements, it con-
siders potential risks, consequences of emerging threats, and
acquiring cost due to the consequences [13]. Risk assessment,
in this context, plays an important role that can assist the
understanding, analysis, and evaluation of risks [14] exposed
by critical infrastructures. Therefore, various impacts caused
by undesired events and attacks can be calculated, anticipated,
and minimized [15].

This paper presents a study on risk assessment methods
of cybersecurity that have been recently proposed for nuclear
facilities, with the purpose of providing a comprehensive
understanding of how risk assessments have typically been
conducted. It is expected to serve as helpful information for nu-
clear regulatory agencies in performing their task for regulatory
control. Its scope is to provide a unified, collective overview
of the current state of knowledge and highlight an inclusive
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foundation on risk assessment methods for cybersecurity in
nuclear facilities. This study is limited to the compliance and
conformity of selected suitable risk assessment methods to the
nuclear energy regulatory system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
discusses related work on cybersecurity and cyberattacks in
general and specifically in nuclear facilities. Section III high-
lights cybersecurity risk assessments in critical infrastructures,
comprising the need for synergy of safety-security and the
application of the defense-in-depth concept in security aspects.
Section IV focuses on assorted methods of cybersecurity risk
assessment methods recently proposed for nuclear facilities.
The section also discusses the conformity of the selected
risk assessment methods to the regulatory aspects, specifically
those concerning nuclear facilities. Section V concludes the
paper and offers future works.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Cybersecurity and Cyberattacks

Cybersecurity deals with risks and is expected to meet its
objective in protecting assets, including humans, data, systems,
and organizations. Cybersecurity, to this end, involves the man-
agement of five aspects: data/information, software/hardware,
procedures, human resources, and communication, each of
which plays an essential role in establishing system integrity.

Table I provides summarized descriptions of the five as-
pects of cybersecurity management. Data encryption serves
to enhance cybersecurity by eliminating the possibility of
eavesdropping, data falsification, and data tempering [16],
[17], [18]. Software and hardware must follow a strict quality
assurance, for example, to avoid getting infected by viruses
or worms from wider networks [2], [19]. Cybersecurity pro-
cedures include strategies, security principles, security guaran-
tees, guidelines, and risk management approaches [20]. Human
resources relate to personnel that has to be equipped with
skills and knowledge that are up-to-date and are continuously
refreshed through training [21] (otherwise, the personnel can
also turn into a threat [22]). Communication integrates all of
the aspects mentioned earlier in cybersecurity systems.

TABLE I. COMPONENTS OF CYBERSECURITY

Component Description Precautions to
cyberattacks

Data Information being transferred
within the network or
internetwork.

Use encrypted data [23],
[24].

Software or
hardware

The software provides packages
of programs, operating systems,
including platforms to control the
instrumentation and control,
which are vulnerable to attacks
[25].
Hardware comprises smaller
parts as in I&C components and
larger devices as the assembly of
microprocessors or other
peripherals.

Obtain software and
hardware from various
providers [2].
Secure updating software
in accordance with quality
assurance (QA) [26].
Periodic maintenance and
regular inspection of
hardware [2].

Procedures Regulations both national and
international to follow.

Meet all the requirements
as regulated [26], [27].

Human
resources

Personnel in charge for the
system to run smoothly.

Providing adequate
training and regular
refresh training [2].

Communication Interaction inter-device, network,
and human-machine interface.

Providing authenticity for
communication [28], [23].

All measures implemented in cybersecurity are mainly
prepared to anticipate cyberattacks appearing in various forms.
Cyberattacks can be defined as attacks on information sys-
tems [19] through intrusion conducted by internal [4] or
external malicious attackers [16] that may compromise the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability [29] of the system
or may result in failure and property loss [30], [31] leading to
jeopardized safety functions [16], [4], [6]. Cyberattacks have
been classified into three categories: active attacks, passive
attacks, and cyberwars. Active attacks refer to activities that
compromise information systems, including reconnaissance
attacks, access attacks, cybercrime, cyber espionage, cyber
terrorism, malicious and non-malicious attacks on mobile ad
hoc networks and wireless sensor networks. On the other hand,
passive attacks do not involve compromising systems but are
more on retaining critical information for further use. Most
cyberattacks start from cyber scanning followed by enumera-
tion, intrusion attempts, the elevation of privilege, performing
malicious tasks, deploying malware/backdoor, deleting foren-
sic evidence, and exiting. Cyber-criminals apply attacks in the
forms of cyber vandalism, hacking, denial of service, hijacking
the domain name, and even spreading infectious viruses.

In nuclear facilities, cybersecurity issues mainly come from
the connectivity between the cyber and the physical systems in
the facilities [2]. Current instrumentation and control (I&C) de-
vices are mostly connected to cyber-physical systems. They are
distributed control systems (DCS) comprising digitalized auto-
mated controllers distributed within the systems, implementing
a geographically distributed control loop, and having four
main components: controllers, distributed controllers, human-
machine interfaces, and communication channels. Nowadays,
treating cyber connectivity and physical systems separately
is no longer in favor due to more sophisticated and varied
cyberattacks [3], [5]. Even though most nuclear facilities are
not directly connected to the cyber networks, cyberattacks
may still violate system protection [28] in varied forms [32],
including denial of services.

B. Cyberattacks at Nuclear Facilities

History has recorded cybersecurity attacks and attempts of
attacks at nuclear facilities around the world. Reports have
been submitted to IAEA as the international atomic regulatory
agency to oversee nuclear energy utilization and ensure the
concept of safety, security, and safeguard in nuclear energy
implementation.

The David Besse nuclear power plant in the United States
was attacked through cyber activity in 2003 [19], [33], leading
to the loss of displayed data related to safety and non-safety
system for up to five hours. The Slammer worm infected the
enterprise workstation through a consultant’s network, causing
a clogged data traffic connection. The control room personnel
could not get the vision of the safety parameter display for
four hours fifty minutes.

In 2006, a cyberattack targeted the Browns Ferry nuclear
facility in Alabama, United States. The attack resulted in a re-
actor shutdown because the pump regulating the circulation of
demineralized condensate water failed to perform its functions
[33]. A programmable logic controller (PLC) controlled the
demineralized condensate water, and a variable frequency drive
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modulated the circulating pump’s speed. Both utilized devices
that communicate through a local area network, neglecting the
high data traffic that the I&C system could not handle, forcing
it to cause malfunction to the PLC and the variable frequency
drive. As the recirculating pump was critical to supplying
coolant to the reactor, its malfunction could lead to a reactor
core meltdown if it failed to support the cooling process. The
operator had to manually shut down the operating reactor to
avoid further undesired events.

In 2008, the Edwin I. Hatch nuclear facility in Georgia,
United States, suffered from a serious incident during a soft-
ware updating process by an employee [33] on a personal
computer in an enterprise network while it was occupied for
data input collection to the I&C systems. It led to reset data
that should appear on the I&C network. Due to the loss of
data display, the systems then considered it an emergency by
immediately shutting down to protect the nuclear reactor.

Iran’s Natanz uranium enrichment facility suffered from the
Stuxnet attack in 2010 [16], [28], [19], [33]. A combination
code triggered a PLC in its process control system to send
a list of commands to its frequency converter that changed
the maximum rotation frequency of the centrifuge, causing the
centrifuge to rotate out of its designed range and the rotation
speed frequently changed. Due to its operation exceeding the
originally designed operational range, the affected centrifuges
wore out significantly, reducing the operation period’s life
and eventually damaging the physical system. The Stuxnet
covered its ability by not disrupting the control system’s sensor
output [51]. It faked the output display and did not interfere
with the PLC but gave instructions and commands. It required
no connection to the cyber system but used a memory stick
instead, plugged into the internal network.

III. RECENT DEVELOPMENT OF CYBERSECURITY RISK
ASSESSMENT AT CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Table II depicts a list of surveyed papers about security,
cybersecurity, and risk assessment. Some of them are related
to critical infrastructures and, in some cases, to nuclear fa-
cilities. As part of the energy sector, nuclear facilities and
the electrical supply are classified as critical infrastructures
along with finance, transportation, oil and gas industries, water
distribution, health care, government services, and emergency
installation [52]. However, unlike other critical infrastructures,
nuclear facilities are often more attractive to become targets
of malicious attacks by different attackers.

A. Synergy of Safety and Security

One major difference distinguishing critical infrastructures
such as nuclear facilities from other infrastructures is the
requirement to maintain the synergy of security and safety
[36], [43]. Any measures taken for security, in this case,
should consider their impacts on safety while safety systems
in all phases of nuclear energy implementation should not
be disturbed. Even though security and safety may oppose
one another—for example, security provisions should be kept
confidential while safety procedures are to be published as
widely as possible—the primary objectives are similar, namely
protecting human beings. In any case of the procedures to
keep up the synergy of safety and security, safety should be
prioritized.

As most safety and security systems are now performed in
digital equipment, cybersecurity risks can present in any inter-
face between the two systems. Cybersecurity risk assessment
should focus on the people, processes, and equipment related
to safety and security. Safety and security digital systems
should at least consist of operational technology, as in I&C
and information technology. I&C relates to both safety and
security systems, while information technology concerns the
security system [53].

B. Defense-in-depth Concept

Defense-in-depth is a popular term used in the safety and
security field in the nuclear industry. Kim et al. [16] initiated a
defense-in-depth strategy to strengthen system information and
event management (SIEM) in detecting cyberattacks. While
dealing with security issues, defense-in-depth SIEM (DID-
SIEM) considers all constraints and requirements of nuclear
facilities to maintain its safety aspects. DID-SIEM has man-
aged to alleviate technical constraints that can become barriers
to security measures. One of the most important technical
constraints is that safety function becomes the top priority over
security.

Within the DID-SIEM framework, the network is sepa-
rated into safety, non-safety, and security control levels. The
industrial control system network is distantly isolated from the
office/enterprise network to eliminate external attack options.
Under this security level, no data transfer can be shifted from
a lower level to a higher one. It only allows one-way data
transmission from safety to non-safety networks. Higher-level
DID can deliver command or information to a lower level, but
not the other way around. A safety system is isolated within the
level where it can share or relay information to a non-safety-
related network assigned at a lower level. The monitoring
visualization system can only receive data transmission for
display from both non-safety and safety log collection and
analysis systems.

The defense-in-depth concept can be elaborated into layers
of leveled obstructions to prevent any attacks targeting the
facilities. The obtained barriers create delays for attackers in
accomplishing their missions. These delays can give those in
charge of the facilities time to anticipate and prevent the attacks
from escalating.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Cybersecurity Risk Assessment in Nuclear Facilities

Risk can be defined as a combined frequency or probability
and consequences of an event or incident that may compro-
mise a system [20], [14]. Another way of expressing risk
is the likelihood that a certain vulnerability of a particularly
attractive object as the target will be manipulated by a certain
threat leading to undesired consequences [54]. Risk can be
formulated as a function of (1) the threat for any attack to
occur, (2) the vulnerability of the targeted object to endure
the attack, and eventually, (3) the damage caused by the threat
attack [20], [55], [49]. In a cybersecurity concept, cyber risk is
associated with the risk of operational activities in cyberspace,
in which the impact can threaten the information systems
and assets, the information and communication technology,
devices, and peripheral technology resources, and can create
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TABLE II. SURVEYED PAPERS ON CYBERSECURITY

Reference Method Risk
assessment

Cyber-
attacks

Critical
infrastructure

Nuclear
facility

(Kim et al., 2021) [16] DID-SIEM Yes No Yes Yes
(Ali, 2021) [2] Cybersecurity management for DCS Yes Yes Yes No
(Wang et al., 2021) [34] Social engineering in cybersecurity Yes No No No
(Lee et al., 2021) [35] Estimating security state Yes Yes Yes Yes
(Yang et al., 2021) [36] Safety-security risk analysis Yes Yes Yes No
(El-Genk et al., 2021) [37] Cybersecurity investigation Yes Yes Yes Yes
(Yousefnezhad et al., 2020) [38] Security product lifecycle in IoT Yes No No No
(Park & Lee, 2020) [6] Quantitative risk assessment based on difficulty

and consequences
Yes Yes Yes Yes

(Lee et al., 2020) [30] Identifying fault-prone cybersecurity control Yes Yes Yes Yes
(Syed, 2020) [39] Cybersecurity vulnerability management Yes No No No
(Peterson et al., 2019) [40] Cybersecurity vulnerability assessment Yes Yes Yes Yes
(Oughton et al., 2019) [41] Stochastic counterfactual risk analysis Yes Yes Yes No
(Vessels et al., 2019) [42] Cybersecurity risk assessment for space systems Yes Yes Yes No
(Hahndel & Draeger, 2019) [43] Risk assessment for safety and security Yes Yes Yes No
(Hashim et al., 2018) [44] Risk assessment for insider threat Yes Yes No No
(Lallie et al., 2018) [45] Evaluating cybersecurity attack graph Yes Yes No No
(Leszczyna, 2018) [46] Cybersecurity standards for smart grid No No Yes No
(Ivanchenko et al., 2018) [47] Risk assessment of critical infrastructures Yes Yes Yes No
(Porcedda, 2018) [48] Regulatory framework on cybersecurity No No No No
(Zio, 2018) [49] Future risk assessment Yes Yes Yes No
(Daria & Massel, 2018) [20] Risk identification of cybersecurity violation Yes Yes Yes No
(Lee et al., 2018) [50] Evaluating the efficacy of cybersecurity control Yes Yes Yes Yes
(Jana & Ghosh, 2018) [7] IT2FLC risk assessment model for cybersecurity Yes Yes Yes No

damage to the tangible and intangible materials [56]. By
managing information security risks, good information security
practices in cybersecurity are expected to maintain reliable
services by the system [57].

Risk assessment plays an important role in understand-
ing and evaluating risks [14] to ensure cybersecurity and to
calculate impacts caused by undesired events [15]. Therefore,
risk assessment for cybersecurity comprises identifying threats,
vulnerabilities, and property assets available within the attack
targets [58] and is intended to minimize the negative impacts of
potential threats. As the demands for cybersecurity increase to
secure data, peripherals, and systems, the need for risk assess-
ment on cybersecurity, especially those implemented at critical
infrastructures, including nuclear facilities, also increases.

Table III lists selected risk assessment methods used in nu-
clear facilities that will be discussed further in this paper. The
selected methods relate to security, particularly cybersecurity,
in nuclear facilities and critical infrastructures, such as space
systems [42] and distributed control systems [2].

B. Estimating Security State

Lee et al. [35] developed a probabilistic safety assess-
ment to assist operators in conducting safety-related security
evaluations. This method allows operators to conduct cause
investigation and security impact analysis. The developed se-
curity state evaluation can calculate security failure probability,
accounting for the damage probability of critical data assets.
Quantification of cyberattack-induced impact is typically car-
ried out by fault tree and event tree analysis. An initiating or
basic event relates to the response function failure in the event
tree analysis. In contrast, the top event represents the control’s
functional failure linked to the basic events using logical gates.
The top event’s probability can be calculated provided that
all basic events’ probabilities are available, typically obtained
from fault tree analysis.

Security state evaluation can lead to the estimation of
functional performance impact due to cyberattacks progress.

TABLE III. CYBERSECURITY RISK ASSESSMENT METHODS FOR
NUCLEAR SECURITY

Reference Methods applied
(Kim et al., 2021)
[16]

Method of risk assessment to detect cyberattack; then
manage, collect, analyze security information and events,
called system information and event management (SIEM)
defense in depth. Defense-in-depth is a strategy
implemented for nuclear security.

(Lee et al., 2021)
[35]

Estimating security state for an integrated response to
cyberattacks in nuclear power plants.

(El-Genk et al.,
2021) [37]

Cybersecurity investigation.

(Park & Lee, 2020)
[6]

Risk assessment is performed by evaluating the risk based
on the difficulty and consequences caused by cyberattacks
through implementing a Bayesian belief network and
probabilistic safety assessment.

(Lee et al., 2020)
[30]

Development of a quantitative method for estimating
fault-proneness of cybersecurity controls.

(Peterson et al.,
2019) [40]

Cybersecurity vulnerabilities in nuclear power plants.

(Lee et al., 2018)
[50]

Mean Time To Compromise (MTTC) quantifies the
abstract concept of efforts linked to Common
Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS). MTTC value is the
estimated figure of the time required for the valid attack.
CVSS is one method assigning numerical scores to
vulnerabilities based on severity and difficulty to exploit.

Security state estimation proceeds by observing the target
system, developing a hidden Markov model based on the
observation, and inputting the model to the evaluation module.
The attack level is determined for its minimum and maximum
values after being estimated by the evaluation module. The
decoding module then uses the selected model from the
evaluation module to provide a state-transition path to estimate
the current security state.

C. Risk Assessment for Difficulty and Consequences of Cyber-
attacks

Each cyberattack scenario has its difficulty and produces
different impacts that depend on the existing protection sys-
tems. This observation gives rise to methods that assess the dif-
ficulty and consequences of cyberattacks and consider various
aspects from the adversary’s point of view. Park and Lee [6]
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demonstrated a risk evaluation method based on difficulties and
consequences of cyberattacks that combines Bayesian belief
network (BBN) and probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) [4].

The BBN method offers quantitative measurements for
the attack difficulties level by considering the number of
targets and cyberattack scenarios for calculating the conditional
cyberattack probability. The number of targets indicates the
vulnerability points of the system. Conditional cyberattack
probabilities can incorporate the vulnerabilities and failure
modes due to the cyberattacks. PSA, on the other hand, eval-
uates the consequences of the assessment. Using the selected
basic events constructed as event trees or fault trees, PSA uses
the Boolean logic in analyzing the sequence of basic events to
a system failure.

This research also identified several types of cyberattacks
based on previous reports of incidents and accidents in nu-
clear history. These include attacks on man-machine interface
systems, attacks related to errors on omission or errors on
commission, and attacks that lead to blocked information as
well as incorrect displayed information.

D. Fault-proneness in Cybersecurity Control

Lee et al. [30] developed a quantitative method to esti-
mate fault-proneness in cybersecurity control by implementing:
(1) an analysis of fault prediction models, (2) adoption of
the software change entropy model, and (3) development of
the security control entropy model. Achievement of high-level
quality assurance through consistent attempts, fault proneness,
and software complexity correlates to the focus of study for
this particular method. Fault proneness can be predicted by
software modules exploiting software complexity and fault
data recorded in history. Cybersecurity control in the nuclear
industry can use the change entropy model to identify the fault-
prone in planning and preparing for future issues. To do so, it
needs a definition of the amount and complexity of information
regarding cybersecurity control.

Nuclear facilities, including nuclear power plants, must
provide cybersecurity control in their I&C systems covering
intrusion detection systems, surveillance, and access control
[19], [35], [37], [40]. For that purpose, the I&C system
needs to be modified and extended to comply with the secu-
rity requirements. The more robust and complex the system
coupling is, the more vulnerable are the operating system
and application programs to cyberattacks. A proper software
development life cycle is expected to increase the security
level, although it requires efforts to provide quality assurance
for keeping the fault-proneness at a minimum. Information on
the software development life cycle can be used to estimate the
software failure probability from the number of hidden faults
and fault activation probabilities. Software failure probability
is then used to anticipate the damage in critical data assets that
can jeopardize the safety functions of the nuclear facility.

E. Cybersecurity Vulnerability Assessment

Peterson et al. [40] suggested that a risk assessment on
a nuclear facility should cover [12]: (1) digital system in-
ventory, (2) penetration testing, (3) vulnerability database and
software, (4) modernized discussion of risk, and (5) ongoing
risk assessment. They also noted that the assessment should

also include the vulnerability assessment. Assessment of cy-
bersecurity vulnerability at nuclear facilities assumes that most
incidents occur due to insufficient cybersecurity procedures or
unintentional avoidance of the facilities’ security measures.
History of successful cyberattacks in nuclear facilities, in
some manners, involved ingenuous insider participation and
the digitalization of I&C in nuclear facilities. Thus, it is vital to
pay special attention to such particular attack vectors involving
humans, insiders, or technological changes.

F. Cybersecurity Investigation

El-Genk et al. [37] noted that the main concern arising in
the digitalization of I&C systems in nuclear facilities is the
vulnerability of being targeted by cyberattacks. PLCs for I&C
in pressurized water reactors face the threat of disturbance
caused by cyberattacks, which can manipulate data display
collected from data sensors used for safety monitoring. Such
an attack can be executed through a false data injection
attack. They strongly advised that nuclear facilities need to
provide high fidelity analyses in investigating the response and
identifying the vulnerabilities to the threat of cyberattacks.

The method of this cybersecurity investigation is applied
for program emulated for PLC in the physics-based transient
prototype of pressurizer. The pressurizer adapts and controls
both system pressure and required water level in a pressurized
water reactor type. Setpoints of pressure magnitude and accus-
tomed water level within the pressurizer are preprogrammed.
The PLC performs any opening water spray nozzle changes
while controlling the charging and adjusting speed levels of
letdown water. The on/off position is based on the command
of electrical power changes controlled by a PLC.

Such cybersecurity investigation can also be implemented
for cases other than pressurizers within the PLC and I&C
systems. History showed that several cyberattacks in nuclear
industries interfered with the sensor display, leading to imme-
diate shutdown compromising the safety-supporting system.

G. Intrusion-tolerance-based Cybersecurity Index

Another risk assessment method was proposed by Lee et
al. [50], namely the intrusion-tolerance-based cybersecurity
index (InTo-CSI). This method is performed through the
reduction of the ratio probability that a cyberattack can damage
the target. As safety is the primary concern in nuclear facilities,
the intrusion tolerant concept can be a popular option in the
evaluation method. Attack difficulty is used to determine the
failure probability of intrusion-tolerant strategy in terms of
resistance strategy [7], [47]. Attack difficulty depends strongly
on unexpected and abstract factors covering attackers’ skills
and ability to access target system information. Quantifying
abstract attempts to attack can be modeled by mean time to
compromise (MTTC) based on the assumption of time required
for an attack to proceed. Later, MTTC is linked to a common
vulnerability scoring system (CVSS) to examine the scores of
vulnerabilities based on their severity and level of difficulty to
exploit.

The InTo-CSI can be calculated based on the failure
probability of each state of the security system by taking
into account the failure probability of the existing system
from cyberattacks and the failure probability of the upgraded
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system. In the upgraded system, the failure probability of
securing the system tends to be smaller than that of securing
the system before upgrading. There are five intrusion tolerant
strategies that should be considered in using the InTo-CSI:
(1) a resistance strategy to see the vulnerability difficulties,
(2) a detection strategy in detecting a valid attack during the
exploitation phase, (3) a backup strategy to provide redundancy
in case of error service, (4) an elimination strategy to reduce
the risk sources, and (5) a graceful-degradation strategy to
keep the essential system functions despite the degraded less
important functions.

H. Discussion

From the papers discussed in Sections III and IV, several
cybersecurity aspects can be highlighted:

1. The defense-in-depth concept has been recognized as
a comprehensive approach for keeping cyberattacks’
impacts at a minimum level.

2. The synergy of safety and security has become one of
the most important basic requirements in the nuclear
industry. Protection of human beings, in this case,
comes before protection of properties and assets.

3. The probabilistic approach has emerged as a promi-
nent method of cybersecurity risk assessment. The
probabilistic approach can help evaluate the conse-
quences based on the likelihood or probability of the
fault propagation as composed in attack scenarios [59].

Draeger & Hahndel [43] proposed a unified risk assessment
for both aspects to accommodate the need to maintain a
balance between safety and security. The proposed framework
provides a simulation that generates paths of sequenced state
events. Risk measurement based on the paths is then conducted
to predict the criticality and probability of each branch leading
to its successor state. The risk assessment itself is modeled to
be dynamic and time-dependent [60]. It covers both sides of
time response for the defender as the target and the time frame
available for the attacker to perform their action in threatening
the system [61].

Probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) is an assessment
method inspired by the probabilistic safety assessment (PSA)
and commonly implemented in nuclear facilities. It provides a
combination of quantitative and graphical analysis (fault trees
or event trees) to ensure system protection. It can express
the basic manifestation of possible attacks scenarios, indicate
vulnerabilities, and assist with preparing anticipation before the
occurrence of attacks. Since cyberspace is subjected to severe
attacks with drastic consequences at a very high speed and
complete anonymity [62], modeling threats and vulnerabilities
using a probabilistic approach in risk assessment might deliver
a better prospect for the entire security system. PRA also
includes analysis of adversaries that can be performed based
on their capability, opportunity, and intent to build behavioral
characteristics [18].

Past experiences in the nuclear industry and several other
critical infrastructures, cyberattacks variedly depending on the
initial intention of the attackers [17], [63]. In attempting
attacks, the adversaries always try to find vulnerabilities in the
protected systems. The capability of the adversaries determines

the severity level of the impact after attacks. The adversaries
can consist of terrorists, criminals, extremists or demonstrators,
outsider agents, and insider agents [18], [64], [44], [65], [66],
with their respective capacity and capability based on their
financial and technical assets. The better the capacity of the
adversaries to execute the attack, the more significant is the
probability of the attack succeeding.

The selected candidates of cybersecurity risk assessment
for nuclear facilities are compared to examine their compli-
ance to the nuclear security aspects required in all facilities.
Table IV highlights the conformity of each risk assessment
candidate to the three aspects: defense-in-depth, the synergy
of safety and security, and implementation of PSA/PRA.
All three aspects are highly recommended to be considered
in developing or selecting cybersecurity risk assessment. As
can be seen from the table, all the listed cybersecurity risk
assessment methods have considered the synergy of safety and
security during the assessment process. In most methods, the
procedures employ distinct parts of assessment for each safety
and security-related section.

TABLE IV. ASPECTS OF NUCLEAR SECURITY CONFORMITY

Method Ref. DID Synergy Safety
& Security

PSA/PRA

DID-SIEM [16]
√ √

Security state estimation [35]
√ √

Cybersecurity investigation [37]
√

BBN PSA/PRA [6]
√ √

Fault proneness estimation [30]
√

Cybersecurity vulnerability
assessment

[40]
√ √ √

MTTC-CVSS InTo-CSI [50]
√ √ √

In analyzing the balance between cybersecurity measures
and safety systems simultaneously, the fault-prone estimation
method requires that all security controls be evaluated be-
fore implementation to ensure that none of the safety and
emergency preparedness systems is negatively affected by
security measures. This method, however, is not equipped with
probabilistic analysis tools nor has instruments to evaluate the
implementation of the defense-in-depth concept. The BBN-
PSA method does not evaluate the defense-in-depth concept
either. However, this method is still more complete because
it can conduct probabilistic analysis for the risk assessment.
Mirroring this situation, both the cybersecurity investigation
and the DID-SIEM methods have the instruments to evaluate
the defense-in-depth concept and the synergy between security
and safety. However, they do not support probabilistic analysis
of risks. The DID-SIEM method, in particular, conducts steps
of risk assessment based on levels of priority to put safety
concerns as main objectives and separate the safety-network
section and the non-safety-network section.

The remaining risk assessment methods in Table IV support
the consideration of all three cybersecurity aspects. For the
implementation of the defense-in-depth concept, the security
state estimation method evaluates whether safety-critical com-
ponents are secured from any cyberattack. This technique also
examines system vulnerabilities while it analyses the progress
of the estimated cyberattacks, which meets the requirements
in probabilistic risk assessment. The security state estimation
method helps the security personnel keep the safety state
during the operational period and conduct cause analysis while
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establishing cyberattack responses at the right moment.

The InTo-CSI method implements the defense-in-depth
strategy comprising the capability to protect, detect, respond,
and recover during cyberattacks. The method utilizes event
trees to evaluate existing protection functions and supports
vulnerability analysis should successful attempts penetrate the
protected systems. The combination of the defense-in-depth
concept and the probability risk assessment is well imple-
mented in the InTo-CSI method. The event trees generated in
the method can show vulnerability areas and identify possible
intrusion and attacks to the systems.

The cybersecurity vulnerability assessment method also
supports the defense-in-depth concept and the probabilistic risk
assessment. This method focuses on the lack of cybersecurity
procedures that may lead to cybersecurity incidents originated
from unintentional actions. Meanwhile, the possibility of cy-
berattacks involving insider threats also exists [2], [44]. A
typical case of applying this method is the modernization of
digital control, including I&C, which is unavoidable anymore
in the nuclear industry. The assessment and analysis, in this
case, require a dynamic process as the data involved should
be reliable and updated [22]. They also need the engagement
of all relevant stakeholders with better access to intelligent
information.

The conformity to nuclear aspects and compliance with
nuclear energy regulations are essential in finding suitable
cybersecurity risk assessment methods. Such methods can
deliver the best performance in securing the protected system
and still fulfill the requirements specified in regulations.

Risk assessment methods for cybersecurity discussed in
this paper have been implemented at nuclear facilities in
various countries. The methods were designed to align with
regulations released both by national and international regimes,
such as IAEA and USNRC. The Korean Hydro & Nuclear
Power, for instance, has implemented a cybersecurity risk as-
sessment within the scope of nuclear facilities of nuclear power
plants. The assessment has been conducted for Generation III
and Generation III+ reactors, which are more digitized, like AP
1000. A similar assessment will be used in the United Arab
Emirates for the APR 1400 units installed by South Korea.

In Indonesia, BAPETEN, as the Nuclear Energy Regulatory
Agency, has been determined to include risk assessment in
supervising nuclear energy utilization [67]. However, the tools
used by the regulator to perform risk assessment are not always
available. In 2012, BAPETEN released Regulation no. 6 to
regulate the computer systems in nuclear facilities to comply
with its requirements to support safety and security aspects
[68]. The regulation emphasizes that immediate attention to
any impending threats through early detection can revive the
sustainability of proper cybersecurity in the nuclear industry.

V. CONCLUSION

Nuclear energy implementation should cover pillars of
safety, security, and safeguard. They should be considered in
selecting the most suitable risk assessment. The safeguard as-
pect has been declared earlier at the national level by ratifying
the non-proliferation treaty to implement nuclear energy for
peaceful purposes. Thus, we need to ensure that both safety

and security aspects are well-maintained for operational during
commissioning in nuclear facilities. Proper risk assessment can
enhance cybersecurity in nuclear facilities. Risk assessment
in cybersecurity for nuclear facilities is expected to keep the
aspects of security and safety simultaneously.

Basic concepts that should be examined in nuclear security
implementations include the synergy of safety-security and the
defense-in-depth aspect. Moreover, security risk assessments
in nuclear facilities should also implement commonly used
PSA/PRA to integrate the attack scenario graphs. Cybersecu-
rity vulnerability assessment is a viable method based on the
selection process we have carried out in the previous section.
The method puts together the defense-in-depth, the synergy
of safety and security, and the application of PSA/PRA along
with the scenario graph analysis. We believe that cybersecurity
vulnerability assessment conforms to the stated requirements
in regulations for nuclear energy implementation.

It is important to note that cybersecurity risk assessment
is a must in nuclear energy utilization for peaceful use.
Existing technologies of the I&C system, including PLCs,
are vulnerable as they are attractive targets for the cyberat-
tack threats. Appropriate risk assessment can enhance strong
cybersecurity for providing preventive measures in avoiding
potential cyberattacks.

This research will continue the in-depth study of the topics
by focusing on cybersecurity and vulnerability aspects and
include them in the PSA/PRA analysis generally implemented
in nuclear facilities.
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Abstract—Recently, spatial data became one of the most
interesting fields related to big data studies, in which the
spatial data have been generated and consumed from different
resources. However, the increasing numbers of location-based
services and applications such as Google Maps, vehicle navigation,
recommendation systems are the main foundation of the idea of
spatial data. On the other hand, several researchers started to
discover and compared spatial frameworks to understand the
requirements for spatial database processing, manipulating, and
analysis systems. Apache Spark, Apache Ignite, and Hadoop are
the most widely known frameworks for large data processing.
However, Apache Spark, Apache Ignite have integrated different
spatial data operations and analysis queries, but each system has
its advantages and disadvantages when dealing with spatial data.
Dealing with a new framework or system that needs to integrate
new functionality sometimes becomes a risky decision if we did
not examine it well The main aim of this research is to conduct
a comprehensive evaluation of big spatial data computing on two
well-known data management systems Apache Ignite and Apache
Spark. The comparative has been done on four different domains,
experimental environment setup, supported features, supported
functions and queries, and performance and execution time. The
results show that GeoSpark has recorded more flexibility to use
than SpatialIgnite. We thoroughly investigated and discovered
that multiple factors affect the performance of both frameworks,
such as CPU, Main memory, data set size the complexity of data
type, and programming environment. spark is more advanced and
equipped with several functionalities that made it well suitable
with spatial data queries and indexing. such as kNN queries; in
which these functionalities are not supported in SpatialIgnite.

Keywords—Big spatial data; GeoSpark; SpatialIgnite; Apache
Ignite; Apache Spark

I. INTRODUCTION

Big data processing has always been a critical research area
in both academia and industry. Several big tech organizations
invested billions of dollars to build Big data Eco-system, For
example, Facebook [1], LinkedIn [2], Microsoft [3], ESRI [4]
to name a few. Meanwhile, several non-tech companies have
integrated one or more available platforms to scale out and
perform their big data analytic tasks. One important domain
of this market is building Eco-systems for spatial data due
to the plethora of applications and services that create them.
For instance, earth observation has continuously provided a
significant volume of geospatial data over the last few years,
resource tracking [5], environmental protection, and disaster
predictions [6]. Thus, big data spatial computing has become
extremely valuable with the widespread use of these services
and applications.

The growth market and data size of location-based services
contributed to the advancement and complexity of computing
spatial data [7]. Several efforts from both industry [8] and
academia [9], [10], [11], [12] introduced a specialized spatial
data processing engine to process this complex data. The
developments of specialized geospatial processing engines are
driven by adopting new technologies for processing big data.
An essential aspect of any spatial system is how the system
deals with the Big V’s such as Volume, Variety, veracity,
and Velocity. For instance, several research studies extended
these frameworks to specific domain applications, such as
Transportation [13], [14], [15], [16]

Although many systems have been established to leverage
the processing of spatial data. Yet, there is no single source of
a comprehensive benchmark that distinguishes between these
systems. The lack of possessing this kind of benchmark is due
to the complexity and efforts associated with building them
up. On the other hand, the variety of spatial data types in
different domains (e.g., location, routing, navigation) makes
it even harder to benchmark. Thus, we extensively spend a
decent effort designing and assisting the performance of well-
known big in-memory spatial platforms built on Apache Spark
and Apache Ignite.

Apache has founded and managed several big data pro-
cessing projects [17], such as Hadoop [18], Spark [19] and
Ignite [20] among others. This paper, investigated Spark and
Ignite which are commonly known as distributed in-memory
big data processing platforms. Researchers investigated these
two platforms in processing big spatial data, by introducing
and building spatial properties, operations, and queries in these
two platforms. For instance, Apache Spark [21] was introduced
as the GeoSpark system, in which users can interacting with
the system by either: Spatial SQL API or a Scala/Java RDD
API. spark provides for the users an operational programming
language for writing a custom spatial analytic application. On
the other hand, Apache Ignite [22] is another open-source
distributed database system that includes an in-memory data
grid (IMDG) that was established to store and compute big
data across a cluster of nodes. However, to integrate the spatial
data processing and quires in Apache Ignite, users must add
the dependency of an ignite-geospatial library that is included
in the JTS Topology Suite.

Dealing with a new framework or system that needs to
integrate new functionality sometimes becomes a risky deci-
sion if we did not examine it, and In the literature up to now,
there are few comparative studies between Apache Spark and
Apache Ignite systems in spatial data management domain.
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This paper, motivated by a prior study comprehensively
investigated and evaluated a native version of Apache Hadoop
and Spark, respectively [23]. In this research the study took
the leverage of the advancement of the field of spatial data
computing and comprehensively evaluate and compare two
distributed in-memory computing frameworks and well-known
data management frameworks of Apache Ignite and Apache
Spark. In particular, the study evaluated the spatial extension
of Apache Spark that is well-known as GeoSpark with it’s
competitor SpatialIgnite on Apache ignite.

The rest of this paper has organized as follows. Section
3 research background, which has divided into two subsec-
tions. Section 4 consists of materials and methods, which has
divided into two subsections. Section 5 included the results
and discussion. Concluding remarks are contained in the last
section.

II. RELATED WORK

New research by Cristiana-Stefania Stan [24] has compared
Apache Spark and Apache Ignite from different aspects such
as implementation, features, architecture, and performance
metrics using word count and k-means clustering to specify
the best framework for Big data processing. The experiment
was conducted on two nodes to offer a small cluster, which
made the testing step accurate because it can measure the com-
munication between the nodes. On the other hand, they also
test the computation duration and multiple systems resources
utilization such as CPU, memory, and network, as a result
the author diseased that Apache Spark has addressed a higher
performance in processing Big data than Apache Ignite.

Md Mahbub Alam [12] has studied the performance of Big
spatial data on Apache Spark, Spatial-Ignite benchmark devel-
oped based on Apache Ignite and HADOOP. The author has
realized that not all the systems have supported all Spatial Data
features. The work has inspired form [33], which proposed
the d Jackpine spatial database benchmark to support as many
as possible spatial databases with minimal effort. However,
the experiment in [12] has been conducted using a real-world
spatial dataset from TIGER on a cluster of 8 machines with
the two frameworks (Apache Spark and Hadoop) and the
proposed benchmark (Spatial-Ignite). The result has addressed
three categories of the operations for examination: spatial join,
spatial analysis queries, and range query. At the end of the
experiment, Spatial-Ignite performs better than Apache Spark
and Hadoop on the spatial queries.

Recently, social media platforms provided a huge amount
of spatial and temporal datasets, and several spatial data
processing frameworks were developed to dealing with this
type of massive data. To illustrate this, the study by Zhibo Sun
[25], investigated Apache Spark to perform some geospatial
analyses operations, such as K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), the
distribution of the median points, and the geographic mean
and median points. The study applied three different sizes of
Twitter data: 180GB, 120GB, and 60GB. Additionally, they
compared the execution results and performance of Apache
Spark with Hadoop, in which Spark addressed a high per-
formance than Hadoop when applied to the Twitter dataset.
Furthermore, the experiment was conducted on the Amazon
EC2 cluster, that consists off 11 m3.xlarge nodes. However,

each instance in the m3.xlarge has ”Intel Xeon E5-2670 v2,
4 vCPU, 15 GB memory, and 100 GB magnetic storage”,
where the study was dependent on Apache Hadoop 2.4, Spark
1.1.1. By comparing Hadoop and Spark in computing the
distribution of the median points, and geographic mean, Spark
addressed better performance than Hadoop, in which writing
and reading data in and out of the disk take more time with
the Hadoop solution. On the other hand, Spark also records a
high performance faster than Hadoop, equals 2.3x, 1.6x, and
1.8x on the three diffident sizes of Twitter datasets. As a result
Spark solution was outperformed the Hadoop solution, but the
author was found some disadvantages and limitations in the
Spark-based solution:

• Spark uses some coarse-grained mode, that enhance
their performance, but on the other hand it wastes lots
of resources, which cause jobs delay.

• Spark uses a lazy operation mechanism, that requires
a run of some actions before debugging.

• Spark can cost on physical nodes, in which it needs
large memory in compared to Hadoop.

Moreover, Randall T. Whitman [26] was studied the spatial
join operations on Apache Spark, and proposed a framework
that uses the spatiotemporal join algorithms using two datasets.
The framework is expected to runs in commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) applications. The study has employed two approaches
to perform the spatial join operation. The first approach was
the broadcast spatial join, that built to join a big spatial dataset
with another small dataset, where, the second approach was
the Bin spatial join, which is a technique for joining two
large datasets. However, the broadcast join is similar to the
map-side join in MapReduce programming, and it is suitable
when one of two datasets can fit into memory on the Spark
executors, so the study used this join operation to determine
which one of the dataset is smaller and can fit be into the
Spark memory. On the other hand, Bin Join is similar to the
reduce-side join in MapReduce programming, and it is usually
convenient when there is a need for a partitioned approach
because the datasets are too large to fit into memory. The
study was started by defining the size of the two datasets, and
they were distributed into Spark executors, then the datasets
partitions in each executor were joining using the broadcast
join. The next step was using the bin join, and the same
binning operation was applied on the two datasets, to ensure
that the features on each side of the spatial grid are the
same. In the end, the de-duplication step was performed to
remove the duplicate matches when the features become in
multiple bins. However, to estimate the proposed framework
performance the study was conducted on New York City Taxi
and Limousine Commission’s taxi dataset, and they concluded,
that join algorithms depend on the characteristics of the two
datasets. On the other hand, they observed that the broadcast
join is faster when one of the datasets is in a modest size, and
the operation performance decreased when the two datasets are
large. Moreover, the fastest binning technique is the regular
grid mesh.

On the other hand, Jia Yu [27] was presented the GeoSpark
framework, which is an in-memory cluster computing frame-
work for manipulating large spatial data. The proposed frame-
work consists of three main layers: Apache Spark layer,
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TABLE I. LITERATURE REVIEW SUMMARY

Paper Author Year Framework Result

[24] Cristiana-Stefania 2019 Spark and Ignite Spark addressed
higher performance

[12] Md Mahbub 2018 Spark, Spatial-Ignite,
and Hadoop

Spatial-Ignite addressed higher
performance than Spark and Hadoop

[25] Zhibo Sun 2016 Spark and Hadoop Spark outperformed Hadoop

[26] Randall T. Whitman 2017 Spark spacial join algorithms broadcast join address
best performance

[27] Jia Yu 2019 GeoSpark and Hadoop GeoSpark outperform Hadoop

[28] Jayati Gandhi 2020 GeoSpark and Spatial Hadoop GeoSpark more efficient
than Spatial Hadoop

[29] Mingjie Tang 2016 Location-Spark performance addressed good performance
in spatial queries processing

[30] Francisco Garcıa 2017 spatialHadoop
and LocationSpark

LocationSpark outperformed
spatialHadoop

[31] Zhou Huang 2017 GeoSpark SQL, PostGIS,
and Hadoop ESRI

GeoSpark SQL was
more user friendly

[32] Panagiotis Nikitopoulos 2018 DiStRDF under SPARK process RDF spatial temporal
queries in minimum time

[10] Louai Alarabi 2018 ST-Hadoop ST-Hadoop outperformed
Hadoop and SpaitalHadoop

spatial RDD layer, and the spatial query layer, the framework
allows the user to built a spatial index. However, each layer
is responsible for specific functionality in the framework:
the Apache Spark layer responsible for providing the basic
Spark functionality as loading and sorting data in the disk,
where the second layer the spatial RDD layer can support the
geometrical, and spatial objects. On the other hand, the spatial
query layer’s main functionality is to execute the main spatial
query processing algorithms such as KNN, Join, and spatial
range. Moreover, the study was compared the performance of
the proposed framework with Hadoop spatial computation. The
study was conducted on three different datasets from TIGER
files: Zcta510 1.5 GB dataset, Areawater 6.5 GB dataset, and
Edges 62 GB dataset. The experiment was started by con-
figuration setup: one CPU for each worker, two Memory per
worker each one consist of 61 GB, 50 GB registered memory
in Spark and Hadoop and three storage per worker. After that
they studied the time performance of some large spatial data
processing systems: GeoSpark-NoIndex, Quad-Tree, RTree,
GeoSpark without spatial index, and with spatial Quad-Tree or
R-Tree index, then the performance was compared with spatial
Hadoop. The experiment concludes with that GeoSpark record
a better performance than Spatial Hadoop, and as a future work
GeoSpark can be used in multiple fields and different users
such as space scientists, geographers, politicians, commercial
institutions to support the spacial data analyzing process.

On the other hand, a study by Jayati Gandhi [28] was
discussed the importance of geospatial data processing and
analysis, which lead to the discovery of various spatial data
frameworks. The study also presented a comparative study
between GeoSpark and Spatial Hadoop, in which they are
two of the most known open source geospatial big data
analytic frameworks. The study was compared between the
two frameworks according to multiple characteristics such as

the architecture View, spatial data processing approach, and
real-time performance of each framework. As a result, the
author was found, that both frameworks: GeoSpark and Spatial
Hadoop are suitable and flexible to dealing with geospatial
data, but the experiment was recorded, that GeoSpark is more
efficient and fast than Spatial Hadoop. In future work, the
author was mentioned that they tend to use the study result
to enhance the way of disaster management, and geospatial
health infrastructure.

Another study in the research area was presented by
Mingjie Tang [29] discussed the efficiency of MapReduce-
based systems, in which it allows performing spatial queries
using predefined spatial operations without the need to worry
about fault tolerance and computation distribution problems.
However, MapReduce-based systems had addressed some dis-
advantages such as, the lack of leverage distributed memory,
and they do not allow immediate data reuse, in which data
reusing is very common in spatial data preprocessing. Con-
sequently, the study has introduced a solution that can fix
these problems by built a spatial data processing system on
Apache Spark and known as the Location-Spark. The system
consists of 6 different layers: memory management, spatial
index, query executor, query scheduler, spatial operator, and
spatial analysis. Moreover, Location-Spark allows users to use
a set of spatial query operators, such as range search, spatial-
join, KNN, spatial-textual operation, and kNN-join. Moreover,
the proposed system was offered multiple in-memory data
spatial indexes, and guaranteed fixed spatial indexes decreased
the overhead of fault tolerance. As a result, Location-Spark
was outperformed in speed and performance of other spatial
systems.

A study by Francisco Garcıa [30] was compared between
spatialHadoop and LocationSpark by estimating the perfor-
mance of each spatial data system in the way that they
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performed two spatial join queries: K Closest Pair Query
(KCPQ) and the ϵ Distance Join Query. The study was con-
ducted on Linux operating system using three 2d point spatial
datasets from Open-Street-Map data: building dataset includes
115M records, lakes dataset contains 8.4M points, and parks
consist of 10M records. The experiment was implemented
the KCPQ and ϵ Distance, Join Query, on the three datasets
on spatialHadoop and LocationSpark. The study has adopted
the idea of plane sweep techniques. On the other hand, The
performance was evaluated depending on n the total execution
time. As a result, the author found that LocationSpark was
addressed the best performance comparing to spatialHadoop,
according to the in-memory processing and the query plan
scheduler offered by Spark. Additionally, the advantage of
SpatialHadoop appeared in it is had more mature and robust
DSDMS than Spark. However, as a future work, the paper
tended to apply a new study on Spark-based DSDMS, such
as Simba, and apply some spatial partitioning techniques on
LocationSpark.

Moreover, Zhou Huang [31] was discussed the require-
ments of spatial data and spatial data query processing in
the area of big data. Additionally, the study was introduced
the GeoSpark SQL, which is a framework that allows the
operations of spatial data query processing on Apache Spark.
Furthermore, the paper was addressed the main issues related
to introducing spatial big data query processing: storage man-
agement methods, spatial operations implementation approach,
and spatial query optimization approaches. The author was
chosen Apache spark in this study rather than Hadoop, in
which that spark had the ability of efficient memory man-
agement, that enhance the computations of MapReduce. The
experiment was covered multiple spatial queries such as KNN
query, point query, window query, range query, directional
query, topological query, and multi-table spatial join query.
However, for experiment evaluation 10 different test cases were
created, and the average time was taken as a performance
evaluation metric, for comparing the performance of GeoSpark
SQL with PostGIS, and Hadoop ESRI Spatial Framework. As
a result, GeoSpark SQL was user-friendly, and it only need
to add Java dependencies for spatial data query processing
in Spark, and then start spark terminal. As future work, the
author tended to improve the environment of GeoSpark SQL
to integrate complex spatial data indexes.

Moreover, Panagiotis Nikitopoulos in his research[32] pro-
posed the DiStRDF system using the resource description
framework, which is a framework for web data modeling and
interchanging. Additionally, the study has used Spark as the
processing framework. Moreover, the experiment introduced
a challenging solution for interlinking and interchanging the
spatial-temporal data obtained from mobile devices. Moreover,
the proposed system has addressed a good performance in the
process of the resource description framework spatial-temporal
queries with minimum execution time.

On the other hand, Alarabi in his research [10] proposed
an open-source MapReduce framework, which supports the
spatial-temporal data known as ST-Hadoop. However, the
proposed framework contained one primary node, which helps
in breaking map-reduce jobs into multiple tasks. Additionally,
three different users are allowed by the system: casual users,
developers, and administrators. According to the author, the

framework is divided into four layers: language layer, indexing
layer, MapReduce layer, and operations layer. The experiment
was conducted on a dataset with over 1 Billion spatial-temporal
data of size 10 TB. As a result, ST-Hadoop outperformed
Hadoop and SpaitalHadoop in processing spatial-temporal
data. However, Table I shows a summary for this section.

III. MATERIALS AND METHOD

This section introduce the research methodology in more
detail with a clear explanation for the dataset, tools, and
experiment environment that have been used to conduct the
study. However, the experiment was conducted on one machine
a HP Pavilion laptop with 8GB RAM, 1 TB HDD storage with
windows 10 as an operating system. The research methodology
as it shown in Fig. 1 started by defined the comparative
study four main domains, which are experimental environment
setup, supported features, supported functions and queries,
and performance and execution time. Additionally, in the
last step of comparison we have selected multiple datasets
and calculated the execution time. However, this research is
inspired by Md Mahbub Alam [12], in which it was depend on
some assumptions and results obtained by Md Mahbub Alam.

A. Data

In this section we have explained the dataset used for study
the performance and execution time for GeoSpark on Apache
Spark, to understand the assumption that has been proposed
by Md Mahbub Alam [12], in which that GeoSpark recorded
the worst performance and execution time in comparing to
SpatialIgnite and SaptialHadoop. However, we have utilizes
real-world spatial datasets which were obtained from the Spa-
tial Hadoop framework website1. However, the Spatial Hadoop
website provided multiple TIGER 2015 spatial datasets and
Open Street Map datasets. TIGER datasets were extracted from
the US Census Bureau TIGER files. On the other hand, Open
Street Map is a collaborative project to create a free editable
map of the world and offered an API for data extraction.
Two different TIGER datasets were chosen in this research:
AREALM dataset 140MB, and PRIMARY ROADS dataset 52
MB. However, we have used two points CSV datasets 487 KB
and 325 KB, which was been obtained from SpiderWeb2. The
SpiderWeb is a website that generates spatial data, in which
users can easily choose the number of layers, Cardinality,
file extensions, and other proprieties. In the end, we have
applied four different types of datasets on Apache Spark, Table
II shows some information about our experiment datasets.
However, all datasets have one attribute as the coordinate
attribute.

B. The Proposed Study among Apache Spark and Apache
Ignite

The study in this research was divided into four parts as
follows:

1) A comparison among experimental environment
setup: explained the main requirements and steps

1http://spatialhadoop.cs.umn.edu/datasets.html
2https://spider.cs.ucr.edu/
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Fig. 1. The Research Methodology.

TABLE II. DATASETS DESCRIPTION

Dataset Geometry Cardinality Size Extension Description
AREALM Polygon 129K 140MB CSV Area Landmark
PRIMARYROADS Linestrings 12,396 52 MB CSV Primary Roads
data1 points 12,000 487 KB CSV points data from SpiderWeb
data2 points 8000 325 KB CSV points data from SpiderWeb

need it for each framework to activate the big spatial
data computing.

2) A Comparison among main supported features in
each framework: explained the main supported input
format, geometry type, query language, and more.

3) A comparison among the existing supported functions
and queries.

4) Discussing the performance and execution time in
each framework, and we have depended on the as-
sumption proposed by Md Mahbub Alam [12], in
which SpatialIgnite have the best performance, for
that we have focused on calculating the performance
time for Geospark using multiple datasets to under-
stand the performance rate of GeoSpark.

1) Experimental Environment Setup: To activate the spatial
computing option. The experiment was conducted using two
Apache software: Apache Ignite 2.8.03, Apache Spark 3.0.14.
However, Apache NetBeans IDE 11.3 as an IDE environment
was installed for working with Apache Ignite, in which the
only way to support the spatial data operations and quires is
by adding the Spatial Ignite dependencies on Maven in any
Java IDE. Additionally, Spatial Ignite is an API of spatial

3https://ignite.apache.org/
4https://spark.apache.org/

predicates in the JTS Topology Suite5. On the other hand,
Apache Spark was installed to add the GeoSpark dependency
for working with GeoSpark on Apache Spark. Additionally, the
study was conducted on Geospark rather than Spacial Spark
because GeoSpark offered more file extensions and allow
spatial indexing. However, the main programming environment
that was used was Scala on the Spark shell, and the main
experimental environment setup for the framework shows in
Fig. 2.

2) Supported Features: This part presented a compari-
son between GeoSpark and SpatialIgnite among their main
features. According to Table III, GeoSpark and SpatialIgnite
supported the same geometry type: point, line, and polygon.
Additionally, spatial analysis is supported only by SpatialIg-
nite. However, GeoSpark has the advantage of supporting
multiple file formats: CSV, TSV, WKT, and GeoJSON, where
SpatialIgnite only supports WKT file format, which decreases
the flexibility of SpatialIgnite. On the other hand, Table
III, shows that SpatialIgnite supports the distributed SQL
query language, where GeoSpark supports SQL 2017, which
may make GeoSpark easier than SpatialIgnite in the way of
handling SQL queries. Another advantage for GeoSpark is
that it supports two types of indexing, which are the R-tree
and Quadtree, where SpatialIgnite only supports the R-tree

5http://www.tsusiatsoftware.net/jts/main.html
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Fig. 2. The Experimental Environment Setup.

TABLE III. SUMMARY FOR THE SUPPORTED FEATURES IN GEOSPARK
AND SPATIAL IGNITE

Features GeoSpark Spatial Ignite
geometry type point, line, polygon point, line, polygon
input format CSV,TSV,WKT,GeoJSON WKT
query language SQL(2017) Distributed SQL
indexing R-tree, Quad-tree R-tree
spatial analytic No Yes

indexing.

TABLE IV. SUMMARY OF SOME SUPPORTED SPATIAL FUNCTIONS AND
QUERIES IN GEOSPARK AND SPATIAL IGNITE

Predicates GeoSpark Spatial Ignite
Equals Yes Yes
Intersects Yes Yes
Crosses No Yes
Envelope Yes Yes
ConvexHull No Yes
Within No Yes
Touches Yes Yes
KNN-query Yes No

3) Supported Spatial Functions and Queries: Table IV,
shows a summary for some spatial functions and queries
supported by GeoSpark and SpatialIgnite. Table IV confirms
the existence of some similarities between GeoSpark and
SpatialIgnite in the supported spatial predicates, in which

that GeoSpark and SpatialIgnite are supported for the same
predicates, such as Equals, Intersects, Envelope, Touches. On
the other hand, KNN-query is only supported by GeoSpark,
where Range-query and Join-query are supported by the two
frameworks (GeoSpark and SpatialIgnite). However, from Ta-
ble IV we have observed that SpatialIgnite supports more
spatial functionality than GeoSpark, but GeoSpark in Apache
Spark is more suitable with spatial data queries and indexing
because it support complex spatial queries, such as kNN
queries, which is not supported in SpatialIgnite on Apache
ignite. Moreover, GeoSpark is an agile spatial data processing
framework that can meet the changes in the requirements, and
fault tolerance.

4) Performance and Execution Time: According to the
results and assumptions produced by Md Mahbub Alam [12],
which proposed that SpatialIgnite has addressed the best
performance among SaptialHadoop and GeoSpark, and from
this research observation GeoSpark has been widely used
for big spatial data processing, and many spatial frameworks
was been depending on GeoSpark, such as Apache Sedona
which used GeoSpark to activate spatial big data computing.
We have decided to conducted this part of the research on
GeoSpark to understand the performance rate of GeoSpark,
and how much it can be worst according to the assumption
in [12]. To illustrate this, the study was started by installing
Apache Spark and open Spark localhost, then on Spark shell,
Scala programming language was used and the dependency
was added to activated GeoSpark on Apache Spark. However,
the Spark build-in session or Spark SQL context was started,
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Fig. 3. A Compression among the Four Datasets when Read and Show their
Contents on GeoSpark.

which is a class used for initializing the functionality of
Spark SQL, where the Spark context is available as (sc),
and Spark session is available as (spark). The datasets have
been read using (spark.read), and execution time has been
calculated for each dataset in the Apache Spark executor, and
the comparison among the four datasets of the execution time
of reading and show SQL functions in Fig. 3. However, as
shown in Fig. 3 data 2 (8000 points geometry) has taken
the highest reading time equals 3 seconds, where the show
function for the same dataset takes only 0,2 seconds. On the
other hand, the REALM dataset (129K polygon geometry) has
recorded the lowest execution time for reading data on Spark
equals 0.041 seconds. However, the ObjectRDD class was used
for dealing with different spatial datasets geometries, such
as PointRDD (data1 and data2), RectangleRDD (AREAL),
and LineStringRDD (PRIMARYROA). However, two quires
were examined with four operations on Geopark on the three
datasets (data1, data2, AREALM), as shown in Table V.
Additionally, PRIMARYROA datasets were presented multiple
exceptions and errors so they excluded it and only datasets
reading execution time was calculated. The Range query with
tree indexing and without tree indexing has been applied on
three datasets, KNN has applied only on the points datasets
(data1 and data2), where Envelope and Equals have applied
also on three datasets. After that, the execution time in seconds
has estimated for each operation, and Table V shows more
details about this step. Moreover, the obtained results were
visualized in Fig. 4, which represented a comparison among
the execution time required to examine the operations on the
datasets. As a result, GeoSpark performance depends on the
type of dataset geometries, but in general, the execution time
of GeoSpark from our experimental study was acceptable.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section explained and discussed the main results that
were observed from this research. However, the study was
conducted on four main domains, and in each domain, was
recorded some results, which were collected in this section.
The observation was lead to that GeoSpark in Apache Spark
supports better features than SpatialIgnite in Apache ignite,

Fig. 4. Comparing the Execution Time for Different Functions and Queries
on GeoSpark among the Four Datasets.

in which GeoSpark allow multiple file format, and multiple
indexing, although that GeoSpark does not support spatial
analysis as in SpatialIgnite. Moreover, SpatialIgnite supports
more spatial functionality than GeoSpark, where KNN-query
is only supported by GeoSpark. On the other hand, from
experimental environment setup activation and working with
spatial data computing on Apache Spark was more flexible
than in Apache ignite, in which that preparing Apache Ignite
experimental requirements have taken more time than Apache
Spark, in which that spatial data computing on Apache Ignite
required working on an IDE environment such as Netbeans,
and adding some dependencies in the IDE environment, such
as JTS Topology, was in Apache Spark does not depending on
any IDE environment and the dependencies had been added
on spark-shell in a simple code, and start working with the
shell using Scala programming language. The last stage of the
study built on the results and assumptions were produced by
Md Mahbub Alam [12], which proposed that SpatialIgnite has
addressed the best performance among GeoSpark, but from
our observation, GeoSpark widely used for big spatial data
processing, and many spatial frameworks have been depending
on GeoSpark, such as Apache Sedona which used GeoSpark
to activate spatial big data computing. Consequently, we have
decided to conduct this part of the research on GeoSpark to
understand the performance rate of GeoSpark. The result from
this last step as it shows in Table V is mostly acceptable, but
it depends on the size and the type of the dataset. However,
the assumption by Md Mahbub Alam in his research can not
be generalized on all Geospark and SpatialIgnite researches, in
which multiple factors affected the performance of Geospark
on Apache Spark, such as machine performance (CPU, and
memory), dataset size, and type, programming environment
(such as using spark-shell or IDE software). In the end, we
have concluded that each one of these frameworks has its
advantages over the other one, and each one of them can be
used depending on the research area requirements and status.

V. CONCLUSION

Spatial computing is becoming increasingly relevant with
the widespread use of mobile devices. The rise in scale and
value of location data have led to the creation of a variety of
specialized spatial data processing systems. In this research, we
have conducted a comprehensive evaluation of big spatial data
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TABLE V. COMPARING THE EXECUTION TIME FOR DIFFERENT
FUNCTIONS AND QUERIES ON GEOSPARK AMONG THE FOUR DATASETS

Predicates AREALM PRIMARYROADS data1 data2
Read 0.041 0.022 0.063 3
Show 0.2 0.023 0.035 0.2
Range 1.84 - 1.63 0.86
Range-tree 3.6 - 1.22 0.69
KNN - - 1.65 1.37
Envelope 1 - 0.5 0.5
Equals 0.70 - 1.2 0.46

computing on two data management systems Apache Ignite
and Apache Spark. The comparative has been done on four
different domains, experimental environment setup, supported
features, supported functions and queries, and performance and
execution time. The research concluded that each one of these
frameworks has its advantages over the other one, and each one
of them can be used depending on the research area require-
ments and status. However, the type and size of the dataset can
have a large impact on the execution time. However, multiple
factors affected the performance of Geospark on Apache spark,
such as machine performance (CPU, and memory), dataset size
and type, programming environment (such as using spark-shell
or IDE software). From the observation GeoSpark has recorded
more flexibility than SpatialIgnite on Apache ignite. Moreover,
the spatial analytic features in SpatialIgnite on Apache ignite
make it more suitable with spatial data analytic applications,
such as analyzing spatial data, that extracted from social media.
Additionally, GeoSpark in Apache Spark is more suitable with
spatial data queries and indexing because it supports complex
spatial queries, such as kNN queries, which is not supported in
SpatialIgnite on Apache ignite. Moreover, GeoSpark is an agile
spatial data processing framework that can meet the changes
in the requirements, and fault tolerance.
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Abstract—Carrot is a fast-growing and nutritious vegetable
cultivated throughout the world for its edible roots. The farmers
are still learning the scientific methods of carrot production
worldwide. For the production of good quality carrots, modern
technology is not being used to its fullest to detect carrot
vegetable diseases in the farms. As a result, the farmers face
difficulties now and then in continuous monitoring and detecting
defects in carrot crops. Hence, this paper proposes an efficient
carrot disease identification and classification method using a
deep learning approach, especially Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN). In this research, five different carrot diseases including
healthy carrots have been examined and experimented with four
different pretrained models of CNN architecture, i.e., VGG16,
VGG19, MobileNet, and Inception v3. Among the four models,
the Inception v3 model is selected as an efficient pretrained CNN
architecture to build an effective and robust system. The Inception
v3 based system proposed here takes carrot images as input
and examines whether they are healthy or infected, and provides
output accordingly. To train and evaluate the system, a robust
dataset is used, which consists of original and synthetic data. In
the Fully Connected Neural Network (FCNN), dropout is used
to solve the problem of overfitting as well as to improve the
accuracy of the system. The accuracy achieved from the method
which uses Inception v3 is 97.4%, which is undoubtedly helpful
for the farmers to identify carrot disease and maximize their
benefits to establish sustainable agriculture.

Keywords—Deep learning; convolutional neural network; In-
ception v3; carrot disease recognition

I. INTRODUCTION

A very powerful concept that can alleviate extreme poverty
is development in the agricultural sector. Many countries of
the world are dependent on agriculture for their economic ad-
vancement. In the year 2018, 4% of the global GDP was added
from the agricultural sector. In some developing countries, the
amount of GDP that comes from agriculture is over 25% [1].
It is a livelihood for the vast majority of the population and
directly affects the overall economy of many developing coun-
tries like Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, etc. As for example, in
2019, the share of Bangladesh, Pakistan, India and Morocco’s
GDP from agriculture was 12.68% [2], 22.04% [3], 15.96%
[4] and 11.38% [5] respectively. In agriculture, especially
for growing vegetables, early detection and classification of
diseases allow the farmers to take preventive measures and
reduce production loss as well as economic loss to ensure
sustainability.

Experts have been identifying vegetable and fruit disease
by naked eye observation over the last decades. However,
this approach proves ineffective in many cases as it takes a

lot of time to process, and experts are unavailable in rural
areas. Since diseases leave some visible symptoms on the body
of vegetables or fruits, it is possible to perform an imaging
analysis of those visible defects on vegetables. Hence, Deep
learning methods provide a solution to this issue.

Carrot (Daucus carota) is a vegetable that is rich in beta
carotene, fiber, potassium, antioxidants, minerals, and vitamin
k1. Frequent consumption of carrots decreases the risk of
breast cancer [6]. It helps to prevent vitamin A deficiency and
reduce heart diseases. Carrot is described as a functional food
that provides benefits beyond essential nutrition, and it is even
good for the eyes [7]. People living in rural areas of least
developed countries face health problems due to nutritional
deficiency, including vitamin A deficiency. Consumption of
carrots can greatly contribute to a country’s nutritional security
where the standard of diets is relatively poor. Currently,
carrot farmers mainly depend on human disease identification
capability and experience to identify diseases that may produce
inaccurate results. Hence it is indispensable to develop a fully
automated carrot disease identification system.

In this work, we have discussed a solution based on deep
learning approach that can correctly recognize the disease
of carrots. We have experimented with five of the common
carrot diseases, such as Black rot, Aster yellow, Sclerotinia
rot, Root knot, and Growth crack. We have experimented with
some pretrained models which include MobileNet CNN model
[8], VGG16 [9], VGG19 [9], and Inception v3 [10] with the
original and synthetic dataset. Finally, we have used Inception
v3 in the proposed system because of the effectiveness of
transfer learning for generating an accurate model in case of
limited dataset. Our proposed system takes an image of carrot
as input, the CNN layer automatically extracts features from
that image, and Fully Connected Neural Network (FCNN)
layer predicts the desired class it belongs to. The whole
system was implemented using Python, TensorFlow [11], and
Keras [12]. The main contribution of this research work is
summarized as follows:

• We have proposed an efficient method to identify
carrot diseases after analyzing images of infected
carrots.

• We have expanded our dataset by generating synthetic
data and applying some image processing techniques.

• We have experimented with four different CNN archi-
tectures and investigated the classification and detec-
tion results of carrot diseases.
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• The accuracy rate achieved in this study outperforms
the existing works in this domain.

• This work will provide assistance to detect carrot
diseases earlier and solve the problems of farmers by
taking measures to cure the diseases timely.

The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows:
Section II contains a literature review of previous works and
explains the major carrot diseases for recognition in this work.
The system architecture is illustrated in Section III. In Section
IV the research methodology is described, Section V shows
the overall result, and Section VI concludes the work including
future works.

II. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section we have discussed about six prominent
diseases of carrot and then outlined the literature review.

A. Carrot Diseases Considered for Recognition

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 1. (a) Aster yellow, (b) Black rot, (c) Growth crack, (d) Sclerotinia rot,
(e) Root Knot, (f) Healthy carrot.

One of the main factors for deep learning method is the
dataset. As we are working with carrot disease, we have
selected six types of data, including a healthy carrot class and
five other different diseases of carrot named as black rot, root
knot, sclerotinia rot, growth crack, and aster yellow, as shown
in Fig. 1. A short description of these diseases is as below:

(i) Aster Yellow: Aster yellow is a common disease in
carrots caused by Mycoplasma. The affected carrots show
symptoms such as yellowing leaves and the carrot tap
root produces lots of fibrous side roots, tap roots become
excessive hairy, tapered, and pale in color.

(ii) Black Rot: Alternaria radicina fungus causes Black rot
in carrots [13]. This disease is mainly carried by seed
and soil and is specified by a black decay at the crown
area, which is shiny.

(iii) Growth Crack: Growth crack in carrots is caused by soil
moisture. The carrot roots split in length.

(iv) Sclerotinia Rot: Sclerotinia rot, also known as white
mold, is caused by Sclerotinia sclerotiorum fungus. The

symptoms include fluffy white mycelial growth on the
watery rot and black-colored sclerotia on the crown of
the infected carrots.

(v) Root Knot: Root knot is generally caused by Meloidogyne
hapla nematode. Forking, galls, hairiness, and stubby
roots can be observed in the infected carrots. Very often,
multiple tap roots form or roots are malformed.

B. Related Work

Several machine learning and deep learning approaches
were developed through many years of research for object
detection. But a few of them have been applied for detection
of fruits and vegetables particularly focused on carrots.

A. Majumder et al. [14] developed a carrot disease recog-
nition system using machine learning methods. In their work,
they segmented the disease-affected region using k-means
clustering algorithm. Then, they performed classification using
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. They used a total of
202 images and 11 feature sets in their work. This approach
returned 96% accuracy. However, they have stated that if the
quality of images is poor and has varying background color,
it can cause distraction to provide results accurately.

S. Sasirekha et al. [15] described image processing tech-
niques to identify and classify carrot vegetable disease. First,
they converted the images from RGB to L*a*b color space.
Then, they performed k-means clustering technique for seg-
mentation purpose. A total of 13 features were extracted using
texture and classification techniques. Then classification was
done by multiclass SVM to identify the diseases of carrots.

G. C. Khadabadi et al. [16] used Probabilistic Neural
Network (PNN) based classifier to recognize and identify
disease in carrot vegetable. They applied Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT) to extract features. Their proposed system
gave an accuracy of 88.0% to classify carrot diseases.

H. Zhu et al. [17] proposed a carrot appearance quality
identification based on deep learning. They have utilized
AlexNet to extract features from carrot images and to identify
carrot quality. The accuracy rate achieved in this work for
binary classification recognition was 98.70%.

Rupali Saha et al. [18] proposed a method for the recog-
nition of orange fruit disease involving a deep learning tech-
nique. They performed classification using CNN and used 8
feature set where the dataset size was 68. They claimed an
accuracy of 93.21% in their proposed approach.

M. T. Habib et al. [19] applied machine learning method
for detecting disease on papaya. First, they segmented the
disease-attacked region using k-means clustering and per-
formed classification using SVM. They used 10 feature set and
the dataset size is 126. This approach returned an accuracy of
90.15%.

L. J. Rozario et al. [20] presented a method that involves
identification of defective parts of fruits and vegetables. They
experimented with four types of fruits and vegetables. They
used modified k-means clustering and Otsu method for color-
based segmentation of images. In this work, they used a total
of 63 images. No classification was performed in this work.
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S. A. Gaikwad et al. [21] presented a fruit disease de-
tection and classification method based on image processing
techniques. First, the images were segmented using k-means
clustering algorithm. In the next step, some features were
extracted from the segmented images. Finally, SVM classifier
was used for classification purpose.

B. J. Samajpati et al. [22] experimented on three types of
common apple diseases. They performed feature-level fusion.
In total 13 features were extracted from every image. k-means
clustering was applied for image segmentation. Random forest
classifier was used for disease classification. They used a total
of 80 images in their work. Their total accuracy ranged from
60-100% because of using various fusion of features. They did
not carry out any performance analysis of the obtained results
rather they showed only the differing accuracy.

M. Islam et al. in [23] proposed an integrated method
combining image processing and machine learning technique
for potato plant disease detection. Region of interest containing
disease symptoms in the images were extracted in L*a*b*
color spaces. In this work, 10 features were extracted. Mul-
ticlass SVM classifier was used to classify diseases over 300
images which gave an accuracy of 95%.

T. T. Mim et al. [24] worked on sponge gourd leaf and
flower disease detection using CNN and image processing
techniques. They used a very popular pretrained model called
AlexNet for detecting diseases. Their proposed model archi-
tecture consisted of multiple layers of convolutional 2D layer
and multiple ReLU activation function. They achieved 81.52%
training accuracy and a loss of 0.5715 after thirty successful
epochs.

M. T. Habib et al. [25] aimed to recognize jackfruit disease
applying a machine vision based agromedical expert system.
A total of 480 images were used in their work. First, they
converted RGB images into L*a*b color space. Then k-means
clustering algorithm was applied for image segmentation. They
extracted 10 features from the images. Then they experimented
with nine different classifiers for comparison purpose. Among
all other classifiers, the random forest classifier produced
89.52% accuracy, which was the highest.

S. K. Behara et al. [26] presented a machine vision-based
system to identify and measure the severity of disease in
orange fruits. First, they separated the background, foreground,
and defected region from the sample images using k-means
clustering method. Then a total of 13 texture features were
extracted from the defected region of images. After that, the
extracted features were fed as input into the multiclass SVM
classifier. Finally, a fuzzy logic model was used to compute
the severity of disease. This work gave an accuracy of 90%.

Most of the existing works in the field of agriculture have
been done with traditional machine learning. In most of the
cases the authors have used separate segmentation algorithms
and classifiers to extract features. However, no significant
work has been done using the deep learning approach. In the
proposed system, VGG16, VGG19, MobileNet, and Inception
v3 models were used to train and test the infected carrot images
among which the Inception v3 model outperformed the rest of
the models.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The structural design of the proposed deep neural network
based system for detecting and classifying carrot disease is
shown in Fig. 2. At first, the farmer has to take an image of
the infected carrot using a mobile phone or any other camera
device. Then the image needs to be sent to the expert system
via the internet. The expert system will analyze the image
and compare it with the previously trained dataset to check if
the carrot in the image is disease infected or not. If the carrot
sample is disease infected, the system will identify the disease.
Finally, the system will show the predicted disease name as
output as well as give expert solutions from database.

Fig. 2. Overall Architecture of the Proposed Carrot Disease Identification
and Classification System.

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In order to implement a carrot disease recognition system,
a deep learning model has been built which is described in
this section. Fig. 3 shows the detailed steps of building the
framework for the system.

A. Image Acquisition and Preprocessing

Deep learning approaches need a large dataset to achieve
more accuracy. In this research, a dataset of total 10,655
images are used for training including original, synthesized,
and augmented data. A dataset of 480 original images has been
created which includes 80 images per class (five disease classes
and one healthy class). Some preprocessing techniques have
been performed to increase the training dataset size. Another
1651 synthesized image dataset has been generated for six
classes by changing the background of the original images.
Synthesized data can be used and has a positive effect on
training [28]. Data augmentation using TensorFlow and Keras
is also applied in five different ways. The overall distribution
of the dataset is shown in Table I. Both synthesized data
and augmented data helped us to avoid overfitting. Before
feeding the training images into the neural network, all the
input images are resized (300x300) and rescaled (1/255). Then
data augmentation is applied using imageDataGenerator [27]
from TensorFlow. Finally, the dataset is ready for the training
session.

B. Training of Images

We have experimented with some pretrained models, that
includes MobileNet CNN model [8], VGG16 [9], VGG19 [9]
and Inception v3 [10]. As the Inception v3 model provides
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TABLE I. DISTRIBUTION OF DATASET

Class name Collected data(c) Synthetic data(s) Image processing applied Total data per class((s+c)*5)
Aster yellow 80 273 5 ways 1765

Black rot 80 274 5 ways 1770
Growth crack 80 276 5 ways 1780
Sclerotinia rot 80 276 5 ways 1780

Root Knot 80 276 5 ways 1780
Healthy carrot 80 276 5 ways 1780

Total 480 1651 5 ways 10655

Image Acquisition

Image Preprocessing

Train Images Test Images

Training through
CNN+FCNN layers

Passing through
CNN+FCNN layers

FCNN Output layer

Resultant Class

Fig. 3. Framework of the Proposed System.

better performance than the other models, the rest of this
paper focuses on this model. However, the detailed comparison
results are discussed in Section V. The FCNN Layers have
been configured as shown in Fig. 4 to adapt the proposed
system.

In the fully connected layer in FCNN, dropout [28] has
been used to avoid overfitting. The last layer (the output
layer) consists of six hidden units with the Softmax activation
function. This function is used when we deal with multi-
classification problems. It takes a value as an input and
transforms it into a probability distribution whose total sum
is 1.

The Softmax activation function is expressed as:

σ(x⃗)i =
exi∑K
j=1 e

xj

(1)

Fig. 4. Inception v3 based Neural Network Model for the Carrot Disease
Recognition System.

Where,

σ = Softmax,

x⃗ = input vector,

exi = standard exponential function for input vector,

K = number of classes in the multi-class classifier, and

exj = standard exponential function for output vector.

We used ReLu activation function in other layers. ReLu
function can be expressed as:

f(y) =

{
0, for y < 0

y, for y ≥ 0
(2)

In this proposed system, RMSprop optimizer has been used
as the optimization function and categorical cross-entropy has
been used as the loss function. The learning rate has been set
to 0.0001.

C. Output Generation

In this research, a total of 233 test images related to six
classes have been used. Test images have been converted to the
same form as training images by resizing and rescaling the im-
ages and fed into the proposed model. Next, the outputs of the
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(a) Training and validation accuracy.

(b) Training and validation loss.

Fig. 5. Training and Validation Accuracy and Loss for VGG16 Model.

test images have been collected. To measure the performance
of the classification system we need to compute True Positive
(TP), False Positive (FP), True Negative (TN) and False
Negative (FN). These four cases of classification results can be
represented by a confusion matrix. After testing and training
the dataset, a 6 × 6 confusion matrix has been generated,
which represents the correlation between the label and model’s
classification, that is, how successfully a classification model
can predict.

Next, we have computed important performance metrics,
i.e., accuracy, precision, recall, specificity, false positive rate
(FPR), false negative rate (FNR), F-1 score from the confusion
matrix so that the overall performance of the proposed system
can be evaluated. The formula to calculate the performance
metrics are given below:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
× 100% (3)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
× 100% (4)

(a) Training and validation accuracy.

(b) Training and validation loss.

Fig. 6. Training and Validation Accuracy and Loss for VGG19 Model.

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
× 100% (5)

Specificity =
TN

TN + FP
× 100% (6)

FPR =
FP

FP + TN
× 100% (7)

FNR =
FN

FN + TP
× 100% (8)

F1score =
2 ∗ Precision ∗Recall

Precision+Recall
× 100% (9)

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental analysis of the proposed system, model-
wise analysis, and comparative analysis with other related
works have been discussed in this section.
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(a) Training and validation accuracy.

(b) Training and validation loss.

Fig. 7. Training and Validation Accuracy and Loss for MobileNet Model.

A. Experimental Analysis of System

In this paper, we have worked with carrot disease. There-
fore, six types of different data have been selected for the
proposed system. Five of them are carrot diseases, and the
other one is healthy carrot. After collecting different training
and validation datasets, training data is fed in the final model
to train the system, and validation data is fed to check its
accuracy. A callback function is applied to save the best
model with the highest accuracy. We have experimented with
VGG16, VGG19, MobileNet, and Inception v3 models. The
whole process has been implemented in Python, TensorFlow,
and Keras. The epoch wise accuracy and loss for each of the
models can be visualized in Fig. 5, Fig. 6, Fig. 7, and Fig. 8
respectively. It can be observed from Fig. 5, Fig. 6, Fig. 7, and
Fig. 8 that the accuracy of the VGG16, VGG19, MobileNet
and Inception v3 models is 86.6%, 86.2%, 89.2% and 97.4%
respectively and the validation loss for the model VGG16 is
more than 1.77%, VGG19 model gives 1.75% validation loss,
MobileNet model gives the highest validation loss among the
four models which is almost 16% and the Inception v3 model
gives 1.76% validation loss.

After collecting the results on test dataset, a confusion

(a) Training and validation accuracy.

(b) Training and validation loss.

Fig. 8. Training and Validation Accuracy and Loss for Inception v3 Model.

matrix has been formed for each of the models. The confusion
matrix generated from the models are shown in Fig. 9, Fig. 10,
Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 respectively. The accuracy rate calculated
from the confusion matrices in Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11
for the models VGG16, VGG19 and MobileNet is found to
be 86.6%, 86.2% and 89.2% respectively. From the confusion
matrix in Fig. 12, the accuracy of the proposed system based
on Inception v3 model is found as high as 97.4%.

B. Model-wise Result Analysis

Before selecting Inception v3 as the model for transfer
learning, few more state-of-the-art pretrained models have been
experimented. VGG16 and VGG19 pretrained models provide
us with 86.6% and 86.2% accuracy respectively. Nevertheless,
we expected a more accurate system. Therefore, the MobileNet
CNN model has been experimented which provides an accu-
racy of 89.2%. At last, the Inception v3 pretrained model has
been applied, which provides the highest accuracy of 97.4%, as
mentioned previously. Table II, Table III, Table IV and Table V
shows the performance for each of the diseases of the models
VGG16, VGG19, MobileNet, and Inception v3 respectively.
All the performance metrics are calculated using the equations
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Fig. 9. Confusion Matrix for VGG16.

Fig. 10. Confusion Matrix for VGG19.

Fig. 11. Confusion Matrix for MobileNet.

Fig. 12. Confusion Matrix for Inception V3.

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 respectively and the results are shown in
Table II, Table III, Table IV and Table V.

From the disease wise achieved performance for the model
VGG16 in Table II, it can be observed that the healthy class
gives the highest accuracy of 97.4% and the class black rot
gives the lowest accuracy of 93.9%. The highest FPR is 3.5%
for the class black rot, and the lowest FPR is 1.5% for the
healthy class.

Table III summarizes the disease wise performance for the
VGG19 model, and it can be seen that the healthy, growth
crack, and sclerotinia rot classes give the highest accuracy rate
of 96.1% and the class black rot gives the lowest accuracy of
93.5%. In this case, the highest FPR is 5% for the class root
knot and the lowest FPR is 1% for the healthy class.

Table IV gives an outline of the disease wise performance
for the MobileNet model in which the highest accuracy of
99.1% is found for the class black rot and the lowest accuracy
rate for the class growth crack of 94.4%. The highest FPR is
found to be 3% for the class root knot and the lowest FPR is
0.5% for the black rot.

It can be seen from the disease wise performance of the
Inception v3 model in Table V that the class sclerotinia rot
achieves the highest accuracy of 99.5% while the class root
knot gives the lowest accuracy of 98.7%. The highest FPR is
1% for the classes growth crack and root knot, and the lowest
FPR is found 0% for the healthy and sclerotinia rot classes,
which justifies the robustness of the proposed methodology.

From the comparison of these tables, it can be noted
that the model Inception v3 gives the highest overall system
accuracy of 97.4% and the model VGG19 gives the lowest
accuracy rate of 86.2%. Fig. 13 shows the overall comparison
of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score among the four
models on the dataset. The accuracy rate achieved mathemati-
cally justifies the validation accuracy graphs of the respective
models in Fig. 5, Fig. 6, Fig. 7, and Fig. 8.

C. Comparative Analysis

The study of literature demonstrates that most of the papers
have applied traditional machine learning methods. Very few
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TABLE II. DISEASE WISE ACHIEVED PERFORMANCE FOR VGG16 MODEL

Evaluation Metrics Healthy Aster Yellow Black Rot Growth Crack Root Knot Scelerotinia Rot System Performance
Precision(%) 92.5 86.6 81.5 86.4 82.8 89.4 86.6

Recall(%) 92.5 95.1 81.5 80 82.8 87.1 86.6
Accuracy(%) 97.4 96.5 93.9 94.4 94.8 96.1 86.6
Specificity(%) 98.4 96.8 96.4 97.4 96.9 97.9 97.3

FPR(%) 1.5 3.1 3.5 2.5 3 2 2.6
FNR(%) 7.5 4.8 18.4 20 17.14 12.8 13.3

TABLE III. DISEASE WISE ACHIEVED PERFORMANCE FOR VGG19 MODEL

Evaluation Metrics Healthy Aster Yellow Black Rot Growth Crack Root Knot Scelerotinia Rot System Performance
Precision(%) 94.4 86 87 91.8 76.7 84 86.2

Recall(%) 82.5 90.2 71 85 94.2 94.8 86.2
Accuracy(%) 96.1 95.7 93.5 96.1 94.8 96.1 86.2
Specificity(%) 98.9 96.8 97.9 98.4 94.9 96.3 97.2

FPR(%) 1 3.1 2 1.5 5 3.6 2.7
FNR(%) 17.5 9.7 28.9 15 5.7 5.1 13.7

TABLE IV. DISEASE WISE ACHIEVED PERFORMANCE FOR MOBILENET MODEL

Evaluation Metrics Healthy Aster Yellow Black Rot Growth Crack Root Knot Scelerotinia Rot System Performance
Precision(%) 91.89 90 97.3 81.3 82.8 92.5 89.2

Recall(%) 85 87.8 97.3 87.5 82.8 94.8 89.2
Accuracy(%) 96.1 96.1 99.1 94.4 94.8 97.8 89.2
Specificity(%) 98.4 97.9 99.4 95.8 96.9 98.4 97.8

FPR(%) 1.5 2 0.5 4.1 3 1.5 2.1
FNR(%) 15 12.1 2.6 12.5 17.1 5.1 10.7

TABLE V. DISEASE WISE ACHIEVED PERFORMANCE FOR INCEPTION V3 MODEL

Evaluation Metrics Healthy Aster Yellow Black Rot Growth Crack Root Knot Scelerotinia Rot System Performance
Precision(%) 100 97.6 97.3 95.2 94.4 100 97.4

Recall(%) 95 95.6 97.3 100 97.1 97.4 97.4
Accuracy(%) 99.1 99.1 99.1 99.1 98.7 99.5 97.4
Specificity(%) 100 99.4 99.4 98.9 98.9 100 99.4

FPR(%) 0 0.5 0.5 1 1 0 0.5
FNR(%) 5 2.3 2.6 0 2.8 2.5 2.5

of them have applied deep learning approach. Clearly, the
machine learning approach works well in the case of a limited
dataset. Consequently, synthetic data can be useful for deep
learning approaches. To assess the merit of the stated system,
we have compared it with the results of some most recent
relevant research. A. Majumder et al. [14] used k-means clus-
tering for segmentation and SVM as a classifier to recognize
carrot disease, which achieved 96% accuracy. S. Sasirekha et
al. [15] employed image processing techniques to identify and
classify diseases of carrot vegetables. However, the authors
did not mention any accuracy of their proposed work. G. C.

Khadabadi et al. [16] used PNN classifier to recognize and
identify carrot diseases with an accuracy rate of 88.0%. The
accuracy gained from these methods is not satisfactory. So,
we have proposed an efficient system employing the Inception
v3 model to recognize and classify carrot diseases. Comparing
these outcomes with the proposed system, it can be said that
this work has achieved a higher accuracy which is 97.4%. The
detailed comparison of our proposed model with other related
works is presented in Table VI.
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TABLE VI. COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORKS

Reference Problem
Domain Object Total size of

Dataset
Segmentation

Algorithm
Classification

Performed Classifier No of features
detected Accuracy

This work
Disease

Detection and
Classification

Carrot 2131 — Yes CNN — 97.4%

A. Majumder et
al. (2019) [14]

Disease
Detection and
Classification

Carrot 202 k-means
clustering Yes SVM 11 96%

S. Sasirekha et
al. (2019) [15]

Disease
Recognition Carrot Not mentioned k-means

clustering Yes Multiclass SVM 13 Not mentioned

G. C. Khadabadi
et al. (2015) [16]

Disease
Detection and
Classification

Carrot 50 Not mentioned Yes PNN 4 88.0%

Rupali Saha et
al. (2020) [18]

Disease
Detection and
Classification

Orange 68 Color threshold
segmentation Yes CNN 8 93.21%

M. T. Habib et
al. (2020) [19]

Disease
Detection and
Classification

Papaya 129 k-means
clustering Yes SVM 10 90.15%

L. J. Rozario et
al. (2016) [20]

Segmentation
and disease

Identification

Apple, Banana,
Tomato, Potato 63

k-means
clustering,
modifies
k-means

clustering, otsu
method

No Not mentioned Not mentioned Not mentioned

S. A. Gaikwad et
al. (2017) [21]

Disease
Detection and
Classification

Fruit Not mentioned k-means
clustering Yes SVM Not mentioned Not mentioned

B. J. Samajpati
et al. (2016) [22]

Disease
Detection and
Classification

Apple 80 k-means
clustering Yes Random Forest

Classifier 13 60-100%

M. Dhakate et
al. (2015) [29]

Disease
Detection and
Classification

Pomegranate 500 k-means
clustering No Not mentioned 8 90%

M. Islam et al.
(2017) [23]

Disease
Detection and
Classification

Potato leaf 300 Not mentioned Yes Multiclass SVM 10 95%

T. T. Mim et al.
(2020) [24]

Disease
Recognition

Sponge Gourd
Leaf and Flower 6000 Not mentioned Yes CNN Not mentioned 81.52%

M. T. Habib et
al. (2020) [25]

Disease
Recognition

Jackfruit fruit
and leaf 480 k-means

clustering Yes Random Forest
Classifier 10 89.59%

S. K. Behara et
al. (2018) [26]

Disease
Classification

and measurement
of severity of

disease

Orange 20 k-means
clustering Yes Multiclass SVM 13 90%

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this research, we have compared four different CNN
architectures, i.e., VGG16, VGG19, MobileNet, and Inception
v3 to identify and classify five major carrot diseases, namely
Aster yellow, Black rot, Growth crack, Root knot, and Sclero-
tinia rot. Observing the experimental results of all four models,
the Inception v3 model has shown its worth in detecting
and classifying carrot diseases, assuring 97.4% accuracy. The
methodology stated in this paper will help the farmers to
identify carrot disease and take real-time actions. We hope that
it would promote farmers worldwide and agricultural experts
to start smart farming which will save their time and reduce
economic loss as well as achieve sustainable agriculture.

In the future, we can extend this research by increasing
the number of identified diseases with a larger dataset and
experiment with various other classification methods. We wish

to work on identifying disease severity as well. As IoT and
mobile technology are gaining popularity among the general
mass, we plan to create a web-based application as well as
a multilingual mobile application implementing the proposed
method wherein the rural farmers can be benefited from real-
time solutions.
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Abstract—Sharing private data in an unsecured channel is
extremely critical, as unauthorized entities can intercept it and
could break its privacy. The design of a cryptosystem that fulfills
the security requirements in terms of confidentiality, integrity
and authenticity of transmitted data has therefore become an
unavoidable imperative. Indeed, a lot of work has been carried
out in this regard. Although many cryptosystems have been
proposed in the published literature, it has been found that
their robustness and performance vary relatively from one to
another. Adopting this reflection, we address in this paper the
concept of block cipher, which is a major cryptographic solution
to guarantee confidentiality, by involving the properties of graph
theory to represent the plaintext message. Our proposal is in
fact a new symmetric encryption block cipher that proceeds
by representing plaintext messages using disjoint Hamiltonian
circuits and then dealing with them as an adjacency matrix in a
pre-encryption phase. The proposed system relies on a particular
sub-key generator that has been carefully designed to produce
the encryption keys according to the specifications of the system.
The obtained experimental results demonstrate that our proposed
cryptosystem is robust against statistical attacks, particularly
the DIEHARD test, and presents both good confusion and good
diffusion.

Keywords—Cryptosystem; graph theory; hamiltonian circuits;
adjacency matrix; block cipher; encryption

I. INTRODUCTION

Cryptography is a component of cryptology that is based on
a number of methods and principles for converting a readable
message to a totally unreadable one. This field is dealing with
many security problems such as the confidentiality of commu-
nications via non-secure channels, the privacy of individuals,
the data storing on unsecured mediums, and so on. Cryptogra-
phy refers to the study and analysis of data encryption systems
intended to reduce the impact of hackers and to prevent, as
best as possible, any unauthorized attempts to gain access to
these confidential data. The main principles of information
security, notably confidentiality, integrity, authentication, and
non-repudiation [1].

Confidentiality is a crucial part of security. It can be
ensured by an encryption process, whereby the data becomes
non-intelligible to any non-authorized parties trying to gain
access to it. The idea behind of encryption process is to
transform a plaintext into a ciphertext, so only authorized
parties can obtain the message in its original format by revers-
ing the encryption process, known as decryption. Technically,
decryption should be extremely difficult for any unauthorized
and unqualified parties attempting to perform it.

Over the years, cryptography has continued to be improved
and has progressively became an indispensable part for pri-
vate data sharing. All contributions dedicated to this field of
research have aroused great interest. In the literature, cryptog-
raphy can be classified into three categories: Symmetric Key
Cryptography, which is an encryption system where both the
transmitter and the recipient of the message use one common
key such as DES [2], AES [3], or IDEA [4], to encrypt and
decrypt the messages. The second category is Asymmetric
Key Cryptography. In this system, a couple of keys(private
and public keys) are used in order to encrypt and decrypt
the messages such as RSA [5], ElGamal [6], Diffie-Hellman
[7], etc. The last category is Hybrid key Crypthography,
Which consist of using an encryption mode that utilizes both
symmetric and asymmetric public key encryption. This method
benefits from public key cryptography for key sharing and from
the speed of symmetric encryption for message encryption.
Nowadays, cryptology is able to handle a substantial set of
mathematical tools, that allowed for improvements in terms
of efficiency and performance. In particular, graph theory is a
field that is considered very promising in this regard, since it
provides concepts that could be useful in solving problems in
every network related areas.

Graph theory in mathematics refers to the study of graphs,
which are a major object of discrete mathematics. Generally,
a graph is represented as a set of vertices linked by edges.
They are thus mathematical structures used for modelling
pair-wise relationships between objects. It can be found in
road networks, electrical circuits, constellations, etc. Graphs
provide a way of thinking that can be used for modeling a
vast range of problems. They are the foundation of numerous
computer programs that allow communication and advanced
technological processes. The seven bridges of Konigsberg
(1736) [8] is a mathematical problem well known for having
established the foundations of the theory of graphs. Graph
theory is a relatively new concept that has been successfully
incorporated and has enabled the development of stronger
encryption algorithms that have proven to be difficult to break,
even for the latest software solutions. In fact, it consists of
modeling encryption problems by graph representation, so
that they eventually become problems in graph theory where
the solutions are usually well-known. Although solutions to
graph problems can be fairly easy and efficient (with respect
to the time required for computational processing which is
reasonable), they can also be rather difficult (relative to the
processing time increases exponentially). This resulted in the
application of concepts introduced in graph theory to large-
scale cryptography, since many NP-hard problems are derived
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from this theory.

Considering the above mentioned points, the design of
cryptosystems based on the concepts of graph theory is of
utmost importance. In this work, we present a new cryptosys-
tem that takes advantage of the principles of graph theory,
which enable a high degree of security while maintaining the
performance of data processing. The main idea of our approach
is to represent the plaintext with all disjoint Hamiltonian
circuits as a pre-encryption phase, then using our own sub-
keys generator following the cipher block chaining mode of
operation to encrypt the plaintext.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
presents preliminary knowledge. Section 3 presents a literature
review of related work. Section 4 details the proposed scheme.
Security analysis and experimental results are elaborated in
Section 5, and lastly, the conclusion and future works is given
in Section 6.

II. PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE

• Graph: A graph G is a set of points called vertices V
and a set of lines called edges E that connect some
vertices together. The graph is defined as a set of
vertices and edges that form a pair G = (V,E).

• Simple graph: A graph in which each pair of vertices
is linked by at the very most one edge and where no
vertex has a loop.

• Undirected Graph: An undirected graph G is a pair
(V,A) where V is a finite set of vertices and A is a
set of unordered pairs of vertices. Also, loops are not
allowed in undirected graphs.

• Cycle: A chain whose start and end nodes are the
same and which does not use the same link more than
once.

• Hamiltonian Path: A path that passes once and only
once through each of the vertices of an undirected
graph.

• Hamiltonian Circuit: simple cycle passing through
all the vertices of a graph one and only once.

• Adjacency Matrix: Let G be an undirected graph with
m vertices from 1 to m. We call the adjacency matrix
of graph the matrix A = (ajk) where ajk is the total
number of edges joining vertex j to vertex k:{

ajk = w if and only if j and k are adjacent.
ajk = 0 if not.

(1)
with w is the weight of the edge (j, k).

• Blum Blum Shub (BBS): is a pseudo-random number
generator first proposed in [9]

xn+1 = x2
n mod M (2)

With M = pq the product of two large primes p and
q.
The complexity of the factorization of M is the
main basis for the security of this generator, which
means that the two primes must be carefully chosen
to guarantee robustness.

III. RELATED WORK

The application of graph theory in cryptography has be-
come more emergent. However various encryption techniques
have been proposed in this context.
A technique has been proposed by Amudha et al [10] that
encodes clear messages through the Euler graph, the key used
to protect the data in this approach is a kind of Hamilton
circle. The authors in [11] sequentially construct three different
graphs on the basis of an unconventional mapping, conjectured
to be a one-way trapdoor function and designed specifically
for graph structures. Some work focuses on the application of
graph theory principles in computer networks and its poten-
tial to tackle the challenges of provisioning in secure cloud
computing environments [12]. Two graph based public key
cryptosystems have been suggested to secure sensitive Data in
the work of Sensarma et al [13], where one is based purely on
the properties of matrices, while the other is based on graph
codes. In the work described in [14], the authors proposed a
hybrid Cipher Block Chaining encryption system for e-mail
protection. The suggestion was predicated on the integration
of encryption technologies. Yousif et al [15], introduced a
process to produce a new key on the basis of chaotic maps
that are utilized to encode images. Within the work in [16], the
emphasis is on the possibility of employing the Euler graph as
a method object used in the remote method invocation (RMI)
technique.

Among the most recent works, we mention the work
presented in [17], where a block cipher system has been
proposed using disjoint Hamiltonian circuits to present the
data as a graph. Also in [18], a double vertex graph has been
suggested to encrypt a word. At first, the given message was
encrypted using the encryption table. The plaintext was then
converted into a path graph. From the latter, a double vertex
graph is constructed. We also mention the work [19], in which
the original message is converted into several graphs. The
ciphertext is obtained from the projection of the adjacency
matrices representing the graphs into the secret key. A number
of other proposals were suggested in the same thematic area
[20], [21].

The originality of our work lies in the fact that our proposed
system was able to blend both the concept of block ciphers,
which is a major category of symmetric cryptography, and
graph theory properties for representing plaintext, in particular
Hamiltonian circuits, unlike the majority of works from the
literature that rely only on graph theory properties to conceive
their encryption systems.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

The primary aim that drives the system put forward in
this paper, is to propose a robust variant of the encryption
scheme proposed in [17] while maintaining the performance
levels. The main concept on which our approach is based
is inspired by the divide-and-conquer design method, which
consists in dividing an initial problem into sub-problems
and then addressing every component of the resulting subset
independently. The final solution of the initial problem is then
deduced from the solutions found to the sub-problems.

The system described in this work has been designed
in such a way that it takes into account the complexity of
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the processing that the plaintext messages are subjected to
during their encryption process. Indeed, this is the objective
of the contribution in this paper, which is to improve the
processing of the plaintext by making it more difficult and
more complex than [17], using mainly all the Hamiltonian
circuits that represent the plaintext.

The scheme proposed in [17] used a block of 25-characters
length, which can be represented by 2 disjoint Hamiltonian
circuits in a graph of order 13, given that a graph of order
13 contains 6 disjoint Hamiltonian circuits (Theorem 1). In
contrast to [17], which used only 2 of the 6 circuits, the
concept put forward in this approach makes use of all the
disjoint Hamiltonian circuits of the graph (6 circuits), which
allows the representation of blocks with 78-characters length
in a single graph.

Theorem 1: In a complete graph with n vertices there are
(n − 1)/2 edge-disjoint Hamiltonian circuits, if n is an odd
number strictly greater than 3 [22].

Considering a message which consist of 78 characters,
the formula for splitting into blocks in [17] would be as
follows: 78 = 25 × 3 + 3. This means that four blocks will
be transformed into four adjacency matrices. The formula used
in the proposed algorithm is limited to a single block, which
in turn will be partitioned into six sub-blocks to form a single
graph with six disjoint Hamiltonian circuits, thus forming
a single adjacency matrix (FIG. 1 illustrates the difference
between both systems).

Generally, the pre-encryption process of the plaintext mes-
sage involves several steps: First the plaintext is converted
into ASCII values and then divides into several blocks of size
78 (referring by Blocki). This operation uses the following
formula: n = 78k+r, where n is the size of the plaintext, r ( r
∈ [0,77)] the remainder of the division of n over 78) represents
the remainder of the plaintext after block partitioning, and k
is the number of blocks (refers to the quotient).{

k′ = k If the division is exact.
k′ = k + 1 otherwise.

(3)

Where k′ represents the total number of blocks resulting
from the division. Each Blocki is partitioned into 6 sub-blocks
of size 13(each sub-block is represented by subBlockij),
which are then converted into Hamiltonian circuits where the
weights of the edges of the graph Gi are represented by the
ASCII values of the characters that compose them. Finally, the
resulting graph is converted into an adjacency matrix Mi.

The main process involving in our proposed system are
presented in the following:

A. Key Generation / Re-Generation Algorithms

The generation of the sub-key Ki occurs in four steps. The
first involves the random selection of a character Char from
the Blocki. The second step consists in using the position
corresponding to the ASCII value of Char in two ways, to
construct the vector of positions V P that is necessary for the
decryption, as well as to recover the value N located in the
same position in the master key KEK (of size 256), which
will be used as the seed of the BBS generator. The third step

nPlain text

Block0

Cipher text

n=78

132 (4)

IM =

M0=

C0= M’0K0

M’
0 =

M3=

C3= M’3K3

M’
3=

M1=

C1= M’1K1

M’
1 =

M2=

C2= M’2K2

M’
2=  

Block1 Block2 Block3

G0= G1= G2= G3=

nPlain text

Block0

Cipher text

n=78

132 

MI=

M0=

C0= M’0K0

M’
0 =

G0=

Fig. 1. Comparaison between the Encryption Process in [17] and the
Proposed One.

in the process allows the generation of a vector Si of size
13 from N using BBS generator. The fourth and final step
uses the resulting Si to generate the sub-keys Ki as a square
matrix of order 13. The all sub-keys Ki(i = 0,. . ., k’-1) that are
generated constitute the set SKk′ . This process is illustrated
in FIG. 2.

The regeneration of Ki during the decryption process
begins with the use of V P to recreate a key Key of size
132k′ from KEK. Key is then divided into sub-vectors Si of
size 13 which are subsequently used to generate the sub-keys
Ki as square matrices of order 13. This process is described
in FIG. 3.
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Fig. 2. Sub-keys Generator in Encryption Process.
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Fig. 3. Sub-keys Generator in Decryption Process.

B. Encryption Process

The encryption process begins with the pre-encryption step
described above. Cipher block chaining (CBC) is used as mode
of operation in our approach. The chaining uses a feedback
method, in the sense that the result of the encryption of the
previous block Ci−1 is reused for the purpose of encrypting
the current block Mi. More specifically, an exclusive or (XOR)
operation is applied between the current block Mi and the
previous block of ciphertext Ci−1 as shown below:

M ′
i = Ci−1 ⊕Mi (4)

A second XOR operation is then performed between the
result of operation (3) and the sub-key Ki generated by the

Algorithm 1: Sub-keys generator in encryption
process (GenerateSubKeys)

input : Clear message of n characters CMCn ,
master key KEK, k’ number of blocks

output: sub-keys SKk′ , the vector V P

1 begin
/* Converts each character of the message

into its ASCII value. */

2 CMAn ← convertMessage(CMCn, n);
/* Splits the message into k’ Blocki

forming the set BlockSetk′ , where

BlockSetk′ = {Block0,. . .,Blockk′−1}. */

3 BlockSetk′ ← parseMessage(CMAn, k
′);

4 for element Blocki of the set BlockSetk′ do
/* Randomly selects a character Char

from Blocki. */

5 Char ← getCharFromBlock(Blocki);
/* Feeds the vector V P with the ASCII

value of the character Char. */

6 V P ← addToVP(Char);
/* Returns the content in the position

p of the master key KEK, where p

represents the ASCI code of the

character concerned. */

7 N ← getNbrFromKEK(KEK,Char);
/* Generates from the seed N a vector

Si of size 13. */

8 Si ← generateSeed(N,BBS);
/* Takes as input the vector Si and

returns the sub-key Ki as a square

matrix of order 13. */

9 Ki ← generateSubKey(Si, BBS);
/* Feeds the set SKk′ with the

sub-key Ki. */

10 SKi ← putSubKey(Ki);
11 end
12 end

pseudorandom generator to compute the cipher Ci of the
current block:

Ci = M ′
i ⊕Ki (5)

Since the first block does not have an antecedent. We gen-
erate an random matrix referring to IM (initialization matrix)
which allows to perform the XOR operation with M0. Each
encrypted block consequently depends not only on the corre-
sponding plaintext block, but also on all the encrypted blocks
that precede it. The rows of the matrix Ci are concatenated to
form a vector eBlocki of size 132, representing each encrypted
block.

The resulting vectors eBlocki (i = 0,. . ., k’-1) generated
from all blocks are then concatenated to form a single vector
EM of size 132k′. The encryption process, as shown in FIG. 4,
ends with the transmission of the encrypted message EM in
addition to the vector V P that is related to the decryption
process.
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Algorithm 2: Sub-keys generator in decryption
process (GenerateSubKeys)

input : master key KEK, the vector of positions
V P

output: sub-keys SKk′

1 begin
/* Generates a key Key of size 13k’ from

the vector of positions V P and the

master key KEK. */

2 Key ← generateKey(KEK,V P );
/* Divides the key Key into k’ vectors Si

(i = 0,. . ., k’-1). */

3 Sk′ ← parseKey(Key);
4 for element Si of the set Sk′ do

/* Takes as input the vector Si and

returns the sub-key Ki as a square

matrix of order 13. */

5 Ki ← generateSubKey(Si);
/* Feeds the set SKk′ with the

sub-key Ki. */

6 SKi ← putSubKey(Ki);
7 end
8 end

n

…

Plain text

Block0

Cipher text

n

132 (k’) 

IM =

M0=

C0= M’0K0

M’
0 =

Mk’-1=

Ck’-1= M’k’Kk’-1

M’
k’-1=

Ck’-2= M’k’-2Kk’-2

…

…
Gk’-1=

Blockk’-1

Mk’-2=

M’
k’-2=

G0=

Fig. 4. Encryption Scheme.

C. Decryption Process

In general, the process of decryption corresponds to the
process of encryption performed in reverse order (ALGO-
RITHM 4). In the decryption process described in this paper,
the ciphertext EM refers to the input of the algorithm. EM
is decomposed into k′ vectors (eBlocki) and then gathered to
constitute the set eBlockSetk. The eBlocki(i = 0,. . ., k’-1)
are subsequently transformed into a matrix Ci. The number of
blocks k′ is calculated as follows:

k′ = m÷ 132 (6)

Algorithm 3: Encryption Algorithm Using Disjoint
Hamiltonian Circuits

input : Clear message of n characters CMCn,
master key KEK, Initialization Matrix IM
of size 13

output: Encrypted message EM

1 begin
2 SKk′ ← GenerateSubKeys(CMCn,KEK, k′);
3 (IV-A).

/* Converts each character of the message

into its ASCII value. */

4 CMAn ← convertMessage(CMCn);
/* Splits the message into k’ Blocki forming

the set BlockSetk′ , where

BlockSetk′ = {Block0,. . .,Blockk′−1}. */

5 BlockSetk′ ← parseMessage(CMCn);
6 for element Blocki of the set BlockSetk′ do

/* Divides each block Blocki into six

sub-blocks subBlockij (j = 0,. . .,5) of

size 13, all forming the set

subBlockSeti, where

subBlockSeti= {subBlocki0,. . .,subBlocki5}.
*/

7 subBlockSeti ← parseBlock(Blocki);
/* Converts the sub-blocks into disjoint

hamiltonian circuits in a graph G.

*/

8 Gi ← blockToGraph(subBlockSeti, 13);
/* Transforms the graph Gi into an

adjacency matrix Mi of order 13. */

9 Mi ← graphToMatrix(Gi);
10 if i=0 then
11 M ′

0 ← IM ⊕M0;
12 else
13 M ′

i ← Ci−1 ⊕Mi;
14 end
15 Ci ←M ′

i ⊕ SKi;
/* Concatenates the rows of the matrix

Ci to form the vector eBlocki of size

132. */

16 eBlocki ← transformMatixToVector(Ci);
17 end

/* Forms a single vector EM of size 132k′

by concatenating the resulting vectors

eBlocki (i = 0,. . ., k’-1). */

18 EM ← concatenateEncryptionBlock(eBlockk′);
19 end

with m is the size of the ciphertext.

The sub-key generation algorithm presented in ALGO-
RITHM 2 makes use of the provided vector V P to produce
a key of size 132k′ from the master key KEK. Each block
Ci(i = 0,. . ., k’-1) is decrypted using its own sub-key Ki using
the following formula:

Mi = Ci−1 ⊕M ′
i (7)

Where
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M ′
i = Ci ⊕Ki (8)

and

M0 = IM ⊕M ′
0 (9)

At this stage, the decrypted blocks Mi are transformed into
a graph Gi and then into Blocki. Finally, the plaintext message
is formed by concatenating the Blocki(i = 0,. . ., k’-1) as shown
in FIG. 5.

Cipher text

C0=

M’
0 = C0K0

Block1

nPlain text

Blockk’-1Blockk’-2Block0
…

IM= C1=

M’
1 = C1K1

M’1 =

M1= M0=

M’0 =

Ck’-2=

M’
k’-2 = Ck’-2Kk’-2

M’k’-2 =

Mk’-2= 

M’
k’-1 = Ck’-1Kk’-1

Mk’-1= 

…

…

…

…

…

M’k’-1 =

Ck’-1=

G0= G1= Gk’-2 = Gk’-1 =

Fig. 5. Decryption Scheme.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The evaluation of the encryption system addressed the
reliability of the suggested algorithm. For this purpose, we
study the system reaction in terms of performance and security
according to fundamental criteria. For which we also perform
different statistical tests. This evaluation is described in the
following sections.

A. Confusion and Diffusion Tests

Diffusion and confusion are very important as aspects
of the functioning of a secure encryption which were first
identified in 1949 by Claude Elwood Shannon [23]. In his
original definitions:
Confusion means making the relationship between key and
ciphertext as complicated and as involved as is feasible,
whereas in this case refers to the property that redundancy
in the plaintext’s statistics is “dissipated” in the ciphertext’s
statistics.
Diffusion is related to the reliance of the output bits upon
the input bits. In a cipher with proper diffusion, the changing
of an input bit is expected to change every output bit with a

Algorithm 4: Decryption Algorithm Using Disjoint
Hamiltonian Circuits

input : Encrypted message EM , master key KEK,
the vector of positions V P

output: Clear message of n characters CMCn

1 begin
2 SKk′ ← GenerateSubKeys(KEK,V P );
3 (IV-A).

/* Divides the encrypted message into

k’eBlocki wich are then concatenate to

form a set eBlockSetk′. */

4 eBlockSetk′ ← parseEncryptedMessage(EM);
5 for element eBlocki of the set eBlockSetk′ do

/* Form the matrix Ci of order 13 from

the vector eBlocki. */

6 Ci ← transformVectorToMatrix(eBlocki)
7 M ′

i ← Ci ⊕Ki;
8 if i = 0 then
9 M0 ← IM ⊕M ′

0;
10 else
11 Mi ← Ci−1 ⊕M ′

i ;
12 end

/* Transforms the adjacency matrix Mi

into a graph Gi. */

13 Gi ← matrixToGraph(Mi);
/* Returns the Blocki represented by the

disjoint hamiltonian circuits inside

the graph Gi. */

14 Blocki ← graphToBlock(Gi);
15 end

/* Forms a single block that forms the

plaintext message by concatenating the

resulting blocks Blocki (i = 0,. . ., k’-1).

*/

16 CMCn ← concatenateBlock(Blockk′);
17 end

probability of half (this is referred to as the strict avalanche
criterion). Accordingly, the used equation (10) is:

bitsdiff = (1÷ (132 × 16)× w(C ⊕ C ′) (10)
= (1÷ (2704)× w(C ⊕ C ′) (11)

Where w is the hamming weight, C and C ′ are respectively
the original and modified inputs, and the value 16 refers to the
number of bits representing each element in the cipher.

B. Plaintext Sensitivity Test

The diffusion property is intended to produce an avalanche
effect [24] between the plaintext and the encrypted messages.
The sensitivity test of the bit change in the plaintext is used
to verify the diffusion property of a particular algorithm.
Given pairs of plaintext and secret keys, we generate the
ciphertext corresponding to each pair (plaintext, secret key)
through our cryptosystem, changing one or more bits (Know-
ing that a change at character level implies a change of bit)
in the randomly generated plaintext, and by retaining the key
unchanged.
Subsequently, we calculate the average of the percentage of
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bit difference by the equation (10) as illustrated in the FIG. 6.
Over 50% of the bits in the cipher text are changed. We can
clearly see that the average of the percentages of bit difference
is between 48.16% and 51% for our encryption system and
between 47.1% and 50.80% for AES-128. These percentages
demonstrate that our encryption system offers a good diffusion
compared to AES-128.
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Fig. 6. Number of Modified Bits with respect to the Original Plaintext.

C. Key Sensitivity Test

The confusion property establishes a relation between the
key and the ciphertext. The key sensitivity test ensures this
property. Indeed, we consider a set of pairs of plaintext and
secret keys. Each pair is encrypted by applying the proposed
cryptosystem. Then, we modify one or more bits in the
different randomly generated keys while the clear text still
fixed. Afterward we calculate the average of the percentage of
bit difference by applying the equation (10).

FIG. 7 represents the results obtained by using our encryp-
tion system and our generator to produce the encryption keys.
We can notice that more than 50% of the bits are modified.
Specifically, the average percentage of bit difference is between
49.64% and 50.79% for our encryption system and between
48.25% and 50.73% for AES-128. Thus, according to the
experimental results, it can be said that the key generation
via our algorithm is more robust than AES-128.

D. Statistical Tests

In order to study the quality of the random generation of
the suggested encryption block cipher, we apply the well-
known DIEHARD test [25]. The primary objective of this
test is to demonstrate whether our cryptosystem is able to
withstand statistical attacks. In other terms, the output of a
secure block cipher must be indistinguishable statistically from
a random output using the encryption function. To perform
this test, a randomly generated cipher sequence is initially
binarized to generate a bitstream of over 10 MB. Thereafter,
the bitstream is analyzed statistically by putting it under the
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Fig. 7. Number of Modified Bits with respect to the Original Key.

DIEHARD tests. The DIEHARD tests check the p-value of
the values generated randomly, with the p-value in the range
[0.025, 0.975]. The average values found are summed up in
TABLE I. The results indicate that the bitstream generated
with our encryption system successfully passed all DIEHARD
tests. Moreover, our encryption system shows a satisfactory
and statistically indistinguishable random behavior.

E. Brute Force Attack

Brute force attacks are a mean to get all possible key
arrangements with a fast prediction tool. Assuming that a high-
performance machine that spends 10−10 seconds on testing the
validity of every key is used, and that the numbers entailed in
the master key range from 1 to 1000.
Given that algorithm has 1000256 potential keys. A brute force
attack would require about 10−10 × 1000256 seconds to find
the appropriate key. Therefore, a brute force attack with an
exhaustive search over the key possibility space is not feasible
in a reasonable amount of time.

To find a 78-character message when a single block is
used, it normally takes 1000 possibilities to find one of the
master key numbers, which will represent the seed of the BBS
generator involved in producing the S0 vector. However, the
prime numbers used as the input parameters for the generator
are not easily determined (due to factorization problems). As
a result, it is nearly impossible to figure out the sub-key if the
pq product is large enough.

F. Time Analysis

Table II represents the performance test of our cryptosys-
tem, compared to other known block ciphers such as triple DES
[26] and AES [27] in terms of their CPU time consumption.
The computations are run on a computer with on an Intel
Core i7-6600U processor, 64-bit OS, 2.81 GHz with 20 GB
of RAM. It can be seen from TABLE II that our algorithm
can achieve good results in terms of run time over the other
standard encryption systems.
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TABLE I. DIEHARD TEST

Test Name P-value Interpretation

diehard bitstream 0.59537390
diehard squeeze 0.97442749
diehard sums 0.11133210
diehard count 1s str 0.60934773
diehard count 1s byt 0.78478421
diehard parking lot 0.55915630
diehard birthdays 0.03222200
diehard operm5 0.75636037
diehard oqso 0.33566335
diehard dna 0.45051943
diehard 2dsphere 0.53656799
diehard 3dsphere 0.62980562
diehard rank 32x32 0.40775458
diehard rank 6x8 0.45554634
diehard opso 0.44037399
diehard runs 0.86351847 PASSED
diehard craps 0.15275419
rgb bitdist 0.69014502
rgb minimum distance 0.57113046
rgb permutations 0.60422228
rgb lagged sum 0.60927830
rgb kstest test 0.26054914
dab bytedistrib 0.68169231
dab dct 0.25149694
dab filltree 0.88848873
dab filltree2 0.29185197
dab monobit2 0.74899931
sts monobit 0.68441660
sts runs 0.37246909
sts serial 0.50145101
marsaglia tsang gcd 0.47467308

TABLE II. ENCRYPTION TIME COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR BLOCK
CIPHER AND OTHERS BLOCK CIPHERS USING DIFFERENT MESSAGE SIZE

Message Size (Kilo Byte)
AES
(ms)

3DES
(ms)

Our encryption algorithm

3 248.07 247.47 4.9

10 951.2 614.9 10.4

20 1972 1096 21.2

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The work presents a new cryptosystem that takes advantage
of the principles of graph theory, which enable a high degree of
security while maintaining the performance of data processing.
Our proposed encryption block cipher using in particular
the disjoint Hamiltonian circuits that have been adopted to
represent the plaintext in a pre-encryption phase. the process
makes use of a specific sub-key generator that has been set up
to generate the encryption keys according to the requirements
of the proposed system. We have performed different statistical
tests, specifically the DIEHARD, confusion and diffusion tests
to prove the security and performance of our cryptosystem. The
experiments results proved the good behaviour of our proposed
design in terms of robustness and CPU time compared to 3DES
and AES. In a future work, we intend to use another pseudo-
random generator, such as the one proposed in [28] known as
PSOCA, which is mainly based on cellular automata, and we

also investigate other properties of graph theory for a more
discriminating and robust representation of the data.
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Abstract—Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) has a great peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR).
This will reduce the performance of the power amplifier (PA).
Therefore, PAPR deteriorates the overall energy efficiency of an
OFDM system. Peak Insertion (PI) is one of the most commonly
used methods to reduce PAPR, it gives the best reduction in
PAPR. Therefore, it causes a strong degradation in Bit Error
Rate (BER). To solve this problem, we propose a new algorithm
called BCB-OFDM based on Bose Chaudhuri Hocquenghem
Codes (BCHs) and PI. BCB is implemented in OFDM system
with Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) and two coding
rates 1/2 and 1/4 over an Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN) channel. Simulation results show that the BCB is very
interesting and achieve a good value in terms of PAPR reduction
with keeping good performance compared with PI and normal
OFDM. In addition, BCB algorithm is simple, robust, and leaves
no requirement side information with more flexibility to choose
between PAPR reduction and BER performances.

Keywords—Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM); Peak to Average Power Ratio (PAPR); Bit Error
Rate (BER); Peak Insertion (PI); Coding; Bose Chaudhuri
Hocquenghem (BCH)

I. INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex (OFDM) is a
multi-carrier technique that has shown its effectiveness, robust
against interference problems caused by multipath. Thanks to
its simplicity of implementation through the use of Fourier
Transform. OFDM is the basic technology used in wireless
communication such as WiFi, WiMAX [1], [2], [3], 4G [4]
and 5G [5], [6], [7], [8]. However, it has a major drawback
caused by the high value of Peak To Average Power Ratio
(PAPR) defined as the ratio between the maximum power and
the average power of an OFDM signal. The high value of
PAPR value forces the Power Amplifier (PA) to work in the
non-linear region and cause a degradation of the signal and
need a large consumption in energy [9], [10].

Several approaches to resolving this problem have been
offered, the most widely utilized approaches are: Selective
Mapping Technique (SLM)[11], Partial Transmit Sequences
(PTS) [12], [13], companding [14], [3], Clipping [15], Palm
Clipping [16], Peak Insertion (PI)[17] and Tone reservation
[18]. In [19], [20], the authors compare some PAPR reduction
methods in terms of PAPR and BER. The obtained result in
this comparison is that the Peak Insertion technique proposed
gives the highest PAPR reduction, but it causes a high fort

degradation [21]. Also, linear codes give the best result in
terms of BER with small PAPR reduction by finding the
best code with a diminished PAPR however it produces a
computational complexity to find the best code word with
a low PAPR value [22], [23], [24]. As a result, to choosing
the relevant PAPR reduction approach, a compromise between
PAPR reduction and BER performances must be made.

The main contributions of this article are: (1) Proposed
a new algorithm to reduce PAPR in OFDM Systems called
BCB algorithm based on BCH codes and Peak Insertion. (2)
Using BCH codes to explore the Peak Insertion to improve its
signal degradation. (3) BCB method does not require any site
information from the transmitter.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The
System model and PAPR definition and related work about
Peak Insertion are presented in Section II. The proposed
method and algorithm, its principle and parameters are detailed
in Section III. In Section IV, we provide and discuss the
simulation results in terms of PAPR reduction and BER
performance compared with the normal OFDM and PI method.
The conclusion and future works are presented in Section V.

II. OFDM SYSTEM AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we present the OFDM system model and
related work about peak insertion method.

A. OFDM System Model and PAPR Definition

The principle of the OFDM system is composed by two
parts as presented in Fig. 1. At the transmitter side, the input
data are mapped by one of the modulation schemes. The
obtained signal is modeled by using the Inverse Fast Fourier
Transformation (IFFT) algorithm with N-points before being
transferred to the channel. At the receiver side, the process
inverse is performed. The discrete OFDM signal in the time-
domain is defined by:

x (n) =
1√
N

N−1∑
k=0

Xk ∗ e(
j2πnk

N ) , 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1. (1)

Where N is the number of subcarriers, and Xk is the kth
subcarrier of the same OFDM symbol. The PAPR is defined
as the ratio of maximal power and the average power :

PAPR =
max

(
|x (n) |2

)
E{|x (n) |2}

, 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1, (2)
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Fig. 1. Communication Digital Systems Block with OFDM.

where E{.} represents the expectation value. PAPR perfor-
mance is represented by the Complementary Cumulative Dis-
tribution Function (CCDF), which is the probability of PAPR
exceeding a threshold, defined as follows:

CCDF (γ) = Pr [PAPR ≥ γ] , (3)

where γ is a threshold value.

B. Peak Insertion Method

Peak Insertion (PI) method proposed in [17] is imple-
mented by adding an impulse α to the original OFDM symbol
in the frequency domain to reduce the PAPR value. The
resulting signal Yk of a signal Xk is given by:

Yk = Xk + δ(k − kα), (4)

where Xk is the original OFDM symbol, α is a positive
real number representing the strength of the inserted peak,
kα is the position of the inserted peak, N is the number
of subcarriers [17]. The peak α is inserted to increase the
PAPR of the signal in the frequency domain. However, after
PI the mean square value of this signal will increase, but with
a greater mean square value [19]. The power of this signal
is then controlled by scaling it by a real β such that its mean
square value is reduced to a suitable level without affecting the
PAPR reduction [17]. At the receiver, To restore the original
OFDM, reverse operations are carried out. PI method has a
benefit in PAPR reduction with a gain of 8dB [23], [17].
However, it presents the drawback of signal degradation, in
this area we present a new algorithm to reduce PAPR with
good performances in terms of BER .

III. PROPOSED METHOD BCB PAPR

In this Section, we presents the principle of the proposed
method based on BCH codes and PI technique. The BCH codes
form a large class of error correcting cyclic codes, This class
of codes is used for purpose of multiple-error corrections. For
any positive integers m with m ≥ 3, and, t with t < 2m−1,
there exists a binary BCH code with the following parameters:

n : Block length n = 2m − 1
k : BCH Code length k = 2m −m− 1
(n− k) : Number of parity-check digits (n− k) ≥ mt
d : Minimum distance d ≥ 2t+ 1

Fig. 2. BCB Peak Insertion in OFDM Systems.

We call this code a t-error-correcting BCH code, and we note
in this paper the BCH(n, k) a BCH code.

To improve the Peak Insertion technique, we propose a
new method combined with BCH codes noted in this paper
BCB-OFDM reduction. Let BCB(n, k, v, α) be the new block
coding scheme with peak insertion α where:

n, k : Block length and code length respectively
v : Number of bits information
α : Peak insertion value
(k − v) : length of zeros padding

Let m(i) = b
(i)
1 , b

(i)
2 , . . . , b

(i)
v is the ith block bits of size

v, where i = 1, 2 . . . , nbits, and nbits = log2(M) number of
bits/symbols. The m(i) message with length v bits is padded
with (k− v) to have a block with k bits noted by B(i) where
k is the BCH code length. The block B(i) is now represented
as bellow:

B(i) = b
(i)
1 , . . . , b(i)v ,

(k−v)︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, . . . , 0 (5)

We apply the BCH(n, k) encoding, the encoded message C(i)

of B(i) is given as fellow:

C(i) = b
(i)
1 , . . . , b(i)v ,

(k−v)︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, . . . , 0, c

(i)
n−k+1, . . . , c

(i)
n (6)

With 4-QAM modulation we have 2 bits for each symbol, then
the coded message C is now construct respectively from two
blocks C(1) and C(2) by flipping the zeros block of each C(i)

to the middle of the codded message C as follows:

C = b
(1)
1 , . . . , b(1)v , c

(1)
n−k+1, . . . , c

(1)
n ,

2(k−v)+1︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, . . . , 0 ,

b
(2)
1 , . . . , b(2)v , c

(2)
n−k+1, . . . , c

(2)
n

(7)

The coded message C is now mapped by 4QAM modu-
lation, X = [X0, X1, . . . , XN−1], a peak real α is inserted
before using the N-points IFFT algorithm to obtained the
OFDM message x = IFFT (XT ) where (.)T is the complex
transpose. Then the signal OFDM is passed through an AWGN
channel. At the received part, the inverses process is applied.
Perform Serial to Parallel conversion, then the N -point FFT
is applied. The peak α is removed from the signal before
applying 4QAM demodulation. The decoding algorithm is
applied and the bits informations is recovered and compared
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with the original bits to compute the BER for each SNR as
shown in Fig. 2. The main steps of the proposed method have
been widely described in the following Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 The proposed BCB method in OFDM systems

Require: Nsym,NFFT,M, n, k, v, α,EbN0et
Ensure: PAPR,BERSet

n← log2(NFFT )
nbits← log2(M)
for each snr ∈ EbN0set do

for iter=1 to Nsym do
B ← randint(nbits, v)
C ← BCBcod(B,n, k, v)
X ← qam(C,M)
Y ← PIadd(X,α)
x← OFDMMod(Y,NFFT )
PAPR← CCDF (x)
y ← AWGN(x, snr)
Ŷ ← OFDMDemod(y,NFFT )
X̂ ← PIremove(Ŷ , α)
Ĉ ← qamdem(X̂,M)
B̂ ← BCBdecod(Ĉ, n, k, v)

end for
BERSet(iter)← BERcompute(B, B̂)

end for

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The performance of the proposed algorithm is investigated
in terms of PAPR reduction and BER performances. We start
this section by examining the impact of α and coding rates
(1/4 and 1/2) respectively. The results are represented for each
case. Finally, we compare the proposed algorithm with the
normal OFDM and the Peak Insertion. The simulations are
carried out with 4QAM (QPSK) as modulation schemes with
N-points NFFT size equal to 256 over an AWGN channel. A
number Nsym of OFDM symbols are generate randomly, we
note that in this system we have neglected the other parameters
of the OFDM systems such as cyclic prefix and guard interval.
Table I detailed the parameters of simulation, and Table II
regroups the possible value of BCH coding, we choose two
values k equal to 207 and 147 (respectively with low and high
capacity errors correcting).

TABLE I. SIMULATION PARAMETERS OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
BCB IN OFDM SYSTEMS

Parameter values
Number of symbols (Nsym) 10000
Number of bit errors (Nberr) 100

FFT size (NFFT) 256
Peak insertion α 0, 29, 50 and 80
Peak insertion β 1

BCH (n,k,t) n=255, k=207 and 147 (see Table II)
Message Rate (h) 1/2 and 1/4

Modulation scheme 4-QAM (QPSK)
Channel model AWGN

A. PAPR Performances of the Proposed BCB

In this subsection, we fix some parameters such as FFT
size NFFT = 256, information size (message) v = 64 and
v = 128. we choose two value of coding k equal to 147 and

TABLE II. POSSIBLE VALUES OF BCH(n = 255, k, t) CODES

k t k t k t k t
247 1 187 9 123 19 63 30
239 2 179 10 115 21 55 31
231 3 171 11 107 22 47 42
223 4 163 12 99 23 45 43
215 5 155 13 91 25 37 45
207 6 147 14 87 26 29 47
199 7 139 15 79 27 21 55
191 8 131 18 71 29 13 59

Fig. 3. CCDF Curves of the Proposed BCB-OFDM NFFT=256, 4QAM,
BCB(n = 255, k = 147, v = 64, α) with Variable α.

207. Also, we varying the value of the peak α to 0, 29, 50
and 80 as mentioned in Table I. The results are depicted by
using the CCDF curves for each cases. Firstly, we set the rate
to 1/4, the results are presented with the CCDF curves with
variable α in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Secondly we change the rate
to 1/2 the results are showed in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
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Fig. 4. CCDF Curves of the Proposed BCB-OFDM NFFT=256, 4QAM,
BCB(n = 255, k = 207, v = 64, α) with Variable α.

In the first case, BCB(n = 255, k = 147, v = 64, α),
we set k to 147, v to 64 and the number of zero padding is
2 ∗ (k − v) with variable α. The result are depicted in terms
of PAPR in Fig. 3. From the obtained results a significant
reduction in terms of PAPR is observed for α is equal to 29
where the 8dB is attend. Also, we achieves 6dB when α is
great then 29.

Fig. 4 shows the CCDF with variable α of the second case
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Fig. 5. CCDF Curves of the Proposed BCB-OFDM NFFT=256, 4QAM,
BCB(n = 255, k = 147, v = 128, α) with Variable α.

BCB(n = 255, k = 207, v = 64, α). In this case we set k to
207 and we keep other parameters NFFT = 256, v = 64.
From this figure we note that proposed method achieve a good
reduction even we augment the peak α. The value of PAPR is
reduce to half (more then 6dB) when α is great then 50, the
gain is very important and it is between 7dB and 9dB.

Now, we repeat the same simulation realized in the first
and second cases by changing the message size from v = 64
to v = 128 with a rate equal to 1/2 and two values of BCH
codes length k.

In the third case, BCB(n = 255, k = 147, v = 128, α)
the value coding length k is set to 147 and the number of zero
padding is 2*(k-v) with variable α. The result are depicted in
Fig. 5 in terms of PAPR with variable α. As shown in this
figure, the, one can clearly see that the PAPR decreases when
α increases, a value of 4.2dB achieved at CCFD=10−4 when
α = 80.

In the forth case, BCB(n = 255, k = 207, v = 128, α)
we set the coding length k to 207 and the number of zero
padding is 2 ∗ (k − v). with variable α. The CCDF curves of
the proposed algorithm is showed in Fig. 6. In This figure, we
notice that the PAPR values reduced when the α increases.
The value 3.8dB is achieved at CCDF=10−4 when α equal to
80.

B. Comparative Studies

To validate the proposed method in terms of PAPR and
BER performances, we compare the BCB method with Peak
Insertion and normal OFDM by varying the code rate and
value of the peak α. Firstly, we depict the CCDF and BER
curves with variable α, coding rate, and information size, the
results are depicted in Fig. 7 for each value of α. Finally, the
gain in terms of PAPR at CCDF=10−4 versus variable α are
summarized in Table III, while Table IV regroups the SNR
loss in dB calculated in eq. (8) with variable α, coding length
k and information size v.

SNRloss = SNRmethod − SNRNormal (8)

According to the previous results depicted in Fig. 7, and
summarize results in Tables IV and III. The value of PAPR

TABLE III. PAPR GAIN AT CCDF=10−4 OF THE PROPOSED METHOD,
PEAK INSERTION AND NORMAL OFDM

Method α = 0 α = 29 α = 50 α = 80
OFDM 0
PI(α) 0 6.4 8.2 9.3

BCB (255,147,64,α) 0 4.2 6.2 7.9
BCB (255,207,64,α) 0 5.4 6.6 8.8
BCB (255,147,128,α) 0 3.8 6.0 7.6
BCB (255,207,128,α) 0 4.2 6.2 7.9

diminishes where α increases. It is worth remarking here that
the best gain in terms of PAPR is achieved when the value
of α is great than 50. The introduction of block coding let
us correct some errors with the same PAPR as the normal
OFDM. Overall we see the technique proposed here easily
outperforms the other approaches in terms of BER with good
values in terms of PAPR.

TABLE IV. SNR LOSS IN dB OF THE PROPOSED METHOD, PEAK
INSERTION AND NORMAL OFDM AT BER= 10−4

Method α=0 α=29 α=50 α=80
OFDM 0
PI(α) 0 6.4 10.4 14.4

BCB (255,147,64,α) -4.5 0.3 3.4 7.5
BCB (255,207,64,α) -3.0 1.0 5.5 9.5

BCB (255,147,128,α) -5.7 0.5 4.5 8.5
BCB (255,207,128,α) -5.5 2.0 6.0 10.0

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a new method to reduce
PAPR and BER in the OFDM system based on BCH codes
and Peak Insertion. The proposed algorithm achieved a good
reduction in terms of PAPR reduction with good performances
in terms of BER compared with Peak Insertion. Varying the
parameter α we achieve a good reduction with a gain of 8.8dB
when α is equal to 80 with a gain of 6dB in terms of BER
compared with PI (with α = 80). The simulation results show
that the proposed method is simple, robust, and does not need
side information with more flexibility to choose between PAPR
reduction and BER performances. Future work is planned to
study the proposed algorithm more in-depth by using Genetic
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Fig. 6. CCDF Curves of the Proposed BCB-OFDM FFT=256, 4QAM,
BCB(n = 255, k = 207, v = 128, α) with Variable α.
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Algorithms to enhance the proposed algorithm to find the
best comprise between PAPR reduction and BER performance.
Also, we investigate other coding schemes especially the
Goppa codes.
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Fig. 7. CCDF and BER Performances of the proposed BCB-OFDM Compared with Peak Insertion and Normal OFDM, NFFT=256 with QAM Modulation
Versus α.
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Abstract—One of the major challenges of hashing is achieving
constant access time O(1) with an efficient memory space at a
high load factor environment when various keys generate the
same hash value or address. This problem causes a collision
in the hash table, to resolve the collision and achieve constant
access time O(1) researchers have proposed several methods of
handling collision most of which introduce a non-constant access
time complexity at a worst-case scenario. In this study, the worst
case of several proposed hashing collision resolution techniques
are analyzed based on their time complexity at a high load factor
environment, it was found that almost all the existing techniques
have a non-constant access time complexity. However, they all
require an additional computation for rehashing keys in a hash
table some of which is as a result of deadlock while iterating to
insert a key. It was also found out that there are wasted slots
in a hah table in all the reviewed techniques. Therefore, this
work, provides an in-depth understanding of collision resolution
techniques which can serve as an avenue for further research
work in the field.

Keywords—Hashing; collision resolution; hash table; hash
function; slot

I. INTRODUCTION

Hashing is a data structure for searching an element from
a collection with the primary goal of achieving a constant time
complexityO(1) [6], [7], [1]. It uses a hash function h(key)
to generate an address or a hash value of an element in a hash
table. A hash table is a collection of slots in memory defined
for storing a set of keys. A number of hashing techniques exist,
all of them use a hash function to identify an address of a key
in order to achieve constant access time both for insertion and
searching a key. However, In a situation where a hash function
h(key) generates the same address/hash value for more than
one key that introduces a collision in the hash table. The con-
straint of a hash table is only one element or key can be placed
in a single slot. Therefore, to resolve the collision researchers
have proposed several collision resolution techniques such as
probing techniques, double hashing, separate chaining, cuckoo
hashing etcetera for handling the colliding keys in the hash
table. A number of these techniques introduce a non-constant
time complexity in a high load factor environment.

Existing work on the hashing techniques generally focus
on security oriented hashing [23], applications of hashing [9],
[20], [8], and general comprehensive knowledge of hashing
techniques. However, in this work we focused on runtime
complexity of the existing technique and identifying the prob-
lems of the existing techniques so that a research gap will
be provided which can serve as an avenue to improve upon
collision resolution techniques. This is due to the importance

hashing demonstrated in insertion, searching, and matching
in many areas of computer [9], [8], [3]. In cryptography
such as password verification, message digest, and Rabin-Karp
algorithm. Therefore, a development in the area of hashing
will advance the efficiency of several applications across many
areas of computing.

In this work relevant proposed collision resolution tech-
niques in hash table were reviewed. Highlighting the hash
function employed in each method, how key is hashed into
a hash table, key retrieval strategies and costs based on worse-
case runtime complexity, alongside problems associated with
each existing technique and we also provided a research gap
in hashing technique for researchers to improve on.

II. RELATED WORK

The research effort of Lianhua et al [9] proffered the main
ideas on the prevailing hashing techniques for various “data
and applications”, it investigated the similarities and robustness
of each technique in the two categories demonstrated in their
work: data-situated and security-situated hashing and also
present a brief application domain that requires hashing. The
work was conducted due to an increase in the volume of data
generated every day from diverse areas such as social network
activities, daily transactions in the business domain, data from
IoT applications, and other numerous domains. This increment
of data has led to significant issues in analyzing and processing
data and hashing strategy has been an efficient approach for
fast data access for decennaries. The techniques and applica-
tions reviewed in their work have shown the positive impact
hashing has on the performance of various applications such
as networking, image classification, text classification and thus
makes it an interesting area of study in order to make real-
world applications very efficient.

The work of Tom [15] Indicated that several algorithms are
implemented using dictionary complex type that most high-
level programming comes with. This dictionary type could be
implemented in several ways with a different data structure.
However, a study has shown that for better lookup perfor-
mance it should be implemented with a hash table. Python
dictionary takes advantage of that, it uses a hash table with
open addressing [30]. But the problem with that is whenever
a collision occurs probing method has to happen. Therefore,
In an environment where the collision is high then the lookup
performance reduces. The trivial method is to use chainning
for dictionary implementation.

Abhay [20] presented a technique that minimized the mem-
ory space used in implementing the hash table by compressing
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the key for data-item in the hash table. The hash value h(key)
can be generated by any hash function and subsequently, the
compressed value is generated to mapped the input key.

Sailesh et al [8] proposed a technique that try to achieve
constant time for retrieving keys at high load factor envi-
ronment and memory minify bandwidth in high-performance
networking subsystem. The method uses a hash table with
many multiple logical chunks given a key n likely slot in
memory. An item will be mapped with h(k), which inserted
the key in the search space U in the scope of the chunked
subscripts of the hash tables, i.e. h: U = {0, 1, ..., |U | − 1},
where |U | is the length of the chunked hash table. An item
can be inserted in a bucket h(k) in any of the chunked hash
tables. In the event where all the chunked buckets for h(k) are
not empty then a collision is inevitable.

Yuanyuan et al [4] improved upon open address cuckoo
hashing by overcoming the problem of an infinite loop at a time
of insertion, which reduces the efficiency of query processing.
They proposed a better technique called SmartCuckoo, which
presents the relationship of hashing using directed pseudo
forest and uses it subsequently to indict element placement for
the correct determination of the existence of an infinite loop.
SmartCuckoo can also predict insertion failure without going
through some probing steps. However, in some environment
the prediction might not be accurate. Therefore, there is still a
change for an infinite loop. The work has been implemented
on a “cloud storage system” the source code has been released
for public users.

Peter et al [12] presented an approach for resolving col-
lision in one-dimensional array. The technique concatenated
(dot (.)) the key and the h(k) and insert it in the first empty
bucket in the hash table. For example, in a hash table of size
7, h(23) = 23 mod 7, will be placed 2.23 at the first available
cell in the hash table. Searching an element in this technique
is linear O(n), hence the h(k) will not help in locating the key
from the hash table.

Randomized hashing was proposed by Shai et al [11] as
a process that takes a message and returns a hash value of
the message that can be used in digital signature without any
modification in traditional hash function such as SHA. The
objective of their work is to free “digital signature schemes”
from their dependence on collision contention.

A. Collision Resolution Strategies

The circumstance where a hash value calculated using a
hash function matches with another hash value that is already
involved within the hash table is named as collision [24]. To
place all the colliding keys in the hash table that could be
achieved using a method called collision resolution. Collision
resolution refers to a situation when two items hash to the
same slot, and a systematic method must be used to insert the
second item in another slot in the hash table. An example of
collision is described in Fig. 1.

1) Open Addressing: is a technique that resolve colliding
keys in the hash table by looking for an empty slot using
some sequence of probing techniques to find a new slot for an
element that caused the collision [28]. This hash table has a
probe sequence which is usually in the form: (h(k) = [h(k) +

Fig. 1. Example of Collision [9].

c(i) mod n, for i=0,1,..,n-1) where h is the hash function and
n is the size of the hash table. The function c(i) is required
to iterate through n-1.

The probe sequence method include the following:

• Linear probing, in this method if a collision occurs
it resolve it by finding the next empty slot in the
hash table and place a key. To search a key say y,
the approach is to look for it in a hash table starting
with an index of h(y) and continue to the next slot in
the hash table i.e. h(y)+1, h(y)+2, ..., until an empty
slot is reached or a slot whose content is y. If an empty
slot is reached then the key is not in the hash table. The
problem with this method is clustering, (likelihood of
one collision causing neighbouring bucket collision)
at a high load factor which degrades its performance
[25]. The method was founded by “Gene, Elaine and
Samuel” [26].

• Quadratic probing, is another open addressing colli-
sion resolution method in which the interval to place
a key if collision occur is quadratic i.e h(key) +
12, h(key) + 22, ..., h(key) + n2. This technique con-
siders better than open addressing with linear probing
since it keeps away from the problem of clustering,
even though it is not resistant to it [19]. The major
problem with this method is finding an empty bucket
is challenging when the hash table is > 59% full [27].

• Double hashing, this method resolve a collision by
using another hash function to determine the interval
to insert a key. For instance given, two different
hash functions hx and hy , the position i of key in
the hash table of size |n| slots is; hx(key) + i ∗
hy(key)%|n|for i = 1, ..., n − 1, where hx and
hy ∈ ∪ = {ha, hb, ..., hz} [29].

The work of Benjamin et al. [10] demonstrated the usage
and efficiency of open addressing with quadratic probing to
handle collision in communication between applications that
use different communication design, computation, and data
structures. For example, data can be distributed to many pro-
cesses but each process will carry different tasks independently
on the data. The work offered a Berkeley Container Library
BCL; a cross-platform data structure library for a “one-sided
communication” environment for parallel applications. The
BCL is composed in C++ programming and its data structures
phase are intended to be sans coordination, utilizing one-
sided communication primitives that can be executed utilizing
RDMA equipment while not requiring coordination with re-
mote CPUs. Along these lines, BCL is steady with the soul
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of Partitioned Global Address Space GAS language, however
profferer efficient add and search operations in the hash table,
instead of reading and read operation of PGAS languages. BCL
provides a central data structure for all the processes and can
be used by each process in a parallel program.

2) Separate Chaining: This strategy uses a collection of
nodes known as a linked list or list data structure to resolve
the colliding keys in the hash table whenever a collision occurs
as described in Fig. 2. In a high load factor environment this
method provide a non-constant time complexity of O(n) for
inserting and retrieving a key from the hash table and tends
to cause problem of tracking linked list [5]. However, another
method invented by Dhar et al. [16] provide better performance
from O(1+n) to O(logn). The technique uses a binary search
tree to chain a collide key rather than using a list or linked list
which reduces the time for searching a key. The problem of
this method is an additional cost of balancing BST when the
inserted keys cause a skewed binary tree.

Fig. 2. Separate Chaining using Linked list [12].

3) Coalesced Hashing: is approach takes advantage of two
different collision resolution techniques to handle collision in
a hash table, an open addressing and chaining. It uses similar
insertion procedure as open addressing to insert an element
in the hash table using h(k) mod n. When a collision occurs
at i position in the hash table, coalesced hashing resolve it
similar to separate chaining by inserting the key that causes
the collision in the first empty slot from the bottom of the
hash table i.e. for (i ¡ n, i ¡=0, i–) where i is an index and n
is the size of the hash table. It then chains the colliding key
original hash value to hash value the colliding key is inserted
using a pointer instead of creating a linked list like separated
chaining. It minimizes space usage but constant time lookup
is not achievable at a high load factor like an open addressing
and separate chaining [2]. Any open addressing method can
be used to identify a position to insert a key that collides in
coalesced hashing.

4) Cuckoo Hashing: This is another open addressing
technique that was first introduced in 2004 by “Flemming and
Rasmus” [13]. The method is ubiquitous and uses in an array
of real-life applications [14], [17], [18], [21]. It uses two or
more hash functions to insert key to slot in a hash table,
which means any key in U = {k1, k2... kn} can be in more
than one slot. Any key can also be relocated to another slot
in the hash table. Insert a key has a number of hash function
options say, h1(k) and h2(k). Relocation of a key can be done
if h1(k) and h2(k). are not free for insertion. This problem can
be overcome by relocating an existing key to a new slot using
another h(k) and supersede the new key into relocating key

position hashing. If the relocating key h(k) is not empty, then
repeat relocating key supersede another key until the method
gets a free slot. In a situation it iterates through the hash table
without resolving the problem, all the keys will be rehashed
with different h(k). N number of rehashes might be conducted
in order for cuckcoo to achieve. However, “MinCounter”
technique presented in [22] reduced the number of rehashing
by superseding a new key with a rarely accessed key to
address collision in a hash table instead of superseding any
random key. Each slot in a MinCounter method has a counter
variable that keeps track of the number relocation that occurs
at a slot. To insert a new key it checks the counter variable
and inserts it into a slot with a minimum value rather than
iterating through the hash tables for an empty slot to place a
key. In a situation of insertion failure, a key is placed in the
“memory cache” to avoid rehashing. “MinCounter” provides
better performance for inserting and query response in cloud
services. The structure of this algorithm is described in Fig.
3.

Fig. 3. Example of MinCounter Hashing Technique [22].

Jeyaraj et al [14] research effort improve the performance
of eliminating duplicate fingerprint date in data duplication
method for a backup system using cuckoo hashing. The
approach in the work is implemented with two tables Ti and
Tj . To insert a new fingerprint. We use fp to denote fingerprint,
It will check; if Ti[h(fp)] = fp then it will skip the insertion.
Else it checks; if Ti[hi(fp)] = NULL then; Ti[hi(fp)] = fp
else; if Ti[hi(fp)] ̸= NULL then check; if Tj [hj(fp)] =
NULL then; Tj [hj(fp)] = fp It continue with normal cuckoo
process until all the available fingerprint are distributed into
the two hash table depending on the when cuckoo succeed.
The research work also support parallel insertion into the
hash tables which gives the technique a better throughput and
minimises memory space compare to [5] but add cost for
inserting a key similar to techniques in [28], [10], [2], [13].

III. RESEARCH GAP

Hashing is indeed a very important algorithm that depicted
interest from many areas of storage systems. It must be
efficient for retrieving an element at all times and the memory
space should be utilized efficiently due to the limited nature of
the storage system. The worse-case time complexity, mapping
method, key retrieval approach and problem of most of the
important techniques is shown in Table I. Reviewed research
efforts above tried to use hashing in various domains to
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF SOME OF THE IMPORTANT REVIEWED HASH COLLISION RESOLUTION TECHNIQUES

Technique Mapping Lookup Problem Time complexity of lookup
& mapping (worst-case)

Linear probing [26] x←
h(key) mod n, i←

0 while (x ̸=
NULL){ i←

i+1, x← x+i mod n}
insert ’key’ at x position.
Where n is the size of the

hash table.

x←
h(key) mod n, i←

0 while (x <
n){if(x = key) print
’Key found’ break loop
i← i + 1, x← x +

i mod n if(x = NULL)
print ’Key doesn’t exist’

break loop}.

• Clustering
problem

• Wasted slot(s)
• Rehashing

O(n), O(n)

Quadratic probing [19] This works similar to
linear probing but move in
quadratic form to resolve a

collision. x←
h(key) mod n, i←

0 while (x ̸=
NULL){ i← i +

1, x← x + i2 mod n}
insert ‘key’ at x position.
Where n is the size of the

hash table.

x←
h(key) mod n, i←

0 while (x <
n){if(x = key) print
‘Key found’ break loop

i← i + 1, x←
x + i2 mod n if(x =
NULL) print ‘Key
doesn’t exist’ break

loop}.

• This technique
keeps away
from clustering
problem
although is
not resistant to
it.

• Wasted slot(s)
• Rehashing
• Finding empty

slot if hash
table is > 59%
occupied is
challenging.

O(n), O(n)

Double hashing [29] This technique uses two
different hash functions

hx and hy , the position i
of key in the hash table

of size |n| slots is;
hx(key) + i ∗
hy(key)%|n|for

i = 1, ..., n− 1, where
hx and hy ∈ ∪ =
{ha, hb, ..., hz}

i← 0, x←
hx(key), y ← hy(key)

while(T [(x+i∗y)mod n] ̸= key){

if(T [(x+i∗y)mod n] = −1){

print “key does not exist”
break} i← i + 1 } print

”Key found”

• Wasted slot(s)
• Rehashing

O(n), O(n)

Coalesced hashing [2] x←
h(key) mod n, i←

n while (x ̸=
NULL AND i >
−1){ i← i− 1, x←
x + i mod n} insert

‘key’ at x position then
set a pointer from the

colliding position. Where
n is the size of the hash

table.

x←
h(key) mod n, i←

n while (x <
n AND i >

−1){if(x = key) print
‘Key found’ break loop
i← i− 1, x← x +

i mod n if(x = NULL)
print ‘Key doesn’t exist’

break loop}.

• Wasted slot(s)
• Rehashing

O(n), O(n)

Cuckoo hashing [13] This method uses two hash
tables (T1 & T2) and two
hash functions h1(key)

& h2(key)).
h1(key) = key mod n

and h2(key) =
(key/n) mod n. if
(T1[h1(key) =

key OR T2[h2(key) =
key]]) print “Key already

exist” else while(true){
key swap T1[h1(key)]
if key = NULL key
swap T2[h2(key)] if

key = NULL} rehash
all keys then try inserting

the key.

Similarly, retrieve a key
uses the two hash tables
(T1 & T2) and two hash

functions h1(key) &
h2(key)).

h1(key) = key mod n
and h2(key) =

(key/n) mod n. if
(T1[h1(key) =

key OR T2[h2(key) =
key]]) print “Key already
exist” else print “Key does

not exist”

• Wasted slots
• Rehashing
• High cost of

insertion which
could lead to
deadlock

O(1), O(n)

Separate chaining with linked list hashing [5] This method uses
h(key) mod n to insert
a key like linear probing.
But resolve the colliding
keys by using linked list.

if (h(key) mod n) =
key print “Key found”

else{ p← head
while(p ̸= NULL AND
p.info ̸= key){ access
p.info p = p.link }

• Wasted slots
• Rehashing

O(n), O(n)

Separate chaining with binary search tree hashing [16] This works similar to
separate chaining with a
linked list but it resolve
collision using a binary
search tree. The time

complexity for searching a
key from a binary search

tree is O(log n).

node← start while
(node ̸= NULL){

if(key[node] = key)
return y else if

key[node] < key then
node← right[node] else
node← left[node] }
print “Key not found”.

Where start is the root
node.

• Wasted slots
• Rehashing
• Computation

for balancing
skew tree

O(log n), O(log n)
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improve the performance of retrieving, matching, and inserting
data. However, these existing collision resolution techniques
both have their pros and cons. In this work we identified three
major issues of the current techniques mention below:

Issues I, All the existing technique mentioned reviewed in
this work suggested using prime number as a size of a hash
table |T |, usually in form:

s = (x× |key|)

|T | = > p(s)

where > p, means next prime number of s and x > 1.0.
The problem with this method it creates a wasted slot in the
hash table and in that case it does not achieve the goal of
the hashing that is primarily designed to utiliaze minimum
amount of memory to store data, which is less than the
amount to store the actual data [26].

Theorem: For n arbitrary set of keys K to hash into a
hash table T

|T | = > p{x× |K|} ⇒ ∃wastedSlot ∈ T

Proof: Consider a set of positive integers K = {k1, k2, ..., kn}
to hash into a hash table

|T | = > p(x× |K|)

Let I
|K|
i=1 =

(
i++ if h(ki)→T
i=i+0 else

)
h(ki) = ki mod |T |

|T | > |K|

So, after mapping kn into T, I will be equal to |K|
Therefore, wastedSlot = |T | − I

Issues II, Rehashing is a problem with all the existing
techniques, which has to be done whenever there is an ad-
ditional element to hash as a result of determining the size
of hash table described in issues I and also when a certain
threshold is reached which was considered to be set for some
hashing technique like, double hashing technique [29]. For any
arbitrary key is map into T

K = {k1, k2, ..., kn} → T [0, 1, ...,m− 1]

Every ith location of a key is determine with:

h(key) mod |T |

Therefore, any change in |T | all the element need to be
remapped into T:

h(key) → T using h(key) mod |Tnew|

Issues III, The better performance technique among the re-
viewed works is cuckoo hashing, which has a time complexity
of O(1) to search for an element but has a deadlock problem
which is a result of a high number of relocations before
inserting an element. To resolve this problem of deadlock
entire rehashing of the keys has to be done which is quite
time-consuming and not efficient. It also has a high amount of
wasted slots compare to other reviewed technique this because
it uses two hash tables.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this work reviewed a number of different
collision resolution techniques in the hash table. These tech-
niques were employed in many areas of computer science
such as IP address lookup, job balancing, security, etc. The
time complexity for inserting and retrieving an element of all
the collision resolution techniques was identified. However, we
found that achieving constant access time with a good insertion
performance is still challenging with all the current collision
resolution techniques. This work provided runtime complexity
and the major problems associated with the existing collision
resolution techniques which can serve as an avenue for further
research in the field. Here, the analysis was based on worse-
case time complexity of the respective algorithms. However,
other future research should consider other different aspect of
algorithm analysis such as space complexity and most suitable
conditions with respect to input size through mathematical
notation or simulation.
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Abstract—Friendship is one of the most important issues in
online social networks (OSN). Researchers analyze the OSN to
determine how people are connected to a network and how new
connections are developed. Most of the existing methods cannot
efficiently evaluate a friendship graphs internal connectivity and
decline to render a proper recommendation. This paper presented
three proposed algorithms that can apply in OSN to predict
future friends recommendations for the users. Using network and
profile similarity proposed approach can measure the similarity
among the users. To predict the user similarity, we calculated
an average weight that indicates the probability of two users
being similar by considering every precise subset of some profile
attributes such as age, profession, location, and interest rather
than taking the only average of the superset profile attributes.
The suggested algorithms perform a significant enhancement in
prediction accuracy 97% and precision 96.566%. Furthermore,
the proposed recommendation frameworks can handle any profile
attribute’s missing value by assuming the value based on friends’
profile attributes.

Keywords—Social networks; recommendation framework; pro-
file similarity; network similarity

I. INTRODUCTION

OSN is a platform for sharing information (such as opin-
ions, news, views), communication, business over the internet
and related with the connectivity of people. The popularity of
OSN increases day by day in recent times, and OSN data are
referred to as one of the most important sources of information
over the internet [1]. It is a great medium to be connected
with more similar and both known and unknown people to
share their own opinions and do audio or video chat. The OSN
provides the facility for spreading news over the internet, helps
to smooth communication with individuals or the community
quickly, and helps continued other internet-based activities
(such as online shopping and blogging).

An OSN is interpreted as a graph g = (v, e), where
users are denoted as node v, and the relation between users
is denoted as edge e. Online social networking encloses net-
working for business, pleasure, and all points in between users.
Networks themselves have different objectives, and their online
reproduction work in many ways. A social network allows
people to share information with friends and familiarity, both
old and new. Therefore, every user creates a personal network
based on some user properties and wants to broaden their
network to create a new friendship using profile and network
similarity. A user in a network creates a new friendship link
with others for communication or sharing views, opinions
or other information after creating an account. Mainly two

points are involved in creating a new relationship in the social
network by the theory of Homophily [2]. The first point is that
users try to establish relationships with other users based on
who is closer to them on the social graph. And the second point
is users form relationships with users who are comparable
to them and have particular properties like occupation, age,
religion, hobby, gender, etc.

In social networks, how users are connected can be known
by analyzing social networks. We can find the hidden patterns
of the network and which path is best for spreading news,
advertisements and political opinions. Analyzing online social
networks helps us how to impact social media on human
behaviours and how social media use in a convenient way
[3]. Facebook1, Twitter2, VKontakte3, Flickr4, YouTube5 are
the most popular OSN attracted people by their impact on
the internet as an excellent media for sharing news, opinions,
interest, pictures, videos and a great communication medium.

Network similarity indicates the similarity among different
networks rather than other nodes in a social network. Each
user in a social network has their sub-network with friends
and friendship links, and with time, users want to broaden
their network for information sharing by including new friends.
People want to establish new friendships with others who
are closer to each other in OSN. Two graphs are used to
compute the network similarity in the social graph. One is
a friendship graph, and another one is the mutual friends’
graph. The profile contents are unstructured keywords such as
education, profession, gender, age, interest, and one or more
of these are used for finding similarities between profiles.
The string matching method is used to calculate the profile
similarity among the profile attributes. In the paper [4], authors
calculated the profile similarity of Facebook by handled only
the individual profile value (Interest) of the users. On the other
hand, authors in the paper [1] calculated the profile similarity
of Facebook by considered user occupation, education, and
gender.

Today OSN has become a large field of online activities,
and it continues broadening day by day. So, it becomes a
complex topic for a user to find a similar account from
an extensive network. Information interchange is a common
phenomenon in social networks. Those activities bring an

1https://www.facebook.com/
2https://twitter.com/
3https://vk.com/
4https://www.flickr.com/
5https://www.youtube.com/
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excess of messages that make users confused about what they
want. OSN recommendation system [5] is a framework that
recommends the user to others by analyzing their available
social information. Information of users in online social net-
works are largely available, mining profile information which
can be able to predict user personality, that is an essential issue
for finding user preference for recommending products, songs,
online game mining social data [6]. In social networks, users
are introduced to each other in several ways. Friend matching
is a technique that can help to find friends on social media.
Users connect using similar profile information such as similar
educational background, similar home town or same interest.

In most cases, a recommendation system fails to recom-
mend a similar use on the web because of missing profile
content [7]. For constructing a recommendation system, it is
essential to confirm that the user profile contents are available.
Some profiles in OSN cannot provide us with all attributes
information; in this case, the recommendation system fails to
recommend appropriately. In order to overcome this problem,
we need a technique that can infer profile missing value. There-
fore the primary aim of this paper is to mine an extensive group
of social data and discover the more related people or users
for the recommendation. Our suggested approach computes the
similarity by utilizing various similarity measures among all
probable peoples and recommends them if they are not friends
still now.

Following are the contributions of this paper:

• Analysis of online social networks to find user simi-
larity between two users by combining missing profile
items, network similarity, and the weight of each
attribute set for profile similarity.

• To propose prediction of profile disappeared value
(Algorithm 1) to handle missing profile values.

• To construct a better future friend recommendation
system for users, we presented two modified profile
weight calculations methods named Feature Weight
Computation System (FWCS) and Friend Matching
System (FMS).

The remaining part of this paper is outlined as follows: In
Section II, literature review described. Our proposed methods
and algorithm with calculation of user similarities for friend
recommendation system are discussed in Section III. Experi-
mental results and discussion is shown in Section IV and in
Section V, briefly concludes our research effort with future
research directions.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Focusing on profoundly significant work, we audit some
current related work and afterwards sum up standard tech-
niques for recommendation framework. This section briefly
presents a few studies handle in recent years by different
strategies.

Friendship is a fundamental relationship in social networks
and suggests friends are practical activities to overcome this,
[8] proposed a friendship recommendation solution by profile
matching. This work assigns different weights in different
items and developed a mining model to discover different

factors actual degree of influence by measuring the profile
attributes using some similarity measures. The proposed frame-
work yielded an accuracy of 95%. In recent years, a similarity
measure between nodes is defined based on the features of their
neighbourhood information from many users in an extensive
network. In the paper [9], suggested parametric system for
neighborhood-based similarity is applied to calculate several
similarities and calculative costs among neighborhood nodes.
A unique multi-feature SVM based friend recommendation
model (MF-SVM) is introduced by Xin et al. [10]. This
proposed model is a binary classification problem. It can
handle the sparse situation of user location and user-user
formation in the location-based social network. The authors
extracted three features using their proposed model but did
not consider or handle missing values, network similarities,
and weight calculation. To evaluate the MF-SVM model, two
real-world data sets, Foursquare and Gowalla are chosen. The
model achieved an accuracy of 90%.

In 2020, Qader et al. [11] suggested a Dual-Stage FR
model to recommends users to other users based on user
interests. The model applies the double stage technique on
unlabeled information of 1241 users collected from OSN users
via the online survey. The authors mainly combined user-based
collaborative filtering (UBCF) and graph-based FR in their
proposed model. However, the drawback of this technique is
that the computational cost linearly increases with the user.
The accuracy of the model was 86%. In 2020, Soni et al. [12]
presented a novel FR framework based on their similar choices,
activities, preference and locations. The authors replaced k-
means clustering with hierarchical clustering in their proposed
model and principal component analysis (PCA) techniques
applied to the dataset for dimensionality reduction. However,
the limitation of this model is the cost of PCA calculation when
the matrices become high. The model achieved an accuracy of
89.47%.

Kumar et al. [13] introduced a graph-based FRS utilizing
two CF systems: the number of mutual users and the influence
factor. Then, it assigned a score number to every conceivable
friend to track down the higher closeness between clients
dependent on the highest score number. The datasets utilized
are Stanford SNAP, which individually consists of 4039 and
81,306 clients from Facebook and Twitter. The model achieved
an accuracy of 97.2%. In the research paper [14], a new
framework is proposed called multi-step resource allocation
(MSRA) to predict the implicit relationships. The authors are
mainly combined three sources of information: a user-item
matrix, explicit and implicit associations. To evaluated the
proposed method, two real datasets are used (Last.Fm and
Ciao). The proposed MSRA model achieved an accuracy of
95.80%. To predict the future friends in the social networks,
Shabaz et al. [15] proposed a new approach called Shabaz–
Urvashi Link Prediction (SULP). This new technique can
solve the problem of linking isolated or missing nodes in
social networks and connect the nodes in a network faster
than any other link prediction algorithm that exists. For this
reason, this novel approach can reduce the connection time and
resources involved in it. The proposed SULP model achieved
a precision of 76%, recall of 82% and TRP of 88%. In
2021, Berkani et al. [16] proposed a unique recommendation
framework for users in social networks. This method mainly
based on semantic and social-based classification of the user
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profiles. The authors have used two classifications techniques:
the K-means algorithm and K-Nearest Neighbours algorithm
to optimize the performances of the recommendations systems.
This proposed model used two datasets, one is the Yelp
datasets, and another one is the Rich Epinions datasets. The
proposed method achieved an accuracy of 95%.

Apart from this, researchers continuously contribute to
developing an efficient system to recommend friends to the
users. We have taken some recent papers, and their contribution
in a different part of similarity measure is shown in Table I.

It is shown that different parts of similarity measurement
are not fulfilled. For this reason, existing techniques could not
measure user similarity efficiently, and the recommendation
system could not recommend properly. In this paper, we
proposed an efficient technique for measuring user similarity
between two users, combining all parts (inferring missing
profile item, network similarity, the weight of each attribute
set for profile similarity) of similarity measurement and an
efficient recommendation system. The existing method measur-
ing network similarity uses mutual friendship, and target user
friendship graph edges only. In a new friendship formation,
two users have the same influence. In our network similarity,
method friendship graph edges two of them are used. This
work used only observed frequency measure in profile similar-
ity and set the same weight to each profile attribute. Utilizing
weight computation of every profile attribute’s performance
by considering only profile similarity, authors recommended
future friends for the users in their paper [8]. But our proposed
framework has diverged from other research contributions
because firstly, we computed the weight for every set of profile
attributes and then merged it with the network similarity.
For creating future friendships among the users’, the profile
attributes set contributed a vital influence. In our proposed
method combine feature computerization systems based on the
supervised learning strategy.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This section represents the main portion of the paper: the
proposed architecture design and development of the proposed
algorithms.

A. Proposed Architecture Design

Friendship and profile information from the online social
network is used in our suggested model to calculate the
similarity of several users who do not belong to the friendship
graph. There are four phases in our proposed model: The
first phase is used to extract the user’s features based on the
user profile and handle the user’s profile attributes if there
are any missing data by assuming the value. Data mining
technology is used in the second phase. In the third phase,
the friend matcher method recommends the future friend for
the user by predicting the user’s similarity. And in the final
phase, the feature automation technique (Supervised Learning-
Based) is used to formation the friendship by identifying the
most prominent attributes. In Fig. 1 demonstrated the proposed
model architecture. All parts of this model are described in
detail below.

1) User Profile: Each user in a social network has two
types of information: profile information and friendship infor-
mation. The profile holds some user personal information such
as name, home location, date of birth, gender, profession, in-
terests, educational information, etc. This paper considers only
four profile attributes and friendship information to unlock the
critical fact of making a new friendship. A profile of four
attributes: home location, profession, date of birth and interest.

2) Features Extraction: In this step, our proposed model
can extract the information (home location, profession, date of
birth and interest) from a social network by using some API.

3) Handling Missing Value: A social network consists
of a large number of user profiles. Every user profile has
personal information such as name, email, location, hometown,
date of birth, personal interests, profession, gender etc. Some
attributes have multiple values (e.g. interests = [programming,
football, reading, gardening]). It is highly possible that some
individuals do not possess all types of attributes, and some
specific attribute’s values may be missing in the profile. Thus,
while comparing two user profiles, it is great to have all the
information to measure similarity or dissimilarity. If one or
more fields of a profile are missed, comparison cannot be
performed, and hence it does not allow similarity among an
individual’s profile. For this reason, inferring missing profile
items is an essential part of similarity measurement.

Handling missing values of a profile is just like making
a data preprocessing. In [18], the authors proposed inferring
personal items of a profile. The approach of calculating
missing items is usually made by taking into account all of
the information of friends or by searching a user’s group
membership. To disclose political views or sexual relation-
ships can be obtained by accumulating all friends’ profile
information or group membership. In most cases, for security
purposes, the social network does not allow this access, and
it is not possible to extract all information of friends or
group membership. Moreover, information cannot be extracted
because some social users hide their sensitive information. As
a result, some information about any user or his friends cannot
be extracted. It is possible to retrieve user profile information
with the help of social network APIs.

Considering all those limitations, we propose a method to
overcome the problem of missing profile items. To infer a
user profile information by using all of his/her friends profile
information, we find the rank of each attribute’s value of this
missing profile item. The highest rank is considered as a value
of this missing profile attribute. We have used a modified
page rank algorithm to find out the highest rank of missing
profile items. We calculate the vote of each friend according
to his profile attribute value which is missed by a user u. The
modified page rank formula is defined in Equation 1.

R(Di) = P (Di) +

∑n
j=1

P (Di)

1+¬P (Dj
i
)

n
(1)

Here, R(Di) P (Di) refers rank and probability of a at-
tribute respectively, ¬P (Dj

i ) represent probability of the other
attributes except the attribute Di of jth user. Here, we add 1
with ¬P (Dj

i ) because of ¬P (Dj
i ) may zero when one user

not connected with different profile attribute value user.
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TABLE I. CONTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT PAPER IN DIFFERENT PORTION

Existing Paper Missing Item Network Similarity Determining Weight Feature Automation
Akcora et. al. [1] ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗
Msazhari et. al. [8] ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗
Xin et al. [10] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓
Qader et al. [11] ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓
Soni et al. [12] ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗
Kumar et al. [13] ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓
Al-Sabaawi et al. [14] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓
Shabaz et al. [15] ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓
Berkani et. al. [16] ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓
Razis et. al. [17] ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

Users Profile Features Extraction Handling Missing Values

First Phase

Network Similarity Similarity Matrices

Weight CalculationTotal Similarity 

Second Phase

Friend Matcher Recommendation 

Similar User
Third Phase

Feature Automation 

Fourth Phase

Fig. 1. Proposed Architecture for Recommendation System.

4) User Similarity: To measure similarity between two
users u and v, where (u, v) ∈ G.V in a considered network
G(E, V ), where E represents friendship link and V represent

user, we proposed a modified NS for network similarity and
modified weight calculation algorithm for profile similarity, we
use network and profile similarity for user recommendation.
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We describe user similarity part in three phases: network
similarity, profile similarity, friend matching.

A.1 Network Similarity: In a social network, people like to
create new friendships with those closest to each other in the
social graph. They create new edge and contact with those
friends. Here we compute network similarity between two
users u and v who are not friends and the closeness between
u and v based on their information. Most effortlessly, network
similarity can be computed by only using the number of mutual
friends of u and v. In this approach, the only used node of
friendship graph as a result in some case important information
can be loosed, and the performance of network similarity is
not good. In [1] used the edge of the social network mutual
friendship graph for calculating network similarity between
two node distances of two users. In mutual friends, there is
no friendship relation between u and v and the mutual friends
represent a complete graph called mutual friends graph as a
subgraph of our target graph G = (E,N), where N is the
set of nodes and represent the social network users, the set of
E represent the relationship among the social network user. In
the previous measurement, they used node of mutual friendship
graph, it cannot provide the relationship among mutual friends,
but in mutual friend’s edge set among the considered nods,
includes all relationship information. Mutual friends graph
formally defines as below:

Definition 1. (Friendship Graph). In a social network G, u is
a node u ∈ G.V , friendship graph of u denoted as FG(u) is
a sub-graph of G where, FG(u).N = {u}∪{n}, where ∀n ∈
G.N, n ̸= u,∀e ∈ FG(u).E, e ∈< u, n > and FG(u, v).E =
{< x, x′ >,∀x ∈ FG(u, v).N, ∀x′ ∈ FG(u, v).

Edges represent more information about friendship among
considered users in a social network rather than nodes. Edge
count provides how strongly the users tie each other. The
existing work computes the similarity between u and v; they
only compare the mutual friend’s graph and the target user u′s
friendship graph edge count. A friendship graph of u consists
of u′s entire friend in a graph and all edges among the node.
The formal definition of friendship graph is as follows:

Definition 2. (Mutual Friends Graph). In a social network
G, u and v are two nodes u, v ∈ G, mutual friends graph
of u and v, denoted as MFG(u, v) is a sub-graph of G
where, MFG(u, v).N = {u, v} ∪ {FG(u).N ∪ FG(v).N}
and MFG(u, v).E = {< u, x >∈ G.E∪ < v, x >∈
G.E}, wherex ∈ MFG(u, v).N, x ̸= u, x ̸= v.

We use modified network similarity (NS) [1], the network
similarity between two users in a social network graph can be
computed by the ratio of the number of edges in the mutual
friends’ graph of u and v and the sum of the number of edge
in the friendship graph of u and v.

Definition 3. (Network Similarity). Network similarity
between two users u and v is defined as:

NS(u, v) =
log(|MFG(u, v).E|)

log(|FG(u).E + FG(v).E|)
(2)

Where, |MFG(u, v).E| represent the number of edges in

MFG(u, v) and |FG(u).E + FG(v).E| represent the total
number of edges in FG(u) and FG(v).

The existing method used only the ratio of MFG(u, v)
and FG(u). In the proposed method, we used both u and
v′s friendship graph edges count. Because of finding out the
influence both u and v on mutual friends graph. If u and v have
no mutual friends, mutual friends graph remain two nodes but
no edge, i.e. MFG(u, v).V = u, v and MFG(u, v).E = 0.
In this case, the value of network similarity is zero.

A.2 Profile Similarity: Every profile contains some un-
structured keywords, and these are associated with the user’s
details. The profile similarity between u and v can be calcu-
lated by measuring the similarity between the same profile
items of two profiles. In this paper, we have taken four
profile attributes: age, home location, profession, and interest
to measure the similarity between profiles. Similarity between
two users u and v depends on the similarity value between
items uinterest and vinterest, uage and vage, uprofession and
vprofession, ulocation and vlocation. Profile items are hetero-
geneous, so it is harder to measure the similarity of different
items by applying only one similarity measurement formula.
However, there have some suitable similarity measures for
every specific type of attribute. In this paper, three similarity
measures are used to calculate the similarity between the items.
Damerau–Levenshtein distance [19], Levenshtein distance [20]
and Manhattan Distance [21], which are used to determine
similarity of location, profession, age and interest.

A.3 Weight Calculation: Each profile consists of per-
sonal information such as age, interest, profession, location
etc., and some standard measuring techniques are used to
calculate the similarity between profiles attribute. In most
existing techniques, only the information of two profiles of
the recommended persons is used. Very few research works
consider the influential factors of the existing social network
to recommend new friends. It is more practical to measure
the influence of profile attributes of the existing friends to
predict new friend matching. In this case, the authors of [8]
use a single set of some attributes to find out the influential
factors of the existing network. Nevertheless, we consider
both single and multiset attributes to calculate the influential
factor of the current network. The multiset of attributes is
often responsible for forming new friendship links in real
life. For instance, two persons of the same age and interest
are more likely to be friends than two persons with only
the same age or only the same interest. In that sense, we
introduce the concept of a multiset of attribute’s comparison
to recommend a new friendship link. Only the weight of
each attribute is not sufficient for proper friend matching. For
efficient fiend matching techniques, we need to compute all
sets of attributes. Multiset attribute similarity can be calculated
using the following Equation 3.

SVa1,a2....an
= SV{a1} × SV{a2} × .....× SV{an} (3)

5) Friend Matching Method: We have used a friend match-
ing method (FMM) that calculates the similarity among two
users u and v in two steps. Firstly, we calculate network
similarity among two users (u & v) by applying Equation 2
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and profile similarity using the following Equation 4. Secondly,
it compares both profile and network similarity values with a
threshold (TH). If one similarity value is greater than TH, it
provides similarity between u and v otherwise dissimilarity.
If both network and profile similarities are greater than the
TH value, it provides a strong similarity between them. The
probability of new link formation increases with the similarity
value.

PS =

n∑
i=1

Wi ∗ SVi (4)

In this equation n is the total attributes, Wi = Weight
of ith attribute set (e.g. W1 = W{age},W2 = W{location},
W4 = W{age,location}). SVi = ith attribute similarity between
u and v (e.g. SV1 = ageSimilarity(u{age}, u{age}) SV2 =
ageSimilarity(u{location}, u{location})). All the similarities
among the user will be calculated by using this equation.

In new friendship formation, users in an OSN observe
profile attributes or mutual friends or both profile and mutual
friends. If there is a similarity in profile attributes, it provides
a probability of creating a new friendship link. Besides, a
sufficient number of mutual friends provides a possibility
to create new friendship links. Moreover, network similarity
significantly impacts friendship formation when a user does
not update his profile information.

Profile similarity (PS) and network similarity (NS) are
independent. Both have an individual influence on user sim-
ilarity. We use conditional probability To calculate the effect
of both NS and PS on user similarity.

Here, total similarity value, TSV = NS + PS

P (PS|TSV ) =
P (PS)

P (TSV )
(5)

P (NS|TSV ) =
P (NS)

P (TSV )
(6)

¬P (PS|TSV ) =1− P (PS)

P (TSV )
(7)

¬P (NS|TSV ) =1− P (NS)

P (TSV )
(8)

Here, P (PS|TSV ) refers to the conditional probability of how
much PS affects TSV, and ¬P (PS|TSV ) provides PS not
effect to TSV. Calculating user similarity, we rank for each
user who does not have a friendship link and a more significant
user similarity value than a threshold value. The top of the rank
table has the highest similarity. From the rank, table select top
k user and recommends to u.

6) Feature Automation: In the case of recommendation of
users, there will create a new friendship link. However, in
all cases, all recommended users will not be able to create
friendship links. For this case, a feature automation technique
is introduced here to extract newly friendship link created
user information. Firstly, this technique analyzes collected
information and calculates each pair of user profile similarity
using our three considered similarity measures to calculate
attribute set similarity. When several profile pair similarities
are calculated, it measures each attribute set’s weight using

Equation (3) to (8). The effective weight for each attribute
set tries to exact the hidden fact that primarily influences
creating new friendship links. It compares this calculated
weight with the previous weight and which set is more affected
and less. According to this decision, it updates attributes sets
weight. Friend Matching Method uses the weight information
and measures user similarity, and users will be recommended
appropriately, and the outcome is better than previous.

B. Proposed Algorithms

In our research worked we approached three algorithms for
the recommendation system. The first algorithm computed the
missing profile values of the OSN users. Another two algo-
rithms are moderated algorithms of [8]. Algorithm 2 is used
to compute the weight of all conceivable sets of contemplated
profile attributes. Algorithm 3 is used to estimate the network
and profile similarity among the users, then recommended the
future friend for the user.

1) Disappeared Value Estimation Technique: Our pro-
posed Algorithm 1 can compute the missing items of the
users’ profiles. It is mainly a data preprocessing method.
To predict the missing profile item of any user, this algo-
rithm firstly discovers the missing profile items. In the algo-
rithm, line number 5 indicates that the user’s missing profile
item is calculated and a probability computation function
CalculateProbability(pij , PuRi) is called in line 6. This
function is mainly all friends missing attributes and compute
the possibility of items and finally, calculate the largest estima-
tion of item’s value for that disappeared item. In our previous
work [22], we described more about this algorithm.

Algorithm 1: Prediction of Profile Disappeared Value
Input : Pu = {p1, p2, p3, .....pn} //users profile
Output: Predicting disappeared values of every profile

1 D =< Location, Interest, Age,Gender >
2 foreach pi ∈ Pu do
3 PuRi =Extracting friends of pi

4 if Pi[Dk] = NULL then
5 foreach j ∈ PuRi do
6 if pij = NULL then
7 pFi = FriendsofPi

8 foreach j ∈ PuRi do
9 Xc = Counting Dk not equal

PuF
j
i
inMFG(PuF

j
i
, Pi)

10 Yv = Vector of pair number
11 Discover Rank of Xc //using Equation (1)
12 Yv .Push(Rank)
13 end
14 end
15 end
16 Extraction Max(Yv)
17 Discover PuFi[Dk] for maximum value
18 end
19 end

2) Feature Weight Computation System: Algorithm 2 was
utilized to compute the weight of every set of attributes. In
algorithm 2, lines 5 to 7 indicate that Manhattan Distance,
Levenshtein Distance and Demaru Levenshtein Distance are
used to compute the similarity of every user profile attributes
with his all friends profile. To calculate the similarity of the
profile attributes (profession, interest, & location), Levenshtein
Distance and Demaru Levenshtein Distance are used. And
calculated the ‘age’ similarity of the profile with the help of
Manhattan Distance. In line 6 was used for calculating user
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attributes similarity and took the better value of similarity. In
lines, 8 to 19 are used to compute the similarity for every user.

Algorithm 2: Feature Weight Computation System
(FWCS)

Input : P = {p1, p2, p3, .....pn}
Output: Weight of each feature

1 pi =< profession, age, interest, location >
2 i← 1
3 foreach pi ∈ P do
4 PRi =Extract friends of pi

5 foreach j ∈ PRi do
6 DLDlocation+ =

DemaruLevenshteinDistance(pi
location, PRij

location
)

DLDinterest+ =
DemaruLevenshteinDistance(pi

interest, PRij
interest

)
DLprofession+ =
LevenshteinDistance(pi

profession, PRij
profession

)
LDlocation+ =
LevenshteinDistance(pi

location, PRij
location

)
LDinterest+ =
LevenshteinDistance(pi

interest, PRij
interest

)

DMage+ = ManhattanDistance(pi
age, PRij

age)
DLprofession+ =
LevenshteinDistance(pi

profession, PRij
profession

)

7 end
8 if DLDlocation > LDlocation then
9 Di

location =
DLDlocation

|PRi|
10 else
11 Di

location =
LDlocation

|PRi|
12 end
13 if DLDinterest > LDinterest then
14 Di

interest =
DLDinterest

|PRi|
15 else
16 Di

location =
LDlocation

|PRi|
17 end
18 Di

age =
DMage
|PRi|

19 Di
profession =

DLprofession
|PRi|

20 end

21 W{s} =

∑
Di

{s}
|P | /* Calculated weight for each attribute set, here, s

represent attribute set*/

We consider all probable profile attributes sets to calculate
the weight in our suggested algorithm, but in the paper [8],
authors are only considered profile attributes to calculate
the weight. On the friend matching, this weight of profile
attributes creates various impacts. The presence of attributes
is called an attribute set. The multiplication process is used to
calculate the set value of attributes. Example: multiplication
of similarity{profession} and similarity{gender} is produce
similarity{profession,gender}. As we know that, if we multi-
ply two positive numbers, the result will be too smaller if both
numbers are less than one. So, the attribute similarity set value
becomes small if any attribute similarity is small in the set, and
also, the profile attribute similarity value will be too smaller.
The average value of all set similarities values is called profile
similarity value. In that circumstance, dissimilar profile values
will be nearest to 0, and similar profiles will be nearest to 1.
By this technique, the proposed algorithm can easily discover
the dissimilar and similar profiles.

3) Friend Matching System: We calculated user similarity
among pairs of users (u & v) using Algorithm 3 after measur-
ing every attribute set’s weight.

In this proposed algorithm, lines 3 to 6 indicates that every
profile attributes similarity is calculated. LocationSimilarity
mentions the most suitable similarity value among Levenshtein

Algorithm 3: Friend Matching System (FMS)
Input : P = {p1, p2, p3, .....pn} //from Algorithm 2
Output: Rank of the similar user

1 pi =< F i
age, F

i
gender, F

i
location, F

i
interest >

2 foreach i /∈ P and j /∈ PRi do
3 SVage = ManhattanDistance(F i

age, F
j
age) //SV refers

similarity value
4 SVprofession =

LevenshteinDistance(F i
profession, F

j
profession

)

5 SVlocation = LocationSimilarity(F i
location, F

j
location

)

6 SVinterest = InterestSimilarity(F i
interest, F

j
interest

)
7 NS = NetworkSimilarity(pi, pj) // using Equation (2)
8 SV {s} ← {profession, interest, location, age} // using

Equation (3)
9 PS =

∑
W{s} ∗ SV{s} // using Equation (4)

10 TSV = NS + PS //Total similarity value
11 P (TSV |PS,NS) =[

P (PS|TSV )∗P (NS|TSV )∗P (TSV )

P (PS|TSV ) ∗ P (NS|TSV ) ∗ P (TSV )−
¬P (PS|TSV ) ∗ ¬P (NS|TSV ) ∗ ¬P (TSV )

]
/* using

Equation (5) to (8) */
12 if P (TSV |PS,NS) > TH then
13 Profileij = P (TSV |PS,NS) //TH is the threshold value

14 end
15 end
16 Ranki ← sort(Profilei) /* Users recommended based on rank of

similarity */

and Demaru-Levenshtein similarity. NS and PS are calculated
in lines 7 and 8. It generates a rank of similarity based on
avg. of PS and NS; if the TH (threshold) is lowest than both
NS and PS or one of them. From every user rank table, the
topmost k users are recommended.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Here, we represent our experimental results and discuss the
performance evaluation of our proposed algorithms. We used
a real OSN dataset to evaluate the performance and examine
the experimental results from different angles. Proposed algo-
rithms are developed in the C++ language.

A. Dataset Collection and Description

In our experiment, we used the Facebook dataset and col-
lected it from [23]. In this dataset, we discovered an accurate
OSN undirected friendship graph. Four thousand (4K) different
users and eighty-eight thousand (88K) edges are available in
our dataset. Friendship is defined through searching for an edge
among the pair of users. Many to many relationships for every
user has been calculated on the whole dataset. Moreover, a vast
number of similarity values are created from the dataset. We
can compare it to an identical matrix where the matrix’s upper
and lower parts have the equivalent value. So, we calculated
only one part from these two parts. As a result, complexity is
decreased. Our experimental results on this dataset illustrated
in the Table II.

B. Factor Coefficient

It is necessary to understand which items are more impor-
tant for users, so considering the characteristics of similarity
among all users of friends and the average similarity of each set
of features has calculated from our considered dataset shown
Table III with their coefficient. Each feature’s coefficient is
essential for friend matching. The Friend Matching Method
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TABLE II. STATISTICS OF SOCIAL NETWORK

Hyper Parameter Weight

Nodes 4039
Edges 88235
Nodes in largest WCC 4039 (1.00)
Edges in largest WCC 88235 (1.00)
Number of triangles 1612010
Fraction of closed triangles 0.2647

calculates the similarity between two users multiplying with
this corresponding item set weight in friend matching.

C. Result and Analysis

Consequently, more than 55% of new similar edges have
been established by using our proposed method, which is
shown in Table IV. The experimental result is also inspiring
when we applied it to the custom dataset. In Fig. 2(a), we
show the actual social network friendship graph, and in Fig.
2(b) we additionally showed the resulting graph obtained after
processing the dataset by our recommended method.

(a) Real Dataset Social Network Friendship Graph.

(b) Social Network Friendship Graph after Applying Proposed
Formula.

Fig. 2. Friendship Graph.

D. Comparison of Degree

When we compare two distinct graphs, it is necessary to
consider degree comparison. The average degree in the two
undirected graphs is shown in Table V. on an average, only 43
edges are discovered before the network processing but using
our method, 1953 edges are discovered after the processing.

For every complex network showing degree, the com-
parison is very fundamental and must be given case. To
explain more, we have included the histogram of the frequency
distribution of each node to describe the degree. From that
evidence, we can be able to compare more efficiently. The
Fig. 3(a) show real case of dataset and Fig. 3(b) shows the
processed case of our dataset.

(a) Degree Distribution of Real Dataset.

(b) Degree Distribution of Processed Dataset.

Fig. 3. Degree Distribution.

From the above evidence, we can normalize the idea that
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TABLE III. FACTORS COEFFICIENTS

Factor {l} {i} {a} {p} {l,i} {l,a} {l,p} {i,a } {i,p} {a,p } {l,i,a} {l,i,p} {i,a,p} {l,a,p} {l,i,a,p }

Weight 0.791 0.440 0.741 0.588 0.351 0.588 0.471 0.338 0.286 0.457 0.271 0.231 0.191 0.345 0.152

Coefficient 13% 7% 12% 10% 6% 9% 8% 5% 4% 7% 4% 4% 3% 6% 2%

TABLE IV. STATISTICS OF SOCIAL NETWORK EDGE

Before After Increasing %

Number of Edges 88,235 4,809,284 55.50

TABLE V. COMPARISON OF DEGREE

Before After

Networks Type Undirected Undirected
Degree(Avg.) 43.691 1953.98

the small network number of groups can be suggested before
processing. After processing, each group may have a higher
number of profiles that will give more accurate friendship
results or, in other words, a more efficient friendship network
will produce. According to the presented tables and figures
in the previous section, we can say that the proposed method
has significantly impacted the friend matching system for this
dataset.

As a further study of this experimental result, firstly, we
divided it into three classes (A, B, C) based on the range of
similarities for the friendships set and representing the ranges
0.0–0.49, 0.50–0.70, 0.71–1.00, respectively. Recommended
friendships between the A, B, C classes are shown in Fig. 4.
According to the calculation of similarities proposed recom-
mended system recommended 39% future friends in class A,
50% in class B, and 11% in class C for the user. So, it’s proof
that the proposed approach effectively recommended more new
relationships for the user. Furthermore, it delivers satisfying
independence for other recommended friendships, which are
not in the actual friendship graph.

E. Calculation of Accuracy

To estimate the accuracy, we used the probabilistic tech-
nique. Firstly, we randomly took few edges whose similarities
measured and friends in an existing social network. Finally,
from the existing network, we erased those edges. In the
first scenario, 0.7157017 is the average similarity value, and
0.67801 is the average similarity value after erased the edges.
So, after calculation, we see that our proposed algorithm accu-
racy is 97%. That indicated 97% users in real friendships graph
and our proposed recommendation system can be capable of
recommending the future friends for the users and 3% of real
friendship which our proposed system has not recommended.
Calculation of error rate is shown in Table VI.

F. Clustering Coefficient Comparison

The clustering coefficient is a prevalent measure for such
real networks, especially for the social network, which shows
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Fig. 4. User Friendships Distribution between the Three Classes.

TABLE VI. CALCULATION OF ERROR

Similarity Value Before After Difference Error %

Avg. 0.7157017 0.67801 0.0376917 3%(almost)

how tightly bond groups exist in the network. Here in our
approach, we use a small dataset to examine the clustering
coefficient. The result is also promising. Average clustering
coefficient comparison is shown in Table VII. For the local
version of the clustering coefficient where it is calculated for
each node and the values are shown by the following Fig. 5(a)
where shows the scenario of before processing and the Fig.
5(b) shows the scenario of after processing and adding more
edges.

TABLE VII. CLUSTERING COEFFICIENT COMPARISON.

Before After

Clustering Coefficient Avg. 0.247242735478 0.632683188902

G. Comparison Assessment

In addition, to evaluate the results more accurately, we
calculated the number of true positives (nTP) and the number
of false-positive (nFP). More formally in Equation 9.
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Fig. 5. Clustering Coefficient Frequency for Each Node.

Precision value:
nTP

(nTP + nFP )
(9)

Thus the higher value gives better precision. Moreover, the
true positive (TP) rate refers to how many real friendships
have been accurately suggested by the recommended system.
Similarly, the false positive (FP) rate refers to the number of
actual friendships the system has not suggested. The confusion
matrix is used to calculate these rates. In Table VIII shows the
confusion matrix.

We have calculated multiple comparisons for our dataset.
Considering the threshold value of the real dataset, the false
positive rate is 0.00260085, and the true positive rate is
0.0165362. Moreover, 0.96566 is the precision value. That in-
dicates 97% users on our dataset are recommended accurately
by our proposed system.

Moreover, to compare the proposed model with other
existing methods, we have re-implemented the models used in
[8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16] as accordance with the description
in the paper to make a fair comparison. All the models are
evaluated on the same data set to ensure the fairness of the
comparison. In Table IX shows a comparison of our system
with some existing works that we have re-implemented on the
same data set that we have used.

Graphical comparisons of proposed model with [8], [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14], and [16] has shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Graphical Comparison of Proposed Model with [8], [10] [11], [12],
[13], [14], and [16] which is Re-implemented on our Data Sets.

The ROC curve of Fig. 7 shows the true positive and the
false positive rate for different threshold value.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper’s fundamental achievement is designing and
developing a user recommendation system consequent to pro-
file attributes and network connection. This paper proposes an
effective method to calculate the maximum number of similar
users from a social network. Sometimes profile attributes of
the user are hidden or missed, but this hidden or missed
attributes data can affect profile similarity calculation. Most
of the existing methods are failed to solve this problem, but
our proposed approach solves it and gives better performance.
Our proposed recommendation method achieved 97% accuracy
and 96.566% precision which means the system properly
recommended future friends for the user in the social network.

In the future, we will spread this work by combining at-
tributes, for example, shares, comments, likes, pictures, status,
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TABLE VIII. CONFUSION MATRIX

Predicted Class
Positive Negative Total

A
ct

ua
l

C
la

ss

Positive True Positive (TP) False Positive (FN) P = TP + FN
Negative False Negative(FP) True Negative(TN) N = FP + TN
Total P ′ = TP + FP N ′ = FN + TN S′ = P + N = P ′ + N ′

TABLE IX. ACCURACY COMPARISON

Authors Year Accuracy Rate %

Mazhari et al. [8] 2015 91%
Xin et al. [10] 2020 92%
Qader et al. [11] 2020 90%
Soni et al. [12] 2020 91.5%
Kumar et al. [13] 2018 93%
Al-Sabaawi et al. [14] 2018 94%
Berkani et al. [16] 2021 93.5%
Proposed Method - 97%

Fig. 7. ROC Curve of our Proposed FMS Algorithm.

etc. By combining those kinds of attributes with our method,
we will be capable of calculating the sentiment analysis
of OSN users and quickly identify and observe the illegal
activities in the online social network.
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Abstract—Sustainable development associated with the agri-
cultural field of Arequipa, a region in economic growth, is vul-
nerable to contamination of water resources, putting production
systems and food security at risk. Therefore, it is necessary
to implement an automated system to control, management,
and monitor this vital resource. The proposed work proposed
a system to measure water quality monitoring in reservoirs
and lakes with high accurate related to global positioning. It
includes an embedded computer, multiparameter sonde, and an
additional dual GNSS/INS in hardware architecture. The software
architecture is fully open-source with compatibility, modularity,
and interoperability features between Python and MySQL, al-
lowing data management for real-time data in visual interface
on a platform that stores unlimited data logging, monitors and
analyzes. The proposed system is validated in an experimental test
that measures the water quality of a huge agricultural reservoir,
where certified instrumentation is mandatory, as compared to
other methods used locally for this action.

Keywords—Open-source; water quality monitoring; real-time;
python; visual interface; MySQL; dual Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS); Inertial Navigation System (INS); multiparameter
sonde

I. INTRODUCTION

Arequipa (latitude -16.3988, longitude -71.535, and altitude
2335 m.a.s.l.) is one of the main economic regions in Peru
with approximately 1,497,438 inhabitants. It is also one of the
fastest growing regions in the country, stands out for mining
and agricultural activities, which generate some conflicts in
the management of water resources and those related to water
quality [1]. This entails many risks and losses in all aspects of
sustainable development in the urban-rural area that surrounds
the region; either due to the misuse of chemical products
related to these industrial activities and others [2].

The objective of this work is to develop an open-source
integrated system for measuring water quality with accurate
positioning. A dual GNSS device is used in conjunction with
the depth meter embedded in the sonde. Electronic systems
condition the signals from the sensors and the positioning
system to send them to a high-performance computer. Mea-
surement data is stored in memory in structured query language
(SQL) database, to be later transmitted remotely through the
802.11a Wi-Fi network. In addition, a multiplatform interface
is developed for data visualization in real-time and in offline
mode.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 presents a brief
resume of related works in integration system for remote water
quality measurement; Section 2 presents the system description
in hardware and software; Section 3 presents the validation
of integrated system when measured a huge agriculture water
reservoir; and Section 4 gives the conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

The study of water quality is carried out by conventional
methods such as taking samples in appropriate containers for
subsequent analysis in the laboratory, methods that require
high time, cost and human resources [3]. Another method
includes specialized sensors that measure parameters such
as pH, conductivity, salinity, turbidity, etc. in-situ [4], [5].
These sensors, embedded in a multiparameter sonde, serve to
measure large volumes of water (lagoons, reservoirs, coastal
waters) using commonly manned vessels to collect data in
real-time and to save in a data-logger or in a computer.
Measurement position is commonly provided by additional
global positioning system (GPS)[6]. Some manufactures have
developed their smartphone application in order to provide
the positioning based in the smartphone global positioning
system. Another research combines inertial navigation system
with precise global positioning system [7]. High computational
hardware is increasingly used to improve the accuracy of
these systems and to use big data analysis [8]. Researchers
have been developed systems with low-cost sensor and ZigBee
low range wireless communication to measure water quality
in aquaculture [9]. Another solution to measure wide areas
of water uses multiple set of sensors replicated in different
location to form a wireless sensor network [10].

Water quality monitoring systems use information tech-
nologies, such as human-machine interfaces, databases, struc-
tured programming, facilitating the visualization and alert
of the measured parameters. In [11], the authors present
the application of these techniques in reservoirs that feed
large hectares of agricultural land. Among these informa-
tion technologies, the use of free software, such as Python,
MySQL and Grafana stands out, which have shown promise
in similar applications [12], [13]. Regarding the database
and wireless remote sensing, in [14], the authors present a
remote monitoring system applied to the management of a
bridge with measurements of parameters such as voltage,
current, positioning, images, etc. The open-source hardware
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and software tackle many problems related to security, data
management, flexibility, analysis, and low power. They have
shown successfully implementing process and configuration
related monitoring wireless sensors in similar application [15].
There are several researchers including low-cost sensors for
water quality measurement systems [16], [17]. However, the
environmental agencies and industry prefer the use of certi-
fied instrumentation and precise positioning to validate their
analyses [18], [19].

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The laboratory for complex control process and unmanned
vehicles at the ’Universidad Nacional de San Agustı́n de Are-
quipa’ is leading research projects related to the development
of enhanced systems for ocean and nature supervision [20],
[21]. This paper describes a modular system to be employed in
measuring water quality with high accuracy, both in unmanned
and manned vehicles.

The proposed system shows the interaction between user
and water as a liquid element for its remote monitoring; aided
by dual GNSS, inertial sensors, database management system
and other resources as shown in Fig. 1. The goal of the
system is to quantify water quality through a multiparameter
sonde with data metrics involving static measurement with
high precision and dynamic measurement with additional data
of position and velocity. Display and format metric data should
be available for all measurements, both offline and real-time.
High performance and great coverage are required in order
to measure reservoirs, lakes and coastal waters. All these
requirements are correlated to achieve the proposed goal.

One of the requirements is safe and fast connectivity, for
which we will have a point-to-point wireless link with a
coverage range greater than 15 km away. The wireless con-
nection obtains continuous and synchronous data to study and
analyze the water quality. Unwanted chemical parameters can
be diagnosed in real-time in a certain area. Commonly, certified
instrumentation uses industrial communication protocols and
additional equipment for monitoring and control.

Fig. 2 presents the block diagram of the proposed system
where the embedded computer, the GNSS/INS device and
the multiparameter sonde are hardware communicating each
other trough wired protocols, the wireless protocols enable
a communication from a ground station that generally is a
laptop or a smarthphone. Another software are related to each
component in this block diagram and will be explained in
subsequent sections. Fig. 3 presents the system description
of the monitoring system that consists of the Aquatroll 600
model multiparameter sonde, a Jetson TX2 high performance
computer, a VN-300 as the dual GNSS/INS (global positioning
system with inertial measurement unit), a TP-Link router
CPE510, and a platform interface for data visualization running
on a smartphone laptop or similar to a ground station. The
sonde communicates with the embedded computer through the
Modbus industrial protocol. The embedded computer receives
data from the GNSS/INS synchronizing it with the data re-
ceived from the sonde. The sonde and the dual GNSS/INS
data are stored in the embedded computer memory. Using a
laptop or a smartphone, and through a wireless link, the user
can remotely access to the embedded computer in order to set

and read the data. A graphical user interface is created for
data visualization with indicators and alerts, both offline and
real-time.
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Fig. 1. Requirements of the Integrated System to Measure Water Quality.
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Fig. 2. Block Diagram of the Water Quality Measurement System.
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Fig. 3. System Integration of the Water Quality Measurement.

A. Software Architecture

The main software is based on Python open-source lan-
guage programs with free libraries and modules, such as
‘PyMySQL’ and ‘PyModbus’ to connect databases and remote
sensors in the well known industrial Modbus communication
protocol. The Python codes communicate, configure, convert
data types, compute mathematical equations, administrate and
save data in a computer memory. Fig. 4 describes the drivers
of this software architecture, the remote access is carried
out using secure shell protocol (SSH) to enable local de-
vices running on Windows, Linux, iOS, Android, etc. The
communication is set with permissions according to the user
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profile, from reading to editing the existing Python codes. The
‘PyMySQL’ module is a Python library for MySQL clients
based on Python enhancement proposal (PEP) 249, that uses
a high level application programming interface (API) named
‘mysql.connector’ for interaction with SQL databases.

HMI

Graphite  Prometheus

Grafana
MySqlDatabase

PyMySql

Python

HTTP / HTTPS     DNS, TCP e ICMP

SSH

Fig. 4. Software Architecture of the Proposed System.

The data displays in a graphical user interface (GUI)
and is developed on Grafana, a software tool that allows
to connect with many databases, including MySQL. This
software includes Prometheus and Graphite modules to request
information and to display it in a modern dashboard, respec-
tively. Grafana uses the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP)
to read the MySQL database and the dashboard runs on a
web browser on multi-platform devices, from smartphone to
advanced computer. It is mandatory to enable the port 3000 for
access as a client, other necessary configurations are related
to transmission control protocol (TCP), domain name system
(DNS) and internet control message protocol (ICMP).

The software platform allows the user to easy and efficient
interaction through key performance indicators in the dash-
board for data visualization, using Prometheus and Graphite
metrics. Through Python code and MySQL, the sensor data
and GNSS/INS data are saved in the remote computer. Then,
the GUI reads and displays the data, updating constantly every
second. This means that the user consults the parameter values
to be displayed by communicating with the MySQL database.
These consulted parameters are registered from the sensors
attached to the sonde and to the dual GNSS/INS devices, and
are properly organized in SQL format to be transmitted in
real-time. The user consults the values in the GUI using text
indicators, graphical indicators, alert indicators, time series
indicators, and others provided by Grafana.

All protocol and technological standards used for the
interoperability of the measurement system are represented
in Fig. 5. The system has compatibility with communication
protocols, such as Modbus, serial UART, IEEE 802.11a/n,
TCP/IP, SSH, etc. For the communication with the multiparam-
eter sonde, a module named ‘PyModbus’ is used, enabling the
two wire synchronous communication to set, read, write and
save the collected data. Using the ‘PyMySQL’ module, another
Python code manages the data in an SQL format and saves it
in the memory of the main embedded remote computer. The

multiparameter sonde and the dual GNSS/INS devices have
different sampling rates and the data are saved in different
tables of the database. However, the GUI updates the data
independently every second and keeps the wild sampling rate
for all parameters to be displayed. The open-source software
files are available in [22].

TCP/IP

TM

Fig. 5. Interoperability of the System with Multiple Protocols.

B. Hardware Architecture

This section presents the hardware architecture shown in
Fig. 6, it is a centralized architecture building on an embedded
computer connected to the multiparameter sonde and to the
GNSS/INS devices through wire communication protocol. For
the remote access, it uses IEEE 8011.a/n long range access
point devices.

Aquatroll 600

Jetson Tx2
100 Meters
Rugged Cable

Dual Antenna GNSS

VectorNav-300

Dual Band
Antenna

Batteries

Voltage
Regulator

Waterproof
Suitcase

RS-485 to USB
Adapter

Fig. 6. Hardware Architecture of the Water Quality Measurement System.

The embedded computer is a Jetson TX2, a 64-bit ARM
A57 quad-core, 1.33 TFLOPS fast embedded Artificial In-
telligence, and higher energy efficiency 7.5 W - 15 W. It
interconnects peripheral devices and processes all information
regarding data writing, reading, storing, management, trans-
mitting, etc. The power source is fed with two HRB, 5200
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mAh, 50 C, 11.1 V, Li-Po batteries and a 19 V tension
regulator required for optimal work, giving an autonomy of
approximately six hours.

The sonde is a multiparameter in situ water quality in-
strument, series Aqua Troll 600, equipped a RS485/Modbus
communication protocol, provides laboratory level sampling
through optical sensors, can be submerged up to 100 meters
deep through a rugged cable, has 3 seconds of sampling rate,
reads 20 parameters and expandable to more (Table I). The
sonde is connected to the embedded computer through the
RS485 to USB adapter, the electrical connection follows the
standard color code: RS485 (+) or blue to A pin, RS485 (-)
or green to B pin, and GND/RETURN or black to GND pin,
respectively. The embedded computer runs on Ubuntu 16.04
and where the USB adapter port is identified by ttyUSB0.

TABLE I. PARAMETERS OF THE MULTIPARAMETER SONDE ACCORDING
TO THE AVAILABLE SENSORS

Parameter Range Resolution Units
Temperature 268.15 ◦K to 323.15 ◦K 0.16 ◦K ◦K
Pressure 0 m to 200 m % full scale PSI
Depth 0 m to 200 m 0.01 % full scale m
Level-Depth to Water 0 m to 200 m 0.01 % full scale m
Level-Surface Elevation 0 m to 200 m 0.01 % full scale m
Actual Conductivity 0 to 35 S/m 10 µS/m µS/m
Specific Conductivity 0 to 35 S/m 10 µS/m µS/m
Resistivity 0 to 35 S/m 0.1 ohm-cm ohm-cm
Salinity 0 to 350 PSU 0.1 PSU PSU
Total Dissolved Solids 0 to 350 ppt 0.1 ppt ppt
Density of Water 0 to 35 S/m 0.1 g/cm3 g/cm3

Barometric Pressure 300 to 1,100 mbar 0.1 mbar mmHg
pH 0 to 14 pH units 0.01 pH pH
pH mV 0 to 14 pH units 0.01 pH mV
ORP ±1,400 mV 0.1 mV mV
Dissolved Oxygen 0 to 20 mg/L 0.01 mg/L mg/L
Concentration 20 to 50 mg/L
Dissolved Oxygen 0 to 20 mg/L 0.01 mg/L % Sat
% Saturation 20 to 50 mg/L
Oxygen Partial Pressure 300 to 1,100 mbar 0.1 mbar torr
External voltage 8 to 36 VDC 0.1 V Volts
Battery Capacity 0 to 100 % 1 % %

The dual GNSS/INS device is a VN-300 series, VectorNav
manufacturer, combines inertial navigation system (INS), at-
titude heading reference system (AHRS), a global navigation
system, measures angular velocities (roll, pitch and yaw) with
a dynamic heading accuracy of 0.2 ◦ and static accuracy of
0.15 ◦ (see Table II for whole parameters). The embedded
computer runs on Ubuntu 16 and where the USB port for the
dual GNSS/INS device is identified by ttyUSB1. The remote
communication wireless device is a Tp-link Pharos CPE510,
provides a point-to-point wireless link with a coverage range of
more than 15 km, with a speed of up to 300 Mbps (40MHz,
dynamic), with the IEEE 802.11a/n wireless standard. It is
fed with two HRB 5200 mAh, 50C, 11.1 V, Li-Po batteries,
connected in series to obtain 22.2 V. Fig. 7 presents a detailed
description of a waterproof case that contains the embedded
computer and electronics, has a resistant design to protect sys-
tems against dust, water, impacts, and corrosion for chemical
agents, commonly found in the harshest environment. The case
dimensions are 425 mm (length), 284 mm (width) and 155
mm (height). A structural grid supports the electronics and
impermeable Bulgin class connectors for the multiparameter
sonde and Wi-Fi and GNSS antennas located at the external.
The open-source hardware files are available in [22].

TABLE II. PARAMETERS OF THE DUAL GNSS/INS DEVICE

Parameter Format Accuracy Units
Yaw float 0.2 deg
Pitch float 0.3 deg
Roll float 0.3 deg
Latitude double 9e-6 deg
Longitude double 9e-6 deg
Altitude double 1.5 m
Velocity X float 0.05 m/s
Velocity Y float 0.05 m/s
Velocity Z float 0.05 m/s
Accel X float 0.004 m/s2

Accel Y float 0.004 m/s2

Accel Z float 0.004 m/s2

Angular Rate X float 10◦/hr rad/s
Angular Rate Y float 10◦/hr rad/s
Angular Rate Z float 10◦/hr rad/s

Fig. 7. Case Dimensions with Modular Grid for Supporting Embedded
Computer and Electronics.

IV. RESULTS

To validate it through a real experiment, an unmanned sur-
face vehicle (USV) (Fig. 8), whose most positive aspect is that
it is scalable in terms of measurement instrumentation, with an
autonomy of 5 hours and payload of 100 kg. Transporting the
proposed system on a mission to measure the water quality of
a huge reservoir of approximately 58000 m3 capacity, 150 m
x 150 m length, and 6 m depth, used for agriculture irrigation,
and located in a desert area of Majes (longitude -72.1908,
latitude -16.3586, and altitude 1.402 m.a.s.l.). The full mission
took 2 hours and the data serve to ensure the water quality of
the typical crops, such as chili, paprika, vegetables, potato,
onion, corn, alfalfa, garlic, tomato, etc. The concern is the
water is transported from the Andes through ducts and may
contain unwanted concentrations that may compromise the
crop and its subsequent harvest. Fig. 9 shows the measurement
area of the cited agricultural water reservoir with dimensions
and a segment of a circular trajectory recorded by the system.
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Fig. 10 shows the global positioning of this circular trajectory,
with the main parameters relative to water quality. It is
observed, despite the vehicle execute a circular maneuver,the
umbilical of the multiparameter sonde is subjected to external
hydrodynamic forces that can vary slightly its depth location.

Fig. 8. System Carried on an Unmanned Surface Vehicle in a Water Quality
Measurement Mission of a Huge Agriculture Reservoir.

N

150
m

150
m

Measurement Area

Area Lengths

Circular trajectory
(a little part of data)

Fig. 9. Measurement Area of the Agricultural Water Reservoir with
Dimensions and Circular Trajectory of the Unmanned Vehicle.

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 present the real-time monitoring interface
during the experimental test, the updated time was set to one
second for both the sonde and the dual GNSS/INS, a total
1137 samples are related to the sonde parameters, and a total
of 23999 samples are related to the location of these measures
according to the dual GNSS/INS device. The time interval of
this mission runs from 12:00 to 14:00 hs. The sonde is put
up to 4 m depth, necessary to measures water quality. Fig.
11 shows a general description in the visual interface with
the 20 parameters regarding water quality, including global
positioning. Fig. 12 shows by separated the 15 parameters
related to accurate location of the measurement using the dual
GNSS/INS device. Due to the specific mission task, the vehicle
is moving, and the INS enables additional data, such angular

Circular trajectory

Sonde trajectory

2

3

Lat: -72.194898
Lon: -16.388564
Depth: 2.77 m
A.C: 392.11 uS/cm
S.C: 467.27 uS/cm
pH: 8.79 pH
Sal: 0.2368 PSU

Lat: -72.194866
Lon: -16.388533
Depth: 2.43 m
A.C: 389.17 uS/cm
S.C: 466.45 uS/cm
pH: 8.80 pH
Sal: 0.2263 PSU

Lat: -72.194794
Lon: -16.38866
Depth: 2.15 m
A.C: 392.28 uS/cm
S.C: 467.28 uS/cm
pH: 8.79 pH
Sal: 0.2269 PSU

Lat: -72.194886
Lon: -16.388671
Depth: 3.23 m
A.C: 391.21 uS/cm
S.C: 466.60 uS/cm
pH: 8.82 pH
Sal: 0.2264 PSU

Fig. 10. Water Quality Measurement with Accurate Global Positioning in
Underwater Space Environment (Lat: Latitude; Lon: Longitude; Depth; A.C:
Actual Conductivity; S.C: Specific Conductivity; pH: Potential of Hydrogen;

Sal: Salinity).

and linear velocities, that can also be visualized in the interface
and in real-time.
Fig. 13 shows an offline analysis using Matlab plotting the

Fig. 11. Result of Experimental Test in the GUI of the Proposed System,
Focused the Sonde and the GNSS/INS Parameters.

main water quality parameter. In this case, there are only
four variables selected from the MySQL database, real electric
conductivity, specific electric conductivity, pH level, salinity.
Fig. 14 shows an offline analysis using Matlab plotting the
main global positioning parameters. The software architecture
enables the possibility to use any other third part software
for a detailed off-line analysis. Table III shows the measured
parameters in details, both when dynamic and static. The
dynamic computes mean values of the whole data, and the
static is the specific measurement point without vessel mo-
tion. These results have shown there are slightly variation in
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measurements, the big data acquisition is necessary, can serve
for better estimation and to observe specific region of the
water where conditions may be critical to irrigate agricultural
crops. Regarding alerts, the visual interface enables to set
minimum and maximum indicators for all the parameters in
order to detect inadmissible water conditions for the agriculture
purposes. The user access safely protected and will be able
to observe minimum, maximum, average values, etc. As an
example, the alert is activated when the pH value reaches
a maximum of 8.85, considering that this value may alter
the life cycle of the crop and further economic losses. The
proposed visual interface also may notify the alert online using
JSON message protocol. Despite the updating time is one
seconds, the whole sampling data are received relative to the
sampling frequencies, 1 sample per three seconds by the sonde
and 50 samples per second by the dual GNSS/INS device.

Fig. 12. Result of Experimental Test in the GUI of the Proposed System,
Focused the GNSS/INS Parameters.
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Fig. 13. Offline Analysis of Selected Data using Matlab Plot: (a) Actual
Conductivity; (b) Specific Conductivity; (c) pH; and (d) Salinity.

In huge water reservoirs, it is important to observe different
point of water quality, and the proposed alternative tackled this
inconvenient. Another further application is for marine water
quality monitoring in Peru, because these values may change
dramatically relative to the depth, and it is a key factor to
ensure the habitat of marine species. It is known that GNSS
devices have a higher accuracy and refresh rate than GPS, but
these are more susceptible to obstacles such as trees, buildings,
tunnels or electromagnetic fields. Considering tasks away from
these obstacles, the GNSS is an attractive solution. In [23],
the GNSS devices with dual antennas presents an immunity in
their measurements for a reference system of constant move-
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Fig. 14. Offline Analysis of selected data using Matlab plot: (a) Longitude;
(b) Latitude; (c) Depth; (d) Velocity X; and (e) Yaw.

TABLE III. MEAN VALUES OF THE MEASUREMENT

Parameter Dynamic (mean) Static Unit
Temperature 289.455 289.678 ◦K
Pressure 0.893 0.416 PSI
Level-Depth to Water -0.627 -0.292 m
Level-Surface Elevation 0.627 0.292 m
Actual Conductivity 38240.454 39214.309 µS/m
Specific Conductivity 45868.145 46784.503 µS/m
Resistivity 2618.354 2550.089 ohm-cm
Salinity 0.222 0.227 PSU
Total Dissolved Solids 0.298 0.304 ppt
Density of Water 0.999 0.999 g/cm3

Barometric Pressure 649.987 649.777 mmHg
pH 8.782 8.807 pH
pH mV -98.949 -100.402 mV
ORP 141.574 133.967 mV
Dissolved Oxygen Concentration 8.160 8.384 mg/L
Dissolved Oxygen Saturation 97.673 100.921 % Sat
Oxygen Partial Pressure 130.151 134.389 torr
External voltage 0.035 0.027 Volts
Battery Capacity 94.028 94.000 %
Latitude -16.388 -16.388 deg
Longitude -72.194 -72.194 deg
Depth 0.745 0.396 m
Velocity X 0.954 0 m/s
Velocity Y 0.001 0 m/s
Yaw 10.952 1.301 deg

ment. Moreover, it presents a greater accuracy and reliability
when implementing an inertial navigation system (INS) to help
in situations of signal loss. Based on this, the GNSS/INS VN-
300 device used here provides a better horizontal accuracy
of 1 meter and better vertical accuracy of 1.5 meters with
operating frequencies up to 400 Hz in contrast with alternatives
that use GPS technologies as a global positioning system
[16], [17]. The proposed system is also prepared with serial
ports to receive other certificated sensors and instrumentation,
that fill with the high standard requirements for industry and
governmental agencies. In particular, the Aquatroll 600 sonde
is very common in Peru for agriculture and mining activities
and the insertion of new sondes should be pass with rigorous
certification procedures before to get their practical acceptance.

V. CONCLUSION

Monitoring water conditions is essential in agricultural
activities and in countries where mineral exploration is so
close to these activities. The integration of hardware and
software is necessary to attend more requirements in terms
of precision, accuracy, and human-machine interface for data
visualization. This work validates the integration of a certified
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multiparameter sonde with a dual GNSS/INS device in an
embedded computer system in order to increase the accuracy
in global position of measurement data. Moreover, the work
presents open-sources technologies, a detailed description of
the visual interface using MySQL and completely Python code.
The system is validated when it is attached as a payload to an
unmanned vehicle during the mission to measure the state of
the water in a huge reservoir destined for agricultural activities
in the Majes-Arequipa region, a desert area irrigated with water
that flows from the Andes. Due to limited access and budget,
this project collects 20 water quality parameters, based on the
availability of sensors and the study area. This platform has a
great potential for scalability leading to future work that aims
to add more instrumentation, programming, communication
and incorporation of IoT. These can contribute to research
work with more features and applications of monitoring control
of the aquatic environment.
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Abstract—The indirect field-oriented control approaches for
induction motors have recently gained more attention due to
its use in trend areas, such as electromobility, electric vehicles,
electric ships, and unmanned vehicles. This work studies the
performance of two advanced control synthesized by the H∞
norm as an alternative to the classical Proportional-Integral
and Derivative controller. It will be assessed in terms of the
performance against disturbance variations in the reference speed
in the nominal conditions. The tuning of the parameters of these
controllers must be defined of the stability and performance of
the system and to increase their operation range frequency. An
algorithm is proposed to reach a better shape of weighting func-
tions. A numerical simulation will be shown where the advances in
structured advanced controller synthesis with unstructured H∞
controller is still the good election for the induction motor control.
Unstructured controller approach shows still good robustness
in performance and stability compared with the structured
controller. Constraints imposed in structured controller is the
main disadvantage to improve its robustness properties. However,
compared with a conventional PID approach, the structured
controller has shown quite good performance and can become
in one of the most attractive approaches for practitioners.

Keywords—H∞ Robust control; induction motor; indirect field
oriented control

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, advances in research and technology seek to
tackle the problem of air pollution. The study of control
approaches for induction motor has gained attention due its
massive use in electric vehicles and other solution involving
electromobility. There are two main strategies used in induc-
tion motor control, the first is the direct torque control (DTC)
and the second is the indirect field-oriented control (IFOC)
[1]. The trend in innovation is the use of advanced controllers,
the latest published works highlight that the IFOC is a high
performance system, but it does not guarantee robustness
in performance and in stability. In [1], the authors evaluate
the performance between conventional Proportional-Integrative
and advanced controllers with DTC and IFOC strategies.
The main disadvantage in PI controller is the presence of
high overshoot peak that may be reduced with modified PI
structures, such as used in [2]. The advanced controllers pre-
sented quite good performance in energy efficiency relative to
fuzzy logic and conventional PI controllers. The sliding mode
control approach presented good speed tracking and energy
efficiency, but the chattering effect may cause high frequency
vibration and damage the electromechanical pieces, such as
bearings and transmission gears in the powertrain [3], [4].

The unstructured H∞ robust control applied to an induction
motor is presented in [5] and further works considered gain
scheduling and current controller [6], [7]. Recent approaches
seeks to improve the performance of structured controller
using the linear matrix inequalities for optimization [8], [9].
These approaches present a better tuning procedures to achieve
the robustness in performance and stability and guaranteed
the user requirements. In [10], the authors present emerging
concept related to control of mechatronic systems, putting the
loop shaping design as a good tool for synthesis of industrial
controllers and remarking the H∞ as a good alternative in
advanced control due to the robustness. In [11], the authors
present a H∞ controller synthesis including a model reference
adaptive estimator to avoid the use of encoders. Other authors
propose a robust control approach applied to ship propulsion
electric motor [12]. Another advanced control approaches [13],
[14], [15], [16] are also applied to induction motors, but this
work is regarding the comparison of the two types which have
in common the H∞ norm for the controller synthesis.

The organization of this paper follows: Section I presents
the introduction over the induction motor control approaches,
Section II presents the mathematical model of the induction
motor, Section III presents the robust control approaches
(structured and unstructured), Section IV presents the numer-
ical results and Section V provides the conclusions.

II. MOTOR MODEL

Using the park transform, there are three general models to
represent an induction motor. The first is based on an arbitrary
rotating reference frame, the second is based on a synchronous
rotating reference frame, and the third is based on a stationary
reference frame. In this work, following the nomenclature in
[17], the qd0 stationary reference frame is used to model the
induction motor where the equations relative to the stator are:

vsqs =
N

ωb
ψs
qs + rsi

s
qs (1)

vsds =
N

ωb
ψs
ds + rsi

s
ds (2)

v0s =
N

ωb
ψ0s + rsi0s (3)

where vsqs, vsds, and v0s are the stator voltages; ψs
qs, ψs

ds, and
ψ0s are their magnetic flux; isqs, isds, and i0s are their electric
currents; N is the number of poles; ωb is the base electrical
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frequency; and rs is the stator resistance.
Similarly, the equations relative to the rotor are:

v′sqr =
N

ωb
ψ′s
qr −

ωr

ωb
ψ′s
dr + r′ri

′s
qr (4)

v′sdr =
N

ωb
ψ′s
dr +

ωr

ωb
ψ′s
qr + r′ri

′s
dr (5)

v′0r =
N

ωb
ψ′
0r + r′ri

′
0r (6)

where v′sqr, v′sdr, and v′0r are the rotor voltages; ψ′s
qr, ψ′s

dr, and
ψ′
0s are their magnetic flux; i′sqr, i′sdr, and i′0s are their electric

currents; N is the number of poles; ωb is the base electrical
frequency; r′r is the rotor resistance; and ωr is the rotor angular
frequency.
Considering Ψ = [ψs

qs, ψ
s
ds, ψ0s, ψ

′s
qr, ψ

′s
dr, ψ

′
0r]

T as the mag-
netic flux vector and I = [isqs, i

s
ds, i0s, i

′s
qr, i

′s
dr, i

′
0r]

T as the
current vector, the following relation can be expressed:

Ψ = Xsr.I, (7)

where Xsr is the stator-rotor reactance matrix equivalent to:

Xsr =

[
X11 X12

X21 X22

]
(8)

with:

X11 =

[
xls + xm 0 0

0 xls + xm 0
0 0 xls

]
, (9)

X22 =

[
x′lr + xm 0 0

0 x′lr + xm 0
0 0 x′lr

]
, (10)

X12 = X21 =

[
xm 0 0
0 xm 0
0 0 0

]
, (11)

where xls is the stator leakage reactance, xm is the stator
magnetizing reactance, and x′lr is the rotor leakage reactance.
All parameter value can be found in Table I.
The motor electromagnetic torque Tem is defined as:

Tem =
3

2

N

2ωb
(ψs

ds.i
s
qs − ψs

qs.i
s
ds), (12)

and the ’per unit of speed relation’ with the externally-applied
mechanical torque Tmech (in the same direction of rotor speed)
and the damping torque Tdamp (in the opposite direction of
motor speed) is expressed as follows:

Tem + Tmech − Tdamp = 2H
d

dt

(
ωr

ωb

)
, (13)

where H = Jω2
bm/2Sb is the inertia constant, J is the rotor

inertia, ωbm is the base mechanical frequency, and Sb is rated
volt-ampere. Table I shows the main parameter values of the 20
HP induction motor used in this work for numerical validation.

The whole above relations and differential equations should
be linearized for their use in synthesis of proposed control
approaches. In this work, the nonlinear model is represented in
Simulink to be used numerical approximation for linearization

TABLE I. PARAMETER VALUES OF THE INDUCTION MOTOR

Parameters Symbols Values Units
Stator winding resistance rs 0.1062 Ω
Stator leakage reactance xls 0.2145 Ω

Stator magnetizing reactance xm 5.8339 Ω

Rotor leakage reactance x
′
lr 0.2145 Ω

Rotor winding resistance r
′
r 0.0764 Ω

Number of poles N 4 −
Moment of inertia J 2.8 Kg.m2

Rated voltage Vrated 220 v
Rated frequency frated 60 Hz

Rated speed Nrated 1748.3 rpm

through the Matlab ’linmod’ command in order to obtain the
following linear time invariant representation:

ẋ = Ax+Bu,

y = Cx+Du,
(14)

where x is the state vector, u is the control vector, y is the
measurement, A is the state matrix, B is the control matrix,
C is the output matrix and D is the feedthrough matrix. The
relation between output and input in the s Laplace domain
results in the transfer function of the system:

G(s) =
y(s)

u(s)
= C(sI −A)−1B +D (15)

Table II presents the poles and zeros of three reduced-
order models of the system G(s), commonly found in the
literature. The reduced-order models have been be obtained
using Hankel singular values that indicate the respective state
energy of the system. The 5th reduced-order model is used
for controller syntheses and the 2nd reduced-order model is
used to find the natural frequency ω0 = 0.21 rad/s to shape
properly the sensitivity functions to improve the performance
and robustness of the H∞ controllers.

TABLE II. POLES AND ZEROS OF THE REDUCED-ORDER MODELS FOR
G(s)

9th order 5th order 2nd order
Poles Value Value Value

p1 0 0 0.2121
p2 −2850766.0028 −4.7652 + 3.7675j −0.2043
p3 −1451235.2842 −4.7652 − 3.7675j
p4 −1451235.2313 0.2121
p5 −113.0944 −0.2052
p6 −4.7652 + 3.7675j
p7 −4.7652 − 3.7675j
p8 0.2121
p9 −0.2052

Zeros Value Value Value
z1 0 0 −2.6353
z2 −2850766.0028 −4.7619
z3 −1451235.2579 −3.5928 + 2.0923j
z4 −113.0944 −3.5928 − 2.0923j
z5 −4.7619
z6 −3.5928 + 2.0923j
z7 −3.5928 − 2.0923j

III. CONTROL APPROACH

This section presents two control approaches based in loop
shaping design, or well known as the H∞ mixed sensitivity
approach. The first approach leads to get an H∞ controller
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with no defined structure, named unstructured controller. The
second approach leads to get an H∞ controller with a con-
ventional PID structure, named structured controller. Both
approaches use sensitivity weighting functions for loop shaping
in order to get a robustness in performance and stability [18],
[19].

A. Unstructured Controller

Fig. 1 shows G, the 5th order induction motor system
represented by (15), inserted into the augmented plant P with
two port representation commonly used in the H∞ controller
synthesis. The diagram also contains the weighting functions
W∗, the exogenous output z, the exogenous input w, the
control variable u and the controlled variable y. According
to this representation, w is equivalent to the reference rotor
speed reference signal ωr(ref), u is equivalent to the elec-
tromagnetic torque signal T ∗

em, y is the measured rotor speed
signal ωr. And z contains the error between reference and
measured rotor speed, the electromagnetic torque control, and
the measured rotor speed, weighting respectively by functions
WP , Wu, and WT .

The problem of unstructured control is defined here as
to find a rotor speed controller K that minimizes the H∞
norm of the transfer function between exogenous output z and
exogenous input w as follows [18]:

∥Tzw∥ = ∥WPS WuKS WTT∥T∞ (16)

where the sensitivity function S, the complementary sensitivity
function T and the control sensitivity function KS are defined
respectively as:

S = (I −GK)−1 (17)

T = (I −GK)−1GK (18)

KS = (I −GK)−1K (19)

ye
  +

-

WP

Wu

WT

Fig. 1. Unstructured H∞ Controller.

B. Structured Controller

Fig. 2 shows G, the 5th order induction motor system rep-
resented by (15), inserted also into the augmented plant P with
two port representation. The diagram contains the weighting
functions W∗, the exogenous output z, the exogenous input
w, the control variable u and the controlled variable y. And
contains all variables at same representation in the last section
with the only difference that the controller K has now a defined
PID structure:

K = kp + ki
1

s
+ kds, (20)

The problem of structured control is defined here as to find a
rotor speed controller K that minimizes the H∞ norm of the
transfer function between exogenous output z and exogenous
input w as follows [19]:

∥Tzw∥ = ∥WPS WTT∥T∞ (21)

subject to structure constraints given in (20). It is important to
note the electromagnetic torque control signal is not included
in the above matrix to avoid degradation in performance due
to limited constraints given to K structure.

  +

-

+

+

WP

WT

ye

Fig. 2. Structured H∞ Controller.

C. Computation Resources

The problem of minimization of H∞ norm of equations
(16) and (21) will be solved using computational resources
available in commercial and non-commercial software, such as
Matlab, Gnu-Octave, and Scilab. This solution is based in the
algebraic Riccati equation, or alternatively putting the problem
in the linear and bi-linear matrix inequalities for respective
optimization [20]. Assuming that the involved matrices in 15
satisfy detectability and stabilizability conditions, there is a
suboptimal controller K that the closed function Tzw achieves:

∥Tzw∥ = γ, (22)

where γ is a real number related with the suboptimal control
problem. The design requirements for control of an induction
motor is given in terms of closed loop sensitivities:
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1) Closed loop stability,
2) σ(S) < 1 for ω < ωP ,
3) σ(T ) < 1 for ω > ωT ,
4) σ(KS) < 1 for ω > ωu,

where the crossover frequencies of the sensitivity functions are
ωP , ωT and ωu, respectively. These frequencies are commonly
set according to good tracking, good disturbance and noise
rejection, and model uncertainties. In this work, the goal is
to improve still more these requirements and these crossover
specification frequencies are also tuned using a frequency
sweep algorithm as shown below.

D. Frequency Sweep

The design requirements given through sensitivity func-
tions S, T and KS are weighting with WP , WT and Wu

according to:

WP (s) =
s/MP + ωP

s+ ωPAP
(23)

WT (s) =
s+ ωTAT

s/MT + ωT
(24)

Wu(s) =
s+ ωuAu

s/Mu + ωu
(25)

where MP , MT , Mu, AP , AT and Au are constants. In this
work, both the unstructured and structured control synthesis
use a sweeping in frequency in its cutoff frequencies in order
to improve the operation bandwidth.

Algorithm 1 Frequency sweep

1: Define the system G(s), the weighting function constants
MP , MT , Mu, AP , AT and Au,

2: Set the settling time ts; the initial cutoff frequencies ωP ,
ωT and ωu; and the frequency steps ∆P , ∆T and ∆u,

3: while ωP < ω0 < ωT and ωu > ω0 do:
4: Sweep ωP = ωP +∆P ,
5: ωT = ωT −∆T ,
6: ωu = ωu −∆u,
7: Select the H∞ unstructured or structured controller,
8: Configure the augmented plant P ,
9: Compute the controller K and γ,

10: Plot the sensitivity functions S, T and KS,
11: Plot time responses of the feedback system and
12: compute the ∥ias∥∞ and ∥T ∗

em∥∞,
13: Save the data,
14: end while
15: Generate the report with the available results: K, γ,

∥ias∥∞ and ∥T ∗
em∥∞.

The sweeping in frequency starts with initial cutoff fre-
quencies given around the natural frequency ω0, the final report
identifies the absolute maximum values of the stator current ias
and the electromagnetic torque T ∗

em. This algorithm enables to
observe the water bed effect between performance and stability
in robust control approaches, aids to select a better controller
K between a set, ensures the control variable do not exceed
physical limits, and guarantees good performance according to
the settling time ts and the zero steady state error.

IV. RESULTS

This section presents the results of the two control ap-
proaches used in this work. Fig. 3 presents the simulator of
an induction motor on Simulink, where the qd0 transform is
explicit, the block of robust speed controller contains the con-
troller (unstructured or structured), the speed rotor reference
signal is denoted by ωr(ref), and other related components
of the dynamic model [17].

A. Unstructured Robust Control

The initial cutoff frequencies were set to ωP = 0.01 rad/s,
ωT = 1 rad/s, ωu = 2000 rad/s. After a number of 100
iterations running into the sweep algorithm, the report shows
a better achieved gamma value of γ = 0.9549 with cutoff
frequencies of ωP = 0.01 rad/s, ωT = 0.9 rad/s, ωu = 1000
rad/s. The obtained suboptimal unstructured controller K is
of 7th order. Fig. 4 presents the sensitivities (S, T , KS) and
their respective weightings (WP , WT , Wu) in the frequency
domain response, there is no crossing between each sensitivity
and its respective weighting that confirms the good robustness
in performance and stability.

B. Structured Robust Control

The initial cutoff frequencies were set to ωP = 0.01 rad/s,
ωT = 1 rad/s. After a number of 100 iterations running into
the sweep algorithm, the report shows an achieved gamma
value of γ = 23.7674 with cutoff frequencies of ωP = 0.01
rad/s, ωT = 0.1 rad/s. The obtained suboptimal unstructured
controller K has a PID structure (20) with kp = 163.3002,
ki = 0.0016 and kd = 0. Fig. 5 presents the sensitivities (S,
T ) and their respective weightings (WP , WT ) in the frequency
domain response. Despite the good loop shaping in S and T ,
there are crossings between each sensitivity and its respective
weighting that confirms the poor robustness in performance
and stability. This means that the unstructured controller has
better properties of disturbance rejections, and the constraints
given in this structured controller have limited the suboptimal
solution to high gamma values.

C. Time Domain Responses

This section presents numerical results using a simulator
when the system is subjected to the reference rotor speed
ωr(ref) and the required mechanical torque Tmech. The
ωr(ref) starts in zero and increases in ramp mode to reach
a nominal value of the motor 188.5 rad/s. The required
mechanical torque is a pulsating signal given in function of
the machine nominal torque 81.49 Nm as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7 presents the time domain responses of vag , one of
the three-phase voltages applied to the stator. Considering the
structured controller (top side), the ∥vag∥∞ appears in the first
mechanical torque variation, reaching 552.0 V. Considering the
unstructured controller (bottom side), the ∥vag∥∞ appears in
the first mechanical torque variation, reaching 286.1 V. It is
observed high step variation in mechanical torque produces a
peak in the voltage to compensate this demand.

Fig. 8 presents the time domain responses of ias, one
of the three-phase current applied to the stator. Considering
the structured controller (top side), the ∥ias∥∞ appears in the
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Fig. 3. Simulator of Induction Motor in Simulink.

Fig. 4. Sensitivities Unstructured H∞ Controller.

starting motor, reaching 300.4 A. Considering the unstructured
controller (medium side), the ∥ias∥∞ appears in the starting
motor, reaching 211.0 A. Considering the conventional PI
controller, tuned as in [17], (bottom side), the ∥ias∥∞ appears
in the starting motor, reaching 147.4 A. It is observed high
mechanical torque produces increments in the currents to
compensate this demand.

Fig. 9 presents a comparison between controlled variables,
speed rotor ωr, using unstructured, structured and PI con-
trollers. At right side, zoom shows the structured controller

Fig. 5. Sensitivities Structured H∞ Controller.

has the best tracking despite the variation in mechanical torque,
following by the unstructured controller. The poor performance
in these results is getting by the conventional PI controller,
included the significant error in steady state.

Fig. 10 presents a comparison of control variable responses,
electromagnetic torque Tem, using unstructured, structured and
PI conventional controllers. The structured controller has the
maximum ∥Tem∥∞ = 288 Nm between the three controllers.
The lowest ∥Tem∥∞ = 141 Nm is related with the con-
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Fig. 6. Reference Speed ωr(ref) and Mechanical Torque Tmech.
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Fig. 7. The Stator Voltage vag Responses with H∞ Controllers: (a)
Structured Controller, (b) Unstructured Controller.

ventional PI controller. The moderate results are getting by
the unstructured controller. However, there are no significant
difference in the steady state.

Despite the use of H∞ approach to synthesis structured
controller [18], [7], there is no information regarding the syn-
thesis of structured controller using the same norm. Relative
to the two last cited works, the proposed frequency sweeping
algorithm enables to seek a better performance ensuring that
the control efforts remain between the physical limits, the
reader may observe the current and voltages responses.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper deals with the study of the two robust control
approaches based in H∞ norm and applied to improve the
performance and stability of an induction motor. The first

Time (s)

i
a
s

i
a
s

i
a
s

Fig. 8. The Stator Current ias Responses with H∞ Controllers: (a)
Structured Controller, (b) Unstructured Controller, (c) PI Conventional

Controller.

approach, the unstructured H∞ control presents quite good re-
sponses, included robustness properties. The second approach,
the structured H∞ control approach presents better responses
relative to the conventional PI controller. However, its con-
straints in its defined structure limits a suboptimal solution
regarding robustness and may compromise the disturbance
rejection. The proposed sweep frequency algorithm, used in
the two approaches, seeks a gamma suboptimal value close
to 1, iterating the solution relative to the natural frequency.
The structured controller is more attractive for practitioners
due to its straightforward implementation; but its robustness
properties should be studied in a further work considering
more parameters and using a testing bench. Results indicate
the good election for robustness design is still the unstructured
controller.
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Fig. 9. Controlled Variable Comparison, Rotor Speed ωr .
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Fig. 10. Control Variable Comparison, Electromagnetic Torque T ∗
em Compensates the Required Mechanical Torque Tmech.
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Abstract—The purpose of this study is to discuss the Design 

and Development (DDR) research approach that was used to 

develop a Flipped Classroom and project-based learning modules 

for students of Design and Technology (D&T). The module's 

fundamental theory is based on 21st-century teaching and 

learning models, as well as design thinking. The DDR process is 

divided into three phases: analysis of needs, design and 

development, and evaluation. The phase of needs analysis is used 

to ascertain the necessity of module development and the 

application of design thinking. Three distinct data collection 

methods were used in this phase: semi-structured interviews, 

survey studies, and document analysis. The findings from this 

phase serve as a backup for the next phase. The Isman 

Instructional Design Model (2011) is adapted for use in this phase 

as a guide for module design and development. Additionally, the 

Fuzzy Delphi Method is used to obtain expert consensus on 

module material design, teaching and learning strategies, 

software development and hardware development requirements, 

and module prototype evaluation. The final phase is 

implementation and evaluation, which focuses on determining 

the module's effectiveness in the actual teaching and learning 

process. Each finding is organised and documented more 

systematically and orderly in accordance with the DDR phase in 

order to produce more meaningful research results. The 

conclusion of this article proposes a conceptual framework for 

the research. 

Keywords—Flipped classroom; project-based learning; design 

and development (DDR); Isman instructional design model 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The establishment of quality students with a high level of 
skills and thinking ability to face the wave of global revolution 
of the 21st century can only be achieved by implementing a 
quality education system and in line with technological 
developments [1]. Thinking skill is a skill or ability of a 
person to use the intellect to understand, explore various ideas, 
make judgments, make decisions and solve problems [2]. 
These skills include analytical skills, synthesis skills, 
evaluative skills, and the ability to generate new and noble 
concepts to solve problems [3], [4]. In fact, mastery of a wide 
range of cognitive knowledge and skills, including problem-
solving skills, reasoning and creative and innovative thinking, 
should be inculcated and instilled in each student’s identity. 
These skills are needed to prepare students who are always 
ready to face increasingly complex, fast-paced, and highly 
challenging challenges now and in the future. Statistics show 

that 72.8% of the country’s labor market for low-skilled and 
semi-skilled workers still depends on the skills of foreign 
workers. This is due to the existence of a 21st-century skills 
gap among students regarding skills and knowledge. Trilling 
and Fadel [5] found that seven essential skills of the 21st 
century are poorly applied among students at secondary and 
tertiary levels, namely, oral and written communication, 
critical thinking, problem-solving skills, professionalism, 
teamwork, use of technology, leadership and project 
management. 

The adaptation of design thinking skills becomes a part of 
the demand in the industrial and commercial areas. These 
fields need workers with problem-solving skills that can solve 
problems within multiple domains and can predict what the 
new issues will be [6], [7]. Design thinking began to emerge 
in the late 20, in which the idea was explored by developed 
countries, such as Singapore and Korea to face obstacles and 
difficulties of managing the economy. Another country, such 
as Denmark combined design thinking with a social science 
approach to create a novel solution for society [8]. 
Additionally, countries in the Asia Pacific region, such as 
China, South Korea and India promoted design thinking in 
university education through programs that concentrated on 
cultivating design thinking [6]. 

A. STEM Education 

The demands of the 21st-century industry in Industrial 
Revolution 4.0 are now more focused on students whose 
theoretical mastery and practical skills alone are no longer 
sufficient to thrive as workers in the 21st century [9], [10]. 
The UNESCO agenda, which places creativity and innovation 
as the key to sustainable development requires significant 
changes in economics, technology and society due to the 
emergence of a digital economy that encompasses innovation 
skills, creativity and inventors. needs to be handled efficiently 
[11]. Theoretical knowledge alone is not enough to make 
students competent and competitive. Students also need to 
have high skills, especially in practical or hands-on skills and 
skills in problem-solving, creative thinking, written and oral 
communication, and teamwork [10]. 

Education-based in Science, Technology, Engineering, and 
Mathematics, known as STEM is introduced and seen as a 
catalyzer for education transform to boost the quality of 
education in many countries. STEM education aims to build 
the workforce in the STEM domain and served as a critical 
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vehicle for addressing the primary challenges of the 21st 
century [12]. The report of STEM Committee of the United 
States (US) National Council for Education, Science and 
Technology (2013) shows that to maintain American 
excellence in design and innovation, training and skills in 
STEM must be integrated in excellent working order. Even 
global companies in America promote the implementation of 
the STEM education system to ensure those job requirements 
in STEM are satisfied [13]. 

Design thinking skills and practices are quintessential 
ingredient in STEM education as it can benefit students’ 
creativity and innovation in solving a problem. Such skills 
include analyzing the problems, creating and developing 
prototypes or models, gathering feedback, and redesigning 
creatively to solve the problems identified [14]–[16]. In other 
words, the advantage of one who practices design thinking 
proves that he or she is a competent individual and is always 
ready to meet the government’s aim of developing human 
capital and the ability to become a globally competitive 
designer. Design thinking is also regarded as a particular skill 
that the students must master to match the needs of 21st-
century student-centred learning in problem-solving [7]. 

B. Design and Technology 

In Malaysia, design thinking starts to be deemed inevitable 
in the education system as a value-added to students to 
embrace challenges in the future. However, knowledge of 
theory is solely insufficient because other skills are pertinent 
to make the students competent, competitive, as well as 
creative and critical thinkers. Therefore, advancements in 
learning strategies, such as blended or hybrid learning, must 
intensify the students’ competencies in the era of Industrial 
Revolution 4.0 [17]. 

Design and Technology (D&T), also known as Reka 
Bentuk dan Teknologi (RBT) is a transformation in the 
education system in Malaysia from Secondary School 
Integrated Curriculum (KBSM) to Secondary School Standard 
Curriculum (KSSM). The course was offered in the high 
school syllabus in 2017 to provide students with creative 
thinking and the ability to integrate current technology in 
problem-solving. 

Furthermore, the implementation of D&T emphasises on 
how to design and produce quality products that are 
marketable [18]. Nevertheless, according to a report by 
Curriculum Development Division (BPK), the Ministry of 
Education Malaysia (MOE) addresses some issues and 
challenges that need to be overcome to enhance the quality 
and effectiveness of D&T learning in schools [19] as shown in 
Table I. 

The 21st-century teaching and learning strategies are an 
approach that can be used to enhance teachers’ pedagogical 
skills and student competency. In this regard, teachers’ 
pedagogical approaches should be diversified and related to 
the use of the latest technology. These approaches encompass 
planning activities, conducting research, analysing data, and 
communicating the information obtained [13]. Furthermore, 
this approach can help to address problems related to the time 
and teaching resources limitations faced by the D&T teachers. 

The flipped classroom is a teaching strategy in 21st-
century learning that uses blended learning methods based on 
online technology to improve students' knowledge and 
performance for engineering-related subjects, such as D&T. 
Besides that, with the flipped classroom approach, problems 
related to time constraints, achievement, interest, knowledge, 
and students' motivation towards learning are resolved [20], 
[21]. Therefore, this approach is also suitable for D&T 
subjects, especially the topic of the Design Process based on 
time constraints and others, as stated in the previous 
paragraph. 

The main concept of flipped classroom approach 
according to Bergmann & Sams [22] emphasizes six main 
features, namely: (i) shift teaching time; (ii) lectures can be 
accessed anywhere; (iii) active student involvement in the 
classroom; (iv) class workshops; (v) teachers as facilitators; 
and (vi) adapting learning using technology. These 
characteristics require teachers to think and apply new ideas 
that lead to learning objectives, learning processes and 
activities, assessment and future learning. 

Project-based learning is one of the innovations introduced 
in the education system, which is an approach in the teaching 
and learning process that is student -centered. This learning 
approach encourages students to be active in the process of 
collaboration, communicating with each other in a small group 
to perform project assignments [23]–[27]. 

Project-based learning approach is an activity planned 
using problem -based learning (PBM) and inquiry learning 
approaches (BPK 2017). This method refers to activities that 
require students to identify methods to solve the problems 
presented and subsequently plan the entire project. Students 
take full responsibility for their project assignments, produce 
projects or artifacts as learning outcomes and present their 
assignments in front of peers and teachers for feedback. 

TABLE I. D&T ISSUES AND CHALLENGES 

Issues and Challenges Description 

Student Readiness 

 Students are still weak in the development 
and production of design ideas. 

 Student readiness is low due to a lack of 
exposure to basic practical practices such as 

soldering, hammering, etc. 

 Student readiness - Poor fundamental 
knowledge displays a lack of basic 

knowledge, for example, less skilled in 
using hand tools. 

Teaching and Learning 

Resources (Teaching aids, 
Module, Handbooks) 

 Lack of teaching and learning resources is 
discovered. 

 Training received during the course is not 
sufficient 

 Modules and handbooks should be available 
for reference or trigger ideas for teachers. 

Teacher Readiness. 

• Teachers need specialized courses. 
• A more detailed, more comprehensive guide 

should be given.  

• Teachers do not receive proper training and 
exposure. 
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Project-based learning also can provide an active learning 
environment. A productive learning environment will be able 
to enhance students' knowledge through their experiences 
while engaging with learning activities and design project 
development in the classroom [2], [27]–[31]. Therefore, in this 
study, students' understanding of topics is crucial to determine 
the effect of applying design thinking skills on the 
development of students' knowledge through the 
implementation of flipped classroom module activities. 
Furthermore, even the integration of technology in project-
based learning in teaching and learning and the role of 
teachers as facilitators help the students develop their creative 
thinking to build the concepts learned using Internet 
technology as a medium of information delivery and obtaining 
various sources of learning materials. 

II. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF FLIPPED CLASSROOM 

AND PROJECT BASED LEARNING MODULE 

The conceptual framework is a description of the idea of 
the entire study conducted [32]. It is also a backbone of the 
research that aims to explain how an idea formed will drive 
the planning and implementation of a study. This module 
development is based on the Design and Development 
Research by Richey and Klein [33], which is a systematic 
technique used to develop teaching modules. It involves a 
process that includes needs analysis activities, determining 
what must be mastered, creating educational goals, material 
design to achieve objectives, and implementing and evaluating 
the teaching materials' effectiveness [33][34]. This approach 
contains three main systematic phases: the needs analysis, 
development design, and evaluation phase, as mentioned in 
Fig. 1. 

A. Phase 1- Need Analysis 

A needs analysis was the first phase in DDR. A needs 
analysis was a critical stage in developing a product, in which 
information could be obtained through customers directly or 
indirectly[35]–[37]. It was intended to look at the problems 
that arose to predict solutions to future customer needs. 
Environmental information among the selected population was 
collected and analysed to identify the matter's needs. This 
phase also focused on what should be doing compared to what 
had been done in a study that identified the need to develop 
flipped classroom and project-based learning modules on 
knowledge, skills and design thinking of D&T students. 

Discrepancy Model by McKillip [38] will used as a model 
of the needs analysis phase. The Discrepancy Model was a 
model used in the field of educational research. This model 
emphasised several expectations, namely the process of setting 
goals, the method of measuring performance that involved 
identifying what should be done and identifying discrepancy 
(discrepancy identification) that should have happened (what 
ought to be) and what exactly a problem was (what was). In 
the context of this study, needs analysis helped to obtain 
information about the need to develop flipped-classroom and 
project-based learning modules from the perspective of users, 
namely teachers and students based on the following research 
questions, namely, (i) Exploring the need for the application 
of design thinking for D&T subjects based on the teacher’s 
perspective; (ii) Exploring teachers views on the need for 

flipped classroom and project-based learning module to apply 
design thinking among D&T students; and (iii) What is the 
level of readiness of the D&T students towards the 
implementation of flipped classroom and project based 
learning module. 

In this study, mixed data collection methods were 
employed in this needs analysis phase. The methods 
comprised semi-structured interviews, surveys and document 
analysis. This data collection method was used to obtain 
evidence or information from various sources to answer 
research questions[39]. The qualitative data collected provided 
an in-depth overview of the phenomena studied [42]. The 
overview consisted of requirements required in the process of 
design and development of modules. The interview method 
was an effective way to obtain information on opinions, 
thoughts, views, and experiences. The interview was also 
carried out to understand what was experienced and thought 
by the informants [43]. In addition, document analysis, such as 
data analysis on Sistem Pentaksiran Tingkatan Tiga (PT3) 
examinations for Form 3 students in 2019, Dokumen Standard 
Kurikulum dan Pentaksiran (DSKP) D&T subjects and 
textbooks were also used to obtain justification and 
information to support the data collected. The survey method 
was chosen because it was a method of study that was planned 
following standard practices and exhibited a high level of 
trustworthiness. Apart from that, this method is sufficient to 
obtain views and needs about the issue stated and resolved 
[36]–[38]. The findings of this needs analysis justify that there 
is a need to develop teaching modules that focus on improving 
knowledge, skills and application of design thinking among 
lower secondary school students in D&T subjects. 

B. Phase 2- Design and Development 

The second phase of design and development was an 
essential part of this research. Ven Den Akker, Gravemeijer, 
McKenney and Nievee [32] explained that this phase was 
crucial and should be emphasised because the developed 
products, whether modules, models, or curriculum, were 
relevant and needed to undergo detail to ensure it benefited the 
actual target audience. 

 

Fig. 1. Research Flow Chart. 
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In this study, Isman instructional design model [40] and 
Gagne's Nine Events of Instruction [43] was employed to 
develop the module. This model contained several processes 
suitable for use in module development. Isman’s model in 
Fig. 2 was an instructional design model that emphasised ways 
of planning, developing, implementing, evaluating, and 
organizing productive learning activities in ensuring student 
achievement [40]. The theoretical foundation of this study 
came from Behaviorism, Cognitivism and Constructivism 
views. The adaptation of this model was centred on the 
relationship between stimulus and student response to 
strengthen the students’ knowledge of the environment in 
Behaviorism theory. Next, it was related to the mental 
learning process and the students’ experience to enhance the 
students’ motivation for a more effective learning process. As 
such, teaching activities in the model gave emphasis to the 
students on how to retain the knowledge gained over the long 
term. 

The adaptation of these models in previous studies as a 
framework in the design and development of teaching 
modules had been proven through the successful development 
of teaching modules for Physics subjects [41] and graphic 
design learning modules for students with hearing problems 
[42]. Therefore, the selection of these models in this study was 
appropriate and in line with the primary objective of 
developing this module to improve the knowledge, skills and 
design thinking of students who took D&T subjects. Table II 
illustrates the adaptation of the Isman instructional design 
model used in this study for the design and development 
phase. This relationship explained the need to implement to 
ensure that the project-based module development process 
used a flipped-classroom approach to student design thinking 
in the planned RBT subjects. 

The first part of the design phase is the formation of key 
components and elements carried out through literature review 
and preliminary validation with several experts [43] to 
determine the list of components and elements involved in the 
design and development of module. 

Learning theory and teaching models in designing and 
developing a teaching material must be given careful emphasis 
so that the modules produced will meet the learning objectives 
and can be implemented well. Such approaches and models 
are Constructivism Theory, Cognitive Theory with 
Multimedia Learning (Mayer 2009), Isman Teaching Model 
(Isman 2011), Gagne’s 9 Step Teaching Model (1985), 
Reverse Classroom Model (Enfield & State 2013), Project 
Based Learning (Katz & Chad 2000) as well as the Design 
Thinking Model (Institute of Design. Stanford 2009) as in 
Table III. 

To see to what extent components and elements are 
appropriate, components and elements will go through a 
content validation process [44]. The elements that have been 
formed are next through a content validation process that can 
see the extent to which the elements of design thinking that 
have been developed have been successfully defined. To 
obtain content validity, researchers have used an approach 
through expert evaluation as suggested by Creswell (2012) 
and Johnson and Christensen (2020) [45], [46]. 

 

Fig. 2. Isman Instructional Design Model 

TABLE II. ADAPTATION OF ISMAN INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL IN DESIGN 

AND DEVELOPMENT PHASE 

Step Work Log Description 

Input 

 Identify needs 

 Identify content  

 Identify learning objectives  

 Identify teaching methods  

 Identify assessment 

materials  

 Identify teaching media 

 Design flipped classroom 
and project-based learning 

module to enhance 
knowledge, skills, and 

design thinking based on 

expert opinion. 

 Obtain expert agreement on 

the design of the developed 
module. 

Process 

 Prototype test 

 Redesign instructions 

 Teaching activities 

 Development of module 
prototype based on expert 

consensus through Fuzzy 
Delphi Method (FDM). 

Output 
 Testing  

 Result analysis 
 Perform a pilot test  

Feedback  Check instructions 

 Review the comments 

given by students and 
teachers 

Learning  Learning 
 Conduct the quasi-

experimental to evaluate 

the effectiveness. 

TABLE III. ADAPTATION OF TEACHING AND LEARNING MODEL IN DESIGN 

AND DEVELOPMENT PHASE 

Learning Theory Model 

Social Constructivism 

Theory 
Isman Instructional Design Model (Isman 2011) 

Cognitive Theory 

with Multimedia 
Learning (Mayer 

2009) 

Gagne's 9 Events of Instruction (1985) 

Flipped Classroom Model (Enfield & State 2013) 

 Project-based Learning Model (Katz & Chad 2000). 

  Design Thinking Model (d. school Stanford 2009) 
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Therefore, a total of three field experts were selected 
consisting of design thinking experts, pedagogics and 
curriculum experts who acted to evaluate, examine the 
measurement of constructs, content or scale and then see how 
much a construct is relevant or related to the concept being 
measured [46]. Then, these already formed elements will be 
carried to the next phase. 

Next, the Fuzzy Delphi Method (FDM) was used in the 
module development phase to obtain the agreement of a group 
of experts to confirm, evaluate, reject, and add each 
component and element received in the previous stage before 
developing the module prototype. The strength of this method 
involved the diversity of experts in determining and validating 
the components and elements selected in the development of 
the module, whether it was appropriate in the context of the 
study conducted. 

This method was a method and instrument of measurement 
that improved the Delphi Technique that Murray, Pipino and 
Gigch introduced in 1985. Fuzzy Delphi Method or FDM was 
a combination of fuzzy set theory and the traditional Delphi 
method added by Kaufman and Gupota in 1998 [20], [47]. 
This improvement made FDM a measurement tool to be more 
productive and solve problems that had precision and 
uncertainty for a study [36]. This method was chosen because 
it was proven to obtain expert agreement to decide 
components and elements needed in the module development. 

The selection of selected expert panels was based on the 
expertise and experience of the expert panel and focused on 
the areas studied. Berliner [36] stated that the selected 
specialist must have more than five years of consistent 
experience, and this would provide in-depth results related to 
the issues being studied. In this study, the panel of experts 
appointed comprised lecturers and teachers from various 
fields, such as Educational Technology, Curriculum, and 
D&T. 

Before that, a content validation process will be conducted 
to see the suitability of the components and elements was 
proposed [44]. To that end, researchers will use expert 
assessment as proposed by Creswell [45] and a total of three 
field experts consisting of design thinking experts, pedagogy 
and curriculum experts will be selected to evaluate, examine 
the construct measurements. Fig. 3 displays a flow chart using 
the Fuzzy Delphi (FDM) method to obtain empirical findings. 

 

Fig. 3. Fuzzy Delphi Method (FDM) Approach. 

In order to run the Delphi Fuzzy Method, several steps 
need to be followed to ensure that this study is considered an 
empirical study. There are: 

Step 1: Formation of questions for the Fuzzy Delphi 
questionnaire was adaption from the previous research. In this 
step, the researchers have developed a questionnaire based on 
the literatur review and discussions with experts. The Likert 
scale of the questionnaire is based on the requirements of the 
research questions required to develop a flipped-classroom 
and project-based learning module to apply design thinking 
among RBT students. The developed questionnaires were 
submitted to the experts through two methods [37], namely, 
(i) meet face to face each expert and (ii) make online 
dissemination such as via email that has been identified as 
knowledgeable in the field studied. 

Step 2: All linguistic variables are converted into fuzzy 
triangular numbers. The fuzzy rij number is a variable for each 
criterion representing the K expert. 

i= 1… m,j=1,…n, k=1….,k and rij = 1/K (r¹ij ± r²ij±rᴷij)   (1) 

Step 3: Data has been converted to a fuzzy scale using a 
Delphi Fuzzy Analysis template developed from Microsoft 
Excel software. The threshold value, (d), will be calculated 
based on the following formula: 

 

Step 4: According to Cheng and Lin [48], if the expert 
evaluation data is less than the threshold values of 0.2, all 
experts consider that all experts have reached a consensus. 
Apart from that, if the group consensus percentage is more 
than 75%, then the following data analysis is to use the 
Defuzzification Process to obtain the fuzzy score value (A). 
The value of the fuzzy score (A) must be greater than or equal 
to the median value (α - cut value) of 0.5[49]. If the data 
findings are equal to or greater than 0.5, this means that the 
item is accepted by expert agreement. 

A= (1/3)*(m1+m2+m3) 

Through of the consensus experts obtained, prototypes of 
flipped-classroom and project-based module learning were 
developed. This phase involved restructuring the content 
program, organisation chart, storyboard, flowchart program, 
screen design, and evaluation process and repetition. Before 
the actual group thoroughly utilised module application, a 
pilot study on a group of students was conducted to identify 
problems that arose in the developed module. 

C. Phase 3- Evaluation 

The final phase in development design research is to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the module. Russell [48] stated 
that the evaluation of a developed module can be determined 
through activities or questions. There are three types of 
assessment that can be used to evaluate the entire module, 
namely, formative, summative and validation assessment [50] 
which is done during the teaching process, at the end of the 
teaching process and after the teaching and learning process. 
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There are three main research questions in this phase, 
namely, (i) does the module help teachers apply design 
thinking from the aspect of teacher teaching and learning 
strategies?; (ii) does the module help to increase the 
knowledge of the Design Process among students?; (iii) does 
the module help to improve Design Process skills among 
students? and; (iv) Does the activities of the module help to 
inculcate design thinking among students? Evaluation focuses 
on through user evaluation of module activities implemented 
in actual teaching and learning process. 

In this study, Quasi-experimental studies were used to 
determine the effect of pre-and post-test interventions between 
the two test groups. The implementation of this approach is 
done in the classroom i.e., real situations, to determine 
whether changes made in small group assessment can 
effectively be applied in real contexts [45]. To ensure that 
treatment had an effect on student performance, pre-tests were 
given to the two groups as a baseline and to show that both 
groups had similar cognitive development. Then a post-test 
will be given after treatment, and the difference between the 
pre-test and post-test scores will indicate whether there is a 
measurable effect after treatment. Fig. 4 shows the flow chart 
of the module effectiveness evaluation study procedure. 

 

Fig. 4. Evaluation Phase Procedures. 

The main difference between quasi-experimental and pure 
experimental studies is that the control and treatment student 
groups were not randomly selected due to several factors such 
as cost, time, logistics and evaluation of school administrators 
[47]. These differences cause the experimental study to be 
exposed to various threats or disruptions during the 
implementation process. Threat or interference of validity 
refers to interference that may threaten the study process being 
conducted and may cause the results obtained to possibly 
reflect false conditions of cause and effect between the 

treatment and control groups [45]. There are two types of 
experimental validity namely internal validity and also 
external validity. 

Internal validity refers to the presence of differences on 
dependent variables as a result of manipulation of independent 
variables [47]. Internal effects need to be performed to ensure 
that the study findings are truly from the treatment of 
independent variables that are not influenced by any external 
variables. 

External validity refers to the fact that the results of a 
study can be adopted by other groups with other environments 
and at different times as long as the characteristics of the study 
remain the same. It involves the results of the study findings 
can be generalized to other samples and study sites [47]. 
External threats refer to problems that interfere with 
researchers making correct inferences from sample data on 
others, past and future settings and situations [45]. 

The study sample in this phase is purposive sampling, that 
is, the study sample consists of two groups of students who 
take the subject of Design and Technology in a school. The 
minimum study sample of each group involved was a total of 
35 students. Characteristics such as age, the number of 
students in the class, learning environment, study time and 
also teacher qualifications were determined in this study. Once 
the equivalent characteristics are set for both groups, random 
assignments were given to determine which class would act as 
the experimental group and the control group. The two 
selected groups had similar characteristics at the beginning of 
the quasi-experimental procedure, and this step was important 
to reduce bias (Kim & Steiner, 2016) in the quasi-
experimental procedure. 

III. RESEARCH CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

In designing and developing quality flipped classroom 
modules, various aspects needed to be a concern. The 
combination of several theories and learning models in the 
design and development study process had provided detailed 
and systematic guidelines according to several vital phases, 
namely Needs Analysis, Design and Development, and 
Evaluation. Fig. 5 shows this study's conceptual framework, 
which eventually formed a flipped classroom and project-
based learning module to enhance the students’ knowledge, 
skills, and design thinking in RBT subjects. The basis of the 
flipped classroom approach was to expose and cultivate the 
students to be prepared with learning materials outside of 
study time before attending the class[21], [51], [52]. Thus, the 
students were ready with the fundamental knowledge through 
this approach and applied the knowledge gained in discussion 
sessions and group activities. 
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Fig. 5. Research Conceptual Framework (Adaptation Morisson II Model). 

IV. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

Implementing the flipped classroom and project-based 
learning approach in the teaching process will help develop 
and cultivate the students' thinking and behaviour in a more 
positive and creative direction. Apart from that, the production 
of this module will make the classroom environment more 
active with the use of imaginative methods that actively 
involve the students in learning activities despite their 
different backgrounds. Moreover, through technological 
advances and implementing new policies in education, 
teachers are encouraged to redefine strategies and practical 
approaches in the teaching process. As a result, they are more 
competitive, as well as have creative and critical thinking.  

This study is related to the process of design and 
development of flipped classroom and project-based learning 
module for the D&T subjects. This adaptation involves three 
main phases in Design and Development Research (DDR): 
needs analysis, design and development, and evaluation. This 
developed module will present different insights from the 
existing flipped classroom approach. The application of design 
thinking and the emphasis on skills and knowledge of the 
design process will make the students better prepared to face 
the challenges of today's world. In conjunction with this 
awareness, it is hoped that this study will be able to contribute 
to the formation of future students to be more competitive and 
have creative and critical thinking. 
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Abstract—Web service discovery is one of the most motivating
issues of service-oriented computing field. Several approaches
have been proposed to tackle this problem. In general, they
leverage similarity measures or logic-based reasoning to perform
this task, but they still present some limitations in terms of
effectiveness. In this paper, we propose a probabilistic-based
approach to merge a set of matching algorithms and boost the
global performance. The key idea consists of learning a set
of relevance probabilities; thereafter, we use them to produce
a combined ranking. The conducted experiments on the real
world dataset “OWL-S TC 2” demonstrate the effectiveness
of our model in terms of mean averaged precision (MAP);
more specifically, our solution, termed “probabilistic fusion”,
outperforms all the state of the art matchmakers as well as the
most prominent similarity measures.

Keywords—Service-oriented computing; web service discovery;
rank aggregation; probabilistic fusion

I. INTRODUCTION

The web service technology is actually involved in many
applications, such as business processes management and
recommendation systems [1]

Thanks to its modularity, composability and loose coupling,
this technology is largely utilized in data integration and
applications’ composition. To ensure these objectives, one has
to discover and rank the services that best meet her/ his needs.
According to [2], the service discovery can defined as follows:

Given a web service repository, and a query request-
ing a service (hereafter service query), finding auto-
matically a service from the repository that matches
these requirements is the web service discovery
problem. Only those services that: 1) produce at least
the requested output parameters that satisfy the post-
conditions, 2) use only part of the provided input
parameters that satisfy the pre-conditions, and 3)
produce the same side effects can be valid solutions
to the query.

Several approaches have been proposed in the literature
for tackling the web service discovery problem [3]. Based on
the works of [4], [5], we distinguish three types of discovery
approaches: logic-based reasoning methods, non logic-based
techniques (i.e. similarity measures, graph matching, datamin-
ing, etc.) and hybrid techniques which merge the logic and
the non logic solutions. Despite the progress made in this
field, much remains to be done to achieve an acceptable rate
of performance. For instance, the logic-based approaches are
often characterized by a poor recall rate (Since the underlying

semantic of service interfaces can be implicit and not captured
by the ontologies) [4]. On the other hand, the similarity mea-
sures do not have the same performance; in addition, the choice
of the most relevant similarity is not obvious and generally
it depends on the actual user’s request. Furthermore, a lot of
similarity measures may have hyper-parameters (e.g. the fuzzy
similarity proposed in [6]) that need to be adjusted for the
search; therefore, arbitrary initialization of these parameters is
inappropriate and may entail misleading results. Consequently,
we must utilize both types of matching algorithms to enhance
the discovery performance. In this line of thought, the creation
of a hybrid matching algorithm must address the following
concerns:

1) How to solve the ordering conflicts entailed by the
individual matching algorithms (for instance an al-
gorithm may conclude that service S1 is better than
service S2, while another may decide that S2 is better
than S1)?

2) How to infer the most suitable matching algorithm
for each user’s request, and exploit this knowledge in
the fused scheme?

3) How to boost both recall and precision, while pre-
serving a tolerable execution time?

In this paper, we handle the aforementioned difficulties, by
adopting machine learning and the theory of probability as a
clue for combining the individual matching algorithms.

More specifically, given the m rankings provided by the
m matching algorithms (or similarity measures), our machine
learning algorithm derives a global ranking by calculating a
fusion score for each service Si; this score is weighted sum
of the scores (denoted as scoreij where j is the identifier of
a matching algorithm) provided by the matching algorithms.
Each scoreij represents the probability that Si is relevant to
the current request; the more the value of scoreij is high,
the better the fusion score of Si. With this fusion scheme,
we can answer the abovementioned concerns. In particular,
the ordering conflicts are resolved using the weighted sum
(which can be considered as weighted vote). Additionally, the
most suitable matching algorithms are those that have a higher
weight and a higher value of scoreij (see equation 22). These
heuristic will ensure a good performance in terms of recall
and precision. Moreover, if we assume that the m matching
algorithms are independent and have a precision equal to p
(where p >= 0.5), then according to the theorem of jury [7],
a majority voting method (or a weighted voting method) will
achieve a precision higher than p. In summary, our proposed
solution is can be described as follows:
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First, we divide each individual ranking into a set of
segments. Second, for each segment, we compute its prob-
ability of relevance (i.e the probability of having a relevant
segment member with respect to the current request). Third,
we aggregate the aforementioned probabilities through a linear
formula. To choose the ideal number of segments (ns) used in
the second step, we perform a cross-validity that evaluate the
mean averaged precision of the proposed model.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we review the state of the art. We formally define
the problem in Section III. Section IV presents the probabilistic
fusion algorithm. The results of the experimental study and
threads to validity are presented in Section V. Finally, Section
VI concludes the paper.

II. STATE OF THE ART

The web service discovery has received much attention
in the recent years. In general, we discern three types of
web service matchmaking approaches: logic matchmaking, non
logic matchmaking and hybrid matchmaking [5], [3], [8].

A. Logic-based Matchmaking

The first category of matchning leverages pure logic rea-
soning, more precisely, the matchmaking utilizes the consis-
tency tests or subsumption mechanisms to decide whether a
relationship exists between the user request and the advertised
service [9].

The work by [10] presents an automatic location of services
(ALS) that allows for discerning five magnitudes of matching
degrees (Match, ParMatch, PossMatch, NoMatch and PossPar-
Match).

In [11], the authors enhance the framework proposed in
[10]; in particular, they add additional magnitudes of matching
degree such as:

• RelationMatch: The advertised service does not meet
the required outputs, but it offers outputs having a
relation with them.

• ExcessMatch: The advertised service meets all the
required outputs, but it offers supplementary outputs
that are not needed by the user.

A logical matching framework is presented in [9]; this latter
architecture takes into account almost all functional properties,
including inputs, outputs, preconditions, and effects (IOPE).

-The major weakness of logic-based approaches are the
high rate of false positives and false negatives [4].

In addition, the theoretical complexity of subsumption test
is Pspace-complete or exp-time complete for certain portions
of description logics [12].

B. Non-logic-based Matchmaking

Based on the fact that the aforementioned pitfalls discour-
age the research in this type of matchmaking, some scholars
have developed a new type of solutions. These techniques [13]
mainly leverage graph matching, data-mining, combinatorial
optimization, and probabilistic matching.

The framework proposed by [8] matches the user’s request
against the OWL-S using the parameters of service name,
service input, and service output. These attributes are first
filtered using the part of speech (POS) procedure to eliminate
the Stop Words, Special Characters, Numbers, and Uncat-
egorized nouns. Then, the resulting terms are disambiguated
using the Wordnet directory. At the end, these terms are
matched using a Wordnet based similarity measure.

A new redescription of services is presented in [14].
The main idea consists of using dischlit probability
distributions[15] and clustering [16] to provide a latent factor-
based specification of services.

The iMatcher1 framework presented in [17] leverages the
service profile to perform a syntactic matching of services ;
more specifically, it uses four distance functions to match the
request and the services (Term Frequency-Inverse Document
Frequency [18], the Levenshtein similarity distance [19], the
Cosine vector measurement [20], and the divergence measure-
ment of Jensen-Shannon [21]).

In [22], the authors utilize fuzzy sets and rule based
systems to tackle the web service discovery and selection
problem. More specifically, the proposed work matches both
capability attributes (functional aspect) and context attributes
(non-functional aspect).

The work by [23] presents a collective dominance function
to handle the QoS preferences of a set of users. This function
is more flexible and enables the controle of the size of the
service skylines.

In [24], the authors tackle the discovery of services. While
taking into account the dynamic QoS properties. In particular,
they leverage statistical time series to model the QoS fluctua-
tions.

The work in [25] defines a composition framework by
means of integration with fine-grained I/O service discovery
that enables the generation of a graph-based composition
which contains the set of services that are semantically relevant
for an input-output request. The proposed framework also
includes an optimal composition search algorithm to extract
the best composition.

The work of [26] compare the semantic discovery ap-
proaches according to several criteria, such as interface type
(e.g. OWL-S, WSMO), the scalability, the request expansion,
the adopted similarity measure and the use of natural language
processing.

The work by [27] proposes a two-stage discovery approach:
an offline phase and an online phase. The input of the offline
phase is a set of categorized services (most of the existing
registries ensure this categorization (e.g. Programmable Web)).
Each service is represented as a set of service goals. A
service goal is a triple constituted of a verb, a core noun and
optional parameters (such as adjectives and non-core nouns).
The ensemble of service goals extracted from all services
of each category are clustered into groups using K-means
algorithm and Wordnet-based similarity measure.

In the online phase, the nearest category (with respect
to the request) is retained and thereafter the user’s request
is expanded using the service goal clusters of the previous
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category. At the end, the services of the target category are
matched against the expanded query.

C. Hybrid Matchmaking

The third class aggregates the former categories in order to
enhance the search quality. There are several ways for merging
the aforementioned types: either by using machine learning or
heuristics to tune the weights of the matching algorithms, or
by using social choice theory to fuse the input rankings, or
by leveraging probabilistic / fuzzy relationships to ensure the
same purpose.

The most simple heuristic for merging a set of individual
matching algorithms is to associate a fixed rank t (or priority)
to each matching function.

The OWLS-MX framework [28] matches the in-
puts/outputs attributes of service profiles. This system pro-
poses seven levels of matching degree (Plug-in, Subsumes
and Subsumed-By) and hybrid matching (Logic-based Fail and
Nearest-neighbor).

The work by [29] introduces a matchmaker for SAWSDL-
based services. The approach leverages both subsumption test
and information retrieval models for pairing the request and
the advertised services.

The ISEM framework [5] is a hybrid matching approach
that combines both the OWLS-MX3 filters and SVM-based
learning for discovering services.

Merzoug and al. [3], fuse five matching algorithms (i.e.
similarity measures) using a fuzzy dominance relationship
[30].

In [31] the authors develop three probabilistic functions for
searching and ranking web services. Each function involves
multiple matching algorithms (logic, textual similarities, etc.).

In the same work [31], the authors show a comparative
evaluation which involves several voting models, such as
CombSUM, CombMNZ [32], Borda-fuse model [33], and
outranking model [34]. According to the experiments, the
CombMNZ system is better than the other voting models, but
it is less effective than some individual matching algorithms
(such as information loss).

In [35], the authors adapt also the Condorcet fuse model
[36] to the service discovery problem. More specifically, they
compare the partial scores provided by the individual matching
functions through a fuzzified version of the dominance rela-
tionship [6]. The preliminary results show that the proposed
approach largely outperforms the individual algorithms. How-
ever, the results can be largely boosted if a smart parameter
tuning is performed.

In [37], the authors introduce a new context-based solution
based on QoS (Quality of Service) exploiting both functional
and non-functional user’s requirements and providing the user
ability to control and proceed with the discovery of web
services, i.e. the main aim of this work is to locate the
appropriate web service correspondence with the context of
the user.

In [38], the authors propose a multi-criteria decision
method (MCDM) for searching web services based on con-
textual attributes (e.g. location, language, and size of screen).

TABLE I. EXAMPLES OF PARTIAL MATCHING SCORES OF SERVICES

Services Parameter f1 Services Parameter f2

A scorein 0.78 B scorein 0.86
scoreout 0.84 scoreout 0.80
mean 0.81 mean 0.83

B scorein 0.76 A scorein 0.86
scoreout 0.80 scoreout 0.78
mean 0.78 mean 0.82

C scorein 0.78 C scorein 0.74
scoreout 0.60 scoreout 0.62
mean 0.69 mean 0.68

Since the standard similarity measures (such as Cosine and
Extended Jaccard) are not suitable for handling contextual
attributes, the authors propose a set of rules and a voting
method to compare and rank services.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Introduction

In the following, we present a motivating scenario that
highlights the major difficulties encountered in web service
discovery. We assume that a given user is interested by a
service which accepts a set of input concepts Pin1, P in2...
and provides a set of output concepts Pout1, Pout2..., (for
the sake of simplicity we disregard for the moment, the other
attributes such as preconditions or effects).

To achieve this purpose, the customer may utilize multiple
matchmaking algorithms or similarity functions denoted by
f1 · · · fn. Each function is applied on the request/service
parameters (in our case the inputs/ outputs). Let RQ be the
request parameter set, i.e. RQ = RQin ∪ RQout, where
RQin = {Pin1, P in2, ...}, RQout = {Pout1, Pout2, ...}.
Similarly we define the parameter set of the advertised service
S as follows: AS = ASin ∪ASout.

Each matchmaking function fj matches the request pa-
rameters against the parameters of the advertised services by
applying the following equations.

scorein = fj(RQin, ASin) (1)

scoreout = fj(RQout, ASout) (2)

Equations 1, 2 compute the similarity degree between the
inputs (resp outputs) of the request and the inputs (resp
outputs) of the advertised service.

Table I shows two ranked lists produced by two matching
functions f1 and f2. Each cell labelled with scorein or
scoreout indicates a partial matching score computed through
Equations 1 and 2. These matching scores belong to [0,1]. The
aforementioned (individual) lists are ranked according to the
mean score.

For the sake of simplicity, we suppose that all services
have a single input Pin and a single output Pout, the same
assumption is considered for the request. By analysing the
previous table, we notice the following findings:

First, the two rankings disagree about the ordering of the
services A and B. Second, the resolution of the conflict by
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computing the mean score over all partial matching scores (see
the third line of each service) is not always a relevant heuristic.
This solution may be erroneous for some user’s requests.

Thus, the creation of an optimal ranking (which provides
the highest precision and recall) is not obvious, since we must
deal with the specificities of each request as well as the service
position within each (individual) list.

As discussed above, each matching function is only ef-
fective on a subset of requests, and it may give a poor
performance on the remaining requests. Consequently, it will
be advantageous to combine a set of matching functions. By
doing so, we leverage the advantages of the adopted matching
techniques, and we boost the global performances.

To combine the individual matching algorithms, we have
to aggregate the partial scores/ ranks of the services. Several
aggregating schemes are proposed in the literature [28], [3].
These approaches may leverage voting based models, proba-
bility theory, fuzzy set theory, and machine learning.

To determine the most effective mechanism, we have
to conduct an exhaustive comparative study and derive the
optimal configuration of parameters.

B. Specification of the Discovery Problem

To facilitate the presentation of the problem, we assume
the following notations:

let PRLij be a (partially) ranked list of the ith request
under the jth matching function.

Formally:

PRLij =< (S1, V1ij), (S2, V2ij), ...(S|dataset|, V|dataset|ij) >

where, dataset is the collection of services (i.e
S1, .., S|dataset|) and Vkij ∈ Rd , each Vkij represents a partial
matching score computed through Equation 1 or Equation 2.
It measures the similarity between the parameters of the ith

request and the parameters of the kth service using the jth

matching function. In this case, d is set to 2, since we have
two descriptors for inputs and for outputs.

In the following, we specify the discovery problem as
follows. Given:

• A set of matching functions {f1, ...fm}.

• A set of user’s requests Q = {RQ1, RQ2, ...};
each request is represented by the union of the in-
puts concepts and the outputs concepts, i.e. RQi =
{Pin1, P in2, ...} ∪ {Pout1, Pout2...}.

• A set of (partially) ranked lists, for each request
{PRL11, ..., PRLm1, .., PRL1|Q|. . . ., PRLm|Q|}

We aim to produce a combined ranking (denoted
Combined Rankingi) for each request RQi, such that:

MAP(Combined Ranking1, .., Combined Ranking|Q|)
is maximized.

Where:

Combined Rankingi: represents the fused list of the ith
request (RQi).

MAP : represents the mean average precision criterion. It
is defined as follows:

MAP (Combined Ranking1, .., Combined Ranking|Q|) =

1
|Q|∑
i=1

AveragePrec(Combined Rankingi)

(3)

and
AveragePrec(Combined Rankingi) =

|dataset|∑
k=1

precision(Combined Rankingi, k) ∗ rel(k)
(4)

where precision(Combined Rankingi, k) is the precision at
the kth position over the ith combined ranking.

and

rel(k) =

{
1 if the service Sk is relevant to the ith request
0 Otherwise

(5)

IV. WEB SERVICE DISCOVERY AND RANKING

In what follows, we present our main contributions to solve
this service discovery problem; in particular, we demonstrate
the individual matching algorithms (Sections IV-A) as well as
the probabilistic fusion scheme (Section IV-B).

A. Individual Matching Functions

In this work, we use the most promising matching functions
of the information retrieval field. More specifically, we use five
matching functions that are defined below. To match a request
R with the service S, we introduce the following notation:

Let RQ be the parameters set of R. let Vir (resp Vor) be
the vector containing the occurrence numbers of the indexed
inputs (resp outputs) of the request R. Vir is derived from
RQin; similarly, Vor is derived from RQout.

In addition, let Vis (resp Vos) be the vector containing the
occurrence numbers of the indexed inputs (resp outputs) of the
service S. Vis is derived from ASin , similarly Vos is derived
from ASout. Based on the aforementioned vectors, we define
the probability distributions Pir (resp Por) and Pis (resp Pos)
as follows:

Pir(k) =
Vir(k)

|Vir|∑
k=1

Vir(k)

(6)

Pis(k) =
Vis(k)

|Vis|∑
k=1

Vis(k)

(7)

Por(k) =
Vor(k)

|Vor|∑
k=1

Vor(k)

(8)
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Pos(k) =
Vos(k)

|Vos|∑
k=1

Vos(k)

(9)

The first similarity measure is defined as follows:

sim1(R,S) =
1

2
(cos(Vir, Vis) + cos(Vor, Vos)) (10)

where cos measures the proportion between the dot product
of the compared vectors (or objects) and the product of their
length. It is defined as follows :

cos(Vir, Vis) =
< Vir, Vis >

(||Vir||.||Vis||)
(11)

and < X,Y > is the dot product operator, ||X|| is the
euclidean norm of X .

Similarly, for Vor and Vos:

sim2(R,S) =
1

2
(EJ(Vir, Vis) + EJ(Vor, Vos)) (12)

where EJ (Extended Jaccard) computes the proportion
between the size of shared elements and the cardinal of the
union. It is defined as follows:

EJ(Vir, Vis) =
< Vir, Vis >

(||Vir||2 + ||Vis||2− < Vir, Vis >)
(13)

Similarly, for Vor and Vos:

sim3(R,S) =
1

2
(IL(Vir, Vis) + IL(Vor, Vos)) (14)

where IL (Information Loss) is based on the percentage of
elements that are not shared among the compared objects. The
more the percentage is low, the better the similarity degree. It
is defined for binary vectors as follows:

IL(Vir, Vis) = 1−[

(
|Vir|∑
k=1

MAX(Vir(k), Vis(k))− < Vir, Vis >)

(
|Vir|∑
k=1

Vir(k) +
|Vis|∑
k=1

Vis(k))

]

(15)

Similarly, for Vor and Vos:

sim4(R,S) =
1

2
(JS(Pir, Pis) + JS(Por, Pos)) (16)

where JS (Jensen–Shannon based similarity) is based on
the estimation of the difference between two probability dis-
tributions that represent the compared vectors. The more the

difference is low, the better the similarity degree. It is defined
as follows:

JS(Pir, Pis) =

(
1

2
log2) ∗

|Pir|∑
k=1

[h(Pir(k)) + h(Pis(k))− h(Pir(k) + Pis(k))]

(17)

where h(x) = −xlog2(x).

Similarly, for Por and Pos:

sim5(R,S) =
1

2
(LOG(ASin, RQin)+LOG(RQout, ASout))

(18)

Where LOG (logic matching) is defined as follows :

LOG(RQout, ASout) = MINPl∈RQout(LogMatch1(Pl, Asout))
(19)

In addition:

LogMatch1(P1, ASout) = MAXPk∈ASout
(LogMatch2(Pl, Pk))

(20)

In general, the logical comparison of two parameters Pu, Pt

is established as follows:

LogMatch2(Pu, Pt) =



1(Exact) if Pu ≡ Pt

0.95(plugin) if Pu is parent of Pt

0.85(Subsume) if Pu < Pt

0.75(Subsumedby) if Pt is a parent of Pu

0(Fail) Otherwise

(21)

This is done similarly for ASin and RQin.

In the following, we present our probabilistic fusion
scheme, which is constituted of 3 algorithms. The first one,
hereafter referred to as RPC (Relevance Probability Com-
putation), computes the knowledge that allows the fusion of
the input lists. The second one is termed PF (probabilistic
fusion), it produces the TopK elements of the combined (fused)
ranking. The third one is termed CVBT (cross-validation-
based tuning). CVBT leverages the cross-validation to select
the optimal number of segments.

B. Proposed Algorithms

To build the combined ranking, we adapt the probabilistic
approach proposed in [39], to the context of web services.
In a nutshell, the basic idea consists of learning a set of
probabilities that are involved in the computation of the fused
score of each service. The more the fused score is high,
the better the rank is. The algorithm performing this task
is referred to as RPC. Each learned probability (denoted by
MRelPri(Sl)) represents the likelihood that a service Sl

returned in segment r is relevant, given that it has been returned
by the matching function i.

Algorithm 1 represents the pseudo code of RPC.

RPC algorithm is explained as follows:
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm RPC
Input: dataset : a set of services,

SRQ : a subset of requests,
m : Integer (the number of matching functions),
ns : Integer (the number of segments),
Rel :
a binary matrix of dimension |requests| . |dataset|

Output: MRelP : a matrix of dimension ns.m
1 for i = 1 to m do
2 rankingi = EmptyList

3 foreach Qj ∈ SRQ do
4 foreach Sl ∈ dataset do
5 score = simi(Qj , Sl)

insertInto(score, rankingi)

6 decreasing sort(rankingi)
7 relv services = extract(Rel, j)

8 for r = 1 to ns do
9 segment members = extract seg(rankingi, r)

10 relv[i][j][r] =
|relv services segment members|/|segment members|

11 for r = 1 to ns do
12 for b = 1 to |SRQ| do
13 MRelP [i][r] = MRelP [i][r] + relv[i][b][r]

14 MrelP [i][r] = MRelP [i][r]/|SRQ|

15 return (MRelP )

• (Lines 1 up to 7), for each matching function i and
request Qj , we compute the corresponding ranking
termed rankingi.

• (Lines 8-9), we sort the aforementioned ranking and
we get the relevant services of the request Qj .

• (Lines 10-13), for each segment r, we extract its mem-
bers, thereafter we compute its relevance probability
by applying the formula of the precision criterion. This
rule calculates the likelihood that a segment r derived
from the function i is relevant to the request Qj .

• (Lines 15-19), for each segment r and each matching
function i, we compute their averaged relevance prob-
ability (also denoted MRelPri). More specifically, we
take the mean of the relevance probabilities related to
the requests of the learning set (SRQ).

• (line 22) We return the learned probabilities.

The second algorithm referred to as PF (probabilistic
fusion) allows to compute a fused score for each service Sl.
To this end, PF leverages the learned relevance probabilities
of the five individual rankings. PF is based on two heuristics
(H1 and H2); which are summarized as follows:

• The more the rank (or the segment identifier) of a
service Sl is higher within the individual rankings,
the more the fused score is better (H1). •

• The more the relevance probability MRelPri(Sl) is
higher, the more the fused score is better (H2).
This rule is explained as follows: if we assume that
MRelPri(Sl) is large, then service Sl is more likely
to be relevant and, thus it should be ranked higher in
the combined (fused) list. The fused score is summed

up as follows:

Fscore(Sl) =

m∑
i=1

MRelPri(Sl)

r
(22)

where r is the segment identifier of Sl, i the identifier
of the matching function, and m is the number of
matching functions.

The pseudo code of PF is given in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Algorithm PF
Input: Qj : the current request to be handled, m :

Integer (the number of matching functions),
k : Integer (size of the returned list),
ns : Integer (the number of segments),
MRelP : a matrix of dimension m.ns

Output: Top k(CombinedList) : an ordered list
1 for l = 0 to |dataset| − 1 do
2 Fscore[l] = 0

3 CombinedList = EmptyList
4 for i = 1 to m do
5 rankingi = EmptyList
6 for eachSl in dataset do
7 score = simi(Qj , Sl)
8 insertInto(score, Sl, rankingi)

9 decreasing sort(rankingi)
10 for each Sl in dataset do
11 Sid = Get Seg ID(Sl, rankingi)
12 Fscore[l] = Fscore[l] +MRelP [i][sid]/sid

13 for eachSl in dataset do
14 insertInto(Fscore[l], Sl, CombineList)

15 decreasing sort(CombineList)
16 return Top k(CombinedList)

PF algorithm is explained as follows:

• (Lines 1-4), we initialize the fused scores with 0, the
fused (combined) ranking is also initialized with an
empty list.

• (Lines 5-10) for each matching function i and the
current request Qj , we compute the corresponding
ranking termed rankingi.

• (Line 11), we sort the aforementioned ranking.

• (Lines 12-14), for each service Sl, we get the identifier
of the segment in which he lies (Sid).

• (Line 15), we update the fused score by applying the
formula 22 ( heuristics H1&H2).

• (Lines 17-20), we create and sort the combined list,
according to the decreasing order of the fused score.

• (Line 21): we return the Top K elements of the
combined list.

In what follows, we present the third algorithm referred
to as CVBT (cross-validation based tuning). This algorithm
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aims to select the optimal number of segments (denoted by ns)
that ensures the best mean averaged precision of the combined
rankings. We notice that ns ∈ {2, 3, ..., round(|dataset| /2)}.

To fulfill this goal, we use the cross-validation principle.
This means that we firstly initialize ns to a given value, then
we divide the requests collection on a set of parts (np parts).
Thereafter, we perform the cross-validation section as follows:

• We compute the relevance probabilities (i.e the RPC
function) by choosing (np − 1) parts as the set of
learning requests.

• We perform the probabilistic fusion (PF ) over the
entire set of requests.

• We calculate the mean averaged precision (MAP )
that corresponds to the actual learning requests.

• We change the set of learning requests, by considering
another union of (np − 1) parts, and we redo the
previous steps

• We take the average of the calculated MAP and we
consider it as the final MAP associated to the actual
ns (we denote this result as MAP ′). We iterate the
previous process (the five steps) for all possible values
of ns and then we choose the value that ensures the
best MAP ′.

In the following, we describe the pseudo code of CVBT
(see Algorithm 3)

• (Line 1), we divide the entire collection requests on a
set of parts, for instance, if np = 5, then we have five
subsets of requests.

• (Line 2), we initialize the optimal number of segments,
as well as the optimal MAP .

• (Lines 3-6), for each candidate ns, we initialize its
corresponding (averaged) MAP ′ with 0.

• (Lines 7-9), for each iteration of the cross-validation,
we initialize the learning requests (SRQ). The latter
is constituted of (np − 1) parts of the entire collec-
tion. Thereafter we use this set (SRQ) to learn the
relevance probabilities (MRelP ).

• (Lines 10-13), for each request Qj we produce the
fused ranking CombinedListj, afterwards, we calculate
the corresponding average precision.

• (line 14), we estimate the mean averaged precision of
the actual SRQ set.

• (line 16-19), We calculate the mean averaged precision
of the cross-validation loop (denoted MAP’). This
score is associated to the actual ns.

• (line 20), we return the optimal number of segments
(ns∗).

In the following, we show a scenario that illustrates the
processing performed by the probabilistic fusion (i.e. RPC and
PF).

Algorithm 3: Algorithm CVBT
Input: dataset : the set of services,

CRQ : the collection of requests, m :
Integer (the number of matching functions),
np : Integer (the number of parts),
the defaut value is 5,
Rel :
a binary matrix of dimension∥requests|.|dataset|,
Qj : the current request to be handled, m :
Integer (the number of matching functions)

Output: ns∗ :
Integer (the optimal number of segments)

1 Parts = divide(CRQ,np)
2 MAP∗ = 0; ns∗ = 2;
3 for ns = 2 to round(|dataset|/2) do
4 SRQ = CRQ
5 MAP ′[ns] = 0
6 for i = 1 to np do
7 SRQ = SRQ− Parts[i]
8 MRelP = RPC(dataset, SRQ,m, ns,Rel)
9 for each Qj in CRQ do

10 CombinedListj =
FP (MRelP, |dataset|, Qj)

11 AP [j] =
AveragePrecision(CombinedListj , Rel)

12 MAP [i] = MeanAveragedPrecision(AP )

13 for i = 1 to np do
14 MAP ′[ns] = MAP ′[ns] +MAP [i]

15 MAP ′[ns] = MAP ′[ns]/np
16 return (ns∗)

V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

This section presents our experiments related to the prob-
abilistic fusion as well as the individual matching functions.
We also show a comparison with respect to the Borda [33]
fusion scheme and other state of the art methods.

A. Evaluation Scheme

To assess the effectiveness and the efficiency of the pro-
posed fusion scheme, we use the test collection OWLTC V2.21.
The latter contains real-world web service descriptions, ex-
tracted mainly from public IBM UDDI registries. As depicted
in Table II, the benchmark contains:

1) 1007 service descriptions,
2) 29 sample requests,
3) a manually identified relevance set for each request.

This information allows the computation of recall and
precision.

Since we set np to 5 (np is the number of parts), then 80%
of the request set is utilized for learning the relevance prob-
abilities. In addition, all requests will be used for evaluating
MAP and some other metrics (recall@N,Prec@N,R−prec)
defined below:

1http://projects.semwebcentral.org/projects/owls-tc/
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TABLE II. OWLSTC V2 TEST COLLECTION

Class Number of services Number of re-
quests

Travel 197 6
Education 286 6
Food 34 1
Medical care 73 1
Communication 59 2
Weapon 40 1
Economy 395 12

TABLE III. AVERAGE EXECUTION TIME OF THE PROBABILISTIC FUSION

Average fusion time
(PF function)

Average learning
time (RPC function)

Sum

13830 ms 13659 ms 27489 ms

TABLE IV. AVERAGE EXECUTION TIME FOR ALL METHODS

Approach Probabilitic
fusion

Borda Cos EJ IL JS LOG

Average
time

27489 ms 700
ms

28630
ms

26391
ms

21741
ms

27659
ms

14941

• R-Precision(R-prec or R-P): measures the precision
after all relevant items have been retrieved [40].

• Precision at N (Prec@N): measures the precision after
N items have been retrieved [40].

• Recall at N (recall@N): measures the recall after N
items have been retrieved [40].

We also measure the average execution time of the probabilis-
tic fusion, the Borda fuse model and the individual matching
functions. Our algorithms have been implemented in Java
and the experiments were conducted on a Core I3 1.80 GHz
machine with 4GB of RAM, running on Windows7.

In Table III, we show the average execution time of the
learning phase (RPC function), the fusion phase (PF function),
and the total time. Since the aforementioned algorithms have
a polynomial complexity, then they remain scalable for large
services datasets.

In Table IV, we compare the performance of the probabilis-
tic fusion with respect to the other approaches. We observe
that all running times fluctuate between 21.000 and 29.000
Milli.Sec, except for Borda. The latter exhibits a performance
around 700 ms. This is due to the fact that Borda is a simple
sum of the service positions. We also notice that, the logic-
based approach is more efficient than the other individual
methods, because we implemented the subsumption test with
a logic “or”. This implementation is enabled by a binary
encoding scheme inspired from [41]. By coding the ontology
with binary words we significantly decrease the subsumption
test cost.

Tables V and VI show the behavior of PF for both recall
and precision. In general, we observe that the performance
rises as the number of segments ns increases (for all values

TABLE V. THE RECALL WITH RESPECT TO ns

ns TOP 10 TOP 20 TOP 30 TOP 40 TOP 50 TOP 60
100 0.419 0.661 0.777 0.829 0.867 0.908
150 0.425 0.678 0.793 0.85 0.884 0.911
200 0.423 0.679 0.801 0.86 0.898 0.924
251 0.421 0.679 0.815 0.871 0.904 0.931
300 0.426 0.685 0.806 0.868 0.904 0.932
350 0.434 0.691 0.811 0.873 0.911 0.936
400 0.433 0.691 0.811 0.872 0.911 0.936
500 0.432 0.705 0.828 0.892 0.93 0.949

TABLE VI. THE PRECISION WITH RESPECT TO ns

ns TOP
10

TOP
20

TOP
30

TOP
40

TOP
50

TOP
60

100 0.906 0.746 0.616 0.506 0.432 0.381
150 0.896 0.76 0.624 0.516 0.437 0.382
200 0.893 0.762 0.633 0.524 0.446 0.389
251 0.893 0.768 0.642 0.529 0.449 0.393
300 0.896 0.77 0.636 0.528 0.448 0.391
350 0.917 0.775 0.637 0.531 0.453 0.393
400 0.913 0.775 0.637 0.531 0.453 0.393
500 0.91 0.789 0.652 0.542 0.461 0.398

TABLE VII. MEAN RECALL FOR ALL METHODS

Algorithm TOP
10

TOP
20

TOP
30

TOP
40

TOP
50

TOP
60

EJ 0.33 0.59 0.73 0.79 0.83 0.85
IL 0.33 0.59 0.7 0.79 0.84 0.86
JS 0.33 0.59 0.72 0.79 0.83 0.86
LOG 0.3 0.46 0.6 0.66 0.72 0.69
COS 0.33 0.59 0.72 0.78 0.82 0.86
PF 0.43 0.70 0.82 0.89 0.93 0.94
BORDA 0.39 0.58 0.73 0.81 0.84 0.9

TABLE VIII. MEAN PRECISION FOR ALL METHODS

Algorithm TOP
10

TOP
20

TOP
30

TOP
40

TOP
50

TOP
60

EJ 0.81 0.64 0.58 0.51 0.42 0.36
IL 0.81 0.64 0.58 0.5 0.42 0.36
JS 0.8 0.65 0.57 0.49 0.41 0.36
LOG 0.73 0.53 0.48 0.42 0.37 0.31
COS 0.81 0.64 0.57 0.48 0.4 0.36
PF 0.90 0.76 0.63 0.52 0.44 0.39
BORDA 0.83 0.67 0.58 0.5 0.42 0.38

of K). We also notice that the best performance is provided
by ns = 500.

According to Tables VII and VIII, we observe that PF is
more effective than the remaining approaches. The PF results
are achieved by setting ns to 500. As demonstrated in the
experiments, PF largely outperforms the Borda fuse model.

This is due to the fact that Borda is very sensitive to the
services with bad individual ranks. Consequently its global
performance is unsatisfying. On the other hand, we notice that
the four similarity measures {Cos,EJ, IL, JS} have almost
the same performance. The worst case is achieved by the logic-
based approach.

The execution of CVBT is shown in Fig. 1. It depicts the
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Fig. 1. Mean Average Precision (MAP) vs. ns

TABLE IX. AVERAGE R-PREC FOR ALL METHODS

Algorithm R-Prec
PF 0.86
Borda 0.669
IL 0.709
LOG 0.594
JS 0.705
EJ 0.707
COS 0.692

TABLE X. PF VS S3 C CONTEST APPROACHES

Algorithm MAP
PF (ns=500 0.87
Borda 0.73
OWLS-iMatcher2 0.84
JIAC-OWLSM 0.81
SPARQLent 0.71
OPOSSUM 0.57
ALIVE 0.5
OWLS MX3 0.86

relationship between MAP and ns parameter. In general, we
distinguish two behaviours: firstly, when ns ∈ {2, .., 120} we
observe a rapid improvement of the estimated MAP. Second,
when ns ∈ 121, .., 500, we observe a slow improvement of
MAP. The optimal value is reached round 500.

From these results we conclude that the more the segment
size is small, the better the performances.

As depicted in Table IX, the R−Prec of PF is higher than
the individual ranking algorithms as well as the Borda fuse
model. In summary, PF produces a gain of 21% with respect
to the highest individual R − Prec (i.e. the information loss
R-Prec) and 28% with respect to the Borda R− Prec.

Table X shows a comparison between the probabilitic
fusion and the different systems that participate in the S3
contest 20092. We notice that this competition is based on
the same benchmark (i.e. OWLSTC.2). Table X clearly shows
that our approach outperforms all existing matchmakers.

2International Contest S3 on Semantic Service Selection 2009, http://www-
ags.dfki.uni-sb.de/ klusch/s3/

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have tackled the problem of retrieving
and ranking web services. Our proposed framework takes
into account multiple functional descriptors (input and out-
put parameters) as well as several matching functions (logic
reasoning and text similarities).

Simply speaking, our fusion algorithm leverages a set of
relevance probabilities in order to infer an optimal fused rank-
ing. These probabilities are largely dependent on the number
of segments (ns). The setting of this regulating parameter is
ensured by the cross-validation process.

The obtained results are very promising, and confirm the
effectiveness of the proposed scheme.

In the nearest future, we aim to compare our approach with
alternative fusion schemes, such as probabilistic dominance
and majority-based voting. These approaches can be further
enhanced by tuning their critical parameters with machine
learning algorithms.
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